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Abstract

Although jazz style is a part of the cultural heritage of American composers, relatively few of
these composers have attempted to incorporate indigenous musical elements in their works for
pipe organ. William Bolcom’s Free Fantasia on “O, Zion Haste” and “How Firm A Foundation”
is one of a small collection of organ works written in jazz style. This study attempts to
demonstrate how Bolcom combined elements of jazz with the organ instrument. It includes a
musical analysis in form, harmony, rhythm, melody, and registration. The elements of jazz style
in Free Fantasia feature improvisation, syncopation, swing, ostinato, and blues-inspired melodies
and harmonies. This study could help to interpret and perform Free Fantasia, as well as to
understand Bolcom’s compositional technique.
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Abstract
Although jazz style such as blues, ragtime, and swing is part of the cultural heritage of
modern American composers, relatively few of these composers have attempted to incorporate
indigenous musical elements in their works for pipe organ. William Albright’s Sweet Sixteenths:
Concert Rag for Organ (1975) is one of the small numbers of organ works written in jazz style.
This study attempts to demonstrate that jazz elements significantly shaped in this piece. It
includes an analysis of the musical form, harmony, rhythm, and melody. A survey of the
available documents on organ literature based on jazz style revealed that there are insufficient
references addressing Sweet Sixteenths. This study could help to understand, interpret, and
perform Sweet Sixteenths, as well as to understand Albright’s compositional technique.
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Bay Area Teacher Center/San Francisco State: A MODEL Alternative Single
Subject Teacher Credential Program
The single subject teaching credential in California is a fifth year post-baccalaureate
program. San Francisco State University, Department of Secondary Education offers the
single subject teaching credential in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Math
Sciences (biology, chemistry, physics, geosciences)
English Language Arts
Social Sciences
Art
Physical Education
Music
World Languages

As a fifth year program, one of the admission requirements for the single subject
credential program is an earned bachelor degree. Other admission requirements,
include, but is not limited to: documentation of 45 hours of early field experience in a

public middle and/or high school in the area the candidate is seeking certification,
documentation of subject matter competency, certificate of clearance (fingerprinting),
evidence of having completed a course on the United States Constitution, and a
statement of why they want to be a teacher and should be selected for the credential
program. Faculty in the Department review all applications using a rubric. Candidates
that make it though the application review process are then scheduled for an interview.
The interview process is also scored using a rubric. Scores from both the application
review and the interview review are then combined and a listing of potential candidates
for admission is generated. The Department Chair then determines the number of
candidates to be admitted to the program.
The single subject credential program at San Francisco State University is a oneyear two-semester full time program comprised of 36 units and student teaching during
both semesters. In addition to completing course work and student teaching, all
credential candidates must receive a passing score on the Performance Assessment for
California Teachers – PACT. This performance-based assessment is now in its fourth
year of operation.
The credential program at San Francisco State University, being a full time
program, makes it almost impossible to consider for individuals who work full time.
Individuals who teach full time at private school and who do not hold a teaching
credential find themselves in a predicament if they want to earn a credential and stay
employed. Our Bay Area Teachers Center MODEL is a credential program designed for
individuals that need an alternative program delivery because they can’t participate in a
full time program.
The Bay Area Teachers Center (BATC) offers a three semester single subject
teaching credential program in partnership with San Francisco State University. Founded
in 1997, BATC provides a hands-on, innovative approach to teacher education at Lick
Wilmerding High School in San Francisco. Many of our credential candidates in this
program are full time teaching professionals working in independent schools, while
others are intern teachers working in charter and public schools, and others simply can’t
take advantage of the program at San Francisco State. The diversity of students in our
program, and the wide range of teaching environments where we work brings a rich
diversity and energy to classroom discourse and our learning community. While fulfilling
all the course requirements for a single-subject teaching credential granted by San
Francisco State University, classes at BATC are small, discussion-oriented, grounded in
real-world teaching experience, and organized around creative, hands-on projects.
Classes are offered on evenings and weekends, to allow working professionals to attend.
This alternate credential program must still meet all credential requirements set forth
by the California Commission on Teaching Credentialing.
The benefits of the alternative credential program are both for the candidates
and the University. For the candidate, it allows individuals who need or want a teaching

credential access to earning a credential. The program holds classes late evenings as
well as weekends. A summer semester start for the program is also a benefit for the
candidate. For the University, the alternative program comes with a higher tuition. The
program also allows for facilities to be used which otherwise might sit idle while the
University is still paying for lights/energy etc.…
The poster presentation made at this year’s Hawaii International Education
conference described our alternative single subject credential program in partnership
with the Lick-Wilmerding private school. The program is called the “Bay Area Teachers
Center “. Should you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact me.
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Abstract

In Asia, a growing number of teachers are not native speakers of English (NNSE). These
nonnative English speaking teachers (henceforth, NNEST) developed their English proficiency
and professional skills in many ways. Meanwhile, there are many native speakers of English also
invest their effort in the TESOL education, and native English speakers with/without teaching
qualifications are more likely to be treated in a different way than qualified and experienced nonnative English speaking teachers. In spite of all qualification, nonnative English-speaking
teachers worldwide face challenges in the TESOL profession. This study aims to examine
nonnative English-speaking teachers’ identity formation from critical perspective in the TESOL
education. Through interviews, this study aims to explore teachers’ English learning experiences,
strengths and struggles, and perceptions on their identities. This study employs critical theory
(Kincheloe & McLaren, 1998, 2005) and multiple perspectives of identity theory (Norton, 1995,
1997, 2000; Pennycook, 2000; Gee, 2008) as theoretical lenses. The overall findings of this study
show that non-NESs need to establish their credibility as legitimate speakers and teachers of
English because they were influenced by the myths that only NESs can be “ideal” English
teachers and that only NESs can speak standard English. These teachers have invested time and
effort to receive training and additional learning to prove their teaching ability by working harder
in their workplaces. This study would suggest that non-NESs have developed the personal and
professional confidence to perceive themselves as legitimate English teachers. The study also
highlights that the TESOL education has gone beyond the native speaker. There are more things
to learn as a successful and effective ESL teacher. In the TESOL world, it is important to create a
nondiscriminatory professional environment for all TESOL members.
Key Words: Critical theory, Identity, EFL teachers, Nonnative speaking teachers

Introduction
In Asia, a growing number of teachers are not native speakers of English in the file of English
language teaching (henceforth, ELT). These teachers developed their English proficiency and
professional skills in many ways. For example, they learned English as children and adults by
taking classes in the compulsory education, or they attended many private language institutes
after school. Many teachers also choose to immerse themselves in the different varieties of
English-speaking countries (e.g. America, British, Australia, Singapore, and India). Furthermore,
some teachers pursued TESOL, TESL, or ESL certificates, and continued their graduate study in
the ELF. Namely, these English teachers receive English training in their home countries, and
some of them continue their English training overseas in order to be qualified in the TESOL
education.
On the other hand, there are many native speakers of English also invest their effort in the
TESOL education, and native English speakers with/without teaching qualifications are more
likely to be treated in a different way than qualified and experienced non-native English speaking
teachers. In spite of all qualification, nonnative English-speaking teachers worldwide still face
challenges in the TESOL profession. In general, people seem to believe “the native speaker
fallacy” (Phillipson, 1996). Namely, it refers to unfair treatment of qualified non-native English
speaking teachers because people have viewed them not to be able to distinguish its nuances in
language use. However, Phillipson (1996) pointed out that nonnative speakers can still learn to
use language appropriately through teacher training. This issue is important because these
nonnative English speaking teachers have been treated as less qualified teachers in their teaching
and career. This study aims to examine nonnative English-speaking teachers’ English learning
process, identity formation, and strengths from critical perspective in the TESOL education.

Theoretical framework
This study adopts two theoretical lenses to examine non-native English speaking teachers’
identity, English learning and teaching experiences in the TESOL education. This study employs
critical theory (Kincheloe & McLaren, 1998, 2005) and identities theory from Norton (1995,
1997, 2000) to understand the negotiations, challenges, struggles, and strategies in the TESOL
field. First, the rationale of using critical theory is to “locate and confront issues of power,
privilege, and hegemony” (Rogers, Malancharuvil-Berkes, Mosley, Hui, & Joseph, 2005, p. 368).
Second, Norton (1997) claims that identity refers to how people understand their relationship to
the world, how that relationship is constructed across time and space, and how people understand
their possibilities for the future. From this perspective, identity is treated as multidimensional,
contingent, and subject to negotiation across contexts. This lens will help me to examine
identities from the following perspectives. First, identity if not fixed, but instead is diverse,
dynamic, contradictory, multiple, and changeable over time and space. Second, identify
formation is dependent on social, cultural, and political contexts. Third, identity is constructed
and negotiated primarily through language and discourse (Gee, 2008). From the perspectives of

critical theory and identity construction, these lenses will provide a deep understanding of
intersections of language and identity in the TESOL education.
Non-native English speakers’ status in TESOL
Alatis & Straehle (1997) found that there are more and more non-native speakers of English than
native speakers. Also, it is an uncontested fact that English is the fastest growing language in the
world. For many reasons, people are learning English in many foreign countries, or learners
come to the U.S. to learn the English, as well. Although a majority of English language teachers
are nonnative speakers of the language, they have been treated as step-children (Mahboob et al,
2004). Preference is given to native English speaking teachers because the acceptance of native
speaker norms is as the model to be acquired and as the model that students should be exposed to.
However, Phillipson (1996) uses the phrase “the native speaker fallacy” to refer to unfair
treatment of qualified non-native English teachers. He also challenges the notion that native
speakers make better teachers. While he concedes that native speakers might be able to make
instinctively better grammatical judgments, he argues that they are at a disadvantage when trying
to explain specific language forms, uses, and functions. Similarly, Rampton (1999) also
problematizes the term ‘native speaker’. He suggests that the term should be dropped and
replaced by using more inclusive terminology. For example, he suggests that the term can be
referred to language expertise, language affiliation, and language inheritance. These terms tend
to measure an individual’s identification with the language. Based on the ‘native speaker fallacy’,
it has created a number of challenges with which nonnative English speaker teachers in their
workplaces. The following points illustrate different challenges nonnative English speaking
teachers (NNESTs) have in TESOL education.
Accent
The issue of accent has often been the cause of employment discrimination practices in TESOL
education in the U.S. and other countries. Many researchers from different perspectives socially
and cognitively discussed its impact on how a person judges someone’s ability based on this
notion. Lippi-Green (1997) found that teacher with nonnative accents were perceived as less
qualified and effective and were compared unfavorably with their native-English-speaking coworkers. Similarly, speaking with an accent constitutes an important part of one’s identity and
conveys significant social information (Edward, 1999). The accent can be the stigmatizing
“mark” tied to communication and one’s ability. Based on this identity, many learners view
native English speaking teachers are better language models when it comes to pronunciation.
Many learners have the belief that there is an ideal, true, or correct pronunciation of English.
Mahboob (2005) argued that the term or native speaker was centralized in TESOL as a result of
the Chomskian paradigm. This paradigm has influenced deeply in applied linguistics. Namely,
most of the constructs used in second language acquisition theories, especially the cognitivist
approaches, derive their meaning from the Chomskyan paradigm. From this perspective, a
second language learner begins with their L1 and their ultimate goal is to achieve native-like
proficiency in L2. Many learners believe that their goals learning English is to have the truth
pronunciation. This could lead many wrong goals to achieve the L2 proficiency.
Literature review

Over the years, the practice of English language teaching has widely accepted the native speaker
fallacy, which, according to Phillipson (1992, p. 193), ‘holds that the ideal teacher is a native
speakers’. Namely, a person with native speaker proficiency in English can serve as a model for
the students. Many researchers have begun to examine nonnative English speaking TESOL
teachers’ identity and struggles, especially in relation to native speakerism. Liu (1999) explored
the labels native speakers and nonnative speakers from the perspective of seven nonnativeEnglish-speaking professionals in TESOL though email and face-to-face interviews for 16
months. This study delineates teachers’ language learning process, competence in the learned
languages, cultural affiliation, social identities, language environment and power relations.
Findings showed that nonnative English speaking teachers’ career are deeply influenced by the
term, and they have to adopt different strategies to be recognized as a legitimate English teacher.
Tang (1997, p. 578) showed how NNEST may feel a certain degree of ‘threatened confidence
and authority’, in spite of their advantages relate to their experiences as learners. Another study
done by Mortia (2004) showed that NNES students were constantly negotiating their identities
while participating in a graduate TESOL classroom. The purpose is to “be recognized as a
legitimate and competent member of a given classroom community” (p. 583). Fotovatian (2010)
also discussed nonnative English teachers’ struggles in Australia. The study focused on the
Iranian-background English teachers in English-speaking countries. Findings showed that
English teachers were very conscious about their English. They also feel like outsiders who are
under pressure to do the right things, say the right thing, and behave in the right way to help
them enter the circle. The issue of relying on native English speaking teachers as the best models
for TESOL has also been problematized by study discussed above. It is also true that the
perception has influenced NNESTs’ confidence in teaching.
On the other hand, it is also important to recognize NNESTs’ contribution in TESOL. Previous
studies have found that NNESTs have a significant contribution in TESOL education. The
following studies have demonstrated nonnative English speaking teachers’ contributions. Liu’s
study (1999) support that the effectiveness of nonnative speakers TESOL professionals. Namely,
they are teachers who shared the students’ experience. These teachers have gone through the
laborious process of acquiring English as a second language and understand the needs of their
learners. These teachers also can provide a good model for their students and show empathy for
their learners. In Medgye’s study (2001), this study discussed the advantageous qualities of nonnative English speaking teachers. First, these teachers can provide better learner models, teach
language-learning strategies more effectively because of they can understand it from a learner’s
perspective. In addition these teachers are more sensitive from students’ linguistic and cultural
background. For example, the non-native English speaking teachers understand students’
learning styles in their cultures. In this sense, native English speaking teachers should be
required to achieve students’ native language proficiency in order to facilitate students’ learning.
Being able to speak students’ native language is another beneficial tool in the language teaching
and learning. The use of students’ native language would facilitate the communication in the
classroom, and it can lower students’ affective filter (Krashen, 1982). Another study of students’
perceptions, Mahboob (2004) found that ESL students in his study (based in the United States)
do not have a clear preference for either NESTs or NNESTs; rather, they feel that both types of
teachers have unique attributes. Based on an analysis of students’ essays, he reports that students
find strengths in the way NNESTs teach them when compared to NESTs. This is an important
finding and shows that students are not naive and do not necessarily buy into the “native speaker

fallacy” (Phillipson, 1992) that only native speakers can be good language teachers. In the recent
study, Rao (2009) reported 20 Chinese English as a foreign language students views on the
strengths and weaknesses of native English speaking teacher in the EFL contexts through openended questionnaire and in-depth interviews. . The study found that 87% teachers who were
novice EFL teacher for whom teaching EFL students in China might be their first exposure to the
classroom. However, not surprisingly, students valued what native English speaking teachers
brought with them naturally in a variety of ways. Students believed the native language
authenticity (pronunciation and intonation) and cultural familiarity. For example, the study found
that participants commented that native English speaking teachers’ cultural awareness helped
their English learning. It is not surprising that students expressed the authenticity of a native
English speaking teachers has in the classroom. On the other hands, there are other concerns a
native English speaking teacher might not have in the EFL context. For example, the study found
that native English speaking teachers have insensitivity to students’ linguistic programs. Namely,
teachers use a more holistic approach, and they are lack of insight into typical problems of
Chinese students. For example, the problem could be from the difference between a student’s
mother and target language. Next, the study also found the conflict in teaching and learning.
Participants expressed that they felt uncomfortable with teacher’s global style. Students were
trained to not to ask too many questions, and they are unable to participate when more
communicative activities were used. Overall, there is a mismatch between teaching and learning
style. These difficulties might be from the unfamiliarity with local and cultural and education
system. This study reflects that a native English speaking might have language knowledge;
however, it is more challenging to teach in a classroom from a different cultural background.
These issues are of great importance for both language teachers and students because these
teachers should be recognized and students are deserved to have better teachers to work with
them. Based on the theoretical framework and the fallacy of native speaker fallacy, this paper
aims to examine the following research questions.
Research Questions
(1) What are non-native English speaking teachers’ investments in learning English?
(2) What are non-native English speaking teachers’ strengths and struggles in TESOL
education?
(3) What are their identities in the TESOL education?
Methodology
Research design
A case study is the most appropriate qualitative research method for the present study because it
“concentrates on experiential knowledge of the case and close attention to the influence of its
social, political, and other contexts” (Stake, 2005, p. 444). This study includes individual case
studies of three non-native English-speaking professors and lecturers who were working in EFL
settings in which the native English-speaking speakers exists. Although it would be difficult to
generalize all situations, the study aims to understand each case of their common themes.

Setting
The study was conducted over a period of 6 months at 3 different universities in Taiwan and in
Texas. Three full-time instructors were invited to participate in the study. In Taiwan, these
universities provide a language education program to undergraduate students who major in the
English-related to departments, such as department of English, Department of Applied Foreign
Languages, or Department of English Literature. In these programs, instructors need to teach
students English skills in reading, writing, and communication. These instructors also teach
courses for preparing pre-service teachers on topics such as TESOL methodology, English
vocabulary, and grammar. In Texas, the university provides English lessons in reading, writings,
and communication for international students who are admitted to undergraduate and graduate
programs. In addition, the program also provides students who want to experience American
culture and language immersion. As these participants come from diverse educational
backgrounds characterized by rich experiences of language learning and teaching, their
perspectives on the issues addressed were multidimensional. These will help the study who can
explore nonnative English speaking teachers’ thoughts from a more diverse voice.
Participants
The demographics of the participants in the study are summarized in Table 1. To facilitate the
data analysis, I assigned the three participants pseudonyms based on the initial letter of their L1.
The three pseudonyms are as follows: Ms. L. (Chinese), Ms. C. (Korean), and Ms. Q
(Taiwanese).
Ms. Q, born and raised in Taiwan. She has studied English when she was in the second grade.
She earned her B.A. degree in English, and she has taught English for 10 years in different
language institutes and she is also a substitute teacher in different elementary schools. She
chooses not to become full-time TESOL teachers at school because she can receive higher salary
by hour. She obtained an MA in applied linguistics from a major university in the U.S. After
returning Taiwan, she continued to work in the language institutes.
Ms. C, born and raised in Korea, came to the U.S. when she got married with her American
husband. She taught EFL classes with her master degree in Korea. She was also in charge of
administrative position in the university. In the U.S., she taught English to international students
who are admitted in the undergraduate and graduate program. Meanwhile, she also pursued her
doctoral degree in the second language acquisition.
Ms. L., born and raised in Taiwan, came to the U.S. at the age of 20 to pursue her higher
education in the TESOL degree. It took her approximately 3 years (from 22-25 years old) to
become fluent in speaking. After earning an MA in TESOL, Ms. L. taught English in Taiwan for
4 years. She then attended different conferences and workshops for lifelong learning, and she
continued to engage in short-term study tours during summer break. She has taught ESL to EFL
students for more than 5 years. In all, these participants are nonnative English speakers, and they
also have the capacity to navigate language and culture in their home country and in the U.S.
Table 1 provides an overview of each participant’s information.

TABLE 1
Background of the Participants

Participant Birthplace

L1

First exposure
to English
Time

Ms. L.
Ms. Q.
Ms. K.

Taiwanese
Chinese
Korea

Second Grade
Fifth Grade
Junior High

Taiwan
China
Korea

Context Year of
exposure in
the U.S.
EFL
3
EFL
3
EFL
2

Data collection
Interviews
Qualitative research interviews help to understand perspectives from the subjects’ point of view
and uncover the meaning of their experiences. Interviews allow the participants to convey to
others a situation from their own perspective and in their own words. Specifically, I adopted the
semi-structured interview in this study. The rationale of using this approach is to understand the
respondent’s point of view rather than make generalizations about behavior. The approach
generates high validity because people talk about something in detail and depth. This approach
also can probe areas suggested by the respondent’s answers, and some arise naturally during the
interview. I started the initial interviews with general questions about each participant's
educational background and professional experiences. I then asked the participants what the label
nonnative-English-speaking TESOL professional meant to them and how they defined it based
on their own experience. Interviews were conducted in Chinese and English through face-to-face
and online modalities. Chinese is used to interview teachers in Taiwan, and English is used when
interviewing the teacher in the U.S.
Data Analysis: Critical Discourse analysis
Discourse analysis explores how varying forms of social reality are constructed, negotiated, and
reified through the use of language (Phillips & Hardy, 2002). Discourse is defined as an
“interrelated set of texts and the practices of their production, dissemination, and reception that
bring an object into being” (Phillips & Hardy, 2002, p. 5). Furthermore, critical discourse
analysis (CDA) studies the way social power abuse, dominance, and inequality are enacted,
reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context. This analysis focuses
primarily on societal political issues, so all interview data will be analyzed through critical
discourse analysis. The analysis aims to find out themes, categories, or patterns to my research
questions. To ensure reliability of the data analysis, I invited one of my colleagues to be involved

in the analytical procedure. We first met to discuss the coding scheme and decide how to code
the data into categories that were felt to be potentially significant.
Results
Through the online and face-to-face interviews, themes are found in different research questions.
(1) What are non-native English speaking teachers’ investments in learning English?
The participants’ investment in learning English were found through interviews. They have
invested their learning in the home countries, and in the U.S. In the process of data coding, five
major themes emerged: early exposure in language institutes, personal tutor, summer/winter
study tour, attendance of conferences and workshops, and obtaining TESOL certificates or
degree. Results showed that these participants have invested and time and money to increase
their legitimacy in the TESOL education. These teachers developed their English proficiency and
professional skills in many ways. Although theses participants come from different cultural
background, their learning patterns are very similar in Asia. These nonnative English speaking
teachers start their early investment in their childhood. They attend private language institutes
because English subject is not in the curriculum when they attend elementary school. Their
parents have to pay additional tuition to private language institutes during weekday nights, or
weekends. Some participants can afford to hire person English tutor, usually they are native
speakers of English in their home countries. During summer or winter break, they joined the
summer or winter study groups. Participants even went to New York, Australia, and UK for the
immersion of language and culture. After completing their bachelor degree in their home
countries, they come to the U.S. to obtain M.A. TESOL degree. These learning illustrated that
they not only receive the formal train, but also they used time available to maintain the language
proficiency.
The Chinese TESOL teachers, Mrs. Q, states

我大學時就會參加遊學我想想說可以學學英文和文化, 那後來出國唸認識了朋友我
有空就會去找他, 希望還保有語言的流利度 Translation [ I joined study group when I
was in college. I would like to learn the language and culture. After I study abroad, I went
to visit my friends and I would like to maintain the fluency.]
(2) What are non-native English speaking teachers’ strengths and struggles in TESOL education?
These participants have addressed that they have strengths in TESOL education, especially, they
received compliment from students no matter they are native English speakers or not. Five major
themes emerged when they analyze their strengths in the classroom. These themes are wellprepared lesson, articulation of structure, and understanding from a learner’s perspective.
First, students have perceived the difference between native and nonnative English teachers.
Students perceived that the nonnative English teachers spend time preparing the lesson. One of
participants also expressed that she spend a great among of time before her teaching compared to
her own observation on other teachers. Second, students have found that nonnative English
speaking teachers can provide explanation in structure and use; on the other hand, native TESOL

teachers rely on their instinct explanation in language use. It is more difficult for learners to
comprehend if the student doesn’t have sufficient immersion in a language and culture. Third,
the nonnative English TESOL teacher can understand students’ frustration and difficulties in
learning a foreign language. For example, Asian students usually are more shy in speaking in
public and the traditional teaching approach focus on more receptive skills. Students feel anxious
when they are asked to participate in class. Nonnative English speaking teachers will not put
students on the spot. Rao (2009) found that native English speaking (NES) teachers have
insensitivity to students’ linguistic problems. Namely, NES teachers were unaware of how the
mother tongue and the target language differed. NES teachers were also unaware the teaching
style, learning style, cultural and educational system in China. Thus, students felt frustrated when
they have were asked to participate. These considerations are important because studying a
foreign language is time-consuming and requires a lot of patience and endeavors. The only
teachers that have studied a foreign language can understand how their students feel and realize
the importance and difficulty of the learning process. Teachers have to understand what
hardships their students have, which makes teachers understand their students better, and make
teachers learner-centered. Nonnative English language teachers can use their experiences to
encourage students’ learning, and they can show a successful model to students in language
learning.
In spite of strengths mentioned above, participants also expressed their struggles from
supervisors and students. The issue of accent has often been the cause of employment
discrimination practices in TESOL education in the U.S. and other countries. Themes found from
interviews when they face challenges and struggles in teaching. For example, course assignment
is the first theme from data. Participants expressed that they usually are assigned to teacher
reading, writing, and structure classes. They usually will not be assigned the English
pronunciation and communication class.
The Korean TESOL teachers, Mrs. K, states
I felt I had a kind of deficiency in speaking because I am a non-native English speaking. I am
always assigned to teach reading, writing, and structures class. Why didn’t my boss assign
me to teach speaking or pronunciation? Although he did not say it, I can feel that they don’t
let me teach those courses.

(3) What are their identities in the TESOL education?
The findings reveals that identity construction among nonnative English teachers, with its dynamic
and contradictory nature, remains challenging, changing, and growing over time in relations of wider
language ideologies and practices. The main question focused on participants’ perception when they
hear the term of nonnative English speaking teacher identity, and ways to construct their professional
identities. The first theme found in constructing their professional identities is having bi/multilingual
skills. Namely, the findings reject a fixed, unitary, and monolithic view on the identity construction
of nonnative English teachers. It is challenging when the pervasive notion of the native speakers in
ELT. Other the other hand, it was very interesting to see the teachers’ professional identities in
relation to their bi/multilingual skills. This skill plays a very positive part in how the participants’
identities were constructed in their workplaces.

The Taiwanese TESOL teachers, Mrs. L., states
雖然英語不是我母語可是在台灣這教學環境還是要有會講中文的能力.中文有時在學習
過程中, 扮演了重要的角色, 而且因為我知道二種語言可能當下馬上判定學生的錯誤是
如何造成的. Translation [Although English is not my mother, it is important, I think it is
important to have Chinese proficiency in the EFL context. Chinese plays a role to support
learning. I can analyze students’ errors based on my knowledge of two languages.]

Discussion
The overall findings of this study show that non-NESs need to establish their credibility as
legitimate speakers and teachers of English because they were influenced by the myths that only
NESs can be “ideal” English teachers and that only NESs can speak standard English. These
teachers are deeply affected by the ideology of native speakerism, so some teachers would have
low professional self-esteem. Also, students are affected. Students still use accent or
pronunciation to judge a teacher’s ability in teaching English.
Based on the first findings, these teachers have invested a great of time and money to improve
their competency of English. However, the strengths of these individuals as EFL teachers are
soften underestimated. This study would suggest that non-NESs should develop the personal and
professional confidence to perceive themselves as legitimate English teachers. These TESOL
teachers still have their own strengths. For example, these teachers can understand learning
difficulties from a learner’s perspective. They can contribute to the English education by virtue
of their own experiences as an EFL learner. Brutt-Griffler and Samimy (1999) stated that nonnative English speaking English teacher can empower themselves as “international English
professional” regardless of their race or accents.
In addition, Amin (2002), Braine (1999), and Canagarajah (1999) found that native English
speakers without teaching qualifications are more likely to be hired as ESL/EFL teachers than
qualified and experienced non-native English speaking teachers, especially outside the United
States. On the other hand, many experts argue that teaching credentials should be required of all
English teachers, regardless of their native language. Qualified and trained NNESTs can
contribute in meaningful ways to the field of English language education by virtue of their own
experiences as English language learners and their training and experience as teachers.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the data presented in this study give support to previous claims in relation to the
pervasive notion of the native speaker in English language teaching. However, the study also
confirms that these teachers can continue to develop their professional skills through different
approaches, and their contributions are important to the English education all over the world.
Qualified and trained non native English speaking teachers can contribute to the TESOL
education. Namely, no claims about their experiences in relation to race and ethnicity can be
made in this study. The present study also showed that native-speakersim is still present in one
way or another among nonnative English speaking English teachers, and that a native speaker is
identity is much valued in English language education. In spite of all different perceptions, this

study also would like to highlight that there is a need for expertise and professional credentials
over linguistic inheritance. This study has yielded useful information regarding Asian non-native
English speaking teachers’ role in the TESOL education. Unfortunately, the society, students or
their administrators still are influenced by the notion of native speakersim. This study would like
to address again that the TESOL education has gone beyond the native speaker. There are more
things to learn as a successful and effective ESL teacher. In the TESOL world, it is important to
create a nondiscriminatory professional environment for all TESOL members regardless of
native language and place of birth. Formal and informal gatherings at TESOL should be
encouraged.
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In less than three years, Kinect technology has been adopted in several laboratories to
scan human bodies (Aitpayev & Gaber, 2012; Weiss, Hirshberg & Black, 2011). Authors
believe that Kinect has many potential uses in the classroom and market. The purpose of
this study is to explore college students’ attitudes toward body scanning and the creation
of an avatar using a Kinect operating system. A select sample of 119 female and male
college students participated in the study. Using a Windows 7 operating system with
Kinect to provide a stable platform for the NUI audio and motor devices, students’ bodies
were scanned and an avatar was created. Bodies were scanned from 360 degrees to obtain
360 pictures and 360 depth frames (i.e. about 10 degrees between each view). Outputs
with PNG and PLY files were abstrated from the scan data and processed into a 3D
model reconstruction or avatar by Wissenschaftlicher Mitarbeiter. The program,
MeshLab, was used to view and measure the avatar. Following the scanning process,
subjects responded to a 20 item questionnaire about the process and resulting avatar.
Overall, participants expressed satisfaction with their avatar and body shape and provided
information about the use of avatars.

Background & Problems
Kinect, developed by Microsoft, is an affordable home device that senses motion as
input. Kinect employs a revolutionary technique designed for games, entertainment, and fitness
(Wii-Fit). It promotes body movement so people can exercise without using a controller or
manual touch (Suh, Kim & Suh, 2011). In less than three years, Kinect has been adopted in
several laboratories to scan human bodies (Aitpayev & Gaber, 2012; Weiss, Hirshberg & Black,
2011). Also, some CAD companies have targeted retailers to successfully develop online fitting
rooms to use Kinect. Additionally, some 3D mirror virtual try-on technologies were developed
by IBM and CISCO for retail use. And some on-line stores have used a mirror function to let
consumers practice the virtual try-on apparel and fit simulations. Considering the development
and of these technologies, it is relevant for students to become familiar with them and the
potential applications in industry.
In the market place, consumers express readiness to use avatars to try on clothing when
the body size of the avatar appears to be close to their own size. The use of body images and the
creation of avatars will appeal to stakeholders who want to promote healthy activity, clothing
selection, entertainment activities, and the growth of small businesses. Small businesses can
adopt virtual fitting rooms for virtual try-on to develop new business strategies and create a
border-free business world (Sul & Kang, 2010).
Fit simulation has been adopted by some designers, who could afford the high cost. The
technology can help designers save time in product development by reducing repeated sewing
and pattern adjustments. Also, researchers suggest that consumers who enjoy virtual try-on will
be more likely to return to the website for entertainment purposes, as well as, functional purposes
which will lead to increased online sales (Suh, Kim & Suh, 2011). Shopping is a fun past time
and with virtual try-on consumers are more likely to shop online not only for the convenience but
for the entertainment value (Daanen & Hong, 2008).
Research Project
The purpose of this project is to explore college students’ attitudes toward body scanning
and the creation of an avatar using a Kinect operating system. Additionally, an avatar developed
from a body scan provides a new form of self modeling to take body measurements and observe
one’s body type. Also, the use of digital avatars provides a new form of digital mirroring for
marketing to take body measurements and fit simulation (Suh, Kim, & Suh, 2011). Advanced
technology is changing the way companies operate in the apparel and soft goods industry. Body
scanning has contributed to accurate body measurements, garment-fitting simulation and
improving the sizing system for more than a decade (Istook, & Hwang, 2001; Loker, Ashdown,
Cowie & Schoenfelder, 2004; Honey & Olds, 2007; Cho, Park, Boeing & Hingston, 2010).
Now accurate body images and measurements are readily available, however, the costs can be
prohibitive. Costs might exceed US $200,000 when a laser is used for high-end products, and
US $20,000 when white incandescent light is used. And a more recent model by another
technology company uses six Kinects and cost $10,000. Although manufacturers and designers
would love to take advantage of features like accurate body measurements and virtual clothing

simulation, many apparel companies cannot afford to install such devices due to the high cost or
insufficient physical space (Loker, Cowie, Ashdown & Lewis, 2004; Lin & Mammel, 2011).
METHODOLOGY
A Windows 7 operating system was used with Kinect to create a stable platform for the
NUI audio, camera and motor devices. Body scan software and procedures were provided by
DFKI (Augmented Vision, Kaiserslautern University, Germany). Scan data were collected from
360 degrees to obtain 360 pictures and 360 depth frames (i.e. about 10 degree between each view)
for each subject. An open stance (with feet placed 6 inches apart) marked on legal size paper
over the top of a lazy-susan turn table was adopted to rotate subjects 10 degrees between each
view. Outputs with PNG and PLY files were abstracted from the scan data and processed into a
3D model reconstruction or avatar by DFKI. MeshLab, a free download program, was used to
view and measure the avatar. Researchers used the body scan image to analyze subjects‘ body
types and take body measurments. Also, avatars can be converted into points, wireframe, hidden
lines, flat lines, flat and smooth formats.
Procedures
Subjects were recruited through the university newspaper and from announcements in the
college departments. One independent study student took a leading position to arrange the
schedule for the body scans and operate the body scanning. Ten color and depth frames pictures
were captured for each view. A total of 740 files were documented for each subject. A total of
740 pictures were collected from each subject by using Kinect. An individual folder of each
subject was created and a ZIP file generated. All finished ZIP files were then dropped in the
dropbox or through the university file drop system to transfer to DFKI (Augmented Vision,
Kaiserslautern University, Germany). DFKI abstracted all body images, converted them to
avatars, and returned the individual avatars to the dropbox. Following the body scan, subjects
were asked to answer 20 structured questions after viewing their newly created avatar.
A total of 119 subjects participated in this body scanning project including 97 female and
22 male college students. Subjects were asked to wear their own tight clothing such as: a swim
suit or sport bra with tight shorts for females and fitted boxers for males. The body scan process
took about 15-20 minutes in a private room. Female subjects were most likely to accept this
attire invitation, however, some male subjects hesitated to accept this invitation and felt
uncomfortable for this setting. More than 70% of the subjects were Asian, 27% were Caucasian,
and 3% were other ethnic groups.
Captures from Kinect
Kinect was set to capture subjects’ body images from 360 degree about 10 degree
between each view. Ten color and depth frames pictures were captured for each view. A total of
740 files were documented from each subject. Following the scanning process, subjects were
asked to answer 20 structured after viewing the newly created avatar.

Capture

Subject

Fig. 1. Subject was captured from 360 degrees.
Figures and captions
Avatars (i.e., 3D model reconstruction) can be viewed by MeshLab. Avatars can be
observed from any angle and taken body measurement. For the color frames, the output is png
file format, the depth is binary file format. Outputs with PNG and PLY files were abstracted
from the scan data and processed into a 3D model reconstruction or avatar by DFKI.

Fig. 2. Avatar viewed by using MeshLab.

Participants

A pilot study was conducted in the Textiles II class including twenty subjects to adjust
any required manners and obtain accurate procedures. Procedures for body scanning were
revised and finalized after the pilot study. A total of 119 subjects were recruited to conduct the
body scanning and development of avatars. The twenty students in the pilot study repeated the
corrected body scanning procedure.
Results
Results from the questionnaire included one male subject complained the current apparel
sizing of using 3 variations of sleeve length and inseams did not fit all people. Also, the location
of waist darts in some men’s shirt resulted in a feminine look. One of subjects expressed the
customized avatar could be used to make clothing for individual needs and one of a kind clothing.
None of subjects previously experienced body scanning and creating their own avatar.
Furthermore, less than 35% of the subjects have shopped for clothing on-line. About 15% of the
subjects feel dissatisfied with parts of their body, such as the waist, feet, or hands. All subjects
self-reported their own body type in good shape. More than 50% of subjects expressed
satisfaction with their avatar. Very few subjects will make special order clothing from their
avatar; however, they believe strongly they will use this technology to select clothing. And about
half of them will order clothing from a retailer store that would use their avatar.

Satisfaction
Satisfaction of their body
About half of the participants expressed satisfaction with their upper body torso. The
participants were asked the question “Please indicate how dissatisfied or satisfied you are with
the upper torso of body images?” Table 1. presents the participants’ satisfaction with their body.
Results of satisfied with their lower torso were slight toward to moderate.
Table 1. Satisfaction of their upper torso of body.

1
2
3
4
5

3-D body image
created avatar by
Kinect
Very dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Moderate
Satisfied
Very satisfied

Responses
related to
upper torso
14%
9%
25%
46%
6%

Responses
related to lower
torso
14%
6%
35%
31%
14%

Responses
related to
hands & arms
17%
11%
32%
34%
6%

Accurate representation of Avatar
Participants were asked the question “Do you find the 3-D body image avatar created by
Kinect to be an accurate representation of your body?” Table 2. shows the accurate
representation of 3-D body image avatar created by Kinect.

Table 2. Accurate representation of Avatar created by using body image from Kinect.

1
2
3
4
5

3-D body image created
avatar by Kinect
Very inaccurate
Inaccurate
Moderate
Accurate
Very accurate

Responses
14%
6%
34%
31%
14%

Satisfaction of avatar
The participants were asked the question “How satisfied are you with the 3-D body image
created by Kinect captured data?” Table 3. presents the participants’ satisfaction with the avatar
from 3-D body image created by Kinect. Three quarters of participants expressed satisfaction
with the avatar created using Kinect.
Table 3. Satisfaction of avatar created by using body image from Kinect.

1
2
3
4
5

3-D body image created
avatar by Kinect
Very dissatisfied
Dissatisfied
Moderate
Satisfied
Very satisfied

Responses
14%
11%
29%
43%
3%

Discussion
Due to new exploration of the process, researchers tried four scans on the first ten
subjects in order to achieve successful procedures. Overall, body scanning and the development
of an avatar were new experiences for the students. Also, the majority of students was satisfied
with their avatar and felt the avatar was an accurate representation. This research provides
valuable information about digital body imaging and avatars for various groups. The use of
digital avatars provides a new form of digital mirroring for marketing to take body measurements
and try-on for clothing selection. In future development, a set of nine-Kinect could reduce body
scanning work time up to 89%. Although more investment will be required, there will be a
significant time saving and more accurate, efficient results.
The body-scan project can apply to any age group and enable businesses to be on the
cutting edge by responding to consumers in this new virtual world. Upon completion of the
project, graduate and undergraduate student research teams learn to use affordable accessible
technologies for professional applications.

Implication
College students can readily adopt the new equipment and technology to apply the new
concept. Kinect is very affordable and popular. Therefore, college students were recruited to
participate in this project. It is believed Kinect will be used as a home based body scanning
system to apply with any type of home shopping or on-line shopping. Another exploration
project will bring this technology to students, consumers, and local business communities.
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Career Planning Integration with Health and Life Skills and English Language Arts at the
Grade 6 Level

Abstract
Drawing on both qualitative and quantitative data, this presentation will describe the
effectiveness of having grade 6 students participate in a career-planning unit consisting of
a variety of different learning activities. Alberta Education Curriculum outcomes for
Health and Life Skills as well as English Language Arts were integrated into the various
activities. The detailed outlines for activities that the students participated in, along with
resources and templates used throughout the unit are provided. Twenty-five grade 6
students in a small rural community in Southern Alberta participated in this particular

career-planning unit. The majority of the students were from this rural community, but
many had ties to a larger urban city about 15 minutes away. The majority of the students
were of Caucasian heritage. Objectives of the unit were met with 72% of the students
reporting that the unit plan helped them to learn a lot about themselves, 80% stating that
this unit plan helped them to learn a lot about careers, 72% noting that this unit plan made
them excited about what they could do with their life and 72% reporting that this unit
plan made them want to learn more about different careers. Implementation of this grade
6 career-planning unit demonstrated that career planning is successful at this grade level
and can be easily modified to suite any other elementary grade level. Activities that
enhance a student’s awareness of self, outline strengths and uniqueness, identify interests
all increase student self-awareness and thus increase their ability to think critically about
their career-planning processes. Further, longitudinal data following the selected career
paths of students who had participated in this sort of career integration throughout their
schooling, would prove useful in evaluating the long-term benefits and outcomes of these
types of early career/life planning initiatives.

The Effect of Instrumental and Integrative Motivation
on Students' Language Accuracy

Ahmad M. Bataineh and Hashim H. Noor
Taiabah University

Abstract
This experimental research study aimed at investigating the effect of
motivation on English language accuracy among upper basic stage students. The
researcher carried out the investigation through the use of two instruments (an
accuracy test and a questionnaire). Then students' level of motivation was
measured against a self-reported learner's motivation questionnaire which was
based on reviewing the theoretical literature and Gardner's model of motivation
(1982).
The population of the study consisted of all upper basic stage students in the
public schools of Amman First Directorate of Education during the first
semester of the academic year 2009/ 2010. The researchers selected randomly
Jabal Al-qala Basic School for Girls from all the basic public schools in that
Directorate. To be certain of the validly of the two instruments of the study, they
were presented to a group of referees, and their reliability was calculated by
Cronbach Alpha Coefficient. To treat the raw scores statistically, means and
standard deviations were used.
The results of the study indicated significant difference in favor of the highmotivation group in the accurse test.
This could be an indirect suggestion for EFL specialists to emphasize the role of
motivation in improving students' language accuracy. The researcher
recommended researchers have other studies that investigate the effect of
motivation on students' language fluency.
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Introduction
Intelligence is not the only determinant of academic achievement. High
motivation and engagement in learning have consistently been linked to reduced
dropout rates and increased levels of student success (Kushman, Sieber, &
Harold, 2000). Development of academic intrinsic motivation in students is an
important goal for educators because of its inherent importance future for
student's effective school functioning (Gottfried, 1990). The few studies that
have examined motivation in young children have found that it is a week
predictor of achievement (Stipek & Ryan, 1997). The family is the primary
social system for children. Rollins and Thomas (1979) found that high parental
control were associated with high achievement. Cassidy and Lynn (1991)
included a specific factor of the family's socioeconomic status, crowding, as an
indicator of how being disadvantaged affects educational attainment. They found
that a less physically crowded environment, along with motivation and parental
support, were associated with higher educational levels of children. Religiosity
as an aspect of the family environment is another independent variable possibly
influencing academic achievement (Bahr, Hawks, & Wang, 1993). Cassidy and
Lynn (1991) explored how family environment impacts motivation and
achievement. This means that motivation serves as a mediating variable between
home background, personal characteristics, and educational attainment.
Higher-achieving students are likely to have the following characteristics:
positive feelings about their school experiences; attributed to success in high
school to such things as hard work, self- discipline, organization, ability, and
high motivation; tendency to watch relatively little television during the school
week; tend to associate with students who also were successful in school
(WEAC, 2005).
Many of our students developed hate feelings to their schools, others
having fearing feelings of their schools, and the third group having a love
feelings to their schools, but when they were engulfed in the educational process
some or all that love turn into fearing or hated feelings and this especially
happens to the students in the primary stage. This situation may be because it is
the first time they are remote from their parents and all people around them are
considered as strangers or may be these strangers treat them in a violent way.
Some schools made many solutions for these problems, and the solution
depend on the stage at the same time on the needs of that stage, their abilities
and the educational level; for example, some schools especially private ones,
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make the first week of the educational year full of interesting activities and trips
to the scientism and interesting places at the same time in order to make:
1- Knitting between the enjoyment and the learning process.
2- To make the school an interesting place and create or build a belonging
feelings from the students to their schools.
These efforts and techniques were collected in one term which is called
motivation. It is divided into two categories which are the extrinsic and intrinsic
motivation. Here the researcher will examine both of them. The first type
contains a lot of strategies that can be used by the teachers to achieve the
educational aims, for example, Fulk (1994) said that not every educational
activity will be intrinsically motivating, when students exhibit minimal
motivation, the teachers can enhance intrinsic motivation by using strategies
such as praise and goal setting (which are types of extrinsic motivation).
Another view by Dornyei (1998) suggests some commandments to
teachers for motivating the learners which are:
1- Develop a good relationship with the students.
2- Make the language classes interesting.
3- Create a pleasant, relaxed atmosphere in the classroom.
4- Develop student's self-efficacy.
5- Increase the learners' linguistic self-confidence.
6- Promote learner autonomy.
7- Increase the learners' good orientation.
And many theories were put by theorists who developed their strategies in
order to assist teachers in their endeavor to provide the right conditions for
student's learning such as:
1- The behavioral view: It depends on Skinner's behavioral learning theories
and focuses on the use of extrinsic reward.
2- The humanistic view: It is called the Abraham Maslow's view; the most cited
humanistic psychologist, that is, teachers may not know which of a student's
need is not satisfied, so they can always enhance students' self-esteem by
creating classroom conditions that increase students' achievement.
Motivation plays a crucial role in the second/ foreign language learning. It
influences how students use the second/foreign language; how students interact
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with native speakers; how much input they receive in the target language;
students' achievement; students' proficiency level, and how long students
preserve and maintain the second/foreign language skills after language study is
over (Oxford & Shearin, 1994: 12). Over the past few years, ESL (English as a
second language) and EFL (English as a foreign language) researchers have
discussed a number of motivational concepts and theories (Crooks & Schmidt,
1991; Dornyei, 1994 and 2001; Tremblay & Gardner 1995) suggested two
dichotomies of motivation: intrinsic/extrinsic and integrative/instrumental.
While extrinsically, motivated learners do something because of an external
reward that may be obtained, intrinsically motivated learners do something
because of the rewards obtained from the activity itself. Community integrative
motivation is the positive disposition towards the second language group and the
desire to interact with and even become similar to valued members of that
community (Dornyei, 2010. Instrumentally motivated individuals are motivated
if they see language learning capacity as having extrinsic benefits such as a job
opportunity.
Brown (1994) categorizes three levels of motivation and claimed that
learning a foreign language requires some or all of the three levels. The three
levels are global motivation, situational motivation, and task motivation. Global
motivation refers to the general motivation of a person to learn a second or
foreign language. Situational motivation depends on the environmental context
in which the second/foreign language is being learned. It involves the level of
comfort or anxiety the learners feel during the learning situation, as well as the
learners' willingness to take risk and attempt to interact with others. Task
motivation, on the other hand, refers to learners' perceptions of the relevance of
classroom language tasks (Van Aachen, 1999: 114).
Crookes & Schmidt (1991) claim that motivation to learn a language has
both internal and external features. Internal motivation includes four attitudinal
factors: a) interest in the L2/FL (second/foreign language) based on existing
attitudes, experience, and background knowledge on the learner's part; b)
relevance that involves the perception of personal needs; c) expectancy of
success or failure; and d) outcomes. In contrast, external characteristics are
manifest in the learner's behavior when he: a) decides to choose, pays attention
to, and engages in L2/FL learning; b) persists in L2/FL over an extended
period of time and returns to it after interpretation; and c) maintains a high
activity level.
Both integrative and instrumental motivation are essential elements of
success, it is integrative motivation which has been found to sustain long-term
success when learning a second language (Taylor, Meynard and Rheault 1977;
Ellis 1997; Crookes et al 1991). In some of the early research conducted by
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Gardner and Lambert integrative motivation was viewed as four features of
second language acquisition. These include the social and cultural milieu,
individual learner differences, the setting or context in which learning takes
place and linguistic outcomes (Gardner, 1982).
The social or cultural milieu refers to the environment in which an
individual is situated, thus determining their beliefs about other cultures and
language. It is these beliefs which have a significant impact on second language
acquisition. An example of this can be seen in the monocultural setting of
Britain, where many believe it is not necessary to learn another language and
that minority groups should assimilate and become proficient in the dominant
language of the country. The same can be said of many other predominantly
monocultural communities throughout the world. However, in other countries
such as Canada, bilingualism and biculturalism, are often encouraged within
society (Ellis, 1997). Gardner (1979, cited in Skehan 1993) suggests that
language and its culture, form the basis of an individual's attitude towards
language learning.
The second phase of Gardner's model introduces the four individual
differences which are believed to be the most influential in second language
acquisition. These include the variables of intelligence, language aptitude,
motivation and situational anxiety (Giles and Coupland, 1991). Closely
interrelated with these variables is the next phase of the model, referred to as the
setting or context in which learning takes place. Two contexts are identified,
namely formal instruction within the classroom and unstructured language
acquisition in a natural setting. Depending upon the context, the impact of the
individual difference variables alters. For example, in a formal setting
intelligence and aptitude play a dominant role in learning, while exerting a
weaker influence in an informal setting? The variables of situational anxiety and
motivation are thought to influence both settings equally.
The final phase of the model identifies linguistic and non-linguistic
outcomes of the learning experience. Linguistic outcomes refer to actual
language knowledge and language skills. It includes test indices such as course
grades or general proficiency tests. Non-linguistic outcomes reflect an
individual's attitudes. Ellis (1997) reasons that individuals who are motivated to
integrate both linguistic and non-linguistic outcomes of the learning experience
will attain a higher degree of L2 proficiency and more desirable attitudes.
Within the model, motivation is perceived to be composed of three
elements. These include effort, desire and affect. Effort refers to the time spent
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studying the language and the drive of the learner. Desire indicated how much
the learner wants to become proficient in the language, and illustrates the
learner's emotional reactions with regard to language study (Gardner, 1982).
Being of more importance in a formal learning environment than instrumental
motivation (Ellis, 1997). In later studies, integrative motivation has continued to
be emphasized, although now the importance of instrumental motivation is also
stressed. However, it is important to know that instrumental motivation has only
been acknowledged as a significant factor in some research, whereas integrative
motivation is continually linked to successful second language acquisition. It has
been found that generally students select instrumental reasons more frequently
than integrative reasons for the study of language. Those who do support an
integrative approach to language study are usually more highly motivated and
overall more successful in language learning.
One area where instrumental motivation can prove to be successful is in
the situation where the learner is provided with opportunity to use the target
language and therefore, no chance to interact with members of the target group.
Lukmani (1972) found that an instrumental orientation was more important than
an integrative orientation in non-westernized female learners of L2 English in
Bombay. The social situation helps to determine both what kind of orientation
learners have and what kind is most important for language learning.
Brown (2000) makes the point that both integrative and instrumental
motivation are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Learners rarely select one
form of motivation when learning a second language, but rather a combination
of both orientations. He cites the example of international students residing in
the United States, learning English for academic purposes while at the same time
wishing to become integrated with the people and culture of the country.
Motivation is an important factor in L2 achievement. For this reason it is
important to identify both the type and combination of motivation that assists in
the successful acquisition of a second language. At the same time, it is necessary
to view motivation as one of a number of variables in an intricate model of
interrelated individual and situational factors which are unique to each language
learner.
On the other hand, language accuracy requires more than knowledge of the
basic facts in reading and writing. It refers to the ability to understand and create
information presented in written form and the ability to summarize in your own
style. Language accuracy is too complex to be effectively assessed with anything
simple since it is not achieved by concentrating solely on the text itself, though
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of course that does require close attention. Instead, comprehension requires a
concerted effort to see through the text and beyond. If teachers understand this,
they would need to look at how they assess pupils' comprehension. Reading
comprehension is often linked to understanding information. While this process
usually entails understanding textbooks assignment.
In an EFL setting such as Jordan it is important to consider the actual
meaning of the term "integrative". As Benson (1991) suggests, a more
appropriate approach to the concept of integrative motivation in the EFL context
would be the idea that it represents the desire of the individual to become
bilingual. This occurs through the addition of another language and culture to
the learner's own cultural identity.
As Jordan is predominantly a monoculture society opportunities to use the
target (L2) language in daily verbal exchanges are relatively restricted. There is
also limited potential for integrating into the target language community.
Therefore, there might be no option but to use the instrumental motivation in
Jordan. From information brought to light by Morrow (1987) on English in the
second language education system, it would appear that little has changed in
Jordan in the past 13 years. The teaching of English in junior and senior high
school is still directed toward preparing students for university entrance
examinations. Therefore, the underlying motivation to study the language is
largely instrumental. Morrow claims that many English teachers have poor
listening and speaking skills, thus relying on their vocabulary and grammatical
understanding of the English language. Although this may be true for many
older professionals still engaged in the teaching of English, many younger
teachers now entering the system appear to place greater emphasis on
developing competency in all areas of the language. Some teachers also work
hard to incorporate greater use of oral English within the classroom. This can
only work to motivate learners as they are exposed to English Jordanian teachers
in the education system. It is suggested that the Anglo-American instructors with
whom students are presented can often instill psych-social barriers to learning
the English language. Perhaps in the past, this may have been true, how ever
with increasing numbers of communicatively competent Jordanian teachers this
is, perhaps, no longer valid.

Statement of the problem
Based on the researchers’
experience as foreign language teachers,
supervisors, curriculists and textbook writers, they noticed that most students
were weak in reading comprehension and writing. Teachers often complain
about the weaknesses of their students in learning English language skills; this
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may be due to such internal and external factors as the motivation level
(Hamilton 2006). To enhance students' language accuracy, the researchers have
decided to study the effect of motivation on students' language accuracy. This
study grew out also of the conflicting opinion of EFL experts about motivation
and its effect on language proficiency.

Purpose of the Study
This study aimed at investigating the effect of motivation on English
language accuracy among Jordanian upper basic stage students. In this study, the
researcher tried to show the relationship between motivation and language
accuracy. The significance of motivation in learning process, and how to
improve students' reading and writing abilities come through increasing their
motivation to read and write.

Aims and Questions of the Study
This study attempts to examine the effect of motivation on language
accuracy. More specifically, it attempts to answer the following question:
1- Are there any statistically significant differences in the upper basic stage
students' language accuracy which can be attributed to integrative and
instrumental motivation?

Hypotheses of the study
This study attempts to test the following hypothesis:
There are not any statistically significant differences in the upper basic stage
students' reading and writing (as measured by the students' scores on the reading
and writing tests)

Significance of the study
Since there are rare researches investigating the effect of integrative and
instrumental motivation in sustaining an interest in learning English as foreign
language to Arab learners and specifically Jordanian basic school students, there
is a crucial need to perform such studies in Jordan. This study will show the
effect of such motivation on basic school students.
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Definition of basic terms
• language accuracy: It refers to language usage or the learner's ability to read
and write efficiently and effectively.
• Motivation: is defined as the learner's orientation with regard to the goal of
learning a foreign language. Motivation is divided into two basic types:
integrative and instrumental.
• Integrative motivation: Motivation has been identified as the learner's
orientation with regard to the goal of learning a second language (Crookes
and Schmidt 1991). It is thought that students who are most successful when
learning a target language are those who like the people that speak the
language, admire the culture and have a desire to become familiar with or
even integrate into the society in which the language is used (Falk 1978).
This form of motivation is known as integrative motivation. When someone
becomes a resident in a new community that uses the target language in its
social interactions, integrative motivation is a key component in assisting the
learner to develop some level of proficiency in the language. It becomes a
necessity, in order to operate socially in the community and become one of
its members. It is also theorized that "integrative motivation typically
underlies successful acquisition of a wide range of registers and a native like
pronunciation" (Finegan 1999).
In an EFL setting it is important to consider the actual meaning of the term
"integrative". As Benson (1991) suggests, a more appropriate approach to the
concept of integrative motivation in the EFL context would be the idea that it
represents the desire of the individual to become bilingual, while at the same
time becoming bicultural. This occurs through the addition of another
language and culture to the learner's own cultural identity.
• Instrumental motivation: In contrast to integrative Motivation is the form
of motivation referred to as instrumental motivation. This is generally
characterized by the desire to obtain something practical or concrete form the
study of a second language (Hudson 2000). With instrumental motivation,
the purpose of language acquisition is more utilitarian, such as meeting the
requirements for school or university graduation, applying for a job,
requesting higher pay based on language ability, reading technical material,
translation work or achieving higher social status. Instrumental motivation is
often a characteristic of second language acquisition, where little or no social
integration of the learner into a community using the target language takes
place, or in some instances is even desired.
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Review of Related literature
Baker and Mackler (1997) investigated the growing literature on home and
family influences on children's motivation for reading and writing. They report
that young children's initiated interaction with print at home is important
behavioral indexes of emerging motivations for reading. The beliefs held by
parents about purposes of reading and how children learn to read relate to
children's motivations for reading. Parents who believe that reading is a source
of entertainment were found to have children with more positive views about
reading than do parents who emphasize the skills aspect of reading development.
Spiegel, Vickers and Viviano (1999) described a program for improving
writing skills. The targeted population consisted of second and fourth grade
students in a fluent northern suburb of a large Midwestern community. The
problems in writing mechanics were documented through teachers' observations
and student's and parent's surveys. The results showed that many factors
influence a child's level of writing. These include lack of student's motivation,
poor questioning techniques by the teacher, and lack of pre-writing instructions.
Williams, Siekierski and Fabrikant (1999) put forth a program for
improving reading comprehension and writing skills for the purpose of
increasing overall academic achievement of American third - fourth - and fifth grade students. The result indicated that students exhibit low reading
comprehension and writing skills that hinder academic achievement, which is
probably due to low self - esteem, lack of intrinsic motivation, poor recognition
skills, and limited vocabulary.
Wigfild (1999) examined dimensions of reading motivation and how these
dimensions related to students' reading and achievement of fifth - and sixth grade children completing the motivation for reading questionnaire. The findings
revealed seven groupings of children based on motivational profiles related to
reading and motivation which should be regarded as such in research and in
practice. More specific to the present study, the strength of the relations between
motivation and reading achievement were greater for girls and for white students
than for other groups.
Yair (2000) examined the effects of structural characteristics of instruction
on students' learning experiences when instruction is authentic, challenging, skill
based, and autonomous. The results showed that boring and alienated
experiences are produced when these instructional characteristics are absent. The
structures of instruction that disaffect students are overwhelmingly represented
in students' daily school life; those that spark their hearts are not frequent
enough to motivate students.
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Guthrie (2001) studied the relationship between reading engagement and
motivation in reading among American 9-, 13-, and 17- year- old students. It is
suggested that engaged reading is a merger of motivation and thoughtfulness,
and that engaged readers seek to understand, to enjoy learning and to believe in
that reading abilities. Guthrie further claimed that teachers create contexts for
engagement by teaching reading strategies such as self- monitoring and
differencing. The results revealed that the more highly engaged readers showed
higher achievement than their less engaged counterparts. Moreover, engaged
readers form low income/education families achieved at a higher-level than did
less engaged readers form high income/education backgrounds.
Guthrie and Cox (2001) investigated means of increasing long - term
reading engagement in the classroom, classroom conditions for motivation, and
reading motivation as a phenomenon to explore and explain. The sample
included 125 third - grade and fifth - grade students. They needed reading
comprehension to understand their content books, to interpret literature, and
show their competence on assessments. The findings of their research showed
that students needed direct strategy instruction to read information books
successfully. All the students who had an increase in motivation had an increase
in strategies for reading comprehension and improvement in reading
engagement.
Nolen (2001) examined construction literacy in the kindergarten, task
structure, collaboration and motivation. The findings pointed to how young
children's literacy motivation influences, and is influenced by their classroom
literacy culture.
Baker and Scher (2002) examined children's motivation for writing and
reading in relation to parental beliefs and home literacy experiences using
motivation for writing and reading scale. The sample included first grade pupils
from different socio-cultural backgrounds whose mothers participated in the
study to examine their children's motivation for writing and reading. The results
revealed that beginning readers have generally positive views about reading and
writing and that there are differences in motivation associated with income level,
ethnicity, or gender. Parental identification of pleasure as a reason for reading
predicted children's motivation for reading and writing.
Sonnenschein and Munsterman (2002) studied the influence of home-based
reading interactions on American 5- years-old children's reading motivations and
early literacy development. The results emphasized the importance of the
affective quality of reading interactions for fostering children's interest in
literacy which was found to be the most powerful predictor of children's
motivations for reading and writing.
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Bouffard, Marcoux, Vezeau and Bordeleau (2003) studied changes in selfperceptions of competence and intrinsic motivation among elementary school
children. Children's perceived competence and intrinsic motivation are very high
at the outside of schooling. The results showed changes in perceived competence
and intrinsic motivation. The observed differences between boys and girls were
not attributed to gender – role stereotypes, but girls appeared to be keener to
differentiate their competence and intrinsic motivation according to academic
domain.
Commare and Sedlack (2003) studied writing ability among 94 American
first -and third- grade pupils for the purpose of increasing the writing abilities of
these students. The results showed that among the factors influencing students'
low reading abilities are the absence of strategies, low motivation, and low selfesteem.
Poskiparta, Niemi, Lepola, and Laine (2003) studied motivational –
emotional vulnerability and difficulties in learning to read and spell. A total of
127 children were followed longitudinally from preschool up to the second
grade. The findings showed that early problems in learning to read and spell are
related to motivational – emotional vulnerability in learning situations in the
school context.
Lau and Chan (2003) studied the reading strategy use and motivation among
Chinese good and poor readers in Hong Kong. The results revealed strategies,
especially in using sophisticated cognitive and meta-cognitive strategies. Poor
readers were also found to have lower intrinsic motivation in reading than good
readers. While the ability to use reading strategies had the strongest relation
with reading comprehension, intrinsic motivation and strategy attribution were
found to facilitate reading development through their positive relations with
strategy use.
Berwick et al. (1989) proposed that motivation for studying English peaks
in the final year of high school when students channel all their energy into
studying for university entrance. Once students gain entrance to a university,
motivation to continue English study is sometimes diminished. Many first – year
students appear to have no academic purpose. In direct contrast to this, however,
is the strong desire of many adults to once again resume study. This often takes
place in the many private foreign language schools which provide classes at all
hours of the day, catering for the busy employee who is often occupied until late
in the evening. Some of the many reasons for the renewed interest of adults in
studying include acquiring new skills necessary for the workplace and
preparation for an overseas work transfer.
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Benson (1991) noted that educators in Egypt are often surprised by
university student's lack of ability using spoken English, compared with that of
their grammatical understanding of the language. He reported that university
student's motivation to study English was often mixed. Some students appeared
to be generally enthusiastic, but lacked application. Benson also found that some
of the reasons suggested by students for English study could not be grouped as
either integrative or instrumental forms of motivation. For this reason, he
constructed a third group labeled as "personal". This category included
motivational reasons such as, "pleasure at being able to read English, and
enjoyment of entertainment in English" (Benson, 1991: 36). The results from his
study showed a preference for integrative and personal forms of motivation,
even though this was restricted. Benson suggests that the student's rejection of
instrumental motivation illustrates the view that students do not perceive English
as having a vital role to play in their lives.
Oxford and Shearin (1994) analyzed a total of 12 motivational theories or
models, including those from socio-psychology, cognitive development, and
socio-cultural psychology, and identified six factors that impact motivation in
language learning:
• Attitudes (i.e. sentiments toward learning community and the target
language).
• Beliefs about self (expectancies about one's attitude to succeed, self efficacy,
and anxiety).
• Goals (perceived clarity and relevance of learning goals as reasons for
learning).
• Involvement (i.e. extent to which the learners actively and consciously
participates in the language learning process).
• Environmental support (i.e. extent of teachers and peer support, and
integration of cultural and outside -of- class support into learning
experience).
• Personal attributes (i.e. aptitude, sex, age and previous language learning
experience).
Finocchiaro, (1982) and Ngeow (1980) have shown that factors such as
positive learners and teachers attitudes, which are interrelated to motivation,
must be sustained for successful transfer of language learning and to foster
positive attitudes and to motivate learning of English as a second language.
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Gardner, (1989) conducted a research in the area of motivation that was
largely influenced by Mowrer (1950, cited in Larson-freeman and long 1994),
whose focus was on first language acquisition. He proposed that a child's
success when learning a first language could be attributed to the desire to gain
identity within the family unit and then the wider language community. Using
this as the basis for his research Gardner went on to investigate motivation as
influencing factor in L2 acquisition. In his socio-educational model, he
identified a number of factors which are interrelated when learning a second
language. Gardner's model looks specifically at second language acquisition in a
structured classroom setting rather than a natural attempt to interrelate four
features of second language acquisition. These include the social and cultural
milieu, individual learner differences, the setting or context in which learning
takes place and linguistic outcomes.
Harter (1981) measured motivation with subscales made up of both
intrinsic and extrinsic pole (preference for challenge vs. preference for easy
work, curiosity-interest vs. teacher approval, and independent mastery vs.
dependence on teacher) in this cross-sectional study, involving students from 3rd
through 9th grade, a linear trend was observed in which motivational orientation
was at first very intrinsic in 3rd grade but became increasingly extrinsic with
each grade level. However, the shift from intrinsic to extrinsic motivation needs
to be interpreted carefully because Harter (1981) used a dichotomous measure of
motivation that puts intrinsic and extrinsic motivation at the opposite ends of the
same continuum. Finally studies within the context of achievement goal
orientations have found a decrease in personal task goal and an increase in
personal extrinsic goal during the transition to middle school.
Eisenberger and Cameron (1995) also found in their assessment of past
works on creativity and extrinsic motivation that the detrimental effect of
extrinsic reward could actually be avoided by simply adjusting the condition that
creates a negative effect. They presented three points in the research (a)
detrimental effects or reward occur under highly restricted, easily avoidable
condition (b) mechanisms of instrumental and classical conditioning are basic
for understanding incremental and decrement effects of reward on task
motivation, (c) positive effects of reward on generalized creativity are easily
attainable using procedure derived from behavior theory.
Eisenberger and Cameron (1996), Eisenberger, Armeli, and Pretz (1998),
Eisenberger, Pierce and Cameron (1999), Eisenberger and Rhoade (2001) stated
that rewards were also found to have increased intrinsic motivation and
creativity under different situations and expectations. The overall findings of
these studies concluded that rewards can in fact have a lasting positive effect on
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creativity. One idea that has been presented is that the use of a reward on one
particular creative task would influence an individual's subsequent creativity on
other tasks (Eiseberger and Selbst, 1994).
Shanab, et al (1981) found that positive verbal feedback during a puzzlesolving task lead under-graduates to spend more time on the task and to rate
their interest a higher than participants in a control condition who received
neutral feedback. In another study, adults who were praised for a puzzlecompletion task and spent more time engaging in the same task during a
subsequent free-choice session than those given no feedback.
Vansteenkiste, Simons, Lens, Sheldon and Deci (2004) looked at the
teacher's role in promoting motivation, focusing on how the teacher mediated
the learning context. They found that Teachers play a significant role in
motivating students by guiding them through the learning process. Other writers
who looked at the teacher's role including Arhar and Buck (2000), who state "…
teaching is a moral commitment to the democratic relationship between teachers
and learners' (328).
Wigfield, Guthrie, Tonks and Perencevich (2004) discussed the nature and
domain specificity of writing motivation and examined how two writing
instructional programs influenced third – grade children's motivation to write.
The analysis of children's responses to a writing motivation questionnaire
showed an increase in the children's intrinsic motivation to write effectively.
Wang and Guthrie (2004) examined the extent to which motivational
processes facilitate the comprehension of texts and the extent of culture role in
145 Chinese and American fourth – grade students. They investigated the effects
of intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation, and the relationship between them,
the amount of reading past reading achievements, and text comprehension on the
students' understanding. They found that intrinsic motivation predicted text
comprehension for both student groups. Extrinsic motivation negatively
predicted text comprehension, while reading amount did not predict text
comprehension.
Guthrie (2006) examined increasing reading comprehension, motivation
and science knowledge through concept oriented reading instructions. The
results showed that reading motivation increased multiple outcomes in science
and reading, and that interest in reading was a prominent factor generating
reading comprehension growth.
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The literature reveals that an increase in motivation is most likely to lead
to an increase in language accuracy.

Methods and procedures
The present study aims at investigating the effect of motivation on upper
basic stage students' accuracy in English language.

Population and sample of the study
The population of the study consisted of all male and female upper basic
stage students in the public school of Amman first Directorate of Education
during the first semester of the academic year 2010/2011. The researcher
selected a random sample of 99 basic eighth grade students.
Table 1
Distribution of the sample by motivation level
Total

Levels of motivation
N

%N

Low

52 48.6%

High

47 51.4%

Total

99 100%

Table 1 indicates the distribution of the sample according to motivation
levels. The researcher examined the sample by using a motivation scale. Based
on the students' responses to the questionnaire, he divided them into two groups:
One with high motivation and another with low motivation.

Research instruments and procedures
Two instruments were used to collect the data of the study: (1) an accuracy
test and (2) a questionnaire.
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The written Test
This test measures the students’ accuracy in English. It is adapted from the
reading and writing exercises in the eight - grade Activity Book.

The questionnaire
The questionnaire is designed to investigate the effect of motivation on
language accuracy. It consisted of 50 items gathered from the theoretical
literature and the lactated studies.
Based on the students' responses to the questionnaire, the researcher divided
them into two groups: One with high motivation level (n = 47) and another with
low motivation level (n = 52).

Validity
To ensure the validity of the test, and the questionnaire, they were given to a
jury of four professors of TEEL, Curriculum and Instruction, and Measurement
and Evaluation. The instruments were rebuilt by deletion, addition or
modification based on the suggestions of these experts.

Reliability
A pilot study was conducted on a group of 20 students who were from the
eighth grade named with section (C) at the same school. The reliability of the
motivation scale was computed using Cronbach's Alpha and Pearson correlation
coefficient. The value of the correlation coefficient between the test and the
retest for the motivation scale was found to be 0.78 and the reliability coefficient
using Cronbach's Alpha for the accuracy test was found to be 0.81.
These coefficients indicated that they are appropriate to the subjects' levels.
Hence, no adjustments were made to either test. In addition, the reliability was
computed between the test and the retest as a whole test using the Pearson
correlation coefficient.
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Table 2
Pearson Correlation Coefficient of a whole test
and the motivation scale
Dimensions

Test – Retest

Accuracy test
Motivation Scale

81
0.78

The reliability was computed for the accuracy test using difficulty and
discrimination coefficients. These coefficients indicate that they are suitable for
the students' level and their knowledge of the eighth grade students.

Data Analysis procedures
The following statistical procedures were used to analyze the data:
• Means, standard deviations, ANOVA and MONOVA were computed to
answer the question of the study.

Procedures
All data were collected during the first semester of the year 2010/2011. The
researcher collected the necessary data to answer the questions of the study by
administering the questionnaire to the sample of the study.
• The researcher was granted permission by the Directorate of Education in
Amman to administer the questionnaire.
• After having content analysis and evaluation of the subjects' responses to the
questionnaire's items.
• Students were divided into two groups according to their levels of motivation
in order.
• To measure objectively the effect of the level of motivation on students’
performance in an accuracy test, group (A) consisted of all subjects who had
high level of motivation, while group (B) consisted of all subjects who had
low level of motivation.
• The researchers administered the accuracy test, then scored the test and
statistically analyzed the scores with the help of a statistic specialist to see if
motivation has a positive effect on students' performance in the accuracy test.
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Results of the Study
A: The English language test as a whole:
The researcher has computed the means and the standard deviations for the
whole English language test according to level of motivation.

Table 3
Means and standard deviations of the whole English language test according to
level of motivation variable
Levels of Motivation Mean Std.Deviation N
Low
37.18
11.30
52
High
48.46
5.40
47

Table 3 shows there were apparent differences between the means of the
English language test according to level of motivation variable. In order to
measure the significant differences between these means, ANOVA was
calculated and revealed that.
There is a statistically significant difference (α = 0.05) in the means of the
whole English language test due to the level of motivation variables, differences
were in favor of high motivated students. It was (16.5).

Discussion
Motivation is the basic element in learning foreign languages. Empirical
studies indicate that highly motivated students learn faster and better than the
ones who find the study of language distasteful. Hence the need for pedagogical
motivation is important. This refers to the ability to arouse in the students a
desire to learn the language and feel that the language they learn is useful.
This study investigated whether or not there were any statistically
significant differences in the respondents' language accuracy which can be
attributed to their level of motivation. The results showed that there was a
statistically significant difference due to the level of motivation in favor of high
– motivated students in the reading and writing tests. This is congruent with the
findings of Nolen (2001) Wany (2004), Deci (2004), Commare (2003), Lau
(2003), Harter (1981), that the more highly engaged readers and writers who
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were motivated to read and write for knowledge showed higher achievement
than the less engaged readers and writers did. It is also consistent with the
findings of Oxford (1994), Baker (2002) that there is a relationship between
motivation and language accuracy, so if the students are motivated through
different strategies, an increase in language accuracy is to be expected.

Summary
The results of the present study indicated that there were statistically
significant differences which can be attributed to the differences in motivation
level; this means that the achievement of students who have a high motivation
level in the reading and writing test is higher than the achievement of students
who have a low motivation level.

Suggestion and Recommendations
• Teachers should be sensitive to learners’ motives, to recognize their
instrumentality, and at the same time raise their integrative motivation, as
both extrinsic and intrinsic motivation are required to include people to learn
(Csikszentmihaly, 1990: cited in McGroarty, 1996). Teachers should
encourage balanced development of both types of motivation especially for
English learners. Recognizing learners for examinations and focusing more
on practical skills such as how to communicate with other people when
traveling aboard. On the other hand, raising their interests towards the culture
of the target language can be done by activities such as giving information on
the lifestyle, geography, literature of the English-speaking countries through
visual, written and audio forms, or even organizing group-sharing for
learners who have been to English Speaking countries according to Gardner
(1985: 1996) attitudes are related to motivation and can be changed (Morgan,
1993). Teachers can raise learners' integrative motivation by enhancing their
positive attitudes and correcting their negative stereotypes towards English
speaking countries and people as well as the English language itself.
• Using instruction technologies which might increase students' motivation.
• In order to make the language learning process a more motivation experience,
instructors need to put a great deal of thought into developing programs
which maintain student interest and have obtainable short term goals.
• Encouraging students to become more active participants in a lesson can
sometimes assist them to see a purpose for improving their communication
skills in the target language. Successful communication using the target
language should result in students' feeling some sense of accomplishment.
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Research in the area suggests L2 achievement strongly affects learners’
motivation (Strong 1983, cited in Ellis, 1997).
• The use of an interesting text can also help to increase the motivation level of
students in the classroom. Many Jordanian texts often contain material which
fails to capture the interest of students due to the heavy emphasis on
vocabulary and grammar. Many foreign texts, however, which have been
designed for EFL, and specifically the Arab market, often contain topics
which can create deal of classroom interaction and help to motivate students
to develop their language skills. It is important for the instructor to take
advantage of such discussion topics and help students to realize that, even
though they may see no need to become proficient in a second language, the
study of another language and culture can only enhance their perception and
understanding of other cultures.
• Teaching a second language to students in rural areas remains a great
challenge because performance in exams is considered more important than
for other purposes. It requires not only courageous, well-determined, and
committed teachers but also creative and innovative teaching techniques.
Teachers have to find practical ways to motivate the students to learn and
appreciate the language, and at the same time, sustain students' interest in the
language learning process. The framework of the enrichment program that
we suggest here recognizes motivation as a crucial factor which interacts
with other factors involved in language learning process.
• Although a lot of suggestions on how to increase motivation have been made,
as Ellis (1999) points out, there has been very little systematic research on
how these suggestions affects motivation. Teachers, as action researchers,
should try to conduct more research in this area. Another line of further
research is to focus on how motivation facilitates learning than whether it
facilitates it (Gardner, 1996).
• Using interesting texts and authentic ones that can also help to increase the
motivation level of students in the classroom.
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Appendix
Examples of the Learners' level of motivation:
A below are a number of statements with which some people agree and
others disagree. There are no right or wrong answers since many people have
different opinions. We would like you to indicate your opinion about each
statement by ticking the boxes below which best indicates the extent to which
you disagree or agree with that statement, (50 items).
Strongly
Strongly
Disagree Neutral Agree
disagree
agree

1

Studying English can be
important to me because it
will allow me to be more at
ease with other people who
speak English.

?

?

?

?

?

2

Studying English can be
important for me because it
will allow me to meet and
converse with more and
varied people

?

?

?

?

?

3

Studying English can be
important for me because it
will enable me to better
understand and appreciate
British art and literature

?

?

?

?

?

4

Studying English can be
important for me because I
will be able to participate
more freely in the activities
of other cultural groups

?

?

?

?

?

5

Studying English can be
important for me because I'll
need it for my future career.

?

?

?

?

?

6

Studying English can be
important for me because it
will make me a more
knowledgeable person.

?

?

?

?

?

7

Studying English can be

?

?

?

?

?
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important for me because I
think it will someday be
useful in getting a good job.

8

Studying English can be
important for me because
other people will respect me
more if I have knowledge of
a foreign language.

?
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?

?

?

?

أﺛﺮ اﻟﺪاﻓﻌﯿﺔ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﯿﺔ واﻟﺨﺎرﺟﯿﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﺪﻗﺔ اﻟﻠﻐﻮﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ اﻹﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ
د .أﺣﻤﺪ ﻣﻮﺳﻰ اﻟﺒﻄﺎﯾﻨﺔ و د .ھﺎﺷﻢ ﺑﻦ ﺣﻤﺰة ﻧﻮر
ﻣﻠﺨﺺ
ھﺪﻓﺖ ھ�ﺬه اﻟﺪراﺳ�ﺔ إﻟ�ﻰ اﻟﺒﺤ�ﺚ ﻓ�ﻲ أﺛ�ﺮ داﻓﻌﯿ�ﺔ اﻟ�ﺘﻌﻠﻢ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﯿ�ﺔ واﻟﺨﺎرﺟﯿ�ﺔ ﻋﻠ�ﻰ اﻟﺪﻗ�ﺔ
اﻟﻠﻐﻮﯾﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ اﻹﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰﯾﺔ ﻟﺪى طﻠﺒ�ﺔ اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠ�ﺔ اﻷﺳﺎﺳ�ﯿﺔ اﻟﻌﻠﯿ�ﺎ ،ﺣﯿ�ﺚ ﺣ�ﺎول اﻟﺒﺎﺣ�ﺚ أن ﯾﺒ�ﯿﻦ
اﻟﻌﻼﻗﺔ ﺑﯿﻦ اﻟﺪاﻓﻌﯿﺔ واﻟﺪﻗ�ﺔ اﻟﻠﻐﻮﯾ�ﺔ ﺑﺎﺳ�ﺘﺨﺪام اﻻﺧﺘﺒ�ﺎر واﺳ�ﺘﺒﺎﻧﮫ ﺗ�ﻢ ﺑﻨﺎءھ�ﺎ ﻣ�ﻦ ﺧ�ﻼل ﻣﺮاﺟﻌ�ﺔ
اﻷدب اﻟﻨﻈﺮي واﻟﺪراﺳﺎت اﻟﺴﺎﺑﻘﺔ ﺑﺎﻹﺿﺎﻓﺔ إﻟﻰ ﻧﻤﻮذج ﻛﺎردﻧﺮ ﺣﻮل اﻟﻮاﻗﻌﯿﻦ.
أﻣﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻨﺴﺒﺔ ﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤ�ﻊ اﻟﺪراﺳ�ﺔ ﻓﻘ�ﺪ ﺗﻜ�ﻮن ﻣ�ﻦ ﺟﻤﯿ�ﻊ ط�ﻼب وطﺎﻟﺒ�ﺎت اﻟﻤﺮﺣﻠ�ﺔ اﻷﺳﺎﺳ�ﯿﺔ
اﻟﻌﻠﯿﺎ ﻟﻤﺘﻌﻠﻤﻲ اﻟﻠﻐﺔ اﻹﻧﺠﻠﯿﺰﯾ�ﺔ ﻛﻠﻐ�ﺔ أﺟﻨﺒﯿ�ﺔ ﻓ�ﻲ اﻟﻤ�ﺪارس اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﯿ�ﺔ ﻓ�ﻲ ﻣﺪﯾﺮﯾ�ﺔ ﺗﺮﺑﯿ�ﺔ ﻋﻤ�ﺎن
اﻷوﻟﻰ ﺧﻼل اﻟﻔﺼﻞ اﻟﺪراﺳﻲ اﻷول ﻟﻠﻌﺎم اﻟﺪراﺳﻲ  ، 2011/2010ﺣﯿﺚ ﻗﺎم اﻟﺒﺎﺣ�ﺚ ﺑﺎﺧﺘﯿ�ﺎر
ﻣﺪرﺳ��ﺔ ﺟﺒ��ﻞ اﻟﻘﻠﻌ��ﺔ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﯿ��ﺔ ﻟﻺﻧ��ﺎث ﺑﺼ��ﻮرة ﻋﺸ��ﻮاﺋﯿﺔ ﻣ��ﻦ ﻣﺠﻤ��ﻮع اﻟﻤ��ﺪارس اﻷﺳﺎﺳ��ﯿﺔ
اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻤﺪﯾﺮﯾﺔ ﻧﻔﺴﮭﺎ.
وﻟﻠﺘﺤﻘ��ﻖ ﻣ��ﻦ ﺻ��ﺪق أداة اﻟﺪراﺳ��ﺔ ﺗ��ﻢ ﻋﺮﺿ��ﮭﺎ ﻋﻠ��ﻰ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋ��ﺔ ﻣ��ﻦ اﻟﻤﺤﻜﻤ��ﯿﻦ وﻛﻤ��ﺎ ﺗ��ﻢ
ﺣﺴﺎب ﻋﺎﻣﻞ اﻟﺜﺒﺎت ﻷداﺋﻲ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﻛﺮوﻧﺒﺎخ اﻟﻔﺎ .وﻟﻘﺪ ﺗﻢ ﻣﻌﺎﻟﺠﺔ اﻟﺒﯿﺎﻧﺎت ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام
اﻟﻮﺳﺎﺋﻞ اﻹﺣﺼﺎﺋﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﻨﺎﺳﺒﺔ.
وﻗﺪ ﺑﯿﻨﺖ ﻧﺘ�ﺎﺋﺞ اﻟﺪراﺳ�ﺔ وﺟ�ﻮد ﻓ�ﺮوق ذات دﻻﻟ�ﺔ إﺣﺼ�ﺎﺋﯿﺔ ﺗﻌ�ﺰى ﻷﺛ�ﺮ اﻟﻮاﻗﻌﯿ�ﺔ ﻋﻠ�ﻰ
اﺧﺘﯿﺎر اﻟﺪﻗﺔ اﻟﻠﻐﻮﯾﺔ ﻟﺼﺎﻟﺢ اﻟﻄﺎﻟﺒﺎت ذوات اﻟﺪاﻓﻌﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺮﺗﻔﻌﺔ.
وﯾﻤﻜﻦ اﻋﺘﺒﺎر ھﺬه اﻟﻨﺘﯿﺠﺔ ﺑﻤﺜﺎﺑ�ﺔ اﻗﺘ�ﺮاح ﻋﻠ�ﻰ ﻣﺘﺨﺼﺼ�ﻲ اﻟﻠﻐ�ﺎت اﻷﺟﻨﺒﯿ�ﺔ أن ﯾﻘﻮﻣ�ﻮا
ﺑﺘﺄﻛﯿ��ﺪ دور اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﯿ��ﺔ واﻟﺘﻌﺰﯾ��ﺰ ﻓ��ﻲ ﺗﺤﺴ��ﯿﻦ اﻟﺪﻗ��ﺔ اﻟﻠﻐﻮﯾ��ﺔ ﻟ��ﺪى ﻣﺘﻌﻠﻤ��ﻲ اﻟﻠﻐ��ﺎت اﻷﺟﻨﺒﯿ��ﺔ ﻛ��ﺬﻟﻚ
ﯾﻮﺻﻲ اﻟﺒﺎﺣﺚ إﺟﺮاء ﺑﺤﻮث ﻣﺸﺎﺑﮭﺔ ﻟﺪراﺳﺔ أﺛﺮ اﻟﺪاﺧﻠﯿﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻄﻼﻗﺔ اﻟﻠﻐﻮﯾﺔ.
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Abstract
This case study drew upon theories of practice – specifically, situated and sociocultural learning
theories -- to describe how learning occurs in the routine activities of preparing for, and
participating in, nonprofit board meetings.
This research had a two-fold purpose: to understand nonprofit board learning within the context
of their primary workspace (meetings) and to understand and articulate the factors that best
contribute to an environment where generative governance (Governance as Leadership model,
Chait, Ryan & Taylor, 2005) can occur. The researcher drew primarily upon situated learning
(Lave & Wenger, 1991) and sociocultural learning (Yanow, 2003) perspectives to provide a
theoretical framework.
A case study approach was selected to allow for immersion in the meeting environment and deep
exploration of the experiences, roles and motivations of individual members. Data were collected
via observation of five consecutive board meetings, two focus groups, in-depth interviews of
board members and the agency executive director, and content analysis of meeting materials.
Evidence of a community of practice – domain, community and practice -- was found and linked
to the qualities necessary to foster generative thinking and governing (Wenger, 1999).
Particularly notable were the multiple ways in which the board focused on mission (domain) and
relied upon it to drive deliberations, the collegial and trusting environment in which it worked
(community), and the critical importance of peer learning – in both expert and non-expert roles –
to fuel group understanding (practice). Board members achieved clarity about how their values
fit organizational mission before they accepted the invitation to serve. They also knew the skills,
perspectives, etc., that they were expected to contribute to group learning. This paved the way
for more directed use of board member time and expertise, leading to more effective decisions.
Commitment to mission, and constant focus mission in discussions and decision making, helped
board members create and take advantage of the type of generative thinking described by Chait,
Ryan and Taylor. Strategic use of member questions helped to facilitate that focus.
Chait, R., Ryan, W., &Taylor, B. (2005). Governance as Leadership: Reframing the Work of
Nonprofit Boards. Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons.
Lave, J., & Wenger, E. (1991). Situated learning: Legitimate peripheral participation.
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press
Wenger, E. (1999). Communities of practice: Learning, meaning and identity. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press.
Yanow, D. (2003). Seeing organizational learning: A “cultural” view. In D. Niocolini, S.
Gherardi & D. Yanow (Eds.), Knowing in organizations: A practice-based approach (pp.
32-52). New York: M.E. Sharpe, Inc.

THE PRACTICE OF NONPROFIT GENERATIVE GOVERNANCE: A CASE STUDY
Debra Beck, EdD, University of Wyoming
As the nonprofit sector expands -- 1.6 million registered organizations in 2012 (National Center
for Charitable Statistics, 2012) – so do public expectations for services and professionalism.
Responsibility for true leadership and accountability continually grows for the sector as a whole
and for individual nonprofit boards. Expectations are high and opportunities rich, but traditional
board development efforts cannot begin to prepare those charged with governance. Most of those
efforts are confined to relatively brief, formal experiences (e.g., training sessions and retreats)
that occur outside of the context of daily governance work. In this setting, as special events in a
board’s life, their failure to rise to the challenge is inevitable.
Emerging governance discussions, sparked by release of Governance as Leadership (GAL)
(Chait et al, 2005) and BoardSource’s The Source (2005), call for a new board work culture.
They also describe, in different ways, the need for richer, more holistic approaches to board
learning and thinking. Learning is not a special event in these conceptualizations. It is a part of
governance life. Existing ideas about board development cannot fully support these more
demanding approaches.
Research Questions
This research was driven by one overarching research question:
•

How do preparation for, and participation in, nonprofit board meetings impact members’
ability to engage in generative governance?

The following questions inform the study of learning in context:
•
•
•
•

How do board members stay focused on the mission of the organization, and what forms
does that focus take during meetings?
How do they define their individual contributions to the board and the agency, and how
closely do they link those contributions to mission?
How do discussions foster creative stretches of thinking that might lead to generative
thinking?
What resources do they find most valuable in preparation for meetings?
Review of Literature

The nonprofit literature reviewed provided a background for understanding how the sector
frames governance work and how new approaches are beginning to challenge traditional thinking
about board members’ responsibilities and contributions. Contemporary sources from nonprofit
governance literature provided the context for understanding needs and recommendations from
the field. Theories of practice – specifically, situated learning and sociocultural learning –
provided the foundation for describing and analyzing the type of contextual learning found in the
boardroom.

Nonprofit Governance Literature
While the literature review consulted both the scholarly (Brown, 2005; Herman & Renz, 1999,
2000; Herman, Renz & Heimovics, 1997; Hillman & Dalziel, 2003) and practitioner literatures
(Axelrod, 2006; 2007; BoardSource, 2001, 2005, 2007; Holland, 1996), two contemporary works
provided the focal point: Governance as Leadership (GAL) and The Source. They are
aspirational, focusing on what boards can do to meet their full potential. Each source treats
governance issues in greater depth than most contemporary works targeting nonprofit
practitioners. They also represent a new opportunity to spotlight, and act upon, the need for a
comprehensive, context-driven approach to board development.
The authors of Governance as Leadership (Chait et al, 2005) describe three types of performance
issues underlying most board improvement efforts: group dysfunction impacting decision
making, disengaged board members, and lack of understanding of the board’s job (pp. 12-15).
Historically, according to these authors, the third challenge has been ignored but that focus is
shifting as it is recognized as a critical issue.
Governance as Leadership’s authors believe the purpose problem does not call for simply a
better job description with more enticing tasks. Instead, they call for reflection on such questions
as “What is governing?” to come to a richer and truer understanding of the board’s reason for
being (p. 24).
Two of the three legs of the Governance as Leadership model (2005, 2006) should be quite
familiar to nonprofit boards. Type I governance – fiduciary – is one with which most are
intimately acquainted: increasing emphasis on budget oversight by funders and others and a
perpetual quest for building and sustaining financial resources. (2005, pp. 35-36). Type II
governance – strategic – also should be quite familiar to the typical board. This is the area where
strategic planning occurs, where decisions are made about direction, programming, and
organizational priorities (2005, pp. 51-52).
The third leg of the Governance As Leadership model is the most unfamiliar to boards. It also is
where the greatest need for openness to learning exists. The generative governance mode – Type
III – enables processes such as goal- and direction-setting. It provides the capacity to govern
more fully, creatively, and effectively. But it faces a special challenge: unlike the fiduciary and
strategic modes, generative governance deals with concepts that are not easily defined,
measured, or taught.
BoardSource introduced 12 principles of effective governance, titled The Source, in 2005. While
Governance As Leadership provides a framework for types of work that boards do, The Source
focuses more on the cultural factors that best create a governance environment where
effectiveness is increased.
Several Source principles deal with board learning directly or indirectly. The most direct
connection can be found in Principle 11, “Continuous Learning,” which calls upon boards to
commit to reflection and development processes, as opportunities arise to “deepen their
commitment to the organization, making them increasingly valuable to its success” (2005, p. 24).

It also suggests that boards “regularly upgrade their governance practices” and “gather feedback
on their collective productivity and contribution to the organization” (2007, p. 117).
Theories of Practice
The concept of “practice” is a theme in both situated and sociocultural learning theories, as well
as by the authors of Governance As Leadership, who called for “a virtuous cycle of theory and
practice” in governance (Chait et al, 2006, p.1). It also offers a strong link to the practice of
nonprofit governance, particularly the frameworks and activities of Governance As Leadership’s
generative governance.
Gherardi (2006) describes practice as enabling “analysis of the social connections among
individuals, collectives, organizations, institutions, the situated contexts in which these
connections take specific form, and all the intermediaries utilized by them” (p. xviii). According
to Brown & Duguid (2000), “Practice…both shapes and supports learning” (p. 129). Gherardi
(2000) describes practice as the vehicle through which knowing and doing are connected. “In
everyday organizational life, work, learning, innovation, communication, negotiation, conflict
over goals, their interpretation, and history, are co-present in practice” (Gherardi, 2000, p. 214).
“Practice” fits the routine nature of nonprofit governance. Boards are charged with stewardship
of their organizations and leadership in creating and moving toward visions of a different, more
hopeful future because they exist. Those are the scenarios in which the generative governance
described in Governance As Leadership is best positioned to impact board work. However, they
also are charged with more routine leadership tasks, responsibilities that require close attention to
their ongoing accountability and outreach activities. Theories of practice provide direct links to
those routines and collaborative activities commonly ascribed to nonprofit boards. Situated
learning and sociocultural learning are two of the theoretical perspectives that typically reside
under the “practice” umbrella.
Situated Learning
Isolated learning events have limited capacity to provide usable content and tools that
participants will retain over time and use to address real governance needs. Understanding how
groups create, share, and comprehend knowledge is a missing piece of the puzzle. Situated
learning theory appears to offer the best potential framework for exploring those group learning
processes. In this section, the general theory will be discussed. A key concept of situated learning
theory – the community of practice -- ultimately offered the clearest connection to how nonprofit
boards learn in context.
The lead thinkers in articulating and advancing situated learning theory are Etienne Wenger and
Jean Lave. Their works (Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1999) in particular have been useful in
understanding the premises of situated learning. “In our view, learning is not merely situated in
practice – as if it were some independently reifiable process that just happened to be located
somewhere: learning is an integral part of the generative social practices in the lived-in world”
(Lave & Wenger, 1991, p. 35).

Communities of Practice. Emerging from Lave and Wenger’s (1991) work on situated learning
was the concept of the community of practice, a phenomenon that has captured the attention and
imagination of many authors. Wenger, writing individually (1999, 2000) and in collaboration
with others (Wenger, McDermott & Snyder, 2002), has led much of the evolving thinking about
communities of practice as places for group learning.
Wenger and Snyder (2000) define communities of practice as “groups of people who share a
concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and
expertise in this area by interacting on an ongoing basis” (p. 4). They meet because they value
the community interactions, and they benefit from the act of participation.
Communities of practice have three elements: a domain of knowledge (a common ground and
identity), a community of people who care about the domain (the social fabric of learning that
fosters interactions and relationships), and a shared practice that allows them to be effective in
their domain (the frameworks, ideas, tools, information styles, language, documents, etc., that
members share) (Wenger, n.d.; Wenger et al, 2002).
Oftentimes, the knowledge shared is challenging to summon and articulate, according to
McDermott (1999): “Know-how is difficult to communicate in a way that is useful to others. It
rarely translates well into explicit procedures. It is often shared through war stories, observation,
reflective discussions, and other person-to-person connections” (p. 2).
Sociocultural Theories of Learning
Sociocultural theories of learning offer specific explanatory potential in this setting, helping to
illuminate the ways in which commitment to mission is conveyed and interwoven across board
practices. Organizational mission is the board’s reason for being, the framework for making
decisions and envisioning the future, and their connection to the community. Sociocultural
perspectives can add depth to understanding how that takes place and how it can drive generative
governance processes.
Gherardi (2006) defines this approach as “cultural practices which keep and transmit the contextspecific, collectively held meanings embedded in practices” (p. 15).
Yanow (2003) acknowledges the “meaning-centered focus” of organizational work, on analyzing
what members know, the interactive processes by which they come to know it, and the artifacts
and language that provide the focus.
Brown and Duguid (2001) describe the sociocultural approach based on learning to be as much
as learning about:
Learning…doesn’t just involve the acquisition of facts about the world, it also involves
acquiring the ability to act in the world in socially recognized ways… Learning, in all,
involves acquiring identities that reflect both how a learner sees the world and how the
world sees the learner. (p. 200)

The importance of identity development can be magnified in a nonprofit setting as all members,
beginning with the board, build understanding and commitment to the organization’s mission.
Over time, as they engage in the work of the organization, that identity grows. Sociocultural
learning theory connects group practice to the meaning development that is essential to missionbased governance. In “learning to be,” boards shape their unique leadership role in moving their
organizations.
Method
Because this research was intended to study learning in context, a case study of one highfunctioning nonprofit board was chosen. A case study allowed the researcher to observe for
herself the processes that have the potential to facilitate this type of thinking and identify ways in
which that thinking enhances the board’s ability to apply outcomes to decision making.
As a vision of the ideal environment for conducting this research took shape, one local nonprofit
board emerged as offering the greatest potential to come close to that setting. No board is perfect.
But some have greater clarity about their purpose and are more innovative in their approach to
governance work. This board stood out as just such a group.
The “Rocky Mountain Clinic” provides medical services and referrals for community residents
who lack either private insurance or public assistance. The board governing this community
program included 11 voting members and two ex-officio members. Throughout the research
period, the ex-officio positions remained vacant. All voting members are college graduates,
either employed in or retired from professional careers. They included a hospital administrator,
professor, psychologist, financial planner, retired development officer, attorney, retired minister,
financial institution president, physician, dentist, and business owner.
Four components provided the methodological approach for this research: observation of
meetings, focus groups interviews, individual interviews with board members and the executive
director, and content analysis of board materials.
Observation allowed the researcher to develop a sense of how board members work together,
identify examples of learning in a variety of forms, and provide illustrations to discuss in the
interviews. The researcher was able to observe examples of both problem solving and problem
setting, and the ways in which board members work with both scenarios.
Interviews with individual board members and the executive director, their leadership partner,
allowed the researcher to more deeply understand their views and needs regarding a range of
topics, including their roles and responsibilities, their motivations for service, and their
satisfaction with the experience (Seidman, 2006).
Because shared meanings and the processes that create and perpetuate them are critical to
inquiry, the researcher also conducted two focus groups involving approximately half of the
board members. Those sessions, conducted before beginning the individual member interviews,
provided initial directions for focusing attention in the research process: What were their
perceptions about board meetings? Where did the great ideas emerge? What resources did they

find most helpful? This helped to ensure that the researcher focused on factors board members
considered to be important, not solely on what the she expected to explore.
Finally, the researcher conducted a content analysis of the materials board members rely upon to
prepare for monthly meetings. These collateral materials offered additional evidence of several
related concepts, including the information board members have available for decision making.
Findings
One will not find a clearly defined roadmap for discovering and implementing generative
governance. Chait et al (2005) offer no definitive list of characteristics marking the phenomenon.
However, they do offer clues that aided the researcher in her quest for examples of generative
governance and the types of issues that might spark the need and opportunity to engage in
generative ways.
The Foundation: Capacity and Mission
Strong evidence of all three element of a community of practice was found operating within the
Rocky Mountain Clinic board, clustered around two strong themes that emerged during
observations and interviews: the centrality of mission and the importance of building individual
and group capacity to learn and govern. Figure 1 represents how the primary themes of the data
connected to the three components.

Figure 1. Linking Generative Governance to Community of Practice Framework

Domain of Knowledge: Building Commitment to Mission
Two threads emerged in exploration of the impact of mission (domain) on the board’s work: the
function it serves in framing that work and individual motivations for service.
Motivation
Board members individually described three primary types of motivation in their expressions of
support for the work of the clinic and the care that it provides to an underserved segment of the
community: moral/spiritual, civic, and social/political. Moral/spiritual motivations linked board
member interests to a sense of calling and commitment, frequently linked to religious beliefs and
traditions. Civic motivations drew upon an individual board member’s sense of responsibility to
help address a critical need in the community. Social/political motivations related to a belief that
nonprofits like the Rocky Mountain Clinic play an essential role in meeting the needs of
underserved populations, needs that they often felt should be the responsibility other parties (e.g.,
state or federal governments).
Mission Focus
The researcher discovered different kinds of evidence of the way in which mission impacted the
board’s work. Some of that evidence emerged in member descriptions of their work and
commitments. Other evidence emerged in meeting observations and discussions that, more than
once, centered on the question: how does this fit our mission?
Clarity about why the Rocky Mountain Clinic exists, extending back to its establishment,
provides a strong foundation from which decisions are made. Defining the mission to which all
would commit was a straightforward process, according to clinic co-founder Rose:
I think the mission was easy…We were clear from the beginning: we were going to be a
primary care clinic, we were not going to do OB [obstetrics] kinds of stuff, we would not
do emergency stuff...We targeted low-income, uninsured. There wasn’t disagreement
about that…There was full-fledged support for having an integrated clinic, with
pharmacy, psychology, primary care nurse practitioners and physicians, lab. And we’ve
been integrated since the beginning. (Rose, personal communication, 7/25/08, p. 5)
Commitment. Members’ personal motivations shared one factor in common: interest in
advancing the Rocky Mountain Clinic’s mission. Just as the founding board members were
drawn by a common interest in the broader purpose of the Rocky Mountain Clinic, board
members who followed in their footsteps were likewise expected to understand and support at
least generally its reason for existence.
“It’s like the starter yeast that you make sourdough bread out of, that has never gone dry,”
executive director Caroline said. “That foundation is always there; that yeast is always present
when new people come on” (personal communication, 5/29/08, p. 2).

Defining success
Definitions of success represented the same common themes found there, though not necessarily
as direct matches to individual motivations.
Some board members focused on service to people in need and mission fulfillment as a critical
measure of success. Joan’s description represents that voice: “I always go back to mission. As
long as we’re fulfilling our mission, as long as the mission still exists – we all say we would love
to go out of business” (personal communication, 7/14/08, p. 8). Elizabeth described that impact
as “the numbers of people that we serve” (focus group 2, 6/23/08, p. 4). Susan drew inspiration
from a more general source: “We can make a difference in people’s lives,” she said. “That’s not
something you can just say every day” (focus group 2, 6/23/08, p. 3).
Fiscal stability was one of those critical factors that arose in interviews with the clinic’s two
financial specialists. For example, Theresa, a financial planner, offered a detailed description tied
to her role as treasurer:
Day in and day out, I look at the stability of the clinic, in pretty basic stuff: we pay the
bills, we meet payroll, it’s nice to go there, we’re fiscally responsible, we’ll get our
savings built back up, we’re not in debt. (Theresa, personal communication, 7/1/08, p. 8)
Another consistently strong theme emerged related to the Rocky Mountain Clinic’s relationships
with, and impact on, the community in which it is located. A recent purchase and renovation of
the clinic property offered the springboard for some of those reflections. Rose referred to the new
presence that the building represented and how it contributed to the neighborhood. “We
improved the downtown area,” she said. “You drive down there now, and the fact that that
building is fixed up makes a big difference. That feels good” (focus group 2, 6/6/08, p. 5).
Practice: The Work of Governance
Four primary sources emerged as foundational components of generative practice for the Rocky
Mountain Clinic board: role clarity, resources, peer learning and questions.
Clarity about their responsibilities helped to mitigate against the purpose problem that Chait et al
(2005, 2006) identify as a central challenge to effective governance. Having the resources
necessary to make informed decisions, particularly a collegial relationship with an executive
director who understands his/her role as a leadership partner (Howe, 2004) and learning
facilitator (Nathan, 1998), was critical. Peer learning, an important part of situated learning
within nonprofit boards (Dixon, 1997; Hansman, 2001; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 2000),
was found in data collection. The strategic use of questions helped to frame discussions that are
productive and focused productively for governance work (Ferry & Ross-Gordon, 1998; Schön,
1987; Raelin 2002). The researcher found many rich examples of each phenomenon that shed
light on their roles in shaping the practice of the board studied.

Role Clarity
Articulating responsibilities as the knowledgeable board member on specific topics, and how that
contributed to group understanding, was easy for most board members to articulate. For
example:
I know how the [dental] profession operates and have a pretty good feel as to how other
dentists in town think and operate from being here for 30 years. I see, from a greater
standpoint, what the bigger picture is…Also, if we need other providers, I can help talk to
the other professionals in town and see if they would participate. (Ben, focus group 1,
6/6/08 page 4)
Being a business owner, I understand the whole financial aspect of running a business.
When we have the discussions of money in and money out, where to put the money, how
to save it, and what to spend – that all makes sense to me. (Sarah, personal
communication, 6/26/08, p. 3)
…to bring the medical perspective to the board and firsthand accounts of what’s going on
clinically. Also, what’s going on with the clinic operations committee, that meets right
before the board. (Scott, personal communication, 8/12/08, p. 1)
Some board members recognized that offering a different perspective on an issue or being able to
engage the group in critical thinking advanced the group learning process. For example, Thomas
described one of his more important roles as bringing a “kind of decisive, critical attitude” to
discussions (personal communication, 6/27/08, p. 4). Elizabeth, who identified herself as one of
the quieter members of the group, recognized her role in focusing the board on mission during a
potentially challenging decision that it faced.
I think critically…I hope that I can ferret out what the real issues are and help with the
critical thinking process. If we have decisions to make, I hope that I help. (Elizabeth,
focus group 2, 6/23/08, p. 9)
Learning from and with Peers
Rocky Mountain Clinic board members expressed a high level of clarity regarding their
individual responsibilities to share the unique expertise and perspectives that they brought to the
board. They also seemed to recognize the roles they could play during discussions that fell
outside of the areas where they had specific knowledge to share. During early meeting
observations, two different roles that individual board members assumed in peer learning
emerged. Each person brought the specific set of skills and experiences for which he or she was
recruited (e.g., medical, financial management, fund-raising). Members also contributed to group
learning when they were willing to ask questions in areas that were outside of their personal
expertise areas.
Board members identified additional ways in which members contributed to expanded group
thinking, extending beyond occupation. For example, Natalie’s commitment to social justice

issues fueled a willingness to push others to consider the impact of decisions made beyond the
obvious. Her persistence in raising issues of fairness and access helped other board members
think broadly about the issues under consideration.
Peer learning may not always be perceived as equal, a potential concern for not only the Rocky
Mountain Clinic board but for other governing bodies as well. The researcher identified a
distinction being made by board members who did not have health care backgrounds. More than
one of those individuals seemed to discount what they brought to the boardroom table because
they did not see their knowledge as being central to the organization’s mission.
For example, Daniel, a financial institution president who was repeatedly mentioned in
individual interviews as being particularly valued for his knowledge of subjects that they found
challenging to grasp, described those contributions this way:
I never saw myself as a major player on the Rocky Mountain Clinic board. I think I’m
pretty minor. The real mission of the Rocky Mountain Clinic is to provide health care. I
have no clue about that – don’t know how they do it or anything. But yet they do it. It’s
definitely a behind the scenes operational sort of help that I can be. I’m glad to help what
little way I can. (Daniel, personal communication, 7/18/08, p. 3)
Similarly, business owner Sarah compared her contributions to the board this way:
I don’t feel like I have the same impact as some people... I think of someone like [clinic
co-founder] Rose. The board couldn’t function without Rose. I think they could function
without me. I don’t know that I can say that I have any of the huge contributions that
anyone would say that I’m not replaceable. (Sarah, personal communication, 6/26/08, p.
9)
Still, most members shared appreciation for the diversity of experiences, skills and perspectives
that each individual brought to meetings. They also welcomed opportunities to learn from their
peers, whether they took a more active role via asking questions or simply listening to what
others offered.
The researcher observed multiple examples of individual members sharing knowledge that
informed their peers’ understanding of issues impacting the clinic and decisions they ultimately
would make on its behalf. One particularly rich example of peer-facilitated learning took place
within the fifth meeting, during the last observation.
The focal point of the fifth meeting observed was a formal presentation (meeting observation,
10/9/08, pp. 1-7) on board fund-raising responsibilities, led by Joan, a retired college
development officer.
During the third meeting observation (7/9/08), Joan expressed concern about emerging economic
challenges that could have a negative impact on the clinic’s future budgets and its ability to serve
what could be a increased number of citizens. She made the case this way:

I think we have some issues coming up. Certainly, expenses will go way up, because of
the cost of fuel and everything. Foundations are already telling us they have less. They
have to contribute 5%, but it’s 5% of what they have…I don’t know what’s going to
happen with the financial crisis; but it’s possible that we could have more clients, because
more of them would fall into that lower category and have to drop their health insurance.
I think we ought to seriously consider a more proactive stance on our fund-raising and
certainly at least on our stewardship program…Now, some of our donors may not be as
able to give. But I don’t know that we’re doing as good a stewardship job as we could do,
meaning thanking people personally… That would be one thing. The other would be
actively seeking gifts. Everybody is different about that. But I think we need to say
“Well, I could bring in one new donor” or “I’ll go with you to see so and so.” I think we
might consider just how much more, as board members, we feel comfortable doing;
because we may need to do more. (meeting observation, 7/8/08, pp 1-2)
Joan’s comments demonstrated two potentially critical capabilities required of boards for
generative governance. They must have the capacity to scan the environment, recognize
challenges before they become issues, and connect the nonprofit’s mission and operations to
those scenarios. They also must recognize group and individual knowledge barriers that limit
capacity to think creatively and act decisively to benefit the organization.
Joan’s formal presentation at the October meeting offered a straightforward outline of the
board’s specific responsibility for ensuring adequate resources for the clinic, including fundraising. The framework used to shape the formal portion of the board discussion represented
Joan’s understanding that other board members viewed fund-raising as a somewhat mysterious
phenomenon in which they felt largely unqualified to engage. It reflected her belief, after years
of work in the field, that there are different ways to contribute to the fund-raising process that
may or may not involve asking someone for a donation. It also reflected Joan’s understanding of
her own role as someone who brings expertise to the table that must be shared to build the
board’s capacity to fulfill its fund-raising and stewardship responsibilities (personal
communication, 7/14/08, p. 3).
The Role of Questions Posed in Board Meetings
Meeting observations yielded several illustrations of how questions posed by board members
functioned to direct, clarify, and expand thinking. A few patterns emerged in the data that
seemed to illustrate how individual board members help to direct group exploration of issues
under consideration, and how those questioning activities contributed to an environment where
generative thinking was facilitated.
Questions posed by Natalie tended to follow two themes. She regularly requested expanded
detail on topics placed before the board, on operational issues and policy concerns. For example,
she asked whether computerization of patient records was a goal that staff had, what had been
expended on dental services for the year, about a term used in a clinic protocol, and the amount
of time that the executive director spent on fund-raising activities. Natalie also posed questions
that prompted the board to consider the importance of including other voices in deliberations,
whether or not their contributions seemed to directly benefit the clinic.

Another member, Elizabeth, repeatedly posed questions that focused on how issues before the
board impacted Rocky Mountain Clinic’s mission. The most vivid example of the impact of that
type of focusing question during a discussion about a proposal from a local health care provider
to rent clinic space during off hours. This could have led to a straightforward consideration of
supporting a colleague while adding rent income to the budget. Instead board members discussed
potential unintended negative impacts, such as how it would affect current and potential funding
from donors and grantmakers, how inevitable contacts with the provider’s patients in the
provider’s absence would add to Rocky Mountain Clinic staff workload, and how supporting one
specific professional might harm relationships with other health care providers who volunteer for
the clinic. Within this broader context, the decision to decline the proposal was clear (meeting
observation, 5/14/08, pages 7-9).
Board members regularly used questions related to strategy, which led them into topics that
expanded their understanding of how the Rocky Mountain Clinic works daily toward its mission.
This helped members understand the work of the clinic, the challenges to effective operations,
and the ways in which staff and volunteers managed to overcome them. They asked questions
that probed and pushed the boundaries on topics that created some discomfort (e.g., whether to
maintain a formal tie to the public health clinic). This helped to foster an environment in which
the expansive thinking needed for generative governance could take place was possible. It also
provided opportunities to access information from a variety of sources, within those discussions,
to fuel creative, informed decision making.
Governance Learning Resources
On what tools did board members rely to prepare for informed participation in monthly
meetings? The researcher found references to key print resources. Board members described two
in particular, meeting minutes and the executive director’s report, as essential to preparing for the
next meeting. She also found high value placed on the expertise that the executive director brings
to the Rocky Mountain Clinic leadership team and the history that was available through
participation of a clinic founder
The executive director. Rocky Mountain Clinic Director Caroline is a leadership partner and a
resource, a role widely acknowledged by individual members. Ben summed up her role this way:
I think we’re very lucky to have a director who is so involved and so capable…To have
somebody with her background and vision and contacts is very rare. In fact, I was so
amazed that we had somebody like that. It would make a lot more work for the board if
we did not have someone of that caliber. (Ben, personal communication, 11/14/08, p. 8)
Written executive director’s report. One of the tangible contributions that Caroline makes to
board learning is a written executive director’s report that is mailed in advance of each meeting
with the agenda. This document both provides routine information in a form that does not take
up limited meeting time and offers a rich summary of her activities and clinic news. Board
members almost unanimously listed the executive director’s report as an important resource in
individual interviews and focus groups. Board member Sarah said the report functions as a time

saver “because we know what we’re going to be talking about. We know what Caroline’s been
doing, and we can have questions prepared” (personal communication, 6/26/08, p. 7).
Meeting minutes. The researcher had a condensed opportunity to hear board members affirm the
role that meeting minutes play in board members’ work and learning. During the first meeting
observation, a question about whether the clinic should explore alternative ways to record
minutes led to a discussion about the purpose that they serve and a decision to test two different
formats to determine which ultimately is the most functional and appropriate. An ongoing
challenge had been the time and effort required from the board secretary to produce the detailed
set of minutes that had become the default for the board. When the subject arose again during
this meeting, board president Susan suggested that the group consider adopting action-only
minutes, a format that involves recording only the actions taken, as a way of streamlining the
process while capturing the required information. Board member Thomas volunteered to create a
set of action-only minutes for the meeting, to compare to the set that the secretary would be
writing. The board could then decide whether either document fulfilled its informational needs.
Members agreed to the trial and two sets of meetings were created for the next meeting (meeting
observation, 5/14/08, pp. 4-5).
It didn’t take long to reach consensus. At the next (6/11/08) meeting, with two sets of minutes to
compare, the need for the detail provided by the traditional approach was affirmed. Board
member Sarah explained the limitations of the action-only version this way: “I like concise
[minutes], but if I were to have missed last time’s meeting, I would have a hard time knowing,
probably, what happened with just action item minutes. It would be hard for me to pick up and
understand” (Sarah, meeting observation, 6/11/08, p. 1). Executive director Caroline addressed
the documentary purpose of minutes: “It is our history. If, looking back on making decisions,
people want to see a part of the decision making process, then it’s important to have them be a
little more detailed” (meeting observation, 6/11/08, p. 1).
The founder’s continued board presence. The presence of a nonprofit organization’s founder
offers mixed blessings. On the one hand, this person brings a sense of history and a commitment
to mission that inspires and drives activity in that direction. On the other, some founders have
trouble stretching their original vision in new directions as their organizations mature and
circumstances and opportunities shift the path toward mission fulfillment.
The researcher wondered about how Rose’s participation on the board impacted its work and was
prepared to ask about her role in interviews. However, the prompt was not necessary. Many
board members voluntarily discussed her leadership and depicted it as critical to the Rocky
Mountain Clinic’s success. Rose’s role as a stabilizing, mission-focusing force was
acknowledged by others.
Rose was keenly aware of the potential challenges of her founder status. When asked about her
specific contributions and roles, she chose to focus on her health care background and the
historical perspective that she is able to provide. Rose relinquished formal leadership for the
good of the organization. “I stepped down from being the president purposefully, because I do
think it helps to have change,” she explained. “I don’t think it’s a good idea to have the same
leader over time. I think that’s harmful. But I also do think it’s also nice to have a balance of

people who have been on the board for a while with people who are newer, who bring new
perspectives” (focus group 2, 6/23/08, p. 7).
Community: Fostering an Environment of Learning
Three key themes emerged in data collection and the concept of community as defined in
community of practice: leadership, member recruitment, and governance climate.
Climate
One of the initial questions identified at the beginning of this research related to the processes of
the meetings themselves. How did board interaction processes help to create an environment
where members felt free to contribute openly and to engage in creative thinking and deliberation
that might foster generative thinking?
Structure of meetings-The agenda’s role. Building the structures for productive work and
fostering an environment where board members can interact and discuss freely – especially when
they disagree – creates the potential for discussions that may lead to generative thinking. While
some concerns were raised about focusing too much on clinic operational detail, most members
offered largely positive feedback on the ways in which meetings were set up to accomplish the
work of the board.
Board President Susan described the challenge of building a functional agenda this way:
It’s a flow issue. If we’re going to talk about changing things in the clinic, then having all
of that [discussion] together. Or if we’re going to talk about fund-raising, let’s talk about
fund-raising. But then how do you talk about fund-raising without talking about the
building? It’s difficult; but I just keep thinking that somehow, [that answer] is out there. I
don’t have the vision. I just haven’t thought about it. (focus group 2, 6/23/08, p. 1)
Board members who had not experienced the burden of moving Rocky Mountain Clinic board
activities forward via agenda design were generally more positive about the potential for the
current structure to foster productivity. “The strength is that they do have an agenda, and they do
go by it,” Joan, a veteran board member who staffed a board as part of her development
responsibilities, said. “That’s absolutely critical. They’re very good on that: it’s prepared, you
have it in advance, and there are no shocks. You know it’s coming, and it follows a nice pattern –
a yearly pattern and a monthly pattern” (personal communication, 7/14/08, p. 7).
One recurring concern was attempting to cover too much at the board level. Thomas was most
critical of the tendency to engage in work that could be handled outside of board meetings:
I think it’s a discomfort with relying on a few people. They like to have everything
discussed by every board member, and every board member in on the decisions. I’m
more used to relying on expert submissions, then you do your questioning and your
common sense…I think maybe it’s an idea of the democratic process kind of carried to an
extreme – everybody has to be in on everything. (personal communication, 6/27/08, p. 8)

In addition to the structural factors that create the framework for governance work, several
interpersonal factors emerged as likely contributors to an environment where rich and creative
conversations can lead to generative thinking and governance. Terms that arose repeatedly in
interviews and focus groups that fall into this category were: “working board,” “trust,” “respect,”
and “open-minded.” (Caroline, personal communication, 5/29/08, p. 2; Ben, focus group 1,
6/6/08, p. 1; Rose, focus group 2, 6/23/08, p. 2; Elizabeth, focus group 2, 6/23/08, p. 10; Susan,
focus group 2, 6/23/08, p. 10).
Rocky Mountain Clinic board members understand their role to be an active one: gathering
information needed to make informed decisions, making the decisions appropriate to their
governance responsibilities, and taking a proactive approach to leadership. “This is not a board
where you meet quarterly, review some documents and then rubber stamp them,” Rose said.
“This is a board that gets down, rolls up their sleeves, and does stuff” (personal communication,
7/25/08, p. 7). Daniel talked about the mindset of members who serve on this board: “They’re
not there to just do this to have some line on their resume, which is sort of a pet peeve of
mine…It’s not happening here” (Daniel, personal communication, 7/18/08, p. 5).
Collegiality. Trust and respect arose most often as descriptors of an environment where board
members felt comfortable contributing their perspectives, even when they disagreed with those
posed by others. Members trust each other to act in the best interest of the clinic. They respect
member expertise and discernment in deliberations that lead to actions impacting the
organization and the people it serves.
“I think everyone has enough respect for the people and confidence in their judgment,” Elizabeth
said, “and I think that’s something that helps us as a board” (Elizabeth, focus group 2, 6/23/08, p.
10). Susan echoed that theme during that same conversation when she noted, “I think that’s one
of my basic foundations of a board that works well together – respect. We have that respect for
each other and treat each other respectfully” (Susan, focus group 2, 6/23/08, p. 10). Everyone on
the board inspires a high level of confidence in their knowledge and contributions, Rose said
(Rose, focus group 2, 6/23/08, p. 11). “When they speak from their place of authority, I have a
high level of confidence.”
As collegial as the Rocky Mountain Clinic board was on a daily basis, some conflict in the group
was inevitable. One event did not occur within the time frame of this research. However, its
impact on the direction of the Rocky Mountain Clinic, and on the individual board member
participants, was repeatedly reinforced in interviews and focus groups. Particularly compelling to
the researcher was the fact that several interviewees raised the issue, usually while sharing
thoughts about the Rocky Mountain Clinic’s mission, and that they did so without a prompt from
the questioner.
The question before the board was whether or not the Rocky Mountain Clinic should provide
dental services to clients. Debate focused on two levels: whether dental care fell within the scope
of the Rocky Mountain Clinic’s mission, and whether the clinic would be able to find the
resources needed to support a service that was costly to provide. In the end, the board decided to
offer basic dental services, relying on special fund-raising projects, grants and in-kind services
provided by local dentists. While being privy to those discussions as they were occurring is the

only way for the researcher to fully understand how members responded to an issue that
stretched their definition of the Rocky Mountain Clinic’s mission, it was instructive that the
experience continued to resonate with several individuals who had participated in those
deliberations. After the fact, it offered a brief example of how disagreement can spark thinking
that expands board members’ understanding of a nonprofit for which they assume responsibility
and the way in which that organization defines its purpose in service to its community.
Creating a climate where generative thinking can occur required a basic structure that
encouraged productive use of time and a focus on governance responsibilities. Meetings were
laid out to focus member attention on the topics and tasks directed member attention on highstakes issues and actions where the board’s unique contributions could best be used. They also
required an environment where board members felt free to discuss, and even disagree, openly
and emerge with confidence in the decisions made. Both have the potential to lead to generative
governance.
Recruiting for Governance
The question of who is invited to the governance table was an essential one to this study. It
addressed the board’s capacity to explore, analyze and reach decisions that serve the
organization.
Board leaders outlined several expertise and representation areas that they considered to be
essential to effective governance on behalf of the Rocky Mountain Clinic. Among those critical
skills mentioned were financial management, personnel management, fund-raising, and various
health care fields. Some of the important representation connections mentioned by members
included individuals with ties to the downtown business community, the local university
(particularly the health sciences college), community health care providers, and the local clergy.
How did the Rocky Mountain Clinic board go about identifying not only the skill sets and
perspectives that it needs but also the right people to provide them in ways that will build its
capacity to govern? Members described a deliberate, considered process in making those
decisions and in how this is conveyed to recruits: how and why they were selected to serve.
“People are recruited for the board,” board member Susan said. “It’s not that I might sign up and
say I’d like to be on the board. I was recruited for the board. They try to keep that balance”
(focus group 2, 6/23/08, p. 3).
Leadership
Rocky Mountain Clinic board members described three primary sources of leadership in
interviews and focus groups. Two of those sources were articulated and readily identified. First,
founding board member Rose continued to offer a connection to the agency’s history and a
compelling vision of the future. Second, executive director Caroline operationalized that vision
on a daily basis and provided a public face for the clinic that built relationships with
policymakers, funders, volunteers and other parties who share the potential as partners in
fulfilling the Rocky Mountain Clinic’s mission. But board members also identified situational
board leadership, sometimes in themselves, often in others, when individual members bring

expertise and passion to the table to advance the group’s learning and governance in high-impact
areas.
Discussion and Conclusion
While the sector and the consulting industry that supports it focus board development primarily
on isolated training events, the author remained convinced that true learning – when it has the
greatest potential for lasting impact – emerges in the everyday work that takes place in routine
meetings. The case study method allowed her to immerse herself in that environment and witness
group learning and information sharing that ultimately served to benefit the organization. At the
same time, she sought to understand generative governance, the distinctive concept of a new
framework for thinking about board work. She sought to identify examples that would help make
the idea, and the model from which it was derived, useful to nonprofit boards and their
executives. Through this case study, she accomplished both goals contained within her research
question.
Many organizations in this nation exist to provide free health care to low-income, uninsured
individuals. There are a handful of organizations in the Rocky Mountain Clinic’s home state with
similar missions and others that provide specific services to the same stakeholder groups.
However, only one organization – the Rocky Mountain Clinic -- exists to address the
comprehensive health needs of the target population living in its home community. This clinic
faces specific challenges in securing the volunteer staffing and funding required to serve
residents in greatest need of free basic health care services. The context of the community and
the needs of its citizens shape how the Rocky Mountain Clinic structures its mission fulfillment.
How clinic board members prepared themselves for their governance role, how they worked
together to ensure thoughtful and effective decision making on behalf of the clinic and how
they made the creative stretches necessary for generative governance, formed the foundation for
this case study. Group-level consideration is an appropriate focal point for studying and
understanding learning in context, within a board setting. This led to a decision to focus on group
processes rather than individual learning, even while acknowledging that the two are necessarily
intertwined. This allowed exploration of how the board as a group developed a joint sense of
identity, shared understandings of needs and paths to fulfilling them, and created a shared
common vision of the future. The chosen theoretical foundation facilitated that.
The researcher was able to link situated learning theory and generative governance when Lave
and Wenger described learning as “an integral part of the generative social practices in the livedin world” (1993, p. 35). That phrase offered the clearest linkage between the factors that defined
the study: learning as an integrated activity, based on the real-world concerns of the nonprofit
board, acting as a cohesive social unit, generating creative and solution-oriented approaches to
governance. Gherardi’s (2006) conception of practice provided the connection that nonprofits
and their governing bodies need to understand how individuals, working together within
organizations, develop knowledge within daily life (p. xviii). Houle’s (1989) “effective group
spirit” provided a foundation from which individual board members could join forces to find
common ground in their belief of mission, take pride in progress made as a group, understand the

value of the board as a leadership team, and develop pleasant and fruitful personal relationships
(p. 120).
As with any qualitative research, generalization to other settings cannot be made. However, this
case study offers one rich starting point for exploring the nonprofit board as a community of
practice. It also offers a series of clues regarding the resources and processes where generative
governance might be initiated and nurtured. Some of the phenomena identified in the Rocky
Mountain Clinic case will resonate with most nonprofit boards. A few may be peculiar to this
organization and the community it serves. What this case ultimately does is provide a starting
point for discussions about what generative governance might look like in the field, and a
framework – the community of practice – from which to build an environment in which it can
thrive.
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Abstract
Experiential date nights encouraged increased participation in relationship education by
providing a low-cost, nonthreatening, and fun opportunity for couples to develop and enhance
their relationship skills. Date nights consisted of relationship education and activities that
appealed to both men and women. Outcomes from 18 date nights (N = 293) offered in two
western, urban communities indicated that date night activities significantly improved
knowledge of relationship skills. Formative results demonstrated that both men and women
found the activities to be highly valuable. This article provides descriptive information for other
professionals wishing to design and evaluate experiential relationship education.

The Importance of Student Self-Assessment, Interpersonal and Group Communication Skills When Teaching Chinese to
African American Students at South Carolina State University

Chia-Wen Huang
Delindus Brown
South Carolina State University

Abstract

Research has shown that International faculty who teach at Historical Black Colleges and Universities post significantly
different evaluations of students at Mid-Term than do African American faculty at the same institution (Nichols 2005 and
Brown 2008). Factors that go into Mid-Term evaluation of students show a difference in variation of assessments and in
glaringly global strategies and techniques of assessment (Bennett 2004).
Chia-Wen Huang, Visiting-Lecturer, Twain, who teaches Chinese at South Carolina State University, believes that
student-self-assessment is a key factor in learning to speak Mandarin Chinese effectively. Descriptive data collected from
daily activities, homework and quizzes, mid-term and final examinations show that students who assess the “real
relevance” for studying Mandarin Chinese, before and while enrolled in the course, do better than those students who do
not make an ego-involvement connection for success in learning to speak the language, than those who do not use
interpersonal conversation skills as effective tools that enhance learning in class activities, and those who do not consider
“question-asking,” on a daily bases, as an effective tool for enhancing a clearer understanding of “sound or tone” when
learning to speak Chinese. Significant conclusions and correlations will be discussed and shown.
Delindus Brown, Professor of Communication, who teaches interpersonal and group communication skills, believes that
assessments for learning are important factors the instructor should consider when a student begins to study a language,
even before assessments of learning are used in the process of evaluation. Results of this polite study will show the
importance of different contexts of communication (interpersonal, intrapersonal, and small group speaking situations)
when used in the process of learning, especially as discussed in the findings by experimenter Chia-Wen Huang.
Clearly, the overall effect of assessments for learning and principles of application for these measures are somewhat
different for the international teacher of Mandarin Chinese and for a professor who does not speak the language but
remains curious about the function of the communication process in the classroom.
Finally, the goals of research and discussion are as follows:
1. To advance data that gives some light on the importance of teaching-interaction between international faculty who
teach at Historically Black Colleges and African American students who enrolls in a course in elementary Chinese.
2. To show how assessment measures can incorporate benefits and significant interpersonal communicative variables in
the overall assessment process.
3. To identify and understand checks and balances offered by scholars and teacher with similar and/or other kinds of
skewed findings related to testing and evaluation across racial lines.
4. To record and share personal testimonies of African American students who do well in the learning process and those
who do not do as well in learning Chinese.
Finally, we believe the results of this study will reflect the benefit and importance of interpersonal communication
variables (eye contact and turn-taking in class talk), on-going feedback between teacher and student.
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The increase in prevalence of students with autism spectrum disorder (ASD),
along with current legislation mandating all students have access to the general education
curriculum through highly qualified teachers (IDEIA, 2004; NCLB, 2002) signals
growing attention to effective teacher education programming for teachers working with
students with ASD (Morrier, Hess, & Heflin, 2011). However, there is still paucity in the
research regarding the status of personnel preparation for teachers of this population of
student (Scheueremann, Webber, Boutot, & Goodwin, 2003). The National
Comprehensive Center for Teacher Quality (2007) reported that only a handful of states
currently have a policy or specific licensure requirements for teachers serving students
with ASD. Moreover, although highly probable that both general and special educators
will encounter students with ASD, most teacher graduates receive minimal to no
preparation in evidence-based practices for these students, being prepared through a
single introductory course as general education majors or other courses centered on
strategies and accommodations to address a variety of disabilities as special education

majors (Morrier, Hess, & Heflin, 2011). It is therefore not surprising to find that teachers
rarely employ evidence-based instructional strategies with students with ASD (Hess,
Morrier, Heflin, & Ivey, 2008).

Morrier et al., found that the most frequently reported type of training in ASD was
attendance at a full or half-day workshop, with fewer than 15% of teachers reporting
training via their university teacher preparation program; moreover, the type of training
did not predict use of evidence-based practices. Barnhill, Polloway, and Sumutka (2011)
surveyed teacher educators at 87 institutes of higher education (IHEs) across 43 states
and found an apparent increase in the development and implementation of personnel
preparation programs in ASD, but wide variation in the nature of these programs, due in
large part to the fact that only a small number of states offer a licensure program in ASD.
As a result, IHE’s are working within a comparative void regarding guidelines for the
development of their preparation programs. Researchers are calling for increased
guidance from state departments of education with regard to program development for
teacher preparation in ASD (Barnhill, et al., 2011) recommending that IHEs work in
collaboration with their state departments of education to determine pedagogical criteria
for teaching such students (Loiacono & Allen, 2008; Loiacono & Valenti, 2010). The
present study reports the findings of one state’s survey of special education directors on
teacher preparation in ASD, accomplished through targeted collaboration among
university faculty and state special education department stakeholders in the southwest.

IDEA mandates the creation of a Special Education Advisory Panel (SEAP) for
each state with the charge to:

A) Advise the state agency (SEA) of unmet needs within the State in the
education of children with disabilities.
B) Comment publically on any rules or regulations proposed by the State
regarding the education of children with disabilities.
C) Advise the SEA in developing evaluations and reporting on data to the
secretary under 618.
D) Advise the SEA in developing corrective action plans to address findings
identified in federal monitoring reports.
E) Advise the SEA in developing and implementing policies relating to the
coordination of services for children with disabilities.
F) Review and comment on completed due process hearing findings.

In order to accomplish the SEAP charges, stakeholders from key constituencies
are appointed by the state board of education to serve as representatives of their
respective groups. Representatives included parents with disabilities, individuals with
disabilities, special education teachers, state and local education officials, administrators
of programs for children with disabilities, representatives of state agencies involved with
related services to students with disabilities, representatives of public charter and private
schools, representatives of vocational, community or business organizations concerned
with transition services to students with disabilities, and representatives from state
juvenile detention and adult corrections agencies.

Through a collaborative effort between SEAP, the State Exceptional Student
Services Division and the University a state wide survey of special education directors
was conducted to determine which competencies and licensure requirements would be
necessary to prepare educators teaching students with autism spectrum disorders.

One hundred and twenty four special education directors completed an on-line
survey regarding certification and competency needs for teachers serving students with
ASD. The majority reported that typically teachers who are serving students with ASD
hold a cross-categorical certificate in special education. Advanced degrees were reported
to be held by 42% of the teachers serving students with ASD. The majority of the special
education directors (87%) reported that professional development was necessary for
teachers serving students with ASD. In terms of credentialing needs, the majority of
special education directors (70%) expressed a need for an autism endorsement onto a
special education certificate. The least credentialing need was for a specialized master’s
degree in Autism (15%). To this end director’s prioritized academic needs as for students
receiving services for ASD. The ability to communicate, functional and adaptive skills
and the ability to work independently were considered the most essential academic needs.
Prioritized behavioral needs included communication, acceptable classroom behavior as
high priority for students with ASD.

The results of the statewide survey were presented to SEAP and the SEA. In
collaboration with the university the results were disseminated and advanced to the Board
of Education for consideration for regulation inclusion. This represents a model for

statewide collaboration with key stakeholders for validated certification and competency
requirements for working with students with ASD.
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All Talk And No Action: Why Education
Requires An Anti-Racist Pedagogy
_______________________________________
SHANNON RODGERS
Simon Fraser University

Introduction
Sometimes talking just isn’t enough. While well-intentioned and devoted educators, in an
effort to address racism, might praise the use of democratic dialogue and rational discourse
in the classroom, we all have to ask ourselves: if an innocent, teenage boy in the year 2012 is
pursued and shot dead simply because he is black, isn’t it time to act? The tragic death of
Trayvon Martin is a reminder to educators everywhere that racism is not “gone” because the
United States of America elected its first African-American president. It is a reminder to
educators everywhere of the embedded, institutionalized nature of racism and the reality of
white privilege. Educators must, therefore, embrace an anti-racist rather than a non-racist
pedagogy to address the social realities of systemic, persistent and deadly racism.
Accordingly, to make this argument, the paper will discuss 1) the concept of white privilege
and how its existence requires educators to practice an anti-racist pedagogy; 2) the limits of
dialogue and the problems with a non-racist pedagogy; and 3) the need for an affirmative
action, anti-racist pedagogy, even given its flaws, to more aggressively deal with racism.
Throughout these discussions, the paper will also encourage the confrontation of our
individual responsibility and role in continuing to contribute to and perpetuate racism.
Roxana Ng (2005) suggests that it is important for members of a society to
“…reflect on how we unwittingly participate in courses of action that implicate us in the

perpetuation of racism” (p. 39). By examining how embedded racist practices are in our
dominant culture, we need to understand that there are “…certain ways of doing things
[that] have become normalized or naturalized to the point that they become considered
common sense; they are taken for granted” (p. 39). In examining our taken-for-granted
assumptions, however, Ng also notes that “we…cannot cleanse ourselves of racism through
good will. Eliminating racism is a collective, not an individual project” (p. 39). This latter
point is central to Ng’s broader point that an anti-racism approach, over a non-racism approach is
required in order to address the problem of racism in general. This important distinction is
described by Ng thus,
Non-racism is an approach that suggests that racism can be made irrelevant by focusing on
the notion that all people are equal and that we should all be treated equally. It is an
individualistic approach that attempts to rid individuals of racist attitudes without attending
to the systemic operation of racism in our lives (p. 39).

The problem with a non-racist approach and how it actually can impede progress or change,
is further described by Ng in her reference to Terri Wolverton’s (1990) reflections.
Wolverton shares how in using a non-racist approach, she “…had confused the act of trying
to appear not to be racist with actively working to eliminate racism” (39). More specifically,
Wolverton reflects that “…[t]rying to appear not racist had made me deny my racism and
therefore exclude the possibility of change” (p. 39). In order to promote change then, an
anti-racist approach is more aggressive as unlike the non-racist approach, it
“…acknowledge[s] explicitly that we are all gendered, racialized, and differently constructed
subjects who do not participate as equals in interactional settings” (39). Given our racial,
gendered prejudices and given the embedded nature of these prejudices, our interactions
with one another cannot be equal and as such, we ought to heed Ng’s advice in this regard:
“[r]upturing what we take for granted and interrogating what we know to be `true’ is the first
step in embodying anti-racism” (p. 40). Further, simply dialoguing about racism or

assuming that conversation along with students’ and teachers’ desires to overcome racism, is
not enough. The inadequacy of dialogue to address racism, is echoed by Elizabeth Ellsworth
(1989) as she notes,
Dialogue in its conventional sense is impossible in the culture at large because at this
historical moment, power relations between raced, classed and gendered students and
teachers are unjust. The injustice of these relations and the way in which those injustices
distort communication cannot be overcome in a classroom, no matter how committed the
teacher and students are (p. 316).

White Privilege And Its Partnership With Racism
Part of the reason action is required over dialogue is the existence and persistence of white
privilege in our culture. Peggy McIntosh (1988) in her classic piece, White Privilege: Unpacking
The Invisible Knapsack, describes this concept wherein whites are granted special, unearned
status in society giving them power and dominance over minority cultures. As McIntosh
describes,
I think whites are carefully taught not to recognize white privilege, as males are taught not to
recognize male privilege…I have come to see white privilege as an invisible package of
unearned assets which I can count on cashing in each day, but about which I was ‘meant’ to
remain oblivious. White privilege is like an invisible weightless knapsack of special
provisions, maps, passports, codebooks, visas, clothes, tools and blank checks (p. 1).

Gloria Ladson-Billings and Jamel K. Donnor (2008) similarly describe how individuals of
color are forced to remain marginalized because of an oppressive culture of white privilege.
Assumptions of such inferiority are embedded in our understandings because of a dominant
white culture and further extend to other marginalized groups within society. As the authors
describe,
African Americans are almost never permitted to break out of the prism (and prison)
of race that has been imposed by a racially coded and constraining society. Clearly
the same hierarchy and power dynamic operates for all people of color, women, the
poor, and other “marginals” (p. 61).
Racially coded language and racist behaviors perpetuate the hierarchies in our society yet

interestingly, such privilege goes largely unnoticed by whites that continue to enjoy and
benefit from this status. Ladson-Billings (2004) also points out that the privileged “…rarely
acknowledge themselves as cultural beings. They have no reason to. Culture is that exotic
element possessed by minorities. It is what it means to be nonwhite” (p. 107).
Some scholars argue that there are continuous, systematic attempts to deny and or
“sideline” any discussion of white privilege in order for whites to maintain the status quo
and avoid any serious action to deal with the effects of white privilege. Nombuso Dlamini
(2002) similarly points out the problem of white privilege and introduces the need for critical
pedagogy and anti-racism education. She suggests that one of the reasons we are not
currently serving the interests of minority groups may be due to the prevalence of white
privilege and its mostly unexamined power within our institutions. Like McIntosh, Dlamini
reiterates that, “…white privilege is often invisible to…students and so is their participation
in the ideology of whiteness” (p. 59). Further, white students, though able to see themselves
as part of a white culture, nonetheless “…fail to acknowledge or understand the privileges
granted by/through this description” (p. 59). Worse yet, when students are invited to raise
their level of awareness about the concept of white privilege, Dlamini notes that there is
often a typical reaction of denial. As she describes, “[w]hen students begin to learn about
benefits from, and participation in, the ideology of whiteness, they respond in different ways
at different phases of the course. A common response that I have found is denial” (p. 59).
Dlamini describes this denial as manifesting in three general ways, including (what I shall
term) excusing, “sidelining” and protesting. In the first form of denial, quite simply,
students seem to excuse examples of white privilege and racism against minorities by
“…pointing out that the stated events also happen to white students” (p. 59). Another
denial tactic occurs when students point out examples of how they, too, have been

discriminated against in terms of gender or social class. Though Dlamini argues that gender
and class discrimination are forms of discrimination worthy of discussion, the students’
tactics are thinly-veiled attempts to sideline the issue of white privilege and racism and avoid
acknowledging the oppression of minorities. As Dlamini describes, in this form of denial of
white privilege, “…the issue being discussed gets `sidelined’ resulting in a move to
`counterbalance’ the study of racism with those issue white students feel are important to
them” (p. 59). This then results in further marginalization as what ensues is “…the
subordination of issues that directly affect racial minorities” (p. 59).
A third form of denial happens when students protest that they have white privilege
and instead become “…more concerned with projecting and maintaining a positive or nonracist self-image than the injustice of racism. A very common statement typical of this form
of denial is Dlamini (2002) notes is, `I am not racist’” (p. 59). The importance of these
various forms of denial cannot be understated as they all seek to retain white privilege and all
such benefits it carries. As Dlamini summarizes, by engaging in denial and saying that one is
not racist or prejudiced, “…racism must be someone else’s problem” (p. 59), and the danger
of such abdication of responsibility is that it “…fails to consider racism as a product of
social and economic structures that benefit whites more than `others’” (p. 59).
Homa Hoodfar (1992) brings to life Dlamini’s (2002) concerns about white privilege
and how embedded it is in our educational institutions. In quoting from the work of
Sherene Razack (1990), Hoodfar endorses Dlamini’s claim of the importance of anti-racism
education, particularly to help students recognize white privilege. As a minority teacher
herself, Hoodfar notes that “A female teacher who is also a member of a visible minority
cannot lay claim to the authority of the teacher in the same way that a white female might or
that white males usually do” (306). Further, Hoodfar describes her first-hand experience

with the reality of white privilege when she asks one of her white, female colleagues to be a
guest speaker in a class where she is experiencing conflicts and tension with students. After
the lecture, Hoodfar notes that,
…much of the tension in the class had evaporated by the following session. The few
students who had tried to sabotage the class were isolated, and for the rest of the term we
had constructive discussions. Over the next few sessions many students drew parallels
between the points I was making in my lectures and what my colleague had said in her talk
to the class, as though to legitimize my points of view. I could not help but suspect strongly
that the discussion by my colleague, who was a white woman with very acceptable scholarly
credentials, had legitimized my position in the class (p. 313).

Hoodfar’s experience demonstrates how prevalent and unquestioned in our institutions
white privilege truly is. Further, marginalized voices shouldn’t require authorization or
legitimization by Whites. As Hoodfar wisely suggests, we need a system to “…allow the less
central voices, whether of teachers or students to be heard and incorporated in [to] the
collective” (p. 316). Such a system is arguably one that embraces an anti-racist pedagogy.
That is, simply discussing white privilege and its continued power over minority voices is
only “bandaiding” the problem of racism rather than fully dealing with its effects. To
accomplish the latter, action is required – an affirmative action – which seriously seeks to
acknowledge and respond to the damage wrought by white privilege.
Melissa Mosley (2010) echoes the call to acknowledge white privilege as she points
out that, “[w]hites, in particular, hold ideologies of literacy as white property, and many of
our pedagogies privilege the literacy practices of the white, economically privileged” (p. 453).
Ingrid Erikson (2010) similarly announces the need to deal with white privilege and engage
students in an anti-racist pedagogy – a pedagogy that may create trauma. As Erikson notes,
As a white person, you have been privileged all of your life. To know what
it feels like to be on the other side of the fence, you must be repeatedly
humiliated, insulted and silenced. There is no escape from this experience,
just as there is no escape for people of color from the pernicious effects of
racism (p. 151).

Erikson’s work brings to light the debate between non-racist and anti-racist strategies to deal

with racism. How can educators most effectively address the problem of racism given its
institutionalized reality and its root-bound relationship with white privilege? Is a non-racist
approach (where strategies such as fostering democratic dialogue, teaching racism units,
making space for minorities to have voice, etc. are employed) enough to deal with the
problem of racism? If not, are educators justified in anti-racist strategies that may include
injecting trauma into the classroom? How can educators best help oppressed students,
minority groups and silenced voices? Julie Kaomea (2005) suggests that we listen closely to
these voices in our classroom but opens up possibilities for a more substantive strategy –
namely, that we confront the oppression and interrogate privilege. As she advises in her work
examining the colonialization and oppression of Hawaiian aboriginal students,
Perhaps the most helpful role that can be assumed by non-Natives who are interested in
assisting with Indigenous self-determination efforts…is to work collaboratively with Native
allies, listen closely to our wisdom as well as our concerns, interrogate unearned power and
privilege (including one’s own) and use this privilege to confront oppression and “stand
behind” Natives, so that our voices can be heard (p. 40).

So how ought educators confront oppression and interrogate privilege as Kaomea suggests?
Are listening and dialogue enough or are more intensive, aggressive and traumatic methods
required?
Is Talk Cheap? The Case For An Anti-Racist Pedagogy
Skerrett (2011) argues that institutions and educators who “maintain an explicit anti-racist
emphasis can help foster a culture where teachers and students feel empowered to develop
the knowledge and skills to talk, teach, and learn about race” (p. 328). Despite these worthy
objectives, many educators are reluctant and attempt to deal with racism by promoting a
non-racist pedagogy wherein the encouragement and facilitation of democratic dialogue, for
example, is employed in the classroom. The hope is that through rational discussion and
making space for minority students to speak, racism can be addressed through a so-called

“talking cure.” Of such a method, Suzanne deCastell (2001) notes that there is a
…presupposition too often made with respect to the talking cure - the insistence that
hearing silenced voices, by that of course we mean people talking - fixes everything. I am not
even sure whether talking fixes anything - but certainly talking does not “fix” social injustice
even within the microcosm of the classroom, let alone fixes what is at root a politicaladministrative and not an ethical or an educational problem (p. 54).

As was discussed with white privilege, racism is rooted in social, political and administrative
realities and as such, mere talking can do little to unearth and uproot it. Further, as Alison
Jones (2010) notes, “[d]ialogue is based…in a dominant group fantasy or romance about
access to and unity with the other” (p. 62) and argues that it is further fantasy to believe that
racism can be addressed through “…rational debates across different views and groups” (p.
62). Promoting rational discourse, democratic dialogue and employing an overall non-racist
approach in the classroom isn’t working to eradicate racism. Non-racist pedagogies do little
to address the fact that racism and oppression ensure that all voices are not equal and if all
voices are not equal, how can a truly democratic or equal dialogue ever occur? McVee
(2004) asserts that “in order for teachers to transform the conceptualization of power and its
reproduction in the classroom…they must identify and challenge existing notions of literacy,
culture, and constructions of self and other within our society” (p. 896). Part of this
challenge then must include questioning the assumption that we are all equal in the first
place.
Speaking to the illusion of equality, Elizabeth Ellsworth (1989) notes that “…all
voices within the classroom are not and cannot carry equal legitimacy, safety, and power in
dialogue” (p. 317). Given this inequity then, a more aggressive, anti-racist pedagogy may be
required to bring balance. To correct the inequity or bring balance, privileged voices must
sometimes be marginalized and marginalized voices must be privileged. While seemingly
hypocritical (engaging in inequity to bring about equity), this may be precisely what

educators must do. As Megan Boler (2001) suggests, “[a]n affirmative action pedagogy seeks
to ensure that we bear witness to marginalized voices in our classrooms, even at the minor
cost of limiting dominant voices” (p. 4). She argues further that, “[w]hile we may
desire…equality that applies in exactly the same way to every citizen, in a society where
equality is not guaranteed we require…principles that may appear to contradict equality” (p.
3). Adroitly defending the paradoxical practices of anti-racist pedagogy, Boler summarizes
that,
[u]ntil all voices are recognized equally, we must operate within a context of
historicized ethics which consciously privileges the insurrectionary and
dissenting voices, sometimes at the minor cost of silencing those voices that
have been permitted dominant status for the past centuries (p. 13).

Because the fundamental assumption that we start out as equals is a faulty
one, educators may have to do and say things that actually treat others “unequally,”
particularly the dominant group. In order to bring about equality then some will have to be
treated “less than,” or sacrificed in terms of voice and privilege, to balance the ills,
wrongdoings and inequities of the past. Through the same type of imbalance that caused
inequality, perhaps equality can one day be achieved. As stated earlier, while seemingly
hypocritical or contradictory to employ the very same methods against which one is fighting,
the tactic’s justification might be understood through a mathematical analogy. In an
algebraic equation, to achieve “equality,” one has to do to one side whatever one does to the
other side. Such is the dilemma for affirmative action pedagogy.
Ingrid Erikson (2010) describes the affirmative action pedagogy of Jane Elliott, a
teacher and presenter. Elliott privileges marginalized groups in her activities and by inducing
trauma through insults, dominance and authoritarian control (largely using the same
oppressive methods as racists) upon privileged groups, she aggressively confronts racism.
Erikson further outlines how Elliott’s work received fame in the ABC production, Eye Of

The Storm where she created a discrimination activity for her elementary students called
“Brown Eyes, Blue Eyes.” Elliot’s paradoxical methods, however, are controversial and not
without problems. As Erikson writes of Elliott’s anti-racist pedagogy,
Elliott models behavior she hopes to eliminate, challenges privilege using the tools
that have been traditionally used by those in power, and in general employs a range
of pedagogical methods many progressive educators would shun (p. 146).
Jane Elliott’s arguably successful strategies are aptly summarized by Melissa Mosley’s (2010)
insights as to the power and “balancing act” in which the white privileged, anti-racist
pedagogue engages. As Mosley notes, being an anti-racist pedagogue “…means
understanding the double-edged sword of white privilege” (p. 453). Namely, that this
“…privilege enables whites to work towards social change but exercising that power,
necessarily holds a system of oppression in place” (p. 453). Nonetheless, these contradictory
practices are justifiable as employing the same abhorrent tools and methods of the oppressor
can actually illustrate for the oppressor, in a first-hand manner, their abhorrence. Such an
illustration is more likely than dialogue or some academic exercise to leave space for a
breakthrough or an insight on the part of the oppressor.
Opponents of affirmative-action pedagogy might argue that the methods, (including
those of Jane Elliott as described by Erikson) are too controversial and that injecting trauma
into the classroom is beyond the scope and responsibility of the educator. Further, trauma
in the classroom is psychologically “risky” and even “violent.” With respect to the
controversy about “injecting” trauma in to the classroom, however, educators tend not to
consider how trauma is occurring for their marginalized students on a daily basis. Such trauma
including racism, sexism and oppression is not recognized, validated or acknowledged by the
American Psychiatric Association nor is it listed in the Diagnostic and Statistic Manual for
mental health professionals. As Erikson (2010) says, “…sinking ships and natural disasters

are considered traumatic events, but daily, insidious, private experiences of oppression and
abuse are not” (p. 149). Despite their lack of validation, such traumatic events are
nonetheless occurring. Why then should educators resist creating further trauma for
privileged students through affirmative action pedagogy? If trauma is already present,
perhaps the anti-racist educator ought to balance it and shine light on it for educational
purposes. In order to appreciate or have empathy for marginalized students’ suffering,
perhaps privileged students must be artificially and traumatically immersed in the same type
of suffering -- or something as close to it as possible.
Similarly, with respect to the concern that anti-racist practices inject “violence” in to
the classroom, one can counter the claim in the same manner used with the trauma example
-- violence is already in the classroom – it is just not named or acknowledged as such. The
violence in the classroom takes the form of racist body language and racist speech, and as
Megan Boler (2001) points out, “…hate speech is comparable to an act of violence” (p. 7)
and Jim Garrison (2010) states, “…there is no absolute escape from the danger and violence
in discourse” (p. 102). Given that violence is already present in the classroom (in the form
of speech and unspoken body language), experiencing and witnessing such violence and
trauma, as facilitated by the anti-racist educator, can go far to address the systemic nature of
racism, and can have a profound impact on both the marginalized and the privileged
students. As Ann Berlak (2010) suggests, “[w]itnessing can be firsthand…victims - those
who are directly confronted by a traumatic event or daily persistent injuries - come to a deep
awareness of the dehumanizing events they have experienced but erased” (p. 135). Berlak
further notes that even “[w]hite people can…become secondhand witnesses to racism” (p.
135) and in this witnessing “…a perpetrator or bystander becomes imaginatively capable of
perceiving and feeling the victims’ trauma in his or her own body” (p. 135).

Conclusion
In vacillating between the effectiveness of an anti-racist pedagogy and a non-racist
pedagogy, one is faced with two central questions: 1) is it possible to educate students about
racism without injecting further trauma and violence in to the classroom? and 2) can we
educate students about racism without engaging in the same tactics as the privileged have
long used to oppress others? Yes and yes. If we return to the recent murder case of Trayvon
Martin, many teachable moments about racism, through non-racist pedagogical methods,
can be imagined. Showing students, for example, the Martin press conference where
students can observe the parents’ pain and suffering can have a profound emotional impact.
Similarly, showing students news coverage clips and deconstructing news articles of more
racist, “privileged” perspectives about Trayvon’s murder can help students deepen their level
of understanding of systemic racism and white privilege. Proponents of a non-racist
pedagogy might argue that educators don’t need to engage in the same tactics as those who
oppress and dominate others. Consider the powerful, peaceful, demonstrations for Trayvon
including the hoodie campaign, his school’s demonstrations and U.S. Congressman Bobby
Rush’s speech in the House of Representatives. Leading by example rather than using the
brutal tactics of the oppressor can have long-lasting and powerful effects. But are these
methods ultimately more academic than active?
White privilege has a partnership with racism and since both have rooted in our
social institutions, not the least of which are our educational institutions, there are always
instances of trauma and violence for our marginalized students in our classrooms. Such
trauma and violence are sometimes named or voiced, and sometimes they remain silent -but they are always present. Perhaps educators who are skeptical of anti-racist practices
need to rethink the notion that an affirmative action pedagogy “injects” trauma and violence

in to the classroom. Rather, an anti-racist approach simply asks the educator to “uncover”
it, “expose” it, “reveal” it, “trouble” it. To these ends, an anti-racist approach to education is
imperative and its tactics should be seen less as examples of imposing or injecting trauma and
violence, and more examples of revealing and exposing trauma and violence – two realities
of racism that are already present and waiting to be actively, aggressively announced. Don’t
lives depend on it?
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Existing literature about how faculty construct and make meaning of their work and
professional identity explores variables such as gender and ethnicity (e.g., Antonio, 2002; Bellas
& Toutkoushian, 1999; Bernal & Villalpando, 2002; Honeyman & Summers, 1994; Link,
Swann, & Bozeman, 2008; Rosser, 2004; Smart, 1991; Turner, 2002; Umbach, 2006),
disciplinary background (e.g., Clark, 1989; Terpstra & Honoree, 2004), and occupational status
(e.g., Baldwin & Chronister, 2001; Gappa & Leslie, 1993; J. H. Schuster & M. J. Finkelstein,
2006). A subset of this literature examines variations in the work role and daily activities of
faculty at different types of higher education institutions (Clark, 1989; Henderson & Buchanan,
2007; Milem, Berger, & Dey, 2000; Perry, Clifton, Menec, Struthers, & Menges, 2000). Clark
(1989), for example, connects institutional type to differences in faculty members’ identification
with their department, institution, and community (local and/or professional), the nature of their
interactions with students, and their participation in decision-making. While scholars
acknowledge a differentiation between faculty members’ work on the basis of institutional type,
existing literature has thus far minimized or altogether ignored the interaction between that type
and how faculty construct and communicate their professional identities. As a result, both
research and policy have been poorly served.
Purpose and Significance of the Study
This study attempts to explain the construction of academic identity within three
institutional contexts of higher education: a research university, a master’s university, and a
community college. We seek to broaden the characterization of full-time tenured and tenuretrack faculty as members of professional communities (Levin, 2012a), the attributes and
performance of which have previously been simplified and examined in a cursory fashion.
Research and policy on faculty often assume they constitute a monolithic community (Levin

2012a; Schuster & Finkelstein, 2006), a mistaken characterization from which only flawed
understandings and practices can result. Furthermore, specialized studies on faculty (Neumann,
2009; Rhoades, 1998), however well-intentioned and meritorious in addressing higher education
faculty behaviors and motivations, endeavor to capture both the specific—e.g., research
university and unionized universities and colleges—and the general. Yet, these succeed only in
addressing specific populations in specific conditions. To us, this mixing of qualitative depth
and richness in specialized studies and quantitative treatments of faculty as a whole (e.g.,
Schuster & Finkelstein) are problematic for explaining the complex work, behaviors, and role of
faculty.
In this investigation, we are clear that what is addressed is the professional identity of
full-time faculty at three specific institutional types—research university, master’s university,
and community college (and only one of each)—as well as the three institutional discourses that
shape identities. This study acknowledges the differentiation between appointment type
(including between tenure and non-tenure track, full-time and part-time, and between tenuretrack distinctions of assistant, associate, and full professor); between disciplinary affiliation in
examples of social sciences and science academic programs; and between genders, as well as
between ethnic identities. However, it goes beyond these categories to explain the intersection
among personal attributes, the process of self-selection within specific institutional discourses,
and the development of professional roles and tasks.
Literature Review
The concept and significance of professional academic identity as a category of analysis
in higher education was introduced by Clark (1987) and became increasingly relevant during the
late 1990s and into the 2000s (Levin & Shaker,2011; Levin, Shaker, & Wagoner, 2011; Pratt,

Rockmann, & Kaufmann, 2006; Rhoades, 1998; Schuster & Finkelstein, 2006). A handful of
studies about academic identity have adopted a sociological approach that is concerned with
examining the contextual factors and working conditions (e.g., employment status such as parttime and full-time and tenured and non-tenured classification) that influence the construction of
faculty members’ self-definitions as academics (Baldwin & Chronister, 2001; Levin, Shaker, &
Wagoner, 2011).
Scholars suggest that the formation of academic identity is dependent upon the structural
elements that frame faculty members’ work (Abbas & McLean, 2001; Bocock, 1994; Henkel,
2005; Murray, 2000; Watson, 2006). Three of these elements are noteworthy—the department,
the discipline, and the institution. One argument is that the primary context in which academic
identity is constructed is the department, where academics find opportunities for decision making
and interaction, the development of group membership, and access to resources in the university
(Henkel & Vabø, 2006). A second argument is that the development of academic identity is
largely influenced by the system of beliefs and values that defines faculty members’ disciplinary
orientations (Henkel & Vabø, 2006; Murray, 2000). A third and final argument is that
institutional type and institutional factors, such as reward and evaluation structures, shape
academic identity (Levin, 2012a).
Another set of studies about academic identity examines the ways in which the
construction of academic identity is experienced differently depending upon the social position
that individuals occupy in the stratified academic system. Members who belong to marginalized
groups within the academic community (i.e., racial minorities and women) tend to struggle the
most when they try to develop self-understandings, status, and membership within the academy
(Abbas & McLean, 2001; Gregory, 2001; Thompson & Dey, 1998).

The formation of academic identity is not a homogeneous phenomenon (El-Khawas,
2008), due to the complex differentiation among faculty’s academic roles and career paths within
specific institutional contexts. Instead, there are varying academic identities. Research university
faculty, according to El-Khawas (2008), reflect four different roles and responsibilities that
define the construction of academic identities on the basis of professional status (including
academic rank), training, field of specialization, and institutional affiliation. These are
categorized by El-Khawas as university professors, part-time academic staff, research professors
(i.e., high-profile research academics), and research scientists. Faculty at comprehensive, or
master’s, universities (Chan & Burton, 1995) are influenced in their productivity by workload
and reward structure. Both workload and rewards are correlated with institutional goals and
mission articulation. This suggests that the relationships between institutional purposes and the
weighting of teaching, research, and service for faculty workload and rewards shape these
faculty members’ identities. Community college faculty, according to Levin (2012), reflect two
or more classes—full-time and part-time—and include as well subcultures based upon
race/ethnicity. Pusser and Levin (2009) add that program area in community colleges—
academic, vocational/occupational, and developmental—add another dimension. Faculty identity
at the community college is constructed and maintained in the context of these classes and
subcultures.
In addition to the vast body of literature on individual, organizational, occupational, and
professional identity, Manuel Castells (Castells, 1997) stresses the significance of collective
identities in the “information age.” While his work by implication would acknowledge that
present-day tenure and tenure-track faculty in higher education constitute a legitimate
professional body, he suggests that with significant social changes—evident in the “network

society”—these legitimate professional identities can become outmoded. His views parallel
those of higher education scholars who claim a loss of power or influence for faculty within the
academic profession (Schuster & Finkelstein, 2006). Following from Castells, this loss of power
is the result of (a) a diminished professional identity, (b) the absence of a coherent collective
identity, and (c) the presence of pluralistic identities that mask and undermine the primary
professional identity. A diminished professional identity can be seen in the erosion of legitimacy
of faculty (Schuster & Finkelstein, 2006). This raises the question of whether or not U.S. higher
education faculty as a collective can claim a professional identity.
The absence of a coherent collective identity can be seen in faculty affiliated with various
institutional types, which themselves are highly differentiated, as well as the association of
faculty at universities with disciplines or fields of study rather than with their institutions.
Pluralistic identities of faculty can be seen in the diverse employment types and labels for
faculty—full-time non-tenure track, part-time, full-time tenure track, instructors, lecturers,
visiting professors, and the like—the various functions of faculty, including teacher, researcher,
public servant, and administrator, and the various cultural identities of faculty, largely based
upon ethnicity and race. Existing studies acknowledge that the formation of academic identity is
a dynamic process mediated by socio-cultural factors as well as the construction of diversified
practices and personal backgrounds; however, there are few discussions about the ways in which
faculty members’ self-definitions influence their sense-making of their academic functions or
relationships with students within specific institutional contexts. This study addresses this gap.
Theory and Conceptual Principles
We use identity theory and discourse theory to make sense of the ways in which
professional selves are constructed within a specific socio-cultural context. Identity construction

in the workplace incorporates individuals’ development of self-understandings and selfdefinitions as members of an occupational or professional group (Kleinman, 1981; McKeon,
Gillham, & Bersani, 1981; Pratt, et al., 2006).
Identity formation is a context-driven process (Côté & Levine, 2002; Greenhalgh, 2002;
Pratt, et al., 2006). Individuals shape their professional identity (i.e., self-definitions and
strategies of action as professionals) within specific discursive contexts that provide cultural and
social resources for individuals to make sense of themselves and their practices (Abbas &
McLean, 2001; Assaf, 2008; Connelly & Clandinin, 1999; Ibarra, 1999). Discourses are
mediators for the construction of identity. A discourse refers to a series of texts (i.e., written
documents, speech acts, and symbols) that help individuals constitute their material reality and
identity (Dressman, 2008; Hardy, Lawrence, & Grant, 2005; Luke, 1995). Discourses “contribute
to a construction of certain values and goals as more worthy than others” (MacDonald, 2003, p.
153). Institutions can be seen as social constructions constituted through discourses that either
encourage or sanction certain ways of thinking and acting (Phillips, Lawrence, & Hardy, 2004).
In higher educational institutions, discourses are created and communicated by faculty to shape
both identity and performance.
We take three central concepts from cultural studies on the person to link identity theory
and discourse analysis: figured worlds, positional identity, and authoring selves. A “figured
world” is a “socially and culturally constructed real of interpretation in which particular
characters and actors are recognized, significance is assigned to certain acts, and particular
outcomes are valued over others” (Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, & Cain, 1998, p. 53). The
positional aspect of identity refers, according to Holland et al. (1998, p. 125), to “one’s position
relative to socially identified others, one’s sense of social place, and entitlement.” Positional

identity is associated with the social-interactional, social-relational structures of the lived world.
The process of authoring the self refers to the meanings that people make of themselves through
the use of shared cultural understandings.
Research Design
Through an interpretative approach, this investigation aimed to develop an in-depth
understanding of the relationship between the specific organizational context and the
construction of identity claims among participants (Eisenhardt, 1989; Flyvbjerg, 2006; Merriam,
1988; Patton & Appelbaum, 2003; Ruddin, 2006; Stake, 1978). We explored the ways in which
full-time faculty members shape their professional identity as participants in the three respective
institutional discourses of California’s three-tiered higher education structure. This investigation
included two research questions: How do full-time faculty members develop their professional
identity within different institutional discourses? In what ways do faculty members’ identity
claims influence both the understanding and enactment of their academic functions?
Data collection involved semi-structured interviews (Dewalt & Dewalt, 2002; Hester &
Francis, 1994; Opie, 2004; Pawson, 1996) and document analysis (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992;
Holbrook, 1997; Luke, 1995). The interview protocol entailed the exploration of seven broad
categories, which included personal and professional background, work description, perception
of the profession, relationship with others (colleagues and students), relationship to the
institution, self-perception, and future plans. Interviews took place in faculty offices and lasted
between 1-2 hours. Documents for analysis consisted of system-wide and district-wide faculty
collective bargaining agreements and faculty handbooks (Agreement between Community
College District and District Faculty Association, 2007-2010, 2007; Collective bargaining
agreement: California State Faculty Association (CSFA), 2007; UC Faculty Handbook, 1995).

These documents detailed policies and expectations for faculty workload and outcomes,
particularly in reference to performance review, promotion, and tenure.
These documents establish normative expectations for faculty behaviors and actions. In
this investigation, they serve as background data for the interpretation and understanding of
interview data. All three institutions require teaching, service, and some form of professional
activity. Teaching is outlined in detail at the community college and is defined broadly at the
other two types of institutions. Service is defined broadly at all three institutions. The types of
professional activity required differ at the three institutions, falling on a spectrum ranging from
reading about the discipline to attending events to improve their profession (either teaching or
disciplinary) to creative and scholarly production.
The specific characteristics of the sample (N= 32), out of a total of 54 full-time and parttime faculty, are described in the table below (Table 1). Participants included full-time faculty
from academic areas in the social and natural sciences. Our sample consists of full-time faculty
members who volunteered to participate in an interview with one of the researchers. Invitations
to participate in the study were sent, via email, to all full-time faculty members in four
departments at each institution. In reporting our investigation, we adhered to an agreement both
with the institutional participants and our institution’s research review board on protecting
human subjects. Thus, we use pseudonyms for all faculty noted in this report, and we use generic
terms for their institution. All three institutions are located in the same geographical area as we
chose a purposive sampling approach to select institutions that served a similar jurisdiction and
were subject to the same laws and similar state policies.
Table 1: Full-time Faculty Interview Matrix

Department
Institution

Biology

Chemistry

Psychology

Sociology

Total

California

3

2

0

3

8

6

2

5

1

14

5

4

7

4

20

13

8

15

5

32

Community College
California State
University
University of
California
Total

Data analysis in this investigation consisted of the identification of identity claims
organized by individual respondents and categorized under their specific institutional type (i.e.,
research university, comprehensive or master’s university, and community college) and their
discipline or program area. We analyzed the verbatim interview transcripts from our sample of
32 full-time faculty at three institutions. These transcripts served as “texts” so that we could
understand the dynamics and interconnections of the multiple discourses (Luke, 1995). The
analysis of empirical data at the three institutions was based on a comparative approach that
includes the use of a similar time period and data sources (Asselin & Parkins, 2009). We also
maintain an understanding of the original contexts from which data were obtained and the
characteristics of the participants in each research site (Miles & Huberman, 1984; West &
Oldfather, 1995).

Initially, we organized and labeled empirical data through the use of a coding scheme.
Based on the qualitative data analysis techniques suggested by Bogdan and Biklen (1992), we
developed a coding scheme shaped by eight types of coding groups: institutional-valued activity
codes, collective process codes, individual process codes, belief-based codes, symbolic-shared
codes, social structure codes, setting codes, and strategy codes. We use predetermined coding
and open coding to build the coding scheme. Predetermined coding consists of the definition of
labels on the basis of our theoretical frameworks. Open coding results from our identifying
recurrent patterns or critical events evident in empirical data.
After the process of codification, we selected specific narratives in each interview
transcript as the unit of analysis to explore identity formation. Narratives are venues for the study
of identity because individuals relate autobiographical stories to define who they are and what
they do (Dimitriadis, 2001; Schiffrin, 1996; Young, 1999). The analysis of narratives involves
paying attention to the stories faculty convey, the topics and characters within stories, forms of
argumentation and rationalizations, and the ways faculty represent processes, actors, and their
actions.
To integrate the processes of coding and narrative analysis, we use three concepts taken
from cultural identity theory: figured worlds, positionality, and self-authoring (Holland,
Lachicotte Jr., Skinner, & Cain, 1998). For each research site, we explain the ways in which
faculty members both identified and constructed their “figured worlds” in which they developed
their everyday relationships, performance, and career expectations. We pay attention to the
beliefs, practices, and values they identified as central aspects of their professional practice
within their specific institutional context. The concept of “positionality” helped us to explain the
status, roles, and forms of interaction that our three groups of faculty enacted within their figured

worlds. We examined the conditions of power and privilege that faculty found through the
enactment of their professional duties in the workplace and the ways in which faculty members
related to others to perform their tasks. Finally, we use the concept of “self-authoring” to frame
the ways in which members of our population define and explain themselves within the context
of their figured, institutional environment.

Findings
The different institutional discourses found at three higher educational institutional types
reflected the construction of three academic identities. We argue that academic identity
formation includes the affirmation of personal attributes within the professional discourse of the
academy and the affiliation with a specific type of institutional mission. Although identity is
fluid, each academic identity matches a particular orientation to work, and coalesces around
particular behaviors and discourses. Furthermore, the construction of faculty members’ academic
identities at the three institutions occurs within the context of continual concerns with budgetary
crises, student diversity, and the necessity to improve student outcomes (e.g., graduate rates,
transfer). We propose three terms to conceptualize faculty identity at the three institutional
types: knowledge developers, knowledge disseminators, and knowledge applicators.
The research university: faculty as knowledge developers.
Identification as a faculty member within this institutional discourse consists of enacting
practices related to knowledge construction, research productivity, collegial competition,
specialized disciplinary work, construction of academic prestige within the disciplinary field,
effective grant seeking, and mentoring of graduate students. The personal attributes of faculty

who define themselves as knowledge developers include self-motivated behaviors, autonomous
aspirations, the search for intellectual challenge and long-term satisfaction, self-confidence, and
an interest in solving problems through individual work.
Work orientation.
The work orientation of this group is abstract-scientific, which involves a principal
interest in the construction of conceptual principles and methodologies to make sense of the
social and natural world. Faculty members focus on the development of basic science to guide
technological implementation. Faculty endeavor to position themselves within the academic
community at both the national and international levels. Their capacity to demonstrate significant
research productivity in a highly specialized field is a formal requirement for tenure.
Faculty from social and natural sciences departments noted that they were interested in
making sense of their worlds (e.g., human, material) by engaging in research activities, which
were described as intellectually stimulating. Faculty members at the research university selfidentified as knowledge developers. Their work satisfaction was based on the creation of
principles and procedures to understand the multiple variables that intersect for the explanations
of the social and natural world. Research university faculty viewed research as a practice to
enhance individuals’ intellectual development through the formulation of intriguing and original
questions, the design of methodological approaches, and the communication of discoveries to the
scientific community. Unlike faculty at the master’s university or the community college,
research university faculty did not invoke social justice narratives to explain the purpose and
goals of their research endeavors. Faculty members at the research university were aware of the
limitations of their research enterprise and acknowledged that the implementation of their
discoveries was a process that took place in a different sphere. “Maybe somebody else will take

your discovery and run with it and discover something practical or important about it,” states
Sarah McClintock in the Biology Department.
Research is intellectually stimulating. There is nothing that compares to the excitement
when you discover something that nobody has even understood before…I'm concerned
about helping students to learn how to think critically and think about science in a way
that scientists do...In what we do (basic research), you are driven by curiosity…In my
field, cell biology, I am trying to understand how cells work. The more you understand
about how cells work, the more you understand about living creatures, including
humans…
Faculty-student relationships.
Although faculty members at the research university acknowledged that the creation of
student-faculty relationships was central for them in enacting their work, their motivations in the
construction of interactions with students and the purpose of these relationships were
significantly different from those described by master’s university and community college
participants. The research-intensive climate that characterized the research university context
initiated the connection between faculty and students on the basis of autonomous work and a
complementary relationship. Faculty members were more enthusiastic about working with
graduate students than with undergraduate students. Faculty valued working with graduate
students because doctoral and master’s students tended to be self-directed and autonomous
learners. Similar to other faculty in the research university, George Adler from the Psychology
department emphasized that he delegates authority to graduate students in order to encourage
research productivity and students’ professional development. Faculty members’ perception of
students as autonomous learners facilitated the construction of complementary relationships in

which both students and faculty worked together to create knowledge.

“Research oriented

activities are my passion, although I’ve largely delegated that to my students,” states George
Adler of the Psychology department.
There’s a lot of delegation of authority in my students, and for that reason, it doesn’t take
me a lot of time…I have always seen myself as someone that generated knowledge since
I decided to become a scientist. I never really wanted to be the professor part of the job.
I wanted to be the scientist part of the job. I do really very much enjoy teaching. But that
isn’t the part that really grabs me…I try not to let [students] make any catastrophic
mistakes that would cost them more than a couple months of time…I enjoy figuring out
things, so it’s not just curiosity. It’s also a real enjoyment in figuring out the process of
creating knowledge. I love knowing things that no one else in the world knows.
Contrary to the narratives provided by faculty at the community college and the master’s
university, the student-faculty relationship at the research university was not described in terms
of emotional bonds and personal support but as proceeding on the bases of disciplinary
specialization and research productivity. Faculty members sought to connect to students who
exhibited the intellectual abilities necessary to engage in research activities satisfactorily. On the
one hand, faculty were capable of sustaining their research projects by recruiting students who
could help them run experiments and perform other research activities. On the other hand,
graduate students became socialized into the scientific community by developing research
abilities. Whereas at the research university the interdependent relationship between faculty and
students was based on research productivity and affiliation with the scientific community, in the
community college and the master’s university, interdependency between faculty and students
was based on student outcomes and student development.

The research and teaching connection are most evident in working with graduate
students, noted Alessdandro Piaget of the Psychology department.
The fact that you can develop your own knowledge, like you are participating not just in
learning the knowledge, but also in creating it and developing it, that seemed very
appealing to me…I chose to do research because it is exciting to discover something…I
think teaching actually enhances one’s ability to do research because it makes you think
about your area in multiple levels of complexities depending on what type of class you're
teaching…[W]e get a lot of students who come and talk about what they’ve learned and
why it’s interesting…In many ways it’s a two way help for both the student and the
faculty member who teaches. So it really helps your research…I am lucky that a lot of
my grad students are more mature students. So I don’t have to spend too much energy
just trying to get them to the lab. My students are pretty motivated. They know that this
is what they want to do. What I'm doing is providing them the resources to develop their
own projects.
Whereas at the master’s university and the community college, the role of research is to
strengthen the practice of teaching, at the research university the relationship between research
and teaching is defined rather differently. Faculty at the research university explained that
teaching enabled them to gather ideas about how to conduct their research and to recruit students
for their projects. Additionally, the practice of teaching was faculty members’ opportunity to
detach from their research work in order to reorganize their thinking and strategies for
investigation.
The master’s university: faculty as knowledge disseminators.

Identification as a faculty member within this institutional discourse includes the
enactment of practices related to knowledge construction and effective instruction (i.e., hands-on
pedagogy), grant seeking, and the mentoring of undergraduate students. The personal attributes
of this faculty group includes self-motivated behavior, autonomous aspirations, search for
intellectual challenge and short-term satisfaction, low tolerance for stressful working conditions,
and interest in providing support to others through continual and immediate social interaction.
Work orientation.
Faculty orientation to work is relational-scientific: through teaching, faculty members
help students understand how to transfer knowledge to solve practical problems. Academic
productivity enables faculty to position themselves within the academic community at the
national level. International positioning is not their main goal. Effective teaching and research
projects that incorporate a generalized disciplinary approach are formal requirements for tenure.
Faculty who work at the master’s university acknowledged that their research activities
were neither extensive nor highly specialized. Participants expressed difficulty with generating
highly specialized research projects because they lacked both research grants and graduate
students who could participate as research assistants for an extended period of time. Faculty at
the master’s university did not see research as their main professional function. Nonetheless, the
development of research projects among the master’s university faculty was described as an
increasingly important part of their academic functions as long as research facilitated the creation
of learning opportunities in which undergraduate and graduate students (master’s degree) could
understand scientific language and participate in investigations. Faculty conceived of research as
a source of professional development that helped them improve their teaching and provide
educational experiences for students to participate in the creation of knowledge claims.

Faculty-student relationships.
Similar to faculty members at the community college, faculty at the master’s university
expressed support for the comprehensive development of undergraduate students, particularly
occupational development and personal growth. One of the most common reasons why the
master’s university faculty members decided to work at a master’s university was their desire to
make concrete contributions to society. Although faculty acknowledged that research was
relevant to changing social conditions or improving human conditions, they needed to engage in
a professional endeavor that provided them with immediate opportunities to observe the effects
of their contributions. To help students learn, as well as encourage and monitor them as they
sought to understand scientific knowledge, was an articulated rationale for faculty employment
satisfaction. Faculty members perceived research that took place at research universities as a
stressful activity that did not ensure immediate contributions to society. Faculty claimed an
interest in working at a university whose mission was to offer undergraduate students the
opportunity to learn about the construction of scientific knowledge and not to engage in research
actively. Faculty viewed themselves as professionals who can convey to students both scientific
language and ways in which to engage in knowledge production. Their mission was to awaken
the spirit of intellectual curiosity and creativity among students and encourage them to pursue
education beyond their undergraduate degree.
Charlotte Darwin was an experienced researcher who worked previously at a research
institute and wanted to change her professional career by working with students and offering
academic guidance to help them understand natural science. “I started thinking that I would like
to get into the university system, but not the research university system where it would be doing

research all the time practically, but the master’s university, which offered a lot more teaching
time.”
I [was] as a researcher for 8-9 years…[I] wasn’t very happy doing full-time research
because it’s just research. You don’t interact with students. You don’t have students
who are in the lab. You write papers, and you apply for grants, and that’s life…[I] started
thinking that I would like to get into the university system, but not the UC system where
it would be doing research all the time. But the master’s university, which offered a lot
more teaching time…[W]hen you do research, you don’t see the benefit right
away...[W]hen I chose this type of position, I really wanted to get involved with students
and educate them in the science of biology and how to do research and how to be
engaged in finding new knowledge, and making a difference in their life in a very
altruistic sense.
Similar to community college faculty, faculty members at the master’s university needed
to rely on opportunities to interact with students to find satisfaction with their professional
activities. The teaching component that the master’s university demanded was part of an
institutional discourse that matched faculty members’ personal plans and expectations. Holly
Ainsworth of the Psychology department explains the reasons for her employment satisfaction,
including those factors that undergird her enthusiasm for her academic role.
Students were similar to me because I was a first generation college student, so at this
university there are many students who are first generation. I know what that feels like,
and I can identify with those students…[T]his campus is smaller; there’re more student
interactions with the instructors. That makes it a much more friendly and personal
climate…[R]esearch is more isolating, so you’re not interacting with people: sitting at my

laptop, doing data analyses that I’m not even sure am I’m doing them right…[I] like
interacting with my research team. So I like talking to them, mentoring them…[I] don’t
mind doing research, but I definitely don’t love it. I only do it because this is a goaloriented field…[O]ur mission is to expose students to as many diverse opportunities and
experiences as we can.
For master’s university faculty, teaching students about scientific knowledge was a
practice that allowed them to work with others and observe the immediate results of their work.
As emphasized by Amber Hamilton, scientific progress was a secondary goal that demanded
considerable investment of time and resources, which was a condition that they did not choose to
meet. The master’s university faculty were aware of their terms of participation in the scientific
community; they knew that their role was not to contribute to the creation of highly specialized
knowledge but to make scientific discourses available to students. Amber Hamilton in the
Chemistry Department emphasized the ways in which she could contribute to society by teaching
science to undergraduate students.
The purpose of research at an institution like this is mentoring undergraduates and only
secondarily making scientific progress…[M]y first, most important achievement is
training students by way of classroom teaching and also working with them in a one on
one capacity in research…[I]’m particularly interested in thinking and cognition. I try to
develop an expertise in that area and to bring that into my classroom teaching…[T]he
vast majority of researchers publishes something. A few people read it. You really don’t
change the world…[I]'m not cut out to be a Nobel prize scientist, and so I'm never going
contribute that way. But day after day, week after week, I can make a difference in
individual people’s lives as a chemistry teacher.

Central to the work of faculty at the master’s university was aiding students in both
understanding their social conditions and using science as a way to make sense of themselves
and their experiences. As well, faculty expected students to formulate future goals. Similar to
faculty at community colleges, those at the master’s university used their scientific expertise and
knowledge to help students navigate educational experiences. Whereas faculty at the community
college bolstered students by helping them develop basic skills and solve practical problems by
implementing their acquired knowledge, faculty at the master’s university developed students by
inviting them to participate in research activities in which they could experience the process of
knowledge creation and the appropriation of scientific discourses. Faculty created bridges
between their research and teaching activities in order to engage in research, as well as
participate in the mentoring and teaching of students. Different from processes for students in a
research institution, the socialization of students into research activities at the master’s university
took place over short periods of times (e.g., one semester or two) and the degree of specialization
was low. Faculty at the master’s university viewed Science as a pathway to bolster students and
encourage them to pursue further educational goals. Furthermore, similar to faculty at the
community college, faculty at the master’s university promoted social justice by helping students
in their educational aspirations.
“I have a need for social justice,” states Harriet Addams of the Sociology department.
I'm teaching a Black women’s class. We talk about all of the kind of outsiders that we
see in our society. I feel just naturally drawn to that because of my own background
…[I] bring up a lot of my research in the classroom…[G]iven my teaching load, I cannot
do the kind of research that a Berkeley professor can do…[I] think I'm a real professor
regardless of my research productivity…[R]esearch is important to inform and change

policy. But when you’ve got people talking about game theory, and four people in the
world know what game theory is, it’s just sort of spinning wheels…[I] love that I can get
immediate feedback from students and I can respond to their concerns…
The community college: faculty as knowledge applicators.
Identification as a faculty member within the community college institutional discourse
involves the enactment of effective instruction (hands-on pedagogy), the design of forms of
academic support for a diverse student population, and continual mentoring to help
undergraduate students raise their career aspirations. The personal attributes of community
college faculty includes self-motivated behavior, autonomous aspirations, the search for
intellectual challenge and short-term satisfaction, low tolerance for stressful work conditions,
and an interest in providing support to others through continual and immediate social
interactions.
Work orientation.
The work orientation for the community college faculty group is relational-supportive,
which refers to the enactment of instruction to develop social connections with nontraditional
students and provide them with academic support. Faculty’s academic productivity is linked to
local achievements aimed at improving the opportunities of students to pursue further education
or to gain employment. Faculty members search for self-positioning at the local/institutional
level. Effective instruction and institutional service are formal requirements for the achievement
of tenure.
There are three interconnected themes found in the community college faculty narratives:
faculty members’ interest in the development of supportive relationships with students to help
them learn and continue their educational careers; the acknowledgement of research, which is

conceived as broadly as keeping up with current literature in the discipline as relevant to their
profession even though, as academics, few conducted research; and the perception of community
colleges as educational sites to promote students’ personal and professional growth. Faculty
members chose to work at community colleges based on their personal characteristics and the
life that they wanted to construct. They defined themselves as individuals who wanted to engage
in a profession that allowed them to interact with others in meaningful ways. The teachingoriented aspect of the institutional discourse of community colleges and the characteristics of the
student body were central attractors for faculty, corresponding to their selection of the
community college as their workplace. Faculty emphasized their desire to help people in
disadvantaged conditions, consistent with the student population of the community college.
Faculty-student relationships.
Faculty members’ sense of solidarity with students was associated with the development
of faculty’s personal philosophy or perspective about their role in society and their professional
mission. Maxwell Weber in the Sociology department described his role as a developer of
community college students. Community college faculty explained the personal philosophy that
undergirded their professional practice: values emphasized the relevance of providing support to
others. Maxwell Weber emphasized his sense of community and his social responsibility to help
others. “I was raised by three very strong women. They instilled in me a real spirit of helping
other people who are not as blessed as you are.” The development of a personal philosophy
based on a sense of solidarity with and commitment to others was the foundation that enabled
community college faculty to help students acquire basic skills, graduate, obtain a degree, or
continue their educational pursuits. Linked to their personal philosophy, faculty members at the
community college identified student development as part of their mission. They chose to bolster

students by providing them with social and academic support. “I see my work as a labor of love,”
states Maxwell Weber of the Sociology department.
Something particularly attractive working at a community college is seeing substantive
change in students who come in really not having any idea about how to properly read a
text, how to take notes, how to write…[A] greater majority will grow at a pretty slow,
incremental pace…[L]ot of our students are still struggling to get their General Education
Diploma. They are not English native speakers. They are disabled. They need twice the
time to take an exam that everyone else has. They don’t have a clue as to how to put
together a subject and a verb, paragraph breaks, and all that. It’s our job to show them
the way and not get frustrated when they relapse.
Linked to their commitment to help others, community college faculty viewed themselves
as professionals who endeavored to build social relationships in which power was distributed in
symmetrical ways among participants. Faculty viewed themselves as professionals who did not
want to adopt authoritative roles for students. Through the construction of personal and affective
relationships with students, faculty managed to build an image of themselves as professionals
who were empathetic and sensitive to their students’ personal issues and stories. Mary Mead of
the Sociology department emphasized her interest in removing the authority hierarchy with her
students. “I like to be approachable…I like that they think that they can just talk to me like a
person. I’m not somebody up on a pedestal. That’s not me.” In order to create attachments with
students personally and professionally, faculty, such as Mary, developed social relationships with
their students.
I’m very hands on. I do a lot of small group work. I work one on one with the small
group…[I] make a real concerted effort to make that connection with each student. I

think it is really important that they feel like they matter to me, that they’re not just
somebody occupying space…[I] tend to be real personal with my students. A lot of times,
I will relate personal things that have happened to me to maybe break the ice or to show
them that I'm human: ‘I’m just like you; we have the same problems and issues.’
Faculty provided emotional support for students, and in this way, they noted, they
managed to create forms of interaction based on equal access to power. Alice Wolf of the
Biology department exemplifies the way in which the implementation of her role as a faculty
member was linked to her ability to connect to students at an emotional level, by listening to
them and joining them to achieve their educational goals.
My students call me auntie…[I]'m a people person…[I] fell in love with the mixture of
stories and students that you find here …[T]he fact that some people are here is a miracle
in itself…[I] am always trying to seduce people with science…[F]or me the research was
great but I always liked the most communicating research in a way that is interesting and
simpler because some students don’t know the language and the jargon…[T]his is not the
traditional intellectual atmosphere: papers, exchange research, hard-core specialist sort of
exchanges. It is more interpersonal relations. I’ve had students who couldn’t get out of
bed because of mental health issues, and you manage to somehow get them, whether it’s
calling them or whatever, to come in. I always feel that if somebody’s learned something
it helps them go on, whether it’s in the world or in academia. Then I’ve done part of my
job.
The implementation of experiential teaching was yet another way in which community
college faculty connected with students and helped them achieve their goals. Faculty used the
experiential approach to enable students to apply the subject content they learned in their

courses. Since a significant portion of the student body in community colleges consists of adult
students (Levin, 2007), it was important for faculty members to design learning experiences in
which students could test the validity of their knowledge and the effectiveness of their skills to
solve specific problems. Community college faculty emphasized that to facilitate student
engagement and persistence in college they had to implement a “hands-on” approach that kept
students motivated to learn.
Conclusions
Faculty as knowledge creators, knowledge disseminators, and knowledge applicators are
labels that we created to characterize the different types of identity claims that faculty described
to talk about themselves on the basis of their relationships with students and the institutional
discourses in which student-faculty interactions took place. Each type of identity claim is also
the definition of faculty members’ figured worlds. Faculty members conceived of three types of
figured words that helped them develop not only specific self-definitions but also orientations to
their professional practice. Faculty members combined personal stories, attributes, and
expectations with a particular type of institutional mission in order to create their figured worlds
and to identify certain principles or rationales for their actions as professionals. The work
orientation that each group of faculty members constructed at each type of institution constitutes
the dimension that reflects the relationship between institutional mission and statements that
faculty members created to talk about their professional selves.
Each type of identity claim is linked to a specific type of approach in the definition of
faculty members’ professional practice. The abstract-scientific orientation of the knowledge
creator, the scientific-relational approach of the knowledge disseminator, and the relationalsupportive patterns of the knowledge applicator represent different faculty members’ self-

understandings of their role as academics and a variety of behaviors to perform the main
academic functions of higher education institutions. The position of faculty members within their
figured worlds is described as the result of a series of deliberate decisions made on the basis of
personal traits, self-selected career goals, and preferred life patterns. We found that positionality
is not only the attainment of a place within the professionals community and organizational
structure but also a self-selected condition through which faculty define their professional
practice. From their particular position within an institutional discourse, faculty members
established a specific form of relationship to knowledge, to students, to their colleagues, and to
the college or university. The ways in which faculty frame knowledge—as creation and
discovery, as scholarly and scientific understanding, and as practice—not only define faculty as
academics but also align them with their institutional affiliation.
Faculty members authored themselves as professionals who chose the academy as a
community of practice that allowed them to satisfy their aspirations for autonomy, flexibility,
intellectual challenge, and collegial interaction. However, the particular position through which
they enacted their academic work (i.e., knowledge developer, knowledge disseminator, and
knowledge applicator) contributed not only to the definition of specific forms of work orientation
(i.e., abstract-scientific, relational-scientific, and relational-supportive) but also to the
strengthening of the institutional discourses to which they chose to be affiliated. Faculty
members at the three institutional types constructed their academic selves to achieve professional
and personal satisfaction at the same time that they sustained and reinforced the system of values
and practices that shape the particular institutional discourse of their workplace (research
university, a master’s university, and a community college).

Regardless of the specifics of their institutions, faculty members constructed their
professional identity in the midst of similar concerns and sources of stress: budget cuts, reduced
grant or funding opportunities, and a diverse student population that needs to improve their
academic performance. The ways in which faculty develop their identities within the boundaries
of each institutional discourse generate specific forms of student-faculty relationships and
connections to the main functions of faculty: research, teaching, and service.
Conjectures: Limitations of the Study
Those who volunteered to participate in this investigation, who gave considerable time to
the interview process and provided rather frank self-assessments, may not be typical of all fulltime faculty at community colleges, master’s universities, or research universities; they may not
even constitute a majority view. Because their discourse aligns with institutional type and each
faculty member can clearly be associated with their institutional characteristics, we could safely
categorize each faculty member as residing in one group—knowledge developer, knowledge
disseminator, or knowledge applicator. This is not inconsistent with the scholarly literature
going back to the 1980s.
This study did not examine the ways in which gender and race/ethnicity intervene in the
construction of identity claims as related to institutional type, although we did ask participants
about the effects of gender on their professional work. There was some evidence to suggest that
gender may constitute an important intervening variable in the ways in which faculty construct
and represent their professional selves. Given that there were few faculty of color in our
participant groups, we cannot be certain that race/ethnicity might or might not be a critical
variable to understand the dynamics of self-representation within different institutional types.
Studies of faculty of color suggest that there is identity conflict for this group between favored,

dominant institutional identities and individual identities (Stanley, 2006; Turner, 2002). This
suggests that when representing themselves as professionals or self-authoring their professional
identities, faculty of color do not necessarily conform to one of three clear categories applied to
faculty employed at the three institutions. Indeed, recent research on community college faculty
of color (Levin, Haberler, Walker, & Jackson-Boothby, 2012) shows clear differentiation
between faculty of color and White faculty: faculty of color are subject to conflict, which they
address by depersonalization (Ashford & Mael, 1989). That is, they diminish their social
identities and embrace their professional roles in the workplace.
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The number of students enrolled in online courses has significantly increased over the past
decade. According to Allen and Seaman (2011), over 6.1 million students were enrolled in at
least one online class during the fall semester of 2010 (p. 4). Given these numbers, it is clear that
students have the opportunity to study almost any subject in an online format. While the
effective tenets of online instruction can be applied to most areas of study, foreign language
instruction presents unique challenges due to the amount of authentic interaction that is required
for language acquisition and learning to occur.
The purpose of this study was to analyze student perceptions of the effectiveness of a blended
(face-to-face and online) university advanced grammar course. A blended design is one in which
30% to 79% of the course must be offered online (Allen & Seaman, 2011, p. 7). This class was
offered at a mid-sized, Midwestern public university to enable students the opportunity to learn
advanced Spanish grammar using both face-to-face (F2F) and online strategies. In addition, the
department offering the course was interested in the possibility of offering the course exclusively
online for future students—especially those who would be participating in a semester-long study
abroad program.
Students enrolled in the course were given the option to anonymously participate in the study
and were asked to complete a pre and post-course survey. A total of 19 students completed both
surveys in which they were asked to provide demographic information along with indicating
their perceived comfort and experience levels with not only the subject but also taking the course
online. Student comfort levels were assessed with a four-point scale ranging from 1 (very
uncomfortable) to 4 (very comfortable). Experience levels—related to both the language and
taking online courses—were assessed with a four-point scale ranging from 1 (no experience) to 4
(significant experience). Students were also given the opportunity to respond to open-ended
questions designed to assess their overall feelings and concerns related to the class.
Paired-sampled t-tested revealed significant differences between students’ pre-course comfort
levels associated with learning the course content online (M = 3.10, SD = .56) and their reported

post-course comfort levels (M = 3.48, SD = .24), t(18) = -2.72, p < .05). Significant differences
were also found among pre-course reported experience levels with the language and online
learning (M = 3.07, SD = .36) and post-course experience levels (M = 3.27, SD = .27), t(18) = 4.15, p < .05).
In addition to their reported comfort and experience levels, students’ post-course responses
indicated the following: (1) students learned the course objectives, (2) students learned more in
the blended model than they would have in a face-to-face only class, (3) students’ grammar
knowledge improved, (4) students overall Spanish abilities improved, (5) students felt challenged
by the course’s design and (5) students felt a sense of community in the course.
Finally, an analysis of students’ responses to the open-ended questions revealed that, by the end
of the course, most of the students’ enjoyed the blended design because it allowed them to focus
more on the content during the face-to-face meetings and work at their own pace while
completing the online sections. In fact, many students commented that they felt as though they
learned more in the blended model because the in-class time was dedicated to expanding upon
what they had previously learned online and addressing students’ questions related to the class
content.
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Abstract
Both stress and violence have been increasing globally for the past several decades.
Whether the setting is business and industry or a college campus, this disturbing trend affects a
growing number of people, including those who do not work directly in these environments. In
this paper, the authors describe the relationship between stress and violence and provide
recommendations regarding how managers and administrators can lower both employee and
student stress levels and hopefully help avert hostile behaviors from occurring in private
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Incidents of workplace violence seem to be increasing at an accelerated pace in both the
public and private sectors (Bowie, Fisher & Cooper, 2011; Elliott & Jarrett, 1994; Musacco,
2009). Accounts of hostile and aggressive acts permeate the media, appearing constantly in
newspapers and magazines (Chenier, 1998) as well as on radio and television broadcasts (Keim,
1999). Unfortunately, no setting seems to be immune to this epidemic; college campuses are as
likely to experience aggressive acts as factories or the financial district (Spencer-Thomas &
Bollinger, 2009; Chenier, 1998). Nobody, whether he or she is a production worker at the lowest
level of the company, an executive at the top of the organization, a faculty member preparing to
give a lecture, or a student headed to class, expects to severely injured or even killed while going
about their daily routine (Kinney, 1995). Ultimately, it is the responsibility of leaders, managers,
supervisors, administrators, support staff and counselors to be aware of the potential for violence
to occur in their immediate environments and to be prepared to adequately deal with it (Lies,
2008).
Both companies and universities increasingly identify the potential for violence as one of
the most important security threats they face (Fox & Burstein, 2010; Hoobler & Swanberg,
2006). In reality, however, what constitutes a “violent act” varies greatly -- from offensive
language to homicide (Hewitt, 2009). Chenier (1998) notes that violence usually, but not
exclusively, entails physical assault and threats of assault toward another individual while at
work or on campus. It can take various forms and include spitting, scratching, pinching,
punching, slapping, rape, homicide, and kicking another person (Bowman & Zigmond, 2001;
Lawoko, Soares, & Nolan, 2004; Nigro & Waugh, 1996). Violence can be rendered as any
intentional confrontation that may increase in intensity and threaten the safety of any employee,
have an impact on any employee’s physical and/or psychological well-being, or cause physical
damage to personnel or company property (Wolf, 1998).

Stress: A Worldwide Phenomenon
Stress obviously affects the bottom line for organizations, regardless of the particular
occupational sector under consideration. As stress levels increase, staff burnout exponentially
increases and productivity deteriorates (Dobson, 2010). Over the last half century, the global
community has experienced immense changes, including extended work hours (Dobson, 2010).
A longer workday often heightens the anxiety level for those in the situation and can affect how
effectively an individual is able to balance work obligations and family life (Paton, 2010). In the
United States, it is estimated that a third of all college educated American males work in excess
of 50 hours a week (Coffin, 2005). What is more, 60% of all American employees rush lunch
meals and often take lunch at their desks, which ultimately leads to increased levels of work
related stress (Coffin, 2005). Similarly, a poll of 2,000 individuals by Mind, a mental health
charity, found that more than a quarter of the population in the UK is working longer hours than
was once the case and that half of those surveyed are not satisfied with their work-family life
balance (Paton, 2010). The UK workforce has elevated rates of anxiety and stress due to the
recession; as a result, the country has experienced an unprecedented increase in prescriptions for
anti-depressants (Paton, 2010).
But the phenomenon is not limited to the West or industrialized countries. The Japanese
have coined the term, “Karoshi”, which means death from overwork; the Koreans use the word
“Gwarosa” to describe extended work schedules (Coffin, 2005). A Global Talent Management
and Rewards survey of 1,176 employees worldwide found 50% of the respondents struggling to
maintain balance in their lives (Dobson, 2010). Similarly, in a study which included 2,487
employees in Australia, Canada, England, New Zealand, the United States of America, Hong
Kong, China, Taiwan, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, and Uruguay,
researchers found that work-related stress seems to be increasing internationally (Spector et al.,
2004). As the current generation continues to retire in record numbers from all employment and
education sectors, younger, less-experienced workers are faced with enormous challenges.
When employees of the Dindigul District Central Cooperative Bank in India were
surveyed, 45% indicated that stress had become a problem in their lives (Neelamegam & Asrafi,
2010). A survey of 1,769 people by Desjardins Financial Security in Canada found that
individuals there are also exhibiting higher stress levels when compared to the past (Dobson,
2010). Further, employees in Canada, China, Malaysia, and Pakistan indicated overall job stress,
work overload, ambiguity, conflict, and resource inadequacy were positively related to employee
burnout and turnover in all four countries (Jamal, 2010). According to a study conducted by
Right Management, 65% of 2000 executives cite employee morale and burnout as a barrier to
reaching a competitive advantage in the global marketplace (Dobson, 2010). Neelamegam and
Asrafi (2010) found that employees in India with zero to five years of service are experiencing
much more stress than their more seasoned counterparts. Chenier (1998) suggests that as private
companies, government agencies and campuses struggle to remain viable in an increasingly
competitive global market, more stress is generated because people work harder, longer, and
receive less compensation. To reach a competitive advantage in the global marketplace, business
and academia must both strive to reduce stress in their respective environments.

Stress: Definitions and Implications
Stress is derived from the Latin word “stringere,” which means to draw tight and was
used during the 17th century to describe hardship and affliction (Cartwright & Cooper, 1997).
Levi (1981) states the term stress denotes a force that deforms the body. Stress can also be
defined as a condition of physical, emotional, or mental strain that can be a result of a real or
fabricated threat (Crampton, Hodge, Mishra, & Price, 1995). Lazarus (1966) notes that stress
occurs when individuals perceive that the demands associated with a set of circumstances
exceeds their perceived ability to manage them. Simply put, stress means a load, pressure, strain,
or strong effort on an individual (Cartwright & Cooper, 1997; Levi, 1981).
Role ambiguity, role conflict, and the degree of responsibility for others are three major
contributing factors to environmental stress (Cartwright & Cooper, 1997; DeFrank & Ivancevich,
1998; Spiers, 2003). Cartwright and Cooper (1997) suggest that role ambiguity arises when
individuals do not have a clear picture of educational or work objectives, expectations of others,
or the scope of their individual responsibilities and expectations. Generally, role ambiguity is due
to the management or administration’s failure to fully explain to employees or students what is
expected of them (DeFrank & Ivancevich, 1998). Role conflict exists when an individual is torn
by conflicting demands, such as doing things they do not want to do or doing things they do not
consider part of their responsibilities (Spiers, 2003). Degree of responsibility for others is
another contributor to stress; being accountable for other human beings is exceptionally stressful
because it entails interacting with others on a regular basis, attending meetings, engaging in
group projects and presentations, and meeting strict deadlines (Cartwright& Cooper, 1997).
Both employees and students put a premium on deriving satisfaction and enhanced
quality of life through their work or educational pursuits, but the reality is that the modern
workplace and college campus are both sources of tension, anxiety, and frustration (Crampton et
al., 1995). Employees as well as students experience stress when they perform poorly,
experience generational differences, have work ethic disagreements, have a conflict with a peer,
faculty member or supervisor, are overworked, lack sufficient breaks, have to deal with
unfamiliar technology, experience heightened levels of insecurity or personal expectations, or are
overly involved in mundane daily tasks (Avey, Luthans, & Jensen, 2009; Crampton et al., 1995;
Hinton, 2010; Roisin, 2004; Scott, 2004; Shapter, 2005; Spiers, 2003; Wright, 2007). In a survey
of 490 managers, Roffey Park concluded 60% of the respondents considered interpersonal
politics as one of the greatest sources of the stress they experience on a daily basis (“Politics at
Work,” 2007). It is interesting to consider that the number of books claiming to help individuals
manage stress has increased significantly over the last few decades; many have become
bestsellers (Kinman & Jones, 2005).
Stress can have a very unfavorable impact on any organization (Gyllensten, Palmer, &
Farrants, 2005; Kinman & Jones, 2005). The costs associated with absenteeism, attrition,
turnover, retraining, and diminished performance are significant and can often be traced back to
elevated stress levels (Clarke & Cooper, 2000; Crampton et al., 1995; Spiers, 2003). Stress is
also hazardous can lead to undesirable outcomes (Clarke & Cooper, 2000; Maki, Moore, &
Grunberg, 2005). According to Lambert, Lambert, and Yamase (2003), a stressful environment
becomes a breeding ground for behavioral health problems that can lead to violence. Cartwright

and Cooper (1997) suggest there are many effects of stress on bodily functions. An individual
suffering from stress may have headaches, migraines, anxiety, declining sense of humor, dry
mouth, lumps in throat, muscular tension and pain, hypertension, chest pains, coughs, asthma,
ulcers, abdominal pain, diarrhea, frequent urination, impotence, shortness of breath, menstrual
disorders, weight gain or weight loss, and have trouble sleeping (Cartwright & Cooper, 1997;
Hinton, 2010; MacDonald, 2006; Roisin, 2004).
Stress: Causes and Consequences
Cost-cutting measures including hiring and salary freezes, furloughs, and layoffs,
instituted due to the recent recession, have tended to acerbate the stress levels at companies and
on campuses worldwide (Dobson, 2010). Moreover, downsizing, firings, drug abuse, pay
reductions, extended working hours, automation, interpersonal conflict, budgetary reductions,
family problems, sense of vulnerability pertaining to job security, low job satisfaction, cultural
conflicts, and domestic violence have all been linked to violence in the workplace and at
institutions of higher education (Capozzoli & McVey, 1996; Chenier, 1998; Hoobler &
Swanberg, 2006; Johnson & Indvik, 1994; McCune, 1994; Moore, 1997; Nigro & Waugh, 1996).
Indeed, organizational climates permeated by stress induced by authoritarian administrators and
managers, negative personalities, and work overload are fairly common these days (Nigro &
Waugh, 1996); unfortunately, this is exactly the type of environment that frequently precipitates
violence (Hoobler & Swanberg, 2006). Employees, staff members and students often become
frustrated and develop counterproductive perceptions of management and administration, and
these views often set the stage for violence to occur (Paludi, 2008; Chenier, 1998).
The causes of environmental stress are multi-dimensional and, if not dealt with
effectively, contribute to acts of violence (Hinton, 2010). In the United States alone, it is
estimated that 20 employees are murdered and 18,000 individuals are assaulted in their place of
employment every week (Hoobler & Swanberg, 2006; Lipscomb, Silverstein, Slavin, Cody, &
Jenkins, 2002). Keim (1999) further suggests that these statistics do not include the numerous
accounts of violence that are never reported. If all cases of violence were reported, it is estimated
that the totals would increase by at least 50 percent (Keim, 1999). Lawoko, Soares, and Nolan
(2004) assert that virtually 100 percent of all workers will experience some form of job-related
violence during the course of their career. Homicide is the second leading cause of death among
American workers (Chenier, 1998) and is, in fact, the fastest growing crime in the United States
(Moore, 1997).
Hoobler and Swanberg (2006) report that men and women who work in government
buildings experience higher rates of potential violence than do private sector employees.
Additionally, murder and physical attacks to workers most frequently occur in health care, social
service, retail, and public sector occupations (Hoobler & Swanberg, 2006; Chenier, 1998). Nigro
and Waugh (1996) suggest the reason the public sector is increasingly threatened by violence is a
result of anti-government violence involving frustrated clients, terrorist groups with political
motives, and people who are angry with bureaucrats. Keim (1999) reports that 60 percent of
violence occurs in the private sector and women constituted 60 percent of the victims of such
acts. Women also report far more incidences of exposure to violence than men (Lawoko, Soares,
& Nolan, 2004).

Stress Prevention: A Critical Responsibility
As alluded to previously, the general consensus is that most individuals perceive they are
under more stress today than a decade or two ago (Wright, 2007). Stress is inherently cost
prohibitive for organizations and a significant source of health problems for both employees and
students (Horan, 2002). Stress tends to be a defining characteristic of most contemporary
organizations, regardless of the occupational sector (Lambert, Lambert, & Yamase, 2003;
Salmond & Ropis, 2005). Rather than focusing on how organizations can help individuals’ better
cope with stress, it might be more advantageous to approach the problem from the perspective of
what can be done to reduce or eliminate known stressors (Cartwright & Cooper, 1994).
Corporate and institutional responses to stress have ranged from ignoring the problem to
offering various kinds of stress management assistance (Horan, 2002). Some organizations still
view stress as a personal problem and suggest it is up to the employee or the student to deal with
the issue (Roisin, 2004). Increasingly, however, ignoring stress and/or pretending it is the
individual’s problem is not a viable option. Employers in business and industry as well as higher
education are becoming more aware of the need to assess the risks posed by environmental stress
and the potential for violence that it represents (Clarke & Cooper, 2000). Counseling and stress
management training have both been demonstrated to reduce stress levels (Cartwright & Cooper,
1994; Crampton et al., 1995; Horan, 2002; Hurley, 2007; Spiers, 2003). Braham (1988),
O’Donnell (1998), and Robbins (1993) suggest employing techniques such as establishing goals,
managing time more efficiently, exercising, relaxing, developing a social support network, and
delegating to decrease stress (as cited by Crampton et al., 1995).
Stress can be also be better managed if affected parties acknowledge what is going on,
identify feelings, employ healthy stress reduction methods, tune into their body’s responses,
think reassuring thoughts, take deep breaths, concentrate on relaxing tense muscles, and not be
afraid to ask for professional help when it would be beneficial (Shapter, 2005). Additionally,
aromatherapy, guided imagery, massage, music therapy, meditation, stretching, and therapeutic
touch can reduce stress (Hinton, 2010; Hurley, 2007; Shapter, 2005). Stress is also reduced when
students and employees leave their desks or workstations to take a walk in the fresh air
(MacDonald, 2006). Furthermore, time should always be made for socializing outside the office
or classroom as personal support systems tend to reduce stress (MacDonald, 2006).
Preparing Students for Workplace Stress
As previously noted, stress is a pervasive feature of academia just as it is in the more
generic world of work (Paludi, 2008). It is also important to recognize that students face many
challenges as they transition from the lecture hall to the office or factory floor; i.e., this can be a
very anxiety producing time in the life of a recent college graduate (Candy & Crebert, 1991;
DiGacomo & Adamson, 2001; Hettich, 2010). Starting a career often means moving to a new
community, making new friends, and managing living expenses while simultaneously
establishing oneself as a productive employee within an organization (Polach, 2004). Moreover,
this process often precipitates additional difficulties for recent graduates due to the inherent
disparity that often exists between the skill sets acquired in college and those actually needed in
the workplace (Candy & Crebert, 1991; DiGacomo & Adamson, 2001). The adjustment
necessary as the new employee reconciles what was learned in a formal educational setting with

what is now being encountered in an actual place of employment can generate a great deal of
anxiety (Stull & Sanders, 2003).
Students tend to leave college with an accumulation of theoretical knowledge; i.e.,
foundational principles, hypothetical case studies, academic models, and various skills sets that
are somewhat abstract to them until tested in real-world situations (Brooks, 2009). One of the
criticisms many employers often have of newly hired graduates is that they tend to lack the
ability to deal with the more intangible dimensions of the contemporary global workplace such
as problem solving, decision making, and team work (DiGacomo & Adamson, 2001). Candy and
Crebert (1991) found that employers tend to view experiential education as superior to classroom
learning and therefore increasingly seek to recruit graduates who are capable of problem-based
learning, approach business scenarios from a cost and time-efficient perspective, and have the
capability of expressing thoughts and ideas in a variety of modalities -- instead of almost
exclusively in written form. Indeed, entering the workforce with only “textbook” knowledge and
skills, coupled with little practical experience can be overwhelming for newly hired graduates
who are immediately expected to adapt seamlessly to new colleagues, routines, policies, and
expectations (DiGacomo & Adamson, 2001). Needless to say, this can be a very stressful and
anxiety-producing process for both the graduates as well as the employing agency.
Business and industry as well as academia share a growing responsibility for preparing
the next generation of workers, and this obligation extends to the need to prepare students for the
stressors they will inevitably encounter in their new jobs (Polach, 2004). To help ameliorate
stress for newly hired graduates, organizations need to collaborate more purposefully with
educational institutions in the provision of realistic strategies and techniques that will help newly
hired graduates better understand and successfully negotiate the new environments in which they
will soon find themselves (Candy & Crebert, 1991; Rainsbury, Hodges, Burchell & Lay, 2001).
Ideally, stress management should be integrated into the curricula of all degree programs (Olpin
& Hesson, 2006). By providing students with the tools they will need to help them productively
deal with the stress they will experience in moving from higher education to the contemporary
workplace, colleges and universities will also be better fulfilling one their one of their key roles
in shaping the future (Brooks, 2009). Moreover, they will also be helping to prevent the violence
that can potentially erupt when the stress level reaches a critical point for both the individual as
well as the organization (Davidson, 2010).
Violence Prevention: A Moral Imperative
Organizational leaders, working in conjunction with mental health professionals, have an
inherent ethical obligation to be prepared for violence at any time and in any environment
(Paludi, Nydegger & Paludi, Jr., 2006). If managers, administrators, faculty, support staff and
helping professionals do not appropriately deal with the underlying causes and overt
manifestations of violence, the outcome can be very adverse on a number of levels (Kerr, 2010;
Smith, 2002). It has been estimated that violent acts in the workplace or on campus cost
organizations $202 billion annually, which includes millions of lost workdays and wages
(Hoobler & Swanberg, 2006). Costs to employers include restoring property, theft, extending
psychological care for employees, compensation benefits, heightening security, legal expenses,
medical expenses, and repairing a tattered public image (Chenier, 1998; Elliott & Jarrett, 1994;

Hoobler & Swanberg, 2006). Additionally, companies, agencies and institutions of higher
education are often required to pay sizable jury awards to employees, families, and other victims
of violent acts (Elliott & Jarrett, 1994).
In addition to the more obvious financial burdens precipitated by acts of violence, these
kinds of behaviors also significantly lower productivity and profitability, impede the educational
process, and drastically reduce employee and student morale (Chenier, 1998; Elliott & Jarrett,
1994; Hoobler & Swanberg, 2006; Johnson & Indvik, 1994). They also adversely impinge upon
the capacity to recruit and retain both students and staff members (Elliott & Jarrett, 1994). It is
imperative that leaders recognize the deleterious effects that violence can have on their
organizations and be prepared to implement strategies that can effectively counteract those
manifestations (Lies, 2008).
In most cases, the warning signs that a stressed-out individual may be capable of
engaging in violent behavior are clearly present (Paludi, Nydegger, & Paludi, Jr., 2006). The
research indicates that these include someone who exhibits irregular hours, shows signs of
depression, exhibits hostility toward criticism, is financially burdened, has marital difficulties,
and demonstrates inferior performance either on the job or in the classroom (Chenier, 1998).
According to Capozzoli and McVey (1996), there are three major types of perpetrators of
violence: current employees or students, former employees or students, and non students or
employees (1996). In a majority of cases, particularly in the West, the person responsible for
engaging in a violent act is typically a Caucasian male, 35 years or older who has a history of
violence, is a loner, blames others for mistakes, has low self-esteem and a perpetual list of
complaints, owns an arsenal of weapons, has a history of aggression, and is paranoid (Chenier,
1998; Elliott & Jarrett, 1994; McCune, 1994; Moore, 1997).
Since the global economy is increasingly driven by the service industries, people are
exposed daily to many of the known risk factors for violence (Lies, 2008). These include:
contact with the public, exchange of money, delivery of passengers, delivery of goods or
services, mobile work stations (police officers and taxi drivers), working with unstable or
volatile persons, working alone or in small numbers, working night shifts or during early
morning hours, working in high-crime areas, guarding valuable property or possessions, and
working in community-based settings (Hoobler & Swanberg, 2006; Jenkins, 1998; Knefel &
Bryant, 2004; Lipscomb et al., 2002). The conditions that can lead to hostility, aggression and
acting out behavior are fairly well understood (Musacco, 2009). As such, corporate management
as well as collegiate administration share a heightened responsibility to take proactive,
preventative measures whenever it is determined that the environment may be conducive to
injurious acts (Jenkins, 1998).
Policies, Procedures and Guidelines
It is essential for public and private sector organizations to be prepared to deal with
potential violence by establishing policies and procedures, creating a crisis management
team/threat assessment team, and developing an Employee Assistance Program (EAP) and a
Student Assistance Program (SAP) for their employees and students (Chenier, 1998; Johnson &
Indvik, 1994; Moore, 1997; Nigro & Waugh, 1996). Organizations simply must devise a

realistic response plan to violence and practice that plan on a consistent basis (Moore, 1997).
Walton (1993) and Stuart (1992) suggest that policies and procedures should focus on facilitating
the identification and careful handling of either employees or students who make threats or show
potential for violence [as cited by Nigro & Waugh, 1996]. After guidelines have been put in
place, it is imperative that they be communicated effectively and readily visible throughout the
organization so that everyone in the environment knows exactly what they should do in the event
that a violent act occurs (Johnson & Indvik, 1994).
Again, leaders have a moral as well as a legal obligation to provide a safe workplace
and/or college campus (Smith, 2002). In the United States, the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration Act mandates that companies provide a safe and secure environment for their
employees (Bowman & Zigmond, 2001; Capozzoli & McVey, 1996; Chenier, 1998). Yet
despite heightened attention to security concerns in general (especially since 9/11), many
organizations have been sluggish to implement policies and programs aimed at preventing
violence (Hoobler & Swanberg, 2006; Nigro & Waugh, 1996). Along these lines, a recent study
by the Society for Human Resource Management found that 40 percent of organizations have not
established formal policies and procedures for responding to violence (Hoobler & Swanberg,
2006). Even though violent behavior is an impious problem for managers and leaders, there are
strategies that have been proven successful at combating it (Elliott & Jarrett, 1994). As a first
line of defense, it is recommended that managers and administrators adhere to guidelines such as
those established by the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration Act. Knowing,
understanding, and conscientiously enforcing these guidelines should decrease the instances of
violence, make employees and students feel more safe and secure, and help keep litigation costs
in check (Lies, 2008).
As noted previously, a lot of individuals contend with acts of hostility, harassment, and
intimidation by classmates or coworkers on a daily basis (Chenier, 1998). As yet there is no
litmus test that can precisely predict an individual’s potential to engage in violent behavior, so
organizations must utilize general strategies that tend to minimize the opportunities that such acts
might occur (Walton, 1993). In the United States, the National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health and the Department of Health and Human Services provide strategies for reducing the
risk of violence. These include a) making high-risk areas visible to more people, b) install highquality exterior lighting, c) use drop safe boxes to minimize cash on hand, d) carry very small
amounts of cash, e) install cameras throughout the organization, f) if possible, increase the
number of staff on duty, g) provide training in nonviolent response, h) avoid resistance during a
robbery, i) provide bullet-proof walls and barriers, j) have police or security guards monitor
organization frequently, and k) if possible, close organization late at night or very early in the
morning (Nigro & Waugh, 1996). The majority of these recommendations can be integrated into
the policies and procedures of most companies and campuses with minimal effort or expense
(Bowman & Zigmond, 2001).
The Case for Being More Proactive
The time for an organization to organize its response to hostility should be before a threat
materializes, not after an act occurs (Johnson & Indvik, 1994). An active focus on prevention
allows problems to be avoided and the potential liability to be reduced when violent behavior

occurs (Chenier, 1998). It has been suggested that many of these acts can be curtailed if
organizations implement and adhere to the following practices: a) gain as much information as
possible via background checks, b) develop awareness and training programs that will alert
supervisors and faculty of any violent behavior, and c) educate everyone in the organization
about violence (Chenier, 1998; Johnson & Indvik, 1994; Nigro & Waugh, 1996; Walton, 1993).
The key to success seems to be an effective and conscientious adherence to established and
proven policies and procedures (Musacco, 2009).
It is imperative that leaders create and actively enforce a zero-tolerance policy toward
violence and formally condemn any demonstration of verbal threatening or physical abuse
(Awadalla & Roughton, 1998; Chenier, 1998; Namie, 2001; Nigro & Waugh, 1996; Ramsey,
2005). A zero-tolerance policy is the foundation for an organizational culture that rejects
violence and encourages everyone to report all meaningful threats and violent acts (Nigro &
Waugh, 1996). All new and current employees and students must be required to read and sign an
acknowledgement that they have read the zero-tolerance policy (Walton, 1993). It is important to
note that, under a zero tolerance policy, even individuals who jokingly make threats must be
dealt with immediately (Chenier, 1998). By removing individuals who engage in, or allude to the
fact that they might engage in, violence of any kind, leaders are formalizing a precedent that any
expression of violence, potential or actual, intentional or unintentional, will not be tolerated
(Chenier, 1998). It is also important for managers, administrators and faculty to serve as role
models and mentors and be consistent in their personal adherence to the guidelines that have
been developed to foster violence prevention (Johnson & Indvik, 1994).
In addition, leaders should strive to create a climate of open communication, so that
victims of violence feel safe, secure and confident enough to report these incidences when they
occur (Namie, 2001; Ramsey, 2005; Walton, 1993). Employees and students who are
uncomfortable talking with managers, administrators, or a faculty members should be
encouraged to speak with a counselor or human resources professional; this can be facilitated
either through the EAP or SAP (Ramsey, 2005). Mechanisms must be in place that ensure that
the victims of violence have an opportunity to report and process their experience, with the
confidence that something will be done as a result of their coming forward (Namie, 2001;
Ramsey, 2005). It is vital to listen to anyone who conveys any information about violent
behavior, even if it is only alleged (Walton, 1993).
Namie (2001) and Ramsey (2005) emphasize the importance of providing professional
development opportunities centered on treating everyone with respect and nurturing a sense of
community. During these sessions, the connection between the humane treatment of everyone
and the organization’s overarching mission and goals must be clearly established (Musacco,
2009). Training should also focus on how to maintain a safe distance from someone who is being
violent and familiarity with exit routes in the event of a hostile episode (McCune, 1994).
Progressive discipline is also important; i.e., when lesser measures fail, measures that are more
stringent must be taken (Namie, 2001; Ramsey, 2005). These strategies seem to be effective at
diminishing the likelihood that violence will significantly disrupt the overall organizational
climate if and when it occurs (Smith, 2002).

Conclusion
Unfortunately, heightened stress and the potential for violence will probably continue to
be a fact of life for the foreseeable future in business and industry and on college campuses
(McCune, 1994). Rather than resigning themselves to an attitude of helplessness and impotence,
however, it is incumbent on managers, administrators, human recourses professionals, faculty,
counselors and students to do whatever it takes to curtail the level of anxiety in these
environments, thereby decreasing the probability that instances of violence will occur – and that
their impact will be minimal when they do transpire (Paludi, Nydegger & Paludi, Jr., 2006). The
phenomenon of organizational stress, despite its innate tendency to precipitate counterproductive
events, still seems to be taken far too lightly by many in leadership roles (Wright, 2007). It is
becoming clear, however, that it is in the best interest of the individual as well as the
organization to discover ways to reduce stress and with it, the probability of violence (Crampton
et al., 1995).
The reality is that there are concrete steps that can be taken to effectively deal with stress
and violence (Capozzoli & McVey, 1996). Considerable research has been conducted into ways
to prevent hostile and abusive behavior from poisoning human environments; at the same time, a
lot remains to be accomplished (Lies, 2008). As is so often the case, heightened awareness is a
necessary first step in dealing with the relevant issues and concerns, but real progress lies in our
resolve and ability to move from awareness to action. It is the responsibility of everyone
potentially affected by stress and violence to collaborate on the eradication of this problem and
make the world a safer place to live, work and go to school.
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Abstract
The current paper details further analyses of research with a Japanese bilingual bicultural
adolescent double (12;6) who experienced a short-term return trip to the U.S., her first
return to a predominantly English-speaking environment in seven years. While the
original research (Rubrecht & Ishikawa, in press) meant to explore how re-exposure to the
language of a previously experienced foreign country impacted her identity, the aim of this
second set of data analyses was to more closely focus on the original findings of her fluid
perception of self that was seemingly influenced directly by her physical location. Results
indicate that her perception of self was influenced primarily by what she felt caused her to
“stand out” and feel slightly out of place, which in her case meant the language speakers in
her immediate environment. Because her perception of self changed depending on her
physical location, it is speculated that the results of this study may be applicable to similar
traveling bilingual biculturals and those involved in study abroad programs, for identifying
oneself in different and potentially alternating ways should not be unexpected and possibly
even prepared for.

“Because it’s a different me in each country”: The influence
of location on the language and identity of a Japanese double

Brian G. Rubrecht, Ph.D.
Kayoko Ishikawa, M.A.T.
Meiji University

The current paper details continued data analyses on research conducted with a
Japanese bilingual bicultural adolescent double (12;6) who experienced a short return trip
abroad to the U.S., her first return to a predominantly English-speaking environment in
seven years. Although the original research (Rubrecht & Ishikawa, in press) meant to
explore how re-exposure to the language of a previously experienced foreign country
impacted her identity as an occasional English user and learner who was part American and
who had spent her linguistically formative years in the U.S., the aim of this second set of
data analyses was to examine more closely the influence that travel and location had on her
identity (more precisely, her fluid perception of self) as a bicultural and as a user of two
languages.
The literature
The literature review of the original research (Rubrecht & Ishikawa, in press)
centered mainly on the areas of returnees and doubles, identity, and language.

To present

these areas in brief, much has been discussed in the literature regarding returnees and
doubles, the former typically being Japanese children who have experience living overseas
but who once again return and reside in Japan (Enloe & Lewin, 1987), the latter being
persons with one parent Japanese and one foreign, where “double” is meant to indicate the
duality of heritage.

Although unique, in many cases, returnees and doubles often share

overlapping characteristics, which tend to include their having lived outside of mainstream
Japanese culture and knowledge of and/or functionality in other languages.

These

characteristics set returnees and doubles apart from their peers, which can at times bring
about feelings of alienation (Yoshida et al., 2003) as well as the need to settle the issue of
their identity, as such bicultural individuals generally “gaze at each culture from the
viewpoint of an outsider, refusing to come down to the same eye level as everyone else”
(Kanno, 2000, p. 378).
Interest in identity in second or foreign language learning contexts has increased
over the past two decades, beginning with the seminal work of such researchers as Bonny
Norton Peirce (Peirce, 1995; Norton, 2000) and McKay and Wong (1996).

Norton (2000),

when addressing the topic of second language learner identity, takes the concept of identity
to include the ways in which individuals understand their relationship with the world
across time and space, which means that identity is actually related to resultant future
possibilities. The role that language plays with regard to these future possibilities
becomes a central point, as language is connected to identity (Norton, 2000; Norton &
Toohey, 2002; Ochs, 1993) and even influences identity formation (Tse, 1996).

Identities

are formed by and become contextualized through language (Greer, Kamada, Ascough, &
Jie, 2005), the result being that language becomes the medium by which individuals can
gain or lose contact with those who can create, support, bolster, or otherwise shape their
identity (Peirce, 1995).
Of particular importance to the present study is how knowledge of more than one
language influences identity, and how location of language use figures into that identity.
Living in multiple languages can cause individuals to experience and construct the self
differently, depending on the language being used (Burck, 2011).

When individuals move

across geographical and psychological borders and immerse themselves in new (or at least
different) sociocultural (and linguistic) environments, it can destabilize an individual’s
sense of identity, thereby causing him or her to enter a period of time when they strive to
make sense of who they are and reach a balance (Block, 2007b).

While few would

disagree that in this globalized age it has become more important than ever to understand
the impact travel abroad has on all concerned, researchers have not, for the most part,
“delved into the actual experiences, perceptions, and transformations of individual L2

sojourners” (Jackson, 2008, p. 9), as past studies tend to be empirical research that consists
of large-scale surveys and statistical analyses.

Thus, for instance, while statistics indicate

how many travellers went where and for how long during study abroad excursions,
relatively little is known about how the people met and the languages learned and used
while abroad affected those travellers and influenced their identities.
The research
The reason for conducting this research, as well as many of the details behind the
participant and the procedure, has been outlined at length elsewhere (i.e., Rubrecht &
Ishikawa, in press).

However, the most pertinent information will be presented here.

Impetus
The researchers and authors of the present paper had been accepted to present
papers at an academic conference in Hawaii. As parents of two double children living in
Japan, we travelled to Hawaii together and used the trip as an opportunity to explore the
ways in which exposure to the various sources of English in Hawaii (see below) influenced
our elder child Leia’s (a pseudonym) identity as a bilingual bicultural.
Identity was chosen as the focus of the research for several reasons, the first of
which was because the trip was her first return to U.S. soil and a mostly English
environment in seven years.
relatives there.

Second, she was to meet up with several of her American

As none of them spoke Japanese, Leia was to have a strong incentive to

use English with them in order to communicate.

Third, we suspected that there would be

some behavioral and/or social adaptations she would undergo during her stay since
international trips have been found to spur identity alteration (see Sussman, 2000).
Finally, Leia was in the midst of adolescence and preparing to enter junior high school.
Because adolescence is the time when children search for and construct an identity distinct
from their parents (Caldas, 2006), and because she was a double enrolled in the public
education system in Japan, it was thought that she was already consciously considering her
identity.
Participant
Leia was an adolescent bilingual bicultural double (12;6) residing in Japan who

had experience living abroad.

In fact, her most linguistically formative years were spent

in the U.S. (from 1;2 to 5;6) where she experienced simultaneous bilingual acquisition
(Montrul, 2008) at home and at two public schools (one school a kindergarten where
English was spoken, and one a Japanese school she attended on weekends).
of her return to Japan at 5;6, English was her dominant language.

At the time

However, upon

returning to Japan and entering public school, her Japanese language abilities quickly
surpassed those of her English abilities, which initially suffered noticeable language
attrition.
Procedure
For the original research, we opted to conduct interviews as our data collection
method.

They were chosen, first of all, because constructing and administering

questionnaires with her was deemed inappropriate.

Second, because we were interested

in understanding Leia’s identity by exploring her perceptions of how English is
incorporated into her sense of self as a double living in Japan – and how the trip would
bring her perceptions into greater relief for her – we considered Hammersley and
Atkinson’s (2007) three dimensions of time, people, and context, which led us to conclude
that the conducting of multiple semi-structured interviews (i.e., pre-trip, during the trip,
and post-trip interviews) would not only provide us with a better overview of Leia’s
thoughts and feelings about returning to U.S. soil and the English language being spoken
there, but it would also allow Leia to become familiar and comfortable with the idea of
verbalizing those thoughts and feelings.

Third, as Pavlenko (2001, as cited in Block,

2007a) states with regard to the importance of L2 learning stories in second language
acquisition (SLA) research, understanding the stories and experience of language learners
in their own words present “unique and rich sources of information about the relationship
between language and identity in second language learning…

It is possible that only

personal narratives provide a glimpse into areas so private, personal, and intimate that they
are rarely – if ever – breached in the study of SLA” (p. 167).
The first four interviews (of 10 total interviews) were conducted before the trip.
These interviews were meant to spur Leia to recall living in the U.S. and her return to

Japan, as well as explore her current usage of both English and Japanese and her
expectations for the trip.

The three interviews conducted during the trip as well as the

three post-trip interviews were meant to explore her thoughts and feelings about how she
perceived herself with regard to the use of English while in Hawaii, with the final
interview used primarily for data verification.
Prior to our conducting the interviews, Leia had given us her full consent to
participate in the research, and she was informed of all aspects of her participation in the
research (i.e., the timing and content of the interviews).

The interviews were conducted

in Japanese by her Japanese mother, for Japanese was Leia’s daily language, she was
stronger in Japanese than in English, and she had more daily contact with her mother,
meaning she would have been more likely to be more verbal with her mother than with her
father.

Furthermore, because Japanese communicative contexts often utilize periods of

silence and non-verbal cues to convey meaning (Barnlund, 1989; Lewis, 1996; Thompson,
1987), having a native Japanese speaker involved directly in the interview process would
allow for such cues to be more readily noticed and responded to.
Regarding the data analysis procedures from the original research, Leia’s
American father, who is fluent in Japanese, first translated the interviews into English in
order to (a) get closer to the data and (b) be prepared to use Leia’s comments to build a
case for whatever the data revealed.

The translations were then coded and reduced to a

few major themes, at which point they were given to Leia’s mother for inspection,
verification, and discussion.

For this second set of research, the data collected from the

10 interviews were once again analyzed and coded, with specific references to location,
language, and identity sought and organized into relevant themes.
Results
First findings
In the original study (Rubrecht & Ishikawa, in press), the focus of the research
was examining how the short return trip abroad influenced Leia’s identity, that is, how the
trip to a mainly English language environment caused her to consider her identity as a
bilingual bicultural.

From that research, three topics of interest were discovered.

To

briefly recap, the first finding was that Leia considered herself to possess three “voices”: a
Japanese voice for when she spoke Japanese, an English voice she used when talking to
others, and an English voice she used when talking to herself.
unique situations and caused her to feel differently when used.

Each voice was used in
Another finding was that

Leia’s cultural “tension” (a Japanese term borrowed from English that roughly translates to
“outgoingness” or “extrovertedness”) was neither fully American nor Japanese, but
somewhere in between.

In fact, she believed her tension level to be higher than that of a

typical Japanese but far lower than that of a typical American, and it was this realization
that caused her to conclude that she would never be fully American.
The third finding, and the one most pertinent to the present study, was that across
the entire duration of the trip, from the first interview to the last, Leia consistently
identified herself as being 70% American, 30% Japanese.

What is remarkable about this

– and what led in large part to this second set of data analyses – is that Leia had stated that
while in Hawaii she felt less American and more Japanese, even though (a) she identified
herself overall as being more an American than a Japanese, (b) she had returned to the U.S.
during the trip and was once again on American soil, and (c) her 70%-30% percentages
never changed.

Once she returned to Japan after the trip, she said that she (once again)

felt more American.

She believed that such a short trip could not be a catalyst to cause

her to fundamentally change how she identifies herself, which is why, from that research,
we made a distinction between identity and perception of self, the former being a larger,
generally stable concept while the latter is a more transient and proximate form of identity
that appears to be influenced by what is happening in one’s immediate environment and
what a person is experiencing at the time.

As determined from that research, her

perception of self “appeared to be linked to her physical location and, possibly more
accurately, to the language speakers in her immediate environment” (Rubrecht & Ishikawa,
in press).

The topic of location (and relatedly, the language speakers in a location) and

the influence it exerted on her perception of self had not been explored previously.
The data
In order to examine this more detailed topic of location’s relation to identity, the

data was once again coded.

As mentioned, instances specifically involving location,

language, and identity were sought.

This second round of coding evinced two major

interrelated themes, namely those revolving around the reality of Leia’s use of her public
English voice in Hawaii and the people in her environment while she was on the trip.
As mentioned above, Leia professed to possess three “voices”: one Japanese
voice and two English voices.

One of her English voices was her private voice.

This

was the voice she used when she talked to herself in English and when, for instance, she
practiced reciting lines from her favorite English movies, particularly Dreamworks
animated movies.

The other English voice was her public English voice.

This was the

voice she used when communicating in English to other people. As the research from the
original study showed, Leia had far more confidence in using her private voice than her
public voice because when using the former she did not have to worry so much about
grammar and vocabulary.

She simply used the words and constructions she already knew

to get more in touch with the English language.

As for the latter, she repeatedly remarked

that she feared embarrassment should she make a mistake when using her public voice.
Having always considered English as a whole to be her true first language, she had looked
forward to the trip to Hawaii, as it would enable her to once again enter a predominantly
English-speaking environment and provide her opportunities to use English (i.e., her public
voice), such as when talking with her American relatives, when shopping, and when
ordering food in restaurants.

In this way, she hoped, she would not only return to using

but also practice and extend her abilities in the language she had grown up with and
considered an indication of her true self.
When examining how location and language influenced her identity, what was
found was an interesting dichotomy: an interplay between Leia’s ability to manipulate the
English language and her deficiencies when it came to using her public English voice.
For instance, with regard to her ability, it was obvious that Leia could still understand
English and function “in the world” using the language, such as when talking to her
American relatives, when ordering food on her own in food courts, when shopping and
dealing with store clerks, and when she took private surfing lessons from a surfing

instructor while in Hawaii.
Because we, her parents, live and interact with Leia on a daily basis, we have
seen her engage herself with English-based materials (i.e., when we watch English movies
with her at home and see her laugh and react to the stories, when we see her reading
material written in English, etc.).

We therefore knew that even though she had undergone

language attrition since our return to Japan, she still retained ability across all four
language skill areas.

However, it was nevertheless clear to us (and to Leia) that her

having lost some of her English ability was something disheartening for her.

For instance,

when watching old home movies of the time when she was a little girl growing up in the
U.S., she would be shocked and a bit dismayed that the video shows her as an active
English speaker, which differs from the person she was at the time of the trip.

This loss

of English, as well as her having done relatively little to stretch or increase her English
abilities while in Japan, became a central concern to her, as there were numerous instances
during the trip that made her aware of her deficiencies in the language.
During the sixth interview (the second of the three interviews while in Hawaii),
the discussion turned to her English language deficiencies and her obvious disappointment
in not knowing enough English, or at least not knowing as much English as she thought
she did.

6.183.
6.184.

Mother: A shock? Because even though you are American you thought that
you could speak English better but you can’t?
Leia:
That’s right.

What was required for Leia to come to the realization that her English was not up to the
level she possibly imagined (or remembered from when she was younger) was the trip, that
is, being in a predominantly English-speaking environment and it being necessary for her
to actually use her public English voice.
Leia had to come to terms with this realization, and her first reaction was to
refrain somewhat from using her public English voice, even though she had been excited to
go to Hawaii and use English.

She would later attribute her not using as much English as

she had anticipated to her having far less “tension” than typical Americans, as mentioned
above.

For example, she was surprised that Americans could strike up conversations and

engage in small talk so readily, such as during brief elevator rides, going so far as to
remark that “being all energetic like Americans is impossible for me.” She further noted
that although the trip presented her with more opportunities to use her public English voice,
she also experienced something altogether new: an acute awareness that the people in her
environment were causing her to feel a certain way with regard to her public English voice
use, which in turn we found influenced her perception of self.

These people, it turned out,

were her parents and the many Japanese tourists visiting Hawaii.
Back in Japan, with the major exception of using English to converse with the
native English teachers who visited her school, Leia had little reason to use her public
English voice, even at home.

After the Hawaii trip, Leia made it clear that she normally

experiences a considerable degree of embarrassment should she make a mistake when
using her public English voice.

However, during the trip, this sense of embarrassment

was heightened because her parents were with her most of the time when she was required
to communicate by using her public English voice.

Finally having the chance to use

English but fearing making mistakes in English – and fearing being corrected by her
parents, who were almost constantly by her side – brought about this embarrassment, as
was revealed in several excerpts from the post-trip interviews, including the following
from the eighth interview.

8.045.
8.046.
8.047.
8.048.
8.049.
8.050.
8.051.

M:
L:
M:
L:
M:
L:
M:

8.052.

L:

When we aren’t there, you would have talked more?
Yes.
So when we are there, why would that be embarrassing?
If I make a mistake, you would tell me.
You would be told when you made a mistake?
Yes.
So, if we weren’t there, you wouldn’t be embarrassed when you make a
mistake?
Yes.

Later, in the ninth interview:

9.261.

M:

9.262.

L:

9.263.
9.264.

M:
L:

9.265.

M:

9.266.

L:

9.267.

M:

9.268.

L:

So because of going to Hawaii, do you think that you are no good with
English?
No. I thought I could speak more. But Mama and Papa were
around…
So we were in the way?
You were in the way. So, it becomes the me that is not the normal me
there. So I thought you would think there is something strange about
me. So I didn’t like that.
So when you use English, it’s the normal you. So you are embarrassed
if we see that.
I don’t like it [using English when her parents are around]. Even
though I like it [being the normal person who uses English].
You like the you when you are speaking in English [as a regular person,
not being concerned about the presence of specific others in her
surroundings].
Yes.

Her embarrassment stemmed also from the fact that her perception of self, which made her
Japaneseness more evident while in Hawaii, caused her to lose some confidence in using
English with the world at large.

9.317.

M:

9.318.
9.319.

L:
M:

9.320.
9.321.

L:
M:

9.322.

L:

9.323.
9.324.

M:
L:

You thought [before the Hawaii trip] that you were a confident
American [i.e., English speaker]? Like that?
Yes.
But it’s that you are embarrassed because you are more Japanese [while
in Hawaii]?
Yes.
And that’s the regrettable part [about not using her public English voice
as much as she would have liked]?
It is the regrettable part. But if I really knew English, I would have
had confidence. But because I don’t know so much English [which
she realized from going on the trip], I’m embarrassed. . . . Because I
don’t understand English I’m Japanese. . . .
Oh, they are all connected?
It’s the Japanese type [i.e., not having confidence speaking English].
So that’s why I thought I was more Japanese [while in Hawaii]. . . .

Later, as revealed in the tenth interview:

10.015. M:

10.016. L:

Then when you went to Hawaii, you could only speak a little bit of
English, so then you thought you are Japanese. You hold back.
That’s what you said.
Yes. So when I actually went there, I couldn’t speak English.

Time and again, the data analysis from the original research pointed to Leia
identifying herself as more American than Japanese (her 70%-30% split), but that while in
Hawaii, her perception of self saw her feeling more Japanese.

She was asked in the eighth

interview, the first interview after returning to Japan, why she felt more Japanese in
Hawaii.

8.123.
8.124.
8.125.

M:
L:
M:

8.126.
8.127.
8.128.
8.129.

L:
M:
L:
M:

8.130.
8.131.
8.132.

L:
M:
L:

8.133.
8.134.
8.135.
8.136.
8.137.
8.138.
8.139.
8.140.
8.141.
8.142.

M:
L:
M:
L:
M:
L:
M:
L:
M:
L:

8.147.

M:

8.148.

L:

Why is that?
There are Japanese people here [in Japan].
Ah. I see. So when you are in Japan with other Japanese, you think
you are different.
Yes.
You think that you are not Japanese.
Yes.
But in Hawaii, when you go to America, when you talk to Kevin [her
uncle who went to Hawaii] and the others, you think that you are
Japanese?
Yes. But, I think I am American…
You think you are American…
When there are Japanese around [in Hawaii], I think I’m Japanese.
Kevin and the others don’t understand [the Japanese language being
spoken around her] but I do.
Japanese?
Yes.
Hmmm. So, depending on the language being used, you change?
I said that.
You yourself change?
Yes.
Depending on where you are?
Yes.
So, if you go back to America, you will be closer to being Japanese?
If there are no Japanese there.
...
When you went to Hawaii, you said that you are closer to being
Japanese.
Yes.

8.149.
8.150.

M:
L:

8.151.
8.152.
8.153.

M:
L:
M:

8.154.
8.155.

L:
M:

8.156.
8.157.
8.158.

L:
M:
L:

Because you understand Japanese.
Because other people are speaking it. Hawaii and America are
different. Because Hawaii is a tourist place, there are lots of Japanese,
right? There aren’t so many Japanese in America.
Hmm.
In America I’m American, but in Hawaii I’m Japanese.
Ah, if you go to the mainland America, you are different. You will be
more American?
Yes.
So being in a place like Hawaii with Japanese people, and you use
English, you become more Japanese?
Japanese.
Because there are Japanese there?
Yes.

As can be seen from the above excerpt (and from other similar instances in the post-trip
interviews), in Hawaii, she noticed and heard and saw the many Japanese there, many of
whom were tourists and would, much like Leia herself, be in Hawaii for only a short time.
She therefore perceived herself to be not so dissimilar from them, even though, generally
speaking, she was likely far more conversant in English than they. She remarked at one
point that she did not want to be treated like a Japanese while in Hawaii, which is one
reason she was so happy to show her ability in English by ordering her food on her own, as
she was interacting with people in English as an American.

Over the course of the stay in

Hawaii, the gradual realization that the Japanese tourist presence is quite considerable in
this location caused her perception of self to shift from American to Japanese, something
she neither expected nor desired.

This explains why she repeatedly mentioned that it

would be necessary for her to go to the mainland U.S. for her to truly use English and to
truly feel like an American and why, at one point in the ninth interview, she said, “I wanted
to say to people [in Hawaii] that I’m American, too.”
When considering that the trip caused her to (a) realize that her public English
voice had unquestionable deficiencies, no matter if she overall identified more with being
an American than a Japanese, and (b) view the people in her location, namely, the many
Japanese tourists who made her perception of self swing further to Japanese rather than
American, as an influencing factor on her perception of self, Leia came to view the location

of Hawaii as a better place than Japan for her to stretch and improve her English abilities
but most certainly less than optimal.

6.067.

M:

6.068.
6.069.

L:
M:

6.070.

L:

6.071.
6.072.

M:
L:

6.225.

M:

6.226.
6.227.

L:
M:

6.228.

L:

. . . If I weren’t here, would you have improved [your public English
voice] even more?
Yes
Right. Of course. And if you were here longer, without me, you
would get even better. I think that’s the way it would be.
But America is better. It’s Hawaii, so there are many Japanese tourists
around.
So if you are to improve your English more…
A place with more Americans…
...
You do talk [in English using the public voice], but you want to talk
more?
Yes. I talk, but I can’t really do it.
It’s fine when you talk to yourself, but… What do you think you have
to do to be able to do that?
Go to America.

To her, Hawaii was U.S. soil by official designation only.

In (her) reality, it was a place

for Japanese to visit temporarily, and she struggled to find ways to not include herself with
such typical tourists.

If English were her true voice, as she believed, she would require a

location bereft of Japanese language speakers.
perception of self go hand in hand.
me in each country.”

Thus, for her, location and language and

In the final interview, she stated that, “it’s a different

What she meant here was that as she moved from Japan to Hawaii

her perception of self changed.

Her desire to go to the mainland U.S. and be surrounded

by only native English speakers shows that she sees location and the language used in that
location as the means by which her perception of self can be set to match her overall
identity.
Conclusions and future directions
This current examination of the short-term return trip abroad that Leia
experienced indicates that location has a direct bearing on the many complex facets
involved with identity.

A change in location, which can occur for a variety of reasons

such as business travel, vacations, or study abroad, brings with it nuanced differences that

can impact travellers in different ways, depending on their background, knowledge,
previous experiences, and expectations.

Leia’s trip evinces a case whereby a traveller’s

expectations did not fully match the situations encountered and where the resultant
experiences, reflected upon both during and after the trip, brought about a
reconceptualization of who the person is and what location means in terms of identity and
personhood.

Therefore, it may be concluded that it might be of particular benefit for

travellers such as study abroad participants and those who will engage in second or foreign
language use (and possibly also those who will undergo higher degrees of cultural
immersion) to be aware that such reconceptualizations of the self can and do happen and to
possibly prepare for them.
For Leia, the trip enabled her the opportunity to scrutinize her identity and
experience the fluidity of her perception of self, which is similar to the experiences of Pitts’
(2009) study abroad students, as those students experienced overseas sojourns and
perceived changes to their senses of self because of the trip.

As Pitts states, “[b]y looking

across the sojourn at who they felt they were before the sojourn and who they became upon
return, students were able to articulate new dimensions to their personal and social
identities” (p. 458).

Leia’s trip showed her that not all foreign (i.e., U.S.) locations are

equal in that some locations will provide more of what she expects and desires more than
others.

Also like Pitts’ students, Leia experienced certain gaps between her expectations

of language use for her as a double and as a speaker of both English and Japanese.

These

gaps, it turned out, actually had a motivating effect, as she was able to construct an image
of what the ideal location would be for her to improve at English.

Whether or not her

image matches reality is something yet to be determined.
When considering directions for further research, it is believed that yet another
round of data analyses of this data set should be conducted, with the focus being on the
expectations Leia had for using her public English voice and how those expectations failed
in general to be met.

Examining how the trip influenced her identity and perception of

self, as explicated here and in the original research, marks an important first step in
understanding how travel to different locations and surroundings involves a complex

mixture of expectations, experiences, and reflections, and we suspect that there remains
more to be discovered about the connection between the experience of having travelled
abroad, such as for those involved with study abroad programs, and the impact that
experience has on subsequent language learner endeavors, for identifying oneself in
different and potentially alternating ways should not be unexpected and should possibly
even be prepared for.
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Abstract
Evans, J., Webster, S. & Gallagher, S.

Schizophrenia is a severe mental illness with a lifetime prevalence of approximately 1% of
the population. Most people with schizophrenia experience auditory hallucinations,
particularly hearing voices, and approximately one-quarter of people experience visual
hallucinations (Elder et al 2009). Hallucinations may affect all the senses and occur in the
absence of a stimulus.

A common cause of frustration and alienation for sufferers of

schizophrenia is that their formal and informal caregivers cannot really understand their
experiences.

It is difficult to explain the impact of hallucinations to nursing students, and the effect that
they may have on the patients’ overall functioning. For students who experience a simulated
auditory hallucination, it can be a positive learning experience provided this takes place in a
supportive educational environment.

Aim of the Workshop:

This workshop allows participants to experience a simulated

auditory hallucination and discuss their impact on the recipient.

Process:

Participants will be given a scenario that involves an application for a job

interview. Participants work in pairs, one taking the role of the interviewee and the other, the
interviewer.

iPods that have a recording of a simulated auditory hallucination will be

distributed and worn by the interviewee during the interview.

Upon completion of the first interview, the roles of interviewer and interviewee will be
exchanged and the activity repeated.

A discussion of the participants’ experiences will conclude the workshop.
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ABSTRACT
Due to the high stakes accountability, the many demands placed on educational
leaders, and the numerous challenges to meet high expectations for all students, the need
for high quality school leaders is more essential today than ever before. Coaching and
training staff, building relationships, leading change, providing adequate resources,
building school climate, analyzing and using data to drive decision making, engaging in
reflective practices, are among several of the important leadership behaviors and
practices necessary to lead effectively. Many of these skills can be transferable from
leaders’ previous experience in extracurricular and co-curricular activities. According to
Marzano et al. (2005), limited research has been done on specific behaviors of effective
leaders. Bass and Riggio (2006) recognized the need to better understand the roots of
leadership development. Maxwell (1993) stated that leadership is learned and develops
over time spent in purposeful engagement. The purpose of this dissertation was to study
the relationship between extracurricular and co-curricular preparations and the
relationship to school leadership.
Using the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) Form 5X (Avolio & Bass,
2004) and the Profile of Extracurricular Preparations (PrEP), which was designed by the
researcher, to obtain other demographic and descriptive information of select leaders, the
researcher examined participation levels of extracurricular and co-curricular preparations
of leaders prior to them assuming their leadership roles within the school. The researcher
aimed to examine specific leadership styles based on extracurricular and co-curricular
preparations and to study possible relationships that could be evidenced or significant
with current educational leaders.

The results of the study found within each of the four leader groups (High ECHigh CC, High EC-Low CC, Low EC-High CC, and Low EC –Low CC), leaders
reported themselves as having similar leadership styles. Additionally, Outcomes:
Effectiveness, and Outcome Satisfaction and other Transformational styles of Individual
Consideration and Idealized Behavior were also among the top reported used leadership
styles.
The researcher correlated leaders’ extracurricular score with MLQ leadership
styles using Pearson correlations. Of the leaders who rated themselves high in
extracurricular, the analysis revealed there was only one significant score. Outcomes:
Extra Effort had a weak negative Pearson Correlation. Co-curricular engagement levels
related to MLQ leadership revealed a few more significant findings and several close to
significant findings. The first significant correlation revealed a weak positive and
significant Pearson Correlation to the Transformational: Idealized Attributes subscale.
Another significant, weak negative Pearson Correlation was evidenced between cocurricular scores and Transactional Management by Exception –Active (MBE-A).
The researcher also performed an analysis comparing the four groups of leaders
based upon their level of extracurricular and co-curricular engagement in using a oneway ANOVA. Between groups, the Transformational: Individual Consideration group
revealed a significant difference. Unlike the findings with the extracurricular scores, the
data revealed half of the MLQ factors had either significant or nearly significant relations
with the co-curricular scores.
Post Hoc Tests were utilized to examine multiple comparisons to analyze
significant relationships on the one-way ANOVA. Transformational: Individual
Consideration leadership style unveiled a significant difference between the High EC –

High CC and the High EC –Low CC leader groups. Another significant difference was
evidenced between the High EC –Low CC leader group and the Low EC –High CC
group. The qualitative findings revealed that the majority of the participants felt their
prior engagement in extracurricular and co-curricular activities helped their development
of leadership skills. Several insights were provided to the researcher regarding the many
leadership skills participants obtained through their experiences as a participant in
extracurricular or co-curricular activities or in the role of a coach or director.
Discussions for future recommendations included revisions to the PrEP or
utilizing other leadership measurement instruments to better understand the teaming
components of leadership associated with extracurricular activities and to analyze
leadership with a more comprehensive approach. Additionally, analyzing leadership
opportunities within the participant layer of engagement could also provide greater
insights into leadership development.

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Background of the Study
Schools are facing numerous challenges with the increase of high-stakes
accountability for student learning to be correlated with national standards, an increase in
federal and state mandates, a continued decline of resources, while facing more diverse
student populations with increasingly more individualized special needs than ever before.
The need for high quality school leaders is essential to meet these challenges. According
to Reimers (2009):
Good educators know that the real world is ever more interconnected and
interdependent. We all share in facing such planetary challenges as climate
change, health epidemics, global poverty, global economic recessions and trade
imbalances, assaults on human rights, terrorism, political instability, and
international conflicts. We also share opportunities for global collaboration in
such areas as scientific and artistic creation, trade, and international cooperation.
These challenges and opportunities define the contours of our lives, even in their
most local dimensions. Yet in spite of growing awareness of the importance of
developing global skills, few students around the world have the opportunity
today to become globally competent. (p. 60)
Reimers (2009) declared educational leaders of the 21st century are charged with the
responsibility of preparing students for a complex and interconnected global society.
One phenomenon noted by the researcher in the role of a public school
administrator is traditionally many school leaders or top administrators of businesses and
organizations had previously been involved in extracurricular or co-curricular activities

as part of their previous leadership experiential training. The researcher wanted to explore
what possible correlations could be made regarding previous involvement in
extracurricular and co-curricular activities and current leadership styles and to further
examine the phenomenon. Additionally, regardless of leaders’ preparations prior to
assuming administrative roles, practitioners recognize the importance of on-going
professional development necessary to bring about high levels of student achievement.
Marzano, Walters, and McNulty (2005) emphasized the importance of on-going
leadership training for principals and the correlation to high levels of student
achievement.
Despite the importance of on-going professional development, officials are faced
with the dwindling of professional development funds in response to financial constraints
and continual budget cuts due to funding from the federal, state, and local levels. The
researcher recognizes the importance of determining how these preparations may enhance
leaders’ styles and approaches while determining if the research could help guide districts
to save money in professional development or in the selection process of hiring new
administrators.
Furthermore, as many leaders are continually reaching the retirement age and
leaving the profession, it would be valuable for school districts to know what type of
training, skills, or experiences are valuable to leaders and what skills are easily
transferable into leadership. These background preparations could yield correlations for
leadership styles as employers look for potential administrative candidates while being
fiscally responsible with district funds and specifically, funds associated with
professional growth offerings and other expenses related with leadership training and
development.

Marzano et al. (2005) upheld “the leadership training the principal attends is so
powerful that it places the principal at the top percentile in leadership behavior which
over time would predict the average student achievement levels” (p. 10). Marzano et al.
(2005) then streamlined their findings identifying 21 responsibilities of a school leader,
which corresponded with Cotton’s (2003) findings that identified 25 essential leadership
practices. In concurrence with both Cotton’s (2003) and Marzano et al.’s (2005) findings,
the researcher sought to determine how varying levels of involvement in extracurricular
preparations can yield essential responsibilities, practices, or specific skills thus allowing
individuals to have possibly already experienced many of these practices through prior
preparatory opportunities.
The researcher sought to investigate if involvement in extracurricular and cocurricular preparations helps to develop skills, leadership profiles, and practices to help
nurture the leadership styles of individuals and what type of relationships may exist.
Many leadership experts believe leadership can be developed through purposeful
engagement in training and learning opportunities. Maxwell (1998) argued developing
leadership takes time and is developed daily with purposeful intentions to practice and
apply to one’s life daily. “If you continually invest in your leadership development,
letting your ‘assets’ compound, the inevitable result is growth over time” (Maxwell,
2002b, p. 12).
“The ability to lead is really a collection of skills, nearly all of which can be
learned and improved” (Maxwell, 2002b, p. 13). Through involvement in extracurricular
and co-curricular activities, opportunities continually teach individuals leadership
qualities such as self-discipline and perseverance, which are critical qualities for effective
leaders to uphold. Additionally, Maxwell (2002b) later emphasized, “Successful leaders

are learners, and the learning process is ongoing, a result of self-discipline and
perseverance” (p. 14).
Further proclaimed by Maxwell (2002b):
Leadership ability is always the lid on personal and organizational effectiveness.
If the leader is strong, the lid is high. But if it’s not, then the organization is
limited. That’s why in times of trouble, organizations naturally look for new
leadership. When a country is experiencing hard times, it elects a new president.
When a church is floundering, it searchers for a new senior pastor. (p. 9)
Just as in athletics, “When a sports team is continually losing, it looks for a new
head coach. When a company is losing money, it hires a new CEO” (Maxwell, 2002b, p.
9). Maxwell (2002b) also discussed that by individuals increasing their leadership ability,
they can raise their level of effectiveness in leading organizations, teams, churches, or
even the government.
As the researcher examined the relationship between extracurricular preparations
and effective leadership, many pertinent leadership theories that are firmly established
and widely accepted can be applied to situations within extracurricular preparations.
Important components of transformational leadership and charismatic leadership,
transactional leadership, situational leadership, intuitive leadership, and other
components of leadership such as use of teaming strategies are all linked to
extracurricular preparatory programs. As schools continue to seek high-quality
administrators in the years to come, it is important to understand how previous
extracurricular and co-curricular preparations can help to prepare or foster leadership
behaviors for school administrators.

Theoretical Underpinnings of the Study
Maxwell (2005) asserted that leadership can be learned through motivation,
purposeful training and that only a few leadership skills are instinctive in nature. He
referred to one type of leader he called the learned leader, which is someone who has
seen leadership modeled most of one’s life, has learned leadership through training, and
has had self-discipline to be a great leader, indicating all three qualities were acquired.
In light of theory of leadership development, Jensen (2006) clearly indicated
through his research of the human brain relating to human growth and development, that
the human brain is highly experience-dependent, meaning the life one leads influences
one’s brain development. The brain develops and changes based on the quality of
interactions, hence adjusting the brain as individuals grow and develop.
Many studies and research indicated many commonalities between youth
development programs and connections to life-long learning and development for
potential leadership skills. Leadership styles of school administrators will be examined
utilizing the framework of Bass and Avolio (2002) Full Range Leadership Theory, which
distinguishes three styles of leadership- transformational, transactional, and laissez-faire.
These primary styles of leadership will be briefly addressed to provide an underpinning
for the research; however, they will later be described in further detail in the review of
literature.
Researchers of transformational leadership have begun to recognize the
importance of youth developmental programs and their relationship to one’s ability to
develop as a leader. Bass and Riggio (2006) noted:
Clearly we also need to better understand the roots of transformational leadership
development, to help in early training interventions. In the past decade, the

number of youth leadership development programs have exploded. As has been
mentioned, the roots of leadership begin early, so it can be argued that involving
youth in leadership development-even as early as 8 years of age could be an
important step toward developing further transformational leaders. (p. 234)
Bass and Riggio (2006) also recognized that significant work has been done with
transformational leadership training; however, much more is needed. “As
transformational leadership development programs continue to expand, we hope that
evaluation research, particularly longitudinal investigations of leadership development,
will also increase to help inform continuous program development” (Bass & Avolio,
2006, p. 234). Bass and Avolio (1990) proposed that certain types of leadership styles can
be developed. A synopsis of these leadership styles will be provided here to give the
reader context to the underpinnings of the study.
Transformational leadership is one of the primary styles both Bass and Avolio
(1990) projected as having significant positive impacts on leadership. Underpinned by the
work of Bass (1985), he alone asserted, “Transformational leadership arouses
transcendental interests in followers and/or elevates their need and aspiration levels. In
doing so, transformational leadership may result ultimately in a higher level of
satisfaction and effectiveness among the led” (p. 32). Bass (1985) further contended, “We
need to improve our understanding of the short- and long-term motivation, commitment,
involvement, satisfaction, creativity, and productivity of industrial, governmental,
military, and educational personnel as a function of the extent to which their superiors are
transactional or transformational” (p. 32).
Bass (1985) emphasized with the importance of transformational leadership “We
will need to learn how to develop in managers the sensitivity and interpersonal

competence required for them to function as transformational leaders” (p. 32). In addition
to transformational leadership, transactional leadership is another style commonly used.
Burns (1978) suggested:
Transactional leaders approach followers with an eye to exchange one thing from
another: jobs for votes, or subsidies for campaign contributions. Exchanges that
are transactional in nature comprise the majority of the relationships among
leaders and followers, especially in groups, legislatures, and parties. (p. 34)
Finally, a third type of leadership which served as underpinnings to Bass and
Avolio, (1990) studies on leadership styles include the non-leadership approach, what
they referred to as Laissez-Faire. This approach demonstrated a lack of guidance,
leadership, and support. Yukl (2006) described laissez-faire as a leader who demonstrates
lack of concern about the responsibilities. Beyond the leadership styles mentioned by
Burns (1978), Bass (1985), and then Bass and Avolio (1990, 2004), additional readings
further provide more of a context to the various practices and applications of leadership
styles, hence providing a more comprehensive understanding to leadership approaches.
Hersey, Blanchard, and Johnson (2001) described their theory of leadership as
leaders taking a prescriptive approach by examine situations as a whole and then respond
diagnostically according to follower needs. By applying situational leadership styles,
successful leaders need to know when, what, how, why, and to whom to apply particular
leadership theories into practice. In support of Situational Leadership and understanding
the context of leadership, Dyer and Carothers (2000) asserted “Leaders, those who are
intuitive, access previously compartmentalized, relevant, and important thoughts that
have been stored in their mental filing system through environmental readings, files from
past or thereof” (p. 2). Furthermore, Dyer and Carothers (2000), continued to enforce

their theory of an intuitive leader, “Effective leaders subconsciously access lessons
learned from persons whom they admire or from actions that they respect” (p. 1). Without
building relationships, the intuition to appropriately access and prescribe leadership
actions to a situation is not possible. It could be inferred from this that respected coaches,
directors, sponsors, or other mentors from one’s experiences in extracurricular or cocurricular activities could afford quality relationships that provided experiences for
learned leadership.
Numerous scholars continue to emphasize leadership skills can be learned and
developed. Maxwell (2005) discussed learned leaders who develop different ways such
as by seeing leadership modeled for them or by engaging in quality leadership learning
opportunities. Maxwell (1998) argued developing leadership and skills takes time by
engaging in purposeful daily learning activities over the course of a life. Jensen (2006)
demonstrated through his research on the brain and how it impacts learning, human
growth and learning is continually based on the quality of the social interactions and
experiences. Many research studies are indicating many positive outcomes as being
associated with extracurricular and co-curricular activities and are being referred to as
youth development programs (Dworkin, Larson, & Hansen, 2003). Bass and Riggio
(2006), well renowned researchers of transformational leadership, recently noted and
recognized the importance to understand the root of leadership development and asserted
youth development programs could play a huge role in leadership development.
Statement of the Problem
The problem to be investigated, is the possible, yet unexplained, relationship
between extracurricular and co-curricular preparations and leadership. Interest in this
research problem has stemmed from the researcher’s background and training derived

from engagement in extracurricular and co-curricular activities throughout the
researcher’s life. Weiss and Wiese-Bjornstal (2009) asserted, “Many studies clearly
indicate regular physical activity leads to important physical, social, psychological, and
academic competencies and healthy outcomes among children and adolescents” (p. 5).
Despite the positive developmental health outcomes, few studies have been located that
have analyzed extracurricular and co-curricular engagement and its impact on leadership
or styles of leadership associated with such involvement. With increasing demands on
educational leaders, it is important to better understand how preparatory programs can
help prepare leaders and enhance their leadership styles.
Purpose of the Study
According to Marzano et al. (2005), limited research has been done on specific
behaviors of effective leaders. Bass and Riggio (2006) recognized the need to better
understand the roots of leadership development. The purpose of this dissertation will be
first to study the relationship between extracurricular and co-curricular preparations and
the relationship to school leadership. This will help to better understand possible initial
stages of leadership training, growth, and development. Secondly, it would be valuable
for school districts to know what type of training, skills, or experiences are valuable to
leaders and what skills are easily transferable into leadership. Finally, school leaders are
faced with budget cuts and prioritizing how to provide learning opportunities for future
leaders, students of today. This information may also serve to be valuable for informing
decision-making processes when faced with the possibility of eliminating current student
extracurricular and co-curricular programs.
Using the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (Bass & Avolio, 2004) and other
demographic information of select leaders, the researcher will examine their participation

in extracurricular activities prior to assuming their leadership roles within the school. The
researcher aimed to examine specific leadership style based on extracurricular and cocurricular preparations and make comparisons of any relationships that may be evidenced
or significant with current educational leaders.
Research Questions
Within the context of this study, the following research questions were addressed:
1. Using the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire, what is the leadership profile
of leaders based on extracurricular (sport) and co-curricular (academic)
participation?
a. High Extracurricular –High Co-curricular
High-High represents the leaders studied were considered high in both
their previous participation in extracurricular preparations through
sports and high in their participation in co-curricular activities or nonsport involvement.
b. High Extracurricular –Low Co-curricular
High-Extracurricular represents the leaders studied participated in high
levels of activities by engaging in sports prior to assuming a leadership
role with low levels of engagement in co-curricular activities.
c. Low Extracurricular –High Co-curricular
Low Extracurricular/High-Co-curricular represents the leaders studied
participated in high levels of co-curricular activities prior to assuming
a leadership role and low levels of engagement in extracurricular
activities such as sports.
d. Low Extracurricular –Low Co-curricular

Low-Low represents the leaders studied had little to no engagement in
extracurricular activities, in sports, or in co-curricular activities prior
to assuming a leadership role.
2. What is the relationship between leadership style (transformation, transactional,
or laissez-faire) and the type of extracurricular leadership or co-curricular
leadership? (Are there any patterns of relationships based on type of
participation?)
a. Extracurricular Involvement
Extracurricular represents activities outside the regular curriculum or
program of courses including all sporting/athletic activities available
or physically involved programs.
b. Co-curricular Involvement
Co-curricular represents activities related but only complimentary to
the official curriculum, as a civic or service activities outside the
classroom.
3. Are there significant differences in leadership styles (transformational,
transactional, and laissez-fair) between leaders based on extracurricular and cocurricular participation? The four groups being compared are:
a. High Extracurricular –High Co-curricular
High-High represents the leaders studied were considered high in both
their previous participation in extracurricular preparations through
sports and high in their participation in co-curricular activities or nonsport involvement.
b. High Extracurricular –Low Co-curricular

High-Extracurricular represents the leaders studied participated in high
levels of activities by engaging in sports prior to assuming a leadership
role with low levels of engagement in co-curricular activities.
a. Low Extracurricular –High Co-curricular
Low Extracurricular/ High-Co-curricular represents the leaders studied
participated in low levels of engagement in extracurricular activities
such as sports and high levels of co-curricular engagement such as
academics.
high levels of co-curricular activities prior to assuming a leadership
role.
c. Low Extracurricular –Low Co-curricular
Low-Low represents the leaders studied had little to no engagement in
extracurricular activities, in sports, or in co-curricular activities prior
to assuming a leadership role.
Limitations, Assumptions, and Design Controls
All research and studies are bound by the limitations experienced by the
researcher. Information obtained, time restraints to conduct research, limitation of
resources and limitations with the sample size are all examples of variables that impact
research findings. Buttressed by Heppner and Heppner (2004), “All studies have
limitations, and these need to be acknowledged” (p. 340). This study is also impacted by
such limitations described.
When examining the sample, the researcher acknowledges this study consists of
sampling limitations. The sample size of the participants and the percentage of completed
survey responses affected the generalizability of the sample. Secondly, the job description

of the participants was limited to only educational leaders in public education and the
demographic population of those surveyed was limited to those working in southwest
Missouri. Heppner and Heppner (2004) asserted, “Limitations always exist about the
extent to which you can generalize your findings; no matter how diverse a sample, it will
by nature never be inclusive of everyone” (p. 340).
Another limitation of the study would be the assumptions or generalizations made
by the researcher after analyzing the results of the study. Heppner and Heppner (2004)
asserted, “Sometimes assumptions must be made in the investigation. An assumption is
something that is thought to be fact but that may have limited evidence to support it” (p.
48).
Limits also exist within the use of instrumentation. The Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire (5x Short) version is limited because the researcher chose only to use the
short form that was self-reporting form. Both instruments utilized self-reporting data
which are biased based on the leader’s own responses.
Definition of Key Terms
Extracurricular. Extracurricular represents activities outside the regular
curriculum or program of courses including all sporting/athletic activities available or
physically involved programs (extracurricular, n.d.).
Co-curricular. Co-curricular represents activities related but only complimentary
to the official curriculum, as a civic or service activities outside the classroom. Examples
of these activities are beyond sports such as academic-based activities like honor
societies, music, band, and so forth (co-curricular, n.d.).
COC. COC is the Central Ozark Conference which represents the conference of
administrators surveyed in this research.

High-High. High-High represents the leaders studied were considered high in
both their previous participation in extracurricular preparations through sports and high in
their participation in co-curricular activities or non-sport involvement.
High-Extracurricular/Low-Co-curricular. High-Extracurricular represents the
leaders studied participated in high levels of activities by engaging in sports prior to
assuming a leadership role with low levels of engagement in co-curricular activities.
High-Co-curricular/Low Extracurricular. High-Co-curricular/Low
Extracurricular represents the leaders studied participated in high levels of co-curricular
activities prior to assuming a leadership role and low levels of engagement in
extracurricular activities such as sports.
High-Performing Team-1. a group of people with complementary skills who
interact to achieve a common objective 2. A group of people committed to a common
purpose, common performance goals, and an approach for which they hold themselves
collectively responsible (Leading Teams, 2006).
Laissez-Faire Leadership. Laissez-Faire leadership style was described by
Bolman and Deal (2003) as leading to “aimlessness and confusion” (p. 171). Bass (1998)
referred to this as an avoidance style of leadership where leaders evade responsibility,
authority, and decision-making processes.
Low-Low. Low-Low represents the leaders studied had little to no engagement in
extracurricular activities, in sports, or in co-curricular activities prior to assuming a
leadership role.
Team. “A team is a small number of people with complementary skills who are
committed to a common purpose, set of performance goals and approach for which they
hold themselves mutually accountable” (Katzenbach & Smith, 1993b, p. 112).

Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire Form 5X. Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire, also known as Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire, is a survey designed
for analyzing leadership behaviors which range within three categories: transformational
leadership, transactional leadership, and non-leadership (Bass & Avolio, 2000).
Transformational Leadership. Burns (1978) first summarized two types of
leaders, one being transformational. He described transformational leadership as the
ability to motivate followers to perform at higher levels than they thought they were
capable of doing such as by transcending goals and though self-actualization instead of
for simple exchanges.
Transactional Leadership. Transactional leadership was one of two types
leaderships first described by Burns (1978) where a leader initiates a purposeful exchange
between leader and follower for something of value. A transactional leader further
described by Burns (1978) is where “leaders approach followers with an eye toward
exchanging” (p. 4).
Summary
Chapter one provided an introduction to the study, presented the conceptual
underpinnings for the study, provided the statement of the problem and research
questions to be addressed. The limitations of the study and key terminology were also
identified. Chapter two will provide the review of literature.

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
This chapter will present a review of literature that explores the relationship
between extracurricular preparations and educational leadership. This research will
provide an understanding of the brain and how research shows it can be impacted by
experiences such as sports and other extracurricular preparatory activities and programs.
The research will explore types of extracurricular activities which are available in today’s
schools for students to become involved in and then present types of skills that can be
learned by the participants through their involvement. A background of extracurricular
activities for youth and then for students within higher education is then discussed as well
as preparations and experiences that lead and connect to learned leadership skills. Finally,
Transformational, Charismatic, Transactional, and Laissez-Faire leadership styles will
then be presented through a summary in the review of literature.
Extracurricular Activities and the Brain
Dworkin et al. (2003) found little theory and research existed “on the
developmental processes that occur during adolescents’ participation in extracurricular
and community based-activities” (p. 17). Despite this, however, they affirmed research is
beginning to substantiate this claim. They argued youth activities such as extracurricular
and community based-activities create context in which adolescents become producers of
their own development (2003). Moreover, Dworkin et al. (2003) asserted, “For over a
century proponents have argued that youth activities, such as sports, arts groups, and
organizations, provide a rich context for positive development” (p. 17). Hence, it can be
argued that greater levels of student participation and involvement in programs such as

athletics, band, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, National Honor Society, student government,
forensics, debate, service learning projects, or other youth clubs and activities would
bring about more quality experiences and opportunities to stimulate the mind and body
physically, mentally, emotionally, and socially, hence leading to healthier children and
healthier minds.
The learning gained through participation provides greater opportunities for one
to develop knowledge, skills, and positive-minded attitudes, thus leading to greater
opportunity for student connections to be made, experiences to learn from, social
exchanges and interactions to build upon, and self-confidence/awareness building
opportunities. Dworkin et al. (2003) indicated such experiences lead to adolescents who
are more charged emotionally and cognitively and will be more involved in bringing
about personal change. In another study aimed to examine how youth learned life skills
through their involvement on a high school soccer team, the researchers observed little
direct teaching of the life skills identified ( which were initiative, respect, and
teamwork/leadership. Tink, Mandigo, and Fox (2008) reported players generally were
producers of their own experiences that supported the development of these skills.
Numerous studies cited by Dworkin et al. (2003) indicated how participation in
youth activities provide examples of greater learning opportunities, which later would
result in more meaningful and deeper levels of learning or make it easier to transfer new
learning into long-term memory and permanent learning. Experiences gained from
participation and involvement enable individuals to have more brain hooks and make
connections from previous experiences. These connections then provide the necessary
hook needed to convert the new learning into long-term learning and memory. The more

active the individual through extracurricular preparations, the more developed their mind
becomes, leading to more well-rounded individuals to harvest into future leaders.
Buttressed by Jensen (2006), it is “very clear that the human brain is highly
experience-dependent. That means that the life you lead influences your brain –
sometimes for the better. The research on this is over thirty years old…” (p. 11). To
further support this, research shows taking harder college courses changes the brain more
than taking easy ones (Jensen, 2006). Jensen (2006) also stated, “In short, the human
brain is designed to interact with the world and make changes, depending on the quality
of the interaction” (p. 12). If the interactions are positive and continuous, such as having
life-long positive experiences in extracurricular activities, positive results would be a
result. Contrary to this, if one experienced negative and intense interactions, such as in
abusive or neglect situations, one would yield a different set of results.
Moreover, Jensen (2006) explained, people are susceptible to social influences
and environmental factors and the effects on these experiences regulate gene expression
positively and negatively. “In other words, our subjective experiences, our behavior, and
social dynamics can and do modulate gene expression and vice versa” (Jensen, 2006, p.
17). In light of Jensen’s research and findings, one could conclude positive experiences
gained from involvement in extracurricular and co-curricular activities would alter the
brain positively, thus molding an individual and their leadership capabilities and overall
leadership potential. Jensen (2006) also asserted:
Every infant’s brain is highly malleable, highly complex structure with more than
a trillion connections (known as synapses) already in place at birth. These
connections ensure that the infant can eat, breathe, and respond to the
environment. But they are not fixed; some will die from disuse and others will

flourish with constant usage. Our one hundred billion cells are awaiting the
wonders of life experience to decide whether to live, grow, or die. Brains will
produce new neurons, lose neurons, make connections, and lose other
connections, all based on our experience. (p. 12)
To expand further, Jensen (2006) suggested the relationship between students
growing up active as having a greater and more positive impact on school readiness.
“Many researchers believe that sensory-motor integration is fundamental to school
readiness” (Jensen, 2006, p. 164). Furthermore, Jensen (2006) avowed this relationship
between movement and learning continues throughout one’s life. Recommendations from
the President’s Council on Fitness and Sports stated all K-12 kids need at least 30
minutes per day of physical movement to stimulate the brain, and research supported this
claim. Finally, Jensen (2006) recited substantial research and evidence of scientifically
proven benefits that exercise has on individuals physically, mentally, emotionally and
socially.
Senge (1990) concurred, “Humans are designed for learning” (p. 7). Senge (1990)
further explained that people don’t have to teach infants to perform tasks such as walking
or talking, mastering spatial relationships, or stacking blocks to keep them from toppling
down rather children naturally have the drive to explore and experiment. Additionally,
Senge (1990) continued in his research to declare, “People are born with intrinsic
motivation, self-esteem, dignity, curiosity to learn, joy in learning” (p. 7). Even though
Senge (1990) recognized human brains were designed for learning, he also recognized
how life experiences positively and negatively impact learning and can even have
damaging effects on individuals, hence impacting organizational learning. Consequently,
Senge (1990) emphasized, negative experiences begin to create forces of destruction

beginning with how we begin shaping humans beginning with experiences beginning in
the toddler stage. Senge (1990) uses examples of children failing to win the prize in grade
school for best Halloween costume, gold stars, and other similar recognitions occurring
throughout one’s schooling career. Furthermore, Senge (1990) declared, “Unfortunately,
the primary institutions of our society are oriented predominately toward controlling
rather than learning, rewarding individuals for performing for others rather than for
cultivating their natural curiosity and impulse to learn” (p. 7).
In consideration of individuals and their brains being experience dependent and
while trying to maintain a competitive edge in accelerating learning organizations, the
notion of fostering and cultivating learning environments and organizations, according to
Senge (1990) is critical for the future of leading such organizations. The ability and speed
of an organization to be able to learn and bring about knowledge may be the key to
leading. Senge (1990) stated, “The rate at which organizations learn may become the only
sustainable source of competitive advantage…If anything, the need for understanding
how organizations learn and accelerating that learning is greater today than ever before”
(p. 7). As a result, engaged individuals with engaged minds could accelerate their own
learning by being able to have a plethora of previous experiences to draw upon and
connect to new learning. Hence, accelerated individual learning leads to accelerated
communities of organizational learning.
In summary, both Jensen’s (2006) research on the brain being experience-driven
and Senge’s (1990) literature on the importance of individual learning and its impact,
learning organizations can provide further underpinnings to support arguments that the
more active one becomes in extracurricular and preparatory activities the better equipped
one will become. In light of this research, other logical conclusions could be made.

Engagement in extracurricular and co-curricular activities benefit the participant by
providing rich and engaging experiences resulting in positive affects to their cognitive,
social, and emotional well-being, which all impact leadership capabilities, future
learning, development and potential. Reinforced by Jensen (2006), “If interactions are
positive and sustained, you’ll get one set of changes. If the interactions are negative and
intense, you’ll get a different set of changes. We change based on our life experiences”
(p.12).
Youth Athletic Opportunities
Barnett and Weber (2008) asserted there is a wealth of research which has
documented the positive effects of extracurricular recreational involvement on pre- and
adolescent functioning as well as deterring negative effects of dropping out of school or
becoming involved in self-harming practices. Barnett and Weber (2008) studied
perceived benefits of children participating in different types of recreational activities.
Their results showed the vast majority of mothers whose children participated in
recreational activities believed there were significant positive benefits related to the
development of character attributes, both in terms of self and in how one treats others.
Mothers attributed their children’s learned experiences as a result of participation in
various types of recreational activities including individual sports, team sports,
performing, and community involvement (Barnett & Weber, 2008).
Concurring with this, Reeves (2008) also asserted various researchers have noted
a strong association between student involvement in extracurricular activities and
improved attendance, behavior, and academic performance. Reeves (2008) admitted his
findings did not address the chicken-and-egg question of whether involvement in
extracurricular activities actually improves outcomes for individual students or the better

students simply tend to be the ones who get involved in more extracurricular activities.
Despite this, “One high school’s concerted effort to increase extracurricular offerings and
participation can contribute to school-wide academic improvement” (Reeves, 2008, p.
86).
Based on one school’s concentrated effort to increase levels of extracurricular
activities among their student populations, Reeves (2008) found achievement levels went
up, discipline levels went down, incidents involving fights went down, graduation rates
went up to a ten year high, students taking advanced placement exams doubled, even as
the percentages of low-income students increased. As a result of data and research,
Reeves (2008) claimed student engagement in extracurricular activities can lead to a
potential of substantial growth. Reeves also asserted (2008), “In fact, we can make a
strong case that the positive peer and adult relationships, organization, discipline,
expectations, and other positive influences associated with extracurricular activities are
likely to improve performance” (p. 87).
In a similar study that compared the relationship between extracurricular activities
and sense of school belonging among Hispanic students, the themes that emerged
revealed involvement in extracurricular activities promoted bonding, interconnections,
and positive emotional experiences for students (Farrell, 2008). As manifested through
the study, extracurricular activities helped create an internal culture for these students to
become associated with, which lead to students feeling a sense of belonging which
encouraged positive student outcomes (Farrell, 2008).
Youth athletic opportunities continue to provide many leadership development
opportunities for student athletes. Activities can range from student youth sport programs,
community fine art programs, recreational leagues, Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, co-curricular

activities, or other youth involvement programs. Many skills needed to be successful
leaders of organizations parallel or are comparable of those learned in participation of
youth activities.
Both student athletes and organizational leaders have to work with teammates to
be committed to achieve a common vision, establish a common purpose, set team goals,
and then to execute their charge. According to researchers of organizational leadership,
these are all important components necessary for effective leadership (Katzenbach &
Smith, 1993a; Lencioni, 2002; Yukl, 2006). Consequently, the transference of the
important skills from athletics and/or other youth activities to leadership behavior is one
that would be a natural tendency for any organizational leader who has previously
participated in developmental programs such as sports or other co-curricular activities.
Despite what some consider being a commonsense approach to integrating
teaming components into leadership, Katzenbach and Smith (1993b) found otherwise
when they wrote what they called their commonsense findings of teams. They mentioned:
People simply do not apply what they already know about teams in a disciplined
way, and thereby miss the team performance potential before them. Common
sense, for example, suggests that teams cannot succeed without a shared purpose;
yet more teams than not in most organizations remain unclear as a team about
what they want to accomplish and why. (p. 2)
A logical conclusion from this is it would be a common practice for
organizational leaders to engage in these common sense practices if they too had
practiced this repetitively in their youth preparatory programs such as athletics and other
co-curricular activities.

Katzenbach and Smith (1993b) also explored what they knew as common sense of
teams and examined why it is so difficult for some to apply these concepts when leading
organizations. The common sense topics arrived from what they referred to as the
wisdom of teams and included the following:
1. A demanding performance challenge tends to create a team.
2. The disciplined application of team basics is often overlooked (Things such as
size, purpose, goals, skills, approach, and accountability).
3. Team performance opportunities exist in all parts of the organization.
4. Teams at the top are most difficult (complexities of long-term challenges,
heavy demands on executive time, and ingrained individualism of senior
people conspire against teams at the top).
5. Most organizations intrinsically prefer individual over group (team)
accountability. (p. 3)
In the final chapter of their book, Katzenbach and Smith (1993b) focused on
calling the readers to action by challenging them to utilize and apply their findings from
the wisdom found in teams to help organizational leaders create an even higher level of
performance. Katzenbach and Smith (1993b) recognized, that despite their research
findings, which included some rational and compelling arguments against their use of
teaming in leadership development, they still argued they are “not dissuaded from our
basic contention: most of the objections to pursuing the use of teams do not offset the
advantages they offer” (p. 263). They challenged, and even urged their readers to see for
themselves that teams can make a significant difference in organizational performance
and therefore was important for understanding and applying leadership strategies.

As a result, Katzenbach and Smith (1993b) urged readers, “Do not challenge
yourself to be more team-like. Instead, initiate open-ended discussions about performance
and purpose that can turn you into a team. Re-examine goals of the group: are they clear,
specific, measurable, and performance-focused…” (Katzenbach & Smith, 1993b, p. 264).
In light of this, individuals can relate common sense application of working with and
among teams to leadership practices. Furthermore, Katzenbach and Smith (1993b)
summarize the importance of paying attention to skills and attitudes of those in the group.
They shared the importance of focusing on possible skill deficiencies and how the group
can give them focus on time, support and other ways to help members develop the skills
that will better help them contribute to team performance. Another important component
Katzenbach and Smith (1993) mentioned included for the leader to go the extra lengths to
“celebrate the victories of the teams in your organization” (p. 265).
People, who have participated in athletics, extracurricular, or co-curricular
activities involving teams, have likely been engaged in leadership opportunities which
involved both team building and team-development experiences and have likely had
leadership modeled for them throughout their engagement. Likewise, Maxwell (1993)
referred to such leaders as leading leaders. These types of leaders have developed
because they are born with leadership qualities, have seen leadership modeled for them
throughout their life, have learned added leadership skills through training, and have had
self-discipline to become great leaders, indicating that three of the four are leadership
qualities were acquired.
Maxwell (1993) also referred to what he called the Learned Leader, one that has
seen leadership modeled most of their life, has learned leadership through training, and
has had self-discipline to be a great leader, indicating all three qualities were acquired.

Another type of leader Maxwell (1993) referred to is what he called the Latent Leader
which would be a leader who recently saw leadership modeled and is learning to be a
leader through training and has self-discipline to become a good leader. Again, this
indicates all three of these qualities are acquired.
Leadership engagement and exposure opportunities through involvement in teams
or other co-curricular activities are applicable and transferable to organizational
leadership. Kinlaw (1993) spent numerous years studying, researching, and writing about
teams and their performance and how his work on teams affects managing performance.
Kinlaw (1993) included a model for superior teams which grew out of his five-year study
on teams and their performance; he then wrote a second book on continuous
improvement and measurement for total quality which provided a rationale for teamcentered continuous improvement processes. His first two books dealt with the total
development and work of teams, but his next book focused on a specific aspect of the life
and work of teams along with a focus on their team meetings.
Because of the importance of team building, Kinlaw (1993) later focused on
aspects of team building and development which can be applicable both in organizational
leadership as well as in the sports arena. He focused on short and long term strategies
needed to improve team performance which included areas such as mending
interpersonal problems, being concerned with resources, structures, and long-term team
processes, and creating opportunities for continued improvement. To summarize,
strategies and skills for enhancing team performance can be taught, learned, and then
applied into leadership behaviors (Kinlaw, 1993).
According to Extejt and Smith (2009), the idea of leadership being teachable has
received considerable attention in both the academic and practitioner arenas. Extejt &

Smith (2009) acknowledged the argument of organized athletic team participation
provides students with experiential opportunities that develop leadership. The purpose of
their study was to investigate the relationship between organized sports team participation
and leadership skills. Despite their many readings or researching providing many
arguments of organized athletic teams offering leadership and life skills, their research
found no systematic association between the number of seasons of sports team
participation and the level of any particular leadership skill (Extejt & Smith, 2009).
Consequently, their findings cautioned individuals making personnel decisions against
using past behaviors of involvement as any indicator or leadership skills (Extejt & Smith,
2009).
Contrary to their findings, Weiss and Wiese-Bjornstal (2009) found many positive
benefits associated with physical activity contexts. They defined the contexts they
examined to include organized sport activities, including school physical education,
recreational activities, motor skill development programs, dance, recess, and other active
transport activities. Weiss and Wiese-Bjornstal (2009) found many positive outcomes
associated with these youth development programs and referred to the benefits gained as
external and internal assets. Additionally, Weiss and Wiese-Bjornstal (2009) emphasized
effective youth development programs provide personal and life skills development,
positive adult, peer, and community relationships, and provide a psychological climate
focused on learning, master, and autonomy support. They further explained the assets
gained by defining life skills through three main components which included acquisition
of interpersonal, self-management, and goal setting skills. Within the first component of
life skills gained, Weiss and Wiese-Bjornstal (2009) asserted positive physical, social,
and psychological outcomes were associated with engagement in activities which also

included social and emotional qualities and behavioral characteristics. More specifically,
skills gained included motor skills, physical fitness, character traits such as respect and
integrity, learned empathy responsibility, initiative, and perseverance. Weiss and WieseBjornstal (2009) generalized these skills would transfer to school, family, community,
and job settings. The second and third component appeared to be intertwined as specific
gained skills associated with positive relations developed with parents, coaches, teachers,
or other significant role-models who were responsible for ensuring students gained the
positive development outcomes in maximized learning climates.
Higher Education Student Leadership Programs
In a publication that was an accumulation of four years of work on the part of a
task force on leadership, sponsored by the American College of Personnel Association
Commission, Roberts (1981) recognized the importance of student leadership
opportunities at the higher education level as he addressed “Students, their Activities and
their Community” (p. 3). Roberts (1981) acknowledged the value of numerous student
leadership opportunities at the higher education level as they served as developing young
individuals. Roberts (1981) also asserted, “Student leadership programs are thought of as
quality efforts and a tribute to innovation in student personnel programs” (p. 3).
Additionally, Roberts (1981) stated, “Leadership programs in higher education
have the potential to make contributions toward the attainment of this goal of shared
social responsibility by preparing persons who are able to share the leadership” (p. 4).
Furthermore, Roberts (1981) argued programs in higher education are designed
deliberately to bring about many student growth and learning opportunities. He avowed
student leadership programs have multiple intentional purposes of designing student

offerings that “enhance student leadership potential through training, education, and
development” (p. 4).
Even though in Robert’s (1981) final chapters of his book he shifts focus on how
to effectively evaluate leadership program efforts in the higher education arena and how
to more specifically address developmental needs of such leadership programs, he
concluded: “Through more precise, fully planned and prescriptive approaches can the
developmental potential of students be attained” (p. 5). It is through this conclusion the
reader can infer from the four years of research in which Roberts was involved in with
the Leadership Task Force that the research group acknowledged the many benefits of
student programs in higher education as they serve as personnel development programs.
Some examples of higher education leadership trainings cited by Roberts (1981)
included the typical credit and non-credit courses that teach leadership, but he also
mentioned where other offerings to further develop individuals included seminars,
workshops, retreats, consultation with student leaders, and student directed leadership
programs which may offer possibilities for emerging leaders. Furthermore, it was
evidence through his writings he believed, “The philosophical conception of the aims of
higher education emphasizes the role of institutions in democratizing society through an
educational process which allows individuals to become all they are capable of being”
(Roberts, 1981, p. 8).
Additionally, Roberts (1981) referred to programs which came about in later years
that supplemented developmental youth programs that included things such as debate,
oratory, and dramatics as being primarily noted as “co-curricular activities which
provided avenues for leadership growth in these early years of American higher
education” along with other efforts to promoting student self-governance (p. 8). In much

later years, the paradigm shift was to view students and treat them more as young adults,
bringing about a divergence in academic and co-curricular life with institutions
recognizing some of their responsibility in supporting such programs. This shift brought
about “newly acquired independence, students participated extensively in clubs,
fraternities, publications, various forms of student government, and intercollegiate
athletic programs. Leadership opportunities abounded, and they have continued to grow
through the years” (Roberts, 1981, p. 9).
As students engage in leadership and learning opportunities, students begin to
assume a personal point of view (Roberts, 1981). Based on this premise, Roberts (1981)
summarized his own reading and research from his readings of many scholars who
focused their ideas on proactive and reactive points of view. According to Roberts’ (1981)
viewpoint, after his four years engaged in the research previously described, he saw
people as having the “proactive model characterizing individuals as developmental
beings in the process of becoming” (p. 9). Roberts (1981) also asserted, “Moreover, they
(referring to students) can modify their behavior in the direction of increased selfresponsibility and maturity. Leadership programs in higher education are designed to
develop proactive persons” (p. 10).
Leadership and Extracurricular Background
Maxwell (2005) asserted that leadership can be learned through motivation and
purposeful training, and that only a few leadership skills are instinctive in nature. In light
of this philosophy, there are numerous studies now concentrating on youth development
programs as they focus on developing leadership skills through a variety of pathways
including athletics, civic, multi-cultural, extracurricular, and other co-curricular programs
or other experiential, learning opportunities. The following section will explore some of

the research as it relates specifically to relationship between leadership and coaches, as
well as leadership skills which could be learned through student engagement in cocurricular or teaming opportunities through sport.
Coaches as Leaders
There is little research which has explored the leader behaviors that facilitate
effective coaching while most efforts to apply such theory to sport has produced minimal
results (Armstrong, 2001). Despite this, coaches, directors, or club sponsors are required
to inspire and lead team/club visions, goals, and bring about a shared mission and vision
within the club/team. They do this to obtain participant buy-in, which is necessary to
bring about team unity, hence utilizing transformational characteristics in their approach.
Armstrong (2001) also asserted coaches who display transformational leadership styles
perceive their athletes as competent individuals who can make positive contributions.
Furthermore, such coaches treat the athletes with respect and encourage them to develop
their own leadership (Armstrong, 2001).
According to Yukl (2006):
Transformational leaders make followers more aware of the importance and
values of the work and induce followers to transcend self-interest for the sake of
the organization. The leaders provide support and encouragement when necessary
to maintain enthusiasm and effort in the face of obstacles, difficulties, and fatigue.
As a result of this influence, followers feel trust and respect toward the leader, and
they are motivated to do more than they originally expected to do. (p. 278)
Just as in leadership, involvement in extracurricular activities fosters these behaviors as
well, bringing about mutual respect. Similar to leadership, depending on the readiness
levels of the subordinates, leadership approaches may look different depending on the

specific circumstances. Generally, a coach would need to understand the various
dynamics of the coaching situation to effectively respond and coach a team; the leader
would need to understand the various dynamics of the leadership role to respond
appropriately to the needs of the followers. As indicated by Weiss and Wiese-Bjornstal
(2009), in the physical activity contexts, significant adult role models make a difference
in the quality of youths’ experiences and personal skill development. Weiss and WieseBjornstal (2009) asserted studies consistently showed, “Coaches and teachers who
provide greater frequency of behavior-contingent praise and informational feedback,
coupled with low punitive responses, are associated with participants who report higher
self-esteem, perceived competence, enjoyment, and self-determined motivation, and
continued physical activity participation” (p. 3).
When referring to coaches in an athletic program, one would lead and respond
utilizing multiple approaches as they understand the multifaceted situation. For example,
one example might be a coach who entered into a program to start up and lead a team that
was just put into place for the first year. A coach would have to recruit players and
actually teach them the foundational skills to participate, build teamwork, and trust
among the players by building a program from the ground up implementing various
levels of play, making area contacts with media, networking with community members
and fans to support and endorse the program to obtain community support. Consequently,
like coaches, a leader needs to analyze situations and make decisions using a variety of
lenses, as described by Bolman and Deal (2003), and be able to think about leading
organizations using metaphors, as described by Morgan (1997). Coaches would need to
know and understand their players well to respond appropriately to players’ needs. In
support of this, Weiss and Wiese-Bjornstal (2009) stated under their framework for best-

practices to bring about positive youth development, “Coaches and teachers who engage
in autonomy-supportive behaviors (e.g., allow participant choices, share decisionmaking, receptive to input) facilitate positive psychological and behavior outcomes” (p.
3). These coaching approaches lend themselves to align with transformational leadership
styles. Leadership practices which would be modeled for and experienced by youth
engaged in extracurricular or co-curricular activities and would be considered quality and
maximized learning experiences (Weiss & Wiese-Bjornstal, 2009).
Maxwell (2005) could not have said it better when he stated, “Leadership requires
the ability to do many things well. To use a sports analogy, it’s less like trying to win a
single race and more like trying to compete in the decathlon” (p. 44). Besides doing many
things well, leadership is complex based on many variables. Dependent on the life-stage
of an organization or the maturity and skill level of a select team, the expertise of the staff
and the trust level between the leader and the follower, different leadership styles may be
necessary. Leaders lead differently depending on their staff members’ expertise levels;
different styles and approaches of leadership become necessary to be effective and will
need to be applied in an individual way. The same interaction between coach and players,
leaders and followers, or teachers to student, the leader should differentiate based on the
needs of the followers. This idea for coach or leadership is the same skill that is
transferred in the classroom between teacher and student. Research indicated best
practices of teachers that differentiate their lessons in the classroom for the various needs
of their students, based on their readiness, learning profiles, and interests (Tomlinson &
Eidson, 2003). Similar behaviors are needed for leadership.
Coaches know and understand that participants in sport are understandably at
various skill levels and have a multitude of responsive coaching styles. In coaching on an

athletic field, one would lead by way of individualized approaches depending on various
participant skill levels, personalities, or game scenarios. Within other extracurricular
clubs or activities, a sponsor or leader would instruct a group of individuals differently as
well, according to varying needs, individual levels, and individual personalities.
Leaders need to differentiate their leadership style for their followers. Whether in
coaching sports, clubs, leading bands, orchestras, or organizations, Hersey et al. (2001)
concluded, “The importance of a leader’s diagnostic ability cannot be
overemphasized…yet even with good diagnostic skills, leaders may still not be effective
unless they can adapt their leadership style to meet the demands of their environment” (p.
188). In extracurricular involvement, individuals learn to analyze the opponent and
defensive and offensive strategies used, look for areas of weakness to attack, and coaches
or team captains learn to recognize how to use individual players in positions that
emphasize personal strengths.
Buttressed by Maxwell (1998) using an athletic analogy, “A leader has to read the
situation and know instinctively what play to call” (p. 78). Whether in sports or in
leadership, one needs to be able to read the situation, diagnose the situation, and respond
with the appropriate actions. Subsequently, Maxwell (1998) declared, “Natural ability
and learned skills create an informed intuition that makes leadership issues jump out at
leaders” (p. 82).
Furthermore, not only are leaders readers of people, Maxwell (1998) described
how leaders read their situation, read trends, read their resources, read people, and read
themselves. In further support of this, Covey (1989) emphasized one habit of a highly
effective person is to use empathic communication that includes using active and

reflective listening with people. Covey (1989) exclaimed a mark of any true professional
is to “diagnose before you prescribe” (p. 243).
In extracurricular situations, coaches, band directors, and club sponsors must be
able to know different skill levels of their respective players in order to coach, lead, or
instruct specific skills. Hersey et al. (2001) asserted, “According to Situational
Leadership, there is no one best way to influence people. Which leadership style a person
should use with individuals or groups depends on the readiness level of the people the
leader is attempting to influence” (p. 190). An effective leader will be able to build
relations with the followers, use intuition, and effective communication to diagnose the
situation and respond appropriately. In light of Hersey, et al. (2001), and in accordance to
the old saying, the phrase can be applied to an individualized leadership approach,
different strokes for different folks. These skills needed by today’s educational leaders are
used and learned daily through participation in extracurricular programs (Weiss & WieseBjornstal, 2009).
When leading followers, whether in educational leadership or through
involvement in extracurricular activities, there is an old saying, “actions speak louder
than words.” In the opinion of Yukl (2006), when discussing transformational and
charismatic leadership styles, “one way a leader can influence subordinate commitment is
by setting an example of exemplary behavior in day-to-day interactions with
subordinates” (p. 276). Yukl (2006) also announced, “The values espoused by a leader
should be demonstrated in his or her daily behavior, and it must be done consistently, not
just when convenient” (p. 277).
Teaming

Consistent themes embedded in leadership studies include the concept of teambuilding. Organizational leadership, similar to developing teams in extracurricular or cocurricular activities, both require groups of people to work together as a team to fulfill a
common mission, vision, or task. When managing teams of people, conflict and
confrontation are huge tasks of an educational leader as they deal in many diverse
situations with diverse populations. Yukl (2006) asserted:
Diversity can take many forms, including differences in race, ethnic identity, age,
gender, education, socioeconomic level, and sexual orientation…Diversity can
also result in more distrust and conflict, lower satisfaction, and higher turnover
rates. Thus, managing diversity is an important responsibility of leaders in the
twenty-first century. (p. 435)
Using teaming components to manage people is one of the ways to effectively and
proactively address diversity faced in educational leadership. Asserted by Hackman and
Johnson (2000), it is important for leaders to effectively lead groups and teams. Specific
sizes of teams and groups play a critical role as leaders work to bring about things such as
common purpose, interdependence between the team, mutual influence, and face-to-face
communication.
Lencioni (2002) focused on the context of building a team in his book and
leadership development tools, particularly through his developed framework, identified
as the “five dysfunctions of a team” (p. 42). Consequently, Lencioni (2002) addressed
five critical components of leading teams to avoid team dysfunction. To build cohesion
among team members, leaders should build trust and confidence among team members,
manage conflict and confrontation, bring about team commitment as it applies to purpose,

common goals and the team mission, attain team accountability, and devote attention to
results.
Reinforced by Katzenbach and Smith (1993b) is the importance of teaming by
establishing a common goal, vision, and establishing interdependence among team
members. As in participating in or leading extracurricular activities, using teaming
strategies is equally important for educational leaders to use when managing people.
Taking a different approach with leadership or organizations, Bruffee (1999) focused his
manuscript on the collaborative learning environment and how it affects higher
education, interdependence, and the authority of knowledge. Even though his book did
not focus on team building directly, his point of developing a common language can be
effortlessly applied to teaming and leading organizations. His concept of establishing a
common language can be easily transferred and utilized when developing high
performing teams.
Bruffee (1999) described common language as involving the participants into a
“collaborative process of acculturation” (p. 8). In order for such a process to occur,
students first must learn to vest authority and trust in members in their transition group,
then the whole group, and finally in themselves (Bruffee, 1999). Again, trust in
relationships becomes an important factor in teams, regardless of whether or not they are
extracurricular teams, co-curricular teams, or leadership teams of an organization.
Through this trust and acculturation process as discussed by Bruffee (1999), the most
powerful force was the influence the participants had on each other as they dialogued to
become their own community with their own language.
The purpose of Katzenbach and Smith (1993b) was to “differentiate various levels
of team performance, where and how it works best, and what top management can do to

enhance their effectiveness” (p. 111). As Katzenbach and Smith (1993b) focused on
teaming, they determined six “team basics” (p. xvii), that were required in order for
teams to perform. Those six basics included the size of the team, skills required for team
success, common purpose, common set of specific performance goals, and commonly
agreed upon working approach (Katzenbach & Smith, 1993b).
While Bruffee (1999) suggested conversation with one’s peers is critical to
establish learning within a group or team of people, Markova (1996) stated one must first
know and understand oneself. Katzenbach and Smith (1993b) and Lencioni (2002)
stressed the importance of building a team by spending time together and getting to know
one another. Katzenbach and Smith (1993b) also stressed high performing teams are
united by becoming “inseparable” to one another and then went on to expound the
essence of a team is common commitment (p. 112). Furthermore, Lencioni (2002)
clarified, “In essence, teammates must get comfortable being vulnerable with one
another” (p. 195).
The approach taken by Lencioni (2002) somewhat differs from Markova (1996) in
the resources they provide with their literature. Lencioni provided team-building
activities in order to better understand team members’ personality and behavioral profiles
while Markova provided inventories and charts to recognize one’s own thinking pattern
and natural intelligences. Both tools are to be used to gain additional knowledge to
enhance leadership and teaming that in turn will result in fewer barriers among team
members within organizations.
A common obstacle to building teams as being described between both Bruffee
(1999) and Lencioni (2002) is the lack of trust. Bruffee addressed the issue as “risky
business” (p. 5), while Lencioni declared it is impossible to establish teams with an

absence of trust. Katzenbach and Smith (1993b) mentioned trust as an obstacle when they
asserted, “Members may have to overcome a natural reluctance to trust their fate in
others” (p. 118) in order to build team performance. Consequently, Maxwell (2002)
argued, “Relationships are the glue that holds team members together” (p. 110). Just as in
extracurricular activities, with leadership “you cannot build a great team without great
players…when it comes to having good people on a team, you really have only two
choices: train them or trade for them” (Maxwell, 2002a, p. xi).
Lencioni (2002) summarized, “In the context of building a team, trust is the
confidence among team members that their peers’ intentions are good, and that there is no
reason to be protective or careful around the group” (p. 202). As relationships become
closer and more trusting, teammates in sporting activities or co-curricular activities also
grow closer together. Despite this, Lencioni (2002) also asserted, “All great relationships,
the ones that last over time, require productive conflict in order to grow” (p. 202).
Another skill utilized by effective leaders which may be taken from the research is
how they teach or foster “knowledge conversion” through a “social process” as described
by (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995, p. 61). This knowledge conversion leads to transformation
within organizations. Bass (1985, 1998) described transformational leadership as a leader
who motivates followers by making them more aware of the importance of task
outcomes, bringing followers to transcend their own self-interest for the overall well
being of the organization or team.

Organizations that encourage collaboration and

teamwork cultivate environments for success. Hackman and Johnson (2000) explained,
“Cooperation and teamwork are essential to allow teams to function smoothly…Trust is
the key ingredient in teamwork. An open, honest environment in which team members
trust and respect one another promotes collaboration” (p. 213). This idea is buttressed by

Merriam (1998) when discussing context-based adult learning, “Learning is an everyday
event that is social in nature because it occurs with other people” (p. 44). Because of
these findings, collaboration and teamwork are essential for educational leaders as they
work to build open, honest, and trusting communication among staff members.
In an article on leadership in groups and teams, Hackman and Johnson (2000)
asserted key fundamentals of team interaction include communication as being an
essential characteristic of the group. Besides just communication, they mention the
importance of a common purpose or goal, having interdependence among members of the
group or team, having mutual influence, face-to-face communication, and also mention
specific size of team being an amount of three to twenty people. All of these
characteristics would likely be observed as findings within the organizations and leaders
to be studied. Educational leaders would be wise to implement factors into their
organizations to create strong communication, which cultivates collaboration, common
purpose, mutual influence, and interdependence. Building strong relationships will allow
educational leaders to obtain the buy-in necessary to lead in setting goals, vision, and
mission with their staff as supported by Katzenbach and Smith (1993b) and Lencioni
(2002).
In summary, based on the review of literature of leadership as it relates to coaches
as leadership and teaming aspects, there are many connections between leadership and
extracurricular/co-curricular activities. Coaches are in leadership positions similar to
leaders of organizations. Armstrong (2001) discussed how coaches who display
transformation leadership style characteristics create positive environments which foster
mutual respect and encouragement. Maxwell (2002a) made several ties to leadership
utilizing athletic metaphors. As discussed by Hersey et al. (2001) leaders should take

diagnostic and prescriptive approaches to lead individuals based on follower needs.
Likewise, coaches would naturally differentiate their leadership and coaching techniques
according to player needs.
There is a wealth of literature which emphasized teaming as being an essential
component to best practices of leadership. Yukl (2006), Lencioni (2002), and then
Hackman and Johnson (2000) are a few of the researches who focused on the context of
building teams within organizational leadership. Furthermore, researchers like
Katzenbach and Smith (1993a) also reinforced teaming aspects in leadership which are
common practices found in the athletic arena. Finally, Merriam (2001), and Hackman and
Johnson (2000) asserted key fundamentals of context-base adult learning involved
creating learning environments where social interactions are a natural part of everyday
leadership practices. These practices are given commonalities in extracurricular and cocurricular activates.
Leadership Styles
Schlechty (2002) asserted “the primary function of a leader is to inspire others to
do things they might otherwise not do and encourage others to go in directions they might
not otherwise pursue” (p. xx). Regardless of the style, the research on leadership indicates
approaches focus on influencing and inspiring others. Prominent theories of leadership
have proven effective for guiding the practices of educational leaders today. A review of
the literature related to these theories will provide a foundation of understanding of the
analysis of the research. Foundational theories of transformational, charismatic,
transactional, and laissez-faire styles of leadership will all be presented in this research.

Transformational Leadership
As indicated by Yukl (2006), transformational leadership “appears to be inspiring
follower commitment to shared objectives, increasing social identification, and
developing follower skills and collective efficacy” (p. 271). Within this section of
transformational leadership, the researcher will provide the background and history of
transformational leadership, components of transformational leadership, essence of this
style of leadership, and explore the relationship between transformational and charismatic
leaders.
History of Transformational Leadership. Historically, Burns (1978) discovered
“One of the most serious failures in the study of leadership has been the bifurcation
between the literature on leadership and the literature on followership” (p. 3). Burns
(1978) also originated “Leadership approaches tend often unconsciously to be elitists; it
projects heroic figures against the shadowy background of drab, powerless masses. The
followership approach tends to be populistic or anti-elitist in ideology” (p. 3). It was
further argued by Burns (1978) it was time to mesh these two platforms together in his
study of leadership by bringing together both roles of leader and follower by uniting them
conceptually. Burns (1978) set out to deal with leadership “as distinct from mere-powerholding and as the opposite of brute power” by identifying two basic types of leadership,
transactional and transforming (p. 4).
Burns (1978) declared the relationship between most followers and leaders was
transactional in nature. Meaning, leaders and followers relate and respond through mutual
exchanges. Burns (1978) also announced “Leaders approach followers with an eye to
exchange one thing from another: jobs for votes, or subsidies for campaign contributions.
Such transactions comprise the bulk of the relationships among leaders and followers,

especially in groups, legislatures, and parties” (p. 4). Beyond simple exchanges however,
Burns (1978) specified another type of leader:
The transforming leaders look for potential motives in followers, seek to satisfy
higher needs, and engage the full person of the follower” resulting in a
“relationship of mutual stimulation and elevation that converts followers into
leaders and may convert leaders into moral agents. (p. 4)
Transforming leadership effects both the leader and the follower, raises one
another’s level of motivation and morality, leaves both leader and follower with a related
and connected purpose, and therefore the leader and follower become fused together
(Burns, 1978). Burns (1978) shared “I define leaders inducing followers to act for certain
goals that represent the values and the motivations-the wants and needs, the aspirations
and expectations-of both followers and leaders” (p. 19). As a result, Burns (1978) stated
the genius of leadership is found by observing self-iniated leadership behavior and by
how well the leaders respond to follower values and motivations. Later, Bass (1985)
reinforced Burns’ theories and called for a paradigm shift to be in order when discussing
leadership styles. Similar to Burns, Bass (1985) asserted, “To achieve follower
performance beyond the ordinary limits, leadership must be transformational. Followers’
attitudes, beliefs, motives, and confidence need to be transformed from a lower to a
higher plane of arousal and maturity” (Bass, 1985, p. xiii).
According to Burns (1985), in his summary for a model of transformational
leadership, he saw “the transformational leader as one who motivates us to do more than
we originally expected to do. This original performance expectation is based on our
original level of confidence in reaching desired, designated outcomes by means of our
performance” (p. 20).

In support of this, Marzano et al. (2005) asserted “transformational leadership
style as being the favored style of leadership given that it assumed to produce results
beyond expectations” (p. 4). Basically, Bass (1985) agreed with Burns (1978) about how
to achieve such transformations in leadership; however, he did differ in his theory in three
respects.
First, Bass (1985) “added the expansion of the followers’ portfolio of needs and
wants” (p. 20). Secondly, according to Bass (1985), Burns “put emphasis on whether
society ultimately benefits from the leaders’ actions” while he “put the emphasis on the
observed change in the followers and argue that the same dynamics of the leaders’
behavior can be of short- or long-term benefit or cost to the followers” (p. 21). Bass
(1985) also accentuated, “For the purposes of analysis, that what matters is that the
followers’ attitudes and behavior were transformed by the leader’s performance” (p. 21).
Then, Bass (1985) acknowledged transformational leadership does not necessarily have
to be beneficial to the leader. Lastly, his final area of differing with Burns (1978) was that
Bass (1985) saw transformational leadership in a different perspective than Burns.
Transformational leadership was seen by Burns (1978) at the opposite end of the
spectrum in comparison to transactional leadership (Bass, 1985). On the contrary, Bass
(1985) found “Leaders will exhibit a variety of patterns of transformational and
transactional leadership” (p. 22) both theoretically and empirically. Current scholars of
leadership support these earlier notions of leadership as described by both Bass (1985)
and Burns (1978). Yukl (2006) confirmed transformational leaders do more to empower
followers through things such as delegating, teaching follower skills, self-confidence, and
building a strong culture within the organization. Consequently, Yukl (2006) supported,

“with transformational leadership, the followers feel trust, admiration, loyalty, and
respect toward the leader” (p. 262).
Components of Transformational Leadership. The original theories of
transformational leadership, as proposed by Bass (1985), included both an emotional
component of leadership along with an individualizing and intellectualizing component.
The emotional component encompassed charisma and inspirational leadership while the
individualizing and intellectualizing component incorporated the individualized
consideration and intellectual stimulate that the leaders had on the followers. As theories
of transformational leadership continued to take shape over the decades and to be
expanded upon, the theory was later revised to include much more than just mutual
interactions or conformity.
Bass and Riggio (2006) theoretically viewed leadership as being charismatic with
the leader who leads by example, leaving followers to want to imitate the leader. Bass
and Riggio (2006) asserted “The leadership inspires followers with challenge and
persuasion, providing both meaning and understanding. The leadership is intellectually
stimulating, expanding the followers’ use of their abilities. Finally, the leadership is
individually considerate, providing the follower with support, mentoring, and coaching”
(p. 5).
According to Bass and Riggio (2006), “Transformational leaders do more with
colleagues and followers than set up simple exchanges or agreements. They behave in
ways to achieve superior results by employing one or more of the four components of
transformational leadership” (p. 5). Bass and Riggio (2006) referred to these four
leadership components as the four I’s of leadership behavior. The four I’s included
idealized influence, intellectual stimulation, inspirational motivation, and individualized

consideration. Bass and Riggio (2006) described “Each of these components can be
measured with the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire derived from factor analytic
studies beginning with Bass (1985) (p.5 ).
Idealized influence. Bass and Avolio (1994) describe idealized influence as a way
leaders behave that results in the leader becoming a role model for the followers. “The
leaders are admired, respected, and trusted” which brings about followers who will
“identify with the leaders and want to emulate them” (Bass & Avolio, 1994, p. 3).
Leaders who are seen as having idealized influence “can be counted on for doing the
right thing, demonstrating high standards of ethical and moral conduct” (Bass & Riggio,
2006, p. 6).
Intellectual Stimulation. “Transformational leaders stimulate their followers’
efforts to be innovative and creative by questioning assumptions, reframing problems,
and approaching old situation in new ways” (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 7). According to
Bass and Avolio (1994), creativity is encouraged and new ideas are solicited.
Individualized Consideration. Paying special attention to follower needs to help
them develop and grow as a coach or mentor is another behavior of transformational
leadership (Bass & Avolio, 1994). According to Yukl (2006), “Individualized
consideration includes providing support, encouragement, and coaching to followers” (p.
262).
Inspirational Motivation. Bass and Avolio (1994) defined inspirational motivation
as another leader behavior within transformational leadership:
Transformational leaders behave in ways that motivate and inspire those around
them by providing meaning and challenge to their followers’ work. Team spirit is
aroused. Enthusiasm and optimism are displayed. The leader gets followers

involved in envisioning attractive future states. The leader creates clearly
communicated expectations that followers want to meet and also demonstrates
commitment to goals and the shared vision. (p. 3)
Essence of Transformational Leadership. Yukl (2006) asserted, “The essence of
transformational leadership appears to be inspiring follower commitment to shared
objectives, increasing social identification, and developing follower skills and collective
efficacy” (p. 271). To obtain follower commitment, it is critical for the leader to
understand transformational leadership and the change process in order to allow ample
time for the change to take effect, obtain buy-in from all stakeholders, and empower
others to help make changes, while providing constant enthusiasm, support, and
encouragement along the way. As follower commitment and shared objectives begin to
occur, the leader can begin to work through the change process to help transform
organizations.
Yukl (2006) explained “Transformational leaders make followers more aware of
the importance and values of the work and induce followers to transcend self-interest for
the sake of the organization (p. 278). The leader encourages and supports to create
enthusiasm and continued effort when followers are faced with challenges. As a result of
leader's influence, the “followers feel trust and respect toward the leader, and they are
motivated to do more than they originally expected to do” (Yukl, 2006, p. 278). Similarly,
Leithwood, Jantzi, and Steinbach (2000) stated transformational leadership focuses on
inspiring “the commitments and capacities of organizational members” (p. 9).
Transformational leadership is usually exerted through formal leadership roles, but
influence may also come from other informal leaders. The idea is to develop a shared
vision to promote continuous improvement in the organization. Improving skills and

practices is still important, but the focus is on the individual as the catalyst for change.
Each member of the organization is encouraged to take ownership of the improvement
(Leithwood et al., 2000).
According to transformational leadership theory, if an organization is to perform
at a high level, leadership is required that extends beyond the transactional exchanges of
the leader and follower. Instead, leadership is needed to inspire all members involved
with the organization and develop purpose. This model presents the leader as the one who
encourages followers to internalize shared goals for the organization. Burns (1978) stated
that through transformational leadership “Leaders can also shape and alter and elevate the
motives and values and goals of followers through the vital teaching role of leadership.
This is transforming leadership” (p. 425).
Although the individual is the catalyst for change, the transformational leader
must articulate a clear and appealing vision for what the organization should become. But
a clear vision is not enough in itself. The leader must also explain to followers exactly
how the vision can be achieved; otherwise, followers may view the vision as an
impossible goal (Yukl, 2006).
Emotional Component to Transformational Leadership. Within transformational
leadership, the emotional relationship and connection between the leader and the
followers are important to maintain trusting relationships. Supported by Yukl (2006), he
stated, “The theories of transformational and charismatic leadership emphasize that
emotional processes are as important as rational processes, and symbolic actions are as
important as instrumental behavior” (p. 278).
If a leader is confident with the emotional relationships established with the
followers and their ability to assume more responsibility, behaviors that are more

charismatic may be necessary. Hackman and Johnson (2000) asserted leaders foster
empowerment through “helping followers believe in their own abilities by providing
positive emotional support, expressing confidence, modeling successful performance, and
structuring tasks so that followers experience initial success” (p. 156).
The Relationship between Transformational and Charismatic Leaders. It is
evidenced in many readings that charismatic and transformational leaders have much in
common as the two theories have many similar elements. Often times, charismatic
leaders are transformational, and transformational leaders show many tendencies of being
charismatic. Buttressed by Bass and Riggio (2006), “Transformational leadership has
much in common with charismatic leadership, but charisma is only part of
transformational leadership” (p. 5). Likewise, Yukl (2006) described charismatic
leadership intertwining to transformational leadership theories as both types of leaders,
“instill devotion to ideology more than devotion to themselves” (p. 259). Moreover, Yukl
(2006) confirmed that within charismatic leadership, authority is delegated considerably,
information is openly shared, participatory leadership occurs within decision-making, and
rewards are used to reinforce behaviors that are aligned to the organizational mission.
Within both transformational and charismatic leadership, the readings make it
clear leaders can influence motivation levels of followers and impact the loyalty of the
organization’s members. In cooperation, both approaches are relevant in order to
understand effective leadership. Bass (1985) asserted, “Charismatic leaders inspire in
their followers unquestioning loyalty and devotion without regard to the followers’ own
self-interest. Such leaders can transform the established order” (p. 35). Furthermore,
when discussing transformational and charismatic leadership styles, Yukl (2006) avowed,
“One way a leader can influence subordinate commitment is by setting an example of

exemplary behavior in day-to-day interactions with subordinates” (p. 276). “The values
espoused by a leader should be demonstrated in his or her daily behavior, and it must be
done consistently, not just when convenient” (Yukl, 2006, p. 277).
Bass (1985) affirmed charismatic leadership is a characteristic required to be
transformational. “Charismatic leaders are transformational in that they, themselves, have
much to do with the further arousal and articulation of such feelings of need among
followers. Charismatic leaders have insight into the needs, values, and hopes of their
followers” (p. 46). While charismatic and transformational leadership exhibit significant
congruency, especially with regard to eliciting a strong and shared vision among
followers, the two theories differ in several respects.
As indicated by Yukl (2006), charismatic leadership differs from transformational
leadership because the charismatic leader “involves dependence on an extraordinary
leader” (p. 271). Transformational and charismatic theories have proven effective in
organizational leadership in part because of their shared emphasis on emotional processes
as well as rational processes and their recognition of symbolic actions as well as
instrumental behavior (Yukl, 2006). However, Yukl (2006) argued these theories fall short
in the realm of strategic management; therefore, it is critical for the leader to understand
how organizational survival and financial success extends beyond simply motivating and
empowering followers. Consequently, Yukl (2006) also asserted many theories of
transformational and charismatic leadership have both similar views on leadership
showing the two as being very compatible while others clearly demonstrate the two
having separate and distinct behaviors within them. Bass (1985) asserted that even while
leaders are charismatic, they may fail to transform and inspire followers.

Transformational leaders do more to empower followers through things such as
delegating, teaching follower skills, raising self-confidence, and building a strong culture
within the organization (Yukl, 2006). As a leader leads in an established organization with
veteran staff members, more transformation styles may be necessary to bring about
positive change within the organization. Such things are especially important if the staff
has felt the lack of those components intact with their leading predecessor.
Yukl (2006) said “The essence of transformational leadership appears to be
inspiring follower commitment to shared objectives, increasing social identification, and
developing follower skills and collective efficacy” (p. 271). As follower commitment and
shared objectives begin to occur, the leader can begin to work through the change process
to help transform organizations. It is critical for the leader to understand the change
process, give ample time for the change to take effect, obtain buy-in from all
stakeholders, and empower others to help make changes, while providing constant
enthusiasm, support and encouragement along the way through emotional support.
The emotional relationship and connection between the leader and the followers
are important in order to maintain trust. Yukl (2006) supported this thought as he stated,
“The theories of transformational and charismatic leadership emphasize that emotional
processes are as important as rational processes, and symbolic actions are as important as
instrumental behavior” (p. 278). If a leader is confident with the emotional relationships
established with the followers and their ability to assume more responsibility, behaviors
that are more charismatic may be necessary. Charismatic leaders “instill devotion to
ideology more than devotion to themselves” (Yukl, 2006, p. 259). Yukl (2006) asserted
within charismatic leadership, “Authority is delegated to a considerable extent,

information is shared openly, participation in decisions is encouraged, and rewards are
used to reinforce behavior with the mission and objectives of the organization” (p. 259).
Transformational Leadership bringing about positive change. The synthesis of a
variety of readings from authors includingYukl (2006), Gioia and Thomas (1996), Kotter
(1996), Schlechty (2000) and others revealed several common strands of leadership and
the effects on transforming organizations utilizing transformational leadership to bring
about positive change. Each reading revolved around the common strand of leaders
having influence on organizational change by having powerful leadership habits such as
proactive and positive thinking, follow-through, communication, and reflection. In
addition to the many powerful habits, several readings focus on transforming
organizations as being a strategic and highly personalized process.
Kotter (1996) honed in this personalized process of leading change when he
discussed the “value of competitive capacity” (p. 178). Additionally, Kotter (1996), in
order to transform organizations and bring about positive organizational change through
leadership, one’s competitive spirit and lifelong learning experiences such as childhood
experiences, extracurricular experiences, or other job and educational experiences are
essential to succeed in the future. Consequently, Kotter (1996) asserted leadership goes
hand in hand with lifelong learning. Within the underpinnings of his book, Leading
Change, he stated:
Two elements stood out, competitive drive and lifelong learning. These factors
seemed to give people an edge by creating an unusually strong competitive
capacity. Competitive drive helped create lifelong learning, which kept increasing
skill and knowledge levels especially leadership skills, which in turn produced a

prodigious ability to deal with an increasingly difficult and fast-moving global
economy. (p. 178)
In addition to maintaining competitive spirit and lifelong learning, educational
leaders have a major responsibility of ensuring that the proper climate is created to help
bring about transformation. In the opinion of Daresh (2001), “This climate needs to occur
within schools and districts so that, when inevitable change arrives, teachers, staff,
students, parents, and community members will not view this as some fundamental threat
to the way things ‘should be’ in schools” (p. 179).
In consideration of Yukl (2006), “Leaders influence the organizational culture by
developing a vision, implementing change, and encouraging learning and innovation” (p.
284). Additionally, change occurs more successfully as the leader understands the change
process and the deterrents effecting change (Yukl, 2006). This concept is buttressed by
the statement, “Only leadership can get change to stick by anchoring it in the very culture
of the organization” (Kotter, 1996, p. 30).
Developing a caring and trusting climate will create the necessary environment
where people will begin to work together to transform their organization. Furthermore,
Giaoia and Thomas (1996) said, “Under conditions of change, top management team
members’ perceptions of identity and image, especially desired future image, are key to
the sense making process and serve as important links between the organization’s internal
context and the team members’ issue interpretations” (p. 41).
Asserted by Schlechty (2000), “Strong leaders build cultures that outlive them;
they lead even when they are gone” (p. 182). Leaders should be able to use a
participatory approach through trusting relationships to drive an organization toward
excellence by building community relationships (Schlechty, 2000). These scholars all

pronounced how the leader plays an integral role in establishing an image, vision, and
culture with all stakeholders to provide for a climate of trusting relationships, which will
allow the process of organization change to be more effective. They also make clear the
importance of powerful skills such as reflective practice, positive thinking, use of
proactive communication, the importance to prioritize, and demonstrate follow-through
behaviors.
Kotter (1996) announced, “Managing change is important. Without competent
management, the transformation process can get out of control. But for most
organizations, the much bigger challenge is leading change” (p. 30). Yukl (2006) declared
“Just as it takes miles to turn a supertanker at sea, it often takes years to implement
significant change in a large organization” (p. 286). Yukl (2006) described the change
process as “strategic, change-oriented leadership” (p. 284).
According to Gioia and Thomas (1996), “Thus strategic change in academia is a
phrase that introduces its own ambiguity into institutions not accustomed to thinking and
acting strategically” (p. 370). In support of this strategic thinking, Schlechty (2000)
illustrated the change process as unfreezing the current practices, taking multiple steps to
translate beliefs into actions steps, and creating results by restructuring the agenda.
Buttressed by Yukl (2006), “The change process can be described as having different
stages, such as unfreezing, changing, and refreezing” (p. 313). In support of this, Daresh
(2001), “Change is made up of two stages, the initiation and implementation stage” (p.
172). On the contrary, Zmuda, Kuklis, and Kline (2004) defined change as being six steps
of continuous improvement. As previously identified by other readings described, they
defined steps including identifying and clarifying core beliefs, creating a shared vision,
and determining gaps between current reality and shared vision. Additionally, they

address the importance to identify innovations that will most likely close gaps between
current reality and shared visions along with being able to develop and implement an
action plan that supports teachers through the change process and integrates the
innovation within each classroom throughout a school and embraces collective
accountability (Zmuda et al., 2004).
Kotter (1996) defined strategic change in an eight-stage process. These eight
processes include establishing a sense of urgency, creating guiding coalitions, developing
vision and strategy, communicating the change vision, empowering employees,
generating short-term wins, consolidating gains and producing more change, and
anchoring new approaches in the culture. As a result of these scholars and their writings,
leaders desiring to successfully impact change should approach their organization with a
strategic plan in mind, much like a practice plan found in athletics or an agenda found in
other extracurricular activities. Additionally, leaders need to be cautious not only of the
different stages in the change process taking place within their organization, but also the
stage of the organizational life, the time frame in which change is occurring, and how
people are responding politically to the change. Daresh (2001) explained, “The bottom
line in this consideration of issues and problems associated with management of change
in schools and organizations is that change cannot be avoided. Change is an evitable
reality” (p. 178).
Transformational leaders know how to bring about positive change within their
organizations but allowing the change process to occur, not moving too fast, nor too slow.
Daresh (2001) referred to leadership as like Goldilocks trying to get the right bowl of
porridge. “We need to be careful not to select something either too hot or too cold” (p.
163). Synthesized readings from the many authors all focus on the role of

transformational leaders facilitating positive organizational change. The readings
revolved around the common strand of leaders having influence on organizational change
by having powerful leadership habits, such as proactive and positive thinking, followthrough, communication, and reflection. In addition to the many powerful habits, several
readings focus on transforming organizations as being a strategic and highly personalized
process.
Furthermore, Bolman and Deal (2003) declared that such transformational leaders
are rarer. They lead by example, they use symbols to capture attention of followers, they
frame experiences in inspirational ways, they communicate a vision, they respect and use
history to learn from, and they use stories to talk about the past, present, and future.
Various authors described the change process with a variety of different stages,
depending on how they defined organizational change. Regardless of the type of
organization, these scholars focused on transformational leaders who were able to
transform organizations through personalized processes, using positive states of mind and
self- talk, communication, and reflective practices, which are all aspects found in the
study of sports psychology, coaching, or participation in other extracurricular activities.
Transactional Leadership
Burns (1978) described most relationships between a leader and a follower as
being transactional in nature. He emphasized that in the past leaders continually
approached their leadership as a function of exchanges between leader and follower such
as an exchange of goods, services, or commodities (Burns, 1978). The word transactional
stems from the root word transaction. The follower completes a task or service; the leader
then provides a reward. However, over the past century, practicing organizational leaders
have demonstrated a change in attitude toward leadership (Bass, 1985). According to

Bass (1985), “In the first part of the century, leadership was mainly a matter of how and
when to give directions and orders to obedient subordinates. The strong directed the
weak” (p. 4). Moreover, it was in the opinion of Bass (1985), leaders’ behaviors are seen
as “initiating structure and showing consideration for human relationships” (p. 5).
Historically, a manager was viewed as being transactional in nature, allowing an
exchange to occur and then rewarding the follower for the acquiescent behavior.
Described by Bass (1985), “The transactional leader induces performance among
followers by negotiating an exchange relationship with them of reward for compliance”
(p. 32). In the original formation of the theory, Bass (1985) included two types of
transactional behaviors, one being contingent reinforcement such as utilizing a reward of
a paycheck, for example, while the other approach, Management-by-Exception, would be
providing negative feedback and contingent aversive reinforcement.
To further explain this, an example of contingent reinforcement would be when a
worker fulfilled his responsibilities by completing an assigned task, the leader would
provide a paycheck for the job performance. Management-by-Exception was explained
by Bass (1985) as being when “leaders who primarily or exclusively practice
management-by-exception, negative feedback, or contingent aversive reinforcement
intervene only when something goes wrong (p. 135). Basically, as long as things are
going well, things remain status quo. If things start to go wrong, the leader then provides
negative feedback and coercion.
Later, Bass and Aviolo (1994) built upon the original views of Bass (1985) where
they described contingent reward and management-by-exception with more clarity, as
they announced three forms of transactional leadership styles: management-by-exceptionpassive, management-by-exception-active, and constructive transactional. Furthermore,

they described the leader who operates transactional as being one who functions purely to
manipulate others and situations to meet their own needs, wants, desires, and personal
agendas.
Consequently, Yukl (2006) asserted contingent reward included the use of
incentives and rewards to influence motivation levels. Thus, Bass and Riggio (2006)
agreed such forms of transactions were reasonably effective in motivating subordinates to
achieve at higher levels. Different from its original description, passive management-byexception was later adapted by Bass and Riggio (2006) and was referred to as being both
active and passive. They described this form of response as being a “corrective
transaction” which “tends to be more ineffective than contingent reward or the
components of transformational leadership” (Bass & Riggio, 2006, p. 8).
The active approach would be closely monitoring standards or levels of
performances while taking corrective actions immediately as needed. Contrary to this, the
passive approach to management-by-exception, the leader would wait passively until
mistakes are made before taking corrective actions. Yukl (2006) described managementby-exception as the “use of contingent punishment and other corrective actions” to obtain
the desired outcome (p. 263).
The original purpose of Bass (1985) was to look beyond transactional leadership
approaches and to look deeper at the relations between supervisors and their
subordinates. With this intention, the transactional leaders can be described in his
relations with subordinates as follows:
1. Recognizes what it is we want to get from our work and tries to see that we get
what we want if our performance warrants it.
2. Exchanges rewards and promises of rewards for our effort.

3. Is responsive to our immediate self-interests if they can be met in our
getting the work done. (p. 11)
In light of these theories on transactional leadership, leaders need to improve their
understanding of short and long term motivation levels, commitment, involvement,
satisfaction, creativity, and productivity of industrial, governmental, military, and
educational personnel to fully maximize organizational performance levels.
Bass (1985) endorses the idea that in order for organizations to achieve
performance outcome levels that either meet or exceed levels of expectations, much more
than a simple transaction needs to occur. Later, Marzano et al. (2005) further reinforced
Bass (1985) and Burns (1978) and other scholars as they affirmed transformational
leadership practices as underpinnings to their recommendations on practices for effective
school leadership.
Laissez-Faire Leadership
Yukl (2006) described a version of leadership as laissez-faire which is where the
leader shows a passive indifference about the tasks and subordinates. Bolman and Deal
(2006) referred to this style of leadership as leading to “aimlessness and confusion” (p.
171). Likewise, Beauchamp and Eys (2007) described laissez-faire style as a leader who
delays actions, does not make decisions, and ignores their responsibilities. Avolio and
Bass (2004) developed a continuum of leadership behaviors and included Laissez-Faire
as the type of leadership behaviors on the least effective end of the spectrum. Their
attempt was to expand the range of leadership styles and assess what was described as
exemplary leadership behaviors. Avolio and Bass (2004) considered Laissez-Faire
leadership to be at what they deemed to be the ineffective range of their continuum as
“The Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire assesses perceptions of leadership behaviors

that represent avoidance of responsibility and action” (p. 4). They viewed Laissez-Faire
there being a lack of leadership and attention to details and follow-through of action. In
contrast to Laissez-Faire, Avolio and Bass (2004) described desired leadership behaviors
which were found to be the most effective. Those leadership behaviors included
behaviors that “Generated higher order developed and performance effects, which is
called transformational leadership” (p. 4).
Summary
The review of literature examined how experiences and engagement in
extracurricular activities impacts the development of the brain. Youth athletic programs
and opportunities were explored as well as leadership opportunities available through
higher education. The literature then reviewed some background of extracurricular
activities and how leadership can be learned, enhanced, and abilities transferred through
coaching and teaming components. Finally, leadership styles were examined which
included Transformational, Charismatic, Transactional, and Laissez-Faire.
The following components of the study will compose of three chapters. Chapter
three will focus on the research design and methodologies utilized. Chapter four will be a
presentation of the quantitative data combined with some qualitative insights. Finally,
chapter five will include a complete analysis of the data, limitations, and a discussion for
future implications for learned leadership through extracurricular and co-curricular
preparations.

CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLGY
Introduction
One phenomenon noted by the researcher is that traditionally many school leaders
or top administrators of businesses and organizations had previously been involved in
extracurricular activities as part of their curricular or co-curricular training. With ongoing and continuous cost of professional development for school leaders, it would be
valuable for school districts to know what type of training or experiences are valuable
and are easily transferable into leadership skills as they look for potential administrative
candidates. The researcher is interested in this phenomenon because many current school
leaders will soon be reaching retirement status. As schools continue to seek high-quality
administrators in the years to come, it is important to understand how previous
extracurricular preparations can help to prepare or foster leadership behaviors in school
administrators. According to Marzano et al. (2005), limited research has been done on
specific behaviors of effective leaders.
The purpose of this dissertation was to study extracurricular preparations and its
relationship to leadership styles. The researcher also examined school leaders’
participation in extracurricular preparations prior to assuming their leadership roles
within the school. The researcher wanted to examine specific leadership styles utilized by
the selected school leaders and to study the relationships of extracurricular preparations
and the impact they may have had on their development as a leader and their overall
skills.
For several years, many teachers who have been involved in leadership positions
of extracurricular activities such as band directors, athletic coaches, or other sponsors of

clubs and organizations naturally find themselves going into school administrative
positions. Today, many of the current school administrators who are known as baby
boomers are nearing or at retirement age and school districts are being challenged with
replacing building and district administrators with the costs of high-quality professional
development. Several questions of leadership arise when examining practices of
effective school leaders and how their various backgrounds, experiences, education,
training, and leadership styles contribute to their overall effectiveness as a leader.
In this study of extracurricular preparations and its relationship to leadership, the
quantitative approach will be the research design argued for and utilized to conduct future
study. The following research questions will be explored using both the Multifactor
Leadership Questionnaire and a supplemental demographical inventory answered by each
of the participants in the study. Research questions, the design of the study, population
and sampling selection, data collection procedures and instrumentation, and data analysis
procedures are sequentially addressed in this chapter.
Researcher Biases
Researching extracurricular preparedness and its relationship with leadership
effectiveness was chosen because of the athletic interests and experiences of the
researcher who would perform this study. Because the researcher has an active
background and prior knowledge in many extracurricular activities, the researcher
believed many of the skills and life lessons learned in dealing with people and
management through previous involvement in extracurricular activities would prove to
foster skills, which are easily transferable into leadership of educational organizations.
Additionally, because of the associations to athletic and other academic clubs,
organizations, and activities the researcher has had in his or her past, there was a belief

successful organizations and programs breed more success, which continues to spiral in
the climate of the particular organization. As supported by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995),
“Organizational knowledge creation is a continuous and dynamic interaction between
tacit and explicit knowledge” (p. 70). Establishing such a successful organizational
climate in education where knowledge is created and allowed to continually cycle is
critical to educational leadership. The researcher believes important leadership skills to
develop and cultivate such an environment are fostered in leaders through their
involvement in such activities preparing them for leadership roles.
Research Questions
Within the context of this study, the following research questions were addressed:
1. Using the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire, what is the leadership style of
leaders based on extracurricular (sport) and co-curricular (academic)
participation?
a. High Extracurricular –High Co-curricular
High-High represents the leaders studied were considered high in both
their previous participation in extracurricular preparations through
sports and high in their participation in co-curricular activities or nonsport involvement.
b. High Extracurricular –Low Co-curricular
High-Extracurricular represents the leaders studied participated in high
levels of activities by engaging in sports prior to assuming a leadership
role with low levels of engagement in co-curricular activities.
c. High Co-curricular –Low Extracurricular

High-Co-curricular/Low Extracurricular represents the leaders studied
participated in high levels of co-curricular activities prior to assuming
a leadership role and low levels of engagement in extracurricular
activities such as sports.
d. Low Extracurricular –Low Co-curricular
Low-Low represents the leaders studied had little to no engagement in
extracurricular activities, in sports, or in co-curricular activities prior
to assuming a leadership role.
2. What is the relationship between leadership style (transformational,
transactional, and laissez-faire) and type of extracurricular or co-curricular
leadership? (Are there any patterns of relationships based on type of
participation?)
a. Extracurricular represents activities outside the regular curriculum or
program of courses including all sporting/athletic activities available
or physically involved programs.
b. Co-curricular Involvement
Co-curricular represents activities related but only complimentary to
the official curriculum, as a civic or service activities outside the
classroom.
3. Are there significant differences in leadership styles (transformational,
transactional, and laissez-faire) between leaders based on extracurricular and cocurricular participation? The four groups being compared are:
b. High Extracurricular –High Co-curricular

High-High represents the leaders studied were considered high in both
their previous participation in extracurricular preparations through
sports and high in their participation in co-curricular activities or nonsport involvement.
c. High Extracurricular –Low Co-curricular
High-Extracurricular represents the leaders studied participated in high
levels of activities by engaging in sports prior to assuming a leadership
role with low levels of engagement in co-curricular activities.
e. Low Extracurricular –High Co-curricular
Low Extracurricular/High-Co-curricular represents the leaders studied
participated in high levels of co-curricular activities prior to assuming
a leadership role and low levels of engagement in extracurricular
activities such as sports.
d. Low Extracurricular –Low Co-curricular
Low-Low represents the leaders studied had little to no engagement in
extracurricular activities, in sports, or in co-curricular activities prior
to assuming a leadership role.
Design of the Study
There are two primary modes of research, quantitative and qualitative approaches.
Mixed designs utilizing both the quantitative and qualitative approach were used in this
study. Quantitative approaches focused on studying relationships among variables to
describe trends or relationships among data. As indicated by Leedy and Ormrod (2001),
quantitative research differs from qualitative because it “involves either identifying the
characteristics of an observed phenomenon or exploring possible correlations among two

or more phenomena” (p. 191). As stated by Creswell (2002), a quantitative research
literature review plays major roles as it justifies the research problem and creates a need
for the direction, purpose statement, research questions, and hypothesis of study, whereas
in qualitative research, literature reviews play only a minor role. The nature of the
research process with a quantitative approach is more focused, variables are known,
guidelines are established, data are context-free with a static design, and researcher has a
detached view (Leedy & Ormrod, 2001). These variables are found as the researcher
utilized a leadership style instrument tool known as the Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire as an initial measure of classifying leadership styles of leaders found in
school districts classified as effective or ineffective and to establish possible relationships
between the leaders and their styles of leadership utilized. Quantitative research is used to
study research problems requiring a description of trends or an explanation of the
relationship among variables.
In contrast to quantitative research, Merriam (1998) stated, “Qualitative research
can reveal how all the parts work together to form a whole” (p. 6). Smaller samples are
used while data are collected through observations and interviews. Merriam (1998) also
asserted a key philosophical assumption of qualitative research is “Reality is constructed
by individuals interacting with their social worlds” (p. 6). A follow-up survey was used
by the researcher to examine backgrounds and experiences of leaders as they pertain to
involvement in extracurricular activities and how those experiences helped to prepare
individuals for leadership roles and catapult leaders into administrative positions.
Creswell (2002) asserted, “Qualitative research is used to study research problems
requiring an exploration and understanding of a central phenomenon” (p. 50). Also
acknowledged by Heppner and Heppner (2004), a qualitative researcher would focus on

lived experiences of participants to shape the understanding and interpretations of the
phenomena under analysis.
Population and Sample
Subjects of the research were targeted superintendents and principals from select
schools districts located in Southwest region of Missouri. The study’s sample size
consisted of a total of 24 school superintendents and 103 principals at the various levels,
including secondary, junior high/middle school principals, and elementary principals. The
school districts and administrators selected for this sample were chosen due to convenient
sampling. All potential subjects were provided with an email letter informing them of the
purpose of the study and the guarantee of confidentiality in all survey responses and
results to be later disclosed.
Data Collection Procedures and Instrumentation
All methodologies utilized in this research maintained confidentiality of all
participants as the researcher utilized full Institutional Review Board certification along
with utilizing participant informed consent form (see Appendixes A and B). Fink (2006)
explained, “The consent form gives potential respondents sufficient written information
to decide whether to complete a survey” (p. 41). The consent form described to
participants the purpose of the study and the potential use of the information derived from
the study (Fink, 2006).
All participants then self-reported and completed both the Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire originally developed by Bass and Avolio (1990) and then a Profile of
Extracurricular Preparations (PrEP) demographic survey designed by the researcher.
The Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire Form 5X. The Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire Form 5X (Avolio & Bass, 2004) was utilized as the primary assessment

tool to determine leadership styles. The initial work toward developing the Multifactor
Leadership Questionnaire was derived from the work of Burns (1978) as he interviewed
business executives to develop underpinnings for foundational leadership. The most
recent class form of the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (5x Short) includes both
self and rater forms and is used for organizational surveys, research purposes, and for the
preparation of individual leader reports (Avolio & Bass, 2004). Avolio and Bass (2004)
explained, “Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (5x Short) contains 45 items that
identify and measure key leadership and effectiveness behaviors shown in prior research
to be strongly linked with both individual and organizational success” (p. 13). Described
further, the full range model of the questionnaire relates back to leadership style and
expected performance outcomes and numerous studies have continually supported the
connections (Avolio & Bass, 2004).
The application of the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (5x Short) includes
field and laboratory research, the selection, transfer, and promotion of employees, and the
development and counseling for managers and project leaders. The creators of the
instrument emphasized it is more effective for training and coaching purposes in
comparison to its use in research studies (Avolio & Bass, 2004). According to Fink
(2006), the instruments used should be both reliable and have validity. Regardless of
using the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (5x Short) for training or research, Avolio
and Bass (2004) declared because of the instruments long standing reliability and
validity, it has been used extensively for over 25 years to differentiate between highly
effective and ineffective leaders in many leadership arenas including military,
government, educational, churches, hospital, and other leadership fields.

The Profile of Extracurricular Preparations (PrEP). The Profile of
Extracurricular Preparations (PrEP) self-reporting demographic survey utilized allowed
the researcher to obtain further information about each of the participants and the
background preparations prior to assuming a leadership position. This information
obtained included the participants’ gender, years of experience in the educational arena,
current administrative role and level at which they administrate (secondary, elementary,
or superintendency), their level of involvement in extracurricular preparations, type of
involvement, and the length of service at the various levels of involvement using a Likert
scale along with open-ended questions. Self-reporting Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire and PrEP scores were returned to the researcher. The researcher waived
actual written consent since the consent is implied at time of submitting survey responses.
The respondents will be scored by receiving one point per check which represents each
activity and each level of engagements. Based on point totals, participants were then
placed into four groups based on their level of engagement in extracurricular and cocurricular activities and will be compared with their responses of leadership style
according to the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire. The four groups will consist of
those highly engaged in both high levels of extracurricular and co-curricular activities
(High-High), those who are considered highly engaged in extracurricular activities with
low engagement in co-curricular activities (High-Low), those who have low levels of
engagement in extracurricular activities with high levels of engagement in co-curricular
activities (Low-High), and finally, those who are scored low in both engagement levels in
extracurricular and co-curricular activities (Low-Low). Questionnaires were then stored
in the researcher’s home office during the analysis phase of the data and were then
destroyed at the culmination of the study to ensure confidentiality.

Quantitative. Jensen (2006) asserted, “Quantitative research is characterized by
the framing of the data-gathering process as objective, resulting in a static, fixed body of
research. The work is characterized by a self-defined paradigm of hard, that is,
generalizable data” (p. 22). In consideration of implications of quantitative and
qualitative research, quantitative approaches using the Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire (5x Short) to examine leadership styles were the primary approach to data
collection and then a secondary data gathering method included a mixed design survey
(PrEP) which was utilized to glean information regarding involvement in extracurricular
and co-curricular activities. Both instruments would be considered appropriate
methodologies, utilizing quantitative and qualitative data, to be utilized when studying
extracurricular and co-curricular preparations and the relationship to leadership style.
According to Creswell (2002), quantitative research is obtained data consisting of
numbers in comparison to qualitative research study. Moreover, Creswell (2002) said,
“The researcher is collecting data consisting of words (i.e. text from participants during
interviews)” (p. 43). Quantitative research utilizes standardized instruments with a
representative large sample in comparison to observations of smaller samples. Leedy and
Ormrod (2001) explained:
Quantitative questioning methods usually pose specific, narrow questions in
comparison to qualitative methods asking broad, general questions. Typically, the
focus is on a particular occurrence of the behavior is counted to determine its
overall frequency...in some situations the behavior may be rated…regardless of
the approach, the researcher strives to be as objective as possible in assessing the
behavior being studied. (p. 195)

In support of this, “one’s personal knowledge, language, values and worldviews
all form the way the researchers’ lenses filter their assumptions and biases they bring to
research” (Heppner & Heppner, 2004, p. 136).
Data Analysis Procedures
The data analysis will consist of “describing trends, comparing group differences,
or relating variables” (Fink, 2006, p. 55). The Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (5x
Short) was used to determine specific leadership styles used by each participant. This is a
highly reliable leadership style inventory/instrument.
An additional instrument, the Profile of Extracurricular Preparations (PrEP),
served as a follow-up to the leadership style inventory. The PrEP was designed by the
researcher and will be used to then determine to what extent the participants in the
study’s involvement in extracurricular and co-curricular preparations, prior to assuming
their leadership role, may have influenced, contributed, or shaped their leadership
approach and specific leadership styles and strategies asserted. Additionally, the
researcher would be able to recognize relationships of the preparation of extracurricular
activities identified by participants by forming subgroups of each activity identified.
Comparisons will be made among and between the administrators by comparing varying
extracurricular and co-curricular preparations and by utilizing correlation coefficients as
one of the measures in the study.
According to Field (2005), “The simplest way to look at whether two variables
are associated is to look at whether they co-vary” (p. 107). When discussing correlations
and regressions, Fink (2006) asserted rank order correlations to be used with categorical
data along with describing how “regressions use correlations as the basis for predicting
the value of one variable from the other” (p. 70).

Research question one will include an analysis of data to determine the means and
standard deviation of scores on the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire leadership
dimensions reported for each group, High Extracurricular-High Co-curricular, High
Extracurricular-Low Co-curricular, Low Extracurricular-High Co-curricular, and Low
Extracurricular-Low Co-curricular. Research question two will utilize a Pearson
Correlation between the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire scores and the PrEP
scores. Research question three will include the analysis of the four groups (High
Extracurricular-High Co-curricular, High Extracurricular-Low Co-curricular, Low
Extracurricular-High Co-curricular, and Low Extracurricular-Low Co-curricular)
described utilizing a one-way ANOVA. The independent variable will include the four
groupings (High Extracurricular-High Co-curricular, High Extracurricular-Low Cocurricular, Low Extracurricular-High Co-curricular, and Low Extracurricular-Low Cocurricular) as defined by level of engagement in activities, and the dependent variable
will include the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire scores.
Summary
In chapter three, the research design and methodologies used were discussed. In
conducting a research study on the issue of extracurricular and co-curricular preparations
and the relation to leadership style, a mixed design utilizing both a quantitative and
qualitative research approach was used in this study. The Multifactor Leadership
Questionnaire (5x Short) was the focal instrument used in the study with the PrEP as the
secondary instrument utilized. Sending out the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (5x
Short) leadership inventories combined with the researcher created PrEP to select leaders
were an attempt to gather data and study possible relationships between leadership styles
and extracurricular and co-curricular preparations. The study also determined what

possible ranges of leadership styles were most correlated with varying types previous
preparation. The research will also glean possible emerging themes or correlations
between leaders and varying levels of previous experience from extracurricular and cocurricular preparations. The correlations allowed the researcher to determine which
leaders have been involved in prior preparatory activities themselves and study ways in
which their involvement may have contributed to their skills as a leader.

CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between extracurricular
and co-curricular preparations as it relates to school leadership styles. According to
Marzano et al. (2005), limited research has been done on specific behaviors of effective
leaders. Bass and Riggio (2006) recognized the need to better understand the roots of
leadership development. Examining such relationships will help to better understand
possible initial stages of leadership training, growth, and development. Secondly, it
would be valuable for school districts to know what type of training, skills, or
experiences are valuable to leaders and what skills are easily transferable into leadership.
Finally, school leaders are faced with budget cuts and prioritizing how to provide learning
opportunities for future leaders, students of today. This information may also serve to be
valuable for informing decision-making processes when faced with the possibility of
eliminating current student extracurricular and co-curricular programs.
Demographic and descriptive information will be presented to establish the
background of the 49 participants and to create a snapshot of the Profile of
Extracurricular Preparations (PrEP). The PrEP was an instrument designed by the
researcher to obtain demographic and descriptive information of the participants. The
PrEP also allowed the researcher to obtain information regarding participants’ gender,
years of experience in the educational arena, administrative title, the level at which they
administrate, and preparations or growth opportunities prior to assuming their leadership
role. Specifically, the PrEP helped the researcher to obtain information as related to
leader’s prior engagement levels in extracurricular and co-curricular activities. Next, the

Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire Form (MLQ) 5X (Bass & Avolio, 2004) was
administered to participants to identify their leadership styles. The MLQ Form 5X
employed Likert scale questions to assess various leadership behaviors. Possible
responses included “Not at all,” “Once in a while,” “Sometimes,” “Fairly often,” and
“Frequently, if not always.” Bass and Avolio (2004) asserted the MLQ was developed to
“expand the dimensions of leadership measured by previous leadership surveys and to
provide concise computerized feedback form that can be used for individuals, team, and
organizational development” (p. 3). The MLQ has the ability to assess leadership
behaviors at the effective range as well as the ineffective range. According to Bass and
Avolio (2004), it is “more suitable for administration at all levels of organizations and
across different types of production, service, and military organizations” because it
provides a much broader examination of leadership styles compared to many other
leadership surveys available (p. 4). Another advantage of utilizing the MLQ for this study
is the ability of this survey to measure the leader’s “effect on both the personal and
intellectual development of self and others. Leaders must develop themselves in order to
effectively develop others” (Bass & Avolio, 2004, p. 4).
Both survey instruments were customized into one electronic survey instrument
facilitated through the Mind Garden, Inc. and their website. The customized electronic
survey included the demographic information of select leaders and the self-reported
leadership profiles of the participants. The data were then transferred into an electronic
spreadsheet as participants responded to the online survey. The data were then
downloaded, converted into PASW version 18 software program (formerly known as
SPSS). The researcher examined specific self-reported leadership styles based on levels
of extracurricular and co-curricular preparations. Scores were generated to divide

participants into four groups based on their level of previous engagement in
extracurricular and co-curricular activities. A series of analysis were performed to make
comparisons of any relationships evidenced or found significant. Utilizing a Pearson
correlation, the researcher correlated MLQ leadership profiles with the level of
Extracurricular (EC) and Co-curricular (CC) scores. Using a one-way ANOVA, the
researcher ran an analysis comparing the four EC and CC groups to determine if there
were significant differences in leadership style among the varying groups. Finally, the
researcher used a Post Hoc Test to make multiple comparisons between and within
groups. Field (2005) explained, “Post Hoc Tests consist of pairwise comparisons that are
designed to compare all different combinations of the treatment groups. So, it is rather
like taking every pair of gouprs and then performing a t-test on each pair of groups” (p.
339).
Demographic and Descriptive Information
Utilizing the PrEP, demographic and descriptive information was obtained from
the participants. The demographic survey asked leaders to respond to questions regarding
their experiences with previous engagement in EC, CO, or other leadership training
programs which could have enhanced or influenced learned leadership practices.
The study was comprised of 49 administrators at various leadership levels out of
150 sampled, giving the study a return rate of 32.60%. Of the participants, 29 (59.20%)
were males, and 20 (40.80%) of the respondents were female. The participants included,
8 (16%) were superintendents, 12 (25%) were high school principals, 9 (18%) were
junior high/middle level principals, 19 (39%) were elementary principals, and one other
administrator. Based on the participants’ years of experience, the mean average was 14.69
years with a standard deviation of 7.81. Their total years of experience ranged from

participants with 2 to 33 years of service in public education. Displayed in Table 1 is a
depiction of the frequency of assignment level of the participants which included
elementary, middle school, high school, and central office level administrators.
Table 1
Leaders’ Level at Which They Administrate

Level

Frequency

Percent

Cumulative Percent

19

38.80

38.80

9

18.40

57.10

12

24.50

81.60

Superintendent

8

16.30

98.00

Other

1

2.00

100.00

Total

49

100.00

Elementary
Middle
Secondary

Note. N = 49.

Research Questions Findings
The following information and organized data relate to the three research
questions that guided the study. Question one focused on determining the leadership
styles based on extracurricular and co-curricular participation. Question two focused on
examining the relationship between the leadership style and the type of EC or CC
engagement. Question three focused on determining if there are significant differences in
leadership style based on extracurricular and co-curricular participation. Pearson
correlations, One-way ANOVA, and Post Hoc Tests to run multiple comparisons were all
utilized for analysis.

Research Question One (Leadership Styles based on EC and CC engagement)
Research question one stated, using the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire,
what is the leadership profile of leaders based on extracurricular (sport) and co-curricular
(academic) participation. Using a zero to four point Likert scale, participants in the study
rated their leadership style. Additionally, participants self-reported their level of
engagement in each of the structured sports/activities. These levels included the
elementary level, middle level, secondary level, collegiate level, prior engagement in the
actual coaching or sponsorship of the activity/sport, and current engagement as an adult
in the activity in the role of a participant or active coach/sponsor.
Administrators’ participation levels were assigned scores by giving participants
one point per EC and CC activity they were involved in at each of the various levels.
First, the researcher generated total EC and CC scores for each participant. Cut scores
were then identified for analysis purposes to group participants into the four categories
which described their level of engagement based on the mean and median of the
participant scores. The mean score for the extracurricular score was 8.00 while the mean
co-curricular score was 7.92. The median for both scores was 8.00. Based on these
results, the groups were divided into High and Low categories based on the score of 8.0
The High group was defined as any leader who had a score of 8.00 or higher; the Low
group was defined as a leader with a score below 8.00. This created the four groups of
High-High (HH), High-Low (HL), Low-High (LH), and Low-Low (LL) based on their
respective EC and CC scores. To clarify, the leaders placed in the High EC- High CC had
a score of 8 or more in both extracurricular and co-curricular activities. The High ECLow CC group contained those individuals who had a score of 8 or more for EC and less

than 8 for CC engagement. The Low EC- High CC group included those leaders that had
a score of less than 8 for EC engagement and more than 8 for the CC. The final group,
was the Low EC-Low CC which was comprised of leaders who had a score of less than 8
for both EC and CC engagement. Next, combining both their MLQ leadership style with
their EC and CC scores, a series of analysis was then performed utilizing the four
separate groups.
Leadership style for High EC-High CC (High-High). The scores of the High-High
leaders were analyzed, and the means were considered in rank order (see Table 2). The
leaders who scored in the High-High group reported their leadership style was most
consistent with the Outcomes: Effectiveness leadership style. The High-High leaders all
rated themselves between a minimum score of 3.00 to a maximum score of 4.00 which
brought their mean score of Outcomes: Effectiveness to 3.61. Avolio and Bass (2004)
described transformational and transactional leaders in relation to the successes or
outcomes of the group in which they work by gauging their methods of interaction.
Outcome Effectiveness was described by Avolio and Bass (2004) as the leader being
effective in meeting others’ job related needs, representing their group to higher authority,
meeting organizational requirements, and leading an effective group. The High-High
leaders rated themselves for Outcomes: Effectiveness is much higher than a typical
normative sample of 3.14 (Avolio & Bass, 2004). High-High leaders also reported they
were highly transformational as they trailed with two other leadership styles by reporting
their leadership styles were also highly Transformational with Inspirational Motivation
and Individual Consideration. Their means were 3.57 and 3.54 respectively. The
transformational leadership styles, with the inspirational motivation and individual
consideration components, inspire followers to go beyond their own personal

expectations in order to meet common goals. Yukl (2006) asserted transformational
leadership “appears to be inspiring follower commitment to shared objectives, increasing
social identification, and developing follower skills and collective efficacy” (p. 271).
While the inspirational leader provides followers with a clear sense of purpose that is
energizing, the leader with a greater focus on individual consideration takes the approach
to focus on the individual needs of the follower (Avolio & Bass, 2004).

Table 2
Descriptive Leadership Style Responses for High EC-High CC Leaders in Rank Order by
Means
Leadership Style

N

Mean

SD

Outcomes: Effectiveness

14

3.00

4.00

3.61

0.32

Transformational
Inspirational Motivation

14

3.00

4.00

3.57

0.36

Transformational:
Individual Consideration

14

2.75

4.00

3.54

0.35

Transformational:
Idealized Behavior

14

3.00

4.00

3.48

0.37

Transactional:
Contingent Reward

12

2.25

4.00

3.46

0.62

Outcomes: Satisfaction

13

2.50

4.00

3.42

0.49

Idealized Attributes

14

2.00

4.00

3.29

0.53

Outcomes: Extra Effort

14

2.67

4.00

3.24

0.46

Transformational:
Intellectual Stimulation

14

2.25

4.00

3.18

0.61

Transformation: Management
by Exception Active
14

0.00

1.75

0.95

0.68

Passive Avoidant:
Management by Exception
Passive

13

0.00

1.25

0.54

0.41

Passive Avoidant:
Laissez-Faire

13

0.00

1.00

0.19

0.31

Valid N (listwise)

10

Note. N = 14.

Minimum

Maximum

The High-High leaders reported their leadership style was least like Transactional:
Management by Exception Active and Passive nor were they considered Passive
Avoidant: Laissez-Faire leaders. According to their self-reporting, the High-High leaders
said they seldom lead by making exchanges and transactions nor did they have the
passive or avoidant characteristics within their leadership style. Described by Bass
(1985), “The transactional leader induces performance among followers by negotiating
an exchange relationship with them of reward for compliance” (p. 32).
Leadership Style for High Extracurricular-Low Co-curricular (High EC-Low
CC). The scores of the High-Low leaders were analyzed, and the means were considered
in rank order and are represented in Table 3. The leaders who scored in the High-High
group reported their leadership styles were most consistent with Transformational:
Inspirational Motivational style which had a mean of 3.56. Other leadership styles closely
linked to the High EC-Low CC leaders included Outcomes: Satisfaction and
Transformational: Idealized Behavior, both having a mean score of 3.46. The overarching
leadership style was transformational, which is the process of influencing followers’
awareness of what is important and then to help them view opportunities and challenges
of their environment with a fresh perspective (Bass & Avolio, 2004).
The three leadership styles least likely associated with High-Low leaders included
Transactional characteristics with Management by Exception Active, Passive Avoidant:
Management by Exception Passive, and then Passive Avoidant: Laissez-Faire. The HighLow leaders reported they least utilized the Management-by-Exception approaches which
were explained by Bass (1985) as being when “leaders who primarily or exclusively
practice management-by-exception, negative feedback, or contingent aversive
reinforcement intervene only when something goes wrong” (p. 135). The transactional

leadership processes were summarized by Avolio and Bass (2004) as a leadership style
that recognizes follower needs and desires which lead to motivation and allows followers’
a sense of direction and helps to energize others. However, this approach may be helpful;
it is limited in providing only first-order changes. Finally, the High EC-Low CC leaders
reported they were least Laissez-Faire, meaning their leadership style leads them to avoid
getting involved when important issues arise, they are absent when needed, they avoid
making decisions, and they often delay in responding to urgent questions (Bass & Avolio,
2004).

Table 3
Descriptive Leadership Style for High EC-Low CC Leaders in Rank Order by Means

Leadership Style

N

Minimum

Transformational
Inspirational Motivation

12

2.75

Outcomes: Satisfaction

12

Transformational:
Idealized Behavior

Mean

SD

4.00

3.56

0.34

3.00

4.00

3.46

0.40

12

2.50

4.00

3.46

0.49

Outcomes: Effectiveness

11

3.00

4.00

3.36

0.32

Transformational:
Intellectual Stimulation

12

2.25

3.75

3.19

0.49

Idealized Attributes

10

2.75

3.50

3.15

0.24

Transformational:
Individual Consideration

12

2.50

3.75

3.15

0.41

Outcomes: Extra Effort

12

2.67

4.00

3.11

0.46

Transactional:
Contingent Reward

12

2.50

3.50

3.08

0.37

Transformation: Management
by Exception Active
11

0.00

2.00

0.96

0.58

Passive Avoidant:
Management by Exception
Passive

12

0.00

2.00

0.96

0.58

Passive Avoidant:
Laissez-Faire

12

0.00

1.75

0.48

0.46

Valid N (listwise)

9

Note. N = 12.

Maximum

Leadership profile for Low Extracurricular-High Co-curricular (Low EC-High
CC). Depicted in Table 4, the scores of the Low-High leaders were analyzed, and the
means were arranged in rank order. Of the leaders who scored in the Low-High group,
they reported their leadership style was most consistent with Outcomes: Satisfaction,
Transformational Inspirational Motivational, and then Outcomes: Extra Effort. Of these
leaders, they scored themselves heavily in the Transformational and Outcome leadership
styles and weak in Transactional and Passive leadership practices. Transformational and
transactional leadership styles both contribute to the Outcomes of Leadership approaches.
The Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire measures the success of the leaders by
how they rate their ability to be motivating, how they interact with varying levels within
the organization, and how well they work with others (Avolio & Bass, 2004). Outcomes:
Extra Effort is described by Avolio and Bass (2004) as getting others to do more than
they expected to do by heightening their desire to succeed and increasing their
willingness to work even harder. Outcome: Satisfaction with leadership is described as
working with others in a satisfactory way and using satisfactory leadership
methodologies (Bass & Avolio, 2004). Scoring higher in this area than in a normative
sample, the Low EC-High CC leaders had a mean score of 3.77 in the area of Outcome:
Satisfaction, whereas the US Descriptive Statistics for MLQ 5X Normative Sample
rreported self-raters with a mean score of only 3.09 (Avolio & Bass, 2004). Likewise,
within Transformational: Inspirational Motivation, the Low EC-High CC leaders had a
higher mean score of 3.75 compared to the normative group of 3.04.

Table 4
Descriptive Leadership Style Responses for Low EC-High CC Leaders in Rank Order by
Means

Leadership Style

N

Minimum

Outcomes: Satisfaction

11

3.00

Transformational
Inspirational Motivation

11

Outcomes: Extra Effort

Mean

SD

4.00

3.77

0.34

3.25

4.00

3.75

0.30

9

3.00

4.00

3.63

0.39

Outcomes: Effectiveness

11

3.00

4.00

3.62

0.39

Transformational:
Individual Consideration

11

3.25

4.00

3.52

0.33

Transformational:
Idealized Behavior

11

3.00

4.00

3.52

0.39

Idealized Attributes

8

2.75

4.00

3.47

0.37

Transformational:
Intellectual Stimulation

11

2.75

4.00

3.36

0.40

Transactional:
Contingent Reward

10

2.25

4.00

3.33

0.51

9

0.00

3.50

1.33

1.15

Passive Avoidant:
Management by Exception
Passive

11

0.00

1.50

0.80

0.56

Passive Avoidant:
Laissez-Faire

11

0.00

1.50

0.30

0.49

Valid N (listwise)

5

Transformation: Management
by Exception Active

Note. N = 11.

Maximum

Leadership profile for Low Extracurricular-Low Co-curricular (Low EC-Low
CC). The scores of the Low EC-Low CC leaders were analyzed, and the means were
considered in rank order according to means (see Table 5). Low-Low leaders reported
their leadership style was also most consistent with Outcomes: Effectiveness,
Transformational Inspirational Motivational, and Outcomes: Satisfaction. Low EC-Low
CC leaders rated themselves least like Transactional: Management by Exception Active,
Passive Avoidant: Management by Exception Passive, and Passive Avoidant: LaissezFaire. The Low EC, Low CC reported their leadership styles as most like Outcomes:
Effectiveness, which meant the leader is effective in meeting others’ job related needs,
representing their group to higher levels of authority, being effective in meeting
organizational requirements, and leading a group that is considered effective.
Within each of the four leader groups (High EC-High CC, High EC-Low CC,
Low EC- High CC, and Low EC-Low CC), leaders who participated in the study reported
themselves as having leadership behaviors that were somewhat consistent. Even though
some of the leadership styles may have been in slightly different order among the top
groups, the most frequently described styles identified were Outcomes: Effectiveness,
Outcome Satisfaction, Outcome Extra Effort and of the Transactional styles; the most
commonly reported styles included Inspirational Motivation, Individual Consideration,
and Idealized Behavior which were discussed previously in this chapter. The Outcome:
Effectiveness was described as the leader seeing their ability to be effective in meeting
others’ job-related needs, representing their group to higher authority, meeting
organizational requirements, and leading a group that is seen as being effective (Bass &
Avolio, 2004).

Table 5
Descriptive Leadership Style Responses for Low-Low Leaders in Rank Order by Means

Leadership Style

N

Mean

SD

Outcomes: Effectiveness

12

3.00

4.00

3.52

0.43

Transformational
Inspirational Motivation

12

2.00

4.00

3.48

0.59

Outcomes: Satisfaction

12

2.50

4.00

3.42

0.56

Transformational:
Idealized Behavior

11

2.50

4.00

3.36

0.53

Outcomes: Extra Effort

12

2.00

4.00

3.28

0.57

Transactional:
Contingent Reward

11

2.25

4.00

3.25

0.51

Transformational:
Individual Consideration

12

2.25

3.75

3.25

0.51

Idealized Attributes

10

2.25

4.00

3.15

0.56

Transformational:
Intellectual Stimulation

12

1.75

4.00

3.06

0.60

Transformation: Management
by Exception Active
12

0.50

2.75

1.60

0.70

Passive Avoidant:
Management by Exception
Passive
12

0.00

2.00

0.94

0.59

Passive Avoidant:
Laissez-Faire

12

0.00

0.75

0.27

0.29

Valid N (listwise)

9

Note. N = 12.

Minimum

Maximum

The most frequently reported leadership styles found among the top, according to
rank order, in all four leadership groups (High EC-High CC, High EC-Low CC, Low ECHigh CC, and Low EC-Low CC) were Outcomes: Effectiveness and Transformational
Inspiration Motivation. Other common leadership styles found to be among the most
frequently reported in all leader groups were identified as Outcomes: Satisfaction and
Transformational: Idealized Behavior. Each of these were found among the top four most
frequently reported used leadership styles in three of the four leader groups. Finally,
Transformational: Individual Consideration was found only among the top four of the High
EC – High CC leader group while Outcomes: Extra Effort was found only in the top four of
the Low EC – High CC leader group.
The least reported leadership styles in all four leader groups were exactly the same
styles and in the same ranking order. Leaders from all four groups reported they were least
like the Transactional: Management by Exception Active, Passive Avoidant: Management
by Exception Passive, and Passive Avoidant: Laissez-Faire.
Qualitative Insights
In addition to the scores that were assigned to the participants based on how they
self-reported their level of extracurricular and co-curricular engagement, participants also
provided qualitative information to the researcher regarding personal reflections of their
pre-administrative preparations. Based on the extracurricular and co-curricular scores that
were generated for the participants, with a score of 8 being considered high, 75% of the
respondents were scored as having high levels of engagement in either extracurricular
activities, co-curricular activities, or had high levels of engagement in both. A multitude of
organizations were listed by the participants that provided them with leadership growth and

learning opportunities (Table 6). One consistent organization mentioned often included
church related youth development activities, for example, individuals serving as a member
of a local church board, a Sunday School Teacher, or a Vacation Bible School Director.
Other mention of organizations included individuals being a member of philanthropic
organizations, athletic teams/groups (including some serving in leadership roles such as
being a team captain), Gymnastics, and Student Council/Student Body or other student
government organizations such Boys/Girls State. Co-curricular opportunities participants’
engaged in that were mentioned included, Future Farmers of America, Future Homemakers
of America, Key Club, Band, Orchestra, and Future Business Leaders of America. Other
opportunities for leadership growth and development stemmed from previous participation
in Kiwanis Club, Lions Club, Rotary Club, The Cambridge Group, Regional Teen Institute,
participation in a variety of summer camps, and multicultural workshops.

Table 6
Open-ended Responses of Other Leadership Preparation Opportunities
Extracurricular

Co-curricular

Church Related

Activities

Activities

Activities

Football
Fellowship of Christian
Athletes
Basketball
Baseball
Coaching
Captain of a sport
Attend Coaches’ Meetings
Softball
Soccer
Sports Officiating

Boys State
Student Council/
Class Officers
Youth Leadership
YMCA
Future Farmers of
America
Key Club
Multicultural Workshops
Bands of America Drum
Major Camp
Leadership Academy
Regional Teen Institute
Academic Fraternities
Special Education Student
Club
Small group leader at
college level
Drug Free Leadership
Camp
Cambridge Group
Teacher’s Aide
Literary Society
MSTA- Student Officer
Volunteer Collegiate
Welcome Weekend
Newspaper Editor
French Club
FACS/Future
Homemakers of America
National Guard/ ROTC

Baptist Student Ministries
Church Camp Director
Camp JOY Counseling
Bible School Teacher
Youth Church Leadership
Team
Sunday School Teacher
Local Youth Ministry
Vacation Bible School
Director
Church Recreation Teams
Children Ministries
Coordinate Bible Quiz
Talent Contest
Disciple I Training with
Church

After identifying some of the organizations they were engaged in, participants were
then asked to share how these programs helped them with personal growth in developing
their leadership. Respondents again provided a massive amount of comments and explained
how beneficial the many opportunities were in developing their leadership skills and
abilities. Some of the comments included individuals learning how to operate as a
community with people they had never met before, learning to lobby and influence others,
learning to help other students, and learning to stand up for what they believe in while
making decisions. The engagement in extracurricular and co-curricular activities also
provided opportunities for leading committees or service projects, deepening relationships,
learning governmental processes, collaborating, developing servant hood qualities, and
learning other life lessons they came away with because of their experiences. More
specifically, leaders discussed how they benefited from these opportunities by being in
charge of financial affairs, planning and preparing curriculum for church camps,
coordinating volunteers, cultivating leadership, leading activities, obtaining opportunities
for public speaking, experiencing academic success, and by being responsible to train
others. Other comments that enhanced participants leadership development are described
through their qualitative responses (Table 7) included character education/life skills,
leadership in general, service to others, risk management, finance, strategic planning, and
being charitable to others.
One leader who participated in the study, when referring to his prior engagement in
attending the Band of America leadership camp in junior high and high school commented,
“This camp taught me leadership skills that were essential for being a high school band
drum major. I took many life lessons away from this experience.” Another leader shared the

experience as a Vacation Bible School Director during their sophomore through senior
years of high school, “I was contracted to direct local vacation Bible schools in various
churches in the surrounding area where I lived. I was in charge of the financial needs as
well as the curriculum and finding volunteer teachers/workers.”
Preparations for another educational leader led to learned leadership skills through
this involvement in Future Business Leaders of America. As local and district President, “I
led many activities, many of which meant I had public speaking duties.” Similarly, another
leader responded that she was in a collegiate women’s social and philanthropic
organization that helped her develop as a leader. She described this experience allowed her
to attend, “Leadership seminars for a leadership position within the organization. The
seminar included topics on charity, risk management, and finance.”
Finally, another educational leader shared the previous undergraduate experience of
being fortunate to attend a leadership course provided to select individuals. “I was one of
twenty-two students during a semester at Arkansas State University invited to participate in
a leadership class dedicated to cultivating leadership within the University and beyond.”
The qualitative insights provided two clear themes indicating that participation in
extracurricular and co-curricular activities was helpful in developing their leadership skills
and abilities. First, as a participant in the activity and then secondly, coaching or directing
these activities prior to assuming their school leadership role was helpful.

Table 7
Leadership Skills Obtained from EC and CC Engagement
Relationships/Communication

Leadership
Practices

Management

Character education

Cultivating
leadership

Learned how state
government
works/governmental
activities

Service to others

Lobbying and how
to influence others

Risk management

How to operate as a
community

Strategic planning

Faith-based decision-making

Work with people never met
before

Utilizing parent
support

Trained to help in youth
activities

Discipleship with Jesus

Self-confidence to
do more

Came away with life lessons

How to win

Create a vision and
rally support

Decision-making under high
levels of stress

Mentorship

Dedication to
common goal

Financial matters/budgeting

Communicating effectively

Stand for what you
believe

Curriculum work

Working as a team

Leadership to head
committees

Organization

Dealing with confrontation

Public speaking
responsibilities

Another question asked the participants to rate on a 3-point scale as to how they felt
their engagement in extracurricular and co-curricular activities helped to develop and
prepare them as a leader. Of the participants who respondent to this question, nearly 60%
(44 of 49) of the respondents said it helped their leadership develop significantly while an
additional 20% said their engagement helped their leadership develop “somewhat.”
Slightly less than 20% of the participants reported that their engagement in the activities
helped their leadership growth “a little.”
A final open-ended question asked the participants to respond to any other
information or to provide additional comments to help the researcher better understand
their extracurricular or co-curricular preparations prior to assuming their leadership role. A
multitude of responses were provided which explained individuals’ personal growth and
learning of leadership skills that the participants associated to their prior involvement in
extracurricular and co-curricular activities. To summarize the qualitative responses that
were provided to the researcher, 100% of the responses overwhelmingly supported how the
participants had gained leadership skills because of their engagement in prior preparations,
trainings, and experiences from extracurricular and co-curricular activities. Two different
themes arose from the insights provided by the participants. The first theme evidenced was
that participation in athletic and co-curricular experiences as a student was helpful in
developing leadership skills and abilities. The second theme evidenced is that coaching or
directing extracurricular and co-curricular activities prior to becoming a principal or
superintendent was helpful.
One participant asserted extracurricular and co-curricular engagement “assisted me
in the skill of developing relationships and the understanding that hard work and dedication

to a common goal is the key to success.” Another respondent gave a synopsis of how his
trainings prepared him to be mentally tough. He noted:
I was in the National Guard and ROTC after I graduated high school. That
definitely gave me effective leadership skills. You do things that you can’t even
believe that you can do. Also, in ROTC, you get to lead a platoon in marching/drill
and missions during training. You are forced to make decisions during high stress
(simulated gun fire) situations.
Another leader shared their personal narrative stating that despite knowing they
were never the smartest student, they were always able to organize and lead others through
their extracurricular/co-curricular engagement. This engagement in activities allowed them
to find their opportunity and strength to contribute. Through their participation in
extracurricular/co-curricular preparations, this often lead them to stand out among others,
which later helped them feel compelled to lead or be asked by others to lead. Additional
comments by a participant in the study included:
Being involved in athletics through middle school, high school, and then coaching,
gives me a good perspective of how everyone must work together to achieve
optimum success, and that I learned how to deal with successes and failures of
students.
Another leader responded that through his prior engagement in football, basketball,
and baseball helped him advance his leadership skills. “I was captain in each sport. This
required additional meetings with the coaching staff.” An additional comment which
emphasized the respondent’s learning from their participation in EC and CC activities also
included, “Standing up for what you believe in. This is huge in the administrative field.”

Another respondent declared, “Experience itself is vital. Having opportunities for
trial and error within the safe confines of a more limited leadership scope were huge.” A
new perspective, both as a participant and as a coach, addressed how their engagement in
these activities helped their leadership development in the following:
Participating taught me how to be a team player and how to win. The act of
coaching taught me how to create a vision and rally the support for that vision from
the players. Coaching also allows for many conversations with players’ parents.
Dealing with confrontation, diplomacy, and problem-solving as a coach will benefit
the administrator down the road.
Another participant shared that because of success with coaching, this provided
experiences that helped him later with securing an administrative position. “In my early
years, I wanted to be a football and basketball coach. That was where my administrative
ambitions started. My success in coaching drew positive attention which helped me secure
administrative position later.” A third participant shared, “Being a marching band director
also helped teach organization skills, budgeting, and building and utilizing parent support.”
Another leader responded having a similar theme of how his involvement prepared
him to be mentally tough and helped him in making difficult decisions. He stated,
“Coaching also helped prepare me for dealing with unhappy parents. Tough decisions must
be made, and the experience I gained learning that you can’t please everyone has helped a
lot.”
A final comment, one participant emphasized how coaching provided leadership
skills, “Being in a coaching position provided me with necessary leadership skills; the
ability to communicate effectively with students and their parents. It allowed me to place a

higher priority on academics for my student athletes which carried over in the classroom
for them.”
Research Question Two (EC and CC engagement correlated to Leadership Style)
The purpose of research question two was to examine the relationship between
MLQ leadership styles (Transformational, Transactional, and Laissez-Faire) and the level
EC and CC preparations had on leadership. The researcher wanted to examine if any
phenomenon would be revealed based on the level of EC and CC preparations and the
possible impact these preparations may have had on leadership.
Extracurricular involvement as it relates to MLQ leadership. Extracurricular
represents activities outside the regular curriculum or program of courses including all
sporting/athletic activities available or physically involved programs. The leaders’ EC score
was correlated with MLQ leadership styles using a Pearson correlation. Of the leaders who
rated themselves High EC, the analysis revealed there was only one significant score (see
Table 8). Outcomes: Extra Effort (OEE), meaning getting others to do more than they
expected to do and heightening others’ desire to succeed (Avolio & Bass, 2004), had a
weak negative Pearson Correlation at -0.29. This means, is the higher scores on EC
activities are associated with lower scores on OEE. Passive Avoidant: Management by
Exception Passive, even though it was not found to be significant, also trailed OEE with a
close to significant, weak negative Pearson correlation of -0.27. All other subscales of
research question number two, as it related to EC involvement, were non noteworthy for
discussion.

Table 8
Pearson Correlation for EC Score

Leadership Style

N

r

p

Idealized Attributes

42

-0.11

0.49

Transformational:
Idealized Behavior

48

-0.03

0.83

Transformational
Inspirational Motivation

49

-0.04

0.76

Transformational:
Intellectual Stimulation

49

-0.09

0.54

Transformational:
Individual Consideration

49

-0.13

0.36

Transactional:
Contingent Reward

45

-0.02

0.88

Transformation: Management
by Exception Active

46

-0.14

0.37

Passive Avoidant:
Management by Exception
Passive

48

-0.27

0.07

Passive Avoidant:
Laissez-Faire

48

0.07

0.64

Outcomes: Extra Effort

47

-0.29

0.05*

Outcomes: Effectiveness

48

0.06

0.68

Outcomes: Satisfaction

48

-0.11

0.45

Note. Significance codes: **0.01; *0.05; alpha = .05.

Co-curricular involvement as it relates to MLQ leadership. Co-curricular represents
activities related but only complimentary to the official curriculum such as civic or service
activities outside the classroom. The analysis demonstrated a significant, negative Pearson
Correlation (r = -.31) between high co-curricular scores and Transactional Management by
Exception –Active leadership style. Management by Exception- Active practices refer to a

leader who focuses on the mistakes made by followers and directs their attention to the
negative and reactive components rather than the proactive issues (Avolio & Bass, 2004).
To clarify further, the higher the administrator rated their co-curricular engagement level,
the lower they scored themselves on the Transactional: Management by Exception Active
leadership style. Therefore, the lower the administrator rated their co-curricular
engagement level, the higher they scored themselves on the Transactional: Management by
Exception Active leadership practices. Other significant correlations were also revealed
with the IA subscale and with Transformational: Individual Consideration leadership styles
(See Table 9).
Idealized Attributes (IA) subscale represents the leader practicing strategies that
instill pride in others, helping followers go beyond their own self-interest for the good of
the entire group; they act in a way that builds their level of mutual respect, and they display
a sense of power and confidence (Avolio & Bass, 2004). The analysis of the data presented
a positive and significant Pearson Correlation (r =.33) between the IA subscale and cocurricular scores. As a result, the higher the leader rated their co-curricular score, the more
likely their leadership was associated to Transformational leadership: Idealized Attributes.
Therefore, the lower the co-curricular score, the lower the correlation to Transformational
leadership: Idealized Attributes.
The Transformational: Individual Consideration leader is described by Avolio and
Bass (2004) as being someone who will “pay attention to each individual’s need for
achievement and growth by acting as a coach or mentor. Followers are developed to
successively higher levels of potential. New learning opportunities are created along with a
supportive climate in which to grow” (p. 96). Again, a positive and significant Pearson
Correlation (r = .35) was noted through data analysis. Therefore, the higher the

administrator rated their co-curricular score, the higher they rated their leadership to be
aligned with Transformational practices that include the Individual Consideration. The
lower the administrator rated their co-curricular score, the lower they rated their
Transformational Leadership: Individual Consideration.
It was also interesting to note that Transformation: Inspirational Motivation, Passive
Avoidant: Management by Exception Passive, and then Outcomes: Satisfaction leadership
styles were also close to significant measures for the CC scores. Even more interesting to
the researcher to note, is there are more correlations evidenced with the CC scores in
comparison to the EC scores. Half of the MLQ factors reveal either significant or near
significant measures with the CC scores.

Table 9
Pearson Correlation for CC Score

Leadership Style

N

r

p

Idealized Attributes

42

0.33

0.03*

Transformational:
Idealized Behavior

48

0.03

0.83

Transformational
Inspirational Motivation

49

0.27

0.06

Transformational:
Intellectual Stimulation

49

-0.09

0.54

Transformational:
Individual Consideration

49

0.35

0.02*

Transactional:
Contingent Reward

45

0.24

0.12

Transformation: Management
by Exception Active

46

-0.31

0.04*

Passive Avoidant:
Management by Exception
Passive

48

-0.25

0.09

Passive Avoidant:
Laissez-Faire

48

-0.14

0.33

Outcomes: Extra Effort

47

0.17

0.25

Outcomes: Effectiveness

48

0.19

0.21

Outcomes: Satisfaction

48

0.25

0.08

Note. Significance codes: **0.01; *0.05; alpha = .05.

Research Question Three (Significant Differences in Leadership Style Based on EC and CC
participation)
The researcher ran an analysis comparing the four groups of leaders based upon
their level of engagement in using a one-way ANOVA (Table 10). The analysis performed
was to determine if there were any significant differences in leadership styles
(transformational, transactional, and laissez-fair) between leaders based on extracurricular
and co-curricular participation. The four groups that were compared were: High-High,
High-Low, Low-High, Low-Low. Between groups, the Transformational: Individual
Consideration group revealed to have a significant relationship of (F(3, 45)=2.89; p=.046).

Table 10
One-way Anova for Leadership Subscales Comparing Low-Low, Low-High, High-Low,
and Low-Low Groups
Sum of
Squares

df

Between Groups

0.60

3

Within Groups
Total

7.84
8.44

38
41

0.21

Transformational
Idealized Behavior

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

0.15
8.76
8.92

3
44
47

0.01 0.26
0.20

0.86

Transformational
Inspirational
Motivational

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

0.44
7.25
7.69

3
45
48

0.15 0.92
0.16

0.44

Transformational:
Intellectual
Stimulation

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

0.53
13.01
13.53

3
45
48

0.18 0.61
0.29

0.61

Transformational:
Individual
Consideration*

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

1.42
7.35
8.76

3
45
48

0.47 2.89
0.16

0.05

Transactional:
Contingent Reward

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

0.88
10.78
11.65

3
41
44

0.29 1.11
0.26

0.36

Passive Avoidant:
Management by
Exception Passive

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

1.42
12.58
14.00

3
44
47

0.47 1.65
0.29

0.19

Passive Avoidant:
Laissez-Faire

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

0.54
6.74
7.28

3
44
47

0.18 1.18
0.15

0.33

Leadership Subscale Sum of Squares

Idealized Attributes

Mean
Square

F

p

0.20 0.97

0.42

Leadership
Subscale

Sum of Squares

Outcomes: Extra Between Groups
Effort
Within Groups
Total

Sum of
Squares

df

1.46
9.79
11.25

Mean
Square

F

p

3
43
46

0.49 2.14
0.23

0.11

Outcomes:
Effectiveness

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

0.47
5.99
6.45

3
44
47

0.16 1.14
0.14

0.34

Outcomes:
Satisfaction

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

0.99
9.25
10.25

3
44
47

0.33 1.58
0.21

0.21

Note. *The Mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.

During the analysis, utilizing the One-way ANOVA, the data indicated a significant
difference between groups. The research showed Transformational: Individual
Consideration leadership style to be significant with a level of 0.05.
Utilizing Post Hoc Tests (See Appendix D) to analyze multiple comparisons within
Transformational: Individual Consideration, significant patterns were unveiled when
comparing the High-High leader groups to High-Low leader group. The High-Low
compared with the Low-High leaders groups yielded significant differences. For the HighHigh compared to the High-Low, the Mean difference was 0.39 (p = .02). This number is in
Appendix D but can also be calculated by taking the High-High mean of 3.54 and
comparing it to the High-Low mean of 3.15. Similarly, the Mean Difference for the HighLow group compared to the Low-High group is 0.38 (p = .03). This number is calculated
by comparing the High-Low mean of 3.15 and comparing it to the Low-High mean of 3.52.

Summary
The purpose of this study was to examine extracurricular and co-curricular
preparations and the relationship to school leadership styles. The analysis began with an
examination of demographic and descriptive information of the participants included in the
study. Next, data were analyzed utilizing multiple modalities which included a Pearson
correlation, a one-way ANOVA, and then a Post Hoc Tests to examine multiple
comparisons.
The results of the study found that for research question one, within each of the four
leader groups (High EC-High CC, High EC-Low CC, Low EC-High CC, and Low EC –
Low CC), leaders reported themselves as having similar leadership styles in which they
utilized most frequently. Of the most commonly reported leadership styles within each of
the leader, the most frequently reported leadership style was Transformational:
Inspirational Motivation. Additionally, Outcomes: Effectiveness, and Outcome Satisfaction
and other Transformational styles of Individual Consideration and Idealized Behavior were
also among the top most commonly reported leadership styles. The least reported
leadership styles in all four leader groups were exactly the same styles and in the same
ranking order. Leaders from all four groups reported they were least like the Transactional:
Management by Exception Active, Passive Avoidant: Management by Exception Passive,
and Passive Avoidant: Laissez-Faire. According to Bass and Avolio (2004), “Although
transformational leaders can be transactional when appropriate, transactional leadership is
often a prescription for lower levels of performance or non-significant change” (p. 21).
Research question two correlated leaders’ EC score with MLQ leadership styles
using a Pearson correlation. Of the leaders who rated themselves high in EC, the analysis
revealed there was only one significant score. Outcomes: Extra Effort had a weak negative

Pearson Correlation at -0.29. In light of this, higher leader scores on EC activities are
associated with lower scores on Outcomes: Extra Effort. All other subscales of research
question number two as it related to high EC involvement were non noteworthy for
discussion.
The investigation of co-curricular scores demonstrated a significant, negative
Pearson Correlation between high co-curricular scores and Transactional Management by
Exception –Active leadership style. That data indicated, the higher the administrator rated
their co-curricular engagement level, the lower they scored themselves on the
Transactional: Management by Exception Active leadership style. The reverse of this was
also evidenced, the lower the administrator rated their co-curricular engagement level, the
higher they scored themselves on the Transactional: Management by Exception Active
leadership practices. Other significant correlations were also revealed with the IA subscale
and with Transformational: Individual Consideration leadership styles.
The analysis of the data presented a positive and significant Pearson Correlation
between the IA subscale and co-curricular scores. As a result, the higher the leader rated
their co-curricular score, the more likely their leadership was associated to
Transformational leadership: Idealized Attributes. Therefore, the lower the co-curricular
score, the lower the correlation to Transformational leadership: Idealized Attributes.
The Transformational: Individual Consideration also unveiled a positive and
significant Pearson Correlation through data analysis. As a result, the higher the
administrator rated their co-curricular score, the higher they rated their leadership to be
aligned with Transformational practices that include the Individual Consideration. The
lower the administrator rated their co-curricular score, the lower they rated their
Transformational Leadership: Individual Consideration.

Another interesting finding revealed Transformation: Inspirational Motivation,
Passive Avoidant: Management by Exception Passive, and then Outcomes: Satisfaction
leadership styles also had close to significant measures for the CC scores. Unlike the EC
scores, the CC scores disclosed either significant or near significant measures with half of
the MLQ factors.
To answer research question three, the researcher performed an analysis comparing
the four groups of leaders based upon their level of engagement in using a one-way
ANOVA. The analysis performed was to determine if there were any significant differences
in leadership styles (transformational, transactional, and laissez-fair) between leaders based
on extracurricular and co-curricular participation. The four groups that were compared
were: High EC-High CC, High EC-Low CC, Low EC-High CC, Low EC-Low CC.
Between groups, the Transformational: Individual Consideration group revealed to have a
significant difference.
Additionally, Post Hoc Tests (Appendix D) were utilized to examine multiple
comparisons to analyze significant differences on the one-way ANOVA. Transformational:
Individual Consideration leadership style indicated a significant difference between the
High-High and the High-Low leader groups. Another significant difference was evidenced
between the High-Low leader group and the Low-High group.
Qualitative insights offered additional data to the researcher in order to improve the
understanding leaders’ extracurricular or co-curricular preparations prior to assuming their
leadership role and how such engagement enhanced their leadership growth and
development. To summarize the qualitative responses provided to the researcher, 100% of
the responses overwhelmingly supported how the participants had gained leadership skills
because of their engagement in prior preparations, trainings, and experiences from

extracurricular and co-curricular activities. A couple themes arose from the data to indicate
engagement in extracurricular and co-curricular activities was helpful in participants’
development of leadership. First, as participant in the activities, respondents revealed their
engagement impacted development of leadership skills and abilities. Secondly, serving as
coaches or directing extracurricular and co-curricular activities provided an additional layer
of development of leadership skills. Finally, another layer to note that was mentioned
briefly in the data was that within the participant layer, there was an addition opportunity
for participants to serve in leadership roles such as captain, student body elected positions
like president, or drum major in band. These opportunities were not specifically explored
through the survey.
The results of the study were presented in this chapter. Demographic and descriptive
information was also provided. Statistical analyses of the data and findings of the study
were presented in multiple tables and descriptive format. In chapter five, the introduction,
summary of findings, discussion, implications for practice, and recommendations for
further study are found in the final chapter.

CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
Due to the high stakes accountability, the many demands placed on educational
leaders and the numerous challenges to meet high expectations for all students, the need for
high quality school leaders is more essential today than ever. Coaching and training staff,
building relationships, leading change, providing adequate resources, building school
climate, analyzing and using data to drive decision making, engaging in reflective practices
are among several of the important leadership behaviors and practices necessary to lead
effectively. Many of these skills can be transferable from leaders’ previous experience in
extracurricular and co-curricular activities. According to Marzano et al. (2005), limited
research has been done on specific behaviors of effective leaders. Bass and Riggio (2006)
recognized the need to better understand the roots of leadership development. Maxwell
(1993) stated leadership is learned and develops over time spent in purposeful engagement.
By examining leaders prior engagement in extracurricular and co-curricular activities,
insight was gained that could contribute to all school districts in regard to their leadership
selection process and the leadership behaviors that can be correlated with particular leader
types.
The purpose of this dissertation was to first study extracurricular and co-curricular
preparations and the relationship to school leadership to better understand possible initial
stages of leadership training, growth, and development. Secondly, it is valuable for school
districts to know what type of training, skills, or previous experiences are valuable to
leaders. Finally, school leaders are faced with cutting budgets and prioritizing how to
provide learning opportunities for future leaders, students of today. This information is also

valuable for informing decision-making processes when faced with the possibility of
eliminating current student extracurricular and co-curricular programs.
Using the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (Avolio & Bass, 2004) and
demographic information of select leaders, the researcher examined participation levels of
extracurricular and co-curricular activities of leaders prior to them assuming their
leadership roles within the school. The researcher aimed to examine specific leadership
styles based on extracurricular and co-curricular preparations and make comparisons of any
relationships that may be evidenced or significant with current educational leaders.
Summary of Findings
The sample of the study included 150 K-12 public school leaders, in which 49
principals and superintendents actually participated in the study, which provided a return
rate of 32.60%. Describing the participants more specifically, 8 were superintendents with
one assistant superintendent, 12 were high school principals, 9 were junior high/middle
level principals, and 19 were elementary principals. The participants included 29 males and
20 females with an average of 14.69 years of administrative experience. The analysis began
with a review of demographic and descriptive information of educational leaders who
participated in the study utilizing the PrEP. Based on their level of engagement in
extracurricular and co-curricular activities prior to assuming their leadership role, leaders
were divided into four leader groups (High EC-High CC, High EC-Low CC, Low EC-High
CC, and Low EC-Low CC). Qualitative insights revealed an abundance of responses from
participants who reported that their engagement in extracurricular and co-curricular
activities contributed to and supported their leadership growth and development.
In addition to participants completing the demographic and descriptive information,
they were also prompted to complete the MLQ-5X. This provided the researcher with

leadership profiles of the participants. Therefore, the researcher then utilized this data and
examined leadership behaviors based upon the four respective groups (High EC-High CC,
High EC-Low CC, Low EC-High CC, and Low EC-Low CC). Finally, data were analyzed
utilizing multiple modalities which included a Pearson correlation, a one-way ANOVA, and
then Post Hoc Tests to examine relationships within and between the created groups.
The results of the study found that for research question one, within each of the four
leader groups (High EC-High CC, High EC-Low CC, Low EC-High CC, and Low EC –
Low CC), leaders reported themselves as having similar leadership styles. Even though
some of the leadership styles may have been in slightly different order among the top
reported styles within each of the groups, the most frequently reported leadership style was
Transformational: Inspirational Motivation. Avolio and Bass (2004) asserted, “These
leaders behave in ways that motivate those around them by providing meaning and
challenge to their followers’ work. Individual and team spirit is aroused. Enthusiasm and
optimism are displayed” (p. 96). Additionally, Outcomes: Effectiveness, and Outcome
Satisfaction and other Transformational styles of Individual Consideration and Idealized
Behavior were also among the top reported used leadership styles.
The least reported leadership styles in all four leader groups were exactly the same
styles and in the same ranking order. Leaders from all four groups reported they were least
like the Transactional: Management by Exception Active, Passive Avoidant: Management
by Exception Passive, and Passive Avoidant: Laissez-Faire in that respective order.
According to Bass and Avolio (2004), “Although transformational leaders can be
transactional when appropriate, transactional leadership is often a prescription for lower
levels of performance or non-significant change” (p. 21).

To obtain findings for research question two, the researcher correlated leaders’ EC
score with MLQ leadership styles using Pearson correlations. Of the leaders who rated
themselves high in EC, the analysis revealed there was only one significant score.
Outcomes: Extra Effort had a weak negative Pearson Correlation. In light of this, the higher
the leader scores were on EC activities were associated with lower scores on Outcomes:
Extra Effort. Within the Outcomes of Leadership, the Extra Effort represents the leader
who gets others to do more than what they expected to do originally. The leader also raise
others’ desire to succeed and increase others’ willingness to try harder (Avolio & Bass,
2004). All other findings of subscales within research question number two, as it related to
extracurricular involvement, were non noteworthy for discussion.
Co-curricular engagement levels related to MLQ leadership also revealed a few
more significant findings. The first significant correlation revealed a weak positive and
significant Pearson Correlation to the Transformational: Idealized Attributes subscale. To
further clarify this finding, the higher the leader rated their co-curricular score, the more
likely their leadership was associated to Transformational leadership: Idealized Attributes.
Therefore, the reverse is also evident; the lower the co-curricular score, the lower the
correlation to Transformational: Idealized Attributes leadership style. Secondly, another
weak positive and significant Pearson Correlation was found between co-curricular scores
and Transformational: Individual Consideration leadership. Because of this, the higher the
administrator rated their co-curricular score, the higher they rated their leadership of
Transformational: Individual Consideration practices. Again, the reverse of this is true; the
lower the administrator rated their co-curricular score, the lower they rated their
Transformational: Individual Consideration Leadership. Finally, a significant, weak
negative Pearson Correlation was evidenced between co-curricular scores and

Transactional Management by Exception –Active (MBE-A). To explain this further, the
higher the administrator rated their co-curricular score, the lower they scored themselves on
Transactional MBE-A. Consequently, the lower the administrator rated their co-curricular
score, the lower they scored on Transactional MBE-A.
The researcher performed an analysis comparing the four groups of leaders based
upon their level of EC and CC engagement in using a one-way ANOVA to arrive at the
findings of research question three. The analysis was performed to determine if there were
any significant differences in leadership styles (transformational, transactional, and laissezfair) between leaders based on their extracurricular and co-curricular participation. The four
groups compared were: High EC -High CC, High EC -Low CC, Low EC -High CC, Low
EC -Low CC. Between groups, the Transformational: Individual Consideration group
revealed a significant difference.
Unlike the findings with the extracurricular scores, the data revealed half of the
MLQ factors had either significant or nearly significant relations with the co-curricular
scores. This suggests that either co-curricular scores have more ties to leadership or the
skills are more comparable to be transitioned to leadership, or that the MLQ does not do an
adequate job addressing the teaming components of leadership found in extracurricular
activities. For example, leaders with higher levels of engagement in extracurricular
activities may tend to be more collaborative or participatory in their leadership approaches
and may focus more heavily on team efforts. However, this was not evidenced with the
MLQ serving as the leadership inventory utilized.
Additionally, Post Hoc Tests were utilized to examine multiple comparisons to
analyze significant relationships on the one-way ANOVA. Transformational: Individual
Consideration leadership style unveiled a significant difference between the High EC –

High CC and the High EC –Low CC leader groups. Another significant difference was
evidenced between the High EC –Low CC leader group and the Low EC –High CC group.
Even though two sets of leader groups revealed a significant difference, the greatest
difference was identified between the high EC –high CC leaders when compared to the
high EC –low CC leaders.
The qualitative findings revealed that the majority of the participants felt their prior
engagement in extracurricular and co-curricular activities helped their development of
leadership skills. Several insights were provided to the researcher regarding the many skills
participants obtained through their experiences. Character building, communicating,
organizing, decision-making, and dealing with conflict were all among many of the skills
noted that were learned through the extracurricular and co-curricular engagement.
Discussion
In research question one, leaders from all leader groups (High EC-High CC, High
EC-Low CC, Low EC-High CC, and Low EC –Low CC) reported themselves as having
similar leadership styles in which they utilized most frequently. The most frequently
reported leadership style was Transformational: Inspirational Motivation. Avolio and Bass
(2004) asserted, when all levels of managers, students, and projects leaders from around the
world described characteristics and behaviors of the most effective leaders who had the
greatest influence on them, transformational, with inspirational components, among others,
were the most prevalent (2004). Fascinatingly, their findings are consistent with the most
prevalent leadership styles found among leaders in this study. Additionally, Outcomes:
Effectiveness, and Outcome Satisfaction and other Transformational styles of Individual
Consideration and Idealized Behavior were also among the top most commonly reported
leadership styles. The least reported leadership styles in all four leader groups were

precisely the same styles and in the same ranking order. Leaders from all four groups
reported they were least like the Transactional: Management by Exception Active, Passive
Avoidant: Management by Exception Passive, and Passive Avoidant: Laissez-Faire.
In research question two, the leaders’ EC score was correlated with MLQ leadership
styles using a Pearson correlation, the research data revealed there was one significant
score between leaders who rated themselves high EC. Outcomes: Extra Effort had a weak
negative Pearson Correlation. This meant the higher EC scores were associated with lower
scores on Outcomes: Extra Effort. According to Avolio and Bass (2004), both
transformational and transactional leadership are related to the success of Outcomes: Extra
Effort. Some might find this is surprising because typically it could be assumed that
coaches lead their teams by applying practices that align to what would be expected of the
Outcomes: Extra Effort leadership model. Meaning, Outcomes: Extra Effort leadership
approach gets others to do more than they are expected to do, is an approach that heightens
others to succeed, and increases others’ willingness to try harder (Avolio & Bass, 2004).
For individuals who engage in extracurricular activities, it would be typical for them to
experience this leadership style being applied by their coaches, therefore it would
surprising that those with high levels of engagement would have a negative weak
correlation to Outcomes: Extra Effort instead of the expected positive correlation.
The investigation of co-curricular scores demonstrated a significant, negative
Pearson Correlation between high co-curricular scores and Transactional Management by
Exception –Active leadership style. The data indicated, the higher the administrator rated
their co-curricular engagement level, the lower they scored themselves on the
Transactional: Management by Exception Active leadership style. The reverse of this was
also evidenced, the lower the administrator rated their co-curricular engagement level, the

higher they scored themselves on the Transactional: Management by Exception Active
leadership practices. Other significant correlations were also revealed with the IA subscale
and with Transformational: Individual Consideration leadership styles. The analysis of the
data also presented a positive and significant Pearson Correlation between the IA subscale
and co-curricular scores. As a result, the higher the leader rated their co-curricular score,
the more likely their leadership was associated to Transformational leadership: Idealized
Attributes. Therefore, the lower the co-curricular score, the lower the correlation to
Transformational leadership: Idealized Attributes.
The Transformational: Individual Consideration also unveiled a positive and
significant Pearson Correlation through data analysis. As a result, the higher the
administrator rated their co-curricular score, the higher they rated their leadership to be
aligned with Transformational practices that include the Individual Consideration. The
lower the administrator rated their co-curricular score, the lower they rated their
Transformational Leadership: Individual Consideration.
Another interesting finding revealed Transformation: Inspirational Motivation,
Passive Avoidant: Management by Exception Passive, and then Outcomes: Satisfaction
leadership styles also had close to significant measures for the CC scores. Unlike the EC
scores, the CC scores disclosed either significant or near significant measures with half of
the MLQ factors. This data for co-curricular engagement overall implies that individuals
who engage in high levels of co-curricular activities are more likely to later be associated
with transformational leadership tendencies, and less likely to lead with transactional
leadership practices.
Another interesting discussion arose with research question three. The researcher
performed an analysis comparing the four groups of leaders based upon their level of

engagement in using a one-way ANOVA. The analysis performed was to determine if there
were any significant differences in leadership styles (transformational, transactional, and
laissez-fair) between leaders based on extracurricular and co-curricular participation. The
four groups that were compared were: High EC-High CC, High EC-Low CC, Low ECHigh CC, Low EC-Low CC. Between groups, the Transformational: Individual
Consideration (IC) group revealed to have a significant difference. Post Hoc Tests were
then utilized to examine multiple comparisons to analyze significant differences on the oneway ANOVA. Transformational: Individual Consideration leadership style indicated a
significant difference between the High-High and the High-Low leader groups. Another
significant difference was evidenced between the High-Low leader group and the LowHigh group. In light of this, it was interesting the data revealed Transformational:
Individual Consideration had significant differences between groups. Bass and Avolio
(2004) described IC, “These leaders pay attention to each individual’s need for
achievement and growth by acting as a coach or mentor” (p. 97). Bass and Avolio (2004)
also indicated leaders that practice IC spend time teaching and coaching and help followers
develop their personal strengths. These responses are commonly found among coaches or
individuals directing clubs, groups, or organizations.
The qualitative piece provided interesting conclusions that encompassed the
quantitative data. Remarkably, 100% of the responses overwhelmingly supported how their
prior engagement in EC and CC activities had helped them gain leadership skills. The
qualitative insights yielded two interesting themes. First, as a participant in the activities,
respondents revealed their engagement impacted leadership growth. Secondly, respondents
reported their participation in coaching or directing roles of extracurricular and cocurricular activities provided an additional level of development of leadership skills.

Finally, another layer to note which was mentioned briefly in the responses were that
within the participant layer, there were addition opportunities for participants to serve in
leadership roles such as captain, student body elected positions like president, or drum
major in band. These opportunities were not specifically explored through the survey.
Implications for Practice
Several implications for future practice can be drawn from this research. Of the
participants who participated in the study, three-fourths reported at least one area, either
extracurricular or co-curricular participations, as being scored by the researcher as a high
level of engagement (High EC -Low CC, Low EC -High CC or High EC and High CC).
Only one-fourth of the leaders in this study reported being low in both subgroups (Low ECLow CC). Therefore, based on the sample, it could be implied that three-fourths, which was
contrived through the score of 8, of the practicing administrators have had some level of
high engagement in extracurricular and co-curricular engagement. High engagement was
determined based on leaders self-reporting their engagement levels and was defined by the
researcher by utilizing the mean score of 8. The researcher cannot determine typical levels
of engagement for the general population, because this study specifically only explored
engagement levels of public school administrators. It is uncertain how the score of 8 might
compare to a more universal sample, or even to a broad-spectrum population of educators.
More research would be necessary to compare what levels of engagement are high for the
general population and to be able to make comparisons to the group studied in this
research. Regardless of what measure would be typically high for the general population,
this study revealed extracurricular and co-curricular engagement had some significant
impacts on leadership and had influenced leadership growth and development of the
participants leadership styles included in this study.

Leadership styles being most utilized arose among the top of each of the MLQ
subscales based on leadership practices that were self-reported. Leaders in all four of the
extracurricular/co-curricular subgroups (High EC -High CC, High EC -Low CC, Low EC High CC, Low EC -Low CC) in the study all reported similar leadership behaviors being
among their most frequently utilized, despite some of them being in slightly different order
according to highest mean scores. It can be implied by the self-reported sample of
administrators, regardless of the level of extracurricular/co-curricular preparations,
Transformational: Inspirational Motivation, Outcomes: Satisfaction, and Outcomes:
Effectiveness are among the most frequently utilized leadership styles among public school
administrators. In addition to this, the leaders in all four subgroups of the
extracurricular/co-curricular subgroups reported the least utilized leadership styles in the
exact order (Transactional: Management by Exception-Active, Passive Avoidant:
Management by Exception-Passive, and Passive Avoidant: Laissez-Faire).
Based upon the qualitative data provided to the researcher, several implications can
be drawn from the participants. The qualitative responses overwhelmingly supported the
participants engagement in extracurricular and co-curricular activities enhanced leadership
practices, development, and growth. Participants shared how their many life lessons and
learned skills through their engagement helped prepare them later in life for assuming their
administrative positions. It can also be implied that through engagement in extracurricular
and co-curricular activities many opportunities exist for practicing leadership in a safe,
more confined environment which will be benefited from later in life.
Recommendations for Further Study
The completion of the study provided the opportunity to examine ways to enhance
this research or progress with this topic in the future. One recommendation for future study

would be to obtain a larger sample size of administrators to examine other variables. The
data in this research were provided by a limited sample size of public school
administrators. Because of this limitation, the sample size was not large enough to analyze
and compare the varying levels in which the administrator serves. For example, with a
larger sample size and slightly different focus of the study, a suggestion would be to
investigate the similarities and differences between the various levels of administrators. To
further clarify, a recommendation for a future study would be to examine leadership styles
and preparations of high school administrators and then to examine leadership styles and
preparations of elementary school administrators. After various groups of administrators
are leveled and then preparations of each group are identified, the researcher could
investigate the differences of leadership styles utilized between the respective groups.
Additionally, the participants in this study self-reported their utilized leadership
styles and practices. A design utilizing the multi-rater, 360 degree assessment of the
administrator, could provide a greater perspective or more accurate measure of the
application of leadership styles. Because leaders might know what the preferred answers
are, their responses may not actually reflect how they lead or how they are perceived to
lead by their followers or superiors. The 360 degree assessment approach would provide a
more comprehensive examination of the leader, which would include a collection of ratings
about a leader as well as a comprehensive feedback report (Avolio & Bass, 2004).
Another recommendation for future research would be to hone in at a much deeper
level on specific leadership skills and early stages of development. The development of an
instrument could be designed to measure learned leadership skills (similar to a pre and post
assessment) which would allow the researcher to analyze at a greater level, specific data
from learned or influenced behavior from engagement in extracurricular/co-curricular

activities. A recommendation would be to have two groups of students take beginning of
year and end of year leadership assessments and then to compare those actively engaged
versus those who were not. This could also be examined over the course of several years
and growth and development data could be plotted out over long periods.
A qualitative approach could also be taken as the future research could interview
people at different stages in their life and compare the responses of those who were
engaged in extracurricular and co-curricular activities between those who were not engaged
and make comparisons between their learning, leadership, and life skills. It would also be
interesting to take a cross section of the general population and to study what is determined
as high levels of extracurricular and co-curricular engagement in comparison to levels
found in this study of school administrators. Perhaps, utilizing the PrEP for non-school
leaders and then non-leaders outside of the educational arena, would be interesting
information to obtain to make comparisons on how they score on extracurricular and cocurricular activities. This data may reveal an even greater impact these experiences have on
leadership development.
An additional instrument to measure leadership for individuals engaged in
extracurricular activities may reveal great correlations to leadership practices. The MLQ
and the PrEP provided limited data to unveil the teaming components of extracurricular
engagements. Future modifications to the PrEP could be made, or perhaps another
leadership instrument could be used for extracurricular engagement that might better elicit
leadership components tied to teaming, collaboration, and participatory styles and
practices.
Finally, researchers could benefit from analyzing another possible theme which was
somewhat evidenced. Future studies could be to explore in leadership within EC and CC

activities. Another layer to explore would be the leadership engagement and opportunities
within the extracurricular and co-curricular activities. For example, many individuals who
reported they were engaged in activities also reported being engaged in leadership positions
within their team, club, or organization serving in lead roles such as, captain of a sport
team, drum major in band, or serving as an elected officer in student body. In light of this,
calls for research to further develop the PrEP to include subscales that would measure
leadership within the EC and CC activities. Further studies on the development of
leadership and growth opportunities could provide valuable information for future
leadership development.
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APPENDIX A
Cover Letter
Dear Superintendent or Principal:
In order to satisfy dissertation requirements for a doctoral degree in Educational Leadership
and Policy Analysis from the University of Missouri-Columbia, I will be studying
extracurricular and co-curricular preparations and the relationship to leadership styles. I
would greatly appreciate your support in this educational endeavor. If you chose to
participate, you will complete electronically the Profile of Extracurricular Preparations
(PrEP), a short demographic questionnaire regarding your level of engagement in
extracurricular and co-curricular activities and you will be asked to rate your leadership
behaviors on the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ 5X short form), a 45
multiple-choice question instrument (electronic version). The survey instruments have been
combined into one easy-to-respond format and will be emailed to you in a couple of days
by Mind Garden, an independent publisher of psychological assessments and
leadership. Total time to participate in this study should not exceed 45 minutes.
If you would be willing to participate in the research, please complete the following:
• Read the attached Informed Consent Form.
• Keep an electronic copy of the attached Informed Consent Form with this letter for
your records.
• Upon receiving your email by Mind Garden, complete the electronic questionnaire
(which includes the PrEP and MLQ in one customized format) and submit it
electronically by August 13, 2010. With your submission of the survey instrument,
implied consent will be given; therefore the consent form will not need to be
emailed back to me unless you would like to receive a copy of the executive
summary.
Thank you for considering participation in this research project.
Sincerely,

April J. Hawkins
University of Missouri-Columbia

APPENDIX B
Informed Consent Form
Dear Research Participant:
Thank you for considering participation in my study on extracurricular and co-curricular preparations and the
relationship to leadership styles. This study is being conducted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
the Doctor of Education degree in Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis from the University of
Missouri-Columbia.
The purpose of this study, is to examine relationships between extracurricular/co curricular preparations and
leadership. This information will be helpful when school districts are looking to hire administrators and may
guide the levels of continued professional growth needed for the new hires.
Before you make a final decision about your participation, I need to explain how your rights as participants
are protected:
• Participation in the study is completely voluntary.
• You may withdraw from participation at any time you wish without penalty.
• You do not have to answer all of the questions.
•
Your answers will be kept confidential. Results will be presented to others in summary
form only, without names or other identifying information.
• Your participation will take approximately 30-45 minutes. During this time you will
complete a two part electronic questionnaire including a short demographic survey
regarding you levels of engagement in extracurricular and co-curricular activities and
you will be asked to answer questions about your leadership style.
This research project has been reviewed and approved by the University of Missouri-Columbia Human
Subjects Review Committee. The committee believes that the research procedures adequately safeguard the
subject’s privacy, welfare, civil liberties, and rights and may be contacted at 573-882-9585. This project is
being supervised by Dr. Robert Watson, Professor, Educational Administration, Missouri State University
(417-836-5000).
Please keep this letter for future reference. Because the survey will be completed online, through your
submission, there is implied consent therefore the consent form does not need to be returned to me. You may
contact me at 417-299-1905 if you have any questions or concerns about your participation. Thank you very
much for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
April J. Hawkins
University of Missouri-Columbia
I, _____________________________________, agree to participate in the study of “Extracurricular/Co
curricular Preparations and the Relationship to Leadership Styles,” conducted by April Hawkins. I understand
that:
•
•
•
•
•

My answers will be used for educational research
My participation is voluntary.
I may stop participation at any time without penalty.
I do not have to answer all the questions.
My answers and identity will be kept confidential.

I have read the information above and any questions I ask I have been answered to my satisfaction. I agree to
participate in this research, realizing that I may withdraw without penalty at any time.
Signed:_________________________________________________Date:__________________________
For an executive summary of the study’s results provide your email address:_________________________

APPENDIX C
Profile of Extracurricular Preparations (PrEP)
1. Were you involved in any specialized youth leadership
training/development or character/spiritual growth opportunities? (Such as
Leadership, Youth Life, Young Life, Multicultural Workshops, specialized
summer camps, etc.)
Please list and describe briefly:
Organization

Describe Leadership Training or Personal Growth
Programs

2. To what extent do you feel these opportunities helped to develop or
prepare you as a leader?

_____Not at all; _____A Little; _____ Somewhat;

_____A lot
(If applicable) Please describe how these opportunities helped you grow or
prepare you for leadership.

3. Check all boxes that apply to your participation.

Extracurricular
Activities

Participation

Participation
th

Pre-K

6 through

through 5th

8th grade

grade

High School

College

Previous

Current

Participation

Participation

Coaching or

Participation in

Leading/Directing,

Coaching,

or Sponsoring

Leading/Directing,
or Sponsoring

Basketball
Volleyball
Baseball
Softball
Wrestling
Football
Hockey
Swimming
Golf
Tennis
Soccer
Track or Cross
Country
Fellowship of
Christian
Athletes
Dance/Jazz
Cheer/Pompon
Other Activity
(please list)
Other Activity
(please list)

Co Curricular
Activities

Participation

Participation
th

Pre-K

6 through

through 5th

8th grade

grade

High School

College

Previous

Current

Participation

Participation

Coaching or

Participation in

Leading/Directing,

Coaching,

or Sponsoring

Leading/Directing,
or Sponsoring

Speech/Debate
Forensics
National Honor
Society
Future Business
Leaders of
America
Student
Council/
Government
Band/Marching
Band/Flags
Jazz Band
Choir/Glee Club
Boy Scouts/Girl
Scouts
Math or Science
Club or
Competitions
Majors/Minor
Club:_________
Academic Bowl
Drama/
Performing Arts
Political
Club/Group
Other Activity
(please list)
Other Activity
(please list)

4.

Are there other extracurricular or co-curricular activities you were

involved in not mentioned? Please list and describe.

5.

What other information or comments would be helpful in regard to better

understanding your extracurricular or co-curricular preparations prior to assuming a
leadership role?

6.

What is your gender? _____Female _____Male

7.

Years of experience as a professional in the educational arena? ____Years

of Service
8.

What is your current administrative job

title?________________________
Please circle what level you administrate?

Elementary Middle
Secondary Superintendent

APPENDIX D

Post Hoc Tests with Multiple Comparisons for Transformational: Individual Consideration
LSD
Leadergroups

Leadergroups

(I)

(J)

Mean
Difference

Std.
Error

Sig.

(I-J)

high high

high low

low high

low low

95%
Confidence
Interval
Lower Upper
Bound Bound

high low*

0.39

0.16

0.02

0.07

71

low high

0.01

0.16

0.94

-0.31

0.34

low low

0.29

0.16

0.08

-0.03

0.61

high high*

-0.39

0.16

0.02

-0.71

-0.07

low high*

-0.38

0.17

0.03

-0.72

-0.04

low low

-0.10

0.16

0.53

-0.44

0.23

high high

-0.01

0.16

0.94

-0.34

0.31

high low*

0.38

0.17

0.03

0.04

0.72

low low

0.27

0.17

0.11

-0.07

0.61

high high

-0.29

0.16

0.08

-0.61

0.03

high low

0.10

0.17

0.53

-0.23

0.44

low high

-0.27

0.17

0.11

-0.61

0.07

Note. *The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
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that the arts provide children with opportunities to develop their capacities in powerful
and meaningful ways.
The real driving force behind the arts is what it does for the emotional,
physical and cognitive abilities of the students. Young learners are
developing their sensory, attentional, cognitive, emotional and motor
capacities. It is these systems which are the driving force behind all other
learning. The arts offer the opportunity for the simultaneous development
and maturation of multiple brain systems. (Jensen, 2001)
Truly, the arts make us smart.
With this in mind, we have developed a very distinctive and powerful drama program
designed for collaboration between the Drama Specialist and classroom teachers. This
collaboration allows for the planning and delivery of the curriculum in a meaningful
way that creates rich and authentic learning experiences for children.
The Drama Specialist and classroom teachers work collaboratively, using story drama,
to help students “unpack” the big ideas of a unit of study as well as to connect to
other curricular areas. This has allowed children to make genuine connections to their
own learning and to provide opportunities for deeper levels of thinking to emerge.
This workshop will use the story drama “The Story of Emma” to show how the children
in our Senior Kindergarten (5-6 year olds) classes came to experience a unit
entitled Who We Are in such a way that students were able to demonstrate their
understanding of the central idea: how we think and act affects others. While
reinforcing the attitude of caring the classroom teachers helped the children to
connect the plight of the character “Emma” to their mathematics and language arts
learning engagements.
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This project aimed to discover the extent to which plagiarism is committed
unintentionally. In a study of students enrolled in an online distance education course at a
post-secondary institution, slightly more than half of 423 students correctly answered
four questions involving recognizing plagiarism, and only a minority was able to rephrase
a passage without producing plagiarized content. This suggests that most cases of
plagiarism are inadvertent, so skill development rather than punishment may be
appropriate.

1. Introduction
Some alarming numbers have been published in academia and in the media that reinforce
the perception that plagiarism is a widespread and urgent problem (e.g., Briggs, 2009;
Chai, 2010). Yet, as recently as February, 2010, it was reported that the actual prevalence
of plagiarism is unknown, as most data come from self-reports (Walker, 2010). The
central focus of this project is to discover the degree to which plagiarism may be
committed unintentionally. This paper argues that the majority of word-for-word
plagiarism acts are accidental and that strictly deterrent or punitive approaches may not
be the most effective means of addressing student plagiarism.
The present study involved assessing whether students could recognize plagiarized work
in which wording from the original had been used in various forms. Students were then
asked to paraphrase a passage. If students cannot judge whether something has been
plagiarized, it will be difficult for them to avoid it in their own writing. Similarly, if they
cannot rewrite a simple passage in their own words, it is likely they will have difficulty
writing an essay for a course without plagiarizing.
A number of studies examining students’ understanding of plagiarism suggest that many
students do not plagiarize intentionally. For example, in questionnaires providing
different scenarios of possible ways to use text, several studies found that a large
proportion of postsecondary students did not realize that using some sentences from an
original source with a minor change to a couple of words was considered plagiarism
(Ellery, 2008; Soto, Anand, & McGee, 2004; Zimitat, 2008). Further evidence of
ignorance comes from studies that let students know in advance that plagiarism would be
specifically targeted by using Turnitin plagiarism detection (word matching) software;

many continued to plagiarise (Ellery, 2008; Soto et al. 2004; Walker, 2010).
Intervention studies attempting to educate students about plagiarism add support to the
theory of lack of knowledge. A recent study by Dee and Jacob (2010) found that students
who had been randomly assigned to complete an anti-plagiarism online tutorial showed
less plagiarism in their work than students who were not exposed to the tutorial. Walker
(2008) reported that training a randomly selected group of 19 students to paraphrase
properly significantly reduced their plagiarism in comparison to a control group of 17
students.
One way to test whether students understand plagiarism is to have them identify which of
several passages is or is not plagiarized. Back in 1997, Roig reported that almost half of
his sample of 316 undergraduates claimed six of eight plagiarized versions of a single
paragraph were not plagiarized. Jones (2011) found that of the 48 students in her online
business course, only half correctly identified all nine scenarios of plagiarism presented.
Hale (1987) conducted a similar study, but argued that he results demonstrated that
inadvertent plagiarism is unlikely. However, he based this conclusion on his finding that
“only 11% of the total judgments were instances where students believed a passage was
honest when it was plagiarized” (p. 68).
Taken together, these studies indicate that a large proportion of students genuinely do not
recognize plagiarism. Therefore they likely do not plagiarize on purpose; however, the
extent of such inadvertent plagiarism remains unknown.
The main objective of this project is to determine the percentage of students who begin a
course not being able to recognize plagiarized material or to paraphrase properly. A
second objective is to assess whether a simple exercise can help teach students about
plagiarism.
2. Method
2.1 Participants
423 (85%) of 497 students who registered in the Psychology of Adolescence course from
August 8, 2007 to November 9, 2010 completed all five course quizzes and are included
in this report. Institutional records reported that, historically, the average makeup of
students who register for the Psychology of Adolescence course is 87% female with a
mean age of 30. Most (43%) live in Alberta, and 3.4% are international students. The
remainder lives in one of the other Canadian provinces or territories.
2.2 Procedure
The course was online, taken at a distance. Built into the course is a series of five
quizzes, each consisting of 15 multiple choice questions and five short answer questions.

Students read a portion of their textbook and study guide, and then took a quiz before
proceeding to the next readings. Most quiz questions were related to course content, but
for the first four quizzes, one multiple choice question from each involved recognizing
plagiarism. For this question, a passage from the textbook was presented. Students were
asked to select one of four options that did or did not represent plagiarism of that
passage. Because students receive feedback from the markers, the aim was to teach
students to recognize plagiarism so they would not engage in it in the essay they needed
to write later in the course. It was expected that the markers’ feedback would increase
students’ awareness of plagiarism so that their ability to recognize it would improve
throughout the course.
The plagiarism question in the fifth quiz was somewhat different from the first four
quizzes in that it was not a multiple choice question. Instead, a passage from the
textbook was presented and students were asked to “Write the above passage in your
own words in a way that does NOT constitute plagiarism.”
The data presented in this report are based on the answers students gave to the five
plagiarism questions from the course. The percentages of students who got the multiple
choice questions correct were tabulated. In addition, the paraphrased passages were
coded for the presence of plagiarized material. The university‘s Research Ethics Board
provided permission to use student data for the purposes of the present study.
It was predicted that scores on the fourth quiz would be significantly higher than scores
on the first quiz. Predictions were not made for the paraphrased passage, as this part of
the research was considered to be exploratory. The decision to analyze results came after
the learning activity was completed. Thus the project was not designed for statistical
analyses, and results remain at the descriptive level. This work may be considered a
pilot study for future research.
2.3 Coding System for Paraphrased Passages
The fifth quiz, which asked students to paraphrase a short passage in their own words
without plagiarizing, was coded according to a modified version of Walker‘s (2008)
coding system. Instances of plagiarized text included using exact words from the
original (word strings), using synonyms for words (substitutions), inserting new words
into the original passage (additions), removing words from the original (deletions), and
changing the order of the words in the original passage (reversals). The coding was
conducted by a person who was blind to the purpose of the study, but who had
experience in dealing with plagiarized material.

3. Results
Slightly more than half of the 423 students (N=215; 50.8%) correctly classified all four
items as plagiarized or not. The remaining students correctly answered between none and
three questions.

Turning to the prediction about progression, results showed that most students got the
very first question correct (93.8%), followed by the fourth question (82.2%), the second
question (75.5%), and finally the third question (71.5%). The evidence does not support
the prediction that student scores would improve over time given feedback and practice.
Thus, this simple exercise was not successful in helping students learn about
recognizing plagiarism.
The vast majority of student paraphrases contained at least one instance of plagiarized
text (word string, substitution, addition, deletion, or reversal). Ninety-eight individuals
used no words strings in their paraphrase. The others ranged from 0 to 4 per passage.
Sixty-three students used no substitutions. The remainder used them one to six times.
Additions were avoided by 269 people. The rest used just one or two additions. Two
hundred seventy-three students avoided deletions. Otherwise they were used one or
two times per passage. Two-hundred ninety-one students avoided using reversals. The
rest of the students used them one or two times. To summarize, substitutions were
used most often, followed by word strings. The other types of plagiarized text were
used much less frequently.
To examine the data further, chi-square tests were conducted comparing “high”
performing students with “low” performing students (based on their average scores
across the five quizzes). No significant differences were found between groups on
number of word strings, reversals or deletions. There was a significant difference for
substitutions in the opposite direction to prediction: high performing students engaged
in a greater number of “high” substitutions (two, three or six per passage; 111 students)
and a smaller number of “low” substitutions (none or one; 197 students), Fisher's Exact
Test (1) = 4.42, p<.03. There was a borderline non-significant effect for additions that
followed the same trend as substitutions, Fisher's Exact Test (1) 3.23 = p<. 084. Thus
there was little evidence that high performing students were able to paraphrase better
than lower performing students.
4. Discussion
The main objective of this project was to assess the percentage of students who began a
course not being able to recognize plagiarized material or to paraphrase properly. A
second objective was to determine whether a simple exercise could help teach students
about plagiarism.
This study found that almost half of students beginning a third-year course did not
consistently recognize plagiarized material when they saw it. This agrees with previous
literature. Furthermore, the vast majority of students did not correctly paraphrase a
passage they were asked to write in their own words. The results suggest that many
students do not recognize plagiarized material and/or do not paraphrase properly. This in
turn suggests that when these students write their essays, they may not paraphrase
properly and thus accidentally commit plagiarism. The data are compatible with the
claim that most plagiarism is committed inadvertently. It certainly provides impetus for

more research to be conducted in this area.
5. Conclusion
Rather than perceiving plagiarism as a type of cheating, it may be more appropriate to
identify it, particularly poor paraphrasing, as a weakness in skills. The remedy for
committing plagiarism should be sending students to tutorials or other methods of
learning to read, write, and reference at the level required for the discipline (Briggs,
2009). Becoming familiar with terminology, learning how to read academic papers for
meaning and how to summarize the main points of a text, in addition to learning proper
citation rules and how to avoid plagiarism, are essential skills for students in higher
education. Currently, instructors may be assuming that students have skills that, in fact,
they lack; they may also be assuming that all instances of plagiarism are intentional. If
students lack the skills of their disciplines, asking them to write without plagiarizing may
be asking many of them to perform “what they have not been taught” (Levin, 2006, p.
6). In these circumstances, labeling the students’ subsequent mistakes as cheating is a
grave injustice.
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The purpose of the study was to examine in depth what beginning teachers experience in
lesson study group as a form of teachers’ learning community. The study addressed the
following questions: (1) What does lesson study group mean to three beginning teachers? 2)
What do teachers learn in the group? To investigate these questions, I conducted an in-depth
case study with three beginning teachers who participated in lesson study group and analyzed
their learning experiences. Major data was collected through observation of lesson study
group meetings and interviews with three beginning teachers participating in lesson study
group. The results of this study showed that lesson study group could be a form of learning
community for beginning teachers.
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Abstract

Greenhouse bench space is needed for laboratory activities in horticulture courses.
For this purpose, the Tropical Plant & Soil Sciences (TPSS) Department at the
University of Hawaii at Manoa has used the on-campus Pope Laboratory
greenhouses in the past. Pope Laboratory was being renovated, though
renovations have stopped. Currently, the TPSS Department uses the Magoon
Research Station (Greenhouse Facility). The Magoon Facility, however, is a 10minute walk from campus so a convenient, additional facility would be a
welcomed addition.
The Rooftop Learning Center (RLC) is located on the sixth floor lanai on the
south side of the St. John Plant Science Laboratory building on the University of
Hawaii at Manoa campus in Honolulu, Hawaii. With its southern exposure, the
RLC provides sufficient sunlight for growing plants outdoors. However, its
outdoor location makes it prone to heavy rains (and flooding), high winds, and
pests. Early on, plants were placed on the lanai concrete floor. By using hollow
tile blocks to support wooden pallets and bringing in plastic greenhouse benches,
plants are now off the floor. There are presently four greenhouse benches.
Watering is done by hand through a faucet with a long hose as there is no manual
or automatic sprinkler system. Natural rainfall provides additional moisture for
the plants. Sticky traps afford some control of insect pests.
The RLC has been used for laboratory activities for several TPSS courses. These
activities included students working on hands-on experiments or observing a
previously set up demonstrations. Hands-on activities included setting up noncirculating hydroponic systems for vegetable production. In a plant propagation
course, students ran experiments to compare different dormancy-breaking seed
treatments. This experiment would normally be done in the Pope Laboratory
greenhouses, but with it being typically locked, students have difficulty gaining
access. To facilitate easier data taking, having the experiment at the RLC allowed
easy student access during normal operating hours of St. John. Demonstrations
have involved observing a nutrient film technique (NFT) hydroponic system for
vegetables and an aquaponics system of tilapia fish and various plants such as taro

(Colocasia esculenta), green onions, and leafy vegetables. Students also observed
and took data for a photoselective (color) shadecloth experiment with potted
chrysanthemums. Student Organic Farm Training (SOFT) is a college student
organization focused on growing food sustainably and currently uses the RLC to
grow hydroponic lettuce and mixed greens vegetables for sale at the SOFT
farmers market. In conclusion, the Rooftop Learning Center offers a much needed
additional instructional facility for laboratory activities to enhance student
learning.

Introduction

Greenhouse bench space is needed for laboratory activities in horticulture courses
and for conducting research projects. For these purposes, the Tropical Plant &
Soil Sciences (TPSS) Department (University of Hawaii at Manoa, 2012b)
currently uses the Magoon Research Station (Greenhouse Facility) and has used
the Pope Laboratory greenhouses in the past. The Magoon Facility is a 10-minute
walk from campus, and Pope Laboratory was being renovated, though renovations
have stopped. Therefore, a convenient, additional facility would be a welcomed
addition.
The St. John 6th floor lanai is located on the south side of the St. John Plant
Science Laboratory building on the University of Hawaii at Manoa campus in
Honolulu, Hawaii (Fig. 1) (University of Hawaii at Manoa. 2012a). With its
southern exposure, the lanai provides sufficient sunlight for growing plants
outdoors. However, its outdoor location makes it prone to heavy rains (and
flooding), high winds, and insect pests.

Fig. 1. Front of the St. John Plant Science Laboratory building.
At the top of the building is a four-foot wall on the south side of
the lanai.

The objective of this paper is to describe how an elevated floor space was
transformed into a rooftop learning center. This transformation exemplifies the
range of small-scale horticultural activities that can is being done with elevated
floor space, while simultaneously enhancing student learning in a convenient
manner.

Methods

Early on, plants were placed on the lanai concrete floor. By using hollow tile
blocks to support wooden pallets and the bringing in of plastic greenhouse
benches, plants are now off the floor, which protects plants from flooding and
provides more sanitary conditions for plant growth. Currently, there are four
greenhouse benches (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Plastic greenhouse benches provide a sanitary
environment and flood protection.

Since watering is done by hand through a faucet with a long hose. There is no
manual or automatic sprinkler system. Natural rainfall provides additional
moisture for the plants. Sticky traps afford some control of insect pests.

Results and Discussion

Instructional uses. Since its inception, the St. John 6th floor lanai has been used
for laboratory activities for several TPSS courses (Kobayashi et al., 2010). These
activities include students working on hands-on experiments or observing a
previously set up demonstration. Hands-on activities include setting up noncirculating hydroponic systems (Kratky, 1993) for vegetable production (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Students setting up a non-circulating hydroponic system
for growing lettuce

In a plant propagation course, students ran an experiment to compare different
dormancy-breaking seed treatments (Fig. 4). This experiment would normally be
done in the Pope Laboratory greenhouses, but with it being typically locked,
students have difficulty gaining access. To facilitate easier data taking, having the
experiment on the St. John lanai allows easy student access during normal
operating hours of St. John. Students also learned the importance of caring for
plants grown from seed, in addition to the benefits of automatic irrigation.

Fig. 4. Trays of media for a seed germination experiment for
a plant propagation course.

Demonstrations have involved observing a nutrient film technique (NFT)
hydroponic system (Graves, 1983) for vegetables and an aquaponics system
(Lennard and Leonard, 2006) of tilapia and various plants such as taro (Colocasia
esculenta), green onions, and leafy vegetables (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Demonstration of a nutrient film technique (NFT)
hydroponic system.

Students observe and take data for a photoselective (color) shadecloth (Kawabata
et al., 2007) experiment with potted chrysanthemums (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Experiment with different photoselective (color)
shadecloths with potted chrysanthemum.

Lettuce and mixed greens vegetables are grown in a non-circulating hydroponic
system for sale at the SOFT (Student Organic Farm Training) (University of
Hawaii at Manoa, 2012c) farmers market (Fig. 7, 8). SOFT is a college student
organization focused on growing food sustainably.

Fig. 7. Lettuce growing in a non-circulating hydroponic
system for sale at the SOFT (Student Organic Farm Training)
farmers market.

Fig. 8. Lettuce growing in a non-circulating hydroponic
system for sale at the SOFT (Student Organic Farm Training)
farmers market.

Research uses. The St. John 6th floor lanai is also been used for research
activities. Studies have focused on the effects of photoselective shadecloths on
hydroponic lettuce growth, use of organic nutrient solutions for hydroponics

(Uyeda et al., 2011), and the viability of using aeroponics for rooting papaya
cuttings.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the Rooftop Learning Center offers a much needed additional
instructional facility for laboratory activities to enhance student learning.
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ABSTRACT
Distance learning is simply a means of instructing students when they are physically separated from the
teacher by either synchronously or asynchronously presenting material in a preordained sequence.
Distance education is now accepted as a normal means of acquiring knowledge when attendance in a
traditional classroom setting is not possible. From its origins in the 19th century, through its evolutions
into the 21st century, the process of distance learning has undergone many changes and refinements. To
more fully appreciate the state of distance learning today, it is important to identify the major points of
refinement and evolution in the history of this instructional technique.

Keywords: Distance Education, Distance Learning, History of Distance Education, History of
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Introduction
Distance education is a constantly evolving process that has risen to wide acceptance within the
American higher education community. While many traditional educators remain sceptical about the
concept of separating student and teacher, the simple fact is that distance education is becoming
normalized. Understanding the history of distance education in this country, from its beginnings nearly
300 years ago through its modern iterations, will aid the educator in appreciating the benefits of
distance learning.
Definition of Distance Learning
Defining distance learning 1 should, seemingly, be quite simple. The actuality is that this simple
definition is not quite as straightforward as it may seem. Distance learning has been known from its
inception by many different names. These names include independent study, correspondence courses,
correspondence education, correspondence study, home study, external study, teaching at a distance,
off-campus study, off-campus learning, open learning, outreach education and the list continues ad
infinitum (Kang, 2009; Lease & Brown, 2009; Schulte, 2001). Marthann Schulte (2001) simplifies the
notion of distance learning by identifying the major defining component of the philosophy as being
“learning conducted over physical distance.”
Currently, there are four primary ways to define distance learning (Schulte, 2011). These
definitions are based on geography, autonomy, traditional education, or teaching and learning.
Marthann Schulte (2011) notes that geographic definitions of distance learning focus on the physical
separation of teacher and student. Likewise, she observes that definitions focusing on autonomy tend
to emphasize the fact that teacher and student carry out their respective portions of the coursework
independent of one another. Schulte also reflects on the idea that distance education exists in counter
to traditional education and this is yet another way that it may be defined. Schulte notes that some
1

The most widely accepted names, distance learning and distance education, are often used interchangeably and
will be synonymous in this article.

researchers eschew the term distance learning because it focuses too much on the students role in the
process (in much the same way distance teaching would improperly place emphasis on the instructors
role); these researchers will only utilize distance education when describing the process, and then their
use of the term is with resignation (as a compromise because nothing better exists), not because they
are comfortable with the terminology. While Schulte’s dissection of the definition of distance education
is admirable, it does not provide us with a clear-cut answer to the question: what is distance education?
To properly define distance education, we must dissect the concept. The process of distance
education devolves to three primary characteristics of the practice. Garrison and Shale enumerated
these characteristics in 1987 (p. 28): there is a non-contiguous educational community between
teachers and students in distance learning, there must be bilateral (two-way) communication between
the student and instructor, and technology is utilized as the medium to necessitate the communication.
Perhaps the most important aspect of the Garrison-Shale definition is their final caveat, that technology
must be utilized as a necessary part of the learning process. It is important to note that technology and
its use may constitute a sliding scale; technology may exist in any form from its most basic to its most
advanced state. Regardless, the two (technology and distance learning) are inexorably linked; the
development of new technologies generally leads to advances in distance education (Casey, 2008).
Therefore, we are left with a list of the characteristics that constitute distance education.
Regardless of what one wishes to base their definition of distance education on (which one of Schulte’s
categories you use), a succinct statement is preferred. A straightforward definition could state that
distance learning is a means of instructing students whom are physically separated from the teacher by
either synchronously or asynchronously presenting material in a preordained sequence through the use
of technological innovation.

The Beginning-Correspondence: The Written Word
Distance learning has been used in the United States for nearly 300 years. The first
technological innovation that was needed for a distance education program to succeed was the ability
for the transmission of information across wide distances with relative surety. The advent of postal
service in the early 18th century served this need quite admirably. In 1728, Caleb Phillips advertised a
correspondence course on the use of shorthand in the Boston Gazette and the concept of distance
education was born (Hassenburg, 2009). Shorthand would play a pivotal role in the evolution of
distance learning, although it would be another 100 years before anyone else would recognize the
benefits of correspondence courses.
By 1840 Sir Isaac Pitman had developed a well-known shorthand system in England. He utilized
the postal service as the means for his students to submit their completed work. Over the next 10
years, the system spread throughout Europe. In 1852, the Phonographic Institute in Cincinnati used the
United States Postal Service to disseminate Pitman’s Shorthand to people all over the country. When
the course of study had been completed the, mostly female, students would receive a certificate of
expertise in stenographic shorthand (Casey, 2008; Matthews, 1999).
Twenty years after Pitman’s correspondence shorthand courses were becoming widely
disseminated in the United States, Anna Eliot Ticknor founded “The Society to Encourage Studies at
Home”. The society, founded in 1873 in Boston, produced print-base correspondence for massdistribution. The purpose of the society was to offer ladies of all classes the opportunity to engage in
education as its stated goal. This goal was intended to remove the obstacles of gender, geography, and
socioeconomic status from the student body. Interestingly, while the program was designed to break
gender barriers it remained segregated, men need not apply. Students had the ability to take
individually planned courses in the midst of daily responsibilities. The courses incorporated
communication between the instructors and students via the postal service to help ensure success. The

school existed for 24 years and served over 7,000 students (Casey, 2008; Eliot, 1897; Rockwell &
Churchill, 1886; Sumner, 2000).
In 1882 William Rainey Harper became involved in the Chautauqua Institution at Chautauqua,
New York. The institution had been founded 8 years earlier in order to further the ideal that “education,
once the peculiar privilege of the few, must in our best earthly estate become the valued possession of
the many” (Vincent, 1886, p. 2). The founders felt that education was an inalienable right that should
not be predicated on geographic location, so they developed a correspondence program. This seminal
program was fully acknowledged (through appropriation) by the State of New York, which defines it as
the first program to attain recognition from a state government. It was not, however, the first collegelevel program.
The Beginning-University Level Distance Learning
The University of London was the first university to offer a program of distance learning when it
established its External Programme in 1858 (University of London, 2012). The idea of formal postsecondary distance education did not take long to transmit itself across the North Atlantic (and beyond).
The first University distance education program in the United States began in 1874 at Illinois Wesleyan
University. Students who enrolled in the program in absentia could obtain both bachelor’s degrees and
graduate degrees via distance learning (Illinois Wesleyan University, 2012). The program at Illinois
Wesleyan was designed to “fulfil an ‘urgent and legitimate need,’ [offering] bachelor’s, master’s, and
doctoral degrees to ‘mature individuals throughout the United States who desired to pursue a collegiate
course but whose professional duties or financial situation prohibited attendance at a regular college’”
(Watkins, 1991, p.5). What the program at Wesleyan did not have was a stated agenda for distance
education, nor a place for it in its administrative structure. The Illinois Wesleyan program also lacked “a
sufficiently high standard of excellence” (Cates, 1965, p. 19) to keep it intact. The program was
discontinued in 1906 due to concerns about its academic integrity (Watkins, & Wright, 1991).

In the waning decade of the 19th century, William Rainey Harper founded the first widely
acknowledged (successful) post-secondary program in the United States at the University of Chicago
(Lease & Brown, 2009). John D. Rockefeller had endowed the university in 1890; it was “structured
around five divisions: The Colleges, The Academies, the Graduate Schools, The Divinity School, and The
University Extension Division” (Kang, 2009, p.79). While the university as a whole was being formulated
under the direction of William Harper, he contacted Edmund James (the president of the American
Society for the Extension of University Teaching) to head up the Extension Division. The University
Extension Division at the University of Chicago was the first distance-learning department to appear on
the formal organizational chart of a university. 20 years later, by the turn of the century, the University
of Chicago was offering distance education in over 200 courses to over 40,000 people via the postal
service (Casey, 2008; Kang, 2009; Lease & Brown, 2009; Watkins, 1991).
The Intermediate-Radio: The Spoken Word
By the end to the 19th century Marchese Marconi was experimenting with the means of
transmitting spoken voice over vast distances (Sherrow, 2004). His developments in radiobroadcasting
gave rise to a new generation of distance learners. By the second decade of the 20th century radio was
becoming widely used in the United States (Kang, 2009).
In the third decade of the 20th century (by the end of 1921) radio licenses had been granted to
three universities. The first university to gain a license was The University of Salt Lake City in Salt Lake
City, Utah (Casey, 2008). The University of Wisconsin and the University of Minnesota began
broadcasting in the same year, 1921. By the middle of the decade, in 1925, over 170 educational radio
stations existed. While some college and university course content was delivered via the radio-waves,
the vast majority of these educational radio stations existed to service K-12 audiences. By 1940 there
was only one remaining for-credit college level radio course offered in the United States (Casey, 2008;
Kang, 2009; Lease & Brown, 2009).

The Intermediate-Television: Images and Sound
The University of Iowa pioneered real-time audio-visual programming when it began
broadcasting in 1934. The previous year they had broadcast still pictures with simulcast audio
transmission from their university radio station. They inaugurated their television programming with a
series of lectures on elementary art (Casey, 2008; Kang, 2009).
A brief slow-down during World War II was overcome when returning service-men began to
enter colleges and universities. By 1950 several educational television stations were in existence. The
preeminent station was in Texas, at the University of Houston. In 1956 the Chicago City College began
presenting fully accredited courses via WTTW-Channel 11. Chicago’s TV College offered two-year
degrees cost free to residents of the Windy City. These courses were still asynchronous, since they
offered only one-way communication in real-time. Student-instructor interaction still had to happen
with a time-lapse. Pennsylvania State University was the first to augment synchronous coursework
when they began broadcasting television images to 20 classrooms and including two-way audio for
communication utilizing telephone services.
The Intermediate-Synchronous Communication
The bridging of multiple phone lines to have a multivariate phone conference was the first
successful synchronous educational endeavor. When this technology was coupled with the ability to
transmit images via television the modern concept of distance learning was born. Technology has
continued to evolve in the interim and now includes cable, microwave, and satellite transmission
(Olmsted, 2002). These technologies have allowed both synchronous and asynchronous distancelearning to occur through the use of personal computers (Armstrong et al., 2000). Internet capabilities
are also expanding and allowing more access to educational resources and instructional experts from
the convenience of an individual’s work and/or home (Hayes & Huckstadt, 2000). The convenience of
online distance education is often accomplished through the intermediary of a Learning Management

System (LMS) such as BlackBoard, or Desire2Learn (Casey, 2008; Lease & Brown, 2009). The advent of
the 21st century has brought the World Wide Web to the forefront of distance education; currently, the
“internet has become the preferred mode for distance instructional delivery” (Lease & Brown, 2009,
p419).
The Advanced-Virtual Universities
The advent of distance education, through the last three centuries, laid the foundation for
comprehensive programs that could be totally completed in absentia. The leap to a completely virtual
school, or open university without walls or physical constraints, was a small one. The idea was brought
to fruition in the United Kingdom in the 1970’s. In 1971 the British Open University was founded as
such a school. Based on a concept originally proposed in 1926 by JC Stobart, they currently offer postsecondary degrees to anyone in the world who can access the Internet with no physical attendance
required (Open University, 2012).
The first accredited open university in the United States was the Jones International University.
Accredited by the Higher Learning Commission in 1993 the school offered 5 undergraduate and 24
graduate degrees when it began its online programs in the waning 20th century (Casey, 2008). The
largest virtual university in the United Sates was formulated in 1995 as the by-product of a meeting of
the Western Governors Association. Chartered in 1996, and incorporated in 1997 as a private non-profit
university, Western Governors University began accepting students in 1999 (Western Governors
University, 2012). Open universities have brought distance education full circle.
Conclusion
From its genesis nearly 300 years ago, through its modern evolutions, distance education has
become a driving force in education, both in the United States and internationally. In 2008, in an article
entitled Learning in the 21st Century: A Brave New World (CLO Magazine), Ed Hoff (Chief Learning Officer
for IBM) stated,

in this global, networked world, several technologies including search engines, blogs, podcasts,
Web2.0 applications and virtual worlds such as Second Life will be used for learning. No longer
is distance education defined by the transit time of the postal service as correspondence
courses take place, but it is defined by its ability to compete on a level, real-time, playing field
with traditional seated classes.
Course and degree offerings are similar between distance and traditional classroom formats.
Instruction, assignments, and student interaction are comparable. Indeed, distance learning is now fully
integrated into the learning regimen of most major universities; however, it would not have the acclaim,
acceptance, or understanding that it does today without the pioneers of those early correspondence
courses, early distance learning technologies, and the early virtual schools.
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Using Constructivism and Social Learning Theory Components to Support
Differentiated Instruction in Professional Development

Higher education professionals are often petitioned to create professional
development opportunities for graduates and other post-secondary adult learners. These
consultation opportunities may be supported by grants and can be embedded in training
that occurs over an extended period of time or may occur over a period of a few days as
in topical workshops (i.e., Dingle, Brownell, Leko, Boardman Gould & Haager, 2011).
Regardless of the format of the professional development, of utmost concern is providing
the participants with experiences that use their time wisely, maximizes learning and
provide skills that can be readily adapted and implemented (Guskey, 2002).
Due to cost and time constraints, workshops continue to be efficient ways to train
large groups and support introduced skills in a safe learning environment (Barnett, 2004;
Joyce & Showers 2002). Well-constructed workshops allow adult learners to hone their
skills while participating in a community of learners. Tienken and Stonaker ( 2007) note
that adult learners are motivated by skill training that relates to their unique situations and
which allows them to interact with other participants. Research by Speck (2002) also
indicates support, feedback, and opportunity to practice skills within the workshop
settling, are important considerations for adult learners.
The question then becomes, how to support and enhance learning within the
constraints of a workshop format? Research indicates that Learning theories have been
created to describe how we learn skills and transmit that learning into practice, including
learning that occurs in professional development opportunities. Specifically, both
Constructivism (Fosnot, 1996) and Social Learning Theory (Bandura, 1977) value the

social context of learning, individual experiences, and constructing meaning from
experiences.
Constructivism
Constructivism is a learning theory that is based on the premise that new
knowledge is built on prior knowledge and that optimal learning is achieved through
active interaction with material rather than passive interaction (Fosnot, 1996). Different
from direct instruction techniques, Constructivism has the teacher take on the role of
“guide on the side” rather than “sage on the stage”. Proponents of the Constructivism
theory see the role of teachers as being one of support via various degrees of scaffolding,
coaching and modeling techniques (i.e. Jonassen, 1999). Hands-on activities are
associated with ideas of Constructivism as are KWL Charts (What you Know, What you
Want to learn, What you Learned). Opponents to Constructivism suggest that simply
having hands-on activities does not equate to learning and that true learning requires
cognition and guided instruction (Mayer, 2004). Thus said, there are components of
Constructivism that can be used to successfully promote learning in professional
development opportunities.
Social Learning Theory
Like Constructivism, Bandura’s Social Learning Theory (1977) portrays learning
as being interactive and social in nature with cognition as a key element. It also
acknowledges the importance of observation and modeling in promoting learning.
Bandura believes that people can learn through observation but that learning does not
always equal change of behavior. Modeling is essential to learning in the Social
Learning Theory, and is described as a process that occurs on four levels: Attention,

Retention, Reproduction and Motivation (Bandura, 1977). At the Attention level,
attention must be gained and sustained for learning to occur. Once learned, then
information or skills must be retained or stored at the Retention level. The Reproduction
level is where learned skills are practiced and improved. The final level, Motivation, is
impacted by positive reinforcement and/or punishment. Thus, modeled learning is then
imitated based on how it is reinforced in the environment. The Social Learning Theory
contains facets of good teaching practices that can be used in professional development.
Study Information
Given an opportunity to teach a workshop to adult learners, our questions for this
endeavor were: (1) how can the combined ideas of Constructivism and Social Learning
Theory be used to support participants; (2) what changes in perceptions occurred as a
result of participation in workshops designed using ideas of Constructivism and Social
Learning Theory?
A total of 150 teachers participated in one of six workshops held during the
summer. Of these 150 teachers, 138 were employed in one (out of 20 different)
Professional Development Schools associated with the university. As such, there was at
least one teacher from 19 different Professional Development Schools who attended the
workshop (see Table 1).
<Table 1 here>
Three of the workshops were geared toward elementary educators and three were
geared toward secondary educators. Participant attendance was similar for both workshop
formats. Seventy- seven teachers attended the elementary workshop and 73 teachers
attended the secondary workshop. As the workshops where supported by a professional

development grant, all teachers received a stipend and graduate credit for completion.
In terms of workshop location, 106 teachers attended workshops in a mid-size
university city and 44 teachers attended workshops in a larger urban city. With regard to
teacher attendance in terms of when the workshops were held, there was slight variation.
Four workshops were held during the month of June. Consequently, 28 teachers attended
the workshop held during the first week, 32 teachers during the second, 21 teachers
during the third week and 21 teachers attended towards the end of the month. In addition,
two workshops were held during the month of July. Of these two workshops, 20 teachers
attended during the second week and 24 teachers attended during the third week.
Regarding current level of teaching, 69 participants reported that they were
elementary teachers and 24 participants reported that they were middle school teachers.
At the high school level, the number of participants was 42; however, 15 participants
reported that their current level of teaching was best represented as all grades (i.e.,
Physical Education, Fine Arts, and Special Education).
Creating a Community of Learners
The participants had an opportunity to not only choose the dates they would
attend the workshops but also the representative level (elementary or secondary) of the
workshops. The workshops became a community of learners with similar prior
knowledge experiences and needs. This commonality allowed the participants to
experience a safe and known environment of which to learn. Using an ice-breaking
activity, case studies and group work, the participants were able to build a level of trust
with one another and interact with each other and the with the content of the workshops.

This communal experience with like-minded individuals provided a learning opportunity
that Tienken and Stonaker ( 2007) note is important to adult learners.
Using Components of Constructivism
Components of Constructivism were used in the planning of the workshops and
demonstrated by including a KWL chart of Differentiated Instruction, hands-on activities,
and providing authentic experiences in the form of case studies. As workshop planning
developed, it was determined that the most important aspect of the training was
practicality. The participants needed to walk away from the training with something that
they could use immediately. A second priority was to honor the fact that the participating
teachers already differentiate whether they realize it or not (Wormeli, 2007). They were
reminded that they already restate questions, clarify content, give extra examples, etc.
This allowed the participants to draw on their prior knowledge concerning differentiation
and then build on that knowledge to include the new skills that were being presented in
the workshops.
Guide on the Side
As for the facilitators’ roles in the workshops, a structured and goal oriented
“guide on the side” best describes our role. As previously noted, the workshops were
planned to include aspects of Constructivism via the interaction with the material and in
the interaction between participants. New skills were presented and then practiced,
allowing the participants to problem solve through case studies. For the last day of the
workshops, the participants used their own teaching units as case studies and then applied
learned aspects of differentiation to these teaching units. During this time, we allowed

the participants to work together to solve their problems and provided scaffolded support
to them as needed.
Bandura’s Social Learning and Modeling
Bandura’s Social Learning Theory ideas of observational learning and modeling
were used throughout the workshops. Using the KWL chart, the participants were able to
observe what aspects of differentiation they and others knew, discuss what they wanted to
discover about differentiation, and at the conclusion of the workshops, describe what they
had learned about differentiation from the workshops. Also, as facilitators, we provided
the participants with new information and then modeled how those skills could be used to
support learners. We implemented Bandura’s four levels of modeling into our instruction.
For the Attention level, we used technology and multi-media to support our instruction
and to provide the participants with technological ways to support differentiation. We
also designed the workshops so that the participants were able to move around and
interact with each other and stations in the room. By doing this, the participants then
could choose which introduced skills to retain for later use- thus illustrating the second
Retention level. Through case studies, group work and technology exploration, the
participants were then able to practice and hone these retained skills, demonstrating the
third Reproduction level. The final level, Motivation, was partially established from the
beginning of the workshops. The participants knew that upon successful completion of
the workshops they would receive a stipend and college credit, both positive
reinforcements. To do so, the participants had to apply the differentiated instruction
skills presented in the workshops to their own teaching units, exemplifying the imitation
phase of the motivation level.

Post-test Results of Workshops
As with many grant supported professional development opportunities, we
collected data on the participants. Along with the information presented in Table 1, we
administered a pre-test to them at the beginning of the workshops and the same test as a
post-test at the conclusion of the workshops. A paired-sample T-test yielded interesting
results. Following participation in the workshop, on average participants felt differently
about a number of issues related to classroom instruction in general, and differentiated
instruction specifically (see Table 2). In particular, participants thought they would have
fewer total numbers of issues that they would have difficulty with in the classroom after
participating in the workshop (t (145) = 2.03, p < .05) than before participating in the
workshop. Of those reporting that they would have issues in their classrooms,
participants believed they would have less difficulty dealing with issues related to
adapting their lessons in order to address the needs of all students (t (85) = 5.54, p < .05)
and including a variety of assessments in their teaching (t (66) = 2.46, p < .05) after
completing the workshop.
<Table 2 here>
In terms of their overall perceptual changes as a result of attending the workshop,
on average, participants were more likely to agree with the statement that they would
regularly use a variety of assessment options in their teaching after participating in the
workshop (t (145) = 5.86,
p < .05), than before participating in the workshop. In addition, participants were also
more likely to agree with the statement that technology could be a great tool to support
students in their classrooms after participating in the workshop (t (146) = 3.26, p < .05).

With regard to perceived confidence as a result of workshop participation, attendees
felt more confident in their ability to use instructional strategies that get and keep
students interested in the subject after participating in the workshop than before
participating in the workshop (t (145) = 6.10, p < .05). Additionally, they felt more
confident that they would use a variety of materials that match the needs of learners in
their classrooms after participating in their workshop than they did before attending the
workshop (t (145) = 6.90, p < .05). Finally, participants felt more confident that they
would use a variety of teaching strategies that would match the needs of learners in their
classrooms after participating in their workshop than they did before attending the
workshop (t (145) = 8.76, p < .05).
Conclusion
This paper presented information about Constructivism and Social Learning Theory
that was used to support good teaching practices in professional development instruction.
The design and execution of our Differentiated Instruction (DI) workshops were both
teacher-centered and student-centered. For our participating teachers, we minimized the
reading tasks, emphasized their own DI practices and maximized collaboration and
technology integration. As for student-centered, we provided the participating teachers
with ways to infuse DI principles into their everyday lessons and provided feedback on
their endeavors. The results indicate that our workshops on DI impacted the perceptions
of the participating teachers. Certainly, components of Constructionism and Social
Learning Theory should be considered when planning professional development
opportunities.
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Table 1. PDS Information
School
Elementary 1
Elementary 2
Elementary 3
Elementary 4
Elementary 5
Elementary 6
Elementary 7
Elementary 8
Elementary 9
Elementary 10
Elementary 11
Middle School 1
Middle School 2
High School 1
High School 2
High School 3
High School 4
High School 5

Number of Teachers
13
8
7
10
5
7
4
2
1
8
3
2
19
10
11
1
15
8

Percent of Total Teachers
8.7
5.3
4.7
6.7
3.3
4.7
2.7
1.3
.7
5.3
2.0
1.3
12.7
6.7
7.3
.7
10
5.3

Table 2. Mean perceptual changes as a result of workshop attendance
Variable
Pre-test Mean
Post-test Mean
Total number of
5.03
4.77
issues that they
would have
difficulty with in the
classroom
I believe that
4.10
4.40
technology can be a
great tool to support
students in the
classroom
I regularly use a
3.45
3.89
variety of
assessment options
in my teaching
I feel confident that
3.45
3.94
I use instructional
strategies that get
and keep students
interested in the
subject
I feel confident that
3.46
3.98
I use a variety of
materials that match
the needs of learners
in the classroom
I feel confident that
3.53
4.12
I use a variety of
strategies that match
the needs of learners
in the classroom
Please rate your
3.87
3.09
concern for adapting
your lessons to
address the needs of
all students
Please rate your
3.29
2.92
concern for
including a variety
of assessments in
your teaching

N
146

147

146

146

146

146

86

67

Processes which Facilitated School-wide Moodle Adoption:
A Case of Multigenerational Admins, Speed, and Exponential Content Development
By Michelle Kowalsky, Librarian, Rowan University
HICE Conference Proceedings – January 2013
Abstract
This case will describe the researcher’s experiences in assisting the faculty and staff of a
public high school as they attempted a school-wide Moodle adoption. This installation served as
a local and early solution in developing teachers’ skill in class web page creation. Details of this
case study will explain the conditions and procedures of the Moodle implementation, which
revealed important aspects which affected success, namely a) the use of system administrators
from multiple generations, including students in various grade levels, professional staff, and
teaching faculty; b) the speed at which users learned the system and found appropriate
collaborators and fellow learners at their particular skill level; and c) the swiftness, regularity and
complexity at which content was developed and posted to the site, the latter of which was a clear
failure in the planning and execution in this particular initiative.
Literature on Others’ Open Source Efforts
Minimal literature exists on the adoption or implementation of Moodle or other opensource content management systems for this purpose, nor about the effects of Moodle in
professional development of teachers’ skills in these areas. Hepburn and Buley (2006) explain
that many schools employ open-source packages for their customization features and cost
savings only once awareness efforts have succeeded. They exhort that patience is required while
open-source initiatives take hold slowly in places like public schools. Studies in the U.K. also
explain that secondary schools’ main motivation for testing and using open source tools was the
cost savings (BECTA, 2005). Positive results were sustained over time in this review as well.
Likewise, the affordances of open source software for learning and website management are
well-documented (Abbitt and Davis, 2010; Liang, Ward, & Xiao, 2008; Pfaffman, 2008). Many
believe that open-source solutions will become increasingly more prevalent in public institutions
in the coming years (Baumgartner, et al, 2007).
Teachers’ negative perceptions about online learning, or the debate about whether course
content should move online, were not at issue in this case, since teachers were the ones initiating
the search for a solution which would empower them to increase their individual web presences.
However, issues of motivation among the teachers came up later in the process, as the time
commitment to implementing their personal solutions increased; see Nair & Das (2011) for a
review of related studies on teacher technology acceptance. Similarly, issues of student
motivation and perception of benefit of an online course management system were not
problematic in this case either; see Foster (2011) for a discussion of literature related to online
learning functions freely chosen by students from among other options.
Therefore, the challenges of this study, on which other studies have focused as well, were
in the implementation of a system within an organization, and in both the maintenance of the

system itself and the maintenance of its user base -- the latter of which is tied to a strong
connection between tool and use. Especially in schools, ongoing training and support if often
demanded by educators at all ranks.
Fitzgerald (2011) specifically studied the outward processes of adoption and installations
rather than the intrinsic motivations of such efforts. He believes that discussion of both
successful and failed attempts can provide insight into the processes behind open source system
choices during an initiative’s lifecycle (2). The study found that a process’ “trial-ability,” or its
low barriers to varied experimentation by users, and its “absorption” or capability to be adjusted
or fixed when problems arose facilitated its adoption (17). Unlike the Fitzgerald study, the
present case proceeded on a voluntary basis for all, including implementers, users, and students,
the latter of whom were very quickly complacent with requirements for Moodle use in their
courses.
Li, et al (2011) found that “identified regulation is the major extrinsic motivation
affecting the extent of adoption (i.e., [non-teacher] adopters)” (76). Specifically, an open source
activity “will thus be performed freely even if the activity is not pleasant in itself. In other words,
it is performed NOT because the individual is intrinsically motivated for the pleasure and
satisfaction inherent to the activity. The activity is performed simply because individuals have
more fully identified and accepted the importance and value of the behavior” (80). This has
interesting implications for teachers, who may decide that an initiative is “the right thing to do”
for teaching their students well or better, even if it requires more attention or effort to learn for
themselves.
In fact, the Li, et al (2011) study also found that those who adopted open source software
to a greater extent did so when belief in the presented strategy for a tool’s use is confirmed, and
their need to know -- or curiosity -- was strong. Non-adopters, on the other hand, were those
who did not believe that the tool was the best strategy for the task at hand. In either case, a
participant’s ability or capacity to learn the tool was not a factor in their decision about whether
or not to adopt it. Factors in the present study confirm this as well, thus presenting an interesting
line of inquiry for the future.
Midha and Palvia (2012) studied open source use over time, during a span of three years,
and found that responsibility for implementation (including someone to fix problems), a strong
user base (who has tried out the software for their particular needs), and modularity of
components within the system (where some features could be worked on independently of other
features) were factors which helped retention of use. Although this study was about non-teacher
computer users, similarities among the preceding study participants and the present case are
easily identified.
This case describes a school staff and student body typical of an American public high
school; one educator, with buy-in from several colleagues, attempted to bring a technological
solution to a real problem of communication and information exchange among teachers and
students at the school. Written in first person by the author-educator-researcher in this case, the
study’s brainstorming, weekly and monthly checkpoints and success milestones, and offer
procedural details and environmental characteristics which clearly identify successes and failures
of the initiative.

Three aspects of the case become clear indicators of success during the narrative,
highlighting initiative’s potential areas of growth and identifying its sustaining events -- listen
carefully in my narrative below for the impact of those involved, the speed of their efforts, and
the products of intellectual effort communicated by the tool. Thus, the story begins. . .
Brainstorming a Solution
At the end of the previous school year, a professional staff member and I discussed ways
that we could encourage teachers to submit files they wanted posted on the school webpage in a
timely manner. Since teachers often rushed into the webmaster with only minutes to spare
before they wanted to use a new web page item online with a class, we needed more lead time
for posting; however, distributing web page duties throughout additional staff members was not
an option due to job descriptions and union regulations. In fact, we thought it was not only rude
of teachers to demand such instant service, but it was getting to be too much work even when the
two of us shared the posting duties. Previous training in web page creation did not develop the
teachers’ skills in enough depth or breadth given their time on task.
After several weeks of brainstorming options to change this workflow, we decided that
teachers needed the ability to post things themselves. Yet while posting of classroom items
could clearly be managed by a division of labor, many time-sensitive and school-wide items
were the pervue of many of these teachers, counselors, and professional staff. Since we didn’t
want to give out the master password for the entire school site (under penalty of death from our
security-conscious administration), I offered to set up a Moodle course management system.
Since basic Moodle code was free and open source, the district could afford to experiment with
it, providing only the donation of my own time, mostly over the summer. We had no in-house
expertise in Linux server setups, so we procured a remote host; since student sign-up would need
to be done at home, yet within the school’s technology policy guidelines, we required that they
use anonymous usernames and fake personal information. Students thought this was hysterical,
and they then self-enrolled in their teachers’ courses, disclosing their pseudonyms to instructors.
In essence, it seemed like the ideal solution to our problem.
In introducing Moodle, I was hoping that teachers would become enamored with the
other functions besides “just posting files,” such as the discussion forums, calendar functions,
and collaborative spaces. Since we would start with a more sophisticated system than just
Edublogs or Google Pages (which turn the students off, so much so that teachers get violent
reactions from them!), the opportunity for growth without “learning a whole new system” would
be built-in. Although most faculty members do not know that my suggestions for adoption of
Blackboard failed twice in recent years, I am actually glad that we decided to try Moodle as a
“free” system to demonstrate our proof-of-concept -- that robust online tools in the hands of
teachers could provide additional learning opportunities for students as well as better
management functions for adults.
The grass-roots approach that I took with those teachers who were ready to learn to post
web pages – and who are not the most tech-savvy teachers in the building – advanced my cause
better than a building-wide roll-out and training program. I am very glad that I did not take the
teachers up on their repeated suggestions to have advanced “how to make a web page (HTML)”
classes; although I taught basic HTML to students and faculty for two years prior, they simply

could not learn advanced HTML quickly enough to make their web pages look like the
professional-looking pages they see on the web. While some of the teachers may not have
realized this learning-curve constraint, many others did – especially those who were able to
“connect the dots” and see how Moodle could help them solve real logistical problems from their
daily teaching lives.
Thereafter, I experimented with the Moodle administrative settings, imported a few
modules and plugins, created courses for the most willing teachers. I marketed Moodle to the
teachers as “course web pages” rather than fully disclosing all of its features, which I realized
may overwhelm them at first; when they inquired further, I disclosed. And as they asked more
advanced questions, and requested more complex solutions -- I believed -- I would roll out the
various Moodle features at the teachable moments in their individual or small-group zones of
proximal development.
Six Week Progress Report
Although it had seemed like an eternity waiting for teachers’ requests for more
sophisticated features, they were sticking with it and actually helping each other. Once a month I
held a “course web pages user group meeting” after school in the library to help develop a
community and to reinforce the idea that I was not the sole teacher of everything about the
system. This encouraged them to use each other as resources as they learned something new
together. I believe it helped that I was not a classroom teacher but a school librarian, since they
began to rely on teachers with similar teaching styles to help learn how to post homework
worksheets or quizzes. When asking me, I had to work with them at that moment to figure out
how to do different things, which ironically sometimes took too long for them. Some teachers
soon started to realize and appreciate how much work went into creating regular web pages, and
that was an excellent and unexpected outcome.
Once I set up a few courses for the willing teachers, I asked them to set up an individual
appointment with me so I could show them how I set the “enrollment key” (password) and
settings for their course. Five teachers took me up on this offer in the first round, and two really
spent a lot of time on their pages. I gathered data on how the learning and diffusion was going,
subsequently taking a snapshot (backup) of our entire school’s Moodle progress every three
weeks and keeping track of the order of features used by various teachers in response to real (or
imagined!) problems they are trying to solve.
As of the sixth week, 52 courses were created. One whole department (6 Science
teachers) agreed to look at the Moodle tool, along with three Language Arts teachers and two
Special Education teachers. In addition, one Art teacher, one Music teacher, and one Social
Studies teacher also agreed to try it, although they have not progressed as quickly as those who
had other teachers in their department on whom to rely for positive reinforcement or answering
their spontaneous questions. These would turn out to be our “turn-key” representatives from
each department to help bring the rest of the school on board.
As project administrator, I created a “practice course” for the student library assistants
and the student science assistants, who were those who didn’t want to take a study hall but had

free periods in their schedules to assist teachers if they wished. These students would help me
with many of the simpler multi-click sequences involved in setting up the courses and assisting
the teachers. Twelve high school students were given admin privileges for the practice course so
that they could “try things out and see how things work before doing anything to a teacher’s
page.” Students mastered most of the basic skills of Moodle within the first 10 minutes; clearly,
it was an intuitive interface for them, albeit one they had never seen before.
One student, a junior boy who is interested in going into the computer field in some way
after high school, took me aside after his first 10 minutes with the product and advised me of all
the ways he would like to change the interface and make it more complex, functional, and more.
I immediately gave him permissions equal to my own and he worked on both cosmetic and
functional changes for the entire school’s templates over the next three months. An additional
three students, assigned to various teachers as assistants, came to the library to make adjustments
to courses at teachers’ requests on an almost daily basis; we became in essence a local Moodle
users’ group. Although this alarmed me at first -- since teachers were outsourcing their learning
to these student helpers -- it indeed accomplished a lot of the set-up work quickly.

Figure 1: Students offer pseudonyms during this teachable moment (details hidden for privacy).
The Next Four Months
As I talked about this project with others, several interesting developments occurred.
Student assistants were excited to help and assisted me with putting up course descriptions and
links into each of the courses, which was a labor-intensive activity. Some members of the
professional staff were excited to put links directly to the courses on the school’s web page via
Dreamweaver. In this way, we were able to insure that only our own students had direct access
to the login screen of the courses in which they were enrolled; this provided assurance to
teachers that the whole world would not have access to their course contents. With the help of

the 15 teachers who had course pages by the end of the sixth week, over half of the students in
our school had “self-enrolled” in at least one course. Teachers were very concerned that students
would not be able or willing to do this step; instead, only a handful of students had problems, and
mostly because they did not read the screen that said, “Thank you for signing up. Now go to your
email to click on the link to verify your enrollment.”

Figure 2: An early adopter’s course, with teacher-posted calendar items and resources.
Other developments include students who asked me if we could create club pages so that
they could schedule meetings that did not conflict with one another. We did this, with the help
of a library assistant and another student volunteer, in one afternoon with representatives of
different clubs. The science teachers asked for a course in which they could share teacher files
with their counterparts at our sister high school. A Language Arts teacher asked to have a
Literature Circles group for the spring so that students from both schools could discuss the books
they were reading. Yet another teacher asked to have space on my server to try to create an SAT
practice course for individual students to try before asking his school to get Moodle. The school
newspaper editors also now had their own course to discuss ideas, post articles for review, and
announce deadlines. All of these were positive and authentic steps toward using Moodle as a
collaborative tool.
The original plan consisted of strategically introducing and gradually training the school
staff in use of Web 2.0 tools -- and marketing them as part of the solutions they requested to
everyday problems concerning website management. The interpersonal aspects of the initial setup and rollout processes were smooth; yet the technical aspects of this initiative required more
energy, especially since they did not concern the users directly and were “invisible” yet
necessary processes. I would estimate that I spent two-thirds of my time on setting up a Linux
server, learning to administer it remotely, purchasing a domain name and installing and
extracting the Moodle course management software and modules, along with a variety of
customization processes.

As a learner, the early stages of the project were fulfilling for me; I was able to easily
learn how to set up and administer the Moodle package, for which there was much help available
to me online through the open source community. In participating in this community for the first
time, I was grateful for Moodle’s help pages, discussion forums, and the graciousness of several
experienced Moodlers who helped me via email and at conferences. Many IT gatekeepers, who
hold no more advanced knowledge than us train-and-error Moodlers, are often reluctant to
disclose their knowledge levels, but I’m sure that as the general public acquires more tech savvy
skills, the information technology folks will be less nervous about becoming obsolete or
outsourced. Although the school technology specialists were relieved to not be a part of this
project since they felt overwhelmed with their current workload, they were supportive and
promoted the Moodle service regularly and appreciated another group of tech support personnel
on site.

Figure 3: Master admin screen, which shows “keys” on all courses already in use.
As a teacher and academic, I am naturally comfortable with sharing my learning publicly,
since this is often a model for others; I believe that if I can convince others through display of
my own attempts and successes, and thus change minds and pedagogies, I believe I can effect
real change. Thankfully, early efforts did have positive effects on our school; over 350 student,
faculty and parent users had signed up and were using our Moodle during its first month of
operation. But, we soon learned that even with a team of a dozen or more early-adopter teachers,
we could not keep up with the “new content” demand of our skilled users.
Students reported to me that they really liked the Moodle. Of course, these positive
comments were also accompanied by common snide adolescent comments like “what took you
so long” and “finally, a web page that works” and “hey, we’ve moved into the Twentieth
Century” comments. But, I considered this a good sign. In the first week, several dozen students
were already reconfiguring options and asking me for rights to change settings, which I gladly
granted as the school’s Moodle admin. Needless to say, many of those “boring” options and

settings were purposefully set by their “controlling” teachers, so I had no choice but to support
the teachers’ choices initially. I tried to help the students realize that teachers were learning too,
and if they ever wanted to do more sophisticated tech stuff, they’d have to give the teachers time
to learn, or help them learn, or else it would never happen. To my delight, this explanation went
over well; I was able to organize a team of a dozen or more students who volunteered to be “tech
support” for the teachers as they learned to use Moodle, which at first was almost a one-to-one
student-teacher ratio.
I trained these students in small groups to understand “what the teachers wanted” and
gave them a hierarchy of things we wanted to happen next for those teachers -- discussion
forums, news modules, instant messaging. These were all options within the grasp of the
teachers who initially signed up to use the system. In tandem, I trained the teachers on the
basics. This particular part of the project was the most frustrating, although three-quarters of the
initial teachers interested would be considered among the most tech-savvy in our building. Other
tech savvy teachers already had their own web pages, and knew HTML, CSS, XML and
Dreamweaver. What became a curious phenomenon almost immediately is that all but one
teacher would not investigate something new without me first demonstrating how to do it. The
one teacher that took off with the Moodle, and who is our most advanced user to date, was
comfortable “geeking around” and believed that my training went too slowly for her (she was a
2nd year teacher). The others were more comfortable with the demonstrate-then-follow
techniques familiar to them from earlier decades when they themselves were learners.
So once I realized that the next 12 teachers were waiting for me to lead them through
each process step by step -- and that each volunteer (from a variety of generations) wanted to do
something a little different, this made any kind of group workshop doomed from the start. I
quickly changed my strategy. I began referring them to each other, or to the students, making
myself less of an expert and less reliable as their “emergency personnel.” I held user groups
instead of workshops before school, at lunch, or after school; I allowed the content of the
workshop to be determined by the users themselves. Some advanced users began to dislike the
fact that they had to spend their time teaching less experienced Moodlers, so this did was not a
good use of their time, even among those who were willing to collaborate with others initially.
This is characteristic of reported student experiences as well.
Another curious observation from this was the teachers’ impatience with teach others’
learning curve. Teachers who spent the time to learn basic options were critical of those who did
not spend as much time or get as far in their skill acquisition. And, I lost the group participation
of some of these teachers, although they were willing but not the most tech savvy of the bunch.
Students had been voicing their complaints about how “our teachers are so stupid,” and so I had
to insure that no students, even the Moodle admins, were allowed near these after-school teacher
interactions, even from afar. Clearly, even our most mature adolescents were not yet
developmentally ready to see the adults as true learners struggling with concepts new to them.
Students, on the other hand, not only used the resources which were posted by their teachers, but
checked the site regularly for updates they wished were there; we could not provide enough
content for their hyperactive patterns of media consumption, and so they got bored quickly.

Figure 4: Live logs show students checking (even on the weekends) for new information.

The teachers were not very interested in thinking through use of the Moodle
independently, and often forgot skills I had shown them even a few days previous. This is
important to note for two reasons -- first, I needed to better tailor the training to their needs so
that the skills “stick.” While I refused to “do it for them” and I only taught skills on a “just in
time” basis, there was no authentic buy-in after the first round of early-adopters. The situated
learning strategy that I employed was not enough to encourage transfer for them, but it sure
helped me shift from one teaching style to another and from one subject to another. The adults
wanted a band-aid solution, perhaps, and believed that using Moodle was it (which I was hoping
for, in a way). I explained how it would save them time, increase student interaction and return
better student products. I even showed them a model of how two of our teachers were already
off and running with it and invited them personally to the user groups to help massage the
process. This part went well, in my opinion. However, teachers did not want to spend more time
to attain the greater goal of change in pedagogy and perception – not even a little more time for
an exponentially useful outcome was entertained.
Of course, my next steps were to show the subject area supervisors the usefulness of
Moodle by using the example of some of their teachers who have tried it. I explained to them
how and what to praise, and involve in this conversation the Special Education department and
director, who have benefited most obviously from the adoption of this technology. Since many
school administrators are not tech-savvy, this was a challenge. During the course of their very
traditional routines, there is no efficient way to integrate these new tasks into their workflow. In
fact, professional development on wikis were more useful to the supervisors own tasks, and
helped them coordinate tasks between school buildings in the district. If they are not using
Moodle themselves, they as well have a hard time understanding why to praise others who do;

again, this aspect of intergenerational understanding comes into play, and becomes a challenge
of advocacy.
The End of the School Year
When teachers needed help creating their own web pages -- and the personalized,
individual tutoring in HTML for a school of 80 teachers became overwhelming as staff training –
Moodle was marketed to teachers as a solution to this problem. Teachers' demands for
sophisticated web page appearances, combined with perceived lack of time and resources,
became an opportunity for technology to drive pedagogical change. Since Moodle, a selfproclaimed "constructivist" teaching tool, could not be easily adapted to teachers' linear lesson
style or static "one-way" delivery of information, teachers had to adapt in order to satisfy their
initial "personal web page" goals.
Now, some teachers are hosting forums and having learners talk to each other, in addition
to posting homework, PowerPoints and links to web pages and videos; they began, but did not
sustain, thinking globally and interdisciplinarily about courses and departments. They also
appeared to have considered the affordances of a shared system in order to "save time" of
designing assignments individually. Some were observed to be empowered to use library
databases and RSS feeds, which were once mysterious “techie things.”
By the end of the year, though, full participation had dwindled as aims of our educational
programs pointed more toward closure and completion of tasks for the close of the school year.
Our school-wide stats by the end of the first year of implementation were only impressive in
terms of our student users:







Number of teachers proficient enough to Moodle independently: 4 (all science)
Percentage of students currently signed up for Moodle: 408 (62% of school)
Number of parents currently signed up for Moodle: 23 (perhaps helicopter?)
Number of courses with students accessing daily information through May: 5
Teachers using it for non-teaching purposes: 2 (using it for remote file storage)
Number of teachers signing up in last quarter of the year: 1 (art teacher)

This project reminds us of the struggles new learners have with their emotions, thinking
patterns, ability to see the big picture, and entrance into a new sandbox or community of
practice. We must remember that new learners are the students themselves as well as the faculty
accompanying them on the journey. Through my participation in and examination of this case, I
personally experienced both the joy of getting something to work and the frustration of not
finding answers to my questions; clearly, teachers experienced this as well and it became part of
the shared repertoire of this initiative, for better or for worse. The implementation was positive
enough to consider again in the future, with the hope that sharing these experiences will one day
help sharpen a model which mitigates challenges such as time, money, and motivation,
effectively claiming “it can be done!!” However, without all of the important title elements -multigenerational course administrators (in students and adults), speed of updating and
responding to troubleshooting queries, and exponential content development visible to frequent
users -- sustainability would continue to be a struggle for both the project and the district.
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Abstract
This paper explores several key dimensions of leadership, focusing primarily on cultural, ethical
and moral dimensions. While a number of cultural competence teaching approaches (Banks,
2004; Nieto, 2004; Lindsey et al, 2009) are well-researched and deployed in various school
districts, ethics are often missing at the center of the cultural change approach. Senge (2005)
challenges us to recognize and accept what our students already know about the need for crosscultural literacy between diverse peoples of the global community. Fullan (2003) boldly states
that moral purpose must be the driver above all other leader capacities. In addition, some
ethicists (Cooper, 1998; Kidder, 1995, 2009; Nash, 1989) offer that by employing ethical
principles in systematic decision-making formats, leaders can positively impact the ethical
culture of organizations. Training future educational leaders with a combination of the research
and best practices proposed, may improve the leader’s ability in resolving ethical, moral and
cultural issues surfacing in the organization.

Cultural and Ethical Dimensions of Leadership
Given the current state of affairs in the school districts of America, almost any observer
could proclaim that a change in policy and leadership is urgently needed. The national pundits
and politicians continue to blame the usual suspects: entrenched school cultures, teacher unions,
shortened school years, and administrative bloat, to name a few. National educational leadership
organizations (NCPEA, UCEA, and AASA) are hard at work defining a Knowledge Base (KB)
for the training of educational leaders of the future.
The efforts of these professional organizations have created a national awareness for
additional ethics training needed within leader preparation programs across America. As will be
discussed in this paper, universities and school districts can begin to prepare new and current
leaders in the key dimensions of leadership. Training in administration science, e.g. finance,
law, human resources, facilities management, and technology are necessary and should be
required. However, the key leadership dimensions of ethical, moral and cultural leadership are
and remain, critical to the success of the school leader and the organization.
To the credit of the universities now embarking on the rollout of the new doctorate of
education (Ed.D.) programs, these critical key dimensions are being taught and applied in the
educational setting. The California State University System is currently including coursework in
new Ed.D. Programs that focus on leading change through cultural and ethical leadership.
Unfortunately, some of the principal/superintendent preparation programs still lack an
emphasis on training and application of key dimensions of cultural and ethical leadership. Giving
credit to the work of NASSP and NAESP with principal training and AASA with superintendent
training, universities and school districts can and should provide the cultural and ethical training.

Think back to your master’s preparation for your first administrative credential. Did you receive
any training about ethics, moral purpose, or cultural competence? Perhaps you were allowed to
select an elective and maybe one of the aforementioned was taught as a survey course with little
or no application to the schooling environment. A typical offering in many programs was, and
perhaps still is today, Cultural Diversity in America. Of course, this was required by the
university board of regents and was designed to prepare the administrator for the cultural issues
soon to be encountered upon graduation. In addition, the administrator preparation program may
have addressed the need for ethical conduct and a code of ethics.
Ethical Leadership Considerations
The educational leadership literature of the last two decades discusses the need for ethical
and moral training of school administrators (Beck & Murphy, 1994; Fullan, 2003; Johnson,
2007, 2009; Sergiovanni, 1992; Strike, et al. 2005). Fullan (2003) asserts that, while many
aspects of the school principalship do not pertain to moral issues, moral purpose must be the
driver above all other leader capacities. Sergiovanni (1992) opines that, while moral authority is
practiced by many school leaders it is not acknowledged as a form of leadership. While both
authors believe that moral purpose and authority are of significant importance to school leaders,
there is no clear nexus in how moral leadership is practiced in schools today.
Strike, Haller, and Soltis (2005) ask why administrative ethics coursework is only offered
at a few universities. Strike, et al. (2005) states that perhaps this situation is due to
administration being a science and not dealing with values and value judgments. Further, Strike,
et al. (2005) believes that value judgments are moral judgments and should be at the heart of the
school administrators’ job.

In a similar vein, Stefkovich & Begley (2007) believe it is important for persons in
leadership roles to understand how values reflect underlying human motivations and shape the
subsequent attitudes, speech and actions. Moreover, leaders should know their own values and
ethical predispositions.
Johnson (2009, 2012) approaches the question of ethics through a metaphor he calls
“Casting light or shadow.” We can cast light by building ethical capacity in our future and
present leaders with clear ethical outcomes (sound ethical reasoning, strong character, followthrough, ethical climate, ethical decision making, and others) in the workplace. Leaders also can
cast shadows in the workplace through abuse of power and privilege, deceit, disloyalty, and
inconsistency, among others.
Research and practice of ethical decision-making formats (Cooper, 1998; Kidder, 1995;
Nash, 1989) clearly demonstrate that principals and educational leaders can be trained to make
ethical decisions. However, in order to learn and practice the decision-making formats one must
first know and understand basic ethical principles. This takes training time for pre-service
leaders to practice in an actual case study environment with time for relevant discussion. Ideally
then, principal preparation can and should require a specific course on ethics. If we wait until
the doctoral level where formal ethics training is required, we have missed the opportunity to
impact the learning environment in each of our schools.
Practicing school leaders know from experience that many of the ethical dilemmas that
surface in schools are caused by cultural diversity. The literature of the past several decades
(Banks, 2004; Lindsey, 2009; & Nieto, 2004) has called on school leaders to receive improved
training in recognizing and attending to diversity issues.

Cultural Leadership Considerations
As mentioned in the abstract of this paper, the works of Lindsey et al. (2009) Nieto
(2004) and Banks (2004) are certainly informative works done by highly respected multicultural
scholars. While each approach is different and uses different terms, each has a very similar
outcome: the desire to move people from a monoculture belief system to a cross-cultural system
of literacy or proficiency.
All three models, Lindsey et al. (2009), Nieto (2004) and Banks (2004) have stages of
development, beginning with a lack of awareness of the moral urgency and ending with an
affirmation of multicultural competence or proficiency. In addition, each of the three models
addresses individual attitudes, behaviors, and practices and to a varying degree, how the
organization and the educational system are impacted at specific stages or levels.
It is possible for individuals and organizations to celebrate and train for diversity,
understand the historic distrust present through studies of poverty and racism (Ogbu & Simons,
1998), develop skills for cross-cultural communication (Banks, 2004; Senge, 2005), and learn to
live harmoniously with other cultural groups. As Schein (1985) reminds the organizational
leadership, if they are not conscious of the cultures in which they are embedded, those cultures
will manage them. Cultural analysis is especially valuable for dealing with aspects of
organizations that seem irrational, frustrating and intractable (Banks, 2004).
Nieto (2004) proposes a multicultural model that has five levels of multicultural
education: monoculture, education, tolerance, acceptance, respect and affirmation, solidarity, and
critique. Each level is examined through the seven characteristics of multicultural education:
antiracist/discriminatory, basic, pervasive, importance for all students, education for social
justice, process, and critical pedagogy. For example, if all levels and characteristics were

arrayed in a 5 X 7 theoretical matrix, the level of acceptance would reflect basic characteristics
through a diversity of lifestyles and values other than just those of the dominant group. Further,
Nieto (2004) acknowledges that cultural components include the same elements as Lindsey et al.
(2009).
The Banks (2001, 2004) model is a typology addressing six stages of cultural
development: cultural psychology captivity, cultural encapsulation, cultural identity clarification,
biculturalism, multiculturalism and reflective nationalism, and globalism and global competency.
The model focuses primarily on race, ethnicity, class, gender, and to some extent, religion and
culture. Through cultural development at each stage, students clarify cultural, national and
global identifications. Students move from exposure to own culture (Stage 1); to clarifying
attitudes and cultural identity (Stage 3); to an ability to function within cultures globally through
reflective and clarified national and global identifications (Stage 6).
The process/model of Cultural Proficiency (Lindsey, et al. 2009) as adapted from the
Cross (1989) cultural competence model is becoming more popular with schools and
organizations searching for methods to respond to cultural diversity and the widening minority
achievement gap as researched by D’Amico (2001). Lindsey, Nuri Robins, & Terrell (2003)
adapted the Cross (1989) model to schools and other community organizations as a process to
address the differences in schools. The focus is on behaviors, practices, and policies that can be
applied to both the individual and the organization.
The Cultural Proficiency process is notably different than most diversity or multicultural
training programs currently being used in diverse environments. The typical diversity training
begins with learning about the nature of diversity and then to more in-depth studies of race or
ethnicity. Perhaps some additional elements are added such as language or gender. This model

recognizes that ethical and moral dimensions are present is all cultures and must be addressed
simultaneously.
Cultural Proficiency (Lindsey, et al. 2009) is an inside-out approach that begins with the
individual or organization examining behaviors, practices, policies and belief system. It is not an
off-the-shelf program with quick fixes and recipes for success. If becoming culturally proficient
were easy, we would all be proficient. Further, Cultural Proficiency will look different in each
environment, as individuals and organizations apply the tools and measure their success along
the continuum of proficiency. Simply stated, cultural competence is behavior that is aligned with
standards designed to gain cultural proficiency. Four tools have been identified for developing
individual and organizational cultural competence; 1) guiding principles, 2) the continuum, 3)
essential elements, and 4) the barriers to change. (Lindsey et al. 2009).
Foundations of Ethical Preparation: Principles and Decision-making Models
Fifteen years ago, Beck & Murphy (1994) addressed the recent rebirth of educational
ethics. It was their belief that educators must be guided by morally sound decisions and
encourage others to do the same (p.1). Nearly two decades later, university administrator
preparation programs are still struggling with how to infuse ethics into the curriculum.
Educational leaders lose jobs each year due to ethical lapses and lack of preparation, yet many
preparation programs continue to focus on administration science mentioned in the introduction
of this paper.
This author believes that three key foundational pieces must be addressed in ethical
preparation in order to prepare pre-service and practicing leaders. The foundation begins with: 1)
teaching and practicing with ethical principles/perspectives, 2) teaching and practicing ethical
decision-making formats/models and 3) embedding the ethics theory/practice in all content/field

work for pre-service administrators and within dedicated training time for the leadership team
employed within the school district. Of course, the over-arching goal in all three pieces is to
teach educational leaders how to employ moral reasoning through the systematic use of
principles and decision-making models. A good place to begin the discussion is with ethical
principles.
Ethical Principles/Perspectives.
There are five basic principles or perspectives commonly discussed in ethics theory and
among ethicists who study ethics and moral reasoning. These principles or perspectives assist
the educational administrator in seeing moral dilemmas from different viewpoints. As each
principle is discussed, the reader is urged to think about how one or more of the perspectives
might be used to resolve a moral dilemma. The five principles are summarized briefly in
terminology that most readers may have encountered before, but not recognized.
•

Altruism: A basic concern for others. Sometimes expressed as doing to others as
you would expect them to treat you. In the Judeo-Christianity community this is
referred to as the Golden Rule. The focus is never on self, but rather what one
can do for the other person.

•

Utilitarianism- Do what is best for the greatest number of people. This
perspective considers the consequences of the moral decision and makes the
decision based on what is best for the most people. Others may be damaged by
the decision.

•

Kant’s Categorical Imperative- Do what is right no matter what the cost!
Developed by 18th Century philosopher Immanuel Kant. Your moral duty is
categorical and as such one must always make the moral, right decision.

•

Communitarianism- Shoulder your responsibilities, seek the common good! This
principle is all about common shared values for the community, with each
member doing their share of the work or duties. The outcome is what is best for
all in the community.

•

Rawl’s Justice as Fairness: Balancing Freedom and Equality- Based on the work
of Harvard philosopher John Rawls (2001). Rejects the principle of Utilitarianism,
whereby resources and opportunities are decided by what is best for most. This
perspective is based on two principles of justice: 1) Each person has an equal right
to the same liberties determined good for all, and, 2) All opportunities must be
open to each person and therefore benefit the least advantaged of society.

It is safe to say that few beginning administrators would be aware of the aforementioned
principles/perspectives or give them due consideration while focusing on a moral dilemma in the
school. However, this is only a portion of the ethical training needed to equip the educational
administrator. Of equal importance is the teaching and practice of sound ethical decision-making
models or what some ethicists (Johnson, 2009, 2012) call formats. A brief summary of key
ethical decision-making models is presented in the next section of this paper.
Ethical Decision-making Models/Formats.
There are a number of evidence-based ethical decision-making models in the leadership
literature (Cooper, 1998; Johnson, 2007, 2009, 2012; Kidder, 1995; Nash, 1989; Paine, 2003;
Potter, 1972). Due to space limitations, only two will be discussed as exemplars of the decisionmaking models that may be used with ethics training. Kidder’s Ethical Checkpoints (1995) and
Cooper’s Active Process Model (1998) seem best adapted to the schooling environment.

Highlights follow, with some author comments based on use of both models in training preservice administrators enrolled in the MA and EdD programs.
Kidder’s ethical checkpoints.
Ethicist Rushworth Kidder (1995) developed this approach to help people deal with
ethical issues beginning with defining the dilemma to following up after the decision is made.
What is particularly strong with the approach is the attention paid to making decisions between
two good or right issues. Kidder gives the practitioner effective language in dealing with an
issue of moral consequences. Kidder (1995) believes the decision ultimately requires courage
and practitioners learn from the lessons each time they use the approach, gaining insight into the
next moral issue that will surface. The approach uses nine steps and seems to be thorough and
efficient in time required.
Step 1- Recognize that there is a moral problem and not just an issue of manners or social
convention.
Step 2- Determine the actor. Kidder (1995) asserts that we are all involved in moral
issues and we must determine the players in each instance.
Step 3- Gather the relevant facts bearing on the moral dilemma.
Step 4- Test for right vs. wrong Issues. This is a four-part test involving 1) the legal testif a law is broken, not a moral dilemma, 2) the gut-level or stench test, 3) the front page
of the newspaper test, and 4) what would my family or mother think of me when making
this decision?
Step 5- Test for right versus right issues. For example: truth vs. loyalty, self vs.
community, short-term vs. long term and justice vs. mercy. These are the hard decisions!

Step 6- Apply the appropriate ethical principle(s) for resolution, e.g. utilitarian, altruism,
categorical imperative, communitarianism or a combination of principles/perspectives.
Step 7- Is there a third way through this dilemma?
Step 8- Make the decision. Obvious but sometimes overlooked! Here is where the tired
leader must now summon the moral courage to make the decision.
Step 9- Revisit and reflect on the decision. Did I learn anything from this process and did
new ethical issues surface?
Cooper’s active process.
The Cooper Active Process (1998) model was developed primarily for use by public
administrators. It utilizes four levels of analysis including level 1- expressive, level 2- moral
rules, level 3- ethical analysis and, level 4- post ethical. Cooper (1998) believes that we move
between all levels when we analyze a moral issue. This may begin with a gut-level, emotional
response, then a search for moral reasons, and on to analysis in some manner.
Cooper (1998) opines that while people are still venting and expressing frustrations, they
are probably not ready to apply moral rules or principles. Cooper offers four additional steps of
analysis for administrators to move them beyond the emotions and frustration into in-depth
analysis.
1) Examining the ethical issue. At this step it is important to recognize the ethical
dilemma and not just accept the issue as a practice issue. (Similar to Step 1 in the
Kidder Ethical Checkpoints)
2) Identifying alternative courses of action. At this step brainstorming options are
important so as not to fall into the either/or analysis of two options.

3) Projecting the probable consequences. The attempt is made to project the positive
and negative outcomes of the decision. Consideration and application of the
appropriate ethical principle(s).
4) Finding a fit. This step acknowledges that there will be no perfect solution. One
selects the best fit based on determination of the moral rules in play, and justification
and defense of the decision in public.
By employing the ethical principles within systematic, decision-making processes, there
can be opportunities for improved decisions, based on knowledge and practice. We all want to
believe that ethical decisions are made on the basis of right versus wrong. Some are that easy,
but most are decisions between right versus right and sometimes people are harmed by the
decision. However, with increased opportunities to practice moral reasoning and reflect on
ethical decisions, the school or district can grow the ethical climate for the betterment of all
members.
The remaining key foundational piece of ethical training is the need for universities to
provide real-world theory/practice scenarios for pre-service administrators. In addition, we must
also be cognizant of the numbers of practicing administrators who have never been exposed to
ethical and moral theory/practices. The final section of this paper discusses successful preservice training conducted by the author (Gregory & Hoffmeyer, 2006; Gregory, 2009) at several
universities, while preparing hundreds of new principals for public and private schools.
Effective practices for ethical training of current practicing administrators will also be shared
with the reader.

Embedding Ethical Theory and Practice
As mentioned earlier in this paper, there is a need to embed ethical training in both the
university training of pre-service administrators, and also current practicing administrators. It is
recognized that some administrators may remember some ethical theory from educational
psychology coursework. Additionally, some administrators may have completed an ethics
theory course in the master’s or doctoral programs. However, the prior knowledge was probably
imparted as pure theory, with no connection to real-world practice or ethical context in the
school or district. Our discussion begins with what can be done at the university level and the
pre-service administrators that will be employed following graduation and acquisition of the
credential to practice.
Effective practices for university preparation.
1) Require a one or two semester hour seminar on ethical theory with time to practice
using the case study approach, employing ethical principles and decision-making
models.
2) Without the required ethics seminar, build a three to five hour ethics module into the
basic leadership theory/style course, augmented with case study practice.
3) Conduct a basic ethical training seminar with the educational leadership department,
including identification of ethical practice contexts in all coursework (school law,
finance, human resources, etc.) and the fieldwork requirement. Embed the ethical
theory and practice through faculty brainstorming, consensus, and best fit in the
curriculum.
4) Integrate an ethical context or dimension into the comprehensive exam, final, or
culminating activity for coursework and fieldwork.

Effective practices for ethics in the school workplace.
1) Appoint a qualified ethical leader in the school district or organization. This could be
someone who has had recent ethical training and possesses a passion for ethical
conduct. This person is the ethics advisor for the district and reports directly to the
superintendent or CEO.
2) The superintendent and ethics advisor, plan ethics training several times per year
during retreats, and leadership team meetings. Actual documented case studies from
the schools or other organizations may be used for training scenarios and reflective
training sessions.
3) Read an ethics-focused book together and discuss how the new learning may have
application in the workplace of the schools. A recommended book to begin with
might be Rushworth Kidder’s new book, The Ethics Recession.
4) When and where appropriate, discuss effective ethical principles employment and the
use of ethical decision-making models that resolved moral dilemmas in the district.
Moral Reasoning and Moral Relativism
Moral reasoning theory is based on the common argument that ethics are relevant to
culture. Individuals and cultures may disagree about certain moral viewpoints; however, does
that mean that no one is right? Further, it is logical that reflection and inquiry could result in a
reasoned outcome. Finally, Moral reasoning theory is not precise due to the moral intuition that
may be employed.
In moral reasoning we are trying to discover and employ moral principles that help us
identify what is right or wrong. We describe, analyze and test the principle(s) if possible. Our
feelings and emotions guide our proper fit of the principle to bear on the moral theory. As most

ethicists (Nash, 1989; Cooper, 1998; & Kidder, 1995) advise, we may never know all the
legitimate information before making the ethical decision. Even if we cannot be certain, we can
reach a reflective equilibrium (Strike, et al. 2005). We experience moral growth with each
decision, and become better with employment of moral principles.
In contrast, moral relativism theory is also based on a common view: that moral
relativism should prevail because moral reasoning cannot be certain that all knowledge bearing
on the situation is known. Therefore everyone and every culture are free to choose without
feeling limited in anyway. No one should tell us that we are wrong.
The obvious problem with moral relativism is the lack of moral growth through
reflectivity in the culture. Individual spaces and freedoms may be abridged and damaged due to
this lack of any standard of moral authority. Valuable resources are squandered or may be lost or
misused due to the lack of reflective inquiry. People and cultures employing extremes of moral
relativism would lack feelings of responsibility for the good of the common culture. Moral
relativism undermines the moral education of a free culture (Strike, et al. 2005).
Practicing school administrators will lack a sense of task or the need for visioning if the
choice is relativism. If we believe that education is a moral enterprise and not just a technical
activity; we need to be about the task of educating the citizens so that they may govern
themselves with moral principles (Strike, et al. 2005).
Given the past several years of global recession, there is evidence that our financial
institutions melt-down and other corporate failures were caused, in part, by a severe lack of
ethical conduct and over-reliance on moral relativism. Kidder (2009) wrote an entire book on
the ethical lapses leading to the financial mess the nation and world struggles with currently.
There is plenty of blame to go around, including the public sector and the private sector. In the

end, however, citizens who had little or nothing to do with this massive economic failure are
paying the price today with lost jobs and impacted savings and retirement accounts.
Today’s practicing educational leaders and the professors who teach in school
administrator preparation programs share a moral imperative to ensure our school leaders are
prepared to model cultural, ethical and moral practices. The next generation of our nation’s
leaders is now in our schools today. There is no higher calling than to prepare ethical leaders
who will become the key individuals in building the new ethical organizational cultures proposed
by authors cited in this manuscript.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cobwebs sometimes appear overnight, even in the best-kept quarters. When I taught Writing and
Literature at the secondary level over twelve years ago, I thought that I could tackle any obstacle
that blocked my way. However, the intricate variations within the “cobweb” of language entered
within the walls of my classroom. Most Americans know that the Southern United States region
has a distinct dialect of its own, and this “Southern gentile speech” comes with certain customs
and traditions relevant to the culture. It is not the only language in the South. Black English is
another dialect dominant in the area, and I was not only faced with a culture unknown to be but
also with an incomprehensible dialect. This paper discusses the language barriers I encountered
teaching African-American students and by acknowledging the linguistic differences in dialect, I
was able to eradicate this miscommunication.
In a society like the United States, language patterns vary. A variety of dialects, which are
“distinguished from other patterns based on pronunciation, grammar, lexicon, and semantics,”
are spoken and written daily, ranging from region, occupation, sex, education, age, and social
context (Millward, 1996, p. 348). According to Teaching the English Language, Bushman
(1988) states that “students and teachers should be informed about dialects, whether they are
regional, social, or nonstandard. Knowing about Black English and various regional dialects will
give both teachers and students a better understanding and appreciation of the English language”
(p. 109). Not being familiar with my African American students’ dialect was my handicap as a
high school teacher based upon my private school education and my complete ignorance of the
language and culture. Black English is “an ethnic and socioeconomic variety of the language,
defined by the social position and education of its speakers and is the nonstandard English used
by some blacks in the United States” (Millward, 1996, p. 360). It embodies speakers from “a
scattered family that includes African pidgins, Caribbean Creole, the English of the southern
states of America, and the Black English of post-colonial British Isles” (McCrum, Cran, &
MacNeil, 1992, p. 184).
Linguistic research has found five systematic differences between the black nonstandard dialect
and Standard English: optional copula deletion, negative concord, invariant “be”, dummy “it”,
and negative inversion (DeStefano, 1973). It is the purpose of this paper to describe how the
identification of such linguistic differences helped eradicate the language barrier in the classroom
and enhance the communication between the teacher and the students.
II.

COPULA DELETION

I taught in a large county in East Central Georgia that had consolidated the high school. A
majority of my students were African-American from impoverished backgrounds. It was not
surprising to discover that many students were either members of various gangs, single-parents,

or repeating the same grade. My expectations of instructing a crowd of rural students who loved
country music was quickly destroyed by the realization that the students sitting my classroom
were from the urbanized ghetto who loved sex, drugs, and rap. They did not speak with a country
accent like myself and regarded my speech to be foreign. Raised in a small town in Georgia, I
possess the typical Georgian accent common to those in the area. However, my days of
instruction did not consist of “ya’ll” and “ain’t gonna.” I found my world involving the following
example from Student A: “’Miz, you missin’ ever-thang. We got crunk dis weeken , an den I
fightin’ cuz dez one gurl say she tired of my friend’s mouf an I toll her she betta quit talkin’ bout
my frien’ cause she don’t take no mess.’” 1 These words resonated on a daily basis, becoming a
language of its own, distinctive to the culture. At first, I had no idea what “crunk” meant or
really the rest of the long run-on sentence. Sadly, the student had to repeat herself to me over
three times because I could not understand her discourse. The most obvious problem was the
copula deletion that I soon discovered as the omission of the “be” verb. It became more apparent
when I held class discussions that resulted in Student B saying that “’Poe my man an he referrin’
to death,’” or “’Mis, she eatin’ a urge.’” 2 In her essay “It Bees Dat Way Sometime,” Smitherman
(1998) writes that “the Black English speaker omits the be verb . . . and applying the non-be rule,
you get an absence of be before the nouns, adjectives, adverbs, prepositional phrases, and
auxiliary constructions” (p. 332). In most cases, the verb is deleted in African American English
(AAE) sentences if “in Standard English the verb can be contracted” (Fromkin & Rodman, 1998,
p. 415).
III.

THE NEGATIVE CONCORD

Another variation was the negative concord or use of the double negative by my African
American students. Despite its common use among many individuals and cultures today, “triple
and quadruple negatives are the sole province of Africanized English” (Smitherman, 1998,
p.338). I was showered with refusals to complete work by Student C: “’I ain’t doin’ nuthin’ yo
say cuz I don’t got no sheets.’” 3 In addition, questions about assignments had to be repeated to
me more than twice because I could not comprehend the student due to “negative constructions
that occur in AAE” (Fromkin & Rodman, 1998, p.414). When I heard Student C ask “’What yo
1

Student A means, “Miss, you are missing everything. We had fun this weekend, and then I got into a fight
because of one girl who said that she was tired of my friend’s mouth. I told her that she should stop talking about
my friend because she will not tolerate it.”

2

Student B means that “Edgar Allen Poe is his favorite author and that he is referencing death in the selected
work.” The other statement simply means that the girl is eating a piece of fruit known as an orange.

3

This statement translates into “I am not completing the assignment because I do not have the worksheets.”

say we ain’t gotta no do,’” 4 the compilation of double negatives and dialect both contributes to
my confusion. Although, I must admit that Southerners tend to use double negatives as well
since “double negatives are a part of many current white dialects in the English-speaking world,
and were the standard in an earlier stage of English” (p. 414). Part of my own youth consisted of
hearing comments such as “”I ain’t gonna do nothing today’” along with “’I’ve done did it.’”
IV.

THE INVARIANT “BE”

The invariant “be” is a third variation in the black nonstandard dialect. Without the “be,” the
speaker expresses a momentary condition, and with the “be,” the speaker expresses a recurrent
action. My students used this variation all of the time in class, and I found myself correctly
them constantly. When I would call roll, instead of saying, “I’m here,” some of the students
would reply, “’I be here.’” Other times, when questioned about the location of certain
individuals, the students would reply, “’He be in office,’” or “’He be home.’”
In his essay “The Study of Nonstandard English,” William Labov (1998) writes “nonstandard
Negro English has one distinction which standard English does not have: there is an invariant
form be in ‘He always be foolin’ around’ which marks habitual, general conditions” (p. 315). He
states further that “speakers of Standard English must be more cautious in claiming to understand
the meaning of ‘I be here” as opposed to ‘I am here’ in nonstandard Black English because of the
existence of the other form” (p. 315). In order to decipher the meaning of my students’ speech, I
had to depend heavily on decoding through the use of contextual clues.
V.

NEGATIVE INVERSION, REDUNDANCY, AND LACK OF POSSESSIVES

Not only did my students “be using be,” but also they added the “ed” suffix to strong verbs and
misused the word “done.” I noticed that several students would speak and would write that “they
goed to town, and they ated strips at the Chicken Hut.” Many students misinterpreted the “use of
‘done’ as an auxiliary to indicate that the action took place in the recent past” (Millard, 1996, p.
363). “’That boy done finished’” means that the male student just finished his work, and “’She
done stole the paper’” refers to a female student taking someone else’s work recently. Reasons
for these uses of done are explained by Smitherman (1998) who writes that “what is important to
keep in mind is the distinction between done used by itself and done used in combination with
other verbs” (p. 334). The use of done within Black English statements can vary; sentences
using only done “means the White English did,” but using done with another verb is equivalent
to the “White English form of have” (p. 334).

4

This simply means that the student is asking what they do not have to complete on particular assignment.

Other characteristics of the Black English dialect include lack of possessives, redundant subjects,
omission of “have,” and absence of third person singular and past tense verbal endings (Baratz &
Baratz, 1969, p. 5). The absence of possessives in usage was the hardest part of Black English
for me to grasp. “’She ghetto, an he off da hook’” were phrases that made me want to shut my
door and lock it forever. “’He my baby daddy’” and “’she my gurl’” drove me crazy, creating
fear that the students wrote the way that they spoke. 5 Black dialect has the “concepts of plurality
and possession, but they are not indicated by the addition of –s or apostrophes with –s”
(Smitherman, 1998, p. 337).
Redundancy with subjects was another variation that I had to adjust to with “’My gurl, she got
it,’” and “’my boy, he got a gurl.’” This use of “the double subject is another form used in Black
English for emphasis” (p. 337). I had “had it” by the time I grasped that students omitted “have”
in their speech. I found myself reduced to chewing rolls of anti-acids to calm the raw pit of my
stomach, realizing that “when Black English speakers use been, White English speakers use
have, has, or had plus been . . . and that Black English uses only the verb form of been,
regardless of the form of the subject” (p. 333). Students would make the following statements:
“’I been eatin’ candy,’” and “’I been readin’ yo assignment.’” But after noticing that my
students would delete the third person singular present and past tense verb endings, I laughed to
myself and realized that I could not change a dialect to be grammatically correct. I tried to focus
what energy that I had left toward making sure that my students wrote correctly.
VI.

CONCLUSION

Language and culture are indeed intertwined, spun together like a spider weaves a web. Every
web is unique and made specifically for a certain environment just like dialects within language
define a specific culture. I began to learn from my students and understand their culture and
dialect which remained stable due to certain conditions. One major contributing factor was
residential insulation. Driving through certain areas of the county provided enough proof to
where some of my students lived – the projects (government housing) and the apartment
complexes. Within these communities, The Black English thrives, being completely shut off
from Standard English. Secondly, a majority of my students were educationally deprived based
on economic restraint and insulation. Certain jobs were suited for certain people - the better jobs
with higher salaries required people with proper speaking skills, writing skills, and an education.
The only exposure to Standard English that many received was at school; however, a majority of
their influences stemmed from home. Lastly, the lack of motivation to learn is another factor
that contributes to the stability of Black English. Certain issues within a family remained intact
due to past generations. Many students were raised by grandparents - the older generation still
5

Popular expressions that reference a person’s background, sexual orientation, and relationship to another.

encompassing a Black English from their times and still refusing to assimilate to modern
standards.
Whatever the conditions, my White English had the same effect on them, opening the sewn gap
of isolation. I commented one day to Student D, “’You are being too big for your britches,’” and
the rest of the students replied, “’Mis, you mean he ain’t all dat.’”
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Abstract
This purpose of this investigation was to examine the role of female officers in children's
books about policing. A content analysis was conducted on current picture books about
policing and police officers. Each book was analyzed quantitatively to examine the number of
pictures of male officers as compared to female officers. Additionally, each book was analyzed
qualitatively to examine the specific portrayal of the female officer within these books. The
results from this investigation demonstrate females are extremely underrepresented in
children’s books about police and policing. In the children’s books about policing used in this
investigation, only 18% of the pictures were of females. An additional 9% of the pictures
featured male-female partnerships. An analysis of the pictures of the females showed them
primarily in a helping role as opposed to a law enforcement role, while the partner pictures
showed the male and females either doing similar things or helping each other to complete a
task.

The Role of Female Officers in Children's Books about Policing
Picture books, through the vicarious experiences contained within, provide young
readers with information about their world while capitalizing on their natural desires and
interests to communicate with those in their environments. Picture books, otherwise known as
trade books, also convey messages designed to inform, teach, and entertain readers through
interwoven storylines and illustrations. Lynch-Brown and Tomlinson (1993) explain, “The
combination of intriguing text, art, and topics found in picture books feeds children ideas,
stimulates their imagination and curiosity, and provides them with a rich vocabulary to use in
book-related questions and discussions” (p. 55).
Allen, Allen and Sigler (1993) state, “Picture books…are used before many other
influences are present in a child’s life” (p. 72). According to Lystad (1984), “Children’s
books…offer unusual insights into the ideal values and behavior patterns prescribed for
children…they reveal what adults- parents and observers- believe the society to be at its best,
despite what it actually is or may be” (p. xii). McCabe, Fairchild, Grauerholz, Pescosolido and
Tope (2011) add, “Children’s books provide messages about right and wrong, the beautiful and
the hideous, what is attainable and what is out of bounds—in sum, a society’s ideals and
directions” (p. 199). Trepanier-Street and Romatowski (1999) argue during the early childhood
years, children begin to develop their thinking and attitudes about the differences between
males and females and to develop a concept about what it means to be male or female. They
contend that a potential resource for influencing young children's thinking regarding gender
roles is children's literature.

Gender equity, gender bias, and gender stereotyping in children’s books have been the
subjects of many research investigations over time. Hughes and Seta (2003) suggest that
stereotypes negatively impact how children perceive their education, occupational, and social
role options in life. Researchers (Hamilton, Anderson, Broaddus & Young, 2006; Tognoli, Pullen,
& Lieber, 1994) concluded that stereotyping in children’s books is harmful because it (a) affects
children’s development in a negative fashion, (b) has the potential to limit children’s career
aspirations, (c) influences personality characteristics, (d) lowers the self esteem and
occupational aspirations of girls, and (e) affects gender identity development.
Picture books about occupations may directly or indirectly influence children’s
perceptions about their career aspirations. Few occupations continue to have the macho male
image like police officers. Gender stereotypes suggest that policing is a male occupation. Data
also support the notion that policing remains a male dominated profession. Langton (2010)
reports that although women make up about half the population and nearly half of the
workforce (46.5%), they make up only 16% of federal police officers, 12% of sheriff department
officers, and 12.5% of local police. To determine what young females may be learning directly
or indirectly about policing, this investigation was designed to examine children’s books to
determine what was being portrayed about female’s roles in policing in children’s literature.
Purpose of the Study
This purpose of this investigation was to examine the role of female officers in children's
books about policing. A content analysis was conducted on current picture books about
policing and police officers. Each book was analyzed quantitatively to examine the number of
pictures of male officers as compared to female officers. Additionally, each book was analyzed

qualitatively to examine the specific portrayal of the female officer within these books. Using
both quantitative and qualitative data, conclusions will be drawn about the portrayal of female
police officers in children’s books.
Methods
Book Selection
Central to this investigation was the selection of current picture books about police
officers. Prior to the start of the investigation, it was decided that only books published in 2000
or after would be used to increase the likelihood that books examined were still in print.
Databases and websites were searched using appropriate search terms such as police, policing,
police officers, and children’s books about police/policing. No attempt was made to distinguish
between fiction and non-fiction during the book selection process. See the list of books for this
investigation in Appendix A. Once the books were identified, the investigation began.
Procedures
This investigation was conducted using a content analysis research methodology.
According to Charles (1998), content analysis is a technique that enables researchers to study
human behavior in an indirect way, through an analysis of their communications. Charles adds
that a content analysis allows the researcher to probe into a group's conscious and unconscious
beliefs, attitudes, values, and ideas. In this particular case, the way female officers were
portrayed in children’s books about policing was of interest. This investigation followed
Charles’ eight steps for content analysis: (a) determine objectives, (b) define terminology, (c)
determine unit of analysis, (d) discover applicable data, (e) develop a rationale, (f) develp
sampling plan, (g) prepare coding strategies, and (h) analyze data.

In addition to conducting this investigation based on Charles’ (1998) guidelines, another
plan was used to complete the study - a modification of the content analysis reported by
Martinez and Harmon (2012). During their content analysis of picture/text relationships,
Martinez and Harmon reported they analyzed each book in their content analysis in three
steps: (1) a picture walk and book summary, (2) a page-by-page analysis, and (3) an overall
categorization of the targeted elements.
For this investigation, the first step was a picture walk to identify information that would
be needed to complete the study. After reviewing the text, it was determined that we needed
to identify (a) what constituted a picture, and (b) what classification schemes would be useful
for our study. So, illustrations/pictures were identified through the use of white space. If a
picture or photograph appeared on a page and it was surrounded by white space, it was
considered a picture. Another definition of picture was a photograph or illustration with a clear
border, which could be framed or unframed by white space. Additionally, to count pictures, it
was determined that a picture that was spread across two pages but clearly connected would
be considered one picture. To help with categorizing pictures, four categories were identified:
male officers, female officers, partner pictures, and a final category entitled not relevant. The
final category was used for pictures where (a) no male or female officers were evident in the
pictures, (b) the gender of the officer could not be identified, and (c) males and females in the
pictures were not police officers.
After the categories were developed, each book was read to gain an overall perspective
of the content. Then, each book was read again to conduct the analysis on the pictures. Each
picture was identified and placed into one of the four aforementioned categories. Two

additional researchers were used to establish reliability with assignments to one of the four
categories and to confirm the picture count. The reliability amongst the three researchers was
.97. Once the count was completed and recorded on a chart, two categories of pictures
received further analysis: female officers and partner pictures. Each of the pictures in these
two categories was reviewed to identify how the female officers were portrayed in the pictures.
This qualitative component allows for an examination of the treatment of female officers in
children’s books.
Results
The first analysis involved a quantitative count of the number of pictures that appeared
in the children’s books in one of the four categories: male officers, female officers, partner
pictures, and not relevant. A total of 371 pictures were counted in the books that were
reviewed for this investigation (See Table 1). Of those pictures, the most frequently occurring
pictures were pictures of male officers. A total of 179 (48%) pictures involved only male
officers. The next highest picture count category was the not relevant category; 92 pictures
(25%) were placed in this category. Pictures that were included were pictures where (a) no
male or female officers were evident in the pictures, (b) the gender of the officer could not be
identified, and (c) males and females in the pictures were not police officers. Pictures of female
officers were the next frequently occurring pictures with a total of 66 (18%) of the pictures. The
final category was the partners category with 34 pictures (9%).

Table 1
Frequency Count of Pictures by Category
Adamson
Bourgeois/LaFave
Conrad
Gordon (car)
Gordon (station)
Hamilton
Hayward
Knudsen
Kottke
Liebman
Lowenstein
Owen
Schaefer (we)
Schafer (who)
Settle
Sweeney
Total Pictures

Pictures
11
40
15
23
24
43
38
25
9
17
13
17
9
25
36
26
371

Male
64% (7)
33% (13)
27% (4)
17% (4)
71% (17)
53% (23)
16% (6)
60% (15)
78% (7)
59% (10)
70% (9)
71% (12)
78% (7)
76% (19)
44% (16)
38% (10)
n = 179

Female
0% (0)
10% (4)
13% (2)
39% (9)
17% (4)
19% (8)
26% (10)
8% (2)
11% (1)
18% (3)
15% (2)
24% (4)
22% (2)
16% (4)
17% (6)
19% (5)
n = 66

Partners
36% (4)
20% (8)
7% (1)
23% (5)
0% (0)
5% (2)
15% (6)
4% (1)
11% (1)
0% (0)
0% (0)
5% (1)
0% (0)
4% (1)
6% (2)
8% (2)
n = 34

Not Relevant
0% (0)
37% (15)
53% (8)
23% (5)
12% (3)
23% (10)
43% (16)
28% (7)
0% (0)
23% (4)
15% (2)
0% (0)
0% (0)
4% (1)
33% (12)
35% (9)
n = 92

Portrayal of Females in Pictures
Of the total pictures in the books (n = 371), 66 pictures involved female officers engaged
in a variety of activities. A analysis of the pictures shows that female officers were involved in
directing traffic (n = 4), serving as a dispatcher (n = 8), teaching or helping others do things such
as crossing the street (n = 15), while 14 pictures showed the female officers walking, talking,
sitting, eating, standing, etc. In 15 pictures, female officers were engaged in more law
enforcement activities such as using the radio, wearing riot gear, gathering evidence, arresting
criminals, conditioning, and investigating. Female officers on horses or with police dogs were
the focus of six pictures. There were four pictures of females in the roles of secret service
agent and detective.
Portrayal of Females in Partner Pictures

Of the total pictures in the books (n = 371), males and females working together as
partners were the subjects of 34 pictures. An analysis of the content of the pictures was
conducted to determine how females were represented in the pictures. Of the pictures, 25
(74%) contained male and female officers doing the same thing whether it was eating, walking,
arresting, running, or training. There were several sets of officers shown doing the exact
opposite things in these books; that is, in two pictures, the partners were in the car with the
male partner driving, while in two other pictures (although not in the same book), the partners
were in the car with the female officer doing the driving. A subordinate relationship with the
officers was evident in three pictures. In two of the three pictures, the male was the sergeant
and detective talking to both male and female police officers, while in the other picture, the
female was the sergeant talking to males and females. In the remaining two pictures, the
partners were working cooperatively to complete the task at hand with the male officer talking
to one victim and the female officer recording information, while in the other picture, the male
was directing traffic and the female was on the radio.
Conclusions
The results from this investigation demonstrate females are extremely
underrepresented in children’s books about police and policing. In the children’s books about
policing used in this investigation, only 18% of the pictures were of females. An additional 9%
of the pictures featured male-female partnerships. An analysis of the pictures of the females
showed them primarily in a helping role as opposed to a law enforcement role. On a more
positive note, the partner pictures showed the male and females either doing similar things or
helping each other to complete a task.

Young readers are in the process of developing their notions about gender roles and
gender identities. Their thinking can be influenced by the world around them, including the
books they read. To develop a healthy gender identity, it is necessary for teachers,
administrators, parents, and caregivers to engage their children in discussions about what is
possible, not what was expected in the past. Although the books examined do not portray
female police officers in a negative fashion, the fact that they are absent from the books about
policing speaks volumes. Stereotyping by omission (lack of female police officers in children’s
picture books) may be equally as damaging for young females as would negative stereotypes,
implicitly sending the message that female police officer don’t exist or don’t contribute to the
profession. Selecting books with female police officers in meaningful roles can assist in
expanding the occupational horizons of young females.
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Human Rights and Language Education in Canada – The Case of Indigenous Peoples
Many cultures around the world feel that language is so integral to what it means to be a person,
that to be denied one’s language is to be denied one’s culture, one’s soul, one’s means of communication
and expression. This is especially true of many indigenous peoples who often have an oral history and use
language as the main vehicle for the transmission of culture and tradition (Schimmel, 2007).SkutnabbKangas observed that “in a civilized state there should be no need to debate the right to maintain and
develop the mother tongue. It is a self-evident, fundamental linguistic human right” (Skutnabb-Kangas,
1994, p.625). It can be said, then, that for citizens of modern, progressive countries, language rights are
human rights. Although Canada is likely considered by many to be a civilized state, in many ways it has
failed its indigenous peoples in both their basic human rights and their linguistic rights. The most glaring
example of this violation is the residential school system, which has had a long history of physical and
emotional abuse of students along with the added atrocity of separating aboriginal children from their land,
culture and language. The linguistic results of these abuses are evident when we examine the current
status of indigenous languages. Currently, there are about fifty aboriginal languages spoken in Canada.
Of these languages, only three – Inuktitut, Cree and Ojibway – are considered robust enough to survive the
next few generations (Petrovic, 2010). In 1951, about 87% of aboriginal people claimed an indigenous
language as their mother tongue. By 2001, that number had been reduced to only 21% (Petrovic, 2010).
This drastic reduction in the number of native speakers may have been due in large part to the actions of
the residential school system. Perhaps, then, we can use the formal education system to remedy the
situation and to revive these endangered languages.
In Canada and in the world, what is being done to protect the linguistic rights of the indigenous
peoples? In particular, what can be said about aboriginal peoples’ right to be educated in their own
language? The legislation and policies that aim to protect minority indigenous languages operate at both

the international and national level and are multifaceted and complex. There are no easy solutions to their
creation and implementation. Although there are many countries in the world that have sizable indigenous
populations, there are few nations that have very clear legislation to protect the language and culture of
their aboriginal citizens. Canada is among these states that have struggled to provide policies to recognize
and protect its indigenous peoples. This paper aims to examine the major international human rights
instruments that focus on language education as it applies to indigenous peoples, discuss the domestic
interpretation/ implementation of these instruments, and ask how these findings might translate into
classroom practice and second language pedagogical theory.

Major International Human Rights Instruments that Focus on Language Education and Indigenous
Peoples and Domestic Interpretation and Implementation
Although there are many international human rights instruments, there are relatively few that make
reference to the language education of indigenous peoples. It is also important to note that despite the fact
that human rights legislation has existed for decades, it has only been in the past forty years or so that we
have really begun to see a focus on the protection of the linguistic rights of indigenous peoples. There are
three major international instruments that examine language education and aboriginals. These are the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Labour Office and Tribal People’s
Covenant, and the Convention on the Rights of the Child.
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) was created in 1966 and has
been ratified by the majority of countries including Canada. Despite its volume, there is only one article that
speaks to linguistic rights. Article 27 of the ICCPR states that in countries where linguistic minorities exist
“persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the right, in community with the other members of

their group, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice their own religion, or to use their own
language” (Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, 2007b). It is interesting to
note that in this instrument language is explicitly mentioned and separated from culture.
The Canadian interpretation of this instrument is reflected in various acts of legislation. The first is
the Official Languages Act (OLA) which came into effect shortly after the ICCPR in 1969. The OLA was the
principal legislative outcome of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism which
recommended that steps be taken to ensure an equal partnership between the ‘founding races’ of Canada
(i.e.: the French and the English) while still taking into consideration the contributions of other groups.
Indigenous peoples have long taken exception to the notion that European languages served as the
linguistic foundation of our country and that aboriginal languages should be considered more or less as an
afterthought. Another interpretation of the ICCPR is found in Canada’s Multiculturalism Act which was
created for the first time in 1971. The 1971 version of the act recognizes other linguistic minorities in
Canada. It isn’t until the 1988 revision of the act that we see special mention of the importance of aboriginal
languages to the cultural fabric of the nation.
The International Labour Office Indigenous and Tribal People’s Covenant (ITPC) came into effect
in 1989. Despite having a fairly large indigenous population, this instrument has not been ratified by
Canada. The most relevant section is article 28 which states that
“1) Children belonging to the peoples concerned shall, where ever practicable, be taught to read
and write in their own indigenous language…2) Adequate measures shall be taken to ensure these
peoples have the opportunity to attain fluency in the national language or in one of the languages
of the country. 3) Measures shall be taken to preserve and promote the development and practice
of the indigenous languages of the peoples concerned” (International Labour Organization, 2011).

Not surprisingly, due to the fact that Canada is not a signatory to this document, there are no
specific examples of how the ITPC has been implemented in our nation’s legislation. There are, however,
a few examples of how the spirit of the instrument has been embedded in domestic policy. The New
Relationship Trust was created in 2005 as a partnership between the government of British Columbia and
the Haida Nation. One aim of the agreement is to increase educational opportunities for Haida youth,
including the re-integration of culture and language and re-establishing a strong connection to the land
(Schimmel, 2007).
The Indian Residential Schools Settlement Agreement (IRSSA) was reached between the
Canadian government, the Assembly of First Nations and Inuit representatives in 2006. The residential
school system in Canada has had a long history of abuse including divorcing aboriginal children from their
language, land and culture. The IRSSA is an important step forward as it recognizes how the devastating
loss of language was a violation of a basic human right. The agreement also aims to use language as a
vehicle for healing by integrating aboriginal languages into traditional indigenous healing rituals and
storytelling. Indigenous languages are also used in Western approaches to counselling (Schimmel, 2007).
One final human rights instrument that speaks to the linguistic rights of indigenous people is the
Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC). Created by the United Nations in 1989, this instrument
makes broad provisions for the rights of indigenous children and makes special reference to the importance
of language and culture to a child’s development. The vast majority of countries have ratified the CRC,
including Canada. A notable exception is the United States. The most relevant article in this instrument is
article 29 which guarantees that “the education of the child shall be directed to the development of respect
for the child’s parents, his or her own cultural identity, language and values…” (Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Human Rights, 2007a). Again, here we see that culture and language have been
mentioned separately.

Although Canada is a signatory to the CRC, there are few examples of its implementation at the
national level, especially in regards to indigenous peoples. Section 29 of the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms states that nothing in the charter should “abrogate or denigrate from any rights or privileges
guaranteed by or under the Constitution of Canada in respect to denominational, separate or dissentient
schools” (Department of Justice Canada, 2011). This is just to say that the provinces, as part of their
responsibility to education, should be afforded the widest rights possible and no new acts should negate
those privileges guaranteed under the constitution. In terms of minority indigenous groups, this means that
the freedom to form a separate school in the instructional language of their choice is a constitutionally
protected right.
Translation into Classroom Practice and Second Language Pedagogical Theory
Although it is undoubtedly important to have legislation and policies in place to protect the linguistic
rights of indigenous peoples, perhaps even more important is to analyze how these policies translate into
daily classroom practice. The true gauge of success is likely to be whether or not legislation has a positive
impact on educational outcomes for aboriginal youth. So how can we see the spirit of these international
human rights instruments and their interpretation in Canadian legislation translated into everyday
classroom practice, and what are the most important points to consider? There are many factors that we
might discuss, but let us examine the importance of the link between language and culture for indigenous
peoples, the importance of the integration of indigenous worldviews and the importance of official language
education.
One point to consider is the importance of language in indigenous culture. Language is considered
essential to the transmission of heritage and culture. Until recently there were many aboriginal languages

that only existed in oral form. The importance of language cannot be understated as the continuation of all
aspects of their culture depended on mastery of the mother tongue.
If all subjects, not only language instruction, are taught in the first language, it is believed that
education as a whole becomes more accessible to the student (Schimmel, 2007). The school environment
becomes more familiar, secure and approachable. The use of the mother tongue validates indigenous
culture and can therefore improve self-image and self-worth (Schimmel, 2007). This idea is echoed by
Petrovic who argues that the study of indigenous languages may help aboriginal youth improve their selfesteem and self-confidence and contribute to their overall academic success (Petrovic, 2010). This
approach of honouring the mother tongue is consistent with article 29 of the CRC which states that a child’s
education should be focused on the development of respect for the child’s own cultural identity and
language (Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, 2007a).
When developing curricula that deal with aboriginal language or culture, it is essential to consider
the differences between indigenous and Western approaches to education. The traditional school
environment can be psychologically overwhelming to indigenous children as modern teaching methods and
content may diverge from the tribal approach to education (Schimmel, 2007). It has been found that many
Western educational methods tend to focus on values such as individualism and a capitalist work ethic
which are in direct opposition to indigenous worldviews (Foy, 2003). Aboriginal peoples tend to see the
world, and the educational process within it, as more holistic and not defined by Western constructs of
space and time. For this reason, these children may find the traditional chronological division of the school
day and the assignment of classes to specific buildings confusing (Schimmel, 2007). In order to overcome
this gap between cultures, it has been suggested that whenever possible, aboriginal peoples should be
consulted in the creation of language education programs (Foy, 2003). This is consistent with article 27 of
the ITPC which encourages that “education programmes and services for the peoples concerned shall be

developed and implemented in co-operation with them to address their special needs, and shall incorporate
their histories, their knowledge and technologies, their value systems and their further social, economic and
cultural aspirations” (International Labour Organization, 2011). In Canada, we have seen some evidence of
a bridging of cultures in The New Relationship Trust, which aims to increase educational opportunities and
create curricula and programmes that are culturally relevant.
It is also important, however, not to discount the value of learning at least one of the country’s
official languages. In Canada, and in the world, languages like French and English are a means of access
to opportunities and international knowledge. This focus on the instruction of official languages is found in
article 28 of the ITPC which suggests that “adequate measures shall be taken to ensure that these peoples
(i.e.: indigenous peoples) have the opportunity to attain fluency in the national language or in one of the
official languages of the country.” (International Labour Organization, 2011). It is also important to ensure
that there is a balanced and equitable approach to the instruction of these two languages. As SkutnabbKangas rightly points out, subtractive education – instruction which teaches children an official or dominant
language at the cost of their mother tongue – is a form of cultural genocide (Skutnabb-Kangas, 1994). It is
preferable that neither language is removed or favoured, but rather that official languages and indigenous
languages receive equal status in the classroom (United Nations Development Programme, 2004). This
bilingual approach to education is most successful when it is implemented from an early age (Tochon,
2009). The early exposure also gives indigenous youth more time to develop their own cultural and
linguistic identity as multilingual Canadians who can embrace their aboriginal heritage while using their
knowledge of official languages to advance their opportunities on the international stage.

Challenges and Future Directions
Although we have made great strides in the past few decades in terms of recognizing the
importance of indigenous languages, there are still several barriers that exist and which continue to present
challenges to the successful protection of linguistic rights in Canada.
One challenge is the apparent lack of political will. Without the support of all levels of government
and the implementation and enforcement of appropriate legislation and policy it is unlikely that any linguistic
rights will be maintained. A second barrier to the protection of indigenous linguistic rights is an overall lack
of resources – both financial and human. These two major obstacles will need to be addressed in future
policy and legislation and will likely be a theme in emerging research on human rights and language
education in Canada.
There is no easy answer for governments who are faced with the huge and complicated task of
creating language policies. In many countries, Canada included, governments are faced with conflicting
pressures. On one hand they need to recognize one or more official languages that can hopefully be used
as a lingua franca as well as a global/international language. Yet, on the other hand, governments with
indigenous populations may feel pressure to protect aboriginal languages (Watson, 2007). Historically in
Canada, there has been very little government support for the maintenance of non-official languages. This
is despite the fact that up to 20% of Canadians is foreign born and speaks neither French nor English
(Petrovic, 2010). In terms of human rights and linguistic rights, governments who fail to at least recognize
the value of indigenous languages are treading on dangerous ground. By selecting one or two languages
as official languages over others, the government is signalling dominance over those individuals who
belong to the linguistic minorities. It is, in essence, a state sanctioned way of excluding certain groups from
politics, law and education (United Nations Development Programme, 2004). The lack of recognition for a

language means more than just limiting its use in society. It shows a lack of respect for the people who
speak it as it provides a barrier to their full inclusion in society.
A second challenge to the protection and maintenance of indigenous languages in Canada is an
overall lack of resources. This includes both financial and human resources. In terms of human resources,
one barrier is the lack of qualified, properly trained teachers. There are few certified teachers in Canada
who speak Cree, Ojibway, Inuktitut or one of the many other aboriginal languages in Canada (Foy, 2003).
Although several provinces have curricula that focus on aboriginal language and/or culture (these include
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia and the territories) it is unclear whether they always
have qualified indigenous educators involved in the design and implementation of these courses (Petrovic,
2010).
Access to financial resources is also a huge challenge. This may manifest itself in many ways
such as a lack of teaching materials like textbooks and a lack of physical resources such as classrooms
and other facilities. Where resources exist, they may be out-dated or poor quality and they often do not
reflect appropriate indigenous worldviews (Foy, 2003). The creation of a new series of ministry approved
teaching materials would alone present a huge burden. The monetary costs of language education for
linguistic minorities will likely continue to be a struggle for many governments, including Canada.
Unfortunately, there is always a limited amount of money and difficult choices must be made. Despite
these challenges, however, it is essential that the financial costs of language education be weighed against
the social and political costs of inequality (United Nations Development Programme, 2004).
Although the lack of political will and the lack of resources remain some of the most obvious and
pressing barriers to the protection and maintenance of indigenous languages, there are many other threats
that are advancing from all sides. These include the continued growth of globalization with English coming

along for the ride as the lingua franca of technology and economy, as well as the migration of aboriginal
peoples from rural communities to large urban centres where their language and culture may be lost. The
migration of indigenous youth to urban areas is very common in Canada where there is often a lack of
schools in isolated northern communities. This causes aboriginal families to be faced with a terrible choice
– send their children to cities in the south where they have a better chance of obtaining an education while
losing their culture and language, or keep them in the northern communities where they will probably never
be able to complete their formal schooling or learn an official language. International research has found
that this dilemma occurs in countries around the world. The result is that many aboriginal children do not
enrol in secondary school because they do not wish to leave their communities to do so (Schimmel, 2007)

Conclusion
Canada has made a great deal of progress in the recent past in terms of recognizing the value of
indigenous languages to the history and cultural fabric of our nation. All levels of government have
attempted to introduce policy and/ or legislation that would protect linguistic rights for aboriginal peoples.
Unfortunately, there is usually a wide gap between enacting legislation and what actually occurs at the
grassroots level in the communities and classrooms of Canada. Endangered indigenous languages around
the world continue to face an uncertain future thanks to the pressure of globalization, a lack of resources
and a lack of political will. It is up to us, as Canadians and educators to continue to pressure governments
to renew their commitment to the maintenance of indigenous languages. We must also work together with
community leaders, elders and aboriginal youth to create educational programming that is successful and
relevant. We must do this soon before these beautiful languages, these cultural treasures, are lost to us
forever.
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Abstract: Redefining Rigor- Revitalizing Relationships- Reaching Relevancy

Research Objective:
In talking to diverse populations of educators across the country, it became clear that there is not a shared
understanding of what the terms rigor, relevancy and relationships mean in educational settings, or how to
approach this type of thinking from a K-12 perspective. The research has been available, but is not being
filtered into regular staff conversations and on-going professional development.
Methodology:
As a group of educational consultants at a regional service agency, we studied the research on the rigor,
relevancy and relationships and synthesized our findings in a trilogy entitled Redefining Rigor,
Revitalizing Relationships, and Reaching Relevancy. The watercolor illustrated trilogy provides
discussion questions and activities to engage educators in determining common definitions and deepening
understandings of the 3 R’s. Once a shared meaning is established, the discussions turn to tools and
processes that can be used in the classroom.
In the workshop session, participants will have an opportunity to share with others, view the watercolor
illustrations, discuss the professional development possibilities and review tools and approaches that may
prove helpful.
Expected Outcomes:
•
•
•
•

Clearer understanding of rigor, relevancy and relationships as defined by the literature
An engaging process to begin the discussion related to the 3 R’s within individual school
cultures
Professional development approaches that could be used on a regular basis to continue the
conversation related to integrating the 3 R’s into instruction
Sample educator friendly tools that have proven helpful to teachers, K-12
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Abstract
In this paper we present the common key success factors of the top five ranked business
schools in Europe [see Financial Times European Business School Ranking Report in 2011]:






HEC Paris, France
Insead, France
London Business School, United Kingdom
Iese Business School, Spain
IMD, Switzerland

These business schools offer a variety of study programs and degrees, such as full-time or
Executive MBA, a Master in Management, and Open Programs and Customs Programs.
According to the key success factors, we designed a list of relevant criteria and matched
them in order to get an indication of what other business schools could benefit from, and to
ensure well-prepared graduates. Based on our research, we found a commonality between the
individual tools, services, and applied methods that could be adopted in business schools Europewide.
For that reason, taking an innovative approach, learning from the best, and adopting
successful applications could allow business schools worldwide to enhance their curriculum to
further compete among the best.

1. Introduction
A growing demand for business education has sparked since the 1990s and has
established a market wherein a high amount of business schools have been established to satisfy
the demand supported by a relatively simple and low cost market entry opportunities (Hawawini,
2005). This development has created a large amount of business schools worldwide next to the
already traditional university models. However, due to an ever-changing environment with
globalization, new upcoming company needs, break through innovations and a strong competitive
atmosphere among business schools, it is crucial that business schools differentiate themselves in
terms of services offered and value added programs to their graduates from other business
schools in order to prevail in a highly competitive market (Howard, 2007).
With the demand of a highly qualified and international working force in the business
environment, established business schools can further enhance their curriculum by meeting those
demands by providing well-trained graduates.
This paper examines the top five business school champions of Europe which were
ranked at the top among all business schools in Europe according to the Financial Times
European Business School Rankings in 2011. Based on the top five European business schools,
six key success factors were derived and validated through a comparison to the key success
factors of Stanford University which is ranked number one in the category of Business School
Rankings Globally 2012 by the Financial Times. These six key success factors will provide
insight to other European business schools in order to be able to enhance their curricula,
strengthen reputation, and build up their respective school brand in order to secure its long term
competitive position.

2. Effective Teaching Methods used at European Business Schools
Alvin Toffler states that we are in the process of the "Powershift Era": "Power is shifting
at an astonishing rate that world leaders are being swept along by events, rather than imposing
order on them." This means the world is changing in a rapid pace and businesses have to
constantly stay on top of changes in the business environment in order to be successful. Thus,
business schools are vital in the sense that they provide a foundation through innovative and
experimental teaching styles to better prepare future business managers in coping with demands
that arise from the business environment. For instance, Europe has felt more of those powerchanges than the United States of America due to proactive developments in the European Union,
starting with the European Economic Community 1992, which signalizes and challenges
European business schools to be even more successful in teaching the generations of tomorrow.
"European business education, however, is now experiencing a renaissance through the
development of innovative programs that in many ways reconceptualize, restructure, and provide
opportunities for graduate management education (Helen J. Muller, et ali, 1991)." Harbridge
House Consulting Group England has administered an extensive survey on the basis of concerned
European managers which were criticizing that European business schools have been to
theoretical and are far away in their teachings from the needs of globally competitive
corporations and a changing business environment. The survey has found a high growth in so
called In-Company and Consortium MBA programs. These new and innovative programs are
addressing the concerns described above and were the first breakthroughs to improve the quality
of the overall European business school environment (Helen J. Muller, et ali, 1991).

"Because of its rich variety in culture, languages and political and legal systems, the
European region can produce highly distinctive regional players (Antunes, Don and Thomas,
Howard, 2007)." This quote summarizes the unique situation that the European region offers and
underlines the importance European business schools have when preparing their graduates of
tomorrow. Don Antunes and Thomas Howard described in their paper "The Competitive
(Dis)Advantages of European Business Schools" the five key competitive strengths that
European business schools offer.
The first key strength is the relatively small size which enables European business schools
to be more flexible and quicker in analyzing and responding to local and worldwide market needs
and changes in order to adapt those changes to their teaching.
Second, European business schools have strong customer relationship management
capabilities as well as being able to demonstrate corporate linkages and executive education. This
enables European business schools to develop a strong practical-oriented faculty which then
offers a better real life education.
Third, European business schools are strong in areas of public management and policy.
European business schools have found ways to develop research and learning programs that are
connected with corporation tackling corporate problems. For example, public and private
programs have been set up through the European Academy of Business in Society (EABIS)
which enables students to get more insights and practical experience in their environment.
Fourth, European business schools are known to be innovative and own inventory
capabilities and learning styles. European business schools use dialogue and one-to-one
individualized instruction. Furthermore, European business schools use the approach of action
learning and real-life experience projects as part of their curriculum as well as practical
assignments. Some European business schools adopt company projects to their curriculum where
the students work together with real companies solving real life problems to gain experience as
well as mandatory two to six month internships as part of their curriculum.
Finally, European business schools possess a strong international mindset. This means
that the unique situation of having a strong international business, different languages, cultures
and diversity represents a competitive advantage over other business schools worldwide.
European business schools have learned to deal with this unique environment and have
learned to adapt the challenges into their teaching style.

3. Key Success Factor Findings of the Top Five European Champions
After identifying the top five European business schools’ key success factors, an
observation was made against the respective success factors with those of a credible source to see
if our observations were aligned. The Financial Times rankings listed the number one business
school on a global level, which is Stanford Graduate School of Business. Stanford placed number
one on the list on a world-wide scale according to their Global MBA Rankings in 2012.
Stanford Graduate School of Business maintains new and updated information detailing
success factors and university information that can be easily accessed online. In this case,
reference was made to their facts and figures in order to highlight the below success factors
mentioned:






Faculty Strengths including profiles, awards, and honors
Academic programs such as; MBA, Executive Education, and a career management
center website, PhD program
Financial Aid
Alumni association

Since the universities under examination are the top five European Business schools,
further detail into Stanford’s success factors were not taken. This source however, was selected to
validate our findings that were observed between the top five. Stanford’s key success factors
merely contributed a foundation that was applied to all of the top five European business school
champions. With this in mind, the credible application of Stanford’s success factors provided a
platform to compare the top five’s success factors with that of the global champion business
school.
A table was constructed below to depict the common success factors that the top five
shared. Although many business schools world-wide offer the same kinds of beneficial and
valuable services, the top five pride themselves on this especially. The table is split into two, with
the first highlighting faculty strengths, and the second highlighting academic programs offered to
students. Within each table’s category there are the success factors broken down and compared
across all top five business schools. This allows for efficiency in comparing the success factors
that each school holds.
For example, when analyzing the different top five European business schools’ faculty
profiles, there are some strong qualities that stand out. IMD Business School, located in
Switzerland requires it’s faculty to have PhDs, and to be English-speaking. No other business
school listed requires the same faculty profiles.

Focus on European Business School Champions’ Key Success Factors

Faculty
Strengths:
Profiles

HEC PARIS

INSEAD

LONDON
BUSINESS
SCHOOL

IESE
BUSINESS
SCHOOL

IMD
BUSINESS
SCHOOL

PhD
Guest
professors
Honorary
professors

Field Experts
Working
professionals
International

Field Experts
Working
professionals
International

Field Experts
Full Time
Researchers
Open-door
policy
International

PhD required
English
speaking
Track record of
teaching senior
executives
International

Faculty
EMAC
Strengths:
SYNTEC
Honors & EDAMBA
Awards
Prix Turgot

EMAC
MED
AESC
Dexter
Award

EMAC
CIBEAR
Beta Gamma
Sigma

EMAC
ECCH
Businessweek SYNTEC
Academy of IAM
Management

Publications

Articles
Books
Working
Papers
Case Studies

Articles
Working
Papers
Case studies

Articles
Books
Book
Chapters
Journals

Articles
Books
Working
Papers
Case Studies

Books
Case Studies
Insights
World
competitiveness
yearbook

Furthermore, something that all faculties share in common is their international
background. In Europe, mobility and acceptance to schools across borders is common and easily
done. Citizens of the European Union can move across countries belonging to the member states.
Thus, the importance of faculty being internationally inclined is crucial due to the many
backgrounds that their students and faculty come from.
Moreover, another commonality the top five shares is their demand for practical faculty.
Guest professors, working professionals, full time researchers, and professors with track records
for teaching senior executives are all professors that most likely apply real world scenarios and
case studies among their students. This is crucial due to the fact that the business world is always
changing with many events to analyze and learn from. Top notch professors are providing
students with knowledge and insight to be well prepared post-graduation.
What really strengthens a school’s reputation is when they receive awards, and honors on
behalf of their respective schools. Each university boasts long lists of awards and honors that
faculty have received, however, those which are listed in the table are some of the most
prestigious and coveted awards to receive internationally.
For example some of the most prestigious awards that the top five have obtained are;
EMAC (European Marketing Academy) which is an award obtained by HEC, INSEAD, London
Business School, and IESE that distinguishes marketing scholars and honors marketing
educators.
SYNTEC Management Consulting awarded four of the top five champions (HEC,
INSEAD, London Business School, and IMD). SYNTEC awards recipients based on judges of ten
management academics and eight management practitioners. It awards recipients based on how
well recipients transfer knowledge in order to equip students for the real world.
Other prestigious awards include; EDAMBA which awards university programs for their
quality of education based on a supportive environment, Prix Turgot which recognizes scholars
for their outstanding works in the field of finance, and lastly, the Academy of Management which
is a professional association for scholars dedicated to the quality and success of management
organizations. Along with awards and honors, publications strengthen the qualities of a faculty.

The top five are highly competitive among other schools because of their high amount of
publications across various platforms. The top five share in common publications in articles,
books, working papers, case studies, and journals. Although many schools publish, what makes
the top five stand out among others is the volume of publications, the frequency that comes out of
the schools and of course, the quality.
As indicated in the table, field experts are publishing in articles, books, working papers,
and case studies. Some of the top five champions’ works can be seen in publishing’s such as;
Businessweek, Journal of Financial Economics, Academy of Management Journal, Harvard
Business Press, Oxford University Press, and much more.
As mentioned above, the table below highlights key success factors in the top five’s
academic programs. The table includes key strength in types of academic programs, career
services, financial aid, and an alumni association.
The MBA programs of all top five business school champions pride themselves on what
makes their MBAs special. A comparison of descriptions for each individual MBA program
respective to the certain business school champion use words like; international experience,
leadership training, career opportunities, and beneficial environments. The executive master
programs offer intense training for post graduation, and apply practical knowledge and skills.
Students are presented with real world scenarios and are required to work through those
challenges. Hands-on practical use is something that has been argued in the balance between
theory and practice, and thus can be a constant strive towards a healthy balance. With the
academic programs mentioned in the table, students can expect to thrive in their respective
universities and apply themselves in situations other than tests and exams. The top five take
approaches unique of other European business schools, hence granting them the top five.
Most business schools have career counseling services, but for the top five, special
aspects are upheld in their career services.
“The Career Services team is the primary connector between recruiters and students, they
globally promote the MBA talent pool and help to inform and prepare participants for diverse
career opportunities.” (mba.insead.edu, 2012).
The above quote which is taken from INSEAD University’s career services page is
representative of the top five’s offered career services. Not only do they counsel students on their
career paths, courses to take, and so forth, but also act as linkages between actual businesses
looking for students of high caliber. London Business school conducts everything towards
adequate development such as; self-assessment, tailoring cover letters, knowledge equipment in
interviews, career impact links, and post graduation assistance for graduated students in search
for a career.

Focus on European Business School Champions’ Key Success Factors

HEC PARIS

INSEAD

LONDON
BUSINESS
SCHOOL

IESE
BUSINESS
SCHOOL

IMD
BUSINESS
SCHOOL

Academic
Programs:

MBA
Part-time
MBA
PhD
Executive
MBA

MBA
PhD
Master
in: Finance
Global
Executive
MBA
Executive
Education

MBA
Executive
MBA
EMBA
Global
Management

MBA
PhD
Executive
Education

MBA
Executive
MBA

Career
services

Career
Management
Center

Career Services

Career
Impact

Career
Services

Career
Services

Financial
Aid

Regional
Funding
Loans
Scholarships
Women

Scholarships
Loans

Scholarships

Scholarships

Regional
Funding
Scholarships
Women

Alumni
Association

Alumni
Executive
Education
Community

Lifelong
Learning
Career Services
Events
Community
Alumni Fund

Clubs
Events
Benefits
Mentoring
Community
News

Lifelong
Learning
Community
Career
support
Subscriptions
Access
to
facilities

Lifelong
Learning
Community
Directory
Events

A benefit for students also, is the fact that all five of these schools offer some sort of
financial aid. All of them offer scholarships, HEC, and INSEAD offer loans, and what is
especially interesting in financial aid offerings is that both HEC and IMD offer regional funding
and scholarships for women. Both schools believe in the recruitment and education of minorities.
While some schools in Europe do not offer means of education payments via the school, the top
five can also pride themselves on that. A prospective student can have options in the way he or
she finances a high quality education.

It goes without doubt essentially that an alumni association is present. The alumni
associations in the top five offer great benefits to those whom have already graduated. IMD for
example offers platforms of post-graduates to connect through lifelong learning, which entails
further education online, in class or from printed page, and the possibility of publications. There
are also events that alumni can attend in order to network and communicate with past-graduates.
Among what has been mentioned, alumni can connect with those in close regions, and also get in
touch with alumni through a directory. IMD is an example representative of the alumni benefits
offered, it can be used as a comparison to the others because it’s something all top five share in
common.
An assessment was made of the top five in order to give an impression of the top five
schools success factors. Clearly, the top five are compared among many factors that make them
successful, so with that said – it can surely be learned from and applied to with other European
business schools. Although some schools lack what others gain, for the most part, the champions
stand out for what they offer over others.

4. Conclusion
European business schools are known to have established strengths in their environments
such as being relatively small in size, maintaining strong customer relationship management,
corporate linkages with companies, strong in areas of public management and policy, innovative,
and a strong international mindset. All of these strengths play important roles in the identification
of the respective key success factors found.
Key findings of the European business champions conclude that first, faculty represents
high quality standards such as, high class profiles being experienced practitioners in their
respective fields, awards and honors, as well as highly recognized publications which receive
worldwide recognition in the sense that they are published in major sources such as Businessweek
and others. These types of recognitions earn credibility.
Second, to better ensure the students experience and their professional progress, the top
five provide a certain variety of academic services, such as hands on real-life company situations
and challenges that students are confronted with, and the ability to solve them. Furthermore,
career services are available in ways that students are professionally guided through career
consultation. Students are aided in all important aspects in the career driven process, connecting
recruiters and students, and promoting a global network to inform and prepare participants for
diverse career opportunities.
Third, financial aid programs are offered to not only give regular students the chance to
better finance their academic experience, but too also give financial support to women,
minorities, and less-fortunate individuals the chance to enter into the programs in order to foster
hidden talent.
Finally, as a lasting post-graduate benefit to students, alumni association platforms are
established to enable a networking tool that gives them the chance to further communicate with
their respective business schools for knowledge exchange and a opportunity to build bridges
between professional scholars. Since the power of networking is so vital to those in the business

community, the top five can truly pride themselves on the fact that this is an association they
offer of such rich content to post-graduates.
The success of the research undertaken is to provide other business schools a cumulative
view of what the business school champions in Europe are doing that makes them so unique and
successful. Innovation strengthens an already existing service or product, and thus by
summarizing the findings of common key success factors, perhaps learning can be done by other
schools wishing to adopt techniques of Europe’s best in order for them to stand out among others.
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Refreshing Math Skills for the Workplace
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Abstract. For GED instruction and job retraining, techniques found in preparing
future elementary and middle school teachers were adapted and applied to
instruction for adults. Problem solving, hands-on activities, visuals, and
conceptual activities have long been a staple of training future K-8 grade
teachers and helping college students develop greater understanding of concepts.
We have reviewed research literature in teaching adults and presented ideas to
adult education instructors.

Background. The research in adult education related to numeracy is “paltry” (U.S. Department
of Education, 2011). This void of specific research for adults was confirmed by a recent
literature search that found several books and articles on the general subject of teaching adults,
but with a limited amount of attention to the teaching and learning of math for adults (Corder,
2002; Hendrix & Wickett, 2011; MacKeracher, 2004; Tight, 2003; Wlodkowski, 2008). On the
other hand, there is a wealth of research in and curriculum for K-16 and teacher training.
A report prepared for the U.S. Department of Education (2011) made recommendations about
mathematics content and instruction. Context, the report said, should play an important role in
learning that emphasizes fractions, decimals, percent, and reasoning with proportions. Other
areas of content were suggested as well, including algebraic thinking, geometry, measurement,
and statistics.
According to the U.S Department of Education report (2011), instructional strategies should
provide conceptual understanding, emphasize strategies to solve problems, and teach
computational fluency that conveys how and why processes work. Teachers are encouraged to
deliver material in group contexts and use formative assessments to evaluate progress.
Additionally, math instruction should address motivational factors and provide meaningful
connections to individual interests, workplace experiences, and real-life contexts. Affective
factors, such as beliefs and emotions that might interfere with learning, were also recognized as
important components of instruction for adults.
The report’s recommendations appeared to be a fertile ground for applying topics, activities, and
principles of instruction to adult education that are commonly found in methods courses for
training elementary and middle school teachers. In this context, we wondered if visual, hands-

on, and problem-solving approaches for understand math concepts that have widespread usage
for training future teachers would be applicable and accepted for use with adults.
First, we surveyed sample high school GED (Graduation Equivalency Diploma) tests and found
a large number of questions on fractions, decimals, and percent with a smattering of questions on
geometry. In our investigation, we also noticed a large number of questions that required
multiple steps to solve. Second, we observed a tutoring session for preparing adults for the
GED. During the observation, it was clear that students were trying to match types of problems
with solution methods in a rote manner, rather than understanding the mathematics behind the
problems. The rote approach leads to inaccurate matches when problem form is not recognized
and suggests a reliance on short-term memory. We concluded that conceptual understanding and
connections to mathematical tools might provide a better approach to both pass the GED exam
and apply to a future career.
In consultation with instructors who prepare adults for GED tests, we chose topics that lend
themselves particularly well to conceptual development and then narrowed our list of topics to
ones the instructors wished to explore with us. For the chosen topics, we mapped a series of
activities that might easily be found in a typical college math content or math methods course for
education majors to topics found on sample GED tests. We presented initial activities to
instructors on a day for professional development.
We started our two-hour workshop with some background on the van Hiele Levels of Geometry
Development, engaged in an activity to show that the sum of a triangle’s interior angles is 180o
by making different triangles and then putting their vertices together to form a 180 degree angle,
and used geoboards to demonstrate the Pythagorean Theorem.
However, what really generated interest was a problem-solving activity with area. In this
activity, participants were provided with a geoboard and rubber bands. After making several
shapes on the geoboards, the challenge of making shapes with a given area included a square
with area 4 or 2 and triangles with area 1 or 1-1/2.
Constructing a square with area 2 required thinking about a shape’s orientation as the answer is a
square standing on a vertex; commonly thought of as a diamond. The variety of triangles with
the same area (from acute, to right, and then obtuse) led to a discussion of strategies to figure out
a shape’s area and the formula for a triangle’s area. These sorts of questions initiated much
discussion about area and why the area formulas make sense. Exploring geoboard area
consumed the rest of our presentation, the majority of the time.
The experiences provided in the workshop were enthusiastically received and it was agreed that
we would plan future experiences for the instructors. The four GED instructors had a variety of
backgrounds and comfort-levels in math. All had a state teaching certificate including a 4-year
degree from an accredited institution which went beyond the state requirements for GED
instructors.
Work in Progress. As with the first workshop, we were interested in determining the
applicability of methods commonly used in elementary and middle school teacher training. With
our second workshop, we requested that GED instructors provide feedback on their use of the

conceptual and procedural math activities that we presented in the two workshops. Specifically,
we asked instructors to answers questions about how any activities we presented were used in
their teaching, how the experiences were received by their students, and the instructors’ overall
impression of how effective the activities were.
A new, 3-hour workshop was planned which provided explorations with activities and games
that GED instructors could use with their students. We focused on topics stressed in the GED
exam, questions on fractions, decimals, percent, and ratio/proportion. The GED instructors
expected that about half of the GED exam involved ratio and proportion in some way, which
reinforced our survey of sample tests. Therefore, we emphasized this topic along with others and
drew workshop activities from existing conceptual ideas and activities commonly found in
teacher education courses.
To address confidence in doing math, a request for an activity that we received from the GED
instructors and which is also a concern of the US Department of Education (2011), a probability
activity of choosing marbles from hats was used (Phillips, 1981). Initially, the problem can look
difficult, if not impossible, to analyze by someone with limited experiences exploring
probability. When this activity was presented to the GED instructors, an analysis of the solution
via an area model made sense to them. Providing a tool for analysis made this activity accessible
and enjoyable by the workshop participants.
For decimal number sense, we played Maze (Morris, 1981) and analyzed a page of Decimal
Statements. The Maze Game is a network of nodes and paths where one chooses a path with
operation and decimal number in order to minimize (or maximize) their score. Division by a
decimal number less than one provides a dilemma when scores increase rather than decrease,
what many first expect to happen. The page of Decimal Statements has sentences about
everyday contexts, but where decimals are placed incorrectly . The statements provide a context
to understand a decimal number as a whole and to use estimation when interpreting a decimal
number.
A different set of statements was used to provide a context for understanding and interpreting
percent. The set of Percent Statements placed percent in everyday contexts and the challenge
was to determine whether sentences make sense or not. For teaching about percent, we also used
an approach called EZ%. Mental computation of percent is made easy by using simple fractions
and division by 10. Simple fractions were used when finding 25% (dividing by 4) and 50%
(dividing by 2; taking one half). Division by 10 comes into play when finding key percents, 10%
and 1% (found by moving the decimal place to the left one or two places, respectively).
Therefore, 10% of 400 is 40 and 1% is 4. These techniques can be combined to mentally
compute many percentages quickly. For example, 15% of a number is found by adding 10%
plus 5%, which is half of 10%. So, 15% of 400 is 40 + (40÷2) = 60, a calculation that can be
performed mentally and quickly by many people. Alternately, 40% of a number can be half the
number minus 10%, or even, 4 x 10%.
There were many more activity ideas prepared for the workshop, but a limited number of them
were presented due to preferences of the participants and time constraints. For example, we
planned (a) to provide ideas for teaching fractions through a length model, (b) to use Decimal

Squares for connecting fractions and decimals, and (c) to play a game, The In-Between Game
(Chapin, 1997), to compare decimal numbers by adding zeros.
For geometry, we planned to build on the first workshop’s use of geoboards. A general game
idea called That’s Stretching It!, source unknown, was developed into two versions for students
with varied levels of geometry experience. In the game, the geoboard starts with a rubber band
around a single square (4 pegs). Players take turns rolling a number cube to identify
characteristics of a new figure to create from the shape already on the geoboard. Points are
awarded depending on how many corners are changed.
For the That’s Stretching It! game, two 6x6 tables with shape characteristics were created. Table
1 included only shape names that we found on sample GED exams. This version of the game
was intended as a beginning game and to reacquaint students with shape names. Table 2
contained property names often found on sample GED exams and was developed to motivate
familiarity with properties of quadrilaterals. Both forms of the game required problem solving
since an existing geoboard shape needed to be transformed into a new shape by manipulating
corners of the old shape. The challenges in making sense of geometric properties makes this
game ideal for teaching students about shape and provides a venue to practice spatial
visualization.
Feedback from two GED Instructors. When working with adults reported to be functioning at 4th
to 6th grade levels in math, Instructor A used ideas from the workshops in teaching decimals and
percent. In a tutoring environment, this instructor showed students Decimal Statements, the set
of everyday statements described above with decimals placed so the numbers did not make
sense. Therefore, a 12x20 foot living room might be described instead as 1.2x200 feet. The goal
of this exercise was to correctly decide where the decimal should be placed. Students were
observed to be challenged and have to “stop and think” about the answers which pleased the
instructor.
Instructor A also used the EZ% technique for mentally calculating percent. In teaching adults,
the instructor reported that this technique integrated well with her usual approach of using dollar
amounts with which students easily relate. Students were excited to find that they could
calculate percentages so easily. Instructor A was also excited to see that some were able to get
answers correct on their first attempt.
Instructor B, the second instructor, used both the Decimal Statements and Percent Statements in
cooperative groups to help students better understand numbers with decimals and percent in
everyday contexts. In small groups, adults discussed and then defended their answers. The
instructor reported that students appreciated a real-world context and were able to get a good
“feel” for the numbers.
For Instructor B, the Decimal Statements became a context for discussing prices in the sentences
and was a springboard for discussing division of a number by 10. As a side note, both
discussions could provide an appropriate background for a later lesson on mental calculations
using the workshop technique of EZ%. For this lesson, Instructor B had success by extending
the original Percent Statements activity presented in the workshop by asking students to change
any statement that did not make sense to one that did.

Both instructors reported positive results in using ideas from the workshops. Instructor B
reported plans to use the That’s Stretching It! game to reinforce geometric properties, but had
done so at the time this paper was written.
Conclusions & Next Steps. Workshop activities for conceptual understanding often found in
elementary and middle school teacher training programs show promise when adapted for adults.
The experiences provided in the two workshops were very accessible to instructors. Two
workshop attendees were then able to take ideas and apply them in their teaching. From
feedback we received, simple activities that integrate easily with instructors’ approaches seem to
be a crucial requirement. In the future, we are looking to provide a workshop format to better
show off the power of the activities and techniques we present, perhaps where students and
instructors participate together.
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Abstract: This session will describe the shared model of academic advising and the registration
strategies that have proven helpful for promoting greater undergraduate transfer student academic
achievement. Included will be the registration strategies that have been implemented for working with
transfer students during registration and orientation that have led to increased initial satisfaction with the
university and greater transfer student confidence in taking responsibility for his/her academic program.
Grand Valley State University is a comprehensive university master’s degree granting institution
of about 24,500 students. The majority of students are undergraduate level. Forty one percent (twice the
national average) of undergraduate students are first generation. First generation refers to the student
being the first in his/her family structure to attend any type of college.. Grand Valley State uses a shared
model of advising and embraces the National Academic Advising Association (NACADA) view that
“Advising is Teaching”. In the shared model of advising professional advisors and faculty advisors work
hand in hand in the advising process for all students. The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences is the
largest of the nine colleges and consists of 12000 students and provides much of the general education
programming. In CLAS, this is how advising is described to students:

Who is my Advisor?
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (CLAS) provides both faculty and professional
advisors to help students successfully complete their degree requirements and prepare
for their careers and graduate study.
Faculty Advisors:
If you have already declared your major in one of the departments within the College, you
have been assigned a faculty Advisor. To confirm who this is, you can look at your
academic record in MyBanner:
1. Log into MyBanner 2. Select Student & Financial Aid 3. Select Registration 4. View
Major & Advisor Information.
Once you know the name of your assigned faculty advisor, you can find his or her office,
email address and phone number by using the GVSU People Finder.
All faculty members hold open office hours to meet with students. Call or email your
faculty advisor directly or contact your major academic department to determine your
advisor's office hours. If you are not available during your faculty advisor's office hours,
you can often arrange another time to meet with him/her.
Professional Advisors:
The CLAS Academic Advising Center is staffed by professional advisors familiar with the
requirements for all CLAS majors and minors, professional school admissions, teacher
certification, and graduation. These professional advisors work with students in
conjunction with faculty advisors

You are welcome to meet with an advisor in the CLAS Academic Advising Center to
discuss your major, graduate or professional interests, review degree requirements, and
set up an academic plan whether you are exploring or have declared a CLAS
major/minor, or are a pre-professional major and have been assigned to a professional
advisor in the CLAS Academic Advising Center. You can check on-line to see which
majors each of our advisors specializes in.
To schedule an appointment with a professional advisor in the CLAS Academic Advising
Center please call us at 616-331-8585, or stop into our office in C-1-140 MAK. Please
note that we are not able to schedule appointments via email.
So, what's the difference between a faculty and professional advisor?
Both types of advisors can address questions about major/minor and graduation
requirements. However, you can think of the difference between these advisors as a
difference in perspective and scope.
Faculty advisors are experts in your major field and bring this in-depth understanding into
play in addressing your questions and concerns. They know the wide variety of careers
available to majors, what specific courses will be best for you, and and how to most
effectively chose and prepare for specific graduate programs and careers. They can also
help you evaluate how well your skills and abilities fit with the field and your goals. In
addition, they have extensive contacts in the field and can foster your professional
development in your academic area of interest.
Professional advisors, on the other hand, offer a broader perspective on your
undergraduate experience. A professional advisor’s expertise is in how to successfully
fulfill major/minor and graduation requirements and navigate through the process of
getting an undergraduate degree, and they can clarify for you the steps necessary to
prepare for a career and/or graduate study. In the case of the professional advisor, the indepth knowledge they bring to addressing your questions and concerns is about college
and university policies and procedures, your myPath degree evaluation and transcripts,
and the wide range of resources and extra- and co-curricular experiences available to
students. (CLAS Academic Advising Center, CAAC)
In 2003, the Provost formed and charge the Undergraduate Academic Advising Council to
enhance the academic advising services provided to students at Grand Valley State University. After a
comprehensive self-study of academic advising, use of consultants from the National Academic Advising
Association (NACADA), and several focus groups recommendations for improvement in advising
services were implemented. This led to a new structure to better align with the University’s 2010-15
Strategic Plan. The revised advising structure was developed to incorporate Deans as policy makers;
Directors of the College and University Advising Centers as implementers of initiatives; connect faculty to
undergraduate advising issues; and revise the committee structures associated with academic advising.
Two committees are part of this advising structure that focus on student orientation and
registration; one for first time in any college (FTIAC) and one for transfer students. Grand Valley State
University has increased in overall enrollment by 1% for seven consecutive years. A portion of that
increase has been from an increased number of transfer students. Three years ago, transfer and FTIAC
orientation and registration were identical. This was a model where a large group (~110) of students
came to campus for a day where information was presented to the students about the University (student
life, general education, financial, getting involved in school) culminating in working in a computer lab
among a smaller group (10 or fewer) to create their academic schedule for an entire academic year. The

potential students worked with professional advisors, faculty members, and peer leaders to come away
with a schedule. Later, the CLAS advisors from (CAAC) would review schedules for accuracy and
potential follow-up. What we have found is that on size does not fit all. CLAS has been committed to
developing an advising system that emphasizes experiential learning; adapts to the globalization of
education, involves interactive networking, and adapts the coming of the "era of the global brain" when
more people will need to be educated and they will shop at several college or universities before
attaining a degree.
Assessment data supported the university’s perception that our registration and orientation
system were viewed very differently by FTIAC and transfer students. Indeed, exit interviews and surveys
of FTIACs showed strong approval of the orientation day experience while transfer students felt it was
inefficient and did not meet their needs. This led to a creative idea spearheaded by the CLAS Academic
Advising Center and now utilized by the university. Transfer student registration is a two hour process
rather than an entire day. Transfer students register online for an appointment and during that
appointment they received individualized attention. A half hour is spent in a group of 20 hearing general
information related to registration and transfer courses. Each student then works with an advisor
(professional, graduate student interns, and/or faculty) one on one to go over transcripts, talk about
future plans and create a yearlong schedule of coursework. Ovoo, an interactive software
teleconferencing tool is used to work with international and out of state students, to provide a similar
experience. Part of the time is spent teaching transfer students how to use MyPath, a software system
for students to take control of their academic program planning. Exit interview and survey data shows a
95% approval rating for the process, for getting registered, confidence in taking responsibility for
academic decisions, and for the individualized interaction with advisors. This greater satisfaction in this
initial meeting has resulted in higher percentages of transfer students choosing Grand Valley State
University.
In addition to more student satisfaction, this new advising approach for transfer students has
created greater opportunity for advisors to encourage each person to get involved while at the university
resulting in a student club developed by transfer students for transfer students. This encouragement to
get involved in some way and the transfer club has contributed to a gradual increase in retention of
transfer students.
With 50% of the students in CLAS and nine professional advisors in CAAC, it is still possible to
provide advising services to Grand Valley students while using this small group individualized approach
to transfer registration (1300 appointments April-August 2012). The collaboration of faculty has allowed
for at least four professional advisors in the advising center to be available to students at all times. For
the transfer process, graduate students create files of information on each student in advance of the
transfer appointments so that information is available, courses equivalencies negotiated prior to
registration,and the appointment can be spent on transfer student needs.
It is projected that Michigan high school graduates will continue to decline until 2020 (15%
overall). Despite this decline that is attributed to the employment conditions in the state, Grand Valley
has managed to grow in student numbers. It is process such as those outlined above that have
contributed to increased enrollment, time to graduation, and improving retention of transfer students.
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Abstract
The aim of this study is to determine the views of elementary and middle school teachers
concerning critical pedagogy. Critical pedagogy (CP) approach is concerned with transforming
relations of power which are oppressive and which lead to the oppression of people. Due to the
educational reform from K-12 in Taiwan, this research paper examined teachers’ views and
readiness in critical pedagogy in their classrooms. According to the findings obtained from the
qualitative case studies, the teachers included in the study demonstrate their agreement in using
critical pedagogy in their classroom, and they have found the importance to develop students’
skills in a more critical way. In addition, teachers understand the importance of raising awareness
and consciousness by incorporating authentic materials is needed in the classroom. Educators
also need to allow dialogue between equal partners in classroom. However, teachers are deeply
influenced by their educational background, professional seniority and environment of the school
where they work to hinder their actions in using critical pedagogy in the classroom. This study
would like to highlight the importance of using critical pedagogy in Taiwanese educational
reform, and it also raises concerns and challenges in using CP in the classroom.

Keywords: Critical pedagogy, elementary/middle school teachers, transformative intellectual

INTRODUCTION

Taiwan has begun to view educational reform a focus of to development, not only to help
students achieve their full potential and but also to develop good citizenship, and to assure
national competition. Namely, the pedagogical method needs to be changed as well. In
September of 2001, the Taiwanese government initiated a movement toward educational reform
with the introduction of the Grade 1-9 Curriculum policy. Because of the country’s transition
from an industrial society to a knowledge-based one, it has been necessary to consider how to
restructure school learning, revise curricula, and provide specific goals for the future Taiwanese
society. In addition, it is more and more diverse in the classroom. For example a teacher will
work with students who speak Taiwanese, Chinese, Hakkanese, indigenous languages, or
languages spoken by students who are from immigrant family. So, it is important for teachers
who embrace the belief that schools are important in creating a socially just society must teach in
culturally relevant ways that take into consideration how all students experience the curriculum.
Given this social reality, it is imperative that teachers engage in teaching approaches that are
effective in educating today’s diverse student population (Howard, 2003).
From pedagogical perspective, education should be guided by the transformation of society
and the articulated needs of a nation’s citizens. Especially, schools have more and more diverse
population at school. These students speak different languages, and schools also have new
Taiwanese immigrants’ children in school. Thus, every student must have an equal opportunity
to achieve his or her full potential. Namely, every student must be prepared to competently
participate in an increasingly intercultural society.

Traditionally, students are taught in a more passive approach, and students are prepared to
pass standardized exams. Based on the goal of educational reform, students cannot be the passive
information receivers, and teachers are not delivering information in the classroom. So, the role
of teachers and students informed by the critical pedagogy (CP) will be different. These are main
actual classroom practices for teachers and students. First, teachers and students have a
reciprocal relationship. Educators have to work collectively with their students, colleagues, and
the larger school community. Second, teachers have to prepare students to develop skills and

intellectual interests in the learning process. Third, students have responsibilities to research
what students know, speak, experience, and feel.

LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review will explore the multiple and varied definitions of critical pedagogy.
Many critical pedagogues (Freiré, 1970; Giroux, 1981, 1992, 1997) have provided different
interpretations of critical pedagogy. The term critical pedagogy is often associated with the work
of scholars such as Freiré (1970), Giroux (1992), Luke (1995-6), Luke and Gore (1992), and
Mclaren (1995). These scholars discussed critical pedagogy from different perspectives, but the
main goal of critical pedagogy is to create engaged, active, critically thinking citizens in the
classroom.
Brazilian educator Paulo Freiré, the pioneering figure of the movement, initially talked
about the issues of power and social injustice in the adult literacy programs. In his most
celebrated book, pedagogy of the oppressed. Freiré (1970) favored a libratory, dialogic and
problem-posing education. He objects the traditional frame of education. For example, he did not
agree with the banking model because this teaching approach leads to the domination and
oppression. He asserted that problem posing education which takes place through dialogue were
teachers and students become active critical learners. From this perspective, critical pedagogues
challenge teachers and students to rethink the purpose and meaning of schooling, and the role
that they might play as cultural workers (Moreno-Lopez, 2005). Critical pedagogies argue all
students' academic achievements. Every student should be trained as an active member of
democratic society. McLaren (1994a) says of it that:
Critical pedagogy poses a variety of important counterlogics to the positivistic,
ahistorical, and depoliticized analysis employed by both literal and conservative
critics of schooling – an analysis all too readily visible in the training programs in
our colleges of education. Fundamentally concerned with the centrality of politics
and power in our understanding of bow school work, critical theorists have
produced work centering on the political economy of schooling, the state and

education, the representation of texts, and the construction of student subjectivity
(p. 167).

According to these critical scholars, the goal of education is to ensure social
transformation for democratic society (Bercaw & Stooksberry, 2004). Reflected on the teaching
and learning process, critical pedagogy involves a way of thinking about, negotiating, and
transforming the relationship among classroom teaching, the production of knowledge, the
institutional structures of the school, and the social and material relations of the wider
community, society, and nation-state (McLaren, 1993). From this perspective, teachers and
students are not isolated from each other. They have to help each other to gain comprehension.
Teachers have to provide students with materials for consideration and they review the previous
assessments while students express their own opinion. Teachers have to engage students in a
dialogic process and the teaching allows students to share and express their thoughts. However,
studies have showed that some teachers even do not know how to define critical pedagogy. Ruiz
and Fernandez-Balboa (2005) concluded that it was no wonder that many of the physical
education teachers actually “floundered” when trying to implement critical pedagogy in the postsecondary classroom, since they struggled to even define it.
Next section will discuss the role of teacher defined in the critical pedagogy. Thus, these
definitions could lead me to ask interview questions. In this study, it is important to examine
teachers’ views on how they understand and construct their professional responsibility in the
classroom. Informed by the critical pedagogy, this study would focus on the following principals
proposed by Giroux when interviewing teachers.
1. An educator does not only produce knowledge but also political subject.
2. Ethics must be seen as a central concern of critical pedagogy.
3. A teacher has to focus on the issue of difference in an ethically challenging and
politically transformative way.
4. Students need to critical literacy to read text, and they can conduct ongoing engagement
with a variety of narratives and traditions that can be re-read and re-formulated in
politically different terms.
5. Students need to create new forms of knowledge.

6. Teachers and students should learn how power, knowledge, and politics affect each other.
7. Students are able to criticize and analyze critically.
8. Teachers are transformative intellectuals. Namely, they helps students to construct who
they are, rather than transmit a particular way of life. Giroux (1998) conventionalized
power as a concrete set of practices that produces social forms through which distinct
experiences and subjectivities are shaped. What he emphasized is the social responsibility
of a teacher in the goals and expectations of schooling. If we believe that schooling
involves not only the production and transmission of knowledge, but also involves
teachers speaking out, as necessary intellectuals in a democratic society, we can link the
goal of teacher education, the development of the teaching profession, the order of
democracy, and the development of social construction together.
To sum up the role of teacher in the critical pedagogy, teachers should get together to
resist economic, political, and social inequity and injustice, while providing learning contexts to
make students become knowledgeable and progressive citizens who attempt to struggle for their
radical democracy. Students need to become the problem-posing and problem-solving learners in
different contexts. Students cannot be the knowledge receivers in the classroom.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The aim of this study is to determine the views of elementary school teachers concerning
critical pedagogy. The following key query guided the research study. These research questions
aim to elicit whether teachers perceive themselves to have a role as transformative intellectual,
and they need to the disposition and the skill to engage critically with social realities to their in
the classroom.
1. What are elementary and middle school teachers' views of critical pedagogy?
2. To what extent, what are teachers’ readinesses to practice critical pedagogy in dealing
with students with diverse backgrounds in the classroom?
METHODOLOGY
This section will outline the research method, participants, and research design for this
study. A case study is the most appropriate qualitative research method for the present study
because it “concentrates on experiential knowledge of the case and close attention to the

influence of its social, political, and other contexts” (Stake, 2005, p. 444). This study includes
individual case studies of two Taiwanese elementary and middle school classroom teachers in
different grade level classrooms (5th & 7th grade). Although it would be difficult to generalize all
situations, the study aims to understand each case of their common themes.

Participants
I sent out several emails for research participants who are teaching in the different
schools in Taiwan. These teachers have registered in a forum, so tried to recruit participants who
were interested in participating in this study. Participants were made aware of the nature of this
study, their roles in it, provisions for confidentiality, and their option to withdraw from the study
at any point. Signed informed consent was obtained prior to the collection of data. Participants’
names were changed for the purposes of anonymity and pseudonyms are used in this paper.
Ms. Pandora was born and raised in Taiwan. She has taught ESL class in the elementary
school for seven years. Also, she is the generalist teacher to lead her own 3rd grade classroom.
She has studied English when she was in the second grade. She earned her B.A. degree in
English, and she has taught English for 7 years in different language institutes and she is also a
substitute teacher in different elementary schools. Now, she received her official appointment to
be the 3rd classroom teacher in Taiwan. In her classroom, she had students whose native
language is Chinese, Taiwanese, Hakka, and Indigenous language. Namely, students come to
different family background with different cultural background. In addition, she also had
students whose mothers were from Southeast Asia. They get married with Taiwanese men, and
their children attend public school in Taiwan. Their first native languages could be Vietnamese
or Thai.
Ms. Helen was also born and raised in Taiwan. She has taught the content, physical
education for 9 years. She earned her B.A. degree in physical education. She is a physical
education (P.E.) teacher in a middle school. She has taught P.E. from 7th – 9th grade. Meanwhile,
she was also appointed to be a classroom teacher to lead her own classroom. Similarly, her
students come to class with different linguistic background, and she also had students whose
parents were from Southeast Asia. These students also spoken their mother’s tongue and
inherited the cultural value.

Their educational training and teaching experiences would provide an insight how critical
pedagogy has been applied in her classroom because they have taught in the classroom for many
years. In addition their classrooms are full of diversity, so these are appropriate contexts to
examine whether they can apply critical pedagogy in these contexts.

Data Collection - Interviews
Qualitative research interviews help to understand perspectives from the subjects’ point
of view and uncover the meaning of their experiences. Interviews allow the participants to
convey to others a situation from their own perspective and in their own words. Specifically, I
adopted the semi-structured interview in this study. The rationale of using this approach is to
understand the respondent’s point of view rather than make generalizations about behavior. The
length of each interviews were semi-standardized. The value of this type of interview allowed for
opportunities to explore areas I had not previously considered (Reinharz, 1992).
The approach generates high validity because people talk about something in detail and
depth. This approach also can probe areas suggested by the respondent’s answers, and some arise
naturally during the interview. I started the initial interviews with general questions about each
participant's educational background and professional experiences. I conducted synchronous
interview through instant messaging because of the time-zone differences. Then, I constitute to
ask teachers experiences and challenges in using critical pedagogy based on their teaching
experiences, workplaces, and other societal factors.
Data Analysis: Critical Discourse analysis
Discourse analysis explores how varying forms of social reality are constructed,
negotiated, and reified through the use of language (Phillips & Hardy, 2002). Discourse is
defined as an “interrelated set of texts and the practices of their production, dissemination, and
reception that bring an object into being” (Phillips & Hardy, 2002, p. 5). Furthermore, critical
discourse analysis (CDA) studies the way social power abuse, dominance, and inequality are
enacted, reproduced, and resisted by text and talk in the social and political context. This analysis
focuses primarily on societal political issues, so all interview data will be analyzed through
critical discourse analysis. The analysis aims to find out themes, categories, or patterns to my
research questions. To ensure reliability of the data analysis, I invited one of my colleagues to be

involved in the analytical procedure. We first met to discuss the coding scheme and decide how
to code the data into categories that were felt to be potentially significant.
Having transcribed all interview data, I conducted thematic analysis to try to identify
meaningful categories and themes in transcripts. By look at the text, I examined a number of
recurring themes can be abstracted about what is being said.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Starting from the critical pedagogical theoretical perspective, I examined teachers’ view
on how they understand and construct their professional responsibilities for the development of
skills and attitude toward their students in the classroom. I analyzed the transcripts under four
themes. First two themes are found that teachers have a clear comprehension of what they can
apply from critical pedagogy to classroom practices. On the other hand, teachers need to have
more awareness to deal with cultural and linguistic differences in the classroom. Namely,
teachers do not consider the liberation of oppression or political issues.
1. Teacher’s are having self reflection skills
2. Teachers engaged students in critical thinking.
3. Teachers are social agents.
4. Teachers are multicultural proposer.
Teachers are having self-reflection skills
Rodgers (2002) described several benefits and processes of reflective problem solving.
First, teachers can experience the process of reflection, and steps of observation to modify their
teaching. Also, teachers can confront the complexity of students and their learning. Rodgers
(2002) stated that any action the teacher takes will be considered rather than impulsive and based
on a deep knowledge of each of these elements and their interactions, which ultimately can only
benefits students’ learning (p. 864). These participants stated that they were trained to write
reflective assignment, conduct field observations, write journal responses, and learning logs.
They also can reflect what they have completed well or not, and they seek for solutions to the
problems.
One of participants stated:

回家還是會想說怎麼教, 是有想過同樣的教材上 課方式可以照用一次,可是有時想想
就會覺得一定有其它方法可以讓學生學的更好. 有時上完也會覺得自己教的很爛或
者學生反應好像也不是很大, 自然而然是會在下次再改進一點.
[Translation: I will reflect my teaching after class. I thought I can use the same materials
to teach every semester; however, I believe that there are more different ways I can use to
teach better. Sometimes, I do not think I teach well, or students are not motivated based
on my observation. Thus, I will modify my teaching again.]

Teachers engaged students in critical thinking
Critical thinking is the intellectually disciplined process of actively and skillfully
conceptualizing, applying, analyzing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating information gathered from,
or generated by, observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication, as a guide to
belief and action. Namely, students should have rights to participate in the learning process.
Eventually, students are able to demonstrate their thinking in a more critical way. By the same
token, teachers will not lecture the class, instead of increasing classroom interaction. Teachers
need to ask question and take initiative in resolving comprehension difficulties. Especially,
creating time and forum for questions and clarification is mandatory. Teachers also have to put
students in small groups and give them few minutes to summarize the main points of the
discussion. Data showed that teachers did not act the knowledge poser in the classroom. These
participants used different activities to promote students’ thinking.
有時我不會直接講答案. 我會問學生說: 你為什麼會這樣問? 或者問問其它小朋友說:
你們覺得呢? 有些小朋友就會想一下再開始回答. 在想的過程, 我發現小孩是要一直
給他問題去想為什麼. 所以現在教小孩和以前我當學生很多東西都不太一樣.
[Translation: Sometimes, I do not provide answers to questions directly. I would ask my
students: What makes you to ask like this? Or, I will ask other students how they feel?
Some students paused to think and answered my question. In the thinking process, I
found that asking questions can make students think. The current teaching approach is
very different to the way I was taught at school.]
上課很多小孩還都是聽, 但是有愈來愈多小孩 會問為什麼了. 以前可能小孩有問題,
不會問很多,但是現在會有一些時間給他們問問題. 且我也覺得有時他們問出的問題
是真的不知道,在你回答的時候, 他是真的在聽且下次就知道了. 所以我就會在上課
前或快下課後問他們有沒有什麼問題. 有時會叫他們寫下來.
[Translation: Most students still focus one-way communication; however, there are more
and more students who will ask questions. Students long time ago do not ask questions,
or they do not ask even they have questions. Now, I will provide time for questions. I

have found they students understand after they questions are answers. Especially, I can
find they are more attentive while listening. I have understood that they can learn from
questions, so I will ask my students who propose questions before and after presentation.]

Teachers are social agents
The impact of the arrival of immigrants in Taiwan considered culturally homogeneous
has influenced the school community. It has created an awareness of new needs and stimulated
the development in teacher educators. The teacher can bring about changes in the students and
through them in the society. To bring about the changes, the teacher should be acting social
agents.
Finding showed that teachers do not committee themselves who are agents of educational
and social improvement. Namely, teachers do not consider the relationship between education
and political movement. Participants’ interview transcripts focused mostly in their classroom
teaching practices when they heard the term ‘reflection’. There is no critical reflection on
broader sociological, cultural, historical, and political contexts. Challenges status quo norms and
practices, especially with respect to power and control were not addressed in this study.
Tracking back these participants’ teacher preparation training, they are not prepared to
engage in productive change. Even, they have found the inequality in education, but they are not
able to resist due to the system and ideology. The main influence is from the way teachers are
trained, the way schools are organized, and the way the educational hierarchy operates, and the
way political decision makers treat educators. Thus, it results in a system that is likely to retain
the status quo. Unfortunately, teachers are still hesitant to break the impasses to speak up.
反正學校就是這樣, 太多事看不過去講了又能怎麼樣, 重點是應該要去做事的人不去,
下面的人也不能講, 講了要做也不見得可以做得起來.
[Translation: The school system is what it is. Talking too much cannot change anything.
The person on the top who did not change, it is useless even I say it.]

In a word, I would like to highlight again that a teacher should ask him/herself what
difference he/she is trying to make personally. If they are ready to have right attitude and mind as
a transformative intellectual, a teacher might be not a good career for them. This study has
confirmed that teachers are capable of technical aspects of education, but teacher’s values,
beliefs, and aspirations cannot be ignored, too. If ignored, teachers will feel like pawns in a
system.

Teachers are multicultural proposer
The students’ right, especially from the minority groups, should be recognized in the
education. Namely, these teachers should know how to engage in productive change. However,
one of the challenges facing is how to design a learning community that is reflective of both
multicultural society and individual among citizens. First, teacher should discard their biases and
ethnocentrism. This is crucial for teachers if they want to be effective with students from diverse
background. Thus, a multicultural classroom is one that features positive teacher expectations for
all students, a learning environment that supports positive interracial contact, and a curriculum
that is multicultural in content and varied in pedagogy.
In this study, participants’ classrooms are full of students with diversity. Therefore,
working with all students in an equitable, effective, and caring manner by respecting diversity in
relation to ethnicity, race, gender, and special needs of each learner is a teacher’s mind, too.
Unfortunately, the dominance of main stream still exists.
One interview excerpt had surprised me about the teacher’s view on students’ diverse
background in her classroom. This statement has shown that the teacher is a lack of multicultural
competence to recognize the difference.
上課的東西基上都是從課本裡來的, 所以除非是章節有講到不同文化的問題, 不然就
是台灣怎麼上課那些小朋友就是跟著台灣的小孩上課學
[Translation: In my daily teaching culture is not addressed unless it is one of chapters.
Mostly, those students (New Taiwanese immigrants) just follow the curriculum like most
Taiwanese students learn.]
有一天, 我聽一個外配的小孩說: 他也是混血兒,我就有一點覺得他怎麼那麼那麼開
心的到處跟其它小朋友說呢?
[Translation: One day, I heard the statement from one of my new Taiwanese immigrant
child. He said: I am also a bi-racial child (混血兒). I wonder why he is so proud to tell
other friends.]

This section have discussed the findings from interview data, and have found what
teachers are lack of in education in Taiwan, especially, the inclusion of new Taiwan immigrants’
new generation in the classroom. We should be proud of that teachers are able to reflect their
teaching and promote students’ thinking skills. However, teachers should act social agents, and
embrace the multiculturalism in the classroom.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of the present study is to determine Taiwanese elementary and middle
school teachers’ views about the principles of critical pedagogy and their readiness to deal with
culturally and linguistically diverse students. With the study, the elementary and middle school
teachers’ views about the principles of critical pedagogy and challenges of practicing critical
pedagogy in their classroom are found. This study might be suggested that participants in this
study demonstrated a certain level of agreement with the principle of critical pedagogy. They all
stated that students should be able to ask questions and solve problems in the classroom, rather
than waiting for teachers’ answers. Students should not merely receive information from teachers
and books. Students should know how to apply, analyze, and produce a new idea. However,
teachers are still needed to increase their roles and a social agent, and incorporate diverse cultural
and linguistic differences to educate students in the classroom. Namely, teachers are ready for
their teaching approaches and roles as a teacher to help students’ learning. However, teachers
should be more ready for helping students to recognize the diversity and transform students to
who they are in the society. Teachers have to see their functions for societal change and the
significant role that citizenship education can play. The students’ right, especially from the
minority groups, should be recognized in the education. Namely, teachers in this study did not
view teaching as a political activity.

IMPLICATIONS
This study found that teachers demonstrate their abilities to reflect what they teach in the
classroom, and what they adopt different teaching activities for promoting critical thinking in the
classroom. However, being a social agent in education in Taiwan is still weak. Based on the
critical pedagogy, teachers are responsible for the change that takes place in students. Teachers’
works and actions trigger positive behavioral and attitudinal change in the students. Teachers
should be a role model for students, and teachers should bring about changes in the students and
through them in the society. Teacher education in Taiwan should train teacher educators who are
knowledgeable, skills, leaders, having virtues, attitude and committed. Especially, teacher should
be a social agent. For example, teacher should engage students in constant inquiry. They should
commit themselves who are agents of educational and social improvement. They also need to
respect and create a space for students with diverse background in their classrooms.

In the future, there is a need to re-examine teacher preparation programs, and it is urgent
to develop teachers who are able to work with students with diverse backgrounds. In addition,
teacher educators also need to adopt culturally relevant pedagogy because the research shows
that diverse students are not achieving the success in school that they should. Ladson-Billings
(1995a) suggested that culturally relevant pedagogy has been proven to be an effective set of
principles upon which teach can base their instruction of diverse students.

FUTURE RESEARCH
In terms of future research, a great deal remains to be done. As I was conducting this
study, I was thinking about my previous schooling. Comparing my learning history, and my
agreement with critical pedagogy, I have seen the value of doing more research between critical
pedagogy and teaching. Especially, there are more studies needed to conduct in the classroom
settings. Due to the classroom access issues, not many actual classroom practices can be
observed; different types of research, such as action research, ethnographic studies should be
done in the future studies. In addition, there are still many teachers and professors teach very
traditionally and demonstrated a lack of congruence between theory and practice. So, I believe in
the value of the continual critical interrogation of the practice at school. My participants have
been worked in the school system, and there is a need for critical pedagogues to continue to
broaden teachers’ understandings within their classroom practices. Many teachers stop learning,
and repeated what they have prepared to teach, so more life-long learning should be provided for
these teachers.
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ABSTRACT

The study introduced yoga as an intervention among adolescents with Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder. It determined if yoga has an effect on improved attention and staying
focused at a given task while enjoying an exercise that is nourishing to the mind, body, and
spirit.

Eight adolescents, 13 to 17 years old, attended a maximum of seven yoga sessions at 60
minutes each, for one week. A multiple case study approach was utilized and data analyzed
qualitatively. Observation, information sheet, and a daily self-reflection questionnaire were
employed as informal forms of assessment. A Trail Making Test was administered to detect an
increase or decrease in time.

Results of the study suggested that yoga improved the attention of adolescents with
ADHD after experiencing a complete yoga practice, regardless of the number of sessions
attended. Participants encountered problems with balance, focus, stretching and other physical
difficulties as first-time practitioners of yoga.

Yoga and Inattention among Adolescents with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder

Lissa Aireen Lesaca-Moti / 2012
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Based on the positive results from a previously NIH-funded study, we have designed a series of
“physically active” lessons that are directly connected to the academic curriculum for children,
grades 2-5. These activities are movement-based lessons, which is the major component of
Academics plus Physical Activity Across the Curriculum (A+PAAC). The primary focus of A+PAAC
is to link physical activity to academic achievement in the elementary classroom. We have
proposed that if children participate in 75-100 minutes of physical activity per week through
active lessons there will be a significant improvement in academic achievement.
The primary objective of A+PAAC activities is to enhance academic achievement in elementary
school children through the medium of movement and physical activity. There is some
evidence that general forms of physical activity at a moderate to high intensity level improves
the achievement level of children as they move through the elementary school curriculum. This
program demonstrates how physical activity can be used to teach academic concepts in the
elementary school curriculum without changing the content and/or increasing teacher
preparation time. This program is easy for the teacher to implement. All of these
lessons/activities are currently being used in nine Kansas elementary schools. These activities
are inexpensive, easy to install, and easily modified in a manner that is suited to improve
student health while improving academic achievement.
Demonstrations of how physical activity at moderate to high intensity levels can be
implemented into academic lessons for elementary school children will be given during this
workshop. Examples will be given for the following academic areas: math, language arts,
science, spelling, and history. Participants will be actively engaged in the demonstrations in
order to better understand how physical activity connects to learning in the selected academic
areas. Examples of tested movements that range from moderate intensity to high intensity will
also be demonstrated.
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Revitalizing the English Intensive Course and Study-Abroad Program
at Konan University
Nobuo Tsuda
Konan University Institute for Language and Culture
Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how Konan Institute for Language and
Culture has revitalized the EIC (English Intensive Course) and study-abroad program at
Konan University over the past few years. Previously many students enjoyed studying in
the EIC, and according to the survey results they felt classes were useful and beneficial.
However, only a small percentage of the EIC students actually studied abroad. For this
reason, several attempts were made to revitalize and improve the EIC and study-abroad
program. The author has made further suggestions for revitalizing the program in order
for EIC students to have better learning experiences at the EIC, while abroad, and after
returning from the study-abroad experience.
Introduction
There are many Japanese college students who are interested in studying in
English-speaking countries such as the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, and
Australia. In addition to improving their English skills and learning about the target
culture, there are many other benefits for college students who study abroad. Gesinski,
English, and Tyson (2010) point out that study-abroad experiences in college have many
positive effects on students’ learning, self-awareness, and growth. Braskamp,
Branskamp, and Merill (2009, p. 101) also made the following statement:
Education abroad has become an increasingly important educational program
(experience) in global learning and development, intercultural competence,
intercultural maturity, and intercultural sensitivity of students.
Furthermore, according to research, study abroad experiences in college enable
students to better prepare for work, since many employers “value the skills and
knowledge potentially gained from study abroad and these competencies are
transferable on the job” (Franklin, 2010, p. 169).
Even though there are many positive effects of study abroad, until the beginning
of 2000 students at Konan University had not received much support from the school
for studying abroad. As a result, the number of students who studied in
English-speaking countries drastically decreased around that time. For this reason the

Konan Institute for Language and Culture at Konan University established an English
Intensive Course in order to help students improve their English and prepare students to
study abroad. Since then, more and more students have gone to English-speaking
partner schools. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how the Institute has
revitalized the English Intensive Course and study-abroad program and how the school
has helped our students prepare for valuable linguistic, cultural, social, and various
other learning experiences at our partner schools abroad.
English Intensive course
In 2006 Konan University established the EIC (English Intensive Course) for
freshman students who would like to improve their English and study abroad in their
sophomore or junior year. The enrollment of this course is about 100 students: three
classes for Humanities and Economics students and two classes for Law, Business, and
Science students. The enrollment had been almost the same for the last few years,
except that more than 150 students applied for this course in the academic year 2011.
At the EIC the curriculum focuses on linguistic competencies such as speaking,
listening, reading, and writing skills in the freshman year. In the sophomore year, the
subjects are geared toward more academic skills and content-based learning. The
following is the curriculum for this course.
Curriculum in 2006
Freshman Spring

Freshman Fall

-Introductory Oral Communication and
Listening
-Introductory Reading

-Intermediate Speech
-Intermediate Reading

Sophomore Spring

Sophomore Fall

-Intermediate Writing
-Intermediate Listening

-Advanced Speech
-Advanced Global Topics

Curriculum in 2011 and 2012
Freshman Spring

Freshman Fall

-Introductory Oral Communication and
Listening
-Introductory Reading

-Intermediate Speech
-Intermediate Writing

Sophomore Spring

Sophomore Fall

-Intermediate Reading
-Advanced TOEFL iBT

-Advanced Speech
-Advanced Global Topics

Freshman students take four ninety-minute English classes (meeting twice a week
for each class) in one academic year instead of two introductory English classes a year
as in the regular freshman curriculum at Konan. In the sophomore year, students will
take four additional English classes and they can also sign up for more English classes
outside this curriculum, such as TOEIC and Oral Communication classes, according to
their needs.
In addition to this curriculum, the EIC offers non-credit-bearing nine-day summer
and spring intersessions. Students attend the intersession class for three ninety-minute
class periods every day for eight days and take the TOEFL test on the last day. In the
summer of the year 2011, we offered an ITP TOEFL intersession in the middle of
August and an iBT TOEFL intersession in the beginning of September. The total
enrollment for the two sessions was 91. The average ITP TOEFL score for the last five
years was about 450. In the academic years of 2010 and 2011, students who were
enrolled in the iBT TOEFL intersessions took the Complete iBT TOEFL Test, which is
an unofficial computerized test for the iBT TOEFL. The average score for 2010 was 47,
and for 2011 it was 46.
For the first three years, teachers in the EIC instructors taught their classes very
diligently and survey results showed that students felt that they enjoyed their classes and
improved their English skills. However, teachers did not seem to emphasize studying
abroad for each student. As a result only 24%, 28%, and 18% of students who entered
the EIC course in 2006, 2007 and 2008 studied abroad for one semester or a full
academic year. Another important reason for many students who did not study abroad
was that since the EIC is run by the Konan Institute for the Language and Culture, not
by each department such as Humanities and Economics, studying abroad is not
mandatory. For these reasons some students dropped out of the course after one year,
and others decided not to study abroad due to financial difficulties or because they were
pursing other interests.
Revitalizing English Intensive Course and Study Abroad
As we can see from the outcomes of the EIC, there was great cause for concern

about this course, and something had to be done to increase the number of students
studying abroad. Consequently, after the first three years, the following reforms were
made in order to revitalize this course:
1. Individual Conferences
EIC teachers are responsible for holding individual conferences with their
students every semester. Each conference may last about 20 to 30 minutes. Teachers talk
with students about individual goals for studying abroad and about their classes.
Through these conferences teachers get to know their students well and find out more
information about students’ plan for studying abroad as well as their needs for
improving their English skills. Individual conferences also allow teachers to give
students guidance and motivate them to improve their studies and study habits.
2. Student Information Sheet
This is a three-page information sheet for EIC freshman concerning studying
abroad and their studies for each class. Students fill in the sheet, and their teachers keep
the information in the file. This information sheet is a valuable tool when each teacher
has individual conferences with students.
3. Classroom Visitation
The coordinator of the EIC visits all freshman classes a few times a year to give
students information about study-abroad program at Konan University and answer any
questions from students. The coordinator also gives information about summer and
spring TOEFL intersessions and circulates flyers with application forms to students.
4. TOEFL Criterion
The TOEFL Criterion is an e-rater composition developed by the ETS
(Educational Testing Service) in the late 1990s. They offer various essay questions
similar to iBT TOEFL independent essays. Students type their essays on the computer,
and a few seconds after the submission of their essays, the computer evaluates their
essays and give them a score scaled from 1-6 (the same standard as the TWE TOEFL).
The students are able to see their score as well as their mistakes in subject-verb
agreement, articles, prepositions, redundancy, sentence fragments, etc. There are three
main reasons for using the criterion:
1) To review paragraph writing skills such as listing, comparison/contrast, and
cause/effect. Many TOEFL independent essay questions deal with these writing
skills.
2) To help students prepare for the TOEFL independent essay writing test (get used to
the format of the test and working on a computer). The iBT TOEFL writing test
consists of two essays: one is an integrated essay that combines reading an academic

passage, listening to a lecture and then responding to a question (a short essay
requiring about 150 to 225 words). The other is an independent essay which is
exactly the same format as TOEFL Criterion (an opinion essay requiring about 300
to 350 words) (Sharpe, 2010).
3) The TOEFL Criterion promotes students’ jikokanri (probably equivalent to
“self-discipline,” “self-management” or “autonomy” in English). Nowadays, many
Japanese college students lack this skill. For example, whenever the teacher gives
students assignments, reports, etc., some students tend to give an excuse such as “I
was sick.” “I forgot to bring my assignment today. Can I turn it in for the next class?”
“My printer was broken.” In the criterion the teacher gives students the procedure
and guideline a few weeks before the first deadline. Then they are reminded that
there will be no excuse because all the essays are submitted online. Jikokanri is a
very important skill that students need to acquire, since instructors at most
universities in North America and the UK will not accept any late work (or will
penalize it heavily). Moreover, once students get a job after graduating from college,
they will be expected to finish their assignments on time.
In addition to the changes made above in 2010, the following reform was also
made in 2011 in order to revitalize the EIC and promote the study-abroad program for
our students:
1. Free ITP TOEFL
All freshman are required to take the ITP TOEFL (free of charge) in April. The
score helps students to understand their English proficiency level as well as their
strengths and weaknesses in listening, structure, and reading. Once they find out their
English proficiency level in spring, they will be able to set their own goals and
recognize how much effort they need to put forth to prepare for studying abroad. The
score also helps teachers to make adjustments in their teaching and give appropriate
advice to students during the individual conferences. In April 2011 93% of EIC students
took the ITP TOEFL. Their average score was 430.
Sophomores also take the ITP TOEFL (free of charge) in July to see how much
they have improved their TOEFL score after a year and a half in the course. In July 2011,
65% of EIC sophomore students took the ITP TOEFL, and their average score was 461.
The 35% of students who did not take the test seemed to feel that they had already
obtained the TOEFL requirement for study abroad or that ITP TOEFL was not
significant since they aimed to study at partner schools that required the iBT TOEFL not
the ITP.
2. Subsidizing iBT TOEFL

If the EIC students obtain an iBT TOEFL score above 45 or an ITP TOEFL score
above 470, they may receive financial aid (once a year) from the school after taking the
iBT TOEFL.
3. Visiting partner schools
KILC (Konan Institute for Language and Culture) did not have much information
about how students in the EIC were doing in our partner schools even though some
faculty members had interviewed some EIC students after they returned from study
abroad. Now, the faculty at KILC visits several partner schools to interview students,
take a campus tour to get familiar with the school, and talk with faculty and
administration about improving their study abroad program. Furthermore, teachers at
the EIC will receive information and photos of partner schools and can utilize them
when they have conferences with students.
4. English supplementary materials
KILC purchased materials such as TOEFL prep books, English novels, magazines,
and DVDs for the EIC students to utilize. Students use those materials outside the class
to facilitate their learning. Many students have used those materials to date.
Formative Evaluation of the English Intensive Course and Study Abroad Program
Genesee (2001) says that “an important purpose of evaluation is accountability: to
demonstrate that students are learning to the standards expected of them and/or that a
curriculum or programme of instruction is working the way it should” (p. 146). Worthen,
Sanders and Fitzpatrick (1997) state that there are two types of evaluation: formative
and summative evaluation. In the formative evaluation, we are interested in what is
working, what needs to be improved, and how it can be improved. In the summative
evaluation, we tend to make judgments about the program’s worth or merit. According
to Torres, Preskill and Piontek (1996) “its focus is on continuation, termination or
adoption of a program” (p. 46).
Four formative evaluations were conducted in the EIC and study-abroad program:
1) a TOEFL Criterion survey 2) a sophomore students survey 3) a mid-term student
evaluation and 4) student interviews at partner schools.
The TOEFL Criterion survey was conducted in one class (19 students) in January
2011. In this class, the students completed nine TOEFL criterion essay assignments.
Their initial average score was 3.79 (on a scale of 1-6) and their average score on their
eighth assignment was 4.26.
In February students of this class signed up for the iBT TOEFL intersession. Their
average TOEFL score on the writing section of the Complete iBT TOEFL Test was 15.

Some of Konan’s partner schools’ iBT TOEFL requirement for enrolling in academic
courses is 61 and their writing requirement is 15, so the students were able to meet the
standard of our partner schools’ TOEFL writing requirement by the end of the
intersession.
The survey results revealed that in general students strongly liked the criterion
because it allowed them to practice essay-writing of a sort similar to the real TOEFL;
they could get the result right away; they could clearly see their mistakes; and they
seemed to feel a sense of accomplishment when they obtained a decent score.
Regarding what students did not like about the criterion, representative comments
were as follows: “I felt that good evaluation depends on the length of the essay.” “I
wanted to have more comments about the content of essays.” “We can only work on the
criterion on the web-based environment.” “It is difficult to see comments.” “Some essay
topics were somewhat similar, so it was difficult for me to come up with an idea to write
essays.” “Some essay topics were difficult to handle.” “Sometimes it is difficult to
access the site. I could not resubmit the essay.” “Even though I wrote an introductory
paragraph, the computerized evaluation said that there was no introduction.” “Graphs of
grammatical errors were difficult to comprehend.” “My essay disappeared from the
screen all of a sudden.”
Although some students made negative comments, more than 90% of the students
said that the criterion was useful and most of them agreed with the score they obtained.
In this class the teacher used the criterion near the end of the semester, as a review. In
order to get a decent score, students need to know how to write a paragraph well
(including an introduction, topic sentences, supporting sentences, a conclusion, and
signal words, and organizing the essay coherently). For this reason, using a textbook
that dealt with paragraph writing and supplemental material that dealt with TOEFL
essay writing seemed to work very well. By the time students started their first
assignment, they basically knew what was expected of them in the TOEFL independent
essay. Nation (2009) states, “Writing is most likely to be successful and meaningful for
the learners if they are well prepared for what they are going to write” (p. 93). In
conclusion, using the criterion alone does not seem to be very useful, but utilizing the
criterion properly strengthens students’ writing skills. Thus, the teacher plays a
significant role in implementing the criterion.
In July 2011, a survey was conducted of all the sophomore students who were
enrolled in the EIC in order to find out how they felt about studying in the course for a
year and a half. Altogether 62 students participated in the survey. A similar survey was
conducted in July 2010. In response to a question concerning whether they felt satisfied

with the course, 92% of the students responded that they felt very good about studying
at the EIC for the last year and a half. The main reasons given were: 1) Students could
finish up classes (get credits) faster than in regular classes. 2) They could learn better
(better retention). 3) They felt that they had significantly improved their English.
In response to a question regarding the individual conference, 65% of the students
(80% in 2010) felt that it was useful and helpful because they could get information
about study abroad and learn about how to study effectively in and outside the class.
Students made the following comments: “I learned how to study English at home and
obtained detailed information about partner schools.” “The teacher gave me more
information than the study abroad brochure, and it was very helpful.” “The conference
was beneficial because I was motivated to study harder.”
Those who responded “not useful” or “hard to tell” said that they did not seem to
get much information about study abroad. Students said: “I’d already applied for the
study abroad program, so the conference wasn’t that useful for me.” “The teacher didn’t
talk much about my plan for study abroad.” “I don’t know whether the conference was
useful or not because we didn’t get into details about my specific planning for study
abroad.”
Regarding the curriculum (two classes per semester), 90% of the students felt it
was about right. This result is similar to the 2010 survey. Therefore, this curriculum
seems appropriate for the students. Most students (84.7%) were taking two classes.
However, 15.3 % of the students were enrolled in only one class because some students
had a scheduling conflict with their major classes and others decided not to study
abroad. As for scheduling conflicts, we need to coordinate with each department to
streamline the schedule.
In response to a question regarding whether students would continue studying at
the EIC for the fall semester or not, about a half of the students said that they would
continue taking classes, but the other half would either discontinue or “sleep on it.”
Those who responded “discontinue” or “sleep on it” gave the following reasons: 1)
They would either study abroad or not study abroad. 2) They had fulfilled English
requirements for graduation or they would like to save English credits for studying
abroad so that they could transfer their credits to Konan University.
For these reasons, we need to reconsider whether our two-year EIC curriculum is
appropriate or not. From a realistic viewpoint, rather than having a two-year curriculum,
a year-and-a-half curriculum might be better for students because some study abroad in
the fall and others can save credits when they study abroad. For those who are
motivated to study more English, we can offer some English classes in the fall.

According to the survey result, about 70% of the students said they would study
abroad in 2012. Schools they want to go may change because some students would
continue taking iBT TOEFL during the summer vacation. As a result of their TOEFL
score, they might narrow down which school they will go to.
In our 2010 survey, 54% of students responded that they would study abroad and
39% of the students said they were not sure. In our 2011 survey 23% of students said
they were not sure. This “not sure” does not necessarily mean they were thinking about
whether they would study abroad or not. Individual conferences with the sophomore
students showed that most students said that they would study abroad, but they were not
sure which school they were going to.
The mid-term student evaluation was conducted during spring 2011 for all the
EIC freshman reading classes, and some other EIC classes were also surveyed. At the
EIC, there are five freshman reading classes in spring and students meet twice a week
for 90-minutes’ instruction.
Regarding evaluation, Konan University and most universities in Japan
administer a student evaluation survey at the end of the semester or year. The results of
the questionnaire are usually analyzed statistically and given to the teachers. However,
the purpose of this kind of quantitative survey is merely to give information to the
teachers, and the school never follows up on improving the teacher’s performance
(Tsuda 2004). Sanders (2000) points out that getting information alone is not adequate
for evaluation. Moreover, this type of survey gives students’ overall impression of the
class, but never provides enough information to the teacher to improve his or her
performance, due to the closed-response questions. According to Brown (2001), “closed
responses are responses for which optional answers are presented as part of the question,
and the respondents are required to select the answer of their choice” (p. 35). For
example, if the survey results show that 60% of the students are not satisfied with the
class, how can the teacher improve his or her teaching without knowing the reasons for
students’ dissatisfaction (Tsuda, 2004)?
Regarding the limitations of the survey method, Patton (2002, p. 193) states:
What did people really mean when they marked that answer on the questionnaire?
What elaboration can respondents provide to clarify responses? How do the
various dimensions of analysis fit together as a whole from the perspective of
respondents?
Concerning our mid-term evaluation, we decided to use a web-based survey in
which students can access the survey on the internet by computer or by cell phone to

respond. The survey format included both closed and open responses for each question.
For example, one question asks students whether the class is useful. They are required
to choose whether the class is “very useful,” “somewhat useful,” “not very useful” or
“not useful at all.” Then there is a space below the choices where students are able to
include their own responses in detail. This allows teachers to find out about the reasons
for their choices.
As soon as the students responded to the survey, the computer analyzed the data
(closed responses) and provided the statistical data automatically. As for the open
responses, the computer accumulated and laid out all the data (open-ended responses)
for each question. Afterwards all the teachers got together and talked about the results
of the data and things they wanted to improve in their classes. Since the survey was
conducted in the middle of the semester, teachers were able to make some adjustments
in their teaching. For example, one teacher gave his feedback to his students
concerning the students’ survey results. He showed the students the statistical data and
all the students’ comments, explaining what he would or would not change in his class.
For example, one student gave the teacher a suggestion about how to deal with
vocabulary. The student noted that often the teacher pre-taught vocabulary before
students read the passage. The student suggested that the teacher instead give students
opportunities to figure out the meaning from the context. The teacher mentioned in
class that due to time constraints, sometimes he did not have much time to let students
guess the meaning of the vocabulary in context, but from then on he would incorporate
the student’s suggestion in class.
In one of the open-ended responses, most students in the class indicated that they
really liked the music the teacher used in class. However, one student addressed a
question in the survey: “Why do you use music in the reading class?” The teacher
explained that the purpose for using music in the class is to develop students’ multiple
intelligences rather than to entertain. Then he went on to define the MI theory and how
effective it is to implement music and other intelligences in classrooms (Armstrong,
2009; Christison, 2005; Gardner, 1999; Puchta & Rinvolucri, 2005). Afterwards,
students were given an opportunity to work on the MI inventory and became familiar
with their own intelligences. Thus, by clarifying students’ responses in the survey and
by actually incorporating students’ feedback in the classroom, students seemed to feel
that the teacher was more responsible for his teaching and cared about students. This is
quite different from the end of the term or year survey. In this type of survey, students
often feel it a waste of time to respond to the questionnaire because they will never
know if the teachers incorporates their opinions and improves his or her teaching

performance in the future.
In March and July 2011 the author visited four partner schools and participated in
a campus tour, interviewed Konan University students and talked to faculty and
administrative members at each school in order to improve the study abroad program
and the EIC. At the University of Queensland in Australia, the author interviewed 15
Konan students who were studying ESL at UQ (eight students on the first day and seven
students on the second day). Each interview session lasted about an hour and permission
to use a recording device was granted by the students. Unfortunately, these students
were not previously enrolled in the EIC, so I could not ask them any EIC-related
questions. However, they were enrolled in the same program as our prospective EIC
students will take at UQ, so their responses to my questions are relevant and useful.
There were mainly six questions in this interview, as follows:
1) Is the English program appropriate to your level?
2) Are the classes useful and helpful for improving your English? Are there any classes
that are not useful? How much homework do you have every day?
3) How do you like your homestay?
4) Do you have any chances to get to know UQ native speaking students?
5) Have you ever had any experience that made you feel afraid of been in any kind of
danger?
6) Do you have any other comments or suggestions for improving this study abroad
program?
Concerning ELS classes at UQ, most students felt the level was about right.
Meanwhile some students said that grammar was too easy for them, but they couldn’t
express themselves well in a speaking class. This is a very typical response from
Japanese students who are enrolled in an ESL program abroad. They feel grammar is
relatively easy, but speaking is challenging in their assigned level. Besides they often
point out that non-Asian students such as students from South America and Arab
countries tend to speak well and speak out often regardless of their grammatical
mistakes in class, but they do not seem to have good knowledge of grammar.
Most students said that the program was practical and useful for improving their
English, as they responded: “The teacher listens to us well and correct our mistakes.”
“Currently we practice how to make restatements. Since we need to come up with
different and appropriate phrases, we can increase vocabulary and refine our English.”
“We can speak to people from different countries and learn about their cultures.” “We
can practice pronunciation in different situations.”
However, some students mentioned that whether the class was useful or not

depended on the teacher. One student responded this way, “I’m taking an elective
pronunciation class. This class is very boring because I have no chance to have any
communication with other students in class. All I do is sit in class, wear a headset to
listen to English and respond. This class lasts two hours.”
Concerning homework, the amount depended on the teacher. Some students said
there was hardly any homework while others said they had homework almost every day.
However, even if they had homework, they could finish it up in a half an hour or an
hour at most.
Most students seemed to enjoy staying with their host family, as they responded
this way: “I often have a chance to talk to members of my host family during dinner.”
“A student from Macao lives with my host family. He’s a graduate student at UQ. He
and I often go shopping and have a chance to talk to each other at home.” “Family is
very kind to me and there’s a swimming pool at home.” “The place is very close to the
campus and family members often talk to me.” “It’s fun and food is very good.” The
main reason that students liked the homestay is that the host family was kind and there
was a good chance to communicate with them.
Some students expressed some negative feelings about the homestay experience,
as follows: “The host family’s son comes home every once in a while and has an
argument with his mom. Then the atmosphere of the family gets worse.” “The host
father is very strict about rules.” “Often times my host family isn’t at home. When I get
home, there’s frozen food in the kitchen and I eat it by myself, so I cannot have much
conversation with them.” Students do not seem to enjoy homestay or feel uncomfortable
living with their host family when they encounter arguments in the family, being
restricted by rules and having little communication with the host family.
Another negative perception some students had about homestay arises from
cultural differences. Some Japanese students tend to think that their host families should
take care of them thoroughly whereas Australian families tend to think that students
themselves should take care of things unrelated to host family responsibilities. For
example, one student mentioned that when she left her dictionary on the bus, she asked
her host family what she should do. The family replied by saying that she should go to
the lost and found and find out herself. The student on the other hand expected the
family to do something about it. She felt that this family was indifferent and
unsupportive, whereas the host family probably meant to encourage the student to be
more independent.
Responses to the question concerning opportunities to mingle with UQ native
speaking students indicated that nobody had any chances to get to know them.

Nevertheless, they did not seem to be dissatisfied with this missing opportunity, since
they only studied UQ for five weeks and they could mingle with other international
students. A few years ago, I asked the same question to some EIC students who came
back from UQ. They were in a 20-week program and some of them felt dissatisfied with
having few chances to get to know UQ native speaking students. It seems that the
longer the students study overseas, the greater their desire to mingle with local students
and the host community rather than being with ESL international students all the time.
According to a study conducted by Tanaka (2007), most Japanese students who studied
ESL and stayed with host families in New Zealand responded that homestay was the
only opportunity to speak with native speakers. Consequently some of them were very
frustrated with this situation.
As for the question related to safety and crisis management, fortunately none of
the students had experienced any serious danger, but most students commented on the
inconvenience of the public transportation system in the UQ Brisbane area. One student
said that she had to walk 40 minutes to the nearest bus station. Most students said that
there were not many busses running on the weekends and if they missed the bus, they
would need to wait an hour for the next bus. In addition, they said that the cost of
transportation was high; one student spent more than 20,000 yen on transportation over
five weeks.
There were only a few opinions for any additional comments or suggestions.
Most of the students said that were glad that they had come to UQ to study ESL and live
in Australia. Some students felt that the cost of transportation was much more than they
expected. Others thought that the weather was much cooler than what they heard from
students who had come to UQ previously. Especially mornings and evenings were chilly
and they had not brought enough warm clothes, and they said that they should have
checked the weather by themselves more carefully beforehand.
Following the interviews, I had an opportunity to have a campus tour and become
familiar with facilities on the campus. I made copies of the photos I took at UQ and
downtown Brisbane and gave them to all the EIC teachers who were responsible for
conferences with students. I also videotaped the campus and edited the video to show
EIC students.
In order to find out more about ESL classes, I obtained permission from UQ to
observe a couple of classes. One class was a communicative grammar class where the
teacher explicitly taught some grammar points and later all the students stood up and
applied those grammatical points by interacting with classmates. Then the teacher
monitored the class and gave students advice and made some corrections. The other

class was focused on listening comprehension, and the teacher used the interactive
board to facilitate students’ learning. The teacher often elicited answers from students,
and there were lots of pair-work and group-work activities in class.
On the second day, I was able to meet with the regional manager for marketing
development and the director of studies and reported to them the results of my
interviews with students. Concerning getting to know UQ native speaking students, they
both mentioned that there are more than 150 clubs at UQ and some clubs such as the
Manga Club and the Wasabi Club members are always interested in getting to know
Japanese students. They would give us more information about their clubs so that our
students can easily access their Facebook pages. Regarding UQ’s ESL program, Konan
students were taking a General English program that does not require much homework.
In this program, both of them said, students are expected to use English to communicate
with their host family to facilitate their learning outside the classroom.
After visiting the University of Queensland, the author visited Murdoch University
in Perth, Australia, to negotiate a new ESL/exchange program there. For the last few
years, Konan University had not been able to send students to Murdoch University
because of the high TOEFL requirement (iBT 68). In order to improve our relationship
and send more Konan students to Murdoch, the author proposed a program combining
half ESL and half regular exchange program. Students who have an iBT score of 54 can
get into their ESL program for one semester (15 weeks) and after its successful
completion, they become eligible to study in the regular academic program for the
following semester. Ultimately, this proposal was accepted, and starting from the fall
2012, this new ESL/Exchange program will begin.
In addition to the campus tour, the author had an opportunity to meet with two
Japanese students from different universities and talked with them about their living and
studying experiences at Murdoch. Both of them were exchange students (one from a
university in Kyoto and the other student from a university in the Tokyo area). One of
the students allowed me to visit her dorm. It was very close to the campus and she
shared it with three other students at Murdoch. It is like a furnished apartment with
kitchen facilities. Each resident has her own private bedroom. There is also a swimming
pool outside.
In July 2011, the author visited UBC (University of British Columbia) and UCSD
(University of California San Diego) and interviewed Konan students and talked to
administrators and faculty members of both schools. Similar to my visit to UQ, I
interviewed four Konan students who were enrolled in UBC’s 16-week ESL program.
Three of them were former EIC students. UBC has ESL programs from level 100 to 600

and our students belonged to the 300 to 400 levels. Basically my questions for the
interview were the same as at UQ and their responses to the questions were also similar.
At UBC all the international students in ESL do a home stay, so that their living
experiences are also similar to UQ. However, some students at UBC expressed
dissatisfaction with their homestay experience because they were treated as a student
rather than being treated as a member of the family. This is probably due to differences
in expectations between host families and students. Some host families consider that
their responsibilities are simply providing meals and accommodations. Therefore, some
students said that their host family acted more businesslike and never tried to get to
know them well. For this reason, one student moved out and moved in with a new host
family who were much friendlier and more interested in getting to know her. She said
that she really enjoyed being with the new family and that she and her host family were
like friends and had a good relationship. Jackson (2008) states, “homestays have the
potential to provide a rich, supportive linguistic and cultural environment” (p. 229).
However, from interviews I conducted with my students, some host families are too
busy to communicate with our students and others are simply not interested in mingling
with our students. Therefore, some of our students need to find more opportunities to
speak with native speakers outside the class, but it seems very difficult.
At UBC, CA (Cultural Assistants) who are students there are employed to help
interact with ESL students. Consequently, ESL students have more opportunities to
practice English with Canadians. However, our students said the CA usually goes home
after five o’clock. Similar to students at UQ, they had a limited amount of time to speak
with native speakers other than their host family.
One difference that students at UBC mentioned was that before coming to UBC,
they had a plenty of free time, since their final exams were over in January and they
came to UBC in May. However, they never took time to study English seriously and
everyone regretted that they should have studied English and prepared well before
coming to Canada. Then they could have started at a much higher level at UBC and this
would have allowed them to improve their English skills.
According to Tanaka’s study of Japanese students’ homestay and ESL experiences
in New Zealand, the main reason for Japanese students’ limited interaction with native
speakers was their limited proficiency in English. Even though they wanted to
communicate with native speakers, they had difficulty developing conversations in
English. Tanaka concluded by saying that in order to mingle more with native speakers
including host family and local people, they should try to improve their proficiency as
much as possible in Japan before studying abroad (Tanaka, 2007).

One additional question I asked was how the EIC could facilitate their learning
and help them prepare for studying abroad, and all of them said that more emphasis on
speaking skills would be helpful, since it was the skill they needed to improve the most.
After having some discussions with the marketing manager at UBC concerning
their new eight-week study abroad program, I was able to meet with the ELI Head
Teacher for the Program. She is responsible for coordinating programs and overseeing
all the teachers. We talked about the possibility of creating an eight-week course in
addition to the current 16-week course, so our students will be able to study for either
the 16 or 24 weeks, total. A few years ago, when our first students went to UBC, we
interviewed them upon their return to Japan. All of them expressed their desire to study
a little longer at UBC. Then just about a year ago, UBC created an eight-week program,
so we asked them if it was possible to combine eight- and sixteen-week programs.
Therefore, the main purpose of the meeting was to implement this 24-week program,
and we both agreed that this program would work well. This 24-week program will start
in Fall 2012, and eight Konan students have already applied for it.
UCSD offers 14-week, 20-week and 24-week ESL courses and most of our
students were enrolled in either a 20- or a 24-week course from spring through summer.
They can choose either homestay or off-campus apartment housing. This apartment is
not owned by the school and students share the apartment with other international
students. Ten Konan students I interviewed had similar feedback to students at UQ and
UBC. However, as far as their ESL program was concerned, some students studying at
UCSD complained that the majority of international students at UCSD were either
Japanese or Korean and they had more desire to get to know students from different
countries and Americans. Since they lived in a homestay or in an apartment with other
international students, they had a few opportunities to get to know American students
and native speakers on campus. Several students belonged to upper-intermediate levels
in ESL and a few were enrolled in advanced level. One student was actually born and
raised in America and spoke English fluently. However, even at their high proficiency
level, they found it difficult to get to know UCSD native speaking students or local
people. Therefore, what Tanaka (2007) suggested (improving English will help students
to mingle with native speakers) did not much apply to our students. It seems that
students need to be provided more opportunities to mingle with native speakers. For
example, Central Washington University in Washington State provides a dormitory for
our students where they live with American or native-speaking roommates. When I
interviewed several students who came back from that school, they said that they were
able to make friends with roommates and other American students living in the dorm.

Some of them had a chance to visit their roommates’ homes. Their English level was not
as high as students at UCSD, so the key to mingling with native speakers seems to be an
environment where students can naturally get to know native-speaking students in a
partner school rather than simply being proficient in English. Although students had
some negative comments about their study abroad program at UCSD, in general they
seemed to enjoy living and studying in the U.S.
Unlike UQ and UBC, UCSD offers conversation leaders and conversation
partners. Conversation leaders are hired by the UCSD extension center. They are native
speakers of English and mostly UCSD students who come and visit ESL classes and
interact with international students. Conversation partners are usually UCSD students
who meet with international students on a regular basis and talk with them outside the
class. They are working on a voluntary basis, so the Konan students I interviewed
mentioned that sometimes it was very difficult to get a hold of them, as they were busy
with their own classes or for other reasons.
Among the 10 students I interviewed, eight students were former EIC students.
When I asked them about their suggestions for improving the EIC program, they said
the followings: “Need to strengthen a speaking class.” “Global Topics class was very
helpful since we had many occasions to give presentations in class.” “We didn’t have
many opportunities to speak in class.” “Students shouldn’t speak Japanese in class.”
“Need to be stricter. Native instructors we had were all good, but they weren’t very
strict in class.”
From visiting four partner schools and touring the campuses, interviewing
students, talking with administrators and faculty members, I was able to gain knowledge
about studying abroad programs and how our students lived and studied at our partner
schools. The following are the points I have learned and some observations for
revitalizing the EIC and the study-abroad program.
1) Our partner schools are very serious about the quality of education and meeting the
needs of our students. I have learned a lot more about their programs, facilities, and
environments, which helps us give our EIC students updated information about our
partner schools.
2) There was a big difference between previous interviews conducted at Konan and
interviews conducted at partner schools. The interviews at Konan were held a few
weeks after students came back from partner schools, and students had to go back to
the past and retrieve their memories, whereas the students I interviewed abroad were
currently studying. Therefore, they had a lot more to say about their current
experiences and feelings. Their information was very valuable and informative to

3)

4)

5)

6)

our EIC students who are planning on studying at those schools in the near future.
Giving feedback to our partner schools had a positive impact on them as well as our
prospective students. For example, some students complained about the
inconsistency of an ESL coordinator’s treatment of ESL students when registering
for classes. When I brought up this issue, the director was unaware of it. She
promised to inform coordinators and other staff members to better serve their
students at upcoming customer-service training sessions.
Many students who study ESL found that homework was not challenging. Although
it is difficult to change partner schools’ policy, some partner schools have an ESL
course for students who need to prepare before entering an undergraduate or
graduate school. Such courses are more challenging and demand a lot of homework.
If our students need a greater challenge, they may be able to enroll in such a course
as an option.
Students who are studying abroad suggested more speaking practice at EIC classes.
We revised the curriculum in 2011, so those students interviewed had never
experienced the new curriculum. Therefore, after interviewing more EIC students
this year and gathering more information at different partner schools, we will
analyze their feedback and determine what we need to do to improve our curriculum
and the content of learning at the EIC.
After having interviewing many students, there were some students who did not
seem to fully enjoy their study abroad experience while others were very satisfied
with their experience. For example, some students complained about too high a ratio
of Japanese and Korean students in the class, which made it feel as though they
were studying English in Japan. However, one student said in spite of the great
number of Japanese, all the classes were useful and he could always learn something
new. It seems that how much our students can get out of this study abroad
experience may depend on how they take advantage of what they have rather than
blaming their living and studying environments.

Conclusion
Since we started revitalizing the EIC in 2009, the number of EIC students who
study abroad has increased. Of the 2009 cohort, about 50% have studied abroad
compared to 24% in 2006, 28% in 2007, and 18% in the 2008 cohort. Of the 2010
cohort, 44% have studied abroad. Since a few more students are expected to study
abroad for Fall 2012, the percentage for the 2010 cohort will be probably similar to
2009. In 2011, there were only eight students who studied in a one-year exchange

program or an academic program that require a high proficiency iBT TOEFL score. In
2012, however, 21 students will study in an ESL/exchange, exchange or academic
program in our partner schools. This means that not only the total number of study
abroad experiences has increased, but also more EIC students have attained a higher
TOEFL score than in any previous year. This is probably due to individual conferences
where students were able to get direction and guidance about their studies and study
abroad programs. Curriculum such as teaching four skills and academic skills including
the TOEFL criterion and TOEFL intersessions helped students improve their English
proficiency. Moreover, some students studied hard outside the classroom to meet goals
they had set for themselves, such as iBT 61, and EIC teachers supported their learning.
Although EIC students are satisfied with the program and more and more EIC
students are studying abroad, there are some issues and problems we need to consider,
as follows:
1) According to our registration records for the last two years, only 50% of Business
and Law students continue the EIC in their sophomore year. In our survey, some
students said that since the class was held on Saturday, they were reluctant to come
to school for only one class. Others found it difficult to come to the EIC because of
schedule conflicts with their major classes.
2) Many sophomore students will not continue EIC in fall because they study abroad,
because they want to use transfer credits from study abroad to fulfill their English
credits, because they have already fulfilled their English requirements, or because
they have decided not to study abroad and would rather concentrate on major
classes.
3) The survey results showed that it is difficult to run the program for combined
departments due to conflicts with major classes.
4) In 2011, applicants exceeded capacity. We had our students write down their reasons
for applying for the EIC and, based on their responses, we eliminated some students.
However, this system did not seem to work well, as it was extremely difficult to
determine who had better and more convincing reasons than others.
5) Many of the students I interviewed who were studying at partner schools did not
have many opportunities to get to know native-speaking students on campus.
However, Central Washington University provides a better chance for our students
to get to know American students because they usually live in a dorm with
American roommates. Similar things are happening with our students who study in
exchange programs at the University of Victoria and University at Buffalo. They
live in campus dorms. Also students studying at Snow College in Utah live in

off-campus apartments where their roommates are usually American students. It
seems that partnering with schools that provide an opportunity to live with
native-speaking students will create more opportunities for our students to interact
with them.
There are several things we could do to improve and further revitalize our current
EIC and study-abroad program. First of all, a two-year curriculum is not ideal for many
of our students since some students study abroad in their sophomore year and other
students who study ESL in our partner schools want to transfer their credits to Konan
University for graduation, and still other sophomore students may fulfill their English
requirement in spring at Konan University before studying abroad. For these reasons, a
curriculum of one and a half years would be more realistic and practical for many
students. Those who would like to continue to study English and prepare to go overseas
can still study English in regular Konan classes in fall if they want to.
Second, combined departments’ classes cause some problems with class
schedules. Therefore, the future EIC should be reorganized according to classes for each
department. Then the class schedule will be more suitable for each department, as there
will be no more Saturday class for Business and Law students. This reorganization
should be more appealing to each department and its students as we reschedule the EIC
for their convenience.
Third, if EIC applicants exceed capacity, we will simply take students according
to their English proficiency. Each year all Konan freshman students at the Okamoto
campus (about 2,000 students) take the computer English placement test and according
to the results of the test, we can choose EIC students in the future.
Fourth, as we look at the overall picture of the EIC (pre-departure course), the
study abroad experience, and the return to Konan, we need to think about more
comprehensive program for our students. Peer institutions in the United States such as
Beloit College and Kalamazoo College may provide a model. Both send a number of
students overseas every year; 40% of Beloit students and the majority of Kalamazoo
students participate in one-semester or one-year study-abroad programs. For example, in
Kalamazoo’s German program, they offer preparatory courses where students learn
linguistic and cultural competence as well as critical thinking skills about the country
where students are studying. They also learn about the general structure system of
German university, how to integrate into a foreign environment (Redmann, 2009). In
Beloit’s international relations program, upon returning from study-abroad programs,
50% to 75% of the students begin working on seminar thesis topics they developed
while they were abroad. They spend a considerable amount of time while abroad

brainstorming and doing research and refining their thesis (Toral 2009). These two
examples suggest that it is extremely important for our university to consider what
students need to learn in the pre-departure stage, what they need to accomplish during
their time abroad, and what they must do to make the most of that experience after
returning.
Currently our emphasis on pre-departure is only on teaching linguistic
competence and a few cultural elements, and most students think that studying abroad is
learning about the target language and culture. However, there are many other things
students can gain from study-abroad experiences. Lantis and Duplaga (2010, pp. 93-94)
state:
Studies tell us that those who return from study abroad have often achieved key
intrapersonal goals and cognitive and social development and maturation. And
you probably already noticed that your off-campus experience has helped
make you more independent, open, and flexible. …This concerns not just
language ability, but also critical thinking, writing and verbal communication
skills, quantitative analysis, literacy, teamwork, and problem solving. The next
step in your educational journey is to determine how you can best use these skills
and insights in furthering your education and perhaps even your career.
Furthermore, although many EIC students have had valuable and precious
experiences while abroad, none of the faculty members seem to keep in touch with our
students upon returning and there is almost no chance for the EIC students to share their
experiences or take advantage of their overseas experiences in classrooms at our
university. Therefore, EIC students will have better learning and growing experiences if
we provide a more comprehensive system in our school curriculum.
In conclusion, revitalizing the EIC and study-abroad program has had a great
impact on helping our students improve their learning in and outside the class and to
have meaningful study-abroad experiences. However, revitalizing the EIC and study
abroad is an ongoing process, and several suggestions that were made need to be
implemented in order for EIC students to cultivate their learning and prepare for their
life in the future.
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Abstract
Characteristics of attitude formation that nurses need to consider when educating
hemodialysis patients on dietary management.
Hiromi Onbe.*, Michiyo Oka.*, Mikiko shimada.**, Emiko motegi.*, Ayako okabe.***,
Yuji motoi.*
* Gunma University, Graduate School of Health Sciences
** Hidaka Rehabilitation Hospital
*** Gunma University Hospital
Introduction: In patient education, attitude forming is one of the key goals. Attitude
involves culture in addition to affect, cognition, and propensity of behaviour.
Understanding the relationship between components of attitude is important for nurses
when carrying out intervention toward attitude forming.
Purpose: In order to provide patient education that puts attitude forming into
perspective, relationship between culture and three components (affect, cognition, and
propensity of behavior) of desired attitude in dietary management of hemodialysis
patients is to be clarified.
Methods: Using a microethnography, data were collected through participant
observation and interviews. The participants in the study included nine patients
undergoing chronic maintenance for hemodialysis who have received guidance related
to diet and had good test results.
Results & Discussion: Eight factors of attitude were extracted: Eating based on
pre-dialysis habits; Eating with awareness of physical condition and complications
since starting dialysis; Eating meals modified through years of experience without
consciously thinking about dietary management; Eating seasonal Japanese foods;
Family draws near, shows care and gives support; Believing in information perceived to
be good for the health; Valuing happy feelings and taking a positive approach to
dialysis; and Feeling that dialysis creates stress. Many of the factors were in the
category that is applicable to one of the three components of attitude. Eating seasonal
Japanese foods and Family draws near, shows care and gives support, however, did not

fall into the findings on attitude in previous research, but are now believed to be related
to culture and are considered a new discovery.
As a result, it was found that family and dietary culture influenced formation of
the three components of attitude. It is, therefore, necessary to consider these factors
when providing patients education.
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“Everything we do, every decision we make, affects our family, our community, it affects the air we
breathe, the animals, the plants, the water in some way. Each of us is totally dependent on everything
else.”
Evelyn Steinhauer, Plains Cree, author and educator

What does First Nations, Métis and Inuit (FNMI) infusion of content and perspectives look like in the
classroom? FNMI infusion is more than a concept to be incorporated into curriculum; it is an experience
in itself. It is a way for all stakeholders to see themselves as part of the educational experience, to claim
ownership of the process and to benefit their local community and Canadian society in general.
We will be exploring the digital resource Walking Together: First Nations, Métis and Inuit Perspectives in
Curriculum from Alberta Education to learn more about infusion and how to carry it into your
educational setting.

Lorianne Tenove is one of the First Nation, Métis and Inuit PD Coordinators for the Alberta Regional
Consortium. She works with teachers and administrators throughout the province on FNMI education,
culture and perspectives. She believes passionately that all Canadians must come to understand the
history, culture and Ways of Knowing of the First People of Canada.

Designing Education for a Democratic Society
Education Policy and Leadership
Paper Session: Work-in-Progress
Legislative bodies have taken command in dictating curriculum and teacher methodology in
public schools throughout the country. With the climate of expectations in the classroom,
educators are continually challenged. Those closest to the situation, must play a critical role in
school improvement. Time for a grassroots effort brought forward by practitioners, supported by
concerned citizens is required in order to achieve a new commitment to public education.

Terry A. Bustillos, Ed. D.

Author’s Note
Terry Bustillos, Master of Arts in Teaching Program, Teacher Education Department,
School of Education, National University, La Jolla, CA 92037-1101. Correspondence concerning
this work-in-progress, relative to the need of education reform for a democratic society should be
directed via E-mail to tbustillos@nu.edu

Abstract
Numerous are the reports of recent decades indicating the maladies of educating our children and
young adults. The residue of these reports generates legislative action from those furthest remove
from the classroom and school site. Federal and state legislative bodies have taken a significant
leap forward in prescribing curriculum and teacher methodology in public schools throughout the
country. With the climate of expectations in the classroom, educators are continually challenged
to improve teaching and learning. It is essential that the all children and young adults be
provided an opportunity to experience a quality instructional program. Teachers play a critical
role in school improvement. However exemplary, no reform movement proceeds with a teacher’s
lack of professional competence and/or support. It cannot be emphasize enough, that a grassroots
effort brought forward by practitioners in the field of education, supported by society in general
is required. All must become advocates to bring about the use of educational instruments utilized
by dedicated, highly competent professionals for a recommitment in educating our youth to
participate in democratic society throughout the 21st Century.

Designing Education for a Democratic Society
Introduction

What has happened to America’s institution of public education? Too numerous are the
reports of recent decades indicating the maladies of educating our children and young adults. The
aftermath of said reports tends to generate legislative action from those furthest remove from the
classroom and school site. These federal and state legislative bodies have taken a significant
leap forward in prescribing curriculum and teacher methodology in public schools throughout the
country.

In the article, “Fixing the Nation's Most Important Education Law,” Sloan and Swift emphasize,
as the country entered the threshold of a new era, with new leaders, new ideas, and a strong
feeling of optimism for our future, we have an important opportunity to correct nation's
education policy. The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD)
encourages, as policymakers reshape the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), and
No Child Left Behind (NCLB), with due diligence, these elected officials must speak with the
people who understand the issues best: educators. We find this to be truly amazing at a time
when numerous studies indicate that essential elements contributing to an educator’s satisfaction
and reduction of attrition are autonomy and involvement in the decision-making process. Yet the
imposition of various aspects of ESEA/NCLB limits the educator’s autonomy and ability to be
part of the decision-making process at the site and district level (2008).
With this in mind thus, we commence our journey. As education leaders in the 21st
Century, it was imperative that we fully comprehend the concept within that Education is a
Federal Interest, State Function, and Local Responsibility.

In an address at the National Governors Association Education Symposium, Secretary of
Education, Arne Duncan stated:

Our best ideas have always come from state and local governments – which are the real
hothouses of innovation in America. On so many issues -- energy efficiency, mass transit,
public safety, housing and economic development – it's the states that are often leading
the way – sometimes with federal help and sometimes without. Nowhere is this more true
than in the field of education -- where dedicated practitioners in schools and districts and
states are constantly finding new and better ways to educate our children and prepare
them for the world. (Duncan, 2009, p. 1)

Charting a Course for the Future

Educators are at their best when they are involved and accountable for both planning and
delivering the instruction required to provide optimal learning experiences for children and
young adults. This will not be accomplished in a school structured in a manner of the early 20th
Century factory. Although possibly efficient for manufacturing in its heyday, moving children
and young adults via the conveyor belt, as per the Master Schedule from one station (classroom)
or teacher after a brief instructional period throughout the instructional day does not make for a
finished, quality, product. “When all is said and done, what matters most for students’ learning
are the commitments and capacities of their teachers,” (Darling-Hammond, 2001, p. 293).

According to Reeves, “Teacher leadership is a concept that extends far beyond the slogan
and has become an integral part of education reform” (2007, p. 87).

Early in this decade, Warren Bennis, University Professor and Distinguished Professor of
Business Administration and Founding Chairman of The Leadership Institute at the University of
Southern California, focused on the future. In his book, On Becoming a Leader, he forecasts the
behaviors necessary for leadership in the 21st century. Bennis emphasizes the fact that modern
leaders must not rely on their personal skills or charisma to produce change. He identifies four
critical characteristics of effective leadership. First, leaders must be able to engage others
through the creation of a shared vision. Second, leaders must have a clear voice that is distinctive
to constituents. This voice should be characterized by a sense of purpose, a sense of self, and
self-confidence. Third, leaders must operate from a strong moral code and a belief in a higher
good that fuels their efforts. Finally, leaders must have the ability to adapt to relentless pressure
to change (2003). Educators are leaders, and if not they must be inspired or replaced with those
who are willing to commit as advocates for children and young adults in a competitive century.

The Teacher’s Significant Role

With the climate of expectations in the classroom, educators are continually challenged to
improve teaching and learning. It is essential that the all children and young adults be provided
an opportunity to experience a quality instructional program. Teachers play a critical role in
school improvement. However exemplary, no reform movement proceeds with a teacher’s lack
of professional competence and/or support.

Darling-Hammond, in her 2010 book, The Flat World and Education: How America’s
Commitment to Equity Will Determine Our Future, provided:

Nation’s that have steeply improved their student’s achievement, such as Finland, Korea,
Singapore, and others, attribute much of their success to their focused investments in
teacher preparation and development. Creating an infrastructure that can routinely recruit
and prepare teachers effectively and can support successful teaching at scale is the arena
in which the United States has lagged the most. Although there are some great teachers in
every community, and some strong professional preparation and development programs
sprinkled across the country, the landscape of supports for quality teaching looks like
Swiss cheese. In some states, the holes are smaller, and in others, they are gaping, but in
no case is there a fully developed system of instructional support even remotely
comparable to that in high-achieving nations. And of course, as we have seen, the system
is weakest in communities where students’ needs are greatest. (p. 194)

While elected officials are searching in a vacuum for public education’s cure-all,
Marzano (2007) in a clear and concise manner states, “the most basic issue a teacher can
consider is what he or she will do to establish and communicate learning goals, track student
progress, and celebrate success” (p. 9).

Is there an educator in the United States who has not faced the challenges of addressing
NCLB as it relates to learning and achievement? Studies continually surfaced as to the
nationwide Achievement Gap. Where does one begin to combat this daily siege upon children
and young adults? Do policy makers expect the institution of public education to solve all of
society’s ills? Educators throughout the country comprehend why gaps exist. Too many children
and young adults live in poverty, unknown to the previous generations, other than those from the
Great Depression. As the greatest generation had boldly moved through the worst of economic

times and World War II, it is now our time to declare war on the opportunity gap that exists for
children and young adults.

Closing the Opportunity Gap

The United States is not alone facing this challenge of closing the opportunity gap. In
their article for Educational Researcher, entitled “Teacher Quality, Opportunity Gap, and
National Achievement in 46 Countries,” Akiba, LeTendre, and Scribner reported:

Education policy makers around the world have paid attention to teacher quality as a
major vehicle to improve student learning (OECD, 2004, 2005; UNESCO Institute for
Statistics, 2006). Attracting competent candidates for the teaching profession, retaining
highly qualified teachers by providing support and incentives, and ensuring students’
access to high-quality teaching have been major focuses of educational reforms in many
countries (OECD, 2005). According to a study of 25 countries conducted during 20022004 (OECD, 2005), policy makers in the majority of those countries were struggling
with the problems resulting from lack of high-qualified teachers, especially in scienceand math related subjects; the low social status and salary of teachers and their poor
working conditions; a lack of systemic inductions programs; and equitable distribution of
qualified teachers between high-poverty and low-poverty schools. (2007, p. 371)

In 2007, Former Superintendent of San Diego Unified School District, Carl Cohn,
provided a commentary on No Child Left Behind in Education Week, in which he noted:

I believe there is a place where no child is left behind, where all children achieve gradelevel proficiency and there is no achievement gap. It is called heaven. As a former

seminary student, I have a strong suspicion that it will not be achieved on earth for all of
this nation’s children by the law’s target date of 2014 without divine intervention. It is
more unlikely to be achieved when this earth for so many children living in our urban
neighborhoods is far closer to hell. (as cited by Lee, 2007, p. 7)

For veteran education practitioners, school reform is all too common. In conversations
with colleagues throughout the state and country, at conferences, in courses where the
practitioners are seeking an advanced degree, the conclusion has been reinforced. California is
not the only state in the Union whereby those furthest from the classroom are continually making
policy decisions affecting the working conditions of teachers and quality of learning
opportunities for children and young adults. Prior to the great economic downturn of 2008/2009,
with a majority of our Country’s citizens having no ties (to children) enrolled in public schools,
thus there exist a common myth that financial resources were distributed somewhat equally
throughout and within the states.
Reflection and a New Commitment
Reflecting back, Darling-Hammond indicates in her previous book, The Right to Learn: A
Blueprint for Creating Schools that Work, as educators we need to demand that every student is
given the right to learn. In addition, they shall be afforded an opportunity to enter the world with
a clear sense of themselves, their talents, ability to solve problems and think critically, and have
the capability to work well with a wide range of other people (2001). This lofty goal will not be
attained by simply filling the students, both eager and not so eager young minds, with empty and
mindless information, giving a test, and comparing the results with those of their classmates. We
cannot emphasize enough, that a grassroots effort brought forward by practitioners in the field of

education, supported by society in general must become advocates to bring about the education
opportunities provided by dedicated, highly competent professionals.

Findings and Recommendations

Where do we start to address these matters? What can be done to ensure that schools (and
districts) are addressing quality and equality for all children and young adults? Based upon openended responses from (Total Number Needed as well as Demographic Information, such as
Male/Female, Years of Service, and Area of Service, i.e., Elementary or Secondary)
graduate students and teacher practitioners within National University’s Master of Arts in
Teaching (MAT) Program’s course, MAT 642, Program Design, offered between July 2010 and
June 2013, the following items were believed to be non-negotiable (as of May 2012):
1. All educators need to be highly qualified and effective in collaborating, problem solving, and
planning in the developing and delivering curriculum and relevant instruction.
2. The instruction needs to be delivered in a manner that ensures each student meets or exceeds
proficiency relative to established standards.
3. Curricular materials that are readily available, aligned to standards, culturally, linguistically,
and developmentally appropriate.
4. Interventions available to support educators, in guiding children and young adults, allowing
structures for personalization in meeting their learning needs in a timely manner.
5. Technology that supports learning through simulation, applications, and extension of the
critical thinking skills, rather than continuous drill (and kill motivation) practice sessions.
6. Classrooms and learning laboratories that are spacious and up-to date.
7. Facilities and grounds that is safe, clean, maintained, and conducive to learning.

8. Areas on campus that never block access to school resources, disrupt the teaching-learning
process, or prevent the systematic training for effective parenting within the community we
serve. (Bustillos, 2012)

Conclusion
How much will this cost the State and Federal government? Get real America, unless you
wish to continue your slide in becoming a third world country. Public education is an investment;
it should not be considered an irrelevant expense! An expense is what we pay to incarcerate an
individual on an annual basis, for not having made the prior investment (or reallocation of funds
directly to the classroom and/or school site) in a child or young adult. Covering the last four
decades, America’s inmate population has quadrupled, from 500,000 to 2.3 million. In addition,
the United States has five percent of the world’s population, but 25 percent of its prisoners. Our
Nation now expends an estimated $70 billion a year for incarcerations. Of this amount,
approximately $50 billion of this expense is at the state level (Badger, 2011, para. 3).
Be assured, the dollar amount expressed and expended to incarcerate a prisoner, far
exceeds the funds needed to educate a child who will contribute to society. This Nation’s greatest
defense for a democratic society that embraces our Constitution is an educated population.
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ABSTRACT
This study examined the relationship between the brand image students have
of their universities and their satisfaction. Institutes of higher education can use the
results of the analysis to make improvements, correct weaknesses and make policies.
The research framework was based on literature review and relevant research
variables. The subjects were university students in Taiwan. Questionnaires were
administered and a total of 558 valid samples were collected. Data analysis using
Structural Equation Models (SEM) and multi-group analysis are applied to analyze
the data.
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Abstract: Third Culture Kids (TCKs) are children who are raised outside of their home
country or culture due to the nature of their parents’ work – usually military, missionary,
diplomacy or business sectors. Current research literature suggests that upon returning to
the U.S. for college, American TCKs struggle with issues of identity, sense of belonging
and repatriation (usually leading to culture shock) that have an adverse effect on their
academic and social performance in college. Of those TCKs who pursue higher
education, 38% do not earn a degree from the first college they attend, and 45% attend
three or more colleges before graduating. 44% of TCKs graduate after the age of 22,
putting them 'out of sync' with their age group.
This qualitative study consisted of interviews with a number of TCKs (no set number yet;
projected completion date September 2012) delving into their lives abroad, their reentry
experiences as well as their social and academic experiences in college. The study aims
to discover ways to implement programs to aid TCKs with the repatriation and college
adjustment processes, either through programs taking place before the child leaves the
host country, and/or in various colleges and universities across the United States.
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Through the immersive use of personal mobile devices such as smart phones, tablets, and
traditional laptops and desktop computers, adolescents inhabit an out-of-school world of
burgeoning new media. Their lives are marked by extensive access to and engagement with, (a)
a growing abundance of multimodal texts in digital form, and (b) a wide variety of robust
communication and social networking digital tools, which inevitably help shape their digital
literacy skills and their personal and community identities. At the same time, there has been a
marked reluctance in educational settings to allow students to use their personal mobile
devices and the new media they typically engage with, thus creating a disconnect between
school and out-of-school experiences. This reluctance works to restrict the role of education in
the development of adolescents' digital literacies and identities.
Using a multiliteracies pedagogy, mobile devices and social networking platforms can give
students voice and agency in the context of their learning communities, and thus provide
opportunities for them not only to learn subject matter but also to explore issues of identity
and their places in the world around them. Using a mixed method research approach of
qualitative case study analysis and quantitative surveying, this research investigates the
relationship between a multiliteracies pedagogy and the development of adolescent digital
literacy and identity. More specifically, this paper focuses on the case study of one 12-year old
girl, reflecting on the impact of digital technologies and media on her life while immersed in a
rich media setting, using a combination of her own mobile devices and a tablet that was
provided to her by her classroom teacher.
The research project in general explores the intersection of adolescents' out-of-school new
media experiences with digital literacy education, in a classroom setting in Ontario, Canada.
The student participants read, viewed and discussed several texts, both print-based and
multimodal, and used a social networking site (Ning) to respond to these texts that focused on
the role of new media in adolescents’ lives. The research capitalizes on students’ nascent
digital literacy skills through the use of mobile devices and tablets and builds classroom-based
research knowledge in the rapidly growing field of digital literacy. With limited access to digital
learning tools that facilitate student connectivity to the Internet, educators continue to struggle
to find ways to infuse the use of digital media in their teaching in ways that honour their
students’ out-of-school literacies. Adolescent lives include the abundant use of digital texts,
making it necessary to redefine or reconsider our literacy and learning practices, including our
pedagogical choices. Traditional print resources such as reference books, novels and text books
have been staple tools to help provide knowledge for student learners for many generations;

the reality, however, is that the cadre of technology present in the average North American
home far exceeds the technological resources of a school's classroom or computer labs.
Realistically, with students sharing a handful of desktop machines, and with every teacher in
the school vying for time in the computer lab, these are not a viable option for regular and
consistent student access to digital learning. Mobile devices, with their portability, wide range
of resources, immediacy of content and their clear, visual interfaces offer exciting possibilities
for student learners. Social networking tools, which are already a big part of adolescents' digital
lives, are increasingly used by organizations and educational institutions to provide information,
to communicate with customers and students, and to offer educational service. In this context,
we make use extensive use of social networking tools accessed through mobile devices to help
bridge the disconnect between adolescents’ online identities and their classroom identities.
Theoretical Framework
Adolescent Identity and Digital Media
Youth are naturally concerned with their developing identities, and they are constantly
trying to find ways to express themselves. In our increasingly digitally connected world,
adolescents are relying more often on their cell phones and other mobile devices to
communicate and to present themselves to the world. According to The Nielsen Company’s
2009 survey on adolescent media use, 77% of American teens have their own mobile devices,
with another 11% reporting that they borrow a mobile device regularly, and they are using
them for more than text messaging. According to a 2008 U.S. survey from CTIA and Harris
Interactive, more than half (57%) of adolescents with cell phones reported that their cell phone
was the “key to their social life” and that “second only to clothing, a person’s cell phone tells
the most about their social status or popularity, outranking jewelry, watches and shoes” (np).
However, these mobile devices are not just important accessories; adolescents are using their
mobile devices and home computers to access social networks such as MySpace and Facebook.
According to the Neilson report, 67% of those “social networkers” update their pages at least
once a week and use them as key sources of information and advice in a critical developmental
period. The authors of The Horizon Report (Johnson et al, 2011) predict that by the year 2015,
80% of those who access the Internet will be using their mobile devices to do so and they note
that within the next year, mobile devices will outnumber computers (12). In their analysis of
the affordances of Smartphones, Adami and Kress (2010) point out that “the media we use and
the affordances they offer – what they facilitate, what they hinder and inhibit – influences how
we make meaning and hence how we come to shape our identity in this respect” (185).
This rapid adoption of mobile technologies has implications for the adolescents who use them.
In their work on multiliteracies, Cope and Kalantzis (2000) identify the different domains in
students’ lives (i.e. Lifeworlds and School-Based Worlds) as discourse worlds and they draw on

these various domains or worlds to make meaning and create identities. Anstey and Bull (2006)
suggest that “these domains or discourse worlds also help form a person’s literacy identity,
providing a repertoire of resources that a person can draw on when engaging in literate
practices” (34). They further note that a student’s literacy identity “includes social and cultural
resources, technological experience, and all previous life experiences, as well as specific literacy
knowledge and experience” (35). Weber and Mitchell’s (2008) notion of identity as “personal
and social bricolage” views identity construction as “an evolving active construction that
constantly sheds bits and adds bits, changing through dialectical interactions with the digital
and non-digital world, involving physical, psychological, social, and cultural agents” (43).
Sefton-Green and Buckingham (1996) studied children’s cultural production practices within the
context of their out-of-school literacies. Our aim was to examine the construction,
deconstruction and reconstruction of adolescent identities through an exploration of their
social practices within a digital landscape using mobile devices for learning in the classroom and
in the wider spaces of their lives. In her research on “mobile identity,” Stald (2008) concludes
that the mobile device serves as the “predominant personal tool for the coordination of
everyday life, for updating oneself on social relations, and for the collective sharing of
experiences” and as such it is the “mediator of meanings and emotions that may be extremely
important in the ongoing formation of young people’s identities” (161). In their work exploring
how individuals’ identities affect classroom discussions, Ke, Chavez, Causarano (2011) conclude
that identities are critical for extracting meaning from discussions.
Multiliteracies
Within a multiliteracies framework there is an emphasis on students as producers or
“Designers” rather than just consumers of text (Cope & Kalantzis, 2000). The New London
Group’s (1996) concept of multiliteracies highlights the relevance of new forms of literacy
associated with emerging multimedia, multimodal technologies. From our experience in
schools, teachers are increasingly aware of and attracted to the educational potential of new
media devices and web-based tools, especially as the conventional notion of literacy in
curriculum has shifted to reflect a multiplicity of literacies. Although institutional obstacles
prevent most teachers from taking advantage of this potential, school districts are starting to
address this issue. As Premier McGuinty of Ontario was recently quoted, “Telephones and
BlackBerrys and the like are conduits for information today, and one of the things we want our
students to do is to be well-informed ... And it's something that we should be looking at in our
schools.” (Globe and Mail, 15 September 2010). The idea of multiliteracies (New London Group,
1996) is theoretically grounded in the sociocultural tradition, which views literacy not as
something you have that is functional and autonomous, but rather as a series of social practices
(Harste, 2003) inferred from events and mediated by texts. The traditional view of literacy and
the reading and writing of print text has expanded to include viewing and communicating in

many different ways, about texts of all kinds, including images, video, music and sounds,
gestures and more. New literacies, as defined by Lankshear and Knobel (2007), are not
characterized solely by their digital or technical features. They also involve a new mindset or a
new ethos that focuses on participation, collaboration and distribution (Lankshear & Knobel,
2007). Digital tools have increasingly become tools of mediation and communication and many
facilitate the kinds of sharing that are conducive to literacy education ideals. Contemporary
social interaction is characterized by changes in the materiality of texts as well as changes in the
ways we make meaning. Kress and van Leeuwen (2001) suggest that in a digital environment
“meaning is made in many different ways, always, in the many different modes and media
which are co-present in a communicational ensemble” (p. 111). Traditional forms of literacy
that focus solely on reading and writing in the dominant language, typically fail to recognize the
impact of digital media in adolescents’ lives, or take into account students’ multilingual and
multicultural backgrounds and experiences.
We borrow the notion of “multitextured” teaching from Beach, Appleman, Hynds and
Wilhelm (2011) which advocates (1) using multiple texts, including print literature, but also a
wide variety of digital texts and (2) using these texts to read critically against the texts of their
own lives. The authors explain, “in the process of viewing literary texts against a backdrop of
other popular and canonical texts, teenagers can begin to move more critically through the
‘identity crises’ that Erikson talks about” (34). As Beach et al suggest, it is not about walking
away from literacy practices that we know work; however, it is becoming increasingly
important to better understand how adolescents, who have grown up in a digital age, use and
interact with digital media in the context of their literacy practices.
Communities of Practice
Although adolescents use their mobile devices to access information anytime,
anywhere, they use them primarily to get and stay connected. Collaborative knowledge
construction is one of the oft-cited benefits of online learning, but in order for effective learning
to take place instructors must foster and develop an “affinity space” (Gee, 2004) or
“community of practice” (Wenger, 1998, 2000, 2007). Gee (2004, p. 9, 73) describes affinity
spaces as “specially designed spaces (physical and virtual) constructed to resource people [who
are] tied together ... by a shared interest or endeavour ... (73). Wenger (1998, 2000, 2007) has
coined the phrase ‘communities of practice’, which he describes as groups of people who share
a concern, passion or interest for something they do and learn to do it better as they interact
regularly. Anderson suggests that “[i]nformal sharing of experiences is often the most valuable
result for groups of [individuals] engaged in formal education, and it is likely that it constitutes a
significant enhancement to … education” (32). Social networking sites position users as coauthors and co-developers and tap into their collective intelligence. They are constructed to

facilitate the collection and sharing of user-generated content. A social networking network
(such as Ning) fits within the social constructivist paradigm that views the building of new
knowledge as a social and collaborative enterprise. We extend Wenger’s (2009, 1998) notion of
communities of practice to school and classroom communities that use an inquiry approach as
they strive to have students see themselves within a larger world and what that means within a
diverse society. As learners develop socially, cognitively, and emotionally, it is necessary that
they understand that everyone has rights and responsibilities within a given community. No
longer is the curriculum simply the novel or the facts to be learned but, rather, the students
and their teacher together using books, other authentic resources, and their own opinions and
experiences to create the “living curriculum” as a true community of learners.
Methodology
A mixed methods approach is suitable for collecting both in-depth stories of teaching
and learning through and with digital media and multimodal texts and attitudinal data before
and after participation in the study. A case study approach was used to collect in-depth data
related to how the students engaged with the learning material through mobile devices. The
case study method is also appropriate for studying a ‘bounded system’ (that is, the thoughts
and actions of participating students or the learning-community connection of a particular
education setting) so as to understand it as it functions under natural conditions (Stake, 2000).
Individual students, and their digital texts, were considered as individual cases. This qualitative
research was contextualized through quantitative surveying of participant digital practices and
attitudes. Such a mixed methods design with “qualitative-quantitative linkages” is a powerful
way of showing “the interactivity and interdependence of [the] components of reflective
inquiry” (Rocco, et al., 2003, 599).
Setting for the Study
The study involved one class of 24 middle school students, ages 12-13. The students
read and critiqued a variety of texts, all of which focused on adolescent issues related to the
role of new media in adolescents’ lives. They responded to the texts and shared their opinions
during face-to-face meetings with their peers and teachers, as well as online on a social
networking site (Ning). They also created their own digital and multimodal texts to be shared
with a wider community as a way of presenting themselves and communicating about things
that concern them related to their own identities. They shared their work in a variety of venues,
including on blogs which are housed on the class Ning, on the project website and through a
dramatic production they scripted themselves. For the purposes of this paper and
presentation, we focus on one specific case.
Data Collection and Analysis

We used a sequential mixed methods strategy, combining both quantitative and qualitative
methodologies. The quantitative research component was designed to capture demographic
and attitudinal data using survey research methodology. Prior to working with participants,
they were invited to complete an electronic survey. In the pre-unit survey, questions were
asked in order to determine how students were currently using digital tools in their out-ofschool lives and to gauge the extent of their experience with web-based tools such as social
networking sites, e.g. What types of technology do you personally own or have regular access
to? How much time do you spend on the Internet on a typical day? The pre- and post-surveys
used the same questions to determine any shifts in attitudes towards technology use. The
surveys were designed to allow for comparisons across cases and for triangulation using the
data from the surveys along with observations, field notes, individual interviews and visual and
content analyses of the digital texts created by the participants to track the development of
students’ digital literacy skills and attitudes towards technology use.
The bulk of the research follows a qualitative design in keeping with the established practice of
in-depth studies of teaching and learning and case studies in general (Stake, 2000). The
qualitative research makes use of a case study methodology which includes detailed field notes,
students’ writing and contributions to the social networking site (Ning), transcribed interviews
with students and teachers, the digital and multimodal texts created by students, and video
recordings of selected learning/authoring activities. We elicited information regarding attitudes
towards issues associated with the impact of new media on their lives primarily through writing
prompts using a Ning forum. For the purposes of this paper we draw on data from one
student’s survey responses, her written reflections on the class Ning, and her oral presentations
to the class based on her creation of a digital magazine and a digital poem.
Analysis of the data required several different layers of coding and interpretation. In the first
stage the bulk of the data was coded for various themes that emerged. We coded the Ning
transcripts following traditional coding procedures (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The multimodal
texts created by the student was also analysed within a framework of semiotic meta-functions
(Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001; Jewitt, 2008; Burn, 2008), which considers design and production
as representational, interactive and textual. Because of the complex blending of multimodal
data elements, we also used the digital visual literacy analysis method of developing a “pictorial
and textual representation of those elements” (Hull & Katz, 2006, p.41); that is, juxtaposing
columns of the written text, the images from digital texts, and data from interviews, field notes
and video recordings to facilitate the “qualitative analysis of patterns” (p.41). Our analysis
focused on the various modes of expression (i.e. visual image, gesture, movement) and how
these work in concert to create meaning. In the authoring of the digital texts, we were
particularly interested in moments that might be interpreted as “turning points” (Bruner, 1994)

in the representation of identity and/or the conceptual understanding of the impact of new
media on adolescents’ lives.
Findings and Discussion
Overall we noticed a marked increase in the level of student engagement when they used
technology to access media sources and create their own digital products. The ubiquitous
access to current media texts provided both immediacy and relevance in their learning and they
further developed their research skills as a result of the constant access to information at their
fingertips through the use of the tablets. In terms of their digital literacy skills, the students
made gains in their understanding of how to use a variety of digital media software applications
and hardware devices, in their ability to critically understand digital media content and
applications and in their knowledge and capacity to create their own digital texts with digital
media. Their teacher also noted that there was improved collaboration as students shared
resources and roles in project work. Through informal comments made in class and on the
post-project survey administered to all of the students, they reported feeling “privileged” to be
given opportunity to participate in the use of devices in the classroom. Most notably, however,
students demonstrated gains in the development of their critical literacy skills. To support
some of these claims, we take a closer look at “Gigi’s” case (a pseudonym), which follows
below, as a representative example of how one student became more critical in this technology
rich environment. Gigi’s case is not atypical. We selected her as a focus for this case study,
because as a committed athlete she took a special interest in the topic of body image and
healthy living. She was not the top student in the class academically, nor was she the strongest
writer.
Gigi’s Case
The Surveys and the Ning
Gigi was described by her teacher as a “12 year old Grade 7 student who is conscientious to the
point of perfectionism, intrinsically motivated and very driven. Her personality and identity
require her to strive to do her utmost in all pursuits, academic, social and athletic. She is a
staunchly loyal friend, defender of the bullied and sincerely and deeply empathetic to those
who are in distress.” Gigi described herself on the class Ning as an optimistic person:
I think that I am optimistic because I try to never let anything get me down. It is
difficult to stay positive when things just aren't going your way in life and it feels like
the whole world is against you. However, I always try my best. I try to cheer up not
only myself, but my friends and peers as well. I have a lot of chances to be
optimistic because I play a lot of sports. When your team is losing you can't give up
or you will never get the points back. I think that is where I shine most in optimism. I

will admit that when it comes to school work, it is harder for me to be positive if I
am having trouble or I don't understand, however I still work at being optimistic and
I think that it is important to always try.
Gigi also confirmed her teacher’s description of her perfectionism when she talks about what
she believes is her “weakest trait”:
I think the trait that I am least likely to be known for is courage. The reason for this
is because I get nervous very easily and tend to shy away when I feel intimidated. I
feel like I get nervous because I like to do things perfectly and I get VERY scared that
I will mess up. I think that I can change this by being more open to mistakes and try
to learn from them rather than let them bother me! I think if I were to build up my
courage I would do better in school because I would take more chances instead of
not trying because I'm scared of messing up.
The lack of confidence that Gigi demonstrates in the previous Ning post may also have been at
play when she wrote about whether she preferred to write journal entries with pen and paper
or on a class social networking site, in this case the class Ning. In the pre-project survey
students were asked how they felt about the prospect of writing their journals online and Gigi
responded:
I don’t really mind because sometimes I enjoy writing things out by hand, partly because
it is fun, but also because I like to upkeep my penmanship skills. I is also nice because in
a journal your thoughts and ideas aren’t public and aren’t there for the judging of other
people. However, I also really like to use technology and to type. I work faster when I
type as well which sometimes can be beneficial.
Although she clearly states that there are benefits to both traditional pen and paper journals
and online journals, the thought of having her work “judged” by others seems to intimidate her.
In the post-project survey that was administered five months later however, Gigi clearly
indicates that she preferred writing her journal on the Ning:
I really liked using the Ning a lot. I though it was very easy to use and follow and
definitely preferred it over using a paper journal because I think that it is much easier to
receive feedback (positive or negative) when it is posted for everybody to see. I enjoyed
getting the feedback and/or questions about my responses because I am always looking
for ways to improve my writing and the inquiries I got from other people really
challenged me to think about what I was writing and helped understand some of the
things that I didn’t include, but should have.

The Ning certainly became a place where students could get immediate feedback on their
writing from their peers and often their teacher, but it was also a forum for discussion and
reflection. For example, their teacher asked them to read an article and then consider how
technology and the Internet specifically impacted their lives in positive and negative ways. Gigi
wrote:
Like most teens or pre-teens, I do use technology for fun, I e-mail, I go on YouTube
to watch videos and I play games, I have a gaming system and a camera and all that
great stuff that I love! However, technology also comes as a great benefit when I'm
doing school work. Even though there are a lot of websites that can give you faulty
information on the internet, there are also plenty of legitimate websites with very
accurate facts. So, I guess that I am saying, technology is a big part of my life! But, I
don't let technology take over my entire life. I am very physical in and outside of
school. I play soccer all year I also love to read. So in my case technology is just a
bonus in my life. I had a choice and still have a choice. I can decide whether or not I
want technology to control me. I choose no.
As an avid reader, Gigi also reflected on the future of “the book” in a digital age. She did not
seem to be overly distressed by the idea that print books would “become a thing of the past”
and seemed to accept the advent of the e-reader for her own reading.
I think that the idea of books becoming "extinct" is definitely a possibility. My
reason for saying this is that right now it is basically our digital immigrants that our
fighting to keep books around and popular. However our society continues to adapt
at the same time and the gap between the number of digital natives and digital
immigrants is quickly growing. At some point we will be a world filled with digital
natives, as they are all being born into the world of technology. With our society
moving further and further away from books and closer to new technology it is
more likely that at some point books will become a thing of the past.
Interestingly, some of the students in this project were using Kobo on the tablets to read some
of the books that were chosen for literature circles in the classroom but Gigi did not comment
on this experience in her Ning responses.
The Digital Magazines
Before beginning work on their own digital magazines, the students deconstructed the media
messages found in current commercials. Working with a partner, Gigi chose to analyze a
television commercial for Dior J’Adore featuring Charlize Theron. She was able to articulate the
subtleties in the ad which serve to contribute to negative body image and she discussed the
ways in which the use of colour, light and music create an atmosphere of strength and

confidence. She commented, “We interpret it as confidence … She’s doing it just for herself …
which makes the perfume more appealing.” She and her partner compared this ad with the
commercial for Taylor Swift’s perfume, Wonderstruck, which is much more romantic and
features a potential love interest in the background. They were able to comment on the
underlying messages of both ads and were able to comment on the differences. After
deconstructing their own ads and listening to their peers explain the media messages in their
ads as well, the students felt that they now looked at ads even outside of school with a “more
critical eye” than average consumers, and even their parents.
Working in groups of approximately five, the students created digital magazines that included
their own ads. The student created ads used media to shift the focus from “unattainable
perfection” to “healthy living.” Gigi’s group created a digital magazine that featured healthy
food, an active lifestyle and a realistic attitude toward body image (see Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1: Digital Magazine Cover Page

Figure 2: Digital Magazine Table of Contents

There was a great deal of evidence of critical thought in the creation and subsequent
presentation of the digital magazines to the rest of the class. In follow-up discussions, students
talked about their new awareness of pervasive negative messages in media and the harmful
effects these can have on adolescents. In their magazines they chose positive body-image
models such as Adele to demonstrate importance of health over extreme thinness. They made
comments such as:
Hopefully after reading this magazine, kids who struggle with their body image will
learn to love their bodies, and even if they can’t, try to improve themselves to be
healthy and happy, naturally and without harming themselves.
When you start to think positively of yourself, you won’t feel the need to change or
even harm yourself to become your ‘ideal’.
Gigi was able to articulate the importance of this experience to her own learning. She felt that
the creation of the magazine would help students decode the media messages found in
advertising and serve to promote a healthier attitude toward food. In an article she wrote for
the digital magazine, she focused on the importance of healthy eating when participating in
sports and how good food would contribute to better performance. She also noted how
creating the magazine in a digital format enabled her group to produce a high-quality magazine.
In her post-project survey, Gigi commented:
I really enjoyed creating the digital magazine because I thought that it was taking
something that was fairly basic and bring it to the next level by using technology as
our resource to create it. On the computer there are many more options to make
your magazine advanced (i.e. videos, animations, and a wide range of design
options.)
The Digital Poems
The digital poems very clearly
demonstrated the students’ ability
to deconstruct the media’s
messages. Gigi worked
independently to create a poem that
brings multiple modes of expression
(i.e. visual, gestural, linguistic,
spatial, aural) together to make
meaning. She used strong, graphic

Figure 3: Gigi’s Digital Poem (Slide Sorter view)

images to warn her peers about negative media messages (see Figure 3) and she was able to
communicate the reasons for all of her design choices in a presentation of her poem to the
class. She discussed the use of fonts, images, music and word choice in a way that
demonstrated her understanding of how each element contributes to the overall message. It is
beyond the scope of this paper to elucidate all of Gigi’s design choices, but here we give some
representative examples.
Gigi let her digital poem play through for the class first and then restarted the video to begin
her explication. The soundtrack for her poem is “Beautiful” by Christina Aguilera and the
images are timed to coincide with the length of the song. Gigi began by explaining her choice
to use fonts that look like handwriting. She comments, “This is someone telling their own story
so I wanted the font to look like someone was writing it – it’s more personable.” She explains
that the poem is “about loving who you are” and says she was striving for a “sense of
solemnness” in the poem, which required her to “dull down” the colours in the images (most of
which are taken from the Internet). She used several images of young girls putting on makeup
and dressing up and commented, “I didn’t want to glamorize things like this. I didn’t want to
make them seem like these amazing things that should be bright and happy because it’s kind of
looking at them negatively.” Gigi argued, “people’s images of themselves have been so messed
with” by the media and this is reflected in her choice of the image in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Media Messages are Everywhere

Gigi explained,
It took me forever to find this picture and I was really happy when I found it. It felt
like it was really good because … it really goes with poem … saying ‘these are all the
things she’s saying about herself and how she gets labelled and a lot of the words
are repeated which I think is also really good. You don’t think ‘I’m not pretty

enough’ and get on with it. When you think that it’s something that goes through
your mind every day and you think about it constantly. It’s surrounding her because
it doesn’t just affect you in one place – it’s everywhere and once you think it, you
can’t get it out of your head.
This image coincides nicely with Aguilera’s lyrics, “Now and then I get insecure/From all
the pain/I'm so ashamed …”
All of the girls in the images are different and Gigi explained that initially she had tried to
edit the girls’ appearances so that they all looked similar. But then, she explained, she
decided that even though this was one girl’s story, she wanted the girls to represent “a lot
of different types of people, ages, showing that lots of people have to overcome and deal
with these obstacles.”
One of the most provocative images, shown in Figure 5, is of a young girl who has been
made up to look like an adult model. The image is labeled to draw attention to the many
unnatural alterations made to the child to get her ready for a beauty competition.

Figure 5: “Fake Little Barbie Dolls”

Gigi became quite angry as she explained that she chose this image to draw attention to the
impact that negative media messages have on even very young children. Making a reference to
the TV show “Toddlers in Tiaras” she commented,
I’ve watched that show before and it’s sickening to see how they act. Having a fouryear old child saying facial beauty is the most important thing and if you’re not
beautiful then you can’t win in life … it’s disgusting! So I really wanted to show that

because I think it’s important for people to understand that even if a kid says that
they like being dressed up and pampered, that’s not going to help them in the
future … when they can’t always be like the fake little Barbie doll they won’t feel
confident in themselves.
Gigi’s message, that girls should love themselves for who they are inside and be themselves,
becomes clear by the end of the poem. In Figure 6, Gigi argues that “it’s not okay” to try to be
someone else, despite what your friends or peers expect.

Figure 6: She Won't be You

Gigi’s poem intentionally concludes in bright colours. In the final two slides (Figures 7 & 8), Gigi
explained, “she looks confident. I put ‘perfect’ in a pink glow because I wanted to put emphasis
on the positives. Some people can still manage to overcome all the negative media messages
and this image gives us reassurance that it’s possible.” In the last image, Gigi uses a heartshaped fingerprint and explained to the class, “everyone has a different fingerprint and this is a
representation that everyone is different. Also the shape of a heart, which I liked because it’s
saying that not only do you love yourself but you love the fact that there is difference in the
world.”

Figure 7: Image of Confidence

Figure 8: Difference is Good

Gigi’s digital poem and her explication of the design choices she made demonstrate evidence of
critical thought, particularly of how the media manipulates its audience and how adolescents
can and should resist the pressure to look and be a certain way.
Conclusion
Given their reliance on and their affinity for the use of technology in their out-of-school lives, it
is not surprising that the students who participated in this research project demonstrated an
increase in their level of engagement while using technology to access resources in their inschool lives. By gaining access to both digital resources and the necessary technological tools
with which to explore these resources, students were able to develop their knowledge and
application skills, and to demonstrate these new skills by participating in collaborative activities
on the social networking site, Ning, by deconstructing and reconstructing advertisements, and
by creating their own original multi-modal digital poetry. Over the course of the project,
students were asked to think critically about the impact of digital technology and media on
their lives, and to examine the underlying messages. The immersion of the students in the
world of digital technology during their in-school lives exposed them to a wide variety of
resources which they would not ordinarily have had the opportunity to explore in a traditional
text-based classroom environment, and which clearly demonstrated the potential for the
development of adolescents’ digital literacies and identities.
However, there were a number of challenges to overcome during this research project, not the
least of which was on-going accessibility issues and other barriers to implementation including
time, resources, and support. At the inception of the project, the school’s wireless technology
was still in the early stages of implementation, and there were frequent, sporadic outages and
long interruptions of service. Also, the school board’s web filtering system initially restricted
access to the Ning and took several weeks to be unblocked. This led to a delay in the students
being able to contribute their responses, and a resulting decline in their productivity. The

devices themselves also had some limitations such as the lack of keyboard, sites requiring Flash,
the inability for students to create presentations using Prezi or to use Tagxedo or Wordle, as
well as other compatibility issues. Additionally, as the students came to the study with varying
degrees of technological knowledge, some training on the devices as well as on how to navigate
through the online resources was required. This was frustrating at times for the more
proficient technophiles in the class, and led, in some instances, to some mild off-task behaviour.
A few students required frequent monitoring, particularly when using their own devices; offtask behaviour was generally limited to the watching of YouTube videos and the playing of
online games. Overall, as a group, the students embraced the project with great enthusiasm
and came to rely upon both the devices and the access to technology as daily components of
their in-school lives.
This project has led to future research examining the use of mobile devices in grades 6-10
classrooms in Ontario and in Newfoundland. In a 3-year federally-funded project beginning
September 2012, we will be looking at the use of mobile devices to develop critical and digital
literacy skills and to develop a guide for best practices in this area as school boards continue to
equip their schools with WIFI.
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Abstract:
The objectives of this research were to: 1) compare the attention span of autism and children with
learning disabilities (LD) between before and after participate in Thai Music Therapy Activities; 2) compare the
communication skill of autism and children with LD between before and after participate with Thai Music
Therapy Activities; 3) study the relation between attention span and communication skill of autism who
participate with Thai Music Therapy Activities; 4) study the relation between attention span and communication
skill of children with LD who joined with Thai Music Therapy Activities; and 5) study the opinion of teachers
and parents toward Thai Music Therapy Activities.
The design of the experiment was the single subject design. The research sample consisted of 5 autism
and 5 children with LD. The employed research instrument comprised: 1) Thai Music Therapy Activities; 2) an
behavior observation form to assess attention span and communication skill; and 3) an interview form to assess
opinions on Thai Music Therapy Activities. Sign test and content analysis were used for data analysis.
The findings were as follows:
1. the post-attention span of autism and LD was significantly higher than their pre-attention
counterpart at the .05 level
2. the post-communication skill of autism and children with LD was significant higher than their
pre-communication skill counterpart at the .05 level
3. the relation between attention span and communication skill of autism was significant in the
same direction at the .05 level.
4. the relation between attention span and communication skill of LD was not significantly in
the opposite direction.
5. The opinion of teachers and parents about Thai Music Therapy Activities were follows:
a. Listen to a song: They were agree with listening to a song in the morning, at lunch and
at noon for 5-15 minutes. All children liked Thai song, take peaceful and clam down
during listen to Thai song.
b. Play a musical instrument: it’s not difficult for children who’s autism and LD to play a
musical instruments like castanets, drum, wooden rhythm clappers etc. children like it
and look so happy during playing musical instrument.
c. Rhythmic activities: they agreed with rhythmic activities. It made children still
concentrate on listening and waiting for rhythmic which they must move.
d. Sing a song: they agree with this activities. It made children still concentrate on
listening and waiting for “word” which they must sing or not sing.
e. Applying an activities: teacher and parent sure that they can apply this activities at
classroom or at home .it’s simple to understand the activities.

f.

Suggestion: Training should be given to teachers and parents at the beginning of
academic year.

Keywords: music therapy, autism, learning disabilities, attention span, communication skill

Introduction
At present, children with special needs can be generally found in Thai schools and Thai
society. Apart from setting up schools specifically for disabled children such as schools for the blind,
schools for the deaf, and schools for the mentally retarded, the Ministry of Education of Thailand has
adopted the mainstreaming policy, that is, arranging for educable level disabled children to be in the
same classroom or in the same school with normal children. This policy is aimed at integrating
disabled children into the general society so that they can be productive citizens and pursue normal
life. These disabled children learning in the same classroom with normal children are considered as
children with special needs. As children with special needs require special cares to guide them to
develop properly in accordance with their specific needs. They are different from normal children.
Parents, guardians, teachers and those concerned need to gain correct knowledge and understanding
on providing proper cares to enhance their development. Close cooperation between home and
school is vital to ensure that the children receive the best possible care to guide them on their
development.
From studies of problems of these children, it is found that apart from children with learning
disabilities and autism have problems with short attention span and got a difficult in communication.
Concentration is the focused and continued interest in something or some matters. Concentration is
essential for learning because there are close relationships among concentration, learning, and
memory. If a person has concentration, he or she will be able to learn well resulting in gaining good
knowledge, understanding, and memory. Apart of communication skill, the ability to communicate is
essential for human beings. Particular children with communication problems, it is necessary to gain
the skills to be able to communicate with others as well. Therefore, it is necessary that teachers and
parents must cooperate in helping children develop good concentration and gain the communication
skill. The study found that music therapy is an activity that can help children with special needs to
concentrate, and group activities will enhance their ability to communicate. Thai music is very nice
and well known in Thailand.
Based on the mentioned reasons to respond to the need to expand the knowledge body and
research documents on effect of Thai Music Therapy Activities on autism and LD and the need to
fulfill a part of the university’s mission, the researchers has decided to conduct this research and
development study.

Research Objectives
The objectives of this research were to
1) compare the attention span of autism and children with learning disabilities(LD)
between before and after joining with Thai Music Therapy Activities
2) compare the communication skill of autism and children with LD between before and
after participating in Thai Music Therapy Activities
3) study the relation between attention span and communication skill of autism who
joined with Thai Music Therapy Activities
4) study the relation between attention span and communication skill of children with
LD who joined with Thai Music Therapy Activities
5) study the opinion of teacher and parent about Thai Music Therapy Activities

Research Methodology
Research Design: The design of the experiment was the single subject design.
Sample: The research sample consisted of 5 autism and 5 LD, acquired by purposive
sampling.
Data Collecting Instruments
The employed research instruments comprised
1. Thai Music Therapy Activities package comprised a) listening to Thai song b) singing
with Thai music c) play a Thai musical instrument d) movement of the beat.
Step of setting Thai music therapy activities were the following:
1.1 set objectives of Thai music therapy activities
1.2 set Thai music therapy activities approach
1.3 create Thai music therapy activities set

1.4 Verifying quality of Thai music therapy activities. The following activities
were undertaken to verify Thai Music Therapy Activities:
1.4.1 Experts on special education to evaluated the appropriateness of
activities of Thai Music Therapy. The indices of concordance (IOC) derived from experts’ judgment
ranged from 0.60 – 1.00. Experts also provided recommendations for improvement of the activities
taken by the researcher for subsequent improvement.
4.2 The developed distance training package was tried out in the single-subject tryout
with two students ; in the small group tryout with four students.
1.5 Improving the activities. Results and additional information obtained from tryouts
were utilized to improve the activities.
2. behavior observation form to assess attention span and communication skill. Experts on
special education to evaluate the appropriateness of an behavior observation form. The indices of
concordance (IOC) derived from experts’ judgment ranged from 0.60 – 1.00. Experts also provided
recommendations for improvement of the items of an behavior observation form taken by researcher
for subsequent improvement.
3. interview form to assess opinions on Thai Music Therapy Activities. Experts on special
education evaluated the appropriateness of an interview form. The indices of concordance (IOC)
derived from experts’ judgment ranged from 0.60 – 1.00. Experts also provided recommendations for
improvement of the items of an interview form taken by the researcher for subsequent improvement.

Data Collection
The data collection process in the research took 16 weeks, which comprised the following activities:
1. Data collection about effect of Thai Music Therapy Activities on samples
a. Observation on the attention span and communication skill of the samples before joining
with Thai Music Therapy Activities for 3 weeks; 2 times a day (10 minute for each times)
b. Observation on the attention span and communication skill of the sample between joining
with Thai Music Therapy Activities for 10 weeks; 2 times a day (10 minute for each
times)
c. Observation on the attention span and communication skill of the sample after joining
with Thai Music Therapy Activities for 3 weeks; 2 times a day (10 minute for each times)
2. Collection about opinion of teacher and sample’s parent about Thai Music Therapy Activities
An informal interview was used to collect opinions of the sample’s teachers and parent about
Thai Music Therapy Activities.

Operations
The operations of this research were 4 sessions a day. There’re followed

08.15
08.40
11.45
12.30

Time
- 08.30 AM
– 09.00 AM
– 12.00 AM
– 12.50 PM

Activities
Listen to Thai song (during preparation classes)
Thai Music Therapy Activities
Listen to Thai song (during lunch)
Thai Music Therapy Activities

Data Analysis
The research data were analyzed as follows:
1. Analyze the results of the observation attention span and communication skills :
1.1 Analyze the attention span of autism and children with LD between before and
after participation with Thai Music Therapy Activities by Sign test
1.2 Study the relation between attention span and communication skill of autism
and LD who participation with Thai Music Therapy Activities by Pearson
Correlation.
2. Study the opinion of teachers and parents toward Thai Music Therapy Activities by content
analysis.

Research Findings
1. The comparison of attention of autism and LD before and after participation in the Thai
music therapy.
Table 1: The comparison of attention of autism and LD before and after participation in the Thai music
therapy
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mdn
R

Attention span
(SC)
pre
post
4
4
4.5
4.5
12.5
13
5
8
5
7
8.5
9
11
12
7
9
11.5
12.5
10.5
12.5
7.75
9
8.5
9

d

ranking

sign
+

0
0
0.5
3
2
0.5
1
2
1
2
1
3

T

-

0*
1
4
3
1
2
3
2
3

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

As table 1 showed: the comparison of attention of autism and LD pre and post
participation in the Thai music therapy. Children in the experimental group had a median time before
going to Thai music therapy was 7.75 seconds, after that was 9 seconds on the assumption that analysis
by Sign test. The post-attention span of autism and LD was significantly higher than their pre-attention
counterpart at the .05 level.
2. Compare the communication skill of autism and children with LD between after
and before participation with Thai Music Therapy Activities
The result of communication skill were: 1) a result of comparison period in discussion of
children with autism and LD before and after treatment with Thai music therapy; and 2) the content
analysis about communication were as follows:
2.1 The result of the comparison period in the discussion of autism and LD before
and after participation in the Thai Music Therapy. Children in experimental group hand a median time
before going to Thai music therapy was 55 seconds after the Thai music therapy was 90 seconds on
the assumption that they analysis by Sign test. The post-period in the discussion of autism and LD
was significantly higher than their pre- period in the discussion counterpart at the .05 level.
2.2 The content analysis about behavior communication: the spoken language,
body language of autism and LD were concluded that autism who participant in Thai music therapy
interact and communicate with a lot more.
It could be concluded that children with autism and LD have the communication skill
more than before participation in the Thai music therapy.
3. The relation between attention span and communication skill of autism.
Table 2: result of study the relation between attention span and communication skill of autism
NO
1
2
3
4
5
∑

X
4
4.5
13
8
7
36.5

Y
40
45
110
90
70
355

X2
16
20.25
169
64
49
318.25

Y2
1600
2025
12,100
8100
4900
28,725

XY
160
202.5
1430
720
490
3002.5

r

T

0.96 5.82

Evaluation of the relation between attention span and communication skill of autism and
LD which was equal to 0.96 was used to test the hypothesis that the values obtained were higher than
the critical value. It was concluded that the relation between attention span and communication skill
of autism was significantly in the same direction at the .05 level.
4. The relation between attention span and communication skill of LD was not
significantly in the opposite direction.
Table 3: result of study the relation between attention span and communication skill of LD
No
1
2
3
4
5
∑

X
9
12
9
12.5
12.5
167.5

Y
80
90
130
95
80
475

X2
81
144
81
156.25
156.25
618.5

Y2
6400
8100
16900
9025
6400
46,825

XY
720
1080
1170
1187.5
1000
5,157.5

r

T

-0.446

0.82

Evaluation of the relation between attention span and communication skill of LD
which had correlation value of -0.446 when the test showed that the values calculated under the
critical value. It was concluded that the relation between attention span and communication skill of
LD was not significantly in the opposite direction.
5. The opinion of teacher and parent about Thai Music Therapy Activities were follows:
a. Listen to a song: They were agree with listening to a song in morning, at lunch
and at noon for 5-15 minutes. Every children like Thai song, listener take a peaceful and clam down
during listen to Thai song.
b. Play a musical instrument: it’s not difficult for children who’s autism and LD to
play a musical instrument like castanets, drum, wooden rhythm clappers etc. children like it and look
so happy during playing musical instrument.
c. Rhythmic activities: they agree with rhythmic activities. It made children still
concentrate on listening and waiting for rhythmic which they must move.
d. sing a song: they agree with this activities. It made children still concentrate on
listening and waiting for “word” which they must sing or not sing.
e. Applying an activities: teacher and parent sure that they can apply this activities
at classroom or at home .it’s simple to understand the activities.
f. Suggestion: Training should be given to teachers and parents on the beginning of
academic year for providing parents with knowledge and preparation of children to participate in
activities.

Discussion
1. the post-attention span of autism and LD was significantly higher than their preattention counterpart at the .05 level, because of music therapy activities is not accelerate the
performance of music, samples acted when they are ready to join so they relax and got more attention
span which according to AMTA(2011), Binson Bussakorn. (2010) and Mitzi Baker (2007)
2. the post-communication skill of autism and LD was significantly higher than their
pre-attention counterpart at the .05 level, because there’re interaction between teacher and samples,
samples and samples; as a priority in the activities of both the playing instruments and moving to beat
and singing, samples do something together as a group, they will need to have a discussion to plan
activities together, consultation on the Thai dance choreographed. This according to British Association
for Music Therapy (BAMT 2011) Jinah Kim, Tony Wigram and Christian Gold (2008) and Edgerton,
Cindy Lu (1994).
3. the relation between attention span and communication skill of autism was
significantly in the same direction at the .05 level. By considering the communication skills of the
samples as shown in table 2 that the communication skills of the sample in terms of the duration of the

conversation. After participating in the music therapy activities the sample showed spoken language,
body language more than before participation because of the thai music therapy activities have been
focused on the sample preparation. Sample feel free and assertive.
4. the relation between attention span and communication skill of LD was not
significantly in the opposite direction. Based on information obtained from observing the practice of
music therapy found that the sample learned to take the time to practice, it can be run no long for
success. It may be due to defects in learning, most sample did not have problems with communication
skills to understand the meaning of what is communicated and they have the ability to interact with
people and the environment.
5. The opinion of teacher and parent about Thai music therapy activities found that teachers
and parents agreed with listening, singing, playing musical instruments and body movements. For the
possibility of its application at home. Since it is simply, it is not complex. Parents can do along with
their children. This will make a good relationship in the family even more. It may be that the parents
who participated in the activities have opportunity to observe that activities are not focused on singing
or playing an instruments but for relaxation and use of music therapy to enhancing certain behaviors.

Conclusion
Thai music therapy activities made 5 children with autism and 5 LD have more attention span
and more communication skill, the relation between attention span and communication skill of autism
was significantly in the same direction at the .05 level and the relation between attention span and
communication skill of LD was not significantly in the opposite direction. For the opinion, the teachers
and parents agreed with listening to a song in morning, at lunch and at noon for 5-15 minutes. Everyone
like Thai song, listener take a peaceful and clam down during listen to Thai song. It’s not difficult for
autism and LD to play a musical instruments like castanets, drum, wooden rhythm clappers etc. children
like it and look so happy during playing musical instruments. They agree with rhythmic activities
because it made children still concentrate on listening and waiting for rhythmic which they must move.
Singing along with a song made children still concentrate on listening and waiting for “word” which
they must sing or not sing. For applying an activities: teacher and parent sure that they can apply this
activities at classroom or at home. It’s simple to understand the activities. They suggested that training
teachers and parents should be on the beginning of academic year.

Suggestion
Teachers or parents who want to use Thai music therapy activities should study and understand
procedures and time to do the course. Inspection and preparation the instruments must be finished
before using music instruments. Music therapy activities should have 3-4 people so that each child has
the opportunity to share and interact with each instrument and share idea about music activities.
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All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing. – Edmund Burke
Introduction
The four arenas of architectural and design education explored in this article are Sri
Lanka, Korea, Cyprus, and Uganda, each of which graciously welcomed the author’s
teaching and research for a year or so as Visiting Professor. The study attempts to pave the
way for further exhaustive international exchange and cooperation in the design arts towards
long-term poverty reduction and sustainable development. The arts in particular have much to
glean from indigenous cultures and crafts in informing design, making such exchanges
mutually beneficial (in multitudinous directions). Additionally, the developing world now has
virtually ubiquitous access to digital technologies (if only through ‘cracked’ programmes and
computer ‘hacking’ levelling the playing field) enabling information exchange and design
exploration at the highest levels, particularly in the fields of affordable housing, education,
and health facility planning. While sustainable development in the ‘third’ world needs
1

nurturing, patterns of globalisation suggest that the cultivation of ‘ethical intelligence’ also
merits utmost, concomitant attention.
A sidelight to this paper is a brief exploration of how the architecture and interior
design of these four countries, which have suffered extreme strife and division (through civil
war and/or outside intervention), reflect this division—typically through monumental
symbolic architecture (e.g. political agendas) or neglect (e.g. poverty imposed through failure
to ‘toe the line’). The study is aimed at professionals engaged in design education both within
and without the developing world who endeavour to foster sustainable equitable
development; a common model involves ‘live-project’ service-based pedagogy and/or
‘incubator’ hands-on apprenticeship (experiential education).

Ethical Intelligence
As has been extensively documented, corruption and/or greed along with lack of
appropriate and relevant education are generally considered major impediments to equitable
development.1 It is my argument that appropriate design education should include time
management (often involving ‘cultural readjustment’), marketing and language skills, and a
focus on ‘ethical intelligence’; otherwise technical design know-how may serve little towards
‘making poverty history’ (Oxfam slogan). For the purposes of this paper, ‘ethical
intelligence’ is defined as
the intelligence that structures stable and dynamic rules that determine the action of
the individual in his environment. It determines his capacity to add value, his
influence on the environment and on others and his time management. On the one
hand, the rules are stable since they respond to a purpose that is defined by the level
of ethics within which the individual acts. On the other hand, the rules are dynamic,
because despite the fact that the individual is at a certain level, he is capable of
determining alternative strategies that satisfy the objective he is seeking within that
level. Ethics is defined as a set of rules that are functional to a situation and to a
certain perception of an accepted moral, and are supported by a complementary
ideology.2
1

Corruption major impediment to advancing development, warn UN officials
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=33190&Cr=corruption&Cr1 last accessed 28.05.2012
2
http://www.unicist.org/papers/ontology_ei_en.pdf last accessed 28.05.2012
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For this author, one of the biggest challenges to teaching in the above four arenas
representing diverse levels of ‘development’ was the relative and varying nature of ‘ethical
intelligence’ encountered. At the onset I would immediately like to differentiate ethical
intelligence from ‘academic politics’ (‘ferocious because the stakes are so small’3). Many
academic circles exemplify competitive behaviour among students, staff and faculty which
often casts a shadow over the generic ‘ethical intelligence’ of a place; the manner in which
such competitiveness is manifested can reflect individual character and, when extreme,
tarnish reputation (cheating, dishonesty, fraud, for instance). Job, status and grade contest
(similar to sibling rivalry) takes many forms; while not peculiar to the developing world, a
dearth of ethical intelligence, or ‘alternative’ ethical systems (often categorised as ‘culture’ or
more blatantly as ‘corruption’), not only inhibits equitable development but creativity and
productivity, so important to sustainable high design.

Overview
The instructor’s task in a problematic ‘developing’ milieu, in this author’s view, is to
instil a sense of ethical intelligence as defined above and the need thereof, disengage from
local academic politics, and focus on educating students, research, community outreach, the
promotion of development initiatives within the context of academe engaging students and
faculty alike (‘live projects’ as a more sustainable use of the university), and the advancement
of essential skill sets and collaborative human interaction (team work). Local staff is often
threatened by newcomers (and paid far less—or more); ‘coffee’ or luncheon invitations,
fieldtrips, and book exchanges can often help build bridges. ‘Chemistry’ issues and
personality conflicts are not uncommon; in the developing world singularities like culture
shock, climate adaptation, health issues (e.g. dengue, malaria, heat exhaustion, poor diet etc.),

3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sayre's_law last accessed 28.05.2012
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superstition (e.g. ‘auspicious days’, fear of witchcraft), disregard for punctuality (alternative
notions of time), and language barriers frequently complicate one’s job.
The overseas design teaching experience can be tremendously enriching in manifold
ways, particularly for designers who enjoy and appreciate travel--with patience, humour, and
compassion, great strides can be made towards positively impacting local communities and
educational methodologies. In North Cyprus, students systematically did not show up until
three weeks after the official start of classes and then expected ‘make-up’ attention. While
these students were not mentally deficient, treating them with kindness (facetiously as if they
were) allowed a connection which eventually helped the students to see they were wasting
their parents’ money and cheating themselves out of the full opportunity offered. Conflict in
Sri Lanka resulted in students banning a fieldtrip hours before departure, requiring patience,
understanding, and alternative strategizing. Belief in the powers of witchcraft threatened to
keep a student in Uganda from participating in a site visit to an area his family considered
dangerous (he ended up participating anyway and had a terrific experience). In Korea
language problems created contractual misunderstandings and delays, requiring mediation.
Exposure to the wealth of architectural and natural wonders of these places, along with active
student progress, made such frustrations manageable (and it is important to find venues of
personal satisfaction and ‘downtime’ to preserve one’s ‘mental health’ and efficiency); in the
end, for every student reached (most cannot afford a ‘western’ education abroad), the
prognosis for ‘development’ improves.

The Dangers of ‘Going Native’
Cultural adjustments can have negative as well as positive results when adaptation
involves the acquisition of customs that counter ‘ethical intelligence’ and hinder
development. For instance, adopting the habit of showing up late for class, studio or meetings
because that is the local ‘cultural norm’ defeats the purpose of one’s anticipated influence. In
4

some cultures routine deception and lying (diplomatic ‘white lies’ so as not to offend, for
example) constitute a cultural norm, and picking up this trait can not only be counterproductive but dangerous, as corruption and fraud can follow. Periodic furlough (as with
embassy staff)—if only ‘mental travelling’ through books and film—is advisable, providing
it does not become abusive.
Other cultural attributes, such as respect for elders and courtesy salutations rather than
getting right to the point (as in the case of Korea and Uganda), are of course well worth
adopting. Learning a local language always builds bridges, while bargaining like the ‘natives’
can be interpreted either as miserliness or savvy. Context is important in assessing ‘ethical’
and appropriate conduct.

Protocol, Etiquette and Nepotism
Different cultures have different takes on protocol, etiquette and nepotism. In South
Africa at present, for instance, polygamy is largely considered acceptable (as in many Islamic
countries); witness Zulu President Zuma’s four wives. Nepotism and cronyism in Africa are
well documented and in many countries considered ‘the norm’. In North Cyprus, two of my
colleagues had their adult children working for them as teaching assistants in the Faculty of
Architecture, and contracts were issued which stated that ‘employees could not leave the
country without the employer’s permission’. Since North Cyprus (TRNC) was not officially
recognised as a ‘country’, the general consensus was that ‘anything goes’. In South Korea,
little work was expected of older professionals. In Sri Lanka, loud speakers went off at 4:00
in the morning on neighbouring street corners with booming Buddhist chants, waking entire
communities. In several of my teaching arenas, computers were monitored via ‘Remote
Desktop’ with related ‘hacking’ and/or my office was ‘bugged’. So what does one tolerate
and respect while teaching abroad? Where does one draw the line and what should one impart
to one’s students (some of whom are engaged in rampant ‘computer hacking’)? Some
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singularities are difficult to change or impact (e.g. 4:00am loud-speaker chanting), so it is
imperative to find constructive ways of dealing with such day-to-day cultural frustrations to
avoid ‘throwing in the towel’.

Brief Background
I was a Fulbright professor to Colombo School of Architecture and the University of
Moratuwa, Sri Lanka from 2005-2006, taught at Duksung Women’s University in Seoul,
Korea from 2008-2009, the European University of Lefke and Girne American University in
(North/Turkish) Cyprus from 2009-2010, and Uganda Martyrs University, Nkozi, Uganda
from 2011-2012, with intermittent teaching stints in Hawaii and England (and as a
Cambridge University Wolfson College Visiting Scholar, an Affiliate Member of
Cambridge’s Centre of African Studies, and a Visiting Scholar to Cambridge University’s
Centre of Development Studies 2011-2013). Previously I had taught between Stanford
University in California and Paris and l’Ecole Nationale des Ponts et Chaussées in Paris for
six years while maintaining a private architectural and interior design practice.
I discovered the Fulbright opportunity through http://www.cies.org/, the job in Korea
via www.acsa-arch.org, the job in Cyprus via www.jobs.ac.uk, and the job in Uganda through
a contact made at a conference on architectural education in Turkey (where, as in Turkish
North Cyprus, underpaid [relative to the other arenas discussed] academics are expected to
work the same year-round 9-5 office day as administrative staff) during the spring of 2009.
Fuelled by the Fulbright, I purposefully sought out teaching jobs abroad to the end of
furthering fieldwork and research in the domain of sustainable development and because, like
most architects, I loved to travel, screening teaching advertisements more by location than by
job description.
Interestingly, I ended up predominantly in ‘divided nations’ (‘dystopias’ if you like)
where the fragmentary political situations render development particularly challenging. My
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background in anthropology and sociology at Swarthmore College whet my appetite for
working with diverse peoples and cultures, and teaching has allowed me direct contact with
the society and mores of the uncommon, exotic nations I visited—professional practice from
an overseas base or foreign service employment would indubitably not have afforded such
profound intermingling and I am most grateful for the posts I was entrusted to, as my
experiences were both personally and professionally highly rewarding and formative. I shall
discuss each stint and corresponding findings briefly, make comparisons (potentially spurious
as they may be), draw conclusions, and suggest recommendations (both for teaching and
development).
I
Sri Lanka
While war has now ‘unified’ Sri Lanka and ‘eliminated’ the threat from the Tamil
Tigers, enforced ‘homogeneity’ is not unproblematic. I taught in the south of the island in
Colombo but visited the north with Habitat for Humanity, working on tsunami reconstruction
(see images of student work below) and flooding research. The exercise was demanding due
to the extreme heat, mosquito population (dengue as opposed to malaria being the major risk)
and acute poverty, particularly in the north and tsunami camps. Additionally I volunteered
my services to a church group (St. Andrew’s Scots Kirk, Colombo) engaged in tsunami
rebuilding, which landed me in the field about twice a month. St. Andrew’s picked up some
of my student ‘live project’ housing design work and started implementing these designs;
occasionally construction had to be delayed a month or more as the future occupants insisted
on commencing building on ‘auspicious days’ only, despite the desperate need for shelter.
Additionally, ‘locals’ typically modified these designs either to save on cost, simplify
construction, or, possibly, to appropriate funds. With all the donations pouring in for posttsunami disaster relief work (forty thousand people lost their lives in just ten minutes), one
had to ask where all the international ‘star architects’ were. The Sri Lankan Red Cross alone
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received over $500,000,000 in aid (which the NGO claimed it was ‘saving’ for ‘long-term
development’).

Sri Lankan student work (prototypical disaster relief housing)

Teaching was facilitated through a Sri Lankan friend and former IDBE Cambridge
classmate, Eeshani Mahesan, who was lecturing at The Colombo School of Architecture
(which she later headed) and invited me to co-teach a studio with her as part of my Fulbright;
my ‘salary’ was covered by the U.S. Government (little did I know that this experience was
to start a nomadic ‘live projects’ teaching interlude or ‘gypsy office’ heavily dependent on
virtual space, academe and high tech). For the six years I taught ‘live project’ studios at
Stanford (contributing momentum for a later ‘d.school’)4 I worked abroad (in Mexico and
Guatemala mostly) from a university home base; now I was working ‘in the field on site’
with local staff and students in a local university setting. In some ways this venue was more
challenging and in other ways it was much easier, with the proximity and local ‘know-how’
facilitating construction and site supervision. Though studios and classrooms were basic and
often not air-conditioned, students were generally hard-working, punctual and industrious
despite the sweltering heat, and working on disaster relief projects provided a unifying
common, urgent goal.
In Sri Lanka I visited the major work of Geoffrey Bawa, Chelvadurai Anjalendran and
other remarkable designers who influence me to this day. The cost of building in Sri Lanka is
extremely low relative to other parts of the world, enabling high-end detailing and interior
design fantasies like swimming pools in bathrooms, outdoor showers etc., with the up-market

4
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design sector among the most high-end I have experienced. Pursuant to my séjour in Sri
Lanka I spent a year teaching at Judson University outside Chicago facilitating a live village
project (now under construction) for tsunami widows in South India (see
www.StudioImpact06.com), a camp centre for underprivileged children in the Bahamas, and
later, at the University of Hawaii, an eco-village for Fiji (still on the ‘back burner’). My
experience in Sri Lanka kindled my appreciation for the ‘extreme’, and it was in South Asia
that I learned that funding is only one ingredient for sustainable development, and that, when
misappropriated, it can be a deterrent.

‘Lace House’ (Tsunami housing prototype), by Marga Jann / Poetic Licence

II
Korea
My heart leapt when I saw the ad for the teaching job in Seoul, as I had wanted to get
to the ‘Far East’ since childhood, and the Far East kept its promise. I transferred there from
the University of Hawai’i, which has a strong focus on the Asia Pacific region, and in this
sense was well prepared. In addition, my grandchildren were a quarter Korean, which lent
incentive. I first visited Seoul with my eight U. Hawaii D.Arch. students for a week in the
autumn of 2007, which opportunely ‘paved the way’. Eight interior design students from
Duksung Women’s University then visited us at U.H. in February 2008 before I started
teaching at Duksung in March of that year, with the exchange proving highly successful.
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The most important challenge in Korea was indubitably language; though I was
informed that my Korean students all spoke English, the level of their English was
elementary. So I was expected to teach ‘Design English’ as well as Interior Design. Another
surprise was the racial homogeneity of Korean society, particularly coming from the multiculturalism and multi-ethnicity of Hawai’i. I was about a head taller than everyone and truly
felt like a ‘Martian’; with the influx of NGO workers in Sri Lanka after the tsunami, I found
the Sri Lankans to be more relaxed with foreigners than the Koreans. At the time of writing,
inter-racial and inter-cultural marriages are driven by socio-economic needs with little
mainstream understanding by Korean society, and Confucian ‘machismo’ is often
syncretically mixed with the dominant Christian faith. At night one drives through a
relentless sea of fluorescent red crosses floating above a plethora of churches—a virtual light
show.
Yet another big challenge, for this designer, was the visual disturbance of huge
graphics covering most Korean shop windows from top to bottom in Hangul (otherwise a
beautiful, calligraphic script) and the relentless social housing blocks (which are now being
designed with more variety and flair). The good news about the housing blocks is that they
have largely solved the problem of Seoul’s informal settlements. Invitations, while
appreciated, typically arrived the day of or even a few hours before an event, and sometimes
the confusion and lack of forethought equalled that of typical ‘laid-back’ developing
countries. The foreign faculty had an expression for anything which required patience and
understanding ‘beyond the norm’: ‘T.I.K.’ or ‘This is Korea’.
From a design perspective, the manifold historic palaces and residences, ‘secret
gardens’, stunning architectural offices and projects (e.g. Heyri Art Valley5), rightly flaunted
by my welcoming and gracious Korean colleagues, totally outweighed any exasperating
cultural experiences. I readily learned to bow rather than shake hands, show appropriate
5
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reserve, and share Korean salutations. Contemporary Korean design and fashion competed
with the traditional on every level; one had to learn to interpret Hangul posters to take
advantage of some of the most extraordinary fashion shows and museum exhibits this author
has witnessed—information was not readily shared with ex-pats in English.
With my students we tackled several ‘live projects’; of most interest perhaps is the
Seoul History Museum plaza and interiors (see images below). While the exterior plaza (now
built) is somewhat disappointing relative to the design work done, we were pleased with the
interior renovation work. The ‘live project’ concept was new to the university and students,
as were 3D animations and direct client contact (in this case with the chief curator), and it
was rewarding to introduce new methodologies. As with Sri Lanka, all computer programmes
were accessible. Students were exceptionally hard-working, and if anything, due to their
troubled history, which is not the focus of this paper, Koreans place an extreme emphasis on
higher education, with Korean youth largely being ‘over-educated’, highly competitive, and
creative.

Korean student live project design work: Seoul History Museum Exterior Plaza and Interior Exhibit
(Duksung Women’s University Interior Design Department)

In 2009 I had the opportunity to visit, but not teach in, North Korea. Having worked
and lived in Communist Poland and the Soviet Union, I felt very much ‘at home’, though in a
time warp where faces looked different while the dominant culture felt comparable. Like Sri
Lanka, the north was very poor; I saw few cars, omnipresent soldiers, and everyone, wearing
similar white and blue traditional clothing, rode bikes. Some shops only had one can in the
window; from the architecture I could have been in Moscow or Warsaw during the 1970’s.
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Propaganda was everywhere; one dared express only prescribed thoughts and feelings—at the
centre of which was the ‘dear leader’ (a pseudo ‘deity’)—who saw that everyone had what
they needed and who made everyone ‘happy’. The experience was ‘surreal’ and some of my
fellow travellers and colleagues were reprimanded for laughing at the political slogans and
rehearsed explanations; we were heavily escorted everywhere.

III
Cyprus
Of the four countries briefly reviewed in this text, Cyprus was perhaps the most
problematic and challenging to navigate. The animosity between north and south was very
pronounced, even among intellectuals and fellow professors. I taught both in the north and
the south—primarily in the north, but occasionally as a guest critic at the University of
Nicosia, which culturally and academically provided a ‘breath of fresh air’. Harvard had
opened an Institute for the Environment with Cyprus University of Technology in Limassol
which welcomed me from time to time, and I often crossed the border. While the North was
not officially Islamic, a culture of control and surveillance governed daily life as well as
academics. Additionally, the originally stunning island was being developed with no thought
to sustainable planning or zoning.
Academic politics were pronounced, and my non-negotiable Christian FrenchAmerican background proved an impediment. Positively impacting development promised to
be tricky. The kind Indian engineer and dean who originally hired me navigated the
indigenous culture with far more savvy than I. And my professional experience and academic
credentials, stellar in the ‘West’, did little for me in the Eastern Mediterranean. Like Korea,
students spoke very little English, necessitating a heavy reliance on graphic communication,
and studio size was enormous. Never-the-less, I managed to bond with my apprentices (if
only through patience and humour) and saw some terrific work, despite students’ reluctance
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to show up till three weeks after the start of term. Though the computer in my office did not
function and I lived an hour and a half away, I was asked to turn up daily to occupy this
office (which did have a beautiful sea view) from 9am till 5pm. Because I worked
enormously hard and was used to the freedom western academics enjoy, this request went
unheeded, and despite overt faculty concern my stance was eventually respected. While no
built work materialised (except for a slew of imaginative birdhouses), the students enjoyed
designing a community centre for the local village and a new architecture school, which
received some encouraging press coverage.
After six months of the long commute, I transferred to the institution closer to my
village home in Bellapais, and, given the unavoidable, abundant sun in Cyprus, worked on
research involving a recreational solar park (and design competition) destined for the ‘buffer
zone’. The idea was to get the north and south to collaborate on producing sustainable solar
energy for the island and beyond in anticipation of the eventual fuel shortage while
concurrently providing a huge green area or recreational eco-park. My students primarily
worked on a tangential competition for revamping the old Olympic Park in Berlin, which is
about as ‘live’ as things got in North Cyprus—and some of the solutions were remarkable
(see below example). Again, academic politics proved ‘ferocious’ in this arena. But I made
good friends throughout the island and enjoyed my stay tremendously, though I soon realised
it was not an appropriate long-term base for a professional woman with my profile unless I
wanted to be constantly ‘hitting my head against City Hall’.

Schindler Competition 2010 Entry, Berlin Olympic Park Rehab, by Kumsal Akdogan
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Canterbury Campus Rehab, by Mehmet Cihan Çağal

To conclude, the synopsis of a recent book by Chris Payne is worth quoting, if only
for its humour:
Chris Payne writes a hilarious surreal account of life as a university
professor at a dysfunctional university in the Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus. On the beautiful island of Cyprus, little works as you expect it to, from
the primitive plumbing to the maniacal university bus service. The American
Institute of Cyprus is a seat of higher learning like no other. The place is
chaotically organised for the students who attend class only if they feel like it.
They cheat on their exams, photocopy textbooks illicitly with university
approval, and deliberately fail their courses to avoid military service.
Meanwhile, the management spends its time devising all sorts of ingenious
money-raising scams and schemes to cheat students and teachers alike, while the
AIC owner’s business strategy is to sell as many university degrees as he can
alongside his cake shops and motorcycle franchises. But then, as everyone says,
“this is Cyprus,” an Edenic Mediterranean paradise where everyone is on the
make and the only guiding principle is “money is money.”6

IV
Uganda

http://www.dipity.com/tickr/Flickr_safari_zebra/

Uganda, from where I write (in conjunction with my Cambridge affiliation), has been
an unexpected marvel; the face of Africa is changing rapidly and radically. The Chinese are
6

Payne, Chris, Encounters with a Fat Chemist: Teaching at a University in Northern Cyprus,
AuthorHouse, 2012 http://www.authorhouse.co.uk/Bookstore/BookDetail.aspx?BookId=SKU000575529 last accessed 20.06.2012
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‘everywhere’ working on development projects, much as the West ‘infiltrated’ China to this
end. Little rivals the African ‘big game’ safari, particularly now that hunting has been banned
and eco-tourism is thriving in its stead. While it is a luxury to have the opportunity to visit
first-hand the architectural and urban wonders of our planet, it is quite another to witness
‘God’s creation’7 as it was indubitably originally intended; there is simply no comparison
between animals in their natural environment and the local zoo. Africa is perhaps one of the
best last places to experience ‘divine design’, not only in its wildlife but in its extraordinary
natural landscape; to my view it is the designer’s high priority and duty to sustainably
preserve and respect this ‘last frontier’. The downside to this wonder is contrasting extreme
poverty, violence and corruption8, which typify many African countries. The current birth
rate in Uganda, for instance, is seven children per woman (among the highest in the world).9
High-end architecture is rare in Uganda outside the upmarket safari lodge and hotel circuit,
though some eco-tourist lodges are architecturally truly remarkable.
My Faculty campus block at Uganda Martyrs University (opened in 1993) was
designed by Belgian engineer Firmin Mees; the original Nkozi campus, set in a natural bird
sanctuary ‘deep in the bush’ two hours southwest of Kampala, was a former convent and
dates from the 1950’s. The grounds are exquisitely maintained and local architects have
designed and constructed additional buildings since which are, to my view, highly
commendable (see photos below).

Uganda Martyrs University Main Campus, Nkozi (far right: Registry Building by Mark Olweny)
7

Holy Bible, New King James Version, Romans 1:20
Daily Monitor, Ugandans stash 400b(sh/ $162 m) in secret Swiss banks, 22 June 2012, pp. 1, 3
http://mobile.monitor.co.ug/News/Ugandans+stash+400b+in+secret+Swiss+banks/-/691252/1432518//format/xhtml/-/mlpk2kz/-/index.html last accessed 22.06.2012
9
www.ubos.org last accessed 04.06.2012
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Culturally, Uganda has perhaps been as demanding as Korea, particularly regarding
notions of time (though they beat those of my North Cyprus students); while Koreans tend to
be punctual, notice is often given at the last minute—Ugandans, on the other hand, typically
show up late for everything. The level of Ugandan students’ English was excellent in
comparison (and most Ugandan students speak 2-5 indigenous languages fluently), with four
of my first year students becoming semi-finalists, and a recent graduate a finalist, in the 2011
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Berkeley University Annual Essay Competition for Architectural Design Excellence.

It is not

unusual for family members to be employed by the same employer (as with Stanford
University for that matter11), and seniority appears to play a major role. The ‘ethical’ system
seems to be a syncretic mix of ‘tribal’ culture, current-day international (and often
‘unprincipled’) business practice, and Judeo-Christian values.

Edirisa Rubona Uganda Martyrs University Orphanage ‘live project’ at Lake Bunyonyi, Uganda
(Crafts Centre design by UMU student Pam Akora, top right; Nursery School and Library design by students
Nicholas Barisigara and Henry Twahirwa, top left and bottom; initial library concept by Joseph Kasimbi)

Taking attendance encouraged students to show up on time, and staggering deadlines
helped with meeting deadlines. Climate (relatively cool due to the altitude) and diet have

10

Kudos go to teaching assistant Guy Mambo for his initiative in launching and supervising this ‘live project’.
http://www.glassdoor.com/Reviews/Employee-Review-Stanford-University-RVW889907.htm, last accessed
04.06.2012
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been fairly easy to navigate, with a constant, abundant supply of bananas, avocados, and
bottled water delivered weekly. Live projects have included an orphanage at Rubona, Lake
Bunyonyi in the southwest of the country (see images of student work above) and a small
plaza for the US Embassy in Kampala (under construction, photo below), both of which,
though sometimes taxing, have been motivational and educational for students and teaching
staff alike. Students had not been using animations, videos or electronic presentations to
showcase their work, so a multi-media palette was introduced (which, however, has been
slow to catch on).

U.S. Embassy Kampala ‘live project’ plaza design, FOBE first year students

Teaching has been done by locals in conjunction with quite a few visiting architects
and designers, mostly in rotation and typically from Australia, Europe or the United States. I
was not given a computer, work station or office due to space shortage and my own initial
acquiescence, so worked from and held office hours in the housing I had been provided,
which I ‘redecorated’ immediately upon arrival, and where internet access as well as
electricity proved extremely erratic. This situation, while challenging and somewhat
isolating, contrasted vividly to the other extreme of the Turkish North Cypriot modus
operandi obliging teaching staff to sit in shared offices daily regardless of school holidays.
The official UMU Faculty office block housed a campus architect’s headquarters and private
practice/community design service (‘in-house consultancy’) as well as the usual academic
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and administrative activities, with boundaries in Uganda somewhat blurred relative to
‘Western’ notions of ‘space planning’. Mobile phones and radios were ubiquitous throughout
the country, though there was a pronounced ‘digital divide’.
Tangential to any ‘dystopia’ was a strong Christian spiritual community—the church
and religious dimension of the original founding body, whose mission of sustainable servicelearning and ethics/good governance pedagogy proved robust and consequential. In the north
of the country, for instance, colleagues were very actively engaged in work towards the
reintegration of formerly abducted children/child soldiers.12 While I have not yet been to the
north of Uganda, the YouTube video concerning Joseph Kony (largely considered ‘ten-yearstoo-late’) has brought substantial attention to the atrocities the region has seen.13 The scars
left by the Amin regime are beginning to heal although corruption remains rampant;14 this
quagmire is being re-visited with the recent discovery of oil (in environmentally-sensitive
areas) and through the Inspectorate of Government formed in 1986.15 Additionally and
promisingly ‘Switzerland’s Restitution of Illicit Assets Act provides a roadmap for nations
who seek Swiss government help in recovering funds that their corrupt leaders stored in
Swiss banks’ (to date Switzerland has acknowledged Ugandan deposits of close to $200m).16
The north of the country remains largely ignored and ostracised due to previous
political affiliations, and NGO’s are still to be found ‘everywhere’ in the now distant Kony
aftermath. There are over thirty-three languages in Uganda, not including the official
language, English.
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Angucia, Margaret, Broken Citizenship: Formerly abducted children and their social reintegration in
northern Uganda, Amsterdam, Rozenberg Publishers, 2010
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www.kony2012.com/ last accessed 24.06.2012
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Uganda anti-graft chief to press ministers' case, Associated Press, April 13, 2012,
http://www.foxnews.com/world/2012/04/13/uganda-anti-graft-chief-to-press-ministers-case/ last accessed
24.06.2012
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Unyama, northern Uganda

Kabale, southern Uganda

http://www.guardian.co.uk/katine/2008/feb/19/background

http://www.getinvolved.ca/2011/12/49892/

Comparisons
While a few comparisons have already been made, further basic similarities and
differences can perhaps be identified between the four teaching contexts (at the same time
recognising the dangers of generalisation and bearing in mind the respective ‘developing’
situations). While each culture requires a specific set of intervention tools, all require
patience, humour, compassion, and energy, with background experience undoubtedly
advantageous. As mentioned, boundaries of ethical intelligence which allow one to operate
without compromising one’s moral standards are wisely established. While the four cultures I
interacted with all demonstrated fairly severe levels of inefficiency, naivety, and inward
focus, each had a wealth of indigenous design traditions and customs from which much can
be gleaned, and a host of warm, welcoming people. Faculty salaries were rarely paid on time
or in a consistent manner, with the exception of the European University of Lefke, North
Cyprus and the Fulbright Commission in Sri Lanka. The brothel, gambling/casino and
trafficking culture of North Cyprus, indifferent to human rights, was downright dangerous;
sand flies (midges) replaced mosquitoes and carried potential leishmaniasis; water was ‘semipotable’. The low-grade war and Tamil suicide bombings in Sri Lanka while I was there were
perhaps less treacherous, while political unrest and overcrowding in Uganda (Kampala
especially) warranted vigilance. Korea, apart from North Korea and the attributes already
described, was indubitably the most ‘developed’ of the four ‘countries’. In each region,
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computer programmes, films and music were ‘hijacked’ (illegally downloaded and copied),
with racism on the grounds of appearance or religion fairly extensive (e.g. in Uganda, I was
constantly called and identified as a white person or ‘muzungu’). When I tried to apply for
Sri Lankan citizenship to ‘test the system’, I was advised that one could apply only if born in
Sri Lanka or of a Sri Lankan parent (yet the whole world educates and employs Sri
Lankans!).
All four societies were curious and watched me closely, but nowhere was surveillance
as rigorous as in North Cyprus, where distrust and resentment (as well as nepotism) were
widespread. Upon crossing the border from south to north, one was immediately hit by an
onslaught of fake products in shop fronts (e.g. imitation Dior bags etc.). Students typically
‘copied and pasted’ together papers from the internet (granted English was not the local
mother tongue) and were routinely found cheating on exams. Despite the fact that North
Cypriots have EU citizenship, the ‘limbo’ status of the ‘Turkish Republic of North Cyprus’
(much like the former northern Tamil ‘state’ in Sri Lanka) ate away at legitimacy in other
areas. The ‘ethical intelligence’ of North Korea needs little discussion.
Most annoying in each arena was the frequent phenomenon of success or achievement
being met with jealousy or controversy rather than appreciation (e.g. as a ‘hit for the team’);
in the ‘less developed’ milieus students were often more discouraged than encouraged (with
negative reinforcement rather than positive reinforcement being the norm), and helping
students achieve success did not seem to be high on the academic agenda (one could argue
that an ‘old-fashioned’ teaching methodology remained in place). Finally, many students in
the diverse cultures dreamt of ‘getting out’ beyond just ‘seeing the world’—possibly as a
result of film and the internet—rather than ‘thriving where they were planted’ or making
things better; most cannot leave (for any substantial period of time) due to financial or
political constraints. Development strategies need to exemplify positive change and
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improvement and produce concrete, meaningful, and visible results--or the ‘brain drain’
phenomenon will indubitably continue to gravely impact all four countries.

Recommendations and Conclusions
International academic exchange in the design arts and architecture is critical to
sustainable equitable futures; gleaning information off the world-wide web is not by itself
adequate or as effective as direct contact, and development needs to occur in multitudinous
beneficial directions. While sometimes challenging, teaching architecture and design abroad
is enormously rewarding provided one stays healthy and does not compromise moral fibre or
take oneself too seriously. There is a huge demand for design professors in the ‘developing
world’ warranting further exploration and consideration—particularly in this downturn
economy. Many universities are establishing ‘extension’ or satellite campuses overseas
further enabling global outreach (e.g. Harvard in Cyprus, Stanford in Paris, Carnegie Mellon
in Qatar).
Apart from the recommendations cited earlier, this author advocates extensive
research before travelling, and if possible, an initial exploratory visit to check out living
arrangements, faculty facilities, ‘local colour’, university ethos, and related academic goals.
One needs to have (or develop) a sense of adventure--but more and more, even in ‘deepest
darkest Africa’ for instance, one finds familiar products, English spoken, a relative amount of
‘creature comfort’, internet, mobile phones, and friendly faces. Dialoguing with people from
the country one is travelling to on one’s home front often dispels fantasies and fears, and
sitting in on a few classes upon arrival often helps to understand and navigate local
expectations and teaching styles. Joining clubs (e.g. chess, film, dance, music, art, book,
soccer, choir, etc.) and support and/or church groups can provide a valuable alternative social
‘network’ and information resource. Some cultures may be too antithetical to one’s own
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moral fabric and in the final analysis should be avoided no matter how enticing the salary
offered.
Finally, expecting the unexpected is part and parcel of any interchange. Deans come
and go, coups and wars happen, laws change, friends move on, and our climate has
destabilised the world over. Taking one day at a time is the ultimate best counsel, and being a
‘tourist’ wherever one finds oneself—i.e. ‘stopping to smell the roses’—lends perspective
and critical refreshment. Without balance and boundaries, the overseas educating experience
can become draining rather than enriching, with students ubiquitously vying for as much of
one’s time and energy as possible. Again, teaching architecture and design in the developing
world towards sustainable equitable futures must include a focus on ethical intelligence,
marketing and language skills, and time management in addition to standard prescribed
pedagogies.
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ANNEX
Architecture of Divided Nations
This diversion is the subject of a larger study, but insofar as architecture and design
tend to reflect the culture of a people, one can glean much about a place through its buildings
and infrastructure—e.g. relative wealth, politics, worldliness, integrity, morals, morale,
status, aspirations, and so on—all helpful to the visitor. The most obvious example is perhaps
the dilapidated ‘Communist-style’ architecture of North Korea (what this author sees as
reflective of a ‘culture of mediocrity’) epitomised by the monumental unfinished ‘bombshell’
of the Ryugyong Hotel in Pyongyang (reflective of a pretentious unworkable political

The (unfinished) Ryugyong Hotel, Pyongyang, North Korea
http://www.instantshift.com/2009/02/19/80-strange-and-fantastic-buildings-architecture/

system) compared to the expansive modern (albeit homogeneous) skyscraper development
and building in South Korea (e.g. Gangnam, Seoul). In its way architecture reflects the
‘secrets and lies’, work ethos, creativity, productivity (or lack thereof) and other attributes of
a civilisation (e.g. the Great Pyramids of Egypt serve as a testimony to ostensible intense
exploitation and cruelty as well as the pharaohs’ take on death); it can relate and document
stories of division, civil war, conflicting values, and strife—narratives of east versus west, for
instance, rich versus poor. And in the divided nations discussed above, architecture
documents many sad, sometimes hopeful, and sometimes horrific tales.
The old airport of Nicosia, Cyprus has not been touched since the uprisings of 1974; a
plane that never took off still sits on the runway in what is now known as the ‘buffer zone’
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between north and south; driving by one has the uncanny sensation of yet another time warp.
Similarly, housing projects in Famagusta decay behind miles of barbed wire; inside, dinner
has remained untouched for decades as Greek Cypriots abruptly arose fleeing for their lives
and leaving behind everything they owned (as did Turkish Cypriots in the island’s south).
Forgiveness is seemingly not on the near horizon, with Greek and Turkish Cypriots alike
showing reluctance to move on. The age-old dichotomy is similarly reflected in hybrid or
recycled religious structures—cathedrals which have become mosques and mosques which
have become churches (see photos below).

Lala Mustafa Pasha Mosque, formerly Saint Nicolas Cathedral, Famagusta, Cyprus
http://www.defence.pk/forums/world-affairs/68865-mosques-around-world-3.html

Selimiye Mosque, formerly Cathedral of St Sophia, Nicosia/Lefkosia, Cyprus
http://www.shutterstock.com/pic-77426677/stock-photo-selimiye-mosque-in-nicosia-formerly-cath-drale-sainte-sophie-nicosia-northern-cyprus.html

Much of the housing in northern Sri Lanka until recently consisted of bombed-out art
nouveau buildings such as those in Jaffna or make-shift tents employing large, black plastic
‘garbage’ bags as the primary building material. Habitat for Humanity has been active
throughout the north attempting to restore dignity to survivors of both the tsunami and war.
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Evidence of Sri Lanka’s indigenous ‘star architects’ is limited to the south—due to a host of
logistical, political, and economic reasons—all hinted at through the island’s built form (as
with the above example). The siting of religious structures (Buddhist stupas versus Hindu
temples) clearly reflects the divide (interestingly, a north-south phenomenon in each of the
four countries, with the least ‘development’ or greater incidence of poverty found in the
north).
In Uganda, the thatched huts of the neglected northern hinterland contrast vividly with
the more substantial masonry construction boasting corrugated iron roofing of the south (see
photos, page 19), where shopping malls and urban congestion abound. Faceless towers reflect
Kampala’s rapid urban growth, originally dictated by British colonial planning, now
revealing extensive haphazard, labyrinthine tessellation. Kampala’s Mulago Hospital,
initially a gift from the British, lies in functional shambles, a testament to poor maintenance
reflecting a sorely lacking sense of ownership.
These examples are but a brief demonstration of architecture’s descriptive character. As
dress can often disclose the tastes and personality of an individual, so man’s larger built habitat
testifies to broader issues, such as indifference to the environment, power struggles and turf
wars, ideological disagreements and disunion. The architecture of divided nations is one of
contrast: heterogeneity rather than homogeneity, dominance versus subjugation, propaganda
versus authenticity. As a design educator in the developing world one has the rare opportunity
to concurrently visit, observe, and theorise about the local built environment, with students
willingly serving as cultural intermediary. In each country I was able to practice through the
design and/or renovation of my own homes and the facilitation of university live projects; I am
particularly grateful to the staff and students who made these experiences so rewarding and for
the cross-cultural friendships forged.

Episode Two to follow…
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Is It Useful To Mix The Sciences And Arts In Education?

Abstract

This session will showcase various schemes and initiatives from around the
world aiming to promote informal approaches to the teaching and learning of
science through the arts, and engaging the general public with sci-art events,
exhibitions and activities.

Scientists and non-scientists were asked to participate in a survey to find out
exactly what they think of sci-art initiatives. The preliminary results of this
survey will be presented here.

With many confused over the ‘STEM’ acronym (science, technology,
engineering and mathematics), will the new ‘STEAM’ (‘A’ for ‘Arts’) acronym
ever catch on? Is there a place for sci-art within the K-12 classroom, and
whose responsibility is it: arts educators or science educators? If so, what
form would it take? Does a more creative approach to STEM education mean
more pupils will take up these subjects post-16? These are some of the areas
that will also be discussed in this session.

EVOLUTION AND DEVELOPMENT THE INFORMATION AND ANALYTICAL SYSTEM
"EDUCATION IN RUSSIA FOR FOREIGNERS": IN 14 LANGUAGES. INQUIRY-RESPONSE SYSTEM
OF INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIP WITH 5 COUNTRIES (USA, FRANCE, SPAIN, GERMANY
AND CHINA)
Anton Silaev
lecturer, Ph.D., senior research assistant of Internet Systems Software Department,
State Institute of Information Technologies and Telecommunications (SIIT&T «lnformika»)
125009, Briusov pereulok, 21, building 2, Moscow, Russia
asilaev@gmail.com
Information and Analytical System “Education in Russia for Foreigners” and InquiryResponse System of International Partnership are present basic important information about
the Russian education on different languages for the international students who want to
study in Russia, their parents, teachers and other peoples. This is the single information
source on all questions of the studying in Russia from preparing to entrance finishing of
Russian diplomas recognition. From the System you can have access to Russian universities
database and their foreign partners. Everyone can pass online Russian language level test
and apply for admission to Russian university from the site. Systems contain a wealth
information on the specifics and advantages of education in Russia.

Russian international cooperation in education and highly-qualified national personnel
training for foreign countries has been and remains an integral part of the country's
competitiveness in the international market. The development of economic, social, political,
cultural, informational and spiritual spheres of society today is impossible without
integration of Russia into the European boundary and global educational space.
International cooperation information support in education sphere is necessary for the
efficient solutions on the way challenges. It is obvious that the Internet resources present
today a significant role in providing information for international cooperation.
Increasing of Russian education attractiveness is required to the main information
presentation on the maximum numbers of foreign languages. Today the Information and
Analytical System “Educaion in Russia for Foreigners”, IAS ERF (http://en.russia.edu.ru) is
represented on 13 languages: Russian, English, French, German, Spanish, Chinese,
Vietnamese, Arabic, Mongolian, Kazakh, Italian, Portuguese and Moldavian.
By the order of the Russian Department of International Cooperation of Ministry of
Education and Science in IAS ERF present information on Russian education export legal
base current changes, Russian migration policy and international education evolution. The
materials were prepared on the basis of respective departments official documents. IAS ERF
is available online at http://en.russia.edu.ru and it is the network edition which registered in
the Federal Service for Supervision in the Sphere of Telecom, Information Technologies and
Mass Communications of Russia.

Information and Analytical System “Education in Russia for Foreigners” is aimed to students,
graduates and their parents, teachers, employers and employees of educational institutions,
peoples working with foreign students and their diplomas in Russia for abroad, and other
categories of interested peoples This is the single information source on all questions of the
studying in Russia from preparing to entrance finishing of Russian diplomas recognition. IAS
ERF contains the following sections:
•

About Russia (including geography, political structure, population, culture);

•

Education in Russia (including Russian education system);

•

Russian language (including a statement about language, information about the
training and testing centers, the levels of knowledge of Russian as a foreign
language, etc.);

•

Information about Russia (including information about the Russian diplomatic
missions in other countries and other countries diplomatic missions in Russia;
information about important cultural centers in Russia)

Access
to
the
database
“Education
in
Russia
for
(http://en.russia.edu.ru/idbv) is provided from the pages of IAS ERF.

foreign

citizens”

A promising direction of the project is the creation and implementation online “Russian as
Foreign Language” testing system (http://icttest.edu.ru) that shows the level of proficiency
in Russian language in grammar, vocabulary, spelling and punctuation, the perception of
writing and speaking. It is for all categories and areas that are susceptible to automated
computer testing.
In order to further development of international information partnership support the
Inquiry-Response System of International Partnership (IRS IP) with 5 countries (including
USA, France, Spain, Germany and China) were created with Internet access to it. Each IRS IP
contains the following sections:
•

General information about Russia (geography, political structure, population,
education, culture, history, links);

•

Russian language (a brief overview of the language);

•

Information about Russia (information about a student visa, insurance, employment
opportunities, especially accommodation, etc.);

•

Financial support (details about the scholarship programs for Russian students
traveling to study abroad).

As result of this work today is the following IRS IP available in Internet:
•

IRS IP with United States - http://en.usa-russia.edu.ru

•

IRS IP with France - http://fr.france-russia.edu.ru

•

IRS IP with Spain - http://es.spain-russia.edu.ru

•

IRS IP with Germany - http://de.qermany-russia.edu.ru

•

IRS IP with China - http://cn.china-russia.edu.ru

Thus, the main objectives of the project is implemented - information support the export of
Russian educational services and promoting involvement in the Russian educational
institutions for foreign students.
In addition, the Information and Analytical System “Educaion in Russia for Foreigners”
promotes the quality assessing mechanisms appearance and Russian educational services
demand in other countries. Today the conditions for attracting foreign students in Russian
educational institutions are created. The above developments allow professionals to
participate in international comparative studies. Information support of academic exchange
programs and programs of internships abroad foreign students in Russia and Russian
students in other countries, programs supports for attracting world-class scientists to
teaching in Russian universities allows to make a next step in enhancing the country’s image
attractiveness in the eyes of the world.

Non-Native EFL Teachers’ Professional Identity Formation:
What it is to be an English teacher
Anchalee Jansem
Department of Western Languages
Faculty of Humanities
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand
anchalej@swu.ac.th
Abstract
This study aimed at investigating non-native EFL teachers’ professional identity formation.
Five overarching questions guiding the study included:
1. How do non-native EFL teachers form their professional identities?
2. To what extent does the term ‘non-native’ make an impact on EFL professional identity
formation?
Interpretive-qualitative research via narrative inquiry was the methodological framework of
this study. Multi-source data including narrative essays, classroom observation fieldnoted, and
semi-structured interview transcripts, both prior to and after the observations, yielded answers to
the five research questions. Grounded theory-based findings indicated that the way all six
experienced teachers/participants formed their identities was in common. As soon as they
entered this career, they viewed themselves as mature individuals. Teaching experiences
gradually strengthened their perception of ‘self’. Accomplishments regarding students’
satisfaction with learning English encouraged their identity formation. The label ‘non-native’ did
not directly weaken their identity. Perceptions of English proficiency inferior to native-speakers
were viewed as just an awareness of ‘who they are’. That is, Identity formation did not
completely rely on of being native or non-native speakers.

Introduction
During the last two decades the field of language teacher education has seen a decline in the
emphasis solely on teaching techniques that was recognized as key to the preceding, positivist
era. Exploring the complexities of teachers has been central to recent research. It is apparent
that the era of a ‘craft’ approach, which predominated teacher training during the 1950s has been
replaced by models integrating theory and practice with an emphasis on teachers’ practical
professional knowledge and identity (Clarke, 2008; Opfer, 2011). However, as Goodson (1992)
noted, “one of the most neglected aspects of the taken for granted reality in education, especially

school, is the importance of teachers’ lives” (p. ix). Understanding the teacher is a gateway to
understanding teaching practices, but it is not an easy task, including the contexts of non-native
teachers (NNTs) and Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL).
A very small number of studies have revealed findings related to EFL teacher identity (Tsui,
2007). Few studies on EFL teacher professional identity is in contrast to the increasing role
teacher identity is perceived as having on teaching practice. The present study was conducted to
investigate EFL teachers’ professional identity formation in order to provide grounded
information related to how teachers have traveled through journeys of forming a professional
‘self’ to those in the field of language teacher education.
Two questions guided this study:
1

How do non-native EFL teachers form their professional identities?

2

To what extent does the term ‘non-native’ make an impact on EFL professional identity
formation?
Literature Review
'Identity’ has been defined in a number of contexts with a variety of focal points. For

example, Norton (2000, p. 50) defines identity as “how a person understands his or her
relationship to the world, how that relationship is constructed across time and space, and how the
person understands possibilities for the future.” To Danielewicz (2011, p. 205), identity is how
an individual distinguishes characteristics of self from others through a “sense of selfhood.”
Both concepts of identity emphasize ‘self’ as a combination of characteristics not completely
conformed to by any other person. Based on sociocultural theories, a human’s mind develops
through interaction in social contexts (Vygotsky, 1978). That is, identity is constructed by
perceiving ‘self’ situated among others.
Teacher identity in particular is a concept currently mentioned in teacher education.

According to Mockler (2011), professional identity is rooted in overlapping shades of personal
experience, professional contexts, and the socio-political environment in which a teacher works.
The intensity of each domain is not stable. She concludes that professional identity refers to the
way a teacher views and understand oneself “individually and collectively” (p. 519). Also,
labeled as a professional, a teacher is expected to have specific repertoires crystallized from
content knowledge, training, and epistemological understanding (Lopes, 2009).
To clarify how ‘identity’ has been studied, Guzman (2010) summarized three schools of
thought classified as traditional, modern, and postmodern conceptions of self and identity. While
traditional ideas focus on identity as a stable characteristic, modern conceptions show identity as
mediated through a reflective process, and postmodern views regard identity as a continuous
construction and reconstruction of perceiving the self.
Regardless of the application of any school of thought, to study how a teacher forms and
reforms identity tends to be a difficult task for researchers (Alsup, 2006). Teacher identity is both
a product and a process in the ways it constitutes the results of being self through ongoing
dynamic interactions (Olsen, 2008). Basically, formation takes place during a process of
“identification” and “negotiation of meaning” (Wenger, 1998, p. 188). Wenger explains that
identification involves three sub-processes: engagement, imagination, and alignment.
Engagement is similar to seeing oneself while participating in activities with other community
members. Imagination takes place through relating self to a broader context beyond ongoing
activities, and alignment is associated with comparing and contrasting one’s actions with a broad
context. This sub-process leads to either viewing self as conforming to the institution or sensing
alienation. Negotiation of meanings, to Wenger, is related to the ways an individual produces the
meanings of experiences concurrently with comparing/contrasting his/her values to that of the

context. This process results in viewing and accepting self as either an able participant or a
marginalized nonparticipant member.
For teachers, as Danielewicz (2001) notes, just knowledge about learning and pedagogical
theories would not yield identity development. Instead, weaving intellectual, corporeal, and
affective aspects of human selfhood must take part in generating holistic professional selves.
Realizing professional identity, a teacher understands being and distinguishing self from others
over time in various contexts.
With the term ‘professional identity’ as paramount, language teachers’ identities have been
mentioned in a few articles and studies. It has been noted that teaching and learning English as a
Foreign Language (EFL) is a unique context in which English is neither the native nor official
language (Crystal, 1997). Politically speaking, in an EFL context, English maintains its status as
an alternate language for communication while a mother tongue is predominant, depending upon
the power of geographical and political factors (Broughton et al., 1980). Both native speaking
(NS) and non-native speaking (NNS) teachers of English are significant mechanisms of EFL
while both groups tend to be distinguished from each other, with some conflict shown between
NS and NNS teachers. Compared to NS teachers, NNS teachers are positioned as less able
professionals by some public discourse (Llurda, 2005). This is partly due to their perceived
fossilized command of English (Reis, 2011). As Reves and Medgyes (1994) noted, NNS
teachers differ from NS's in terms of differing levels of language proficiency that affect
confidence and teaching practice. In some cases, NNS teachers receive respects in terms of
superior language competence and being noble language users. (Holliday, 2005).
To uncover how NNS's viewed themselves, Dewi (2007) examined three Indonesian
teachers’ identity shifts and found that identities continuously changed depending upon conflict

events. The span of shifted identities was remarkable during three periods of time: being English
teachers in Indonesia, studying in Australia, and preparing to return home after graduation.
Dewi concluded that it was not unusual for NNS teachers to travel through identity shifts.
However, Dewi’s research settings were in Australia rather than an NNS (L2) EFL context.
Within the limited scope of study of NNS English teachers’ identities in EFL contexts, the
studies reveal varied findings. NS teachers are generally believed to be more effective due to
their superiority to NNS teachers in speaking, pronunciation, and reading, but not in accuracy
and cultural understanding (Tang, 1997). In a study in Japan, 112 Japanese teachers of English
evaluated themselves as being more proficient in reading than other skills, and NS teachers
would be better teachers due to their overall language proficiency (Butler, 2007). Experiences in
living in English-speaking countries can influence the way NNS teachers positively perceive
their identities (Llurda & Huguet, 2003). These findings do not indicate that NNS teachers
perceive themselves as inferior to NS teachers. Rather, NNS teachers perceive their own images
and professional identities as associated with social factors. Maum (2002) argues that qualified
and trained non-native teachers “can contribute in meaningful ways to the field of English
language education by virtue of their training and experiences as teachers” (p. 2). More
importantly, NNS teachers had experiences as language learners so could share their journeys of
both struggles and successes in learning a new language (Phillipson, 1992).
Focusing on language teacher identity, Gutzman (2010) studied what sort of social and
contextual influences, including personal, professional, or student-teacher identities, had more
impact on the construction of language teachers’ professional selves. The findings revealed that
teachers construct their selves through understanding personal experiences and going through a
broad diversity of emotions. Feeling undervalued and disengaged from institutions also affected

emotional dissonance, also regarded as part of identity. Guzman’s research findings were
relevant to Tsui’s (2007) study on an EFL teacher’s complexity of identity formation. Her indepth analysis showed that her participant’s identity was relational and experiential through
negotiation, especially when dealing with conflicts. To lessen conflicts, Tsui suggested that
teachers be provided with access to both practice and professional development opportunities
that teachers themselves believed would strengthen their competence.
As Bernat (2008) contended, seminal works on NNS teachers have added experiential facts
to education. Yet very few studies have so far investigated NNS teachers’ identities in
naturalistic settings. None have been conducted in Thailand. This study, therefore, aims at
bringing additional findings regarding professional identity formation into the field of EFL
teacher education.
Methodology
This interpretive/qualitative study utilized a narrative inquiry. A rationale underlying
research methodology is that “[E]xperience happens narratively. Narrative inquiry is a form of
narrative experience. Therefore, educational experiences should be studied narratively”
(Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p.19). The researcher as the inquirer in this study gathered the
participants’ narratives that represented how they formed identity.
Data collection
The data collection methods adopted in this study included semi-structured, in-depth
interviews (see Appendix) and narrative essays, supplemented by classroom observations. These
methods yielded three sources of data. Each participant kept journals in the form of informal
narrative essays electronically shared with the researcher on a weekly basis for eight weeks,
between May and July 2012. Additional entries were also accepted. The researcher gave

personal responses regularly, probing for additional information and clarification. The researcher
also interviewed each participant twice: at the beginning and during the last week of data
collection. Each semi-structured interview lasted approximately one hour. One week after the
first interview, the researcher visited each participant to conduct a naturalistic classroom
observation, as well as taking field-notes of significant points of teaching practices.
Data Analysis
The theoretical framework used to illuminate, but not tightly control, data analysis, includes
the interplay of Wenger’s (1998) concepts of identity formation and Vygotsky’s (1986)
sociocultural theory. First, Wenger’s framework regarding modes of identification and
negotiation of meanings suggested an overall process of identifying the meaning of data from
participants’ narratives. Vygotsky’s sociocultural theories involving identity development
through interaction between an individual and contexts served as a lens for making meanings
from data. Lastly, to comply with assumptions of narrative inquiry, data was treated as
representations of lived stories or journeys.
The solely qualitative analysis of the data from three sources, a considered triangulation
providing rich data, was conducted via transcribing, chronologically sorting, open-coding, and
axial-coding respectively (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). First, the researcher transcribed the recorded
interview responses. The researcher and a graduate student then coded the narrative essays and
interviews verbatim based on open coding to label how participants perceived themselves.
Significant experiences or points in their career paths were also labeled. In doing this, both
coders had regular meetings to discuss and compare coding schemes. Later, labels of both the
narrative essays and interview transcripts were compared with Wenger’s three modes of identity

construction and negotiation of meanings. Labels that did not comply with any of Wenger’s
modes were formed into new categories. Lastly, all labels were compared and contrasted using
axial coding to yield answers to the research questions.
Participants and Settings
The participants in this study were six Thai nationals, all teachers of English in secondary
schools. Prior to data collection, twelve teachers were recruited via purposive sampling, limited
to those majoring in either English or English Education and having at least three years of
teaching experience. Based on the participants’ availability and voluntary involvement viewed
as convenience sampling, six of them took part in the study. The participants’ demographic data
are as follows:
Name

Gender

Major

(pseudonyms)

Years of teaching

Current levels of

experience

teaching (Grade)

Juree

Female

B. Ed. (English)

30

12th

Nawarat

Female

B.A. (English)

9

7th & 8th

Phakakrong

Female

B.A. (English)

29

10th

Preecha

Male

B. Ed. (English)

4

12th

Rujee

Female

B. Ed. (English)

21

7th & 12th

Satapol

Male

B.A. (English)

4

10th & 11th

Findings
How do non-native EFL teachers form their professional identities?
The participants’ narratives and verbal responses to interview questions as well as their
practice in class revealed that each of them formed professional identities across time and

situations. Professional identity formation was constituted through the following features
throughout their careers.
1. Entering the Career with Confidence
Each participant directly shared how s/he felt, starting from becoming a teacher. All of them
recalled how they considered themselves as a teacher with sufficient knowledge of English.
Once becoming a teacher, each participant was certain that solid English knowledge, their love
of English, their intention to be a good teacher, and teaching methods they had accumulated as a
student, all played significant roles. For example, two participants said that:
When I was in the 11th grade, I had a chance to welcome visitors in English. ... This
experience inspired me to be a teacher. (Preecha)
I loved English, with my heart and soul since I started learning English in the 5th grade.
And I had exposure to English before that time. My mom and sister often spoke English.
That inspired me. I think my English was better than my classmates because of this.
(Satapol)
Similarly, Nawarat proudly said in her first interview, “Absolutely! I had sufficient
knowledge to transmit to students.” The rest of the participants also mentioned that their
confidence in their knowledge of English guided their willingness to be teachers, both before
entering on a teaching career and during their first year of teaching. This perception was
reflected in the way all participants described who they were at the beginning. Perceiving
themselves as ‘knowledgeable enough’ always existed whenever they recounted their narratives.
2. Considering ‘Self’
Another form that represents the participants’ professional identities is their perception of
‘self’ that gradually took place in their teacherhood. Many times when facing any issue, both

encouraging and discouraging to them, participants started considering themselves. For example,
recounting discouraging moments, Nawarat verbally expressed her thought:
As long as I have sufficient knowledge and teaching techniques, I believe I can be a
good teacher. I know I lack oral skills, but that does not impede my teaching practices. I
may not excel in English, but my endurance is maximal. I can cope with any problem.
Problems strengthen me, as a teacher.
Similarly, Juree displayed her perception of ‘self’:
I believe I have developed myself gradually for 30 years. I attended all typed of
professional development. I am not sure if I am similar to or different from other teachers;
what I know is I know myself. Being a teacher means a lot more than what other people
think. I see the value of my career and myself. While other teachers walk their lives as
tutors, I always maintain my role as a teacher.
Both Nawarat and Juree accepted that they realized ‘self’ through the way they considered
their practices and reminded themselves of their roles. Considering self is also explicit in
Rujee’s daily-life activities. She revisited herself in every situation, ranging from making
decisions on teaching techniques to giving comments on political issues. In mentioning ‘self’ in
an interview she said she always realized her roles through reflecting on how her teaching was
going on, which strategies worked well, and to what extent she was successful.
The most remarkable point is that all participants tentatively considered ‘self’ when they
were facing challenging situations, for example, in problematic working conditions. In doing
this, they tended to centralize ‘self’ instead of negotiating standpoints with other constraints; or if
they did, eventually, they leaned toward their ‘being’. As Phakakrong wrote and insisted again in
the first interview:

I have been through a bit difficult time. ... I’ve never considered quitting or giving up,
though. I intend to be a teacher till my retirement. I keep teaching English because I
enjoy teaching and learn new things. This is the life I myself chose.

That is to say, the participants insisted on trusting their ‘being teachers’ as self actualized
roles they thought they were supposed to. Realizing their professional selves has been part of
how identity was formed.

3. Adjusting and Reshaping ‘Self’ to Belong
Throughout their careers, the participants went through a number of changes. These changes
varied from job transfer to professional development activities. Changes resulted in reshaping
practices to conform to new communities or requirements. However, adjustment took place on
condition that they accepted the necessity of change. That is, once the participants had agreed
with the necessity, they did not hesitate to adjust themselves. For example, Satapol shared a
moment of discouragement that later drew him to willingly change his viewpoints about his
private life. He wrote:
I have two groups of close friends, like two different worlds. At first, I did not know
how to deal with this. As an ex-ground attendant of an airline, I enjoyed life and
behaved like that. But this kind of lifestyle did not fit the teaching career. Teachers are
expected to look professional. Then I reduced night-life activities. I just told myself that
if I loved being a teacher, I needed to adjust. So I am like having two personalities.

At times, the participants even changed what they had believed. For example, Rujee said
Okay, when everything changes, it’s no use being stubborn. I used to think that my
teaching methods were perfect, but now they seem to be behind English around me, even
in the textbooks. How I have been teaching may not fit content in textbooks
nowadays. Actually, I hate leaving classrooms to attend workshops on weekdays. But if
I can get new things, I am happy to do that.
In addition to changes regarding professional practices, adjusting to fit a new community
was part of identity formation. Juree mentioned that a teacher does not work alone. Indeed,
when she moved from one school in one district to her second and third in another region, she

knew she needed to get ready to adjust herself. To her, adjustment was not an easy job,
especially when all elements of both communities could not be compared except for her being an
English teacher. Her willingness to adjust ranged from changing personality to being tolerant,
enabling her to be accepted as a teaching community member among teachers, and a caring
teacher from the students’ viewpoint.
4. Dealing with Conflicts
Conflicts were not unusual for all six participants. They all viewed conflicts as periodical
incidents that they could never avoid since they became teachers. Regardless of the number of
years of teaching experience, a part of their career paths was marked by both internal and
external conflicts. Internal conflict mainly related to personal values or alternatives emerging
from thoughts. For example, Nawarat said:
When I saw other English teachers earn lots of money from giving private lessons, I
wanted it too. It was my dream to be rich due to my financial deficit. … Then I
realized that was not supposed to … I had to juggle between money and the definition
of teacher.
Other participants also experienced internal conflicts ranging from choice of techniques, through
'teaching to test' or 'teaching for use', to how to motivate themselves to teach when they felt
discouraged. As Preecha said:
So much work to do. At times, I failed to manage time, teaching at school, giving
private lessons after school, doing teaching preparation for the next day. I think I am
confident about my ability, but I am struggling. If my life is tightly controlled by too
many constraints, how could I motivate myself?

In addition to internal conflicts, all participants faced conflicts caused by external factors.
More importantly, the external factors exercised power over them. They felt like being
oppressed by conflicts, they were something unwelcome. Juree said that unforeseen situations

caused by policy makers continually interrupted her teacherhood, both strengthening and
weakening her at the same time. Most policies, to her, were ‘ridiculous’ and obstructed her
teaching. Having taught for more than 30 years, she had dealt with too many conflicts to count.
However, from 2010-2012 the situation became worse, as she narrated:
Before the audition started, we were forced to leave classrooms. I think meeting the
standards or requirements dictated by external organizations
and student learning do not support each other. Do policies always win? How about
students? Do these really benefit students? I think we are supposed to educate them to
have knowledge, life immunization, and ability to survive in the society. Administrators
need to realize this.

Nawarat and Preecha had the same kind of conflict. Considering the situations, these
teachers were in the middle ground of external conflicts across time. Administrators’
expectations, accountability, ‘nonsense’ policies, stakeholders preferences for foreign teachers,
and vague quality assurance tended to hinder the participants’ professional practices. The
participants viewed these constraints as ‘non-teaching stuff’ that suppressed their main duties as
English teachers. One way to deal with external conflicts was to disregard them. Yet these
teachers needed firm decisions while staying in the teaching career. This view was confirmed by
Satapol’s concern:

I am always challenged by unexpected assignment and I don’t think I have to do. So
stressful. Not only me; I think everyone in school is having the same worries. During
the first 3 months, I almost died. Still, I get stressed every time I have to carry out nonteaching work.”

5. Sensing Professional Growth
Taking part in professional development activities was always an element in the teacher’s
lives. However, only some were seen as worthwhile. The participants accepted that they

consciously realized who they were when they reflected upon professional growth. Solid content
knowledge needed to be accompanied by innovative pedagogical principles acquired. Nawarat’s
ideas of professional growth were those positive changes relating to knowledge of English,
instructional methods, and any repertoire gained to help be an effective teacher. She said that
professional growth took place individually and independently. She relied on herself to attend
workshops, search for information, and self study. In doing this, she both motivated and
challenged herself with a resolution: “I must grow. How can master teachers and English teacher
trainers be effective demonstrating impressive knowledge and teaching skills? I must be as good
as them. Looking back, I think I am better and better, which is my pride.”
Nawarat’s self-determined goal was similar to Satapol’s commitment to professional growth.
He continually engaged himself in all activities, which led him to take pride in himself.
However, Satapol argued that training did not seem to benefit him. He preferred to pursue
professional development activities themselves rather than being fed by other experts. He knew
what he wanted.
Preecha mentioned in an interview that part of the reason for him to happily stay in the
teaching career was sensing his development. Development in Preecha’s ideas were facilitated
by a variety of practices, especially attending hands-on workshops. Attending workshops
brought him back to being a college student again, being eager to learn new things.
Sensing professional growth also partnered Phakakrong’s and Juree’s teacher identities.
Phakakrong started immersing herself personally by practicing pronunciation in front of the
mirror followed by reading English textbooks and frequently attending seminars. Similarly,
Juree’s determination to keep developing herself professionally never receded. She said being a
teacher interwove with moving forward professionally.

To what extent does the term ‘non-native’ make an impact on EFL professional identity
formation?
Being non-native speakers triggered all participants’ perception of self. They accepted being
labeled non-native speakers. Acceptance was parallel with the way they positively viewed the
NNS status.
1. Accepting the Label ‘Non-Native’
The participants shared their viewpoints about being NNS teachers, accepting that this label
carried a straightforward definition of who they were. As each participant discussed his/her
perceptions of the NNS label, Preecha, Nawarat, and Phakakrong explicitly stated that they were
teachers of the English language. This label neither stigmatized nor elevated their status.
Nawarat said: “I have never compared myself with native speakers. As a non-native speaker of
English, I stay on my track.” Preecha had a slightly different idea: “I know my English is not as
fluent as native speakers. But this is who I am.” As well, he did not think fluency was more
important than teaching competence.
However, as veteran teachers, Juree and Rujee both proudly accepted being NNS teachers
and, at the same time, criticized some NS teachers. Juree could not help viewing some NS
teachers as “unqualified western teachers” who received unlimited respect from some
administrators. Similarly, Rujee felt uneasy when observing a class taught by NS teachers who
treated pronunciation as the exaggerating ultimate goal of learning English. She said:
I am bored with this class. As an observer, I have to tolerate the foreign teacher treating
students’ pronunciation. Is pronouncing English with Thai accents that awful? Today he
had students do a spelling test. How could students write 'too', 'two', or 'to' when he
sounded only the sight word without any context?

However, being NNS teachers surprisingly encouraged Juree and Rujee not only to be open
to various teaching techniques but also to keep developing themselves. Though their goals were
not to be close to native-like competence, they believed that being more proficient in English
would benefit both their students and themselves.
How the participants drew the connection between the status of non-native teachers and
being teachers of English was apparent in Satapol’s and Nawarat’s career lives. They tended to
focus on being non-native speakers without any concerns about native speakers. Both of them
accepted the status because it was the truth in a sense that they were born as Thais but qualified
to teach English. As NNS teachers were the majority of the teacher population in the EFL
context, their status confirmed what the real context was like. Also, to the other participants, the
label non-native just added the description of who they were, instead of changing who they used
to be.
2. Positively Viewing the Non-native Status
In relation to the participants’ career paths, the perceived label ‘NNS of English’ was just a
characteristic identifying who they were. All participants positively reflected upon being nonnative teachers teaching non-native students. Preecha shared his viewpoints:
Compared to native speakers, I know how students learn and practice better. More
important, my classroom management is better. Co-teaching with foreign teachers, I help fulfill
what they lack. (Preecha)
Similarly, Nawarat argued that despite deficiencies in English fluency and accuracy, she
never considered herself inferior to native speakers. To be a good teacher requires well-rounded
skills in addition to linguistic and cultural knowledge. Lack of opportunities to communicate via

English could have caused incomplete content knowledge, but language learning experiences
could be transacted to compensate this gap. To Satapol and Phakakaew, NNS teachers speaking
the same language as students significantly benefit students’ language learning. Satapol wrote
and confirmed in an interview:
I have never felt and will never feel inferior to native speaking teachers. I know how to
draw students’ attention to learn. My grammar is okay, and talking to students based on
our culture helps me carry on my teaching practice well. Thai should understand Thais
better than anyone else.

Conclusion and Discussion
The findings of this study reveal that NNS teachers formed professional identities via five
different features or critical points through their teaching careers. The participants’ professional
identities were initially formed when they entered the teaching career with confidence about
content knowledge of English language. Identity formation at times took place when the
participants considered ‘self’ in a variety of situations, including problematic working conditions,
particularly political constraints. Though trying to have their own position in critical situations,
they at times were flexible enough to adjust or reshape themselves to belong to teaching
communities. What the participants could not avoid while staying in the teaching career was
confronting conflicts caused by both internal and external power relations. To deal with conflicts,
they chose solutions they believed would be the most appropriate. That is, the picture of who
they were became more vivid when facing conflicts. This perception was similar to when they
realized professional growth on condition that they chose to take part in professional
development activities. These features indicate how NNS teachers of English perceived self

through interaction with other members in the teaching profession while working in schools
viewed as social contexts (Vygotsky, 1978).
On top of professional identity formation lay how the participants view themselves as nonnative speakers of English. They accepted the label NNS teachers without any objection.
Although this status was seen as indicating some weak points in others’ ideas, they brought about
strengths to shape teaching practices and professional development. With the status of NNS as a
reminder, they consciously employed experiences as language learners and developing teachers
of English to fulfill what the perceived that they lacked.
All features of identity formation shown in this study were random spots in the participants’
journeys of being teachers rather than linear paths. The five features overlapped with each other
in line with Mockler’s (2011) explanation that overlapping dimensions of personal experience,
professional context, and political context all influence identity construction. Also, based on
Wenger's (1998) identification processes, engagement, imagination, and alignment schemes were
interwoven in all five features. Negotiation of meaning came into play when comparing and
contrasting their NNS status with native speakers. The participants objected to seeing
themselves as marginalized. Based on their beliefs, they possessed strengths needed for being
effective English teachers. In contrast to Butler’s (2007) study in Japan, the participants never
thought that native speakers would be better teachers. By virtue of their training, sharing the first
language background with their students, and a willingness to develop themselves as
professionals, non-native teachers did not lag behind native teachers in teaching practice. That
is, native speakerism (Holliday, 2005) did not exist in any participant’s narratives or interview
responses or observed teaching practices.

It can be concluded that the six participants’ narrated identities have provided additional
information to research in the field of language teacher education although the findings in this
study do not aim to be generalized to a broader context. Further research can be conducted to
uncover factors influencing strengthened or weakened non-native teachers’ identities.
Investigating the formation of each component of professional identity, including content
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge and any required repertoire , would offer intriguing findings.
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Appendix: Semi-structure Interview Questions
1st Interview Protocols:
1.

What do you think inspired you to become an English teacher?

2.

How did you get started as a teacher?

3.

What is a favorite you share with your family, friends, or colleagues?

4.

What is your pride as an English teacher?

5.

To what extent are you happy with your English knowledge and skills?

6.

As a non-native speaker of English, what do you think is your uniqueness?

7.

What are the factors that affect your professional growth?

8.

Can you think of any times when you felt tension as a teacher of English?

9.

What do you think can encourage and discourage your work?

10.

How can you describe your image as a teacher?

2nd Interview Protocals
1.

What events have been significant in your career?

2.

What do you try to tolerate?

3.

What makes you stay in this career?

4.

In what area of teacher knowledge do you want to improve?

5.

Compared to your colleagues, either Thai or foreign, how do you view yourself?

6.

Please compare and contrast your first year’s teaching to current position?
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Abstract
Scholars have argued that there is a crisis of political disengagement which might identify as a
potential risk to the political systems. Young peoples’ perceived political apathy and waning
interest in politics around the world has led to this increased requirement to address the
interest in politics among youth (Gordon and Taft 2011:1501).
Theorists of participatory democracy argue that the major part of democracy is the educative
function where democratic participation produces both better citizens and growth for the
community (Pateman 1971). Participation in some way leaves to further participation in the
future. To increase young people`s politically involvement, several political education
programs are introduced and developed around the world.
Political efficacy is considered to correlate with participation. Elizabeth Beaumont argues that
some political education programs can increase internal political efficacy among youth,
however one can rarely find them in schools (Beaumont 2011).
In this paper I probe deeper into how political efficacy is promoted through Norwegian
political education, taking a widely organized activity more than 400 Norwegian upper
secondary schools participate in each election year, the school election, as an empirical
example.
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This qualitative study provides insight into the student`s perspectives on the schools political
education and contributes to the debate about the most effective ways of organizing and
conducting this education
Key words: Political participation- political education- political efficacy- Norway- youth-

1. Introduction
Scholars have argued that there is a crisis of political disengagement which might identify as a
potential risk to the political systems. Young peoples’ perceived political apathy and waning
interest in politics around the world has led to this increased requirement to address the
interest in politics among youth (Gordon and Taft 2011:1501).
Theorists of participatory democracy argue that the major part of democracy is the educative
function where democratic participation produces both better citizens and growth for the
community (Pateman 1971). Participation in some way leaves to further participation in the
future. To increase young people`s political involvement, several political education programs
are introduced and developed around the world.
Political efficacy, how a person feels about his or her political capacities, is considered to
correlate with participation. Elizabeth Beaumont argues that some political education
programs can increase internal political efficacy among youth, however one can rarely find
them in schools (Beaumont 2011). A sense of internal efficacy is necessary for young people
to feel motivated to participate in politics. If young people do not have faith in their ability to
engage effectively with the political system, they are apt to shy away from later opportunities
for involvement (Pasek et al 2008:28).
In this paper I examine how political efficacy is promoted through Norwegian political
education. In Norway, political education has been included in the curriculum since 1939
(Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training). A widely organized activity more than
400 Norwegian upper secondary schools participate in each election year, is the school
election. There is an ongoing debate whether the school elections, or mock elections as they
often are referred to, should be made obligatory for all schools to participate in. A report
commissioned by the Ministry of Children and Equality and Social Inclusion recommends
school elections also for younger students and concludes that everyone should have the
possibility to participate in at least one mock election before given the right to vote in
ordinary elections (NOU 2011).
The school elections can be considered a twofold process. Firstly, the activities the schools
organize in front of the School Election Day to prepare the students, and secondly, the
election itself. In this study, 30 interviews with 15- 16 year old students in the first grade of
upper secondary school have been carried out to analyze their perspectives on the school
election process (The Norwegian school system can be divided into three parts: Elementary
school, lower secondary school and upper secondary school).
No single psychological theory emerges as pre-eminent in the study of the schools ‘role in
education. Though Judith Torney Purta argues that many theories could contribute, she favors
2

Bandura`s theory, some of the sociocultural theories, and the cognitive theories as they have
particular potential presenting natural collaboration points between political scientists and
psychologists (Torney Purta 2002:201). One model taking this into consideration is put forth
by Elizabeth Beaumont. She establishes four mechanisms for promoting political efficacy
through political learning programs; (1) experiences in a politically active community, (2)
acquiring skills for political action (3) engaging in political discourse and (4) inclusion in
collaborative pluralist contexts (Beaumont 2011).
Although the schools play a major part in the teaching of political knowledge and skills
necessary to participate, it has, however, been discussed whether the school is doing enough
to educate young citizens to be a part of today’s political world (White, Bruce and Ritchie
2000). In this paper I look into how the political learning program of the school election can
foster political efficacy through these four mechanisms. I take the Norwegian case as an
empirical example as the school election is a nationally, almost all-embracing, coordinated
project administered by Norwegian Social Science Data Services since 1989 and financed by
the Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training. Being arranged prior to all
parliamentary and local elections in Norway, in addition to surveys, an amount of effort is put
in, without the programs efficiency being analyzed at large. Therefore it is necessary to
analyze the following research question: How do the school election process fulfill the four
mechanisms necessary for promoting internal political efficacy in youth?
2. Theoretical backdrop: Participatory democracy and political efficacy
Many scholars argue that there is a correlation between political efficacy and political
participation, however there is some debate regarding the causality (Pateman 1971, Almond
and Verba 1963, Becker R 2004, Buehler 1977, Stein 2005, Dyck and Lascher 2008, Morell
2005). Political efficacy has its earliest roots in political science in the work of Angus
Campbell and his colleagues who find political efficacy to be one of several variables
predicting voter- turnout (Campbell et al. 1954; Campbell et al. 1960). Despite this wide
recognition, political efficacy continues to fall between the research area of psychologists and
political scientists. Whereas psychologists have done work on the development of selfefficacy in various settings, little attention has been given to political efficacy. Political
science usually studies efficacy as an influence on participation, relying mostly on general
measures unable to examine the specific processes and mechanisms at work in efficacy
enhancing experiences (Beumont 2010: 531).
Kum Kum Bhavnani argues that previous studies of youth and youth culture have been
limited by too great a reliance on simple survey techniques. Survey based studies do not
provide the space for participants to put forth their own understanding of politics and,
therefore, cannot adequately address the discursive and meaning making aspects of teenagers
political consciousness (Bhavnani: 5). Connell states in line with this that though some studies
have varied this method, it still constitutes the main empirical base of political socialization
(Connell 1987).
Bhavnani further underlines that it is clear that there has been a conceptual and
methodological confusion about young people and the ways in which young people
understood issues in the domain of the political (Bhavani 1991: 21)
These findings problematize the standard political science definition of politics as parties,
voting and legislation and the use of standardized measurements, which might exclude new
3

kinds of information to emerge, problematizing the validity of the data. Henn, Weinstein and
Wring find that young people in Britain in fact are interested in political matters and do
support the democratic process. This has less to do with the presumed apathy and more to do
with their engaged skepticism about formal politics.
According to Delli Caripini what is missing is an awareness of the connection between the
individual, isolated “problems” these actions are intended to address and the larger world of
public policy; a sense that these problems might be addressed more systematically and (at
times) more effectively through other forms of civic engagement (from joining a community
group to voting); the belief that politics matters (Delli Carpini 2000:346). He argues that
motivation (interest, attention, efficacy, and so forth) is the sine qua non of participation (ibid
348) and speculates in how increasing these attributes among young adults might improve the
current disengagement of young Americans from public life (ibid: 341).
3. Influencing a sense of political efficacy through political learning programs
Elizabeth Beaumont examines how young adult`s backgrounds and political learning intersect
to influence their sense of internal political efficacy (Beaumont 2011:216). Craig, Niemi and
Mattei developed a model for analyzing the differences between external and internal political
efficacy. Whereas external covers the confidence in that it matters to participate regarding
government response, internal efficacy deals with how a person feels about his or her skills,
knowledge, and abilities to participate (Craig, Niemi and Mattei, 1991).
Beaumont defines internal political efficacy as the students` perceptions of their political
capacities, and argues: “rather than viewing political resources and motivations like efficacy
as fixed individualistic assets that some people either possess or lack, based largely on
socioeconomic status(…) it can be created- -and co- created by students themselves- through
well- designed political learning programs”.
Pasek et al found in line with this that a civics education program (Student Voices) could
increase subsequent participation in politics by building long-term gains in political selfefficacy (Pasek et al 2008: 26).
Beaumont et al (Beaumont, Colby, Ehrlich, Torney Purta 2006) find that well designed
courses and programs effectively promote four key dimensions of political engagement in a
diverse range of undergraduates. Elizabeth Beaumont formulates these as four mechanisms
for gaining political efficacy: (1) experiences in a politically active community, (2) acquiring
skills for political action (3) engaging in political discourse and (4) inclusion in collaborative
pluralist contexts (Beaumont 2011). The four mechanisms are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Mechanisms for gaining political efficacy
1.
2.
3.
4.

Experiences in a politically active community
Acquiring skills for political action
Engaging in political discourse
Inclusion in collaborative pluralist contexts
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Some types of sociopolitical learning can compensate for the different political assets
individuals gain from their early backgrounds; however these opportunities continue to
remain rare on most high school and college campuses (Beaumont 2011).
3.1 Experiences in a politically active community
Vicarious experience involves observing a model enact the same course of action the
performer is about to enact (Reeve 2009: 235). Seeing others perform masterfully raises an
observer`s own sense of efficacy (Bandura et al 1980). Observing others acting politically,
with whom we identify, ex. debating political issues, being engaged in politics, can help
promote the beliefs people have about their ability to influence politics. The less experienced
the observer is at the behavior, the greater the impact of the vicarious experience.
3.2 Acquiring skills for political action
Second, opportunities to acquire and practice active political skills are skills that can be
learned and applied in real life (Beaumont 2011). A long tradition in the social studies , like in
the writings of John Dewey, heralds the philosophic assumption that political knowledge and
participatory skills needed by citizens in a democracy are learned through practice in school
and community (Solhaug and Kristensen 2011:237).
A working paper by Zeglovits and Zandonella indicates that experiences of political
participation in school positively affect political efficacy significantly in 13 Western
European countries (Zeglovits and Zandonella 2012 : 17). Niemi and Junn, in line with this,
found that participation in activities such as mock elections made positive contributions
(Niemi and Junn 1998).
Beaumont concludes that the measure for political action skills is the single most important
sociopolitical learning mechanism, possessing the largest number of beneficial effects
(Beaumont 2011: 229).
3.3 Engaging in political discourse
The third mechanism is engaging in political discourse. Talking about politics in settings that
encourage open inquiry, not only fosters political development through knowledge and
communicative skills, but also helps to make politics relevant. Discussing current events with
peers and open discursive classes are among the most important influences on youth political
socialization.
Zeglovits and Zandonella also find support that an open classroom climate encourages
internal political efficacy in all 13 countries ( - Ireland) using D. E Campbell, 2008
definition: ”adolescents are frequently exposed to varying political opinions from their
classmates, and that many teachers do indeed cultivate a climate of respect for political
differences”.. An open classroom climate can contribute to reducing the fear of being
criticized by classmates as people are less likely to express their opinion if they perceive
dissimilar attitudes among potential discussion partners.
3.4 Inclusion in collaborative pluralist contexts
5

Finally, the inclusion in collaborative pluralist contexts can foster political efficacy. Political
conflicts often operate along several cleavages (Rokkan). Beumont argues that learning
contexts featuring such differences can shape political development.
Based on the work of Jean Piaget, individuals` status quo needs to be disrupted to create
further development. This process of accommodation involves altering one's existing
schemas, or ideas, as a result of new information or new experiences (Piaget 1970).
4 Political learning through school elections in Norway
Educators and policymakers are increasingly pursuing programs that aim to strengthen
democracy through civic education, service learning and other pedagogies (Westheimer and
Kahne 2004: 1). In Norway the curriculum has included political education since 1939
(Norwegian Directorate for Education and Training 2011).
A widely organized political learning program in Norway is the school election. One of the
first mentions of this activity is in Olav Storstein`s work where he argues that mock elections
should be implemented at school (Storstein 1946). He also engaged in the pedagogy debate
that in addition to formal structure and constitutional matters current issues should be
important (Børhaug 2010: 68). The aim was that the school should teach democratic ideals
(Storstein 1946). A report commissioned by the Ministry of Children and Equality and social
inclusion recommends school elections also for younger students and concludes that everyone
should have the possibility to participate in at least one mock election before given the right to
vote in ordinary elections (NOU 2011).
Over the years the number of schools organizing school elections each election year a week or
so before the ordinary Election Day has increased, and since 1989 the results have been
reported to the Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD) for analysis. In 2011, more
than four hundred Norwegian upper-secondary schools organized a school election, or so
called mock election, with more than 18000 participating students, leading to an increasing
interest by the media as the election is said to predict voting tendencies for the whole
electorate.
As Norwegian elections are held every second year, alternating between elections for the
Parliament and local elections, the students have the possibility to participate in at least one
election. A few lower secondary schools also organize mock elections by their own initiative,
however the results are not registered and it is not related to the NSD. The school election
process contains both the activities the schools organize in front of the School Election Day to
prepare the students, and the election itself.
Up to 2011 the Election Day has been preceded by a debate where different political parties
visit the school. Earlier research has revealed that many students have been critical towards
the politicians’ promises at the debate. They reported being offended by the politicians and
felt they had been talked to as though they were stupid. The debate had a populist approach in
the attempt to attract young voters which the students were critical to (Børhaug 2008).
After the 2011 Norway attacks in Oslo and at Utøya, where the Labour Party`s youth
organization, AUF, was having a summer camp, the electoral campaign for the local elections
was postponed. In addition, the politicians agreed to cancel the school debate out of respect to
AUF`s loss. An election square at the different schools replaced the debate. At the election
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square young party representatives organized stands and were available for discussions and
questions from students. The school election went on as planned.
5 Method and data
Researchers have argued that previous studies of youth and youth culture have been limited
by a lack of attention to conceptions of politics amongst young people (Bhavnani 1991,
Fobrig 2005, Ødegård 2010, Taft 2006, Connell 1987). Studies of youth and youth culture
have been limited by too great a reliance on simple survey techniques. Survey based studies
do not provide the space for participants to put forth their own understanding of politics and,
therefore, cannot adequately address the discursive and meaning making aspects of teenagers
political consciousness (Bhavnani 1991: 5). Giovanni Sartori formulates (Sartori 1970: 1038):
“We cannot measure unless we know first what it is that we are measuring. Nor can the
degrees of something tell us what a thing is. First we must form the concept of that variable
The major premise is, then, that quantification enters the scene after, and only after, having
formed the concept” R. W Connell states in line with this that though some studies have
varied its method, quantitative designs still constitutes the main empirical base of political
socialization (Connell 1987). In line with this Kovacheva puts forth the need to widen the
scope of research methods used in studying youth participation patterns in order to make them
more sensitive to new trends in political participation (Kovacheva )
The use of standardized measurements might exclude new kinds of information to emerge,
problematizing the validity of the data. A detailed open-ended interview can provide instances
of activity which the respondents may not have defined as political, but which can be placed
within the domain of politics (Bhavnani 1991: 31).
30 students were interviewed the fall of 2011. They were 15- 16 years old and all were
attending first grade in upper secondary school. The students went to five different schools in
rural and urban areas, one private school and four public schools. In school A some of the
students had the right to vote in the local election in 2011 as well, because the municipality
was participating in a pilot project where the voting age was lowered to 16 for local elections.
Some students attended programs for specialization in general studies and some attended
programs for vocational education. The sample includes students attending: General studies
(sports and physical education, music, dance and drama) and Vocational education (building
and construction, design, arts and crafts, electricity and electronics, agriculture, fishing and
forestry, technical and industrial production). 16 men and 13 female students participated in
the study. Two interviews were not included in analysis as the students were older than 16.
One student did not show up for the interview (N= 27). In table 2 the sample is presented.
The students were invited to participate in a semi- structured interview. First, the principal at
each school helped facilitate contact with relevant teachers, and the teachers aided in
coordinating the interviews. In some cases the students were selected randomly, and in other
they were encouraged to participate ensuring a variety range on several factors such as subject
interest and grades. All of the students gave their consent to participating in the study before
the interview was carried out. No one refused to participate and no one withdrew their
participation from this study. The interview lasted from 35 minutes to one hour and included
questions covering eight different themes regarding the school election and politics in general.
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In this article the findings regarding political efficacy are presented. “All in all what would
you say you got out of participating in the school election?” and “Some people say politics
are complicated and difficult to understand. What do you think about that? What do you think
about yourself, would you say you are informed about politics? Would you say that this has
changed after the school election?”. The interviews were processed and analyzed using
ATLAS.ti 6.2 qualitative software
Table 2: Characteristics of the study participants
School ID

Area

Education program

Participants

Participated in the
school election of
2011

Election
square

School A

Rural

Vocational education &
programs
for
Specialization in General
Studies general studies
(Vg1)

5*

5

5

School B

Urban

programs
studies

for

general

6

6

6

School C

Urban

Programs
studies

for

general

6

3

5

School D

Urban

Programs for vocational
education

4*

3

0

School E

Rural

Programs for general
studies;
Sports
and
Physical Education
&
Music, Dance and Drama

6

6

6

6 Results and discussion
The theoretical framework presents collaboration points between political scientists and
psychologists put forth by Elizabeth Beaumont. Which mechanisms can be found promoting
internal political efficacy in the school election process?

8. Conclusion
Political efficacy is rooted in the belief that the experience of participation in some way leaves
the individual better psychologically equipped to undertake further participation in the future.
In this paper I have looked into how the political education of school elections can promote
political efficacy using a theoretical framework presented by Elizabeth Beaumont combining
approaches from political science and psychology.
The basic argument is that a sense of political efficacy can develop through some types of
political learning projects, and I take Norway as an empirical example and analyze the school
election process to find out which mechanisms are apparent.
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How a person perceives his or her political capacities correlates with political participation. In
this paper I have taken methodological and conceptual considerations into account by looking
into the student`s perspectives of political efficacy through their own words in in- depth
interviews. The theoretical framework includes mechanisms for gaining political efficacy
through four different pathways, preparing for different kinds of political participation.
I will round up with some issues for further research. First of all, several studies have looked
into the relationship between political efficacy and political knowledge as both of them are
said to influence political participation. However there is an ongoing debate regarding the
causality (Brusino, Medrano, Sorrbias og Rabbia 2011: 1984). From one side those who have
high measures of their internal political efficacy will have more political knowledge. On the
other hand, however, it might be the other way around. Looking deeper into this will
contribute to a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms at work when building a
model for promoting political efficacy.
Another factor to take into consideration for further research is how the school election
process is perceived for second time voters, during the election in 2013. Returning to
Bandura, and experiences in a politically active community, the less experienced the observer
is at the behavior, the greater the impact of the vicarious experience (youth politicians as
similar others). Is it for instance more likely that this learning experience is a mechanism for
gaining internal political efficacy for first time voters at the school election? Further research
should also look into whether participating in the school election correlates with actual voting.
The study is not representative for Norwegian students, and a broader analysis including both
national and international qualitative and quantitative work will shed light on a research at its
dawn.
Nevertheless, I argue that in order to organize the political education in the most effective
way, clarifying how the students themselves consider the activities conducted are central. The
four mechanisms for gaining political efficacy considered here, is a useful way of analyzing
how political education programs can enhance political efficacy among youth.
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Abstract
Students’ attention is absorbed with texting, checking their Facebook accounts and otherwise
surfing the net. Whether instructors like it or not, Wikipedia has become a “go to” source for
students seeking information, at least as a first step. Students “Google” to find definitions and
context for course material not easily understood from textbooks or instructors’ notes.
Increasingly, students are using social networking sites, such as Google+, to help them learn.
Facebook connects students with each other and provides a forum for discussion of issues raised
by the instructor or for elaboration on the teacher’s instructions. To determine how much and in
what ways students do use web-based sources and social media in their courses, researchers
asked students to tell them how their use of technology and social media improved their learning.
The question was part of a broader survey of student satisfaction and perceptions of academic
integrity and was included to establish a baseline for future studies. There were statistically
significant differences between graduate and undergraduate students on the level of satisfaction
with partially online courses and between males and females with regard to perceptions of
academic integrity. There were no statistically significant differences found in the use of
technology to enhance learning. Students did report that web-based search engines and data
sources as well as social networking sites helped in understanding course material. The students
were undergraduate business majors and MBA students at Robert Morris University.
Key Words: business law, distance education, online instruction, e-learning, social media,
satisfaction, academic integrity

Enhancing Online Learning with Technology: A Survey of Graduate and Undergraduate
Business Students
Robert Morris University (RMU) is a private nonprofit institution located in Western
Pennsylvania with a student body of approximately 5,000 undergraduates and 500 graduate
students. Founded in 1921 as the Pittsburgh School of Accountancy, RMU now offers
undergraduate and graduate degrees in business, engineering, nursing, communications and
information systems, and education. Since its first online offerings in 1999, RMU has added
more than 250 new online and partially online courses. In 2010, the University established its
first Office of Online and Off-Campus Programs under the direction of the newly created
position of Vice-President for Online and Off-Campus Programs. In 2011-2012, RMU offered
318 online courses, with a total enrollment of 4,438. The University currently offers seven fully
online undergraduate degree programs online and nine fully online graduate degree programs. In
academic year 2011-2012, there were 198 students in the undergraduate programs, taking 1,670
credits. In the graduate programs, there were 174 students, taking 1,113 credits.
As the University expands its offerings and more and more instructors and students
become involved in online education, ensuring instructional quality and learning effectiveness
assumes the central role in course planning. Institutions are making significant investments in
technology to support online instruction and to keep pace with student expectations.
This paper’s focus on technology as it may improve learning in the online environment is
the result of issues raised by student responses to questions on satisfaction with online
instruction and views of academic integrity in earlier surveys (Cole, Shelley & Swartz, 2011).
Researchers added use of social media to the questions on web-based search engines and data
sources based on the emerging research in the area.

What role do social media play in the developing environment for e-learning and distance
education? In her article on the social media revolution, Dubose (2011) considers the benefits
and risks to student learning provided by the use of simulations, digital libraries, and computerbased tutorial programs – the emerging technologies that form the basis of the “Silent
Revolution” described by London and Draper. Her study suggests that while integrating social
media into the virtual classroom is attractive on several levels - student learning and satisfaction,
as well as lower overall instructional cost - the paucity of empirical studies to date limits what
conclusions may be drawn about the future of social media as instructional tools.
What are social media? As defined by Kaplan and Haenlein (2010), it is “…a collection
of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web
2.0 and allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content” (p. 61). Included within
social media are collaborative projects, such as Wikipedia, social networking sites such as
Facebook and MySpace, blogs such as Twitter, content communities such as YouTube.
How pervasive is the reach of social media? Weiskopf (2012) asserts that social media
are now part of daily behavior and predicts that social media will become the “leading avenue”
for business communication. Results from a survey released in 2011 from Arbitron Inc. indicate
that 48% of people 12 years and older have profiles on social networking sites. Thirty percent of
these also use these sites several times a day (Weiskopf, p.4). She notes that in 2011, Facebook
had 750 million users; Twitter had 200 million users with one billion-plus “tweets” a week. Of
the most visited websites in the United States, 40% were social media sites.
If social media can be said to be a feature of everyone’s life (Bauerlein, 2012) and their
use continues to grow in all areas of “mainstream society” (Dubose, 2011, Weiskopf, 2012), we
can safely assume that their use by students in online courses will also expand. We know that

online instruction will continue to grow (Allen and Seaman, 2010). In her study of Facebook use
to enhance teaching and learning, Bosch (2009) reviewed how students and instructors at one
university might use technology, specifically social networking, to improve instruction and
facilitate learning, arguably resulting in increased levels of satisfaction with both teaching and
learning.
Baird and Fisher (2005-2006) note that, to be effective, course design must understand
and incorporate the “reality of the digital world” because the newest generation of learners is
“hardwired” to use multiple types of web-based media (p.10). They go further, asserting that a
new era in teaching and learning is imminent, one that is student-centered, rich in its use of
technology and social interaction. “One thing is clear: the convergence of social networking
technologies and a new ‘always on’ pedagogy is rapidly changing the face of education” (Baird
& Fisher, p. 6).
Others are asking how technology will shape the future of instructional design. Are
students using social media to better understand course material? Goatman (2011) suggested just
that in his article on using social media in online college classes. Because of social media,
students can access the instructor instantly as well as source material that clarifies and expands
on course material. Will more sophisticated use of web-based technologies and social media
outlets increase satisfaction? Can instructors use technology for more than preventing cheating to
support a culture of academic integrity? In a mixed-method study, Huang and Nakazawa (2010)
found that Web 2.0 technologies, specifically wikis, did have a positive impact on student
learning by expanding access to other students and to the instructor. However, empirical
research is limited on how social media impact student learning as Chen and Bryer (2012) point

out in their qualitative study of how a select number of Public Administration faculty used social
media tools for instruction.
To advance research on the impact of social media on learning, researchers in this study
asked students in five business law classes a series of questions on how they used technology in
online courses and on their use of social media to enhance learning. The survey also sought
information on how satisfied students were with online instruction and on their views of
academic integrity.
Research Questions
(1) Do students use web-based applications to help them learn course material?
(2) How satisfied are students with online instruction?
(3) Do students think that academic integrity is the same in the online environment as it is in
a classroom setting?
Method
Researchers used a web-based survey created in Vovici (Appendix A). Students in five
business law classes were invited to participate in the study. Survey results were transferred from
Vovici and combined in SPSS for analysis. The survey was anonymous.
Sample and Participant Selection
The sample population included undergraduate business majors and MBA students at
Robert Morris University. One hundred and one undergraduate students in three sections of
Business Law (BLAW1050) participated in the survey in Fall, 2011. Sixty-one graduate students
in two sections of Legal Issues of Executive Management (MBAD6063) participated in the same
survey in Spring, 2012 for a total of 162 survey participants. The response rate in the

undergraduate classes was 81% (101 of 124). The response rate in the graduate classes was
100% (61 of 61).
With regard to the age groups, researchers used the age categories identified by Simon
(Humanos, 2010). The four categories were Baby Boomers (1946-1960), Generation X (19611979), Generation Y (born after 1980) and Traditional Workers (born before 1946). However,
the sample population was largely composed of respondents from Generation X and Generation
Y. One hundred thirty-eight respondents (85.2%) were born after 1979 (“Generation Y”).
Twenty respondents (12.3%) were born between 1961 and 1979 (“Generation X”). One
respondent self-identified as a “Baby Boomer”; three respondents said that they had been born in
1992. There were 109 male respondents (67.3%) and 53 female respondents (32.7%).
Students in each of the classes were offered extra credit for taking the survey. Credit was
given based on notification to the instructor by the student. The same instructor taught each of
the five classes.
Procedure
A 12-question survey was developed to measure three constructs: students’ use of social
media to enhance learning, student satisfaction with online instruction, and student attitudes
toward behaviors associated with maintaining academic integrity in the learning process.
The first question asked for information on the level of experience the student had with
online instruction. The second question asked whether and how the participant had used various
types of social media to assist in learning course material. A follow-up question was open-ended
and asked how social media had helped, if at all, in learning course material.
The fourth question asked for the level of satisfaction the student experienced with online
and/or partially online courses. Question 4 was designed as a 5-point Likert scale from very

satisfied (0) to very dissatisfied (4). Question 5 was open-ended asking respondents to elaborate
on their experience with online and/or partially online courses.
Questions six through nine focused on academic integrity. Did the students think the
tenets of academic integrity were different in the online environment and if so, in what way (an
open-ended question). Question 8 asked whether certain activities such as, sharing papers,
tweeting, or Googling during an exam were more acceptable in one learning environment than in
another. The ninth question asked for recommendations for improving online instruction and
maintaining academic integrity. Questions 10 and 11 were demographic questions on age,
gender. The last question was designed to identify which students were in fully online or hybrid
undergraduate or graduate courses at the time they participated in the survey.
Following approval from the University’s Institutional Review Board, an email with the
approved script was sent to the sample population (Appendix B). Email solicitations with the
link to the survey were sent to students enrolled in the three undergraduate business law courses
(Legal Environment of Business) in Fall, 2011 and to the students enrolled in the two graduate
business law courses (Legal Issues of Executive Management) in Spring, 2012. One of the three
undergraduate business law courses was fully online; two were partially online. One of the two
graduate business law courses was fully online; the other was partially online. In the 89-day
period from November 28, 2011 to February 25, 2012, 162 students took the survey online.
Results
Data from the completed surveys were transferred from Vovici into SPSS. Independent
samples t-tests were run on Question 2, asking if students used social media to help learn course
material; on Question 4, rating the level of satisfaction with online and partially online courses;

and on Question 6, asking if participants felt that the precepts of academic integrity were
different in online courses than in classroom-based courses.
Researchers compared responses from the undergraduate and graduate student samples to
determine if there were any statistically significant differences with regard to any of the three
constructs, use of social media to enhance learning, satisfaction with online instruction, and
views of academic integrity in the online environment. They also compared responses to each of
the three constructs to determine if there were any statistically significant differences based on
age or gender.
Use of Social Media
Overall, 63.7% (109) reported finding Wikipedia, the online user-contributed information
source, helpful in understanding course material, followed by YouTube, the video hosting
service, at 45.7% (74). Google+ was cited by 44.4% (72) of the respondents, 6.2% (10) used
Facebook to help learn course material. Five students (3.1%) cited Twitter, five students (3.1%)
cited LinkedIn as helpful for understanding what was expected and/or to learn the material.
There were 22 responses (13.6%) to the question asking if respondents used “other”
internet-based applications to help learn course material. Respondents added Reddit, the social
news website, as well as search engines like Google and Bing, and data repositories such as
Khan Academy and specialized information sources such as Investopedia.
There were no statistically significant differences between the undergraduate and
graduate populations with regard to the first construct, use of social media to enhance learning.
Nor were there any statistically significant differences between Generation X and Generation Y
participants or between males and females in the study with regard to the first construct.

Forty-nine (80%) of the graduate students responding and 60 (59%) of the undergraduate
students responding reported using Wikipedia to help understand course material. Thirty-two
(52%) of the graduate students responding and 42 (42%) of the undergraduate students
responding reported using YouTube. Thirty-three (54%) of the graduate students responding and
39 (39%) of the undergraduate students responding reported using Google+. Two (3%) of the
graduate students responding and eight (8%) of the undergraduate students responding reported
using Facebook. One graduate student (2%) and four undergraduate students (4%) cited Twitter
as helpful. Five graduate students (8%) found LinkedIn to be helpful.
Fourteen (70%) of respondents identified as “Generation X” and 92 (67%) of respondents
identified as “Generation Y” reported using Wikipedia to help understand course material. Ten
(50%) of Generation X respondents and 63 (46%) of Generation Y respondents reported using
YouTube. Fourteen (70%) of Generation X respondents and 57 (41%) of Generation Y
respondents reported using Google+. One (5%) of the Generation X respondents and 10 (7%) of
the Generation Y respondents reported using Facebook. One (5%) of Generation X respondents
and four (3%) of Generation Y cited Twitter as helpful. One (5%) of Generation X respondents
and four (3%) of Generation Y respondents found LinkedIn to be helpful.
Thirty-four females (64%) and 75 males (69%) responding listed Wikipedia as helpful in
understanding course material. Twenty-three females (43%) and 51 males (47%) responding
cited YouTube as helpful, followed by Google+. Twenty-five females (47%) who responded
and 47 males (43%) who responded used Google + for help in understanding material. Three
females (6%) and seven males (6%) used Facebook. One female (2%) and four males (4%) who
responded cited Twitter; one female (2%) and four males (4%) cited LinkedIn.

Of the 151 responses to the open-ended question, asking how web-based applications had
helped in learning the material, 147 were responsive to the question. Two of the responses
addressed the use of social media for communication with classmates. The other comments
supported the use of web-based tools in understanding course material by providing context,
clarifying material with examples, defining terms used in the course or text, and adding different
perspectives on the topics in the course. In 14 instances, respondents cited YouTube as helpful
because it provided visualization of the material.
Satisfaction with Online Instruction
In general, when asked to rate the level of satisfaction with online and/or partially online
course, the highest percentage of respondents chose “neutral”. For fully online courses, 37% (54)
participants chose “neutral”, followed by 29.5% (43) who were “somewhat satisfied” and 19.2%
(28) who were “very satisfied’. Eighteen or 12.3% were “somewhat dissatisfied” and 2.1% (3)
were “very dissatisfied” with fully online instruction. The comparable responses for partially
online courses were 38.3% (49) who were “neutral” with regard to the level of satisfaction,
followed by 31.3% (40) who were “somewhat satisfied” and 21.9% (28) who were “very
satisfied”. Eleven respondents (8.6%) were “somewhat dissatisfied”. There were no respondents
who were “very dissatisfied” with partially online courses.
However, with regard to the second construct, satisfaction with online instruction, there
were statistically significant differences between undergraduate and graduate students with
regard to their satisfaction with partially online courses. Graduate students were more satisfied
with partially online courses than undergraduate students at the .01 level (.011) with equal
variances assumed. There were no statistically significant differences between the two groups
with regard to fully online courses.

On a scale of 0 to 4, with 0 being “very satisfied” and 4 being “very dissatisfied”, the
mean for graduate students’ level of satisfaction with fully online courses was 1.44. For
undergraduate students, the mean for satisfaction with fully online courses was 1.52. With regard
to the level of satisfaction with partially online courses, the mean for graduate students was 1.08.
The mean for undergraduate students was 1.50.
There were no statistically significant differences between Generation X and Generation
Y respondents with regard to the level of satisfaction with online and partially online courses.
With regard to satisfaction with fully online courses, the mean for Generation X respondents was
1.16. The mean for Generation Y respondents was 1.54. However, with regard to the level of
satisfaction with partially online courses, the mean for Generation X was .76. The mean for
Generation Y was 1.41. When compared, the significance level (2-tailed) was .006, equal
variances assumed.
There were no statistically significant differences between males and females with regard
to the level of satisfaction with fully or partially online instruction. The mean for females on the
level of satisfaction with fully online courses was 1.38. The mean for males on satisfaction with
fully online courses was 1.54. With regard to the level of satisfaction with partially online
courses, the mean for females was 1.30. For males, the mean was 1.35.
Perceptions of Academic Integrity
On the third construct, students’ views of academic integrity online versus in the
classroom, 104 respondents (64.6%) thought that the precepts of academic integrity (honesty,
fairness, respect, responsibility and trust) were applicable to the same degree in the online
environment as in the classroom when taking an exam, writing a paper, or developing a project.
Fifty-seven respondents (35.4%) disagreed.

There were no statistically significant differences between the undergraduate and
graduate sample population with regard to the third construct. Thirty-seven undergraduate
respondents (37%) and twenty graduate students (33%) said that the precepts of academic
integrity were equally applicable in the online environment as in the classroom setting.
There were no statistically significant differences based on age with regard to the third
construct, perceptions of academic integrity. Of those responding to the question, five or 26% of
those in Generation X agreed that the precepts of academic integrity applied equally in both
environments. Fifty-two of those in Generation Y (38%) who responded thought that the
precepts of academic integrity applied equally in the online and classroom environments.
On the third construct regarding academic integrity, there were statistically significant
differences between male and female students at the .05 level (.015), equal variances not
assumed. A greater percentage of the female students responding thought that the precepts of
academic integrity were the same online as in the classroom environment than their fellow male
students. Twenty-six females or 49% of those who responded said that the precepts of academic
integrity applied equally. Thirty-one or 29% of the males who responded to the question thought
that the precepts of academic integrity applied equally in the online environment as in the
classroom.
Discussion
This was a three-pronged study. The first objective was to determine how students were
using technology, particularly social media, to enhance learning. The second objective was to
build on earlier work on student satisfaction with online learning. The third objective was to add
to previous studies of students’ attitudes toward academic integrity in the online environment.
The authors surveyed three undergraduate business law classes and two graduate business law

classes. One undergraduate and one graduate course was online and the three remaining courses
were offered onground with an online component. Responses to each of the three research
questions were compared based on age, gender and educational level. While there were
statistically significant differences between graduate and undergraduate students on the level of
satisfaction with partially online course and between males and females with regard to
perceptions of academic integrity, there were no significant differences found in the use of
technology to enhance learning. It was clear that students did rely on web-based sources,
including social networking sites, for information and for help in understanding course material.
Results from earlier surveys of students regarding their satisfaction with online
instruction and their views of academic integrity in the online versus a classroom environment
(Cole, Shelley & Swartz, 2011) caused researchers to ask, given its presence in everyday life, if
technology might be used to raise the level of satisfaction and to instill a culture of academic
integrity in online instruction. To begin that line of inquiry, a third set of questions was added to
the survey instrument asking about students’ use of technology in course work.
The focus of this paper was on reporting on how business law students used technology,
specifically social media, to facilitate learning in online and partially online business law
courses. With regard to web-based tools including social media, students were enthusiastic about
the wealth of relevant and useful information available through search engines such as Google
and Bing, encyclopedias such as Wikipedia (even acknowledging the fact that the data was
contributor-generated), educational repositories such as Khan Academy and data sources such as
Investopedia. The reported use of social media to aid in understanding course material, such as
Facebook, was less, confined primarily to communication with others in the class. This is
consistent with earlier studies reported by EDUCAUSE (Chen and Bryer, 2012, Rice, 2011).

Interestingly, the reported use of Google+, the multilingual social networking site, was cited by
72 students, or 44.4% of those responding to the survey, as being useful in understanding course
material.
Research is continuing on interactive technologies in teaching and learning (Greenhow,
Robelia & Hughes, 2009) as well as on the impact of social media on learning and by extension,
its impact on student satisfaction. A recent Sloan-C report presents two studies which are
relevant for the discussion. The first of these, Kerner and Gunderson (2012), explored the
potential of cross-disciplinary pollination in their discussion of technology use in undergraduate
education. In the second, Otte, Gold, Gorges, Smith and Stein (2012) summarized their
experience with an academic social network. The connection between the use of social media to
enhance learning and maintaining a culture of academic integrity has not yet been made.
Limitations
This was a limited sample from three undergraduate business courses and two graduate
business courses at one university.
Conclusion and Recommendations
We are interested in learning how social media can enhance the learning experience and
increase satisfaction in online courses, as well as cultivating a culture of academic integrity in the
online environment. This study was intended to establish a baseline for additional research into
the impact of technology and social media on learning and to add to the authors’ prior studies on
student satisfaction and perceptions of academic integrity (Cole, Shelley & Swartz, 2012, Cole,
Shelley & Swartz, 2011). Additional studies are needed before we can determine if there is a link
between integrating more technology, particularly social media, into courses and increased
student satisfaction with online learning and also academic integrity.

Future studies will focus on some of the questions initially posed, that is, how will
technology shape the future of instructional design? Are students using social media to better
understand course material? Will more sophisticated use of web-based technologies and social
media outlets increase satisfaction? Can instructors use technology for more that preventing
cheating to support a culture of academic integrity?
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Appendix A

Enhancing Online Learning with Technology
We would like your assistance in developing future online courses. We are particularly
interested in how your use of technology and social media improves your learning online
and impacts academic integrity. Please take a few minutes to give us feedback on your
experience with online learning and your opinion on acceptable learning behaviors.
1) Please tell us how many online or partially online courses you have taken.
1
course

2-4
courses

5 -10
courses

More than 10
courses

Other (please
specify)

If you selected other, please specify:

2) Which internet-based applications have you used to help you understand what the
professor wanted or to help you learn course material? Please check all that apply.
Wikipedia
Twitter
YouTube
Facebook
Myspace
LinkedIn
Google+
Other (please specify)
If you selected other, please specify:

3) If you have used web-based applications such as those listed in question 2, how would
you say they have helped you?

4) Please rate your level of satisfaction with the online and/or partially online courses you
have taken.
very
satisfied

somewhat
satisfied

neutral

somewhat
dissatisfied

fully
online
courses
neutral

fully online
courses somewhat
dissatisfied

fully online
courses very
dissatisfied

partially online
courses somewhat
dissatisfied

partially online
courses very
dissatisfied

fully
online
courses

fully
online
courses very
satisfied

fully online
courses
somewhat
satisfied

partially
online
courses

partially
online
courses very
satisfied

partially
online courses
somewhat
satisfied

partially
online
courses
neutral

very dissatisfied

5) What made your experience with the online course/s satisfactory or unsatisfactory?

6) Do you think that the precepts of academic integrity (honesty, fairness, respect,
responsibility and trust) are applicable to the same degree in the online environment as in
the classroom setting when taking an exam, writing a paper, developing a project, etc.?
yes
no
7) If you answered "no" to question 6, what are the differences that you see between taking
exams, writing papers or doing projects online and taking exams, writing papers or doing
projects in the classroom?

8) We are trying to structure online courses going forward in ways that maximize
opportunities for student learning. Traditionally, certain behaviors have been viewed as
contributing to learning. Other behaviors have been viewed as disruptive of the learning
process. Please choose all that you think are acceptable practices for students to
use without the explicit permission of the instructor.

Using notes
during an

Online

In Class

Both

Using
notes during

Using
notes during an

Using notes
during an exam Both

Neither
Using notes during an
exam Neither

exam

Consulting a
text during
an exam

an exam
Online

exam In Class

Consulting a
text during an
exam Online

Consulting
a text during
an exam In
Class

Consulting a text
during an exam Both

Consulting a text
during an exam Neither

'Googling' or
accessing
internet
resources
during an
exam

'Googling'
or accessing
internet
resources
during an
exam Online

'Googling'
or accessing
internet
resources
during an exam
In Class

'Googling' or
accessing internet
resources during an
exam Both

'Googling' or accessing
internet resources during
an exam Neither

Having
another
person take
an exam in
your place

Having
another
person take
an exam in
your place
Online

Having
another person
take an exam
in your place In
Class

Having another
person take an exam
in your place Both

Having another
person take an exam in
your place Neither

Sharing an
exam, paper
or completed
project with
another for
use as
his/her own

Sharing
an exam,
paper or
completed
project with
another for
use as his/her
own Online

Sharing an
exam, paper or
completed
project with
another for use
as his/her own
In Class

Sharing an exam,
paper or completed
project with another
for use as his/her own
Both

Sharing an exam,
paper or completed project
with another for use as
his/her own Neither

Using
material
from
Wikipedia
without
citing the
source

Using
material from
Wikipedia
without citing
the source
Online

Using
material from
Wikipedia
without citing
the source In
Class

Using material
from Wikipedia
without citing the
source Both

Using material from
Wikipedia without citing
the source Neither

Tweeting
during an
exam

Tweeting
during an
exam Online

Tweeting
during an exam
In Class

Incorporating
YouTube
material into
assignments
without
crediting the
source Online

Incorporating
YouTube
material into
assignments
without
crediting the
source In Class

Incorporating
YouTube
material into
assignments
without
crediting the
source

Tweeting during
an exam Both

Incorporating
YouTube material into
assignments without
crediting the source
Both

Tweeting during an
exam Neither

Incorporating
YouTube material into
assignments without
crediting the source
Neither

Additional comments:

9) What would you think that instructors could do to make online instruction better for
students while maintaining academic integrity in the learning process?

10) We are interested in seeing if there are differences in attitudes toward e-learning and
use of technology based on age ranges. Please tell us to which group you belong.
Baby Boomer - born
between 1946 and
1960

Generation Xer - born
between 1961 and
1979

Generation Yborn after 1979

Other
(please
specify)

If you selected other, please specify:

11) Would you tell us whether you are
Female

Male

12) Are you taking the survey as part of:
A Fully Online Graduate-Level Course
An Onground Graduate-Level Course
A Graduate-Level Course that is taught Parially Online/Partially Onground (Hybrid)
A Fully Online Undergraduate-Level Course
An Onground Undergraduate-Level Course
An Undergraduate-Level Course that is taught Parially Online/Partially Onground
(Hybrid)
Other (please specify)
If you selected other, please specify:

Thank you for your time. If you would like a copy of the results, please e-mail one of us.
Michele Cole, cole@rmu.edu
Lou Swartz, louis.swartz@swartzlovejoy.com
Dan Shelley, shelleyd@rmu.edu
Submit Survey

Online Survey Software powered by Vovici.

Appendix B
Script for e-mail solicitation

Participation in a survey of undergraduate business law students, Fall, 2011 and graduate MBA
students in Spring, 2012 at Robert Morris University
Enhancing Online Learning with Technology
Dear _,
We would like your assistance in developing future online courses. We are particularly interested
in how students use technology to enhance their learning experience and if social media sites
have helped you to understand course material. You are being asked to participate in the survey
because of your experience with either partial or totally online courses at RMU. Please take a
few minutes to give us feedback on your experience with online learning-what has worked and
what has not- and your opinion on certain learning behaviors.
You can access the survey at https://rmu.vovici.net/wsb.dll/s/1g21b
There are no foreseeable risks associated with this project, nor are there any direct benefits to
you. This is an entirely anonymous questionnaire, so your responses will not be identifiable in
any way. All responses are confidential and results will be kept in a password protected e-file.
Your participation is voluntary, and you may withdraw from this project at any time.
If you have any 77s, please contact any of us
at cole@rmu.edu, Louis.swartz@swartzlovejoy.com or shelleyd@rmu.edu.
If you have any concerns about this research project or if you have any additional questions you
may contact the Institutional Review Board and the Human Subject Protection Advocate at (412)
397-6227 or by e-mail at irb@rmu.edu.
Thank you in advance for your help on the study.
Michele Cole
Lou Swartz
Dan Shelley

THE ROLE OF THE PRINCIPAL AS A TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADER

The Role of the Principal as a Transformational Leader: The Integration of Technology
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Abstract

This paper presents the pedagogical, technological and philosophical thrust behind
technology integration in education. The purpose of this research paper is to identify the
role of the principal, as a transformational leader, in the integration of technology into
schools and give a clear picture of what it might look like. The role of the principal
includes accepting the role of technology in educational reform and opening the eyes of
stakeholders to see the educational potential of new technologies. It also includes asking
essential questions about schooling and rethinking assumptions of what schools can be.
The role of the principal includes developing an understanding of the capacities of new
technology and how teaching and learning can change with technology. It is important
that the principal creates a vision of future conditions for the implementation of
technology and develops a culture that promotes risk taking among staff for the use of
technology such that it changes teaching and learning.
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The Role of the Principal as a Transformational Leader: The Integration of
Technology
Introduction

The European Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution convinced society that
the world could be a better place by creating knowledge and applying it to human needs.
The world is now facing the electronic revolution (Cookson, 2009). “According to a
recent study of 2000 students between the ages of 8 and 18, on average students spend
between six hours a day connected to some digital communication device, often to
several simultaneously” (Tapscott, 2009 as cited in Sprenger, 2009, p. 34). If harnessed
correctly schools can “blend the best of our traditional intellectual linear cultureSocrates’ wisdom of the 5th century BCE- with the current digital culture, creating a new
learning and intellectual environment consistent with the cognitive and expressive
demands of the 21st century” (Cookson, 2009, p.10).
The promotion of 21st century skills is cause for thought about what and how one
teaches (Dyke, 2012). The development of new technologies coincides with progress in
fields such as medicine, history, archeology and physics as they represent and manipulate
data in new ways. “Viewing the heart as a pump, or the brain as an informationprocessing machine are just some ways in which technologies have provided new
perspectives for understanding phenomena” (Koehler, 2009, p.65). These connections
have led to fundamental changes in the nature of disciplines. “Understanding the impact
of technology on the practices and knowledge of a given discipline is critical to

developing appropriate technological tools for educational purposes” (Koehler, 2009, p.
65). While many schools are changing in response to the new demands Lehmann (2009)
states "in too many schools there haven't been major changes in the way students
learn"(p.19). In other words, technologies are not changing the nature of education or
providing new perspectives for understanding phenomena as they have in other
disciplines. Garcia (2010) contends despite an increase in information technology in
schools student learning experiences remain similar of students fifty years ago. Chris
Lehmann (2007) principal of the Science Leadership Academy, emphasizes
Education and technology in the 21st century cannot afford to be a ‘passive’
business as it was, perhaps, in the past. It is built upon the dream of educational
reformer John Dewey who argued more than a century ago that meaning is
constructed as a community, that student learning should be judged by the work of
the students’ creation. And now, with the tools of the 21st century - blogs, podcasts,
wikis, etc. that rapidly increase students’ ability to research, communicate and
create - we can create schools that live up to Dewey’s challenge. We can create
schools where what we do with the information we can access is more important
than the information we can memorize (p. 4).
Lehmann (2009) states the principal needs to rethink assumptions of what schools
can be and lead their schools through this change for the 21st century. The most effective
way to do this is through a transformational leadership approach. This approach opens
the eyes of stakeholders to see that by blocking and banning many of the technologies
that are part of the student's experiences they are limiting access to useful information
about how to use these tools intelligently, ethically and efficiently. Kara-Soteriou (2009)
states “[s]eeing the influence a school principal could have on the integration of
technology in his/her school, the researchers call for school superintendents to encourage
and support the principals to become more involved with technology initiatives at the
school and district levels” (p. 95). Afshari (2008) suggests, “the role of the principal is

the "single most important factor affecting the successful integration of technology"
(p.1). However, Hall and Hord (1989) argue “the principal should not be isolated
individually and expected to be responsible 100% for the activity and variance that
occurs within his/her school anymore than individual teachers should” (p.24). Hall and
Hord (1989) support looking more closely at the role of stakeholders working together
rather than individual roles.
Research shows a strong link between educational technology and school
leadership (Afshari, 2010). Studies show transformational leadership has a positive and
significant influence on organizational innovation (Hsiao, 2011) and it is a catalyst for
educational reform (Mednick, 1999). Clifford and Freisen (2001) state, “designing
classroom environments for the effective integration of technology is first and foremost a
matter of educational reform” (p. 32). Considering the pedagogical, technological and
philosophical thrust behind technology integration what is the principal’s role as a
transformational leader in integrating technology into schools? The purpose of this
research paper will be to identify the role of the principal, as a transformational leader, in
the integration of technology into schools and give a clear picture of what it might look
like.
Definition of Transformational Leadership
Transformational leadership occurs when one or more persons engage with others
in such a way that leaders and followers raise one another to higher levels of
motivation and morality. In other words, transformational leadership is a process
that both the manager and followers should change themselves. Although the
transformational leader plays an essential role in precipitating change, followers
and leaders are inextricably bound together in the transformation process. This
type of leadership is becoming more and more important to organizations as
workforces become more diverse, technology improves and international
competition heightens (Afshari, 2010, p. 10).

Pedagogical Thrust Behind Technology Integration
New technologies present the possibility to change pedagogy. Knowledge of
student thinking and learning, knowledge of subject matter and increasingly knowledge
of technology are essential for effective teaching. Unlike traditional pedagogical
technologies such as a pencil that is specific, stable, and transparent in function, digital
technologies such as handheld devices are protean, unstable, and opaque (Koehler, 2009).
Essentially, they are usable in many different ways, rapidly changing, and their inner
workings are hidden from the user. Knowledge of these technologies is unlikely to be
used “unless teachers can conceive of technology uses that are consistent with their
pedagogical beliefs” (Koehler, 2009, p. 62). Particular subject matter ideas in specific
classroom contexts need a creative design or structure to successfully integrate these
technologies. A key component of this transformation is technological pedagogical
knowledge, “an understanding of how teaching and learning can change when particular
technologies are used in particular ways” (Koehler, 2009, p.65).
“Principals need to understand the capacities of the new technologies to have a
personal proficiency in their use and be able to promote a school culture which
encourages exploration of new techniques in teaching, learning and management”
(Afshari, 2010, p. 9). Research indicates that a “lack of familiarity of ways in which the
technology could be integrated across the curriculum affected the quality of pedagogical
leadership provided” (Hadjithoma-Garstka, 2011, p. 99) by principals. As a
transformational leader principals get teachers to “reject functional fixedness and develop
skills to look beyond most common uses of technologies, reconfiguring them for
customized pedagogical purposes” (Koehler, 2009, p.66). Teachers, as followers in the

transformation process precipitate change in their particular discipline. Afshari (2010)
considers transformational leadership as one of the best styles that can change and
transform individuals.
Technologies should be transformative not additive to learning. Interactive
whiteboards engage students but schools should not be satisfied with engaging they
should be striving for students who apply their skills to their own creations (Lehmann,
2009). Schools should strive for student empowerment. Lehmann (2009) states
If the only thing that schools do with Internet and computer technologies is create
a system that has more efficient ways to deliver content and has predetermined
objectives all they will have done is repeat the mistakes of the 1950s when the
common thought was that TV would revolutionize schools by delivering the best
content in the world (p. 20).

Constructivist Learning
Empowerment takes place in classes that foster constructivist learning, are inquiry
driven, and community and research based. Constructivist learning is fostered through
virtual environments because learners take ownership for their own learning processes
and “virtual worlds bring together learners and challenge them to collaborate in problemsolving activities without explicit learning objectives and assessment” (Franklin, 2011, p.
267). Students will not be prepared for life in the workplace or for the unknown new
environments upon graduation unless learning shifts away from lectures, worksheets and
high-stakes tests to anywhere, anytime learning (Franklin, 2011). A shift in learning
from information-transmission to designing technology-enabled constructivist learning
environments involves a shift in teaching roles from content expert to designer of
technology-rich-inquiry based projects as mentor or guide. The shift starts with realistic
goals for inquiry based learning and technology integration. It involves a focus on

student’s questions versus those of teachers. Projects are designed in such a way that
student’s ideas, questions and prior knowledge become an important contribution.
Finally, the shift involves assessment strategies to assess multiple outcomes. Supportive
leadership and a risk taking culture among staff were listed as two essential conditions to
sustain this learning environment. Furthermore, an organization-wide vision and mandate
for transformational leadership and educational reform in the area of technology
integration for teaching and learning was listed as a key factor that contributed to the
success of the Galileo Educational Network initiative during 2000-2001 (Jacobsen,
2002).
Assessment and Evaluation
If technologies are transformative to the learning experience these changes will be
represented in new teaching and learning practices, which include assessment and
evaluation. “Modern day schooling built around standardized testing simply does not
prepare their children for the intellectual rigors demanded within the globalized economy
(Au, 2008, p. 40). Schools need new assessments that can “accurately measure richer
learning and more complex tasks” (Rotherman, 2010, p. 17). Teachers whom
acknowledged the benefits of inquiry and collaborative learning felt constrained by the
preparation for the public examinations (Wong, 2008). Zhao (2010) supports this idea
and states “schools should consider digital products as valuable and authentic indicators
of student’s learning for assessment purposes” (p.17).
In 2002 Maine launched its Maine Learning Technology Initiative (MLTI). This
initiative equipped students and teachers with their own Apple iBooks. The program’s
goal was to “prepare young people to thrive in a world that doesn’t exist yet, to grapple

with problems and construct new knowledge which is barely visible to us today”
(McLester, 2011, p. 34). It was a controversial approach to education and the results of
the program are unclear. In 2007 a survey by the University of Southern Maine’s Center
for Education Policy, found a correlation between one-to-one programs and state test
scores difficult to determine. This difficulty draws attention to the limitations of
standardized tests in evaluating technology-centric learning. The problem suggested is
while the school was filled with laptops approaches to instruction did not change.
Clifford (2005) contends despite the money spent on computers educators do not
understand the literacies students develop in their digital environments outside school. It
is further suggested that professional development and the principal’s influence is needed
to change how technology is used and therefore assessed and evaluated. A proper
balance in leadership is important as “it takes both teacher support and pushing by the
principal to change how the technology is being used. When you do one without the
other, you don’t move things forward” (McLester, 2011, p. 38).
Technological Thrust Behind Technology Integration
Pedagogical integration is fueled by pedagogical innovations. Technologies of the
21st century offer more options to learn and grow intellectually than ever before. For
example, Web 2.0 applications emerged as a more constructivist approach to Internet
based learning than static Web 1.0 (Garcia, 2010). “ICT when joined together with
inquiry-based learning practices and constructivist theory, becomes a potent force in the
education of students faced with a shifting world order, the realities of economic
globalization, environmental erosion and the doubling of knowledge in even shorter
periods of time (Barrell, 2001, p. 20). Leadership and the climate for collaboration and

experimentation are two main factors that facilitate the integration of technology into
pedagogical innovations (Wong, 2008).
Bonk (2010) suggests ten technological opportunities that have the potential to
transform education by altering where, when and how learning takes place. They include
Web searching in the world of e-books, E-learning and blended learning, Availability of
open-source and free software, Leveraged resources and open courseware, Learning
object repositories and portals, Learner participation in open information communities,
Electronic collaboration, Alternate reality learning, Real-time mobility and portability,
and Networks of personalized learning, WE-ALL-LEARN.
Government nonprofit and corporate initiatives are placing greater emphasis on
digital book content. Korea has started a digital textbook project. California is placing a
greater emphasis on digital education. Vail School District in Arizona has adopted an
approach called Beyond Textbooks.
Mobile learning is the current mantra of many educators. Digital books on mobile
devices change the traditional classroom setting. “If one percent of the 85,000
applications for the iPhone are educational, thousands of possible learning adventures are
at one’s finger tips” (Bonk, 2010, p. 63). Rather than ban mobile technologies school
officials need to thoughtfully consider where and when and how to use such devices.
Accepting technology and realizing the role technology can play in the teaching and
learning process will help the principal lead effectively (Afshari, 2010).
Some predictions of mobile learning include digital books, e-mentors or ecoaches, electing global partners, global peer partners will form mini-school communities
and unique school-based social networking groups projects might include learning how to

cope with natural disasters. Teachers will be everywhere and will assume the role of
concierge “ who finds and suggests education resources as learner needs them” (Bonk,
2010, p. 64). Students of the future “will be ideal problem finders and solvers and will set
high personal achievement standards” (Bonk, 2010, p. 64). The future of schooling could
include international academic degrees and dropouts dropping back in.
Schools are entering a shared learning era with personalized learning
environments thanks to the developing technologies. Blended learning is on the way.
Effective transformational school leadership is key to determining the most effective
blend of blended learning (Bonk, 2010).
A Critical Response
Thousands of educational applications at one’s fingertips may have negative
effects on learning. Researchers question whether or not the rapid pace at which
information can be accessed is affecting our student’s attention spans. “According to
neuroscientists multitasking is not possible the brain can only attend to one thing at a
time”(Sprenger, 2009, p. 34). Students are putting themselves in a state of partial
attention and are motivated by a desire to be busy and connected to someone rather than
to be productive.
Excessive connectedness can cause stress, which results in the release of cortisol
and adrenaline from the adrenal glands. Initially this cocktail enhances memory.
But over time stress chemicals can lower the effectiveness of the immune system,
weaken cognitive functioning, and, in some cases, cause depression” (Sprenger,
2009, p.36).
These consequences could put one’s ability to problem solve at risk which contradicts
inquiry or problem based learning (Sprenger, 2009). Furthermore,
Students confuse data with knowledge and thus lose the opportunity to apply
intellectual filters in a manner that reflects critical thinking. Today more than

ever, students need guidance to turn the Web’s deluge of information into
meaningful knowledge. Let’s remember that online interaction will never replace
the human connections that underlie the most powerful education (Reeves, 2009,
p. 89).
Philosophical Thrust Behind Technology Integration
Fujimoto, CEO and president of Landmark Consulting Group, a technology
consulting company in Napa suggests technology integration goes back to the core
philosophy of educating students (Lozada 1997). According to Socrates “we learn best
by asking essential questions and testing tentative answers against reason and fact in a
continual and virtuous circle of honest debate” (Cookson, 2009, p. 8). New technologies
allow students to communicate; therefore, ask these questions and test answers in new
ways. Neither are students restricted to the teacher as a sole provider of content
knowledge nor are they restricted to their classrooms as the sole learning environment.
Researchers argue, “incessant communication is really a complex manifestation of
miscommunication that does not lead to intellectual growth but rather to a stunting of
genuine intellectual development”(Cookson, 2009, p. 10). Transformational leaders need
to lead their schools in the direction of technology as a way of changing pedagogy not
just a fancy communication tool. Socrates’ wisdom will be lost if the implementation of
technology is solely a communication system’s update. The principal is key to realizing
the educational potential of information and communication technology (Afshari, 2010).
To successfully face the rigorous higher-education coursework and a globally
competitive work environment, schools must align classroom environments and
core subjects with 21st century skills. By combining both skills and content
educators can impart the expertise required for success in today’s world
(Cookson, 2009, p. 11).
Technology integration should support a full immersion learning experience. Technology
should be thought of as an extension of our minds (Cookson, 2009). Immersive

technologies should transform teaching and leaders need to lead this transformation.
Cookson (2009) contends that much talent has been lost since the 19th century due to
stifling education routines driven by efficiency. This is supported by current high school
dropout rates.
Socrates did not teach in a conventional classroom; his classroom was wherever
he and his students found themselves. His was the first “personal learning
network” and he taught with the most enduring teaching tool of all time- the
purposeful conversation. He called himself a citizen of the world because the
questions he asked were universal” (Cookson, 2009, p.14).
21st century technologies such as Web 2.0 can support and develop purposeful
conversations in unconventional classrooms around the world.
A Critical Response
Business leaders, politicians, and educators believe that students need 21st century
skills to be successful today. “It’s exciting to believe that we live in times that are so
revolutionary that they demand new and different abilities. But in fact, the skills students
need in the 21st century are not new” (Rotherman, 2010, p.17). Critical thinking and
problem solving have been part of human progress long before the development of the
iphone. For example without mobile devices humanity witnessed the invention of
vaccines, the development of tools, and the exploration of the land and sea. “The need for
mastery of different kinds of knowledge, ranging from facts to complex analysis? Not
new either. In The Republic, Plato wrote about four distinct levels of intellect. Perhaps at
the time, these were considered “3rd-century BCE skills”?” (Rotherman, 2010 p.17).
What is new is the extent to which changes in the economy mean, “that collective
and individual success depends on having such skills” (Rotherman, 2010 p.17). However

educators must ensure that the instructional program is complete and that content is not
shortchanged for a pursuit of skills (Rotherman, 2010).
Twenty-first Century Skills
“The 21st century mind will need to successfully manage the complexity and
diversity of our world by becoming more fluid, more flexible, more focused on reality,
and radically more innovative” (Cookson, 2009, p. 10). Critical reflection, empirical
reasoning, collective intelligence and metacognition are essential elements to a new
approach to education. Critical reflection will help students see the world through
multiple points of view. Empirical reasoning will help students take social responsibility
and problem solve. Collective intelligence will help students see the power of shared
knowledge. Metacognition will help students monitor their own learning and use higherorder learning processes to solve problems. The Framework for 21st Century Learning
lists the following four components:
1. Core subjects and 21century themes (such as language arts, mathematics,
science, global awareness, and financial literacy).
2. Learning and innovation skills (such as creativity and innovation and critical
thinking and problem solving).
3. Information, media, and technology skills.
4. Life and career skills (such as initiative and self-direction) (Cookson, 2009,
p.11).
Vision of Transformational Leaders
A school system that continuously seeks an idealized future for itself and who’s
future is different than the current system is one that must be transformed. The success

of this transformational change is built on a vision shared by all stakeholders (Duffy,
2008). The principal as a transformational leader provides the school with a vision of
future conditions for the implementation of technology. In addition leaders “foster an
environment and culture conducive to the realization of that vision” (Kara-Soteriou,
2009, p. 92). Findings indicate that principals encouraged and motivated teachers to
envision future states (Hadjithoma-Garstka, 2011). Envisioning a desired future state and
showing how to get there is fundamental to effective leadership. Envisioning integrates
what is possible and what can be realized. It provides goals for others to pursue.
Furthermore, envisioning drives and guides an organizations’ development (Afshari,
2010). Part of the transformational leadership role is a vision of learning and teaching,
productivity and professional practice, support management and operations and
assessment and evaluation with the implementation of technology (Kara-Soteriou, 2009).
Yee (2001) has learned that she must shift her personal vision to value ICT as a learning
tool. “Tim Ferguson could be characterized as a visionary principal because he has
established a context for technology in the school and he understands how technology
can transform the learning environment for teachers and students” (Kara-Soteriou, 2009,
p.91).
School Culture
Leadership styles influence the organizational culture consequently affecting the
implementation of technology (Hadjithoma-Garstka, 2011). No single action shapes a
school’s culture (Bowers, 1990). “Schools with cultures that value professionalism,
productivity and experimentation could become exemplary demonstration schools of new
practices becoming champions of new approaches to teaching and learning (Bowers,

1990, p.5). The importance of both principals and leadership teams exercising
transformational leadership behaviors on the development of positive school cultures was
established through the analysis of both quantative and qualitative data (Lucas, 2002).

Technology Integration

The integration of technology takes on many forms depending on the school
design and specific subject area.

The Science Leadership Academy is an inquiry-driven, project-based school
where students are assessed by the work of their own creation (Lehmann, 2007). Central
to the idea of the school was the design of the building as it was to serve a particular
pedagogy. This Web 2.0 School uses Internet-based tools that allow everyone to be
active equal participants and fosters a continuous flow of information. The technology at
this school allows students and teachers to create content as much as receive content. As
members of global social networks learning and collaboration occurs twenty-four hours a
day. The U.S Department of Education is interested in the evolution of this school and is
inviting educators to re-imagine what is possible.

A school that truly is designed for the future may also go beyond the literal
building itself, or at least not require a massive investment in state-of-the-art
campus design. Sometimes, as I’ve learned, it shows up in small choices that
allow kids and teachers to connect, collaborate, and create (Lehmann, 2007, p.11).
These choices can include an Apple iBooks laptop program, open-source web portal that
uses Moodle, Drupal and Elgg and expecting students and teachers to go beyond using
technology and to build and co-write software (Lehmann, 2007).

Coppell campus decided to use wireless laptops to increase flexibility and
mobility throughout the school, creating a 21st century learning center. The technology
director pointed out that people in the workplace have laptops or handheld devices and
take them with them wherever they go so students should be able to do the same thing.
The environment is key to allowing the instructional goals to flourish and an educational
culture to develop. “It's really all about the culture, the collaboration, the soft skills that
students are learning through the project- based-learning methodology…our ultimate goal
is that the instruction drive the design, and that the design inspire learning” (Demski,
2009, p. 38).
Another example of technology integration is through the use of Google Apps and
Netbooks. A teacher-librarian at Adam Scott CVI is piloting these two projects that
support two important trends in educational technology according to the Horizon Report,
cloud computing and portability (Nevin, 2009). “These projects had an immediate and
significant effect on improving learning for students as well as inspiring teachers to
integrate technology in the classroom in order to engage students” (Nevin, 2009, p.35).
There are thousands of schools and millions of students around the world registered for
Google Apps Education Edition.

Mobile technology allows students in science class to use PALM pilots to write
newspaper articles about the condition of the water in local streams. Furthermore, the
students used the PALM pilots and wireless probes to test the quality of the water
(Bestwick, 2010).

Webspiration is an online application that helps individuals organize ideas and
visualize their thinking for writing. It allows collaboration, fosters creativity and supports
problem solving. Groups can work at the same time or at different times as Webspiration
saves all work automatically as information is added (Bestwick, 2010).

Wiki can be used as a tool for a group of students to collaboratively edit one
document due to the flexible and collaborative learning environment that the tool offers.
Wiki as described by teachers provided a unique learning environment for their students
to create projects either individually, in small groups, or as an entire class group. Wiki
allowed individual students to post their ideas and share their thoughts in either a face-toface class or in an online learning environment. Teachers also suggested that Wiki could
be used for professional development and to track student’s progress and contributions to
group assignments (Chen, 2012).
All of these examples are just some of hundreds of ways principals can encourage
teachers to make small choices that allow students and teachers to collaborate and create
through technology. In other words, change the game in pedagogy through technology
integration.
Transformational Leadership
Leading people (as opposed to simply managing them) in a new direction means
reshaping their view of the world. It means shattering their sense of stability,
tossing out their old standards of success, and prying them loose from the status
quo. And then it means replacing what you’ve wiped out with a new, coherent
and energizing vision of what you believe the future can and should be (Nadler,
1988, p. 55 as cited in Mednick, 1999, p.31).
The electronic revolution is demanding a new direction in education. Educators
must ask basic questions about schooling. What is happening in school? What are

schools designed for? What sort of human beings are schools trying to create?
(Mednick, 1999).
Data from more than 800 schools in the USA showed technology leadership is even
more necessary than infrastructure to integrate technology. The roles of the principals
include change agents, lifelong learner, main supporter and resource provider (Afshari,
2010).
As lifelong learners transformational leaders will determine how well technology is
used in school by “gaining a thorough understanding of computer technology capabilities
embracing the use of technology in their own professional lives and by taking a
leadership role in using technology effectively and efficiently” (Kara-Soteriou, 2009, p.
92).
Some researchers suggest technology integration is more about principals
supporting teachers than equipment and software (Afshari, 2010). Principal supported
projects have more of a chance to succeed because they are not only taken seriously but
also more likely to be adequately resourced (Hadjithoma-Garstka, 2011).
Transformational leaders show their teachers new ways of looking at old problems,
encourage creativity, open-mindedness and facilitate conditions and events that create a
positive environment for technology adoption. Principals change and improve education
through the implementation of technology by modeling the transformational components
of charisma, inspirational motivation, intellectual stimulation and individualized
consideration in their schools (Afshari, 2010). However, looking at the future, a question
that arises is “if the constraints of the hierarchical, bureaucratic and centralized

educational system will overrule the individuals' personal qualities that influence
implementation” (Hadjithoma-Garstka, 2011, p. 324).
A Critical Response
While research suggests “ a transformational approach to leadership is likely to be
more effective in overcoming barriers to change than a transactional leadership approach
that concentrates on technical problem solving to the neglect of people and organizational
issue” (Afshari, 2010, p. 10) other organizations are turning to a distributed leadership
approach to implement technology such that it fosters new forms of teaching and
learning. Essential elements to the distributed leadership approach included technology
leadership teams, technology planning, and commitment to fostering change, test-bed
culture, and commitment to sustaining change. Furthermore, it includes an awareness of
the change process, a shared vision, shared values and beliefs and a shared culture of
technology integration. Technology integration includes creating new knowledge,
advocating new norms, raising and discussing issues and guiding other teachers. Topics
of discussion include cloud computing, digital reading, and games in learning, and
developing position statements and related action plans. Finally, it involves exploration
of social technologies and social media at the school and the identification of ways in
which theses tools can enhance communication and classroom learning experiences. The
distributed approach is rooted in the belief that no one person has all the knowledge and
experience necessary to create a learning environment to meet the needs of every student
(Luthra, 2011).

Conclusion
The role of the principal as a transformational leader is first and foremost to
accept technology as a means for educational reform. Transformational leaders cannot
open the eyes of stakeholders if they themselves do not accept the educational potential
of these tools. If the transformational leader does not ask essential questions about
schooling and rethink think assumptions of what schools can be they will fail to
implement technology in such a way that it changes learning. They will do as principals
have in the past fill a school with computers that function as powered pencils. The
principal must develop an understanding of the capacities of new technology and of how
teaching and learning can change with technology. An active role in technology
inititatives at the school and district levels will help develop their personal proficiency. It
cannot be denied that as individuals transformational leaders cannot be experts of content
knowledge in each and every discipline; therefore, teachers and principals as followers
and leaders must support one another through the transformation of the use of
technology. With this in mind principals and stakeholders must work together to create a
vision of future conditions for technology implementation. The vision requires goals for
inquiry based learning and technology integration but it will not be realized if the school
culture does not foster an environment that explores new techniques in teaching and
learning. A risk taking culture among staff for the use of technology is needed to ensure
that the potential of changing pedagogy is realized. The transformational leader needs to
lead an educational reform and support and transform individuals such that the change is
real. The changes taking place do not necessarily require an overhaul of the traditional
school building, rather an accumulation of choices that construct a complete instructional

program that meets the demands of 21st century learning. While research suggests a
transformational leadership approach is most effective to bring about change in an
organization, such as technology integration, research also suggests distributed leadership
is the approach needed to achieve these goals. More research is needed to determine
which leadership style would best bring about meaningful change through the
implementation of technology.
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This paper advances the authors’ previous work to improve the communication abilities of special
needs (k-12) students by utilizing communication aids that can decode dot-codes printed on paper.
With the recent development of the Grid Onput system, by Gridmark, these aids can enable more
than one multimedia file (video, Web page, html, PowerPoint, etc.) to be linked to each dot-code
in addition to audio; touching the printed dot-code with a sound- and scanner-pen reproduces the
audios and multimedia. This paper reports on recent successes using the dot codes and Grid Onput
system at several special needs schools in Japan.
Keywords: Dot-codes, Multimedia, Sound pen, Scanner pen, Handmade teaching material,
School activity

1. INTRODUCTION
It is important for students with communication disorders or cognitive disabilities to
relay their thoughts and needs to others by means such as signs, gestures, and tools; these
communicative means enhance their lives and help them get along with others and in society.
Special needs schools help teach these skills and provide essential support for these students
(Johnston, Beard & Carpenter, 2007; Dell, Newton, & Petroff, 2008).
Augmentative and Alternative Communication (AAC) Technology has been used
widely to give students with severe speech, language, and communication difficulties the
opportunity to attain successful communication and relations with others (Belson, 2003). AAC
systems use symbols that represent the student’s message, be it one word, a full sentence, or

multiple sentences. After professional consultation, students with severe speech-language deficits,
and any individuals they may be involved with on a daily basis are taught, how to use an assistive
technology (AT) device to facilitate better communication skills (Johnston, Beard & Carpenter,
2007). The AT can range from no tech to light tech to high tech, and allows for the selection of a
communication device that best suits the student needs (Vanderheiden, 1984). The practical use of
AT devices in the classroom was depicted by Dell, Newton, & Petroff (2008).
Researchers and developers have established many teaching aids that utilize assistive
technology; among them, voice output communication aids (VOCA) are widely known and used.
School activities using VOCA sometimes work very effectively for these students (Ace Center,
2011; Axistive, 2007; Disabled Living Foundation, 2011; Gateway, 2011; Inclusive design
research center, 2011; Sussex community, 2011). In most cases, though, the number of outputs
and the time duration are limited. Therefore, the authors of this study have previously documented
the use of three communication aids that can decode dot-codes printed on paper, and can allow for
multiple outputs and an extended duration (Anderson, et al. 2008; Ikuta, 2008a; Ikuta, 2008b;
Ikuta et al. 2011; Kaneko et al. 2011; Ikuta, 2011; Ikuta et al. 2012). By using these systems,
schoolteachers can make original handmade teaching materials suitable for the independent needs
and desires of each student in their class.
We also developed original hand-made teaching materials that, when used in
combination with Scan Talk developed by Olympus (1999), can pronounce original voices and
sounds by “reading” and interpreting the dot codes printed on paper, and have conducted school
activities at special needs and ordinary schools using these materials for students with severe
hand/finger issues or mental challenges (Ohshima, et al., 2007; Okawara, et al. 2008; Anderson, et
al. 2008; Ikuta, 2008a; Ikuta, 2008b; Ikuta, 2011; Kaneko et al. 2011; Ikuta et al., 2011; Ikuta et al.,
2012). We previously reported on the long-term benefits of these activities to help teach students
to communicate with family and classmates, experience the pleasures and satisfactions of
everyday life, gain confidence, and improve the ability to perform tasks necessary for daily life
(Nemoto & Ikuta, 2010; Ishitobi, Ezoe & Ikuta, 2010).
From these activities, we gleaned that it is essential for the schoolteachers to develop
original materials to support the individual needs and desires of each student. Moreover, though,
we noted that students with hand or finger difficulties, those with severe mental challenges at
special needs schools, and those in the lower grades at ordinary schools had marked difficulty
tracing the dot-codes correctly and joining in the same activities as other classmates (Ohshima et
al. 2007; Okawara, et al. 2008). We therefore began collaborative research with a venture business
company, Gridmark (2004), to develop handmade teaching materials with a new dot-code system
(Kaneko et al. 2011; Ikuta, 2011; Ikuta et al. 2012); Grid Onput (Gridmark, 2004) and its soundand scanner pen are SPEAKING PEN and G1-Scanner, respectively. Instead of needing to trace
longer dot-codes, students with difficulties can now simply touch the printed dot-code with the
sound pen in order to reproduce original voices and sounds clearly. This Grid Onput system
allows for multiple audio files to be linked to one dot-code, and multiple multimedia formats
(movies, Web pages, html files, PowerPoint, etc.) to be linked to the same dot-code. These new

and valuable features enhance learning activities for students with challenges. This paper
introduces the software and hardware for the Grid Onput system, offers insight into the
development of original handmade teaching materials, and reports on several activities utilizing
these tools that were performed at special needs schools.

2. DOT-CODES THAT CAN HANDLE MULTIMEDIA: SOFTWARE
AND HARDWARE
The Grid Onput hardware, SPEAKING PEN is shown in Figure 1, with handmade
teaching materials. A snapshot of the software, GridLayouter (OKIdata, 2009), is shown in Figure
2, where three frames (a thumbnail frame on the left, a main frame in the center, and a property
frame on the right) are visible. One of the pages of a .pdf file, published in the previous procedure,
is selected and shown in the main view panel, where the positions linked to voice and sound
should be marked with a square or circle. The marked positions are numbered by turns in the right
property panel. The overlapped dot-codes printed with a specially designed OKIdata c380dn color
printer are almost invisible to the naked eye.

Figure 1 SPEAKING PEN with handmade materials

Figure 2 Screenshot of GridLayouter

Figure 3 G1-Scanner

The system also includes an assembly source program that links each dot-code with the
corresponding MP3 audio file and a batch file to compile such a program and make it executable. The
generated executable file is installed into the Micro SD card of a SPEAKING PEN.

By utilizing an assembly source program, more than one audio file can be linked to a
dot-code, thus advanced content such as a bilingual (or trilingual, etc) supplementary reader can be
loaded. Recently we’ve development of a new and simple method using a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
to link each audio with the corresponding dot-code.
A screenshot of GridLayouter for the bilingual content of a Japanese folk story (Jizo with a
School Bag) is shown in Figure 2; the story can be listened to in either Japanese or English by touching
specially designed icons. For this content, an icon with a new dot-code is placed at the lower-right
corner of each page, as shown in Figure 2. For the content of a lesson entitled Let’s Read More Books,
though, the dot-codes are distributed across the entire sheet, so even blind students can use it; touching
any position on the sheet with a new SEAKING PEN can reproduce the original voices and sounds.
Thus the system allows a wide range of content applications.
The Grid Onput has another enhanced feature: more than one multimedia type (movie,
picture, web page, html file, PowerPoint file, etc.) can be linked to each dot-code, in addition to the
audio. The linked multimedia is displayed on the screen of a tablet or computer connected to a
G1-Scanner pen shown in Figure 3 (OKIdata, 2010). The icon shown in the lower right corner of
Figure 4 is first marked with a square or circle by using the Grid Layouter and linked to the
corresponding audio file by editing and compiling an assembly source program. The second file can be
linked to the same dot-code by using another software, Grid Content Studio (OKIdata, 2010).
The Grid Content Studio shown in Figure 5 also has three panels: a content list panel on
the left, a preview panel in the upper right, and a link list panel at the lower right. All multimedia files
linked to the dot-codes are first dragged and dropped into the content list panel. These files are then
linked with the corresponding dot-codes one by one using the link list panel. Such linking is finally
saved as an executable file by selecting the “Save” button. The movie linked to the icon located in the
Figure 4 is a video recorded at the Tama Zoo, Tokyo, and is reproduced on the tablet or PC screen by
activating the executable file beforehand and then touching the dot-codes with a G1-Scanner.

Figure 4 GridLayouter for audio linking

Figure 5 Multimedia linking Figure 6 A specially designed sheet

The biggest limitation of the Grid Onput system might be the cost associated with printing
the dot codes, which can only be accomplished using a pricey model of OKIdata c380dn. To overcome
this deficiency, a specially-designed sheet (Figure 6) can be prepared, where the order for each

dot-code is imprinted on each square icon beforehand with a GridLayouter. Each square icon on the
sheet can then be pasted on the target object and touched with a SPEAKING PEN or G1-Scanner.

3. SCHOOL ACTIVITIES USING HANDMADE TEACHING MATERIALS
WITH NEW DOT-CODES
3.1 Self-help supports
At the School for the Mentally Challenged at Otsuka, teachers have undertaken several
activities to improve students’ listening and telling skills by using the new SPEAKING PEN.
In the Looking Back activity, which requires students to relay their memories on various
subjects to classmates, those who were weak at writing were able to overlay their feelings and thoughts
on memorial pictures and photos with their voices as dot-codes, and presented their memories to
classmates by touching them with a SPEAKING PEN.
In the Matching Words with Pictures activity, to cultivate student’s acquisition of
vocabulary, teachers placed handmade sheets of paper containing dot-codes over words and prepared a
series of photographs and images to match the words. The students ticked the dot-codes off on their
fingers, pointed their fingers at the pictorial representation of the item, and after using the SPEAKING
PEN to produce the name of the item, brought it to the teacher. (Figure 7)
In the Cultivating Listening activity to improve students’ listening capabilities, teachers
made various handmade sheets on which the dot-codes for the SPEAKING PEN were placed across
the entire body of a picture, so the students could use it easily. Students touched the dot codes with the
SPEAKING PEN to reveal the sounds of various vehicles, animals, telephones, slurping noodles,
fireworks, thunder and so on. As a result of this activity, some students have learned to identify the
sounds and can exchange several words with classmates.
Students in lower grades were surprised that just touching the picture/photos could
reproduce voices and sounds clearly, and they often wanted to use the sheets and SPEAKING PENs
during breaks in class. One student with severe mental challenges first floundered with the system but
soon learned to put the SPEAKING PEN near his ear to listen to the voice produced from the sound
pen.
In Writing Composition and Its Presentation, teachers asked students who were poor at
writing to present their feelings and thoughts about various school events by touching a picture on the
sheet using a SPEAKING PEN; the students or teachers had previously recorded an audio file that was
embedded in the dot codes and represented the picture. The students ticked their writing texts off on
their fingers while their voice was reproduced. The pieces produced during this activity were displayed
in the hallway of the school so anyone could listen to the students’ feelings and thoughts at any time.
These efforts allowed the students to share their memories with each other.
On the recent Field Day Festival, with the help of a teacher, a junior high school student
with intellectual and language expressive disabilities acted as master of ceremonies for the festival by
using the Grid Onput system. (Figure 8)

At the School for Special Needs Education at Hirosaki University, one teacher has started
to conduct several self-help support activities for five students: one with a mental challenge, three with
Down’s syndrome, and one with autism. These five students’ averaged intelligence quotient
corresponds to that of 3 year-old children. Using the SPEAKING PEN, G1-Scanner pen, and
handmade original sheets, the teacher has come up with four different activities:
(1) Learning Names of Friends and Teachers: In this activity, a picture sheet for each person is
overlaid with the dot-codes. The students attempted to pronounce his/her name and verified it
by touching the dot-codes on the picture sheet. They tried to handle a SPEAKING PEN by
themselves, and to repeat the correct pronunciation once they heard it. This activity was also
used to call the roll the beginning of the morning. After several repetitions of this activity, the
students learned to pronounce their names, though with some difficulty still.
(2) Learning Lines by Heart: The students learned their lines for a class play at a culture festival
and Halloween party by touching the dot-codes placed over the script described in pictures.
They listened to their lines practiced by following the dot-codes several times, and after
several repetitions could finally master speaking their own parts for the play.
(3) Passing Free Time by Reading Picture Books and Listening to Music: The teacher placed dot
code-laden icons on each page of several picture books and on pictures and printed handmade
sheets (Figure 9). During free times such as lunch, students were encouraged to use the
SPEAKING PEN to “read” the books and listen to the recoded words and music that are
encoded in the dots.
(4) Looking Back by Selecting a Suitable Movie: To help students improve their ability to recite
the events of their day, the teacher placed dot codes on photo icons of the student’s daily
activities. When students touched the icon with the SPEAKING PEN, it activated a video that
corresponded to the activity.

Figure 7 Matching word with picture

Figure 8 At the field day festival

Figure 9 Reading picture books.

3.2 Extracurricular activities
In conjunction with his university students, one of the present authors (S. I.) created
handmade content for elementary school students using the Grid Onput system. To prepare first and
second grade students at Kirigaoka School for the Physically Challenged for a field trip to the zoo, the
“Let’s Play Tama Zoo” activity includes more than 200 audio files and 23 movies of various animals.

The activity provided students with about 70 questions with two hints for each animal, and the students
could verify the right answers by using a SPEAKING PEN. Three audios (two hints and the correct
answer) are linked to each dot-code, and some dot codes also contain links to movie/video files.
By touching the dot codes superimposed over the animals’ silhouettes on a sheet of paper, students
could hear two hints for each animal and answer the quizzes. The students enjoyed the movies placed
over some of the animals’ silhouettes on the zoo map. Even those students with hand/finger difficulties
could use the content perfectly.
The new handmade content and SPEAKING PEN were also utilized in the fifth and sixth
grade joint-class (Figure 10) as well as the seventh grade class. The Tama zoo content was also used at
the School for the Mentally Challenged at Otsuka (Figure 11) and several ordinary elementary schools
in Hachioji and Hino, Tokyo.
In another usage of the Grid Output system, the students at Otsuma Women’s University
made content for a field trip to Mount Takao taken by elementary and junior high school students at the
School for the Mentally Challenged at Otsuka. Mount Takao is a popular recreation area for both
Japanese residents and foreign visitors, as it is fairly close to downtown Tokyo and rich in scenic
beauty. (Figure 12) The content for the field trip included more than 60 audio clips providing
information on the history of Mt. Takao, the Takao-san Yakuo-in temple, and oral descriptions of the
famous scenic mountain views. Students accessed the clips prior to their outing by simply touching the
dot-codes placed on the laminated content with a SPEAKING PEN. During the excursion, the
university students also recorded video clips and are now trying to input these clips into the content
that will allow the younger students to look back at their trip. (Takao-san Yakuo-in, 2012)

Figure 10 Playing Tama Zoo audios

Figure 11 Playing Tama Zoo movies

Figure 12 Mt. Takao content

4. CONCLUSION
In the present paper, we have reported various school activities using the Grid Onput
system. This system made it possible for the students with challenges to learn vocabulary, grasp word
meanings, and achieve meaningful relationships. Even students with hand or finger difficulties and
severe mental disabilities, including autism, could use the SPEAKING PEN by just touching the
printed dot-codes on the paper; the students gained an understanding of the relation between pictures
and corresponding words, between spoken and written words, and between words and their meanings.

They also learned how to communicate with others and experience the pleasures and satisfactions of
everyday life, and thus gained competence and confidence in themselves.
By performing the extensive coding of an assembly source program in the Grid Onput
system, more than one audio file can be linked to each dot-code; thus advanced content such as a
bilingual (trilingual and so on) supplementary reader could be easily developed for second-language
learners. More than one multimedia file can also be linked to the same dot-code, in addition to audio.
The Grid Onput system may enable schoolteachers to develop original content and engaging school
activities for students with speaking and hearing challenges.
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evaluating the quality of tracking decisions in school systems with hierarchical tracks. The
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that the usual way of validating tracking decisions is prone to neglect misclassified students.
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Abstract
Tracking in educational contexts means separating students by academic ability into groups of
students (classes, schools). In educational systems with hierarchical tracking (like in Germany
or Luxembourg), students' achievements in primary school determine the type of future
schooling they will be permitted to attend, and therefore the type of education they will
receive. By contrast, other countries including Canada, Japan, Norway, Sweden, the United
Kingdom, and the United States essentially keep their entire lower secondary school system
comprehensive.
Although tracking decisions are primarily based on students’ achievements, the distributions
of their academic competences in secondary school strongly overlap between different school
tracks (e. g., Scharenberg, Gröhlich, Guill, & Bos, 2010). However, the evaluation of tracking
decisions usually is based on whether or not a student has kept the track to that she or he was
initially assigned. As a result, students with high academic competencies are often assigned to
lower school tracks, whereas students with low academic competencies attend higher school
tracks.
To overcome the neglect of misclassified students, we supplemented the usual measure of
students’ success (“keeping the track”) by applying an alternative validation criterion for
tracking decisions which was based on standardized achievement test scores. In the present
study, a sample of n = 2,300 Luxembourgish 9th graders was used in order to examine the
degree of misclassification due to tracking decisions. Of all students, scores of academic
achievement tests were obtained at the beginning of 9th grade. The distributions of the test
scores, when separated for the academic track and the vocational track, overlapped to a large
degree. Based on the intersection of both distributions, we determined two competence levels,
each of which representing the competence of a student that was “typical” for the
corresponding track. With respect to their individual test scores, we assigned students to one
of these competence levels. Students being assigned to the lower competence level showed
test scores that were more likely to occur within the vocational track than within the academic
track. The reverse was true for students who had been assigned to the higher competence level.
A high agreement between the competence levels and the tracking decision would indicate a
precise prediction of the competence that is necessary for succeeding on the corresponding
track. However, it turned out that about 20 % of the students attended a track that did not
match their competence level. Whereas the agreement between tracking decisions and actual
tracks in 9th grade was fairly high (κ = .93), the agreement between tracking decisions and
competence levels was only moderate (κ = .56).
The results obtained show that tracking decisions in Luxembourg are prone to errors to a
comparatively large degree. In our paper, we will discuss potential extensions of the
validation criterion, and possible consequences of its application in school.
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Introduction
During the past 3 to 5 years, the fields of health behavior research and preventive
health education have begun to expand and refine research approaches to include
more sophisticated quantitative as well as qualitative analyses.(1) New software in
both of these research traditions has provided investigators in health behavior with
effective and time-efficient tools for analyzing and displaying collected results .(2)

Unfortunately this burgeoning and technologically-driven trend has not resulted in
enhanced education of the public health consumer. The sheer complexity of much

health behavior research is not easily understood by non-academic audiences.(3)
Frequently these audiences are at-risk or “hidden” populations which require accurate
and clear information regarding their health risk profiles. The completely unfounded
outcry over pediatric vaccinations and autism some years back shows just how
misinformed and easily mislead the public is with regard to scientific bases for health
outcomes research and subsequent health policy . As reported in the British medical
journal Lancet there was no empirically valid data in the study linking these two
factors together yet a subsequent media-frenzy over ludicrous comments by a
Hollywood actress (J. McCarthy) spurred many parents in Britain as well as the US to
not follow the Public Health Service Guidelines for vaccinating their children.(4)
Partially in response to these kinds of problems, health-related research organizations
have started to design health information campaigns that employ techniques that
present health information more clearly to consumers. Color-plated infographics for
example have been created and diffused via social media networks to try to help
educate various public health constituencies about erroneous, misrepresented or
confusing health findings. The national environmental health foundation has been
particularly successful in this area (http://www.neefusa.org). New research in health
numeracy and health communication has suggested that health-related information be
tailored to the individual’s quantitative aptitude level so as to maximize
comprehension. (5)

Justification
In brief a need exists in health behavior research to develop more creative ways to
effectively, accurately and more clearly convey scientific outcomes to all audiences.
(6) We propose that techniques from the emerging sub-discipline of “health
geography” be considered as one route to achieving this goal. Adapting and applying
this new research literature and its creative visual techniques for portraying
relationships among health problems and their causative factors can assist health
researchers in presenting more effective portrayals of their results. Considering that
the vast majority of health behavior studies occur within interactive cultural and
economic contexts and at multiple levels (i.e., the neighborhood as the unit of
measurement is becoming more common in various community health studies) and
that outcome data is invariably statistical, investigators should strive to portray results
as clearly as possible.(7) Specifically, spatial health geography methods can help
attain this goal. It should be noted that these approaches as Sloan and Grossman have
suggested are equally effective at enhancing clarity in quantitative, qualitative and
mixed methods data presentation efforts. (8)

Relevant Spatial Techniques
Augmented Reality & Cartographic Animation.
Some of the more novel techniques relevant to health studies data portrayal

spatial approaches are those that incorporate animated graphic visualizations of health
outcomes data. Such methods portray clusters of collected data using animation with
visual depiction methods such as augmented reality animation. Such methods present
data with regard to space and time without the need for statistics or complex and
densely-packed quantitative tables. They also do not require lengthy and intricately
detailed qualitative narratives. One contemporary example of this technique is by
Hans Rosling and his 200 Countries, 200 Years in 4 minutes –The joy of stats,
produced by the BBC Four . (9) In this augmented reality animation Rosling stands
behind a transparent monitor moving mortality, income and longevity data by country
(spatial unit) over 200 years (temporal unit). The animation clearly portrays for
viewers how these factors have produced poorer compared to wealthier (healthier)
nation outcomes. What is most compelling however is that no statistical measures
(CI’s, ANOVA F values or p < .0001) are required.

An additional application in this area is the recent animated cartographic display of
AIDs spread world-wide by the UNESCO Culture GIS (Geographic Information
System) Unit, 2010. (10) When viewing such data by space and time consumers can
readily see the general pattern of new incidence (i.e., spread) and existing prevalence
(i.e., burden) in a global panorama. Easily understood from such depictions are the
discrepant trends in AIDs by regions of the earth and thus the urgency to combat HIV
in high risk areas.

Health behavior campaigns have not generally utilized these methods due to the fact that
most investigators are unaware and/or untrained in using such applications to portray
health behavior change research outcomes. More commonly researchers will present
percent change estimates in line figure format like Figure 1 below. Such data displays can
often be misleading and ultimately noncreative .

Health Mapping with Rate Smoothing.
While there is some health mapping utilized in our research literature rate smoothing
techniques are not employed regularly in most health behavior research literature due
to the fact that few health behavior faculty receive this training during their graduate
training. According to Middleton (2008), such processes remove “local variations” in
collected space and time data by averaging values for a greater area of the target
region. (11) In epidemiology this is referred to as the classic “denominator neglect”
error where failing to specify the correct population at risk for some outcome (i.e.,
numerator) can lead to an invalid incidence rate.

Yet many Geographic Information System (GIS) experts caution that mapping like
statistics can be used to misrepresent findings. Bell and associates (2006) went as far
as to state that the classic spot maps used by John Snow in 1854 to elucidate the
relationship between contaminated water sources and cholera cases in London could
easily be altered to show no causal link between location of source and case. (12)

Geographic analysts consider rate smoothing techniques more precise especially when
the point estimates reflect low incidence rates in a specific place and time. While not
described here an array of other mapping techniques are available to health education
investigators. Among these are: thematic maps which show data patterns along with
influencing “covariates” such as SES level, point distribution maps which show
individual cases by geographic area, dot density maps which plot individual density of
a phenomenon (i.e., health care clinics) by area and graduated symbol maps which

incorporate added information by scaling symbols according to the value related to the
event being portrayed. (13)

Spatial Autocorrelation & MAUP: Modifiable Areal Unit Problem.
In the majority of experimental and quasi-experimental health behavior research trials
Investigator’s tend to employ various parametric statistical tests (i.e., ANOVA, t-tests).
One assumption for such tests is that measured events are not related but are independent
of each other. Rarely do researcher’s in our discipline note the violation of this
assumption in reported papers. The result is that too often many outcomes are suspect:
conclusions will often change if one aggregates the same data to a different geographical
area and it is the researcher who is normally responsible for what area parameters are
selected. One exception to this is when a PI has received feedback on their design and
analysis from the Review Panel (NIH routinely offers such feedback) to alter data
collection for specifying the denominator in a more accurate way.

Stated differently: when point-based estimates of spatial phenomena (i., population
density) are aggregated into districts, results shown in public health rates, ratios and
proportions are directly influenced by the investigators own sampling purpose. Such
arbitrary choices, similar to choosing p < .05 or p <.01 prior to an intervention or
experimental study, does little to enhance scientific credibility in the public’s eye and
may be blatantly biased. This measurement dilemma is referred to by geographic health
analysts as the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP). (14) Analyzing the same data

set using spatial analysis with spatial autocorrelation considers the events related and thus
adjusts conclusions accordingly.

For example, events (i.e., dwi-caused deaths) that occur in the same geographic space
(i.e., county) are often correlated in both space and time. One solution to this potential
problem is for researchers to run a range of calculations and plot the various results on a
single X - Y line graph. In health economics research literature, for example,
investigator’s estimating the sensitivity of an interventions “cost-effectiveness
routinely plot an array of sensitivity curves which show readers the variation in outcomes
when different assumptions about cost and result are employed (i.e., sensitivity ).(15)
Readers can thus make their own interpretations about the data beyond what the author
proposes. Health behavior research literature contains little discussion of this issue
even though national boards have called for many years to “enhance our research rigor”.
(16)

The use of spatial autocorrelation is a long overdue correction for the MAUP or the
often unique geographic context inherent in much of the current health behavior
research literature. Moreover the current trend in health behavior research literature
exploring “built environment zones” and “neighborhood health clusters” as causative
factors for emergent health problems and thus prevention campaigns, is directly
related to content in graduate epidemiology courses nationally. The figure below
illustrates a basic MAUP with the panel on the left showing a relationship between 5
people on five increasing doses of a drug and their urine output. The panel on the right

shows no relationship when the denominator is not “neglected” and the entire sample is
portrayed.

The Basic MAUP Problem

Specific Spatial Illustrations: Icon Arrays & Color Graphics
The following figures illustrate some of the ways that health outcomes data can be
displayed for maximum clarity using selected spatial techniques. Icon arrays portray
results using visual icons in a graphic plot. As shown below, each participants result is
shown with regard to the outcome measure of death. Low numeracy people who
viewed this data scored higher on understanding the risk reduction due to taking
estatin than those who did not view it shown in an icon array. Researchers think this
improvement is a function of the participants being better able to comprehend the

relationship between numerator (in bold) and its denominator.

Visual Icon Array Plot

In place of standard statistical tables and notations, new spatial methods such as the
color graphic shown below portray pre- and posttest distributions for each group with the
intervention phase and omit p levels, confidence limits and related quantitative measures
of association. Readers examining such a plot can easily understand the gain the
experimental participants make relative to the control group members. Again no
statistical notations or tests are required when this kind of effective data display method
is employed.

Color Graphics Plot

Implications
Incorporating these new data portrayal and analysis techniques into health behavior
research studies will reduce the burden placed on readers at all levels who are
interested in the topical focus of an article but may not possess the requisite
quantitative skill or training to comprehend reported outcomes as displayed or
discussed. For graduate students in our field it will provide them with additional tools
for consuming and interpreting health outcomes research findings and applying these

new data display techniques to their own research efforts.

Researchers across the nation and particularly the noted statistician and psychologist
Jacob Cohen, have long contended that clarity in presenting empirically-derived
research outcomes is what will ultimately advance understanding in both academic as
well as non-academic audiences –not statistical formulas and tests. (17)

POSTSCRIPT : In 2001 a research team from Harvard published a paper in a major
research journal reporting an “increased cancer risk” in a Canadian region due to the
presence of petroleum industries in the area. As news of this outcome spread
throughout the region, many people panicked, took their children out of their schools,
sold their homes and relocated. Years later it was found that the researchers had
miscalculated the denominator for the cancers incidence rate calculation (i.e.,
denominator neglect) and there was in fact no increased risk in the region. The
investigators attributed the error to a “secretarial transcription error”. Ironically,
retrospective evaluations also showed that the types of cancers being measured were
not related to the type of petroleum industry in the province. As Professor Cohen and
many of his colleagues has long maintained: clarity in reporting research is far more
important than sophisticated quantitative and often erroneous statistical analyses.
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Abstract
The 21st Century ushered in a new era of globalization with accelerated rate of technological
developments demanding a work force highly trained in STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) fields. The current US administration has recognized this
challenge by making education a priority by focusing particularly on the restoration of
America’s Leadership in Higher Education with special emphasis on the role played by
Community Colleges. We have been charged with preparing a well-trained student population in
the STEM fields to meet these challenges and stay competitive in the global markets.
Consequently, innovative educational programs must begin at an early stage of students’
education with the theoretical and practical applications needed to become front-runners in this
competitive world. There is an imperative need to introduce students to a research environment
where students can experience career relevance as a way to motivate them to keep pursuing
these fields. By conducting research as part of internships with faculty members, students will be
empowered to develop skills and will be motivated to succeed within STEM areas. Therefore, the
Summer Internship Initiative will narrow the gap between theory and application by making the
theory relevant to existing research projects making the learning process exciting and interactive
for students, thus increasing retention in the STEM areas. Hostos Community College of CUNY
has partnered with senior colleges in CUNY and the Goddard Institute of Space Studies “GISS”
in New York City to expand the educational horizon of our students enabling them to compete
and win in global markets. The latter is possible through collaborative research initiatives that
develop and improve critical thinking and creativity skills, hands-on, team oriented, and
interdisciplinary learning via collaborative research projects.

Introduction: The City University of New York (CUNY) is a leading urban public university
serving more than 480,000 students with 23 campuses in New York City. CUNY has a diverse
body of students, like most urban universities in the US. Thus, a single method of teaching
cannot be appropriate for all the students. Susan and Linda [1] described this fact as follows:
By now it is axiomatic to point out that student bodies are increasingly diverse, not only in terms
of ethnicity and gender, but also in terms of age, nationality, cultural background, etc. This
diversity can affect classroom settings in many ways, including the diversity of learning styles.
Hostos Community College (HCC) is the smallest campus within the CUNY system with more
than 6,000 students. HCC is located at the heart of the South Bronx and takes pride in its
historical role in educating students from diverse ethnic, racial, cultural and linguistic
backgrounds, particularly Hispanics and African Americans. Usually, in a typical class, 60% of
the students are Hispanic, 30% are Black and 10% are other ethnicity. African-American and
Mexican-American students are more likely to prefer working with others to achieve common
goals [2]. It was also pointed out that the metaphor of dialogue is more appropriate in that it
emphasizes the interactive, cooperative, relational aspects of teaching and learning [3].
So we need to rethink our traditional way of teaching where students are thought of as an empty
bag and we fill them up with as much knowledge as quickly as possible. We also need to think
about how much of this knowledge is in fact retained by our students for the long run.
McKeachie [4] pointed out the following:
In a typical 50-minute lecture class, students retain 70% of what is conveyed in the first 10
minutes but only 20% from the last 10 minutes. If we really want to get our message across, we
need to orchestrate “the material” in a multi-faceted way across the range of student learning
style.
The 21st Century ushered in a new era of globalization with accelerated rate of technological
developments demanding a work force highly trained in STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) fields. The current US administration has recognized this
challenge by making education a priority by focusing particularly on the restoration of America’s
Leadership in Higher Education with special emphasis on the role played by Community
Colleges [5].
We have been charged with preparing a well-trained student population in the STEM fields to
meet these challenges and stay competitive in the global markets. Consequently, innovative
educational programs must begin at an early stage of students’ education with the theoretical and
practical applications needed to become front-runners in this competitive world. There is an
imperative need to introduce students to a research environment where students can experience
career relevance as a way to motivate them to keep pursuing these fields. By conducting research
as part of internships with faculty members, students will be empowered to develop skills and
will be motivated to succeed within STEM areas [6]. Therefore, the Summer Internship Initiative
will narrow the gap between theory and application by making the theory relevant to existing

research projects making the learning process exciting and interactive for students, thus
increasing retention in the STEM areas [7].
Hostos Community College of CUNY has partnered with senior colleges in CUNY and the
Goddard Institute of Space Studies “GISS” in New York City to expand the educational horizon
of our students enabling them to compete and win in global markets. The latter is possible
through collaborative research initiatives that develop and improve critical thinking and
creativity skills, hands-on, team oriented, and interdisciplinary learning via collaborative
research projects.
The goal of this summer research initiative is to introduce minority engineering students to a
research environment in a team setting. For Hostos Community College team, for the summer of
2012, we have one undergraduate student, one high school student, one high school teacher and
one faculty member directing the whole team. A short description of the research topic is given
below.
The description of the actual project
Image Processing: In the most general form, image processing is any form of signal processing
for which the input is an image, such as a photograph or video frame, and the output may be
either an image or a set of characteristics or parameters related to the image. Most imageprocessing techniques involve treating the image as a two-dimensional signal and applying
standard signal-processing techniques to it. Figure 2.1 illustrates the concept of image
processing being a function that takes an image as an input and outputs an enhanced image.

Input image

The input
image is
processed
using various
methods

The output
image which
has better
quality than
the original
one

Figure 2.1: A visual representation of image processing
Multi Sensor Retinex (MSR) is a set of image processing algorithms that has been used in
support of NASA’s aviation safety and security [8]. Edwin Land, a chemist who invented the
Polaroid, first developed Retinex Theory in 1971. It is interesting to note that Land was a
progressive employer. He would hire minorities in his labs and was inspired by civil rights
activists.

The term Retinex is a combination of two words: the retina and the cortex. Land wanted to
improve captured images when lighting was too low for cameras. Our eyes and brain, hence
retina and cortex, are able to distinguish objects in low light while cameras do not capture
objects accurately. Land developed a set of algorithms so that image capture for cameras would
be similar to the human eye.
Retinex has evolved since 1971. Some of its milestones include adopting a center/surround
function in 1986. Center/Surround is one function used to distinguish between background and
an object. NASA liked the ease of center/surround function in implementation and manipulation
of key variables and the little unnatural requirements by center/surround for scene calibration [9].
Figure 2.2 is the equation for the surround function.

Fk (x1 , x2 ) = κ exp[−(x12 + x22 ) / σ k2 ],

k = 1,..., K

Figure 2.2: sigma controls the extent of the surround – smaller values of sigma lead to narrower
surrounds.
In the 1990’s MSR came into the picture. MSR is a non-linear image enhancement algorithm
designed by Zia-ur Rahman, Daniel J Jobson, Glenn A.Woodell and Glenn D Hines that
improved upon Land’s work. Land had died in 1991. MSR was not designed to model human
vision color constancy instead it took digital images and enhanced them by improving contrast,
color constancy and lightness color rendition. Figure 2.3 illustrate how an image could be
enhanced by MSR.

Figure 2.3: Before and After MSR

NASA’s objective for MSR is to develop the capability for helping pilots see in inclement
weather by enhancing infrared as well as three colors, visible imagery [10]. NASA believed that
pilots could better navigate their aircraft during nighttime flights; flights through fog, cloud
cover or haze using MSR. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 were taken from a NASA Langley Boeing 757
Aries aircraft and were processed using MSR in real-time.

Figure 2.4: Before and After MSR

Figure 2.5: Before and After MSR

Using MSR is also helpful for aerial surveying. Damages from natural disasters can be better
assessed with MSR. Appropriate aid can be determined. Figure 2.6 is an image taken from an
area impacted by Hurricane Katrina. Notice how the original image is obscured but the MSR
image is not. The details in the MSR image are critical for the government’s task of damage
assessment and rescue and recovery.

Figure 2.6: Before and After MSR
For spaces, one of the image processing models NASA uses is the RGB color model.
Mathematically, we may perceive a still image as an array of n by n pixels (usually n being equal
to 29 = 512) where each point in the pixel is given by three numbers representing the RGB scale.
RGB scale is red, green and blue each color has a different wavelength that distinguishes it.
Images of astronomical objects are usually taken with electronic detectors such as a Charged
Coupled Device (CCD) after which they are taken through color filters. Different filters detect
different color wavelengths [11]. Figure 2.7 is a list of the filters on the Hubble telescope.

Figure 2.8: Filter list for Hubble’s WFPC2 camera (Wide Field and Planetary Camera 2). Filter
names are to the left (names include approximate wavelength in nm) in column 1. Column 5
contains the physical property of the radiation the filter lets through. Column 7 is the central
wavelength. The N’s and W’s are short for Narrow and Wide [11]. Once these arrays come in,
the images can be combined for an overall image. Figure 2.9 is an example of an image
constructed by combining filtered images.

Figure 2.9
Image Compression: It is important to understand that an image can be represented as a matrix.
Figure 3.1 shows how the letter a can be represented as a matrix.

Figure 3.1: A bitmap of the letter a.

Sending one pixel at a time is inefficient. There are rows of white and black in the image of the
letter a. What can be done is to send an instruction of how many pixels are there in a certain
color. Figure 3.2 is an example of a picture that is compressed using Lossless Image
Compression.

Figure 3.2: Lossless Image Compression.

Lossy image compression takes advantage of the human eyes ability to hide imperfection and the
fact that some types of information are more important than others. JPEG is a file that is
compressed using Lossy image compression meaning that some aspects of the image are not
saved. Table 3.3 links the image file format with the type of compression that is used.

Table 3.3

NASA as well as the medical community helped develop image compression. NASA was
developing ways to send images digitally, decades before the age of the digital camera. NASA
still develops more comprehensive ways to send images because as Seaman describes it a
tsunami of astronomical data from all over space is approaching [12]. Not only does NASA
have to worry about receiving this information but it also must be stored and copied. This will
mean that NASA will rely on compression as we further explore space.
Outcomes and Pedagogical Implication: One of the steps that the current administration took
to strengthen the American Education system is to develop a common set of standards and
assessments for Math and English referred to as the Common Core. Forty-six States and the

District of Columbia have agreed to implement the Common Core. Currently each state has its
own set of standards and assessments for each grade and subject. Tom Loveless [13] explains
that the Common Core State Standards are theorized to improve education in three ways
1. To improve rigor of standards for most States involved. The Fordham Institute
concluded that the Common Core English standards were more rigorous than the current
standards for 37 States and that the Common Core Math standards were more rigorous
than the current standards for 39 States.
2. Common Core assessments will require higher raw scores for a student to be considered
proficient therefore expectations will be higher for students. As of July 2012 in New
York state a student is considered proficient on the Integrated Algebra Regents if their
raw score is 37% or higher.
3. By streamlining standards and assessments textbooks no longer need to have every
possible standard. Better textbooks can be made with more resources.
Under the Common Core, mathematics education is broken down into five domains: Numbers
and Quantity, Algebra, Functions, Statistics and Geometry. Each domain is then broken down
into clusters. Clusters are big ideas that are made up of common standards. For example, in the
Functions domain one cluster is build a function that models a relationship between two
quantities which has two specific standards on writing functions.
In addition to the Common Core movement, which came from the Government, another
movement, that is more grassroots, is the flipped classroom. In the flipped classroom students
are assigned to watch an online lecture for homework and in the classroom they work on
problem sets and projects. Teachers stop lecturing and start guiding their students to content
mastery. The flipped classroom (or inverted classroom) has proven to improve student gains in
some classrooms:
1. At the University of California at Irvine, traditional large-lecture introductory biology
classes were switched to an inverted classroom format. Students in the inverted
classroom format showed an average increase of 21% on exam questions that were
formerly covered in lecture but moved to pre-recorded videos watched outside of class
and followed up by interactive exercises [14].
2. At Miami University (Ohio), students in a software engineering course designed using
the inverted classroom format showed strong self-ratings of their abilities to write
application software and high levels of engagement [15].
NASA’s use of image processing and compression will provide a context for students to learn
about the concepts of functions. Using the flipped classroom model will provide students to
have an indepth study of image processing functions while learning the basics the Common Core

Functions domain. Students will be surveyed before and after to see if their interest in STEM
careers has changed due to studying math within a science careers context. Also students’ scores
will be compared to other integrated algebra students to see if there is a difference between
achievement for the class with the NASA context.

Curriculum Developed by Students for the High School: A sample of curriculum developed
by the students team is given below:
Day
Day 1

Day 2

Activities
Students take a diagnostic and
survey about STEM careers.

Materials Needed
Diagnostic exam
Survey

Short overview of Functions
Unit and NASA context

Prezi on Functions and NASA
image processing/compression

Students get results from the
diagnostic back. They make
content goals.

Student Goal Sheet.

Students get all materials for
the unit and put them in their
classroom function folder.
Day 3

Day 4

Short overview on the 4
projects students can work on.
Spaces are limited so that
students have to be in one
project
1. Image Processing
Retinex.
2. Image Processing
RGB model.
3. Image Compression
4. Create your own
Function.
Students meet in their project
groups and begin working on
the project.
WHAP (5)
Unison Reading Group 1 (10)
Small Learning Group (10)
Conference (10)
Clean Up (5)
Share(5)
Quiz 1 is handed out

All reading materials,
worksheets, and project
handouts

Prezi on the four projects.

Quiz 1

Day 5

Day 6

WHAP (5)
Unison Reading Group 1 (10)
Small Learning Group (10)
Conference (10)
Clean Up (5)
Share(5)
One Assessment is Due
Students get back feedback
from Assessment 1.
WHAP (5)
Unison Reading Group 1 (10)
Small Learning Group (10)
Conference (10)
Clean Up (5)
Share(5)

Day 7

WHAP (5)
Unison Reading Group 1 (10)
Small Learning Group (10)
Conference (10)
Clean Up (5)
Share(5)

Day 8

WHAP (5)
Unison Reading Group 1 (10)
Small Learning Group (10)
Conference (10)
Clean Up (5)
Share(5)
Quiz 1 is due
WHAP (5)
Unison Reading Group 1 (10)
Small Learning Group (10)
Conference (10)
Clean Up (5)
Share(5)

Day 9

Day 10

Students get feedback from
quiz 1
WHAP (5)
Unison Reading Group 1 (10)
Small Learning Group (10)
Conference (10)
Clean Up (5)
Share(5)

Day 11

Assessment 2 and
assessment reflection sheet is
due
Students get back feedback
from Assessment 2.
WHAP (5)
Unison Reading Group 1 (10)
Small Learning Group (10)
Conference (10)
Clean Up (5)
Share(5)

Day 12

Day 13

Day 14

Assessment reflection sheet
is due
WHAP (5)
Unison Reading Group 1 (10)
Small Learning Group (10)
Conference (10)
Clean Up (5)
Share(5)
WHAP (5)
Unison Reading Group 1 (10)
Small Learning Group (10)
Conference (10)
Clean Up (5)
Share(5)
First Draft of Project is Due
WHAP (5)
Unison Reading Group 1 (10)
Small Learning Group (10)
Conference (10)
Clean Up (5)
Share(5)

The End Result and Conclusion: The end result is presented at a research summit in NASA on
July 25 and also a showcase presentation in the City College in August 2nd. Once the research
was completed, the team designed a Functions unit for a Common Core Freshman Algebra class.
The team used the research to develop an inquiry-based curriculum around principles such as
center/surround functions used in the Retinex image processing algorithms as well as matrices
used in image compression.
This research initiative not only motivated the undergraduate student but also encourage the high
school student to choose engineering as her future major. At the same time, the knowledge and

experience of this team effort can be carried to a classroom by the high school teacher. This is a
win-win situation for all the members of the team.
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ABSTRACT
Pockets of success in the United States exist where public schools have been able to
produce highly educated students. A wealth of information can be gleaned from the successful
practices being employed by these distinguished schools. The purpose of this study was to
investigate the best practices being employed by these high achieving public high schools,
specifically in California.
A qualitative research design was used to explore the phenomenon that existed in high
achieving public high schools, as well as in gathering the data concerning common best practices
based on the perspectives of the participants in this study. The criteria that were used in
selecting the participating schools included: (a) school was designated as a high school, serving
ninth-twelfth grade students, (b) school had an Academic Performance Index score of 800 or
above, and (c) school had a Similar School Ranking Score of 8 or above. The principals or the
head of schools that met the criteria were invited to participate in the study. The approach used
in this study most closely resembled the procedures employed in conducting a grounded theory
research.
The findings of this study might be beneficial to educators in improving the achievement
level of their schools. The study described common best practices to develop students’ mastery
and their application in reading, mathematics, and science literacy. The purpose of the study was
to seek the programs and practices that helped students to enter and to prepare for post-secondary
institutions, including Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematic (STEM)-related
degrees. Also included in the study are the common best practices that created opportunities for
students to foster and promote innovative and critical thinking skills. Moreover, this study
explored the role of parents and community as well as the related common best practices that

helped the schools build partnerships with parents and members of the local community. This
study also included the participants’ descriptions of effective teachers and school leaders.
Finally, this study described how school leaders had overcome the challenges they faced in
bringing their vision of high achieving public high schools to fulfillment.
This study found several common best practices that existed among the high achieving
public high schools in California. The participants in this study stated that the following 23
common best practices contributed to success of their schools:
1.

Principals and teachers upheld an expectation for students to master and be able to apply

their math and science knowledge.
2.

Students were formally assessed on a frequent basis to measure their knowledge and to

ensure that they were attaining the learning goals expected of them.
3.

Various student-centered practices helped students build and support their confidence and

knowledge in math and science.
4.

The California state standards were used as a platform to increase students’ reading,

math, and science literacy levels.
5.

Writing was used to increase students’ critical thinking skills.

6.

There were no existing programs to prepare students for California state standardized

testing because achievement on these tests were not the end goal for educating students.
7.

All students were expected to enroll in a 4-year university, specifically to pursue a

STEM-related major.
8.

The students worked on meeting the enrollment requirements of their chosen universities

early on in their high school career. They took college-level math and science courses to prepare
them to enter and graduate with a STEM-related major.

9.

The teachers used their personal connections to create opportunities for students to work

with STEM-related professionals.
10.

Word-of-mouth was used to inform students about STEM-related fields and careers.

11.

Students had various opportunities to work with each other that fostered and promoted

their use of innovative thinking.
12.

No formal assessment was established to assess students’ innovative skills.

13.

The role of formal and informal parent groups that existed on school campus was to

support the school.
14.

The opportunities for parents and members of the community to participate in school

decision-making process depended on the principal’s personal philosophy of the ability of
parents and members of the community to make well-informed decisions on behalf of the school.
15.

The members of local community participated in student-related activities that helped

build partnerships with the school.
16.

The local businesses near or around high achieving public high schools were needed to

help support the schools financially.
17.

Effective teachers were engaged with students and reflective about his or her practice as

an educator.
18.

Professional Learning Communities existed to help teachers become more effective.

19.

The teachers initiated their own opportunities to partner with professionals who worked

in STEM-related careers.
20.

Effective school leaders were intentional about cultivating the educational growth of

teachers and staff.
21.

Effective school leaders created opportunities to become more effective.

22.

The challenge that all high achieving public high schools had in common was motivating

all stakeholders’ desire to continue to be better.
23.

Early identification of students in danger of not completing their high school graduation

requirements and implementing proactive measures ensured that students would graduate from
their high achieving high schools.
The key findings of this study indicated the importance of the role of school culture in
students’ achievement level. All school stakeholders shared a common principle of high
expectations that had become part of the school culture. As a result, the school culture helped
raise the level of expectations from the students as well as from the teachers. At these high
achieving public high schools, teachers and students met these high expectations by setting their
learning goals at higher levels.
School culture might also be utilized to increase the number of students who enroll in
post-secondary institutions. Part of the culture at these high achieving public high schools was
the expectation and assumption that all students would enroll in post-secondary institutions,
including majoring in STEM-related fields. Therefore, the students prepared for their postsecondary goals as early as their ninth grade year by taking the appropriate classes required to
qualify them for entry to a 4-year university.
The students enrolled in Advanced Placement courses and college-level math and science
courses as part of their preparation to enter and qualify for their chosen colleges. The focus of
the teachers was shifted to prepare students to pass their Advanced Placement tests. The culture
of high expectations was reinforced as a result of providing more rigorous courses that were the
same level as college courses. Therefore, the level and rigor of the curriculum at high achieving
public high school were above what the California state standards has dictated the students must

learn. Preparing students to pass their AP exams was one of the major reasons why students
scored well in state standardized tests because students were learning above the level of what
was being measured in these assessments.
The school culture of high expectations from all school stakeholders played an important
role in their achievement. The practice of expecting and assuming that all students will enroll in
post-secondary institutions gave all stakeholders a different objective aside from the students’
performance in annual state standardized tests. As part of preparing students for post-secondary
institutions including preparing students to major in STEM-related fields, students often took
college-level math and science courses, which made them more prepared and better qualified to
compete in the 21st century workforce.
This study found that few explicit programs or practices existed in these high achieving
public high schools to communicate, promote, or educate students about STEM-related careers.
Local educators must be made aware of STEM-related careers and their role in the 21st century
workforce. Science-related competitions on state and national levels were used as resources for
students to increase their self-confidence and as opportunities to apply their math and science
knowledge. These competitions also gave students chances to be exposed to and work with
STEM-related professionals.
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Abstract
Adequate management of a complex relationship net may bring efficient solutions within
the company's environment, particularly in those segments where a new value is assured. A
leader holds an important role in the communication process. His/ her way of passing
information and of communication has a continuous impact on employees because it
streams their behaviour and builds mutual trust. The purpose of this article is to show a
development model of communication and leading competences for mid-level leaders.
Furthermore, the article defines specific competences and the importance they have in
efficient management of staff. Different authors use different definitions for communication
and leading competences. This fact has caused confusion in the terminology. However, all
the authors agree on the fact that competences play a major role in the existence and
success of a particular organization. Education and training programmes focused on
communication and management competences, needed for mid-level leaders, are intended
for the up-grading of »soft« skills and communication methods to be used in different work
situations the leaders are faced with. A number of 150 mid-level leaders working for an
automotive company – supplier to the worldwide automotive sector - were involved in the
research work. The purpose of the research was to establish differences in communication
and leading competences before and after the education and training programme and to
establish whether the programme was efficient and to what extent/level leaders may get
trained for leading and communication competences. Descriptive statistical techniques were
used for data processing. An analysis of differences - obtained from self-assessment of
communication and leading competences before and upon the education and training
programme - has showed a strong influence of the training programme on changes of
communication and leading competences of leaders.
Key words: communication,
motivation, employees

leading, education,

competences, interpersonal skills,

1 INTRODUCTION
Organizational management is becoming a complex task, because the technologic
requirements and the level of knowledge are becoming more and more demanding. The
capability and the willingness of companies to pursue a lifelong education will give them the
strength to face the challenges of the contemporary business environment. But on the other
hand, they will have to seek for expertise and knowledge in the field of management,
communication, interpersonal skills to pursue an efficient management and motivation of
employees. The future lies in the human capital. While in the case of staff development it
depends from an efficient and employee-friendly communication within a company. And this
is the reason why companies should realize why communication skills, at all levels, are
important; particularly at managerial level. When talking about the concept of a long-life
education, leaders should endeavour for a constant development of their knowledge and
competences. A leader with proven communication skills is able to stimulate employees to
become more efficient and achieve the targets set by the organization. This was the reason
for the implementation of a three-year education programme for leaders that was based on
the development of communication and leading skills and competences. Communication and
management skills may easily be learned and with practice controlled by leaders. Ule (Ule
2009) believes that a successful relational communication does not just happen. It requires
lots of effort, experience and communication skills. Within the education programme focused
on theoretical knowledge and practical exercises, the leaders have learnt communication and
leading skills, developed new competences, identified opportunities for implementation of
skills and recognized how to increase their and the employees’ efficiency. The intention of
the education programme was – beside the acquisition of knowledge - to introduce changes
in the leaders’ consolidated attitude, work practice and habits. Persistent and continuous
work may change the behaviour and working habits of every leader. The development of key
leading competences should become a part of targeted education and training combined with
theory and practices of any organization.

2 THEORETICAL BASELINES
Learning process in a learning organization brings competitive advantages, employee’s
commitment, better communication, efficient transfer of knowledge to employees, systematic
problem solving, and learning based on past experiences and practical examples. The
capacity of learning is important to meet contemporary challenges and changes of the social
and economic environment. The technology trends that were described are influencing
changes in the demands on skills and competencies. It is obvious that the increasing need
for simultaneous optimisation of materials and processes is leading to an increasing demand
on the ability of interdisciplinary teamwork and communication skills (Wengel Warnke &
Lindbom 2003). And this requires the necessity to get a specific level of expertise and skills
as well as knowledge of leading skills, communication, and interpersonal skills, to obtain a
more efficient management and better motivation of employees. Researches showed that the
investigation of the relationship between communication and organisation is the best
indicator of organizational efficiency, what is the consequence of communication between
employees. Grunig (1992) says that the influence of communication on organizational
efficiency can be seen through reduced absenteeism and resignations.
Leading is a critical factor of the effectiveness of a learning contemporary
organization. The behaviour of a manager influence the organizational culture. A manager
with his/her own example can set a behaviour model for others. According to Kirkpatrick
(Kirkpatrick 2010) the major challenge faced by managers/leaders in all organizations is to
know how to get a maximum efficiency from employees. A manager and his/her knowledge,
skills, competences and experiences is put in the very centre. Managers are engaging in
leading whenever they clarify what is to be accomplished, motivate employees to work
harder, direct the activities of others, communicate needed information, initiate changes, help

subordinates become more competent, or resolve conflicts among team members (Hunsaker
2001). Leaders direct employees with communication. Therefore, communication expertise
becomes a must. They shall provide for a smooth information flow by adopting adequate
communication skills with employees. The ‘leader’ is thus seen to act as an energizer,
catalyst and visionary equipped with a range of abilities (communication, problem solving,
people management, selfawareness and so on) that can be applied across a diverse range
of situations and contexts (Bolden & Gosling 2006). Within their professional development
leaders get experiences and develop their competences. Beside expertise, leaders need
leading competences and people handling competences. Management skills identify those
abilities or behaviours that are crucial to success in a managerial position (Hunsaker 2001).
To become an effective leader, a manager should be familiar with his/her area of work, have
command over communication skills, know his/her strengths and weaknesses, acquire new
knowledge and competences, be adaptable and have mastery over team and project work.
Researches performed by Hewlet Packard and General Electric have confirmed a high
correlation between (non-)commitment of employees and communication competences of
leaders. They have established that commitment of employees depends strongly from
communication competency of the leaders.
Communication is the glue that holds an organization together and allows a manager to
coordinate all the activities of many different people to accomplish organizational objectives.
A successful manager is skilled in both formal and informal communications (Hunsaker
2001). His/her ability to listen, identify body language messages, make questions, give
feedback and set a two-way communication may open a path to mutual trust and good
confidence in relationships. Such positive relations depend largely on competent leadership
skills, many of which are firmly grounded in communication abilities including
listening/feedback, coaching, and information-sharing (Goleman 1998; Goleman 2000;
Robbins 2001 in: Mayfield 2002). Communication competences include verbal and non
verbal communication, active listening, information-sharing and emotional self-control. Active
listening includes such behaviours as empathetic body language (eye contact, appropriate
gestures and expressions), posing helpful questions, validating employee expression through
considerate conversation turn-taking, and paraphrasing to ensure mutual understanding
(Robbins Hunsaker 1996 in: Mayfield 2002). Managers can learn much from their
employees, but people must feel that they are being heard to keep the communication lines
open. Listening indicates to employees that their opinions are important to a manager, which
increases contributions and builds mutual respect (Hunsaker 2001). The leadership
competencies most favoured in organisations included ‘building and mending relationships’,
‘bringing out the best in people’ and ‘listening.’ Vision, inspiration and communicational goals
were regarded as further important competencies for people in leadership positions (Visagie
Linde Havenga 2011).
Leading competence merges together elements such as: motivation of employees,
coaching, and conduction of meetings, problem solving, conflict solving, goal setting and
team work. Motivation is the influence or drive that causes us to behave in a specific manner
and has been described as consisting of energy, direction, and sustainability (Kroth 2007 in:
Gilley Gilley McMillan 2009). A leader should have familiarity with employees; understand
their way of thinking, know what are their priorities and expectations. This is the recipe for an
adequate leading, motivation and improvement of employees. Once a leader establishes
what the employee’s motivations are, he/she knows what to offer. Leader’s ability to
persuade and influence others to work in a common direction reflects his or her talent to
motivate. A leader’s ability to influence is based partly on his or her skill and partly on the
motivation level of the individual employee (Gilley Gilley & McMillan 2009). Carlisle and
Murphy (1996 in: Gilley Gilley & McMillan 2009) contend that motivating others requires
skilled managers who can organize and provide a motivating environment: communicate
effectively, address employees’ questions, generate creative ideas, prioritize ideas, direct
personnel practices, plan employees’ actions, commit employees to action, and provide
follow-up to overcome motivational problems. A leader-coach will be able to get from
employees all their best. And he/she shall help any employee to develop and make good use

of skills, knowledge and competencies. A coach should be a motivator of employees and
should respect the way a person experiences his/her problem. Together they should seek
together for a problem solution that is going to be transferred by the employee into his/her
work environment. Employees should be considered as individuals with individual
competences and needs; each person is unique. Coaching has been defined as a process of
improving performance by developing synergistic relationships with employees through
training, counselling, confronting, and mentoring (Gilley Boughton 1996 in: Gilley Gilley
McMillan 2009). Coaching will lead managers to help employees to develop and use their
competences, knowledge and skills. Every person is unique and should be treated as such
by a manager. A leader-coach shall set measurable objectives to employees, conduct
meetings and work in team. A meeting is based on the fact that participants, who act/work
together, are more efficient as those who work individually. Effectively managing teams and
structuring work groups in ways that support collaboration are two leadership abilities
necessary for achieving organizational goals (Gilley Gilley McMillan 2009).
Leadership is a skill, which can be learn through practice; when applied regularly, it
will help to solve and even prevent problems. The objective of the education programme
shall be to train leaders to become capable to motivate and to lead employees, with the
purpose of achieving the objectives and high-quality results by a collaborative approach.
Leaders shall provide for a higher level of personal liability of employees and less
complaints, less errors and reduction of non-quality costs. People handling may represent lot
of unknown and unpredicted situations. Learning the right approach that would suit each
situation is difficult. A leader shall, therefore, be flexible with good interpersonal skills to be
applied in any moment for every situation. The education programme shall be adapted to a
group of managers/leaders and to their needs. Learning content shall be applicative and built
on the practical exercises.
3 METHOD
3.1 Problem definition
On the basis of analyses, brief work-shops and interviews with employees and leaders, it
has been established that leaders do not have enough knowledge in terms of people
handling. Previous internal analyses showed how a large number of leaders are autocratic.
Moreover, in many cases leaders did not want to be confronted with employees. These were
the major reasons why we have decided to implement coaching, based on good
interpersonal skills, trust, integrity, motivation, consistency and work efficiency. Inappropriate
leading may cause rise ob absenteeism, dissatisfaction, demotivation and indifference of
employees. The leader gets a core role in a smooth process implementation and in efficient
removing of barriers in work places. The leader is the person, who is closely involved in work
environment and has direct contact with the people and the work scene.
The research was focused on mid-level leaders working for an automotive supplier.
Mainly, they were mid-level technical staff, with lack of leading and communication
competences. A systematic education programme that comprehends the transfer of achieved
theoretical skills into practice – so the leaders would be able to apply the methods and
competences in their everyday work – can improve the competences of leaders. Some
leaders that have undergone the training, and therefore have communication and leading
skills, know how to react in different situations with different individuals. However, many
leaders still adopt authoritative and/or bossy styles with a significant control level. But on the
other hand, they are not able to contain their emotions in stress situations, and stick to oldfashioned leading patterns and avoid talking with people. It is therefore important to teach
them the importance of knowing their subordinates. The education programme has been
implemented to improve communication and leading competences of the mid-level leaders.
The programme comprehended the following: effective communication (open
communication, verbal/ non verbal communication, active listening, listening/ feedback),

motivation, the role of leader (people management, time management), coaching
(interviewing, stimulation and guidance of employees), and conduction of meetings, problem
solving, goal setting and team work. A self-assessment questionnaire for leaders has been
implemented and based on different training contents.
3.2 Participants
The population is represented by all leaders involved in the education programme for
mid-level leaders. Questionnaires have been completed by 150 leaders, who participated in
the education programme (90.2 % males and 9.8 % females). About one half of respondents
(52.0 %) are from 36 to 50 years old, one third of participants (34.9 %) are older than 51
years and the remnant (13.2%) is from 26 to 35 years old. The majority of leaders (50.7 %)
hold a secondary school degree, a quarter (23.7 %) hold a university degree. Nearest one
tenth of respondents (13.2 %) have a higher education and one tenth (11.2%) of them have
completed a vocational school. Only two participants hold a master degree.
Most of the population (34.2 %) has been holding a post of leader from 6 to 10 years,
followed by those, who have been holding this post from 3 to 5 years (24.3 %) and from 11 to
20 years (23.7 %), and at the end those, who have been holding a leader post for more than
21 years (10.5 %) and/or less than 2 years (7.2%). Less than half of leaders (48%) lead a
group of 5 employees, one tenth (10.3 %) leads a group from 6 to10 employees, while 29 %
of managers lead a group from 11 to 20 employees, and 12.7% of them lead a group of 25
employees.
3.3 Instrument
Before and upon the conclusion of the programme, all leaders have completed a
questionnaire on communication and leading competencies. The questionnaire represents a
self-evaluation of leaders on their communication/ leading competences. The introduction of
the questionnaire before the start of training was aimed at establishing the initial knowledge
of managers and to find out what are the key contents. By initial knowledge it is meant the
level of their education and the acquired skills and competences. The programme has been
adapted on such information basis. Implementation of the questionnaire upon the conclusion
of training was aimed at establishing the differences between the leaders’ knowledge level
before and upon training and which areas have to be improved.
The following communication/ leading competence areas were measured: open
communication, information flow, active listening, emotional self control, motivation,
coaching, and conduction of meetings, problem solving/ conflict solution, goal setting and
team work.
3.4 Result and Discussion
The period of data collection was from March 2009 to April 2012 and the SPSS
statistic programme was used. Basic statistical values have been calculated and the
correlation between education level, age, work experiences and competences has been
compared by Spearman’s coefficient.
Observation was focused on:
- the difference in the self-evaluation of managers before and upon the training by
competency,
- the correlation between education level, age and work experiences by each
competency.

Chart 1: Self-evaluation by competence before and upon training programme for managers

Open communication
Transfer of information
Active listening
Self control
Motivation

Upon
Before

C oaching
C onduction of meetings
Solving of conflicts
Goal setting
Team work
1,00

1,50

2,00

2,50

3,00

3,50

4,00

4,50

5,00

Chart 1 shows the leaders’ self-evaluation results before and upon performance of
training by each competency. Self-evaluation results upon training showed a better
evaluation of communication and leading competences in comparison with the results
obtained before the training. Leaders have notices improvements in open communication,
conduction of meetings, motivation and conflict solving. Leaders cope best with motivation
(score 4.57) and coaching (score 4.50). On the self-evaluation result basis it can be assumed
that the education programme was effective because it improved communication
competences of leaders.
Table 1: Correlation between education level, age and competences
Spearman's rho Correlations
Education
Open communication

Transfer of information

Active listening

,146

-,075

*

-,004

Sig. (1 tailed)

,037

,178

,479

Correlation Coefficient

,089

*

-,138

-,071

Sig. (1 tailed)

,139

,046

,192

**

*

Correlation Coefficient

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (1 tailed)

Motivation

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (1 tailed)

Coaching

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (1 tailed)

Conduction of meetings

Work
experiences

Correlation Coefficient

Sig. (1 tailed)
Self control

Age

Correlation Coefficient

,084

*

,250

,025

,151

,001

,381

**

-,037

-,008

,042

,325

,461

**

-,104

-,005

,214

,101

,478

**

**

,141

,065

,061

,061

*

*

**

,061

,226

,226

,226

**

-,004

,047

,190

*

Sig. (1 tailed)
Conflict solving

Goal setting

Team work

,010

,481

,281

Correlation Coefficient

,135

*

-,053

,057

Sig. (1 tailed)

,048

,258

,242

Correlation Coefficient

,139

*

-,082

-,082

Sig. (1 tailed)

,043

,158

,158

**

-,047

,048

,013

,284

,278

Correlation Coefficient
Sig. (1 tailed)

,181

*

*

Legend:
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (1-tailed).
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (1-tailed).

Table 1 shows a high correlation between the education level and evaluation of each
competency. Leaders holding a higher education level have evaluated communication and
leading competences with higher scores. The calculation of the coefficient showed that older
leaders and those with long-term experiences have better expertise only from coaching. As
for other competences, the factor age and work experiences do not have essential
significance. Persons with long-term leading experience have developed good people
handling skills.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Competent leaders represent the basis for business excellence. The development of
communication and leading competences is essential for an ongoing professional
development of managers/leaders. They can develop and upgrade communication and
leading competences by pursuing continuous education and training. However, it is important
to link training programmes with specific examples and good practice, so the leaders would
be able to implement the achieved knowledge and skills in the work environment, where they
can learn directly from on-field cases. According to the high correlation between specific
leaders’ competences and education level we believe that all leaders working in production
floor should hold at least a higher level education degree. Nevertheless, knowledge
represents a competitive advantage for employees, the organization and society. New skills
and knowledge should be obtained and used as value added, targeted at achieving
objectives and increasing the economic performance.
The education programme for leaders shall be adapted to particularities of each group of
leaders, to their knowledge/ skills, experiences and needs. When trying to change the leaders’
established habits, the way of thinking and work-styles, it is recommended to apply a 3-5 year
continuous education programme. Upon that period a one-week training programme would be
recommended for new leaders and a refreshing training at a 3 year period for all leaders/ managers.
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Envision Your Own Future
A significant number of students do not obtain their high school diploma. They leave
their schools as high school dropouts. A high school diploma is essential for a student to have a
decent future and financial independence. These students typically are not interested in
participating in extra-curricular activities. These students also have no interest in socializing
with other students or with their teachers. These students do not see a future nor see a value in a
high school diploma. Educational institutions need a program to meet the specific needs of this
population of students to prevent them from dropping out of our school.
Statement of Purpose
Educators need to be proactive in intervening and preventing students from becoming
high school dropouts. An organization requires a vision and mission to define its existence and
to be successful. Educators should also believe that the same requirements are indispensable for
a student to be successful as well. Senge (1990) notes that, “Personal vision comes from within”
(p. 136). Unfortunately, some students lack the vision of seeing themselves as high school
graduates or see themselves as adults with successful professions or careers. It can be
challenging for students to stay in school and to graduate if they have no vision of themselves in
the future.
The difficulty is obvious if there is no motivation or purpose to complete high school. In
Latin, “The … word finis has two meanings: the end of the finish and a goal to reach” (Frankl,
1959, p. 70). How can students reach the finish line when they do not have a goal or a mission?
A Student Personal Development Program can empower the students to create a vision, a
mission and to think critically similar to a learning organization. This program can teach
students the value of personal mastery, “. . . a discipline of continually clarifying and deepening
our personal vision, of focusing our energies, of developing patience, and of seeing reality

objectively” (Senge, 1990, p. 7). It is essential that our school provides this type of program and
provides a curriculum taught by educators who believe in educating students beyond state
mandated content and standards. Educators play a vital part in creating a learning environment
were the students can flourish and be empowered to see infinite possibilities for their lives.
Background of the Problem
In 2007, California Department of Education (CDE) reports a 15.3% high school student
dropout rate (California Department of Education, 2010a). Also in 2007, 48,268 students left
their school with no stated interest in re-enrolling to any other school (California Department of
Education, 2010b). It is important to note that this number does not account for the thousands of
students who have been expelled or have enrolled in adult school but did not complete the
course. According to Wise and Fulmar (2010), “The sobering fact remains that three out of
every 10 students in U.S. public schools still fail to finish high school with a diploma” (p. 1).
Employers are increasingly demanding a high school diploma as a minimum qualification
for hiring (Alliance for Excellent Education, 2010). Even if high school dropouts are able to find
a job, each will typically earn $9,200 less per year than their fellow classmates who did graduate
and obtained a high school diploma (Wise & Fulmer, 2010). Over their lifetime, high school
dropouts will also earn one million dollars less than high school graduates who decide to pursue
post-secondary education (Wise & Fulmer, 2010). There is also a cost to the communities to
support high school dropouts and provide them with public health and welfare programs.
According to Wise and Fulmar (2010), the government would save $45 billion if schools could
reduce the rate of high school dropouts by half. However, the bottom line is that a tag price
cannot be placed on helping students obtain their high school diploma in order for students to

reach their highest potential. Otherwise, they become numbers to be added to the statistics of
failure.
The Initial Curriculum for the Student Personal Development Program Curriculum
The Student Personal Development Program can help students realize that students have
a choice in creating their future and it can be of endless possibilities. The objective of the
Student Personal Development Program is to help students understand the importance of having
a goal to strive for. The objective of the curriculum is to empower the students to understand
that they can reach their goals despite personal barriers or present socio-economic environment
and to inspire students to seek their highest potential and empower them to create their own
future.
Student Evaluation
Every student enrolled in the Student Personal Development Program will receive an A.
As a teaching practice for Mr. Zander, he communicates to his students that they will all receive
an A in his class, “When you give an A, you find yourself speaking to people not from a place of
measuring how they stack up against your standards, but from a place of respect that gives them
room to realize themselves” (Zander & Zander, 2000, p. 26). Mr. Zander also requests that his
students write a letter to him dated in the future. The letter should explain why they believed
they deserved the A they received in his class (Zander & Zander, 2000). Halfway through the
Student Personal Development Program, the students will also write a letter dated in the future.
This exercise can give students the opportunity to reflect on the possibilities that they can
achieve as “A” students.
The goal is to help educators learn to suspend their judgment and to see beyond the
students’ current abilities and begin to see with a fresh perspective, the new possibilities that

students are able to achieve. Each student should be treated by educators as an “A” student.
Educators need to understand that, “An educator may be rejected by students and must not object
to this, but one may never, under any circumstances regardless of what they do, reject a single
student” (Greenleaf, 1977, p. 20).
Building Emotional Intelligence
The Student Personal Development Program will also focus on developing students to
attain a high degree of emotional intelligence. According to Goleman (1998), a person who has
a high emotional intelligence should possess self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation,
empathy and social skills. Goleman (1998) notes that these characteristics are required in a
leader to effectively lead organizations through changes. These same characteristics are
important for students to acquire and to develop as part of attaining personal mastery.
During the first week of class, students will be given an opportunity to take an inventory
of their personal characteristic traits. This can help students to gain a better understanding of
how they perceive the world around them and the factors they use to make their decisions. As
cited in Wren (1995), Cronin advices, “Above all, students of leadership can make an
appointment with them and begin to appreciate their own strength and deficiency” (p. 31).
Personal Mastery is important and an inventory of their traits can help students see their strength
and weaknesses and how to relate to others who may not share their same personality or
characteristics. Knowing themselves can help students to be more aware about their
relationships with others and to understand another person’s point of view.
Gaining a comprehension of their personal characteristics can help students improve in
developing the five components of emotional intelligence. The students will learn to be more
self-aware, to recognize how they are affected by their emotions, to recognize their values and

their goals, to know where they are headed and why (Goleman, 1998). The students will learn
the importance of possessing the ability to regulate their actions and reactions. Goleman (1998)
points out that self-regulation also strengthen integrity. The students will learn the importance of
having intrinsic motivation. Goleman (1988) explains, “Social skill, rather, is friendliness with a
purpose: moving people in the direction you desire” (p. 101). The students will learn that it is
important to manage their relationships and to find something in common with everyone,
including those who may be different from them.
Textbook and Novels
The main textbook is Finding Your True North by Bill George. This book can help
students understand the importance of staying true to themselves and to lead effectively their
own lives. The students will learn that leadership is a choice and it starts with deciding to lead
their own lives. This textbook will guide students in developing a plan for their future regardless
of the challenges they may encounter throughout their lives (George, 2008). The students will
learn about finding their own True North, the authentic leader who resides in everyone (George,
2008).
The students will be exposed to George’s five key elements, which define an authentic
leader. The students will explore their life story to gain a better understanding about themselves
and their passion in order to define their purpose in life (George, 2008). They will also establish
their own values by exploring their beliefs, “The test of your values is not what you say, but how
you behave under pressure” (George, 2008, p. xxii). The students can learn how to lead with
their heart and with their mind. They can learn the importance of compassion and empathy for
others as well as the importance of having “. . . the courage to make difficult decisions” (George,
2008, p. xxii). The students will learn about building relationships that can give them a personal

support team (George, 2008). Lastly, students with learn to lead and live an integrated life
(George, 2008).
The students will also be assigned to read Victor Frankl’s book, Man’s Search for
Meaning. Equally as important to finding one’s True North is to understand one’s meaning of
life. From reading Frankl’s book, students will learn that, “Life does not mean something vague,
but something very real and concrete, just as life’s tasks are also very real and concrete” (Frankl,
1959, p. 77). The students will understand that every person must find his own purpose in life.
It is critical for students to know “. . . the “why” for his existence” in order to “. . . be able to bear
any “how” (Frankl, 1959, p. 77). The students will learn that each of their purpose will be
different, incomparable, and unique for each of them. The students will also learn that their
destinies can vary from the need to be creative, achieve excellence at a sport or working towards
a profession. Most importantly, the students will learn the importance of obtaining a high school
diploma.
This book will also teach the students that they are truly never without a choice. “. . .
Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human freedoms-choose one’s
attitude in any given set of circumstances, to choose one own way” (Frankl, 1959, p. 66). The
students will learn how one chooses to react is in itself a challenge and more important than the
present circumstance. Frankl (1959) notes, “His unique opportunity lies in the way in which he
bears his burden” (p. 78). The students will understand that every experience can have a
meaning of their own choosing.
Unfortunately, most students might have experienced suffering even in their young age.
Therefore, it is also important to teach students how to understand suffering in order for each
student to define his personal meaning for suffering, “If there is a meaning in life at all, then

there must be a meaning in suffering” (Frankl, 1959, p. 67). The student need to understand that
suffering is a part of life. Frankl (1959) perspective on suffering is not that it is similar to pain
that one must endure but a meaningful experience that one can call as an accomplishment. A
hidden opportunity for achievement, “Emotion, which is suffering, ceases to be suffering as soon
as we form a clear and precise picture of it” (Frankl, 1959, p. 74).
Learning about Leadership Styles
The students will also learn about different leadership styles. Gardner notes, “The first
step is not action; the first step in understanding. The first question is how to think about
leadership” (as cited in Wren, 1995, p. 6). It is important for the students to understand that a
leader creates visions. Each student must learn to become his own leader and create a vision of
his own future. “A vision articulates a possibility” and without a vision a student becomes
limited (Zander & Zander, 2008, p. 169). The emphasis of this portion of the curriculum is for
students to be aware of the different styles of leadership that they can refer to, especially when
faced with challenging situations in their lives.
Among other leadership theories, such as Servant Leadership and Authentic Leadership,
students will learn that a leader who believes in stewardship believes that he is accountable to
others and he does not believe that his position should control others (Daft, 2008). Students will
also learn, “Transformation leaders are inspiring, intellectually challenging, [and] individually
considerate and have a high moral character” (May, Hodges, Chan & Avolio, 2003, p. 248).
Most at-risk students may not be lucky enough to encounter someone who will believe and give
them support. After completing the Student Personal Development Program, the students will
become aware that they can rely on themselves to find internal motivation and guidance.

Cronin points out, “Learning about leadership means recognizing bad leadership as well
as good” (as cited in Wren, 1995, p. 31). It is critical for students to understand the definition of
narcissism. It is important for students to be able to identify Narcissistic Leader who are driven
by power and control. It is equally important for students to understand that this type of
leadership is not a true form of leadership. These types of leaders only love themselves, “For the
oppressors, “human beings” refers only to themselves; other people are “things” (Friere, 2007, p.
57). The students need to know how to respond to people who are willing to take advantage of
them and others. The students also need to be able to effectively interact with domineering
people and not become a victim nor be manipulated and be used as a means to an end.
Personal Business Plan
A business plan is important for business and necessary when applying for a business
loan. It can also be advantageous for students to create their own business plan for their lives.
The students will create his or her own Personal Business Plan regarding their futures using the
same principles, topics, and prompts that are usually discussed, reflected and planned when
creating a business.
The students will need to write a Personal Executive Summary to define their purpose
and to illustrate their vision of their future that they have chosen for themselves. Included in
their Executive Summaries is their description of their personal mission statement that will
describe their long-term life goals. The students will determine their products and services and
they will describe their expertise and talents. They will need to create their Marketing Plan and
to identify the specific market that will be the consumers of their knowledge, their skills, their
creativity, and their creations. The students will also explain what they need to do in order to be

able to accomplish their mission. For example, if a student chooses to be a professional video
gamer, his plan will include the steps he needs to take in order to be the best gamer possible.
The students will identify their own Management Team. This team will consist of people
in the students’ lives that will help them accomplish their goals. The students will recognize
their Competitive Advantage. This will allow students to accept their uniqueness and the
benefits and strength they are able to draw from being different. The students will set their own
Important Milestones in their lives, including deadlines for important goals such as graduating
from high school.
The students will create their own Sales Forecast. They will research and identify what
they expect as their compensation in return for their products and services. The students will
need to create their Financial Plan as well as a Cash Flow Plan. They will need to figure out how
to support their goals that will require money. The students will need to reflect if their
compensation plan will match their desired lifestyles and future goals. Their Cash Plan will
include how the students want to spend their money. Lastly, students will write a detailed
established plan that will include a step-by-step list of actions to accomplish their first goal.
Learning About Moral Obligation and Duty to Public Service
It is a vital part of the Student Personal Development Program to teach students to have a
giving spirit. We cannot expect our students to be benevolent if schools, do not lead by example.
In 1962, Henry Heald, who was the president of Ford Foundation at that time, delivered a speech
regarding the humanitarian role of organizations. In his speech, Heald said, “The man in the
street, collectively, is the largest philanthropist of all. His generous impulse for giving is potent
counterweight to whatever materialistic vein runs in the American character” (“The Public
Stake,” 1963). The students need to understand that a goal of having more money may not

necessarily give them a better future. Jeffrey Swartz, Chief Executive Officer of Timberland
Company, attributes his success to his belief that, “what keeps him going is the larger purpose of
helping to solve the world’s problems” (Daft, 2008, p. 169).
Commerce and humanitarian efforts go hand in hand. Even educational programs are
beginning to instill in future leaders that businesses have an obligation to the community. In a
Masters of Business Administration program, management students must apply their knowledge
and skills to a community service project as part of their curriculum (Brown, 2000). Educators
need to begin teaching students about the importance of giving back to the community. The final
project will be for the students to plan and execute a community project, which the school
community and can participate. The aim of this exercise is to give students the opportunity to be
in leadership roles and to experience contributing to a larger purpose.
Conclusion
Educators need to see the possibilities for these high school students. Educators need to
believe in a universe of possibility, “unimpeded on a daily basis by the concern for survival, free
from the generalized assumption of scarcity, a person stands in the great space of possibility in a
posture of openness, with an unfettered imagination for what can be” (Zander & Zander, 2000, p.
19). The endless possibilities of giving students the skills to be self-aware, to be able to selfregulate, to be motivated and inspired, to develop social skills and to be able to empathize with
the people around them and in the world they live in. This curriculum can enable educators to
create opportunities and enable the students to reflect and to create their future based on
possibilities and not be restricted by their debilitating situations.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to gather information on experiences of regular
education teachers concerning inclusion practices for children with Autism Spectrum
Disorders (ASD). Three research questions were addressed in the study. The first
research question identified experiences of regular education teachers in the areas of
preservice preparation related to inclusion of student with ASD. The second research
question identified professional development experiences of regular education teachers in
the areas of teaching strategies and collaboration pertaining to inclusion of students with
ASD. Finally, the third research question identified levels of efficacy experienced by
regular education teachers in teaching students with ASD.
Quantitative data were collected through the Autism Needs Assessment SurveyRevised (ANAS-R). Third, fourth, and fifth grade educators at Logan-Rogersville R-VIII
School District in Southwest Missouri completed the survey. Qualitative data were
collected on the ANAS-R through the use of open-ended questions as well as through two
focus groups. By gathering quantitative and qualitative data, the intent of the study was to
improve current professional development to increase the learning opportunities provided
to students with ASD.
The study found the participants had minimal experience in preservice preparation
with a lack of background knowledge on ASD. Knowledge of teaching strategies and
experiences in collaboration were also found to be few. Finally, teacher efficacy was
measured through the perceptions of preparedness, confidence, and effectiveness in
educating children with ASD. Participants felt low efficacy levels in these areas. An
eagerness to increase training for educating children with ASD was widespread.

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Background
Schools are seeing an influx of children with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD)
(Singh, 2007). In 2006, “1 in 110 US children had ASD” (Bower, 2011, p.16). Grant
(2010) identified an increase in cases of ASD at approximately 1 million to 1.5 million
adults and children in the United States diagnosed with ASD. In 2012, 1 in 88 children in
the United States were identified with ASD, which is an increase from 1 in 100 children
identified in 2009 (Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012). Inclusion requires
regular education teachers to provide resources and instruction for students spanning the
entire spectrum of learning abilities, which includes children with ASD, in their regular
education classrooms. Singh (2007) defined inclusion as “physical, social, and
instructional integration” (p. 205). Students in this increasing, diverse population need
trained and prepared educators, yet current training is lacking (Jung, 2007). Collaborative
practices include those involving regular education teachers and special education
teachers. Building an understanding and knowledge base in special education law,
terminology, and practices are crucial for training all educators while increasing efficacy
in teaching. Educational leaders must focus on collaboration of educators and increasing
the amount of inclusion training provided to educators as key components to preparing
educators for the flood of students with ASD (Forlin, 2007; Jung, 2007; Singh, 2007).
All teachers must be “skilled in collaboration” to meet accountability
requirements for special needs students (Conderman & Johnston-Rodriguez, 2009, p.
235). Inclusion training focused on collaboration between regular education teachers and

special education teachers must be integrated into both preservice and professional
development programs, as collaboration between regular and special education teachers
is crucial (Ali, Mustapha, & Jelas, 2006). Team teaching may allow for an increase in
collaboration and cohesion, which are crucial for leaders to establish inclusion programs
in any educational setting (Forlin, 2007). Co-instructing is developed when regular
education teachers learn to modify teaching styles, and special education teachers
increase their content knowledge and the information is shared between the two teacher
groups (Rice, Drame, Owens, & Frattura, 2007). Through data-driven research, Moore
(2009) found collaboration to be conducive to student learning. A lack of training is a
primary barrier to serving students in an inclusive classroom, and successful inclusion
requires that personnel from general and special education collaborate as team members
(Buelle, Hallam, Gamel-McCormick, & Scheer, 1999). Training needs to also include
increasing educator knowledge of special education, specifically in the area of ASD.
Identifying experiences of regular education teachers concerning inclusion
practices for children with ASD will aid in proper teacher training practices (Buell et al.,
1999). Proper training for inclusion can increase educator confidence and knowledge
base to better aid special needs students. Singh (2007) found general educators to not
have adequate knowledge in the area of special education. Jung (2007) stated
“developing confidence in one's ability to teach special learners is not only important for
special educators, but also for general education teachers” (p. 106). Educational leaders
can take the initiative to educate teachers for inclusion by creating an optimal culture and
climate conducive to collaboration and learning.

Conceptual Underpinnings for the Study
Current professionals are teaching in inclusion classrooms with little to no
inclusion training provided in the form of preservice or professional development
opportunities; educational leaders need to understand this deficit and implement
programs to train these educators. In one study, “special education teachers rated their
efficacy, ability, understanding, and resources higher than general education teachers” in
the areas of perception and inservice needs concerning inclusion (Buell et al., 1999, p. 1).
Identification of the experiences of regular education teachers in the areas of training,
current practices, and efficacy will aid educational leaders in increasing the effectiveness
of regular education teachers educating students with ASD (Forlin, 2007; Jung, 2007;
Singh, 2007). The concepts interwoven within this study include the history of special
education, the understanding of ASD, the current understanding of teacher preparation
for inclusion practices, and the obvious need for professional development for inclusion
practices.
The history of special education provided a significant background for this study.
Increasing knowledge of special education has been identified as a way to increase
confidence in teaching special education learners for regular education teachers (Jung,
2007). Special education reform required children with disabilities to be placed in regular
education classrooms (Ferguson, 1996; Kavale, Spaulding, & Beam, 2009).
When educators supply students with disabilities with “appropriate supports and
services” in the general education classroom, inclusion has been established (Dukes &
Lamar-Dukes, 2009, p. 17). Inclusion is full integration into the classroom without
discrimination (Singh, 2007). Laws and regulations have required an increase in inclusion

practices. This study focuses on the specific inclusion of children with ASD in the regular
education classroom.
Autism was first coined in 1948 and was used to describe children who were
socially withdrawn and focused on routine (Al-Shammari, 2006; Baker, 2008; Vernon &
Rhodes, 2009). Engaging these students in the inclusion setting became a challenge for
educators (Kleinert, Miracle, & Shepperd-Jones, 2007). The deciphering between special
education versus inclusive education primarily for children with ASD is very
controversial due to the wide range of academic abilities found in children with ASD
(Panerai, Zingale, & Trubia, et al., 2009). Laws require students with ASD to be placed
in the classroom, yet regular education teachers are not fully prepared (Yell, Drasgow, &
Lowrey, 2005).
The “lack of role clarification” once inclusion was enforced caused confusion
among regular education teachers (Rothstein, 1990, p. 45). Teacher preparation
concerning inclusion of children with ASD is divided into two distinct categories in
literature. These categories include collaboration and efficacy. Collaboration refers to
special education teachers and regular education teachers working together to educate
children with ASD (Ali et al., 2006). Efficacy refers to how effective regular education
teachers perceive their teaching engages children with ASD (Jung, 2007).
Professional development in the area of inclusion is lacking for regular educators.
A barrier to learning is created when a lack of proper training is present in the teacher of
an inclusive classroom (Buell et al., 1999). Educational leaders can aid in preparing
educators during initial training with in-service programs and professional development
opportunities which equip teachers with skills, competencies, and strategies for catering

to diverse learning settings may be the answer to increasing regular education teachers’
confidence levels in working with children with ASD (Kleinert et al., 2007; Copland,
2003).
Needs assessments “provide guidance for improvement” for established programs
to meet the “current needs of the target participants” (Rossi, Lipsey, & Freeman, 2004, p.
54). A needs assessment in the areas of level of preparation, effective classroom
strategies, and a sense of competence was coupled with a qualitative analysis of feelings,
frustrations, and experiences to lay the groundwork for this research (Rossi et al., 2004).
A descriptive investigation of current realities in the educational world in the area of
inclusion was a necessary link in the current study as well. Educational leaders need to
know experiences of regular education teachers when educating children with ASD and
how they can utilize the information to plan for better professional development.
Statement of the Problem
Students in diverse inclusive populations need trained and prepared educators, yet
research shows many teachers feel inadequately trained to work with this varied group of
students (Singh, 2007). Regular educators are lacking training for proper inclusion
practices (Buelle, et al., 1999). An identification of needs, areas of concern, and proper
instructional practices for inclusion of students with ASD is missing from regular
educator’s preservice and professional development education. Research is lacking in the
following key areas of inclusion training found to be beneficial: collaboration between
regular and special education teachers, education to increase educator’s knowledge base
in the area of special education, and implementation of professional development

opportunities. Educational leaders need to offer inclusion training not only during
preservice training, but for seasoned teachers as well (Jung, 2007).
Regular education teachers trained to collaborate with special education teachers
provide a balanced education and a more positive inclusive environment. Team teaching
builds credibility and increases teacher-student interaction (Rice et al., 2007).
Collaboration between regular education teachers and special education teachers has been
identified as a key to proper inclusion practices (Ali et al., 2006). Collaboration enables
regular education teachers to understand student expectations and needs (Cahill & Mitra,
2008; Conderman & Johnson-Rodriquez, 2009). Training focused on team teaching may
increase collaboration and cohesion which are crucial for leaders to establish inclusion
programs in any school setting (Forlin, 2007; Rice et al., 2007). Strategies and examples
for collaboration between general and special educators can improve inclusive
classrooms (Lingo, Barton-Arwood, & Jolivette, 2011; Moore, 2009). Collaboration
provides regular education teachers with the knowledge background currently provided
primarily to their special education cohorts, thus increasing their effectiveness.
Regular education teacher attitudes and confidence levels in working with special
education students are currently at low levels (Jung, 2007). Regular education teachers do
not appear to have adequate knowledge and skills to educate students with disabilities in
their inclusion classrooms (Singh, 2007; Connelly & Rosenberg, 2009). In order to
increase the efficacy of regular education teachers, their knowledge, confidence, and skill
sets need to be increased. An increase in preservice preparation and educational training
programs would increase the effectiveness of regular education teachers (Conderman &
Johnson-Rodriguez, 2009; Jung, 2007).

Teacher training to equip teachers with skills, competencies, and strategies would
be beneficial during the initial teacher training processes (Jung, 2007). A proper educator
training program to be implemented into preservice training and professional
development regimens may be the answer to serve the needs of this diverse population.
Students who fall into learning disabled and gifted programs would better be served by
classroom teachers trained to provide modified resources (Rice et al., 2007). Research
shows many other classroom teachers also feel inadequately trained to work with this
varied group of students (Singh, 2007).
Overall, past studies have identified the needs of increasing inclusion knowledge
for regular educators. Studies on inclusion have been conducted to properly include
special education students within specific content areas (Tam, Nassivera, Rousseau, &
Vreeland, 2000). Numerous articles have been written on ASD, teacher training, teacher
perceptions; yet the lack of studies devoted to educating regular education teachers in
properly educating children with ASD for leadership implications is apparent. To meet
the needs of an increasing population of children with ASD, studies such as this one must
be conducted to benefit educational literature and practice.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this concurrent mixed methods study was to gather information on
experiences of regular education teachers concerning inclusion practices for children with
ASD to aid educational leaders in properly training these educators. Concurrent mixed
method studies focus on quantitative data and qualitative data collections, yet combines
the results through analysis and interpretation (Creswell, 2007). By gathering quantitative

and qualitative data, the intent of the study was to improve current professional
development to increase the learning opportunities provided to students with ASD.
In the study, a survey was utilized to measure the gap between current training
practices and the needs of regular educators in the Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School
District in Southwest Missouri. Open-ended questions on the survey allowed for
educators to provide their own qualitative responses to their experiences with students
with ASD in their regular education classrooms. At the same time, the perceptions and
experiences of ASD of regular education teachers were explored during two qualitative
focus groups with current third, fourth, and fifth grade educators at Logan-Rogersville RVIII School District in Southwest Missouri.
Research Questions
The research questions guiding this study are:
1. What are the experiences of regular education teachers in the areas of
preservice preparation related to inclusion of students with Autism Spectrum
Disorders?
2. What are the professional development experiences of regular education
teachers in the areas of teaching strategies and collaboration pertaining to
inclusion of students with Autism Spectrum Disorders?
3. What are the levels of efficacy experienced by regular education teachers in
teaching students with Autism Spectrum Disorders?
Limitations, Assumptions, and Design Controls
This concurrent mixed method study was intended to identify the current
experiences and perceptions of regular education teachers in terms of educating students

with ASD in their regular education classrooms (Creswell, 2009). Limitations and
assumptions were identified within this study and considered when drawing conclusions
and generalizing the findings across varied educational settings.
Limitations
Time constraints created an overall limitation for the design of the study as the
researcher gained permission and modified a previously utilized survey and conducted a
focus group to gather both quantitative and qualitative data to fit the allotted time
schedule. The sample for the study was narrowed to third, fourth, and fifth grade regular
education teachers in the Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District in Southwest
Missouri decreasing the generalization of the findings. Another limitation includes the
size of the sample as the number of children with ASD the sampled teachers have
experience with is unknown. Convenience sampling was utilized as the researcher is
situated within the school district (Mertens, 2005). Overall, the findings from the
qualitative focus groups can be interpreted in various ways (Krueger & Casey, 2009).
The study was designed to provide useful information for the benefit of
educational research and strategies. Validity and reliability were considered as the
researcher gained permission to modify a previously created, piloted, and administered
survey to gather quantitative data (Mertens, 2005). The researcher is a regular education
classroom teacher who was required to take only one special education college course. A
personal feeling of inadequacy to serve the needs of students with ASD while following
the guidelines set out through the inclusion laws was noted. As data were gathered, this
researcher identified these bias feelings and allowed them to drive the purpose of the

study but not become a focal point during surveying and the focus group (Creswell, 2009;
Krueger & Casey, 2009; Mertens, 2005).
Assumptions
The researcher had prior experiences with children with ASD in her regular
education classroom. The researcher had prior experience researching and gathering
teaching resources and strategies to educate children with ASD in her regular education
classroom. The researcher was the conductor of the focus group studies (Mertens, 2005).
The researcher assumed the focus group responses and survey answers were honest. The
researcher strove to be objective and unbiased during the study.
Design Controls
The overall limitations of the study include time constraints, narrowed and
convenience sampling, and interpretation bias. Together these limitations were addressed
and identified to eliminate overshadowing of the final results of the study. Each limitation
was researched and defined for the researcher to keep proper design controls.
Time played a vital role in the overall planning, implementation, and research
gathering for this study. The quantitative survey and qualitative focus groups were
administered during the same time line. Organizing the focus groups in terms of
participants, timing, and resources was a focal point of the completion of the study
(Krueger & Casey, 2009). The researcher took into account a time line for completion
while paying close attention to detail and research results without marring the overall
significance of the study.
The sample size was determined through the researcher’s location and allotted
time for completion of the study (Creswell, 2007). Convenience sampling is consistent of

a “naturally formed group” and must be used with caution, or it may reduce the ability to
have a true random sample (Creswell, 2007, p. 164). The sample in this study was
comprised of individuals from the researcher’s own Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School
District to meet the time constraints of gathering data in a shortened amount of time.
Overall, attention was paid to this limitation, and the researcher used this convenience
sample as a way of collecting data from a like-group instead of merely for convenience
purposes.
Interpreting the results of the focus groups without biasing the information
required the researcher to utilize field notes and transcriptions. During the focus group
processes, the researcher sought to keep “research commitments somewhat separate from
personal attachments” while maintaining an outsider’s perspective (Emerson, Fretz, &
Shaw, 1995, p. 36). Focus groups chosen through convenience cause a lack of
randomizing of participants and can increase bias; therefore, the researcher had to be
aware of these conditions and work accordingly (Krueger & Casey, 2009).
Definition of Key Terms
The key terms in this study reflected the study’s research questions and purpose.
Vital terms in the study range from explicit definitions of disorders to defining more
commonly understood terms. Each definition was specific to the usage in this research
project. Terms were divided under two categories including regular education teachers
and special education due to the integration of these two concepts within the study.
Regular Education Teacher
Regular education teachers are educators in the PK-12 educational setting who
hold an education degree, which does not include a special education emphasis (Jung,

2007). These are teachers who are in the educational setting all day engaging in
collaboration and professional development. They have received preservice training in an
education specific program and received proper certification. They utilize research-based
teaching strategies in efforts to be effective educators.
Collaboration. Collaboration in this study refers to special education teachers and
regular education teachers working together to educate children with ASD. Collaboration
includes sharing ideas, knowledge, and strategies for the benefit of the students (Ali et al.,
2006).
Preservice preparation. Preservice preparation refers to teacher training before
the teacher is in the classroom, for example, during required college curriculum.
Preparing educators during initial training with in-service programs which equip teachers
with skills, competencies, and strategies for catering to diverse learning settings may be
the answer to increasing regular education teacher's confidence levels in working with
children with ASD (Kleinert et al., 2007; Copland, 2003). An increase in preservice
preparation and educational training programs would increase the effectiveness of regular
education teachers (Conderman & Johnson-Rodriguez, 2009; Jung, 2007).
Professional development. When proper training is lacking, a barrier to learning is
created for the students in an inclusive classroom (Buell et al., 1999). In Loreman's 2007
study, educator training for inclusion based on positive attitude, supporting policy and
leadership, research-based practices, flexible curriculum, community involvement,
reflection practices, and proper resources were identified as effective. Educational leaders
must offer professional development which includes these elements as well as best
practices for inclusion to benefit regular education teachers in providing resources and

instruction for students spanning the entire spectrum of learning abilities (Forlin, 2007;
Robinson & Timperley, 2007).
Teacher efficacy. Efficacy in this study refers to how effective regular education
teachers perceive their teaching engages children with ASD (Jung, 2007). Regular
education teachers' attitudes and confidence levels in working with special education
students are currently at low levels (Jung, 2007). Regular education teachers do not
appear to have adequate knowledge and skills to educate students with disabilities in their
inclusion classroom (Singh, 2007; Connelly & Rosenberg, 2009). In order to increase the
efficacy of regular education teachers, their knowledge, confidence, and skill sets need to
be increased.
Teaching strategies. Teaching strategies are researched-based teaching practices
teachers use within their classrooms to reach the educational needs of their students
(Loreman, 2007).
Special Education
Special education reform required children with disabilities to be placed in
regular education classrooms (Ferguson, 1996; Kavale et al., 2009). Increasing
knowledge of special education has been identified as a way to increase confidence in
teaching special education learners for regular education teachers (Jung, 2007). ASD,
inclusion, and the least restricted environment are only three concepts included in the
entire gamut of special education.
Autism Spectrum Disorders. Autism was first coined in 1948 and was used to
describe children who were socially withdrawn and focused on routine (Al-Shammari,
2006; Baker, 2008; Vernon & Rhodes, 2009). When broken down, ASD include students

diagnosed with “autistic disorders, Asperger's syndrome, and Pervasive Developmental
Disorder-Not Otherwise Specified” (Roberts, Keane, & Clark, 2008). Engaging these
students in the inclusion setting became a challenge for educators (Kleinert et al., 2007).
The deciphering between special education versus inclusive education primarily for
children with Autism Spectrum Disorder is very controversial (Panerai et al., 2009).
Inclusion. Inclusion refers to “the process by which educators provide appropriate
supports and services to students with disabilities in the least restricted environment,
namely the general education classroom” (Dukes & Lamar-Dukes, 2009, p. 17).
Comparatively, Singh (2007) defines inclusion as “physical, social, and instructional
integration” (p. 205).
Least Restricted Environment. The least restricted environment refers to the
environment in which student barriers are minimized. Students are provided an
environment safe of discrimination without being singled out and are allowed to learn
alongside their peers. The regular education classroom primarily provides this
environment (Dukes & Lamar-Dukes, 2009).
Summary
Inclusion requires regular education teachers to be collaborative, prepared, and
effective. Students diagnosed with ASD deserve teachers properly educated to meet their
individualized needs. The intent of the study was to identify perceptions and experiences
of regular education teachers with the purpose of increasing the learning opportunities
provided to teachers of students with ASD by educational leaders.
The overarching concepts identified by the needs assessment included training,
current practices, and efficacy of regular education teachers. Time constraints, sample

size, and sample identification were noted as limitations to the study while personal
experiences and bias were identified as assumptions. Defining key terms specific to the
research questions provided a common understanding of concepts throughout the study.
This study positively contributed to literature, practice, and educational institutions for
the benefit of regular education teachers, children with ASD, and the educational
community as a whole.
In Chapter Two, relevant literature will be identified and streamlined to cover the
history of special education, ASD, teacher preparation, and professional development.
Readings will be synthesized and analyzed to respond to the research questions of the
study. In Chapter Three, the research design and methodology of the study will be
presented, followed by the interpretation of the results of the study in Chapter Four, and
finally, the overall discussion of the significance of the study and plans for future
research will be covered in Chapter Five.

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction
Regular education teachers are required to provide resources and instruction for
students spanning the entire spectrum of learning abilities. A lack of training was
identified as a primary barrier to serving students in an inclusion classroom. Successful
inclusion requires personnel from general and special education collaborate as team
members (Buell et al., 1999). A proper understanding of the history of special education,
inclusion, Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), teacher preparation, and professional
development were essential for completing this task. Relevant literature was identified
and streamlined to cover these topics with the utmost focus on regular education teacher
preparation.
Chapter Two was organized to cover the five topics of: history of special
education, inclusion, ASD, teacher preparation, and professional development. The
history of special education included a definition of special education as well as a
timeline of events with specific events elaborated upon. The elaborated events chosen
align with the purpose of the research project and include least restricted environment
(LRE) and the passing of several special education specific laws and regulations.
Following the history of special education, inclusion was defined and explained. Thirdly,
ASD were defined and explained including a description of each disorder in the
spectrum, a timeline of identification of these disorders, and current methodologies
utilized to educate children with ASD. Next, teacher preparation was discussed as
properly training teachers was the focal point of this study and was further defined using

concepts of collaboration and preservice education. Finally, professional development
was defined and exemplified in terms of building teacher efficacy and understanding of
special education and ASD.
History of Special Education
Since conception in the early 1800’s, special education has changed and evolved.
The understanding of special education is crucial for educators required to meet the needs
of students with special needs in their classrooms (Raymond, 2008). Defining special
education and identifying the changes in laws and regulations are the foundation for this
study.
Vaughn and Boss (2009) defined special education as being “goal-directed and
guided by student performance” (p. 4). Specifically, special education classrooms have
been developed to provide “specialized, individualized, and intensive instruction to meet
students’ needs” (Vaughn, Bos, & Schumm, 2006). The education provided in the
resource classrooms spans a wide spectrum of learning disabilities. “Modern special
education” was incepted in 1975 and has evolved and changed over the past several
decades, yet special education was discussed and implemented much earlier (Pugach,
Blanton, & Correa, 2011, 183).
Special education classrooms were established as early as the 1800’s in the United
States. In 1871, in New Haven, Connecticut, a classroom was established for children
seen as “difficult or recalcitrant” in order for the regular education classrooms to proceed
without distraction (Raymond, 2008, p. 33). Classrooms at this time were springing up all
over the United States continuing into the early 1900’s. Special education was coined in
the 1880s by the National Education Association and Alexander Graham Bell, however

both “failed to establish an organization of special education professionals” at that time
(Raymond, 2008, p. 39). Intelligence testing began in the United States in 1916 with the
translation of the Binet-Simon intelligence scale into English, which was later revised in
1937 to the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test still in use today (Raymond, 2008). The
combination of these early special education classrooms and the introduction of
intelligence testing propel the movement into special education reform.
In 1975, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (EAHCA), also known
as PL 94-142, was established (Vaughn et al., 2006). The EAHCA assured “access to
public education for all children, without regard for disabling condition” (Keogh, 2007, p.
67). This new legislation required schools to adapt to the needs of the students, unlike
prior beliefs that the students must adapt to the school setting. Under PL94-142, all
“school-age children with a disability in the United States” were granted a free and
appropriate public education (FAPE) (Raymond, 2008, p. 42). PL 94-142 provided not
only a free and public education, but also due process, nondiscriminatory assessment,
Individual Education Plans (IEP), and the idea of LRE (Keogh, 2007).
An IEP is defined as a “plan developed to meet the special learning needs of each
student with disabilities” requiring the plan to be “written, implemented, and reviewed”
(Vaughn et al., 2006, p. 4). Early on, IEPs were established mainly for special education
services and included special education goals. However, after 1997, the reauthorization of
IDEA, IEPs began to include “consideration of the general education curriculum”
(Raymond, 2008, p. 70). IEPs were now required to be created with the general
educator’s input and in following the state’s learning standards (Raymond, 2008). The
implementation of Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) led to the

requirement of each student’s IEP to “address how a student with a disability will access
the general education curriculum;” thus tying in the LRE (Singh, 2007, p. 205).
While increasing access to the regular education curriculum, students with
disabilities are required to learn in the LRE (Yell et al., 2005). The LRE in the
educational setting is defined as the “setting most like that of nondisabled students that
also meets each child’s educational needs” (Vaughn et al., 2006, p. 4). The Education for
All Handicapped Children Act (EAHCA) first established the idea of LRE in 1975
requiring that “as much as possible educational services should be provided” in this
environment (Keogh, 2007, p. 67). The LRE is met when all students learn in an
environment typical of their peers (Raymond, 2008).
In 1990, PL 94-142 was revised and renamed IDEA (Peterson, 2007). The IDEA
reauthorization took place in 1997 placing a “critical focus” on general education
curriculum for students with disabilities (Pugach et al., 2011, p. 192). Other significant
changes took place with the reauthorization of IDEA, including requiring IEPs to be
created through acknowledgment of strengths and needs of the individual child with the
school and parents involved in the process (Raymond, 2008). With similar goals as
established in 1975, IDEA has continued to be revised with the most recent revision in
2004 (Vaughn et al., 2006). The latest 2004 revision called for “more accountability at
the state and local levels” with a focus on outcomes (Peterson, 2007, p. 2). Instruction
and intervention also became a higher priority as the revision aimed at keeping students
in the general education classroom as much as possible (Peterson, 2007). Simplifying the
processes for IEPs was also a goal in the 2004 revision as regulations were clarified and

strengthened (Raymond, 2008). Another educational act which played a role in
establishing FAPE for all also came about in 1990.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was enacted in 1990 (Peterson, 2007).
Along with ADA came a renewed understanding of Section 504, first established in 1973,
which included plans for children with disabilities. Section 504 provided protection for
individuals with disabilities yet was not fully understood when first implemented
(Peterson, 2007). Overall, this act was primarily for the private sectors of education;
however, Section 504 plans are now used in public schools as well. Students in grades K12 are covered under ADA, and the eligibility for a 504 are broader than those for an IEP.
Revisited in 2008, the Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments (ADAA) were
established and were effective January 1, 2009 (Zirkel, 2009). Under the ADAA,
individuals must have a “mental or physical impairment that limits a major life activity to
a substantial extent” (Zirkel, 2009, p. 68). Another piece of legislation played its role in
education following the ADAA; No Child Left Behind (NCLB) was established in 2001
(Peterson, 2007).
The passing of NCLB effected students with disabilities; it required all students,
including students with disabilities, to be proficient in reading and mathematics by 2014
(Peterson, 2007; Yell et al., 2005). NCLB and IDEA work together to accommodate
students with disabilities and increase the inclusion of these students in the general
education classroom (Simon & Black, 2011). NCLB also recognizes IEPs and considers
these plans as it requires all students with disabilities to be included in state and district
assessments. IEP accommodations are considered individually before assessments begin
(Raymond, 2008). Overall, NCLB has “increased access to the standard/general

education curricula and instruction for students with disabilities” (Simon & Black, 2011,
p. 170).
Defining special education and the history of the changes and developments in
United State’s public schools laid the groundwork for understanding special education.
Special education has changed dramatically from its earliest forms in the 1800’s.
Understanding the special education laws and regulations aids educators in properly
teaching children with disabilities in the proper setting. PL 142-94, ADA, and NCLB each
played a role in requiring children with disabilities to be placed in regular education
classrooms while explanations of IEP and LRE lead into the creation of inclusion
(Ferguson, 1996; Kavale et al., 2009). Specifically, this study focused on the inclusion of
children with ASD within the regular education classroom.
Inclusion
Special education laws have changed the learning environment for disabled
students and students with special needs. In the late 1800s, these students were placed in
an entirely different classroom to reduce distraction in the regular education classroom
(Raymond, 2008). The establishment of the LRE in 1975 increased the time disabled
students were taught in the classroom (Keogh, 2007). Currently, inclusion laws are
requiring these students to be included in the regular education classroom as much as
possible with their peers (Dukes & Lamar-Dukes, 2009; Singh, 2007). Defining
inclusion, explaining proper inclusion practices, identifying areas with a lack of training
are paramount to this study.
Increasing the access to general education curricula has required schools to
increase inclusive practices. Inclusion refers to “the process by which educators provide

appropriate supports and services to students with disabilities in the least restricted
environment, namely the general education classroom” (Dukes & Lamar-Dukes, 2009, p.
17). Comparatively, Singh (2007) defined inclusion as “physical, social, and instructional
integration” (p. 205). Inclusion “takes the principle of LRE one step further” by stating
the “general education classroom is an appropriate learning environment for all (or most)
children” (Yell et al., 2005, p. 40). It is not to be confused with mainstreaming which is
when a child spends part of the day in the special education classroom and another part of
the day in the general education classroom (Idol, 2006). Laws such as IDEA require
students with disabilities to learn and be engaged in the regular education classroom,
which aligns with inclusion practices (Black & Smith, 2011). Overall, inclusion practices
are established to create “one educational system” for all students (Florian, 2010, p. 22).
Inclusion practices have been established to meet the goals and demands of
special education laws and regulations. First and foremost, inclusion practices must keep
the best interest of each individual child in mind, examining IEP’s is crucial for
placement (Moore, 2009). Once placement options have been identified, the varying
teacher practices can be examined and a proper fit can be made.
Idol (2006) identified supportive resource programs, consulting teacher model,
cooperative teacher model, and instructional assistants as four practices currently in place
to meet the needs of diverse learners in the inclusive classroom. Supportive resource
programs primarily consist of collaboration between the instruction of the regular
education teacher and the resource teacher. The goal of this collaboration is to “support
students’ transferring what they have learned in the resource room to learning in the
general education classroom” (Idol, 2006, p. 78). Consulting teacher model refers to an

“indirect” connection between the special education teacher and the special education
students as the special education teacher works “directly” with the classroom teacher as a
consultant for instructional ideas and needs (Idol, 2006, p. 78). Instruction is delivered
completely in the regular education classroom in this model. Cooperative teacher model
is a co-teaching model established when the special education teacher and regular
education teacher collaborate “in the same classroom to provide educational programs for
all students” (Idol, 2006, p. 78). Finally, Idol (2006) explained instructional assistants as
a fourth teaching practice for proper inclusion practices. These assistants are
paraprofessionals who are with a specific student throughout the day aiding the student in
the learning process. Whether a teacher is using these practices or a multitude of others, it
is apparent that when children with special needs are placed in the regular education
classroom, teachers are realizing their “tried-and-true activities” will not always work for
every student (Chandler-Olcott & Kluth, 2009, p. 553).
Overall, a lack of training for proper inclusion has been felt by educators and
identified by many researchers (Connelly & Rosenberg, 2009; Jung, 2007; Singh, 2007).
When students with special needs are immersed in the regular education classroom,
educators must reevaluate their practices. “Adjusting expectations, providing different
kinds of support, and offering more challenge where needed” are all areas in which
educators may need to make adjustments in their instruction practices (Chandler-Olcott &
Kluth, 2009). However, with these changes comes the need to be properly trained.
Teaching strategies have been created to meet the special needs of various students with
disorders; however, these strategies can be utilized for other disorders as well (Florian,

2010). Being properly educated on teaching strategies to meet students’ needs is vital,
especially when it comes to inclusion (Jung, 2007).
Inclusion helps students with disabilities to be immersed in the regular education
classroom with their peers. Educators must learn the laws and definitions associated with
inclusion and adhere to these regulations to properly educate all students in their regular
education classrooms. Teaching practices are in place to aid educators in completing this
task; however, further research on these practices and new practices for evolving students
are necessary. With proper practices identified, teachers then must be trained for students
to learn in the inclusive environment. This study focuses on the specific inclusion of
children with ASD.
Autism Spectrum Disorder
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) covers a wide range of disorders associated
with social withdraw, communication delays, and varying behavior disorders (Ryan,
Hughes, Katsiyannis, McDaniel, & Sprinkle, 2011). This study focuses on the inclusion
of children with ASD in the regular education classroom, thus requiring a proper
understanding of the disorder. Explaining the history of ASD, breaking down ASD into
the varying disorder categories, identifying the characteristics of ASD, relating special
education laws and regulations, and expanding on teaching strategies and educational
practices provide an understanding of ASD crucial to the study. Each of these sections
will be elaborated upon using relevant and recent literature.
History of Autism Spectrum Disorder
The term autism was coined in 1943 by Leo Kanner. Kanner, a child psychologist,
detected symptoms of the disorder through observations (Vernon & Rhodes, 2009). Prior

to the labeling of autism, children with the characteristics noted by Kanner were
“misdiagnosed as childhood schizophrenia, mental retardation, organic brain syndrome,
or some other disorder” (Vernon & Rhodes, 2009, p. 5). In 1948, the word autism was
increasingly used to describe children who were socially withdrawn and focused on
routine (Al-Shammari, 2006; Baker, 2008). In 1964, an award-winning book on autism
and its implications was published by the author Bernard Rimland followed by the
treatment method, applied behavior analysis (ABA) by Ivan Lovass in 1987. The work of
these two pioneers in the field of autism proved to be milestones for understanding these
disorders (Vernon & Rhodes, 2009). In the 1970’s and earlier, “refrigerator parents” was
a term used to define the cause of autism, blaming autism on the parents of children with
ASD; however, this was later discredited and the cause remains unknown (Vernon &
Rhodes, 2009, p. 6). ASD “range from classic autism to Asperger’s syndrome” and have
set distinguishing factors (Saunders, Page, & Wood, 2011, p. 21).
Categories of Autism Spectrum Disorders
ASDs include “Autistic Disorder, Asperger’s Disorder, and Pervasive
Developmental Disorders-Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS) (Gerdts & Bernier, 2011,
p. 1). Each of these disorders has their own set of characteristics, yet they tend to overlap
and are grouped into the ASD title. Autistic Disorder is characterized by social,
communication, and behavior restrictions. Asperger’s Disorder is a form of autism in
which children display the characteristics of Autistic Disorder, yet lack the cognitive and
speech delays. Children labeled with PDD-NOS have Autistic characteristics, but do not
fit under a specific labeling or disorder. Rett Syndrome and Childhood Disintegrative
Disorder (CDD) can also be classified under the ASD umbrella (Ryan et al., 2011).

Autistic Disorder. Autistic Disorder, also known as classic autism, is
characterized by impairments in “social interaction, communication, and behavior with
restricted and stereotyped interests” (Tonge & Brereton, 2001, p. 672). Autistic Disorder
can be clearly diagnosed by “30-36 months,” yet symptoms are more commonly noticed
“during the second year of life” (Tonge & Brereton, 2011, p. 672). The cognitive ability
of children with Autistic Disorder can range from severe to moderate disabilities.
However, usually a cognitive assessment “reveals a scatter of abilities with more
difficulty in verbal and language skills” this is coupled with a “better performance in
visual motor activities” (Tonge & Brereton, 2011, p. 673). Children with Autistic
Disorder also fail to make eye contact and lack facial expression while they also “tend to
follow their impulses regardless of the situation” (Vernon & Rhodes, 2009, p. 6).
Roughly one third of children with Autistic Disorder are nonverbal. The majority of
children with Autism Disorder have IQ scores described labeling them with an
“intellectual disability;” however, one third have an IQ score of average or above average
(Ryan et al., 2011, p.57). Children who have social impairments and the ability to
communicate fall under the ASD category of Asperger’s Disorder.
Asperger’s Disorder. Asperger’s Disorder is a mild PDD-NOS characterized by a
“qualitative impairment in social interactions” with repetitive actions which are not
coupled with cognitive or speech delays (Koyama & Kurita, 2008, p. 691). The lack of
cognitive and speech delays is the main difference between Autistic Disorder and
Asperger’s Disorder. These social impairments are made apparent by their “restricted,
repetitive and stereotype patterns of behavior and interests” (Tonge & Brereton, 2001, p.
673). Children with Asperger’s Disorder may not be properly identified until they are in

preschool or a school setting when these repetitive social delays are more prevalently
noticed (Tonge & Brereton, 2001; Vernon & Rhodes, 2009). Another characteristic
includes “all-consuming interests” which are prevalent in children with Asperger’s
Disorder, and these interests can be taken to the extreme (Vernon & Rhodes, 2009, p. 6).
Speech delays are not a huge impairment for these children, yet language delays are
noted. The vocabulary of these children is not always delayed; in fact “large
vocabularies” are often developed by these children (Ryan et al., 2011, p. 57). However,
for children with Asperger’s Disorder, “understanding nonverbal” and the “pragmatics of
language” can be a difficulty, thus contributing to their social impairments (Ryan et al.,
2011, p. 57). Two children with Asperger’s Disorder may be completely different as the
characteristics of Asperger’s are wide and varying from child to child (Chandler-Olcott &
Kluth, 2009). Characteristics of children with Autism vary greatly, which brought about
the need for the label PDD-NOS.
Pervasive Development Disorders-Not Otherwise Specified. Children who exhibit
characteristics of Autism, but do not fit all the characteristics of a specific disorder, fall
into the PDD-NOS category (Ryan et al., 2011). Children in this category have milder
Autistic symptoms, and their symptoms are not severe enough for them to be labeled as
Autistic or with Asperger’s Disorder (Koyama & Kurita, 2008). These children will have
Autistic characteristics, but some symptoms will be mild, not present, or only one key
symptom will be present. Diagnosing children labeled with PDD-NOS can be difficult,
and a thorough investigation of symptoms must be done to evaluate the child (Autism
Speaks, 2012; Vernon & Rhodes, 2009). Two other disorders fall into the ASD category,
Rett Syndrome and CDD.

Rett Syndrome and Childhood Disintegrative Disorder. Rett Syndrome and CDD
are two other disorders often listed under ASD. Rett Syndrome is a genetic disorder with
similar Autism-related symptoms including “regression in mental and social
development, loss of language, seizures, and loss of hand skills” (Ryan et al., 2011, p.
57). This syndrome is found only in females (Vernon & Rhodes, 2009). It is
distinguished by a normal development period with an onset after six months of age
(Ryan et al., 2011). By the age of ten, losses of “expressive or receptive, social skills or
adaptive behaviors, bowel or bladder control, and play or motor skills” are inevitable
(Vernon & Rhodes, 2009, p. 6). CDD also follows a normal development period and the
onset of Autistic-related symptoms. However, in children with CDD, the symptoms show
up around two years of age with all symptoms developed by four years of age. The
symptoms include “marked losses of motor, language, and social skills” (Ryan et al.,
2011, p. 57). The loss of these developmentally appropriate skills is the distinguishing
factor for CDD (Vernon & Rhodes, 2009).
Characteristics of Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders
ASDs are characterized by students “being impaired in the ability to
communicate, understand language, play, develop social skills, and relate to others”
(Raymond, 2008, p. 197). In 1943, Kanner first created a set of seven features of
individuals with autism. These seven features were: (a) inability to relate themselves to
people and situations, (b) poor language development, (c) echolalia, (d) excellent rote
memory, (e) perseveration and repetitive behavior, (f) anxiously obsessive with
sameness, (g) good cognitive potentialities and generally normal appearance (Vernon &
Rhodes, 2009, p. 6). In diagnosing autism, children must portray features in three distinct

areas including impairment in communication or social skills, stereotypical behaviors like
rocking and finger movements, and finally, there must be a delay in skill development
before age three. Social interactions are affected by autism and characterized by minimal
to no eye contact and unawareness to social circumstances. Communication overall was
minimal and included repetition with almost robotic speech. Children with ASD are also
characterized by set routines and gross and fine motor skills being very repetitive.
Cognitively, children with ASD may have mental retardation or have characteristics of a
savant (Vaughn et al., 2006; Vernon & Rhodes, 2009). Children with ASD are also very
impulsive and lack control “regardless of the situation” (Vernon & Rhodes, 2009, p. 8).
Children with ASD are being diagnosed at an increasing rate (Singh, 2007). In 2008,
Szymanski & Brice stated one in every 150 children situated in the United States has
autism. Almost 1.5 million adults and children in the United States have been diagnosed
(Grant, 2010; Saunders et al., 2011). Due to the increase of children labeled with ASD,
special education laws have been forced to include this diagnosis in their guidelines.
Special Education Laws and Regulations Affecting Autism Spectrum Disorders
Special education laws and regulations have also been established for children
with ASD. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), The Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), and No Child Left Behind (NCLB) all have identified and made
provisions for children with ASD. IDEA has established a definition of autism stating
autism was “a developmental disability significantly affecting verbal and non-verbal
communication and social interaction, usually evident before age 3, that adversely affects
a child’s educational performance” (Raymond, 2008, p. 197). Since IDEA defines autism
as a learning disability, children with ASD are guaranteed a FAPE and are allowed this

right from “preschool through high school or until age 21 years” (Vernon & Rhodes,
2009, p. 10). ADA causes an overlap in coverage for students under IDEA and Section
504, allowing more students, including students with ASD, to receive special services
(Zirkel, 2009). The guidelines of NCLB affect children with ASD in many ways. Under
NCLB, all students, including students with learning disabilities, must participate in
district and state assessments. Teachers are also affected by NCLB, one regulation
included requiring “highly qualified teachers” to teach core subject areas to all children in
the public school setting (Yell et al., 2005, p. 134). These laws require students with ASD
to be included in the regular education classroom as much as possible and for teachers to
be qualified to properly teach them; however, the strategies needed for regular education
teachers to teach these students are minimal (Kleinert et al., 2007).
Teaching Strategies and Educational Practices
Many teaching strategies have been identified to aid teachers in properly
educating children with ASD. Some of the most common research-based effective
strategies include Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA); Developmental, IndividualDifference, Relationship-Based Model (DIR); Discrete Trial Teaching (DTT); Picture
Exchange Communication System (PECS); Social Stories; and Treatment and Education
of Autistic and Communication related handicapped CHildren (TEACCH). Each of these
methodologies has proven effective for teaching students with ASD.
Applied Behavior Analysis. ABA, also called the Lovass Method, was developed
in 1987 by Ivan Lovass as a behavioral psychology based practice utilizing both positive
and negative reinforcement to achieve targeted skills. ABA is the most commonly used
teaching strategy for children with ASD. This strategy requires teachers to reinforce

behaviors in the classroom when necessary (Vernon & Rhodes, 2009). In this teaching
style, a set of lessons are used to achieve a desired behavior. Skills are portrayed in a
simple form and taught using reinforcement of proper behaviors. Overall, a
“manipulation of conditions that are likely to lead to change in the desired direction” are
paramount (Cohen, 2011, p. 326). This method increases adaptive, cognitive, compliance,
language, IQ, and social functioning (Ryan et al., 2011).
Developmental, individual-Difference, Relationship-Based Model. Another model
currently being utilized to teach children with ASD is the DIR model. Educators and
parents utilize this model to learn about the “strengths and limitations of the child,” thus
identifying ways to create interventions for the child to establish emotional and social
development (Ryan et al., 2011, p. 59). This model focuses on the emotional
development of the child while being concerned with the feelings, relationships, and
interactions of the child. Autism Speaks (2012) identified floortime as a useful DIR
technique. Floortime aids in emotional development of the child through communication,
thinking, and idea sharing. DIR increases social and emotional functioning as well as
information gathering (Ryan et al., 2011).
Discrete Trail Teaching. Discrete Trial Teaching (DTT) is another commonly
used teaching strategy. DTT was used to teach “language and communication skills to
children with autism” (Kurt, 2011, p. 1437). Five elements are included in the DTT
process: (a) discriminative stimulus, (b) prompt, (c) response, (d) consequence, and (e)
inter-trial interval (Kurt, 2011, p. 1437). In this process, teachers present “graduated
guidance” by providing prompts which the student can respond correctly to and then
following the response with a similar correct response (Kurt, 2011, p. 1437). In this

intervention, specific tasks are taught in a manageable way until mastery is achieved
(Ryan et all, 2011). The consequences involved in the DTT process include “positive
reinforcement for correct response or corrective action for an incorrect response” (Cohen,
2011, p. 326). The DTT process was helpful for children with ASD due to the focus on
communication skill building (Kurt, 2011; Yell et al., 2005). This method also increases
cognitive, language, adaptive, and compliance skills (Ryan et al., 2011).
Picture Exchange Communication System. PECS is a “communication system
developed to assist students in building fundamental language skills” with the end result
of “spontaneous communication” (Ryan et al., 2011, p. 59). PECS is beneficial for
children with little to no verbal capabilities. This system incorporates pictures to aid
children in expressing feelings and needs. In the beginning of the program, children learn
to exchange pictures for actual objects and to use these items in communication. Pictures
and objects are utilized, yet the end result of PECS is verbal communication (Autism
Speak, 2012). PECS increases speech and language development as well as socialcommunicative behaviors (Ryan et al., 2011).
Social Stories. Social Stories are stories personalized to individual children to
explain socially acceptable behaviors to given situations. The stories show the child how
to positively react in specific situations (Ryan et al., 2011). The goal of Social Stories is
“to share accurate information about situations or concepts in meaningful and supportive
ways so as to improve understanding of expectations and events” (Cohen, 2011, p.327).
Social Stories increase prosocial behaviors (Ryan et al., 2011).
Treatment and Education of Autistic and Communication related handicapped
CHildren. TEACCH focuses on intervention for task development. This method

“supports task completion by providing explicit instruction and visual supports”
specifically designed for each individual child in their own environment (Ryan et al.,
2011, p. 59). TEACCH, also known as Structured Teaching, was developed in the 1970s
to provide an understanding of the difficulties children with Autism face (Autism Speaks,
2012). TEACCH was specifically created for Autism as it “takes into account the
disorder’s features and tries to minimize the child’s difficulties using structured and
continuous interventions, environmental adaptations, and alternative-augmentative
communication” (Panerai et al., 2009, p. 875). TEACCH increases “imitation, perception,
gross motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and cognitive performance” (Ryan et al., 2011,
p. 59). Along with teaching strategies, specific teaching elements have also been
identified to aid teachers in educating children with ASD.
The most popularly used elements for educational practices for teachers were
established by Iovannone, Dunlap, Huber, and Kincaid in 2003. These six elements
included individual services, systematic instruction, structured educational environments,
curricular content, functional approach to behavior, and involvement of family
(Iovannone et al., 2003). Individualizing services requires services to be “tailored to meet
the unique individual needs and family characteristics of each student” (Yell et al., 2005,
p. 136). Systematic instruction consists of tailoring teaching strategies to specific learning
outcomes and goals. Structured educational environments consist of predictable daily
routines, these routines aid children with ASD to react appropriately to different activities
throughout the day. Communication needs and social interactions are emphasized
through specific curriculum content to aid children with ASD in their everyday
interactions (Yell et al., 2005). Using the functional approach to behavior allows teachers

to focus on skill development and not focus so intently on “punishment-based
approaches” (Yell et al., 2005, p. 136). Finally, teachers seeking family involvement as
an element of educating children with ASD has proven helpful as “family members know
their child best,” while meeting regulations for parent involvement sent out by
reauthorization of IDEA in 2004 (Yell et al., 2005, p. 136; Raymond, 2008).
Children with ASD have been identified since 1943 (Vernon & Rhodes, 2009).
Defining ASD, explaining the various disorders under the ASD label, and providing the
characteristics of ASD are the first steps in educating educators on ASD. Regulations and
changes have taken place over the years due to special education laws including IDEA,
ADAA, and NCLB regulations to improve inclusion for children with ASD (Peterson,
2007). However, properly engaging these students in the inclusion setting remains a
challenge for regular educators (Kleinert et al., 2007). Teaching strategies are currently in
place to aid regular education educators in completing this endeavor; however, gaps in
the process still exist. The deciphering between special education versus inclusive
education primarily for children with Autism Spectrum Disorder is very controversial
(Panerai et al., 2009). Laws require students with ASD to be placed in the classroom, yet
regular education teachers are not fully prepared (Yell et al., 2005).
Teacher Preparation
Preservice preparation refers to teacher training before the teacher entered the
classroom, for example, during required college curriculum. Preparing educators during
initial training with in-service programs which equip teachers with skills, competencies,
and strategies for catering to diverse learning settings may be the answer to increasing
regular education teacher's confidence levels in working with children with ASD

(Kleinert et al., 2007; Copland, 2003). An increase in preservice preparation and
educational training programs would increase the effectiveness of regular education
teachers (Conderman & Johnson-Rodriguez, 2009; Jung, 2007).
The requirement of special education knowledge has been known since the early
twentieth century. At this time, special education was recognized as a field of study
within the teaching occupation. The International Council for the Education of
Exceptional Children was created in 1922 by Elizabeth Farrell to fully establish the
special education profession (Raymond, 2008). In 1933, the organization’s name was
changed to the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC). This organization brought forth
the importance of including special education coursework within the preservice
preparation of educators. Finally, in 2004 with the reauthorization of IDEA, “preservice
special education was finally forced to respond to the academic and pedagogical content
preparation of its graduates” and special education courses were added to the course
requirements of college and university graduates going into the field of teaching (Pugach
et al., 2011, p. 192).
Access to education, minimal discrimination, parents’ rights and participation,
and all eligible children receiving services lay the foundation for the “legal and ethical
bases for special education practices;” however, the major task is getting all educators
onboard to fully implement special education for every eligible child (Keogh, 2007, p.
67). Preservice teachers require training to meet these demands. The reauthorization of
IDEA required general education teachers to have a more participative role in teaching
students with disabilities within their general education classrooms (Pugach et al., 2011).
Colleges and universities had to increase training opportunities for preservice teachers to

meet the requirements of IDEA; they wanted teachers to be effective to work with a
“broad range of students” within the general education classroom (Keogh, 2007, p. 67).
Along with IDEA, the requirement of a FAPE laid the responsibility on teachers in
general education to provide accommodations within the general education classroom for
students with disabilities (Zirkel, 2009). NCLB also had a role in increasing preservice
teacher preparation by stating when the “general education classroom becomes more
responsive to the needs of diverse learners, they will become more effective for all
students” (Raymond, 2008, p. 197). NCLB required all teachers to be highly qualified to
teach their core subject areas to all students, including students with disabilities, in the
public school setting (Pugach et al., 2011; Yell et al., 2005). This provision mandated
new hires to be highly qualified by 2002-2003, and all teachers in the public school
setting to be highly qualified by the 2005-2006 school year (Yell et al., 2005). The
special education laws and regulations increased the prevalence of inclusion within the
general education classroom and thus required an increase of preservice training in the
area of inclusion.
The “lack of role clarification” once inclusion was enforced caused confusion
among regular education teachers (Rothstein, 1990, p. 45). With the increase of students
with ASD in the general education classroom, the need to educate regular education
teachers became apparent (Raymond, 2008). Teacher preparation concerning inclusion of
children with ASD was divided into two distinct categories in literature. These categories
include collaboration and efficacy. Collaboration refers to special education teachers and
regular education teachers working together to educate children with ASD (Ali et al.,

2006). Efficacy refers to how effective regular education teachers perceive their teaching
engages children with ASD (Jung, 2007).
Cahill and Mitra (2008) stated, “when the school culture provides opportunities
for staff to develop relationships, individuals feel supported and are more likely to
experiment with new ways to reach students” (p. 150). Collaboration between regular
education teachers and special education teachers has been identified as a key to proper
inclusion practices (Ali et al., 2006). The Cooperative Teacher Model is one such model
created to meet this demand and established to increase collaboration. In this model,
teachers and special education teachers co-teach in one classroom to meet the educational
needs of all students (Idol, 2006). Collaboration enables regular education teachers to
understand student expectations and needs (Cahill & Mitra, 2008; Conderman &
Johnson-Rodriquez, 2009). FAPE required regular education teachers to accommodate
for students with disabilities; this should be done with “close coordination and
consultation” with special education educators (Zirkel, 2009, p. 69). Training focused on
how team teaching may increase collaboration and cohesion which are crucial for leaders
to establish inclusion programs in any school setting (Forlin, 2007; Rice et al., 2007).
Strategies and examples for collaboration between general and special educators can
improve inclusive classrooms (Lingo et al., 2011; Moore, 2009). Collaboration provides
regular education teachers with the knowledge background currently provided primarily
to their special education cohorts, thus increasing their effectiveness.
Regular education teacher attitudes and confidence levels in working with special
education students are currently at low levels (Jung, 2007). Regular education teachers do
not appear to have adequate knowledge and skills to educate students with disabilities in

their inclusion classroom (Singh, 2007; Connelly & Rosenberg, 2009). Jung (2007)
identified the importance of increasing the confidence of general education teachers in
teaching special learners. Missouri State University (2012) indicates one special
education course for their elementary education graduates. SPE 310 is the only course
required for graduates to apply for teacher certification. This course is an introduction to
special education and covers diverse students with disabilities, giftedness, and cultural
diversity. In order to increase the efficacy of regular education teachers, their knowledge,
confidence, and skill sets need to be increased. An increase in preservice preparation and
educational training programs would increase the effectiveness of regular education
teachers (Conderman & Johnson-Rodriguez, 2009; Jung, 2007).
Through identification of a lack of preservice training in regards to properly
education children with ASD and the increase of students with ASD, colleges and
universities are trying to meet this demand (Conderman & Johnson-Rodriguez, 2009;
Raymond, 2008; Jung, 2007). Special education changes over the years have increased
the need for training preservice teachers to be fully prepared to meet the needs of a wide
range of student abilities (Raymond, 2008). Special education laws, including IDEA and
NCLB, have increased the need for preservice teacher training as well (Keogh, 2007).
Inclusion laws have required an increase in collaboration and efficacy within regular
education teachers as they tackle the challenge of teaching students with wide ranges of
abilities in their regular education classrooms (Cahill & Mitra, 2008; Singh, 2007). These
laws and regulations are aimed at helping future teachers before they enter the classroom;
however, help was needed for veteran teachers who are already in the classroom. This

type of aid can be presented as professional development opportunities within current
school settings.
Teacher preparation for this study includes understanding special education
knowledge and laws, proper inclusion practices broken down into collaboration and
efficacy of teachers, and an identification of the lack of proper training. Understanding
the preparation of teachers is crucial for teachers before they enter the profession, yet for
teachers already in the classroom proper professional development is mandatory.
Professional Development
Professional development in this study is defined as teacher training provided by
educational leaders within the current classroom setting for teachers who are already
placed in regular education classrooms having completed required preservice training
from a college or university. As the number of children with ASD increases, the
confidence level of regular education teachers in educating these students decreases
(Singh, 2007). Efficacy is the term used in this study to refer to this confidence level.
Efficacy must be addressed in the form of professional development opportunities so
regular education teachers have the confidence they need to educate children with ASD
(Jung, 2007). A large part of the lack of confidence experienced by regular education
teachers is due to the lack of knowledge of special education and ASD (Jung, 2007).
Professional development was changed by educational laws and regulations which have
shaped requirements for teachers within the regular education classroom. Special
education laws have played multiple roles in increasing requirements for regular
education teachers, especially in the area of inclusion (Buell et al., 1999). These
regulations are identifying who is required to teach students with disabilities (Simon &

Black, 2011). Administrators are becoming aware of the growing need for professional
development so regular education teachers meet the influx of special education students,
and in this study, specifically students with ASD (Raymond, 2008). Strengthening
teacher efficacy and increasing knowledge of special education and ASD provide sound
professional development for regular education teachers striving to educate children with
ASD in their regular education classrooms.
Teacher Efficacy
A barrier to learning was created when a lack of proper training was present in the
teacher of an inclusive classroom (Buell et al., 1999). Raising the confidence levels of
regular education teachers was another strategy for improving inclusion practices.
Preparing educators during initial training with in-service programs which equip teachers
with skills, competencies, and strategies for catering to diverse learning settings may be
the answer to increasing regular education teachers’ confidence levels in working with
children with ASD (Kleiner et al., 2007; Copland, 2003).
In Loreman's 2007 study, educator training for inclusion based on positive
attitude, supporting policy and leadership, research-based practices, flexible curriculum,
community involvement, reflection practices, and proper resources was identified as
effective. Including these elements as well as best practices for inclusion can benefit
regular education teachers in providing resources and instruction for students spanning
the entire spectrum of learning abilities (Forlin, 2007; Robinson & Timperley, 2007).
Professional development for proper inclusion practices has been identified to be
most effective when teachers have first hand knowledge with inclusion in their
classrooms, thus being able to provide strategies which appeared to work for their

students (Simon & Black, 2011). Increasing collaboration between special education
teachers and regular education teachers has been found to be beneficial when providing
professional development for inclusion to properly be implemented (Cahill & Mitra,
2008; Conderman & Johnson-Rodriquez, 2009). Regular education teachers must provide
accommodations for students with disabilities, and they are asked to coordinate with
special education teachers to accomplish this task (Zirkel, 2009).
Regular education teachers feel inadequately trained to teach children with ASD
in their classrooms (Singh, 2007). Educational institutions must properly educate regular
education teachers in order to increase their efficacy in educating children with ASD.
Identifying specific areas in which regular education teachers lack confidence is the
primary goal of this study. Relevant literature has identified a lack of knowledge and
skills as the most common reason teachers do not feel confident to teach all children in
the inclusive setting (Jung, 2007).
Understanding of Special Education and Autism Spectrum Disorders
Special education laws including IDEA and NCLB legislation are responsible for
an increase in professional development needs for regular education teachers (Peterson,
2007). IDEA made known that all United States students are granted FAPE; therefore,
teachers should be prepared to teach students with all learning abilities within their
regular education classrooms (Raymond, 2008). Regular education teachers were also
responsible for providing accommodations to children with IEPs, and this regulation
came about with limited training for current teachers (Keogh, 2007). NCLB brought about
a multitude of requirements for preservice and regular education teachers. Teachers were
required to be highly qualified within their academic content area(s) to teach all students

in their public school classrooms (Pugach et al., 2011). Being highly qualified meant
teachers must at minimum hold a bachelor’s degree from a college or university, have a
state certification in their academic areas, and “demonstrate subject matter competency in
the core academic subjects that they teach” to properly instruct “all students in public
schools” (Yell et al., 2005, p. 134). These laws required inclusion of students with a
spectrum of learning abilities to be placed in the regular education classrooms, and
current teachers were in need of training to properly implement these regulations.
Increasing professional development for current regular education teachers was
identified as crucial for meeting inclusion laws and regulations to meet the educational
needs of students with ASD (Kleiner et al., 2007). Special education laws have identified
who was responsible for educating students with a FAPE by requiring students with
disabilities, namely students with ASD, to be placed in the regular education classroom
as much as possible (Buell et al., 1999). NCLB has required teachers to be highly
qualified to teach content knowledge to all students on the learning spectrum, which has
forced administrators to increase professional development opportunities to keep
educators up-to-date on current and relevant teaching strategies (Yell et al., 2005).
Inclusion laws have increased the need for current regular education teachers to be
properly trained to educate children with ASD (Buell et al., 1999). Increasing
collaboration and teacher efficacy have been found to increase the likelihood of success
for proper inclusion practices (Cahill & Mitra, 2008; Conderman & Johnson-Rodriquez,
2009). Strategies are currently in place to educate teachers for the task of educating all
children in their classrooms; however, research continually adds to the strategies teachers
are trying (Simon & Black, 2011).

Professional development provides educators the opportunity to learn and keep
up-to-date in proper educational practices. Confidence levels increase as professional
development opportunities allow regular education teachers to better understand their
students’ needs. Defining professional development in terms of special education laws
was important for this study as well as identifying a lack of training for inclusion
practices. Overall, increasing teacher efficacy in educating children with ASD and a
need for increasing the knowledge of special education and inclusion, namely for
children with ASD, is the driving force behind requiring increased preservice education
and professional development opportunities.
Summary
The history of special education, defining inclusion, the explanation of ASD, the
clarification of past and current preservice teacher preparation, and the outlining of
ongoing processes of professional development within schools laid the foundation for this
study. In identifying ways to train regular education teachers to properly serve children
with ASD, a proper understanding of the past and present state of inclusion practices
provided the springboard for this study.
Special education laws, including IDEA, ADAA, and NCLB, have been
synthesized and investigated to provide understanding for regular education teachers.
Properly defining and explaining inclusion practices set a guideline for both special
education teachers and regular education teachers. Illustrating a timeline and defining
ASD have narrowed the topic from the broad heading of special education to a more
localized and time-sensitive topic for this study. Identification of preservice teacher
preparation practices provided the necessary information for a gap in knowledge to be

identified, thus providing the basis for increased current professional development
opportunities.
This synthesis of literature guides the study as it provides the background
information for understanding the purpose of the study. The following chapters will
combine this information with current research to answer the study’s research questions.
In Chapter Three, the research design and methodology of the study will be presented and
defined. In Chapter Four, the results of the collected data will be interpreted as they relate
to the study’s research questions. Finally, in Chapter Five, the significance of the study
and plans for future research will be addressed.

CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Introduction
Regular education teachers are required to provide resources and instruction for
students spanning the entire spectrum of learning abilities. Educators face this challenge
each day in their regular education classrooms serving as the least restricted environment
for students with disabilities and more specifically for students with Autism Spectrum
Disorders (ASD). A proper understanding of the history of special education, inclusion,
ASD, teacher preparation, and professional development coupled with proper training
prove essential for completing this task.
Increasing knowledge of special education has been identified as a way to
increase confidence and teaching abilities of regular education teachers in inclusion
classrooms (Jung, 2007). Special education reform required children with disabilities to
be placed in regular education classrooms, yet resources were not provided to meet this
mandate (Ferguson, 1996; Kavale et al., 2009). Inclusion refers to “the process by which
educators provide appropriate supports and services to students with disabilities in the
least restricted environment, namely the general education classroom” (Dukes & LamarDukes, 2009, p. 17). Comparatively, Singh (2007) defined inclusion as “physical, social,
and instructional integration” (p. 205). Inclusion requires regular education teachers to
modify lessons and provide the least restricted educational environment for children with
Autism Spectrum Disorders with little to no knowledge on these disorders (Dukes &
Lamar-Dukes, 2009). For this reason, this study focuses on the specific inclusion of
children with ASD.

The term autism was first coined in 1948 and was used to describe children who
were socially withdrawn and focused on routine (Baker, 2008; Vernon & Rhodes, 2009;
Al-Shammari, 2006). Engaging these students in the inclusion setting became a challenge
for educators (Kleinert et al., 2007). The deciphering between special education versus
inclusive education primarily for children with ASD is very controversial (Panerai et al.,
2009). Laws require students with ASD to be placed in the classroom, yet regular
education teachers are not fully prepared (Yell et al., 2005).
This study, using teacher experiences and perceptions as the unit of analysis, was
intended to explore a proper educator training program to be implemented by educational
leaders into preservice training and professional development regimens to serve the needs
of this diverse population. Proper teacher training is essential to equip teachers with
skills, competencies, and strategies (Jung, 2007).
The research design and methodology include seven distinct sections. The
sections are as follows: introduction, research questions, population and sample, data
collection and instrumentation, quantitative data collection procedure, qualitative data
collection procedure, data analysis, and conclude with a summary. Each section of this
paper serves a specific purpose for the completion of the research design and
methodology. A brief introduction is followed by the research questions guiding the
study. The population and sample of the study will be described and explained
specifically, including the size of population backed with relevant research. Data
collection and instrumentation will include data collection details, survey information,
focus group procedures, and an explanation of the steps completed for human subject
protection. The quantitative and qualitative data collection procedure sections will

explain how both types of data will be collected and utilized in the study. Data analysis
will be included to explain how the collected data will be treated. Finally, the summary
will identify key points from the research design and methodology of the study.
Research Questions
The research questions guiding this study are:
1. What are the experiences of regular education teachers in the areas of
preservice preparation related to inclusion of students with Autism Spectrum
Disorders?
2. What are the professional development experiences of regular education
teachers in the areas of teaching strategies and collaboration pertaining to
inclusion of students with Autism Spectrum Disorders?
3. What are the levels of efficacy experienced by regular education teachers in
teaching students with Autism Spectrum Disorders?
Population and Sample
In this case study third, fourth, and fifth grade regular education teachers in the
Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District in Southwest Missouri, a typical Missouri
school, provided the data source to keep a narrowed focus on the needs of regular
education teachers for inclusion and focused on professional development educational
leaders can provide. The sample accounted for 16 elementary education teachers. Surveys
were sent to all third, fourth, and fifth grade regular education teachers in the district.
The specification of third, fourth, and fifth grade regular education teachers for
the sample provided a focus on teachers having self-contained classrooms and larger
experiences with inclusion during the entire school day. Departmentalized grade levels

generally start in the sixth grade; therefore, third, fourth, and fifth grades were chosen for
the most daily interactions between the regular education teachers and the children with
ASD. Perceptions of regular education teachers on proper inclusion training were
identified as necessary for the study; comprehensive sampling was utilized as all third,
fourth, and fifth grade regular education teachers had the opportunity to participate (Fink,
2009). The surveyed group of teachers had the opportunity to participate in focus groups
with their same grade level peers to further elaborate on their experiences. The focus
group questions were open-ended and conducted by the researcher (Krueger & Casey,
2009; Mertens, 2005).
This case study was situated within a typical rural Missouri school to provide
generalizable findings. The Department of Education and Secondary Education (2012)
calculated the K-12 enrollment at Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School to be approximately
2,000 students. The similarity of the size of this district to other districts across Missouri
allows this district to be considered a typical school for this state.
Data Collection and Instrumentation
Data collection and instrumentation included utilizing a survey and conducting
two focus groups. The survey consisted of demographic information and teacher
perception questions. The survey also included four open-ended questions to allow
participants to provide details on their experiences. The focus group questions were
created from an elaboration of the survey questions. Survey and focus group questions
were created to answer the three specific research questions for the study. The questions
were presented after opening questions were utilized to set a positive tone for the
participants (Krueger & Casey, 2009). These data collection methods allowed for both

quantitative and qualitative data to be accumulated. Mixed methods of data collection
provided the data necessary for this descriptive study. The following sections explain the
survey instrument, focus group protocol, sensitivity of human subject protection, data
collection procedures for both quantitative and qualitative methods, and the focus group
procedures.
Survey: Autism Needs Assessment Survey-Revised (ANAS-R)
The use of a survey was the best choice for the researcher to conduct a simple
descriptive study of the given educators at one particular point in time (Mertens, 2005).
The survey was the best choice as it was aimed at setting policy needs and program
planning (Fink, 2009). Limitations to survey collections were noted by the researcher as
human error or bias may have played a role in swaying responses. Quantitative data
collection was chosen due to the nominal scales of measurement for demographic
information gathered through the survey, as well as coding of open-ended responses.
Qualitative data were collected through open-ended questions provided on the survey.
Overall, the survey provided a mixed method data collection for the study.
The survey, Autism Needs Assessment Survey-Revised (ANAS-R), was adapted
from a current survey which was formally used to identify training practices of special
education teachers in Missouri public schools working with students with ASD in their
classrooms (Tam et al., 2000). Project ACCESS was the original conductor of this
survey, and they have used it for several years for their annual survey for special
education directors and in-district autism consultants. The researcher utilized questions
from the original survey with minor revisions to meet the needs of the study and research
questions. Revisions included adding extra response choices when only two options were

currently present. Questions twelve, thirteen, and fourteen were added to answer research
question three on teacher efficacy. These questions focused on the confidence level of the
participants in education children with ASD. The researcher also changed question
eighteen to include current and relevant teaching strategies identified in the literature
review of the study. Question twenty-five was added to gain anecdotal data for the
qualitative analysis on actual experiences of the participants. Other changes were minor
changes in word choice. The survey consisted of twenty-five questions covering educator
demographics and perceptions. The initial eleven questions covered demographics and
experiences, the following six questions focused on teacher efficacy, the next four
questions focused on current teacher strategies, while the final four questions were openended questions focused on teacher perceptions and experiences on inclusion and ASD.
The responses were coded and categorized into like responses. Each survey took
approximately fifteen minutes for each participant to complete, and the results were
stored electronically through Survey Monkey.
The purpose of the survey was to identify teacher perceptions on current student
inclusion training techniques. The information gathered was useful in understanding the
importance of collaboration and team teaching for inclusion to be a success in the regular
education classroom. The results obtained also identified effective collaborative practices
beneficial to the educational community and aided in improving teacher training for
inclusion purposes.

Focus Group Protocol

Focus group participants were selected through availability and openness for
participation. Questions were open-ended and derived from an elaboration of the survey
questions. The forty-five minute focus groups were conducted on location with the
researcher leading the discussion while voice recording the responses and taking field
notes. Proper preparation guidelines were taken into account for the focus groups.
Consent letters were signed at the beginning of each focus group, and procedures were
explained to the participants. Opening questions were utilized to get the participants
talking and interacting and to set a comfortable tone for the focus groups (Krueger &
Casey, 2009). Question routing included key questions being asked during the focus
group study aimed at answering the study's research questions (Krueger & Casey, 2009).
Following the focus groups, the researcher transcribed the voice recording and consulted
field notes to code responses according to coding procedures conducted from the survey
responses. The researcher checked for consistency and similarity in responses.
Human Subjects Protection
This study was conducted to identify proper training techniques for inclusion
practices. The information is useful to understand the importance of collaboration and
team teaching for inclusion to be a success in the regular education classroom. Teacher
demographics and perceptions were the main focus of the results and were obtained
through the use of a survey and two focus group studies.
Informed consent was collected from each participant, for the survey and focus
groups, after gatekeeper approval from the district superintendent was confirmed (Fink,
2009). Participation in the study was completely voluntary, and participants could stop
participation at any point without penalty. Codes were used in place of participant names

to keep confidentiality. Participants did not need to answer all of the questions. All
responses were coded and kept confidential and were presented in summary form using
no identifying information.
This project was reviewed and approved by the University of Missouri-Columbia
Campus Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the use of human subjects. Research was
conducted after IRB approval was granted (Mertens, 2005). The IRB believed the
research procedures adequately safeguarded the subject’s privacy, welfare, civil liberties,
and rights. The researcher completed required online tests for IRB approval to confirm
the understanding of the IRB process prior to research.
Quantitative Data Collection Procedure
The use of a previously utilized needs assessment instrument increased the
validity and reliability of the survey in identifying percentages and frequencies in the
areas of preparation, strategies, efficacy, and professional development. Teachers were
chosen for the focus groups based on their level of experience with children with ASD as
determined by the needs assessment instrument and their openness to share experiences
as indicated by the survey. Surveys were conducted with third, fourth, and fifth grade
teachers in the Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District in Southwest Missouri by way
of comprehensive sampling (Mertens, 2005). Comprehensive sampling was used as the
surveys were presented to only third, fourth, and fifth grade teachers in the LoganRogersville R-VIII School District in Southwest Missouri, and all the third, fourth, and
fifth grade teachers were invited with the same opportunity to participate. The researcher
contacted the district administrator to gain access to the third, fourth, and fifth grade
teacher email listings, and then a consent letter was emailed to each teacher with a link to

the online survey. Surveys were distributed to all third, fourth, and fifth grade teachers in
the Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District in Southwest Missouri through the use of
the online survey provider, Survey Monkey.
Qualitative Data Collection Procedure
The ANAS-R included four open-ended questions related to teacher preparation,
strategies, efficacy, and professional development. These questions allowed for more
descriptive responses for the qualitative piece of the study. The survey questions were
elaborated upon to create several of the focus group questions to gather further
information to answer the research questions of the study.
The focus groups were conducted alongside the survey. The focus groups were
conducted to gather additional information to answer the research questions of the study.
The focus group questions were created by elaborating the survey questions. Two focus
groups were conducted. One consisted of five third grade regular education teachers and
the second consisted of thirteen fourth and fifth grade regular education teachers.
Data Analysis
The data analysis for this case study consisted of quantitative and qualitative data.
Quantitative data were collected through a survey completed by third, fourth, and fifth
grade teachers in the Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District in Southwest Missouri, a
typical Missouri school. Qualitative data were drawn from open-ended questions within
the survey and from field notes and a voice recording collected during each focus group
consisting of third, fourth, and fifth grade teachers in the Logan-Rogersville R-VIII
School District in Southwest Missouri.
Quantitative Data Analysis

The survey provided categorical data in the form of demographic questioning as
well as numerical data in the form of discrete numbers assigned to given perceptions.
Research findings were analyzed using SPSS to determine patterns of perceptions within
the teacher responses (Field, 2009). Perceptions were measured using a multiple choice
answering format with an open-ended option and recorded for perceptions for various
areas of educator training for teaching students with ASD. The quantitative data included
a test for percentages as well as frequencies displayed on pie charts and bar graphs
(Creswell, 2007). The techniques utilized to ensure quality of data and data analysis for
quantitative data included the selection of a sample of teachers who represented third,
fourth, and fifth grade teachers in the Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District in
Southwest Missouri. Items on the instrument provided quantitative descriptions of
preservice preparation, teaching strategies, teacher efficacy, and professional
development as perceived by teachers.
Research Question One. In determining the level of preservice preparation
received by the participants, question four of the survey asked how many college credits
related to special education were received to obtain a teaching certificate for each
participant. Question ten on the survey required participants to identify where they had
received support and training to educate children with ASD. Participants were asked on
question fifteen to identify the level of formal training they have received on ASD. The
options ranged from introductory to advanced. Survey question nineteen listed locations
for training, including preparatory programs, which the participants chose from to
distinguish where they had received special education training. These questions will be

utilized to gather quantitative data pertaining to experiences of regular education teachers
in the areas of preservice preparation related to inclusion of students with ASD.
Research Question Two. Numerous survey questions addressed experiences of
regular education teachers in the areas of teaching strategies pertaining to inclusion of
students with ASD. Survey question six asked participants to identify the number of
students with ASD they have had in their teaching career, while question seven asked
participants to estimate the typical number of children with ASD in the classroom each
year. Survey question eighteen asked participants to indicate methodologies they have
received training on to use in their classrooms. Six common strategies were listed with
the option to list other methodologies being provided in the participants’ districts.
Participants checked all applicable strategies. Survey question nineteen asked where the
participants had received training for educating children with ASD and question twenty
had the participants rate the training they received.
Research Question Three. The experiences of regular education teachers in the
areas of efficacy in teaching students with ASD were measured quantitatively through
multiple survey questions. Survey questions ten and eleven addressed the sufficiency of
resources provided for teaching children with ASD. Questions twelve through fourteen
had participants rate their preparedness, confidence, and sense of effectiveness when
educating children with ASD in their classrooms. Questions sixteen and seventeen asked
participants how open to professional development opportunities they are specifically to
identify if they need additional training. Questions eighteen through twenty on the survey
asked the level of training provided and how satisfied the participants were with the
training. Question twenty on the survey asked participants to rate the training they have

received, and survey question twenty-one asked which area the participants feel
additional training is needed to better serve children with ASD.
Validity and Reliability. Validity and reliability were present through the use of
previously created, piloted, and administered survey instrument. Internal validity was
provided due to the selection of the participants. Participants were not selected due to any
biases, yet due to their current third, fourth, and fifth grade teaching positions (Fink,
2009). External validity was present as the “findings apply to other people and other
settings” (Fink, 2009, p. 72). The researcher will be the administrator of the survey and
evaluator of the results. The researcher also served as the conductor of the focus group
studies. Due to the researcher’s role in the survey administration and focus group
procedures, intrarater reliability will be present as the data collected will be made by the
“same observer” (Mertens, 2005, p. 350). Ultimately, the survey and focus group
questions were created around the study research questions to keep the data collected
valid and reliable.
Generalizability. Due to the external validity of the study, generalizability of the
findings can be made. Comprehensive sampling was utilized to find the participants.
Only third, fourth, and fifth grade regular education teachers at Logan-Rogersville R-VIII
School District were asked to participate (Mertens, 2005). Third, fourth, and fifth grade
teachers were focused upon due to their self-contained classrooms for the majority of the
day. Generalizability to other self-contained elementary educators can be noted due to the
sampling of third, fourth, and fifth grade teachers participating in the study (Creswell,
2007).

Qualitative Data Analysis
The qualitative data were drawn from connections between open-ended answers
on the survey and focus group responses (Krueger & Casey, 2009). Quality for
qualitative data included multiple sources allowing triangulation, descriptions of teachers
allows transferability to other areas, and member checking and peer coding aid in
reliability checking (Krueger & Casey, 2009).
Research Question One. Determining preservice preparation related to inclusion
of students with ASD will be measured qualitatively through focus group questions.
Specifically, when asking the participants what training they have received to properly
educate students with ASD the researcher will gather data on preservice preparation of
participants. Participants were able to elaborate on their preservice preparation with
specific examples and experiences.
Research Question Two. Open-ended questions on the survey addressed teaching
strategies utilized by regular education teachers. Survey question twenty-three asked for
experiences in collaboration with special education teachers and question twenty-four on
the survey asked for successful strategies used by the participants. These questions
coupled with several focus group questions provide a qualitative analysis of the data.
Specifically, focus group questions asked for training experiences, collaboration
practices, successful strategies, and unsuccessful strategies used by the participants.
Research Question Three. Question twenty-two of the survey provided qualitative
data to explain the level of efficacy regular education teachers have for properly
educating students with ASD. This question asked for areas where additional resources
were needed for the participants to feel comfortable educating students with ASD. Focus

group questions also provided qualitative data to answer research question three.
Questions focused on how many students the participants have taught and ideas on
programs and professional development opportunities that could be provided to increase
the participants’ knowledge and confidence levels in teaching students with ASD.
Role of the Researcher. The researcher is currently a fifth grade regular education
teacher and was required to take only one special education college course. Personal
feelings of inadequacy to serve the needs of students with ASD while following the
guidelines set forth through the inclusion laws was identified as a driving source in this
study. As data were gathered, this researcher identified these bias feelings and allowed
them to drive the purpose of the study, but not become evident during surveying and
focus group questioning (Creswell, 2009; Krueger & Casey, 2009; Mertens, 2005). The
focus groups were conducted, while voice recording and taking field notes, in the
researcher’s own school district, yet two of the focus groups were with teachers whom
she does not collaborate and work with on a day-to-day basis. This unfamiliarity aided in
eliminating convenience researching and increased the validity of the study as the
“accuracy of the findings” was upheld (Creswell, 2009, p. 184).
Trustworthiness. Objectivity and trust were on the forefront of the study while the
researcher collected data in an unbiased way. The focus on third, fourth, and fifth grade
teachers eliminated the use of convenience sampling as the researcher interacted with
unfamiliar participants. Human rights protection was also held in high esteem as the
researcher followed the proper steps to obtain permission from the educational institution
and individual educators through the use of consent letters. Identification of individuals
was “masked” as to keep sensitive experiences private and untraceable (Creswell, 2007,

p. 185). Relationship building was considered during the focus group processes where
open questioning and proper introductions played a crucial role (Krueger & Casey, 2009).
Summary
This case study identified regular education teachers' demographic information
and teacher perceptions related to proper inclusion training. The three provided research
questions were addressed through a descriptive quantitative analysis. The population for
the study included a marked number of third, fourth, and fifth grade teachers in the
Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District in Southwest Missouri, a typical Missouri
school. Mixed methods including quantitative and qualitative data collections served to
provide numerical and real world experiences aiding in the answering of the research
questions. Proper procedures were established prior to data collection to aid in reliability
and validity of the findings. The purpose of this study was to gather information on
experiences of regular education teachers concerning inclusion practices for children with
ASD in adding to the knowledge base and research for proper teacher training.
Chapter Three focused on the design and methodology of the study. Chapter Four
will contain the results of the collected data as they relate to the research questions.
Finally, Chapter Five will include the significance of the study and plans for future
research.

CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND FINDINGS

Introduction
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is on the rise (Singh, 2007). Bower (2011)
stated 1 in 110 children in the United States was labeled with an ASD in 2006. In 2009, 1
in every 100 children was identified as having an ASD, while in 2012, 1 in every 88
children was identified with an ASD (Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012).
ASD includes an umbrella of disorders, specifically, Autistic Disorder, Asperger’s
Disorder, Pervasive Developmental Disorders-Not Otherwise Specified, Rett Syndrome,
and Childhood Disintegrative Disorder (Gardts & Bernier, 2011; Ryan et al., 2011). The
populace of children with ASD in the regular education classroom is increasing and
education laws require children with ASD to be placed in the least restricted
environment, thus in the regular education classroom with their peers (Dukes & LamarDukes, 2009). Literature has identified the need to increasing the training provided to
regular education teachers to educate this growing population (Bower, 2011; Singh,
2007).
Children with ASD require trained and prepared educators, yet research shows
many teachers feel inadequately trained to work with this varied group of students
(Singh, 2007). A gap is present between the training provided to regular educators and
the training required for proper inclusion practices (Buelle, et al., 1999). Providing
inclusion training during preservice programs and professional development workshops
for seasoned teachers is a necessity (Jung, 2007).

Due to the need to training educators, teaching strategies and programs have been
incorporated into educating regimens for educators. These researched-based teaching
practices can be utilized by teachers within their classrooms to reach the educational
needs of their students (Loreman, 2007). Applied Behavior Analysis, Developmental,
Individual-Difference, Relationship-Based Model, Discrete Trial Teaching, Picture
Exchange Communication System, Social Stories, and Treatment and Education of
Autistic and Communication related handicapped CHildren have all been identified as
some of the most common strategies for effectively educating children with ASD in the
regular education classroom (Kurt, 2011; Ryan et al., 2011; Vernon & Rhodes, 2009).
Along with understanding effective strategies, educators must be provided with a sound
knowledge background of special education and ASD.
Being aware of the history of special education, including restrictions and laws, is
crucial for educators. Specifically, understanding inclusion laws in providing the least
restricted environment for children with ASD allows educators to know their place in the
educating of these children (Raymond, 2008). Training on defining and describing ASD
as well as aligning the disorders with researched-based methodologies is paramount
(Ryan et al., 2011). Children with ASD have various learning abilities due to the wide
range of disorders covered by this title. Educators must be aware of these characteristics
and the ways to meet the needs of each of these children. Providing training on the
various teaching strategies provides background knowledge for educators (Ryan et al.,
2011).
The purpose of this study was to identify the perceptions of needs of regular
education teachers in regards to educating children with ASD. Information was gathered

on experiences of regular education teachers concerning inclusion practices for children
with ASD. The overall intent of the study was to improve current professional
development to increase the learning opportunities provided to students with ASD.
Three research questions were developed to identify needs of educators in
educating children with ASD. Initially, the first research question identified experiences
of regular education teachers in the areas of preservice preparation related to inclusion of
students with ASD. The second research question gathered professional development
experiences of regular education teachers in the areas of teaching strategies and
collaboration pertaining to inclusion of students with ASD. The final research question
recognized levels of efficacy experienced by regular education teachers in teaching
students with ASD.
The Autism Needs Assessment Survey-Revised (ANAS-R) was used to measure
the gap between current training practices and the needs of regular educators in the
Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District in Southwest Missouri. Quantitative and
qualitative data were collected on the survey as open-ended questions allowed educators
to provide their own responses to their experiences with students with ASD in their
regular education classrooms. Perceptions and experiences of regular education teachers
were explored during two qualitative focus groups with current third, fourth, and fifth
grade educators at Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District in Southwest Missouri.
In this chapter, the results of the collected data as they relate to the research
questions are presented. First, the demographics of the participants were presented to
identify their level of experience with ASD. Next, the research findings are presented.
Each research question is restated with both quantitative and qualitative data presented.

SPSS version 16.0 was used to find percentages and frequencies for quantitative data in
answering the research questions. Qualitative data were coded for the identification of
connections. Finally, a summary will conclude Chapter Four.
Demographics of Participants
Third, fourth, and fifth grade regular education educators in the LoganRogersville R-VIII School District in Southwest Missouri provided the data source to
keep a narrowed focus on the needs of regular education teachers for inclusion to answer
the research questions of the study. Third, fourth, and fifth grade regular education
teachers were chosen to keep a narrowed focus on teachers with self-contained
classrooms and larger experiences with inclusion during the entire school day. The
sample accounted for 16 elementary education teachers. All third, fourth, and fifth grade
regular education teachers in the district received the survey. The survey participants had
the opportunity to participate in focus groups to elaborate on their experiences with their
same grade level peers. The researcher conducted the two focus groups (Krueger &
Casey, 2009; Mertens, 2005).
The survey was sent electronically to the 19 third, fourth, and fifth grade educators
at Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District in Southwest Missouri. Participation in the
survey was completely voluntary, and participants were informed they could stop at any
time and were not required to answer all questions. Of those asked to participate, 16
educators chose to complete the survey. Confidentiality of the responses was made
possible as the results were not tied to each individual participant, but presented in
summary form. The survey received 16 respondents from these grade levels.
Demographic data included asking the participants their primary role, primary grade

level, and years of teaching experience. All 16 respondents identified their primary role
as a regular educator in the elementary setting. However, the number of years of teaching
experience varied greatly among the participants as illustrated in Table 1. Of the
participants, 8 teachers had 10 years or less of teaching experience, 7 had 11-17 years
experience, and 1 participant had 25 years of experience.
Table 1
Number of Years of Teaching Experience (N=16)

Response

Frequency

Percent

1

1

6.2%

3

2

12.5%

4

1

6.2%

8

2

12.5%

9

1

6.2%

10

1

6.2%

11

2

12.5%

13

1

6.2%

14

1

6.2%

16

2

12.5%

17

1

6.2%

25

1

6.2%

Note. mean=11.0, SD=6.0

The focus groups protocol included voluntary participation, participation could
end at any time, and participants could answer only the questions they were comfortable

answering. Two focus groups were conducted. For confidentiality, perceptions of
teachers will be presented using the letter “RE” for regular education teacher followed by
a “3,” “4,” or “5” indicating the teacher’s grade level. This code was then followed by a
dash and a number representing the individual participant. The first focus group consisted
of ten fourth and fifth grade teachers at Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District while
the second was made up of five third grade teachers in the same district. Focus groups
were recorded and transcribed for accuracy in coding responses for the qualitative
findings.
Research Findings
The research questions guiding this study were:
1. What are the experiences of regular education teachers in the areas of
preservice preparation related to inclusion of students with Autism Spectrum
Disorders?
2. What are the professional development experiences of regular education
teachers in the areas of teaching strategies and collaboration pertaining to
inclusion of students with Autism Spectrum Disorders?
3. What are the levels of efficacy experienced by regular education teachers in
teaching students with Autism Spectrum Disorders?
Research Question One
Research question one identified the experiences of regular education teachers in
the areas of preservice preparation related to inclusion of students with ASD. This
research question was answered in a variety of ways within the survey and focus group in
both quantitative and qualitative findings. This research question sought to identify the

possible deficiencies of preservice training present in the current teacher training
programs.
Quantitative Findings for Research Question One
Multiple survey questions were aimed at identifying preservice preparation
received by participants related to educating children with ASD. Survey question 4
focused on the number of special education college credits received by the participants to
fully understand the knowledge obtained before entering the regular education classroom.
Survey question 10 gauged the areas of support and training for educating children with
ASD, the majority of participants’ responses showed collaboration with peers laid the
foundation for their knowledge base not formal training. Survey question 15 determined
the formal level of autism training the participants felt they had to identify if they had a
background knowledge and understanding of ASD. Finally, question 19 of the survey
asked participants where the majority of their training for special education was gathered,
and preparatory programs was ranked at the top.
Question four of the survey asked participants to determine how many college
credits related to special education were received to obtain their teaching certificate.
Options ranged from “0-3,” “4-9,” “10-12,” and “12+” in order to include special
education classes accounting for three credit hours. Illustrated in Table 2, 93.7% of the
participants determined nine credits or less were accumulated in the area of special
education to receive their teaching certificate, with only 6.2% having 10-12 college
credits in special education.

Table 2
Number of Special Education College Credits (N=16)

Response

Frequency

Percent

0-3

6

37.5%

4-9

9

56.2%

10-12

1

6.2%

Survey question 10 required participants to identify training venues with the
option to list other areas where support, training, resources, and assistance were provided.
The options included in-district specialist, out of district specialist (including neighboring
districts), external consultant or specialist from a public or private agency, collaboration
with a special education teacher in the same building, or collaboration with other regular
education teacher within the same building. Participants were allowed to check all
responses which directly applied to their experiences and could write in other options. Of
those surveyed, 14 participants answered question 10 with a total of 31 responses;
therefore, some respondents chose more than one area for support. No participants chose
to write in another option. Table 3 shows 74.2% of the 31 responses indicate
collaboration as the main source of support for educating children with ASD.

Table 3
Areas of Support and Training for Educating Children with ASD (N=31)

Training Source

Frequency

Percent

In-district specialist

6

19.3%

External consultant

2

6.2%

Collaboration Special Education

11

35.5%

Collaboration Regular Education

12

38.7%

Survey question 15 asked participants to identify which word best described their
formal level of ASD training. The options included “introductory/awareness,”
“intermediate,” and “advanced.” Fifteen of the participants chose to answer this question.
Of the participants, 86.7% selected “introductory/awareness” and 13.3% identified most
with “intermediate.” No participants chose “advanced” to describe their training levels.
Survey question 19 listed locations where participants had received special
education training. The options included preparatory programs, local public and private
organizations, local university or colleges, and peer-led professional development. The
option to list other locations was also provided. Research question one focused on where
participants received training for ASD, particularly in preservice preparation; this
question allowed participants to identify where they had received the majority of training.
Twelve participants chose to answer the question, while four skipped the response. The
responses were illustrated in Table 4. Overall, 41.7% of participants listed preparatory
programs as their primary location for training.

Table 4
Locations of Training Received for Various Methodologies (N=12)

Responses

Frequency

Percent

Preparatory Program

5

41.7%

Local University/College

1

8.3%

Private/Public Agency

1

8.3%

Peer-led Professional Development

3

25.0%

Other

2

16.7%

Summary for Research Question One Quantitative Findings
These survey questions were utilized to gather quantitative data pertaining to
experiences of regular education teachers in the areas of preservice preparation related to
inclusion of students with ASD. Identifying college credits received, main areas of
support for training, and venues for training allowed research question one to be
answered quantitatively. In identifying the experiences of regular education teachers in
the areas of preservice preparation related to inclusion of students with Autism Spectrum
Disorders research question one was addressed.
Qualitative Findings for Research Question One
Aligning with research question one, determining preservice preparation related to
inclusion of students with ASD was measured qualitatively through focus group
questions. Specifically, when asking the participants what training they have received to
properly educate students with ASD the researcher gathered data on preservice
preparation of participants. Participants were able to elaborate on their preservice

preparation with specific examples and experiences. Overall, a deficiency of training was
identified through questioning and was followed up with asking participants what types
of programs their school administrator could provide to compensate for their shortage of
background knowledge with ASD.
Deficiency of training. In questioning the participants on training they had
received to educate children with ASD in their regular education classrooms none
recalled their preservice coursework as being helpful. In the first focus group, only one
participant replied. RE5-5, “We have had some professional development.” No other
participants spoke up to respond on training they had received. In the second focus group,
three participants spoke up when asked about training they had received to educate
children with ASD in their classrooms. All responses echoed a deficiency of training. “I
don’t really recall any,” stated RE3-3. RE3-5 replied, “Haven’t had any.” Finally, RE3-4
spoke up with, “I haven’t really had any formal training.” This shortage of formal
training indicates a deficit of preservice training and training in general of the study
participants. The researcher than asked the participants what types of programming for
training they felt would be beneficial for their administrators to offer within their district.
Types of programming needed. In both focus groups, several participants spoke
up wanting additional programming and training to better serve the students with ASD
within their classroom. An overall understanding of a shortage of knowledge was
apparent. “I guess maybe some workshops or have some experts come and speak and just
give some different methods that you could use with those students,” stated RE3-3. In the
first focus group, RE5-5 answered, “It would be nice to have specific training for the type
of diagnosis you are dealing with because the students with Asperger’s are so different

from the severe student that I had.” Another teacher in the first focus group agreed and
added how it would be good to know “how to handle them and their circumstance in a
certain situation.” Participant RE5-3 took another spin off the question and asked, “If
there is a discipline problem or a behavior problem, how do we handle it?”
Summary for Research Question One Qualitative Findings
In conclusion, research question one was mostly addressed through the
quantitative analysis with minimal responses through the qualitative analysis. The
qualitative analysis of question one focused mostly on prior training received and what
types of future programming would be beneficial due to the deficiency of preservice
training. Those who chose to respond indicated overall a lack of training and an overall
desire for future training opportunities specifically in the areas of learning methods,
increasing information for each disorder in the ASD umbrella, and handling
circumstances both academically and in the area of discipline.
Research Question Two
Research question two gathered professional development experiences of regular
education teachers in the areas of teaching strategies and collaboration pertaining to
inclusion of students with ASD. The demographics of the participants played a role in the
response to this question; some participants have been in the classroom over ten years
while some have only been teaching for less than three years. The professional
development opportunities experienced by the participants varied as they were measured
through both quantitative and qualitative findings.

Quantitative Findings for Research Question Two
Various survey questions answered research question two in a quantitative way as
participants addressed experiences in the area of teaching strategies for inclusion of
students with ASD. Participants were asked how many ASD students they have had in
their entire teaching career and how many ASD students they have on average each year.
Specific methodologies were identified by the participants that are used within their
regular education classrooms to educate children with ASD. Finally, the participants were
asked if they had received training and to what extent they found the training useful
within their classrooms.
Survey question six questioned participants on the total number of students with
ASD they have educated in their entire teaching career. This question allowed the
identification of participants who had a multitude of experiences with students with ASD.
Of the sixteen surveyed teachers, 81.2% stated they had three or less students with ASD
in their teaching careers, and three responded with four to nine total students with ASD.
Table 5
Total ASD Students Educated in Teaching Career (N=16)

Response

Frequency

Percent

0-3

13

81.2%

4-9

3

18.8%

Survey question 7 served as a follow-up to survey question 6. Survey question 7
asked the same participants how many students with ASD they had in their classrooms
each year on average, 100.0% of participants answered in the 0-3 range. The participants

were also asked how many students with ASD they estimated were present in the entire
school population. Responses ranged from 10 to 35. Only four participants responded to
this question.
Research question two focused on professional development experiences of the
regular education teachers pertaining to inclusion of children with ASD. Survey question
18 asked participants to indicate methodologies they have received training on to use in
their classrooms. Six current and relevant teaching strategies were listed with the option
to list other methodologies being provided in the participants’ districts. The strategies
included Developmental, Individual-Difference, Relationship-Based Model (DIR),
Discrete Trial Training (DTT), Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA), Picture Exchange
Communication System (PECS), Social Stories, and Treatment and Education of Autistic
and Communication related handicapped CHIldren (TEACCH). Participants had the
option to check all applicable strategies. Only 6 of the 16 participants chose to answer
this question. The 3 who responded with “other” had the following responses: none, in
services, and Exceptional Lives-Special Needs Course. Overall training in the six
common methodologies is missing as noted by the response rates noted in Table 6.

Table 6
Methodologies for which Training has been Received (N=6)

Response

Frequency

Percent

DIR

2

33.3%

Social Stories

1

16.7%

Other

3

50.0%

Survey question 19 asked where the participants had received training for
educating children with ASD and the results are recorded previously in Table 4 indicating
the majority (41.7%) of participants had received training in preparatory programs. The
second highest percentage was 25.0% of respondents with the response of “peer-led
professional development.” A follow-up question asked participants to rate the training
they had received. Four participants answered the question while twelve skipped and did
not respond to the question. The four respondents chose “satisfied.”
Summary for Research Question Two Quantitative Findings
Overall, the quantitative findings for research question two were limited as a
substantial number of participants skipped over these questions. All respondents fell in
the nine or less category for the number of children educated in their entire teaching
career with an average of “0-3” students per year. When the participants were asked to
identify common methodologies for working with children with ASD that they had
received training on three respondents chose the options presented to them, three others
listed other options, and ten chose not to answer the question. The minimal amount of

participation is described later in the qualitative findings as a shortage of knowledge of
proper methodologies for teaching children with ASD and also is noted in the deficiency
of training received by the participants.
Qualitative Findings for Research Question Two
Research question two was measured qualitatively through open-ended questions
on the survey which addressed professional development in the two areas of collaboration
and teaching strategies utilized by regular education teachers. Survey question 23 asked
for experiences in collaboration with special education teachers, and question 24 on the
survey asked for successful strategies used by the participants. These questions coupled
with several focus group questions provided a qualitative analysis of the data.
Specifically, focus group questions asked for training experiences, collaboration
practices, successful strategies, and unsuccessful strategies used by the participants.
The qualitative findings were broken into two professional development
categories of collaboration and successful strategies. The qualitative findings were coded
and placed into these two categories. Collaboration was coded into collaboration with
special education teachers and collaboration with others. Successful strategies were
divided into three areas of communication, positive environment, and scheduling.
Collaboration
Research question two focused on professional development of regular education
teachers in teaching children with ASD specifically with collaboration and teaching
strategies. Collaboration was acknowledged throughout open-ended survey questions and
focus group questions. Once coded, the responses fell into two categories of collaboration
as follows: collaboration with special education teachers, and collaboration with others.

Collaboration with special education teachers refers to the direct communication between
the regular education teacher and the special education teacher in educating children with
ASD. Collaboration with others refers to various in district and out of district personnel
from whom the regular education teacher seeks advice and aid to educate children with
ASD.
Collaboration with special education teachers. Survey question 23 specifically
asked participants to describe collaborative experiences in which they had worked with
special education teachers to meet the individual needs of their students with ASD. Focus
group question five also questioned participants on their collaborative experiences.
Various other survey and focus group questions induced responses which included
collaboration between regular education teachers and special education teachers.
Collaboration between regular education teachers and special education teachers
was identified by the participants in numerous ways. Most responses referred to working
with special education teachers to modify curriculum or in aiding students with ASD in
transitioning. Modifying lessons and curriculum stood out as a major concern among the
teachers in which they sought out the aid of the special education teachers for assistance.
Survey question 23 had participants elaborate on collaboration experience they had
encountered. One participant stated they had worked with the special education teacher to
“modify science curriculum for a student on the extreme end of the spectrum.” Another
participant mentioned how collaboration with the special education teacher aided her in
“finding meaningful work for students with ASD in my classroom.”
A comparable focus group question elicited similar responses on modified lessons
and curriculum. RE5-5 stated in reference to collaborating with the special education

teacher in her building, “We tried to modify the curriculum to things that she could
actually do and comprehend” within her science classroom. In the second focus group,
RE3-3 stated the special education teacher gave her “some techniques to refocus his
attention or topics he was really interested in.” This aided the teacher in being able to “go
a little more in depth with those and try to get some different writing samples and
projects like that out of him on topics he was kind of fixated on.”
Along with modification of lessons and curriculum, transitioning was a common
answer on both the open-ended survey responses and focus group responses.
Transitioning was identified by many participants as an area in which they would like to
assist their students with ASD. Transitioning referred to aiding ASD students in social
skills and in preparing for future grade levels. One participant answered survey question
23 with, “I have spent time collaborating with the special education teacher in my
building dealing with how to transition my autistic student socially.” Another participant
on the survey described a way she had collaborated with a special education teacher, “We
developed a sort of basic life skills adaptation of the regular material.” Finally, one
teacher stated, “We worked together to hold her accountable for certain social protocols.”
The teacher then elaborated with an explanation, “Such as answering when someone said
hello.” These teachers worked hand in hand with the special education teacher to aid the
students in social transitioning with an emphasis on life skills.
During both focus groups, one question also asked for specific examples of
collaboration. Once again, transitioning was mentioned as a collaboration point between
the regular education teachers and the special education teachers. Participant RE5-4
discussed the need for further knowledge and collaboration to meet the “social” needs of

her students with ASD. RE5-5 echoed the need to collaborate to aid ASD students in
social skill building in her science class. She explained how she worked with the special
education teacher to aid the student so she “was interacting socially with the kids as well
as hitting on some life skills in science.” RE5-5 further elaborated and added, “We tried
to get her as actively involved as we could.”
Collaboration with others. Collaboration with others referred to collaboration
between the regular education teacher and any other peer within the educational setting in
finding resources to educate children with ASD. Other individuals within the educational
setting who were mentioned in survey and focus group responses included para
professionals and occupational therapists.
Para professionals are individuals who aid students with ASD when included in
the regular education classroom. Many participants recalled collaboration with para
professionals on survey question 23 as a positive way to increase the learning of students
with ASD in their classrooms. One success story was mentioned in reference to working
with one para professional on a survey response as her student, “had a one on one para at
the beginning of the year. When he was promoted to the next grade he did not have to
have a para.”
Several teachers referred to the support of para professionals in the focus group
responses. In the first focus group, RE4-1 stated, “I worked with my autistic student’s
para to meet their individual needs.” RE3-5 added, “the aid was very helpful with this
student, just working with them on an individual basis.” In a follow-up question during
this focus group, participants were asked if they had other concerns which the previous
questions did not address; collaboration with aids came up once again in the responses.

RE5-2 began the discussion as she stated it would be helpful for administrators to get
“more information out to us” to aid students with ASD. RE5-4 added, “Because we rely
so much on the aids.” RE4-1 concluded, “especially if they do have the one-on-one aid
with them.” The teachers were referring to needing more information to not have to rely
so much on the para professionals to do all the work but to be able to work more
collaborative with them. A final success story was shared in how proper collaboration
and inclusion of one student aided him to be independent as RE5-2 recalled the increased
independence of her former student with ASD:
A couple years ago we had one that it was neat to see how he progressed and was
able to be on his own in the classroom and not have his aid. He was able to work
independently. He wanted to know about everything, he was very inquisitive.
Occupational therapists were referred to twice in the study responses. On the
survey, one participant referred to collaborating with her student’s occupational therapist
in stating, “We encouraged her participation in hands on activities and use of the
SmartBoard.” While another recalled using an occupational therapist strategy of “sorting
pictures of things that were living and things that were not” in modifying a science
lesson. The occupational therapists working with students with ASD are another helpful
resource for regular education teachers within their educational setting; however, only
two participants mentioned collaboration with this helpful resource.
Along with collaboration, teaching strategies were the second part to this two part
research question focused on professional development opportunities within the school
setting. A multitude of responses mentioned strategies teachers had encountered which
aided them tremendously in educating students with ASD.

Successful Strategies
Research question two focused on professional development of regular education
teachers in teaching children with ASD specifically with collaboration and teaching
strategies. Teaching strategies were elaborated upon through open-ended survey
questions and focus group questions. The participants were allowed to describe both
positive and negative experiences they had with teaching strategies in their regular
education classrooms when educating children with ASD. Upon coding the responses, the
answers could be placed into three categories. The categories were communication,
positive environment, and scheduling. In this section, communication referred to verbal
exchanges between the regular education teacher and the student with ASD. The positive
environment referred to a classroom environment conducive of learning for the students
with ASD. Finally, scheduling was referred to repeatedly for keeping students with ASD
engaged and interacting within the regular education classrooms.
Communication. Communication was identified as a key component for proper
inclusion of students with ASD. Communication was mentioned multiple times within
the survey responses. When asked for successful strategies utilized, one participant
simply answered, “listening, communicating, implementing, and reflecting.” This
participant referred to her way of learning to aid her students with ASD through
communication and learning as a teacher. Another referred to communication, “Always
tell them what you expect the end result to be before you begin.” Two other participants
mentioned how proper communication can aid in minimizing flare-ups in the classroom.
On the survey, one said, “When a certain negative behavior arises with the child, the
child needs to be spoken to in a manner that will not escalate the situation.” A final

survey participant related an experience on how communication specifically aided her
student with ASD in having limited outbursts in her regular education classroom:
At times, my student would get agitated if something didn't quite go the way that
he thought that it should go. I was able to reason with him and calm him down by
asking him what was wrong and talking it through. I know that this is not always
the case. That is why I feel that my student had a mild case of Autism. Very rarely
did we have to deal with extreme, uncontrollable behavior.
One focus group response also exemplified the need for proper communication
between regular education teachers and students with ASD. Consequently, RE4-1 “found
with a student I had that humor did not work because he didn’t really get it.” Through
proper communication, the ability to understand each student individually appeared to aid
in properly educating students with ASD in the regular education classroom.
Positive Environment. Proper communication lends itself to creating a positive
learning environment for students with ASD. Multiple responses on the survey and
during the focus group referred to the classroom environment when asked about proper
strategies. Overall, avoiding overstimulation, making the student comfortable, and
offering praise to the student provided this positive environment for learning needed by
students with ASD.
Overstimulation was mentioned a multitude of times when asked what strategies
did not work in the classroom. On the survey one participant warned, “Be careful of overstimulating.” This response was elaborated upon many times during both focus groups. In
the first focus group, RE5-5 began the conversation on overstimulation by stating her
student “loved the SmartBoard. Sometimes she would get a little sensory overload so we

had to think about that.” Another participant added to this response with, “That is one
thing in your room, with the sensory overload, things would get a little excitable and it
would overwhelm her.” Mentioning overstimulation one final time, RE5-4 stated,
“Echoing the sensory overload, I have to keep things at a reasonable level.” Each of these
regular educators in the first focus group had experience with overstimulation, and once
again it was brought up in the second focus group. RE3-5 stated:
Well, this isn’t a strategy I used but it is something that I used in my class a lot.
Music. And the student I have this year it doesn’t effect him at all, but the former
student, that was not, he had to go into the hallway with his aid when the music
was playing. He did not like that at all.
Comparatively, RE3-3 was quick to add:
Yeah, mine was the same way. I had to become aware of the noises in the
classroom and any disruption in the classroom really bothered that student. In
music class, music was too loud and we had to do headphones and things like
that.
On the survey, several participants recalled strategies they had utilized to make
their students with ASD feel welcomed and comfortable in their classrooms. One
participant recalled, “Pairing her with a student she really liked” to engage the student in
the lessons. Another echoed, “Making sure she was in a group with someone she related
to was helpful.” Finally, another participant mentioned, “Finding what talent the student
has works well and then expanding on that” to keep them actively involved in the
classroom discussions. One participant in the first focus group, RE5-5, stated, “We would

try to pair her with students she was comfortable with” when asked for successful
teaching strategies.
Another strategy that resounded in the responses was offering praise to the student
when it was authentic and appropriate. On the survey, one participant simply answered,
“praise” when asked for helpful teaching strategies. Another survey participant stated, “It
is always good to compliment them on their talents to help them build up confidence in
themselves.” RE5-3 provided a description of a time when praise was used in her
classroom to build up the confidence of one of her former students with ASD:
I know that they have specific talents and they will be very, very good at like
either drawing or very good at math, or they just have that certain talent. And that
is one thing I remember feeling like it was good for me to brag on that student a
lot about that to help build up the self confidence. This student knew he was
different from the others, but he wanted to blend in so much. And whenever you
give them that praise it just helps so much. This student is getting ready for junior
year this year and just doing so well and so happy now and everything.
On an open-ended survey question, another participant commented on praising
students with ASD and emphasizing on their individual expertise. She said, “My student
read No David perfectly from memory and with expression. I bawled. It was a great
experience for us.”
Scheduling. A comfortable environment also consisted of keeping a timely
schedule. Scheduling refers to the use of time during the day to day activities in the
classroom. On the survey, one participant pointed out, “Giving daily schedules and
reminding what we are learning, and when we will move to the next task” aided her in

keeping her student with ASD on task. Another participant referred to using “firm,
caring, safe guidelines” within the classroom to keep her student with ASD informed.
Two respondents during the focus group also mentioned scheduling. “Anything out of the
ordinary, like if its not math, reading, science, every day; that was quite a struggle” stated
RE3-5 when discussing changes in routines for her former student with ASD. RE3-3
added, “Following that schedule!”
Summary for Research Question Two Qualitative Findings
Qualitative data for research question two abounded throughout the open-ended
survey questions and focus group questions. Breaking professional development
opportunities into collaboration and teaching strategies aided the researcher in finding
specific areas of concern and need for regular education teachers.
Collaboration was divided into collaboration with special education teachers and
collaboration with others. This distinction was made due to the main response of
collaboration with special educators and the minimal feedback of collaborating with other
school personnel. However, para professionals and occupational therapists were
mentioned as helpful resources to regular education teachers. Overall, the collaboration
taking place between regular educators and special educators, para professionals, and
occupational therapists are aiding students with ASD in the regular education classroom
to receive more involved and beneficial educations.

Table 7
Collaborative Strategies for Educating Students with ASD

Collaborative Strategy

Examples

Collaboration with Special Education Teachers

Modify subject curriculum
Create meaningful work
Refocus attention
Social transitions
Life skills and adaptations

Collaboration with Others

Meeting individual needs
One-on-one help
Participation in hands-on activities

Teaching strategies were addressed by asking participants to provide descriptions
of both positive and negative strategies they had utilized within their regular education
classrooms. The strategies were divided into communication, positive environment, and
scheduling. These three areas were addressed with direct contact between the regular
education teacher and the students they have served with ASD.

Table 8
Teaching Strategies for Educating Students with ASD

Teaching Strategy

Examples

Communication

Listening, implementing, and reflecting
State expectations
Calm demeanor

Positive Environment

Avoiding overstimulation
Making the student(s) comfortable
Offering praise

Scheduling

Daily schedules
Firm, caring, safe guidelines
Limited variations from schedules

Largely, the participants in the survey and focus groups were open to further
professional development and had already been contemplating the need for further
knowledge on ASD to properly educate children with ASD in their regular education
classrooms. Starting with collaboration and teaching strategies, many ideas were shared
and discussed in increasing the learning received by these students.
Research Question Three
Research question three recognized the levels of efficacy experienced by regular
education teachers in teaching students with ASD. This question aimed at identifying the
feelings of adequacy or inadequacy felt by the participants in educating children with

ASD in their regular education classrooms. The levels emerged in both quantitative and
qualitative findings as the perceptions of adequacy surfaced in the participants.
Quantitative Findings for Research Question Three
The experiences of regular education teachers in the areas of efficacy in teaching
students with ASD were measured quantitatively through multiple survey questions.
Efficacy refers to how effective regular education teachers perceive their teaching
engages children with ASD (Jung, 2007). Participants were asked to identify if sufficient
resources are available for educating children with ASD to measure any lack of
preparedness felt by the participants while other questions directly asked participants to
rate their preparedness, confidence, and sense of effectiveness. On survey questions 16
and 17, participants were asked if they felt a need for more professional development
opportunities. Finally, questions 19 and 20 on the survey asked participants to rate the
training they have received, and question 21 had participants identify areas of the school
district where additional programming and training are needed.
Addressing the sufficiency of resources provided for teaching children with ASD
was necessary in measuring the effectiveness the participants felt. Question 10 asked
participants where they received support, training, resources, and assistance for children
with ASD. The responses were recorded previously in Table 3. Only 6.2% of responses
noted a source outside of the school; the remaining 93.8% chose “in-district specialists,”
“collaboration with a special education teacher in your building,” and “collaboration with
other regular education teachers within your building.” Survey question 11 was a followup question to survey question 10. Survey question 11 asked participants if the supports
they were receiving met their needs. Table 7 illustrates, of the thirteen respondents,

69.2% felt the resources for children with ASD they received met their needs most of the
time. Two respondents chose “yes, all of the time” while two others chose “no, or not
consistently.”
Table 9
Resources Received for Educating Children with ASD meet Teacher Needs (N=13)

Response

Frequency

Percent

Yes, all of the time

2

15.4%

Yes, most of the time

9

69.2%

No, or not consistently

2

15.4%

Efficacy is determined in part by how prepared a regular education teacher feels
in educating children with ASD. Question 12 of the survey asked participants to rate their
feelings of preparedness from “highly qualified” to “not qualified.” Table 8 illustrates the
make up in the responses. The majority of participants (80.0%) fell in the “minimally
qualified” to “not qualified” categories. Only 20.0% of respondents felt they were
“moderately qualified,” with 0.0% of respondents chose “highly qualified.”

Table 10
The Perception of Preparedness by the Regular Education Teacher (N=15)

Response

Frequency

Percent

Moderately Qualified

3

20.0%

Minimally Qualified

10

66.7%

2

13.3%

Not Qualified

Survey question 13 had participants rank their confidence levels in educating
children with ASD to further identify their perceptions of efficacy. Participants could
choose from highly confident to not confident. Table 9 illustrates their responses. The
regular education teachers participating in this study all responded with “moderately
confident” to “not confident.” There were no participants who felt “highly confident” in
educating children with ASD.
Table 11
The Perception of Confidence by the Regular Education Teacher (N=15)

Response

Frequency

Percent

Moderately confident

2

13.3%

Adequately confident

6

40.0%

Minimally confident

5

33.4%

Not confident

2

13.3%

Finally, the participants were asked to measure their sense of effectiveness in
educating children with ASD. Twelve participants answered the question, with four
skipping the response. The participants measured their effectiveness from “highly
effective” to “not effective.” The majority of respondents (41.7%) felt “adequately
effective.” No participants chose “highly effective” or “not effective.”
Table 12
The Perception of Effectiveness by the Regular Education Teacher (N=12)

Response

Frequency

Percent

Moderately effective

3

25.0%

Adequately effective

5

41.7%

Minimally effective

4

33.3%

To follow-up these questions on perception, the participants were then questioned
on their openness to additional professional development. First, participants were asked if
a complimentary online course entitled “Introduction to Autism” were offered, would
they sign up and take the course. Secondly, participants were asked if the same course
were offered via professional development within their school district, would they
participate. Fifteen respondents answered both of these questions and with similar results.
When asked if participants would take the online course, 53.3% responded with “yes.”
Consequently, for the professional development course offered within the participants’
district, 60.0% replied “yes.” For the online course, 40.0% replied “maybe” while 33.3%
replied “maybe” to the in district professional development opportunity. For both
questions, one respondent replied “no” accounting for 6.7% of the responses.

Survey questions 18 through 20 questioned the participants on training they had
received. Question 18 (Table 6) illustrated 18.8% of participants had background
knowledge of the six common, current, and relevant teaching strategies while 12.5%
listed other methods of training not provided in the survey. Preparatory training was
selected by 41.7% of participants in Table 4 which displayed the responses from where
the participants had received training (survey question 19). Options included local and
state agencies, colleges and universities, and national providers. In referring back to
questions 18 and 19, question 20 was a follow up question to survey question 19.
Participants were asked to rate the level of training they had received. This question was
included to measure the sense of efficacy within the participants on whether the training
they are receiving is indeed aiding in increasing their knowledge and understanding of
educating children with ASD. Four participants responded with “satisfied” representing
25.0% of the population of the study, while 12 participants skipped the question.
Finally, survey question 21 was a more specific question regarding where within
the participants’ district was additional programming and training needed to better sever
children with ASD. Participants could choose from preschool and early childhood,
elementary, middle school, and high school divisions. Participants were asked to choose
each division where training was needed; therefore, they could choose all four divisions if
they felt it were necessary in all locations. The main area of increased need was found to
be in the elementary school, with a response of 45.2%. The need in the other locations
was almost evenly spread.

Table 13
Location of Need for Additional Programming within the District (N=31)

Response

Preschool/Early Childhood

Frequency

Percent

7

22.6%

14

45.2%

Middle School

5

16.1%

High School

5

16.1%

Elementary

Summary for Research Question Three Quantitative Findings
Research question three focused on the efficacy level of regular education
teachers in teaching children with ASD. Survey questions provided the quantitative
questions aimed at measuring the confidence levels of regular education teachers.
Participants were questioned on sufficiency of resources, preparedness, confidence,
effectiveness, need for additional training, knowledge of teaching strategies, and areas of
need within their school district.
Collaboration is noted as the main source of support, training, resources, and
assistance by the participants, yet the teachers they are seeking advice from are in similar
situations with a shortage of knowledge to educate children with ASD. The collaboration
is taking place between peers in the same district with the same training. Teachers are
receiving these supports, but they are only feeling their needs are met “most of the time.”
Participants identified low levels of preparedness in the form of quality of
teaching, confidence, and effectiveness. These low levels of efficacy were backed by the
eagerness of participants to sign up for complementary online or in-district courses titled

“Introduction to Autism.” Finally, the elementary school was noted as the location where
additional training on ASD would be beneficial.
Qualitative Findings for Research Question Three
Qualitative findings for research question three were limited. However, question
22 of the survey provided qualitative data to explain the level of efficacy regular
education teachers have for properly educating students with ASD. This question asked
for areas where additional resources were needed for the participants to feel comfortable
educating students with ASD. Focus group questions also provided qualitative data to
answer research question three. Questions focused on ideas on programs and professional
development opportunities that could be provided to increase the participants’ knowledge
and confidence levels in teaching students with ASD. Overall, research question three
was measured qualitatively though the identification of needs of teachers. Specifically,
the needs identified could be placed in two categories: additional resources and need for
further training opportunities.
During the first focus group, RE4-5 tearfully shared after discussing the desire of
the group to have increased resources and training:
I have had several students in my room with Autism Spectrum Disorder, but two
have really helped to make me a better teacher. The first student is going to
graduate high school this year. He was not able to read. Because whenever he
came in, everything was very concrete. You did this, then you did this, and then
you did this. And on paper he had to see visually, and it was pictures, what we are
doing at this time and this time. And it would be one letter a day, but he knew
ahead of time by chunks what we were doing. And by the end of the year he was

able to read some simple site words. A couple years later his big sister wrote me a
letter and it said, ‘I never thought I’d be able to hear my brother’s voice reading a
book.’ I think of how far he has came and it is sad and happy.
Additional resources needed. Both survey and focus group participants provided
an overall feeling of additional recourses needed. A feeling of limited knowledge
resounded, and the responses provided specific areas in which the participants felt they
need additional information to better serve children with ASD in their regular education
classrooms. On the survey, one participant asked for “information on how to
academically meet their needs” when asked what additional resources were needed in the
school district. Focus group responses echoed the additional need for resources and
information. When asked what additional resources were needed, RE5-3 answered,
“Aiding in dealing with frustration.” Students with ASD can very easily experience
feelings of frustration as limited communication skills are noted as a common feature of
children with ASD. When asked if there were further concerns not addressed in the
previous focus group questions, RE5-4 stated a focus on “more the needs and equipping
us for what we need to do to help them both socially and academically.” Once stated,
RE5-2 added, “Getting the information out to us.” This conversation then led into
needing an increase of knowledge to better serve students with ASD instead of relying so
heavily on special education teachers and para professionals.
Need for further training opportunities. In both focus groups, when asked if the
respondents would participate in additional training and professional development
opportunities to increase their knowledge of ASD all participants resounded with “Yes!”
An obvious need for increased training was made evident in many focus group responses.

The participants were eager to receive additional training on ASD, and RE5-5 stated it
specifically, “It would be nice to learn strategies. Do we need to be more concrete? It
would help to know teaching strategies, things that help them.” A final statement from
the second focus group summed it up, “I think the spectrum is just so big and wide it is
difficult to know what to do sometimes.”
Summary for Research Question Three Qualitative Findings
The qualitative findings for research question three were limited, yet powerful.
Overall, the regular educators expressed a deficiency of resources and training are
hindering them from being effective teachers for students with ASD. The participants
provided specific areas in which they felt additional resources would be beneficial and
even recalled meeting social and academic needs of their students. Increased knowledge
on strategies and each specific disorder within the ASD were noted. Increasing resources
and training resonated between both groups of focus group participants and the survey
participants.
Summary
Chapter Four contained the results of the collected data as they relate to the
study’s three research questions. The data analysis included both quantitative and
qualitative findings for each research question for this mixed methods descriptive study.
The use of the Autism Needs Assessment Survey-Revised and two focus groups provided
the data needed to answer the research questions.
Research question one focused on identifying to what extent regular education
teachers had preservice training related to educating children with ASD. Measured both
quantitatively and qualitatively, the results found little to no training on ASD.

Preparatory programs were noted as the highest percentage of responses for locations of
training received for various methodologies to assist teachers in educating children with
ASD. However, only nine credit hours or less were acquired in special education courses
for the majority of participants. Most of the training teachers are receiving is in
preparatory programs in universities or colleges, yet the hours they are receiving are
minimal. The participants described their formal training on ASD as “intermediate” and
“introductory/awareness.” Overall, it appears the majority of training is being received
via collaborative efforts within the school system.
Research question two focused on professional development experiences of the
participants, specifically in the area of collaboration and teaching strategies. When the
participants were asked to identify which methodologies for working with children with
ASD that they had received training on three respondents chose the options presented to
them which were among the six most common and relevant methodologies discovered in
the literature review. Collaboration was divided into collaboration with special education
teachers and collaboration with others in the educational setting. Echoing the results of
research question one, collaboration within the school system seemed to be the overall
biggest resource perceived by regular education teachers in properly educating children
with ASD. Finally, teaching strategies were broken into communication, positive
environment, and scheduling as these topics came about through survey and focus group
responses.
Research question three sought to measure the perceptions of efficacy of regular
education teachers in their ability to educate children with ASD. Overall, the sense of
preparedness, confidence, and effectiveness was low among respondents with no

participant rating in the “highly” category for all three perceptions. The overall feelings
of minimal resources and training were identified in the qualitative findings of research
question three.
Chapter Five presents a summary of the findings of the study was well as the
limitations of the study. The implications and recommendations for future research are
also included.

CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION

Introduction
Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are on the rise as the numbers have climbed to
1 in 88 United States children being diagnosed on the spectrum in 2012 (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2012). Students with ASD are increasingly walking
through the doors of regular education classrooms as inclusion laws require all students
the right to learn alongside their peers. Inclusion refers to “the process by which
educators provide appropriate supports and services to students with disabilities in the
least restricted environment, namely the general education classroom” (Dukes & LamarDukes, 2009, p. 17). Inclusion laws have required an increase in collaboration and
efficacy within regular education teachers as they tackle the challenge of teaching
students with wide ranges of abilities in their regular education classrooms (Cahill &
Mitra, 2008; Singh, 2007). Inclusion requires regular education teachers to be
collaborative, prepared, and effective. Students diagnosed with ASD deserve teachers
properly educated to meet their individualized needs.
The purpose of this study was to identify the perceptions of needs of regular
education teachers in regards to educating children with ASD. Information was gathered
on experiences of regular education teachers concerning inclusion practices for children
with ASD. The overall intent of the study was to improve current professional
development to increase the learning opportunities provided to students with ASD.
In this chapter, the summary of the findings based off the data analysis in Chapter
Four will be presented for each of the three research questions. Next, a discussion section

will provide an understanding of the study’s results. The study’s limitations will then be
addressed followed by the implications for practice. Finally, recommendations for future
research will be listed.
Summary of Findings
Research Question One
Research question one asked to identify experiences of regular education teachers
in the areas of preservice preparation related to inclusion of students with ASD.
Quantitative and qualitative data were collected to answer this question. The study found
most participants determined less than nine credits were accumulated in the area of
special education to receive their teaching certificate with only a few teachers having ten
or more credits. The results identified about three-fourths of participants finding
collaboration as the main source of support for educating children with ASD, not
preservice or preparatory courses.
Most participants identified their formal level of ASD training as
“introductory/awareness.” No participants chose “advanced” to describe their training
levels. Finally, the largest location that participants had received training on
methodologies for educating children with ASD was preparatory programs.
Focus group questions were also aimed at identifying experiences of regular
education teachers in the area of preservice preparation. Participants replied they had not
received formal training, or what they did receive was limited. Participants were open to
receiving training and even offered suggestions in the areas of strategies, methodologies,
discipline, and overall education on ASD.

In conclusion, these results show a limited number of preservice courses
completed for training of regular education teachers educating children with ASD.
However, preparatory programs were identified as the top source of ASD training.
Collaboration with peers was concluded as the main source of resources for educating
children with ASD.
Research Question Two
Research question two focused on professional development experiences of
regular education teachers in the areas of teaching strategies and collaboration pertaining
to inclusion of students with ASD. Survey questions and focus group questions allowed
this research question to be answered both quantitatively and qualitatively. Out of the
surveyed teachers, most had three or less students with ASD in their teaching careers and
three responded with four to nine total students with ASD. Comparatively, all of
participants had three or less students in their classrooms on a yearly basis. These
numbers indicated a deficiency of personal experience and created a limitation to the
study.
Current and relevant teaching strategies identified through the literature review
were presented as options to indicate methodologies the participants had received training
on to use in their classrooms. Only a few participants chose to answer this question which
portrayed a deficiency of knowledge and training in the relevant methodologies. Only a
minimal number of participants recalled receiving training in any of these research based
methodologies with Developmental, Individual-Difference, Relationship-Based Model,
and Social Stories being the only chosen methodologies.

Open-ended survey questions also allowed for qualitative findings for research
question two. Survey questions together with several focus group questions supplied the
qualitative analysis of the data. Several focus group questions asked for training
experiences, collaboration practices, successful strategies, and unsuccessful strategies
used by the participants.
Participants identified several collaborative practices and experiences utilized for
the educational benefit of children with ASD. Most responses on the survey and during
the focus group referred to working with special education teachers to modify curriculum
or in aiding students with ASD in transitioning. Regular education teachers had worked
closely with special education teachers to aid students with ASD to adjust socially into
the inclusive classroom. They also worked together to modify lessons and create a
learning experience within the limits of the regular education classroom.
Participants were asked to identify strategies which were successful in their
classrooms to educate students with ASD. Participants were also asked for successful and
unsuccessful teaching strategies they had experienced. Overall, educators had identified
communication, positive environment, and scheduling to be the overarching concepts for
proper teaching strategies in the regular education classroom to engage students with
ASD. Communication referred to open communication between the teacher and the
student in setting clear objectives and expectations. Setting a positive environment
included avoiding overstimulation, making the student comfortable, and offering genuine
praise to the student. Finally, scheduling referred to the day to day activities within the
classroom. Participants referred to keeping students with ASD informed of scheduling
changes to not surprise them with variances from their normal routine.

In conclusion, research question two was answered through multiple survey and
focus group questions. The participants have a multitude of experiences in collaboration
and teaching strategies. Having minimal formal training, participants used a trial and
error approach to educating students with ASD.
Research Question Three
Research question three identified levels of efficacy experienced by regular
education teachers in successfully teaching students with ASD. Research question three
was answered primarily through survey questions; however, focus group responses
referred to a deficiency of training and a feeling of ineffectiveness.
Participants were questioned on the sufficiency of available resources for
educating students with ASD. Approximately two-thirds of the participants felt the
support, training, resources, and assistance for children with ASD they received met their
needs “most of the time.” Two respondents chose “yes, all of the time” while two others
chose “no, or not consistently.” Therefore, the majority feel their needs are being met
most of the time, while a small amount of participants feel available resources are not
sufficient, or at least are not consistently sufficient.
In the study, the qualification of the participants was referred to as the
preparedness. Overall, one-fifth of participants responded that they felt they were only
“moderately qualified.” Comparatively, two-thirds felt “minimally qualified” with the
remainder of participants feeling “not qualified.” Overall, a low level of efficacy viewed
by the participants in the areas of qualification and preparedness for educating students
with ASD was noted.

The confidence levels in educating children with ASD of participants were also
measured. Similarly, a little over half of participants felt “moderately confident” or
“adequately confident,” and the remaining participants felt “minimally confident” or “not
confident.” Participants were also questioned on their effectiveness in educating students
with ASD. All respondents chose “moderately effective” or “minimally effective.”
Overall, the efficacy measured in this study demonstrated an overall shortage of efficacy
within the participants in educating children with ASD.
In measuring teacher efficacy, the participants were asked if they would be
willing to participate in an online course or in a district professional development
opportunity to gather education on ASD. Over half of the respondents answered “yes.”
The necessity of an increase of knowledge was made evident when questioned on six
common and relevant teaching strategies identified in the literature review. Only a few
participants had knowledge of these strategies. Preparatory training was noted as the most
common source of ASD training with nearly half of participants finding this training
“satisfactory.”
Finally, areas of the school district where additional programming and training are
needed were identified. Of those surveyed, nearly half chose the “elementary” as a
location for needed training. The participants are all a part of the elementary school in
their district which could be the reason for this high percentage. In conclusion, the
quantitative data gathered for research question three portrayed a need for increasing
knowledge for the regular education teachers to thus increase the efficacy perceptions
within these educators.

The qualitative findings for research question three were limited. The overall
consensus on efficacy was measured qualitatively through the multiple conversations and
open-ended questions portraying the needs of regular education teachers to properly
educate students with ASD. Specifically, the needs identified fall in the two categories of
additional resources and need for further training opportunities.
In conclusion, research question three was answered in most part quantitatively
with qualitative findings supplementing the overall findings from the survey.
Participating regular education teachers have low feelings of preparedness, confidence,
and effectiveness. They are eager and enthusiastic to receive training either via online
sources or in their current district professional development opportunities.
Integration of Findings
The findings for the study were observed through both quantitative and qualitative
data sources. Each research question was answered through quantitative and qualitative
findings. Table 14 provides an overall explanation of the quantitative findings. Survey
questions were utilized to identify preservice preparation, professional development
experiences, and efficacy levels of regular education teachers in educating students with
ASD in order to answer the study’s research questions. Overall, minimal special
education hours were recorded as participants identified with low levels of preservice
preparation for educating students with ASD. Limited personal experiences with students
with ASD and limited knowledge of current best practices for educating students with
ASD as identified in the literature review were noted. Finally, low levels of feelings of
qualification, confidence, and effectiveness were portrayed.

Table 14
Summary of Quantitative Findings for the Study

Research Question

Findings

What are the experiences of regular
education teachers in the areas of
preservice preparation related
to inclusion of students with ASD?

Majority of participants identified nine or
less credits in special education
Three-fourths of participants identified
collaboration as their main source of ASD
support
Majority of participants selected
“introductory/awareness” as their formal
level of ASD training

What are the professional development
experiences of regular education
teachers in the areas of teaching
strategies and collaboration pertaining
to inclusion of students with ASD?

Majority of participants stated they had
educated three or less students with ASD in
their teaching careers

What are the levels of efficacy
experienced by regular education
teachers in teaching students with
ASD?

Participants felt the supports received for
educating students with ASD met their
needs “most of the time”

Three participants had knowledge of current
best practices for educating children with
ASD

Majority of participants felt “minimally
qualified” or “not qualified”
Almost half of participants felt “minimally
confident” to “not confident”
Three-fourths of participants felt
“adequately effective” to “minimally
effective”

Table 15 illustrates the qualitative findings in the study. The research questions
focused on preservice preparation, professional development in the areas of teaching
strategies and collaboration, and in levels of efficacy experienced by regular education
teachers in educating children with ASD. Overall, low levels of preservice training were
identified with a need for future training. Collaboration was recognized as a main source
of help for regular education teachers and successful teaching strategies were identified.
Finally, additional needs were acknowledged for regular education teachers to properly
educate students with ASD.
Table 15
Summary of Qualitative Findings for the Study

Research Question

Findings

What are the experiences of regular
education teachers in the areas of
preservice preparation related to
inclusion of students with ASD?

Deficiency of preservice training

What are the professional development
experiences of regular education teachers
in the areas of teaching strategies and
collaboration pertaining to inclusion of
students with ASD?

What are the levels of efficacy
experienced by regular education teachers
in teaching students with ASD?

Need for future training in the areas of
teaching methods, information on ASD, and
handling behavioral and academic situations

Collaboration with special educators and
others is paramount
Successful teaching strategies include
communication, a positive environment, and
scheduling

Identified needs in the areas of additional
resources and further training opportunities

Discussion
Autism Spectrum Disorders include Autistic Disorder, Asperger’s Disorder, and
Pervasive Developmental Disorders-Not Otherwise Specified, Rett Syndrome and
Childhood Disintegrative Disorder (Gerdts & Bernier, 2011; Ryan et al., 2011). Each
disorder within the ASD has its own characteristics and learning abilities. Within each
disorder, individual children with ASD can vary between characteristics portrayed
through the disorder. Characteristics include social awkwardness, communication delays,
and unpredictable behaviors (Tonge & Brereton, 2001). The population of children being
diagnosed with an ASD in the United States has grown from 1 in 110 in 2006 to 1 in 88
in 2012 (Bower, 2011; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012). In 1975, the
least restricted environment was established to increase the time disabled students were to
be taught in the regular education classroom (Keogh, 2007). Following suit, inclusion
laws require these students to be included in the regular education classroom as much as
possible with their peers (Dukes & Lamar-Dukes, 2009; Singh, 2007).
Previous studies have addressed teacher qualifications to follow inclusion laws. In
one past study, the preparedness for educators in meeting the inclusion laws was
addressed (Cooper, Kurtts, Baber, & Vallecorsa, 2008). In this study, a survey was
created and utilized focusing on inclusion requirements. The study was conducted in part
due to the curiosity of a superintendent on the preparedness of his teachers in educating
diverse learners. Teacher perceptions were charted and analyzed for future training
opportunities. This previous study was similar in purpose to this current study, yet the
emphasis was shifted from inclusion to a more specific disorder, Autism Spectrum

Disorders. The findings were similar in the majority of participants in both studies felt an
overall minimal level of preparedness for educating children with ASD.
Another past study also addressed the qualification of regular education teachers
in meeting inclusion laws. Buell et al. (1999) conducted a similar study to identify
perceptions of regular education teachers. Teachers were questioned on their ability to
positively affect students, understanding of inclusion, self-efficacy in serving students in
inclusive settings, need for in-service training, and availability of supports to promote
inclusion. This study and the current study had similar themes throughout. The research
questions were similar as the focus was on training and efficacy. Overall, both studies
found a deficient of training to be a primary barrier to educating students in an inclusion
setting.
Another past study focused on the inclusion of children with ASD through the
TEACCH program, which was found in the literature review to be one of the six common
and relevant teaching strategies for educating students with ASD. Panerai et al. (2009)
utilized multiple inclusive educational settings to observe how students with ASD were
engaging. Positive outcomes were recorded, yet mere inclusion in the regular education
classroom was noted as insufficient. This study was similar to the current study in the
focus on inclusion, yet the location of Panerai et al. (2009) was not limited to only a
public school setting. Both studies found that having a proper knowledge and
understanding of inclusion and ASD were crucial for success.
Though limited, the results of this study have added to the current research
conducted on ASD and the educating of students with ASD. The small sample size did
not deter from the large response of scarce preservice preparation, missing professional

development, and low levels of efficacy identified by the participants. The participants
portray a small sample of regular education teachers wanting to meet the educational
needs of the growing population of students with ASD.
Limitations
Several limitations were noted in the study which limited the generalizability of
the findings. These limitations must be acknowledged and examined. Time, sample size
and location, response rate, and interpretations of the findings were identified as
limitations within the study.
Time constraints were evident throughout the study as the researcher surveyed
participants and conducted a focus group to gather both quantitative and qualitative data
to fit the allotted time schedule. Validity and reliability were considered as the researcher
gained permission to modify a previously created, piloted, and administered survey to
gather quantitative data (Mertens, 2005).
The sample size and location were also limitations in the study. The sample size
was limited with 16 participants in the survey and 15 total participants in the two focus
groups. The sample for the study was narrowed to third, fourth, and fifth grade regular
education teachers in the Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District in Southwest
Missouri, thereby decreasing the generalization of the findings. Convenience sampling
was utilized as the researcher was situated within the school district (Mertens, 2005).
Another limitation included in the size of the sample was the limited number of children
with ASD the sampled teachers had personally educated.

The response rate was limited as 16 of the 19 participants asked to return the
survey succeeded in doing so. Participation was optional, and of those who did choose to
participate, answering all survey and focus group questions was not required. This
resulted in varying number of cases within the study tables and findings.
The findings from the qualitative focus groups can be interpreted in various ways
(Krueger & Casey, 2009). The researcher had to guard against bias feelings and trust all
responses on the survey and focus groups were accurate to the knowledge of the
participants. Identifying bias feelings and allowing them to drive the purpose of the study
but not become a focal point during surveying and the focus group questioning were
optimal for the proper interpretation of the findings (Creswell, 2009; Krueger & Casey,
2009; Mertens, 2005).
Implications for Practice
The purpose of this study was to identify the perceptions of needs of regular
education teachers in regards to educating children with ASD. Information was gathered
on experiences of regular education teachers in the areas of preservice preparation,
professional development, and efficacy concerning inclusion practices for children with
ASD. The overall intent of the study was to improve current professional development to
increase the learning opportunities provided to students with ASD.
Research question one presented a shortage of preservice preparation by the
participants. The results can be generalized to other regular education teachers as
certification requirements are similar for their degree programs. Educators are entering
the classroom lacking practical and helpful knowledge on ASD (Buelle et al., 1999). This
minimal amount of background knowledge will prove unbeneficial to the increasing

number of students with ASD in the regular education classrooms. Preparatory courses
were noted as the top location for training on ASD, yet the low number of credits
received in the special education curricula contradict the ability to fully understand this
range of disorders. Administrators can use this information to prepare professional
development opportunities within their school systems to have prepared educators to
meet the needs of this population.
Research question focused on an overall need for regular education teachers to
collaborate with special education teachers and other school personnel to educate
children with ASD. This collaboration was noted as regular educators do not have the
background knowledge on their own to educate students with ASD without seeking
outside supports (Forlin, 2007). Common teaching strategies have been identified through
recent research, yet educators are not being adequately educated in these methodologies
(Kurt, 2011; Ryan et al., 2011; Vernon & Rhodes, 2009). Regular educators have made
strides in identifying open communication between teachers and students, creating a
positive learning environment, and cohering to set schedules for daily routines to engage
students with ASD in their classrooms. Participating regular educators resounded with an
echoing “yes” when asked if they would participate in further professional development
opportunities to increase their knowledge and understanding of ASD. This eagerness to
learn is encouraging to administrators to provide the needed resources to these educators.
Finally, research question three portrayed low levels of feelings by regular
education teachers in the areas of quality, confidence, and efficacy. These same teachers
explained their need for increased resources and training, as well as their open
earnestness to engage in professional development opportunities to equip themselves.

The overall deficiency of knowledge provided to regular education teachers to properly
educate students with ASD was evident in the findings for research question three (Buelle
et al., 1999). Administrators can provide learning opportunities for regular education
teachers on ASD and expect an openness to learn and engage in finding ways to provide
educational benefits to this growing population of students.
Overall, the administration at Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District can use
this gathered data to increase the training provided to their teachers in the area of ASD.
The teachers are needing training and eager to learn. Professional development
opportunities would be warmly accepted by those surveyed, which can be generalized to
the entire district. Current teachers can offer to present successful strategies, and
collaboration can ensue to increase the knowledge of all educators in the district.
Leadership Implications
The role of the educational leader was paramount to this study. The study aimed
at identifying ways educational leaders can utilize teacher perceptions for educating
children with ASD to provide an increase in professional development opportunities. The
research questions were each answered with the findings through quantitative and
qualitative data collections.
Research question one identified preservice preparation as experienced by regular
education teachers in the area of special education and ASD. This study found nine or
less credits in the area of special education to be the majority of preservice preparation
completed by the participants. This lack of background knowledge acquired by regular
education teachers can be supplemented by educational leaders through increased
professional development opportunities within the schools to educate regular education

teachers on ASD. The participants in the study identified specific areas in which
increased knowledge is needed. Participants felt increased education on teaching methods
for educating children with ASD would be beneficial. Participants also agreed
information on each disorder within the ASD would be helpful. Finally, educational
leaders can provide professional development on how educators can handle situations
with ASD students, specifically in the areas of academia and behavior.
Research question two focused on experiences of regular education teachers in
current professional development received in the areas of teaching strategies and
collaboration. Overall, educators had a lack of personal experience with students with
ASD and were also unaware of the current best practices for educating the students with
ASD they did encounter. Educational leaders can provide relevant and current
professional development opportunities for teachers on educating students with ASD.
Participants identified communication, a positive environment, and scheduling to be three
areas of successful teaching strategies currently experienced. Educational leaders can
build on these three areas as a foundation for increasing knowledge for the proper
educating of students with ASD.
Research question three focused on participants’ levels of efficacy. Educational
leaders can use these findings to better understand the feelings of qualification,
confidence, and effectiveness experienced by the educators within their buildings in
educating students with ASD. The findings from research question three identified low
levels of preparedness, confidence, and effectiveness within the participants. The
participants also shared that the resources for ASD they did receive aided them within the
classroom only “most of the time.” These findings can create a springboard for

educational leaders to understand the need to increase learning opportunities for teachers
in educating students with ASD to ultimately increase their efficacy.
Overall, the implications for educational leaders identified within this study are
specific and useful. Educational leaders know their educators are entering the classroom
with limited preservice preparation. Regular education teachers are in need of
professional development opportunities to increase their repertoire of teaching strategies
and to increase their understanding of all ASD. Finally, leaders can be aware of the
importance of increasing the preparedness, confidence, and effectiveness of regular
educators to create an environment conducive of learning for students with ASD.
Recommendations for Future Research
This study focused on the perceptions of teachers regarding teaching children
with ASD in regular education classrooms. A focus on preservice training, professional
development, and efficacy laid the groundwork for the study. The research questions
focused on experiences and of regular education teachers in these three areas with some
emphasis on collaboration and teaching strategies. Overall, the experiences of the
participants aided the researcher in identifying the needs of regular education teachers to
better serve the growing population of students with ASD.
A recommendation for future research would be to increase the sample size and
narrow the focus to educators with a wide range of experiences with students with ASD.
This study was narrowed to a sampling without knowing the extent to which the
participants had engaged in educating students with ASD, and the result was a limited
experience base.

Another recommendation for future research would include a wider participant
base. This study took place in one location, a small Southwestern Missouri school
district. It took into account the population of students with ASD in just this one area. In
the future, surveying multiple schools in a wider range of areas would be beneficial to
identify patterns.
Studies show an increase in ASD in specific states and areas (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, 2012). A relevant future research study would include surveying
and studying these areas to determine any factors as to why they have higher percentages
of children with ASD compared to other places.
A follow up study at the Logan-Rogersville R-VIII School District would also be
a recommendation for future research. Once the findings were presented, did the district
begin to implement professional development opportunities focusing on educating
teachers on ASD?
This study aided in the increasing research on Autism Spectrum Disorders,
specifically in educating students within the spectrum. The emphasis on identification of
regular education teachers’ needs played a role in increasing awareness of how to amplify
the educational benefits to students with ASD. This study laid the groundwork for
providing specialized professional development opportunities to make these educators
more prepared, confident, and effective.
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APPENDIX A
AUTISM NEEDS ASSESSEMENT SURVEY-REVISED
Adapted from Project ACCESS with permission granted
Survey compiled through Survey Monkey
1. Your primary role is
__Process Coordinator
__Special Educator
__Regular Educator
__Administrator
2. How many years have you been an educator? _____ years
3. The primary grade level that you service is:
__Pre-school
__Elementary
__Junior High/Middle School
__High School
__Other__________________________
4. How many college credits did you take toward educating students with special needs to
receive your teaching certificate?
__0-3
__4-9
__10-12
__12+
5. If you know, please indicate approximately how many students in your district have
Autism Spectrum Disorders. _______
6. How many students with Autism Spectrum Disorders have you had personally in your
classroom during your teaching career?
__ 0-3
__ 4-9
__10-12
__12+
7. Typically, how many students with Autism Spectrum Disorders do you have in your
classroom each year?
__0-3
__4-9
__10-12
__12+

8. Check each division within your district where you believe you have high quality
programs for children with autism that could be an example for others: (check all that
apply)
__Preschool/Early Childhood
__Elementary
__Middle School
__High School
__Other: ____________
9. If you know, please indicate how many staff members are designated to exclusively
serve children with Autism Spectrum Disorders in your district. __________
10. Where do you access support when you need training, resources, or assistance with
children with Autism Spectrum Disorders? (check all that apply)
__In-district specialist (IDAC r MAC or other trained specialist)
__Out of district specialist (IDAC or MAC or other trained specialist)-from neighboring
district
__External consultant or Specialist from Public/Private Agency
__Collaboration with Special Education teacher in your building
__Collaboration with other regular education teachers within your building
__Other: ______________
11. Have the resources from the responses you identified above been sufficient to meet
your needs?
__yes, all of the time
__yes, most of the time
__no, or not consistently
12. How prepared do you feel in educating children with Autism Spectrum Disorders in
your classroom?
__Highly qualified
__Moderately qualified
__ Somewhat qualified
__Minimally qualified
__Not qualified
13. Rate your sense of confidence in educating children with Autism Spectrum Disorders
in your classroom:
__Highly confident
__Moderately confident
__Somewhat confident
__Minimally confident
__Not confident

14. Rate your sense of effectiveness in educating children with Autism Spectrum
Disorders in your classroom:
__Highly effective
__Moderately effective
__Adequately effective
__Minimally effective
__Not effective
15. Which best describes the level of your formal autism training?
__Advanced
__Intermediate
__ Introductory/awareness
16. If an ONLINE course entitled “Introduction to Autism” was available at no charge,
would you take it?
__Yes
__Maybe
__No
17. If a professional development opportunity was offered within your district entitled
“Introduction to Autism” at no charge, would you take it?
__Yes
__ Maybe
__ No
18. Indicate methodologies for which you have received training: (check all that apply)
__Developmental, Individual-Difference, Relationship-Based Model (DIR)
__ Discrete Trial Training (DTT)
__ Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)
__ Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS)
__ Social Stories
__ Treatment and Education of Autistic and Communication related handicapped
CHildren
(TEACCH)
__Other: _________________
19. From where have staff members received training on various methodologies for
educating students with Autism Spectrum Disorders? (check all that apply)
__Part of a Preparatory Program (Undergraduate or Graduate)
__Project ACCESS
__Regional Professional Development Center
__MU Thompson Center
__Local University/College
__MPACT-Missouri Parent Training Act
__Private or Public Agencies (local or state)
__National Training Providers

__Peer-led professional development
__Other: ____________________
20. If you have received training on teaching strategies for properly education children
with Autism Spectrum Disorders, please rate your satisfaction with the training:
__Very Satisfied
__Satisfied
__Dissatisfied
__Very Dissatisfied
21. Check each division within your district where you believe you need additional
programming/training in order to better serve children with autism? (check all that apply)
__Preschool/Early Childhood
__Elementary
__Middle School
__High School
__Other: _______________
22.What additional resources related to identifying and/or servicing students with Autism
Spectrum Disorders do you believe are needed in your district?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
23. Please describe any collaboration you have had with a special education teacher to
properly educating students with Autism Spectrum Disorders in your classroom.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
24. What is a strategy you have used within your classroom that was successful in
properly educating students with Autism Spectrum Disorders?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

25. Describe an experience(s) you have had with (a) child(ren) with Autism Spectrum
Disorder in your classroom.
________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

APPENDIX B
INFORMED CONSENT LETTER:
AUTISM NEEDS ASSESSMENT SURVEY - REVISED
Dear Research Participant:
Thank you for considering participation in this research study, Autism Needs
Assessment Survey-Revised. It is being conducted in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the Doctor of Education Degree in Educational Leadership and Policy
Analysis at the University of Missouri-Columbia.
The purpose of this study is to identify perceptions and experiences with Autism
Spectrum Disorders within the classroom of regular education teachers. The goal of the
study is to create an action plan addressing the findings of the project to provide timely
information to educators and administrators as the number of children with Autism
Spectrum Disorders increases in the classroom.
Before you make a final decision about participation, please read the following
about how your input will be used and how your rights as a participant will be protected:
• Participation in the study is completely voluntary. You may stop at anytime.
• You need not answer all questions.
• Your answers will be kept confidential. Results will be presented in summary
form only, without names or other identifying information.
• You will be participating in a survey which would last no longer 15 minutes.
• The data collected will be held in a locked file cabinet in the researcher’s offices
and disposed of seven years after the conclusion of the study.
Survey Procedure: The survey will be conducted using Survey Monkey. Questions you
will be asked focus on the demographics, teacher perceptions and experiences, and
Autism Spectrum Disorders.
If you are interested in participating and assisting with this research study, please
fill out the consent form on the following page. Keep this page for your reference. Thank
you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Natalie Precise
(417) 880-9076
nprecise@logrog.net

Informed Consent Form: Autism Needs Assessment Survey-Revised

I am informed of this survey aimed at evaluating the current level of understanding of
Autism Spectrum Disorders conducted by Natalie Precise, a doctoral student at the
University of Missouri-Columbia.
I understand:
My participation in the study is completely voluntary.
I may stop participation at any time.
I do not have to answer all questions.
My answers will be kept confidential.
The survey will take approximately 15 minutes.
All data collected will be kept secure, and then disposed of seven years after the study is
completed.
I have read the information above; my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I
agree to participate in the survey.
__ Yes, I agree to participate in the study.
__ No, I do not agree to participate in the study.
Date: ______________________________________

APPENDIX C
FOCUS GROUP PROTOCOL
FOCUS GROUP SCRIPT
INTRO:
Greetings, thank you for taking part in my Autism Needs Assessment focus
group. My name is Natalie Precise, and I will be serving as moderator tonight while I
take filed notes and record our discussion. I am an MU student working on my
Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis Doctorate Degree. This focus group is a part
of the data gathering stage for my dissertation. Today I will be asking a series of
questions about your experiences with Autism Spectrum Disorders. The purpose of this
study is to identify perceptions and experiences with Autism Spectrum Disorders within
the classroom of regular education teachers. The goal of the study is to create an action
plan addressing the findings of the project to provide timely information to educators and
administrators as the number of children with Autism Spectrum Disorders increases in
the classroom.
I will begin by asking a question and whoever wants to answer first can and other
participants can chime in as they see fit. This focus group is not an interview, but a
discussion of your experiences as a teacher of children with Autism Spectrum Disorders.
Once again, thank you for your participation, and I hope you enjoy this experience.
CONCLUSION:
Thank you for your time.

FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS
Group dynamics: Third, fourth, and fifth grade teachers in the Logan-Rogersville R-VIII
School District in Southwest Missouri.

1. Tell me your name and how long you have been an educator.
2. About how many students have you had in your classroom with Autism Spectrum
Disorders (ASD) in your teaching career?
3. What training have you received to educate students with ASD in your classroom?
4. What programs could your school administrators provide to aid you in educating
students with ASD in your classroom?
5. Have you collaborated with a special education teacher to educate students with ASD
in your classroom? If so, in what ways?
6. What is a strategy you have used within your classroom that was successful in
educating students with ASD?
7. What is a strategy you have used within your classroom that was not successful in
educating students with ASD?
8. If a professional development opportunity for teaching strategies for children with
ASD was provided at your school, would you participate?
9. Besides the questions I have asked, is there anything I have missed concerning the
teaching of ASD students in the regular classroom?

10. Are there any final comments you came wanting to share and didn’t have a chance to
say?

FOCUS GROUP FIELD NOTES

Question

1.Tell me your name and how long you have
been an educator.

2. About how many students have you had in
your classroom with Autism Spectrum
Disorders in your teaching career?

3. What training have you received to properly
educate students with Autism Spectrum
Disorders in your classroom?

4. What programs could your school
administrators provide to aid you in properly
educating students with Autism Spectrum
Disorders in your classroom?

5. Have you collaborated with a special
education teacher to properly educating students
with Autism Spectrum Disorders in your
classroom? If so, in what ways?

Field Notes

6. What is a strategy you have used within your
classroom that was successful in properly
educating students with Autism Spectrum
Disorders?

7. What is a strategy you have used within your
classroom that was not successful in properly
educating students with Autism Spectrum
Disorders?

8. If a professional development opportunity for
teaching strategies for children with Autism
Spectrum Disorders was provided at your
school, would you participate?

9. Besides the questions I have asked, is there
anything I have missed?

10. Are there any final comments you came
wanting to share and didn’t have a chance to
say?

APPENDIX D
FOCUS GROUP CONSENT FORM
Dear Research Participant:
Thank you for considering participation in this research study, Autism Needs
Assessment Focus Group. It is being conducted in partial fulfillment of the requirements
for the Doctor of Education Degree in Educational Leadership and Policy Analysis at the
University of Missouri-Columbia.
The purpose of this study is to identify perceptions and experiences with Autism
Spectrum Disorders within the classroom of regular education teachers. The goal of the
study is to create an action plan addressing the findings of the project to provide timely
information to educators and administrators as the number of children with Autism
Spectrum Disorders increases in the classroom.
Before you make a final decision about participation, please read the following
about how your input will be used and how your rights as a participant will be protected:
• Participation in the study is completely voluntary. You may stop at anytime.
• You need not answer all questions.
• Your answers will be kept confidential. Results will be presented in summary
form only, without names or other identifying information.
• You will be participating in an in-depth focus group discussion which would last
no longer than 1 hour.
• An audiotape will be used to record the focus group for transcriptions and will be
disposed of seven years after completion of the study.
• The data collected will be held in a locked file cabinet in the researcher’s offices
and disposed of seven years after the conclusion of the study.
Focus Group Procedure: You will be with a group of 5-10 other people. The duration of
the focus group will be limited to 1 hour. Questions you will be asked focus on
demographics, teacher perceptions and experiences, and Autism Spectrum Disorders. The
focus group will be audio taped.
If you are interested in participating and assisting with this research study, please
fill out the consent form on the following page. Keep this page for your reference. Thank
you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Natalie Precise
(417) 880-9076
nprecise@logrog.net

Informed Consent Form: Autism Needs Assessment Focus Group
I am informed of this survey aimed at evaluating the current level of understanding of
Autism Spectrum Disorders conducted by Natalie Precise, a doctoral student at the
University of Missouri-Columbia.
I understand:
My participation in the study is completely voluntary.
I may stop participation at any time.
I do not have to answer all questions.
My answers will be kept confidential.
The focus group will take approximately 1 hour.
The focus group will be recorded with an audiotape.
All data collected will be kept secure, and then disposed of seven years after the study is
completed.
I have read the information above; my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I
agree to participate in the focus group.
__ Yes, I agree to participate in the study.
__ No, I do not agree to participate in the study.
Date: ______________________________________

APPENDIX E
CONSENT FROM SUPERINTENDENT OF PARTICIPATING SCHOOL

Date: Thu, 29 Mar 2012 08:08:19 -0500

[03/29/2012 08:08:19 AM CDT]

From: Jeremy Tucker <jtucker@logrog.net>
To: nprecise@logrog.net
Subject: Re: Dissertation
Thanks for the email and update on your progress to date. Feel free to survey
teachers and use the district's name in your study. Please let me know if
there is anything that I can do to help you out along the way.
Sincerely,
M. Jeremy Tucker, Ed.D.
Superintendent
100 East Front Street
Rogersville, MO 65742
Phone: 417.753.2891
Fax: 417.753.3063

VITA
Natalie Louise Precise is currently a math intervention teacher. Prior to this
position, she was a fifth grade math teacher for seven years. She is currently exploring
working as an adjunct professor at the collegial level. Her life long goal is to educate
future teachers in order to reach more children.

A Synthesis of Researches on Counseling Theory in the Guidance & Counseling
Aspects: Content Analysis

Assistant Professor : Dr. Wunlapa Sabaiying,

Abstract:
The research objectives were to: (1) study characteristics of research or studies on Counseling Theory in the
Guidance & Counseling aspects; and (2) qualitatively synthesize research or studies on Counseling Theory in the
Guidance & Counseling aspects
The research sample consisted of the 43 theses in the form of quantitative research that were submitted during the
academic year 1997-2011 in the six public or state universities in Thailand, Data were analyzed with the use of the
frequency, percentage, and content analysis.
Research findings were as follows: (1) regarding the characteristics of research or studies on Counseling Theory in
the Guidance & Counseling aspects, the highest number of research or studies was published during the academic
year 2008. Reality Therapy was the highest counseling one conducted. Counseling programs on the Guidance &
Counseling in the personnel, social, health, and educational aspects were used. The class level in which the highest
number of research or studies was conducted was Secondary School. The most employed research design was
randomized control group pretest-posttest design. The most often employed data was randomized control group
pretest-posttest design. The most often employed data collecting instrument was counseling program. Statistics
employed for data analysis were mean, standard deviation, t-test, and nonparametric-statistics; and (2) regarding the
qualitative synthesis of research or studies on Counseling Theory in the Guidance & Counseling aspects was found
that every counseling therapy could be use of prevention, solving and development the characteristics in the
Guidance & Counseling various aspects including the personnel, social, health, and educational aspects.

Background
Theoretical concept by theories in counseling is divided into groups of three focuses, i.e. 1) on
thoughts and reasons; 2) on emotions and feelings; and 3) on behavioral change. The synthesis
of the research follows steps as problem identification, data collection, data analysis,
interpretation of results, and presentations of findings. Nongluck Viratchai (1987: 116) referred
to the 5 steps of the synthesis of research as problem identification, problem analysis, data
collection, data analysis, interpretation of results, and presentations of findings. Content
analysis is a summary by the reader’s criteria. Content analysis is a technique to synthesize the
research in its characteristics that has been developed and widely used today (Hunter and
Schmidt, 1990 referred to in Nongluck Viratchai and Suwimol Vongvanij, 1999: Content analysis
method). Two Important steps in content analysis (Autumpron Chamornmarn, 1988: 13) are: 1)
the translation of texts into data, capturing clearly issues hidden in the contents, grouping those
captured contents; and 2) the translation of the data into figures after the grouping those
captured contents which could be performed by 2 ways, by the translation as number of
frequency and by translation as a value or a score. Then correlation is examined using

statistical methods. The research related to the synthesis of research was performed in topics
such as that about community educational resources (Naruemol Tansuraset, et al, 2010: 54),
the teaching of Mathematics at secondary level (Gunjana Lintarattansirikul, et al (2007: 45), and
research in educational studies in Thailand (Penni Nairrot, et al, 1999; Nongluck Viratchai and
Suwimol Vongvanij,1999).
Based on these relevant researches, a synthesis of the research is thus found to generate new
body of knowledge. Nonetheless, there has not been a synthesis of research related to
guidance and pyscological counseling.
Graduate studies are the pursuit of knowledge in depth towards creation of new body of
knowledge or the knowledge to be added on existing one. Therefore, the studies enhance
knowledge for both students and society. The studies at the graduate level have given ways to
courses to conduct research projects and present them in the form of a thesis or dissertation or
an independent study. The studies ensure that graduate students to go through complete
process of learning in their research and to present their findings to the public in order to take
advantage of the educational and social development.
The preparation of graduates at the Master’s level in the field related to guidance and
counseling has been conducted by almost every leading state or public universities. There have
been hundreds of researches using theories in counseling. Those graduating at this level have
been personnel of various agencies concerned with education, medicine, nursing, social works,
business and other areas, both from public and private sectors. As a result, the research and
studies have addressed some aspects of problems and been diverse. In addition, each
research has lacked of coordination, consistency, and association resulting in inconveniences to
make use of such findings.
In any fields, one can bring in many related research in the analysis and synthesis for the
development or implementation. In addition, this method can also generate more reliable
knowledge, concepts, and practices than others. This is because of the screening of and
comparison among various researches within the same scope of area. Furthermore, the method
can be applied for many researches with minimal cost. Te method is thus considered a way to
make use of researches or studies or apply any specific findings generated. By selecting and
summarizing such important findings, further syntheses can become beneficial with the
recommendations posting further use.
This research has focused on the synthesis of findings generated from the thesis conducted by
students of public or state universities that used counseling theories within the scope of
guidance and counseling. It was expected to draw overall scenario of the thesis’s findings and
that the body of knowledge could be useful for preparation of course instruction, consideration
of appropriate topics selection of the thesis by faculty staff and students of the Counseling and
Guidance Department of Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University, and guiding future studies
and preparation of textbooks by faculty staff.

The research objectives were to: (1) study characteristics of research and studies on
Counseling Theories in the Guidance & Counseling aspects; and (2) qualitatively synthesize
research and studies on Counseling Theories in the Guidance & Counseling aspects.

Methodology
1. Population&sample
The research sample consisted of the 43 theses/dissertation of the graduate students majoring
in Counseling Psychology, Counseling Psychology and Guidance, Psychological Guidance, and
Guidance that were published during the academic year 1997-2011 in the six public state
universities in Thailand. The criteria of the sample are as follows:
1) theses/dissertation using various counseling theories.
2) theses/dissertation with the sample in school and out of school settings.
3) theses/dissertation used had for the synthesis had sufficient research
characteristics according to the research form required.
2. Research Instruments
1) The quality of the theses/dissertations were assessed using the form constructed by the
investigators. The details of the construction and the quality validation are as follows:
1.1 examined documents and research related to the development of tools and the
quality validation of research.
1.2 constructed the 15-item form to assess the quality of research. The details of the
evaluation criteria covered the validity of the methodology, usefulness, specificity within the
scope and validity issues in Guidance and Counseling.
1.3 The criteria for assessing the quality of research.
Overall score of 80 percent or more (Rating 12-15 points) is a quality thesis.
From less than 80 percent (from 1-11 points) is the thesis with no quality.
Theses/dissertations used were those with an overall score of 80 percent or more.
1.4 Submitted the quality assessment of research form to 3 experts to examine
content validity.
1.5 Improved the quality assessment of research form.
2) A summary of the research form was constructed by the investigators. The details of the
construction and the quality validation are as follows:

2.1 examined documents and research related to research synthesis, Guidance and
Counseling, Counseling theories to guide the development of research tools.
2.2 Constructed a summary of the research form consisting of two parts.
Part 1: The basic information of the research including institutes where the
theses/dissertations were conducted and year of their publication.
Part 2: Detailed information of the theses/dissertations including the scope of the
study, design, population and sample, tools used in the research, and statistics used in data
analysis.
2.3 Submitted the quality assessment of research form to 3 experts to examine
content validity.
2.4 Improved the quality assessment of research form.
3.Data Analysis
Data were analyzed with the use of the frequency, percentage, and content analysis.

Research findings
Research findings were as follows:
(1) Characteristics of research and studies on Counseling Theories in the Guidance &
Counseling Aspects
The highest numbers of research and studies examined over the 1997-2010 period were
published in the academic year 2008. Reality Confrontational Counseling Therapy was the
highest counseling theory employed (38.3%), followed by Reasoning, Emotional, and
Behavioral theory (21.3 %t), Counseling Clients-centered theory (12.8 %) and Gestalt theory
(10.2%).
Counseling programs and theories used for guidance and counseling in the personal, social,
health, and educational aspects were mostly found. Specifically, the counseling issues on
personal aspect were self awareness and self esteem (17.3%), stress and self-confidence
(13%), and mental health and depression (9%). On the social aspect, the issues were physical
and verbal aggression (30%), inter-personal relationships (20%), and other human relationships
concerning moral and social behavior, social adjustment, emotional intelligence, and the ability
to make friends (10%). On the health aspect, the issues were general self-care (25%), and
12.5% addressed specifically diabetic, cholesterol, body weigh control behaviors, and generally
about health promoting behaviors, self and others health locus of control. On the educational
aspect, the issues were responsibility in academic performance (75%), learning strategies, and
academic accomplishment (25%).

Study population of the research and studies were school children of early secondary schools
(37.2%) and primary school level (16.3%), general youth group (16.3%), patients (11.6%),
college students (7%), and general working individuals (7%).
The research design employed were randomized control group pretest-posttest design (69.7%),
one group pretest-posttest design (21%), and pretest-posttest non-randomized design (9.3%).
The research instruments for program intervention and data collecting mostly employed were
counseling program (47.8%), measurement forms (21.1%) and questionnaire (18.9%).
Statistics used for data analysis were mean, standard deviation, and validity test (19.2%),
frequency and percentage (14.7%), and Discriminant Analysis and Nonparametric-statistics
(8.9%).
(2) Qualitatively synthesize research and studies on Counseling Theory in the Guidance &
Counseling aspects
Regarding the qualitative synthesis of research and studies on Counseling Theory in the
Guidance & Counseling aspects it was found that every counseling therapy could be used for
prevention, solving and development the characteristics in the Guidance & Counseling various
aspects including the personnel, social, health and educational aspects. Counseling programs
based respective theories includes titles, objectives, procedures and techniques based on
specific theories, evaluation, and conclusions.
The counseling on personal aspect, it was found that the issues were resolved, promoted, and
enhanced by counseling programs developed based on various theories. The theories
included: Counseling Clients-centered Theory to help reduce anxiety and stress, to promote
mental health and awareness and self esteem; Reality Confrontation Theory Counseling also
could help develop and promote mental health, self-esteem and coping ability, reduce sexual
delinquency behavior, reduce the risk of depression and suicide; Counseling based on
Reasoning theory could reduce anger and the loneliness of the elderly. Integrated mixed
theories used for counseling could help promote attitudinal development towards the prevention
of drug use by adolescent.
On the social aspect of guidance and counseling, the results showed that social characteristics
were resolved, promoted, and developed based on various theories. Both Reality
Confrontation and Gestalt Counseling Theories could help promote the development of human
relation and social adjustment, and reduce physical and verbal aggression. Theory of
Reasoning, Emotional and Behavioral Counseling helped promote moral and social behavior,
and emotional intelligence. Counseling Theory of Interpersonal Relationship Analysis could help
enhance relationships among individuals. Counseling Clients-centered Theory helped promote
individuals’ capacity to make friends. Behaviorism-based Counseling could reduce physical and
verbal aggression.
On the health aspect, the application of various theories was observed in guidance and
counseling for resolving, promotion, and development concerning health issues. The theories

included Behaviorism-based Counseling which helped promote the development of general selfcare behavior and self control to lose body weight; Counseling Clients-centered Theory helped
promote the development of self and others’ internal locus of health locus of control. Reality
Confrontation Counseling Theory helped promote the development of diabetes and cholesterol
control behaviors. Behavioral and Cognitive Counseling Theory could help promote the
development of health promoting behaviors.
On the educational aspect, the application of various theories observed in guidance and
counseling for resolving, promotion, and development included Theory of Reasoning, Emotional
and Behavioral Counseling helped promote the development of strategies to enhance learning
and academic achievement.

Discussion
This study of the characteristics of research related to the theories and scope of the guidance
and counseling revealed that counseling programs based on all Guidance and Counseling
theories could prevent and resolve problems concerning guidance and counseling on personal,
social, health, and educational issues. These are in accordance with the principles of guidance
and counseling that it comes with the potential to promote and carry out activities for
development in various aspects of the target groups. They could be physical, intellectual,
emotional and social aspects of development prompting readiness in the target groups’ learning,
personal and social adjustment, and pursuance of career or occupation suitable to their age and
status. It could prevent problems related to their study in school, adjustment with friends, sexual
conducts, and drug use in adolescence group. In addition, negative impacts cause to
individuals on educational, career, and social aspects could be prevented and resolved.
Guidance will play an important role in providing help by emphasizing on self understanding by
those facing problems to acquire various alternatives in solving, thinking critically, and making
appropriate decisions for themselves (Laddawan Na Ranong, 2011: 23-24).
The characteristics of the research or the thesis applying counseling theories within the scope of
counseling and guidance services suggested that the theory mostly used was Reality
Confrontation Counseling to help develop and promote mental health, self-awareness, selfesteem, and coping ability could reduce sexual delinquency behavior, risk of depression and
suicide, helped promote the development of interpersonal relationship and social adjustment
and reduced physical and verbal aggression, promote the development of diabetes and
cholesterol control behaviors, promote the responsibility in classroom study. These are in
consistence with the goal of the Reality Confrontation Counseling theory suggesting that clients
are self-dependent, have self-awareness and understanding, responsibility, who respond to
their own needs, dare to face the truth, observe things as they are (Reality), can evaluate the
behaviors or actions if they are right or wrong. (Phongphan Guardpitak, 2011: 14).
The theory to follow is the Reasoning, Emotional and Behavioral Counseling helped promote
self-awareness and self-esteem, values for desirable graduates, correct sexual delinquency
behavior of adolescents, reduce anger and loneliness in the elderly, promote the development

of moral and social behavior, emotional intelligence and develop strategies to enhance learning
and achievement. These are consistent with the primary goal of counseling based on the
Reasoning, Emotional and Behavioral Counseling with its essence to teach clients to search
and eliminate or overcome an irrational thinking towards a rational one resulting in clients’
appropriate expression of emotions, feelings, behaviors, and capability in living happily (Ellis,
1984: 24, cited in Jeeranai Songchaikul and Koson Meekhun, 2011:17-18).
Counseling Clients-centered Theory helped reduce anxiety, stress. promote the development of
mental health, self-awareness and self-esteem, enhance the ability to make friends, and to
promote the development of self and other health locus of control. These are consistent with
Counseling Clients-centered Theory with its aim to help clients to lead themselves, set own
criteria that had be denied or distorted, understand themselves as they are, become fully
functioning persons, emphasizing on individuals as persons not problems according to the
Rogers’ goal of counseling. It is not only to help clients to better solve their problems by
themselves but to mange problems facing or those that may arise in the future. After the clients
fully aware and understand themselves with the removal of any concealments or distortions,
they would become open to new experience, attain self-confidence and self-assessment
become prepared for self-development over time. These four qualities indicate that ones has
thoroughly understand themselves (Runjuan Kumwacharapitak:15-16, 2011).
Recommendations
1..In applying these research findings, other theories than those cited here should be
suggested to future students for their applications to Guidance and Counseling
theses/dissertations. As for the issues, there were found to be only concerned mostly with
those related to personal and social ones. Issues related to education were concerned
minimally while it was non-existent on career issue. It is therefore a need to promote further
application of these needed two issues to Guidance and Counseling.
2..The synthesis of research theses / dissertations related to the theoretical framework
discussed in the guidance and counseling should cover those of other universities/institutions
than those examined in this research. Furthermore, future research should employ metaanalysis technique for more complete investigation.
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Overview of the Study: Purpose and Objectives
According to the United States Census Bureau, in the year 2010, the largest group of
Asian American people is comprised of Filipino people followed closely by Chinese people.
Although Filipino people comprise the largest population, they lag behind Chinese and other
Asian American groups with respect to academic achievement.
Research reveals that (a) Filipino American people have one of the highest high school dropout
rates compared with other Asian ethnic groups in the United States and in California (NCES,
2007b; NCES, 2007c; Posadas, 1999); (b) Filipino American students are not achieving at levels
of academic success when compared to other ethnic groups such as Asian Indian, Chinese,
Japanese, or Korean students (Ilano-Tenorio, 1997; Nadal, 2008b; NCES, 2007d); (c) the
Filipino American population has a lower percentage enrolled in colleges compared to other
Asian American populations (Castillo, 2002);
(d) Filipino American students pursue and graduate with bachelors’ degrees or higher at a lower
percentage than other Asian subgroups (NCES 2007d; Posadas, 1999); and (e) Filipino American
people have one of the highest rates of suicide attempts and of suicidal thoughts (Ogilvie, 2008).
Additionally, a lower percentage of Filipino American students pursue and receive associate’s,
bachelor’s, master’s, and doctorate degrees in the field of education in California than other
ethnic groups (CPEC, 2008). Hence, Filipino American people are underrepresented as
educational leaders in K–12 public schools in California.
The purpose of this study was to explore the personal and professional experiences of
Filipino American educational leaders while they pursued administrative careers in K–12 public
schools in Northern California. Specifically, this study explored those factors that influenced the
motivation, perseverance, development, and career paths of Filipino American educational
leaders in pursuit of administrative careers from their own perspectives.

Significance to the Field of Education and Educational Leadership
The findings of this study are significant because (a) they provide perspectives of Filipino
American educational leaders as they pursued administrative careers in K–12 public schools in
Northern California; (b) they identify the personal and professional challenges and opportunities
of Filipino American educational leaders during their pursuit of administrative careers in K–12
public schools in Northern California from their own perspectives. Additionally, the findings are
significant because (a) they provide cultural awareness and competency for educators,

educational leaders, and policymakers to promote a positive school climate that engenders
diversity; (b) they provide educators, educational leaders, and policymakers with current
academic strategies to improve and increase academic achievement of Filipino American people;
(c) they provide guidance for changes in multicultural education; and (d) they give Filipino
American people a voice, which is defined as “the right and opportunity to express through
written and spoken words of authentic feelings and thoughts of a person and be heard as an
equal” (Johnson & Musial, 2005, p. 123).

Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework were based on (a) dysconscious racism (King, 1991); (b) the
philosophy of colonization and oppression, and how oppression impacts oppressed populations,
specifically, the psychosocial, mental, and emotional state of colonized populations (Fanon,
1965; Freire, 1970/2000); (c) colonial mentality, a form of internalized oppression that affects
the colonized groups as a result of colonization (David & Okazaki; 2006a); and (d) the Filipino
American identity development model (Nadal, 2004). The theoretical framework provided a
foundation and understanding of (a) the acceptance of the uncritical thinking of racism, (b) the
impact of colonization and oppression on colonized minds, and (c) the P/Filipino American
identity and stressors that influence youth academic performance.

Methodology
A narrative, qualitative research approach was used for this study, which involved oneon-one interviews with six selected participants. The participants were identified and selected
through snowball qualitative sampling. The researcher conducted a semi-structured interview
with an open-ended dialogue. Each participant was allowed to refer to the interview protocol
questions. Each interview was audio-recorded, professionally transcribed, and then coded for
generative themes and categories based on the four major research questions of the study. The
six participants were all over 18 years of age and met the following criteria: (a) Filipino
American of Filipino ancestry who are of the 1.5 generation (foreign born who arrived in the
United States prior to age 13) or second generation (U.S. born with foreign-born parents); (b)
possessed a minimum of a bachelor’s degree; and (c) currently hold or have held an
administrative position in K–12 public schools in Northern California, specifically Alameda or
Santa Clara Counties within the last 20 years.

Review/Analysis of Results
The participants shared the academic and cultural challenges that they experienced as
students, educators, and educational leaders. The four generative themes were about (a) personal
experiences and challenges as the participants pursued education and higher education, (b)
professional experiences and challenges as the participants pursued higher education and careers
as educational leaders, (c) career pathways, and (d) factors that influenced the participants’
motivation, perseverance, and development.

Subthemes emerged from the generated themes. Personal challenges included (a)
family obligations, (b) academic connections with school through involvement in co-curricular
programs, and (c) Filipino American identity. Professional challenges included (a) dealing with
culture shock, (b) having Filipino American cultural values that clashed with Westernized
cultural values, (c) having a Filipino American identity and being marginalized by the same
ethnic group, (d) lacking Filipino American role models, (e) having the commitment and meeting
the demands as an educational leader, and (f) having conflict with upper management. Factors
that influenced the participants’ career paths into education included (a) expectations of parents;
(b) Filipino people’s low opinion of careers in education; and (c) support and encouragement
from peers, colleagues, and mentors. Factors that influenced the motivation, perseverance and
development of Filipino American people in higher education and in educational leadership
included (a) having faith and being religious; (b) having family encouragement and support; (c)
being involved in school and building academic identity; (d) having support from professional or
cultural organizations and from academic support programs; (e) having a positive attitude, being
proactive, and being adaptable; and (f) having motivation and interest in the development of
Filipino American educators.
The historical and cultural background of the Philippines and the theoretical framework
through which this research lens is seeing, are evidence that colonialism and imperialism impact
modern-day Filipino American students, educators, and ultimately educational leaders. Overall,
the impact of colonialism has created a colonial mentality, has oppressed minds and critical
thinking, has oppressed freedom of voice and freedom of expression, and has created cultural
and mental barriers that have become the critical challenges for Filipino American educational
leaders to overcome.
Recommendations for Professional Practice
In order to develop future Filipino American educational leaders in K–12 public school in
northern California, it is important that educators, counselors, and administrators be culturally
sensitive and aware of the fact that although Filipino American people may be classified as
Asian, they may be denied access to universities because Filipino American people are at the low
end of the Asian curve academically. Also, they may be subjected to racial bias against Asian
people, which faults them for being too competitive academically. Educational leaders need to
be aware of their school staff, faculty, and student population and be culturally competent in the
different and unique backgrounds of Asian American people on their campuses. Some Asian
American ethnic groups, specifically Filipino and Filipino American people, would benefit from
a learning environment that has faculty and staff who are emotionally intelligent, culturally
competent, and who value multiculturalism.
This research yielded recommendations for professional practice including the need to
develop culturally competent educators, educational leaders, and policymaker.
Recommendations for professional practice included (a) developing culturally sensitive
administrators through their training and education in the Tier I and Tier II administrative
programs at universities; (b) incorporating in the K–12 curriculum academic-success strategies
and develop skills that promote public speaking, critical writing, Socratic discussions, and
community involvement; (c) incorporating positive networking opportunities, peer-mentoring
programs, peer-tutoring sessions, career development, and financial scholarships for promising

yet invisible students who are not at par with their racial groups; (d) promoting diversity in
educational-leadership positions in K–12 public schools; and (e) providing opportunities for
Filipino American people to get involved in professional-leadership roles and offering
opportunities to them to contribute back to society.
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“Transforming School Cultures through Teacher Leadership”
Katherine D. Perez

Saint Mary’s College of California
Within every school there is a sleeping giant of teacher leadership, which
can be a strong catalyst for making change. By using the energy of teacher
leaders as agents of change, the reform of public education will stand a
better chance of building momentum.

Why Teaching Leadership?

- Marilyn Katzenmeyer & Gayle Moller (2001, p. 2)

Leadership by teachers is essential to serving the needs of students, schools and the

teaching profession. Teacher leaders – educators who take on leadership responsibilities to
transform practice in their schools and beyond – are a vital and dynamic force in reforming
K-12 education today. Teacher leadership is about leading change from the classroom. No
single principle of school reform is more valid or desirable than the maxim that “student
learning depends first, last, and always on the quality of the teachers.” The traditional

model of school leadership evokes an image of an administrator—a school principal, for

example—who directs instruction through the making of policies and procedures that are
intended to sustain teaching and learning. In the current culture of accountability and
budget crises, however, the principal is no longer sufficient leadership to ensure

continuous progress toward school goals. In point of fact, principals do not—and cannot—
be experts in all subject areas, and their tenure in a school is often shorter than that of the
teachers. Moreover, state requirements and national mandates hold teachers accountable

for student performance on assessments. The pressure of this accountability, coupled with

community and family issues that affect student learning, challenge teachers—individually
and collectively—to demonstrate exemplary professional preparation and continuous
development (Blackwell & Diez, 1998).

It is interesting to note that in a Rand Study of governance patterns within 1,000

schools found that “In high-performing schools…decision making and leadership are
significantly more democratic. The teachers are more involved and influential in

establishing discipline, with selecting textbooks, designing curriculum, and even choosing

their colleagues than are teachers in low-performing schools.” What can we take from this

study? Students learn when teachers lead.

Now, more than ever, classroom teachers must become part of the leadership team

of the school and apply their knowledge of the constantly evolving nature of teaching and
learning to promote school-wide collaboration aligned to a shared vision of student

achievement. Teacher leadership means different things to different people. Team leaders,
department chairs, and respected teachers live it every day: They experience the dynamic
nature of their complex roles in many ways. Yet many administrators, district office

personnel, school board members, citizens, and even teachers don't recognize or
understand teacher leadership (Ackerman & Mackenzie, 2006). And this lack of
understanding adds to the obstacles many teacher leaders face.

The paradox is our understanding of leadership itself. Most of us hold the deep-

seated assumption that leaders must have appointments and titles that formalize their
leadership and officially confirm their knowledge, traits, and competencies. However,

teacher leaders need to recognize how powerful they are in establishing the organizational

culture in a school through modeling professional learning and collaborative inquiry as
agents of change. Teacher leaders model effective practices, exercise their influence in
formal and informal contexts, and support collaborative team structures within their
schools.

Furthermore, Goodlad (1990) in A Nation Prepared proposed that schools introduce

several elements related to the “career ladder” for teachers, the most notable of which was
to introduce a new category of “lead teachers” who provide leadership in the schools and
help their colleagues uphold high standards of learning and teaching. The appellation of

“lead teacher” has evolved into the more current term, teacher leader. Teacher leaders are
teachers committed to continuous improvement in instruction and student learning

through the development of professional learning communities at the school site, the

modeling of effective communication and collaboration skills, and through modeling and

facilitating the use of research-based instructional strategies and data-driven action plans.
The teacher leader concept is a powerful one because teachers are uniquely

positioned to assume leadership roles on a variety of tasks that transform schools from

more traditional workplaces into professional learning communities. The roles that teacher
leaders take on in their school sites are varied and largely specific to the individual context

of the school, as a study by Lieberman, Saxl, and Miles (1988) confirmed. A teacher who has
stopped learning cannot create a classroom climate rich in learning for the students.

Similarly, a powerful relationship exists between learning and leading. In order to

be effective, teachers must learn a variety of leadership skills, which are not typically
supported in the curriculum of teacher preparation programs. Those skills include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Building trust and developing rapport
Diagnosing organizational conditions

Managing the work and dealing with processes
Building skills and confidence in others

Accessing and using educational research to improve practice and student learning
Using assessments and data for school improvement

Therefore, teacher leaders need to bring the focus back into the classroom. One

effective way to do this is through the process of collaboration and reflective inquiry.

Teacher leaders should develop specific action research questions about teaching and
learning in their schools and answer these questions through a data-driven process.
The Need for Graduate Study to Support Teacher Leadership

Teachers must be convinced that teaching is an evolving profession. Because the

skills listed above are not typically developed as part of teacher education programs or

traditional Master’s of Education programs, researchers and educators alike (e.g. Goodlad
1998) advocated that colleges of education develop master's programs that advance

teacher understanding of and capacity for collaboration, coaching and mentoring, decisionmaking, facilitation and action research. Teachers need to collaborate and share their
expertise. The impact of teacher leadership is recognized in the schools and yet the

programs to help them develop and refine their leadership practices are still few and far
between.

Never before has the need been so great for classroom teachers to become agents of

change in their classrooms and schools to transform the profession. Teaching and learning

today demand advanced education programs to prepare teacher leaders to improve
schools from the inside out by creating professional learning communities.

The Master of Arts in Teaching Leadership (MATL) program was designed to

respond to these calls for master’s programs to prepare teachers for leadership roles at
their school sites. The Teaching Leadership Program responds to the demand for more

effective teacher practitioners who have the capacity to extend their influence beyond their
classrooms to their schools and the wider profession, positively impacting the learning of
students for years to come.

In sum, the Teaching Leadership Program is a vehicle for guiding and recognizing

teacher development by providing coherence between the continuum of teacher

development and the continuum of academic degrees. The Teaching Leadership Program
offers an alternative, field-based approach to graduate study that addresses educational
needs that may not be adequately met through traditional programs.
Vision of the Teaching Leadership Program

The faculty of the Teaching Leadership Program hold the fundamental belief that

teachers are the most valuable resource in any school system. Teachers plan and guide

student learning, manage the classroom environment, and interact with colleagues, parents
and administrators. The program addresses the needs of experienced teachers for an

applied degree, which advances knowledge and skill in communication, collaboration,
reflective inquiry, decision-making and action research. It is the goal of the Teaching

Leadership Program to foster relationships not just graduates, and thereby to promote

avenues where research-based learning has an immediate impact on teaching and learning
in the K-12 educational context.

Additionally, teacher leaders actively participate in the courses with other teacher leaders

as they examine real data, successes, challenges and questions from their shared roles.

They collaborate to help each other make connections and apply strategies to their specific
work.

Program Goals:
•

•

•

To redefine, elevate and celebrate the role of classroom teachers in the local service
region.

To promote an active community of practice encompassing classroom teachers who
serve in the schools and districts in our region.

To support classroom teachers who seek to sustain their professional vitality

•

through continuous, career-long learning and development.

•

issues related to teaching and learning.

To prepare teachers to engage in joint inquiry and transformational learning on
To develop teacher leaders who can serve as agents of change in the increasingly
diverse and bureaucratically complex schools of our region.

Teaching Leadership Program Learning Outcomes

Graduates of the Master of Arts in Teaching Leadership Program:
•

Are grounded in core theory regarding professional learning communities and

demonstrate capacity to develop a professional learning community that embodies
sustainable transformative change.

•

Are grounded in core theory regarding systems of change and demonstrate capacity
to diagnose needs within the community and institutional culture as a basis for

•

designing innovative change within classrooms and/or institutions.

•

leads to transforming participating students, colleagues, groups and schools.

•

self-awareness and embodied practice.

•

their professional passion.

•

theory and research.

•

data-driven evaluation of learning and systems of accountability.

Identify and respond to differences in learning style, culture and values in a way that

Are grounded in major theories of adult development and use these as a stimulus for
Identify and articulate personal vision, values and vocation to tap into and channel
Create sustainable school-based policies, structures and practices aligned to current
Are grounded in relevant theory and demonstrate capacity to design and implement
Are grounded in relevant theory and demonstrate capacity to develop action
research into ongoing leadership practice within self and community
Core Principles

In each course, teacher leaders draw connections from their professional practice

and the leadership literature, learn and practice a repertoire of tools and strategies to use

in their roles, and demonstrate mastery of the core competencies in the “Personal Plan for
Teaching Leadership” Portfolio. Critical concepts of teacher leadership such as adult

learning models, negotiation, collaboration paradigms, learning communities, facilitation

skills, advocacy, and professional development/learning are integrated into the program of
study.

Using Data: Participants learn how to understand and analyze various forms of

data, use data in decision-making processes, communicate using data and foster a
culture of high expectations with data.

Supporting Instruction: Participants gain expertise in applying principles of adult
learning theory as they learn and apply strategies for observing and analyzing
instruction, providing growth-oriented feedback, planning and implementing

effective professional learning experiences and evaluating instructional outcomes.
Shared Leadership: Participants learn varied approaches for building unity of

vision within a team, managing an effective, collaborative team and understanding
the role of individuals sharing multiple perspectives within school and district
systems.

Professional Expertise: Participants learn procedures for building routines to
guide team reflection and fostering professional expertise within a school. They

develop skills to utilize the professional knowledge base of the team and apply that
expertise to systemic improvement.

Conclusions

In conclusion, e new paradigm of the teaching profession is needed. The focus of

teaching leadership needs to be with school wide excellence in teaching, learning, and
assessment. A teacher education program offering an advanced degree in teacher

leadership needs to strive for pedagogical excellence, confront barriers to the traditional
views of leadership in the school’s culture and structures and build new forms of

leadership capacity in the teaching profession. University faculty and school leaders need

to collaborate to provide a transformative program that drives school and community

reform by working together to foster, develop and support teacher leadership. It is time to
move toward a shared leadership model. Teacher leaders believe that all students can
succeed. This is a crucial step towards making schools a source of instruction and
inspiration. Teacher leadership is an idea that is long overdue.

Finally, the challenges of investing in teacher leadership and preparing future

teacher leaders are great. However, the impact of empowering the next generation of
educators who are agents of change through advanced degree preparation is vital.

Programs need to be developed for teachers to be trained to work collaboratively to create
shared leadership structures and to build a culture where teachers continuously enhance
and improve their practice. Teacher leadership is an idea whose time has come.

Appendix A

Saint Mary’s College
School of Education
Master of Arts in Teaching Leadership Courses
EDTL 800 Building a Community of Learners Through Critical Reflection (3
units)
Course Description
The expectations for being an active, engaged member of a learning community will be developed. An
examination of assessment theory and practice, as they relate to adult learning principles and K–12
education, will lead to a deepening of involvement with community-wide areas of inquiry. Learning
community members will begin investigating and transforming their beliefs and practices about teaching
and learning through a critical reflection of their own beliefs and current best practices and theories. The
development of professional portfolios will guide learning community members toward demonstrating
growth toward the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards and the descriptors that are
developed by the learning community.
Using an inquiry model, learners will develop research-based principles for constructing a teaching and
learning environment responsive to the needs of their learners, assessing student learning, and developing
instructional practices to foster a community of learners. Learners will be required to connect those
principles to a deepening understanding of their own discipline. Learners will engage in action research
and critical reflection on their teaching and learning to guide their inquiry.

EDTL 810 Implementing Effective Teaching Techniques (3 units)
Course Description
Teaching and learning practices and theories will be examined. Effective teaching techniques and
presentation skills will be practiced and critiqued. Self- and peer- assessment processes to validate work
that document evidence and reflection will be applied. The focus of this course is to develop effective
communication and presentation skills with students, parents, colleagues and the community.
On-going collegial sharing and critical reflection will be significant aspects of the learning process.
Techniques for planning, presenting and evaluating in-service for teachers and parents—theory, research
on effective practices, presentation skills, needs assessment procedures and methods of evaluation and
follow-up—hands-on practice and demonstration of techniques, with videotaping and feedback.

EDTL 820 Articulating an Area of Inquiry: Bridging Theory and Practice (3
units)
Course Description
Areas of inquiry that will promote a deeper awareness of the theory behind teacher practice will be
defined and developed. Specific attention will be given to the constructivist-learning model as a means of
enhancing learning opportunities of students. Learning community members will continue developing and

assessing their work and document their growth using a professional portfolio. Connections to their
students’ learning will be emphasized as well.
This course will challenge learners to integrate the core program concepts and vision into their classroom
through their action research learning. Their continued inquiry and involvement with discipline-based
learning plans will provide opportunities for making classrooms more effective for both students and
teachers. Learners will be required to focus on the integration of assessment, instruction, environment,
and discipline to transform their classrooms. On-going collegial sharing and critical reflection will be
significant aspects of the learning process of integrating the standards of National Board Certification. A
professional learning conference designed for program participants will focus on networking, shared
learning, and dialogue as professional development.

EDTL 830 Developing Areas of Inquiry: Research and Practice
(3 units)
Course Description
During this course, learning community members will engage themselves in self-directed activities to
articulate the emerging curriculum for their learning community experience. Their continued inquiry and
involvement with learning plans will continue to provide opportunities for making classrooms more
effective for both students and teachers. On-going collegial sharing and reflection will be significant
aspects of the learning process. A required networking conference for all year three learning community
members will be held.
Learners will conduct their action research design in their classrooms. The implementation, analysis, and
synthesis of the discipline-based inquiry will focus on communicating an integrated understanding of
assessment, instruction, structuring a learning environment, and their discipline (content area).
Completing the requirements of arranged work, learners will apply, document, and demonstrate their
learning between the learning community sessions.

EDTL 840 Demonstrating Professional Growth Experiences: Reflections and
Projection (3 units)
Course Description
The final semester of the Master's program provides learning community members with the opportunity
to demonstrate their significant learning throughout the learning community experience through portfolio
assessment. Candidates will summarize their individual and community learning experiences from their
work with the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards. Plans for continued personal,
professional growth will be developed. As a graduation requirement, students will inform the education
profession of their acquired expertise at an all-community conference.
Learners will demonstrate their comprehensive and integrated discipline-based learning through portfolio
development and by facilitating a research and dialogue-based seminar or forum at a professional learning
conference. Learners will analyze their individual and community learning experiences that have
impacted their teaching and learning and create a synthesis for continued professional growth and practice
as a professional educator. Focusing on transformational learning, learners will articulate their
professional beliefs and practices for their approach to assessment, instruction, environment, and
discipline (content area). Learners will develop professional growth plans that reflect the research on

shared learning, collegial coaching, and teacher leadership.

EDTL 850 Documenting Professional Growth: Completing Action Research (3
units)
Course Description
The intent of this course is for learners to carry out their action research independently and collaboratively
and document and communicate their content-based area of inquiry investigation. Learners will present
their action research findings at a networking conference and prepare an article for publication as part of
the Collaborative Research Project. Learners will continue to apply, document and demonstrate their
professional growth to complete requirements with their learning community advisor.
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“That’s not fair!” How play can enact notions of social justice for young children.
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Abstract: This paper explores examples of how play can provide young children with
opportunities to develop conceptual knowledge and understandings about social justice.
Following from the social sciences education strand in the both the New Zealand Curriculum
and the National Early Childhood Curriculum framework, Te Whāriki (Ministry of Education
[MoE], 1996; 2007), connections made to these documents highlight the ways in which
children can deepen their own consciousness in this area. Early years teachers are challenged
with the ability to recognise the potential that exists when young children are engaged in play.
To a large extent, what children learn about fairness, social justice and gender is dependant
upon teachers’ subject content knowledge of social sciences education and their own values
and beliefs systems. Drawing from the reflective narratives and practicum experiences of
Pasifika student teachers enrolled in a Pasifika early childhood teacher education programme,
the paper considers how they had been challenged by what they had seen and heard while
children played. In doing so, it is hoped that further robust dialogue concerning the nature and
purpose of social sciences education in young children’s learning and development are
reflected upon.

Key words: early childhood education, fairness, gender, play, Pasifika, social justice and social
sciences education.

Introduction: This paper explores examples of how play can provide young children with
opportunities to develop conceptual knowledge and understandings about social justice within
the context of early childhood education. Drawing from the reflective narratives and practicum
experiences of Pasifika student teachers enrolled in a Pasifika early childhood teacher
education programme (Leaupepe, 2008), the paper considers how they had been challenged
by what they had seen and heard while children played. Influences from these experiences
have had an impact on the types of interactions that occurred between young children and the
student teachers. The term Pasifika is used in this paper. A relatively new concept to
international literature that describes people of Pacific heritage.
“Pasifika is a collective term used to refer to people of Pacific heritage or ancestry
who have migrated or been born in Aotearoa New Zealand. Pasifika include recent
migrants or first, second and subsequent generations of New Zealandborn Pasifika
men, women and children of single or mixed heritages. They identify themselves
with their indigenous Pacific countries of origin because of family and cultural
connections with Samoa, Cook Islands, Tonga, Niue, Tokelau, Fiji, Solomon Islands,
Tuvalu and other Pacific countries. Pasifika people are not homogenous and
Pasifika does not refer to a single ethnicity, nationality, gender, language or
culture. Pasifika can have multiple world-views with diverse cultural identities and
may be monolingual, bilingual or multilingual” (MoE [Pasifika Education Plan],
2009-2012, p.3).

The need to understand the value of play have been widely recognised in both Pasifika
and mainstream early childhood teacher education programmes in Aotearoa New Zealand
(Airini et al., 2010; Hedges, 2003; Leaupepe, 2011a). The significance and role of play in the
development of young children has been acknowledged through curriculum documents that
make explicit reference to play. For example, the National Early Childhood Curriculum
framework, Te Whāriki, endorses the importance of play afforded to the holistic development
of the child and calls for teachers to view children’s play “as meaningful learning” and to
recognise “the importance of spontaneous play” (MoE, 1996, p.84). The New Zealand
Curriculum (MoE, 2007) highlights under the Physical Education strand that students will
learn to “understand, appreciate and move their bodies, relate positively to others and
demonstrate constructive attitudes and values” (p. 23) that can be fostered and encouraged as
children “engage in play” (p. 23). Understanding the views of Pasifika student teachers ideas of
play and exploring contributing factors that have influenced their perceptions is regarded as
being of great importance to the case study reported in this paper.
Background of case study: In 2007 and in accordance with the partial fulfilment requirement
to complete a master’s degree programme, a small-scaled research project was conducted that
explored the views of Pasifika student teachers concept of play (Leaupepe, 2008). The purpose
of the case study was to establish fundamental influences that have attributed to the research
participants views of play and its impact to practice. Using a qualitative theoretical framework
and incorporating an interpretivist approach that pursues the opinions and experiences of the
research participants (Punch, 2005) provided valuable insight into their views. Two Pasifika
research methodologies have been used. The kakala model (Thaman, 1999) and talanoa
(‘Otunuku, 2011) with the expansion of talanoamālie (Manu’atu & Keepa, 2006) are concepts
that are familiar with Pasifika people and take into account culturally responsive practices
(Anae, Coxon, Mara, Wendt-Samu, & Finau, 2001).
The kakala model describes the traditional Tongan art form of fragrant garland making
and is used to illustrate the data–gathering process. This involves gathering knowledge,
categorizing information and disseminating the newly gained knowledge and information. Toli
kakala is the process that explains the searching for, selecting and gathering of the most
appropriate flowers and is utilised in this study to describe the selection of the research
participants. Given the timeframe permissible to the researcher, the use of a class listing was
made available and selection based on mutual consent and availability of the research
participants. Kau tui kakala gives detail to the ways in which the information shared by the
research participants are organized and interpreted in order to make the best possible design
for the garland. The final process is the luva e kakala. It is used here to describe how
information is returned to the research participants for accuracy. Once approved, the research
participants give their blessings for the new knowledge to be shared with others and is
disseminated in ways that are mutually agreed upon and is culturally appropriate.
The concept of talanoa is used to describe relational engagement between the
researcher and the research participants. The conversations and discussions that occur during
the focus group discussion and individual interviews are made clearer. This is an informal way
of collecting information through open and transparent dialogue. The word tala refers to
“inform, tell, talk about” while noa means “nothing, or void” (Fa’afoi et al., 2006, p.105).
‘Otunuku (2011) expresses talanoa as “talking about everything or anything that participants
are interested in” (p.45). The importance of “making connections” (p. 47) is part of building
positive and effective relationships while providing an opportunity for the research
participants to locate themselves within their own context, taking ownership of the research
project. The idea of talanoamālie refers to “critical thinking and action” (Manu’atu & Kepa,
2006, p.170) that “gets under the skin” (p.171). Through the use of talanoamālie the research

participants are able to critically reflect upon their actions, behaviours and attitudes and
consider the impact this may have toward interactions and relationships with children in their
care. By combining a qualitative framework with the concepts of kakala and talanoatalanoamālie strengthens the research methodology and acknowledges the importance of
recognising the values and beliefs of the research participants.

Social sciences education: Social sciences education can be described as learning about
society, people and the relationships between them (MoE, 2007). A broader definition is
proposed by Mindes (2005) as opportunities for young children to make sense of their social
and physical environment. It concerns the ability to learn more about their local and extended
communities and to eventually view themselves as citizens. Te Whāriki is founded on the
following aspirations for all children; “to grow up as competent and confident learners and
communicators, healthy in mind, body, and spirit, secure in their sense of belonging and in the
knowledge that they make a valued contribution to society” (MoE, 1996, p.9). Young children
learn how they can participate and contribute in a fairer and just society when early years
teachers make purposeful and deliberate decisions concerning the ways in which learning
environments are created. Developing a deeper awareness of issues that relate to social justice,
fairness and gender are fostered in environments that are inclusive, respectful and embraces
diversities (Leaupepe, in press). Early years teachers have a role and responsibility to critically
reflect on their perspectives, values and beliefs and understand how these can impact on their
practice (Leaupepe, 2011b; Lee, 2004). This becomes crucial and can determine what is
reinforced accepted encouraged or ignored that can powerfully influence and impact
children’s conceptual knowledge and understandings.
The following makes reference to social sciences education within the curriculum documents
and highlights how children can deepen their understandings.

Te Whāriki: Strand 2 – Belonging: Goal 2 “Children and their families experience an
environment where they know that they have a place”. The knowledge, skills and attitudes that
children develop concern their “confidence and ability to express their ideas and to assist
others; an ability to take on different roles in different contexts” (MoE, 1996, p. 58).

Strand 3 – Contribution: Goal 1 “Children experience an environment where there are
equitable opportunities for learning, irrespective of gender, ability, age, ethnicity, or
background”. The knowledge, skills and attitudes children develop concern their “ability to
recognise discriminatory practices and behaviour and to respond appropriately; some early
concepts of the value of appreciating diversity and fairness; respect for children who are
different from themselves and ease of interaction with them” (MoE, 1996, p. 66).
The New Zealand Curriculum: “The social sciences learning area is about how societies work
and how people can participate as critical, active, informed, and responsible citizens. Through
the social sciences, students develop the knowledge and skills to enable them to: better
understand, participate in, and contribute” (MoE, 2007, p. 30).

Level One Social Sciences: Students will gain knowledge, skills, and experience to: understand
how belonging to groups is important; that people have different roles and responsibilities as
part of their participation in groups (MoE, 2007).
Integrated learning through play: Play has been regarded as a natural way of life for young
children and one way in which they can respond to life (Bruce, 2001). When children choose
what they do, where they do it and how they do it, this is considered play and is deemed as

serious business. Play becomes an avenue by which children are able to make sense of their
world (Isenberg & Quinsenberry, 2002). In many instances children have little control over
what happens to them in their lives and the world can be overwhelmingly difficult to
understand. Many have advocated play as a means for children to add to their knowledge of
the world. Therefore it is important that a focus on how one interprets and makes meaning of
play is considered, examined and revisited (Leaupepe, 2011b). The term play needs to be
viewed from different perspectives and understood through different lenses. Understanding
theories of play can be complex, challenging and conflicting. Dockett and Fleer (2003) suggest
that when thinking about play, adults and teachers who work with young children need to take
into account the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•

Why is play important?
What aspect of play do you encourage and why?
What things about play do you consider to be distracting or potentially negative?
What differences do you observe in children’s play?
What experiences have you had of play and how might this be different or similar for
children today?

If one is convicted about the importance of play in the lives of young children, then those
working alongside children need to be able to clearly communicate this. “Teachers need to be
able to convincingly argue the need for children to play as they make important decisions
about adequate time, space, resourcing and opportunities for children to play” (Leaupepe,
2011b, p. 24).
Reflective narratives and practicum experiences: Remembering and reflecting on our
childhood play experiences can conjecture up different emotions. For those of us who have had
fond memories of their childhood are often amazed about how much they can actually recall.
Connections made to these experiences are frequently coupled with positive events and things
that are of importance. For the research participants in this case study, remembering as far
back as forty or fifty years ago was a remarkable feature in their reflective narratives. The
ability to remember with such detail was an unbelievably moving and liberating experience.
Moving in that recalling childhood play activities and games were connected to an
overwhelming sense of what they could do and the fearlessness associated to their play.
Liberating in that when they played nothing at that particular time matter. This is best
summed up by one of the student teachers in the focus group discussion. English is often the
second or third language for many of the student teachers and the research participants in this
case study. Statements and quotes are transcribed according to what was said.
“Playing was something that I loved to do. I would try and sneak out of the house
even though my mum wants me to do the work. I can’t wait to be with my friends, I
was also happy when I’m with my friends. We do lots of different things, and some
things I think now as a parent and a student, I wouldn’t encourage children
because of how dangerous it is. Swinging from a rope into a water hole and
sometimes sliding down the rocks, the smooth ones into the water hole, doing
whatever, being free and not being scared to do it”

When adults are able to process what play has meant for them and the enjoyment
gained, Dockett and Fleer (2003, p.3) state “The strength of these memories also tells us
something about play: it is an incredibly powerful experience for those involved in it.” To
observe children engaged in play requires teachers to be able to make judgements based on

their knowledge of child development, theories of play and an examination of their own views
of play. It is not unusual that the types of play experiences that occurred for the research
participants and student teachers when they were children, involved risk-taking and
adventure. Safety was not an issue and if it were the case, children would soon discover for
themselves the consequences and consider what could be done differently.
One cannot make the assumption that being exposed to new knowledge will bring
about change or shifts in thinking, it is not always guaranteed. This was clearly demonstrated
by one of the research participant’s who struggled with being confronted by what children did
and said during a play incident recorded through her reflective journal.
This morning a small group of girls aged 4 years are playing in the family corner. C
appears to be the boss as she delegates to others what needs to be done.
C = “Hurry up, it’s time to go to church put the baby in the car, I will finish the
cooking”
T = “Where’s dad, mum is he coming too?”
C = “Never mind that, get changed”
S = “I’m gonna put baby in the car, where’s the car seat?” she pretends to look for
the car seat while holding the doll.
C = “Not that one” pointing to the doll “The other one” she looks puzzled as she
can’t see where the other doll is.
S spots D [a boy] pushing the pram with the doll that C is looking for.
S = “There it is” as points to D
C = Approaches D. “What are you doing with that? You can’t play with that, only
girls can, give back our baby”
D = “Yes I can, this is my baby, we are going for a walk”
C = “Give it back! I’m da mum and we are late for church”
D = “I can be a mum too and I’m taking my baby for a walk”
C = Laughs at D “You silly, you can’t be a mum only girls can be mums and you’re
a boy”
D = “That’s not fair. I want to play with that too”
There is a bit of a struggle and C gets the doll off D. C and the other girls start
laughing. D looks at me.
D = “Teacher, C took the doll off me and I want to play with it”
Teacher = “It’s better if you leave the girls to play with the doll. You go and play
with the blocks, you’ll have more fun”
D walks away from the family corner with his head down and sits near the blocks.
Discussions with her university supervisor provided opportunities for the research participant
to consider her actions. The realisation of her behaviour has prompted critical reflection and
thinking. In this case the research participant’s own deep-seated beliefs about gendered roles
have been firmly established and dictates what had eventuated (Leaupepe, 2009). As
conversations continue, the university supervisor ask, “What did D do in the block area?” Her
response provides insight with regards to cultural influences and her deep-seated beliefs are
made clearer.
“You know Manutai, I saw him walk over with his head down. He did what was
asked of him, but he didn’t do anything there. He didn’t talk to anyone he didn’t play
with the blocks he just sat there. There have been times when I have seen the boys
play with the dolls, I tell them to put them back and go play outside. For this boy, he
hardly plays outside that’s why I send him to the block area. It’s not good for him [to
be playing with the dolls] he’s a boy and should be playing, you know, with the boys
things, blocks, or be outside, carpentry or in the sandpit. I don’t like to see the boys

do that kind of thing it’s not in our culture to do that. If our parents see this kind of
play, it’s just that for some parents they worry about their boys being, you know,
fa’afafine [trying to be like a woman]. That’s a real concern. They think that these
types of play might make them become something else”
Unaware of her own reinforcements, she ignores the pleas from D to intervene through
what he says and his body language. Her assumptions that D would prefer to play in the block
area is challenged through D’s resistance, that is, despite his obedience to go to the block
corner and engage with others or play in that area has been overlooked as he sits in silence
doing nothing. Perhaps contemplating over what has just occurred. Children can be at risk of
developing biases about others and inaccurate images about self and others if not supported
by caring adults who are aware (Pelo, 2006). Young children are aware of and curious about
differences and similarities and bring to the early childhood environment their own life
experiences, including their questions and uncertainties. As children become aware of
diversity and difference across culture, language, social, economic and political spheres a
beginning awareness of respect and empathy may be developed. Children are able to
experience and participate in the world they understand what it means to be part of a group
and the importance associated to such understandings.
The challenge for early years teachers is the recognition that social justice exists where
there are equitable rights for all and by which such rights are respected and protected
(Williams & Cooney, 2006). This includes being safe both physically and emotionally.
Children’s rights to participate and contribute in the broadest sense are advocated in the
United National Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNICEF, 2011). This recognition
contends that children are able to contribute and participate in meaningful and authentic ways.
Understanding notions of social justice, Pelo (2006) asserts that:
“The only way we can avoid these issues is by deliberately ignoring them when they
arise – ignoring children’s observations of differences and the cultural biases that
accompany those differences, ignoring children’s observations of unfairness,
ignoring children’s requests for our help in understanding the communities in which
they live. And this would be terrible violence, this denial of children’s right to think
critically about and engage with their world. Children will call our attention to
social justice issues and when we practise pedagogical documentation, we will
partner with the children around these issues” (pp. 175-176).

Conclusion: Children and adults need to think critically about what is fair and unfair in
relationships between people and about the assumptions of what children may possibly be
capable of understanding in terms of what is fair and unfair (MacNaughton, 2003). In order for
children to develop the knowledge and skills to enable them to better understand, and to
participate and contribute as critical, active, informed and responsible citizens (MoE, 2007),
the nature and purpose of social sciences education becomes a means whereby this can be
achieved. Early years teachers are challenged with the need to be proactive, reflective and
knowledgeable so that the intentions outlined in the curriculum documents are acknowledge
and realised.
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ABSTRACT
Educators on average are losing 5-9 hours a week on lower-level discipline challenges. Lowlevel disruptions are stealing precious instruction time. Academics and discipline go hand-inhand. You can be the best content instructor, but without the ability to control the classroom the
best lessons remain undelivered. Attendees will learn how to avoid the "debate bait"—how to
eliminate warnings and multiple requests. They will also learn how to increase academics,
decrease discipline challenges, gain parent support, and empower all educators. They will be
encouraged and challenged to implement strategies and techniques that will change the
classroom and campus climate immediately. Educators have reported a 70 percent and more
success rate in reducing discipline using these techniques and strategies.
“If not now, when? If not here, where?” – Sir Winston Churchill
It is time to reclaim instruction time! Do we truly have high expectations when we allow
students to act inappropriately? What message are we sending them when we “pay” students to
behave? We can no longer continue going through the motions and expect positive change. We
need to take a stand for what is best… high expectations for academics and discipline… it only
makes sense!
Classroom management was rated as the most important variable to building and sustaining a
high achieving classroom. Classroom management (or lack of) is also the number one reason

why educators are leaving the profession. You do not need to spend any more money on new
curricula, fancy programs, or trendy experts to increase student performance. You need to give
your students the calm, quiet, happy, high-performing environments in which they can excel.
Your campus needs these practical, proven and powerful research based techniques and
strategies for success in every classroom!
The five components I am going to talk about have been in place for many years, some of them
for more than four decades. Just recently they have been validated by such researchers as Robert
Marzano. These five components are what all the major researchers are saying should be in
classrooms. They are practical, proven, powerful strategies that work in the classroom and not
only decrease discipline challenges, but increase student academic achievements as well. The
five components are: Self control, Teach-To’s, Refocus, Classroom Arrangement and
Unconditional Positive Regard.
Self Control is how to remain calm and respond right. In every classroom in America, teachers
are challenged. Conflict is an inevitable part of growing up. Students will take you on at
different points and the question is can you as the adult stand tall and not take the debate bait?
With the Self control strategies we are going to discuss, the instructional climate will remain
positive, as well as the teachers will be able to deliver the curriculum, no matter what the
condition is in the classroom.
The second component is called Teach-To’s and they can be traced back about 40 years. The
most unchallenged assumption in schools today is that students are coming to school ready and
willing to learn. We have a whole generation of students today, kindergarten through 12th grade,
that are coming to school not properly socialized. Knowing this, we need to know how to teach
students the expectations they need to learn to be successful in the classroom. Several leaders in
the field of education say the first days of school are critical for you to teach the behaviors, but
they don’t show you how to do this. We have the system for this and want to share it with you.
The third component is called Refocus. This format was developed about 22 years ago and it
shows teachers how to ask once and get what they want 80-90% of the time. In every classroom
in America and every home in America, children challenge others. One of our beliefs was
eluded to earlier and that is conflict is inevitable. With refocus, you can learn how to wipe out
80-90% of the low level classroom misbehaviors. Refocus is powerful! Effective classroom
managers, ask once, have high standards and normally get what they want. Refocus
demonstrates how to handle discipline concerns in the classroom and greatly reduce the number
of office referrals by at least 70%.

The Classroom Arrangement portion of the workshop presents a large number of different
arrangements for educators to select from for use in their rooms. All of them having been created
by master teachers from across the country.
The final component is Unconditional Positive Regard. We are going to show you how to not
love your students, but how to like them an awful lot. We teach teachers in this segment how to
treat students with dignity and how to find a way to like every child. Why? Not just because it is
an altruistic thing to do, not just because it is a good human quality to have, but if you treat
students with unconditionally positive regard, if every child knows that he or she is a guaranteed
member in your classroom, they are less likely to challenge and more likely to work for you.
There are educators everywhere that can benefit from having positive relationships with their
students!
Learn how to eliminate repeated warnings and multiple requests in a positive fashion, be
proactive rather than reactive, avoid power struggles, learn how to use effective prompting
techniques and classroom arrangements for maximum achievement. These strategies are
designed for any grade level and student profile. They can improve student behavior, reduce the
number of referrals to the office and increase student achievement!
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The “Got Health?” Student Led Inquiry Youth Engagement Project
In the field of Health Education, it has been shown that providing students opportunities
in planning and decision making regarding health programming can be effective
(Forneris et al., 2009; Wong, Zimmerman & Parker, 2010). School District No. 23 in
British Columbia, Canada recently designed and implemented a model for youth
engagement in the area of Comprehensive School Health entitled “Got Health?”. The
purpose of this project was to promote student health through student led inquiry. Eight
schools within the school district participated in the first phase of the program. The
initiative provided teacher release time (to support the initiative), training (for staff and
students), funding for activities and ongoing support from the District Health Promoting
Schools Coordinator.
Preliminary results have shown that the “Got Health?” program increased connectedness
between students and within the school community. Students reported improved overall
health awareness, increased opportunities to meet new people and the ability to recognize
changes in their thoughts about healthy choices. Despite the positive findings, some of
the challenges identified at this stage included maintaining momentum, motivating peers
and, at the high school level, addressing negativity from other students about activities.
The “Got Health?” program is entering year two of implementation, with the program
being modified to address the identified challenges. The process will include a
continuation of monitoring and evaluating the program as a model for youth engagement
in health.
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Abstract: Bridging the Gap: Supporting the Needs of Teachers as They Transition from
Student Teacher to Effective Novice Teachers
Research shows that teacher attrition is at its greatest for novice educators in years 1-5 of their
career with almost 50% of beginning teachers departing the profession (Ingersoll, 2012; Ingersoll &
Perda, 2010). Despite efforts by school districts offering mentoring and induction programs, and
preparation in teacher education programs, many novice teachers struggle with their new professional
roles and responsibilities. This is especially true for new teachers in urban and rural high-poverty
communities (Berry, 2004; Claycomb, 2000; Jacob, 2007; McKinney, Berry, Dickerson, & CampbellWhately, 2007). While the early departure of any effective new teacher is lamentable, if effective novice
teachers depart from high-needs schools, with significant populations of economically disadvantaged or
minority students, attrition might also contribute to increased educational inequities within districts
(Daughtrey, 2008).

The purpose of this study is to explore challenges novice teachers experience and to identify
what support can be offered at colleges of education in an attempt to bridge the gap between pre-service
and in-service by addressing the needs of teachers during their first five years of service. Our objective
is to find additional ways to reduce the exodus of competent and confident beginning educators and
increase achievement for all students.
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Have Multimodal Texts Entered the Swedish Classroom? Teaching
Literature in Upper Secondary School
Anette Svensson, PhD, Umeå University, Sweden
Abstract
In a time when multimodal fictional texts such as TV-series and computer games are a large
part of how Swedish youths, particularly those who study at upper secondary level, use,
consume and produce fictional texts, it is relevant to take a closer look at if and how
multimodal fictional texts have become part of the Swedish educational processes.
The young generation, consisting of “digital natives” (Prensky 2001), has a new approach to
cultural productions. There is a wish to be a prosumer, the combination of producer and
consumer, that is, not only read, watch or listen to various texts, but simultaneously be an
active co-creator and contribute to the content (Tapscott 1996; Buckingham & Willett 2006;
Jenkins 2006). To import and transform strategies from numerous media forms when
producing texts is already a part of the everyday activities for Swedish youths (Elmfeldt &
Erixon 2007), and it is probable that similar transformation processes are used when
consuming and producing fictional texts that have been concretized in various media forms.
Compilation analyses are a part of many youths’ spare time activities that include fictional
texts, but the school system has an important function in the development of the so-called
narrative competences (Lundström & Olin-Scheller 2010), that is, what it takes to be a user of
fictional texts and a participant in fictional text-universes. Is there a big difference between
the fictional texts Swedish youths use in their spare time and the texts they use as part of their
schoolwork?
Shifting focus away from the fictional texts Swedish youths use in their spare time to the texts
they use as part of their schoolwork, this study aims to explore if and how fictional
multimodal texts are used in the teaching of native (Swedish) and foreign (English) languages
in Swedish upper secondary schools. The study more specifically aims to answer the
following research questions: 1) What texts do the teachers interviewed in upper secondary
school use when teaching literature in Swedish and English? 2) If, and how do they work with
multimodal texts? 3) What knowledge do they expect their students to gain from the various
texts they use in the educational process? 4) Is there a difference in the competence that is to
be gained from using multimodal texts as opposed to non-multimodal texts?
The study is based on qualitative research interviews conducted with five teachers on upper
secondary level in northern Sweden. The interviews were semi-structured and took place
during the spring of 2012. The methodological approach to this study, to collect data using
qualitative research interviews, is considered a fruitful method because the focus of the study
is on the informants’ experiences of their own teaching processes.

Based on the interviews that are conducted, but not yet analysed, the study is expected to
show that teachers in upper secondary school use predominantly printed fictional texts
(novels, short stories and poetry) and movies when teaching English and Swedish literature.
The primary reason for using movies as part of the education process appears to be to
facilitate the students’ understanding of certain difficult parts of the courses such as the
classics and Shakespeare. Hence, the students at upper secondary level are taught literature
through the same text forms today as 20 years ago. The large variety of fictional texts –
especially multimodal fictional texts – that exists in today’s society is not represented in the
language education.
It is of course crucial that the students can gain the required literary knowledge of (and
through) printed fictional texts, particularly if the students do not meet this kind of text to a
high degree outside of the school context. However, by not using multimodal texts such as
computer games as examples of fictional texts, the teachers are not benefitting from neither
the informal knowledge nor the analysis methods their students have acquired in an informal
context during their spare time.
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Abstract
The credit hour system has been used for multiple purposes in several nations. In the
U.S., where the credit hour system was invented and implemented as a common unit to
measure student transfer, academic progress to degrees, educational attainment, learning
outcomes, faculty workload, funding allocation, and reporting purposes. On the other hand, in
Europe, the credit hour system has been introduced for innovation in higher education, such
as facilitating academic mobility across countries and integrating the European higher
education system. Furthermore, in Japan, it was applied to higher education after World War
II following an American model. Since then, there have been discussions on what the credit
hour system demonstrates with respect to academic activities and how it should be evaluated
in terms of both external accreditation and internal quality assurance.
Japanese higher education has suffered from a traditional problem in that the credit hour
system has not functioned as well as it was originally intended; that is, Japanese university
students do not study for many hours as much as students of other nations (The Ministry of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology: MEXT, 2008). The MEXT has
repeatedly proposed that universities make efforts to substantially use the credit hour system
to encourage students to study outside of class to achieve a global standard. In addition,
quality assurance institutions have increasingly been expected to play a role in rigidly
reviewing the credit hour system to enhance student learning outcomes. However, there is
scarce research focusing on how the higher educational institutions interpret the credit hour
system and how it is evaluated by accreditation bodies. Therefore, this study examines how a
Japanese accreditation agency evaluates the credit hour system. In particular, it focuses on the
evaluation practices of the National Institute for Academic Degrees and University Evaluation
(NIAD-UE), one of Japan’s accreditation institutions.
Morphological analysis was used to extract words that indicated the credit hour system

from final evaluation reports of the “Certified Evaluation and Accreditation” performed by
NIAD-UE in Japan between FY2005 and FY2011. The data consists of the results of
accreditation and the text data including the rationales used to accredit 126 universities. From
the reports, accreditation standard 5 (key area: 5-1-3 “consideration for substantialization of
credit hours), which refers to how universities encourage students to study independently for
enough amount of time, was selected. Regarding the data analysis procedure, since there was
no clear definition in the descriptions that indicated the credit hour system, the process of
extracting the words and reviewing the expressions appearing in the reports was completed
manually. Keywords or expressions frequently referred to by the accreditors were sorted by
category, and their number was counted.
The results demonstrated the trends of how universities and the NIAD-UE have
interpreted and reviewed the credit hour system over the 7 years since 2005 when the
NIAD-UE accreditation process was implemented. The study also showed that the current
accreditation system examines how universities help or encourage students to study a certain
amount of time outside of class through academic support, teaching methods, and facilities.
However, it is fairly challenging to assure the link between the credit hour system (i.e., study
time) and student learning outcomes.

Introduction
The credit hour system has been used for multiple purposes in many nations. The U.S.,
which invented the credit hour system, has implemented it as a standard measure in assessing
higher education issues including student transfer; academic progress toward degrees,
diplomas, and certifications; attainment; learning outcomes; faculty workload; funding
allocation; and reporting purposes (Wellman, 2003). In Europe, the credit hour system has
been introduced for the innovation of higher education, including facilitating academic
mobility across countries and integrating European higher education areas. In Japan, the credit
hour system has been applied to higher education post World War II following the American
model. Since then, there have been discussions on the function and importance of the credit
hour system in promoting academic activities and how it should be evaluated in terms of
external accreditation, as well as internal quality assurance.
Previous research on the credit hour system has mainly emphasized credit transfer
policies and procedures across countries, as well as developing a global quality assurance
framework. However, little research has been conducted regarding how higher education
institutions use and interpret the credit hour system and how it is evaluated by accreditation
bodies. This study’s purpose is to examine how the credit hour system is evaluated in the
context of quality assurance in higher education. It particularly focuses on the practices of the
National Institution for Academic Degrees and University Evaluation (NIAD-UE) in Japan.
Problem Statement
Japanese higher education has struggled with the traditional problem of awarding
credits to university students in spite of their inadequate amount of study time. For instance,
Japanese university students are supposed to study at least for 8 hours per day (including
in-class and out-of-class study hours) on average to meet the graduation standard defined by
law. However, recent studies (Kaneko, 2011; MEXT, 2011; Yamada, 2011) revealed that

students study only for 4.6 hours on average, about half of the required hours. In particular,
this phenomenon has been frequently observed in the fields of human and social sciences.
Multiple studies in Japan (Cabinet Office, 2001; Kaneko, 2011; Yamada, 2011) that
investigated students’ study hours out of class showed that in every academic discipline a
certain percentage of students who do not spend any time studying is found. Similarly,
Yamada’s study (2011) showed that the average student studies less than 1 hour a day out of
class.
Until recently, credits were often awarded based only on final exams or papers without
careful assessment of performance in other academic activities such as class attendance,
participation, course preparation, and review. Additionally, the unrestricted number of class
enrollment, i.e., the number of classes students enroll in, in a four-year academic program has
contributed to limiting student’s study hours outside of classes. Studies showed that the
majority of Japanese university students spend much more time in class than their cohorts in
the U.S. or Europe, thereby lessening the time available to Japanese students for studying
outside of class (Kaneko, 2012; Yamada, 2012a; Yoshida, 2012). This phenomenon has
contributed to the traditional problem that the credit hour system is not being used and
interpreted as intended by the Japanese higher education and that university students do not
spend a sufficient amount of time compared to their counterparts in other nations (MEXT,
2008). The government has repeatedly proposed that universities should make efforts to
review and improve the current academic system and their faculties’ teaching methods to
enhance students’ independent study. University efforts could include collecting institutional
data on students’ study hours, setting a certain number of study hours for university
self-evaluation, or limiting over-enrollment in classes to encourage class preparation and
review.
Quality assurance institutions are expected to play a role to support such activities.

Although the accreditation system was initiated in Japan in 2004, how the accreditation
institutions, and how the universities interpret and review the credit hour system has not been
examined yet. Previous studies on the credit hour system often discussed credit transferability,
policies and procedures of credit hour systems across nations, and development of a common
framework such as the European Community Action Scheme for the Mobility of University
Students and the Bologna Process in Europe, and the ASEAN Universities Network (AUN;

Asia) (Ministry of Science, Technology, and Innovation, 2005). However, little research has
focused on the challenges or problems of the credit hour system, and the relationship between
the credit hour system and accreditation.
Purpose of the Study
This study examined university efforts toward enhancing the use and interpretation of the
credit hour system and how accreditation assures the quality of the credit hour system. It
focused on the evaluation practices of the NIAD-UE, one of Japan’s higher education
accreditation institutions. The NIAD-UE is nationally funded and mostly focuses on
accreditation of national and public higher education institutions. This accrediting agency
highly emphasizes the importance of substantialization of the credit hour system as a key area
of the accreditation standard. The NIAD-UE started their certified evaluation and
accreditation process for universities in 2005 and completed the first cycle in 2011.
This study also examined how the NIAD-UE evaluates university efforts to enhance the
effectiveness of the credit hour system. Since the accreditation process emphasizes on the
university’s self-assessment, the final evaluation report is based on the institutions’
interpretation of the enhancement of the credit hour system. Therefore, the guiding research
question in this study is “What does the NIAD-UE review to assess accredited universities’
efforts to achieve substantialization of credit hours?”

Literature Review
Japanese Credit Hour System
Guided by the U.S. after World War II, Japanese higher education originally introduced
the credit hour system as part of the university reform. The new system was expected to
encourage students to study independently, shifting from the cramming and passive learning
styles prevalent under the old university regime. The new credit system required 124
minimum credit hours for graduation. Yet, the original intention of introducing the credit hour
system has not been correctly interpreted and substantiated by universities (MEXT, 2008). A
national survey in 1951 revealed that around 60% of university departments required over 124
minimum credit hours for graduation (Tada, 1951, as cited in Shimizu, 1998). Since then, the
problem of over-requirement in the number of credit hours for graduation continued until the
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology (MEXT) limited the number
of required credit hours to a maximum of 140. There have not been any policies or criteria
regarding how credit hours are awarded; course design, teaching methods, contents, and
assignments were all faculty-driven.
One credit hour requires 45 hours of study in total including both in-class instruction and
the study outside of class. A more detailed regulation was defined for teaching style: (1) a
lecture involves an hour of class instruction and two hours of preparation outside of class;
therefore, 15 hours of lecture (an hour per week, 15 weeks per semester) earns one credit
hour; (2) course exercises involve two hours of in-class exercises and an hour of preparation
outside of class; therefore, 30 hours of exercises earns one credit hour; and (3) laboratory,
field practice, or performance involves 45 hours of practice and earns one credit hour
(Shimizu, 1998, p. 361). The above regulation is a national standard defined by the University
Establishment Standards (1955) implemented by the MEXT. In 1998, the University
Establishment Standards was amended to emphasize more freedom, flexibility, diversity,

public openness, and competition. Under the amended regulation, the credit hour rule for
teaching style was revised for flexibility, requiring 15–30 hours of lecture or practices to earn
one credit hour and 30–45 hours of laboratory/field practice or performance to earn one credit
hour (p. 409). Although the new rule was expected to give universities more autonomy and
diversity in designing their curriculum, it still emphasizes the importance of the students’
devotion to independent study outside classes, as indicated by the amount of hours it requires
for each credit hour.
Emphasis on Study Time by the Japanese Government
The MEXT indicates that study hours are closely related to learning outcomes (MEXT,
2008). Along with the recent global trend that emphasizes quality assurance in higher
education, the MEXT has repeatedly proposed that the credit hour system should function
substantially to encourage students to be more engaged to study especially outside of class,
and consequently, to enhance their study hours. However, in reality, the credit hour system has
not yet met its goals in terms of the amount of time for study.
The MEXT (2008) proposed that universities should grasp a picture of how many hours
students study. It expected each institution to review the required number of credit hours for
graduation, credit hour allocation for each course, academic advising and supports, and to
consider setting a certain number of study hours for self-evaluation criteria. To meet the one
credit hour standard, hour long lectures for 15 weeks are needed at least. Since 2008, 15-week
classes became a key measure for showing the substantialization of credit hours among
universities, as well as in the review of accreditation.
The MEXT also has encouraged faculty to innovate pedagogies to motivate students to
spend more time on preparation and review between classes by integrating the syllabus, the
grade point average (GPA) system, and the CAP system (MEXT, 2008). In particular, the
MEXT proposed that the syllabus clearly include course objectives, what student should learn,

what they need to prepare for, the grading policies, and grading criteria. Additionally, the
faculty should not limit their teaching to what the syllabus or course brochure outlines.
Institutions are encouraged to apply the CAP system to help students allocate study time
outside of classes by setting the maximum number of class enrollment per academic semester
or year.
In 2012, the MEXT proposed substantial efforts to increase and ensure study time. The
MEXT has provided several reasons for emphasizing study time. First, unlike in primary and
secondary education where academic programs are designed based on study hours, tertiary
education emphasizes students’ independence toward learning, including preparation, class
instruction, and reviews, by devoting themselves to a certain amount of time for study. Such a
systematic process ensures that the students receive “credit.” Study hours should balance the
quantity and quality of learning. Second, study hours can be an indicator of the qualitative
transformation of undergraduate education, assuming a common system across institutions
while valuing each institution’s autonomy and diversity in the contents and methods of their
undergraduate program. Finally, as essential institutions in society, universities are expected
to demonstrate international compatibility. Since the quality assurance of undergraduate
programs has become a global issue, Japanese undergraduate programs must ensure that they
meet international standards of quality by setting a certain amount of study time for students
(MEXT, 2012).
University Efforts in Japan
A 2011 national survey by the Japanese government revealed that 96.4% of higher
education institutions have implemented the syllabus system by FY2009. Among them, 35.8%
provide detailed contents for study preparation in the syllabus, but only 6.8% articulate a
certain number of study hours as a standard (MEXT, 2011). Meanwhile, the number of
institutions applying the CAP system has been increasing, reaching 71% (520 institutions) by

2009. The CAP system aims to ensure students’ out-of-class study time by defining the
maximum number of class enrollment per academic semester or year. However, another
nationwide survey (Nishigaki, 2008) demonstrated that the CAP system has not helped
increase the students’ out-of-class study time. According to Mizogami (2009), there are few
practices in universities for directly encouraging out-of-class study time. In fact, a recent
research demonstrates that 64.4% of Japanese students spend more than 16 hours in class, i.e.,
lecture or laboratory, while only 26.9% of their U.S. cohorts do. Among them, 44.5% of
Japanese students spend more than 20 hours in class, while only 7.7% of U.S. students do
(Yamada, 2012b). It is likely that the Japanese students’ higher study hours in class is one of
the major reasons for their lower study hours outside of class. Expressed as “small tools”
(Kaneko, 2012, p. 18; Yoshida, 2012, p. 30), faculty development, syllabus, in-class quizzes,
the GPA, or the CAP system were introduced in Japanese university classes simulating the
U.S. model. Therefore, the Japanese university culture shifted from traditional faculty-driven,
one-way teaching methods to learner-centered methods.
Accreditation toward Credit Hours
In Japan, the accreditation is still new. It was only in 2004 that accreditation became a
legal requirement defined by Basic Act on Education. All 4-year universities must receive
external accreditation every seven years from one of the three official accreditation
agencies—the Japan University Accreditation Association (JUAA), NIAD-UE, and the Japan
Institution for Higher Education Evaluation (JIHEE). The university accreditation process is
basically similar across the three agencies. Based on the institutions’ self-evaluation,
document analysis and site visit are conducted through peer-review. After the interactions
between institutions and accreditors, final evaluation reports are released to the public.
This study particularly focused on the NIAD-UE, which highly emphasizes the importance of
substantialization of the credit hour system as a key area of the accreditation standard. This

accreditation agency is nationally funded and mostly focuses on accreditation of national and
public higher education institutions. The NIAD-UE started its certified evaluation and
accreditation process in 2005 and completed the first cycle in 2011. The second cycle started
in 2012. The standards of the first cycle comprised of 11 scopes (Table 1), each of which has
key areas for review. The credit hour issue, namely “consideration for substantialization of
credit hours,” falls under Standard 5, “Academic Programs” in the first cycle.

Table 1. Standards of Institutional Certified Evaluation and Accreditation for Universities
First Cycle: FY2005–2011
1. Mission of university
2. Education and research structure
3. Academic staff and education
supporting staff
4. Student admission
5. Academic programs
6. Effectiveness of institutional
performance
7. Student support
8. Facilities
9. Internal quality assurance system
10. Finance
11. Management

Second Cycle: FY2012–2018
1. Mission of university
2. Teaching and research structure
(organizations)
3. Academic staff and teaching
support staff
4. Student admission
5. Academic programs (contents
and methods)
6. Learning outcomes
7. Facilities and student support
8. Internal quality assurance
system of teaching and learning
9. Finance and management
10. Public information disclosure on
teaching and learning

Note: The issue of “consideration for substantialization of credit hours” falls under Standard 5, “Academic
Programs,” in the first cycle.

Source: NAID-UE’s Certified Evaluation and Accreditation (NIAD-UE, 2012)

The first cycle standards were modified by introducing the concept of learning
outcomes, internal quality assurance system of teaching and learning, and public information
in the second cycle. The new standards include 10 domains; however, this study focused on
the credit hour issue, which falls under Standard 5 in the first cycle. By “substantialization of
the credit hour system” in the first cycle, the NIAD-UE (2008) referred to “efforts to
encourage students to study independently and to secure enough amount of study time by

securing out-of-class study time and taking an institutional approach in academic advising and
restriction of the number of course enrollment” (p. 27).
For the second cycle after 2012, the NIAD-UE (2012) slightly revised the definition of
the term as a “generic term that refers to efforts to encourage students to study independently
and to secure enough amount of study time. The Japanese university system is based on credit
hours. One credit consists of course contents that require 45-hour study as a standard totaling
class instruction and outside preparation/reviews. It could include direction of course
preparation through syllabus, papers, tests, and setting a maximum number of course
enrollments” (p. 24). It is important to note that the second cycle includes more detailed
directions regarding the usage of the syllabus as a guide for course preparation, assigning
papers or tests, and limiting the number of course enrollment.
Methodology
This study examined how a Japanese accreditation agency, the NIAD-UE, reviews
universities’ efforts to make the credit hour system effective. The accreditation process
emphasizes university self-assessment, and the final evaluation report is based on the
institutions’ interpretation of the enhancement of the credit hour system. Therefore, this study
intended to understand universities’ perceptions or interpretations regarding their efforts to
enhance the credit hour system through the lens of accreditation.
This study relied on a text-mining approach to examine 126 institutions’ final evaluation
reports from the certified evaluation and accreditation performed by the NIAD-UE in Japan
between FY2005 and FY2011 for the first cycle. The data, based on universities’
self-evaluation, include the final accreditation judgment and the rationale for accrediting the
universities. This study particularly focused on examining key area 5-1-3, namely
“consideration for substantialization of credit hours,” under Standard 5, “Academic
programs,” of the final reports. Then, morphological analysis was applied to extract words or

phrases from key area 5-1-3. During the data analysis, the researchers extracted and
categorized any meaningful words, phrases, and descriptions frequently referred to by
universities as common patterns. These patterns were labeled or coded, and then further
subcategorized. The frequency of each category and some important subcategories was
counted. The researchers examined whether the findings helped build new trends or
frameworks regarding universities’ interpretations of their efforts to make the credit hour
system effective in the context of accreditation.
Findings
The findings showed that each university provided multiple or mixed efforts (activities)
to achieve substantialization of credit hours. The researchers categorized the activities into the
following 13 domains: (1) the CAP system, (2) enrollment guidance, (3) teaching methods,
(4) the GPA system, (5) faculty development, (6) syllabus, (7) facilities, (8) 15-week courses,
(9) class scheduling, (10) rigor of promotion requirement, (11) course evaluation, (12) survey
on student study hours, and (13) student award (Table 2).
The findings regarding each of the 13 domains are described below.
CAP system: The data showed that the CAP system is the predominant method—about
70% of accredited institutions perceived it as essential to enhancing student study time.
Enrollment guidance: It is indispensable to inform students of the significance of the
credit hour system as well as the importance of studying independently outside of classes. The
findings showed that 66% of the accredited institutions provided guidance regarding
enrollment as an effort to enhance the credit hour system through freshman orientation,
department or program guidance, enrollment advisory, and course brochures.
Teaching methods: Teaching methods were frequently cited by about half of the
accredited institutions (54.5%). The researchers further categorized teaching methods into two
domains: (a) learning styles, and (b) assignments and tests.

Table 2. Activities by institutions to enhance substantialization of credit hours

1
2

Categories
(system/activities)
CAP system
Enrollment guidance

3

Teachings methods

4
5

GPA
Faculty Development

6

Syllabus

7

Facilities

8
9

15-week courses
Class scheduling

10

Rigor of promotion
requirement
Course evaluation
Survey of student
study hours

11
12
13

Student award

Subcategories
(methods)
-Freshman orientation/guidance
-Department/program orientation
-Enrollment advisory
-Course brochure
-Learning styles
-Web-based learning
-Tutoring
-Problem-based solving
-Small-size classes
-Assignments and Tests
-Academic advising (using portfolio)
-Room teacher system
-Office hours
-Teaching assistants
-Directing detailed study contents
-Articulating standardized study hours
-Libraries
-Information and communication
technology (ICT)
-Study rooms
-Open hours during weekends

N

%

88

69.8

83

65.9

69

54.8

65

51.6

60

47.6

47

37.3

43
37

34.1
29.4

14

11.1

11
10

8.7
7.9

7
6

5.6
4.8

-Offering fewer class
- Avoiding tight class schedules

-Examining study hours outside of class
-Survey by course evaluation
-Freshman survey, student survey,
alumni survey

The accredited institutions reported they provide a wide range of learning styles such as
web-based learning, tutoring, problem-based solving, and small-size classes. Among these
subcategories, 36.2% of accredited institutions cited “web-based learning” to increase student
study time outside of the class. These institutions provide online lectures, e.g., language
courses and information courses, and also upload course materials, assignments, tests, or
accept students’ questions through the website so that students could effectively study outside
of class. Some institutions (10.1%) reported that they offer small-size classes to pay close

attention to individual students’ abilities and study paces. Very few institutions (8.7%) stated
that they offer tutorials. In particular, the data showed that tutoring was frequently reported by
institutions in the medical field. Problem-based learning (PBL) was reported by a few
institutions (8.7%) as well. In most cases, the PBL approach is integrated with tutoring in
medical education. Regarding assignments and tests, a majority of the accredited institutions
(62.3%) emphasized offering assignments, homework, and tests within and outside of classes
so that students spend more time on preparing or reviewing for the classes.
GPA: About half of the accredited institutions (51.6%) reported that they use the GPA
system as a tool for enhancing substantialization of credit hours. Among them, a majority
mentioned implementing or planning to implement the GPA system without providing any
specific rationale or without describing its application or usage. A few institutions stated that
they use the GPA for academic advising as a tool to help the students and faculty understand
student academic achievement, or as requirement for scholarship and tuition exemption. An
engineering department reported that they use the GPA as a requirement for course selection,
students’ eligibility to enroll in classes beyond the CAP system, early graduation, or
recommended admission for graduate schools.
Faculty Development: The academic advisory system, room teacher system, office
hours, and teaching assistants were categorized under the category “faculty development.”
Such support systems were not common in Japanese higher education and have only been
recently introduced to universities based on the U.S. model. These initiatives respond to
individual students’ needs. In most cases, academic advising, classroom teacher system, and
office hours were employed in collaboration with each other. About half of the institutions
reported that they introduced an academic advisory system. Among them, some universities
use academic portfolios or offer multiple faculty advisors. Under the room teacher system
(30%), a faculty member supervises an individual student and offers academic and pastoral

supports. Faculty could be assigned as both an academic advisor and a room teacher. In this
category, more than half of the institutions reported that they set office hours so that students
are able to contact faculty after their classes. Only three institutions stated that they use the
teaching assistant system, which hires graduate students or senior undergraduates to support
undergraduates.
Syllabus: About a third of the accredited institutions (37.3 %) reported using the
syllabus as a tool to enhance student study time. Their syllabus generally includes course
objectives, course plan for 15 weeks, expected learning outcomes, grading criteria,
assignments, and course materials and books. The researchers particularly paid attention to
whether the reported syllabus either a) provided detailed contents for study outside of class
(including class preparation and reviews) or b) articulated expected study hours for the class,
which are emphasized and also surveyed by the MEXT in 2011. The data showed that about
25% of the accredited institutions in this category reported that their syllabus (a) provided
detailed contents for study outside of class, but only a few institutions reported that their
syllabus (b) articulated expected study hours. Only one institution stated that it created a new
item that requires faculty to add expected out-of-class study time (class preparations and
reviews) to encourage students to study independently beyond the class.
Facilities: About a third of the accredited institutions (34%) stated that their libraries,
study rooms, ICT rooms, consulting rooms, and related facilities are open longer hours or
during weekends so that students have secure physical places to study outside of classes.
Providing courses for 15 weeks: Slightly less than a third of the institutions (29.4 %)
reported providing courses for 15 weeks (or 15 times). As mentioned earlier, one credit
requires 45 hours of study in total including both in-class instruction and study outside of
class. Since a course includes an hour of class instruction and two hours of preparation
outside of class per week, 15 hours of lecture (one lecture per week, 15 weeks per semester)

earns one credit hour. This is a national standard defined by the University Establishment
Standards (1955) implemented by the MEXT.
Class scheduling: Only 11% of the institutions stated that they arrange course
schedules to provide enough time for students to study independently. Some institutions offer
fewer classes or avoid tight class schedules. For example, an institution reported that they
reduced the number of required credit hours for graduation from 132 to 127. Although it
seems related to the CAP system, this effort originally set the total number of credit hours for
graduation. In other cases, such as in the fields of medical sciences and health care,
universities tend to have core curriculum frameworks that have a defined number of credit
hours to avoid over-enrollment or a tight class schedule.
Course evaluation: Only 7.9% of the accredited institutions reported that they use
course evaluation for enhancing substantialization of credit hours. Among them, only five
reported that they ask students about their study hours outside of class in the course
evaluation.
Rigor of promotion requirement or exams: Only 8.7% of the institutions included
rigor of promotion requirement or exams as a method to contribute to substantialization of
credit hours. In particular, those institutions were in the fields of medicine, nursing, dentistry,
and pharmacy, which have national qualifying exams, and thus, have rigorous requirements
for promotion and graduation. An international institution reported emphasizing English
proficiency tests as a requirement of promotion.
Survey on student hours: Only 5.6% of the institutions reported that they surveyed
student study hours particularly those outside of classes. Beyond the course evaluation raised
above, two other institutions reported that they examined student study hours by an
institution-wide student survey.
Student awards: Only 4.8% of the institutions stated that they introduced a student

awarding system to motivate students to study. They award high academic achievers based on
their GPA.
Discussion
The findings showed that universities used multiple methods to enhance the
effectiveness of the credit hour system. In particular, more than half of the accredited
institutions reported using the CAP system, enrollment guidance, teaching methods, and GPA.
Universities also employed faculty development, syllabus, facilities, 15-week classes, class
scheduling, course evaluation, rigor of promotion requirement, survey of student study hours,
and student awards.
According to a recent national survey (MEXT, 2011), the number of institutions
applying the CAP system has been increasing, reaching 71% (520 institutions) by 2009.
Similarly, the findings of this study showed that approximately 70% of the accredited
institutions regarded the CAP system as contributing to the enhancement of the credit hour
system. However, this result does not necessarily prove that limiting the number of class
enrollment improves students’ independent study hours. As mentioned earlier, a nationwide
survey (Nishigaki, 2008) demonstrated that the CAP system has not helped increase students’
out-of-class study time. The relationship between the CAP system and independent study time
is therefore an issue that needs to be further examined. Teaching methods are expected to
emerge as a key element directly connected to enhancing the credit hour system or for
increasing student study hours. The findings demonstrated that about 55% of the accredited
universities reported using a wide range of teaching methods to encourage students to spend
more time on their preparation and review for the classes. Assignments and tests both in and
outside of class seem to be effective in helping students devote more study time. Web-based
learning, tutoring, small-size classes, and problem-solving were also raised as effective
learning methods, albeit only one out of the 126 institutions included “class presentation and

discussion.” It is likely that although the accreditation reports indicate the use of a wide range
of teaching methodologies, they do not provide as much information on how students
participate and learn in class or how much students are involved in learning under the
innovative teaching methodologies. Additionally, the data revealed that about half of the
institutions did not mention teaching methods in the accreditation report. As previous research
and government reports mentioned, the MEXT has increasingly emphasized using teaching
methods to make the credit hour system more effective. Moreover, the NIAD-UE added
“papers and tests” as an example of how to substantialize credit hours for the second cycle
(NIAD-UE, 2012). It will be beneficial to see how the accreditation results of the second
cycle demonstrate the effects of assignment and tests.
The findings also show that about half of the institutions reported using the GPA
system. However, most of them only mentioned implementing or planning to implement the
GPA system without providing any specific rationale or information on its application or
usage. Several institutions use the GPA system as an objective reference for academic
advising. However, in the context of the credit hour system, it is still unclear how the GPA
can substantially contribute to students’ increased study time.
The syllabus has become very common at Japanese universities. The findings showed
that 37.3% of the accredited institutions viewed the syllabus as a tool for enhancing student
study time. Among them, about 25% of the accredited institutions reported that their syllabus
(a) provided detailed content for studying outside of class, but only one institution stated that
their syllabus (b) articulated expected study hours. The recent national survey by the MEXT
(2011) indicated that among institutions implementing syllabus system, 35.8% provided
detailed contents for course preparation in their syllabus, but only 6.8% articulated a certain
number of study hours as a standard. The findings of this study indicated that the majority of
the accredited institutions implied the importance of class preparation and reviews, and of

outside study in their syllabus. Only 25% of the institutions provided detailed direction and
suggestions about the course content. Furthermore, the findings of this study coincide with the
results of the national survey by the MEXT, which indicates that it is not common for
institutions to define expected study hours for the class in the syllabus.
The findings showed that about 30% of the institutions reported offering classes for 15
weeks (or 15 times), specifically significant increase since 2009. It is likely that this trend was
a result of the governmental report released in 2008 (MEXT, 2008), in which the Standards
for the Establishment officially defined that one credit hour requires 15 hours of class
instruction and 30 hours of out-of-class study. The government report emphasized providing
classes for 15 weeks (or 15 times) to make the credit hour system effective. It also encouraged
universities to use the syllabus, the CAP system, and the GPA system as interconnected
methodologies for substantializing the credit hour system.
It is also important to note that only 6% of the accredited institutions reported that they
surveyed student study hours through course evaluation and institution-wide student surveys.
Although the MEXT has encouraged universities to survey student study time, the NIAD-UE
does not require universities to submit information on study hours. Understanding the trend of
student study time in institutions is important. Thus, it would be beneficial to see how
institutions survey study hours, and to understand why not all institutions report such
information to the NIAD-UE or to other accreditation agencies.
With regard to facilities, one third of the accredited institutions cited them as an effort
for helping students devote more study time. Although having a physical environment
conducive to studying is important, it is not yet clear how physical environment motivates
students to study. Thus, other methods that could directly encourage students to study need to
be emphasized. In fact, the NIAD-UE suggests that physical environment supports such as
libraries, study rooms, ICT rooms, or other facilities be described in another standard

(Standard 7), which reviews facilities and student supports, for the second cycle of
accreditation (2012–2018).
Substantialization of credit hour should not only focus on preparing the physical or
technical environment, e.g., through using the CAP system, GPA system, syllabus, ICT rooms,
or libraries, but also on designing effective courses or innovating teaching methods that
directly impact student study attitudes.
Conclusion and Suggestions for Future Research
This study examined what the Japanese university accreditation agency, the NIAD-UE,
reviews to assess universities’ efforts to achieve substantialization of the credit hour system.
The findings demonstrated that the accredited institutions reported using various methods to
enhance student study hours. The researchers categorized the efforts into 13 domains: (1) the
CAP system, (2) enrollment guidance, (3) teaching methods, (4) the GPA system, (5) faculty
development, (6) syllabus, (7) facilities, (8) 15-week courses, (9) class scheduling, (10) rigor
of promotion requirement, (11) course evaluation, (12) survey on student study hours, and
(13) student award.
The MEXT has repeatedly emphasized the importance of innovative teaching methods.
Although the findings indicated that the accredited institutions provided a wide range of
teaching methodologies, facilities, or faculty development efforts, how and how many
students actually learn in class need to be explored further. The NIAD-UE accreditation
reviews at this moment are not regarding whether or not the universities substantialize the
credit hour system, but how universities substantialize the credit hour system. Hence, what the
final accreditation report shows are the institutional perceptions or interpretations of their
efforts, which are not necessarily connected to actual increases in student study time or
learning outcomes.
One of the purposes of accreditation is to support and motivate institutions to use

various institutional approaches to encourage students to study, and consequently, to increase
students’ independent study time. Accreditation could also serve as an external pressure to
institutions. Accreditation reviews institutions’ support systems in teaching methods,
academic advising, syllabus, facilities, or curriculum structure; however, the relationship of
these efforts to the enhancement of student study time and learning outcomes needs further
examination. Future research needs to particularly investigate the following two key issues:
(1) how institutions’ support systems contribute to students’ increased study time, and (2) if
support systems are indeed related to study time, how is study time related to student learning
outcomes. Therefore, this triangular relationship among the (a) university support system, (b)
student study time, and (c) learning outcomes is an important issue that needs to be further
examined by universities as well as by accrediting agencies.
This study included some limitations. First, although the final evaluation report shows
the institutions’ perceptions or interpretations of “consideration for credit hour
substantialization” in the context of accreditation, it does not necessarily cover all activities or
initiatives that the institution implements. Second, this study reviewed the trend or issues
from the results of the first cycle accreditation over the past seven years (2005–2011).
However, since the accreditation began (particularly in the earlier years), it is possible that the
institutions have updated their initiatives or activities related to the enhancement of credit
hours. Finally, this study examined final evaluation reports defined by accreditors and reports
based on institutions’ self-evaluation. Even though it is assumed that two reports do not show
much difference, future research should investigate the potential gap between self-reports by
the universities and the final reports by accreditors.
Although accreditation is an independent process of external evaluation, it is important
for accreditation agencies to share ideas and know-how with higher education institutions
regarding policies, systems, activities, problems, and difficulties on various higher education

issues, including that of enhancing the effectiveness of the credit hour system. Accreditation
should not test universities on technical or non-substantial issues, but should provide support
and knowledge for the betterment of the quality of education and student learning outcomes.
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Abstract
The experiences an individual has in elementary school stay with them the rest of
their lives. Those that had negative experiences in math and science and then
decide to become elementary teachers themselves maintain subject-matter anxiety
and low self-efficacy in these content areas, which in turn get passed on to their
students. The authors offer ways to help break this cycle by deepening their
scientific knowledge and changing their attitudes toward doing science. This study
provides evidence that it is possible to change teachers’ beliefs, understandings,
confidence and willingness to use inquiry.

Influencing Teacher’s Confidence with Inquiry
From a systems-thinking perspective, it is clear that educational systems are
inherently constructed on a set of feedback loops. For example, if an individual has negative
experiences with science in elementary school, this alters their choices about their course
of study in high school and college. If this individual then becomes an elementary school
teacher, then their early negative experiences with science have changed that individual’s
exposure to deeper science understanding, and this will have a direct impact on the science
learning experiences of the students this individual then teaches. Thus, a single student
experiencing ineffective science education can eventually spread to a large number of
additional students.
Research documents the existence of this long suspected pattern in mathematics
and science education: there is an inverse relationship between elementary teachers’
subject-matter anxiety and their self-efficacy as a teacher (Gresham, 2008; Wilson, 2010).
The tragedy of the feedback cycle is further compounded by the correlation between high
self-efficacy and the willingness of teachers to use active learning strategies, including the
use of manipulatives and inquiry based learning (Czernaik, 1990; Swars, Daane, & Giesen,
2006; Wood, 1988).
One approach to breaking this cycle, then, is to assist elementary and middle school
teachers to deepen their scientific knowledge and change their attitudes towards doing
science. One of the most effective targets for such efforts is the preparation and
professional development of elementary school teachers. In an effort to intervene in the
feedback loop, we offered a series of professional development summer institutes for
mathematics and science teachers of grades 4 through 8. The focus of these experiences
was on increasing teachers’ content knowledge while simultaneously supporting deeper
understanding of and attitudes toward the use of student-centered, inquiry-based learning
in their classrooms. This was accomplished through hands-on, inquiry-based activities
guided by theoretical interpretation, discussion, and professional reflection that was
further supported during the academic year.
Theoretical Background
Quality professional development is crucial for improving both content and
pedagogy of in-service teachers. According to Birman, Desimone, Porter and Garet (2000),
“Professional development plays a key role in addressing the gap between teacher
preparation and standards-based reform” (p. 28). In particular, inquiry-based professional
development has been shown to improve teachers’ comprehension of concepts, while
reducing misunderstandings. In a study by Lewis, Kraft, Watts, Baker, Wilson and Lang
(2011) where the model of professional development consisted of scaffolded inquiry,
teachers exhibited growth in their understanding of key concepts. Birman, et al. emphasize
that the traditional conference approach is not effective in promoting change. Teachers
need to be actively engaged in both the content and pedagogy, and it must be meaningful to
them. The impact is heightened if the professional development takes place over more
than just a single day and when teachers are encouraged to form supportive learning
communities.
Research has shown that elementary teachers have a propensity toward an
avoidance of math and science. Many primary teachers have not developed a strong

background in these content areas, with a large portion only taking the minimum
requirements mandated by their certification program in these content areas. Studies have
shown that teachers less comfortable with STEM content tend to have greater anxiety,
which leads to lower self-efficacy (Appleton, 2007; Gresham, 2008; Lewis, et al., 2011;
Wilson, 2010).
As a result of their uneasiness teachers are unprepared and unwilling to use active
learning strategies to enrich their students’ understanding, such as using manipulatives
and inquiry based learning. Many produce lessons that maintain maximum control, lack
engagement and as a result are far from being founded in inquiry based-learning (Gresham,
2008; Lewis, et al., 2011; Roth, 1996; Wood, 1988). This control keeps them from
encountering situations where students venture beyond the teacher’s limited content
knowledge.
In addition to limited content knowledge and anxiety about mathematics and
science, many teachers possess misconceptions about the nature of inquiry-based teaching,
which further interfere with effective STEM education. Five commonly reported
misconceptions are:
1. Inquiry-based instruction is the application of the “scientific method”.
2. Inquiry-based instruction requires that the students generate and pursue their own
questions.
3. Inquiry-based instruction can take place without attention to science concepts.
4. All science should be taught through inquiry-based instruction.
5. Inquiry-based instruction can be easily implemented through use of hands-on
activities and education kits. (National Institute of Health, 2005)

Summer Institute
A summer institute for mathematics and science teachers of grades 4 through 8 used
inquiry and technology to explore the many connections between math and science that
exist all around us. Teachers experienced integrated inquiry-based activities aligned with
the Common Core mathematics standards (NGS Center and CCSSO, 2011) and the Next
Generation Science Standards (Committee on Conceptual Framework, 2011) both focus on
scientific reasoning through inquiry-based learning. This is evident in the Common Core
“standards for mathematics practice” (pp. 6 – 8) and in the Framework for the Next
Generation Science Standards in chapter 2 “Assumptions guided the framework” especially
under the “Structure of the framework: Dimension 1, Practices” (ch. 2, p. 5). So, regardless
of teacher comfort, there is an expectation that teachers be capable of leading students in
inquiry experiences in mathematics and science.
To facilitate this, we designed a series of summer institutes with follow-up meetings
and ongoing support throughout the school year. These workshops actively engaging the
teachers while focusing on deepening their content knowledge and promoting learning
communities across several schools. There was constant reflection on the state standards
and connection with the different levels of inquiry. And while the format of the workshops
was more traditional, there were components of individual projects and teacher networks
incorporated thus meeting the criteria for highly qualified professional development
experience (Birman et al., 2000).

Methodology
During the 2008, 2009, and 2010 summers, we offered week-long professional
development experiences for three different cohorts of middle school (grades 4 – 8)
mathematics and science teachers. These institutes were supported financially and with
publicity through the Rochester Area Colleges Center for Excellence in Mathematics and
Science, which supported multiple institutes offered by different teams on a variety of
topics each summer. A team comprised of two college faculty members and an experienced
K-12 teacher guided our institute. One of the college faculty specialized in mathematics
education; the other has a broad background in STEM education. Our institute was
marketed to local area teachers as the “Mathematics, Science and Technology Institute”
with three goals:
1. To help teachers learn how to incorporate more inquiry-based teaching methods
into their classrooms;
2. To help teachers learn methods for integrating mathematics and science; and
3. To demonstrate ways of bringing technology into the classroom.
The institute each summer consisted of four days of activities at a local college. Each of
these days started at 8:30 and went through until 4:00, with a break for lunch and several
shorter breaks as needed. Participants met in a group with the institute leaders again
during the academic year for three follow-up sessions and had online support through a
blog and email communication. Participants were required to produce and implement
inquiry-based lessons in their classrooms and to share these experiences and materials
with the rest of the group for reflection and discussion.
This experience focused on an integrative inquiry-based approach to math and
science. As such, the activities used in the workshop and those produced by its participants
for their classrooms were to focus on using mathematical analysis, scientific inquiry and
engineering design to question and problem solve. Throughout the institutes graphing
calculators, probeware, SmartBoards, LCD projectors and other technology were used. At
the end of the institutes, teachers received materials and support, which included some
technology for their classroom to facilitate the development and implementation of their
inquiry lessons.
During the institute, participants became familiar with the essential criteria of
inquiry based teaching and learning. This included learning how to use these criteria for
assessing the curriculum they teach and informing their instruction. An inquiry-based
learning experience:
1. Develops an understanding of basic concepts;
2. Develops process and thinking skills;
3. Actively engages students in a learning cycle;
4. Builds understanding of ways that science is linked to technology and society;
5. Provides experience necessary to support and develop or modify interpretations
of the world;
6. Enhances reading and writing;
7. Allows for a diversity of strategies for learning;
8. Allows for a variety of ways for students to show what they know and are able to
do. (Hammerman, 2006)

Participants also became acquainted with the levels of inquiry (Fay & Bretz, 2008),
which ranges from guided and almost scripted to very open. For example, they analyzed
scenarios from various levels of the continuum and discussed how each scenario could be
adapted to fit anywhere along the continuum. And while demonstrating effective use of
technology was an important goal of the institutes, we engaged participants in activities
across the technology spectrum, from very low tech to very high tech, reinforcing that
regardless of what is available, inquiry based learning is possible.

Description of Participants
Although the workshop was provided three times in the summers of 2008, 2009,
and 2010, we report only on the latter two summer workshops. The 2008 institute differed
slightly in both the content of the workshop and in the types of data collected. Participants
in all the workshops consisted of area K-12 teachers who chose to participate in
professional development over the summer. The demographics of the participants are
shown below in table 1. All institutes were offered free of charge to the participants, and all
institutes awarded participants hours toward their professional development
requirements; with 32 hours being typical for a four-day institute plus follow-up sessions.
Table 1. Participants Demographic Data.
Teach: Science
Teach: Mathematics
Teach: Math and Science
Teach: Other
School: Urban
School: Suburban
School: Rural
Grade level: 7 – 8
Grade level: 4 – 6
Grade level: Other

2009 (N = 8)
3
2
2
1
4
2
2
4
4
0

2010 (N = 6)
2
0
2
2
2
1
3
1
3
2

Description of Data Collected
During these workshops multiple types of data were collected. Pre- and postinstitute tests included questions to cover participants’ understanding of inquiry,
technology use, and STEM integration, as well as some basic questions to help us
understand participants’ mathematics and science background knowledge. At the end of
each workshop day participants submitted written reflections in the form of a 3-2-1
activity. In these, each participant was asked to describe: three “aha” moments from the
day’s activities and discussions, two questions they still have, and one connection from the
activities and discussions to their teaching.
The pre-institute questions related to inquiry included “Define inquiry” and “Give an
example of how you have used inquiry approaches to learning in your classroom (if
applicable).” Post-institute tests included similar items to the pre-institute test with some
additional items requiring participants to compare their pre- and post-institute

conceptions of inquiry, integration, and technology. The items directly related to their
understanding of inquiry included “To what degree has the workshop improved your
comfort with incorporating inquiry into your lessons? (Much more comfortable; A little
more comfortable; About the same level of comfort; Less comfortable)” and “Define
inquiry”.
In addition, we made direct observations of the participants’ interactions, recorded
key points in their discussions, and collected work samples from the participants each day
and during the follow-up sessions throughout the school year.
Results

Initial definitions of inquiry demonstrate that almost all the participants had
significant misconceptions about inquiry and inquiry-based teaching and learning that
align with several of the common misconceptions discussed above. Their initial definitions
were generally short and simply stated ideas about inquiry. Pre-workshop definitions also
tended to focus only on inquiry as a scientific process in comparison to inquiry as a method
for teaching and learning science. While no explicit references were made to the scientific
method (misconception 1) and no participants expressed that all science teaching should
be inquiry-based (misconception 4), the data in table 2 show that most participants held at
least one of the five misconceptions. Many of the statements indirectly suggested a
relationship between inquiry and hands-on activity in teaching and learning
(misconception 5), but no participants made direct reference to this.
Table 2. Participants Exhibiting Misconceptions as Identified by NIH (2005).
Misconception
expressed
2 only

2009
(N = 8)
2

2010
(N = 6)
0

All
(N = 14)
1

2 and 3

5

3

8

3 only

1

3

5

Example definition

To learn through investigation and
experiments using prior knowledge and
experience to answer questions and
discover new questions.
Inquiry is the process of asking questions
that don’t have definitive answers. It is
exploring and examining an idea, theory
or question in order to come to your own
understanding.
The process of defining a question and
method for answering the question.

The most commonly expressed misconception treated inquiry as an all-or-nothing
approach. Their definitions, daily reflections, and discussions indicated that most believed
something to the effect of “either you do inquiry or you don’t.” During discussions with the
participants this was clearly a paralyzing viewpoint for many of them, because these
teachers only considered fully open inquiry as “inquiry-based teaching and learning.” In
reality, there is a continuum of levels of inquiry (CSMEE, 2000, p. 29; Fay & Bretz, 2008).
But with only the extremes present in their understanding, most could not imagine how to
get their students to the point where they could do inquiry. After discussion of the

continuum, though, the teachers began to focus less on whether or not they were doing
inquiry, but on how to know when it was appropriate to move students from one level of
support to the next in the continuum. This focus on the development of students’ inquiry
and scientific reasoning would not have been possible before.
There was also a great deal of confusion about where inquiry fits in teaching and
learning and what is expected of students in this regard, evidenced by the participants’
questions in response to the 3-2-1 reflections such as those below.
• Is there too much inquiry rather than basics?
• When do you know students are ready for inquiry?
• Should I design a lesson at a particular level of inquiry or is that too guided?
• How can I adapt pre-existing lesson plans without changing the original goals?
Abstract definitions only provide a partial image of teachers’ conceptions of inquiry,
however. Table 3 summarizes the inquiry-based lessons that participants described in the
pre-workshop data. Most contained some elements of inquiry-based instruction, despite
many participants lacking formal knowledge or comfort with inquiry or even whether they
recognized the elements of inquiry in their own descriptions.
Table 3. Inquiry Based Lessons Prior to Institute.
Description of lesson contained…
2009 Cohort
(N = 8)
...high levels of inquiry
2
…some components of inquiry
5
…nothing related to inquiry
1
…no response
1

2010 Cohort
(N = 6)
2
5
0
0

All
(N = 14)
4
10
1
1

In response to the question “To what degree has the workshop improved your
comfort with incorporating inquiry into your lessons?” the participants clearly thought
they had gained skills and knowledge for bringing inquiry into their classroom more fully
(see table 4) through these institutes.
Table 4. Comfort Level with Inquiry After Institute.
Cohort Number reporting
Number reporting “A
“Much more
little more
comfortable”
comfortable”
2009
6
2
2010
4
2
All
10
4

Number reporting “About
the same” OR “Less
comfortable”
0
0
0

At the follow-up sessions, these changes in attitude and understanding were
supported by examples from their teaching during the year. All participants at the followup sessions identified examples of inquiry-based teaching and learning in what they had
been doing. These examples ranged from specific activities adapted from the workshop,
such as the mystery cubes (National Institute of Health, 2005) to introduce scientific
inquiry, to larger, open-ended explorations forming the basis of entire units. And while the
latter examples were important, the day-to-day ways in which inquiry was incorporated

were more encouraging, demonstrating that participants were making inquiry a part of the
way they think, rather than something special that they do occasionally. The workshop
leaders found it even more encouraging when they saw examples from several participants
on how they had adapted these approaches to incorporate inquiry into other curriculum
areas, such as social studies.
Participants also had plans for larger inquiry activities. One pair of participants
coordinated the design of a unit on density, for example. But the constraints present in a
typical school year limited opportunities for some participants. As an example of this, one
participant who had embraced inquiry in many small ways to scaffold students into a
larger unit lost a large portion of time planned for this unit when the principal of the
private school sprang a “surprise” high-stakes test on the grade level. One participant was
busy adapting to a last-minute, mandated change in curriculum which cost much of the
time that had been planned for a larger inquiry-driven unit. Another participant focused
more on questioning strategies throughout the year, modeled by the teacher, to
incorporate inquiry through “big and little questions” that were similar to essential
questions (Wiggins & McTighe, 2004a) and helped generate student interest.
By the third follow-up session, the participants were still making use of the
terminology introduced in the workshops regarding the levels of inquiry. All had tried to
scaffold experiences for their students. Many had incorporated activities like the mystery
cubes, graffiti, or GRASPS-type formats (Wiggins & McTighe, 2004b) for lessons. And
through the funding provided by the Center for Excellence, most were making use of the
classroom technology that they had received.
Many of the participants “aha” moments during the workshops provided insight into
their changing conceptions of inquiry. Commonly stated ideas included “Inquiry has many
levels” and “Inquiry [is] not all or nothing but a continuum and can be introduced
gradually” (six of the fourteen participants thought this important enough to focus on).
Other ideas related to “Inquiry as a learning goal, not just a tool” or that “Creating
procedures as a group is okay and possible” rather than only following teacher-provided
procedures. Several were encouraged to see “[t]hat I use more inquiry than I thought
(levels of…)”
The 3-2-1 reflections revealed additional concerns about using inquiry in the
classroom. Many of these questions expressed concern for the practical implementation
and support for doing inquiry in the classroom; others were more conceptual and
philosophical in nature; still others focused on the support they anticipated needing after
the summer institute. Many of these were partially addressed in discussions with the
participants, with a focus on positive actions that they could follow in order to be
successful.
Discussion

All participants in the 2009 and 2010 cohorts report some measure of increased
comfort using inquiry and most reported that they are much more comfortable (see table
4). In their definitions of inquiry, we saw an increase in the emphasis on students and their
role in the process. In their definitions of inquiry, we saw that most participants had a fairly
strong understanding of inquiry as a process of asking questions and investigating, but did
not think of it as a learning/teaching method so much. After the workshop, several have

indicated more ideas on how to help their students engage in inquiry, which was one of our
explicit goals for the workshops.
By the end, all participants were demonstrating deeper knowledge of inquiry in the
lessons they were designing. All participants were making use of the continuum of inquiry
to scaffold student inquiry throughout the year and to bring inquiry into everyday learning.
In future workshops that focus on changing teachers conceptions about a topic,
especially one as broad and complex as “inquiry,” those offering professional development
need more up-front information and pre-assessment data to plan effective professional
development. For example, if we had collected a sample unit or lesson from each teacher in
the weeks before the workshop, we could have evaluated it for “level of inquiry” to help us
understand more their misconceptions and approaches. Then, during the workshop, time
could have been spent having the participants rank each other’s lessons on the inquiry
scale. Repeating this with the final units would help them reinforce their changing
conceptions of inquiry. While the data we collected from the participants about their
lessons was helpful, the data varied greatly from participant to participant in depth and
detail, masking many of the possible analyses. However, collecting lessons or units from
teachers poses significant difficulty. Teachers may be reluctant to submit such materials for
many valid reasons in this age of “outcomes-based education.” From our experiences,
though, this difficulty is trivial in comparison to the differences between the teachers who
plan to attend a professional development experience like this and those who actually
attend. In all three summer workshops, significantly more teachers registered for the
workshop than actually attended. And in all three summers, last minute registration would
have made collecting pre-workshop data impossible. But the data would still have provided
valuable guidance for the workshop and for discussions.
And while collecting a succinct definition of inquiry has its advantages, the concept
itself is not amenable to such attempts to define it. In light of the changes in thinking
evidenced by our participants, a concept map of their thinking about inquiry would have
proven more valuable. This would have shown more of the complexity of their thinking and
understanding. However, the short definitions do give insight into the misconceptions
teachers have about inquiry and have shown that changing their thinking is possible. The
changes are most effective, however, when followed up after the workshop with additional
opportunities for discussion and sharing of ideas and with opportunities for reflection on
inquiry in action during the school year. Even the minimal amount of follow-up – three onehour sessions throughout the year – sufficed to deepen participants’ thinking about inquiry.
One of the specific features that was important was the continuum of inquiry
teaching provided. During the workshop, many found this to be one of the more valuable
aspects. It reinforced some of what they already did and gave them a concrete way to move
forward and take inquiry-based approaches deeper in their classrooms.
Some of the changes in definitions are possibly due to the different methods of
referring to inquiry in the different instruments we used to measure the change. However,
strong understanding is indicated by flexible, multi-faceted thinking, so we argue that
teachers should be able to see a concept like “inquiry” referred to in different ways in order
to explore their own understanding more completely.
In addition, we missed a great deal by only getting at their misconceptions
indirectly, through their comments and responses. To effectively measure changes in their
misconceptions we would have needed a more leveled approach rather than the all or

nothing approach of looking for evidence in their discussions and responses. This could
have been accomplished by creating a survey dealing with each of the misconceptions on a
Likert scale relating to agreement in order to deal with all of the misconceptions.
Most of the suggestions for improvement of the workshops related to the specific
science topics that were encountered. Very few participants provided other suggestions for
changes. Several reported directly making use of workshop activities in their own
classrooms. All participants ranked the sharing of ideas among participants and the sharing
of activities and lessons as something they would like more of, particularly in the follow-up
sessions, to allow them to see the ideas from the workshop “in practice.”
Thus it seems that through a one-week workshop with minimal follow-up support
throughout the year, it is possible to change teachers’ beliefs, understandings, confidence
and willingness to use inquiry in their own teaching.
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Session Overview
Geometric Structures for Elementary Teachers (GeoSET) was an NSF
funded initiative to develop a one-semester geometry curriculum
(content and pedagogy) for prospective elementary and middle level
teachers.
•

A brief overview of the GeoSET curriculum will be presented

•

Management of some of the pedagogical issues associated with its
delivery will be discussed.

•

Techniques for managing the GeoSET learning environment to
support each student's growth toward being a confident,
independent learner empowered with the help of peers to be able to
make sense of the geometric world will be showcased.

The GeoSET collaborative learning model
through "study teams" will be presented in
depth; logistical issues and student
expectations, observations from studentgenerated data, and suggestions for
making the “group approach” truly
collaborative will be featured.

What We Believe
Our efforts have been guided by the belief
that by supporting each student's growth
toward being a confident, independent
learner empowered with the help of peers
they will be able to make sense of the
geometric world.

What Students Can Expect to
Experience
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gaining meaning from reading geometry
Expressing geometry ideas through writing
Talking about geometry
Learning and making sense of new geometry
Discussing geometry with peers
Asking questions about geometry
Listening and understanding as others talk about geometry
Recalling and appropriately using standard geometric ideas
Thinking about geometry
Doing geometry

Curriculum Topics “developed” vs. “stated”

The topics presented in this inquiry-based
curriculum are "developed" by involving
students with exploring evidence that can
provide both credibility and meaning for
basic relationships. Often students are
asked to observe, describe and conjecture
on relationships that can be apparent in
models and examples explored in
activities.

Content Organization –
five parts based on the manipulative

 paper folding
Polygons and Angle Relationships
Thinking Processes – Observing, Reflecting,
Making Sense

Quadrilaterals and their Definitions
Constructions by Paper Folding
Explorations in 3D Geometry

 geoboards and dot paper
Area
Explorations with Geoboard Areas
Similarity and Slope
Pythagorean Theorem and Perimeter
Geometry of Circles

 straightedge and compass
Straightedge and Compass Constructions
Congruence Conditions
 computers
Computer Constructions
Computer Explorations

 mira (or reflecta) and tracing paper
Mira Constructions
Symmetry
The Four Symmetries
Symmetries of Decorative Art
Symmetries of Mandalas
Symmetries of Borders
Escher Style Tessellations

The Instructor’s Role
• Mediator between the physical models and
the underlying geometric ideas
• Manage classroom discussions and group
activities to motivate students’ efforts to
make sense of the content material
without
traditional lecturing (a critical factor in the
success of this approach)

Instructor Resources
Basic Guidelines for Course Management

A special GeoSET website has been
developed for instructors. The URL link is:
http://www.math.okstate.edu/geosetIR/
A short 9 page document (PDF) ”Basic
Guidelines for Course Management” was
written to help instructors get started using
the course materials.

Instructor Resources
continued

Additional documents available at the
GeoSET website are:
• Chapter Outlines: Core and Optional APs
• Detailed Syllabus with Concurrent
Coverage
• Training Activities: Major Shifts in Teaching
• Using Study Teams in the Delivery of
Instruction

What We Have Found …
Students arrive at a deeper, more robust,
understanding and appreciation for the
power, beauty, and meaning of geometry

Learning Groups
Working together to achieve a common goal
is not a new idea. When applied to
education, the idea of collaborative
learning comes in many forms and with
many goals. To focus our understanding
of this widely used term, we reviewed
extensively the curriculum literature and
studied the recommendations of
professional organizations.

Study Teams Approach
Study teams are semester-long assigned
clusterings of students within a single
class setting. There is “stable
membership” and members “provide other
members with support, encouragement,
and assistance in completing course
requirements and assignments” (Davis,
1993).

The development of a collaborative learning
model involving study teams was no small
task and, in fact, when realized violated most
students’ beliefs about how mathematics is
supposed to be taught and learned. Learning
from your peers in settings within (and
outside of) the classroom without your
teacher ultimately providing the “stamp of
approval” or telling you the “things you need
to know” to move the investigation along is a
very uncomfortable feeling.

Logistical Issues
We turned to the research literature to guide
us in answering questions like –
What is the size of a study team?
Four
How should our study teams be formed?
Self-selection

Selecting Study Teams
Students are encouraged to consider such issues as:
• the role of the study team in helping me succeed in the course
• my strengths and weaknesses as a team member
• my expectations of the other team members
• the roles and contributions that my team members will play in
the functioning of the team
Once selected, study teams develop techniques for managing
their day-to-day functioning and morale such as:
• Deciding on a team name (e.g., Super Squares, Origami
Mamas
• meetings outside of class
• Study Team Journal entries.

Managing the Learning
Environment
Daily Routine
An assignment [about 3-5 Activity Pages (APs)] is
given at the end of nearly every class meeting.
This completed assignment (homework) is due at
the start of the next class meeting. Selected APs
from the homework are collected at the beginning
of the class meeting; each assignment must be
completed before the beginning of the class. Work
that is completed during the class meeting
(classwork) will be collected regularly.

Daily Grade
The daily grade includes quizzes, homework
assignments, and classwork. Assignments are not
be accepted late for any reason whatsoever.
Students must be present for the entire class
meeting to submit any work that is due that day
(homework, classwork, projects, etc.) or to present
a quiz; there are no quiz make-ups for any reason
whatsoever. For very special situations that are
approved in advance, the instructor reserves the
right to allow a quiz to be presented early.

Project Grade
During the semester, several out of class
projects are assigned. These are fun! Take
them seriously and Be Creative! Students
must be present for the entire class session
to submit a project when it is due. Projects
will not be accepted late for any reason
whatsoever. For very special situations that
are approved in advance, the instructor
reserves the right to allow a project to be
submitted early.

Forming Study Teams
Each student has an opportunity during the first week or so to
identify others with whom he/she wishes to work during the
semester; a study team is ideally be composed of four students.
The students’ first assignment: Identify classmates for their study
team who they can help learn and who can help them learn. Each
study team member has a responsibility to the study team’s success
and the study team collectively has a responsibility to each
member’s success! Establishing and nurturing study team spirit is
vital to their success.
Once formed, the study team considers such issues as: (1) its
goals and objectives (what each of member wants from the study
team); (2) the strengths each member brings to the study team and
how they will be utilized (what role members will play - identify who
does what); (3) how the study team will function (when does it meet
outside of class, what will happen at study team meetings, and how
it will help each other). Responses to these issues are written down
for consideration.

Study Team Journal
Each study team will maintain a Study Team
Journal – or simply a JOURNAL - that will be
reviewed by the instructor periodically; definitely at
exam time. Previous students have found that a
standard 3-ring binder works very well for this
purpose. Each team member is expected to
contribute to the JOURNAL and identify his/her
contributions. The JOURNAL is an evolving
document over the course of the semester. Bring it
to each class meeting.

What are the necessary ingredients of a
Journal Entry?
Each time the Study Team functions (for example, the Study Team
meets for a purpose), there should be an entry in the Study Team’s
journal. Each entry is on a separate page in the journal. The
required information to accompany each entry is:
• Date/Time of Study Team Function
• Identification of Participants
• Identification of Scribe (person writing the entry)
• Statement of the Purpose of the Study Team Function (What is
trying to be Achieved?)
• Description of What the Study Team Did to Achieve the Purpose

Note. Some Study Teams have found that
after they discuss the key mathematical
idea(s) in an activity, they write them down in
their journals. So, one element of a journal
entry is a statement summarizing the
mathematical ideas that were investigated. It
is important that journal entries discuss/
summarize mathematical ideas; another way
to help develop the ability to communicate
mathematical ideas to others. And, reviewing
rich journal entries will be helpful in studying
for the exams !

JOURNAL Covers

Study Team Goals

JOURNAL Entries

Instructor Assessments

Study Team Assessments
Midterm Individual Assessment
1. Rate each on a scale from 1 to 10 (10 being “best”):
a. The importance of your study team in contributing to your success in the course
b. Your contributions to the study team
Explain what you have done to justify your rating and
contributions you plan to make
c. How well your study team is functioning
Identify specific strengths and weaknesses that need to be addressed;
2. Comment on how well you are progressing in accomplishing your goals for the
semester in this course
3. Describe in detail what actions you plan to take to accomplish your goals for
the semester

Final Individual Assessment
1. Rate each on a scale from 1 to 10 (10 being “best”):
a. The importance of your study team in contributing to your
success in the course
b. Your contributions to the study team
Explain what you have done to justify your rating
c. How well your study team functioned
Identify specific strengths and weaknesses that were not addressed.
2. Comment on how well you accomplished your goals for the semester
in this course
3. Describe in detail what you liked MOST about our approach in
contributing to your success in the course. What you liked LEAST.
4. What suggestions do you have for making the study teams approach
a more effective element of contributing to your success in the course?

Study Team Grade
Each study team member will be
assigned the same Study Team Grade at
the end of the semester. This grade is
based on the team’s level of active
participation in class meetings throughout
the semester and the quality of the team’s
Journal.

GeoSET Website
We maintain an active website for students
and instructors. The URL is:
http://www.math.okstate.edu/~geoset/

The Textbook
Aichele, Douglas B. and John Wolfe.
Geometric Structures - An Inquiry-based
Approach to Geometry for Prospective Elementary

Upper Saddle
River, NJ: Pearson Prentice Hall, 2008.

and Middle School Teachers.
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Professional accountants employ a wide range of computer applications to perform their daily
tasks. They use email to communicate, search engines to perform research, and accounting
software to record and analyze financial transactions for decision-making. Computerized
accounting systems have now replaced manual accounting systems in most organizations. In
business schools, students are increasingly exposed to the benefits and usefulness of computers,
and are encouraged to utilize information technology. Accordingly, assignments using
accounting software have been developed to assist students in their knowledge acquisition of
the accounting cycle, a fundamental concept in business and accounting. The accounting cycle
is a series of steps in recording business events from the time a transaction occurs to its
reflection in the financial statements. The steps are 1) collect and analyze data from transactions
and events, 2) prepare documentation, 3) record transactions in journals, 4) post to ledgers, 5)
prepare the unadjusted general ledger trial balance, 6) prepare and post adjusting entries, 7)
prepare the adjusted trial balance, 8) prepare financial statements, and 9) prepare closing entries.
This study’s main research question is “To what extent does using computers to study the
accounting cycle lead to better knowledge acquisition?” Little investigation has been performed
on the usefulness and impact software utilization may have on students’ learning.
In this study, three groups of students are examined: those who completed an accounting case 1)
manually, using the traditional pencil and paper approach, 2) using accounting software, and 3)
first manually and then using software. The study investigates the differences in knowledge
acquisition between these three groups. The objective of this paper is twofold: 1) to provide
information on students’ acquisition of accounting knowledge using software; 2) to provide
professors and those involved in curriculum and course design with supplementary information
to assist them in computer implementation decisions.
The survey method was employed to collect information from accounting students in a
Canadian business school. The survey results indicate that the group of students who first
completed the case manually and then completed the same case using accounting software
obtained the best knowledge acquisition. This suggests that the best way for students to acquire
concrete knowledge of the accounting cycle is by completing cases using both manual and
computer methods. The results also indicate that students who completed the case using only

the accounting software experienced better knowledge acquisition than did students who
completed the case only manually. This suggests that integration of software in the classroom
can provide learning benefits. In addition, utilization of accounting software is a more accurate
reflection of the standard practices of most organizations, which may better prepare students for
the business world. Since students who use software in class appear to learn more accounting
and also leave the course with an important additional skill, course designers should consider
the integration of software into the curriculum.
The findings of this study have the potential to make a difference in the way that educators
teach and business students learn. Business education may be improved by the judicious use of
software in the classroom. In this study, the best knowledge acquisition was experienced when
manual completion of the case was immediately followed by the completion of the same case
using software. Given that the students’ background characteristics are reasonably
representative of typical undergraduate business students, and that the cases utilized are
extensively employed by several business schools across North America, these results may be
useful to instructors.
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Abstract
This study will examine and document the influence Outdoor Education has historically had on
Singaporean and Asian attitudes towards education, using Singapore as a case study. Outdoor
education and its philosophical underpinning of experiential education have spread extensively
throughout the educational and private sectors of Singapore, Southeast Asia, China, and Taiwan,
but have not been well documented in academics. Singaporean and Asian voices in this vibrant,
emerging field are not being heard and are severely underrepresented in academics. This project
will be centered on historical research and will use an inductive approach based on triangulation
of primary data which will include primarily interviews, but also observations, documents, and
correspondence. The data will be processed using thematic analysis. One-to-one personal
interviews will be conducted with over 100 prominent individuals who have been, currently are,
and are anticipated to be influential for the direction, goals, and curriculum of Outdoor Education
in Singapore. Interviews will take place during the months of July through October beginning in
July, 2013. Additionally, the interviews will be grounded by results of the very few previous
studies in Asia, current literature, and the theory of experiential education. Data from the study
will create a new knowledge base that can be used to inform and educate others, and, to
internationalize curricula in an underrepresented field.
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CONTEXT/ RESEARCH OBJECTIVE
For years, voice teachers have encouraged their students to record their voice lessons to obtain
post-performance aural feedback. This type of feedback is helpful, allowing students to accurately hear
the acoustical reality of their singing rather than what they perceive primarily through conductive
resonance. Real-time aural feedback, however, may be even more beneficial for many students.
Beyond simply recording a passage and listening back, with the use of a closed-loop aural feedback
system in the voice studio, students may accurately hear themselves in real time the way audiences do.
Real-time aural feedback may free singers from being trapped by what they hear internally, allowing
them to make the anatomical shifts necessary for well-produced sound and to associate those sounds
with a new kinesthetic feeling, all guided by the voice teacher within the lesson. The purpose of this
research is to determine whether RTAF is indeed a helpful aid in voice teaching and if so, to what
extent.
PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
I have used this technology in my voice studio for four years and have found it to be very helpful
with a variety of students and vocal issues. I plan to submit evidence of the effectiveness of RTAF
including the recordings of these singers before and after using the technology as well as spectrogram
photos that correspond with these audio examples for more objective assessment.
My method will be as follows:
• Identify problem passage with student
• Record excerpt before use of RTAF using audio technology and spectrogram (Voce
Vista-Pro)
• Try passage using RTAF; work until desired skill has been achieved
• Repeat as teacher turns down headphone volume until the student can achieve the desired
sound without external aid; discuss student’s perceptions
• Record excerpt after use of RTAF and compare aurally and visually; discuss with the
student

EXPECTED OUTCOMES
I believe that RTAF will be proven to be an effective tool in the voice studio. After regular use
of RTAF in voice lessons during the 2012 calendar year, I will attempt to identify:
• Level(s) of students (beginning, intermediate, advanced) for which RTAF was most
helpful and the degree to which it helped improve technique
• Why RTAF may not have helped others
• Types of vocal issues addressed
• Students’ ability to replicate the correct technique after using RTAF
• Students’ interest in and reaction to the use of the technology
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Abstract
With the financial meltdown in recent years, and the parade of chief financial officers
being held accountable for breaching public trust, ethics education is being discussed as
an unmet need in the study of accounting.
The Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants (HKICPA) Code of Ethics for
Professional Accountants (the Code) was revised in June 2010 to maintain convergence
with the revised Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants issued by the International
Ethics Standards Board for Accountants. The Code was revised to clarify the
requirements for all professional accountants and significantly strengthen the
independence requirements for auditors. It became effective on 1 January 2011. The
revised Code maintains the principles-based approach supplemented by detailed
requirements where necessary, resulting in a Code that is robust but also sufficiently
flexible to address the wide-ranging circumstances encountered by professional
accountants. One practical aspect of the revised Code is the additional guidance on
provisions governing acceptance of any payment in an agent-principal relationship under
the Prevention of Bribery Ordinance.
U.S. accounting standards have been described as rule-based and focused on "What are
we required to do?" But principle-based international accounting standards ask: "What
should we be doing?" To prepare students for the dynamic environment, post financial
crisis teaching of accounting ethics requires an impact and principle-based approach.
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ABSTRACT
Reading is everyone’s business in all areas. It is a buzz word that has been around since
the beginning of time. Yet we have myriads of homes, schools, and communities with nonreaders and students who do not have the knowledge to perform a simple science task. Reading
is one of the most important everyday skills that are needed in all areas, especially science. Many
have posed the question, what is the best way to teach reading across the curriculum? This is an
easy question to ask, but perhaps, a hard one to answer. There is an ancient Chinese proverb that
says “Tell Me, I Forget, Show Me, I Remember, Involve Me, I Understand”. When teaching
strategies and techniques in reading and science to reach the whole child, we have found that the
above quote verbalizes one of the most important things we do for all students, parents,
educators, policy-makers and others. Therefore, to accomplish the goals of the workshop; mini
lessons using a hands-on approach with practical literacy and science strategies that focuses on
prior knowledge and application was utilized to engage the participants. The concepts of
misconceptions of science using various literacy tools from the Students and Teachers Using
Data from Investigations in Earth System (NASA/STUDIES) project were also utilized.

The Research Objectives
According to research, “there is no one best way to teach reading”. However, from my
own personal experiences, I have observed students in many classrooms falling behind in reading
and in science. Moreover, students need the knowledge and skills to be successful readers.
Therefore, the session provided a myriad of science literacy techniques and reading strategies to
assist teachers in the elementary schools, secondary schools, post-secondary education as well as
educators of all levels and parents in their quest of learning successful reading strategies to use in
their school, home and community. Participants learned practical strategies that they needed to
implement literacy and science strategies.
Proposed Methodology
Since reading is one of the most important everyday skills, participants gained a greater
insight into how to move their students/child in the home, school and community toward
engaging in more science (STEAM) like lessons and becoming better readers and high achievers
in all areas especially reading and science.
A Discussion of Expected Outcomes









Participants learned strategies they needed to integrate literacy skills and science
techniques in their school, home, and community to teach reading “one day at a time”
across the curriculum.
Emphasis was placed on the importance of practicing reading and science skills.
More emphasis was placed on engaging students in real world activities.
A myriad of emphasis was on teaching and learning.
A positive attitude toward reading and science was instilled in the participants with real
classroom examples of reading strategies and science techniques.
Participants were challenged to use critical thinking skills.
Participants were provided with rich differentiation of instructional strategies for lowachievers while enhancing high achievers in reading and science.
Participants were encouraged to create their own high –order questions related to reading
and science.
Conclusion

This STUDIES Project workshop was very practical with hands-on engaging up to date
reading activities with literacy strategies that participants could use to motivate their students to
make connections to the real world. While being engaged in some of the concepts and
misconceptions of science, various tools from the Students and Teachers Using Data from
Investigating in Earth Systems (STUDIES) Project was provided that dealt with effective
strategies to improve student learning. It takes special people to present a session on the crossdisciplinary areas of education in reading/literacy and science. We are only two of those special
presenters.
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Abstract – Rapid growth in the computer and information technology (IT) industry has
resulted in an increasing need for specialists trained to work in these fields. Current US Bureau
of Labor Statistics indicates that employment in the fields of computer and information
processing is increasing faster than the average. The nation’s universities have long served as the
primary source for IT workers who will be responsible for the development of future
technologies. However, changing demographics among the nation’s work force have caused
students to consider new methods of education. Today, computer, Internet, and broadcast
technologies are being used to develop new methods of delivering distance and on-line learning
opportunities. Unfortunately, problems abound with the recognition of such programs among
industry leaders, by traditional brick-and-mortar institutions, and from the very students,
themselves, who enroll in these programs. While traditional colleges and universities are, for the
most part, endorsed by potential employers, such is not always the case for many programs that
are delivered on-line and from a distance. [10] The perception is being further compounded by
the rapid proliferation of massive open online courses (MOOCs) which are aimed at largescale participation and open access to students via the web. This paper provides a brief
history of online technology programs and discusses some of the issues related to acceptance and
employment of graduates from online programs. Statistics from a successful university are
presented.
Keywords: Online programs, employment, education, IT, computer science.

I. Introduction and Background
Few questions remain concerning the economic success of online programs. One question
that does linger, “is whether students who graduate from such programs are as successful as their
counterparts who graduate from more traditional institutions”? This paper will attempt to
provide answers and insight to this question by focusing on employer acceptance.
Clearly, growth within the information technology (IT) field has produced an ever-increasing
need for highly trained specialists. In 2007, US Bureau of Labor Statistics indicated that
employment in the fields of computer and information technology was “expected to increase
much faster than the average as organizations continue to adopt increasingly sophisticated
technologies” [1]. These statistics are even more accurate today. Contrast the situation with the
problems facing college graduates in other disciplines where unemployment is at all time highs
and layoffs are common.

In retrospect, one should consider that predictions of personnel shortfalls have been
commonplace in the IT industry for the past 30 years.[2,3] It is reasonable to ask, how accurate
have these projections been historically - and is there any indication that such shortfalls are likely
to continue? The answer seems to be “yes”.
Recent government estimates indicate that
four of the top ten job openings for holders of
B.S. degrees for the period 2008 to 2018 are in
IT fields and that worker demand will
continue to outstrip supply for the foreseeable
future (see Figures 1 and 2).[4,5] Michael
Sewall reported, in the Chronicle of Higher
Education, June 15, 2010, that the number of
workers with college degrees could be as
much as 3 million fewer college graduates
than needed to satisfy market demands by
2018 and that the industries with the greatest
need for workers included those in the
information technology fields. [6]
Figure 1: Where are the Jobs?
As far back as the 1990’s, in response to these well-publicized predictions, huge numbers of
college-age students sought to enter information technology programs nation-wide. In 1998,
Bronwyn Fryer [7] reported “the flood of students enrolling in computer science, electrical
engineering and IT courses keeps rising. The trend of declining enrollments that began in the
early 1980s and continued into the early 1990s has reversed itself – with a vengeance.” Today, it
is estimated that
approximately 20
million full- and
part-time students
are
currently
enrolled in degree
granting
institutions in the
United States. In
response to this
growth,
IT
departments have
had to “ramp-up”
to handle the
increase.
This
number, led by
students
taking
classes
online,
continues to grow
in very nearly all IT related disciplines.

The result is that everyone has benefited. Universities have benefited due to swelling
enrollments, students have benefited because, for the most part, these were excellent, regionally
and nationally accredited programs (being largely modeled after ACM and IEEE model
curricula), and the country, in general, has benefited since we are better positioned to maintain
our leadership in areas of technology research and development. The big winner, however, has
been online education as vast numbers of student have enrolled, and continue to enroll, to earn
course credits, certificates, licenses, and degrees in these programs. At present, it is estimated
that online students now account for approximately 30 percent of the overall numbers of students
enrolled in public, private, and for-profit institutions. Our question in this paper concerns the
issue of employer acceptance of credits gained from such programs.
The recent advent of massive open online courses (MOOCs) is further compounding the
situation. “Many of the nation’s most prestigious research universities [MIT, Stanford, Rice,
Virginia, Princeton, Harvard, Berkeley, etc.]… are signing on each month to teach free, online
courses that have drawn tens of thousands of students worldwide.” [8] And further compounding
the problem, two for-profit MOOC providers, Coursera and Udacity, were recently created by
professors who left well-known, prestigious universities in order to experiment with methods of
delivering MOOC courses. To date, Coursera, has “enrolled 1.35 million students in its free
online courses since it began just five months ago.” [9] Indeed, one course, offered by Udacity,
recently made available a free online course that attracted 160,000 students worldwide.[8] These
courses, unlike those commonly offered by for-credit online educational institutions, do not offer
college credit for courses completed, and indeed, at present, students gain little recognition for
having completed a MOOC course. In fact, few universities are even accepting transfer credits
from students who have passed MOOC courses – Colorado State University being one exception.
This seems to be changing however, as several universities are moving toward offering
credentialing or certificates to show that students have mastered certain skills. This raises a new
question of whether employers will place any significant value on information gained through
such courses.

II. Academia Responds to the Needs of Industry
As reported by Roggio and Comer [10], partial responsibility for the abrupt changes in
education lies with the shifting demographics that have occurred among the nation’s IT work
force. Older, more mature students, who are currently employed in industry, have discovered a
pressing need for education/re-education. Information technology has proven itself to have a
very short life cycle making it imperative that IT workers regularly contend with new, and
seemingly ever changing, technologies. This reality dictates that workers must continually strive
to keep their skills and knowledge up-to-date or risk obsolescence. This situation, coupled with
rising costs associated with education and the desire to balance education with work and a family
life, has made it necessary for institutions to rethink the methods they use to deliver education.
In short, it has become increasingly important that education be available at a time, place,
cost, and in a manner that accommodates an employees' work and personal life. This requires
universities to schedule more frequent offerings on evenings and weekends and at locations other
than the normal classroom setting. Thus, computer, Internet, and broadcast technologies have

blossomed, as meaningful ways to deliver distance learning opportunities to highly motivated
students who desire to gain valuable job skills or, perhaps, to even earn a degree. [7]
It should be noted that educational delivery methods designed to reach these mature students,
many whom are in the military, continue to evolve. Recent innovations in online education have
resulted in the establishment of degree programs designed to meet the specific needs of various
companies. For such programs, course content is “altered so that the students learn by working
on real projects” [11] related to the needs of their employers. Many of these programs were
designed, at the outset, for delivery online - but not all, as some include face-to-face delivery as
would be encountered in traditional education. Such programs include Babson College’s
program for Intel employees, the University of Georgia’s program for Pricewaterhouse, and the
University of Texas at Austin’s degree for IBM. Such programs are on the rise and will, most
likely continue to evolve as the success of current programs is demonstrated.

III. Concerns of Students
While online education continues to evolve and grow, many students have expressed
concerns about its promise and whether an education achieved online will allow them to achieve
their career goals. There is concern about the quality of online education, whether it is viewed as
equivalent to classical “brick-and-mortar” education, and whether it will pay dividends in the
long run. However, it should be noted, that these fears seem to be lessening. I. Elaine Allen and
Jeff Seaman, in their report, “Going the Distance: Online Education in the United States, 2011”
revealed, “that the number of students taking at least one online course has now surpassed 6
million. Now nearly one-third of all students in higher education are taking at least one online
course.” [12] What is interesting is that the report indicated that “online enrollments is ten times
that of the rate of all higher education”, and now, with MOOC courses appearing on the
landscape, these numbers are likely to grow.
Key report findings of Allen and Seaman include:
• Over 6.1 million students were taking at least one online course during the fall 2010 term,
an increase of 560,000 students over the previous year.
• The 10% growth rate for online enrollments far exceeds the 2% growth in the overall
higher education student population.
• Thirty-one percent of higher education students now take at least one course online.
• Reported year-to-year enrollment changes for fully online programs by discipline show
most are growing.
• Academic leaders believe that the level of student satisfaction is equivalent for online and
face-to-face courses.
• 65% of higher education institutions now say that online learning is a critical part of their
long-term strategy.
• There continues to be a consistent minority of academic leaders concerned that the
quality of online instruction is not equal to courses delivered face-to-face.
But a number of questions arise with regard to the value of education achieved via these
methods. New approaches to education via distance and other on-line technologies have given

rise, among both students and employers, to questions regarding their equivalence to traditional
programs from accredited institutions and programs. Will workplace employers accept and
recognize distance and newer technology-based programs in the same light as traditional
programs? Do graduate schools evaluate undergraduate degree holders from non-traditional
programs in the same manner as graduates from traditional programs? Do university faculty
accept applications for open faculty positions from those possessing graduate degrees from nontraditional programs with the same scrutiny as those applications from graduates of traditional
programs? [12]
These are important questions, that confront the work-place as society continues the
migration toward new educational paradigms. Clearly, it is always difficult to transition into new
ways of doing business; this includes education and its various modes of delivery.

IV. Education Must Change to Meet the Times
It is the contention of the authors that the rapid rise in online program availability and other
distance education programs (i.e., MOOCs) that cater to a society of intelligent, ambitious, but
work-bound students represents not only a different way of imparting education but rather
represents a completely new educational paradigm – one that is not well understood, nor fully
appreciated by current employers.
As with any paradigm shift, there is considerable resistance. For one thing, the customary
methodology of delivering classical education is well established over decades and even
centuries, and thus there exists a huge investment in traditional educational delivery approaches.
Adherents to traditional delivery, including many employers, are convinced that no other
approach offers the same quality. Pamela Hieronymi [13] makes the case that “education is not
the transmission of information or ideas” but, rather, it “is the training needed to make use of
information and ideas. As information breaks loose from bookstores and libraries and floods onto
computers and mobile devices, that training becomes more important, not less.” “Technology
can make education better. It will do so, in part, by forcing” educators “to reflect on what
education is, identify what only a person can do, and devote educators' time to that.” Hieronymi
states, “many courses simply convey information and provide technical vocational skills.” These
could be readily offered at a distance. “But the core task of training minds is labor-intensive; it
requires the time and effort of smart, highly trained individuals. We will not make it significantly
less time-consuming without sacrificing quality.”
Certainly we would all agree that a college education is expensive, but hopefully, we would
also agree that “colleges do things other than educate.” The simple experience of attending
classes at a traditional institution offers an education in and of itself. The social aspects and
dynamics associated with classroom participation are valuable experiences. As such, the prime
goal of online education should be to make the mission of education less expensive, but to do so
without sacrificing its quality. Online education is dictating that educators, themselves, must
rethink their understanding of what education is - just as employers must.

V. Meeting the Needs of Employers
The question of “whether the needs of employers are being met” should be preceded by one
that asks, “what are employers looking for when they seek to hire a new graduate”?
CollegeGrad.com [14], in 2005, released the results of a survey of employers that sought to
answer that question. The results, although somewhat surprising, are shown in Figure 3 below.
Based on results obtained from the survey, grades and the school attended are not major factors
in whether a person will be hired by a particular company. Employers are, instead, looking for
skills that are difficult to train: practical experience, technical skills required for the job,
communication
skills, etc. In short,
employers
are
looking for people
who can perform
and who have the
skills to apply what
they have learned
in school.
Eduventure
[15], in 1995,
reported that online
degrees
were
gaining
in
acceptance among employers and that students graduating from online schools were expected to
have the same set of job skills as their traditional counterparts. Eduventure reported, “of the 505
employers surveyed, more than 62 percent have a favorable attitude toward online instruction
and perceive the quality of online learning to have the same if not greater merit than classroom
instruction.”
As the number of students who are interested in returning to school increases, particularly
among older students and military members, the number of online programs will continue to
increase and will offer an attractive alternative to traditional brick-and-mortar institutions.
Interestingly, many traditional universities, recognizing the potential of online education have
joined the fray and are now offering hybrid, or blended, degrees consisting of some number of
on-campus courses and some online. One such example, New York State University, allows
students to take 90 percent of their coursework on campus in the classroom, and the remaining
10 percent online. Students can also receive the same degree by completing 90 percent of their
classes online and only 10 percent on campus. Graduating students receive a degree, with no
differentiation, from New York State. Additionally, transfer credits for online courses taken at
another regionally accredited university are generally accepted.[16]
Still, education gained online is a controversial subject among some employers. Many have
expressed distrust and cite reasons that include:
•

lack of rigor,

•
•
•
•

lack of face-to-face interactions,
increased potential for academic dishonesty,
association with diploma mills,
concerns about online students’ true commitment evident from regularly venturing to
a college or university physical location, considered by some to be an important part
of the educational experience. [17]

Many employers believe that examinations, administered and observed by proctors, are the
sole way to rigidly ensure that an online student’s skills are being properly evaluated.
Fundamental to this debate are statements in the Higher Education Act that Congress
reauthorized and signed into law on March 30, 2010. The bill required “an institution that offers
distance education or correspondence education to have processes through which the institution
establishes that the student who registers in a distance education or correspondence education
course or program is the same student who participates in and completes the program and
receives the academic credit”. [18] Federal regulations, arising from implementation details of
the law, have been modified to allow colleges to satisfy the requirement by providing secure logins and passwords or proctored examinations; thus, addressing a major concern for most
traditional educators and employers.
In spite of the concerns outlined above, acceptance by employers seems to be growing and
many universities and corporations are reportedly hiring applicants with degrees obtained online.
Indeed, many companies are providing tuition reimbursement for attendance in such programs.
This acceptance will, undoubtedly accelerate as more traditional and high profile institutions
seek to offer purely online and/or blended programs. Reports indicate that colleges providing
such degrees are growing, and as increasing numbers of professionals receive their degrees and
professional training using these means, employers uncertain of online degrees will need to reevaluate their position. Distance programs are gaining inertia in the education industry as
technology becomes more sophisticated and the demand for degreed employees accelerates.

VI. Are Employer’s Needs Being Satisfied?
Hard statistical information pertaining to the acceptability of credentials obtained through
online education programs is difficult to find. While a vast number of papers and reports have
been published that include comments and sentiments expressing opinions such as:
•

“…students who watched lectures online instead of attending in-person classes
performed slightly worse in the course over all...live instruction benefits Hispanic
students, male students, and lower-achieving students in particular.” [19]

•

“Recent graduates who apply for jobs without much work experience may find that
having an online degree on their résumé translates into having little chance of being
hired” [20]

•

“So long as the degree is from an accredited university, it shouldn’t make a
difference if it’s a traditional or online degree, but in reality it does make a difference
because there are no real online engineering courses that can simulate the hands-on
courses you need.” [21]

•

“We don’t hire people with online degrees. We primarily hire engineers, and we
target very well-established engineering degree programs. The chance for someone
with an online degree to get in is not very likely. It’s not very likely they have the
skill set.” [21]

In reality, it is difficult to obtain anything other than anecdotal information concerning the
success of online institutions. In an attempt to provide real-world information, the authors turned
to Dean Eric Ackerman, School of Computer and Information Sciences, Nova Southeastern
University, Ft. Lauderdale, FL (esa@nsu.nova.edu) for information about Nova’s online
programs. That information follows.

A. Background: Nova Southeastern University (NSU)
Nova Southeastern University (NSU) is a private, coeducational, nonsectarian, research
university located in Broward County, Florida, United States. The university is the eighth-largest
not-for-profit private university in the nation. NSU currently consists of 18 colleges and schools
offering over 175 programs of study with more than 250 majors. NSU is classified as a high
research and community engaged university by the Carnegie Foundation, and is a first-tier
research university as designated by the Florida Legislature. The university is accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
The Graduate School of Computer and Information Sciences (GSCIS) at Nova Southeastern
University conducts basic and applied research and provides a number of graduate programs in
computer science, information technology, information systems, information security, and
educational technology. The GSCIS provides educational programs of distinction to prepare
students for leadership roles in information technology. Its strengths include flexible online and
campus-based formats for its six M.S. and four Ph.D. programs as well as for its graduate
certificate programs. All programs enable working professionals to earn degrees without
interrupting their careers. Online master’s degree programs require no campus attendance and
are available to part-time or full-time students worldwide. A unique online Ph.D. program
requires up to four campus weekend visits each year. The school’s M.S. students may apply for
early admission into a Ph.D. program, which provides the opportunity to earn the doctorate in a
shorter time.
B. The Numbers: Graduates, Programs, Specialties, and Occupations (2000-2012)
Taken as a representative university offering a number of graduate programs in the
computing disciplines, the following data has been gathered and summarized in Table 1. Shown
are the number of graduates from Nova’s GSCIS programs since 2000.

It can readily be seen that
the numbers are reasonably
constant, with little, or no,
apparent
trends
being
observable.
The graduate
certificate program is a part
of Nova’s graduate offerings
that consists of a five-course
sequence designed to provide
the student a focused set of
skills for dealing with today's
challenging problems. Nova offers a blended program with all courses being made available online, but with most also being made available on-campus. Certificates can usually be completed
in one year.
Further analysis of the numbers
reveals that, while there are some smaller
degree/certificate offerings, the vast
majority of the graduating students have
earned a master’s degree or a doctorate, as
shown in Table 2. (Data for a few of
Nova’s small certificate programs were
purposed omitted from the table).
Within this group of graduates, it can be observed that a wide diversity of degrees were
conferred within the overall computing discipline (see Table 3). The largest number of degrees
earned is the Master’s degree with a total of 194 followed by a large number of doctorates
numbering 93. It is interesting to note that of the several programs for which data was collected,
the Computer Technology in Education (with its four options) conferred degrees and certificates
to 100 students. Traditional computer science degrees were conferred to 31 students and
computer information systems degrees were awarded to 46 students,

A few of the programs only conferred degrees at the doctorate level and the master’s level.

For example, the total number of degrees conferred in Information Science totaled 11 and for
Information Systems the number was 45. At the masters level, Information Technology
conferred eight degrees; management information systems conferred 89 - the most popular of all
master’s degree programs.
Of the numbers who have graduated, one-hundred seventeen have accepted employment
positions in academe’. Looking more closely, the breakout, based upon how graduates term their
jobs, we find the distribution found in Table 4 below.
The ‘Other’ category deserves some explanation. As it turns out, this ‘catch all’ job title
included a wide range of job specialties. Among these are Teacher (the most popular), program
coordinator, network administrator, faculty member, counselor, curriculum support specialist,
senior administrator, director of libraries, director of research and development, and technical
operations manager.
In
looking
at
occupations other than
Education, the range is
quite diverse. Yet some
positions are worth
noting.
Not in any
particular
order,
graduates
calling
themselves
engineers
total 9, consultants – 9,
Chief
Executive
Officers (CEO, CIO,
CTO,
COO)
13,
Managers 24, presidents
18, program managers 6, project managers 11, software engineers 12, vice presidents 13. But the
most intriguing of all are those with the title ‘senior.’ These totaled 42, and they included titles
such as senior software analyst, senior engineer, senior research engineer, senior programmer,
senior manager, senior consultant, senior business analyst, senior auditor, and senior analyst.
While the total numbers are quite diverse and distributed, education is the top employer of
Nova graduates followed by a wide variety of industry positions, many of which are in
management or senior positions.

VII.

Conclusions

“Originally conceived as a “substitute” form of education, instruction by correspondence or
distance education has developed into a “preferred alternative” for millions of people who seek
education and training.” [23] In short, online education is here, is growing, and is becoming a
viable alternative to traditional means of education. Employers are being confronted by
increasing numbers of applicants from these programs, and, as these students are hired and prove

themselves, it is expected that the numbers will continue to increase. Nova Southeastern
University is proving itself to be a primary contributor of talented employees that are having a
positive impact on the academy.
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Abstract
This is a study of student teachers’ opinions on language learning and language teaching. The
participants were Swedish first-year students in the ages between 19 and 24 training to become
teachers of English with no previous studies of methodology in language teaching. Their
attitudes to 17 common statements about language learning and teaching were surveyed by
means of a questionnaire. The answers given to nine of the statements are presented and
discussed in this paper. It was found that some of the opinions displayed by the participants go
against the results of previous research within the field. Thus, a tentative conclusion can be
drawn that in some cases a more conscious awareness of the complexities of language learning
and teaching is needed for the student teachers to be more capable in their future profession.
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Introduction
Language is generally a topic that all people have an opinion on. Presumably, this is so
because language belongs to everyone. All children with normal development learn a
language if provided with linguistic input. As a consequence, there are also many opinions on
how to best learn a foreign language, which vary in terms of their evidential basis. So-called
‘folk beliefs’ is a well-known phenomenon in many scientific disciplines; second language
acquisition is no exception.
As the body of research on and knowledge of how languages are acquired grows it is
interesting to compare scientific results and folk beliefs about this process to see whether or
not misconceptions persist. In particular, it is interesting to know what views student teachers
have when they embark on a teaching programme and what impact, if any, teaching practice
and methodology classes have on these views.
This paper presents the first results from a study investigating how student teachers’
attitudes to language learning and teaching develop and change during a teacher training
programme. A follow-up of these results is planned to take place at the end of this year. Also,
new groups of teacher students will be asked about their opinions in order to strengthen or
refute the conclusions reached in this study.
Research on Second Language Learning and Teaching – a Brief Overview
Much has happened within the field of second language learning and teaching since the
heyday of behaviourism in the 1950s when learning a language was not considered different
from any other kind of learning, nothing more than the formation of habits (see Skinner,
1957). The behaviouristic views on language learning were severely criticised by, among
others, Chomsky (1959), who later published his theory about Universal Grammar and the
innateness of language. Chomsky’s works were to have a considerable influence on
subsequent research, particularly within psycholinguistics and studies of first language
acquisition (e.g., Brown, 1973), which also sparked an interest in second language acquisition
(SLA). One of the major empirical findings of early SLA studies was that there were many

similarities with children’s first language acquisition, but also differences, for example, the
fact that the second language (L2) seems to be acquired in a pre-determined order just as the
first language (L1), but not exactly in the same order.
A very influential attempt from the early 1980s to present a comprehensive account of
SLA is Krashen’s Monitor Model (1981, 1982, 1985), which was based on five basic
hypotheses: the Acquisition-Learning hypothesis, the Monitor hypothesis, the Natural Order
hypothesis, the Input hypothesis and the Affective Filter hypothesis. Although Krashen’s
hypotheses have been criticised for being vague, imprecise and lacking in empirical data (e.g.,
McLaughlin 1978; Swain 1985; White 1987) they have nonetheless inspired much research
within SLA. In that respect, especially the Input hypothesis has been influential and
stimulated many studies of input, interaction and output (e.g., Long, 1996; Swain, 1985,
2000), studies that are carried out within a sociocultural perspective on SLA. The Interaction
hypothesis, as proposed by Long (e.g., 1996), suggests that when learners interact
linguistically with other people they have to negotiate for meaning and this
negotiation for meaning, and especially negotiation work that triggers interactional adjustments
by the N[ative]S[peaker] or more competent interlocutor, facilitates acquisition because it
connects input, internal learner capacities, particularly selective attention, and output in
productive ways. (Long, 1996: 451–452)

The negotiation of meaning can be seen as taking place in the scaffolded environment
Vygotsky (1978) has named the Zone of Proximal Development. It is, however, also of vital
import that learners pay attention to language forms in order for learning to happen. Learners
need to notice (Schmidt, 1994) the occurrence of a linguistic feature before the processing of
it can lead to learning. It is also likely that a prerequisite for noticing is that the learner has
reached the developmental stage necessary (Pienemann 1998; also, see below on
processability and teachability) for learning this particular feature.
The importance of output is emphasised by Swain (e.g., 1985, 2000) in her Output
hypothesis. In contrast to Krashen’s (1985) Input hypothesis, she claims that input alone,
comprehensible or not, is not sufficient if learners are to develop an all-round linguistic
competence (Swain, 1985). They also need to produce language themselves because
output pushes learners to process language more deeply – with more mental effort – than does
input. …. Output may stimulate learners to move from the semantic, open-ended, strategic
processing prevalent in comprehension to the complete grammatical processing needed for
accurate production. (Swain, 2000: 99)

Important within the sociocultural perspective is also the role of feedback, in particular what
kinds of feedback are provided by the teacher. Recasts have been shown to be one of the most
commonly used ways of correcting learners’ mistake (Mitchell & Myles, 2004: 181). Results
from different studies are, however, inconclusive as to the benefits of recasts. Oliver (1995:
476) concludes that “recasts can only be usable if they are within the learnability range” of the
learner, that is, learners need to recognise the recast as corrective feedback and not just as an
instance of rephrasing of their utterance. It seems to be the case that adults are more likely
than young learners to do this (Lightbown & Spada, 2006: 130). Lyster (1998) comes to the
conclusion that recasts constitute an effective feedback strategy for phonological errors but
less so for grammatical mistakes. However, it has yet to be shown whether or not repairs
learners make after feedback lead to long-term acquisition or if learners forget them as soon
as they have been uttered (Mitchell & Myles, 2004: 181).
Another view of SLA is represented by the cognitivist or developmental perspective,
which focusses on, among other things, how learners process linguistic information in the L2

(e.g., Anderson, 1983, 2004; McLaughlin, 1987) and what different strategies they use to
ensure effective learning. O’Malley and Chamot (1990: 46) divide these learning strategies
into three categories: metacognitive, cognitive and social/affective strategies. Each of the
strategies in turn contains a selection of sub-strategies. The choice of which learning
strategies to use is very much tied to the individual learner and much interest has also been
focussed on differences between learners and what characteristic traits they display. The traits
are commonly divided into cognitive (intelligence, aptitude, and learning strategies) and
affective (attitude, motivation, and anxiety or willingness to communicate) (Mitchell &
Myles, 2004; 25–26).
Also part of the cognitivist perspective on SLA is Pienemann’s (e.g., 1998) Processability
theory, according to which a learner over time acquires the procedural skills needed to process
the L2. Different levels of language processing require skills that are more or less
sophisticated and the learner is not able to formulate hypotheses about L2 features they cannot
yet process (1998: 87). This would also account for variability and change in learners’
interlanguage 1 and explain the fact that also L2 seems to be acquired in developmental
sequences (Pienemann 1998). An entailment of the Processability theory with implications for
second language teaching is the Teachability hypothesis (Pienemann, 1998: 250ff). What this
hypothesis predicts is that it does not matter how pedagogically well-structured the
presentation of a particular linguistic feature is if this feature belongs to a stage which is too
far above the linguistic level of the learners. 2 If this is the case, learning will not take place. In
other words, learners must have internalised previous stages before they are ready to move up
in the developmental hierarchy.
Aim of the Study
The aim of this paper is, firstly, to shed light on the views student teachers have on language
learning and language teaching and, secondly, to show whether or not these views correspond
with results from research carried out within the field.
Method and Material
To fulfil the aim, a questionnaire (see Appendix A) was used. It comprised 17 commonly held
views about language learning and teaching (adapted from Lightbown & Spada, 2006: xvii–
xviii) which the participants had to consider indicating on a six-graded scale whether they
strongly agreed (1) or strong disagreed (6). An even number of grades on the scale was
chosen to force the participants to position themselves on either of the two sides: either more
towards agreement or more towards disagreement. The participants were also asked to
motivate their standpoint. This was done to make it possible to detect any changes in how
they had reasoned when indicating their standpoint in an up-coming ‘revisited’ study later this
year. The questionnaire was handed out to the participants at the beginning of their first
English course.
Participants
The participants were a group of first-year student teachers training to become English
teachers at secondary or upper secondary school. The group consisted of a total of nine
1

A term introduced by Selinker (1969) to illustrate that learner language has its own internal structure and is
both systematic and dynamic.
2
In this respect, the Teachability hypothesis shows similarities with Krashen’s (1985) Input hypothesis, which
claims that input should not exceed i+1 to be comprehensible to the learner.

students in the ages between 19 and 24. They did not have any previous experience of
language-teaching methodology classes and had experienced teaching languages only to a
very limited extent during a two-week teaching practice during the previous term.
Results
In what follows, not all of the answers to the different statements are presented but only those
directly concerned with the teaching and acquisition of a second or a foreign language.
Furthermore, only those statements where the student teachers (or at least a majority of them)
have an opinion deviating from what research has shown to be the case or where opinions
differ markedly within the group are dealt with. The complete results can, however, be found
in Appendix B. In all the figures in this section, 1 stands for strongly agree and 6 for strongly
disagree.
Statement 3: Highly intelligent people are good language learners.
One conclusion to be drawn from the answers to Statement 3 is that this apparently was a
rather difficult statement on which to take up a definite position.
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Figure 1. Answer rate in per cent for Statement 3.

As shown in Figure 1, the majority of the participants have positioned themselves on the
middle value 4 whereas no one chose either of the extreme ends of the scale. The key
difficulty when taking a stand on this statement is how to define highly intelligent. When
intelligence is discussed it is often in the form measured by IQ tests, which primarily test
abstract and logical thinking. Many participants mentioned in their answers that it depends on
how intelligence is measured and that it is not necessarily a prerequisite for being a good
language learner. However, a high level of IQ usually hints to success in learning
environments where the focus lies on learning about language (Lightbown & Spada, 2006:
185), that is, metalinguistic knowledge such as grammatical rules. This is also acknowledged
by some of the participants. On the other hand, there are also known cases of people with a
very low level of IQ who still excel in languages (Smith & Tsimpli, 1995; Yamada, 1990), socalled linguistic savants. A high intelligence (as measured by traditional IQ tests) can thus be
said to be an indication of success in language learning by not the one and only determining
factor.

Statement 6: Most of the mistakes that second language learners make are due to
interference from their first language.
An overwhelming majority of the participants agreed with this statement: Close to 90% of
them positioned themselves between the values 1 and 3 on the scale (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Answer rate in per cent for Statement 6.

Research shows, however, that even though an L2 learner’s L1 is a major source to mistakes
made it is not the source of most mistakes (Lightbown & Spada, 2006: 187). A few of the
participants also correctly commented that the L1 is not the only source for errors. It has been
shown (see, e.g., Brown, 2000: 218; Klein & Perdue, 1993) that L2 learners of English
speaking different L1s often make the same mistakes. Furthermore, and interestingly enough,
these mistakes often mirror mistakes made by children learning English as their L1 (Brown,
2000: 68). It should also be recognised that knowledge of another language often contributes
in a positive way to L2 acquisition, in particular if the languages are closely related.
Statement 7: The best way to learn new vocabulary is through reading.
As shown in Figure 3, opinions are quite evenly divided on this matter.
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Figure 3. Answer rate in per cent for Statement 7.

Research seems to confirm the participants’ opinions: Reading is a major source to
vocabulary growth, at least within L1 acquisition and during a child’s school years

(Lightbown & Spada, 2006: 188). On the other hand, research shows that although L2
learners’ vocabularies grow the more they read, for them to benefit the most from reading
quite large quantities of reading is required. Grabe and Stoller maintain that “[m]ost L2
readers are simply not exposed to enough L2 print (through reading) to build fluent
processing. …. Nor do they have enough exposure to build a large recognition vocabulary”
(2002: 47). In a Canadian study of English as a L2, Horst (2005: 378) concludes that more
than two books each term is necessary for substantial vocabulary growth to take place.
Similarly, research by Nation and Wang Ming-tzu (1999: 368) has shown that one graded
reader 3 per week is the minimum if L2 learners are to encounter new words with enough
frequency for learning to take place. This is not an aspect that was brought up by any of the
participants. Instead, many of them argued for a varied approach where different skills –
reading as well as speaking and listening – were practised and used. None of the participants
mentioned writing as a way of learning new vocabulary, even though it must be considered an
excellent way of recycling recently learned words and anchor them in long-term memory.
Statement 8: It is essential for learners to be able to pronounce all the individual sounds
in the second language.
Statement 8 was another example of a statement with quite a wide spread of answers, as
illustrated in Figure 4:
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Figure 4. Answer rate in per cent for Statement 8.

The aspect participants focussed on most in their answers was the ability to make oneself
understood. As long as that is possible, pronunciation is not that important. Some recent
research (Derwing, Munro & Wiebe, 1998; Derwing & Rossiter, 2003; Hahn, 2004) points
out that rather than focussing on the exact pronunciation of individual sounds it is more
important to emphasise and explicitly teach suprasegmentals, that is, rhythm, stress,
intonation, etc. Derwing and Rossiter’s (2003: 14) findings indicate that native speakers
generally do not consider pronunciation errors as interfering with comprehensibility.
Furthermore, the results of their study show that explicit teaching of prosody improved how
students were rated as regards both comprehensibility and fluency (Derwing & Rossiter,
2003: 13). Similarly, Hahn (2004: 215) reports that comprehension was enhanced when
primary stress was correct. Her results also reveal that native speakers view non-native
speakers who use correct primary stress more positively than those who do not. Using correct
3

”Graded readers are books which are specifically written or adapted for second language learners” (Nation &
Wang Ming-tzu, 1999: 356).

stress patterns is also very important for the proper realisation of different speech acts in the
L2 (Bardovi-Harlig, 1999: 697).
Statement 9: Once learners know roughly 1,000 words and the basic structure of a
language, they can easily participate in conversations with native speakers.
Most participants found this statement difficult and two chose not to give any answer at all.
As can be seen in Figure 5, opinions vary although there is a slight preference among the
participants for agreeing with the statement.
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Figure 5. Answer rate in per cent for Statement 9.

It is difficult to calculate how many words an L2 learner needs to acquire in order to get on in
the L1 society. In his Basic English, Ogden (1944: 10) claims that 850 words are sufficient for
everyday communication in idiomatic English. One problem with Ogden’s Basic English,
though, a problem that has been highlighted by subsequent research (see Carter & McCarthy,
1988: 3), is that many of the words included are highly polysemous and not as straightforward
and simple as they might seem at first glance. It is also the case that both children and adults
experience problems when learning words with more than one meaning (Degani & Tokowicz,
2010; Doherty, 2004; Mazzocco, 1997). More recent estimates than Ogden’s indicate that
everyday conversations generally require approximately 2,000 words (Lightbown & Spada,
2006: 96). However, it is often the case that less frequent words are very important for the
understanding of an utterance of a text. Studies have shown that at least 95 per cent of the
words (corresponding to a vocabulary size of about 5,000 words) need to be known if the
hearer/reader is to be able to infer the meaning of new words from the context (Laufer, 1992:
127; Nation, 2001: 149–150). In addition to developing a basic vocabulary and knowledge of
the basic structures of the L2, learners also need to develop interlanguage pragmatics
(Bardovi-Harlig, 1999), that is, knowledge about how different speech acts such as requesting
and apologising are appropriately realised in the L2.
Statement 10: Teachers should present grammatical rules one at a time, and learners
should practise examples of each one before going on to another.
The participants’ opinions as regards this statement are inclined towards agreeing: Two-thirds
positioned themselves between 1 and 3 on the scale.
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Figure 6. Answer rate in per cent for Statement 10.

This result is interesting since it is somewhat contrary to what research says about language
not being acquired in a strictly linear way. It is true that many grammatical features seem to
be acquired in a hierarchical sequential fashion (see, e.g., Pienemann, 1998) and Statement 11
below), but it is also true that learners are likely to display more than one stage of a certain
developmental sequence when using language spontaneously (Ellis, 1985: 119; Mitchell &
Myles, 2004: 16). It is also likely that there will be a decrease in the correct use of
grammatical rules already encountered when new ones are introduced (Ellis, 1985: 127;
Lightbown, 1983: 230). So, rather than looking at L2 development as a straight line it is more
useful to see it as two-steps-forward-one-step-back movement in which the learner’s
interlanguage is adjusted as new rules are assimilated and automatised. Furthermore, learners
need varied input if they are to develop a rich and varied L2 and exposing them to somewhat
impoverished language can thus not be considered beneficial to language development
(Lightbown & Spada, 2006: 189; Thornbury, 1999: 10).
Statement 11: Teachers should teach simple language structures before complex ones.
The dominance for agreement with this eleventh statement (see Figure 7) was even stronger
than was the case for the previous one. Only one participant chose a position on the
disagreement end of the scale.
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Figure 7. Answer rate in per cent for Statement 11.
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Again, this overwhelming support of the statement is contrary to results from research carried
out. Much of what has already been mentioned in connection to the previous statement is also
applicable here. According to the Teachability hypothesis (Pienemann, 1998: 13), certain
structures are acquired earlier than others and how structures are presented in formal
instruction does not influence this natural order. Learners will acquire correct forms in time
when an earlier stage has been properly integrated into their interlanguage. For teachers, it is
thus important to know their students well enough to accommodate for different levels of
linguistic competence. Another aspect to take into consideration here is the frequency of
structures, that is, how often learners come into contact with a particular grammatical
structure. What could be regarded as complex structures might be very frequent in the
linguistic input that learners receive and, as a consequence, likely to be learned with more
ease than apparently simple structures occurring less frequently in the input.
Statement 12: Learners’ errors should be corrected as soon as they are made in order to
prevent the formation of bad habits.
This is a statement that echoes claims of the behaviourist approach to language learning,
which was seen as the formation of habits (Skinner, 1957), but the support among participants
for this statement is strong, as shown in Figure 8. More than one of them expresses the urgent
need to nip errors in their bud with the motivation that bad habits are quickly formed but
difficult to change.
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Figure 8. Answer rate in per cent for Statement 12.

Research is somewhat ambivalent towards this matter: It depends on what kinds of error are
made. Errors are natural and frequently occurring in language acquisition, be it L1 or L2
acquisition. Learners commonly try out hypotheses about language and language use and
sometimes they get it wrong. This, however, cannot be taken as evidence that the formation of
a bad habit is on its way. As mentioned previously, a learner’s interlanguage changes
constantly over time (Mitchell & Myles, 2004: 16) and it is not unusual that correct forms are
mixed with ungrammatical ones. Moreover, constant error correction could deter some
students from even trying to express themselves in the L2. What must also be taken into
account here is what type of error correction the teacher uses – explicit correction or more
implicit forms such as recasts. Different studies have so far yielded inconclusive results on
what type of feedback is to be preferred (see Nicholas, Lightbown, & Spada, 2001). Many
factors influence how learners receive and interpret corrective feedback, for example, what
part of language is corrected (phonology, grammar, etc.), but also the learner’s age and
motivation. Nevertheless, if an error persists and if it is frequent in a larger group of learners

then the teacher needs to make the learners aware of the problem in order to avoid
fossilisation of language.
Statement 15: Students learn what they are taught.
Again, a statement on which opinions differ to cover the whole scale available. The numbers
in Figure 9 show that participants divide themselves equally between the two sides. One
participant chose not to take up a standpoint on this statement.
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Figure 9. Answer rate in per cent for Statement 15.

As anyone working as a teacher knows, it is seldom the case that this statement is correct, at
least not right away. Teacher-provided input is almost never the same as student intake. This
fact may have many causes, but important to consider is Pienemann’s (e.g., 1998) work on
processability and teachability (see the results for Statements 10 and 11 above). For teachers,
it is therefore vital to know the language level of their students. In their comments, some of
the participants relate the lack of learning to bad teaching, while others focus on the
individual student’s (lack of) motivation and interest. Many also mention that much of what
students know they have learned outside of school during spare-time activities performed in
the L2. Even though this is not explicitly mentioned, it seems as though the participants make
a distinction between learning, which is related to the classroom situation, and acquisition,
which happens when they are engaged in things they like to do (cf. Krashen, 1981). That
spare-time activities in the L2 are important for language development is also corroborated by
Sundqvist’s (2009) study on Swedish ninth graders’ extramural English activities and their
impact on oral proficiency and vocabulary growth. What L2 activities students engage in in
their spare-time is thus essential for teachers to consider and incorporate in their teaching.
Discussion and Concluding Remarks
The results from the questionnaire confirm that the participants in this study, student teachers
in their first year of education, do entertain some of the popular folk beliefs that exist about
language learning and teaching, views that contrast with what research within the field has
shown to be the case. The results also show that in some cases there is a need for a more
conscious awareness of how complex the undertaking of teaching, as well as learning,
language is in order for the student teachers to be more capable in their future profession. In
what follows, the conclusions that can be drawn from the analysis of the participants’ answers
to the different statements are discussed.

Statement 3: Highly intelligent people are good language learners. It is a reassuring
finding that the participants are aware of the fact that intelligence can be so much more than
just abstract and logical thinking. In their answers, some of them also give evidence of having
knowledge about Gardner’s (1993) theory of multiple intelligences. Whether this was
something that had been brought up during previous pedagogy classes could not be
determined from the participants’ answers. An aspect related to the theory of multiple
intelligences, which is important to discuss in methodology classes and to implement at lower
levels of schooling, is the existence of different learning styles. It is essential to sensitise
student teachers in this respect so they will be able to elaborate methods in the classroom that
are suitable for all their future students.
Statement 6: Most of the mistakes that second language learners make are due to
interference from their first language. The fact that most of the participants agreed to this too
simplistic statement cannot be regarded as too serious since it is not likely to influence their
teaching in any particularly negative way. However, more discussion is needed on what kind
of influence – negative or positive – a learner’s first language exerts and what other possible
sources of mistakes there are to be taken into consideration in the language classroom.
Statement 7: The best way to learn new vocabulary is through reading. This statement
was embraced very positively by most of the participants, but they did not give evidence of
having a more explicit picture of how this would actually be carried out in schools.
Discussions during methodology classes on similar matters have revealed the same lack of
insight. The student teachers are very positively tuned towards using fiction in their future
teaching and they emphasise how important fiction is as a motivational factor in language
learning. It seems not, however, to be the case that they have considered factors such as
quantity and time. Thorough discussions are thus necessary, discussions that will hopefully
lead to raised awareness of the extent of reading and time needed to expand a learner’s
vocabulary.
Statement 8: It is essential for learners to be able to pronounce all the individual sounds
in the second language. Many of the participants expressed the view that comprehensibility is
more important than correct pronunciation. In one way their answers conform to what
research has established as facts, but this is still only half the truth. The answers given by the
participants indicate that they have not considered the importance of suprasegmentals to the
overall pronunciation pattern of a language. Since studies have shown that native speakers are
more sensitive to errors concerning these features it is important to open student teachers’
eyes in this respect. Most likely, they have only a limited understanding of how
suprasegmental errors affect overall comprehensibility.
Statement 9: Once learners know roughly 1,000 words and the basic structure of a
language, they can easily participate in conversations with native speakers. This is, of course,
a difficult statement to position oneself to since it is dependent on many factors, one being
what words are included among the 1,000. One participant commented that if the 1,000 words
were part of the learner’s active vocabulary then the passive vocabulary ought to contain even
more words, which is another aspect to factor in: What does it mean to “know” a word? Is it
enough to understand it or should you also be able to produce it in the appropriate
circumstances? Discussions on a possible core vocabulary – what words should be focussed
on in the language classroom – could also be a fruitful activity in methodology classes to raise
student teachers’ awareness of how writers of textbooks choose and organise vocabulary.
Another aspect of vocabulary knowledge that student teachers are unlikely to have reflected
on is pragmatics, for example, what words and phrases to use to make a request. Pragmatic
expressions are generally best learned as chunks and not as individual words put together and
this is a fact that should be drawn to the attention of future teachers.

Statement 10: Teachers should present grammatical rules one at a time, and learners
should practise examples of each one before going on to another and Statement 11: Teachers
should teach simple language structures before complex ones. These two statements are
connected and the participants’ answers to them are therefore discussed at the same time.
These are the two statements where the participants’ answers deviated the most from the
results of research within the field. Most of the answers reflect a very rigid and engrained
attitude among the participants: They advocate the importance of learning “the basics” first
without really defining what that is or what constitutes a simple and a complex language
structure, respectively. Moreover, their answers seem to indicate that they adhere completely
to the opinion that language develops in a linear and straightforward way. It thus seems that
adding to the student teachers’ knowledge about teachability and processability is an essential
task for methodology teachers.
Statement 12: Learners’ errors should be corrected as soon as they are made in order to
prevent the formation of bad habits. This statement is concerned with a central feature of
language teaching: The when and how of corrections. The participants present quite a
simplistic view of the nature of errors in language production: They are always negative and
must be eradicated immediately, which give evidence of a lack of insight into the particular
role errors play in language development. In addition, in their answers to this statement, none
of the participants mentioned different forms of correction. Rather, they seemed not to have
reflected on whether or not there was more than one way for teachers to give corrective
feedback to students. However, when confronted with Statement 16, Teachers should respond
to students’ errors by correctly rephrasing what they have said rather than by explicitly
pointing out the error, they all positioned themselves on the agreement side of the scale. The
conclusion to be drawn then is that even though they may not be consciously aware of
different ways of correcting student errors, when explicitly asked they are able to judge the
appropriateness of one method over the other.
Statement 15: Students learn what they are taught. In their motivating answers some of
the participants decided on the easy option to blame the teacher and bad teaching for any lack
of learning. Could this be the reason for their choice of future profession? In addition, many
participants also explicitly stated that much L2 development occurs through spare-time
activities with no relation to schoolwork. During discussions in methodology classes quite a
few of the participants express that they plan to use more non-traditional teaching materials
and techniques when they have received their diploma and start working as qualified teachers.
In conclusion, even though small in scale the present study shows the importance of
charting student teachers’ opinions and attitudes to language learning and teaching in order to
know what to focus on in methodology classes. This should be done to eliminate any
misconceptions that student teachers display in the early stages of their education,
misconceptions that, if left unchallenged, may affect the student teachers’ classroom
performance in an undesirable way. The study also demonstrates how essential it is that
student teachers early on are introduced to the latest findings within the field of language
learning and teaching in the hope that they, when having finished their education, will
continue to keep up to date with research. The hoped-for results of the revisited study next
term are an improved awareness among the student teachers of the complexity of language
learning and teaching, a more humble attitude towards the daunting task of learning and
teaching languages and also a more extensive insight into research results within the field.
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Appendix A
The questionnaire
The statements in the questionnaire are adapted from Lightbown and Spada (2006: xvii–xviii). In the
questionnaire answered by the participants there were seven lines provided for the writing of their
motivation. To save space, these have been removed in the Appendix.

Popular opinions about language learning and teaching:
What do you think?
This questionnaire is part of a small-scale scientific study of attitudes to language learning and teaching and how
they develop and/or possibly change during a teacher training programme. Participants in the study will, of
course, be anonymous.
Your name: ______________________________________________________________
Previous experience of learning or teaching languages? _________________________________________
Previous studies of methodology in language teaching? _________________________________________
Indicate the extent to which you agree with each statement by circling the appropriate number between
strongly agree and strongly disagree 4. Justify your position.

1. Languages are learned mainly through imitation.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
2. Parents usually correct young children when they make grammatical errors.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
3. Highly intelligent people are good language learners.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
4. The most important predictor of success in second language acquisition is motivation.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
5.

The earlier a second language is introduced in school programmes, the greater the likelihood of success
in learning.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
6.

Most of the mistakes that second language learners make are due to interference from their first
language.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
7. The best way to learn new vocabulary is through reading.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
8. It is essential for learners to be able to pronounce all the individual sounds in the second language.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
4

Because of space limits the two poles have been shortened to agree and disagree, respectively, in the
questionnaire below.

Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
9.

Once learners know roughly 1,000 words and the basic structure of a language, they can easily
participate in conversations with native speakers.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
10. Teachers should present grammatical rules one at a time, and learners should practise examples of each
one before going on to another.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
11. Teachers should teach simple language structures before complex ones.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
12. Learners’ errors should be corrected as soon as they are made in order to prevent the formation of bad
habits.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
13. Teachers should use materials that expose students to only those language structures they have already
been taught.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
14. When learners are allowed to interact freely (for example, in group or pair activities), they copy each
other’s mistakes.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
15. Students learn what they are taught.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________
16. Teachers should respond to students’ errors by correctly rephrasing what they have said rather than by
explicitly pointing out the error.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________

17. Students can learn both language and academic content (for example, science and history)
simultaneously in classes where the subject matter is taught in their second language.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
Motivation: ________________________________________________________________________

Appendix B
Complete results from the questionnaire
In some instances students did not indicate their opinion or they put a mark between two numbers. In
these cases the answer has not been calculated. Consequently, the total number of answers may be
lower than the number of students participating in the study. Furthermore, because percentages have
been rounded the total might not always amount to 100.
1. Languages are learned mainly through imitation.
agree
1
2
3
number 1
2
5
=9
percent
11.1
22.2
55.6
= 100

4

5
1

disagree

6
1

disagree

11.1

2. Parents usually correct young children when they make grammatical errors.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
number
1
2
1
3
=8
percent
12.5
25
12.5
37.5
= 100
3. Highly intelligent people are good language learners.
agree
1
2
3
number
1
2
=9
percent
11.1
22.2
= 100

6

4
5

5
1

55.6

11.1

4. The most important predictor of success in second language acquisition is motivation.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
number 6
1
1
1
=9
percent
66.7
11.1
11.1
11.1
= 100

12.5

6

disagree

6

disagree

5.

The earlier a second language is introduced in school programmes, the greater the likelihood of success
in learning.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
number 4
3
1
=8
percent
50
37.5
12.5
= 100
6.

Most of the mistakes that second language learners make are due to interference from their first
language.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
number 2
5
1
1
=9
percent
22.2
55.6
11.1
11.1
= 100
7. The best way to learn new vocabulary is through reading.
agree
1
2
3
4
number 2
2
2
2
=9
percent
22.2
22.2
22.2
22.2

5

6
1
11.1

disagree

= 99.9
8. It is essential for learners to be able to pronounce all the individual sounds in the second language.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
number 1
1
3
2
1
1
=9
percent
11.1
11.1
33.3
22.2
11.1
11.1
= 99.9
9.

Once learners know roughly 1000 words and the basic structure of a language, they can easily
participate in conversations with native speakers.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
number
2
2
1
1
1
=7
percent
28.6
28.6
14.3
14.3
14.3
=100.1
10. Teachers should present grammatical rules one at a time, and learners should practise examples of each
one before going on to another.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
number 2
1
3
1
2
=9
percent
22.2
11.1
33.3
11.1
22.2
= 99.9
11. Teachers should teach simple language structures before complex ones.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
number 5
2
1
1
=9
percent
55.6
22.2
11.1
11.1
= 100

6

disagree

12. Learners’ errors should be corrected as soon as they are made in order to prevent the formation of bad
habits.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
number 4
3
1
1
=9
percent
44.4
33.3
11.1
11.1
= 99.9
13. Teachers should use materials that expose students to only those language structures they have already
been taught.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
number
2
4
3
=9
percent
22.2
44.4
33.3
= 99.9
14. When learners are allowed to interact freely (for example, in group or pair activities), they copy each
other’s mistakes.
disagree
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
number
2
4
2
=8
percent
25
50
25
= 100
15. Students learn what they are taught.
agree
1
2
number 1
2
=8

3
1

4
2

5

6
2

disagree

percent
= 100

12.5

25

12.5

25

25

16. Teachers should respond to students’ errors by correctly rephrasing what they have said rather than by
explicitly pointing out the error.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
disagree
number 2
4
3
=9
percent
22.2
44.4
33.3
= 99.9
17. Students can learn both language and academic content (for example, science and history)
simultaneously in classes where the subject matter is taught in their second language.
agree
1
2
3
4
5
6
number 1
3
2
1
=7
percent
14.3
42.9
28.6
14.3
=100.1

disagree
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ABSTRACT
Vocabulary learning has been identified as one of the central elements in successful
communication in a foreign language: Schmitt (2000:155) finds that lexical errors are a more
significant impediment to comprehension than grammatical errors, Coady (1997: 235)
emphasises the importance of acquiring a core vocabulary to achieve overall success in
language learning (see also Cameron 2001: 72) and Grabe and Stoller (1997: 119) point to the
fact that vocabulary knowledge supports the development of reading. Consequently,
considerable research has been conducted on vocabulary learning (e.g. Nation 2001, 2008,
McCarthy, O’Keeffe & Walsh 2009) and on measuring vocabulary size (e.g. Read 2000;
Daller, Milton & Traffers-Daller 2007; Milton 2009). So far, the research seems to have had
little impact on how textbooks are constructed and used in classrooms and how teachers
actually enable novice learners to gain a sizeable vocabulary. For instance, it has been shown
that textbooks generally do not provide their readers with an opportunity to see relations
between words, such as synonymy, categorisation or collocation (see, for example, Rixon
1999). Furthermore, there is insufficient recycling of words in teaching material (Cameron
2001: 90) and a general lack of agreement as to what words are regarded as constituting a
basic vocabulary (Carter & McCarthy 1988; Cameron 2001; Nation 2001). Hence, the choice
of what words to include in textbooks seems to be rather haphazard (Rixon 1999; Meara &
Suárez García 2010) and dependent on the preferences of the individual textbook writer(s).
In spite of the centrality of vocabulary in language learning, few studies have focused on
the correlation between the structure of teaching material and vocabulary (but see Rixon 1999
and Meara & Suárez García 2010). To the present writer’s knowledge, no extensive study has
focused on the way vocabulary is presented in Swedish textbooks for young learners of
English (YLE). Data from ongoing research show that recycling is infrequent in these books
and that many words occur in one text only. The present study investigates a series of
textbooks for Swedish YLEs, Good Stuff for school years 4-6 (pupils 10-12 years old), with
the aim to demonstrate whether or not there is recycling of and progression in the vocabulary
presented in the books. Vocabulary in the three textbooks will be analysed and compared as
regards what words occur in the texts and what domains they belong to. To facilitate analysis
a tagged corpus of the texts in the three books is currently being compiled. This will make
comparisons of word frequencies and content between books possible.
The working hypothesis of the study is that the vocabulary presented in the three textbooks
will not show evidence of any conscious considerations on the part of the writers concerning
how long-term acquisition of new vocabulary is best achieved. The expected outcome is thus
that from a vocabulary learning point of view it will be possible to regard the three books as
separate items without any real progression from one to the other. Because of this vocabulary
development is unlikely to be facilitated. This is the more alarming since the books are part of
a series devised to accompany the pupils throughout elementary school and enhance their
knowledge of English.
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Abstract
The Recreational Choice study was developed to measure customer preference of leisure
programs offered by a Parks and Community Services Department located in the East
Bay, California. More females than males responded to the survey (69%) and findings
suggest that education gained is a contributing factor for the amount of money
participants are willing to spend on a recreation program regardless of age, sex, and
education level (69%). Those with higher degrees (82%) placed importance on learning
than those with less education. Among the higher education, 37% with two kids under
18-favored education gained. Participants were also willing to drive farther to ensure the
needs of their children were met, which spoke to the value of learning as a component of
leisure.
key words: parks and recreation, leisure, and education

Recreational Choices: The Value Of Education As Part Of Leisure Programming
Introduction
The pursuit of recreation and leisure activities increase self-esteem and can have
lasting effects on positive behavior towards self and the community. One area of interest
is the impact of recreation activities on young people and families. Youth and family
participation in a local parks and recreation program can develop feelings of belonging
and a more engaged and positive school experience. The result is an expanded
educational network and additional support for families as they thrive within the
community.
The role of parks and recreation providers becomes valuable and at the core is
recreation programming--activities, classes and events that serve the needs of the
community. By developing a variety of experiences that include social, cultural, and
physical activities in a passive or natural setting, consumers of these experiences can
enjoy a greater degree of life satisfaction in their leisure time (Edginton, 2010,
Rosenberger, R.S., Bergerson, T.R., and Kline, J.D., 2009).
The evaluation process in parks and recreation programming is both formative
and summative (Jordan, 2010). It is about evaluating the worth, efficiency or
effectiveness of the program by recreation professionals as seen through the eyes of their
customers. In practice, successful municipal recreation agencies constantly evaluate not
only customer/participant needs and satisfaction but also current trends, cultural, and age
variables and educational interests. Because customers weigh cost and travel time, the

long-term benefits of the program are a consideration when enrolling in a recreation
program.
For the parent looking to recreation programming as a means of improving
academic skills, Crompton (2008) found improvements in academic performance are
likely linked to three factors: (i) the quality and quantity of academic elements in the
program; (ii) the capacity of the recreational components in the after school program to
improve students in regular school hours, and (iii) gains in personal and social skills, and
in self-esteem which encourage students to recognize the importance of good academic
performance (p. 255). In large, municipal areas, customers may have more than one city
parks and recreation program to choose. To determine what other considerations
customers use to make their purchasing choices a study was conducted.
Purpose And Theoretic Approach
The purpose of the RC study was to examine the role recreational programs had
on consumer choices related to education and the programs offered by a local parks and
recreation department. Rational choice theory was used for the study to identify
individual and group behaviors related to a series of choices (Hechter and Kanazawa,
1997; Dunleavy, 1991). The value of education and recreational choices can be
measured by an individual’s behavior. As such, it is believed that rational individuals
will attain what they need by the choices they make. The fundamental belief is that all
actions taken are “rational” and that individuals will achieve what they want related to
their greatest satisfaction. Key to the RC study are customer decisions linked to
registering for recreation programs based on educational gains in addition to personal,

social, and self-esteem improvements for the participant. Recreation professionals must
conduct ongoing assessments to address customer needs. The desired result infuses new
and inviting programs that influence current trends and educational interests.
Literature Review
The role of the park and recreation agency is vital to the local community because
they provide leisure programming, leadership, and skill building activities. Barcelona
and Young (2010) found positive results occurred when the local park and recreation
agency offered a parent training program related to youth in sports. They learned that
recreational professionals’ involvement in coaching of the parents increased customer
satisfaction and built a more positive environment.
Rosenberger, Bergerson and Kline (2009) determined that parks and recreation
plays an important function when addressing health and wellness within a community.
More directly, these programs include an outdoor adventure component with time spent
in nature. It was also determined that parks and recreation programs should provide
facilities for the community to “recreate” in and spend time to learn and develop
friendships in a clean and friendly environment. As Murphy (2011) notes in an article
comparing two Bay Area students in California, “some children have the chance to
explore their interests and keep their minds sharp [in summer programs], while others do
not…children from poor families are even less likely to experience those learning
opportunities” (p. A1). Building on the educational theme, afterschool programming that
involves multimedia projects or activities found attractive to teens can enhance

educational opportunities that can lead to career interests (National Institute On Out-ofSchool Time, 2008).
Borodulin, Laatikainen, Lahti-Koski, Jousilahti, and Lakka (2008) studied the
association between age, education and leisure-time and physical activity. They
discovered that an individual’s education level indicated a higher physical conditioning
and increased time at a leisure activity than those at-risk and with a lower education level.
These “at-risk” communities need outdoor parks and recreation programs to assist with
obesity and poor health (Rosenberger, Bergerson and Kline, 2009). As a result they
suggest that less educated populations be targeted to increase health, wellness and overall
fitness. Building on this initiative, those with a lower income or less skilled tend to have
increased health risk and fewer recreational activities in their daily lives (Salmon, Owen,
Bauman, Schmitz, and Booth, 2000). Joassart-Marcelli (2009) determined that cities that
were fiscally healthy allocated more resources to their parks and recreation departments,
supporting the notion that US workers are meeting the “Healthy People 2010 Guidelines”
as defined in a study by Caban-Martinez, Lee, et al (2007).
Methods
The RC study was conducted in an East Bay Parks and Community Services
Department, a middle class community of 60,000 located in Northern California. The
program offers a full-scale program with 52 parks, three community centers, two aquatic
centers, sports leagues, day camps, leisure enrichment classes, and co-sponsored
gymnasium programs. A survey was developed to view the solidarity benefits of
education and consumer participation in a municipal parks and recreation program.

Rational choice theory was used to guide the study for the measurement of perceptions
and satisfaction. Education defined for the study includes 1) the development and
imagination of learning in humans as a means to reach a higher level and 2) knowledge
gained by participating in math, science and technology programs.
The RC survey included five questions regarding customer choices and education
and leisure program selection and seven demographic questions. The RC survey was
emailed electronically to the agency’s customers with an invitation to participate in the
online survey via Survey Monkey during the summer of 2011. The survey was sent out
to more than 24,000 participants in the City’s database and more than 850 responses were
received. Data Analysis was done using Minitab software and Microsoft Excel.
Participants. The participants in the RC survey were from the California Park
and Recreation Society’s (CPRS) District 3 and consisted of 35 municipal recreation
agencies, including five special districts that span areas larger than a typical municipal
boundary. Each agency was afforded the opportunity to participate in the RC study and
based on the data received; responses would potentially produce valuable data that would
assist in future programming efforts. Some agencies chose not to participate in this
study, as it did not match the needs of the organization.
Results
More females than males responded to the survey (69%), and out of those, 72%
indicated education gained is a contributing factor for the amount of money participants
are willing to spend on a recreation program regardless of age, sex, and level of education
(69%), decision makers (44%) and shared decision makers (54%). The responding

participants were mostly female (69.6) and most had 1-2 children (50.3). A majority held
a bachelor’s degree (43.4) and were Caucasian (68.5) followed by Asian (16), Hispanic
(4.2) Indian (3.7), other (3.3), Asian Pacific Islander (2.8) African-American (1.1) and
Native American Indian (0.4) (see table 1).
Results also showed that males are more willing to pay for an education based
program (41%) and female are more willing to pay for summer day camp program
(59%). Quite interesting was that the higher the education (82%), the higher the
percentage that answered yes to this question. For this study, the definition of higher
education are those with at least Bachelor’s degree (42%) and Master’s or post graduate
degree (39%). Out of those with higher education, those with no kids (37%) and with
two kids under 18 said yes the most (35%).
Findings also suggest that regardless of the participant’s sex (72% female),
education level (42% Bachelor’s degree, Master/post grad degree 39%), and age group
(41-46, 22%, and 47-52, 20%), education gained is a contributing factor regarding the
amount they are willing to spend on a recreation program (see table 1). Regardless of
their sex, most participants were not likely to pay for an education-based program related
to math, science, technology but if they were willing to pay, these are the breakdowns:
41% male, age group 35-40 (50%), post graduate degree (46%), Asian (61%), Indian
(55%), and those with 4 children under 18 yrs (89%).
Most participants did not indicate the amount they were willing to spend on a
class (28%) and summer day camp program (43%). For a class, their first choice is less
than $50 for both men (21%) and women (26%). For summer camp, women’s first

choice is $101-150 (13%) whereas for men it is a tie between less than $50 (11%) and
$76-100 (11%). Those in the 41-46-age brackets were more willing to spend $51-75
(29%), $76-100 (25%), $101-150 (30%), $151-200 (38%) and $200 (29%).
Table 1.
Demographics
Sex
Female
Male

69.6
30.4

Number of Children
1-2

50.3

Education Level
Bachelor’s
Masters/post grad
Community College
High school graduate
Some high school

43.4
37.5
14.8
4.1
0.1

Ethnicity
Caucasian
Asian
Hispanic/Latino
Indian
Other
Asian Pac Islander
Black
American Indian

68.5
16.0
4.2
3.7
3.3
2.8
1.1
0.4

Discussion
The findings from the RC were of interest and presented a path for future
planning for leisure programs and services. Regardless of sex (57%) most participants
did not specify the amount they are willing to spend on a summer day camp program
(43%) and were not likely to pay for a program if it is educationally based (i.e., math,

science, and technology). More women were inclined to spend between $101-150 (13%)
and $75-100 (12%) on a class but most did not indicate the amount that they would spend
on a summer day camp for their child (41%). Contrary, ages 41-46 are more willing to
spend money on summer day camp program - $51-75 (29%), $76-100 (25%), $101-150
(30%), $151-200 (38%) and $200 (29%).
Another interesting finding was related to education gained and those with two
kids under 18. When asked about spending money on a class for education, 22% are
willing to spend under $25, $76 to $100 (22%) and 22% did not state. This group also
scored the highest percentage on willingness to spend money for summer camp and
represented 48% of those willing to spend $51-75, 44% of $76-100, 50% of the $101150, and 57% of the $151-200. The higher education group (Bachelor’s degree and
Master/post graduate degree) scored the highest percentage on willingness to spend
money for summer camp and represented 79% of those willing to spend under $50, 81%
of $51-75, 87% of $76-100, 81% of the $101-150, and 85% of the $151-200, 90% of
$200.
A conclusion might be that women were more engaged in the recreational choices
made for the family and that they are willing to pay for a program as long as it meets
their immediate goal (i.e., child’s wellbeing), instead of for math, science and technology.
The strong indication of participating in a program with an education component was
important and participants regardless of sex and were willing to drive farther to ensure
the education needs of their children were met. This spoke to the value of education as a
component of leisure and that it was an important factor when making a decision to

participate. Clearly those that were familiar with the higher education environment had
stronger feelings that education was important to the leisure program, resulting in greater
survey scores of this group.
Limitations
Study limitations include a confined sample within one park and recreation
agency and a population with a higher social-economic status than the other surrounding
East Bay communities. Despite that, the findings still provide timely information for
parks and recreation programming and can be used as a benchmark for progress and
program development.
Conclusion
During the summer of 2011, the Recreation Choice (RC) study was conducted to
measure customer preference related to leisure activities and education. The findings
from the RC study show that educational gains are linked to customer deciding to enroll
in a recreation program. The findings also provided valuable information to be used by
recreation agencies to formulate leisure programs and services. In areas where customers
have choices of where to purchase recreation programs, departments could specialize and
cooperate in order to provide a great variety of programs and increase their potential
customer base. In this time when most recreation programs need to be revenue neutral or
designed to make money, collaborating with neighboring communities could result in
better programs for more people and a stronger cash flow for each department.
Ultimately, the RC study identified the choices that enhance customer
participation in a municipal parks and recreation program. As found by Crompton (2008),

the importance of educational programs within a recreation setting, such as an afterschool
program can be one the many valuable contributors to the local community. Education as
a component for leisure is important and will enhance the local community. As found by
Briand, Sauvé, and Frechette (2011), participation in individual, family/school and
community recreation programs contributes to the overall development of the community
and creates valuable experiences for all involved. Future directions include surveying
additional parks and recreation agencies that service areas with a more diverse socialeconomic population in the East Bay of California.
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Abstract

What are the processes of identity transformation for women who have acquired a
permanent disability and does current disability policy consider these processes as critical
factors? The specific area of women with disabilities seems to be a terrain of scholarship
that neither gender studies nor disability studies has been eager to claim as its own. A
preliminary review of the literature reveals that there are different aspects of identity
transformation for disabled women with non-visible, non-apparent disabilities in
comparison to women with visible (apparent) disabilities. Embodiment is a key identity
issue for women with visible disabilities. In contrast, the phenomenon of passing and the
very issue of legitimacy are challenges inherent to identity negotiation for women with
hidden (non-visible) disabilities. It remains to be determined if extant conceptual binary
constructs of disability are adequate to articulate the lived experience of women with
invisible (non-visible) disabilities. The limits of the social model of disability, the
hegemony of visibility in mainstream and disability culture, and directions for future
research exploring the lived experiences of women with disabilities are discussed in the
conclusion.

Keywords: women, disability, identity, visible disability, invisible (hidden)
disability
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Making Visible the Invisible:
Lived Experiences of Women with Disabilities
Identity and Disability
In philosophical discussions of personal identity, there has been an impetus to
formulate alternative accounts of personal identity when abandoning the simple theory
that personal identity is only mere bodily identity (Perry, 1975). The philosopher Derek
Parfit has observed:
We can, I think, describe cases in which, though we know the answer to every
other question, we have no idea how to answer a question about personal identity.
These cases are not covered by the criteria of personal identity that we actually
use.(Parfit, 1975, p. 199)
One such fictitious case, as a thought experiment posited by Parfit, is the hypothetical
case where one’s brain is divided in half, with each half of the original brain then housed
in a new body. The question subject to rumination is: Are the two bodies the same
person?
Suppose we admit that they are different people. Could we still claim that they
survived as both, using ‘survive’ to imply identity? We could. For we might
suggest that two people could compose a third….This is a possible way of giving
sense to the claim that I survive as two different people, using ‘survive’ to imply
identity. But it keeps the language of identity only by changing the concept of a
person. And there are obvious objections to this change. The alternative, for
which I shall argue, is to give up the language of identity. We can suggest that I
survive as two different people without implying that I am these people.
(Parfit, 1975, p. 203)
Let us now extend the philosopher’s ruminations on personal identity to the actual
real-world situation of women who have acquired a permanent disability, whether hidden
or visible. Are these women – and their personal identities - the same after experiencing
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a life-altering change in health conditions? These are women who have crossed the
symbolic threshold from the able-bodied into the ostensible realm of the dis-abled. These
are women who are navigating the liminal, uncharted terrain where new personal
identities may need to be created and possibly forged with previously existing personal
identities in both public and private contexts. Whether they have remained the same or
not, what are the processes of identity transformation for women after acquiring a
permanent disability? And is the “language of identity” adequate to encapsulate the
actual lived experiences of women who have acquired a permanent disability?
It is beyond the scope of this paper to address the extensive philosophical
conundrums surrounding the problem of personal identity, including the scholarly
dilemma of reaching consensus regarding a common definition (Perry, 1975). However,
in order to provide a general conceptual framework of identity for arguments presented
below, the definition of personal identity, formulated by John Locke, will be used as an
anchor. The primary reason informing this selection is historical, as “Locke’s statement
of the problem of personal identity, and his pioneering attempts to define personal
identity in terms of memory, have exercised remarkable influence on later discussions of
the subject” (Perry, 1975, p. 12). How does John Locke define personal identity? In
Locke’s essay, first published in 1690 and entitled Essay Concerning Human
Understanding, Locke defines personal identity as follows:
This being premised, to find wherein personal identity consists, we must
consider what person stands for; which, I think, is a thinking intelligent
being, that has reason and reflection, and can consider itself as itself, the
same thinking thing, in different times and places; which it does only by
that consciousness which is inseparable from thinking, and, as it seems to
me, essential to it. (Locke, 1975, p. 39)
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The essence of Locke’s definition of personal identity therefore distills key elements of
memory, cognition, and the power of reflection, the latter being critical for processing
experiences (Perry, 1975 p. 13).
Disability theory has historically embraced the assumption that there is an
essential identity unique to the disabled, while also acknowledging that this disabled
identity itself will be stigmatized, minimized, and marginalized within the context of
society at large, a relegated status resisted and challenged by disability rights activists
(Ghai, 2009; Nussbaum, 2004). Among the documented challenges faced by persons with
disabilities are those of stigma, social oppression, political disenfranchisement, and
marginalization, including economic marginalization (Ghai, 2009; Lipson & Rogers,
2000; Nussbaum, 2004). Even the very term “disability” is socio-politically
marginalizing, given that the prefix “dis” is connoted semantically with “dys”-function,
deficit, negation or variation from a sociocultural norm.
Regarding definitions of disability, the varied connotations associated with the
term disability reflect layered, changing perceptions toward variations from culturallysanctioned concepts of “normalcy,” where “normal” is a heteronomous, socio-culturally
defined standard (Linton, 1998). According to Vick (2007), “conceptually, there is no
single scientific definition, framework, or language with which we can situate the
experience of disability”( p. 2). However, by re-framing disability as a socio-political
construct, disability rights activists and disability studies scholars have worked to liberate
the term disability from the definition characterized by medicalization, with an overemphasis on deficits, atypical symptoms, and impairments (Linton, 1998). This
conceptual divestiture has been reflected in the recent movement away from the medical-
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welfare model of disability and toward the social-human rights model of disability, both
of which will be briefly described below.
Critical disability theory posits that disability is a social construct, which is
variable depending upon social context and culture, rather than an immutable attribute
that inheres in an individual (Devlin & Pothier, 2006). This theory seeks to
deconstruct the binary duality in mainstream perceptions of disability (e.g., abled versus
dis-abled). Consistent with critical disability theory, the social model of disability has
been forwarded by disability rights activists as a conceptual framework to inform policy
formulation that is more inclusive of persons with disabilities (Ghai, 2009; Lipson &
Rogers, 2000; Nussbaum, 2004; Oliver, 2009; Yee, 2011). The social-human rights
model of disability was developed as an alternative to the formerly predominant medicalsocial welfare model of disability (Melish, 2007). The medical-social welfare model is
deficit-based, focusing upon lack of ability and diagnostic categorization of impairment
in order to create a parallel track of difference (Linton, 1998; Melish, 2007). In contrast,
the social-human rights model centers around concepts of ability and inclusion, with an
eye toward “lifting the environmental and attitudinal barriers that prevent persons with
disabilities from full inclusion and equal participation in all aspects of community life”
(Melish, 2007, p. 42). At the policy level, the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) and
the U.S. disability rights agenda were originally premised on the social model of
disability (Burke Valeras, 2007; National Council on Disability, 2008).
More recently, the social model of disability has been codified in the international
arena with the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(UN-CRPD) (United Nations & Secretariat for the Convention on the Rights of Persons
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with Disabilities, 2011; Yee, 2011). The UN-CRPD is the first global treaty that
specifically addresses the rights and needs of persons with disabilities, a group that
ostensibly comprises the world’s largest minority (United Nations & Secretariat for the
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 2011; Yee, 2011). As of
November 23, 2011, there are 153 signatories to the Convention, including the United
States, and 106 ratifications (United Nations & Secretariat for the Convention on the
Rights of Persons with Disabilities, 2011). The Convention embraces the social model of
disability, as noted in the Convention’s Preamble: “disability is an evolving concept and
…results from the interaction between persons with impairments and attitudinal and
environmental barriers that hinder their full and effective participation in society on an
equal basis with others” (General Assembly of the United Nations, 2006).

Women with Disabilities
As recently as the late twentieth century, documentation of the experiences of
women with disabilities remained sparse—benignly neglected, overlooked, and
understudied in the academic fields of women’s studies (gender studies) and disability
studies (Depauw, 1996; Garland-Thomson, 2004). The specific topic area of women
with disabilities seems to be a terrain of scholarship that neither gender studies nor
disability studies has been eager to claim as its own. Garland-Thomson (2004) cogently
highlights this dilemma of unexplored territory:
Even though disability studies is now flourishing…many of its practitioners do
not recognize that disability studies is part of this larger undertaking that can be
called identity studies…..Conversely, feminist theories all too often do not
recognize disability in their litanies of identities that inflect the category of
woman. (p. 73)
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In light of this oversight, Garland-Thomson (2004) argues for the critical need of feminist
disability scholarship in order to integrate and transform previously stratified—and
segregated—academic domains:
Academic feminism is a complex and contradictory matrix of theories, strategies,
pedagogies, and practices…A feminist disability approach fosters complex
understandings of the cultural history of the body. By considering the ability/
disability system, feminist disability theory goes beyond explicit disability topics
such as illness, health, beauty, genetics, eugenics, aging, reproductive
technologies, prosthetics, and access issues. Feminist disability theory addresses
such broad feminist concerns as the unity of the category woman, the status of the
lived body, the politics of appearance, the medicalization of the body, the
privilege of normalcy, multiculturalism, sexuality, the social construction of
identity, and the commitment to integration. (p. 75)
Reinforcing this particular point, Vick (2007) observes that “women’s
experiences are traditionally defined from the patriarchal perspective of healthy, ablebodied men” (p. 64). Ghai (2009) adds that feminist discourse itself has overlooked
disabled women, even as it challenges patriarchal norms undergirding conceptualizations
of women. By assuming a foundation of able-ism, feminist discourse has focused upon
“issues… central to able-bodied girls and women and disability has remained an
essentialist category” (Ghai, 2009, p. 286). One area in need of further exploration,
which falls within the purview of feminist disability scholarship, is documentation of the
lived experiences of women whose disabilities asynchronously fluctuate in visibility over
time, such as multiple sclerosis ((Vick, 2007, p. 2), citing the works of Gordon, Feldman
and Crose (1998) and Joachim and Acorn (2000)).
In late 2011, the oversight of women with disabilities remains apparent in recently
published research reports by research, policy, and advocacy organizations addressing
gender equity and access for persons with disabilities. For example, The Global Gender
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Gap Report 2011, released in November as an annual publication of the international
World Economic Forum, does not include disability as one of its economic indicators
informing economic parity and female workforce participation globally (Hausmann,
Tyson, & Zahidi, 2011). Similarly, the 2011 Disability Compendium, published by the
Rehabilitation and Research Training Center, does not include gender as a variable in its
extensive compilation of statistics on disability data within the U.S. (Rehabilitation
Research and Training Center on Disability Statistics and Demographics, 2011).

Researcher Background
In an attempt to potentially disaggregate areas where self and subject may become
conflated, I want to disclose some relevant information about my background (Peshkin,
1988) . My interest in this research topic has germinated from my clinical work as a
speech-language pathologist and from personal experiences with colleagues and friends
who have sojourned into the realm of the dis-abled, moving from an initial position of
able-ism. As a clinician, I have worked with children and adults with speech and
language disorders. These communication challenges frequently co-existed with
additional hidden (non-visible) disabilities, including traumatic brain injury, autism, and
stroke. Notwithstanding these disabilities, my clients appeared “normal” to friends and
family in terms of visible, physical appearance. This appearance of normalcy ironically
strengthened the level of denial by friends and family members regarding my clients’
difficulties – arising from their non-apparent disability - in negotiating the activities and
challenges of everyday life.
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From the personal realm, I have also witnessed female colleagues and friends
stoically, valiantly, and successfully managing their lives and careers after being
diagnosed with a hidden, permanent disability (e.g., high-functioning autism,
fibromyalgia, and legal blindness (cone dystrophy)). Their stories of first-hand
experience, a journey of crossing and navigating the threshold from able-ism into disable-ism, included the additional challenge of an appearance of “normalcy.” These stories
piqued my interest in exploring the terrain of identity transformation for women who
have acquired a disability.
I am ostensibly “able-bodied” except for established myopia with astigmatism.
Although this myopia is not severe enough to be considered blindness in legal terms, my
vision is severely compromised without prescription lenses or glasses. In addition, I am
also experiencing increased presbyopia, secondary to increasing age. From one
perspective then (e.g., without prescription lenses or glasses), one could argue that I have
significant visual impairments affecting optimal execution of activities of daily living,
including reading, writing, cooking, and driving.

Statement of the Problem
From the top-down vantage point of policy, what is the actual connection between
the social model of disability, such as defined in the UN-CRPD, and the actual lived
experiences of persons with disabilities, particularly women with disabilities? Does such
existing policy help or hinder women who have acquired a permanent disability? What
are the processes of identity transformation for women who have acquired a permanent
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disability and does current disability policy consider these processes as critical factors?
Farmer (2010) has made this observation:
Images, stories, and first-person testimony—rhetorical strategies or
documentation or both?—remain the most relied-upon means of rendering these
abstract struggles personal. Personalizing human suffering can help to make
rights violations real to people who are unlikely to suffer them. Sometimes the
challenge is to use narrative and imagery to shift the issue from “preserving my
rights” to defending the rights of the other person. (p. 490)
Documenting the voices and stories of identity transformation in women who have
acquired a permanent disability, women who have navigated the terrain from able-ism
into ostensible dis-able-ism, may help to illuminate the lacunae and liminal spaces in
current policy that ostensibly exists to address and protect the rights of persons with
disabilities.
This literature review will first provide an overview of embodiment, a key
identity process for women with visible disabilities. That discussion will then be
augmented by a brief portrait of the differential landscape of the unique processes in
identity transformation for women with invisible disabilities. These include passing and
issues of legitimacy of the disability in light of the disability’s non-visible nature. The
literature reveals that there are different aspects of identity transformation for disabled
women with non-visible, non-apparent disabilities in comparison to women with visible
(apparent) disabilities. It remains to be determined if extant conceptual binary constructs
of disability, including the social model of disability, are adequate to articulate the lived
experience of women with invisible (non-visible) disabilities. This question will be
approached by critiquing the conceptual areas impacting the identities of women with
disabilities, including the social model of disability and the hegemony of visibility.
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Review of the Literature
Experiences of Women with Physical Disabilities
Embodiment. Within explorations of identity in disability studies, the issue of
embodiment surfaces as a central theme, particularly for individuals who are living with a
physical disability (Do & Geist, 2000; Westhaver, 2000; Zitzelsberger, 2005). What is
embodiment? Embodiment may be broadly defined as one’s relationship to—and
experience with—one’s own differentiated body across the vicissitudes of changing
conditions in health, maturation, and impending mortality (Do & Geist, 2000; Westhaver,
2000). Disembodiment, as the counter-point to embodiment, may result from an
alienation to one’s body and self, an alienation informed by able-ism and negative,
stereotyped public perceptions of a differentiated or disabled body.
The intimacy and otherness of our bodies is represented in the duality of
embodiment and disembodiment and the duality of presence and absence we
experience in wellness and illness, in ability and disability. Essentially, everyone
experiences the duality of embodiment and disembodiment.
Embodiment and dis-embodiment are natural processes that operate everyday,
habitually, often unconsciously.
(Do & Geist, 2000, pp. 52-53)
For individuals with physical disabilities, the body as a pivotal site of resistance
and struggle emerges as a critical theme within examinations of embodiment (Do &
Geist, 2000; Westhaver, 2000). Do and Geist (2000) strongly support the role of
communication as a transformative vehicle to cross boundaries between embodied and
dis-embodied selves and to minimize alienating dis-embodiment. Communication,
especially the personal narratives of persons with disabilities, can function as a means to
resist and replace dominant, public narratives of disability that are de-legitimitizing and
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marginalizing. As an example, the researcher, who was herself diagnosed with polio in
early childhood, details when she became aware of the self-imposed limitations she had
placed upon herself (Do & Geist, 2000). This sojourn of moving from a disembodied
identity, initially associated with her disability, into an empowered, embodied identity
fortunately occured at a young age for Do. Only after being pushed beyond her comfort
zone by her kindergarten teacher (e.g., to complete a simple physical task, namely
retrieving a carton of milk for herself without depending on help from her peers) did Do
begin to shed self-imposed, circumscribed limitations, limitations which reflect society’s
perceptions of her physically differentiated body.
Sites of resistance and acquiescence. In a phenomenological study of adult
women with congenital, physical disabilities (e.g., paraplegia, differentiated gait, visual
impairments, and albinism), constrasting “sites of resistance and sites of acquiescence”
with respect to the “societal code of disability” (Westhaver, 2000, p. 92) surface in
participants’ discussions of embodiment and difference (Westhaver, 2000). According
to Westhaver’s analysis, the sites of resistance relate to female participants’ openness to
perceive and define their differentiated bodies at an autonomous, individual level
independent of heteronomous, social norms. In contrast, sites of acquiescence were
evident where negative perceptions of a differentiated body became assimilated or
integrated into participants’ self-perceptions of their bodies, comprising themes of
rejection, skepticism, and overt difference (Westhaver, 2000). Connecting to these two
contrasting poles are four sub-themes, including ‘not different” (i.e., ‘normal’),
‘different’, ‘rejection’, and ‘acceptance.’ These sub-themes illuminate the conflicted,
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complex, and contradictory aspects of identity transformation for women with physical
disabilities.
As women with disabilities speak their bodies, new sites of spoken discourse give
rise to an understanding of the lived experience of inhabiting a differentiated body
as conflicting and multidimensional. Within the everyday lives of women with
disabilities are constant reminders of their position as outsiders in the discursive
arenas within which ableism and femininity are ideals.
(Westhaver, 2000, pp. 97-98)
These conflictual aspects seem to arise from mixed reactions in self-identification
as an individual with a disability, coupled with the range of reactions to their disability
from others. Westhaver, in her phenomenological analysis, observes that this tension in
identity negotiation reflects multiple pairs of binary oppositions in meaning. Westhaver
identifies four binary oppositions: ability-disability; mind-body; masculinity-femininity;
and the public-private world. These oppositions ostensibly represent hidden cultural
codes that undergird the hegemony of able-ism and social norms of femininity; this
hegemony becomes consciously or sub-consciously articulated in participants’ discourse
about their bodies.
Zitzelsberger (2005) provides additional articulation concerning this
tension between the public-private worlds that Westhaver (2000) identifies. Using a
modified constructivist grounded theory approach, Zitzelsberger explores ways in which
women with physical disabilities and differences experience their bodies in daily life.
Findings are presented via descriptions of three processes: 1) imposing in/visibility; 2)
negotiating in/visibility; and 3) seeing differently/transforming. In light of these three
themes, Zitzelsberger highlights the following issues:
•
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embodiment of their disability/ difference
•

negative associations connoted with different embodiments, such as heightened
visibility (hyper visibility) in the public social sphere of one's differentiated body
commensurate with increased invisibility of the self in this same public sphere

•

active rejection of others' perceptions of their differences when these perceptions
are viewed through the hegemonic, colonizing cultural discourse and lens of ableism or the dominant culture

Similar to Westhaver’s phenomenological interpretation, Zitzelsberger discusses this
recursive connection of invisibility and hyper visibility for women with visible
disabilities—and their experiences of embodiment with their differences—as a
consequence of normative, hegemonic representations of acceptable bodies and the
interaction of these representations with individuals. "In acknowledging both disability
and gender as discursive constructs with lived effects, the women were engaged in
interlocking effects of multiple and conflicting discourses of gender, disability and
difference" (Zitzelsberger, 2005, p. 400).
Challenges for Women with Hidden (Non-Visible) Disabilities
Invisible disabilities may be broadly defined as “those to which the untrained eye
or casual sensibility appear to have few or otherwise vague visual markers to the outside
or lay observers” (Roman, 2009, p. 678). In addition to issues of embodiment, there are
unique aspects to navigating the terrain of identity development for women with
disabilities that are not visibly apparent. These include passing and external challenges
regarding the legitimacy of their condition due to its lack of visibility. Both of these
issues connect to the hegemony of visibility in mainstream culture.
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Passing. Gillespie (1996) defines passing as any behavior that disguises or
minimizes a person’s physical disability during social interactions; reliance on passing is
the degree to which disabled persons manage impressions of their disabilities by passing.
Gillespie investigates indicators of passing among persons with disabilities (PWD) in an
attempt to better define and operationalize passing. More than half of the participants in
Gillespie’s study were female; disabilities comprised a variety of visible and invisible
disabilities, as well as both congenital and acquired conditions. Gillespie suggests that a
continuum of passing exists in light of both quantitative and qualitative results.
Quantitatively, no indicators were found to be statistically significant. However, results
of her study confirmed two previously identified forms of passing, namely
aggression/defensiveness and compensation/overachieving. Gillespie also identified
three additional forms of passing: selective avoidance of certain categories of people,
selective avoidance of certain categories of situations, and self-deprivation. Suprisingly,
those participants with an invisible disability expressed desire for a more visible
disability in order to facilitate public perception and understanding of their disability.
This last unexpected result seems to support a recent observation made by Siebers
(2011):
Passing exists in two perspectives, the point of view of the disabled and the
nondisabled. The first tells a story to the second, but each side expresses a desire,
the desire to see disability as other than it is. The question is whether it is the
same desire on both sides, whether there are resources for interfering with the
desire to pass, whether other stories exist. (p. 119)
Legitimacy. Roman (2009) examines and critiques three public pedagogical
media campaigns that were aimed at raising awareness about the needs of women with
invisible disabilities. These three campaigns included: 1) the U.S. televised campaign
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of The Centres for Disease Control and Prevention to educate the public about chronic
fatigue syndrome; 2) the 2008 Canadian Mental Health Association's television campaign
to highlight awareness of mental illness; and 3) the performance work of the actor
Victoria Maxwell, whose plays and monologues address the issues of living with bipolar
disorder (Roman, 2009). Roman holds that “such campaigns are texts that coordinate
and organize the meanings of citizenship and the zones of inclusion/exclusion” with
educational, economic, and political implications (p. 679). With the exception of the
third campaign, these public media campaigns included subtle images and assumptions
that favored the hegemony of the visible, equating visibility with veracity and invisibility
with non-productive passivity (Roman, 2009). These cultural assumptions, which also
have permeated the disability rights movement, further marginalize and de-legitimize
women with invisible disabilities/ impairments by fostering an attitude of ambivalence
toward persons with invisible disabilities:
Women with invisible disabilities face some unearthed challenges and
paradoxes: bodies with physical impairments are conventionally read as truthful
markers of impairment, which allow non-disabled viewers/consumers a way to
perform a kind of easy no-contact-required authenticity check for the truthfulness
of disability experiences. (Roman, 2009, pp. 677-678)
Valeras (2010) offers one of the few contemporary studies addressing identity
negotiation for persons with invisible disabilities. This published work
draws upon work from Valeras’ unpublished doctoral dissertation (2007) on
understanding identity processes and self-disclosure decisions of persons with hidden
disabilities. Research participants were three women and three men, aged 21 to 53 years,
who had experienced symptoms of a non-visible, physical medical condition before
adolescence. Hidden disabilities of the participants included muscular dystrophy,
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diabetes, asthma, juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, celiac disease, and epilepsy (seizure
disorder). Utilizing narrative research methodology, Valeras conducted in-person, twohour recorded conversations with participants. Participants further collaborated with the
researcher in answering these additional questions following preliminary data
analysis: “How does an unapparent medical condition affect identity?” and “How are
self-disclosure decisions negotiated?” Results were analyzed via narrative analysis and
presented according to identified themes: disability identity, the spectrum between abled
and disabled, passing and bi/ability, a desire not to be “different”, and tension between
passing, disclosure of public and private selves, and impression management. In her
discussion of results, Valeras (2010) observes that persons with invisible disabilities
positively identify with the concept of a spectrum of ability between abled and disabled.
Unfortunately, this conceptualization of an ability spectrum does not formally exist and
does not have the support of either the disability community or the able-bodied;
dichotomization of ability has been predominant in identity politics of disability.
Visibility serves as an iconic marker of disability. In particular, “visibility of
disability is central to characterizing disability as unusual,” observes Valeras (2010, p.
10, citing Goffman, 1963). The non-visibility of disability for persons with hidden
disabilities thus poses a challenge to the very legitimacy of their impairment(s) or health
conditions. Both Sturge-Jacobs (2002) and Stone (2005) address this conundrum of
visibility for women with invisible disabilities. Sturge-Jacobs (2002) conducted a
phenomenological study of nine women who had a diagnosis of fibromyalgia (FM) for
longer than 12 months. She reports that her study confirmed previous studies' findings
regarding the lack of validation and legitimacy that persons with invisible disabilities
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experienced secondary to the less visible presentation of their impairment(s). Key issues
emerged. These were the incongruity between appearance and actual physical pain
secondary to FM, the vicissitudes of unpredictability when living with a chronic illness,
attempts to normalize including attempts to conceal their disability, and mourning losses.
As a principal source of stress for the women, “the dilemma of how well they looked in
relation to how unwell they felt was a cause of conflict not only for themselves, but also
for other family members, friends, physicians, and employees…After all, they looked the
same” (Sturge-Jacobs, 2002, p. 29).
Similarly, Stone (2005) explored, in a qualitative study, how young female stroke
survivors experience the reactions of others—post-rehabilitation—and the impact of such
reactions on quality of life and navigation of their social environment. Participants in this
study were 22 adult women who had survived hemorrhagic stroke for a duration range of
3 to 34 years; some of the participants had experienced the stroke in childhood. Most
participants were not visibly disabled, but all could be considered to have an invisible
disability secondary to sequelae resulting from the hemorrhagic stroke. With regards to
the latter point, Stone (2005) writes, "These visibly disabled participants are included
here because they also have invisible disabilities. Their inclusion works to underscore
the point that many people have a variety of disabling impairments, and the impact of
these impairments may not necessarily be related to whether they are immediately
visible" (p. 296). Of significance is the fact that the researcher herself survived a
hemorrhagic stroke in her childhood at age 11. Notable contributions of the study,
pertinent to the emergent literature on women with hidden disabilities, included the
following: a) the researcher's acknowledgment of the co-existence of visible and invisible
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disabilities with participants; b) an overview of the problem of invisible disabilities—
namely the "hegemony of dualistic thinking" (Stone, 2005, p. 294) between abled versus
disabled; c) the dilemma of living in the liminal space "in between" abled versus
disabled, even though not chronically ill, a dilemma to which Valeras (2010) and Vick
(2007) have previously alluded ; and d) discussion of the hegemony of visible disabilities
in contributing to the formation of a disability identity and its validation. Regarding this
last point about the hegemony of visible disabilities, Stone (2005) observes in her
analysis that “each woman compares her own invisible disabilities to the visible
disabilities of others. It seems, then, that even these women accept the hegemonic
understanding that disability must be visible, or at least, the only disability worth taking
seriously is visible.” (p. 303)
Similar themes in identity navigation also surfaced in a participatory research
project exploring the experience of persons with the invisible disability of chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) (Taylor, 2005). All participants met established criteria for CFS, and
the majority (96%) of participants were female. Taylor identified four major themes that
encompassed challenges faced by the participants in their experience of living with CFS
across the contexts of work, home, and community. The first theme is particularly
consistent with challenges of an invisible condition that were also identified by Valeras
(2010), Sturge-Jacobs (2002), and Stone (2005). These four themes were: a)
minimization and diminishment of their disability by others, including health
professionals, secondary to the fluctuating nature of CFS and the invisibility of CFS as a
condition; b) negative experiences with impairment, including debilitating exhaustion,
pain, and cognitive challenges; c) lack of identification with the disability community and
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circumspect, tentative adoption of a disability identity due to the episodic nature of CFS;
and d) advocacy for increased recognition and validation of CFS as a legitimate medical
condition.
Discussion and Conclusion
As noted above, it remains to be determined if extant conceptual binary constructs
of disability are adequate to articulate the lived experience of women with
disabilities. This next section comprises a brief critique of the conceptual areas
informing the landscape limning the identities of women with disabilities. These
conceptual areas include the social model of disability and the hegemony of visibility.
Limits of the social model. Taylor (2005) raises the concern about the
limitations of the social model of disability, the model codified internationally in the UNCRPD, to adequately encompass all aspects of the disability experience, such as the
hidden disability experience of chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS). CFS is episodic,
invisible, and is associated with negative—rather than neutral—experiences of
impairment (e.g., pain and exhaustion). The social model of disability explicitly rejects
the notion of impairment as that which inheres in an individual, defining disability
instead as an interaction between an individual with his or her environment (Taylor,
2005). Thus, the net of the social model may not be wide enough to capture the entire
disability experience, particularly as experienced by disabled persons with endogenous
conditions that cannot be attributable to exogenous interactions between the person and
his/ her external environment. As this review of the literature has shown, women with
invisible impairments must already grapple with the challenge of public ambivalence
regarding the legitimacy of their disability, given its non-visible nature. By completely
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excluding the notion of endogenous impairment, the social model of disability
inadvertently may be undermining the legitimacy of women whose disabilities cannot
easily be ascribed to a simple interaction between self and the environment.
The hegemony of visibility. An entrenched hegemony of visibility, whereby a
disability is publicly validated only by its apparent visibility, prominently appears as a
challenge to identity negotiation for women with hidden disabilities (Gillespie, 1996;
Stone, 2005; Sturge-Jacobs, 2002; Taylor, 2005; Valeras, 2010). This hegemony exists
in mainstream society and, ironically, even within the disability subculture itself, thereby
further marginalizing women with hidden disabilities (Lipson & Rogers, 2000; Roman,
2009). Visible disabilities have historically overshadowed invisible disabilities within
disability studies and the international disability rights movement (Roman, 2009).
Regarding this fact, Roman (2009) makes this astute observation:
Disability rights-based talk and discourses too often depend on materializing
visible subjects, thus privileging physical disabilities or impairments as the
measure of truthful impairment in the realm of epistemic rights-based claimsmaking. Once visibility and veracity are equated…the knowledge of impaired
bodies marked by invisible impairments drops out of sight (so to speak) of rightsbased claims-making even within disability cultural politics and rights-based
movements. (p. 693)
In mainstream society, the ideal of physical perfection versus defect has resulted
in “the creation of two worlds: the public world of the ordinary citizen and the hidden
world of people with disabilities, who are implicitly held to have no right to inhabit the
public world” (Nussbaum, 2004, p. 308). As a result of the primacy of visibility, which
has become equated with veracity of disability, the very construct of disability has also
become dichotomized into the stark binary terms of “abled” versus “disabled” (Lipson &
Rogers, 2000; Roman, 2009). The liminal space between the antipodes of abled versus
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dis-abled, namely a spectrum or continuum of ability, has not been formally
conceptualized in disability studies. As a result, “persons with a hidden disability –
discreditable people – quickly learn to navigate the liminal in-between space between
“Disabled” and “Nondisabled” (Burke Valeras, 2007, p. 52). This liminal space is where
the documented experiences of persons—and particularly women—with invisible
disabilities reside. Consequently, women with invisible disabilities seem still to be
ensconced within zones of exclusion, which has repercussions at the sociopolitical level
for participation in productive citizenship (Roman, 2009). Women with invisible
disabilities are therefore doubly marginalized: by mainstream society and also within the
disability community.
Directions for future research. Documentation of the experience of women
with hidden (non-visible or invisible) disabilities is emergent (Stone, 2005; SturgeJacobs, 2002; Taylor, 2005). This preliminary review of the literature has illumined the
significant issue of legitimacy—or more specifically, challenges to the very legitimacy of
their disability—that women with non-visible disabilities must negotiate in their identity.
There thus remains a critical need for more studies documenting the experiences of
women with hidden disabilities utilizing a variety of methods, including narratives,
constructivist grounded theory, and phenomenology. In addition, the heterogeneity of the
disability subculture also needs to be considered in the design of these studies. This
heterogeneity includes variations in disability type, severity, stability, age of onset, and
consideration regarding whether the disability is congenital or acquired (Lipson &
Rogers, 2000). 	
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The data from such studies may contribute to building the nascent corpus of
knowledge regarding the full range and complexity of the disability experience of
women, an area that has been neglected in both gender studies and disability studies.
Secondly, data from these future studies may help to construct a novel, theoretical model
of a spectrum of ability that is less binary and less dichotomized between the antipodes of
ability versus (dis)-ability. Finally, and no less importantly, such data may help to
formulate and revise domestic and international disability policy to more effectively meet
the needs—and protect the rights of—women with disabilities.
In conclusion, despite the undisputed advances achieved by the disability rights
movement, there remains a need to be constructively critical of the contemporary social
model of disability, which has been codified in disability policy, such as the ADA, and in
the UN-CRPD, an international human rights treaty created to protect the rights of the
disabled. This constructive skepticism of the social model of disability will not
undermine it. Rather, such skepticism will help to ensure that disability policy—
domestically and internationally—actually takes into account the lived experience of all
persons with disabilities, including women and those with hidden impairments. In
addition, such skepticism is also needed to drive ongoing research and scholarship on
women with disabilities, scholarship that may originate from the germinal realm of
feminist disability studies. Ongoing documentation of the lived experiences of women
with disabilities – both visible and invisible – will contribute to the critical work of reframing and reformulating “the language of identity” (Parfit, 1975, p. 203) by “further
rendering these abstract struggles personal” (Farmer, 2010, p. 490).
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Abstract
African American students, commonly designated a sub-group in assessment data reports,
consistently score well below their peers in mathematics. A consequence of this
phenomenon is that math teachers often feel obligated to provide remedial methods of
instruction focused on recall and repetitive practice, believing that these strategies will
result in an increase in mathematical proficiency and lead to a narrowing of the
achievement gap. This practice is socially unjust, excluding low-achieving math students
from experiencing intellectually challenging or engaging math content, and limiting their
academic opportunities. This study was designed to explore teacher attitudes and
practices through an inquiry case study at a Title 1 elementary school in a highperforming suburban school district. Five elementary teachers self-assessed at the
beginning and at the close of the study; they participated in a series of collaborative
sessions to examine culturally relevant pedagogy, and to plan, deliver, and revise lessons
using instructional methods deemed considerate of the cultural strengths that individual
students bring to the classroom.
Taking the stance of poetry as a form of culturally relevant pedagogy allowed the
researcher to infuse poetry texts and research articles linking math and poetry into every
phase of the inquiry case study. Participants reported an increase in student engagement
during math instruction which mirrored the participants’ reported change in attitudes and
instructional practices as determined through interviews, audio taped study sessions, and
pre and post self-assessments. Analyzed and coded data culled from these sources
revealed three major issues: students who struggle early continue to lag behind their
peers, compartmentalization of math instruction leads to an inability to recognize its
relevance, and lack of enthusiasm for math results in a lack of mathematical
understanding.
The research findings highlight the importance of establishing a community of practice
built on trust in order to bring about change. Study participants reported that the
strategies designed and implemented provided connections between language and math
that made the learning experience more relevant and accessible. The study did not
examine whether the increase in engagement resulted in increased mathematical
comprehension although it did suggest a link between the two; further study is warranted.
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This paper defends the inclusion of a graduate level course that attempts to prepare
elementary teacher candidates to integrate the arts and other creative acts and processes
as a natural and essential part of the school curriculum. By including a graduate course in
our early and elementary teacher education program, we are acknowledging the primacy
of the arts as an essential component in the education of the whole child.

Purpose and Introduction
Much has been written to support the importance of creativity and the arts in
education. This paper defends the inclusion of a graduate level course that attempts to
prepare elementary teacher candidates to integrate the arts and other creative acts and
processes as a natural and essential part of the school curriculum. By including a graduate
course titled “Creativity and the Arts” as a required course in our early and elementary
teacher education program, we are acknowledging the primacy of the arts as an essential
component in the education of the whole child.
As elementary teacher educators, we are keenly aware of the discrepancies
between the ideals of education practices taught in college classrooms and the practices
frequently observed and modeled in actual k-12 classrooms. Historically the arts have
struggled to claim their rightful place in education. The “hard” subjects, assumed to
require reason of the head have always trumped the arts that are linked to emotion and the
lesser-valued realm of the hands and heart (Eisner, 2002). The traditional content of
reading, science, social studies and math are more easily tested and are seen as providing
stronger and more reliable evidence of students’ academic success (Barrett, 2009;
Sadovnik, O’Day, Bornstedt, & Borman, 2006). In some schools the role of the teacher
has become as rote, mechanical and narrow as the view of learning that is limited to only
what is needed to pass the test (Barrett, 2009; Darling-Hammond, 2007). We believe that
teaching and learning are creative acts, built on a foundation of teaching practices
supported by theory and backed by research.

Theoretical Framework
Elliot Eisner provides a well-articulated description of how and why the arts are
viewed and treated with great ambivalence. As a society we don’t want to appear
philistine and so we give the arts at least a precursory inclusion. Because the arts are now
associated with enhancing academic performance, we continue to give them a place at the
table, however small (Eisner, 2002). In a scholarly review of curriculum documents from
16 countries O’Donnell and Micklethwaite (1999) found evidence in policy documents
for the inclusion of creativity and the arts from early childhood through secondary
education across Europe, America, Australia, and East Asian countries. This is
particularly true for developing countries (Oral, 2006). In the United States however, No
Child Left Behind (NCLB, 2001) and the creation of national standards linked to federal
funding, has increased pressures on schools and ultimately teachers to raise test scores,
resulting in teachers presenting facts in isolation (Cochran-Smith, 2005a). Far too often
learning, involving creativity, playful exploration and experimentation, are declining in
favor of simple memorization of a narrowly defined set of easily tested facts. Fortunately
there are still schools and programs that do integrate the arts (Changing Education
Through the Arts and The Kennedy Center teaching artists for example) but all too many
have relegated creativity and the arts to special classes offered during only part of the
school year and occasional performances.
In order to defend the arts and creativity as having a right to be part of the school
curriculum on their own merit, we must provide a backdrop for teacher candidates to
value the arts for arts sake, to understand and appreciate the role of art as expression and
as experience that connects us to what makes us human. Dewey (1932) describes the

artist as involved in a process requiring him to “grasp…the connection between what he
has already done and what he is to do next; the idea that the artist does not think as
intently and as penetratingly as scientific inquirer is quite absurd” (p. 47).
A constructivist approach for this study and the course itself seemed to fit our
purpose and philosophy. Fosnot (2005) defines constructivist as a theory that “construes
learning as an interpretive, recursive, nonlinear building process by active learners
interacting with their [physical and social world]” (p. 34). One of the challenges we face
when applying constructivist practices to teacher education comes from the Empirical or
Nativist paradigms that most college students experienced in their primary and secondary
school tenure (Rainer, 2002). Our current students are the first generation to have come
through the standards movement with its transmission model of curriculum that relies on
a continual pattern of showing, telling and “teaching to the test.” It is our hope that our
pre-service teacher candidates will develop their own understanding of constructivism
and practice it in their future classrooms (Branscombe, Castle, Dorsey, Surbeck &
Taylor, 2003; Kamii & DeVries, 1993).
Methods
Using a constructivist-interpretive framework, we sought to interpret why certain
things happened rather than quantifying our findings (Eisner, 1991; Erickson, 1986; Falk
& Blumenreich, 2005; Guba & Lincoln, 2005). Participants included 25 (100 total)
students in the Creativity and the Arts course every fall semester for four years. Data
collection methods for our semester long, qualitative study included observations, field
notes, journal reflections, active participation in creative experiences, student
presentations on creativity from the theoretical and professional perspectives of

Csikszentmihalyi, Rogers, Sternberg, Gardner, and Eisner, as well as ongoing discussion
and reflection throughout the course. The triangulation of multiple data sources adds
validity and trustworthiness to the study (Hubbard & Powers, 2003; Patton, 1990). Data
analysis was ongoing and involved a systematic reading and re-reading of the entire data
set individually and then collaboratively, until initial patterns, trends, or themes emerged.
The resulting themes were validated against existing relevant research. (Mills, 2007;
Patton, 1990; Wolcott, 1994)
Findings and Discussion
Change in student’s definition of creativity and the implications for
themselves as teachers.
As the semesters unfolded, students expressed their changing views of creativity.
Early in each of the four semesters, students defined creativity as being a talented artist,
musician, or dancer. They initially had trouble seeing themselves as creative unless they
fell into one of these categories. After they shared their own lived experiences while
growing up through an assignment titled, “My Creative Heritage” students listened to
each other talk about creativity being expressed in nontraditional ways in their families
and within themselves. Examples included cooking, designing, and to our surprise,
unstructured play that included building forts, being allowed free expression with paint or
play dough, and the memories of make believe. Students were beginning to realize a
broader definition of creativity and became more open to teaching strategies that pushed
their predetermined definitions. This new awareness supports the shift in educational
policy around the world as reported by O’Donnell and Micklethwaite (1999) and the
recent efforts to combine creativity and “knowledge acquisition” (Davies, 2002 in

Shaheen, 2010, p. 166).
After the whole class attended a creative movement workshop, a student wrote.
I was honestly unsure [and nervous] about what to expect…it was nothing like
anything I’d ever done before. I loved writing my name in cursive with my body
and moving to different tempo musical selections. (Laura, reflection #3, Nov 3,
2008)
After attending a drumming workshop, another student offered the following remark and
made connections to course readings and theory.
To be quite honest, I was not particularly looking forward to it [the workshop]
and came to dread it that day. I went half-heartedly and reluctantly. I ended up
loving the workshop and left brainstorming different ways I could include
drumming into my lessons. Even at a workshop I set myself up to dislike, I found
my “flow” and really go into it. (Ashley, reflection #2, November 11, 2010)
Students were constructing their own new definitions of creativity and seeing how
they each held the ability to be creative. While none explicitly used the term
“constructing” new knowledge, their journal writings provided evidence that they indeed
were (Fosnot, 2005). The impact on students as future teachers became evident through
our field notes and observations as well. While students’ own experiences with the
workshops were powerful and positive, they were still concerned about how successful
they would be at incorporating these same experiences with the students in their two-day
a week field placements: In part because they had never taught or been taught this way
before (Rainer, 2005). Laura, who was nervous about her own proficiency with
movement, wrote:

When I conducted my economic review in my third grade [class] using movement
instead of words, my students expressed the same concerns, as I had felt not long
before. This time however, I was equipped with the experiences to help them work
through their problems….they were better at it than I imagined they would be.
(reflection #3, December 2, 2010)
Laura not only gained a new definition of creativity, she took this knowledge and
successfully applied it to her teaching, which was our hope for the study and supported in
the literature by Branscombe, et al., 2003 and Kamii & DeVries, 1993. Ashley noticed a
connection to teaching as well and connected this experience to Csikszentmihalyi’s
(1996) construct of flow:
As a teacher, it is my responsibility to expose my students to different content and
means to explore that content. Creativity must be fostered. If we, as teachers do
not allow them to opportunity to achieve their “flow,” they may never have the
opportunity to be creative. (Ashley, reflection #3, November 3, 2008)

Valuing the inclusion of the arts – for arts sake and academic learning.
Students began to see a link between the creative process and other skills so
critical to the success of our children but often unaddressed by national or state standards.
During class discussions they asked, “why is it so hard to justify a lesson solely on its
creative merit? Why does it have to be integrated and linked to a content area state
standard?” directly reflecting the importance of the arts for arts sake and not just an add
on to the curriculum as suggested by Dewey (1932) and Eisner ( 2002). “After [this
course] I realize that creative lessons call for major life sills that are vital to our student’s

success as individuals” (Karyn, reflection #3, December 2, 2010). Some of these skills
included learning to work in a small group, communicate with others, present your own
ideas while still seeing the ideas of others, and problem solve. Interestingly, all of the
above skills are language arts content area state standards supporting the idea that
standards can be met through non-traditional teaching methods (Cochran-Smith, 2005-a).
Karyn expressed the frustration she was feeling in her field placement where there was
little time devoted to the creative arts, even though she was with a cooperating teacher
who demonstrated an understanding of constructivist teaching and was very open to her
lesson ideas. With her teacher’s support, Karyn began to find time in the day when she
could teach lessons that were designed solely for the purpose of allowing students to be
creative.
Implications
We are encouraged by these findings for pre-service teachers as they construct
their own understandings of what it means to be creative and how to integrate creativity
and the arts in the curriculum. Many students realized the importance of the arts as a
stand alone content area, not just how to teach the standards through a creative or artistic
lesson or activity. They also came away with the knowledge of how to articulate this
understanding to those who may question their value. If in this small-scale study of our
own program, we could help pre-service teachers see what is possible, it is our hope that
others would take the risk as well, and infuse the arts and creativity in their own teaching.
As Eisner suggested, the arts teach students that small differences can have large effects.
A teacher’s purpose should not be focused on covering the curriculum, but rather,
uncovering it while motivating students to explore that new interest outside of the school

walls (2002).
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Abstract
Interdisciplinary travel courses and programs have the potential to be transformative and
life-changing. They can significantly affect one’s way of thinking about self, about others
or about the physical, natural, social, and metaphysical world. The aim of this report is to
explore the nature of transformative learning in interdisciplinary travel courses. The
report (1) describes the constructivist and interdisciplinary design of courses which make
transformative learning possible; (2) illustrates instructional methods which support
participatory and collaborative learning; (3) cites testimonials from students who reported
life-changing or other transformative learning from interdisciplinary travel courses; and
(4) summarizes the lessons learned and recommendations for international travel courses
and programs.

Introduction
The immense academic, personal and societal value of travel courses and study abroad
programs has been known for thousands of years (Study Abroad Programs.com, 2006).
However, one little understood claim is that a travel course or study abroad program was “lifechanging” or “transformative.” This report aims to explore the nature of transformative learning
in interdisciplinary travel courses. The report defines “transformative learning” as a goal and set
of learning outcomes for lifelong education. It outlines the design principles and the instructional
methods which maximize the potential for transformative learning. Student testimony illustrate
the variety of transformative learning attributed to the interdisciplinary travel courses. Finally,
lessons learned from this exploration and recommendations for international travel courses and
programs are outlined.
This study was conducted at Webster University (USA), an independent, international
university with 108 campuses worldwide (enrollment 21,000). “Transformative learning” is a
central part of Webster University’s mission statement:
Webster University, a worldwide institution, ensures high quality learning experiences
that transform students for global citizenship and individual excellence. (Webster
University, 2012)

Although the faculty debate continues about the meaning and rationale of transformative
learning, students have been reporting life-changing learning in hybrid (online plus international
travel) courses.
What is Transformative Learning?
Transformational learning involves experiencing a deep, structural change in the
underlying ways of how one thinks, feels and acts. The change affects one’s way of thinking
about self, about others and about the wider social, physical and metaphysical world. It involves
changes in one’s values and belief systems. It is a shift of consciousness that dramatically and
permanently alters one’s way of being in the world. One thinks, feels, values and experiences a
significant part of one’s life in a new way. (Elias, 1997; Garrison and Kanuka, 2004; Mezirow,
1991).
[It] refers to the process by which we transform our taken-for-granted frames of reference
(meaning perspectives, habits of mind, mind-sets) to make them more inclusive,
discriminating, open, emotionally capable of change, and reflective so that they may
generate beliefs and opinions that will prove more true or justified to guide action.
(Mezirow, 2000, pp. 7-8)
Transformative learning is contagious. It changes not only the individual, but also affects
others the individual touches. This is reflected in slogans such as “Let the world change you, and
you can change the world.” (Guevara, 2003) and “If I change, the whole world changes” (Kouno,
2010).
The transformative learning in Webster University's mission statement points particularly
to the awareness of the consciousness global interconnectedness of all systems -- economic,
political, socio-cultural, and environmental -- in the global age.
Course Designs for Transformative Learning
There are many experiences – not just interdisciplinary travel courses – that can result in
transformative learning. What are the learning activities that expand consciousness and transform
learners? In addition to international travel, especially where one does not know the language or
the culture; the list may include learning a new language through immersion and doing service
learning or community action projects. Most documented transformative learning activities
involve a problem or task that is challenging, intense, complex, or a novel to the learner. They
may involve team projects (like a joint presentation, research report, or video production)
requiring cooperation, collaboration and an open end objective. A stimulating class discussion or
debate in which students question their own beliefs or attitudes can be transformative.
There are many routes to transformative learning. A quiet or solitary experience like
sitting on a porch or meditating may bring awareness and energies that lead to transformative
learning. Or physical activities like yoga exercises, Tai Chi, and some aerobic exercises (e.g.,

walking, running, swimming, biking) may also lead to new awareness and transformative
learning.
Interdisciplinary, international travel courses are especially suitable for promoting
transformative learning because they typically involve intensity, novelty and cultural immersion.
The international travel courses examined in this study were designed to support transformative
learning.
1. Hybrid (online + international travel) design: The international travel courses were
designed as hybrid courses. This included a 100% online component which spanned the
compressed 9-week term; as well as the international travel component of 5-10 days in the fourth
or fifth week of the course.
The online component allowed sufficient time for students to conduct research and
reading prior to the on-location / international travel component. This prior research and reading
gave student a richer, deeper learning experience on-location, compared to a typical tourist or
guided tour experience in which the traveler come with little or no prior knowledge or study of
the place.
The several weeks online which follow the on-location component give students
opportunity to reflect upon their experiences and to integrate their prior reading and research
with their first-hand (on-location) learning. Significant or transformative learning is supported by
this opportunity for reflection, for dialogue with classmates and instructors, and for writing their
integrative final report.
2. Constructivist learning: Transformative learning requires learning processes at
multiple levels: awareness, understanding, application, analysis, synthesis and integration.
Constructivist pedagogy enables students to make meaning of their raw immersion experiences
through guided, learner-centered processes. Emphasis is on students’ active involvement in selfdirected research and collaboration. The knowledge and information gained through objectivist
learning approaches are coordinated and linked with the learner’s immersion experiences.
Constructivist pedagogy, thus guides students to construct meaning by putting structure to their
raw immersion experiences (Cronje, 2006). International travel courses are well suited to
emphasize constructivist pedagogy to maximize the opportunities for meaning that lead to
transformative learning.
3. Interdisciplinary content: The course titles reflected a content focus that was
necessarily interdisciplinary. For example, the course “Humanitarianism and Internationalism:
Geneva” focused the study and visits to international organizations (IGOs) and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). Guest lecturers at the organizations in Geneva also
represented expertise from multiple disciplines, including international relations, international
business, and education.
Other course titles that reflect the interdisciplinary content include: “Cinema and Culture
in China,” “Globalization: Austria and Slovakia”; “Global Issues: Japan;” and “International

Business: Thailand.” The interdisciplinary topics enable students to stretch their perspectives
beyond the comfortable familiarity of their own field of study and knowledge area. By inviting
students to stretch their perspectives, the interdisciplinary course design provides opportunity for
transformative learning to occur.
4. Diverse student backgrounds: The courses were designed for students majoring in
diverse topics such as international studies, history, the social sciences (psychology, sociology,
and anthropology), biology, education, international human rights, and business. Classes
included undergraduate students as well as graduate students and alumni. Occasionally, other
faculty members participated in the class as students.
Since the online delivery of the class did not require meeting in a classroom, the enrolled
students typically resided in disperse geographic locations. Class participants meet in-person
only during the on-location component at the international destination.
The hybrid international travel classes have had, by luck, student diversity in gender, age,
ethnicity, nationality, location of residence, employment, and field of study (majors). The
students’ experience of getting to know, work with and travel together with their diverse
classmates is a potential opportunity for transformative learning.
Instructional Methods for Transformative Learning
In addition to the course design of hybrid international travel courses, there are specific
instructional methods that can provide the challenge, intensity, complexity, or novelty to the
learner which may lead to transformative learning. These include: (1) social networking tools for
communication and reflection; (2) on-location case study reports; and (3) collaborative
authorship of wiki textbook chapters.
1. Social networking tools including personal blogs, v-blogs (YouTube) and Facebook
are ideal online tools for geographically dispersed students to easily meet, get-to-know each
other, share information and resources prior to the on-location, travel component of the course.
These tools are also suitable as a cooperative e-journal of experiences and reflections before,
during and after the travel. Because these social networking tools are mobile, they enable class
members to easily post photos, videos, or their impressions about an immediate experience. A
Facebook group page for the class enables students to brainstorm, springboard, and piggyback on
learning experiences of their fellow travelers. Reflective journaling is more meaningful when
one knows that others are reading about one’s inner thoughts; and when one has the privilege of
reading the reflections of others.
The social networking tools support transformative learning by providing students with a
consistent format and opportunity to do journaling, dialogue with peers about their learning, and
share their reflections, as well as just knowing that they are part of the bigger picture and
publicly presented.

2. On-Location Case Study Reports: In this method, each student selects a location
(organization, company, or museum) to research in advance of the travel component in
consultation with the instructor. The student writes a brief report about the chosen organization,
company or museum, and posts the report on the wiki textbook for other class members to read.
The student also gives a brief oral presentation report to the class just prior to the actual visit to
the organization, company or museum.
The “on-location case study reports” enable students to feel autonomous, self-confident
and knowledgeable as a “one-minute expert / teacher” about a topic they have researched, which
their classmates are not likely to know about. For some students this is a new experience in
active, self-directed, proactive learning, compared to the familiar passive learning. This can be
transformative when their classmates and instructors respect and applaud their presentation of
new and valuable information. It is deeply empowering to one’s self-concept to be able to see
oneself as knowledgeable, capable of sharing information and teaching others
3. Collaborative Authorship of Wiki Textbook Chapter: Each student selects a focused
research question pertinent to the course topic and to the country or city destination in the course.
For example, topics selected for the “Issues in International Business: Thailand” class included:
Trading of Counterfeit Goods; Business and Government Corruption; Medical Tourism; and
Human Trafficking for Sexual Exploitation. Students research their topic using professional
journal articles, video and multimedia resources, and information gathered in-country during
their travel. They post their chapter in a “wiki textbook,” which is a website for the course that is
organized by chapter topics which anyone can access, add and edit. This format allows students
to view each other’s chapters and give suggestions or feedback in progress.
The authorship of wiki textbook chapter is a potentially transformative learning
experience because It gives students the responsibility and recognition associated with
publishing their work for an audience beyond their instructors. The responsibilities include
ensuring that the information posted comes from trustworthy sources, that the sources are
properly credited and cited, that the writing is original and not plagiarized, and that it is in the
proper referencing format. Publishing the wiki textbook chapter accords students the expectation
that their work is professionally worthy. The value and meaning of this learning experience can
be significant for students who have yet to be treated and viewed with these expectations.
Testimonials on Transformative Learning
Example #1: International travel was a way to discover autonomy and self-confidence,
for Patrick, a 28-year-old graduate student:
“...This is the biggest thing I have ever done in traveling and it was all by myself. I have
always had my wife there with me. Whenever we go traveling, we do things together. I
got all the way across the other side of the world [Thailand] by myself. That’s pretty
big.”

Example #2: Terry was a 27-year-old International Relations major in search of a
professional direction. He participated in a class on Humanitarianism and Internationalism in
Geneva (Switzerland). In the class, seminars are conducted at various international organizations
there. In reflecting on the course, Terry wrote how impressed and proud he felt that the young
public relations officer leading the seminar at the World Trade Organization (WTO) was a
Webster University graduate in his major, International Relations. “This gave me new
confidence and real hope,” he described, “that I too could land a job with an international agency
overseas.” He reported that this insight led him to be more motivated and committed to his
studies in his field. Terry found the thread of connectivity between himself and the world of
professionals in international organizations.
Example #3: Shana’s (graduate student in business administration) transformative
learning involved confronting her own biases about Asians’ ways of living, and learning to
appreciate them:
“... I learned there are a lot of misconceptions about Thailand and the people here. I
think that changed me. It really opened my eyes to this part of the world, and how they
live. I do think it will change the way I think and how I will interact with people...I will
take a little bit of their culture with me..”
Example #4: Sandra, a senior elementary education major, participated on an
international travel class on “Education in China.” The class visited primary, elementary and
secondary schools there. Sandra described the epiphany she had about the Chinese teachers,
American teachers and herself:
“… I learned that the teachers in China are concerned about the very same things that
American teachers are: discipline in the classroom, motivating the kids to be interested in
the topic; and whether I reached everyone in today’s lesson. In spite of the outward
differences in language and culture, we are pretty much the same inside.”
Sandra’s insight was about the commonality among all teachers, American and Chinese - including herself -- and the recognition of the universality of human concerns and struggles
across diverse cultures.
Example #5: Jenny, a 19-year-old sophomore, experienced new ways of thinking through
class discussions debriefing visits to international organizations in Vienna.
“... The visits were the highlights. The time after the visits was very important, I feel. I
get to think about it. And especially hearing other people talk about it and criticize it. I
have not thought in those ways. This was something new for me.”
The transformative learning for this student was the discovery of new ways to think
critically about organizations and institutions, as compared to her naïve and unquestioning
acceptance of them before the class. She realizes this is a skill she will always be able to call on
in the future.

Example #6: Bradley, also a participant in the “Education in China” course, was a highschool special education teacher of students with severe learning difficulties, His empathic
insight was about the similarity of his own difficulties in China with the big challenges his
students face in his classroom everyday:
”...one of the first things I have taken away from this class is a greater empathy for my
students. Just being in Hong Kong and now especially in China, I can’t read the
language, I can’t communicate, and really understanding how difficult that is...”
Discussion and Recommendations
This review of interdisciplinary travel courses indicates that these travel courses are
conducive to transformative experiences. The courses can be designed to support transformative
learning by employing constructivist pedagogy, interdisciplinary content, and course designs that
emphasize active, student-directed learning, collaborative problem-solving, and engagement with
class members from diverse backgrounds.
Instructional methods that provide challenge, intensity, complexity, or novelty are likely
to support transformative learning. For example, social networking tools give students greater
opportunity to share and debate their emerging insights with class members. The on-location
case study reports and the collaborative authorship of wiki textbook chapters give students
autonomy for self-directed learning and increase their self-esteem as knowledgeable
professionals.
The student testimonies indicate that transformative learning may result from an endless
variety of experiences, only a subset of which are learning experiences that occur in
interdisciplinary travel courses. The student testimonials illustrate the wide variety of
transformative learning that may occur. It may be difficult to anticipate or predict what kind of
transformative learning will occur, even in the same class having the same international travel
experience. It may also be difficult to predict which students (or how many students) will
consider that their learning experiences in the travel course were significant or transformative.
Given the potential that interdisciplinary travel courses supports transformative learning
for student participants, the following recommendations are suggested:
•

Place focus and attention to interdisciplinary travel courses as a viable venue where
transformative learning can occur frequently.

•

Develop or expand course designs based on multiple teaching modalities; constructivist
pedagogy, interdisciplinary content, and involvement of students from diverse academic
or cultural backgrounds.

•

Expand instructional methods that support collaboration and social networking, authentic
(real-world) problem solving, student-initiated research, and publishing of student work.

•

Encourage students to elaborate on their significant learning experiences, by encouraging
self-reflection on their experiences and documenting reflections on blogs, journals and
wiki textbook chapters.
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ABSTRACT
The study was carried out to determine the pre-service teachers’ efficacy
beliefs during one year teacher education program. It was hypothesized that
pre-service teachers’ efficacy beliefs would increase with the progression of
coursework. For this purpose 55 pre-service teachers were selected as a
sample of the study. Teacher Efficacy Beliefs scale developed by Gibson and
Dembo (1984) was used for data collection purposes. Teacher efficacy scale
consisted of two factors: Personal teaching efficacy and General Teaching
efficacy beliefs. Data were collected at the beginning of first semester and at
the end of last semester of teacher education program. Results indicated that
pre-service teachers’ personal teaching efficacy increased although general
teaching efficacy beliefs decreased with the progression of coursework.
Young aged group of pre-service teachers held significantly high personal
efficacy beliefs. No significant difference was found on gender and academic
qualification.

Key word: Personal Teaching Efficacy, General Teacher Efficacy, Pre-service
Teachers, Teacher Education program, Pre-test, Post- test Design

INTRODUCTION

Teachers’ actions and behaviors are associated to their beliefs and
expectations. Teachers’ beliefs in their capabilities to teach students and
influence students’ achievement scores are the robust indicators of instructional
success. According to Bandura (1977) that individuals with greater sense of
efficacy embrace the control of the events affecting their lives and show such
behaviors permitting them to comprehend the anticipated outcomes. For
teachers, this idea may mean that teachers with higher efficacy beliefs exhibit
behaviors which may contribute to execute educational activities in class and
learning by students. Consequently, teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs which may
absolutely affect classroom activities of teachers have been a remarkable subject
for education researchers (Cerit, 2010). There is a positive correlation between
Teacher self-efficacy and achievement of students Leithwood (2006).
Prospective teachers’ beliefs affect the way they acquire to teach, and
their observations, judgments and actions in the classroom. In this way, teacher
training usefulness can be measured according to the improvement of
prospective teachers’ mental structure of teaching capability, a substantial part of
which is founded on a personal sense of teaching efficacy (Woolfolk Hoy &
Spero, 2005). Determining the level of prospective teachers’ self-efficacy belief
may contribute to predict how they will perform during teacher education
program based on self-efficacy feelings. This is an important element of teacher
education programs in determining the prospective teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs

to teach effectively and bring about a positive change in students’ learning
(Shaukat, 2011).

The concept of self-efficacy is linked with the concept of agency, the
fundamental personality trait with the help of which a person can make a
difference in his own life and his surrounding (Bangs, & Frost, 2012).Teacher
efficacy is a teacher’s belief that he or she can make difference in students’
learning. Teacher’s beliefs about his or her ability to bring about a change in a
given situation. Two factors are related to teacher efficacy beliefs, general
teaching efficacy, a belief about the ability of teachers in general to overcome
social and economic factors in their students’ lives, and personal teaching
efficacy, a more explicit and individual belief about one’s capability to influence
learning (Guskey & Pasaro, 1994).
Teacher education programs play an important role in the improving the
self-efficacy of prospective teachers (Pendergast, Garvis & Keogh, 2011).
Professional growth is defined as changes over time in the behaviour,
knowledge, images, beliefs, or perceptions of novice teachers (Kagan, 1992). A
significant aspect of teacher education program is to develop positive values,
supportive ideas, high ethical principles and strong moral understandings in
prospective teachers related to accepting their responsibility for the training and
education of children. Prospective teachers need to gain both theoretical and
practical knowledge about how to teach at school level, which is a major concern
of teacher education program (Forlin, 2010).
Pendergast, et al (2011) found a decline in teacher self-efficacy at the end
of one year teacher education program. They suggested that possible reason of
this decline may be that prospective teacher over estimate their teacher efficacy

before they have any experience of classroom teaching. When they experience
classroom teaching during their practicum, they know the reality of their role as
teacher and their teacher self-efficacy is more realistic later. Pendergast, et al
(2011) found that gender, age, and program have no significant effect on the
teacher efficacy. Hence teacher self-efficacy is dependent on the content and
context of teacher education program and the variables like gender, age, and
program were not predictive of teacher self-efficacy. According to Skaalvik, &
Skaalvik (2010), teacher self-efficacy may decrease if teacher believes that
external factors like ability and background of students etc. are more important
for the learning of the students than the teaching of the teacher.
Training is an important element in shaping self-efficacy beliefs of prospective
teachers. Thus, there is a need to measure the personal and teaching efficacy
beliefs of pre-service teachers before joining the teaching profession.The specific
objectives of this study were:
To identify the pre-service teachers’ personal and teaching efficacy beliefs at the
beginning and at the end of teacher education program.
To identify the pre-service teachers’ personal and teaching efficacy beliefs in
different age groups.
Hypothesis
There is no significant difference between pre-service teachers’ personal efficacy
beliefs at the beginning and at the end of teacher education program.
There is no significant difference between pre-service teachers’ teaching efficacy
beliefs at the beginning and at the end of teacher education program.
There is no significant difference in pre-service teachers’ personal and teaching
efficacy beliefs between two age groups at the beginning and at the end of
teacher education program.

METHOD
Sample
Fifty five pre-service teachers from a public university responded to the
questionnaire. There were 45 females and 10 male pre-service teachers as a sample of the
study. Majority of the participants were aged 20-25 years and only few were under the age
group of 25-30 years. more than half of the participants were holding a degree of
Bachelor’ in Arts whereas the rest were holding Bachelors’ in Science or masters level
degree. Students have science background were in minority.
A summary of demographic variables is given below.

Table 1, Demographic information about participants
No Variables
N
Percentage
1
Gender
Male (pre-test)
10
18.2
Females (pre-test)
45
81.8
Male (post-test)
Females (post-test)
10
18.2
45
81.8
2
Age
20-25
39
70.9
25-30
16
29.1
3
Qualification
B.A
29
52.7
B.Sc
10
18.2
M.A.
14
25.5
MSc
2
3.6

Instrument
A two –part survey questionnaire was used to undertake this study. First part
contained general demographic information about each participant. Part two
employed the Teacher self-efficacy (TSE) scale.

Part one: Demographic information
Part one of the survey instrument sought information about demographical
variables (e.gl, gender, academic qualification and age of the survey participants.

Part two: Teacher Self-Efficacy scale
Teacher self-efficacy scale originally developed by Gibson and Dembo (1984)
was used to measure the pre-service teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs in the present
study. Before administering scale on a final sample it was pilot tested on 20
teachers to make sure the language difficulties regarding statements. After pilot
testing, scale was used in this study in the same English version. The scale
comprised of 22 statements. It was a six points rating scale, ranging from
‘strongly agree (6)’ to ‘strongly disagree (1)’. It contains on two factors: personal
efficacy and teacher efficacy beliefs.
Personal Efficacy scale
Table 2: Reliability of Personal Efficacy scale
TES
Pretest
Posttest
Combined

Cronbach's Alpha
0.519
0.743
0.689

N of items
13
13
26

Teacher Efficacy scale
Table 3: Reliability of personal scale
TES
Pretest
Posttest
Combined

Cronbach's Alpha
0.414
0.451
0.572

N of items
9
9
18

Procedure
Questionnaire forms were distributed to 60 pre-service teachers in a public
university. Final data of 55 questionnaire forms were collected from pre-service
teachers at the beginning of first semester and at the end of last semester during a
one year pre-service teacher education program. Prior to the administration of the
scale participants were informed the nature of the study and their right to refuse
to participate. Pre-test and post-test design was adopted for this study. It was

instructed to fill the demographic information like gender, academic background
and age and respond one of the five response options of the scale. Respondents
were asked to Answer each item as accurately as they can, answers will be
strictly confidential, read all the instructions carefully before starting.
Researchers were present during the completion of the questionnaire and invited
the participants to ask questions. Pre-service teachers were given a full class
period, approximately 60 min, to fill up the questionnaires. Incomplete
questionnaire forms were discarded before data entry.
RESULTS
Data were analyzed by using paired and independent sample t-test. Mean score
and standard deviation were also explained to interpret the results.
Table 4
Mean Scores Difference between Pre-Test Post –Test Pre-service Teachers’
Personal Efficacy Factor (N=55)
PEF

Pretest
Posttest

M
56.59
58.95

N
55
55

Mean
difference

SD
5.53
6.73 2.36

t

2.221

P

0.031

Table 4 indicates that pre-service teachers’ personal-efficacy was significantly
improved in posttest.
Table 5
Mean Scores Difference between Pre-Test Post –Test pre-service Teachers’
Teacher Efficacy Factor (N=55)
TEF
Pretest
Posttest

M
26.22
23.34

N
55
55

SD
4.63
4.16

Mean
difference
2.87

t
4.23

P
.000

Table 5 shows that pre-service teachers’ teacher -efficacy was significantly
decreased in the posttest.
Table 6

Mean Scores Difference between pre-service Teachers’ age group on Personal
Efficacy Factor (N=55)
PEF
Test
Pretest
Posttest

Age
group
20-25
25-30
20-25
25-30

N
39
16
39
16

M
57.36
54.69
60.26
55.75

SD
5.23
5.93
5.57
8.34

Mean
T
difference

p
.104

2.67

1.654
.023

4.51

2.347

Table 6 indicates that pre-service teachers with aged group 20-25 years held
significantly personal efficacy beliefs than those of aged 25-30 group.
Table 7
Mean Scores Difference between pre-service Teachers’ age group on Teacher
Efficacy Factor (N=55)
TES

Test
Pretest
Posttest

Age
group
20-25
25-30
20-25
25-30

N
39
16
39
16

M
26.15
26.37
23.72
22.44

SD

Mean
t
difference

4.40
5.27 0.22
3.85
4.84 1.28

p

0.160

0.874

1.038

0.304

Table 7 shows that no significant difference was found between age group of
pre-service teachers’ teacher efficacy beliefs
t-test revealed that there was no significant difference between the scores of male
and female on pre-personal efficacy, post-personal efficacy, pre-general teaching
efficacy and post-general teacher efficacy scale. Mean score values showed that
personal efficacy of both male and female was improved in post-test whereas
general teaching efficacy of both was decreased in posttest. The personal and
general teaching efficacy of male and female at beginning and end of teacher
education programs is graphically presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Personal and general teaching efficacy of male and female at
beginning and end of teacher education programs
DISCUSSION
The present study was carried out to determine the pre-service teachers’ personal
and teaching efficacy beliefs during teacher education program. This study did
not reveal gender differences between two factors of TES. There was no
significant difference in male and female pre-service teachers’ personal and
teaching efficacy beliefs on pre-test and post- test.

This study revealed that ending-level pre-service teachers’ beliefs
concerning the personal teaching efficacy were significantly greater than the
beginning-level, although results reported no substantial difference on general
teaching efficacy factor. Pre-service teachers’ personal teaching efficacy beliefs
improved with the progression of coursework. This research finding is consistent
with the previous research studies (Woolfolk et. al., 2005; Witcher et. al., 2002)
reported that as the duration of teacher education program increased, pre-service
teachers’ PTE beliefs increased. The reason for this may be pre-service teachers

are not completely aware the realities of teaching situation and students’
attitudes, behaviors and performance at school (Witcher et. al., 2002). Some
other research studies also have supported the view that pre-service teachers had
inappropriate or unrealistic expectations about the students they are to teach after
finishing their coursework (Gomez & Comeaux, 1990; Kagan, 1992)
It is astonishing to mention that pre-service teachers’ general teaching
efficacy beliefs declined at the end of teacher education program. They were
considerably higher on pre-test but gradually reduced on post-test. It can be
concluded that teacher training program is not effective in transforming the
professional knowledge and teaching skills to ensure pre-service teachers to
teach students effectively. According to some research studies, coursework did
not play a significant role for improving the pre-service teachers’ self-efficacy
beliefs (Lin et al., 2001; Ginns & Tulip, 1995). It reflects that prospective
teachers’ self- beliefs were more likely to turn down as a result of their
coursework and they were not confident for future teaching, this similar research
finding was also found in the study of Hoy and Woolfolk, 1990.

At the age variable, it was found in this study that pre-service teachers
with younger age group 20-25 years held significantly personal efficacy beliefs
than those of older 25-30 group. Surprisingly no significant difference was found
between young and older age group of pre-service teachers’ general teaching
efficacy beliefs. Although younger group of pre-service teachers held more mean
scores on general teaching efficacy factor than older group but not at significant
level. There may be some reasons behind this finding, younger group of preservice teachers had lack of information about the ground realities of teaching
situation (instructional strategies; classroom management; and knowledge of

learners and learning) so that they were more enthusiastic and internally
motivated to bring about a change in students’ learning.
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
Teacher education program plays a significant role in enhancing the
professional knowledge self-efficacy beliefs of pre-service teachers to make
difference in students’ learning (Cerit, 2010). In this study pre-service teachers
had lack of general teaching efficacy beliefs to teach students. For this reason,
the teacher education program should be reviewed to develop teaching skills and
professional abilities to overcome student and family characteristics. Based on
this result, improving pre-service teachers’ efficacy beliefs through teacher
training programs is an imperative in terms of developing self-confidence to
endorse students’ learning when they enter in teaching and contribute positively
to make difference in students’ learning.
In Pakistan, teacher trainers generally may not have practice and
experience teaching in the schools for which they prepare pre-service teachers;
that is why teacher trainers tend to coach in a theoretical way. Generally in
Pakistan more emphasis is given on traditional methods for teaching. Teacher
educators also use lecture methods which do not fulfill the needs of students to
explain their concept of the lesson. There is a dire need that teacher educators be
made aware of the importance of teacher efficacy beliefs and should and develop
a good understanding of the concept. If teacher educators are not familiar with
the concept and do not appreciate its’ importance then there is less likelihood
that they would address this issue in their teaching.
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Effects of explicit instruction on the semantic role of English sentence subject: A
case of Japanese EFL learners
Tomohiko Shirahata, Miki Shibata, and Robert H. Taferner
Shizuoka University, Hiroshima University, and Yokohama City University
Abstract
The present study examined the effects of explicit negative feedback in L2
(second language) acquisition in classroom settings. Exposure to linguistic input of a
target language is necessary to develop L2 grammatical knowledge. However, some
grammatical items are too complex for learners to notice in the input. Given this, it is
beneficial for L2 learners to be informed about the ungrammaticality of their production
through negative feedback.
The sentence-initial subject in English is considered as one of the many
complex grammatical features for Japanese learners of English (JLEs) to acquire
through mere exposure to positive input. According to previous studies (Kuribara, 2006;
Shibata, 2006; Wakabayashi & Negishi, 2003), JLEs often produce errors shown in (1).
(1) a. *I am muscular pain. (= I have muscular pain.)
b. *My school was school uniform. (= We had to wear a school uniform.)
Sentences in (1) are ungrammatical in English since the overt phrases in subject position
do not meet thematic roles that verbs assign; however, the topic does not have any
thematic relation with overt phrases in the subject position in Japanese. With their L1
knowledge, JLEs mistakenly analyze English Subject-Verb structure as Japanese
Topic-Verb construction although at this developmental stage they have already known
that an overt phrase must appear in the preverbal position. Given this, JLEs must learn
that English does not allow non-thematic topical subjects. However, their frequent
production of thematically inappropriate sentences as in (1) suggests that JLEs cannot
learn this property through simple exposure to positive evidence.
In this study explicit negative feedback was provided to JLEs in order to
investigate whether they would realize that the sentence-initial nominal in English is not
a topic. The participants for this study were 96 first-year college students who had
enrolled in a required English course at a university in Japan. They were divided into
Group A, Group B, and the Control group. Their English proficiency was measured by
TOEIC (Test of English for International Communication). Group A and the Control
group were leveled as intermediate and Group B as low. Three sessions were given

during regular class periods. The participants took grammatical judgment tests as a
pre-test and as a post-test, and two delayed-post tests after three consecutive treatment
sessions. Their scores on these tests were compared to measure the effect of explicit
negative feedback. As part of the treatment, the researchers in this study explicitly
explained why sentences such as (1) were ungrammatical.
The results indicated that the treatment worked differently for the groups.
Improvement was realized with the intermediate-level students, but little change was
observed with low-level participants. This suggests that some JLEs might not have fully
understood the grammar explanation as intended. Therefore, it can be argued that
inconsistent effects in the study could attribute to learners’ metalinguistic knowledge
and general problem-solving abilities as well as their language proficiency. Finally, this
study proposes that the provision of explicit negative evidence is dependent on the
nature of grammatical items and learners’ proficiency levels.

Effects of explicit instruction on the semantic role of English sentence
subject: A case of Japanese EFL learners
The present study examined the effects of explicit negative feedback in L2
(second language) acquisition in classroom settings. Exposure to linguistic input of a
target language is necessary to develop L2 grammatical knowledge. However, some
grammatical items are too complex for learners to notice in the input. Given this, it is
beneficial for L2 learners to be informed about the ungrammaticality of their production
through negative feedback.
The sentence-initial subject in English is considered as one of the complex
grammatical features for Japanese learners of English (JLEs) to acquire. According to
previous studies (Kuribara, 2006; Shibata, 2006; Wakabayashi & Negishi, 2003), JLEs
often produce errors shown in (1). The sentence in (1a) is ungrammatical in English
since the noun phrase in subject position (i.e., the test) cannot be interpreted as the
subject, but rather as the verb object. It is topicalized and appears in the sentence-initial
position, which makes it pretend to be the subject. The sentence subject I has no
position in which it can appear, so it is omitted in (1a).
(1) a. Type 1: Topic + Null Subject + V
Example: *The test did better than I expected.
（= I did better on the test than I expected.）
Japanese: Tesuto-wa omotta-yori deki-ta.
Test-Top expected-than do-PAST1
Similarly, (1b) is also ungrammatical: a NP this bag, which should be interpreted as the
object, is located in the sentence initial position. Note that copula (i.e., be-verb) is
inserted to mark the NP in the sentence-initial position as the topic and that the genuine
subject my father is realized after the copula. In Japanese, the NP my father is marked
with the nominative-case marker ga, which normally indicates the subject.
b. Type 2: Topic + be-verb + Subject + V
Example: *This bag was my father bought me.
（= My father bought me this bag.）
Japanese: Kono bagu-wa watashi-no-chichi-ga watashi-ni kat-ta.
This bag-Top
my father-Nom
me-for buy-PAST

Type 3 indicates a typical A-is-B construction, where a predicate is deleted as in Kuno
(1978).
c. Type 3: Overgeneralization of be-verb
Example: *My family is six people.
(= My family has six people.)
Japanese: Watashi-no kazoku-wa rokunin desu.
My

family-Top six people copula

The Japanese equivalents to the English sentences, however, are all grammatical. This
discrepancy between the two languages suggests that JLEs transfer their L1 to L2: the
sentence-initial position is for topic in Japanese, whereas it must be the subject in
English.
Theoretical background
English does not allow the null-subject, whereas Japanese does. The sentence
(2) is ungrammatical in English since the sentence subject is not overtly realized.
(2) Mainichi gakko-e iku
every day school-to go
*“ φ go to school every day.” (I go to school every day.)
Another major difference between Japanese and English is that Japanese is a
topic-prominent language, whereas English is a subject-prominent language (Li &
Thompson, 1976). As for the former, the topic can appear in the sentence-initial position,
and as for the latter the subject must appear in the pre-verbal position.
The SLA studies based on the generative linguistic theory assume that
learning process is considered parameter resetting. Following the features described
above, JLEs need to learn that:
(3) a. English requires obligatory subjects; and
b. English does not allow non-thematic topical subjects.
Regarding the feature (3a), JLEs need to reset the subject parameter from [+Null
Subject] to [-Null Subject] (Nawata & Tsubokura, 2010). However, this is not adequate
to produce grammatically correct sentences in English: JLEs must learn the feature (3b).
In order to adequately capture the grammatical feature (3b), Nawata and

Tsubokura’s (2010) theoretical framework was followed. They adopted the mechanism
of feature inherence developed by Chomsky (2007, 2008) and Miyagawa (2005).
According to Miyagawa (2005), language variations can be explained based on which
feature works with the EPP while assuming that all languages are not distinctive in
terms of their repertoire of features. In Japanese, the focus feature percolates down from
C to T, and works with the EPP feature, whereas in English it is the agreement feature
that percolates down to T in order to activate the EPP. According to the feature
appearing prominently on T, languages are classified into two types: discourse-oriented
languages (e.g., Japanese, Chinese) and sentence-oriented language (e.g., English,
French). In the former, the agreement feature stays on C; on the other hand, in the latter
the focus feature remains in situ. Given this feature-inherence hypothesis, JLEs are
expected to learn the two properties of the sentence-oriented language for parameter
resetting: the agreement feature percolates down to T and the focus feature does not
percolate down to T (Nawata & Tsubokura, 2010). These features are realized as
thematic subjects in English.
As explained above, JLEs need to learn the two features (3a) and (3b) in order
to comprehend and produce correct English sentences. Interestingly, their frequent
production of thematically inappropriate sentences as in (1) suggests that JLEs have
little difficulty to learn the property (3a), but not the property (3b). This may be due to
their L1 knowledge, as they mistakenly analyze English Subject-Verb structure as
Japanese. Previous studies have also reported that at the early stage of acquisition, JLEs
learn that the subject must have an overt phrase in English (Kuribara, 2004; Nawata &
Tsubokura, 2010). This inadequate acquisition is plausibly ascribed to the fact that no
explicit information is available as input for JLEs to notice the property (3b). In other
words, mere exposure to input fails the complete parameter resetting. This led to the
assumption that explicit negative feedback should play a crucial role to acquire the
grammatical rule that cannot be extracted from the surface level.
The Study
Based on the theoretical framework described above, the present study was
conducted to investigate the following hypothesis:
Negative feedback is effective for adult L2 learners to help develop their
grammar knowledge unlike L1 acquisition. This is due to their full
development of cognitive abilities, learning motivation, and interest. In
particular, instructions should be beneficial for complex grammar rules, which
learners may not be able to elicit from positive input alone.

Participants
The participants for this study were 96 first-year college students who had
enrolled in a required English course at a university in Japan. They were separated into
Group A, Group B, and the Control group. Their English proficiency was measured by
TOEIC (Test of English for International Communication). As shown in Table 1, Group
A and the Control group were leveled as intermediate level and Group B as low.
Table 1. Participants’ information
Group

Group A (n ＝ 38)

Group B (n ＝ 21)

Control group (n ＝ 37)

TOEIC score

550 – 700

300 – 400

550 - 700

Level

Intermediate

Low

Intermediate

Treatments
The researchers explicitly explained why the sentences such as (1) were
ungrammatical, focusing on the role of overt noun phrases in preverbal position in the
two languages. Three sessions were given during regular class periods in April 2011,
when the new school year began. The materials presented below illustrated that the
deletion of sentence subject is not allowed in English unlike Japanese:
(4) A: What did you do last night?
Kino-no-yoru
（φ） nani-o
shi-ta-no?
last night
(φ＝you) what-Acc do-PAST-Q
B: I studied math.
(φ) Sugaku-o
benkyo-shi-ta.
(φ＝I) math-Acc
study-PAST
(5) a. John said that [he ate sushi with Mary].
b. Taro-wa [（φ）Mary-to
Top [(φ＝he) -with

sushi-o
sushi-Acc

tabe-ta]
to it-ta.
eat-PAST that say-PAST

Then, with the sentences such as (6) to (9), the difference between subject and topic was
explained, focusing on the topic marker wa and the nominative-case marker ga. In
particular, the notion and function of topicalization were clearly explained and it was
emphasized that the copula has no relationship with topic marking.

(6) a. Suika-wa
oisii.
watermelons-Top delicious.
b. Suika-ga
oisii.
watermelon-Nom delicious.
‘Watermelons are delicious.’
c. Natsu-wa
suika-ga
oisii
summer-Top
watermelon-Nom delicious
d. Natsu-ga
suika-ga
oisii
summer-Nom
watermelon-Nom delicious
‘In summer, watermelons are delicious.’
(7) a. Taro-ga Hanako-o
Taro-Nom Hanako-Acc
b. Taro-wa Hanako-o
Taro-Top Hanako-Acc
c. Hanako-wa Taro-ga
Hanako-Top Taro-Nom
‘Taro hit Hanako.’

tatai-ta
hit-PAST
tatai-ta
hit-PAST
tatai-ta。
hit-PAST

(8) a. *Today is busy.
a’. Kyo-wa isogasii
today-Top busy
b. I am busy today.
b’. Boku-wa
kyo-wa isogasii.
st
1 person pronoun-Top today-Top busy
(9) a. My brother gave this watch to me.
b. *This watch gave to me.
c. *This watch my brother gave to me.
d. *This watch was my brother gave to me.
The second session followed a week later. The first twenty minutes were spent on a
review of the points covered in the previous session, and then the participants were
asked to judge the grammatical accuracy of sentences similar to (10).

(10) a. *Tomorrow will finish school.
b. *Friday always finish school late.
c. *Today blew strong wind.
The last session was held a week after the second treatment. Following the 15-minute
review, another exercises were provided similar to those from the second session.
Grammatical judgment task
The participants completed grammatical judgment tasks for the pre-test and
post-test, and two delayed-post tests after three consecutive treatment sessions. The
post-test was given a week after and the delayed-post test 36 weeks after the last
treatment session. The test included six sentences from three types, as shown below.
They included 18 target sentences and 22 distractors. In order to be equally balanced,
the target sentences were all ungrammatical, whereas the distractors were grammatical.
However, later two target sentences from Type 1 were deleted because of
inappropriateness. This left four sentences for Type 1, six for Type 2, and six for Type 3
to be analyzed.
Type 1: Topic + (Subject) + V
(a). *Our school studies on Saturdays.
(= Students study on Saturdays at our school.)
(b). *This restaurant can eat anything for only one thousand yen.
(= You can eat anything [you want] for only one thousand yen in this restaurant.)
(c). * The test did better than I expected.
(= I did better on the test than I expected.)
(d). * Next week has many tests.
(= We will have many tests next week.)
Type 2: Topic + (be) + Subject + V
(a). *My birthday came many friends from Tokyo.
(= Many friends came from Tokyo for my birthday.)
(b). *This bag was my father bought me yesterday.
(= My father bought me this bag yesterday.)
(c). *This watch was my mother gave me.
(= My mother gave me this watch.)
(d). *Shizuoka sometimes comes typhoons in July.
(= Typhoons sometimes come to Shizuoka in July.)

Type 3: Topic + be + C
(a). *I am muscular pain.
(b). *Today is strong wind.
(c). *This department store is a big bargain sale now.
(d). *We were the same high school
The participants were asked to provide the correction or reasons why they judged a
sentence ungrammatical. A single sentence appeared on each page and the participants
were instructed not to go back to any previous pages and change their judgment once
they had completed the item. The same test format was adopted with slight changes the
content words in order to avoid repeated effect: participants might judge the target
sentences on the second and/or third tests in terms of familiarity, but not grammaticality,
if they had been the same throughout the three tests. The rejection of an ungrammatical
sentence with appropriate correction was considered correct, whereas acceptance of an
incorrect sentence or rejection of a sentence with the wrong reason counted as a faulty
judgment. Their scores on these tests were compared in order to measure the effect of
explicit negative feedback.
Results
Table 2 shows the results of pre-test. As for Type 1, 48.7% in Group A, 36.9%
in Group B, and 47.3% in the Control group correctly rejected ungrammatical sentences.
Type 2 sentences were rejected more correctly than two other types: 66.7% in Group A,
60.3% in Group B, and 65.65 in the Control group. As for Type 3, 55.7% in Group A,
49.2% in Group B, and 56.8% in the Control group made the correct judgment. Based
on their performance on the pre-test, Type 1 (e.g., *Next week has many tests.) appears
to be the most difficult for participants to correctly reject. That is, they tended to accept
these types of sentences as grammatical.
Table 2. Results of the pre-test
Sentence type

Group A

Group B

Control group

Type 1: Top + (Sub) + V

48.7% (74/152)

36.9% (31/84)

47.3% (70/148)

Type 2: Top + (be) + Sub + V

66.7% (152/228)

60.3% (76/126)

67.6% (150/222)

Type 3: Topic + be + C

55.7% (127/228)

49.2% (62/126)

56.8% (126/222)

Table 3 shows the results of post-test, which was conducted a week after a
series of treatment sessions. As for Groups A , 70.4% of Type 1 were correctly rejected,

which 21.7％ increased compared to pre-test; 87.3% of Type 2, indicating 20.6% more
than pre-test; and 85.1% of Type 3, increasing 29.4%. That is, their judgment improved
after the treatment. On the other hand, Group B improved less than Group A: 50.0% for
Type 1, increasing 13.1%; 69.8% for Type 2, increasing 9.5%; and 3.5% for Type 3,
increasing 14.3% compared to pre-test. The control group did not show much
improvement: 1.3% difference for both Types 1 and 2, 0.4% for Type 3 (See Tables 2
and 3 for comparison).
Table 3. Results of the post-test
Sentence type

Group A

Group B

Control group

Type 1: Top + (Sub) + V

70.4% (107/152)

50.0% (42/84)

48.6% (72/148)

Type 2: Top + (be) + Sub + V

87.3% (199/228)

69.8% (88/126)

68.9% (153/222)

Type 3: Topic + be + C

85.1% (194/228)

63.5% (80/126)

57.2% (127/222)

In order to examine the long-term effect of negative feedback, the delayed
post-test was given 36 weeks after the last session. Table 4 shows the correction rate for
Group A where the effect remained even after 36 weeks, resulting in 72.4% for Type 1,
90.4% for Type 2, and 82.9% for Type 3. Except for Type 3, they performed better on
Types 1 and 2. In the post-test, there was a 2.4% increase for Type 1, and a 3.1%
improvement for Type 2; whereas Group B decreased in their correction rate from
45.2% for Type 1, 65.1% for Type 2, and 54.8% for Type 3, which are all less than
post-test correction rates. As for the Control group, there was no noticeable change in
their performance.
Table 4. Results of the delayed post-test
Group A

Group B

Control group

Type 1

72.4% (110/152)

45.2% (38/84)

48.0% (71/148)

Type 2

90.4% (206/228)

65.1% (82/126)

67.6% (150/222)

Type 3

82.9% (189/228)

54.8% (69/126)

57.7% (128/222)

The following figures show the results of each type. As indicated in the figures, Group
A improved their judgment across 3 sentence types.

Figure 1. Correct judgment for Type 1

Figure 2. Correct judgment for Type 2

Figure 3. Correct judgment for Type 3
Discussion
Interestingly, both Group A and Group B performed differently on the
week-after post- and delayed post-tests although they received the same instruction with
the same materials. Since the difference between the two groups is their proficiency
level, inconsistent effects in the study could be attributed to learners’ language
proficiency. Improvement was realized with Group A (the intermediate-level students),
whereas little change was observed with Group B (the low-level participants). This
suggests that the JLEs with low proficiency of the target language might not have fully
understood the grammar explanation as intended.
The result does not fully support our hypothesis; the explicit instruction with
negative feedback works with JLEs whose proficiency is at an intermediate level. In
other words, an intermediate-level proficiency is required to comprehend instructions on
the sentence-initial subject of English. On the other hand, lower-level learners may have
difficulty to understand the explanation due to the lack of adequate linguistic knowledge
necessary to process and integrate this grammatical feature into their interlanguage.
It has been claimed that L2 acquisition process has the following features:
(11) a. There is an acquisition order.
b. L2 learners transfer their L1 knowledge to process L2.
c. Individual differences are recognized such as acquisition speed and
degree of linguistic knowledge.

d. Very few L2 learners successfully acquire all L2 grammatical
knowledge.
The result of the present study follows (11a)2: learners must have reached up to a certain
level to move to the next stage. This leads to the pedagogical implications that a
particular grammatical instruction may not be effective unless students have reached to
the stage where they are ready to learn the next-level grammatical rules. Given this,
instructors should be aware that a single type of grammar instruction does not always
result in the same effect for all JLEs. Rather it may work for only a limited number of
learners.
Conclusion
The English sentence subject is considered the complicated grammatical item
for JLEs to learn due to the following reasons: Negative feedback is necessary to reset
the topic-prominent parameter to the subject-prominent parameter; the notion of subject
is ambiguous in Japanese; and no learning materials including school textbooks are
available to explicitly teach that a sequence of Topic – (Subject) – Verb is
ungrammatical in English.
Based on the theoretical framework proposed and empirical studies, negative
feedback should be a suitable for JLEs to learn the grammatical features of English
sentence subject. However, it turned out not to be effective for all JLEs as it only
worked for intermediate-level learners. Through the results of this study, it can be
concluded that L2 learners may not receive much benefit from grammar instruction
unless they are equipped with adequate language proficiency to comprehend and
process it. Therefore, the provision of explicit negative evidence appears to be
dependent on the nature of grammatical items and learners’ proficiency levels.
Notes
1. Top = topic, Nom = nominative, Acc = accusative, PAST = past tense, Q =
question
2. This feature is recognized in both L1 and L2 processes (e.g., Brown (1973) for L1;
Dulay and Burt (1974); Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982); and Shirahata (1988) for
L2).
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Abstract
Receiving linguistic input is a necessary condition for second language (L2)
learners to acquire grammatical knowledge of a target language. However, mere
exposure to L2 input is insufficient for identifying abstract grammatical features
through mapping the form, and its meaning and function. Previous studies have claimed
that instruction is beneficial for L2 learners in order to make their grammar learning
more efficient. Most of them have compared implicit and explicit grammar instructions;
yet the results appear to be rather inconsistent. Despite of extensive studies on its effect,
little focus has been paid to the nature of learners’ comprehension of instruction. This
might be due to the underlying presumption that students understand the explanation
provided for a certain grammatical item as teachers have intended. The present study
examined this presumption through a questionnaire conducted with Japanese learners of
English (JLEs).
The participants in this study included 49 Japanese college students learning
English as a required course. These participants were leveled into 3 groups based on
their TOEIC (Test of English for International Communication) scores into low-,
middle-, and high-levels. They received three grammar explanation sessions on the
sentence-initial noun phrase (NP) in English, which is identified as one of the complex
grammatical features for JLEs to understand due to their first language influence. The
consecutive instructions emphasized that the sentence-initial NP in English sentences is
semantically limited by the verb so that it cannot be interpreted as the topic unlike
Japanese. Then, the instruction effect was measured through comparing their scores on
the pre- and post-tests. Following the post-test, they were requested to complete the
questionnaire and write what they had learned from the instructions provided, which is
the primary purpose of the present study.
The results revealed that the low-level learners did not fully comprehend the
most critical points of the instructions. Their responses showed that they did not
remember what they had been taught nor did they know how to apply what they had
learned through the sessions. In conclusion, grammar instructions may not work in the
same way for all L2 learners at the same time. This leads to the pedagogical implication
that learner readiness should be checked to see whether or not they have accumulated
enough underlying linguistic knowledge prior to the application of grammar instruction
and input.

Who are these kids? Four data based approaches to generating actionable insights about first year college
students
Introduction
Every institution of higher education wants to help their students get off to a good start in their first year. Programs
and specialized curricula, conferences, journals and professional academic organizations designed to meet the needs
of first-year students have proliferated tremendously over the last thirty years. More focused and sophisticated
attention to data (e.g. placement tests and scholastic aptitude tests like the SAT and ACT) has allowed institutions to
better understand incoming students’ readiness for college-level course-work. More recently the inception of
assessment tools like the Beginning College Survey of student Engagement (or BCSSE, cousin of the NSSE), allow
institutions to gather data regarding engagement patterns in high school and other issues relevant to first year
students. One common finding from research regarding student success is that non-academic factors often play a
more important role than academic factors in student success. Socialization skills, socio-emotional maturity,
capacity for independent decision making, time-management and the like are all critical to determining the degree to
which a student will achieve academically, and thrive as a person in their collegiate experience.
Unfortunately, these data can be difficult to collect, and harder to use effectively. At Brigham Young University, a
large, private faith-based institution in the United States, we have been collecting these kinds of data for several
years. Using custom built instruments we survey incoming students before they arrive on campus for their first year
and again towards the end of that year. We have also been experimenting with processes for analyzing these data to
better understand how prepared our students are to make the most of their first year experience. While we do not
claim to have final answers for any of the questions relative to the success of first-year students, we believe we have
made some progress. This paper will share several processes developed for analyzing data which have given us
insight into these issues, as well as some illustrative examples of findings resulting from those analytical processes.
We share these examples only in the hope that they will illustrate the potential benefits of using these procedures,
not to engage in discussion of findings specific to our institution.
Our surveys
Pre-arrival survey
As its names suggests, the Pre-arrival survey is sent to students who have been admitted to BYU prior to beginning
their first semester. Questions on the Pre-Arrival survey ask students about their experiences in high school (e.g.
participation in educationally relevant activities, work habits, etc.), their motivations for seeking higher education
and for choosing BYU, how they plan to finance their first year, what they expect of their first year at BYU and how
they think of themselves in terms of identity development, confidence and social skills.
The instrument was developed internally through the efforts of a working group which consisted of an Associate
Director of the office of Institutional Assessment and Analysis, the director of the university Freshman Mentoring
program, a member of the university counseling center with assessment expertise, another who manages a program
for students who are struggling academically and a faculty member who teaches courses for first year students and
conducts research on emerging adulthood issues.
This group considered questions across a broad variety of content domains that included academic readiness,
academic engagement, expectations for higher education, family experience in higher education, personal
development, psycho-social maturity, family dynamics and spirituality. Pilot instruments were tested with sample
groups of incoming students, data analyzed for reliability and content validity and results shared with campus
stakeholders for feedback and to elicit buy-in. Ultimately, a set of items were settled on which focused on issues for
which there was mutual support among stakeholders.

End-of-year survey
The same working group also developed the End-of-year survey, following a process similar to the one outlined
above. Questions on the End-of-year survey focus on student experiences during the school year (e.g. participation
in educationally relevant activities, influences that helped or hindered their success) and evaluations of the year (e.g.
the extent to which they accomplished important goals, overall satisfaction and well-being) and self-evaluation in
areas related to the university’s mission and objectives.
Four ways of looking at data regarding first-year students
1.

Before-after analysis— comparing common questions on the Pre-arrival and End-of-year surveys
A number of questions appear on both the Pre-arrival and End-of-year surveys. Through comparing responses
from students before they begin the year and at the end of the year we gain some insight into changes in their
attitudes and perceptions of their skills over the course of the year. It also allows us to see how student
expectations compare to their actual experiences during the year. We can, for example, compare how much
time students expected to spend in various pursuits with the amount of time they actually spent. This tells us
something about the accuracy of their expectations coming in and gives us a point of departure in discussing
expectations with students, as well as their parents and high school advisors.

2.

Flourish-flounder analysis
A key question on both the Pre-arrival and End-of-year surveys asks students the degree to which they believed
they were either “flourishing” or “floundering”. For the purposes of the survey, our definition of “flourishing”
included things likes learning from challenges, having a clear sense of direction in life. Our definition of
“floundering” included feeling overwhelmed by challenges and unsure about direction for the future. This
question provides a holistic view of how students feel they are faring in life at the end of their high school
experience and at the end of their first year of college. Comparing students who are “flourishing strongly” to
those who are “floundering badly” and to those who are in-between allows us to see attitudinal and behavioral
patterns that seem to make a significant difference in the quality of student experiences in the first year. It also
helps us better understand the kinds of things that help a student who is floundering at the outset of their first
year to gain more confidence and learn to deal with their challenges more effectively.

3.

Overachieving v underachieving
One way of looking at our data which turned out to be very useful involved comparing students first year BYU
GPA to their Expected GPA (EGPA), which we calculate based on incoming students’ ACT/SAT scores and
their high school GPA. By calculating the difference between students’ EGPA and actual GPA we identified
those who performed better and worse than expected academically. Comparing these groups of students
revealed attitudinal and behavioral patterns which help us understand why some students do better than
expected while others do not perform as well as expected.

4.

Cluster analysis
This approach to looking at our data is somewhat more complicated than the others, but has produced some of
the most interesting and useful findings to date. Cluster analysis performed on responses for freshmen on the
pre-arrival survey suggests that there are four reasonably distinct subgroups among these students. Briefly,
clusters formed along five conceptual dimensions which were composed of scales derived from individual
survey questions. The five dimensions and four clusters are described below.
Conceptual dimensions

Clusters

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.

Academically Focused (AF)
• Very high on the academic dimension
• Average on the other dimensions

2.

Academically Undeveloped (AU)
• Low on the academic dimension
• Average on the other dimensions

3.

Balanced/well adjusted (Bal)
• High on every dimension

4.

Disengaged/reticent (Dis)
• Low on every dimension

Academic experience and motivation
Spiritual motivation for choosing BYU
Social interest
Identity and personal strength
Financial reasons for choosing BYU

Names for the clusters were chosen to reflect the characteristics of students within that cluster, and the
dimensions which best described them. These clusters are not completely homogenous, but reflect general
groupings along the dimensions shown. (For example, students in the Disengaged/reticent cluster are not all
completely disinterested in everything about BYU, but as a group are significantly less interested in the facets
of BYU that were measured.) See Appendix 1 for detailed information on the cluster analysis and the
formation of these groups.
Findings
Before looking at specific findings resulting from these analytical processes it needs to be re-iterated that the
purpose of this paper is to illustrate these processes, not to focus on or even specifically address findings from using
these procedures at our institution. The findings are only used to demonstrate how the process can be used to
analyze data and produce actionable findings.
So that specific numerical data points do not distract from that intent, and to simplify presentation, findings will be
shared here in a format that will, hopefully, facilitate focused discussion. Items on the surveys developed use many
different kinds of scales—including agree-disagree, “describes me”, importance and frequency scales, as well as raw
numerical answers. Responses using these various kinds of scales have been translated to a simplified, common
presentation style which employs color shading to represent in an abstract form the more precise numerical data. In
addition to simplifying the presentation of these data, this strategy also facilitates pattern seeking and recognition.
Common questions
One set of common questions focused on how students spent their time. Students were asked on the Pre-arrival
survey to estimate the number of hours they thought they would spend in various activities during an average
weekday in the first year. They were then asked on the End-of-year survey how many hours per average week day
they actually spent in those areas.

Data represented here indicates two main gaps between
student expectations and reality: 1) they spent more
time than they expected to in academic work outside the
classroom and in non-academic pursuits on the internet,
2) they spent less time than they expected to attending
class, working for pay and in extra-curricular activities.
These gaps suggest that students may have unrealistic
or uninformed expectations about the time they will
spend in class and the time they need to spend studying.

Expected vs. actual hours spent per average weekday
Expected hours: Pre-arrival survey (PA), Actual hours: End-of-year survey (EOY)

PA

EOY

High

Very high

Using the internet or phone (not for school work)
Extra-curricular activities
W orking for pay
Academic work outside of class
Attending classes

Very low

Low

Moderate

Students were also asked about their competence in
academically relevant skills on the Pre-arrival and Endof-year surveys. In fact, they were asked about
competence twice on the End-of-year survey. They
were asked first to reflect back on their competence at
the beginning of the year and rate themselves
retrospectively, then asked to rate their competence at
the time they were taking the survey. A small sample
of items on which students rated themselves is
displayed in Figure xx. These findings indicate that
students overrated their abilities in these areas at the
beginning of the year, and re-align these perceptions
after a year of college learning. This suggests that
student self-reports of academic abilities after high
school are unrealistic.
Flourish-flounder analysis
In this set of analyses, students who were flourishing, floundering and just getting by at the end of the first year were
compared on their responses to questions from the Pre-arrival survey. Our hypothesis was that students who were
floundering at the end of the first year at BYU would describe engaging in academically productive activities less
often in high school than those who were flourishing at the end of the year, and that they would describe themselves
as being less confident and settled in their identity than students who were flourishing at the end of the year.
In terms of habits known to be related to academic success (e.g. adapting study habits to circumstances, persisting
through difficulty, procrastinating work), the patterns below clearly indicate that students who were floundering at
the end of the year were quite different. Students who were flourishing at the end of the year were much more likely
to say they had learned to both persist through challenge and adapt strategies when necessary in high school and less
likely to say they procrastinated in high school.
H ow would you describe yourself at this point in the semester?
(End of W inter semester)

Frequency during the first year at BYU

Flourishing

Flourishing

strongly

somewhat

Very low

Low

Floundering

Floundering

Getting by

somewhat

badly

Moderate

High

Very high

Adapt study habits & strategies to do better in classes
Persist doing work required to succeed, even when difficult
Procrastinate doing work you needed to do in your classes

On more personal issues, students who were flourishing at the end of the year were more likely to express a positive
self-image before coming to campus than students who said they were floundering at the end of the year. They
were also more likely to say they were happy with themselves, that they made friends easily, and that they
understood themselves well.
H ow would you describe yourself at this point in the semester?
(End of W inter semester)

Agree-disagree

Flourishing

Flourishing

strongly

somewhat

Getting by

Floundering

Floundering

somewhat

badly

As a whole, I am satisfied with my life
I like the kind of person I am
I am able to make new friends easily
I feel like I know and understand myself well

Students who were flourishing at the end of the first year also had expressed more confidence in their ability to
succeed at BYU, and in their choice to attend BYU before coming to campus.
H ow would you describe yourself at this point in the semester?
(End of W inter semester)

Agree-disagree

Flourishing

Flourishing

Floundering

Floundering

strongly

somewhat

Getting by

somewhat

badly

Very low

Low

Moderate

High

Very high

I am certain that I made the right choice to attend BYU
I am nervous about doing well academically at BYU
I am confident that I will be able to make friends at BYU
I believe that I will do well academically at BYU

Underachieving vs overachieving
This analysis compares students who achieved grades higher than expected to those whose grades were lower than
expected. (BYU calculates expected grades for incoming students using a formula based on ACT or SAT scores and
high school GPA.) For purposes of analysis, students are grouped as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Students whose grade-point average (GPA) was half a point or more lower than expected are in the “badly
underachieve” category.
Students whose GPA is ¼ to ½ point below expected are in the “somewhat underachieve” group.
Students whose GPA is within ¼ grade of expected are in the “neutral” group.
Students whose GPA is ¼ to ½ point higher than expected are in the “somewhat overachieve” group
Those who GPA is more than ½ point above expected are in the “strongly overachieve” group.

Comparing these groups of students reveals some interesting patterns. Students who underachieve academically
during their first year at BYU are more likely to be those who floundered during high school, while those who
strongly overachieved were more likely to say they flourished. Since these students (the overachievers) had on
average, lower high school GPAs and ACT scores than other students, the fact that they said they flourished must
refer to something other than academic performance.
That something seems to be related to work ethic. There is a direct positive correlation between several measures of
work ethic and overachieving in the first year. Students who strongly overachieved worked the most hours in high
school, were more likely to come to class prepared and attributed their success in high school to hard work more
than ability. These strongly overachieving students were also the least likely to say they procrastinated in high
school.

Underachieving (GPA lower than expected) vs overachieving
(GPA higher than expected) students
Badly

Somewhat

Somewhat

Strongly

underachieve

underachieve

Neither

overachieve

overachieve

Very low

Low

Moderate

High

Very high

Flourish (1) or flounder (5) in high school
Hours/week studied last year high school
Complete readings and assignments before coming to class
Academic success due more to ability (1) or effort (5)?
Procrastinate doing work you needed to do in your classes

Cluster analysis
Students in the clusters (again, derived from responses to questions on the Pre-arrival survey) responded very
differently to other questions on the Pre-arrival survey and the End-of-year survey, as well as mid-year survey.
Students in the disengaged group were clearly less involved in high school. They studied fewer hours and
participated less often—which is not surprising since that was one of the factors which created the clusters in the
first place. But they also are more likely to say that they relied on basic intelligence rather than hard work to
succeed in high school, and less likely to say that they flourished in high school.
Clusters
High school experience

AF

AU

Bal

Dis

Studied more than two hours per day in HS
Said HS success due more to ability than effort
Flourished in high school
Very low

Low

Moderate

High

Very high

When asked more personal questions related to self-image, identity formation and psychological health, a pattern
emerged which suggests that students in the disengaged group are less generally happy with themselves. They are
less satisfied with their lives as a whole, less satisfied with themselves, less confident in their social skills and less
sure of their personal values. Students in the balanced group, on the other hand, are very positive and seem quite
happy with their lives as they begin school.
Self-descriptions

AF

AU

Bal

Dis

Low

Moderate

High

Very high

As a whole, I am satisfied with my life
I like the kind of person I am
I am able to make new friends easily
I have decided on my own beliefs and values

Very low

Motivation for attending college also looks different across these clusters. Comparing students in these clusters
across reasons for attending college suggests that students in the disengaged group are less interested in learning,
personal development and growing in ways that would allow them to help others more effectively. Students in the
balanced group were much more enthusiastic about each of these reasons for coming to college.
Im portance of reasons for attending college

AF

AU

Bal

Dis

Low

Moderate

High

Very high

gain new knowledge
be exposed to new ideas or perspectives
develop as a person
prove to myself that I can get a college degree
learn things which might let me help people

Very low

At the end of the first year, students in these clusters look quite different from one another on a number of questions
which suggest important differences in their effort and involvement over the year.
Not surprisingly, students in the Disengaged cluster (based on responses to the Pre-arrival survey) were less engaged
during the first year of college. While they spent as many hours in academic work as the students in the Balanced
group, they spent fewer hours than those in the Academically Focused group. Moreover, they were less engaged in
activities that are relevant for growth and development. Compared to those in the Balanced group they spent fewer
hours socializing and participating in extra-curricular activities, and more hours playing on the internet and video
games. Students in the Academically Undeveloped group are pretty much average on everything.
On the other hand, students in the Academically Focused group spent far more time studying than did others, but
less time socializing or participating in extracurricular activities. Students who came in to BYU with a Balanced
mindset perform throughout the year in a way that is consistent with that mindset—they spend a lot of time in
academic work, but also spend a lot of time socializing and in extracurricular activities.
Hours spent during the first year

AF

AU

Bal

Dis

Low

Moderate

High

Very high

academic work outside of class
socializing in person
using the internet (not for school work)
extra-curricular activities
playing video/computer games
Very low

Across multiple questions evaluating the year as a whole, students in the Disengaged group indicate less
involvement and less satisfaction with their first year. Students in the Balanced group indicate the highest levels of
involvement and satisfaction with the year. Those in the Academically Focused group indicate high levels of
involvement in academics, and moderate levels of satisfaction with BYU and with themselves.

Year end evaluations

AF

AU

Bal

Dis

Low

Moderate

High

Very high

As a whole, I am satisfied with my life
Academic effort during the school year
I feel like I belong at BYU
Would you choose BYU again?

Very low

Implications: what could be done with these kinds of findings?
Knowledge is power. Data-informed insights can generate a great deal of useful and provocative discussion among
stakeholders who have responsibility for first year students. Potential implications are varied and depend heavily on
campus climate, but might include the following:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Residence life/Housing – Could pairing an Academically Focused student with one who is Academically
Undeveloped as roommates help the latter to be more motivated? Could pairing an Academically Focused
student with one who has a Balanced orientation help the Academically Focused student to socialize more
and have a more rounded and satisfying first year experience?
New Student Orientation – Could knowing more about the specific challenges faced by this particular
incoming group of students inform the content and focus of student orientation sessions? Could student
social groups be created mixing students with different orientations to take advantage of the varied
strengths of these students? Could students be invited to seminars regarding study skills and other issues
directly relevant to their needs?
Counseling Center – Could identifying students who are more at risk for emotional health challenges
enable early interventions? Could more information about the broader challenges facing incoming students
as a whole help to prepare counselors for the issues they are most likely to encounter in working with
students?
Student Life – Could understanding of the absence of socialization skills among some students guide
Student Life staff towards activities that draw out the students who are less inclined to socialize, but who
nonetheless need that enrichment?
Freshmen Mentoring – Could student mentors and those who design programs help students more
effectively by having more information about the specific strengths and needs particular students bring to
campus? Could peer mentors be assigned based on pre-understanding of student needs?
Faculty – Could faculty who teach classes for first-year students be more prepared to help them thrive in
their first year by having a better understanding of their levels of engagement in high school and of the
study habits and strategies they bring with them to college? Could this knowledge prompt them to address
relevant issues around study strategies during the early sessions of a class?
Admissions – could a college admissions office refine the processes they use to admit students based on
understanding characteristic of students who thrive in their specific institution?

Summary
Several important things became clear to us after seeing the patterns of findings revealed from these analyses.
1.

Methodology matters. We would never have made the discoveries we made about our students without
using the specific, methodologically rigorous approaches described here. Simply looking at aggregate
measures of frequency or overall means would never have allowed the kinds of insights we found.
a. Looking at an incoming class as a single homogenous group of students obscures their identities,
their strengths and needs, and prohibits the kind of granular assessment needed to address their
needs accurately. Looking for and recognizing differences among first-year students clarifies who
they really are. Finding naturally occurring sub-groups among students and comparing responses
across these segments rather than approaching the first-year students as if they were homogenous,
and
b. Using multivariate analytical techniques--analyzing these data using the techniques described
above, and making the specific comparisons we made, allowed us to learn what we learned about
our first year students.

2.

Patterns & habits established in secondary school matter. Work ethic, study habits and strategies that
students develop throughout their time in primary and secondary school carry over into their postsecondary education.
a. Work ethic: students who learned how to work hard, and made a habit of doing so, continue to do
so in their first year of college. Those who didn’t work hard in high school can still develop the

b.

3.

habit (and of course many students do so), but it is much more difficult to change those habits than
to continue them. Given the increased difficulty of college level course work, altering study habits
drastically at the same time as they are tackling more difficult material multiplies the challenge.
Engagement: patterns of engagement also seem to carry over from secondary to post-secondary
schooling. Students who were engaged holistically throughout secondary education—studying
hard but also socializing and being involved in service efforts and extra-curricular activities—were
also engaged in a more balanced way through their first year of college.

Psychosocial issues matter. Non-academic factors are critical for college success, and it is possible to
generate insight into these issues before students arrive on campus. Surveying students during the summer
before they begin classes allows for timely and critical information which can be made available to any or
all stakeholders responsible for first year students.

Appendix 1
Names for the clusters were chosen to reflect the characteristics of students within that cluster, and the dimensions
which best described them, but are not intended to be all encompassing. Moreover, clusters are not completely
homogenous, but reflect general groupings along the dimensions shown. (For example, not all students in the
Disengaged cluster are completely disinterested in everything about BYU, but as a group are significantly less
interested in the facets of a BYU experience that were measured.) See Appendix 1 for detailed information on the
cluster analysis and the formation of these groups, as well as background and relevant academic statistics.
How are students in these clusters different?
In brief, findings from the surveys conducted over the course of the students’ first year at BYU (including the
Freshman Mentoring survey reported elsewhere) indicate that student attitudes and behavior throughout the year and
at the end of the year are generally consistent with those seen before they arrive on campus. Students in the …
•
•
•
•

Academically Focused cluster focused mostly on academics during their first year at BYU. They chose BYU
primarily based on academics, worked very hard and earned high grades, but were less involved socially and
had a less rounded experience.
Academically Undeveloped cluster chose BYU for academic, social and spiritual reasons, but were less engaged
in all of those areas during their first year. They earned good grades but achieved less than they wanted to.
Balanced cluster chose BYU enthusiastically for academic, social and spiritual reasons. They worked hard but
had a balanced experience which included social, service and extracurricular activities, but earned lower grades.
Disengaged cluster chose BYU primarily to get a quality education and prepare for a career at low cost, not for
social or spiritual reasons. They were the least involved in non-academic (e.g. social, spiritual, and service)
activities during the first year and were far less satisfied with their experience at BYU than were other students.

Bottom line: The findings summarized above and detailed below suggest four relatively distinct clusters among first
year students, one of which (Disengaged) is especially distinct. These findings should not be taken to indicate that
students in the Disengaged cluster are “bad” people. However, they do indicate that these students have weaker
interest in and commitment to salient aspects of BYU’s mission which are primary reasons most applicants seek
admission to BYU and most admitted students attend BYU. As a group, these students are less likely to take
advantage of opportunities for overall growth during the first year, are less comfortable in the spiritual environment
at BYU than are other students and feel less of a sense of belonging than do other students.
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Abstract
This paper examines the effects of community college versus universities on labor
productivity and per capita income in the US. The results show that labor productivity of a
university graduate is not significantly higher than that of a community-college graduate.
Hence, going to a community college to receive practical skills might be a better decision for
many people when a stagnant economy does not offer many high-quality jobs for bachelor
degree holders. Additionally, financial resources saved from higher tuition and fees can be
invested and supplement income in the long run.
1. Introduction
Most people assume that community colleges are important for developing countries but not
for developed countries. High school graduates everywhere strive to gain entrances into
universities, causing community college enrollments and the resulting numbers of graduates
to drop sharply. Influenced by this tendency, existing literature on the relationship between
regional development and education has focused on real GDP per capita and three levels of
primary, secondary, and university education instead of comparing community college with
universities.
However, there is no theoretical or empirical evidence that community-college
education is less important to the economy than university education in developed countries.
Additionally, there is also no evidence that increases in per capita income do not affect the
school enrollments and the resulting numbers of graduates. Concerning US education, none
of the existing papers investigates the different effects of community college graduates versus
university graduates on the labor productivity and per capita income at the state level.
Using OLS on two single equation estimations for cross sectional data of 81 to 93
countries, Bils and Klenow (2000) find that education only has a very weak effect on GDP
per capita, but this GDP increase in turn has a positive effect on school enrollments. Hojo
(2003) uses the country-specific residual from the regression by Caselli et al. (1996) as a
proxy for productivity. Employing the GMM procedure introduced by Arellano and Bond
(1991) on a single equation for cross sectional data of 90 countries, he finds that education
has positive effect on productivity. Since higher productivity is related to a higher GDP per
capita as shown in Islam (1995), Hojo's results imply that education can indirectly affect
GDP per capita through productivity improvement at national level.
Since all aforementioned papers use single equation estimations, their coefficient
estimates will be biased if a two-way causality between education and GDP per capita exists.

Kumar (2003) develops a model that addresses this problem. Employing the two stage least
squares (2SLS) approach for a system of equations, he uses cross sectional data with 68 to 91
observations. In contrast to Bils and Klenow (2000) and in accordance with Hojo (2003), he
finds that education clearly increases productivity growth, but this growth in turn has a
negative effect on enrollments instead of a positive one as in Bils and Klenow. However, the
2SLQ estimations are only asymptotically consistent, so large sample sizes are called for
instead of Kumar’s 68 to 91 observation data sets at national level.
Vu at al. (2012) address Kumar’s problem by using larger panel data set and a more
advanced econometric method of three stage least squares (3SLS). They find that the two
way causality are both positive. They also find that that vocational education increases labor
productivity more than university education. On the reverse causality, they find that the
effect of productivity growth on vocational-school enrollments is higher than on university
enrollments. Vu and Im (2011) look at the case of Vietnam as a specific developing country.
They find that vocational education helped regional development in Vietnam more than
university education. On the reverse causality, they find that the effect of regional
development on university enrollments is higher than on vocational-school enrollments. This
paper looks for answers to the US as one of the most developed countries.

2. Model and Data
The econometric model involves a system of two equations. The first is a supply equation
based on an augmented Solow model as in Romer (2006), and the second equation is a
demand for education equation to account for the possible two way causality between the two
variables:

m

OUTit = α 1 EDU it + ∑ α k Cit + ui + vt + ε it
k =2

(1)

m

EDU it = β1OUTit + ∑ β k Ait + wi + zt + φit
k =2

where OUT is real state output per worker (labor productivity) for either primary, secondary,
or tertiary industry, EDU is the ratio of either community-college graduates or university
graduates to state population , and C’s are control variables that might affect state output per
capita such as physical capital, consumption, exports, etc. A’s are auxiliary variables that
might affect school enrollments such as per capita income, expenditures on educations,
domestic interest rates (as an opportunity cost to education), etc.
Data on real state output, population, employment, and worker earnings for workers
with different educational attainments for fifty states during 2002-2009 are from the Bureau
of Economic Analysis, US Census Bureau, and Bureau of Labor Statistics, updated by
economagic.com. Data for Washington D.C. are not comprehensive and therefore are
eliminated from the data set. There are missing observations in the remaining data, so we
have an unbalanced panel.
Data on numbers of associate degrees conferred as proxy for community-college
education and numbers of bachelor degrees conferred as proxy for university education are
from the National Center for Education Statistics. Data on private and public expenditures on
education, investment, and net exports are from Bureau of Economic Analysis. Data for the
interest rate (as the opportunity cost of education) is from economagic.com.

3. Results and Analysis
We follow a downward piece-wise approach to avoid omitted variables, starting with
all available variables. We then perform Variance Inflation Factor tests (VIF) to eliminate
variables with high multicolinearity as suggested in Kennedy (2006). A preliminary
simultaneous-equation estimation, which uses all available variables that might affect output
per capita and education, confirms our intuition of a possible two way causality between
these two variables. This estimation and the subsequently preliminary estimations are carried
out with time dummies to control for autocorrelation. We also employ the White correction
for the standard heteroskedasticity. Since the two way causality exists, we employ the fixed
effect three stage least square estimations (FE3SLQ) for System (1).
In cross sectional data analysis, it is very difficult to find an instrumental variable (IV)
for each equation as discussed in Bils and Klenow (2000). In panel data analysis, it becomes
easy because lagged dependent variables can be used as IVs. We use the SGMM approach
by Blundel and Bond (1998) and Bond (2002) to control for the lagged dependent variables
in the reduced forms.
The Blundell-Bond procedure is a refined application of the Arellano and Bond
(1991) who developed the difference GMM estimator for dynamic panels. The method
accounts for lagged dependent variables that are predetermined but not exogenous: they are
independent of current disturbances but may be influenced by past ones. Differencing the
lagged dependent variables or taking deviations from the mean will eliminate the fixed
effects. Nonetheless, the difference GMM produces biased coefficient estimates and
unreliable tests when an endogenous variable is close to a random walk. In this case, past
values provide little information about future changes, so the untransformed lags are weak
instruments for transformed variables.
To solve this problem, Blundell and Bond (1998) develop a modified procedure . In
this approach, they add the difference of the instrumental variable (IVs) to make them
exogenous to the fixed effects. In order to build this while retaining the original ArellanoBonds for the transformed equation, they design a system GMM estimator while leftZ * 
multiplying the original data by a transformation matrix, Z +* =   , where Z* is the
I 
differenced matrix. Hence for individual i, the new data set is

 X i* 
Yi * 
*
=
,
X i*+ =
Y

 .
i+
X
 i
 Yi 

(2)

When an endogenous variable is close to a random walk, past changes are more
predictive of current levels than past levels are of current changes, so the new instruments
add extra controls to the original ones for models with lagged dependent variables. Hence,
the Blundell-Bond (1998) approach effectively controls for autocorrelation and
heteroskedasti-city, provides consistent coefficient estimates, and performs more reliable
Arellano-Bond tests for autocorrelations and Sargent tests for over-identifying restrictions
than the original Arellano-Bond (1991). The application of this method is discussed in
details in Roodman (2006).
We also carry out the modified Hausman endogeneity test to pinpoint the endogenous
variables that need instrumental variables in the procedure for each regression, and so the
first step is to estimate the system:

n

EDU it = γ 0 + γ 1 EDU i ,t −1 + ∑ χ j C jt + φit
j =1

(3)

m

OUTit = κ 0 + κ 1OUTi ,t −1 + ∑η k Akt + θ it
k =1

Employing the SGMM estimations for System (2), we obtain the predicted values of
EDU and OUT to use as instrumental variables (IVs) for the structural form shown in System
(1). We then perform the FE3SLS estimations for System (1). Finally, the RESET Ramsey
test is performed to make sure there is no omitted variable. This yields the final structural
form for the model:
OUTit = α1 EDUHATit + α 2 EXPit + α 3 INVit + α 4 EXPN it + ui + vt + ε it
EDU it = β1OUTHATit + β 2 EXPN it + β 3 INTit + β 4 PEXPN it + wi + z t +ψ it ,

(4)

where EDUHAT and OUTHAT are the predicted values of EDU and OUT obtained from
system (3) estimations, respectively. EXP is net exports, INV investment, EXPN private
expenditures, INT interest rate, and PEXPN public expenditures on education.
Tables 1 and 2 report the results for community college and university education,
respectively. They reveal that the community education appears to have as high impacts as
university education on labor productivity in all three sectors, primary, secondary, and
tertiary industries. Since differences in the magnitudes of estimated coefficients may be due
to sampling errors, we conducted the Wald inequality test, and find that the impact of
community graduates on productivity is not statistically lower than that of university
graduates. The p-values of the Wald tests on any two pairs of coefficients are all greater than
0.30.
Table 1. Estimations Results for System (4): Model for Community College
Panel (1a). Dependent Variable: Output per Worker
Variable
Primary Industry
Secondary Industry Tertiary Industry
Community Colleges
.1556**
.5949**
.5308**
(.0768)
(.0931)
(.1683)
Net Exports
.0022*
.0193*
.0086*
(.0014)
(.0112)
(.0052)
Investment
.0137**
.0253**
.0223*
(0061)
(.0121)
(.0142)
Private Expenditures
.3675**
.4108**
.3396**
(.1297)
(.2043)
(.1649)
__________________________________________________________________________
Root mean square error
1.727
2.142
1.856
Adjusted R-squared
.6047
.8343
.7452
p-value for the model:
.000
.000
.000
Number of observations:
299
300
300
p-value for White test:
.418
.387
.538
p-value for LM test:
.382
.428
.613
p-value for omitted variable test:
.539
.325
.426

Panel (1b). Dependent Variable: Community College Graduate
Variable
Primary Industry
Secondary Industry Tertiary Industry
Output per Person
.2412**
.0839**
.2602**
(.2091)
(.0328)
(.0698)
Private Expenditures
.0151**
.0286**
.0213**
(.0072)
(.0124)
(.0103)
Interest Rate
-.1116*
-.1392**
-0.1225*
(.0641)
(.0719)
(.0516)
Public Expenditures on Education .0245)**
.0463**
.0354**
(.0124)
(.0213)
(.0169)
__________________________________________________________________________
Root mean square error
2.315
1.547
2.104
Adjusted R-squared
.4287
.5382
.4756
p-value for the model:
.000
.000
.000
Number of observations:
299
300
300
p-value for White test:
.244
.327
.298
p-value for the LM test:
.532
.308
.435
p-value for omitted variable test:
.463
.574
.386
Note: * and ** denotes statistical significance at 10% and 5% levels, respectively. Standard
errors are in parentheses.
Regarding the reverse causalities, we find that an increase of productivity raises
numbers of graduates from universities more than those from community colleges.
Specifically, the same level of increase in primary or secondary output per capita raises
university graduates 40% more than community-college graduates. For tertiary industry, the
difference is even more pronounced: the same level of increase in tertiary productivity raises
university graduates 70% more than vocational graduates.
Table 2. Estimations Results for System (4): Model for University Education
Panel (2a). Dependent Variable: Output per Worker
Variable
Primary Industry
Secondary Industry Tertiary Industry
Universities
.1544**
.5911*
.5276**
(.0475)
(.3398)
(.1854)
Net Exports
.0034**
.0045*
.0039**
(.0007)
(.0028)
(.0012)
Investment
.0154*
.0243**
.0194*
(.0087)
(.0102)
(.0116)
Private Expenditures
.3268**
.4083**
.3418**
(.1587)
(.2003)
(.1625)
__________________________________________________________________________
Root mean square error
2.314
1.756
2.015
Adjusted R-squared
.8452
.8659
.7956
p-value for the model:
.000
.000
.000
Number of observations:
300
299
300
p-value for White test:
.465
.387
.612
p-value for the LM test:
.257
.382
.467
p-value for omitted variable test:
.343
.428
.502

Panel (2b). Dependent Variable: University Graduate
Variable
Primary Industry
Secondary Industry Tertiary Industry
Output per Person
.3243**
.1194**
.6576**
(.4125)
(.0571)
(.0856)
Private Expenditures
.0167**
.0280**
.0179**
(.0085)
(.0134)
(.0086)
Interest Rate
-.0978*
-.0308*
-.0587*
(.0546)
(.0177)
(.0243)
Public Expenditures on Education .0354**
.0376**
.0412**
(.0168)
(.0184)
(.0214)
__________________________________________________________________________
Root mean square error
2.143
2.574
1.956
Adjusted R-squared
.4365
.5232
.4862
p-value for the model:
.000
.000
.000
Number of observations:
300
299
300
p-value for White test:
.249
.316
.525
p-value for the LM test:
.863
.412
.468
p-value for omitted variable test:
.397
.512
.617
__________________________________________________________________________
Note: * and ** denotes statistical significance at 10% and 5% levels, respectively. Standard
errors are in parentheses.
From these results, several implications are drawn. First, the community-college
education appears to be as good as university education for the US to support economic
development. Since the US is one of the most developed nations, this implies that
community-college education is still preferred mode of education even in developed
countries. Going to community colleges to receive practical skills might be a better decision
for many people when a stagnant economy does not offer many high-quality jobs for bachelor
degree holders. Additionally, financial resources saved from higher tuition and fees can be
invested and supplement income in the long run.
Second, the reverse causality reflects a dangerous tendency in the US: the richer
people become through economic development, the more eager they want to send their
children to universities, causing numbers of enrollments and the resulted numbers of
graduates from community colleges to drop rapidly. If this tendency continues into the
future, one can expect that at some point, we will have a great surplus of university graduates
and very few technicians and practical-skilled workers for the economy.
Finally, there is a policy implication: to speed up the recovery of the current
recession, US government might want to increase its supports to US community colleges
even more so that they can attract and serve more students. The government can also provide
more scholarships and grants to students, in the meantime offer tax credits to families that
wish to send their children to community colleges.
4. Conclusion
This paper compares and contrasts the effects of community-college education versus
university education on economic development in the US. The results show that community
colleges might be the preferable mode of education for the country to recover from the
current economic recession and for long-term development.
Since data in the US are only available for community colleges, future research can
repeat the exercises for less than two year vocational schools when data become available. It

is also interesting to find out the different effects on economic development between
professional universities and general universities, but this subject is beyond scope of this
paper.
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Enhancing Intrinsic Motivation and
Satisfying the Basic Psychological Needs
Tanaka, Hiroaki
Hiroshima International University

Examining the effect of motivational strategies
Motivational strategies are referred to as “methods and techniques to generate and
maintain the learners’ motivation” (Dörnyei, 2002, p.2). Many literatures addressed
motivational strategies by categorizing motivational techniques to be used in the classroom
(e.g., Brown, 2001; Dörnyei, 2002; William & Burden, 1997). As several motivational
researchers (e.g. Cheng & Dörnyei, 2007; Gardner & Tremblay ,1994; Moskovsk, Alrabai,
Paolini, & Ratcheva, 2012) argued, however, the experimental or quasi-experimental studies
aimed to empirically examine the effect of motivational strategies in language classes were
rather few.
In Japanese English as a foreign language (EFL) context, however, several empirical
studies were conducted to assess empirically the effect of motivational strategies. Most of
these studies used presentation-based English instruction as motivational strategies, and
examined the motivational effect on Japanese university students.
Tanaka & Hiromori (2007) found the university students who took a five-week
presentation-based English course felt more autonomous, competent, and related, which in
turn resulted in enhancement of their intrinsic motivation. Maekawa and Yashima (2012),
which were concerned with presentation-based instruction and English for specific purposes
(ESP), revealed that an one-year presentation-based English course for engineering students
led to lower level of amotivation.
Their theoretical underpinning is self-determination theory (SDT) by Deci & Ryan (1985,
2002; Ryan & Deci, 2009). According to SDT, intrinsic motivation is facilitated by satisfying
learners’ basic psychological needs. If basic psychological needs are satisfied, they are an
energizing state that conduces toward intrinsically motivated behaviors. Their research
findings led to the postulate of three basic psychological needs; autonomy, competence, and
relatedness. In Tanaka & Hiromori (2007) and Maekawa & Yashima (2012), learners
experienced reasonable need satisfaction that conduced toward more intrinsically motivated
behavior. Thus, the optimal circumstances for enhancement effect on intrinsic motivation are
those that allow satisfaction of three needs.

The multiplicity of ways to represent motivation
Most of the previous studies on motivational strategies targeting Japanese EFL learners
addressed only intrinsic motivation as a trait. However, referring to motivation as unitary
concept is insufficient to explain and fully understand its dynamics in classroom, because
individual motivation exists at different levels of generality. Vallerand (1997) and Vallerand
and Ratelle (2002) proposed the hierarchical model of motivation. This model focuses on a
collection of motivations differing in levels of generality. They proposed three levels: the
global level, the contextual level, and the situational level.
Based on the hierarchical model, Tanaka (2009a, 2009b) suggested the hierarchical
model of intrinsic motivation in language learning. It includes the trait level, the classroom
level, and the learning activity level. Motivation in the trait level is expected to be the most
stable. On the contrary, motivation in the learning activity level is situational and the most
unstable. Motivation in the classroom level is moderately stable, but can be influenced by the
environmental factors. In this study, intrinsic motivation in the trait level is called intrinsic
trait motivation, intrinsic motivation in the classroom level is called intrinsic classroom
motivation, and intrinsic motivation in the learning activity level is called intrinsic motivation
to classroom activities.

intrinsic trait
motivation
intrinsic classroom
motivation

macro
level

intrinsic motivation to
classroom activity

micro
level

Figure 1. The hierarchical model of intrinsic motivation in language learning

Enhancing motivation in three levels
Tanaka (2009a) created a motivational strategy for Japanese university students on the
basis of SDT and examined the facilitating effect on three motivational subconstructs and the
three basic psychological needs. Students learned English through communication activities

with a listening and speaking task. In a listening task, students see one or two distinct
segments of the scene from an English movie or TV drama including examples of everyday
vocabulary, expressions, and pronunciation. In speaking task, students use the expressions
they learned from the scene. In these tasks, operationalized motivational techniques to satisfy
basic psychological needs were included. Tanaka (2009b) used these motivational strategies
in a 15-week quasi-experimental study in classroom. The results indicated that learners
experiencing motivational strategies satisfied their need for autonomy and relatedness, which
in turn, facilitated intrinsic classroom motivation and intrinsic motivation to classroom
activity. Thus, the results supports the effectiveness of the motivational strategy to Japanese
EFL learners. Intrinsic trait motivation and the need for competence, however, were not
significantly enhanced in this study.
Tanaka (2010) extended the study by adopting revised version of the motivational
strategy designed to increase learners’ need for competence and intrinsic trait motivation. The
study took place during 15 academic weeks with the revised motivational strategy. 58
university students participated in this study. The results found that learners who experienced
revised version of the motivational strategy achieved higher scores in intrinsic trait
motivation, intrinsic classroom motivation and intrinsic motivation to classroom activity.
Their three basic psychological needs were also significantly enhanced. Therefore, the case
study showed the revised motivational strategies by Tanaka (2010) was enough effective to
enhance all level of intrinsic motivation.
However, the facilitating effect of the motivational strategies was led by the results of
Tanaka (2010)’s case study with limited sample size. A further study should be conducted to
obtain more valid and precise results that may be useful for educational practitioners.

Purposes
The present study extended Tanaka (2010) by collecting data from larger samples. It
aimed to examine the effect of the motivational strategy (Tanaka，2010) on three motivational
subconstructs (intrinsic trait motivation, intrinsic classroom motivation, and intrinsic
motivation to classroom activities) and the basic psychological needs (the need for autonomy,
competence, and relatedness) proposed by Deci & Ryan (2002). The purposes are as follows:
(1) to enhance students’ intrinsic motivation in three levels; (2) to satisfy the students’ basic
psychological needs; and (3) to examine the relationship between intrinsic motivation in three
levels and the basic psychological needs.

Study
Participants
194 university students who were enrolled in a first-year English language courses
participated in this study. These students were from six different classes taught by the author.

Procedure
The students met once a week in a 90-minute class. The intervention was given to them
for fifteen weeks. The motivational strategy by Tanaka (2010) was used as an intervention.
The teacher, textbooks, and teaching method were the same for all classes. Prior to the
intervention, questionnaires about motivation and the basic psychological needs were
distributed. The same questionnaires were administered in the middle and at the end of the
intervention. Before distributing the questionnaires, I made sure that the survey was voluntary,
students’ answers were completely confidential, and the results were used only for research
purposes. The questionnaires were collected after I had confirmed that the learners had
completed it. The data was collected during the academic years 2009, 2010, and 2011.

Instruments
Two questionnaires were administered to participants. Learners rated the extent to which
each description corresponded to their own impressions of their English class. A seven-point
scale ranging from one (I do not agree at all) to seven (I completely agree) was used, where
high scores indicated high statement endorsement and low scores indicated low statement
endorsement.

Intrinsic motivation. The questionnaire was developed for this study based on Academic
Motivation Scale（Vallerand, Pelletier, Blais, Briere, Senecal, & Vallieres, 1992）and the
previous study (Tanaka, 2009b). Intrinsic motivation were consisted of three subconstructs:
intrinsic trait motivation (α = .83, .86, .88), intrinsic classroom motivation ( α = .94, .93, .91),
and intrinsic motivation to classroom activity (motivation to listening α = .85, .82, .85,
motivation to speaking α = .88, .88, .87).

Basic psychological needs. Basic psychological needs were measured by the Tanaka’s
(2009b) questionnaire. Items consisted of three subconstructs: the need for autonomy (α
= .71, 75, .84), the need for competence ( α = .92, .92, .87), and the need for relatedness (α
= .88, .90, .88). Learners rated the extent to which each description corresponded to their own
impressions of their English class. I used a seven-point scale ranging from one (I do not agree

at all) to seven (I completely agree).

Data analysis
The data was analyzed by one-way repeated ANOVA by using SPSS 19.0J. Descriptive
statistics, correlational coefficients, and the effect sizes were also calculated.

The results
Satisfying the basic psychological needs
The data from basic psychological needs scales was analyzed using an one-way repeated
ANOVA to determine if statistically significant differences in basic psychological needs
existed within participants. An ANOVA was conducted on the mean scores of autonomy,
competence and relatedness. Descriptive statistics were also calculated (see table 1).

Table 1.
Descriptive statistics and effect sizes of the basic psychological needs
M (SD)

autonomy

competence

relatedness

M

diff

r

Time 1

4.17 (1.03)

Time 2

4.90 (0.96)

0.73

.54

Time 3

5.43 (1.01)

1.18

.73

Time 1

5.16 (1.13)

Time 2

5.20 (0.96)

0.05

.04

Time 3

5.66 (0.85)

0.50

.44

Time 1

4.99 (1.16)

Time 2

5.58 (1.01)

0.60

.48

Time 3

6.04 (0.90)

1.05

.67

The results of ANOVA revealed a statistically significant difference within times in
autonomy (Mdiff = 1.18, F (2, 386) = 115.50, p = .00, partialη 2 = .37), competence (M diff =
0.50, F (2, 386) =27.47, p = .00, partialη 2 = 0.13) and relatedness (M diff = 1.05, F (2, 384) =
88.76, p = .00, partialη 2 = .32).
To clarify the results, post hoc multiple comparisons using bonferroni method were
conducted. The results showed that autonomy increased significantly from Time 1 to Time 2
(M diff = 0.73, p = .00, r = .54), Time 2 to Time 3 (M diff = 0.46, p = .00, r = .41), and Time 1 to
Time 3 (M diff = 1.18, p = .00, r = .73). Competence also increased significantly from Time 2
to Time 3 (Mdiff = 0.45, p = .00, r = .43), and Time 1 to Time 3 (M diff = 0.50, p = .00, r = .44).

Increase in relatedness was significant from Time 1 to Time 2 (M diff = 0.60, p = . 00, r = .48),
Time 2 to Time 3 (M diff = 0.46, p = . 00, r = .40), and Time 1 to Time 3 (M diff = 1.05, p = . 00,
r = .67).
These results showed that the motivational strategy was effective in satisfying learners’
basic psychological needs.
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autonomy
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Figure 1. Mean scores of basic psychological needs

Enhancing intrinsic motivation in three levels
The data from intrinsic motivation scales was analyzed using a one-way repeated
ANOVA to determine if statistically significant differences in intrinsic motivation existed
within participants. An ANOVA was conducted on the mean scores of intrinsic trait
motivation, intrinsic classroom motivation, and intrinsic motivation to classroom activities.
Descriptive statistics were also calculated (see table 2).
The results of ANOVA revealed a statistically significant difference within times in
intrinsic classroom motivation (Mdiff = 1.04, F (2, 386) = 77.07, p = .00, partialη 2 = .29),
intrinsic motivation to speaking activities (Mdiff = 0.98, F (2, 386) = 85.88, p = .00, partialη 2
= .31) and intrinsic motivation to listening activities (M diff = 0.84, F (2, 386) = 90.38, p = .00,
partialη 2 = .32).
To clarify the results, post hoc multiple comparisons using bonferroni method were
conducted. The results showed that intrinsic classroom motivation increased significantly
from Time 1 to Time 2 (M diff = 0.68, p = . 00, r = .46), Time 2 to Time 3 (Mdiff = 0.36, p = .00,
r = .32), and Time 1 to Time 3 (Mdiff = 1.04, p = . 00, r = .68). Intrinsic motivation to speaking

activities also increased significantly from Time 1 to Time 2 (M diff = 0.52, p = .00, r = .42),
Time 2 to Time 3 (M diff = 0.46, p = .00, r = .44), and Time 1 to Time 3 (M diff = 0.98, p = .00, r
= .69). Increase in intrinsic motivation to listening activities was significant from Time 1 to
Time 2 (Mdiff = 0.74, p = .00, r = .60), and Time 1 to Time 3 (M diff = 0.84, p = .00, r = .63).

Table 2.
Descriptive statistics and effect sizes of motivational subconstructs
M (SD)

M

diff

r

Time 1

5.48 (0.94)

Time 2

5.45 (0.94)

-0.02

.03

Time 3

5.79 (0.88)

0.32

.39

Time 1

4.39 (1.41)

Time 2

5.07 (1.29)

0.68

.46

Time 3

5.43 (1.07)

1.04

.68

Time 1

5.11 (1.12)

Time 2

5.85 (0.84)

0.74

.60

intrinsic motivation to

Time 3

5.94 (0.85)

0.84

.63

classroom activities

Time 1

4.46 (1.31)

Time 2

4.98 (1.15)

0.52

.42

Time 3

5.44 (1.04)

0.98

.69

intrinsic trait motivation

intrinsic classroom motivation

listening

speaking
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Figure 2. Mean scores of intrinsic motivation in three levels

Although the results of an ANOVA showed intrinsic trait motivation also increased
significantly (M diff = 0.32 F (2, 386) = 21.15, p = .00, partialη 2 = .10), the effect sizes were
lower than other subconstrtucts of intrinsic motivation. Intrinsic trait motivation increased
from Time 2 to Time 3 (M diff = 0.34, p = .00, r = .38). These results showed that the
motivational strategy had positive effective on intrinsic motivation in three levels.

The relationship between intrinsic motivation and basic psychological needs
The correlations between subconstructs of intrinsic motivation and basic psychological
needs were caluculated. Table 3 presents the correlations among variables.
The results showed that competence is more strongly correlated with intrinsic trait
motivation (r = .35) and intrinsic motivation to listening activities (r = .39) than autonomy
and relatedness. Competence and relatedness correlated equally with intrinsic motivation to
speaking activities (r = .25). Intrinsic classroom motivation correlated almost equally with
autonomy (r = .46), competence (r = .46), and relatedness (r = .48).

Table 3.
The correlational coefficients of motivational subconstructs and the basic psychological
needs
trait

classroom

trait

listening

speaking

autonomy

competence

relatedness

-

classroom

.32 **

-

**

**

-

.43

listening

.38

speaking

.34 **

.43 **

.53 **

-

autonomy

.28 **

.46 **

.25 **

.16 *

-

competence

.35 **

.46 **

.39 **

.25 **

.48 **

-

*

**

**

**

**

**

relatedness

.14

.48

.27

.25

.39

.40

Discussion
The main aim of the present study was to investigate whether the motivational strategy
leads to satisfaction of learners’ basic psychological needs and enhancement of intrinsic
motivation in three levels. SDT theoretically postulated that enhancement in intrinsic
motivation was mediated by the learners’ experience of basic psychological need satisfaction,
which has been reported consistently by Deci and his colleagues’ earlier studies. The
important contribution our study makes to the existing literature, however, relates to

-

operationalizing motivational strategies in Japanese EFL context and examining its
facilitating effect in classroom context with relatively a large number of participants.
After the 15-week intervention, the results showed learners’ need for autonomy,
competence and relatedness increased significantly. Autonomy and competence continually
increased during 15 weeks. Autonomy increased from Time 1 to Time 2 (M diff = 0.73) and
Time 2 to Time 3 (M diff = 0.46), which in total M diff = 1.18 increase. Relatedness also
increased from Time 1 to Time 2 (M diff = 0.60) and Time 2 to Time 3 (M diff = 0.46), which in
total M diff = 1.05 increase. Although the need for competence did not change from Time 1 to
Time 2 (Mdiff = 0.05), it increased from Time 2 to Time 3 (M diff = 0.50). These findings concur
with the previous case study (Tanaka, 2010). Thus, need-supportive contexts were created by
the motivational strategy and enhancement in intrinsic motivation was expected.
The results of an ANOVA identified significant increase in learners’ intrinsic motivation.
Intrinsic classroom motivation and intrinsic motivation to speaking activities continually
increased from Time 1 to Time 2(M diff = 0.68, M diff = 0.52) and Time 2 to Time 3(M diff = 0.36,
M diff = 0.46), which in total M diff = 1.04 and M diff = 0.98 increase. Intrinsic motivation to
listening activities increased from Time 1 to Time 2 (Mdiff = 0.74) and then high motivational
level was maintained from Time 2 to Time 3. Intrinsic trait motivation increased slightly from
Time 1 to Time 3 (Mdiff = 0.32). A possible explanation for this finding related to that intrinsic
trait motivation is that trait motivation is a more stable motivational factor than intrinsic
classroom motivation or intrinsic motivation to classroom activity. These findings again
concur with the previous case study (Tanaka, 2010).
Our final research question focused on the correlation between the motivating factors
(basic psychological needs) and intrinsic motivation. The results of Pearson product-moment
correlation among basic psychological needs and intrinsic motivation in three levels revealed
that the need for competence is the most important facilitating factor for Japanese EFL
learners’ intrinsic motivation. Specifically, it confirmed the existence of strongest
associations of intrinsic trait motivation and intrinsic motivation to listening activity with
competence. With intrinsic classroom motivation, all three needs were equally important for
enhancement.
Overall, the results of the present study clearly showed that the motivational strategy by
Tanaka (2010) created need-supportive environment, which results in strong enhancement
effect on intrinsic motivation.
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The Impact of building level, job embedded professional development in classroom teaching and
learning
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Abstract
Professional development is defined as an ongoing learning process in which teachers engage in
learning. In this process teachers adjust their teaching to the learning needs of students.
Professional development is not a one-shot, one size fit all event, but rather an evolving process
of professional self-learning, reflection, and growth that yields the best results when sustained
over time and when focused on job-embedded responsibilities. Spark (2002) argues that
professional development should be embedded in the daily lives of teachers, with strong
administrative support and use of strategies that are tailored to their specific needs.

The Influence of Experiential and Sociocultural Factors on Efficacy and
Instructional Practices: Four Case Studies of Primary Teachers of Writing
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Abstract
Past research has demonstrated the powerful effects of self-efficacy on teaching.
This multi-case study explored two components of efficacy related to writing instruction
and involved four cases; all primary grade teachers. At the start of the study, a group of
teachers self-reported scaled scores of their level of efficacy in the area of writing
instruction. Four participants were purposefully chosen using a variety of criteria. Next,
the development of the participants’ self-efficacy as writers themselves was explored
through in-depth, one-on-one interviews. Next, writing instruction within the
participants’ classrooms was observed. Analysis of data revealed commonalities and
differences among the instruction of the two high- and two low-efficacy teachers.

Introduction
The Importance of Writing
As American students graduate from high school and pursue various career paths,
they are expected to have the ability to read and write at a skill level necessary to fully
participate in our nation’s democracy. Unfortunately, our schools are not producing a
plethora of students whose writing skills are encouragingly proficient. According to the
National Assessment of Educational Progress report (Salahu-Din, Persky, & Miller,
2008), only one in four high school seniors is capable of using proper spelling, grammar,
or the higher-level writing skills needed to craft a clear, well-organized essay. College
instructors report that an estimated 50% of high school students are not prepared for
college-level writing (Peter D. Hart Research Associates & Public Opinion Strategies,
2005). In a report issued in 2004, The National Commission on Writing revealed that
businesses in the United States spent $3.1 billion annually for writing remediation.
Despite the obvious need for drastic improvement in the area of writing, The National
Commission on Writing (2003) concluded that writing had become the “neglected
element of American school reform” (p. 9), and thus labeled it the neglected “R” in
education.
Writing is thinking. According to Gammill (2006), “No other exercise in the
classroom generates higher thinking skills than does writing” (p. 760). It can be used as a
tool for understanding text in deeper and more connected ways. Writing also helps
students to make connections between what they read, understand, and think (Carr,
2002). While competent writing skills are necessary for composing such formal products
as essays and reports for career and educational purposes, these skills are just as
important in our everyday lives. Writing is one way people express their thoughts, ideas,
feelings, and opinions. It is a necessary communication tool required in so many aspects
of current culture. Text messaging, sending emails, leaving notes for family and friends,
inviting others to a special event, and recording important information are some of the
ways that people of all ages use writing throughout their daily lives.
Consequently, writing is also extremely useful and necessary for success within
most work environments. A survey of 120 major American corporations initiated by The
National Commission on Writing (2004) concluded, “in today’s workplace writing is a
‘threshold skill’ for hiring and promotion among salaried (i.e., professional) employees”
(p. 3). Employers reported that two-thirds of salaried employees had some writing
responsibility within their field including; the production of technical reports, formal
reports, memos, emails, PowerPoint presentations, and other forms of correspondence.
For young students, especially in primary and elementary classrooms, writing is
also a tool for learning to read. According to Clay (1998), “writing can contribute to the
building of almost every kind of inner control of literacy learning that is needed by the
successful reader” (p. 130). Graves (2003) described reading and writing as
complementary processes and states, “Children who write apply phonics, construct
syntax, and experience the full range of skills inherent in authoring a text” (p. 2).
Moreover, writing is a powerful tool that can be used throughout life. Because of
this, teachers of all grade levels and content areas should not only promote writing as a
tool to extend reading, but also as a way for students to communicate their thoughts,
feelings, and experiences in a social way. Graves (1994) stated, “Unless children see

themselves as authors with something to say, as writers with power to initiate texts that
command the attention of others, they may remain as sheep both in the classroom and
later in the larger society” (pp. 44-45).
The National Commission on Writing (2003) called for a new writing agenda for
American schools, one that addresses the issue of the neglect of writing within the
nation’s schools. The Commission’s suggestions for change included such action steps as
revisiting state standards to ensure a comprehensive writing policy that doubles the
amount of time students spend writing in school. This policy mandated writing
instruction in all subject areas, as well as in all grade levels. The Commission also
believed that reform must happen in the preparation of writing teachers, stating that more
money should be devoted to training pre-service and practicing teachers through the
development and availability of more courses required for licensing. However, it is
doubtful that by simply completing a course in writing instruction, teachers will become
effective writing teachers who thread writing throughout the content areas, and devote a
considerable amount of time to writing in their classrooms.
Teacher Efficacy
Within the scholarly research community, confidence in one’s ability to affect
student performance has commonly been referred to as teacher self-efficacy (Berman,
McLaughlin, Bass, Pauly, & Zellman, 1977). Research has shown a link between teacher
efficacy and a wide variety of other factors. For example, teacher efficacy has been found
to be a strong predictor of student reading achievement (Armor, et al., 1976) as well as an
influential factor in students’ academic motivation and achievement in other areas
(Midgley, Feldlaufer, & Eccles, 1989; Tschannen-Moran, Hoy, & Hoy, 1998).
Unfortunately, a recent national survey of primary teachers revealed that many
educators do not feel confident in their capabilities and skills for teaching writing, do not
believe they are effective, and do not enjoy writing themselves, or teaching writing
(Cutler & Graham, 2008). Far too many teachers report that they do not feel confident in
their ability to affect student achievement positively in the area of writing (Cohen &
Weiner, 2003).
Cohen and Weiner (2003) attributed the development of low self-efficacy to three
factors. First, many teachers have had negative experiences with writing in school.
Second, teachers may lack confidence in themselves as writers, in part because they have
a perception that writing is difficult. Third, some teachers believe that past experiences
within their teacher education programs did not prepare them adequately.
In order to address American students’ inability to achieve writing competence,
the issue of teacher efficacy must first be addressed. How efficacy develops and impacts
instructional practices within the classroom should be of utmost concern. Fenstermacher
(1979) observed that beliefs, including self-efficacy beliefs, may be the single most
important construct in educational research. This study compared the beliefs,
experiences, and instructional practices of two primary teachers of writing with low selfefficacy to those of two primary teachers of writing with high self-efficacy.
The Study
Educators have long recognized the strong connection between writing and
reading proficiency; however a large percentage of American students continue to

graduate from high school lacking the basic writing skills required for success in higher
education and in many careers (Peter D. Hart Research Associates & Public Opinion
Strategies, 2005). Furthermore, while many teachers have reported a lack of confidence
in their ability to teach writing, little information is available regarding the reasons for
varying levels of self-efficacy amongst primary-grade teachers of writing. Since it is
widely acknowledged that a teacher’s attitudes, beliefs, and instructional skill are a strong
influence on student learning, understanding the impact of self-efficacy on teachers’
writing instruction is an important first step to improving the quality of student writing in
American classrooms.
The purpose of this study was to explore and compare the beliefs, experiences,
and instructional approaches of primary teachers of writing. As Hancock and Algozzine
(2006) explained, the purpose of a case study is neither to confirm nor prove
relationships, but rather to explore and identify themes or categories of behavior. Current
research supports the important connection between teacher efficacy and student
achievement, yet there is little descriptive data available regarding how positive teacher
efficacy develops. This study provides information regarding the development of efficacy
among writing teachers, a necessary step in the development of more confident and
skilled writing teachers who can positively impact the writing abilities and attitudes of
our youth.
The research questions studied were:
1. What similarities or differences occur within the writing instructional practices of four
primary-grade teachers of writing, two of whom report high self-efficacy and two of
whom report low self-efficacy?
2. What, if any, sociocultural or experiential factors influenced these primary teachers’
development of self-efficacy as writing instructors?
Although research has shown the importance of learning to write at proficient
levels, many students leave American classrooms without the writing skills they need to
succeed in furthering their education or entering the work force. Furthermore, many
teachers report negative attitudes toward the teaching of writing, even within the primary
grades. Whether teachers report having high or low self-efficacy, the perception of their
ability to teach writing impacts their teaching behaviors and practices.
Currently, research lacks descriptive information regarding how teachers’ sense of
self-efficacy in the area of writing develops over time. This study, therefore, was
designed to explore the impact of experiential and sociocultural factors on primary grade
teachers’ efficacy in regard to writing instruction. By comparing the sociocultural and
experiential background as well as the instructional practices of two primary grade
teachers who reported high self-efficacy with two teachers who reported low self-efficacy
in the area of writing instruction, this study intended to shed light on the factors which
lead to the development of these self-perceptions.
This study is based on two assumptions. First, teachers work in complex
sociocultural settings. The decisions that classroom teachers make on a day-to-day basis
are driven by not only their past experiences, but also by the context of their work
environment. Second, it is assumed that teachers are ethical professionals who reported
beliefs and experiences in a truthful manner.

Literature Review
History of Research on Writing Instruction in the United States
Early research on the writing process. In the times of colonial America, it was
traditionally believed that children learn to read and then write. During this time writing
instruction placed an emphasis on penmanship and transcription of text, and was only
considered necessary if one planned to go to college or work outside the home (Farnan &
Dahl, 2003).
It was not until 1947 that the professional literature mentioned the steps of the
writing process (Day, 1947; Mills, 1953). Early research on the stages of the writing
process began with a focus on what professional writers did while they composed texts
(Cowley, 1958). One of the most widely referenced descriptions of the writing process
was Rohman’s (1965) linear three-stage model: prewrite, write, rewrite. Although
researchers refer to the various stages of the writing process using a variety of terms,
most include sub-processes such as the following: topic selection, rehearsing, accessing
information, paying attention to spelling and handwriting, reading, organizing, editing,
and revising (Graves, 1981).
In the 1970s and 1980s research in the area of writing processes shifted from
quantitative to qualitative, and researchers such as Emig, Graves, and Murray started to
observe writers while they were in the midst of the writing process. This resulted in the
finding that children write using slightly different strategies and processes than more
experienced writers. Emig’s (1971) study involving twelfth graders’ composition
processes revealed that her students did not follow the linear process that had been
described in the literature up until that time. Her evidence that the writing process was
instead recursive—meaning that as the writer composes, text decisions are constantly
being made that involve moving back and forth through subprocesses—created a
revolution in writing instruction (Flower & Hayes, 1980).
In his work with second-grade writers, Graves (1973) discovered that young
students display writing processes that include the use of talk to move through the
process, as well as a greater quantity of drawing than older students. Bereiter and
Scardamalia (1987) found that young children and novice writers differ from more
experienced writers in that they have a hard time separating planning from actual text
writing or drafting. Case studies of other young writers illustrated how they experiment
with written language and ways of representing meaning (Calkins, 1983; Dyson, 1989)
which then led Dyson (1993) to conclude that inexperienced young writers can vary
widely in the path that they take as they write.
During this same time period, writing was described as a dynamic process that is
influenced by many variables including purpose, audience, type of writing, and the writer
as an individual (Brozick, 1976; Flower & Hayes, 1980, 1981). Writing was considered
more of a complex, cognitive act than a social one, and was viewed as a series of
problems to be solved, sometimes automatically and other times with more attention and
time (Flower & Hayes, 1980).
Social aspects of writing. During the 70s the social aspects of writing were only
briefly addressed in the literature. Students’ interactions with others during the writing
process were reinforced by Vygotsky’s (1935/1978) early work concerning the zone of
proximal development and the importance of adult guidance in developing students’

abilities. Research began to reveal that children need social interactions with others,
including their teacher and peers, during the writing process so that these processes can
then gradually be internalized (Vygotsky, 1935/1978).
It was not until the late 80s and into the 90s that researchers began to explore
more deeply the social aspects of writing. The writing process was now being viewed
from the sociolinguistic perspective, which means that the social dynamic of the
community of writers needed to be considered (Gunnarsson, 1997). Some researchers felt
that earlier studies neglected some social aspects of the writing process such as the effects
of social structures and classroom dynamics (Cooper & Holzman, 1989). Researchers
found that when children planned their writing and composed drafts, their ideas were
influenced by the relationships they had with peers, the social values of the children
(Dyson, 1989), and the social pressures within their environment (Dyson, 1994). As
children wrote they accomplished social goals like gaining social status, group inclusion,
and defining their identity (Dyson, 1993).
The reading/writing connection. During the 1960s Marie Clay introduced the
term “emergent literacy.” She presented evidence that contradicted the past assumption
that students should first learn to read and then be formally introduced to writing
instruction. Within her research, she discovered that a child’s contacts and experiences
with print at home and prior to any formal literacy instruction contribute to the future
development of their literacy abilities (Clay, 1966). Writing played a significant role in
the early learning of how reading works (Clay, 1975). Clay’s research revealed that
writing instruction facilitates growth of developmental skills such as concepts of print
and identification of letters and sounds. For very young children in the primary grades,
writing also facilitates growth in phonemic awareness, while enhancing their awareness
of how genres work as they find similarities within the framework and concepts of their
writing and the texts they are reading (National Writing Project & Nagin, 2006).
Reading and writing were described as “intertwined and inseparable language
tools” (Langer & Flihan, 2000, p. 127). In his review of fifty years of studies about the
reading/writing relationship some basic conclusions were drawn by Stotsky (1983) about
the connection of the two: better writers tend to be better readers and tend to read more
than poorer writers, while better readers tend to produce more mature writing than poorer
readers. This research led us to believe that children develop simultaneously as readers
and as writers. Gavelek, Raphael, Biondo, and Wang (2000) later discovered that
integration of the two leads to growth in both areas. During the whole language
movement in the 1980s, writing was often not taught as a separate subject in the early
grades, but rather, writing was used to support learning during reading instruction, as well
as during content area instruction.
Writing Instruction
The complexity of writing development and instruction. According to Bruning
and Horn (as cited in Boscolo, 2008), writing is a very complex task, especially for
young, inexperienced writers, and involves the learning of a variety of cognitive and
linguistic processes as well as motivational aspects like interest and efficacy. The
complexity involved in writing entails learning a large repertoire of tools and strategies
that will be used throughout the writing sub-processes (Boscolo, 2008).

The Position Statement of the IRA and the National Association for the Education
of Young Children (NAEYC) (1998) warned that teachers not only need to understand
the developmental continuum that children generally follow while learning such tasks as
writing, but also must understand that this continuum is not a rigid set of stages that stays
the same for all children. In essence, the Position Statement supported the stance that
students learn the skills needed to master the complex task of writing at varying degrees
and in varying amounts of time.
In regard to teaching the writing process, Fletcher and Portalupi (2001) made the
following point, “We don’t want to teach our students the writing process; rather, we
want each one of them to find a process that works for him or her” (p. 62). By helping
students to find an effective writing process of their own, teachers are more likely to get
“exemplary writing” from their students (p. 61). Murray (1985) noted that in light of the
fact that the process of writing is so complex and also varies greatly among individuals,
there is no one way to teach it. The “most effective and efficient way to teach writing” is
any effort that is responsive to students’ efforts in ways that helps them to write more
effectively (p. xiii). The IRA and the NAEYC suggested that effective teachers make
instructional decisions based on their “knowledge of reading and writing, current
research, appropriate expectations, and their knowledge of individual children’s strengths
and needs” (IRA, 1998, p. 207).
Best practices in writing instruction. Within the literature, a variety of best
practices for writing instruction were described. Researchers concurred that time set aside
for writing needs to be frequent and predictable (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001). Graves
(1994) suggested that in order to become good writers, students need to write every day.
Yet, many studies of writing instruction in American classrooms in the 80s showed that
in general, children did not get ample opportunities to write (National Writing Project &
Nagin, 2006). One such study reported that students only spent 15% of their day writing
and two-thirds of this time was spent copying in workbooks (Anderson, 1985). In
addition, national studies revealed that children not only wrote for very short periods of
time, but reportedly wrote in a limited number of genres (Applebee, 1981, 1984).
According to the 1998 NAEP Reading Report Card (Donahue, Voelkl, Campbell, &
Mazzeo, 1999), students who reported writing large amounts regularly in response to
questions scored higher than those who said they hardly ever do. The same results were
confirmed by Donahue, Finnegan, Lutkus, Allen, and Campbell (2001).
Advocates of writing reform supported the notion that in order for true change to
happen, American classrooms needed to double the amount of time spent writing, and
suggested one way to do this was to encourage quality writing assignments in all subjects
(National Commission on Writing in America’s Schools, and Colleges, 2003). However,
in order for students to become proficient at writing, teachers cannot simply add time for
students to write. Teachers also need to provide students with opportunities to participate
in a wide variety of writing experiences (National Writing Project & Nagin, 2006).
Assignments in writing that combine the following key elements produce stronger
writing: content and scope, organization and development, audience and communication,
engagement and choice (Storms, Gentile, Riazantseva, & Eidman-Aadahl, 2000). An
assignment designed to use these elements requires students to engage in critical
reflection, analysis, and synthesis of the information from the text. It also gives the
student a framework for organization and support in understanding the guidelines.

Inclusions of assignments that target a real audience and require students to
produce authentic pieces of writing are essential to a quality writing program. Students
need to write for a real audience, not for the teacher (Calkins, 1983; Graham, Harris,
Fink, & MacArthur, 2001). In addition, students need a real purpose to write, which
consists of authentic tasks such as creating real items like books, letters, and the like
(Lapp, Flood, Moore, & Nichols, 2005).
Students need to have a reasonable amount of choice in their pace of writing,
topics, and how they move through the process (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001; National
Writing Project & Nagin, 2006). Students do not all work at the same pace during the
writing process, so a teacher should not expect each student to start and finish their
writing at the same time with the same results (Dahl & Farnan, 1998). Allowing students
to also determine the topic of their writing is one of the most highly endorsed
instructional strategies due to the fact that most writing strategies can be used with any
topic (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001; Graves, 1994, 2003; Ray, 2004; Spandel, 2005).
Researchers discovered that there was not one process that worked for everyone, so
students should be given the freedom to experiment with ways that work best for them
(Graves, 1975; Murray, 1985).
Fletcher and Portalupi (2001) as well as Graves (2003) believed that teachers
should use real literature within their classrooms as an instructional tool to enhance
writing. By using literature within writing instruction, teachers then build reading/writing
relationships, which allow students opportunities to talk about literature, and also show
students what good examples of a writers’ craft look like. As noted by Graves (2003)
children’s literature should be used to illustrate examples of a writer’s use of craft skills
even if children are not yet able to use the techniques themselves.
According to Graves (1994) best practice includes the belief that students need to
hear response to their texts while they are in the process of writing. In order to
accomplish this, teacher-to-student and student-to-student conferences are used as an
effective instructional tool. Teacher-to-student conferences allow an opportunity for the
teacher to model for the students how to evaluate their own work and the work of others.
Graves (2003) also suggested that teachers should use conferences regularly to listen to
the processes students are using, to hear about their purpose, topic, and place in the draft
and to ask questions about their work. Murray (1985) reported that while “conference
teaching is the most effective and the most practical method of teaching composition,”
there are a variety of acceptable ways for teachers to hold conferences with students (p.
147). One of Murray’s recommendations for conferences was to have students lead them.
If led by students, instead of the teachers, “conferences stimulate children” because the
child takes charge of their own learning (p. 119).
Because Graves (1994) considered writing to be a social act, he emphasized the
crucial need for time to be set aside for students to share their writing. According to
Graves (2003), “writing is a public act, meant to be shared with many audiences” (p. 54).
Graves also noted that publishing contributes to a sense of audience and further explained
that all students should be given opportunities to publish their writing. The writers’
workshop format is an instructional framework that promotes the social aspects of writing
such as students sharing their writing, as well as giving and receiving feedback (Atwell,
1987; Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001). This instructional format originated from writing

retreats designed for professional writers and was modified for use in the classroom
(Atwell, 1987).
Teacher modeling is one of the most supportive of instructional approaches used
within writing instruction and should be used to show every aspect of the process of
writing (Lapp et al., 2005). Graves (2003) found that children often believe that adults do
not struggle with writing. In order to assist children in their understanding of how the true
writing process works, children need to see adults grappling with writing issues while in
the act of composing. When teachers write in front of children in this way, it provides
children a chance to see that nothing “magical” happens when experienced writers draft;
words do not just appear with no effort or revision. “The objective of composing before
children is to make explicit what children ordinarily can’t see: how words go down on
paper, and the thoughts that go with the decisions made in writing” (Graves, 2003, p. 51).
Ada and Campoy (2004), as well as Kara-Soteriou and Kaufman (2002) reported that
despite the evidence showing the value of modeling in writing instruction, teachers fail to
use it as an instructional approach. These researchers also found that modeling of the
reading process far outweighed modeling of the writing process within the classrooms
they observed.
Teachers as writers. Murray (1985) stated, “Teachers of writing do not have to
be great writers, but they should have frequent and recent experience in writing” (p. 74).
This is due to the fact that teaching writing requires a deep understanding of the writing
process itself. These experiences with writing and the understanding of writing enable
teachers to demonstrate writing during class instruction in order to show children the
process in action. Graves (2003) stated that, “teachers can answer children’s questions
only if they know the writing process from both the inside and the outside” (p. 220) and
that “the teaching of writing demands the control of two crafts, teaching and writing” (p.
5).
Graves (1994) stated, “the greatest long term influence on what the children in
your classroom do is your own literacy” (p. 153). Teachers are more confident writing in
front of children if they are actively writing themselves. They become more skilled and
find solutions that help them to become better writers, which in turn helps their students.
Lastly, Graves believed that teachers who write in front of their students are able to give
children the clearest demonstration of the power and function of writing.
Most of the successful professional development programs designed to increase
teachers’ competence in teaching writing are designed based on this premise that writing
teachers need to be writers themselves. These types of trainings do not just teach the
participants how to teach writing, they immerse participants in the act of writing and
allow teachers to self-reflect and discuss the processes that they use (National Writing
Project & Nagin, 2006).
Current student achievement in writing. In 2001, with the reorganization of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act, legislation titled No Child Left Behind
required that states receiving Title I funding participate in assessments in the area of
writing as well as math and reading. Generally, schools were required to assess writing in
fourth, eighth and twelfth grades (National Center for Education Statistics, 2002).
In 2003, the National Center for Education Statistics issued a national report card
on student writing performance. The commission found that between 24 and 31 percent
of students in grades four, eight, and twelve performed at or above the proficient level.

The most recent NAEP report card results for writing did not include fourth
graders, but did report results for both eighth and twelfth graders that revealed some
improvement nationally (Salahu-Din et al., 2008). Average writing scores were higher
than in previous assessments in 2002 and 1998, and increases in the percentages of
students performing at or above the level of Basic were reported. In the state in which
this study was conducted, at grade eight there were no significant changes in writing
scores. Consequently, the average scores for students actually dropped by four points
since the 2002 assessment. Just 32% of Ohio’s students reportedly performed at or above
the Proficient level in 2007.
Belief Systems
Teacher beliefs. Pajares (1992) reported that all humans have a personal belief
system that consists of a variety of types of beliefs including, but not limited to,
educational, political, and religious beliefs. Beliefs help people to understand themselves
and others, and to adapt to the world and their place in it. They provide “personal
meaning and assist in defining relevancy” (p. 317). Beliefs help people identify with each
other and “form groups and social systems”, and they “reduce dissonance and confusion”
(pp. 317-318). The term teacher belief has been used inconsistently within the literature,
sometimes being referred to instead as perspectives, personal epistemologies, personal
knowledge, or conceptions, among others (Kagan, 1992). However, no matter what term
is used, beliefs in regard to teachers can be defined as teacher attitudes about education
including schooling, teaching, learning, and students (Pajares, 1992). Fenstermacher
(1979) stated that beliefs might be the single most important construct in educational
research; while both Nespor (1987) and Pajares (1992) felt that improving schools must
start with understanding teacher beliefs.
Throughout the literature on teacher beliefs, discourse can be found in regard to
whether beliefs and knowledge are related, and if so, in what ways. While beliefs result
from an array of personal experiences in which individuals partake throughout their lives,
knowledge refers to a person’s acquisition of factual information (Sigel, 1985). When
compared to teacher knowledge, teacher beliefs are far more influential in determining
how people organize and define tasks or problems, and are a stronger predictor of
behavior (Nespor, 1987). In fact, Ernest (1989) discovered that teachers with similar
knowledge taught in very different ways. In Pajares’s (1992) summary of the literature on
teacher beliefs, he concluded that knowledge and beliefs are “inextricably intertwined,”
and that the nature of beliefs makes them a filter through which people interpret new
phenomena (p. 325).
Harste and Burke (1977), as well as Fang (1996) found that the relationship
between beliefs and teaching practice is complex and that teachers’ educational beliefs
shape their instruction. Teachers draw on their beliefs to guide many on-the-spot
decisions and their behaviors (Gibson & Dembo, 1984; Kagan, 1992). As influential as
beliefs are in determining actions taken by teachers, many other contextual and
environmental variables were found to be influential. These included national, state, and
local policies; school climate; the time period during which teachers are trained and enter
the profession; the stage of their career; and the confidence they have in their own
teaching (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1994).

Teacher beliefs have often been measured using self-report instruments (Gibson
& Dembo, 1984; Graham, et al., 2002. Although teachers are often reluctant to express
unpopular beliefs on self-report measures (Alexander, 1992), teacher-stated beliefs
regarding literacy generally do match up with actual instructional practices (Pressley,
Rankin, & Yokoi, 1996). In some instances when disconnects were found between beliefs
and practices, it was often due to diverse contexts in which teachers were working,
including the educational environment within the building and classroom (Fang, 1996).
Self-efficacy of teachers. Bandura (1997) defined self-efficacy as “belief in one’s
capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action required to produce given
attainments” (p. 2). The RAND study (Armor et al., 1976) was the first national study
that looked specifically at the two dimensions of teacher efficacy: personal teaching
efficacy and general teaching efficacy. In this study personal teaching efficacy referred to
teachers’ beliefs about their own personal teaching competence, while general teaching
efficacy referred to the extent to which teachers believe that they can overcome external
obstacles in the lives of children in order to help them succeed (Ashton & Webb, 1986).
A teacher with a high sense of general teaching efficacy believes that all students can
learn, while a teacher with a low sense of general teaching efficacy believes that some
students cannot or will not learn in school, and there is nothing the teacher can do about it
(Ashton & Web, 1986).
In his investigations, Bandura (1986) found that behaviors are better predicted by
beliefs people hold about their capabilities, their self-efficacy, than by what they are
actually capable of accomplishing. Generally it was believed that the level and
distribution of effort a person puts forth were determined by the effects one believes
actions would have, so behavior is better predicted from beliefs than from the actual
consequences of a teacher’s actions (Bandura, 1986). Teachers’ sense of efficacy has
been linked to quality and type of classroom practices implemented, students’ motivation
and achievement, and also was found to influence effort, persistence, goals, and
aspirations (Tschannen-Moran et al., 1998). Teacher efficacy even predicted what the
teacher would do when being observed (Ashton & Webb, 1986).
According to Guskey (1987) teachers’ perceived sense of efficacy influences
teaching effectiveness. Moreover, teachers’ beliefs about their abilities to instruct
students impact student performance (Armor et al., 1976; Berman et al., 1977). Gibson
and Dembo (1984) also noted that teachers who have greater confidence in their own
abilities and believe that teaching influences student learning have students who then
experience larger gains than students whose teachers do not feel they influence student
learning.
Review of the research literature revealed that teachers who reported high
efficacy were often linked to higher quality instruction (Rubeck & Enochs, 1991) as well
as to higher student achievement (Armor et al., 1976; Ashton & Webb, 1986). Teachers
with high efficacy also generally possess similar characteristics such as being more
humanistic and less controlling (Woolfolk & Hoy, 1990), more positive about teaching
(Guskey, 1984), and better organized (Alinder, 1994). High efficacy teachers also tend to
be more willing to figure out ways to meet the needs of struggling students within their
classroom (Gibson & Dembo, 1984; Stein & Wang, 1988).
Review of the research literature also revealed that teachers who have low
efficacy tend to share some general characteristics. They have more anxiety and stress

(Bandura, 1986) and are not as likely to maintain high academic standards and to have
clear expectations (Ashton et al., 1982). Ashton and Webb (1986) found that these
teachers are more likely to sort and classify students by ability, to distrust low-achieving
students, and to use embarrassment and isolation in order to manage student behavior.
Ashton and Webb also found that low-efficacy teachers often deemphasize instruction
and possess an unwillingness to push students while monitoring their progress. Ashton
and Webb (1986) noted that the gender of a teacher impacts their level of perceived selfefficacy, as was confirmed by Norwicki, Duke, and Crouch, (1978), when they found that
females tend to be less confident in their abilities to perform certain tasks than males.
Some researchers noted that years of experience and professional training impact
teacher efficacy. Gibson and Brown (1982) reported that beginning teachers with the
least amount of training also demonstrate the least amount of personal teaching efficacy,
which refers to the belief that teachers hold concerning their personal ability to
effectively teach students. Consequently, these researchers found that personal efficacy
scores increase with education. However, these researchers also found that the positive
beliefs that these teachers held in relation to the power teachers have to overcome
external obstacles to student learning (general teaching efficacy), such as family
environment and support, declined as these teachers gained years of experience. Ashton
et al. (1982) also reported on the difficulty teachers have in maintaining their levels of
general efficacy as they gain more years in the teaching field. Uncertainty, isolation, and
a sense of powerlessness were identified as threats to teachers’ efficacy within this study.
Self-efficacy of writing teachers. Self-efficacy has been described as context
specific and variable from one situation to another (Bandura, 1981). Ashton and Webb
(1986) further described a teacher’s sense of efficacy as situational, and variable
depending on both direct and indirect influences on the situation. Direct influences
included the students and the principal, while indirect influences included the students’
backgrounds, the school climate, the community, and the culture.
Teachers can have content specific low self-efficacy such as when they have low
self-efficacy in teaching reading, but not in teaching math. However, there are only a few
studies that specifically investigate self-efficacy of writing teachers in regard to their
writing instruction. One such study by Graham et al. (2001) asserted that a large
percentage of teachers reported feeling confident in their own teaching of writing, but not
as confident in their beliefs that teachers in general could overcome obstacles in order to
help students succeed in their writing. This same study found that teachers who reported
higher levels of efficacy in the area of writing also devoted more time to allowing
students to compose and spent more time teaching grammar and usage in addition to the
writing process. This concept of teachers with high self-efficacy devoting more time to
instructional areas was further supported by the work of Schmidt and Buchman (1983).
Some teachers who work with primary children have reported negative feelings in
regard to writing instruction. One recent national survey of primary teachers (Cutler &
Graham, 2008) revealed that teachers only “moderately agreed” with the statements that
they are effective teachers of writing, that they like to teach writing, and that they enjoy
writing themselves (p. 911). In another study only a little more than half of the
experienced teachers reported feeling confident about their capabilities and skills for
teaching writing (Yates, 2004). To further support the concept of low efficacy in writing
teachers, two other researchers reported that when they met with staff and teachers in

order to plan a professional development program for a group of teachers, many of the
teachers admitted feelings of low confidence in regard to their current approach to
writing instruction (Oswald & Still, 2004).
Most of the current research that specifically investigates teachers’ sense of
efficacy in the area of writing does not specifically address the reason why teachers feel
so defeated; even though the reality is that “far too many teachers admit that they lack
confidence in their ability to effectively teach writing” (Cohen & Wiener, 2003, p. 153).
Cohen and Wiener attributed this common occurrence to a combination of four factors:
the teachers’ own negative experiences with writing in schools, their lack of confidence
in themselves as writers, their perception that writing is difficult, and their perception that
their teacher education programs were ineffective.
Theoretical orientations of writing teachers. Theoretical orientations are a type
of epistemological belief that includes teachers’ theories about schooling, students,
curriculum, pedagogy, and the teachers’ role (Porter & Freeman, 1986). They have been
defined as philosophical principles that guide teachers in their decision making (Harste &
Burke, 1977). Deryakulu (2004) found that teachers were likely to create programs within
their classroom that were consistent with their orientations to teaching and learning.
However, Davis, Konopak, and Readence (1993) discovered that teachers with similar
theoretical orientations can vary considerably in their practices due to curriculum
requirements, and also due to social, psychological, and environmental situations within
which participants find themselves.
Oftentimes, researchers have categorized teachers’ instructional beliefs and
practices into one of two different theoretical orientations: the traditional and the process
approach. The traditional approach to writing has been characterized by an emphasis on
using explicit instruction that focuses on correct form so that the written product is the
main concern. The focus is on manuscript form, spelling, grammar, mechanics of writing,
and copying text. The topic is selected for the students and writing time is more limited
with less independent writing (Graham, 2000).
Teachers who have used this type of instruction tend to use the bottom-up
approach, which is a focus first on small units like words, sentences, and paragraphs,
progressing into larger units such as types of writing genres (Williams, 2003). Also
generally associated with this approach to teaching writing is a focus on teacher
correction of student errors. Williams compared this practice to that of an editor
“preparing manuscripts for publication” (p. 45). Consequently, Emig (1971) found little
evidence showing that marking every error on students’ papers led to an elimination of
these errors. Even though new research has surfaced regarding the negative aspects of the
traditional approach, Williams (2003) described this approach as “the most influential
and widely used approach to teaching writing today” (p. 46).
The process approach, sometimes called the progressive approach or natural
learning approach, falls more at the whole-language end of the continuum as it
emphasizes informal methods of learning, producing a writing curriculum that uses real
literature and interaction among teachers and peers (Graves, 1994, 2003). Some
researchers described the process approach as a combination of direct strategy
instruction, guided practice, theories and activities that emphasize procedures, and
strategies that writers use for specific purposes (Atwell, 1987; Calkins, 1986; Cramer,
2001; Honeycutt & Pritchard, 2005). It usually involves the workshop approach, which

focuses on the process more than on the product (Fletcher & Portalupi, 2001). As
children participate in working through the processes of writing, they learn how they
individually navigate the process while they take ownership of their writing. This
approach is considered more student-centered and includes student choice, lots of time to
write, writing for real audiences, and sharing their work with others (Graves, 1994,
2003).
Gray (2000) and Wilson (1994) used the descriptor “process approach” to
describe an instructional balance focused on both the writing process and product, which
is viewed as the most beneficial method for teaching writing. Teachers have reported
using instructional practices that align with this balanced approach to teaching writing. In
fact, in the most recent national survey of primary teachers, 72% of teachers self-reported
that they use the process approach to writing combined with the traditional skills
approach (Cutler & Graham, 2008). In this study, only 20% reported using the process
approach exclusively, while 6% reported using the traditional approach. But when asked
to self-report the amount of time these teachers spend on various components of
instruction, teachers actually spend more time teaching skills than allowing students to
work through the process. Half of the time spent on teaching skills is time spent teaching
grammar and usage. In another study, just over half (51%) of the respondents reported a
focus on grammar and skill-based instruction, which tends to be associated with a more
traditional approach (Applebee, 2000). Like the study by Cutler and Graham, Applebee
concluded that most teachers were not reporting one or the other, but instead reported that
they use both the traditional and process approaches in various combinations.
Past research has focused on the comparison of the process approach to the more
traditional product-oriented approach and has resulted in the conclusion that the process
approach results in better attitudes toward writing and stronger writing skills (Scannella,
1982). A NAEP report showed that teachers who reported using instructional techniques
that were associated with the process approach to writing had students who scored higher
on national assessments than students from more traditional writing classrooms
(Goldstein & Carr, 1996). In a study done by Robinson (1986), students taught using the
process approach not only scored higher on writing samples, but also did two and a half
times more revisions than students who were taught using the traditional approach.
Instruction using the process approach has also helped students with learning disabilities
improve their writing performance in the elementary grades (Croes, 1990).
Graham et al. (2001) found that teachers’ orientation to writing instruction made a
significant contribution to predicting their efficacy. Teachers who were more positive
about the process, or natural learning, approach were more likely to have confidence (or
high teacher efficacy) in their teaching of writing. Teachers who placed less emphasis on
the importance of being correct were more likely to be confident about the fact that they
could overcome external factors in order to help students succeed.
Some debate stirred during the late 90s and early 2000s as to whether the process
approach includes direct instruction. Some researchers believed that the term process
approach is synonymous with the natural approach, which does not include direct
instruction (MacArthur, Schwartz, Graham, Molloy, & Harris, 1996). However, research
provided evidence that explicit instruction is beneficial to students (Hillocks, 1995;
Honeycutt, 2002) and is necessary for their development in both reading and writing
(IRA, 1998). Gersten and Baker (2001) conducted a meta-analysis of 13 studies in order

to determine what effective writing instruction includes. They reported that it should
include explicit instruction in the steps of the writing process and in the varying
dimensions of writing genres as well as a structure that allows for writers to get feedback
on their writing from peers and teachers.
In their study, Graham, Harris, MacArthur, and Fink (2002) reported that even
though most teachers identified themselves with only one orientation, they actually
combined aspects of various orientations within instruction. Ninety-nine percent of the
teachers surveyed believed that explicit instruction was more important than the other
two orientations. However, 73% of the teachers also reported valuing natural learning,
and 39% of them reported feeling that correctness is important. The findings from this
study contradicted what past researchers believed. Freedman (1993) and Goodman
(1992) felt that teachers cannot value both explicit instruction and the natural learning
process approach.
Most of the research on teachers’ theoretical orientations to writing instruction
used only self-report measures. However, Seban (2008) used a combination of teacher
self-report surveys and classroom observations to confirm the information reported by
teachers. This study revealed that four out of the six participants observed used a skillbased traditional approach to writing instruction despite the fact that they had initially
self-reported being more process oriented. However, the remaining two teachers who
stated they were more skill-based in their beliefs actually were consistent in their
practice, based on classroom observation.
Influences on belief systems. Van Fleet (1979) reported that beliefs are formed
simultaneously through cultural transmission in three ways: enculturation, education, and
schooling. Enculturation describes the incidental learning that people experience
throughout their entire lives, which includes observations, participation, and imitation.
Education includes all directed and purposeful learning where the main task is to promote
behavior that is considered “in-line” with mainstream culture. Education includes
learning at home and outside of the school walls, but schooling refers to teaching and
learning that specifically happens within the educational setting (Van Fleet, 1979).
Graves (2003) found that some writing teachers who did not like to teach writing reported
having “horrendous” writing experiences in school as students as well as at the university
level and felt that they could not pass on the joy of writing because it had not been a
joyful experience in their lives (p. 11).
Bandura (1977) explained that self-efficacy is formed in three ways: involvement
in mastery experiences, observing others manage tasks successfully, and social
persuasion. If a teacher had successfully performed a specific task in the past, then this
had likely contributed to a high self-efficacy. Bandura contended that the successful
completion of a desired behavior is the most potent source of self-efficacy; however other
variables also impact self-efficacy. Teachers were also likely to feel confident in their
ability to perform a specific instructional task if they had witnessed other, very
comparable teachers, do so. Social persuasion such as positive verbal messages from
others also contributed to a growing sense of efficacy. Bandura (1997) stated that in order
to raise the self-efficacy in teachers, they need ample opportunities to observe experts in
their field, practice new instructional strategies, and receive positive feedback from
colleagues, students, parents, and administrators.

Impact of teacher preparatory programs on teacher beliefs. Many researchers
agree that understanding the belief structure of teachers and teacher candidates is
essential to improving both teacher preparatory programs and teaching practices (Ashton,
1990; Ashton & Webb, 1986; Brookhart & Freeman, 1992). Cohen and Wiener (2003)
attributed poor preparation in teacher education programs to one reason why teachers
lacked confidence in their ability to teach writing effectively. Bartlett (2003) concluded
that teacher education programs, even those found at the nation’s best colleges, treated
writing as an afterthought instead of a high priority, which resulted in low-quality writing
programs and writers. In a random survey of 36 universities conducted by Graves (1976),
he found that 169 courses were offered in reading, 30 in children’s literature, and only
two focused on the teaching of writing. This is supported by the work of Mathers, Shea,
and Steigerwald (2009) who found that of the teachers they surveyed, the amount of
reading courses elementary teachers completed as an undergraduate student outnumbered
the number of writing courses at a ratio of four to one. The participants in this study, as
well as those in a study by Chambless and Bass (1995, agreed that teacher education
programs were not preparing them for teaching writing. Spandel (2005) and Thomas
(2000) go so far as to state that most practicing teachers were never formally educated to
teach writing.
As teachers leave teacher preparatory programs feeling ill-prepared, they often
“revert to teaching in the manner in which they have been taught” (Stover, 1986, p. 21).
Unfortunately, teachers’ previous school experiences in the area of writing usually
involved more traditional activities such as “assigning, collecting, and correcting writing”
instead of “thinking out loud, talking about where personal writing topics come from,
drafting on an overhead or chalkboard, reading an in-process piece aloud…” (Spandel,
2005, p. 78).
Methodology
This study used an explanatory, multi-case research design (Hancock &
Algozzine, 2006; Yin, 2003) to compare the instructional practices, as well as the
sociocultural and experiential factors, that may have influenced the efficacy levels of
primary teachers who reported low and high self-efficacy in regard to writing instruction.
Using non-random and purposeful sampling, the researcher identified two teachers who
reported low efficacy and two who reported high efficacy in the area of writing
instruction to serve as participants. Interviews, observations, and documents all served as
sources of data for this study and data collection spanned approximately four weeks. A
constant comparative method of data analysis was used to analyze data, and subsequently
grounded theory emerged. In order to increase validity, the researcher utilized
triangulation, member checks, and peer examination.
Design of Study
Past research in the area of self-efficacy of writing teachers has often focused on
measuring the self-efficacy of teachers and then compared the results in a quantitative
manner (Graham et al., 2001). While the use of such instruments to gather self-efficacy
beliefs can reveal some insights into the personal attitude of teachers, these types of

studies cannot investigate more deeply the sociocultural or experiential factors which
may have influenced teachers’ current level of writing self-efficacy (Fang, 1996).
Case study design has been widely used to study teacher beliefs (Shulman, 1987).
However, to date, no published studies have been designed for the purpose of identifying
and comparing the instructional practices with the sociocultural and experiential factors
that may have influenced classroom teachers with high or low self-efficacy. According to
Yin (2003), explanatory research tries to answer a “how” question. This study attempted
to “explain” a course of events and relate the cumulative impact of those events and
experiences on individual teachers’ efficacy levels.
Hancock & Algozzine (2006) defined case study research as, “intensive analysis
and description of a single unit or system bound by space and time” (p. 9). In this study, a
case was defined as a teacher of writing who perceived herself as either having low or
high self-efficacy in the area of writing instruction. The goal of case study research, as
described by Merriam, is to gain insights that can directly influence policy, procedures,
and future research. Essentially, this study intended to shed light on what factors
influenced primary teachers’ efficacy levels and the impact these influences had on
classroom instruction.
This study was conducted in a demographically diverse school district located in a
large midwestern state. The district is a unique blend of urban, suburban, and rural areas.
At the time the study was conducted the student population was 87% Caucasian, 8.5%
African American, 3% multiracial, and 1.3% various ethnic categories. Fifty-one percent
of students were eligible for the free or reduced lunch program. Over the last five years,
the district had either been described as “Effective” or “Excellent” by the state’s
Department of Education. These descriptors were used by the state to recognize schools
which passed a specific number of indicators on school report cards, as determined by the
achievement of students on the common state assessment administered in grades four and
above.
The school district is composed of four school buildings, including a high school
(grades nine through twelve), a middle school (grades six through eight), an elementary
building (grades two through five), and a primary building (kindergarten and grade one).
This study took place within the primary building, which was composed of
approximately 280 students who were enrolled in all day, every day kindergarten and
grade one. Approximately 62% of the students enrolled in kindergarten and first grade
were enrolled in the free and reduced lunch program. At the time, thirty-five staff
members were employed in the building. Fourteen of those staff members were
classroom teachers, all of whom were Caucasian women.
Participant Selection
For this case study, the procedure used to identify and select participants was one
described by Merriam (1998) as useful for identifying nonrandom, purposeful, and small
samples. This study focused on four classroom teachers who either taught kindergarten or
first grade. According to Merriam (1998) purposive sampling involves the selection of
“respondents on the basis of what they can contribute to the researcher’s understanding of
the phenomenon under study” (p. 83) and so two teachers were chosen who reported low
self-efficacy in the area of writing, as well as two teachers who reported high selfefficacy in the same area. Miles & Huberman (1994) explained, “by looking at a range of

similar and contrasting cases, we can understand a single-case finding, grounding it by
specifying how and where and, if possible, why it carries on as it does” (p. 29).
After receiving informed consent, all classroom teachers in this building were
given a survey to complete that was composed of two sections: a demographics section,
followed by a section containing a scale on which they rated their perceived self-efficacy.
The demographics section included questions related to gender, age, years of professional
experience, degrees held and institutions from which degrees were awarded, current
position held, as well as other teaching experiences. The Self-Efficacy Scale ranged from
one through ten, with descriptors including “Low Confidence,” “Some Confidence,” and
“High Confidence.”
The researcher, who also served as the literacy coach in the building at the time of
the study, administered this survey. The results of the survey were used to identify
potential participants for this study, because they identified themselves as having high or
low self-efficacy as writing teachers. Teachers chosen for the study were selected first
and foremost for their response to the self-efficacy scale. Teachers who fell at either end
of the confidence continuum (i.e., “Low Confidence” and “High Confidence”) were
deemed most appropriate for this study. In the event that more than two teachers
identified themselves as having low or high self-efficacy, demographic information (e.g.,
years of experience, degrees held) were also considered as part of the selection process.
Moreover, the researcher identified two teachers who had comparable efficacy levels as
well as similar demographic characteristics, since as Merriam (1998) observed, some
uniformity across cases that will be compared is desirable.
Thirteen out of the fourteen classroom teachers completed the demographics
survey and self-efficacy scale. One teacher opted not to participate. After collecting the
survey, the researcher found that two teachers reported efficacy levels that fell into the
“low confidence” range (a score ranging from one to three), while a total of four teachers
reported self-efficacy scores in the “high confidence” range (a score from eight to ten).
After the completion of the initial demographics survey and self-efficacy self-report
scale, four participants were determined by the researcher to be ideal for the study: one
kindergarten teacher and one first grade teacher who reported high efficacy as well as one
kindergarten teacher and one first grade teacher who reported low efficacy.
A description about each participant follows:
Ms. Jessica
On the self-efficacy scale provided by the researcher, Ms. Jessica (pseudonym)
self-reported her efficacy level in the area of writing instruction as an eight, which was
considered “high confidence.” At the time of the study, she was in her fourth year of
teaching every day, full day kindergarten in the district. Before teaching kindergarten, she
had several years of experience as a substitute teacher in the district. During her years of
substitute teaching she filled in for various teachers on long-term leaves of absence and
also served as a kindergarten interventionist for part of a year. Ms. Jessica also worked
for a year and a half as a preschool teacher in a private preschool immediately after
graduating with her undergraduate degree. In addition, her past work experience included
a few years of working outside of education while raising a son.
Ms. Jessica earned her Bachelor of Arts degree in Elementary Education
(kindergarten-grade eight) with a minor in Literature from a private, religious university
in a rural part of the state in 1995. At the time of this study, she had been working toward

a graduate degree in Special Education at a local Christian university. Ms. Jessica had
completed five courses focused on the topics of general learning disabilities and reading
development.
Mrs. Lippy
Mrs. Lippy (pseudonym) self-reported her efficacy level as a “2/3” (she drew a
circle that included both numbers), which was in the “low confidence” range on the
writing instruction self-efficacy scale. During this study, Mrs. Lippy was finishing her
first year as a full-time kindergarten teacher in the district. However, she had many years
of experience in a variety of other roles. The year prior, she served as a Title I tutor in
this district in the mornings and in a neighboring public school district in the afternoons.
In the past, she had also served as a long-term substitute teacher in a second grade
classroom in the neighboring district. All of these experiences occurred after she received
her Bachelor of Arts degree in Early Childhood Education (pre-K through grade three)
from a local Catholic university in 2007.
Prior to receiving her bachelor degree, Mrs. Lippy had worked as a preschool
teacher. She received her Associate degree in Early Childhood Education from a local
Christian university in 1994. She then worked at a private religious preschool for ten
years where she also served as a mentor teacher and worked with school faculty to gain
state accreditation.
Mrs. Rose
On the self-efficacy scale, Mrs. Rose (pseudonym) rated herself as having “high
confidence” in the area of writing instruction by selecting an eight. She was completing
her eighth year as a full-time first grade teacher at the time of the study. Prior to being
hired as a first grade classroom teacher, she worked in the district as a Reading Recovery
teacher, Title I teacher, and LD tutor. Before coming to this district, Mrs. Rose worked in
a public school district in a neighboring county for a total of four years as an LD tutor,
Reading Recovery teacher, and Title I tutor.
Mrs. Rose graduated from a local public university in 1996 with a Bachelor of
Arts in Elementary Education (grades one through eight). During the 1998-99 school year
she was trained in Reading Recovery and then went on to receive her Master degree in
reading in 2004 from the same university she attended for undergraduate studies.
Mrs. Roz
At the time of the study, Mrs. Roz (pseudonym) was in her sixth year teaching
first grade in the district. Prior to coming to the district she worked in a neighboring
public school district as a first grade teacher for three years, and as a special education
teacher for five years. During her time as a special education teacher she first worked
with students with multiple disabilities in grades six through eight, and then with students
in kindergarten through third grade.
Mrs. Roz received her Bachelor Degree in Elementary Education (grades one
through eight) and Special Education (K through twelve, LD/DH/MH) from a local
private Catholic university in 1994. Then in 2008, she went on to receive her Master
degree in The Art of Teaching from an out-of-state college through off-campus
correspondence courses. Recently she had applied for and received a “Master Teacher”
designation through the state Department of Education.
Interviews, observation and document collection allowed the researcher to collect
data related to the research questions at hand. The first interview for each participant was

a semi-structured interview using a protocol that had been developed based on the current
literature in the area of writing instruction and teacher efficacy. Hancock & Algozzine
(2006) described a semi-structured interview as one in which the researcher asks
predetermined questions that can be flexibly worded. This protocol consisted of questions
developed by the researcher that were related to a variety of sociocultural or experiential
influences pertinent to the development of self-efficacy. Additional interviews with each
participant followed as needed after observations of classroom teaching.
During this study, the researcher conducted multiple classroom observations for
each participant. These observations were deliberately planned to coincide with regularly
scheduled writing lessons within the classroom setting. As Merriam (1998) suggested,
these field notes included descriptions of the setting, people, and activities, as well as
comments made by those being observed, as well as the researcher. Furthermore, these
observations of classroom instruction were videotaped for the purpose of verifying field
notes taken by the researcher.
In order to assist the researcher in answering the question related to classroom
instruction, participants were asked to produce photocopies of lesson plans for writing
instruction spanning at least two weeks. These documents augmented field observations,
thus allowing the researcher to understand each participant’s classroom instruction more
fully. The data gathered through the use of these specific documents also assisted in
confirming the analysis and findings of data gathered from other sources throughout this
study.
As the researcher encountered more documents during the course of the study that
were deemed useful in answering research questions, they were collected and analyzed as
additional data sources. The types of documents that were collected for this study
included student writing samples, graphic organizers, pictures of charts created during
writing instruction, as well as copies of district assessments and state standards.
Data Analysis
Grounded theory, first used by Glaser and Strauss in 1967 is a specific research
methodology that is meant to derive meaning from the data, which results in an emerging
theory (Merriam, 1998). This theory that develops was described by Merriam as
“substantive” and furthermore, as having a “usefulness to practice” (p. 17). This study
aimed to generate a new theory as to how specific sociocultural and experiential factors
contribute to the development of high and low efficacy of teachers in the area of writing
instruction. A “discovery-focused” procedure for analyzing data was used to establish
patterns and connections among elements of data (Tesch, 1990).
As the process of data analysis continued, “Major modifications become fewer
and fewer as the analyst compares the next incidents of a category to its properties”
(Patton, 1990, p. 110). The process used by this researcher in this study was mainly
inductive; however, the researcher did go back and forth between deductive and inductive
modes of thinking. The researcher continually evaluated the data support in relation to
categories that were constantly emerging. According to Merriam (1998), the overall
object of this analysis is to seek patterns in data. These patterns were arranged in
relationship to each other in the building of a grounded theory. New data gathered from
all sources were constantly compared to other data sets. Glaser & Strauss (1967)
described this “constant comparative” method as a process in which the data are

continuously scrutinized, so that it gradually evolves into an emerging framework that
guides the researcher’s further data collection.
Stake (1995) described the process of data analysis as “trying to understand
behavior, issues, and contexts” by asking ourselves, “What did that mean?” (p. 78). He
also stated that, “we must take more time, looking them over again and again, reflecting,
triangulating, being skeptical about first impressions and simple meanings” (p. 78). To
that end, a separate “case” that provided insights about the research questions was
constructed for each participant. The researcher identified patterns within each case and
generated categories based on those patterns. Next, categories were compared in order to
determine what, if any, patterns were evident across cases. The ultimate goal of data
analysis was to generate a theory about the instructional practices and influence of
sociocultural or personal experiences that impacted the writing self-efficacy of these
participants.
Merriam (1998) reported the use of a variety of strategies to enhance internal
validity within qualitative research. Some of these basic strategies include triangulation,
member checks, and peer examination, all of which were used by the researcher within
this study.
Limitations of the Study
Creswell (2003 defined limitations as possible threats to the internal and external
validity of a study. One limitation of this study is the sample size of four primary
teachers. Hopkins (2006) suggested that a sample size that is too small may not produce a
clear outcome; however Merriam (1998) contended that the interest of a case study is in
the process, not the outcomes.
Not surprisingly, in the use of humans as instruments, personal biases can
sometimes interfere because, as Merriam (1998) noted, “All observations and analyses
are filtered through that human being’s worldview, values, and perspective” (p. 22).
Hence a second limitation to this study was the fact that the researcher worked at the
research site. As a literacy coach working in the primary building of study, for example,
the researcher may have already established rapport with potential participants. The
researcher recognized the possibility that this could impact the data collection in both
positive and negative ways. Participants may have felt uncomfortable sharing personal
information with the researcher due to the fact that they had an ongoing work-related or
personal relationship. On the other hand, there is also the possibility that participants felt
more comfortable sharing information that may not otherwise have been shared with a
researcher who was unfamiliar with the staff. In order to minimize this possibility of
researcher bias, data was triangulated (see “Validity” section).
The last limitation of this study was the relatively small amount of time spent
interviewing and observing the participants. The data collection portion of this study
lasted a total of one month. Ideally, long-term observation of behaviors and more time
spent gathering interview data would produce a larger set of data from which to draw
conclusions, however time and funding restraints limited this study.

Results of the Study
Writing Instructional Practices
In order to answer the first research question, “What similarities or differences
occur within the writing instructional practices of four primary-grade teachers of writing,
two of whom report high self-efficacy and two of whom report low self-efficacy?”, data
from documents, interviews, and classroom observations was collected and analyzed.
Through analysis of this data, seven themes emerged as features of instructional practices
shared by all participants. These themes included three planning issues: time
management, consistency of lesson format, and instructional objectives. In addition, four
instructional practices emerged as common to all participants: teacher modeling, student
sharing opportunities, differentiation, and integration of reading and writing. In this
section, rich description is used to report data related to these themes (Merriam, 1998).
Time management. Three of the teachers prepared detailed lesson plans which
indicated they set aside approximately 30 minutes per day, three to four days each week
for writing. However, field notes indicated a significant difference in the actual
instructional time spent on writing: the two high efficacy teachers’ lessons lasted
approximately 30 minutes, while the lessons of one of the low efficacy teachers went
much longer, approximately one hour each time. The other low efficacy participant did
not keep detailed lesson plans of writing instruction, noting in an email correspondence
that she preferred to “just wait for a teaching moment” (Ms. Lippy, personal
communication, April 12, 2010).
The four teachers’ use of time varied considerably from participant to participant.
In both first grade classrooms, a considerable amount of time was allotted for actual
student writing. In these classrooms, students spent about 15-20 minutes writing. During
this time, however, students in the high efficacy teacher’s classroom worked together in
pairs to complete a graphic organizer for prewriting, while students in the low efficacy
teacher’s classroom worked in isolation, composing a list of topics to write about and an
organizer for a story. Moreover, students in this classroom spent a considerable amount
of this independent writing time waiting in line for the teacher to read their paper and
give them feedback.
In the kindergarten classrooms, most of the writing instructional time was spent in
whole group activities, which included such instructional practices as reading literature to
build background knowledge, teacher modeling, and shared writing. Very little time was
set aside in the classroom for independent writing with paper and pencil. Students in the
high efficacy kindergarten classroom spent extensive time individually constructing oral
sentences in preparation for the actual writing that the teacher stated would happen
during the subsequent lesson. In the low-efficacy teacher’s classroom, however, students
spent approximately two minutes copying a sentence the teacher had printed on the board
and another two minutes composing their own sentence.
Consistency of lesson format. The two high efficacy participants had predictable
and consistent routines for writing instruction. For example, Ms. Jessica’s weekly plans
followed the same pattern each week.
I always try to get at least four days in [for writing instruction]. On Mondays we
always read a good story and tell them this is what we are going to be writing
about this week, so think about this while I read. Tuesday we always reread it and

make a chart of some kind…usually Thursday in the morning we draw and get
everything in order. Sometimes we start writing and I have drawn an example and
they can write. And then Friday, if we have time, we share (interview, March 17,
2010).
While Ms. Rose’s instruction did not necessarily stay the same each day of each
week, a consistent routine was evident within her lesson plans. Her lesson plans always
included use of explicit teacher modeling of new skills, followed by guided practice, then
independent practice.
For the two low efficacy participants, instruction varied day by day, with no
evidence of consistent routines. Ms. Roz’s lesson plans listed a variety of purposes and
materials. Although Ms. Lippy did not have traditional lesson plans to analyze, data
analysis of her comments to the class from each observed lesson suggested that her
writing instruction was continually changing and lacked a clear focus or predictable
routine. Once she stated, “I am going to change things up a little…because a teacher’s job
is to change what they are doing if they don’t think things are working out well” (field
notes, March 19, 2010).
Instructional objectives. Data analysis indicated that the high efficacy teachers
clearly stated their instructional goals to the students at the beginning of their lessons, and
thereafter, all instructional activities were designed to support the stated objective. As she
showed the class a big book, for example, Ms. Jessica started one of her lessons with the
statement, “This book gives us information about what we can write about a farm, so
keep your ears open” (field notes, March 23, 2010). She then used various interactive and
shared writing activities to help students organize this new information into cohesive
ideas. The majority of students were aware of the goal of the lesson. During one lesson in
Ms. Rose’s classroom, a student called out, “What are we supposed to be doing?” only to
have a classmate quickly answer, “How-to writing!” (field notes, March 23, 2010).
For the two low efficacy teachers, however, instructional activities did not always
match their lesson objective. In fact, data analysis suggested that during some lessons, the
target goal of the instruction was not made clear. One teacher, Ms. Roz, started her lesson
by posing the question, “What have we been working on in writing lately?” Students
responded with confusion and several incorrect guesses (field notes, March 19, 2010).
She then proceeded to present a large number of writing goals, none of which seemed to
stand out as the main objective.
Teacher modeling. Data analysis indicated that modeling did occur to some
degree in all four participants’ classrooms. Three of the teachers, including both high
efficacy teachers, consistently used modeling to support students before they started
independent writing activities. Furthermore, for both high efficacy teachers, analysis
indicated the modeling that occurred mirrored what was expected of the students when
they wrote independently. By contrast, one low efficacy teacher did not model the skill
(writing a story) she expected the students to eventually accomplish. Rather, she used
modeling to demonstrate for students how to list topics to write about only after she
observed students struggling to come up with topics on their own. During another lesson,
Ms. Roz did not do any modeling before sending students off to write on their own.
Both high efficacy teachers used heavy teacher modeling to support
developmentally appropriate writing skills, such as spelling phonetically and using the

literature, which was read aloud, as a resource, and organizing thoughts orally before
putting them on paper. During one lesson, for example, Ms. Jessica modeled for students
how to compose a list of animals from the story in the big book on the front easel. After
students suggested an animal for her to write, she slowly segmented the words out loud
so that she could then write the corresponding letters on the board. When completed, her
list contained only phonetically spelled words. By contrast, low efficacy participants’
modeling did not always include age-appropriate skills. In one lesson, Ms. Lippy
modeled composing a list of words that were all written using correct spelling and once
modeled how to use a dictionary to check on the spelling of a word.
Student sharing time. In each of the four participants’ classrooms, a specific
time was designated for students to share their writing work. In the high efficacy
classrooms, this sharing time was designed to allow other students to hear and benefit
from the work of their peers. The main focus was not on the teacher as evaluator, but
instead on the comments and attentiveness of the audience. In one high efficacy teacher’s
classroom, for example, the teacher did not even participate in the sharing. Instead, as
students finished their work, they were instructed to find other students with whom they
could share. Furthermore, within the high efficacy teachers’ classrooms, students were
expected to share the specific skill that was the focus of the day’s lesson. In Ms. Jessica’s
room, time was also set aside to have students share a specific skill they had used at the
independent writing center during stations.
For the two low efficacy teachers, student sharing time focused on the teacher as
evaluator. In one instance, for example, the teacher allowed students to share while other
students continued to work at their seats. During both classrooms’ sharing times, the
teacher was the only person to make comments about the writing, and most of the
comments were either restatements of the student’s words, designed to correct a student’s
mistake, or were positive, but vague, comments, such as “Nice job.” In one of the low
efficacy rooms, the students did all sit attentively listening to peers share, but once the
teacher made her comments, the rest of the students simply applauded.
Differentiation. Differentiation was evidenced in three of the participants’
classrooms. Both high efficacy teachers found ways to assist struggling writers in
accomplishing the focused writing task. This included deliberately matching students
with partners who could assist them, working with struggling students in a small group
while other students worked independently, or providing accommodations during whole
group time or independent writing time. During one lesson, Ms. Rose asked a student
who had finished early to help guide some struggling students through their task.
Of the low efficacy teachers, only one, Ms. Roz, demonstrated differentiation in
her teaching. She spent almost the whole time working with a small group of struggling
writers. In an interview, she stated that she felt most confident working with struggling
writers. The other low efficacy teacher, Ms. Lippy, excluded her two most struggling
writers for more than half of the writing lesson. After the initial portion of the lesson,
these students were sent to the carpet area with boxes that contained various educational
toys with which they were allowed to play.
Integration of reading and writing. All four participants integrated reading and
writing instruction. Both high efficacy teachers used literature as a means of gathering
information to guide student writing. In the first grade classroom, students had access to
developmentally appropriate leveled books, which they used with a partner. Students in

kindergarten classrooms listened to the teacher read the literature aloud, and then were
guided through the process of gathering relevant information from the books in order to
compose text. Both high efficacy teachers modeled how to take the information gained
from the reading materials and organize it into categories onto graphic organizers before
writing.
Although both low efficacy teachers’ lesson plans suggested the use of literature
as models or sources of information, field notes indicated that only Ms. Lippy actually
used literature during observed writing lessons. However, Ms. Lippy expected students to
find information in the technical, non-fiction books while working with partners and
without teacher assistance. During the modeling that followed, she failed to show
students how to take the information from the book and subsequently use it in their
writing.
Summary of Instructional Practices. Data revealed distinct similarities between
the classroom practices of the high and low efficacy teachers. First, the amount of time
set aside, both weekly and daily, for teaching writing was very similar for both high and
low efficacy teachers. Second, lesson plans and instructional objectives developed and
implemented by the participants contained similar components, such as teacher modeling,
independent student writing time, and a time for sharing of student work. Third,
integration of reading and writing, especially the use of literature to support writing, was
also evidenced in the classroom practices of all four participants.
Two significant differences were found in the classroom practices of these high
and low efficacy participants. Although all participants’ classrooms contained the same
instructional components, the actual planning and implementation of instruction in the
high efficacy teachers’ classrooms was more systematic. The writing lessons of the high
efficacy teachers were more consistent and coherent from week to week, day to day, and
from minute to minute. The lessons systematically targeted appropriate writing skills that
were needed in order for students to construct writing in various genres. These skills were
introduced using explicit instruction that first modeled, then guided the students, and
finally allowed for students to write independently. Moreover, because all the activities
served a distinct purpose and matched the instructional objectives identified, time allotted
for writing was used in an efficient way. Students in the high efficacy classroom were
aware of the instructional focus. In addition, the teacher not only provided explicit
preparation for a task but also ample opportunity to complete it.
The second major difference between the classroom practices of high and low
efficacy teachers involved the approach that the participants took to teaching and
learning. Comparatively, the high efficacy teachers’ instruction was more studentcentered while the low efficacy teachers’ instruction was more teacher-centered. In the
high efficacy teachers’ classrooms, instructional practices were observed which aligned
with Huba and Freed’s (2000) description of student-centered instruction. In these
classrooms the focus was on both the students and teachers. An illustration of this
occurred when Ms. Jessica conducted shared writing, which included heavy student
involvement in composing a list during whole group time. Although the students were
involved in listening to teacher instruction, students were also given opportunities to
work in pairs in the first grade classroom, and with heavy teacher guidance in the
kindergarten classroom.

The teachers guided learners in ways that met the needs of each learner, including
struggling writers, such as when Ms. Rose provided additional guidance and modeling for
the handful of struggling writers while other students worked independently. In these
classrooms, interactions occurred between students and teachers in a variety of grouping
formats including pairs, small groups, and individually. During these interactions,
students were both allowed and encouraged to answer each other’s questions, such as
when the student in Ms. Rose’s room replied to the other student, “How-to writing!”
Finally, the teachers used language that mirrored the way that students would use
language. An illustration of this occurred when Ms. Jessica modeled the process of
phonetic spelling while composing a list on the board with students.
According to Huba and Freed (2000) a teacher-centered approach contains a focus
on the instructor as monitor, evaluator, and one who corrects student work. Ms. Roz’s
classroom practice of students waiting in line to get teacher approval is one example of
this type of focus. The way that both low efficacy teachers used student sharing time also
illustrates this point. In these classrooms that were more teacher-centered, students often
quietly worked alone, allowing no contact with peers.
Within a more teacher-centered classroom, the teacher also focuses more on the
way that she, rather than the student, uses language (Huba & Freed, 2000). In Ms.
Lippy’s classroom this occurred when she composed a list of correctly spelled words that
students might use in their writing, rather than using phonetically spelled words. Within
the more teacher-centered classrooms, students received instruction designed to meet the
needs of the teacher, and little differentiation was observed.
Factors That Influence Development of Self-Efficacy
Through analysis of the data, two themes emerged as influential in the
development of participants’ writing self-efficacy: (1) their experiences as writers and (2)
their experiences as teachers of writing. Moreover, results of data analysis are presented
as composite findings that emerged from the synergy of experiential and sociocultural
factors, rather than as discreet entities attributable to one factor or the other.
Experiences as a Writer
Data analysis revealed that two main features of their home experiences and two
broad factors within formal schooling were influential in the development of participants’
self-efficacy. Specifically, (1) opportunities to write and (2) availability of writing
materials within the home greatly influenced the participants’ self-efficacy in the area of
writing. Similarly, writing experiences in formal schooling, such as (1) the types and
quantity of writing assignments and (2) the kind of feedback they received from teachers
significantly impacted the development of participants’ efficacy.
Writing in the home. Data analysis revealed that while all participants attributed
some of their efficacy development to home writing experiences, only two participants,
both high efficacy, grew up in homes that included a focus on academics and literacy-rich
experiences, and where writing materials were abundant. These participants both reported
frequent opportunities to write. Ms. Jessica reported that these opportunities were
abundant and driven by her mother, who was heavily involved in promoting activities
that would launch her education. While Ms. Rose did not refer specifically to anyone at

home initiating her activities, she recalled participating in writing-related tasks, and
materials were available so that she could write often and for enjoyment. In contrast, the
low-efficacy teachers, Ms. Roz and Ms. Lippy, reported that writing activities did not
occur frequently, either due to a lack of parental attention to educational activities or a
lack of materials available with which to write.
Two participants stated that the opportunities, or lack of opportunities, to
participate in these types of writing activities directly impacted their development of
efficacy. Ms. Jessica stated that an abundance of positive writing experiences at home
had the biggest impact on her development of high efficacy in relation to writing before
becoming a teacher. She stated, “It [writing] wasn’t seen as something you had to do, it
was something you wanted to do” (interview, March 17, 2010). Ms. Roz also reported
strong feelings about the impact of her home experiences on her development of low selfefficacy in writing. In her case, however, it was a lack of such experiences that impacted
her negatively: “If I would have just had more experiences, exposure as a child…if it was
important in my family…but writing was never…school was never…an important piece
in my family growing up” (interview, March 19, 2010).
Writing in formal schooling. Across all cases, participants reported a heavier
focus on reading than on writing while they were in school. Ms. Jessica stated, “I
remember reading, reading, reading, but I don’t remember a lot of writing” (interview,
March 17, 2010). Yet as they moved from kindergarten through college, all participants
reported encountering a wide range of writing opportunities. Moreover, they recalled
receiving various types of feedback from both peers and teachers, feedback that
influenced the development of their writing self-efficacy.
Writing activities. With the exception of Ms. Roz, participants recalled some
writing activities during elementary school. Data analysis revealed that the two high
efficacy participants were regularly assigned both creative and technical types of writing.
These participants recalled composing informational reports, responses to literature,
journals, and fictional books. Ms. Jessica recalled, “I remember writing fifth grade
informational reports. I picked seashells to write about. It was a science report we had to
do for science class” (interview, March 17, 2010). She also reported participation in
writing opportunities in her fifth grade language arts class. She recalled:
…[the teacher] had us do a lot of journaling…read this and write about it. We had
to buy a composition notebook to write in. Sometimes she had some
guidelines…sometimes she just had us read for 15 minutes and you could then
just write three sentences about what you read, anything you wanted to write
(interview, March 17, 2010).
In addition, Ms. Rose recalled writing an informational report about The Horn
Book, “I did research and had to present on that.” In upper elementary school she recalled
participating in an annual Young Author event during which she reported, “We actually
created the book…bound up the side of the book…everyone wrote it from scratch”
(interview, March 23, 2010).
While Ms. Roz did not recall any specific writing tasks from elementary school,
Ms. Lippy, the other low efficacy writing teacher, did not have writing assignments that
represented a range of genres. Data analysis revealed that her school writing assignments
focused mostly on grammar, conventions, spelling, penmanship, and diagramming

sentences. She stated, “Catholic schools at that time were very strict with grammar, we
had to learn a lot of punctuation, capitals, lowercases, the formal part of writing a
sentence.” Writing poetry even consisted of learning “rules” that had to be followed. She
reported having anxiety about writing poetry because she believed that she “did not know
the rules” of it. In addition to receiving “poor” grades at this time, she reported receiving
negative feedback about her penmanship: “If it [her writing product] wasn’t written nice
and neat, it went into the trashcan and I had to write it all over again” (interview, March
18, 2010).
In fact, Ms. Lippy reported that writing in school was sometimes used as a form
of punishment. She described experiences she had over the course of one school year, in
which she stayed in for recess many times because she “liked to talk a lot.” During this
time, she was assigned the task of writing sentences one hundred times. As a result of this
emphasis on correctness and the fact that she regularly received “poor grades,” she
reported that even as an adult she frequently experiences anxiety over her use of grammar
and proper English. Looking back, she stated that at that point in her life, she “never
really felt like a writer” (interview, March 18, 2010).
As the participants progressed through junior high and into high school, data
analysis revealed that the amount and types of writing experiences in which they were
involved differed, possibly because the two high efficacy participants were enrolled in
college preparatory classes and the two low efficacy teachers were not. Within the
college preparatory courses, both high efficacy teachers encountered a broad range of
writing experiences and assignments. They had many courses that required writing across
genres, including informational reports, responses to literature, and creative writing such
as poetry. Moreover, both participants received frequent positive feedback about their
writing; each completed her high school education with the belief that she was a “good
writer.” Ms. Rose noted, “It [writing] was always just easy for me” (interview, March 23,
2010).
Neither of the low efficacy participants recalled having writing experiences in
high school. Ms. Lippy reported, “I don’t remember any writing in high school…when I
went to high school I was not in college prep and I wonder if that’s why” (interview,
March 18, 2010). Ms. Roz reported, “I do not remember anything in writing…I was in
OWE [school-work program]…sure, we did some everyday writing like [completing]
applications and [writing in a] checkbook” (interview, March 19, 2010).
As the four participants attended college, data analysis revealed that their writing
experiences and assignments were all very similar. Participants were enrolled in courses
that exposed them to a variety of types of writing such as responses to literature and
informational reports. Ms. Jessica reported writing responses to literature in many of her
literature classes. She recalled writing a “lot of huge papers that we wrote in response to
novels.” In addition, she reported experiences in composition classes where she learned
“how to write an essay-type paper” (interview, March 17, 2010). Ms. Roz recalled
researching her family genealogy for an expository report assigned in a freshman
composition class.
Similarly, both low efficacy participants reported participating in writing
experiences such as responses to literature and informational reports. Ms. Lippy reported,
“We did a lot of writing at [her college], lot of writing.” She reported composing
responses to literature in many courses such as one summer course about women authors

in which, “We read first and then wrote.” She also reported participating in composition
classes in which she learned to write stories, “revisited grammar,” and wrote “an essay on
special education…something I picked…where I had to research and do a paper on it”
(interview, March 18, 2010). Ms. Roz recalled an experience in a Children’s Literature
class in which she had to “research a book and write a response to it” (interview, March
19, 2010).
Instructional approach. Based on nearly two decades they had spent as students,
each participant recalled a variety of memories related specifically to the kind of writing
instruction they had experienced. From the time they entered elementary school through
college, high efficacy teachers recalled participation in activities that focused on the
process of generating ideas, as well as on mechanical skills (e.g., grammar and
conventions) critical to the written product. They reported that their teachers required
them to write informational reports about topics, as well as responses to literature and
creative writing pieces. Ms. Jessica reported that in her college literature classes,
“professors were very much involved in the ideas on your paper” but that she also had
courses in which she was “given a topic” and had to “write so many pages with this
amount of indentation and this many spaces, and double spaced and the rules” (interview,
March 17, 2010).
Similarly, both low efficacy participants reported participating in activities that
focused on both process and product, but this only occurred once they entered college.
Ms. Lippy reported taking an English course in which the focus was on “revisiting
grammar and stuff like that.” She also reported taking a literature class in which she had
to “critique” books the class had read. She observed that she “had to do a lot of thinking
and writing together” for the assignments in this class. However, Ms. Lippy recalled a
heavy emphasis on “correctness,” including grammar, spelling, and conventions while
she attended both elementary and junior high (interview, March 18, 2010). Ms. Roz did
not recall writing activities during elementary and secondary school.
Both high efficacy participants also reported being positively influenced by past
teachers of writing. When asked about past teachers who had influenced her, Ms. Rose
recalled a teacher of her creative writing class. Although Ms. Rose reported that she did
not really remember this teacher’s instruction, she still made a lasting impression. Ms.
Rose described her as “very quiet, and calming, and expressive” (interview, March 23,
2010). Ms. Jessica reported she had been inspired to start a diary by her fifth grade
language arts teacher who had required students to purchase a composition notebook for
class assignments, and also had students “do a lot of journaling” (interview, March, 17,
2010).
Neither of the low efficacy participants recalled a past teacher of writing by
whom they were positively influenced. When asked whether any past teachers of writing
may have been influential, both low efficacy participants were blunt in their responses.
Ms. Lippy reported, “No, Not at all” (interview, March, 18, 2010).
Feedback. Both high efficacy teachers reported receiving only positive feedback
from teachers who contributed significantly to their feeling that they were good writers.
Ms. Rose stated, “I thought I was a pretty good writer…I did” (interview, March 23,
2010). They both also commented that they still kept writing pieces that they had
completed when in elementary school, including informational reports they were proud
of, and journals, diaries, or books they had written. Ms. Rose, for example, reported that

she actually kept all of the Young Authors books that she created, and even gave a
poetry-themed one to a relative as a gift.
In addition, the positive feedback the high efficacy participants continuously
received from teachers led them to believe they were good writers. Ms. Rose reported
that while she was in secondary school, “I always got good feedback” and stated, “I
thought I was a pretty good writer” (interview, March 23, 2010).
As far as the low efficacy participants, Ms. Roz reported that she did not recall
any feedback on her writing that would have led her to believe she was a good or bad
writer. In Ms. Lippy’s case, she reported that feedback she received made her more aware
of the fact that she was a poor writer who was not successful at spelling or grammar.
During one college composition class she stated that after doing well on composition
writing at the beginning of the semester, she found herself getting “Fs” on the spelling
lists that she was required to memorize. She stated that as a result of this, her final grade
for this class “was the only C I pulled in all of college” (interview, March 18, 2010).
Generally, the feedback high efficacy participants received during their college
experiences continued to confirm the beliefs they held about themselves as writers when
they entered college. Both high efficacy participants reported that they continued to
almost exclusively receive positive feedback in regard to their writing. During her college
experience, Ms. Jessica reported that she had classes in literature in which the professors
focused more on the “content of the papers,” yet also had professors of other courses who
focused on the more “technical aspects of writing” such as conventions and grammar.
She reported that she did not feel that her course work influenced her efficacy much,
“because it never bothered me to write” (interview, March 17, 2010).
Although the majority of feedback Ms. Rose received was positive during college,
she reported that, in one instance, she did receive negative feedback in regard to her
writing. The professor in her freshman composition class “attacked” her grammar and
some major ideas she had included within her family genealogy report (interview, March
23, 2010). Ms. Rose, however, disagreed with the professor’s feedback and even
confronted him with her concerns. This negative feedback was not influential enough to
change Ms. Rose’s positive view of herself as a writer.
One low efficacy participant, Ms. Roz, reported no specific recollection of
positive or negative feedback received in writing during college. So her efficacy was not
impacted by teacher feedback. Ms. Lippy, the other low efficacy participant reported
being greatly influenced by the feedback she received. She also recalled the struggles she
encountered with writing during this time period. She stated that in one of her first
composition classes, for example, she discovered that she was not writing “correctly.” As
a result of being corrected in a variety of grammatical errors, she reported becoming
more “conscientious” about what she wrote. Ms. Lippy observed, at this point she
became aware that “writing speaks really highly about your intelligence.” Although she
reported getting good feedback when writing stories, this feedback was not enough to
influence her efficacy in positive ways. Instead, she spoke of being “scared” about
writing, and reported questioning whether she could successfully write the types of
genres required. She recalled how long it took her to compose, and how she would often
correct and change draft after draft. Ms. Lippy reported that writing was not an easy task
for her (interview, March 18, 2010).

Summary of experiences as a writer. Ultimately, the participants’ personal
experiences as writers most influenced their self-efficacy through (1) their opportunities
to write within the home, (2) the diversity and quantity of their writing assignments in
elementary and secondary school, and (3) feedback they received from teachers.
Furthermore, these experiences influenced not only their self-confidence but also what
they came to understand as important in written text. The low efficacy participants not
only had fewer and less diverse writing assignments, but their instructional models and
the feedback they received emphasized surface mechanics over content. Conversely, the
high efficacy participants frequently participated in many diverse writing assignments
and almost exclusively received complimentary teacher feedback about their writing.
By college, participants’ confidence, or lack of confidence, in themselves as
writers appeared to be established. Furthermore, all participants noted that today their
personal writing experiences, and their views of themselves as writers, are reflections of
views of themselves, which were established before entering college, implicit evidence
that these influences are life-long.
Experiences as a Teacher of Writing
In addition to their home and elementary through high school writing experiences,
data analysis revealed two main professional factors that influenced each participant’s
self-efficacy as a teacher of writing: (1) a professional development experience and (2)
colleagues.
Teacher preparatory coursework. Data analysis revealed that all participants
reported an absence of coursework in their teacher preparation programs specifically
designed to prepare pre-service teachers for teaching writing. Ms. Roz stated that she did
not leave her teacher preparatory program “even thinking that I would someday have to
teach students to write” (interview, March 19, 2010).
Ms. Lippy reported leaving her program with the same feeling. She stated, “I
never even gave it a thought that I would have to teach my preschoolers writing. That
thought didn’t even cross my mind at the time” (interview, March 18, 2010).
All participants reported that any writing pedagogy presented was integrated into
content-area education classes, where the primary focus was on its role in the teaching of
mathematics, science, or social studies. They reported the focus at the time was on
“whole-language” and that writing was “integrated” across the curriculum. Ms. Roz
reported that in her education courses, “we were all whole language” (interview, March
19, 2010) and Ms. Jessica stated, “I think a lot of the writing piece was just incorporated
in my other classes” (interview, March 17, 2010).
Ms. Rose stated that she left undergrad “not thinking of writing as a separate
subject” (interview, March 23, 2010). Consequently, the influence of teacher preparation
coursework on the participants’ self-efficacy as writers or writing teachers was
negligible. Moreover, all participants except for Ms. Lippy reported enrolling in graduate
degree programs once they became practicing teachers. However, none of the participants
cited these programs as influential in their writing self-efficacy.
Influence of professional development. All the participants reported a similar
amount of professional development in the area of writing. They all reported involvement
in a district-sponsored, long-term professional development literacy training program.
Over the course of one school year, this program focused on a variety of literacy topics.

Within these topics, a half-day training session specifically targeted best practices in
writing instruction, including the use of literature models, the craft of writing, and how to
implement a writer’s workshop. For all participants except Ms. Lippy, this program also
included three weeks of post-training follow-up during which a literacy expert observed
participants’ use of the instructional practices they had studied. Within this three-week
period, the specialist would observe one writing lesson per week and provide both written
and oral feedback about the lesson.
All four participants reported that this professional development program had
impacted their knowledge base and instructional practices. For the high efficacy
participants, the new instructional ideas and long-term support were reported as the most
helpful components of this training. Ms. Jessica reported that as a result of this training,
“I feel more confidence. You think you know what you are doing then you go to these
trainings and you think…I could do more and even better” (interview, March 17, 2010).
The low efficacy teachers reported that the training had impacted them in
different ways. Ms. Roz stated that this training was “probably the first and last best thing
I did,” taking from it lessons on how to “hook a reader” and how to use “transition
words” (interview, March 19, 2010).
Ms. Lippy did not report any specific instructional changes to her writing program
as a result of the training. Rather, she felt that through this training, the district was
sending a message to teachers that “this [writing] is really important and we need to do
this” (interview, March 18, 2010).
Outside of this district-mandated professional development training, only Ms.
Rose reported attendance at any other writing-focused training. She reported attending a
week-long training at an area college that focused on the use of writers’ workshops and
student conferencing.
Influence of colleagues. All four participants similarly reported that once they
became professionals, their experiences with colleagues had the biggest impact on their
feelings about themselves as teachers of writing. All reported that their self-efficacy had
increased as a result of interactions with teacher colleagues, either at the time of the study
or previously.
All four participants reported having similar interactions with colleagues,
including meeting as a grade-level team, viewing another teacher’s classroom projects or
student work, or going to each other for assistance with teaching dilemmas. However,
data revealed that the high efficacy teachers approached these interactions with
colleagues in a manner unlike that of the low efficacy teachers. The high efficacy
teachers were very strategic about when, why, and how they approached colleagues. For
example, Ms. Rose reported that although colleagues were very supportive and helpful to
her, she was always the one who initiated the conversation. She was aware of what she
needed and when she needed it, as well as to whom to go for assistance. Conversely, the
low efficacy teachers most often reported having random conversations, or overhearing
something that a colleague was doing which then piqued their interest. Data revealed that
they did not go in search of specific help, but rather took advantage of opportunities that
came up randomly.
All participants, except for Ms. Lippy, reported opportunities to have a literacy
specialist in their room to model or assist them in their writing instruction. Only Ms.
Lippy reported the opportunity to watch a fellow teacher within her own classroom over a

long period of time. She stated that this opportunity “changed my whole idea of writing
and that implanted in my mind that this is important…look how successful they are at
this” (interview, March 18, 2010).
The high efficacy participants did not report having any negative experiences with
colleagues that affected their self-efficacy. However, both of the low efficacy participants
reported having negative interactions with colleagues almost immediately after they
entered the teaching profession. Both experiences involved a teachers’ assistant in their
rooms who challenged their writing instructional practices. On her very first day of
teaching, Ms. Roz reported that she was “so excited” until a teachers’ assistant chastised
her because she had neatly written out the directions for the morning work on the board.
The teachers’ assistant reportedly stated in a derogatory way, “What’s that? You think
they are going to be able to read that?” She then laughed and stated, “They aren’t going
to be able to read that…just wait, just wait” (interview, March 19, 2010).
Ms. Lippy’s negative experience also happened early in her teaching career. She
had taken over mid-year for a preschool teacher who retired early. The teachers’ assistant
in this room challenged Ms. Lippy’s use of unlined paper for journal writing. Ms. Lippy
reported, “This aide went to the principal and I had to defend myself…the OT
[occupational therapist] went to the principal and I had to defend myself again. But I did
what I thought was right…I didn’t get any support” (interview, March 18, 2010).
Summary of experiences as a teacher of writing. The participants’ levels of selfefficacy as a teacher of writing were influenced by (1) their experiences with colleagues
and (2) their professional development opportunities. High efficacy participants were
more likely to consult with colleagues in order to get specific instructional advice, while
low efficacy participants reported having been positively influenced by colleagues in
random, day-to-day opportunities. Low efficacy participants were the only participants to
report negative experiences in the classroom that were derogatory in nature, which only
exacerbated their low self-efficacy in the area of writing.
Data analysis also revealed that experiences in teacher preparatory programs,
including both undergraduate and graduate work, had no influence on the participants’
self-efficacy in teaching writing. However, professional development had some influence
on efficacy levels, either due to the content being delivered, or through the use of
colleagues who came into their classrooms to provide feedback. Each participant reported
benefiting in unique ways after participating in a similar district professional
development opportunity.
Cross-case analysis of factors that influenced self-efficacy. Comparison of
results across cases revealed a number of significant influences on participants’ selfefficacy, either as a writer or as a teacher of writing.
Self-efficacy as a writer. Three broad factors appeared to influence all
participants’ feelings of self-efficacy as a writer: (1) their home writing experiences, (2)
the range and instructional focus of writing activities in elementary and high school, and
(3) feedback on their written texts from teachers.
One critical influence on the development of writing self-efficacy was the
participants’ access to writing materials and opportunity for writing activities at home.
High efficacy teachers had access to materials and writing activities that were done for
both enjoyment and for their educational value. Data revealed that low efficacy
participants lacked these types of materials and opportunities. In fact, the low efficacy

teachers believed their lack of home writing experiences had made a difference in their
view of themselves as writers.
Both high and low efficacy participants reported exposure to a variety of types of
writing activities across multiple genres and for various purposes throughout elementary
and middle school. The high efficacy teachers recalled an overall instructional emphasis
on both the generative process (e.g., content, organization) and the editing skills needed
for a grammatically acceptable product. Low efficacy teachers, however, recalled more
emphasis on writing mechanics than on the generative process. Moreover, both low
efficacy participants lacked exposure to a variety of writing genres and types of
assignments in high school. College writing experiences, whether negative or positive,
did not appear to influence the participants’ writing self-efficacy. Rather, data analysis
reveals participants’ beliefs about themselves as writers seemed to be established by the
time they entered college.
Finally, data analysis revealed that throughout elementary and middle school, the
feedback which participants received as writers had significantly affected the impression
they had of themselves as writers. The high efficacy teachers reported frequent receipt of
positive feedback from teachers, and generally experienced success as writers. The low
efficacy teachers reported frequent receipt of negative feedback. Furthermore, this
feedback was most often specifically focused on the mechanics of writing (e.g., grammar,
spelling) rather than on the content (e.g., concepts, organization). This left them feeling
that they were “not writers.”
Self-efficacy as a teacher of writing. Comparison of data across all cases
indicated that none of the participants recalled instructional activities from their teacher
preparatory programs as having effectively prepared them to teach the craft of writing to
their future students. Similarly, none of them reported leaving college feeling confident,
knowledgeable, or prepared to teach writing as a curricular subject. Instead, they
completed these programs knowing how to integrate writing within and across content
areas, including within reading.
While participation in a mandated district-sponsored writing training program had
positively impacted three participants’ practices and knowledge base, it had not
significantly impacted any participant’s self-efficacy as a teacher of writing.
Only one factor, the influence of colleagues, was common across all four cases as
contributing positively to feelings of self-efficacy as teachers of writing. Participants
reported that their sense of self-efficacy had increased when they had the opportunity to
work collaboratively with colleagues who were considered experts in writing instruction,
and when they had the opportunity to observe a literacy expert model instruction for them
or share her knowledge and resources.
Toward a Grounded Theory
Grounded theory is a specific research methodology meant to derive meaning
from the data, which then results in an emerging theory (Merriam, 1998). This emerging
theory is described by Merriam as “substantive,” a theory with “specificity and hence
usefulness to practice often lacking in theories that cover more global concerns” (p. 17).
This theory also consists of “categories, properties, and hypotheses” (p. 18). The

hypotheses, which emerged from the categories and properties of this study, are described
below.
Analysis of the data identified similarities and differences in the classroom
instructional practices of low and high efficacy teachers, which resulted in three findings
about the relationship between instructional practices and efficacy among these four
participants. First, self-efficacy did not appear to impact the amount of classroom
instructional time devoted to writing, nor the specific instructional components of a
lesson.
Second, although the instructional components were the same for both high and
low efficacy participants, the instructional focus differed greatly. The instructional focus
of high efficacy teachers was student-centered and process-oriented. The instructional
focus of low efficacy teachers, however, was teacher-centered and product-oriented. In
addition, the high efficacy teachers’ instructional delivery was more systematic,
consistent, and concise than that of the low efficacy teachers.
Analysis of patterns further identified sociocultural and experiential factors that
influenced development of a teacher’s self-efficacy in writing. First, home and school
opportunities to write, for a variety of purposes and within a variety of genres, have a
significant impact on self-efficacy. Even more, the frequency and nature of feedback has
a deep impact on writing self-efficacy. Frequent opportunities to write, coupled with
consistent positive feedback, enhance development of writing self-efficacy. Moreover,
beliefs about one’s efficacy appear to be solidified by the time students enter college.
Second, self-efficacy as a teacher of writing appears to be directly related to selfefficacy as a writer. If a person has high self-efficacy as a writer, which is a result of a
variety of positive experiences with and feedback about writing, then his or her chances
of having a high self-efficacy as a teacher of writing are increased.
Third, while teacher preparation programs and professional development
experiences appear to have a limited impact on self-efficacy as a teacher of writing,
positive interactions with colleagues directly tied to the instructional wants and needs of a
writing teacher seem to increase a teacher’s self-efficacy in the area of teaching of
writing.
Overall, findings of this study demonstrate that the high efficacy teachers were
consistently supported with oral and written feedback that focused on their ideas and skill
as writers. In turn, these high efficacy teachers became confident and student-centered
writing instructors with a similar focus; the converse was true for the low efficacy
teachers. Findings of this study further demonstrate that personal interactions with
professional colleagues, which initially shape teachers’ view of themselves as a writer or
as a teacher of writing, can also later have a positive influence on self-efficacy as a
teacher of writing. Ultimately, then, the findings from this study support the theory that
the interactions and responses humans get from other human beings are a critical factor in
the development of writing self-efficacy.
Discussion and Implications
Impact of Self-efficacy on Classroom Instruction
Tschannen-Moranet al. (1998) reported that self-efficacy in teachers is linked to
quality and type of classroom practices. Similarly, Rubeck and Enochs (1991) found that

high efficacy teachers tend to have higher quality instruction. Results of this study
indicated that self-efficacy does indeed affect classroom instruction. The instruction of
the high efficacy participants was more systematic, process-oriented, and student
centered.
According to Cambourne (2002) systematic instruction is based on effective
planning which takes place ahead of time, and well-developed and organized lessons and
activities. According to Dictionary.com’s online thesaurus, the word “systematic” is a
synonym of “precise, logical, ordered, complete, and efficient” (www.thesaurus.com).
All of these descriptors apply to the instruction of the high efficacy participants within
this study. The high efficacy participants prepared lesson plans and had organizational
systems in place that ensured systematic processes that were followed within weekly
lessons. Ms. Jessica kept the same format each week for writing, which included
introduction of a story, oral discussions about the information, completion of graphic
organizers with the students to organize the new information gained, modeling, and then
student practice. Similarly, Ms. Rose’s detailed lessons included explicit instruction that
included the systematic use of modeling, guided practice, and then independent student
writing time. This type of explicit instruction has been recognized as beneficial to
students in past research (Hillocks, 1995; Honeycutt, 2002). In contrast, Ms. Lippy did
not record detailed, preplanned lesson plans. Her lessons, like those of Ms. Roz, were
sporadic and disconnected, and neither low efficacy participant used explicit instruction
to better prepare students for independent writing.
Past research on writing instruction has focused on comparing two teaching
orientations, the process approach and the product approach, also referred to as the
traditional approach. This research has shown that the process approach is more effective
(Goldstein & Carr, 1996; Robinson, 1986; Scannella, 1982). However, most teachers do
not teach using just one of the two approaches; instead Graham et al. (2002) found that
most teachers use a combination of the two approaches. Within this study, both high and
low efficacy participants used instructional activities that would be considered processoriented. However, for the low efficacy participants, instructional components considered
more traditional, or product-oriented, were also evident.
Within this study, instructional components associated with the process approach,
such as teacher modeling and sharing time, were observed in lessons taught by all
participants. However, the low efficacy teachers used these components in more productoriented ways. A focus on correctness, often associated with product-oriented instruction
(Graham, 2000) was found within the modeling time and sharing time of low efficacy
participants. In the low efficacy teachers’ classrooms, Ms. Lippy only modeled correct
spelling in front of her kindergarteners and both teachers used sharing time as a way for
students to report to the teacher and receive correction of their work.
In the classrooms of the high efficacy teachers, lessons observed mirrored
researchers’ descriptions of process-oriented instruction (Atwell, 1987; Calkins, 1986;
Cramer, 2001). These researchers describe the process approach as a combination of
direct strategy instruction, guided practice, theories and activities that emphasize
procedures, and strategy instruction focusing on skills that writers need, for specific
purposes. In particular, Ms. Jessica’s lessons that involved segmenting words and writing
phonetically and the guided practice designed to practice composing sentences orally
before writing are both illustrations of this type of process-oriented approach to teaching

writing. These aforementioned activities that occurred in Ms. Jessica’s classroom are also
considered more learner-centered.
In fact, both high efficacy teachers used instructional practices that were more
learner-centered. Learner-centered instructional approaches are favored by researchers
over teacher-centered ones (Bruffee, 1984; Hillocks, 1993; Rubin & Herbert, 1998;
Edens, 2000; Hansen & Stephens, 2000; Villaume, 2000). Student-centered instruction
typically encourages independence, and supports the concept of student ownership of
their learning. In this study, Ms. Rose’s use of partners to complete projects and student
sharing time done among groups of partners, without teacher intervention, are examples
of student-centeredness. The students in her room were self-supportive and did not
always look to the teacher for help. For example, when a student asked what they were
working on, another student answered the question.
In contrast, the low efficacy participants were more teacher-centered. Within
teacher-centered classrooms the focus is on the instructor who monitors, provides
feedback, and usually corrects students (Huba & Freed, 2000). Within this study, an
illustration of this approach was when Ms. Roz had a line of students waiting for her
approval on their written work. When it was their turn, she either approved of the work
and students turned it in, or she directed that corrections needed to be made and students
went back to their seats to continue working.
Influences on Development of Self-efficacy
Results of this study indicated that major influences on participants’ development
of self-efficacy included the types and amount of writing experiences they had before
entering college and the feedback they received during these experiences. Additionally,
colleagues had the greatest impact on self-efficacy after participants entered the work
force.
This study supported Cohen and Weiner’s (2003) research that found the
development of low self-efficacy can be a result of negative experiences with writing in
school and a lack of confidence in oneself as a writer. Although one low efficacy
participant did not recall any writing activities in school, the majority of experiences and
feedback the other low efficacy participant received were negative, and led her to believe
that she “was not a writer.” On the contrary, the high efficacy participants in this study
participated in a variety of writing activities in elementary and high school, and received
positive feedback from their teachers that contributed to the belief that they were “good
writers.”
However, this study also appears to show that, in addition to having negative
experiences, a lack of experiences can also lead to low self-efficacy in writing. For
instance, Ms. Roz did not recall many writing opportunities throughout grade school and
into high school, and in Ms. Lippy’s case she lacked writing opportunities in high school.
The results of this study also suggest that although three of the participants
participated in similar writing opportunities within their respective undergraduate
programs, the high efficacy participants continued to get feedback that reinforced their
view of themselves as successful and competent writers. For another participant, her low
self-efficacy as a writer continued despite similar exposure to a variety of writing
opportunities and a combination of both positive and negative feedback in her college
coursework. The receipt of some positive feedback and a variety of experiences were not

enough to change her negative view of herself as a writer. This finding supports Munby’s
(1982) research, which found that the earlier a belief is incorporated into a belief
structure, the more difficult it is to alter.
Once participants entered the teaching profession, colleagues had the greatest
impact on their self-efficacy in teaching writing. Similar to the findings of Mathers et al.
(2009), participants reported primarily positive experiences with colleagues, including
regularly turning to colleagues for guidance in matters related to writing instruction.
Although both high and low efficacy participants reported that collaborating with
colleagues helped them to feel more confident, the experiences were not enough to raise
the low efficacy participants’ efficacy levels out of the “low confidence” range on the
self-efficacy scale. For these participants, simply having informal conversations and
hearing about the lessons and activities that other teachers were using was not enough.
Bandura (1977) contended that the successful completion of a desired behavior is the
most potent source of self-efficacy. However, the low efficacy participants in this study
did not report instances where they felt they were indeed successful at teaching writing.
Instead, both low efficacy participants reported that as they entered the teaching
profession they were almost immediately met with negative feedback in regard to their
instruction.
Implications
Results of this study suggest parents and caregivers can contribute to a child’s
development of self efficacy in regard to writing. Parental attitudes and values in regard
to schooling and literacy activities can leave lasting impressions on their children well
into adulthood. This study suggested that children indeed notice and internalize which
family members were writers, and what types of writing they participate in. Writing in
the presence of children is one activity that implicitly implies the importance and
necessity of writing in our lives.
Quality writing instruction is critical in both the short term and the long term. For
these participants, writing opportunities that they participated in from grade school and
into high school shaped their views of themselves as writers for the rest of their lives, and
later shaped their own writing instruction. Although school employees have little control
over what happens in the homes of students, they have the responsibility of making sure
that quality writing instruction occurs within each classroom for each child.
This study revealed that simply adding writing time throughout the day or week
was not the answer. More time does not equate to more learning, and it certainly does not
guarantee better instruction. It seems from the results of this study that evaluating the
time already spent teaching writing, and reflecting about its efficiency would be a better
starting point toward quality instruction.
Although teachers may have the same instructional components - ones that
research has identified as “best practice” - the way that these practices are implemented
varies. Within this study all participants had research-based, process-oriented practices,
but across participants, the implementation of these practices played out very differently.
It is of utmost importance that teachers understand the theories that support instructional
approaches considered best practice. Knowledge of theories related to writing instruction
may help teachers understand why they should be implementing these instructional

practices. In summary, the findings from this study support a systematic, studentcentered, process-oriented approach to writing instruction.
Collaboration can have an impact on both high and low efficacy teachers. While
collaboration among teachers is certainly not a new idea, it needs to be supported and
promoted by administrators who should find ways to give teachers what they need in
order to improve instruction. Teachers’ days should be enriched with quality time
devoted to professional learning and growth involving interaction with colleagues. One
participant in this study could not name another successful teacher of writing within the
school where she had taught for almost thirteen years. She stated, “It’s been so long since
I have seen anyone else teach writing, I don’t get to see their lessons. I’m sure there are
good writing teachers” (Ms. Rose, interview, March 23, 2010).
School administrators can do their part by identifying teachers who are not only
confident but also quality instructors. Subsequently, teachers who are struggling need to
be given opportunities to observe lessons within these successful teachers’ classrooms,
and also need to be given time to collaborate with these teachers in order to gain
knowledge about the processes and planning that go into creating successful, studentoriented writing lessons. This supports Bandura’s (1977) early work in the area of teacher
efficacy emphasizing that administrators can assist teachers by providing ample
opportunities to observe expert teachers in their field, allowing opportunities for teachers
to practice new instructional strategies and to then receive positive feedback from
colleagues, students, parents, and administrators.
This study revealed that for students entering college as successful writers, their
experiences continued to help them feel confident. However, for students who may arrive
at institutions of higher learning with negative views of themselves as a writer, faculty
members must put forth maximum efforts to try to change this. It is not too late to attempt
to immerse these students in an abundance of writing opportunities, nor is it too late to try
to build their confidence levels through the use of positive feedback. An abundance of
quality writing instruction that allows opportunities for a deep understanding of the
writing process combined with positive human interactions may just be enough to change
their views of themselves as writers and in turn, ultimately lead to a life-time spent
teaching writing in a more confident and effective manner.
Effective teacher preparation in the area of writing instruction is critical for preservice teachers. Bartlett (2003) concluded that teacher education programs, even those
found at the nation’s best colleges, treated writing as an afterthought instead of a high
priority, which resulted in low-quality writing programs and writers. Although
participants in this study may have come away from their teacher preparatory programs
feeling comfortable about their abilities to integrate writing, these teachers have not come
away with confidence that they can actually teach their students how to write. As teachers
leave teacher preparatory programs feeling ill-prepared, they often “revert to teaching in
the manner in which they have been taught” (Stover, 1986, p. 21), which in some cases
leads to the continuation of traditional, product-oriented writing instruction, which has
proven ineffective.
In addition, many researchers agree that understanding the belief structure of
teachers and teacher candidates is essential to improving both teacher preparatory
programs and teaching practices (Ashton, 1990; Ashton & Webb, 1986; Brookhart &
Freeman, 1992). Acknowledging and reflecting on what one believes about writing

instruction and on how one observed writing instruction throughout schooling is
imperative. Once a belief system is in place, then it acts as a filter for all new information
to go through and it affects one’s perception of new ideas and information (Munby,
1982). If pre-service teachers are simply provided with new information without
exploring their current beliefs about the construct, then these new ideas will either be
discarded or assimilated into their current beliefs, but beliefs will not be altered (Posner
et al., 1982).
This study supports the idea of professional development that is designed to help
teachers become more confident writers in order that they can become more confident
teachers of writing. If thoughtfully designed, this professional development could have
the potential to change a teachers’ view of themselves as writers. It could be one more
‘safety-net’ that might catch some low efficacy writers who have the potential to impact
the writing of many students in positive ways.
The focus of such professional development should also be on writing theories
that can lead to the exploration and use of writing instruction best practices described in
the literature review of this study and beyond. Teachers must understand what
instructional practices could lead to better writing achievement in their students, as well
as how to implement them correctly for maximum results.
This researcher, who was also the literacy coach in the building at the time of the
study, concluded that ongoing professional development is a necessity for a demanding,
complex teaching construct such as writing. Literacy coaching, which is considered a
long-term, embedded professional development opportunity, could serve as time for
teachers to observe an expert, who is also a colleague, effectively teach writing. It would
also provide teachers with an opportunity to receive positive human feedback on how
they are teaching. In recognizing the power of colleagues who are ‘in the trenches,’
literacy coaches could also provided guided, structured opportunities for high efficacy
teachers to share their writing instruction lessons, practices, and knowledge, all within a
safe environment during school hours.
For policy makers, this study serves to enlighten them concerning the idea that
good writing cannot be evaluated simply by looking at the product. Best practices in
writing have shown that the process of writing is just as important, if not more important
than a flawless product. Yet, currently most formal writing assessments across the nation
continue to use product-based assessments and scoring methods in order to determine the
skill-levels of students and in turn, the effectiveness of classroom writing instruction.
Teachers are getting the message that they simply need to find ways to get their students
to produce writing products that are ‘correct.’
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Abstract
This study investigated the effectiveness of assigning personalized resources to students. The research
indicates that today tendency in e-learning is student oriented and that personalized assistance is
paramount. Personalized assistance ranges from preparing personalized test to personalized tutoring.
Some authors report successful use of adaptive rules in the creation of personalized assessments. In order
to create personalized assessments the instructor needs to estimate students’ competences/abilities.
Different techniques are used in order to estimate students’ ability such as Bayesian networks and item
response theory (ITR). On the other hand we found that the use of intelligent agents and artificial neural
networks (NN) for classification and prediction was valuable in recommending personalized learning
resources to students. We investigate how effective is the use of NN based tool compared to the instructor
assigned personalized learning resources
The experimental part of this research was to develop an interactive tool for providing personalized
learning resources and explore its benefits to students. In order to complete this part and for an in-depth

approach we focus on UMUC and Database System Technology master‘s degree specializations program
related specific program objectives. The research steps were:
•
•

•

•
•

The first step was to administer a pretest in the beginning of the semester. The focus group for the
course DBST651 developed a pretest that includes questions to test the minimal competences for
the course. The test is based on the learning content and learning objectives of the course.
The next step was the diagnoses of students’ problems; students’ ability or proficiency based on
his/her responses to test items was estimated using item response theory. The item response
model is based on multiple choice questions and the relationship between student’s response and
the test items was described by the item characteristic curve (ICC) giving the probability that a
student gives a correct answer. This step culminates with the collection of students’ profile.
The following step was to select the adequate learning resources (LR) that are the most
productive for each student. The focus group for DBST 651 has collected abundance of LR such
as videos, tutorials, articles and exercises that usually are assigned by the instructor after the
pretest. One of the objectives of this research was to develop a computer tool that recommends
LR to each student in parallel with the instructor’s recommendation. The tool was developed
using Artificial Neural Networks (NN). A multi-layer back-propagation network was trained
with the items from the tests and students responses; the network output was the recommended
LR.
Final step was the validation of the developed NN tool for recommendation of LR. The NN was
tested with new test data, and then the recommended LR from the network was compared with
the recommended LR from the instructors.
Sample of students and faculty were surveyed using structured, online questionnaire. The
questions include those that assess student perceptions about the usefulness of the recommended
LR, their learning stimulation, engagement in the classroom, and helping create and maintain a
sense of community in the discipline. Faculties were asked about their perceptions of the impact
of the tool on student learning and other aspects that are related to teaching effectiveness.

As expected the developed interactive tool provides close to the instructor’s recommendation, thereby can
be used to accelerate learning efficiency and effectiveness and increasing student retention.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today, an education that prepares learners to progress towards a new technologybased society is required in order to stay tuned with the current global trends and to adapt to
the changing environments that affect us all, organizations and individuals (Perifanou, 2010).
Fortunately, thanks to the integration of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)
in education, the opportunities of learning that can improve both effectiveness and well-being
of our lives and workplaces are infinite (ITC-ILO, 2009).
In line with the above, “blended learning” is presented as an alternative to the
traditional learning format and has been used with increased popularity both in Academia and
the corporate sector. Recent studies have referred to blended learning as a “disruptive
innovation” (Garrison & Vaughan, 2007; Battaglino, Haldeman, & Laurans, 2012).
Accordingly, disruptive innovations are considered those innovations that are capable of
transforming a whole by replacing expensive, complex and inaccessible elements with simple
elements that can be customized, affordable and accessible (Knewton.com, 2012). In this
sense, blended learning when properly used can become a disruptive innovation to the brick
and mortar classrooms, bringing flexibility and control to the student over his own learning
time, place and pace. Yet, while a blended system has potential to enhance learning, it also
faces the challenges of responding to the complexity of two worlds and proving itself as a
right environment for legitimate learning (Stacey & Gerbic, 2008).
Owing to the newness of this concept, little is known about what makes a blended
learning system to successfully embed technology that creates and promotes true knowledge
among its participants. In an attempt of adding to the current understanding of the topic, the
purpose of this paper will be to explore the elements of blended learning that can be found
among previous and most recent literature and practice models.

1.1 What is blended learning?
Blended learning is not a new concept. However, in the past its elements were limited
to a series of physical classroom elements, such as books or handouts (Singh & Reed, 2001).
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Lately, blended learning has become a trending term that is most frequently related to
learning experiences that incorporate conventional and technological elements. But, while the
relationship between blended learning and technology is important, delimitating this concept
solely to technology-based foundations has been an issue of ongoing controversy.
Several authors (Kerr, 2007; Bersin & Associates, 2003; Orey, 2002b; Driscoll, 2002;
Rossett, 2002) have argued that the term “blending” is not exclusively rooted in the use of
technology, but also in the combination of other key elements encompassed in the teaching
and learning processes, for example: space, time, resources, methods, cultures, activities, and
so on. Though appropriate in nature, Bonk & Graham (2006) claim that relying on this
perspective would render almost all types of learning to be categorized as blended,
considering the complexity of any educational process. Likewise, the broadness of this
approach would not allow capturing the real essence of blended learning within today’s
context nor appreciating the reasons why it has become such a popular trend lately (Bonk &
Graham, 2006).
Hence, for the purpose of the current paper and drawing on the definition by Bonk
and Graham (2006), blended learning will be referred to as the combination of instruction
derived from two historically separate educational systems: traditional face-to-face learning
systems and distributed learning systems with an emphasis on the central role of technology.
In this context, Bonk & Graham (2006) elaborate on the convergence of face-to-face systems
as those characterized by synchronous human interaction and, technology centered systems as
those text-based asynchronous settings in which individuals can operate independently. Thus,
as Saltzber & Polyson (1995) explain, distributed learning refers to an educational model that
permits independence of time and place among instructors, students and educational content.
But, why blended learning? Previous studies (Garrison & Vaughan, 2007; Battaglino,
Haldeman, & Laurans, 2012) have reported that educators pursue blended learning because of
its impact to a) rethink the traditional teaching-learning models in order to improve the
learners’ experience; b) increase the diversity on a spectrum of learning courses; c) increase
outreach to learning by using technologies that eliminate barriers of space and time and; d)
deduce overall learning costs.
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1.2 Elements of Blended Learning
1.2.1 Khan’s Octagonal Framework of Blended Learning. Khan’s work (2003)
proposes a framework in which a series of elements, directly linked to blended learning, are
examined. The elements are then clustered into eight dimensions: institutional, pedagogical,
technological, interface design, evaluation, management, resource support and ethical.
Further, each category represents factors that need to be addressed by educators in order to
create meaningful blended learning experiences (Khan, "Managing E-Learning Strategies:
Design, Delivery", 2003). Khan’s Octagonal Framework is acknowledged as a model that
enables educators to select the most adequate ingredients for their instructional blend (Singh,
2003). Moreover, elaborating on Khan’s (2005) work in the context of blended learning, the
eight dimensions may be described as follows:
a) The institutional dimension is concerned with the relationship of the organization’s
readiness to implement a blended program, the availability of resources and
infrastructure, and the learners’ needs. Issues within this scope are those of
administrative affairs, academic and student services.
b) The pedagogical addresses elements within the teaching and learning processes. For
example: educational contents, learners’ needs and learning objectives, learning
strategy, etc.
c) The technological dimension considers, beyond merely the ICT tools, the
infrastructure planning and possible issues that may arise within the creation of a
blended learning environment.
d) Interface design refers to elements related to the look and feel of the blended learning
system. Elements such as sophistication, structure, graphics, and databases are part of
this dimension.
e) The evaluation dimension includes factors involved in the assessment of both learners’
progress and instruction of the blended learning program.
f) The management dimension encompasses managerial issues, for example those
related with logistics and infrastructure, registration and scheduling, etc.
g) Resource Support refers to the online support and resources required for a successful
blended learning.
h) Lastly, the ethical dimension considers elements related to social, political and
cultural issues. Diversity, bias, accessibility and etiquette are some of the issues
addressed under this category.
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1.2.2 Analogous Frameworks of Blended Learning. Blended learning has also been
examined by the degree to which it mixes other key elements for the teaching and learning
processes (Jara & Mohamad, 2007; Kerr, 2007). Littlejohn & Pegler (2007), propose a
framework that defines the concept of blended learning through the lens of four blendable
elements: space, time, activities and tools. Elements which, at the same time, are regulated by
either a learner or teacher centered environment. Likewise, other authors (Kerr, 2007; Jara &
Mohamad’s, 2007) have developed similar frameworks in which a wider collection of
elements is considered.
Following the findings contended in the growing body of literature on the elements of
blended learning (Littlejohn & Pegler, 2007; Kerr, 2007; Joara & Mohamand, 2007), Table 1
presents an inclusive summary of analogous elements that can enable educators to create
meaningful blended learning environments (see Table 1). Worth to note is that this
framework is not restricted to the inclusion of other elements that may evolve from new
models of learning, but instead it serves as a guideline for the current research.

Table	
  1	
  Analogous	
  Elements	
  of	
  Blended	
  Learning	
  

Analogous Dimension
Description
1. Didactic
Refers to both electronic and non- •
Resources
electronic resources that aid learning
and teaching processes (books, E-books,
articles, websites, videos, etc.)
•
•
2. Learning
Methodologies

Refers to teaching and learning •
methodologies. It also includes planned
and executed activities such as: groups, •
individual, discussions, etc.
•

3. Content

Refers to the type of knowledge that •
will be created and shared.
•

4. Global values

Refers to the worldview embedded in •
contents and practices.
Refers to the place dependence or •

5. Delivery

Original Elements
Media,
tools
and
technology (Jara &
Mohamad, 2007)
Learning
resources
(Kerr, 2007)
Tools (Littlejohn &
Pegler, 2007)
Pedagogical (Jara &
Mohamad, 2007)
Learning
Activities
(Kerr, 2007)
Activities (Littlejohn &
Pegler, 2007)
Curricular (Kerr, 2007)
Content
(Jara
&
Mohamad, 2007)
Cultural (Kerr, 2007)
Program delivery (Kerr,
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place/independence and the individual
and group systems.
•
6. Time

Refers to the mix of synchronous and •
asynchronous activities.
•

7. Institutional

Refers to Inter and Intra articulation
agreements.
Refers to the use of online assessments
in order to evaluate the students’
learning.
Refers to all administrative tasks needed
for the design and development of all
the other components (registration of
students, marking, scheduling, etc.)
Refers to the assessment of the quality
and reach of the learning course and
mode of instruction. This can be done
through: satisfaction surveys, feedback
from students, etc.

8. Learning
Assessments
9. Course
Administration
10. Quality
Assurance

•
•

2007)
Space (Littlejohn &
Pegler, 2007)
Time (Kerr, 2007)
(Littlejohn & Pegler,
2007)
Institutional
(Kerr,
2007)
Assessment (Jara &
Mohamad, 2007)

•

Course Administration
(Jara & Mohamad,
2007)

•

Course Evaluation (Jara
& Mohamad, 2007)

1.3 The role of technology in blended learning
Currently, with innovation being a key factor to success in every field, technology
plays a crucial role on all facets of learning. As reported by Garrison & Vaughan (2007),
blended learning thoughtfully integrates face-to-face and technology mediated instruction. In
this description the term “technology mediated”, often exclusively associated with e-learning,
also embraces an array of other technologies that serve to education such as mobiles,
smartphones, tablets, media, etc.
Research suggests that in order to succeed on the optimal integration of strengths of
face-to-face and technology mediated learning, educational courses need to be rethought and
redesigned in a fashion that optimizes students’ engagement to knowledge (Garrison &
Vaughan, 2007). In this sense, development of educational courses in congruency not only
with learning purposes but also with the context where learning takes place are widely
recommended. Furthermore, findings emphasize the need to understand blended learning as a
“redesign that transforms the structure of, and approach to, teaching and learning” and not
only as a superficial additional layer on these processes (Garrison & Vaughan, 2007).
While some research (Vaughan, 2007) has questioned the mere supplementation of a
face-to-face course with online learning as a legitimate form of blended learning. Others,
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(Littlejohn & Pegler, 2007) refer to it as ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ blends on a continuum of
technology integration.

But, how much face-to-face instruction must be replaced with

technology in a blended course? A recent report by the Sloan Consortium (Sloan Consortium,
2007) suggests that in order to consider a course within the scope of blended learning; this
must have a proportion of 30% to 79% online delivered content. The report continues to
classify learning in the following categories: Traditional, with a 0% of online delivered
content; Web-facilitated, with 1% to 29% of online delivered content; and Online, with 80%
to 100% of online delivered content. While these numbers may serve as a first guide to
estimate an amount of technology in each of the different learning environments, considering
these standards as an indisputable rule for all patterns of blended learning would result fairly
impractical.

1.4 Current models of blended learning
Today, a wide variety of online and blended approaches can be found in practice. Just
in 2010, the Innosight Institute reported 48 unique approaches to blended learning (Horn &
Staker, 2011). Altogether, the approaches shared some design elements among themselves
and were further categorized into six clusters. These clusters made the foundations for Michel
Horn’s (2011) six models of blended learning which are described below:
• Model 1: Face-to-Face Driver – Programs under the face-to-face driver deliver most
of their curriculum through face-to-face teaching. In this model, the role of
technology is to supplement or remediate course material. Learners can access the
online material and activities from the classroom, home or computer lab.
• Model 2: Rotation – In this model learners rotate on a fixed schedule between periods
of traditional face-to-face learning (onsite) and online self-paced study (remote). The
online stage of learning is usually overseen by the instructor.
• Model 3: Flex – The central feature of this model is that most learning takes place
through an online platform. Still, instructors provide face-to-face support to learners
on a flexible and as-needed basis.
• Model 4: Online lab – Programs under this model are characterized to rely completely
on an online platform. However, course content is accessed from a designated
physical classroom or computer lab. Instructors may interact online with students,
while paraprofessionals supervise from the onsite location.
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• Model 5: Self-blend – One of the most commonly used models of blended learning,
self-blend, encompasses a fully individualized approach where learners can choose
their online courses a la carte to supplement other face-to-face courses. Most of the
learning is online and remote, with the student attending some face-to-face sessions.
• Model 6: Online driver – This model refers to programs based on an online learning
platform through which students can learn from a remote location. Learners attend
optional or required face-to-face check-ins.
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2. BLENDED LEARNING AND THE INTERNATIONAL
LANDSCAPE
International organizations, such as United Nations, have widely remarked the role of
education as a universal right that serves as a major catalyst to the global social development
and economic prosperity (UNESCO, 2009). Other institutions such as the World Bank and
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development have also recognized the
importance for investing in the skills and development of human capital in order to achieve
economic success. Moreover, the International Training Centre of the International Labour
Organization (ITC-ILO) (2010) highlights the need for more experiential, collaborative and
sustainable learning opportunities.

2.1 International Labour Organization
Nowadays, with global labor markets increasingly relying on the workers’ superior
skill levels and transversal competences, there is a worldwide need to promote innovative
educational models that are capable of maintaining, raising and renewing knowledge among
learners (Avellino, 2009). In a world that is increasingly dependent of technology and facing
the problem of today´s work market shortages, only the best-trained people may increase
their chances for decent work. As reported by the International Training Centre of the
International Labour Organization (ITC-ILO) in 2009, “the advancement of decent work for
all occurs in all levels of the capacity development process, from matching jobs with personal
competencies to promoting sustainable national policies”. Further as Perifanou (2010)
highlights, education and training, whether derived from a formal education system,
workplace or informal learning is seen by today’s policy makers as the key for both
employability and personal development.
The International Labour Organization (ILO) is a United Nations agency which works
towards the goal of a decent work for all. Since 1964, the ILO has identified the necessity to
train individuals on how to develop and apply their skills into the job practice. Therefore, the
agency created the International Training Centre of the ILO. This Centre, the only one of its
kind in the world, aims to provide learning and training for the world of work. Knowledge
sharing, research, capacity building activities are specifically designed and customized to
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create educational programs for governments, employer organizations and workers´
organizations, among others. Their work is mainly not to train end-users, but representatives
of organizations that will be able to share the innovative and interactive learning methods and
contents.

2.2 The Turin Learning Approach
The Turin Learning Approach (TLA) is ITC-ILO’s main pedagogical framework. The
TLA sets the international recognized standards of the Centre’s activities, which are built
upon the three pillars of relevance, quality and impact. Each pillar, in turn is composed of
several principles that ensure high quality learning.

2.2.1 Relevance. As defined by ITC-ILO (2009), “relevance means making sure that the
Centre’s activities are customer-oriented, that they respond to the current needs of individuals
and that they contribute to organizational development agendas.” The Centre points out, that
a relevant training will be that which enable learners to shape their competences in line with
those required by their organization and the labour market. To ensure relevance, ITC-ILO
runs tailored activities based on the following principles:
a) Learner-centered: Activities are designed after an exhaustive assessment of the
individual and organizational learning needs of participants in order to create an
aligned match of these and the training dynamics.
b) Diversity: Gender, nationality, background and experience are considered from
design to all phases of training. As well, diversity is mainstreamed in all activities
and learning materials. Trainings expose participants to multiple contexts and
cultures, emphasizing a spirit of community.
c) Flexibility: Learning activities are designed in a flexible fashion and are
customized for each training module to the specific needs and context of target
participants respectively.
2.2.2 Quality. The elements stated under this pillar aid in guaranteeing the Centre’s
competitive advantage over other training institutions. ITC-ILO is characterized by an offer
of learning opportunities that “encourage participation and empower professional action
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using innovative and unconventional methods” (ITC-ILO, 2009). In this sense, the Centre’s
guidelines for quality rely on:
d) Blended Learning: Technology and face-to-face training elements are merged
since the design stage of well thought learning activities, as well as during its
development and implementation phases.
e) Accessible Resources: Learners have access to multilingual unique learning
resources and databases in cooperation with UN agencies, universities and other
training institutions of worldwide prestige.
f) Leading Edge Environment: The ITC-ILO campus is well equipped with leading
edge facilities that maximize learning and sharing of knowledge.
g) Expertise: The Centre’s training professionals are constantly updated on topics of
their specialization subjects as well as on instructional and facilitation techniques
with the latest learning technologies.
h) Global Values: Following the Centre’s mandate as an extension of ILO, United
Nation’s global values in support of decent work and sustainable development are
highly promoted during every learning activity.
i) Experiential Learning: Training activities are planned within experiential, resultsbased, and participatory methodologies that make extensive use of ICT. As a rule
of thumb, lecturing within the Centre’s trainings is restricted to no more than 40%
of the overall course, giving the other 60% of the time for participants to take on
an active role within their learning.
j) Knowledge Sharing: Participants are constantly encouraged to share their
extensive knowledge and expertise, fostering creation and transfer of knowledge
among them, the Centre and others.
2.2.3 Impact. This learning strategy strives in the principle that both impact and
sustainability are enhanced when, once participants are trained, they continue to cooperate
and share knowledge through communities of practice and professional networks. In an
attempt to foster the impact of learning, the Centre designs activities that promote:
k) Embedded Competencies: Training is related to both job and policy development
in a way that participants are able to spread and multiply learning at the personal
and organizational level.
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l) Networking: Both current and former participants can continue to benefit from the
Centre’s expertise and themselves through an extensive choice of formal and
informal networks.
m) Professional Learning Management: All trainings are evaluated against learning
objectives and results are documented.

Reported results and feedback are

considered before the design and implementation of new programmes.

2.3 The Blended Learning Model of the ITC-ILO
The ITC-ILO (2010) suggests that blended learning tends to be more effective than
other static approaches to learning. Further, the Blended Learning Model of the Centre is
based on a three-phased design:
•

Stage 1 – Learning at a distance

•

Stage 2 – Face-to-face learning

•

Stage 3 – Learning at a distance

The first stage of the Blended Learning Model consists of an initial period that takes place
upon an internet-based learning platform. This phase may be used both by learners and
instructors in order to become familiar with the platform, introduce themselves, activate prior
learning as well as other activities.
On the second stage, building on the knowledge activated during Stage 1, learners are
welcomed on campus where they participate in a series of face-to-face activities where they
continue to follow the principles of the Turin Learning Approach, incorporate information
collected on the previous phase and interact with technology elements during most of the
learning activities carried out onsite.
The third and final stage is traditionally the most neglected: follow – up. Though, ITCILO (2010) considers this as the most crucial phase of the learning experience. In this third
stage, participants stay connected through an on-line forum where they can share their
experiences, post their opinions on the training, ask questions, provide feedback to trainers
and learners, network with others, access additional learning resources, etc.
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3. CONCLUSIONS

As Davis & Fill (2007) describe on their research work, a thoughtful combination of
face-to-face methods and authentic online learning activities ensures the potential to enhance
the students’ learning experience and outcomes. In this sense, this paper has aimed to show
the relevance of blended learning as an attempt to combine the best from both worlds: faceto-face and technology-based.
Further, the current literature review has given an account of the definitions, elements
and relationships of this topic within today’s practices, therefore assisting in our
understanding of the role of blended learning models as a disruptive innovation to the world
of Education. Likewise, it has been highlighted that in blended learning the key idea is choice.
In this sense, blended learning presents educators with an increased spectrum of elements that
serve to the design of meaningful teaching and learning practices. With correct understanding
and adequate guidelines, ICT can help improve the effectiveness of learning as well as reduce
the times of face-to-face lectures.
Nevertheless, technology must not be seen as a universal solution to education, and as
discussed in this work, it is not only the mix and match of ICT that will foster true learning. It
is the process of rethinking through proper pedagogical and technological frameworks that
are capable of satisfying educational needs and objectives, which will improve the learning
experiences by eliminating barriers such as time and space.
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Background to the Study
A UNICEF (1999) report uses vignettes of experiences of youth who are deaf across the
globe to highlight their lack of participation in education, employment, their increased
risk of substance abuse, sexual exploitation, social isolation, prejudice and inappropriate
care. It raises concerns regarding opportunities available for participation and
development of capabilities and the resultant transitions they make into adulthood.

The World Federation of the Deaf (WFD) Policy Guidelines stipulate that the main goal
of educating deaf children is to give them the same possibilities of participating in the
society in adult life as other people have. This is also in line with the Kenya National
Association for the Deaf’s (KNAD) mandate.

According to The Standard Rules on Equalization of Opportunities (1993), a person is
handicapped when he/she is denied the opportunities generally available in the
community that are necessary for the fundamental elements of living, including family
life, schooling, employment, housing, financial and personal security, participation in
social and political groups, religious activities, intimate and sexual relationships, access
to public facilities, freedom of movement and general style of daily living. Societies have
to recognise that despite preventive efforts, there will always be a number of persons who
are deaf and societies have to identify and remove obstacles to their full participation.

The Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (1997), asserts that, an
integrated solution is required to produce a significant enhancement in the participation
of people who are deaf in social processes.

Across Africa, concern has been expressed that persons who are deaf to a large extent
continue to rely on their non-disabled counterparts for economic support. This is largely
due to the fact that the education they may have received was largely irrelevant and
insensitive to the uniqueness of their needs both in school and in life after school.
Discrimination on the grounds of disability in the job market, lack of access to credit
facilities, infrastructural challenges, disability and the fact that majority of persons who
are deaf are born from poor families; a seed for extreme exclusion and poverty is often
sawed (UN Convention on the Rights of PWDs 2006). Nortey (2005) points out that in
Ghana, the deaf are a part of the marginalised individuals. They are often relegated to the
background and therefore face barriers to participation in society. This lack of
participation often leads to the inability to take control over one’s own life and health

In Kenya, disability has been attributed to witchcraft, curses resulting from parental
violation of traditional norms, or a condition that originates from vengeful ancestral
spirits (Kisanji, 1995 in Oloo 2006). Hence, there is a feeling of fear and pity, which may
result in the isolation of the child with exceptionality. A certain hidden discrimination
seems evident in the Kenyan education system. While the special schools may be doing
well in providing specialized education to learners with disabilities, those with profound
and severe disabilities (like the blind and the deaf) seem to fall through certain curricular
and pedagogical cracks. Evidence also suggests that the focus of this education seems
more driven by notions of charity and care rather than equipping young people with
disabilities to take their rightful place in society (Mugo, Oranga & Singal 2008).

Lack of effective communication with parents and peers negatively impacts on the social
development of young persons who are deaf. They receive inadequate explanations for
causes of social and emotional behaviours in other people. They therefore retreat into
isolation, which is an insurance against social failure and common accusations like lack

of regard, naiveté, over dependency, irresponsibility, impulsivity, and inflexibility. This
leads them into the ‘desolate syndrome’, a barrier to social confidence, self-esteem,
accurate self-image and an internal locus of control. (Marschark, 1993 in Ngao 2005).
Statement of the problem
The daily reality for most youth who are deaf is that they are often condemned to a poor
start in life and deprived of opportunities to develop to their full potential and to
participate in society. They are routinely denied access to the same opportunities that are
available to youth who are hearing. They either have no voice or their views are
discounted. Although they are invariably more vulnerable to abuse and violence, their
testimony is often ignored or dismissed. In this way, their isolation is perpetuated as they
prepare for adult life (Innocenti Digest No. 13, 2005).

Objectives of the study
1. Determine the contribution of schooling to awareness of avenues available in
communities for social participation among young persons who are deaf.
2.

Identify the influence of schooling on accessing job market spaces by young
persons who are deaf.

3.

Explore influences of schooling on navigating social relationships and starting
families for young persons who are deaf.

4. Explore the implications of schooling on the self-image and self-actualization of
young persons who are deaf.
5.

Explore possible strategies educational stakeholders could develop in order to
enhance social participation for young persons who are deaf.

METHODOLOGY
The Design of the Study
The study is essentially qualitative in nature. It thus adopted a descriptive design. Its
purpose was to get narrations about life experiences from the respondents. It thus utilized
life stories. When life stories are utilized, the researcher gets the respondent to give
narrations of their personal experiences in life.

Variables
In this study the independent variables were levels of schooling, type of school and
gender. The dependant variable was social participation.

Locale of the Study
The study was conducted in Nyeri County which is located in the central province of
Kenya. It is roughly 130 Kilometres from Nairobi city. Nyeri town is a provincial
headquarter and one of the richest provinces in the country. However we have pockets of
poverty right in the town centre and in Kiganjo location which is in the rural setting in
Nyeri South. Nyeri being host to the first secondary school for the hearing impaired in the
whole of East Africa, the researcher seeks to find out the influence of schooling on the
lives of young persons who are deaf.

Sample Size
Even though the original sample target (at proposal level) was 10 young persons with
deafness in the two sites, only three male and three female young persons who are deaf
(aged 14 to 25 years) could be traced. To triangulate sources of data, the study included
ten significant others among them parents, guardians and key informants. The sample
size came to a total of 15 people: six young persons who are deaf, their significant others
and three key informants.

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS
Contribution of Schooling to the Awareness of Avenues Available in Communities
for Social Participation among Young Persons who are Deaf (YPWD)
The study learned that schooling enhanced socialization for young persons who are deaf.
Aspirations by YPWD to join their siblings who were hearing and working in the
Diaspora brought out the notion of awareness of participation avenues within
communities. The respondents were also assertive about what they wanted to train in or
what kind of work they wanted to engage in.

Influence of Schooling on Accessing Job Market Spaces by YPWD
One of the key informants was of the view that schooling plays a positive role in the lives
of persons young persons who are deaf. School helps them very to acquire knowledge
which they can use to derive skills that are useful and which help in access of jobs.
It was noted that schooling had helped the respondents because their current employers
praised their workmanship, positive attitudes and devotion to work. As compared to the
respondent who had dropped out of school and was only able to access casual jobs, the
rest of the respondents aspired to get better jobs in future.

Influences of Schooling on Navigating Social Relationships and Starting Families
It was established from the study that schooling widens the avenues for communication
for young persons who are deaf. Through schooling, the respondents had learned lip
reading which they employed a lot during conversations with family members and
friends within the community. Enrolling in school had enhanced socialization and
assertiveness among the respondents in matters of relationships. The respondents were
able to enter into mutual relationships as people with like characteristics.

The Implications of Schooling on the Self Image and Self Actualization of YPWD
The study learned that the kind of schools where young persons who are deaf had been
enrolled played a major role on their self-esteem. This was clearly brought out by the
respondent who had felt neglected and like an outcast through out her years of schooling
in a school for the hearing but had been well accommodated in a school for the deaf.
Feeling appreciated, sharing her challenges and being able to communicate in sign
language boosted her self-esteem giving her the passion to forge ahead with her studies.
This in turn changed the negative self-image she had while in the regular school leading
to academic motivation and high self-esteem. Out of the six study participants, only the
one who had dropped out of school had low self-esteem, was poorly groomed, lacked
social skills and had no goals about her life.

Schooling is meant to impart positive values in learners to help them better fit in the
society and this was reiterated by the study respondents who were outgoing and easily
engaged in conversations with the researcher. Their ability to communicate with other
community members showed that they did not feel different apart from one respondent
who strongly believed the hearing hate and exclude the deaf from social processes. This
was a pointer towards prejudice as noted in the reviewed literature.

Possible Strategies Educational Stakeholders could develop to Enhance Social
Participation for YPWD
•

Introduction of sign language in all schools to better equip learners who are
hearing to accommodate YPWD.

•

Advocacy groups to be put in place to sensitize parents and the community
about deafness, types of deafness and causes and prevention of deafness.

•

The community should include persons with hearing impairments in their
planning. When asked ‘the people around here, how do you think they can
help you?’ the response was ‘nothing’. It was therefore clear that young
persons who are deaf expect nothing from persons who are hearing due to
continuous discrimination and stigma.

•

With the inclusion policy in place, the government may find it difficult to put
up more schools for the deaf. In this case the government should embrace the
inclusion policy so as to accommodate young persons who are deaf in all
regular schools This may include deploying enough teachers who are specially
trained to handle learners with deafness to these schools, making the buildings
deaf friendly by installing acoustic materials, having interpreters in schools
where sign language literate teachers are not enough and facilitating for all
teachers to learn basic sign language.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
On the basis of the findings of the study, the following recommendations were made for
various groups involved in the schooling and up bringing of young persons who are deaf.

Policy makers

a) Teachers for young persons who are deaf to be sensitized on how to handle them so
that they can develop a positive attitude towards the learners which will reduce the
feeling of being neglected. When teachers and other care givers are sensitized, they will
understand the impact of stigmatization on social participation of young persons who are
deaf and in turn learn to appreciate and cater for their individual needs.

b) The Ministry of Education to organize refresher courses so that teachers can be kept
abreast of emerging issues in Special Needs Education (SNE). This being an ‘Information
Technology’ era, teachers can be trained on modern methodologies, pedagogy and
strategies of handling and equipping young persons who are deaf with functional
knowledge.

c) An academic and career mentoring programme to be put in place by the MoE to
sensitize young persons who are deaf about subject selection and career choices. This is
important because from the findings of the study, they are never guided on the vocational
courses to under take. They are pushed towards training in certain areas simply because
they are offered in the institutions they school. However on completing they want to
venture into different careers. Mentoring and guidance will therefore help them to make
informed choice of vocational and other career choices.

Mass Media
•

Mass media to create awareness about young persons who are deaf which will in
turn help communities to understand and appreciate them. When communities
appreciate them, discrimination and stigma will be scaled down and in its place
social participation will be enhanced.

•

Integrate sign language in all television programs so as to include YPWD in
sharing news and information. A lot of information is disseminated to the public
via audiovisual channels for instance job advertisements, types of courses offered

by various institutions, local and international news and products on the market.
Therefore integrating sign language will impact positively on YPWD. Through
this, many people will also get interested in and also learn Sign Language leading
to improved communication between YPWD and the hearing community.

Teachers/Parents/Church Leaders
There should be closer cooperation and collaboration between the Ministry of Education,
parents, church leaders and teachers in planning for the education and career choices of
young persons who are deaf. They are a group with diverse and sensitive needs and
stakeholders must understand that deafness falls on a continuum. When planning they
should therefore cater for individual needs and not deal with them as a group because
their needs are diverse. Teachers, parents and church leaders are major stakeholders in
the upbringing of young persons who are deaf and their close collaboration will play a
pivotal role in nurturing social participation of YPWD.

There should be consistency in seminars for parents to enlighten them more on deaf
issues and aid them understand psychology of deafness. This will in turn help them
understand how to handle them resulting in limited stigma and discrimination.

Full implementation of the inclusion policy will also take care of stigma and
discrimination in regular schools.
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2. Paper Abstract

Designing a World Class Academic Facility for a College of
Education and Health Sciences

A Midwestern, private university in the United States recently
opened a brand new renovated and expanded facility which
was dedicated in 1897 and will be rededicated in October of
2012. The facility is six times its original size and now an 85,000
square foot iconic structure and is home to the College of
Education and Health Sciences.

The College’s dean, faculty, and staff worked with an
architectural firm for more than two years to assist with the
design and function of the building to serve 21st century
learners. Now open and fully functional August 2012, the
design team made certain that engaged learning or projectbased approach to collaborative learning was facilitated by the
structure, function and technology within the building.

The College’s dean will describe the process of design,
implementation, technology installations, and professional

development to fully use the instructional technology within
the facility. The building boasts a four floor atrium connecting
the new building with the renovated old structure, 16 new
classrooms and labs, an auditorium, professional development
center, teaching resource center, a counseling research and
training suite with a sophisticated recording and assessment
system, smart-board and lecture capture technology, and much
more.

Designed also to meet LEED (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design) Gold standards for energy efficiency and
green technology, the 21st century students and faculty will
appreciate the care that was taken to make this possible.
Bamboo plants are used in the atrium to create a natural look
and to enhance the interior environment of the building and
health of the inhabitants.

This process can serve as a model for other universities about
to embark on the design of state-of-the-art academic facilities
to meet LEED standards.
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Abstract: In today’s world where stress is ever increasing, many people struggle to maintain a
positive attitude, which affects their health, productivity, and learning. The milieu they work in
may have overtly stressful demands, or be an environment influenced by negative attitudes and
toxic behavior. Others may be in stagnant environments with little stimulation for growth, cognitive
challenge, or hope for career advancement. As a result, serious mental and physical issues can have
an impact on learning. Many studies have indicated that having a greater awareness of the signs
that may limit or enhance workplace thriving is important, as well as implementing positive
lifestyle choices and skills to empower people to take control of their lives and overcome
stagnation, enhance positivity, and increase learning. These choices can affect neurochemical
production in the brain, which may lead to optimal emotions, attitudes, and behaviors. Future
research in the area of positive neuroscience is necessary to determine the interconnection of
learning, as well as justifying the need to incorporate educational programs for a wide array of
populations.

Introduction
The ability of the brain to focus and learn has been an area highly researched and depends on numerous factors.
Recent findings in the area of neuroscience show that influences such as positive thinking and environments may not
only be conducive to improved learning, but can also have an impact on the brain and neurochemical production that
can further lead to enhanced cognitive function. While the research in this area is still growing, science is validating
what people have innately known for years. For example, an old Zen saying goes, “All that we are is the result of
what we have thought. The mind is everything. What we think, we become.”
There is no doubt the mind is extremely powerful in controlling all the functioning of the body. However,
perceptions of the environment and how humans deal with those perceptions can also influence neurochemical
production, resulting in either improving, or reducing the ability of a person to be focused and learn. Studies by
Cancelliere, Cassidy, Ammendolia, & Côté (2011), Sprietzer, Sutcliffe, Dutton, Sonenshein, & Grant (2005) and
Treadgold (1999) have shown that positive environments may contribute to a person's well-being and increase
learning, work productivity, and reduced health issues. Additionally, researchers in the area of health and exercise
found that when the body is in a state of health, it may allow the mind to perform optimally (Stein, 2007). In
contrast, negativity and stress are found to inhibit the brain in regards to focus and learning (Johnson & Taylor,
2006).

Research Findings
In a study of 228 college students enrolled in language classes in both public and private universities in
Turkey, those in the private universities were found to be more motivated to spend more time learning due to a
better physical environment and more desirable classrooms (Bektas, 2011). Most neuroscientists “believe the mind
is a product of complex interactions of neural signals” (Neilson, 2010, p. 709) and therefore much of the sensory
information we get from our environment can have an effect on the productions of neurochemicals as well as our
resulting reactions that may be simulated by the brain. The information we receive from our senses has an impact on
the chemicals our brains produce.
As previously stated, stress inhibits learning. Stress also contributes to increasing the risk for diseases such
as coronary heart disease, high blood pressure, and a suppressed immune system (Wickramasekera as cited in
Treadgold, 1999, p 82). This may also cause an influx of neurochemicals, such as adrenaline and cortisol, released
as a result of a stressful situation or environment, which have a negative effect on cognitive ability (Johnson &
Taylor, 2006). Conversely, when a person enjoys a task or feels it is meaningful, it enhanced self-esteem and their
desire to learn, resulting in a negative correlation with stress and depression (Treadgold, 1999). Therefore, reducing
stress is not only important in a learning environment, but is also important to maintain both psychological and
physical health.
Another important factor aside from the desire to learn is that information also needs to be meaningful.
When the mind is focused and interested in a topic, intrinsic motivation is elevated which may be correlated to
positive neuroscience. In addition, students who have high intrinsic motivation tend to have high self-efficacy
(Bandura, 1993). This contributes to the constructivists’ style of learning, where students will find a way to seek out
resources and ways to understand information, rather than just memorize it (Pintrich as cited by Tuan, Chim, &
Sheih, 2005).
When learners find information meaningful, it may also have a positive emotional affect, which can lead to
the brain producing neurochemicals such as dopamine and serotonin (Johnson & Taylor (2006). Under conditions
where one is feeling happiness, joy, or even laughter, the brain further releases neurochemicals that have an effect
on diminishing stress and allow for learning to occur. Norman Cousins (1979), the author of Anatomy of an Illness,
researched the powerful effect of the biochemistry of human emotion and found laughter to provide a positive
healing effect on the body due to the neurochemicals produced. Laughter can reduce stress and in many cases,
allows the body and mind to be in a relaxed state to improve learning. In these findings, science is validating ancient
wisdom, such as stated in Proverbs 17:22, “A merry heart doeth good like medicine.”
How we perceive new situations or experiences leads the brain to “rewire” its connections of neurons,
known as “neuronets”. This is also referred to the “neuroplasticity of the brain” which is the brain’s ability to
respond to new situations and almost remodels immediately to identify how to deal with the situation (Arntz,
Cahsse, Vicente, 2005). If repeated situations occur, those connections become stronger. Those connections can be
influenced either by positive or negative perceptions. Henceforth, positive emotional encounters, such as those that
induces smiling or laughter, have the ability to reform our thought process and result in behavior changes that also
inspire learning (Dispenza, as cited in Artnz, et al, 2005, p 170).
Specific characteristics of learners can also impact the ability to learn. One of the most profound
characteristics, motivation, has been determined to be one of the largest contributors to a learner’s success. In the
aforementioned study of Turkish college students by Bektas (2011), the physical environment was a contributor to
higher motivation. In addition, this higher motivation may also have been due to better socioeconomic status and
feeling that learning the language was important and meaningful (Bektas, 2011). Lijun (2011) also found that the
type of coursework could also play a role. For example, students enrolled in science classes were more motivated to
learn, as they wanted to have a deeper connection to the information than those enrolled in art classes. According to

Dornyei & Shekan (as cited in Betkas, 2011, p. 71), “motivation is responsible for why people decide to do
something, how long they pursue the activity, and how hard they will pursue it”. Congruently, Gardner and Lambert
(as cited in Betkas, 2011, p. 71) state motivation is driven by the overall goal and “attitude in the persistence of
striving for a goal”, while Lijun (2011) concluded motivation plays a role in how much effort one puts into learning,
development, and growth. In a study of service learning, Levesque (2010) stated criteria for positive environments to
elevate motivation: “intrinsic needs, integration of knowledge into practice, and/or the identification of interest, as
well as civic skill like problem solving, taking action and diversity” (p.221).
To further promote learning, creating positive milieus that are conducive to learning are also important.
Lijun (2011, p. 130) stated: “To create a suitable learning environment in universities, stimulate learning behavior,
learning environments must 1) stimulate deep motivation so learning will last longer; 2) present reasonable
curriculum; 3) increase student self-confidence (via task accomplishment); and 4) create good mental health
environments (addressing psychological stress, problems and frustrations).”
Highly correlated to intrinsic motivation is self-efficacy which can contribute to positivity and learning
(Bandura, 1993). Developing self-efficacy is a goal for positive psychology as it can lead to improved learning.
Perceived self-efficacy influences students' belief in their abilities to regulate aspirations, motivation, and academic
achievement (Bandura, 1993). As stated previously, students who take an active role in learning will find more
meaning to the information and develop a better understanding. This parallels the idea behind Bloom’s Taxonomy
and the three domains, when a learner can understand knowledge (cognitive), can find a way to incorporate the
knowledge into a behavior (psychomotor), it will have a more meaningful affect (affective). As a result, a learner
who has had positive experiences will most likely have a high level of self-efficacy as they had successful
experiences and will probably believe they have a chance of accomplishing a learning goal. When a learner
demonstrates both learning and vitality, “thriving” can occur (Spreitzer, et al, 2005). In this psychological state, a
person can develop self-efficacy, which would allow one to flourish and reach their potential. This emits positive
emotions and may even lead to fulfilling a higher level of purpose and finding meaning.
Other characteristics that impact learning and the brain are learning styles and experience. There are many
ways we gather information, and learners have many strengths and weaknesses discovering which approaches work
best for them. The more experience one has had, and the more successes one encounters, the more it may contribute
to a positive outlook and reflection as to which types of learning style work best. As a learner’s brain can be divided
into four categories, a learner may discover how to use skills that fit their learning styles (Biech, 2008).
Additionally, learning strategy plays a role in how students learn which include rules, methods, and techniques. Not
all classes should be of the same learning and teaching models, and are dependent on topics and students. For
example, science students were found to want a deeper meaning to material than art students as they tend to be more
analytical and the female students had a higher need to have “deeper motivation” to learn (Lijun, 2011).
Another characteristic of learners to take into consideration is the idea of autonomy, or control of the
learning environment. When people are engaged and they are in control of what they want to learn, they have lower
levels of stress, better focus, and can more easily get into a state of “Flow” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). This state of
mind is related to positive psychology and has elements related to positive neuroscience in terms of the effect it can
have on the brain, emotions, and behavior. While there may be issues with some learners who have a constant need
for information to be handed to them, especially now when technology can readily provide information, successful
learners tend to prefer autonomy in obtaining knowledge and may seek out environments that provide those
conditions.
In a study of service learning at Missouri State (Levesque, 2010), two hypotheses were proposed: 1)
Service learning will enhance the positivity of the learning environment, and 2) The service learning contributes to
enhancement of learning environment if so perceived by students. The results indicated that the learning
environment is perceived to be positive when three things occur: autonomy, competence, relatedness. Autonomy

correlated with motivation, while the direct contact of helping others increased meaningfulness as students felt like
they made a difference. In addition not just knowing information, but the nature of the environment was another
indicator of positivity.
This indicates the environmental characteristics of a learner should also be examined. When a person is in
a stressful environment, it creates neurochemicals, such as adrenaline, that are released that can inhibit learning
(Johnson and Taylor, 2006). Most neuroscientists “believe the mind is a product of complex interactions of neural
signals” (Neilson, 2010, p. 709) and therefore much of the sensory information we get from our environment can
have an effect on the productions of neurochemicals as well as our resulting reactions that may be simulated by the
brain. The information we receive from our senses has an impact on the chemicals our brains produce.
In a study of students in rural areas in a GEAR-UP program, socioeconomic status played a role in
completion of educational programs as many families did not have college backgrounds or knowledge about college
needs to be a positive influence. However, college readiness improved when the college provided increased
advising, home visits, college information in booklets, and speakers, which led to higher rates of completion due to
the positive impact of improved learning strategies (Cates, 2011).
In another program to help at-risk students transition to college, the Step-Up program at Howard
University, students would get weekly support, encouragement, guidance and attentive listening from a faculty
member volunteering for the program as their life coach. The program measured outcomes and found that those
students who participated in the program had higher GPA's and retention rates (Frankel, Gale, & Walton, 2009).
Conducting training workshops which lead to positive outcomes and higher sense of achieving a goal can also
influence learning (McCombs, 1991). Many times as a result of education and thriving, positive effects on both
mental and physical health can result (Spreitzer, et al, 2005).
There have been many studies that have found when the body is in a state of health, the mind will perform
accordingly (Stein, 2007; Cotman and Engesser-Cesar, 2002; Johnson and Taylor, 2006.). This is parallel to a
famous Latin saying states “mens sana in corpore sana” or “a sound mind in a sound body”. In a study by Cotman
and Engesser-Cesar (2002), exercise increased "brain-derived neurotrophic factor" to support learning, and aided in
the prevention of cognitive decline. Salas (2011) found that walking may improve memory with increased energy
levels. There may also be neurochemicals released and brain restructuring that were not measured but may have an
influence on cognitive function. Conversely, the exception to this theory was found in a study of 300 Malaysian
adolescents (ages 13-14) involving physical activity and GPA, the most active group actually had lowest academic
performance, which was attributed to factors such as age and that athletics take away the focus on academics in this
particular group (Hashim, 2011).
In addition to exercise, nutritional intake may also lead to the production of positive neurochemicals that
can affect learning. The foods we eat provide nutrients and have a chemical effect on the brain. When a person
consumes good, nutritious, whole foods, such as unprocessed fruits, vegetables, and whole grains, there is a
correlation to positive mood, health, and brain function. For example, in The China Study, Campbell & Campbell
(2004) found a relationship to low cancer risk with reduced animal product intake, and that unprocessed foods lead
to better health and vitality. Similarly, in the documentary SuperSize Me (Spurlock, 2004), students who were atrisk due to behavioral issues had enhanced learning, better focus, and less discipline problems after being in a school
that served lunches with vegetables and higher nutritional content. As Hippocrates once said “Let food be thy
medicine”, we should also consume nutritious foods to allow our brains to produce neurochemicals that promote
focus and learning.
As another intervention to promote positivity and learning, meditation is another suggested means to
augment learning. Meditation comes from the Latin word “meditation” which originally indicated all physical and
intellectual exercise (Halsband, 2009). “The ability to find meaning in difficult life experiences-the ability to reflect-

does not just signal maturity, but a practice and psychological development (King and Hicks, as cited in Garretson,
2007, p. 52). Little is known about the changes in the brain with meditation in terms of cognition and emotions,
although there are several studies where meditation practice was found to alter “sensory, cognitive, and emotional
processing” (Halsband, 2009 p. 205). Slaughter (as cited in Halsband, 2009, p 206) found long-term practitioners of
meditation to have “less amygdala activation” or in other words, less emotional reaction to a stressful situation.
Conversely when ESL students were offered 12 week courses in cross-disciplines designed to increase selfawareness and self-regulation, as well as using meditation and relaxation, no changes occurred, possibly due to the
limited amount of time needed to learn a language (Garreston, 2010).
Teaching methods that incorporate theories such as of Flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), Thriving (Spreitzer,
2005), Emotional and Social Intelligence (Goleman, 1998, 2008) and Self-efficacy (Bandura, 1993) relate to
positivity. For example, in Goleman’s Social Intelligence theory, the leader’s personality is reflected from his
employees (Goleman, 2008). This may be similar to a learning environment where an educator’s attitude may be
reflected by the students and result in enhanced learning if the teaching is engaged, supportive, and provides positive
feedback.

Practical Applications
Utilizing the proper methodology is also important. Marshall (2005) found that an educator cannot change
how one thinks through coercion and “cognition prompts emotion” (p. 28). While expectations must be established,
improving relationships with students is important and compliments can make students feel better about themselves,
thus promoting a positive sense of self. Additionally, Marshall believes schools rely on obedience rather than
responsibility (for example: “This is quiet time versus stop talking” or “We walk in the hallway versus no running”).
This seems to demonstrate Marshall believes in more of an andragogical approach (Knowles, 2005) compared to a
pedagogical style. Three steps suggested by Marshall for improving teaching include:
1.Practice positive self-talk
2.Share techniques with others
3.Share with students—offer choices (Marshall, 2005)
For the learner, there are also recommendations. The "3-center check in" is the gateway drug to
mindfulness. “1) What's happening in my head center?; 2) What's happening in my heart center?; and 3) What's
happening in my body?” It's a way in which people start paying attention and practicing mindfulness without ever
practicing meditation" (LaBarre, 2011). Learners can also develop a greater awareness of self and how one is
perceived by others through Emotional Intelligence training (Goleman, 1998). When a learner develops a greater
awareness, he or she may also improve both inner and outer sense of self, and establish more positive behaviors that
can have an impact on their perceptions and behaviors to improve learning.
The following suggestions may also provide a learner with skills and solutions to elevate positivity, and
thus learn:
1.

Seek safe and supportive environment

2.

Ask for clear and specific feedback from others

3.

Know Thyself

4.

Develop awareness of others

5.

Manage stress

6.

Exercise regularly

7.

Eat healthy and nutritionally dense foods

8.

Smile often and hug (when and if appropriate)

In other words, being aware of one’s self is just as important as being aware of others and one’s
environment. As an unidentified author once said, “If you can’t see the bright side of life, polish the dull side.”
Instructors can also contribute to learning by being more mindful and positive in affecting learners.
Frankel, et al (2009) found that there were increases in GPA and retention rates for students who had more support
from faculty. When the leader of learning in a classroom provides support and emits positive energy, the learners
may have reduced tension and fear, be more focused, emit positive neurochemicals, and improve their ability to
learn.
In terms of curriculum development, adding positive interventions to support mental, emotional, and
physical health and vitality can improve wellness and possibly learning. In a study of computer-based health
interventions, Moore (2011) found that health issues could be reduced, and may have an impact on learning. The
analysis of both chemical changes (such as stress hormones like cortisol) along with brain imaging techniques is
needed in the future and would offer justification for many of the aforementioned interventions and research studies.

Conclusion
Consistent with the words of Carl Bard, “Though no one can go back and make a brand new start, anyone
can start from now and make a brand new ending,” utilizing what is known about positive neuroscience can make a
great impact on a learner’s ability to improve cognitive function. When optimal environments exist to support
learning, positive perceptions can elevate mood and thus enhance the neurochemicals that affect memory, focus, and
learning. Therefore, it is possible to influence learning by 1) helping learners know how to deal with stress; 2)
develop characteristics, such as better self-esteem and attribution, that lead to increased motivation to learn; and 3)
have supportive educators who can influence perceptions as well as provide assistance. This may be helpful to those
who have difficulty learning new information or develop fear or stress when exposed to the demands of ambiguous
learning.
Regardless of the learning environment setting, such as education institutions, the workplace, or during
professional development workshops and continuing education, learners can improve attaining new knowledge,
understanding its meaningfulness, and apply what they learn in appropriate settings. Opportunities are found by
those who look for them, and those who focus on the positive and limitless possibilities will find an unprecedented
learning capacity can be developed. In the words of Patricia Neal, “A strong positive mental attitude will create
more miracles than any wonder drug.”
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Abstract: Due to technological advances and the need for increased access to education, e-learning
has grown tremendously in the last decade. As a result, there has been much emphasis on quality
online education implementation and the incorporation of traditional theory into learning. Bloom’s
Taxonomy has been utilized for decades in the traditional classroom setting to promote learning,
and has also been examined for its use in e-learning. Using the three domains of Bloom’s
Taxonomy, in collaboration with multiple online teaching tools, the learner may have more support,
increased access, and a larger amount of information to cultivate the creation of knowledge and
enhance learning.

Introduction
Benjamin Bloom was best known for his “Bloom’s Taxonomy” Theory, which he brought to publication in
his book Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Book 1: Cognitive Domain in 1956. Preceding his first publication
were several conferences designed by educators to expand communication and improve curriculum (Bloom, 1956).
After leading other scholars in this research, Bloom and his colleagues worked on helping to motivate teachers to
build on fundamental principles to help students learn. The basis for this theory was that the “Taxonomy” was meant
to be a way of helping teachers to organize a series of knowledge acquisition that could be put together as building
blocks to create goals for successful learning (Bloom, 1956).
There are three domains created in Blooms Taxonomy. The first is known as the Cognitive Domain, and six levels
are identified and ordered from least to most difficult in terms of attaining knowledge. These include:
1.

Knowledge: The ability to remember

2.

Comprehension: Understanding and developing new concepts

3.

Application: Apply new information

4.

Analysis: Analyze a more complex idea and understand a new interaction

5.

Synthesis: Creating new knowledge

6.

Evaluation: Self-assess an understanding to defend new information (Bloom, 1956, p. 18)

The second domain, the Affective Domain, evolved from work in the Cognitive Domain. While the
researchers presented goals, they had also hoped that research and questioning would facilitate a revision of the
framework in the future (Krathwohl, 1964). This Affective Domain describes how people feel about the knowledge
they have obtained and include:
1.

Receiving: Are they motivated enough to pay attention?

2.

Responding: Is there participation—do they react or respond?

3.

Valuing: Assigns a value to new concept or idea?

4.

Organization: Can the learner organize new ideas, info, and values--reconcile and integrate with own
belief system?

5.

Characterization: Can a learner change a value or belief that influences behavior? (Krathwohl, 1964, p.
37)

The final domain is the Psychomotor and this describes how people use the information they have learned
to develop and implement a new behavior or skill. While Bloom did not develop subcategories, other theorists have
gone on to propose their own taxonomies building on Bloom’s theories. In addition, the Taxonomy was revised in
2001 with “remembering” replacing “knowledge”, while knowledge became a separate dimension with four
subcategories (Krathwohl, 2002, p. 214). It also became “two-dimensional” reflecting the cognitive processes in
relation to the application of knowledge (Krathwohl, 2002, p. 214).

Findings
Many people in education utilize Bloom’s Taxonomy with the authentic intention of influencing learning.
In addition, the Taxonomy has been a foundation for e-learning courses, with theory embedded into the structure of
the course. For example, recent studies on e-learning may suggest that the original Taxonomy may not be regarded
as the ideal basis for e-learning development. Some scholars even suggested that an “inversion” of the cognitive
domain of the Taxonomy principles may be a more appropriate path to enhance learning and to demonstrate the
highest goal on the pyramid should be the attainment of knowledge (Wineburg and Schneider, 2009).
Educators have since been utilizing Bloom’s Taxonomy in the classroom to help develop curriculum that
allows for the better instruction and the acquisition of knowledge by the learner. However, since the introduction of
online education and e-learning, the use of Bloom’s Taxonomy has been questioned regarding its applicability and
effectiveness to the e-learner. A study of healthcare lecturers found that in their development of e-learning lessons, it
was not the technology tools themselves that were a consideration for learning, but rather how e-learning tools
“supported the collaboration of obtaining new knowledge” (Gordon, Booth, & Bywater, 2010, p. 545). Furthermore,
the author cites that the learners had increased access to information by having lectures, videos, and media clips
available at any time, which, according to Pintrich (as cited in Gordon, et al., 2010) allows for better learning results
due to having greater autonomy. In addition, Tsai (2011) found that a hybrid-style class “allowed for more time that
the constraints within a classroom, and was useful for enhancing student-centered learning” (p. 151). These studies
may reflect how e-learning can enhance the integration of Bloom’s Taxonomy in the learning process, as seen in the
Cognitive Domain of acquiring knowledge, and yet also provided for extended time to comprehend, organize and
value the information in a way that is meaningful to them without the constraints imposed by a traditional classroom
setting.
In a study by Halawi, McCarthy, and Pires (2009), where the effectiveness of learning was evaluated using
Bloom’s Taxonomy, a group of Management Information Systems (MIS) students were enrolled in a course using
WebCT. After completing questionnaires, results indicated that individual and instructor characteristic did not play a
role in learning, but utilizing Bloom’s Taxonomy in attaining knowledge did have a positive impact on learning. In
1998, Won and Wong (as cited in Halawi 2009) stated that the discussions utilized in an e-learning class evaluated
knowledge, and since students received the same instruction and assessment methods online as they did in the
classroom, there was no significant difference in learning when employing Bloom’s Taxonomy.
However, some researchers have shown that Bloom’s Taxonomy may not be so effective in e-learning. For
example, Benson and Brack (2009) found that although there “may be more ways to communicate and expand ideas,
it didn’t necessarily expand knowledge to develop scholarship” (p. 78). In other words, using an online environment
may expand the ability (possibly due to more available tools) to teach, but may limit the control of knowledge
gained by the learner (Benson, 2009). Additionally, Booker (2007) does not believe that college-level classes should
use the bottom of the Taxonomy. He criticized Bloom’s theory in that facts and substantive knowledge do not lead
to critical thinking required at the college level.
Congruent to Booker’s implications of the structure of Bloom’s Taxonomy seem to be Wineburg and
Schneider (2009), who suggest the Taxonomy should be turned upside down. E-learning may not always allow for

synchronous interaction, as would occur in a traditional classroom, and therefore limits asking questions, which
allows for critical thinking and the creation of knowledge. Stating that “knowledge should represent the highest aim,
and cannot be attained without questions” (p. 61), they infer that while the Taxonomy may be good in theory, it
lacks in practical application. Mastering knowledge does not imply students will think, and “knowledge possessed is
not equal to knowledge employed” (p58).

Conclusions
Based on the research, the question remains: “Can Bloom’s Taxonomy be effective in the e-learning
environment?” With information being accessible with the touch of a finger, it may be that Bloom’s Taxonomy can
work in the e-learning environment if employed with proper instruction and use of the right technology tools.
Bloom’s belief is such that that acquiring knowledge is the first stage to learning, and e-learning provides an array of
opportunities to access information, which may allow for great autonomy and learning success as suggested by
Gordon, et al. (2010) and Tsai (2011). However, there should also be the awareness on behalf of the learner to
distinguish between obtaining information and the construction of knowledge. The examples brought about by
Wineburg and Schnieder (2009) and Booker (2007) observe that the attainment of knowledge may only come after
critical thinking and questioning are utilized, and the need to differentiate learning versus comprehension is
demonstrated. With the positive attribute e-learning has in providing an abundance of information, it may possibly
be a detriment to the understanding and analysis if students only memorize information, rather than analyze and
evaluate its content to formulate ideas and construct something meaningful. Therefore, it is important that in elearning, or in any learning environment, an atmosphere of information exchange and discussion be included so
critical thinking can be implemented and allow for challenging content and meaning of information to formulate
knowledge.
Wineburg and Schnieder (2009) had suggested that the Taxonomy be inverted, with knowledge being on
top as it is the ultimate goal of learning. However, this would still necessitate information to be available to form a
basis for cultivating knowledge. Would a category of “information” at the bottom, and a category of “new
knowledge” at the top, restructure the Taxonomy for e-learning? Given the amount of information (as well as
information overload) provided by various technologies, true learning could theoretically only occur after processing
the information to allow clarity and distinguish meaningfulness which can generate new knowledge.
Given the widespread acceptance of the Taxonomy in traditional, as well as e-learning classrooms, there
may not be any dramatic changes to the utilization of Bloom’s Taxonomy in curriculum any time soon. Learning can
still occur under the basis of this theory if the proper teaching tools in an e-learning environment are utilized to
reflect the theory. An e-learning course influenced by Bloom should contain multiple learning tools or sections to
promote the different kinds of learning that Bloom describes. Envisioning how this e-learning platform would
appear is important in structuring a viable course, and should include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

An outline for the class, such as a syllabus: To guide the student and so they are aware of what their
responsibilities are and how they will be assessed.
Adequate resources: Reading assignments, graphics, and video deliver information to the learner.
A quiz or a test: Assesses the ability of the learner to identify basic information and display an
understanding of the material.
A discussion board or a chat room: Allows students and their instructor to interact (either synchronously
or asynchronously), simulating a traditional classroom milieu with the exchange of ideas, as well as the
analysis and evaluation of information, to expand knowledge.
Projects, such as group presentations or research papers: Reveals not only a display of knowledge, but
a deeper understanding, application, and synthesis of new knowledge by the learner.

E-learning can truly be an innovation to active learning, rather than a reflection of passive learning (such
as the overload of memorizing information for a test), by proving both accessible avenues to obtain information, as
well as engaged learning methods to create knowledge through discussion and interaction. It is up to the instructor as
to whether they utilize the Taxonomy and the available e-learning tools to enable their students to learn and have
autonomy in the e-learning environment, and up to the students to determine whether they want to be the drivers,
and not just the passengers, on the information super highway of knowledge creation.
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Teaching Strategies for ELL Students Described in Session
Developing Conversational Language in the Mathematics Classroom
Conversational language is an essential learning component in the mathematics and science
classroom. “Conversational language” is sometimes referred to as “everyday language”, “natural
language”, or “social communication.” It is often the first type of language acquired by second
language learners (Cummins, 2000). Teachers of English learners are now realizing the
importance of conversational language, especially in the mathematics and science classroom
(Herrell & Jordan, 2004).
Developing Academic Language
Mathematics and science are academic academic disciplines that contains a language that
includes specialized words and phrases related to content, procedures, and expressions
(Echevarria, Vogt, & Short, 2004). Cummins’ (2000) Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency
(CALP) is the “abstract language abilities required for academic work. In order for ELL students to
be successful, they must experience multiple exposures to new terms through meaningful activities
(Bielenberg & Wong Fillmore, 2005).
Scaffolding Provides Support for Mathematics, Science, and Language Learning
Vygotsky (1978) emphasized the importance for a child’s learning to be guided thoughtfully by a
knowledgeable adult or capable peer. This type of guidance is often called “scaffolding” (Wood,

Bruner, & Ross, 1976). Echevarria, Vogt, and Short (2004) point out that three types of scaffolding
are especially important for English learners: verbal scaffolding, procedural scaffolding, and
instructional scaffolding.
Concrete Materials
Students need to actively use concrete materials as they investigate new mathematical ideas and
concepts. The goal of all instruction should be to help students develop mathematical and
scientific proficiency and understanding that can be applied in new and varied situations (NCTM,
2000 and National Research Council, 2001). Concrete materials are important to vocabulary and
language development, which is particularly beneficial for English learners. Words are easier to
remember when they can be associated with something to touch (Garrison & Mora, 2005).
Visual Learning
Visual learning provides organizational representations as a regular component of instruction.
Visual learning strategies are especially important for English learners as they support
understanding and communicating about ideas and processes. Diagrams, charts, and tables can
be used to organize new information and cue memory. Gerlic and Jausovec (1999) found a
correlation between increased activity in the brain and the creation of nonlinguistic representations.
Helping students discuss visual tools can enable students to more deeply understand and to recall
information (Levine, 2002). Ability to visualize a situation, to generate mental pictures promotes
learning (Hembree, 1992; Shigematsu & Sowder, 1994; and Mendieta, 2005). Student created
representations provide insight into students’ understanding and level of generalization (Smith,
2003). English learners’ gestures may also provide important information on students’ reasoning
and level of knowledge (Domingues, 2005).
Cognitive Constructivist strategies using Mobile Learning Technologies

Mobile tools allow students to study anytime and anywhere. Students are using digital Mobile Tools
to consume and learn content. Such tools utilize rich visual and audio learning experiences in
many languages. When using mobile learning tools students become engaged constructivist
learners via in the design & creation their own learning materials and experiences, e.g. word
games / puzzles & flashcards, flowcharts, etc (Studyblue.com).
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The Stoplight Listening Approach:
Raising Tolerance of Ambiguity in Foreign Language Learners
Developing good listening comprehension often is the most challenging area of second/foreign
language acquisition. Among the four skill areas, listening affords the learner the least amount of
control. When it comes to speaking, the clever language student can employ circumlocution and
communicate a myriad of ideas with a rudimentary vocabulary. The same logic can be applied to
writing. While reading has parallels to listening in that it is a receptive skill, reading is inherently
more straightforward. With some rare exceptions, such as billboards or subtitles, reading content is
stationary. Content can be verified easily; and, with the help of dictionaries, if necessary, meaning
can be parsed satisfactorily. Reading is sometimes ambiguous, but it does not display the range of
ambiguity and intangibility that is found in listening situations. Even when listening material is
recorded and can be repeated at will, it may be difficult for students to discriminate, i.e., determine
where one word ends and another begins.

Educational materials designed to teach listening comprehension, even those purporting to be
“authentic,” are usually recorded at slow speeds. Consequently, even after studying conversation in
the classroom, real-world listening situations may pose major hurdles to the learner. Reading
teachers sometimes use graded readers to create a ladder that helps students gradually climb to their
goal. Such a system adjusts the language to the learner. In the case of listening, however, this author
advocates an approach that adjusts the learner to the language. Stoplight Listening, a term coined by
the author, is an approach that encourages students to modify their expectations.

The majority of this research has been conducted in Japan with Japanese adults and adolescents
learning English, although it has also been applied to young teenagers in Hawaii studying Japanese.
It is no secret that concern over lack of comprehension and loss of control are the universal fear

factors in the foreign language classroom. The Japanese situation, however, is exacerbated by a bona
fide national complex that perennially insists that English is “not their cup of tea.” To make matters
worse, formal education in Japan has taught students to transliterate and translate every word,
encouraging them to subscribe to two myths. First, they begin to believe that all English sounds can
be funneled into the Japanese sound system, which is not true. Second, they think that all English
will conform to one immutable rendering in Japanese, which is also highly improbable.

Learners need to understand that the goal of 100% comprehension at all times is not realistic when
listening to anything. For example, two Japanese native speakers can have a normal conversation on
a busy train platform. One can be speaking as an express train shoots through the station and
obliterates part of the statement; the usual skills employed and the natural tolerance of ambiguity
developed in the native language ensure that the listener is able to figure out most of what the
speaker is trying to say even with chunks missing. The goal of Stoplight Listening is to get the
learner to accept that tolerance of ambiguity is an even more vital aid in the foreign/second
language.

Stoplight Listening begins with general “Driver’s Ed.” orientation. Students are told that their
learning materials will be authentic entertainment videos. During this edutainment experience, there
will be times when the light is green and they just need to go with the flow. At other times, they must
be very cautious, the way a good driver approaches a yellow light. They need to be mindful of their
surroundings and take in small details. Finally, they will experience red light moments, where they
need to stop, think and extrapolate. This process mirrors a trend in standardized testing. The Test of
English for International Communication (TOEIC) assesses listening abilities in this manner in two
of the four listening comprehension sections. In Part 3 and Part 4, the TOEIC Test examinee is asked
to demonstrate understanding by answering three questions based on a single recording of a
conversation and monologue, respectively. The usual pattern of questions is that the first one queries
the general natural of a situation; the second question asks about about one specific detail; and, the
third requires the student to stop, digest the information and determine what, most likely, will happen
next.

Using entertainment DVDs and off-air recordings has many benefits. Although they are mostly
scripted, these stories have a high production value that makes them extremely engaging. Good
stories are usually front-loaded, that is the main ideas and the characters are introduced early in the
story, making the gist of the latter parts much easier to understand. The author’s techniques give the
learner a great deal of input and ability to ask questions in the beginning of the program. Students
quickly learn that they can sail through the latter half with much less fuss and muss. With this

approach, learners gain experience with the type of media they want to be able to enjoy outside of
the classroom in the future. They can soon branch out on their own and find clips online to use for
practice.

One group of homemakers that studied this way with the author and her colleagues throughout the
80s and the 90s currently have their own ronin, (samurai without a master) study group. Every week,
they watch part of a film and discuss the linguistic and thematic content. These learners have
essentially graduated from the program and are fulfilling the ultimate goal of Stoplight Listening—to
maneuver oneself onto the Autobahn that is real-life listening and be able to go with the flow at high
speeds.

Typically, the author creates a variety of exercises to help the students understand a given listening
segment. Another reason that the marriage of entertainment pieces and educational worksheets are
highly effective is that the process addresses all three of the core learning modalities. While multiple
intelligence theories have asked us to look at a multitude of learning styles, visual, auditory and
kinesthetic remain the central learning modalities to address. Audio-visual materials with a
well-crafted worksheet will target all three of these learning styles. Visual learners can pick up on all
the clues that one can observe or see in a conversational situation, along with information that is
written on the worksheet. Auditory learners will hear the words, the intonation and changes in
background music that may enrich the context. Kinesthetic learners may actually be stimulated by
the interactive nature and physicality of the worksheet exercises that ask learners to fill in, write out
or puzzle out the meaning of vocabulary and the nuances of situations.

Recently, the author’s video sessions have included quiz and polling questions using TurningPoint
audience response software. The focus of the questions ranges from discreet vocabulary items to
cultural nuances to general opinion polls. Students respond using Keepad Clickers. This
three-dimensional quiz format is stimulating to all learning modalities. The target information is
usually something auditory, as are the instructor’s directions; there may be some visual information
included in the query, extra graphics on the PowerPoint slides and the results of the group’s
responses that are immediately shown in 3-D graphs. Participants must enter their responses using
devices, an undeniably kinesthetic activity.

The Hawaii International Conference on Education Workshop
This experiential workshop at HICE will include a general warm-up, an introduction to the theory, as
well as a demonstration of the approach with edutainment clips that will include Keepad Clicker
polling. Participants will then be asked to brainstorm ways to apply the principles to their own

teaching situations.

.

Short Abstract
EFL/ESL students frequently face listening challenges. TOEIC and other standardized examinations
have test-takers answer general, specific and inference-oriented listening questions. The author’s
edutainment approach mirrors this and helps raise tolerance of ambiguity through Stoplight
Listening—learners watch authentic videos and practice in phases: “go-with-the-flow green,”
“proceed-with-caution-but-watch-the-details yellow” and “stop-think-extrapolate red.” Instant
interaction/feedback is provided through Keepad Clicker group response technology. This
experiential workshop also includes case studies and research with Japanese university students.
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Application Skills between Music and English Learning
Both language and music have in common with input (listening) and output (expressing).
The research focuses on whether the students specialized in music can apply their learning
process of music or musical instruments to that of language learning.
To explore the possibility of learning application from music to language, the students in
Kunitachi College of Music were asked the two questions with describing arbitrary. The first
question was whether they liked to learn English or not, which was related to the personal
value. The second question was to give three examples about the similarities and
differences between learning music and English. In addition to these questions, the students
who should take a makeup exam were asked the reason why they should take it and the
way to improve their English learning for the next year.

The result shows the link between learning English and music. The students who are
good at English may apply their learning process of music to language relatively, while those
who are poor at English are not seemed to apply their learning process.
According to the result, this presentation suggests how teachers could support these
students’ learning application from music to English language. Teachers should try to
provide the students with class activities related to their interests, and give a time for them to
reflect their attitudes on learning.
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ISSUES ADDRESSED BY OHIO’S BLUE RIBBON PANEL
ON PRINCIPAL PREPARATION PROGRAMS
The proposed Panel Session is intended to offer participants the opportunity to
interact with members of the Blue Ribbon Panel (BRP) appointed by the state of Ohio
(U.S.) to spearhead the improvement of principal preparation programs in the state. The
session will explore the substantive issues that emerged and were addressed by the BRP
as it worked to develop Recommendations for the Chancellor of the Board of Regents.
The panel will share significant lessons they learned. The anticipated audience for the
session includes federal, state, and provincial policy developers, university and college of
education officials, and faculty members in educational leadership. A background
summary of the establishment, membership, resources, and work of the BRP, and the
BRP’s final Recommendations, are offered below.
In the fall of 2010, the Ohio Board of Regents established a Blue Ribbon Panel on
principal preparation programs and school leadership. The charge of the Panel was to
improve state principal preparation programs, through improved field experiences in
particular, and to raise the bar for program review and approval.
Blue Ribbon Panel membership comprised principals, superintendents, university
professors in educational leadership, representatives of state principal organizations, staff
members of the Regents and the Department of Education, a value-added expert from
Battelle for Kids, and additional experts such as Arthur Levine and Barbara ByrdBennett. The KnowledgeWorks organization provided resources and information.

The Panel’s initial work was halted when changes occurred in the Governorship
and in the system Chancellorship. The work was resumed in January, 2012, with the
Ohio Council of Professors of Educational Administration (OCPEA) facilitating the work
in conjunction with staff from the Regents and from the Department of Education. The
Panel was to complete its work and offer Recommendations to the Chancellor by late
June, 2012. The detailing and implementation of those Recommendations was then to
continue, in collaboration with the Board of Regents and the Department of Education.
In this second beginning for the Panel, the group agreed that the original work
was moving appropriately and in the right direction toward program improvement. At
that time the charge to the Panel was altered to align with the Ohio Plan for the federal
Race to the Top initiative. This change added the goal of helping shape the metrics being
developed to measure the quality of principal preparation programs, resulting in a report
card for each program. The work started anew with special urgency due to the June,
2012, deadline.
The group was able to enlist many of the same people back into the process. The
Panel added a representative from the state superintendent organization, a faculty
member who was adept with new technology and its use in the field, and in experts from
within Ohio to speak about their innovative university programs and a unique Ohio
partnership for Literacy. Thirty-one individuals were continuously involved with this
process over the two-year period.
One of the final meetings of the Panel included 5 education deans and six school
district superintendents, plus the regular BRP members. Understanding that university

administrators may have different viewpoints from those of school superintendents, this
was an intentional action to bring these groups together to discuss what the BRP had
formulated to that point. The discussions were animated and penetrating. Most of the
items were agreed upon by both groups, but the single item with the most distance
between the two visiting groups was the use of a selection instrument as part of the
admission process. This important meeting was necessary to facilitate the leap into
reality of the concepts developed thus far.
The BRP was driven by a collective perception of the need for program
improvement and the desire to seek this improvement collaboratively as a state. No
funds were available from the state for any of the people working on the Panel, nor for
mileage or food. A location for meetings was offered at no cost by the Buckeye
Association of School Administrators. The OCPEA had provided a significant
foundation for many members of the BRP, as in the past five years it had brought all of
the principal preparation programs in Ohio together for the common good through
sponsorship of semiannual conferences.
The BRP’s work was written into the Race to the Top “Scope of Work,” under
Assurance Area D: Great Teachers and Leaders. Under a section entitled: “Provide
rigorous program review and approval”, the document requires the state to:
Work with the Ohio Blue Ribbon Panel’s recommendations for field and clinical
work related to leadership preparation. Include those recommendations into the
program review template for leadership programs. (p. 72)

State officials thereby acknowledged the importance of developing high quality
school leaders for improving the schools in Ohio. Leithwood and Seashore-Louis (2011)
have pointed out how school leadership can affect student achievement. The evidence
they rely on comes in several forms, from large quantitative studies, to smaller qualitative
studies, to the perceived effect of leadership practices, to studies on student engagement.
Marzano, Waters and McNulty (2005) have shown how specific leadership practices can
have a positive effect on student achievement. However, according to DarlingHammond, Meyerson, LaPointe, and Orr (2010) many critics of preparation programs
assert that traditional university coursework is out of touch with K-12 schools and fails to
link theory with practice.(p. 10)
The focus of the BRP was to develop comprehensive Recommendations that
would improve Ohio’s principal preparation programs, turn theory into practice, ensure
that course content is relevant and authentic to K-12 schools, and ensure that field
experiences in programs are strengthened. The members of the Blue Ribbon Panel
collaboratively identified the following five goal areas.
1. Recruitment and selection of students
2. Program content and pedagogy
3. Field experiences
4. Inter-university and university-school partnerships
5. Metrics for assessing program quality

The work to develop objectives and action items for each goal was completed on June 1,
2012. The BRP Recommendations, reported below, are intended to provide guidelines
for principal preparation programs throughout Ohio, as well as create standards for
program review and approval by the Board of Regents.
Just as the Blue Ribbon Panel was completing its work, in May 2012, Education
Week published an article by Briggs, Davis and Cheney entitled “The Promise of a Strong
Principal.” The article described the four key criticisms of current traditional principal
preparation programs as put forward by the Alliance to Reform Education Leadership
(AREL) launched in 2010 by the George W. Bush Institute:
For years, education scholars such as Richard F. Elmore and
Arthur E. Levine have pointed out the flaws of traditional
principal-preparation programs. Many of those programs lack
sufficient methods for recruiting and screening candidates; they
emphasize theoretical and sometimes outdated coursework; they
fail to give candidates hands-on and real-life experiences in
schools; and, once candidates graduate, the programs make little or
no effort to make sure their graduates secure jobs or succeed in
them. Not surprisingly then, a 2006 Public Agenda survey found
that nearly two-thirds of principals reported that their preparation
programs had not prepared them for the realities of leading a
school.

This single description describes the accumulation of criticisms made by many authors
concerning traditional principal preparation programs. It should be noted that as one
reads through the BRP Recommendations to the Chancellor, each of the four criticisms
listed above has been addressed in detail. Understanding that some of the
recommendations will need more detail and will need to be worked out in collaboration
with stakeholders, these Recommendations will move Ohio forward as a state in
improving the preparation of school principals. The changes are desired for the state of
Ohio by school leaders, educational leadership faculty, school leadership organizations,
Ohio Department of Education representatives, and representatives of the Ohio Board of
Regents.

Blue Ribbon Panel Recommendations for the Chancellor of the Ohio Board of Regents
Submitted June 27, 2012

*All Recommendations would be used for Program Review and Approval, and the
Recommendations would be used by all principal preparation programs operating in
Ohio.
Goal 1: Strengthen Recruitment and Selection to bring in stronger candidates
• Make this consistent for all IHEs operating in Ohio
o The threshold levels for entry will be used by all IHEs
• More intentional recruitment
o Districts identify the top candidates for entry into the programs
o Partnerships for recruitment/selection
o Develop consortiums of districts (for smaller more rural districts or
suburban districts) to identify candidates
• Selection criteria –Multiple measures (4) with each principal preparation
program allowed to weight each part as they need:
1. Selection instrument – such as Gallup’s PrincipalInsight or Habermann’s
or an instrument to be developed by the state or university (each
institution may select the instrument to be used)
 Use the tool as formative data, rather than summative – including
cut scores only if the preparation program prefers.
2. Interview for admittance into program
 Interview protocol to be developed by program faculty, or
possibly OCPEA for statewide use and the selection instrument
may be used to enhance and/or clarify interview items.
3. Letter of Nomination for admittance - required from a school district
 Must include statement of a district’s support of the candidate
throughout the program, and the district’s support throughout
the Internship. Guidelines for this letter of support by a district
will be developed, possibly by OCPEA with help from the
principal/superintendent organizations and school leaders.
4. GPA/GRE/MAT or a similar requirement – each preparation
program/institution has their own requirement
 GPA for entrance?
• Serve all (rural, suburban, urban, large or small)
• Each preparation program may add additional requirements as they see fit, going
beyond the minimum.

Goal 2: Ensure Authentic Program Content and Pedagogy to make sure coursework is
relevant and current
• Based on Ohio Principal Standards
• Multiple modes of delivery (the need to become creative) – online, blended, oncampus, off-campus at school sites
• Coursework aligned to school calendar – coursework and clinical at the same
time – in order to do the real work in real time.
• Partnerships and consortia of partners to influence the content/pedagogy – to
meet the
K-12 partner needs.
• Content needs to include new items/skills/problems that principals are dealing
with:
o Utilize the OIP and the OLAC modules – to stay current and relevant
o Teach group and team facilitation skills
o Teach data collection & analysis & facilitation of data teams
o Special Education – more! Knowledge and legal aspects.
o Teacher evaluation skills/knowledge (OTES) and how to improve
instruction and help teachers improve in the process. Possible Inclusion
of the teacher evaluation model within program coursework may result
in the attainment of a teacher evaluation credential.
Goal 3: Strengthen Clinical and Field Experience/Internship
• Three strong years of field experience (Internship [1] and Residency [2]) prior to
Professional license as administrator
• Partnerships to support candidate in the Internship and Residency:
o IHE’s + professional organizations + school districts
• Field experience throughout the program, rather than just at the end
• Offer a “guarantee” of support from the Preparation Program for candidates
once in a position. The parameters of such support need definition---possibly
within OPES. (We tend to support our students already via calls/discussions/the
relationships we have built.)
• Suggest a tier licensure structure (Resident Principal License[2-yr.]) to be used
while in Residency and then Professional [5-yr.] license after successful
completion of Residency)
• Might suggest common terms:
o Field Experience = all work in the schools, regardless of via courses or
internship or however, whenever!

o Clinical = embedded in regular coursework
o Internship = Two (2) semesters or one academic year. These are special
field experience courses only as part of the preparation program, but
taken during (or parallel to) the other coursework and time-sensitive to
what happens in schools. Support for the candidate during the Internship
will also be through a system developed to include the district, the
principal organizations, and the preparation programs of the candidate.
This would be a three-organization “system of support” for the
candidate. ELCC requires a 6-month experience---this would exceed
those expectations.
o Residency = Up to a Two (2) year position when they are first hired as a
school leader, which will then include a formalized mentoring program.
The mentor is to be assigned by the OASSA and the OAESA, in
conjunction with preparation program and district (which follows the
BASA model of mentoring superintendents). OASSA and OAESA will train
the mentors, with the training content/delivery to be developed in
partnership with districts and preparation programs. Support for the
candidate during these 2 years will also be through a system developed
to include the district, the principal organizations, and the preparation
programs of the candidate (three-organization “system of support”,
again).

Goal 4: Develop strong partnerships/collaboration among university-K-12 pairings and
between university pairings/consortium-type – to support candidates in the field
• Work to make the definition of strong partnerships consistent for all IHEs
operating in Ohio
• Partnerships between K-12 districts and schools, between universities, between
universities and business - look at all options
o Partnerships between K-12 and universities to strengthen the
drive for student achievement gains and improve schools--together.
o Partnerships between universities to strengthen our own
departments and share best practices, share PD for principals.
o Partnerships between the university and businesses, where both
can gain…but where we can help business with leadership or
other items.
• Utilize the idea of shared students, rather than sharing our resources via a
partnership

•

•

•

•

For OBR program review and approval, the actual work in schools by faculty
members needs to be seen as important and count toward the typical university
Reappointment/Promotion/Tenure structure. Language must be in program
approval, which can push for such consideration in university preparation
programs.
Partnerships to develop nominees for places in the principal preparation
programs---districts know the good candidates and who should be nominated for
school leadership programs. (Recruitment & Selection Goal 1)
Partnerships to aide in the development of instruction, improvement of
teaching, ensuring an authentic content in coursework, and the
improvement/support of school leaders. (Authentic Content & Pedagogy Goal 2)
Partnerships to support the new Residency model for principals in their first year
= university + principal organization + district (Field & Clinical Goal 3)

Goal 5: Embrace the Metrics for principal preparation programs
• Develop the Surveys for Metrics for principal preparation programs
• Faculty are active part of the Metrics Committee
• Aid in the support of the Metrics and work for all programs to understand the
Metrics and the possible impact.
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Abstract
This paper explores the relationship between the quality and satisfaction of students’ learning and
living experiences, and the impact of those outcomes on the capacity to build a dynamic college
environment(academic, campus, interpersonal) at aspiring “world-class” research universities(WCUs) in
China. Few studies have shown how the college environment can enhance students’ learning and living
experience at Chinese higher education. Although previous studies has shown that the quality of teaching
and research are key components of establishing a world-class institution, no research has yet to examine
how the conditions of college environment impact China’s plan to achieve “world-class” status by the
year 2020.
Generally, higher education institutions support students through both the quality of instruction
and the quality of a nurturing and supportive environment. Altbach and Salmi (2011) categorized
‘abundance of resources’ as one of the three most important elements of creating a world-class research
university. Research has also shown that through adequate campus facilities and campus resources,
college student experience can be promoted (Astin, 1993). This paper investigates how the college
environment plays a salient effect on Chinese students’ learning and living experience and its role of
fostering a world-class education for students in China.
This comparative case study utilized the “2010 Student Satisfaction Survey” from Birmingham
City University(BCU) to examine 100 Chinese students’ attending two aspiring world-class research
institutions from the Universitas 21 network - The University of Hong Kong(HKU) and Shanghai Jiao
Tong University(SJTU). The findings indicated that: a) college environment (academic, campus,
interpersonal) affect students’ learning and living experience, and b) students’ learning and living
experience impact the making of world-class research universities in China. In the end, the author
provides educators and senior officials few practical recommendations to further design an effective
college environment for faculty members and students studying at a world-class research university in
Asia.

Keywords: comparative education, student experience, college environment, world-class universities,
globalization and internationalization of higher education

Background:
Since the early 1990s, China has made a number of rapid changes in its governmental policies
and environmental structures to promote the concept of “world-class” universities. The idea
started when President Jiang Zemin announced at Peking University centennial celebrations the
incorporation of a small group of world-class universities in 1998 (Morhram, 2008). Since then,
several new projects have been established by the Ministry of Education to accelerate the
progress of building world-class research institutions, including a rapid expansion in student
enrollments and structural reforms for improved outputs and outcomes of economic growth,
innovation and development in China (Wang, 2011). Governmental initiatives include the
Project 211, the Project 985, the 2003-2007 Action Plan for Rejuvenating Education, as well as
the development of the C9 League. Though governments are pushing hard to create world-class
research universities in China, recent study has suggest that a large number of campus facilities
and campus resources are still vastly outdated and overcrowded (Hayhoe & Li, 2011).
Historically, higher education institutions support college students through both the
quality of instruction and the quality of a nurturing and supportive environment. It is known that
the academic and campus environment created by faculty members and students’ impacts the
development of an individual experience (Astin, 1993; King & Mayhew, 2002). While previous
research have shown that the quality of teaching and research are key components in developing
a world-class education, limited studies has yet to explore how the quality of college
environment affect China’s progress towards fostering academic excellence by the year 2020.
Altbach and Salmi (2011) suggest that creating an atmosphere of intellectual excitement, or
‘abundance of resources’, is one of the three most important requisites for creating a world-class
research university (p. 3). Generally, college students play a salient role in the development and
sustainability of research institutions in regards to equity, efficiency and effectiveness. They
explore their campus environment and construct meaningful knowledge acquired through their
virtual environment (Pascarella, 1985). Subsequently, by designing a dynamic college
environment that aligns with students’ overall learning and living expectations, Chinese research
universities can provide individuals creative and practical experiences that would encourage
them to remain active and participative throughout their academic study.
Perspectives:
In recent years, a large number of top research universities in China have focused on the need to
establish new joint-venture programs, to produce creative students, to build international
collaborations, and to recruit internationally renowned scholars to meet the many contemporary
challenges facing globalization, diversification, and massification of higher education (Yang &
Welch, 2011). Aside from developing scholarship and strengthening the country’s global
position, more recent studies have also shown the demand for Chinese institutions to improve
campus facilities, campus services and campus resources that would best encourage talented
students towards contributing to their nation’s economy, social and community development
(Altbach & Salmi, 2011). Although significant progress have been made to improve the
intellectual culture and environment for Chinese students, little research has yet to reveal
whether or not these changes have helped the country to increase international competition and
competitiveness when developing world-class research universities and nurturing students for
cultural empathy and intercultural competence in China (Wang & Cai Liu, 2011).

Building world-class universities
One of China's most deep-rooted values is the belief in higher education as a major instrument
for achieving the highest good for both individuals and society (Li, 2011: 60). President Hu
Jintao pledged in 2010 to turn China’s higher education institution into a ‘Research Superpower’
country by the year 2020. He claims that building world-class research universities has been the
dream of Chinese generations not only for pride, but also for the future of China’s national
economic growth, innovation and development (Cremonini, 2011). According to Min (2004), the
Chinese Ministry of Education plans to seek no fewer than ten universities to reach ‘world-class’
status, with top priority going to Peking University and Tsinghua University. These universities
will not only help the country to raise its level of international competitiveness but to also assist
its local policymakers to reprogram and restructure university curricula that would best attract
foreign students and scholars to study and work in mainland China (Tai, 2006). But should all
Chinese research universities become ‘world-class’? And what is necessary to create and sustain
a world-class education?
The paradox of what constitutes a world-class research university has been vaguely
defined overtime. Marginson (2011) identifies a world-class university as an aspirational
concept. He views the notion as a Global Research University (Ma, 2008; Marginson, 2008).
Unlike Marginson, Altbach (2004) classifies world-class university as a catch phrase: “Everyone
wants one, no one knows what it is, and no one knows how to get one” (p. 11). Moreover, Salmi
(2009) claims that there is “no universal formula” of creating a world-class research university.
Although there are limited definition of what defines a world-class institution, Wang and Cai Liu
(2011) believes that world-class universities are simply academic systems that are designed to
develop a nation’s competitiveness in the global knowledge economy. Chinese Premier Wen
Jiabao once reportedly said that ‘a great university is to have its own unique soul, with
independent thinking and freedom of expression’ (Cao, 2010). Comparatively, Levin and Jeong
(2006) suggest that a great university is able to design long-term global visions that are
supported by specific short-term needs and priorities. In other words, by establishing a clear
articulated vision of both missions and goals, aspiring world-class research universities can
better promote a shared governance system that actively collaborates with the government,
research organizations, and industries to serve the demands for socio-economic development in
China.
Methods:
To further understand how the quality and satisfaction of the college environment impact
China’s capacity to develop world-class research institutions, this paper utilized a quantitative
data to analyze the effects of Chinese students’ learning and living experiences at The University
of Hong Kong(HKU) – Main Campus and Shanghai Jiao Tong University(SJTU) – Minhang
Campus. The ‘2010 Student Satisfaction Survey’ from the Centre for Research into Quality at
Birmingham City University(BCU) was administered to answer two research questions: 1) what
is the relationship between the quality of college environment and Chinese students’ learning and
living experiences, and 2) what environmental factors is necessary to create and sustain a worldclass education in China. HKU and SJTU were primary selected for this comparative case study
because the two aspire to become world-class research universities. Both institutions are current
members of the elite international network Universitas 21 and are currently ranked between 201-

300 as per listed on the 2011-2012 Academic Ranking of World Universities(ARWU) by
Shanghai Jiao Tong University.
Data Sources:
The BCU ‘2010 Student Satisfaction Survey’ measures students’ learning and living experience,
and their perceptions of the college environment. A total of 100 Chinese students (50 students
from HKU and 50 students from SJTU) were randomly selected from various departments and
schools. The survey was conducted from March 2011 to July 2011. Because of limited funding
available, only a small number of random samples were collected. All questionnaires, which
were administered in English, were completed face-to-face in approximately 30 to 60 minutes.
Most surveys were conducted in public areas, such as, libraries and coffee shops. The ultimate
goal of the survey is to help Chinese educators and policymakers to better understand how the
college environment (academic, campus, and interpersonal) impact students’ learning and living
experience, as well as how students’ overall educational experience affects China’s progress to
establish world-class research universities by the year 2020.
Demographic information
The demographic information of the survey is presented in Table 1 (HKU) and Table 2 (SJTU).
The survey consisted of about 30 multiple choice questions. The college environmental variables
consisted of three factors: a) academic, b) campus, and c) interpersonal. All numeric data have
been weighted to the next decimal points. The summary of the variables, descriptions of the
variables and the measures of the variables in the study are presented in Table 3.
Table 1
Age and Gender of Survey Respondents – The University of Hong Kong
Age
Gender
18-19 20-21 22-23 24 or older

Total
#

%

Male

#
%

4
20

3
15

6
30

7
35

20

33

Female

#
%

3
10

5
17

12
40

10
33

30

67

Total

#
%

7
14

8
16

18
36

17
34

50
-

100

Note. Age and gender data is self-reported by each student subject who chose to respond to the
demographic questions

Table 2
Age and Gender of Survey Respondents – Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Age
Total
Gender
18-19 20-21 22-23 24 or older
#

%

Male

60

#
%

13
41

8
25

5
16

6
19

32

Female

#
%

9
50

3
17

2
11

4
22

18

40

Total

#
%

22
44

11
22

7
14

10
20

50
-

100

Note. Age and gender data is self-reported by each student subject who chose to respond to the
demographic questions

Table 3
Variables and Descriptions of the Variables in the Study - HKU and SJTU
Variables

Descriptions

Measure Scales

Level of studying and interaction
(e.g., participate in class)
(This variable is composed of 7
questions)

0 =Never
1= Seldom
2=Occasionally
3=Often
4=Very Often

Level of classroom experience
(e.g., trouble listening in class)
(This variable is composed of 5
questions)

0 =Never
1= Seldom
2=Occasionally
3=Often
4=Very Often

Satisfaction of campus facilities
and campus Services
(e.g., computers, library)
(This variable is composed of 5
questions)

0 =Very Dissatisfied
1=Dissatisfied
2=Neutral
3=Satisfied
4=Very Satisfied

Use of campus resources
(e.g., computers, library)
(This variable is composed of 5
questions)

0 =Never
1=Once a month
2=Once a week
3=2-6 times a week
4=Everyday

Activity level of residence hall

1=Never/Rarely
2= Occasionally/Often
3=Everyday/Very Often

College Environment
Academic

Campus

Interpersonal

Number of research conversations Numerical
on-campus, off-campus, and e-mail

Students’ Learning and
Living Experience

Number of faculty-student
interaction on-campus

Numerical

Number of faculty-student
interaction off-campus

Numerical

Level of self-skills developed
(e.g., leadership, interpersonal)
(This variable is composed of 7
questions)

0=Never
1=Very Little
2=Some
3=Much
4=Very Much

Level of future development
(e.g., training for job)
(This variable is composed of 4
questions)

0=Never
1=Very Little
2=Some
3=Much
4=Very Much

Overall level of student
involvement (academic and
social)

1=Agree
2=Disagree
3=Not Applicable

Overall satisfaction of college
environment (academic, campus,
interpersonal)

1=Agree
2=Disagree
3=Not Applicable

It is important to note that the measurement scales in this study were not modified and that
majority came directly from the BCU survey. A few questions had been adjusted to ensure that
the questionnaire meets the research aims of the study. The two surveys were later combined to
form the ‘2011HKU/SJTU Student Experience Survey’. Because of the large amount of
questions administered, only a brief summary of the data is presented in the HICE 2013
Conference Paper.
Results
The results for the college environment variables are shown below in Table 4 and Table 5. Both
tables present the descriptive results related to the college environment variables and the
numerical results of each item by the institution students attend. All numeric data has been
weighted to the next decimal points, and are presented in percentage as shown in the tables
below. A comparative summary of the two institutions are presented for each question. The
numerical data displaying the results of the survey are presented below:
Table 4: Weighted distribution of responses on the college campus environment at HKU and
SJTU

PART A: Campus Facilities, Resources, and Services at University
Question 1a: Satisfaction Level: Campus Facilities & Services – The University of Hong Kong
1
2
3
4
5
Very dissatisfied
Very satisfied
(%)
(%)
Satisfaction level (N= 50 students)
Campus
0.0
7.0
12.0
70.0
11.0
Computer Facilities
6.0
3.0
26.0
36.0
29.0
Library
0.0
10.0
7.0
67.0
17.0
Student Services
3.0
7.0
26.0
57.0
7.0
Student Canteen
0.0
17.0
46.0
30.0
7.0
Sports Complex
0.0
3.0
20.0
57.0
20.0
Question 1b: Satisfaction Level: Campus Facilities & Services – Shanghai Jiao Tong University
1
2
3
4
5
Very dissatisfied
Very satisfied
(%)
(%)
Satisfaction level (N= 50 students)
Campus
10.0
7.0
7.0
43.0
33.0
Computer Facilities
7.0
0.0
10.0
53.0
30.0
Library
0.0
0.0
10.0
33.0
57.0
Student Services
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Student Canteen
0.0
51.0
23.0
13.0
13.0
Sports Complex
0.0
0.0
23.0
53.0
23.0
According to the numerical data, students at HKU were most satisfied with their overall
university campus while least satisfied with the student canteen. On the other hand, students at
SJTU were most satisfied with the library while they were least satisfied with the student
canteen.
Question 2a: Usage Level: Campus Facilities & Services – The University of Hong Kong
Never
Once a
Once a
2-6 times per Everyday
Month
Week
Week
(%)
(%)
Usage level (N= 50 students)
Career Service
47.0
30.0
10.0
10.0
3.0
Computer Facilities
0.0
27.0
20.0
27.0
27.0
Library
0.0
10.0
37.0
37.0
16.0
Sports Complex
16.0
30.0
30.0
21.0
3.0
Student Canteen
3.0
7.0
17.0
46.0
28.0
Parking
93.0
7.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Question 2b: Usage Level: Campus Facilities & Services – Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Never
Once a
Once a
2-6 times per Everyday
Month
Week
Week

(%)

(%)

Usage level (N= 50 students)
Career Service
77.0
Computer Facilities
20.0
Library
0.0
Sports Complex
0.0
Student Canteen
0.0
Parking
63.0

23.0
13.0
0.0
13.0
7.0
10.0

0.0
20.0
27.0
43.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
20.0
43.0
33.0
0.0
7.0

0.0
27.0
30.0
11.0
93.0
20.0

From the numerical number, students at HKU had used the Library, Computer facilities, and
Student Canteen the most while the Career Service and Parking was the least. On the other hand,
students at SJTU had used Sports Complex, Library, and Student Canteen the most while rarely
used the Career Service and Parking.
Question

Response Frequency

%

Response Frequency

%

3. Overall, during the current academic year, how satisfied are you with the campus facilities? (N
= 100 students)
A. Very dissatisfied
B. Dissatisfied
C. Neutral
D. Satisfied
E. Very satisfied

HKU
0
6
2
30
12

HKU
0.0
12.0
4.0
60.0
24.0

SJTU
0
1
7
26
14

SJTU
0.0
2.0
14.0
52.0
28.0

Total

50

100.0

50

100.0

From the two universities, students at HKU and SJTU were both equally satisfied with their
overall campus facilities during the academic year.
Question

Response Frequency

%

Response Frequency

%

4. Overall, during the current academic year, how satisfy are you with the learning environment?
(N = 30 students)
A. Very uncomfortable
B. Uncomfortable
C. Average
D. Comfortable
E. Very comfortable
F. Extremely comfortable
Total

HKU
0
6
6
21
13
4

HKU
0.0
12.0
12.0
42.0
26.0
8.0

SJTU
0
2
8
23
15
2

SJTU
0.0
4.0
16.0
47.0
30.0
4.0

50

100.0

50

100.0

As shown above, students at HKU and SJTU were both equally comfortable with their overall
learning environment with little difference between the two institutions.

Question

Response Frequency

%

Response Frequency

%

6. Have you at any time lived in a student residence, or other university hall (N = 30 students)?
HKU
HKU
SJTU
SJTU
A. Yes
B. No

22
28

44.0
56.0

42
8

84.0
16.0

Total

50

100.0

50

100.0

From the numerical data, students at SJTU were twice as more likely to have lived on-campus
during their academic studies compared to students at HKU, which more than half had not lived
in a student residence, or other university hall.
Question number 7 and number 8 correspond to students who answered ‘Yes’ to question 6.
Question

Response Frequency

%

Response Frequency

%

7. Overall, during the academic year, how active are you in your student residence life?
A. Not Active
B. Not So Active
C. Average
D. Active
E. Very Active
F. Super Active

HKU
0
2
12
7
3
0

HKU
0.0
9.0
50.0
29.0
13.0
0.0

SJTU
5
6
13
10
0
1

SJTU
16.0
17.0
36.0
28.0
0.0
3.0

24

100.0

36

100.0

Total

From the findings above, students at HKU were slightly more involved with their student
residence life compared to SJTU students.
8a: Activity Level: Residence Halls – The University of Hong Kong
Never/Rarely
Occasionally
(%)
Activity level (N= 24 students)
Going out with other students
11.0
67.0
for dinner, snacks, etc.

Very Often
(%)
22.0

Offered to help another student

0.0

100.0

0.0

Asked others for assistance in
something that you were doing

22.0

78.0

0.0

Attended social events organized by
the student residence

22.0

56.0

22.0

Studies with other students in the

44.0

44.0

11.0

student residence
Helped plan or organize an event
in the student residence

44.0

34.0

22.0

Talked with my Residence Master/
tutor

56.0

44.0

0.0

8b: Activity Level: Residence Halls – Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Never/Rarely
Occasionally
(%)
Activity level (N= 36 students)
Going out with other students
7.0
66.0
for dinner, snacks, etc.

Very Often
(%)
27.0

Offered to help another student

0.0

73.0

27.0

Asked others for assistance in
something that you were doing

0.0

73.0

27.0

Attended social events organized by
the student residence

76.0

17.0

7.0

Studies with other students in the
student residence

17.0

50.0

33.0

Helped plan event in student residence

65.0

35.0

0.0

Table 5: Weighted distribution of responses on the college academic environment at HKU and
SJTU
PART B: Studying and Interaction at University
Question 1a: Involvement Level: Studying and Interaction – The University of Hong Kong
Never
Seldom
Occasionally
Often
Very Often
(%)
(%)
Studying and Interaction
Level (N= 50 students)
Took detailed notes

3.0

0.0

43.0

37.0

17.0

Participated in class
discussions

3.0

22.0

37.0

26.0

12.0

Worked on a paper or project 0.0

16.0

16.0

37.0

31.0

Tried to explain the material 0.0
to another student or friend

3.0

47.0

37.0

11.0

Made outlines/summaries
3.0
from class notes or readings

3.0

58.0

22.0

12.0

Did additional readings on
topics that were introduced
and discussed in class

0.0

17.0

37.0

43.0

3.0

Worked on a group study
project

11.0

31.0

21.0

33.0

3.0

17.0

47.0

33.0

3.0

Made a presentation in class 0.0

Question 1b: Involvement Level: Studying and Interaction – Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Never
Seldom
Occasionally
Often
Very Often
(%)
(%)
Studying and Interaction
Level (N= 50 students)
Took detailed notes

0.0

0.0

60.0

30.0

10.0

Participated in class
discussions

0.0

17.0

20.0

46.0

17.0

Worked on a paper or project 0.0

13.0

13.0

57.0

17.0

Tried to explain the material 0.0
to another student or friend

7.0

56.0

30.0

7.0

Made outlines/summaries
0.0
from class notes or readings

10.0

46.0

37.0

7.0

Did additional readings on
topics that were introduced
and discussed in class

0.0

10.0

30.0

53.0

7.0

Worked on a group study
Project

0.0

7.0

26.0

60.0

7.0

10.0

40.0

33.0

17.0

Made a presentation in class 0.0
Question

Response Frequency %

Response Frequency

2. How much difficulty have you had in financing your study?

%

A. No difficulty
B. A little difficulty
C. Some difficulty
D. A great deal of difficulty
E. Extremely difficulty

HKU
13
24
9
3
1

HKU
26.0
48.0
18.0
6.0
2.0

SJTU
25
11
8
4
2

SJTU
60.0
20.0
13.0
7.0
0.0

50

100.0

50

100.0

Total

From the data, a large number of students did not experience difficulty financing their study at
HKU or SJTU. This question assumed that students may be supported by their family household.
Question

Response Frequency

%

Response Frequency

%

3. During the academic year, on average, about how many hours do you spend in a typical 7-day
week on-campus?
HKU
HKU
SJTU
SJTU
A. 1-5 hours
B. 6-10 hours
C. 11-15 hours
D. 16-20 hours
E. More than 20 hours

0
0
2
6
44

0.0
0.0
4.0
8.0
88.0

0
0
0
0
50

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0

Total

50

100.0

50

100.0

Between the two institutions, a large number of Chinese students at HKU and SJTU had spent
more than 20 hours per week on-campus devoted to studying or attending class.
Question 4a: Studying Level: Classroom Experience – The University of Hong Kong
Never
(%)

Seldom

Occasionally

Often

Very Often
(%)

6.0

52.0

42.0

0.0

0.0

11.0

52.0

26.0

11.0

0.0

How often do you imagine that you
have less scholastic ability than
3.0
your classmates?

37.0

60.0

0.0

0.0

Studying level (N= 50 students)
How often do you have trouble
expressing your ideas in an
assignment?
How often do you have trouble
understanding things you hear
in class?

In turning in a term paper, how often 3.0
do you feel you did an excellent job
on it?
Compared with classmates, how often
do you feel you must study more
0.0
than they do to get the same grades?

17.0

43.0

37.0

0.0

63.0

17.0

17.0

3.0

Question 4b: Studying Level: Classroom Experience – Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Never Seldom
Occasionally
Often
Very Often
(%)
(%)
Studying level (N= 50 students)
How often do you have trouble
expressing your ideas in an
assignment?

10.0

50.0

40.0

0.0

0.0

How often do you have trouble
understanding things you hear
in class?

0.0

30.0

40.0

30.0

0.0

How often do you imagine that
you have less scholastic ability
than your classmates?

23.0

37.0

23.0

17.0

0.0

In turning in a term paper, how
Often do you feel you did an
excellent job on it?

0.0

21.0

33.0

46.0

0.0

Compared with classmates, how
often do you feel you must study
more than they do to get the same
grades?

7.0

28.0

20.0

38.0

7.0

Question

Response Frequency

%

Response Frequency

%

5. Based on your experience so far, would you recommend the campus to your friends or
relatives?
A. Definitely not
B. Probably not
C. Maybe
D. Probably would
E. Definitely would
Total

HKU
2
1
4
31
12

HKU
4.0
2.0
8.0
62.0
24.0

SJTU
3
6
13
9
19

50

100.0

50

SJTU
6.0
12.0
26.0
18.0
38.0
100.0

From to the data, students at HKU were twice as more likely to probably recommend their
university campus to friends or relatives compared to students at SJTU.
Results
From the data collected, the BCU ‘2010 Student Satisfaction Survey’ indicated that there were
significant differences among students’ learning and living experience for Chinese students
attending either HKU or SJTU. Two common themes have emerged based on the preliminary
findings: a) college environment (academic, campus, and interpersonal) affects students’ learning
and living experience, and b) students’ learning and living experience affect China’s capacity to
develop world-class research universities.
Firstly, the survey suggested that the college environment variables (academic, campus,
and interpersonal) exert a compelling effect on students’ learning and living experience at both
HKU and SJTU. More specifically, the college campus environments (campus facilities, campus
resources and campus services) showed the largest impact towards students’ learning and living
experience, while the college interpersonal environment (faculty-student relationship) came in
second following with the college academic environment (curriculum, degree program) as the
third most viable impact on college students’ learning and living experience. One dramatic
difference noted from the survey was the student canteen, of which more than 50 percent of
SJTU students were dissatisfied compared to only 17 percent at HKU. In addition, there was a
large difference regarding the usage of career services on-campus, as more than 80 percent of
SJTU students had never used the career services compared to only 40 percent at HKU. This data
may suggest that a majority of SJTU students were either unaware that such a service existed for
them or it was completely inaccessible on-campus.
Despite this result, the usage level of the campus facilities and campus services between
the two research universities were very similar in many ways. One important aspect to note was
how more than 90 percent of SJTU students had lived on-campus at some time during their
academic compared to only 47 percent at HKU. Although more students at SJTU had more
opportunities to live on-campus, the survey suggested that students at HKU were slightly more
active in their residence life compared to students at SJTU. Contrary from the college campus
environments, the data suggested that students at HKU achieved slightly more during their
college experience compared to students at SJTU. A few areas that HKU received higher
percentages were the amount of materials students had learned in class as well as the amount of
preparation a student had devoted for future qualifications after completion of the program. It is
also important to note that SJTU students earned slightly higher percentages on improving job
prospects after their university studies as well as their capacity to perform well at a specific job
or profession within their academic field of study.
Overall, the ‘2011 HKU/SJTU Student Experience Survey’ concluded that students at
STJU were slightly more satisfied with their college campus environment (facilities, services and
resources) than students at HKU. This result may be due to the fact that Shanghai Jiao Tong
University – Minhang Campus had twice the amount of modern facilities and infrastructures
compared to the HKU Main Campus. While there are many other differences among the
environmental patterns for students attending either HKU or SJTU, the survey clearly
demonstrates that Chinese students’ perception of their college environment plays a salient effect

on their overall learning and living experience. In other words, Chinese students’ interaction and
integration with faculty members, administrators, and other college students’ all play important
roles in fostering the highest quality of instruction, curriculum, and student life on-campus.
Conclusion
In essence, Chinese academics, selected executive officials and student affairs administrators
must continue to place heavy emphasis on developing a dynamic college environment and
experience for students studying in either Hong Kong or Mainland China. Chinese research
universities must create a first-class college environment that foster competitiveness, critical
thinking, innovation, and creativity that is both safe and nurturing. Development needs to focus
on improving the quality of education, research, and services if the research universities are to
achieve ‘world-class’ status by the year 2020. By establishing an effective college environment,
aspiring world-class research universities can easily attract more international students and
scholars, produce more creative students, and promote brain gain rather than brain drain within
their research institutions. Further improvement will largely depend on the central and local
government continued investment to fund comprehensive research universities under Project 211
and Project 985 that would best enhance the quality and satisfaction of students’ learning and
living experience in China.
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(Past) Time for a Paradigmatic Shift
In no other time in US education has the professional decision-making of literacy educators been
questioned and manipulated like it is today. Teachers in public schools are under a microscope and any
instructional move that veers off the charted course has the potential to yield not only a harsh
reprimand, but removal from the classroom. Who would ever look at a doctor, lawyer, accountant,
dentist, hair dresser, cosmetologist, or any other credentialed individual through such lens of scrutiny?
They are all professionals; having gone through the required educational training and been deemed
worthy of engaging in their respective areas of expertise. In too many cases, it is those farthest
removed from the classroom that have attempted to strip away any decision-making power from those
who teach and learn alongside children every day.
Teachers, many of whom have taught for decades and many of whom have advanced degrees and
additional certifications, may feel they are treated as though they are incapable of making instructional
choices that support and promote the literacy proficiency of all learners. They may feel that their time
in higher education has been for naught as they are frequently mandated to follow a script aligned with
the political agenda du jour rather than develop their own. Regardless of the nature or level of the
preparedness to teach, with the adoption of the national standards by most states in the US, educators
will be held to the same level of expectations….asked to put square pegs in round holes and see that
every child meets grade level reading targets by the end of a given school year.
It is to make a mockery of the intelligence of educators and children to assume that simply mandating a)
(untested and not yet validated) national standards, b) scripted programs, c) canned materials, d)
limited access to authentic texts (only those with a predetermined level of text complexity are
encouraged), and e) billions of dollars’ worth of training and technology will make a substantive
difference in the numbers of students who will leave high school ready to excel in college. It is the

teachers, not the standards, not the programs, and not the assessments that make the difference. The
pathway to answering the educational call to raise the level of reading proficiency for every child is
through the teacher – one who knows why, what, and how to make instructional decisions that will
optimally meet, support, and grow the literacy needs of each learner. What is most important is
enabling all children to reach their potential as learners; ensuring they stay in and graduate from high
school optimally prepared as literate individuals who can make a positive contribution to society in their
respective places of employment. While it is an admirable goal to desire that every kindergarten
student exits high school college or career ready, in light of the U.S. government's Bureau of Labor
Statistics reports from 2010 which state that only 20 percent of jobs require a bachelor's degree, 26
percent of jobs do not even require a high school diploma, and another 43 percent require only a high
school diploma or equivalent (Roksa & Arum, 2011), what appears to be most important is not for
teachers to be wed to standards, materials, and methods, but to do whatever it takes in their
professional judgment to prepare children to be independent readers, problem solvers, and creative
thinkers.
Once the charge is given, who is taking a closer look to see what is being done to help the children
succeed as proficient readers? Who is taking the pulse on their literate lives? What level of qualification
and how many years of experience as a literacy expert do they possess? Data walls, fluency counts,
DIBELS scores, standardized reading test results, and newspaper articles showcasing school rankings and
plentiful charts of aggregated and disaggregated reading data will not provide the kind of meaningful
information educators need to make daily decisions. Additionally, teaching to the clock, the pacing
guide, the lesson plan, the scope and sequence chart, and the standards when the children are not
engaged is the equivalent of time ill spent. The shortcomings of most every standardized reading
assessment to provide reliable, valid, and useful information, as well as the negative impact of lost
learning time spent on teaching to those assessments, serve neither the children nor their teachers well.

Don’t all children deserve the right to excel? Don’t all children deserve to have a knowledgeable,
empowered literacy educator who is qualified to assess and evaluate their strengths and purposefully
use those strengths as a launch pad for growth in areas of need? Don’t all children deserve to be viewed
as individuals capable of great growth? Don’t all children deserve to find the pleasure associated with
settling in for a great read regardless of whether or not it is in their zone of proximal development?
Don’t all children deserve the very best we can offer?
Too many teachers are being swept along by the current standards and high stakes assessment tsunami
(with all of the state and district implementation implications) without the critical knowledge that there
are more meaningful and effective ways to teach within the parameters of that which is non-negotiable
toward the end of promoting proficient, joyful, lifelong readers. The time for making the paradigmatic
shift is now –from mindless to mindful; from nonsense to sense; from following to leading; from
controlled to empowered. Educators who have deep knowledge about literacy process, assessment,
and best practice, and who have an unwavering dedication to doing what is best for those they instruct,
are in the position to support the success of those under their charge and inform those they teach
alongside.
Thankfully, there are US teachers in every school who understand what is happening in the present
educational climate and know enough and care enough about the children to take a stand and do what
is right and what is best. Their voices are on blogs, list serves, and any number of other social media
platforms. They are willing to speak up against the pedagogy of the absurd in order to rise to the call
they have been given to enable all children to learn. These educators know that every child is a unique
learner and that it is the child, not the teacher, who determines what and how much is learned on any
given day. They know it is their responsibility to set up the necessary conditions to enable all students
to learn to read and that they must provide multiple pathways and likely, additional time or meaningful

extension activities, for optimal learning to occur. They understand that it is both their responsibility
and privilege to learn about each child as a unique individual and generate timely, relevant, and useful
data on a frequent basis so that they can meet children where they are and move them forward toward
the expected literacy goals for any given year. For these educators, the reward will come from knowing
better, doing better, and seeing the growth in the reading lives of their students. Likely, the children’s
achievement as readers and thinkers in these classrooms will be falsely credited with the teacher’s
adherence to the current educational focus and methodology (which, of course, is always a new and
improved version of the former magic bullet), but what is most important is that the children succeed.
Informed educators rarely believe what they read in the news anyway. They understand that what the
data do not reveal and what is not said is often what is most important!
What is it about these literacy teachers who are willing to say no to nonsensical programs, methods, and
materials and stand up for what is best for children on a daily basis? What is it they possess which
differs in observable and measurable ways from the masses? Where does this stubbornly tenacious
determination originate? The answer is simple….at some point, they choose to be open-minded to the
possibility of making a paradigmatic shift. They are willing to take the time, put in the effort, and make
the journey as they delve deeper into decades of research on reading process, practice, and assessment,
seek to understand and question former reductionist instructional practices, materials, and assessment
tools through an informed lens, consider and explore the possibilities inherent in a constructivist reading
workshop environment, and most importantly, do the hard, albeit necessary, work of becoming a
reflective practitioner. This process of shifting does not happen quickly nor does it happen without
significant soul searching and veil lifting, but it does happen…
While possible, it is not advisable for teacher educators to require and expect those they instruct to
participate in something as educationally significant and professionally life-changing as a paradigmatic

shift if they are not willing to take such a grand leap themselves. In fact, it is hypocritical and resting on
the ledge of the pedagogy of the absurd, which is exactly what is being argued against. This teacher
educator is qualified to talk the talk because she walked the walk herself as an elementary classroom
teacher undergoing the transformative process during her own graduate literacy program of study a
decade before assuming a university graduate faculty role.
Time and time again, over the past decade, hundreds of teachers have similar experiences making this
paradigmatic shift. During the course of the metamorphosis, educators are literally awakened and they
respond by making bold literacy moves in their respective classrooms and schools. The transformation
occurs as evolving literacy teaching/learning theories unfold. Indeed, in the beginning, almost
everything learned runs contradictory to current practice – yet remaining open to the possibilities, what
is learned, implemented, and perfected serves to revolutionize classroom climate, teaching, and
learning in remarkable and measurable ways. When literacy educators make the commitment (and
often financial sacrifice) to put in the time and energy to gain the necessary research-based
understanding of reading process and practice, are open minded to the possibility that there may be a
more effective way to enable children to learn to read, and are given permission and encouragement to
follow their intuition to do that which is best for each child, the outcome can be predicted with the
utmost certainty….paradigmatic shift happens!
These teachers quickly rise to the top in their respective schools and gain well-deserved accolades and
recognitions from colleagues, administrators and other professionals. They are granted Teacher of the
Year status, awarded scholarships and grants to enhance instruction in their classrooms and schools,
asked to present at district and state level conferences, bestowed with honors and acknowledgements
of every kind, hired to teach at the university level, and looked to as experts in their field as reading
teachers who are making a difference.

Data generated during an ongoing longitudinal study (Linville) suggests that this transformation is not an
occasional happening or wishful thinking; rather, it is one that most assuredly will continue time and
time again. Such a bold claim is made on the basis of plentiful data (both quantitative and qualitative)
that have been collected on hundreds of educators across the past decade. As candidates enter the
graduate elementary education program, they are asked to complete the Theoretical Orientation to
Reading Profile (DeFord, 1985) which provides a glimpse into currently held beliefs about reading
process and practice. Throughout the program of study, course projects, exams, and a supervised
literacy practicum, numerous opportunities are available for documentation of the candidates’ shifting
paradigmatic stance. Upon exiting the program (typically over the span of two years or more),
candidates are asked to complete the survey again.
The results are clear – when teachers are exposed to the research, have time to process, understand,
articulate their beliefs about literacy teaching and learning across many and varied assignments (and
genuinely believe that it is their responsibility to enable all children to become proficient, joyful, lifelong
readers), they are not only informed, but empowered, literacy educators! What is also clear is that
teachers who take only one or two literacy courses (even if the content is comparable to the program
completers who take all of the literacy courses and participate in a supervised literacy practicum), or
who are plagued with paradigm paralysis (unwilling to consider a model that differs from what they
currently know) do not have the same level of knowledge or the same degree of liberation and
dedication to go against the grain. Unfortunately, educators who are not immersed in the research,
dialogue, and supervised practice are prone to align with the masses….even if they know at some level
what they are doing is not what is best to enhance the literate lives of those they teach. They simply do
not have the same level of boldness and conviction to drive their decision-making, and as a result, too
often ask their readers to participate in a steady diet of nonsense and potentially harmful literacy
practices.

Likely, the political winds will continue to determine the degree of ease or difficulty teachers will have
putting into practice what over a century of research purports is best practice. The magic bullet to
address low levels of reading proficiency for far too many students in the US will never be discovered in
standards, packaged materials, or machine administered tests – regardless of how many billions of
dollars are spent. The solution for what ails is a knowledgeable, committed, and empowered reading
teacher in every classroom. It is truly as simple and as complex as that.
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Indicators 2

Abstract
This study was implemented to determine why some students succeed in their first calculus
course after completing an early enrollment program. Thirty-nine high school students enrolled
in a year-long sequence of two university mathematics courses were followed through their first
year, on-campus calculus course. Course grades, interviews, and surveys were used to determine
what factors influenced student success. Preliminary results from interviews and surveys show
that having a good understanding of trigonometry and having prior-work in calculus as very
important. In addition, due to placement changes, all students entering Calculus I via prerequisite
courses may benefit by taking a year-long or extended version of the course.
KEYWORDS: calculus, early enrollment, first year courses, mathematics
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Indicators for Success in First Year Calculus
The WvEB Mathematics Project has become a successful, collaborative program offering
college-level courses to high school students. The courses are offered in a blended learning
environment where work is completed both on-line and face-to-face. Information about the
development of the project can be found in earlier publications. (Pyzdrowski & Pyzdrowski,
2002, 2003 and Pyzdrowski, Mays, Butler, Walker & Pyzdrowski, 2009). Since Fall 2000,
approximately 4,000 high school students have completed WvEB Algebra and since Spring 2003,
approximately 2,000 high school students have completed WvEB Trigonometry, a follow-up
course. From the first offering of WvEB Algebra, course grades of the high school students
indicate that early enrollment students seemingly outperform their on-campus peers. Typically
the DFW rate for a WvEB course is less than 10%. The DFW rate is the percentage of students
withdrawing or earning grades of "D" or "F" in a course. A matched pair study performed in
2004 compared several factors of on- and off-campus students in College Algebra. Results
indicate that both early enrollment and on-campus groups show a significant gain in score on the
math ACT test when used as a pre- and posttest with no difference in gain found between groups
(Pyzdrowski, Butler, Walker, Pyzdrowski, & Mays, 2011).
The goal of any dual credit course should be that students who successfully complete it
are at least as well prepared for the next course as those who have taken it at the college from
which the credit is given (Bressoud, 2007). Flow through data show that early enrollment WvEB
students perform as well as on-campus peers in subsequent courses, and questionnaire responses
indicate that early enrollment WvEB students show increased interest in majoring in STEM
fields (Pyzdrowski et al., 2011).
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Trend data suggest that students from the early enrollment project perform remarkably
better, with respect to DFW rates, in on-campus entry courses such as Liberal Arts Mathematics,
Statistics and a 3-credit Business Calculus course. Historically, completers of the early
enrollment WvEB Algebra and WvEB Trigonometry courses perform about the same as other
students enrolled in a first, 4-credit, on-campus Calculus I course. Table 1 shows DFW rates for
students enrolled in Calculus I at our institution. Rates are given for two groups, former WvEB
students and all students enrolled in the fall offering of the 4-credit course. There are typically
about 725 students enrolled in Calculus I in any given fall semester. These flow through results
show that WvEB students seem to have a success rate nearly the same as all students in the
course for Calculus I, a four-credit calculus course. It should be cautioned that in this
comparison, the number of students followed through is low and that in most cases the difference
in percentage for the WvEB columns can be changed by adjusting the performance of only a few
students. Also, there are two different versions of Calculus I at our institution (Engineering
versus non-Engineering), and difference in these versions will be explored in future work. In
general, entry-level calculus courses at our institution have a high DFW rate. In recent years, our
University has implemented changes with respect to content, teaching methodology, and
assessments in entry-level calculus courses. Additionally, in 2008 the placement exam used for
Calculus I was changed and in 2010 the section of the placement exam used for entry into
Calculus I was modified.
In an April 2008 meeting, Dr. David Bressoud, then president-elect of the Mathematics
Association of America challenged, "We need more current and comprehensive data about what
happens to students as they cross the divide from high school to college." This call, combined
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with observations in trend data that WvEB early enrollment students might be experiencing more
difficulties in their first on-campus calculus course than normal were motivators for this study.
Table 1
DFW rates for students in Calculus I courses

Semester

DFW rate
WvEB students

DFW rate
all Students

F05

44.4% = (12/27)

47.7%

F06

62.9% = (17/27)

57%

F07

31.25% = (5/16)

55.3%

F08

40.9% = (9/22)

35.5%

F09

27% = (8/30)

35%

F10

46% = (18/39)

35%

F11

50% = (16/32)

37%

Review of Literature
Ma (2001) found that taking more advanced-level mathematics courses in high school
affects subsequent achievement. In particular she found that both high and low achieving
students can benefit from taking more advanced math courses in 11th and 12th grade and that
Trigonometry was the most significant course-work indicator for students’ achievement on a 60item test, even more so than calculus and analytic geometry. However, Morris (2006) found that
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students who place into college-level mathematics courses based on scores are more likely to
pass than those who completed a prerequisite course. Burton (1989) surveyed 741 first-semester
calculus students and found that the group most at risk for not passing calculus had no previous
calculus experience and could not pass a calculus pre-test on algebra and trigonometry.
However, even students who passed the algebra-trigonometry pretest with minimal or poor prior
calculus experiences still had disappointing performance.
A study was conducted in our Calculus I course to identify student indicators that lead to
successful completion (grade of "A", "B", or "C"), difficult content/topics that impede success,
and suggestions for ways to improve student performance in calculus. (Pyzdrowski, Sun, Curtis,
Miller, Wynn & Hensel, in press). A 40-item Attitude Toward Mathematics Inventory (ATMI)
developed by Tapia (1996) was used to measure freshmen students' attitudes toward mathematics
in the study. Tapia and Marsh (2004) indicated the four sub-constructs of the ATMI - selfconfidence, value, enjoyment, and motivation - were all highly reliable. The quantitative
analyses showed that high school grade point average and the Calculus Readiness Assessment
had positive significant correlations with course performance. The strongest positive correlation
was between attitude (ATMI overall and confidence subscale) and course performance.
Qualitative analysis of interviews conducted in the study reveal that students and
instructors feel that trigonometry and basic algebra are important prerequisite for success in
calculus with instructors adding in knowledge of geometry. While students agreed that positive
attitudes contributed to success and that a lack of confidence caused difficulties, it is interesting
that instructors cautioned against having too much confidence. Students in the study suggested
limits, related rates, and logarithms as difficult topics. Although the instructors did not mention
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limits, they did identify exponential functions, related rates, implicit differentiation,
trigonometry, and word problems as content that was difficult for students.
Of the six students interviewed in the former study, three were repeating the course. All
three of those students mentioned poor instruction as the reason for not succeeding. They felt
their instructors could not communicate concepts clearly. Students described a "hit or miss"
situation of getting a "good" instructor. Karp (1991) found that students performed better when
they were motivated intrinsically. It was conjectured that students connecting their failure
primarily to an instructor were focusing on an extrinsic factor.
The literature leads us to believe that high school grade point average, advanced coursework in high school mathematics, placement, and prior experience with calculus concepts were
factors that could influence student success in entry level calculus. Self-confidence, value,
enjoyment, and motivation were other factors to explore. While the completed study will use a
mixed-methods approach to provide further insights, analysis of interviews and a follow-up
survey are presented in this document. The research question explored in this document is: What
are student indicators that lead to successful completion of calculus (grade of "A", "B", or "C")
for students enrolled in an early enrollment sequence of Algebra and Trigonometry courses? The
results will provide implications for teaching, project redesign and suggestions for ways to
improve student performance in calculus.
Method
In order to better understand the challenges that face first-semester calculus students
entering from the early enrollment program, we collected quantitative algebra, trigonometry and
calculus course data. We then conducted interviews with students who experienced varying
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levels of success in a first-semester calculus course in order to contextualize and expand upon
our quantitative findings. We wanted to better understand at a deeper level the attitudes of
students as they relate to success in calculus. We then collected follow-up survey data from the
students in order to capture a more global perspective of the attitudes of the students in the study.
Participants
Quantitative data were collected from 39 students (56% male) enrolled in Calculus 1
during the Fall 2010 semester at a northeastern university in the United States. The students all
participated in the WvEB Mathematics early enrollment project as high school seniors and upon
entry into the project had at least a 3.0 high school grade point average (GPA) and had earned a
C or better in Algebra I, II and Geometry. As high school seniors, they completed WvEB
Algebra (college algebra) and WvEB Trig (college trigonometry) with the grade of a C or better
in the 2009 -10 academic year. Four students who were enrolled in Calculus I, in the Fall 2010
semester were randomly chosen to represent diversity in course performance: one student from
each of four grade bands as follows: (a)A+ or A, (b) B+, B, C+, or C, ©) D+, D, or F, and (d)
Withdrawal before final grade awarded. The four students (3 male, 1 female) agreed to be
interviewed early in the Spring 2011 semester; one received an A, one a C, one an F, and one
withdrew before the end of the semester. In the Spring 2012 semester, 37 of the students were
asked to complete an anonymous, online, follow-up survey. Two of the original 39 no longer
attended the University. Of the 37 students, seven completed the survey.
Survey
The project coordinator and researchers used interview analyses and a review of the
literature review to design a 9-item survey. The survey was given online and was anonymous. In
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addition to collecting some basic background information, questions explored students’ feelings
about their prerequisite content knowledge, self-confidence with respect to doing mathematics,
enjoyment of doing mathematics, and feelings of relevance of mathematics. There was also an
opportunity for students to discuss the instruction and organization associated with the calculus
course. One question asked students if the instructor or student has more impact on the
successful completion of Calculus.
Procedure
All students in the study completed the four-credit Calculus I course in the Fall 2010
semester. Student interviews were conducted during the Spring 2011 semester so that students
could reflect on their performance after completing (or withdrawing from) the course. The
purpose of the interviews was to contextualize and expand on quantitative performance and
attitude data, ideally leading to a deeper understanding of students' attitudes, successes, and
challenges in calculus.
The student interviews were open-ended, semi-structured and audio taped with questions
that focused on attitude and success in calculus. Examples of questions that students were asked
include: 1) Do you feel that you were appropriately placed to enroll in Calculus I? Why or why
not? and 2) What indicators led you to believe that you were ready for the course? There was a
single interviewer for all four students.
Following verbatim transcription of all audio recordings, a coder independently analyzed
student transcripts, searching for key words and phrases using in vivo open coding techniques
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990) to identify themes that emerged for the group. Following initial coding
of student data, collaborating researchers analyzed transcripts and compared their analysis to the
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initial coder's work. Any discrepancies were resolved by discussing and re-evaluating transcript
data until a consensus was reached. Finally, the coder applied axial coding (Strauss & Corbin,
1990) to analyze the categories that emerged.
In the Spring 2012 semester, students were asked to complete an anonymous, online,
follow-up survey. The results from most survey questions were quantifiable, and in the case of
open-ended questions, an analysis was performed using techniques similar to those applied
during the interview analysis.
Results
Student Interviews
Student interview data provided richer context and student voices to supplement
quantitative performance. Four students were interviewed. Student 1 was majoring in Biology
planning to enter Dental School. In addition to taking both WvEB courses, Student 1 took AP
Calculus but did not pass the AP exam. Student 1 completed non-Engineering Calculus I with
the grade of an "A". Student 2 completed Engineering Calculus I with an "F" and was majoring
in Engineering. Student 2 did not take calculus in high school. Student 3 completed nonEngineering Calculus I with a C and planned to attend medical school. Student 3 did not take
calculus in high school. Student 4 took calculus in high school and withdrew from Engineering
Calculus I. Student 4 changed from a major in Engineering to a major in Accounting due to not
liking Engineering.
Four themes related to success in calculus were identified during the analysis of student
interviews. Those themes were Prior Course Work, Experience with Calculus, Getting Help and
Pace of the Course, and Instructors.
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Prior course work. All of the students felt that the success experienced in prior course
work in WvEB Algebra and WvEB Trigonometry was an indicator that they would have success
in Calculus I. However, after completing the course, only three of the four students felt that the
courses actually prepared them. In particular, one student felt that there was "too much of a
jump" between the WvEB Algebra and Trigonometry courses and that the year-long version of
Calculus I would have been a better option. This particular student was "flagged" for a
deficiency in trigonometry and algebra on a placement assessment. Two of the students felt that
the WvEB Trigonometry course was helpful in preparing for success in Calculus and
recommended that high school students take trigonometry while in high school. One student said
the WvEB Algebra course was a good preparation for a course in Chemistry.
Experience with calculus. Two of the four students had taken calculus in high school.
One of those students was enrolled in AP Calculus, but did not pass the AP test. Both students
felt that taking Calculus in high school was an indicator that they would do well in Calculus I.
However, the student who took AP calculus felt that just having the WvEB Algebra and WvEB
Trigonometry courses would have been enough to allow for success in Calculus I. It is
interesting that the student who failed the course said that most students in Engineering-Calculus
had already taken calculus in high school. Both students who had not taken calculus in high
school recommended that students take it before Calculus I.
Getting help and pace of the course. Both students in the non-Engineering Calculus I
course said that they often went to the office hours provided by the instructor. In addition, three
of the students mentioned that some type of tutoring would be beneficial to students enrolled in
Calculus I. The student who failed the course was simultaneously enrolled in a recommended
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one-credit study skills course provided by the Engineering Department. Three of the students
mentioned the fast pace of Calculus I. One student recommended that students not get behind in
doing homework and to go to see the teacher if help is needed.
Instructors. Three of the four students said that they had helpful instructors. Both
students in the non-Engineering Calculus I course attributed some of their success to attending
the office hours provided by the instructor. The student who failed said that the instructor did not
have English as a first language and that it was difficult to understand what was being said in
class.
In addition to these four themes, other interesting information related to the WvEB
courses was communicated by the students. The two students who successfully completed the
course mentioned that all components from those classes (online quizzes, laboratories,
homework from the book, lectures, and readings from the book) provided help with learning
mathematics. When asked which component was most helpful, Student 1 eventually chose the
laboratories because "They expanded on what you knew and looked at things in a different way...
They helped see how to apply stuff." Student 2 liked group assignments because they allowed for
application and promoted solving difficult problems over multiple days. Student 3 liked the
online quizzes because they helped prepare for the exams. Student 4 chose reading because "...
everything centered on the book."
When asked how the WvEB courses prepared students for Calculus I or Freshman Year,
Student 1said that the courses provided a nice transition and that they provided confidence by
knowing that two mathematics classes were already passed. Two students spoke of the benefit of
beginning the first year with mathematics credit. Interestingly, one student did not feel the
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experience gave a true idea of what college was like, while two others other did.
Survey Results
Seven students completed the survey. Four of the students indicated that they had
enrolled in the Engineering version of Calculus I. Only two of the students responded to the
questions about their prerequisite content knowledge, self-confidence with respect to doing
mathematics, enjoyment of doing mathematics, and the relevance of mathematics. Of the two
students, only one felt a lack of confidence in mathematics. The same student did not enjoy
calculus and did not find the content personally relevant. Five of the seven students had prior
experience with a calculus course in high school and four of the seven students felt that the
instructor had more impact than the student on the successful completion of Calculus I. Students
who further explained the selection of instructor having more impact indicated that their
instructor did not explain concepts well, did not cover the material needed on the exams for a
coordinated course and had a language barrier, and did not seem to care enough to go over
material if the majority of the class did not understand something. One student, identified as a
student in an honors section of non-Engineering Calculus I, felt well-prepared for the course
with respect to Algebra and Trigonometry background.
Discussion
The research question explored in this document is: What are student indicators that lead
to successful completion of calculus (grade of "A", "B", or "C") for students enrolled in an early
enrollment sequence of Algebra and Trigonometry courses? The literature leads us to believe
that high school grade point average, advanced course-work in high school mathematics,
placement, and prior experience with calculus concepts are factors that could influence student
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success in entry level calculus. In addition, the factors of self-confidence, value, enjoyment, and
motivation were explored.
Students in the WvEB project must have at least a 3.0 overall high school GPA and a C
or better in Algebra I, Algebra II and Geometry at the time of enrollment. Thus, students in the
project have relatively good grades. WvEB students take College Algebra and College
Trigonometry courses, and while these courses are not among the traditional AP courses
offerings, they are considered advanced high school mathematics courses. Ma (2001) found that
taking more advanced level mathematics courses in high school affects subsequent achievement
and that Trigonometry was the most significant course-work indicator for student achievement,
even more so than calculus and analytic geometry. Furthermore, when interviewed, students
recommended taking a trigonometry course while in high school. It seems likely that students
coming from the WvEB courses should do well in their subsequent mathematics courses.
However, the impetus for this study was that trend data indicated that early enrollment WvEB
students might be experiencing higher- than-normal difficulties in their first on-campus Calculus
I course than in the past, even with a solid GPA and advanced course work in Algebra and
Trigonometry. Therefore, other factors needed to be considered.
All interviewed students said that they felt appropriately placed into Calculus I based on
the success experienced in prior course work in the WvEB courses. However, after completing
the course, only three of the four students felt that the courses actually prepared them. One
student felt that there was "too much of a jump" between the WvEB Algebra and Trigonometry
courses and Calculus I. Burton (1989) found that the group most at risk for not passing calculus
had no previous calculus experience and could not pass a calculus pre-test on algebra and
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trigonometry. However, even students who passed the algebra-trigonometry pretest with minimal
or poor prior calculus experiences still had disappointing performances. Two of the four students
who were interviewed and five of the seven students completing the survey had prior work in
calculus. Although one interviewed student felt that just having the WvEB Algebra and WvEB
Trigonometry courses would have been enough to allow for success in Calculus I, both
interviewed students who had not taken calculus in high school recommended that students take
it in high school before attempting Calculus I as an entry-level college course.
Only two of the seven responding students answered questions on the survey with respect
to feelings about their prerequisite content knowledge, self-confidence with respect to doing
mathematics, enjoyment of doing mathematics, and feelings of relevance of mathematics. So it is
not possible to use the survey to determine how students’ attitudes may correlate with student
success in this study. However, one survey question asked students if they felt that the instructor
or the student has more impact on the successful completion of Calculus I. Four of the seven
students felt that the instructor had more impact on the successful completion of Calculus I.
Students making this selection were dissatisfied if an instructor "got behind" in a coordinated
course, could not be understood (had a language barrier), or did not seem to care. It is
recommended that this agency factor ("who has more impact on learning, instructor or student?")
be explored in more detail. It is not clear whether students are not taking the responsibility for
their learning, or whether there are instructor issues that need to be addressed. If it is the case
that students need to take on more responsibility, in addition to encouraging them to go to office
hours, attend class, and keep up with homework, perhaps motivating the acquisition of
metacognitive habits should be considered.
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The goal of any dual credit course should be that students who successfully complete it
are at least as well prepared for the next course as those who have taken it at the college from
which the credit is given (Bressoud, 2007). Interestingly, Morris (2006) found that students who
place into college-level mathematics courses based on scores are more likely to pass than those
who completed a prerequisite course. WvEB students’ success in Calculus I should be compared
with the success of students entering Calculus I via the on-campus College Algebra and College
Trigonometry courses. Additionally, future studies should explore whether the change in
placement into Calculus I has created a "success gap" between students placed via a test and
those placed using prerequisite courses, as well as whether the year-long version of Calculus I is
a better course for all students entering based on prerequisite course work.
Conclusion
It is the intent that findings in this study be used to improve student performance in
Calculus I either directly or indirectly. Interviewed students said that having a good
understanding of trigonometry was very important for success in Calculus I as was having prior
experience in calculus. Because the WvEB students are taking trigonometry as a part of their
course sequence, more effort will be given to encouraging students to enroll in the newly created
WvEB Calculus courses. Also, it will be explored on how best to promote the development of
students’ metacognitive habits in the WvEB courses. It is important for the success of WvEB
students in Calculus I to be compared with the success of students entering Calculus I via the oncampus College Algebra and College Trigonometry courses. On-Campus placement changes
may have created a "success gap" between the students placed via a test and those placed using
prerequisite courses. Adjustments may need to be made in all College Algebra and Trigonometry
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sections, both on- and off-campus. In addition, it is possible that the year-long version of
Calculus I is a better course for all students entering based on prerequisite course work.
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A Study of School Principal Selection System in Taiwan

Abstract
School principals in Taiwan were directly assigned by the local government in the
past. Those principals who were assigned would remain in the principal position until
retirement. After the Compulsory Education Law had been modified in 1999, a new
school principal selection system was proposed. The selection system sought to help the
school principals compete with each other in a positive way and to change the
phenomenon of “permanent principals.” However, many critiques were made toward the
school principal selection system during the past decade. Hence, the objectives of the
study were to review advantages and disadvantages of the current school principal
selection system, and then to provide possible alternatives for the modification of the
system. Focus group interview was conducted to collect opinions from seven experts.
The study first reviewed the history and meanings of school principal selection
system. Then it described school principal selection system in the United States, the Great
Britain, and Japan. It also discussed current status of school principal selection system in
Taiwan. After analyzing data from the focus group interview, the results were concluded
as the following:
a. the function of the current school principal selection was not shown clearly.
b. the regulations of the service term of the school principal could not match the real
needs of the schools.
c. the penalty of incompetent and low performing school principals was not
serious enough.
d. the regulations of a school principal who would like to return to the teacher
position were not executed correctly.
e. the ratio of the principals who were on the waiting list was not suitable.
f. the principal selection committee was criticized to be not fair enough.
Finally, the paper proposed possible alternatives and suggestions for the references
of possible modification of relevant policy and school principal selection system in
Taiwan.

Introduction
The school principal is the head for a school. Thus, how the school principal is
selected has decided the quality of the principal and the school effectiveness. School
leadership has been identified as one of the most important key factors of an effective
school (Chang, 1998).
School principals in Taiwan were assigned by the local government directly in the
past. Those principals who were assigned would remain in the principal position until
retirement. After the Compulsory Education Law had been modified in 1999, a new
school principal selection system was proposed. However, many critiques were made
toward the school principal selection system during the past decade. For example, the
phenomenon of “permanent principal” was not changed. Many unqualified principals
might use the way of “school rotation” to keep being school principals. Also, the recent
scandal of “school lunch” in Taiwan had made the principal’s image worse. It also
showed that there might be weakness of the current system of principals’ training,
selection, and evaluation.
Hence, the objectives of the study were to review advantages and disadvantages of
the current school principal selection system, and then to provide possible alternatives for
the modification of the system. Focus group interview was conducted to collect opinions
from seven experts.

The History of the School Principal Selection System in Taiwan
The Compulsory Education Law was first launched in 1979 in Taiwan. It regulated
that the elementary and junior high school principals were selected and assigned by the
local government. There were no regulations or penalties for incompetent school
principals. The phenomenon of “permanent principals” was thus appeared. Once a
principal had been selected and assigned to the schools, he or she could remain a
principal until his or her retirement. It was a more bureaucratic way of administration.
The higher competent authority had the most power on everything. It had the power on
supervising the schools. The management went from top to down. It emphasized on the
absolute compliance.
The University Act was revised in 1994. The university president must be selected

according to the revised University Act. This had enhanced the change of principal
selection system in the elementary and junior high schools.
The Committee of Education Reform in the Executive Yuan had made some
suggestions under the theme of “deregulation of education” in 1996. The committee
proposed that,
“A principal should be a head teacher and also an administrator. He or she should
emphasize on teaching. Any non-teaching work should be reduced. A principal should
have knowledge of educational philosophy and modern school management. The
principal’s each service term is four years and he or she can remain in the same school for
the next term. A principal should be selected through a selection committee. A principal
selection committee should be formed. The committee should select a proper candidate
and report to the higher competent authority to hire the selected one. It should invite
people from educational administration, community, scholars, and teachers to form the
regulations of school principal selection. (The Committee of Education Reform of the
Executive Yuan, 1996)”
A few years later, the Legislative Yuan modified the Compulsory Education Law in
1999. According to the new law, the elementary school and junior high school principals
were not assigned by the government directly. Instead, the local government had to invite
parents, teachers, scholars, administrators to form a selection committee. Also, the
principal could serve two service terms in the same school. The new principal system
selected the candidate from people who had the qualifications. Thus, there were three
main points of the reform of the principal selection system. First, a principal should be
selected by a selection committee. He or she was no longer assigned to the position by the
government directly. Second, those who were not selected again as principals could
return to the teaching position. Third, there was a clear regulation on the principal’s
service term. One service term is four years. He or she could only serve in the same
school for two continuous terms. Once a principal finished one service term, he or she
could participate in the principal’s selection in other schools (Ren, 2005).

School Principal Selection System in the United States, Great Britain, and Japan
The principal selection system in Taiwan was influenced by the systems of other
advanced countries since 1980. Thus, the section would discuss principal selection
systems in the United States, the Great Britain, and Japan.
The Principal Selection System in the United States
The system of educational administration in the United States is decentralized. It is
divided into three levels, the federal level, the state level, and the local level. The Tenth
Amendment to the US Constitution states the Constitution's principle of federalism by
providing that powers not granted to the federal government nor prohibited to the States
by the Constitution are reserved to the States or the people. As a result, the highest power
of education belongs to the states. And the states usually grant the power to the local
governments. For school principal selection, local government usually does not have to
report to the state government (Hsieh, 1995; Tzeng, 2002).
The state has the State Department of Education and Board of Education of the State.
Most education affairs are managed by the State Department of Education. Its main
responsibilities include supervision and coordination of the school district affairs. So,
there are school districts under the states. The Board of Education and Bureau of
Education are in charge of the educational affairs of the school districts. The Board of
Education has the power on decision-making, supervision, and approval for reference.
And the Bureau of Education has the power on execution and suggestion. The Bureau of
Education is responsible for the selection of school principals. However, the final
decision will be made by the Board of Education (Chen, 2009).
Once a school needs a principal, the school district and the school will hold a
principal’s selection. They will select an appropriate candidate according to the needs of
the specific school and the standards of the state. Basically, each state has its own system
of principal selection and its own regulations. And different school districts in the same
state may have different requirements of the school principals. Of course, there are some
basic requirements across the states. For example, the degree holds, experiences, teaching
certificate or principal’s license are the basic requirements of the school principal (Lin,
2000).

In conclusion, those who want to be school principals in the United States need to fit
the following requirements:
1. He or she needs to have a masters degree or higher.
2. He or she must have at least two years of teaching experience and have the
teacher’s license.
3. Each state has its specific requirements on the school principal’s knowledge and
skills.
Once a person is elected by the principal selection committee, he or she can be the
formal school principal of the elementary and middle school.

The Principal Selection System in the Great Britain
The educational system in the Great Britain is also decentralized. The principal
selection under different places has different characteristics. It is largely identical but with
minor differences. Each place has its own school governing body. The members of the
governing body include school teachers, parents, and representatives of the Local
Authority. The school governing body can assign the school principal (head teacher).
Both the governing body and the school principal will sign a contract. The contract
contains rights and duties of each party (Wang, 1999). The principal election committee is
formed by two groups of people. One group contains committee members of Local
Authority. Another group contains members of the school monitoring committee. When
selecting the school principals, the school monitoring committee first publishes the job
opening information on the newspaper. Then the committee forms an interview
committee to be in charge of the whole work. The representatives of the parents and the
community members also participate in the principal selection process (Li, 2000). As for
standards of selecting a school principal, the British schools emphasize on management
skills, basic knowledge, teaching skills, interpersonal skills, and former experiences (Chu,
2006).
For those who are interested in being school principals in the Great Britain, he or she
should first pass the evaluation of the Teacher Training Agency (TTA). The participants
first apply for the evaluation. After passing the primary selection, the participants will be
evaluated. The evaluation contains two parts. The first part is evaluation of leadership

skills. The second part is about professional training and development (Wu, 2004). Four
main areas are evaluated. The first one is professional knowledge, training, and
development of the headship in the Great Britain. The second one is the evaluation
process of the leadership skills. The third one is the process of training and development.
The fourth one is final evaluation (Lin, 2000). After the evaluation, the TTA gives each
participant an individual action plan. The plan lists each participant’s professional needs
and development. And the TTA gives those who are qualified as school principals the
certificate of National Professional Qualification for Headship (NPQH)(Wang, 1999).
Candidates who hold the certificates can participate in the selection of school principals.
The British government proposed a white paper of “Excellence in Schools” in 1997.
It covered the development plan in the later five years. That meant that the school
principals in the British were required to have the professional principal certification in
2002. Also, the present school principals must participate in the in-service training and
principal evaluation (Chang, 1999).
In summary, the principal selection process in the Great Britain includes several
parts. First, the participants are required to have the NPQH. Second, the participants are
evaluated and make plans for professional needs and development. Third, the candidates
participate in the principal selection held by the local Bureau of Education. Fourth, the
candidates become formal school principals after selected by the selection committee.

The Principal Selection System in Japan
The principal selection system is different from the United States and the Great
Britain. The Japan system emphasizes more on experiences. There is no specific
requirement of the academic background. The Specific Law of Educational Civil Servant
in Japan regulates the condition and promotion of the school principals. The power of
assigning a school principal belongs to local Bureau of Education. Local Board of
Education established relevant rules of school principal examination and selection. Since
Japan focuses on school principals experiences, regulations of principal selection in each
place are different. For example, some places require that the candidates must be in the
age of 40 to 50. Some places require that the candidates must have at least ten years of
teaching experiences. Or the candidates must have at least 20 years of teaching

experiences and at least two to three years of administrational experiences. And
candidates in some places must be recommended by the higher officers or must be the
teachers in the highest level (Yang, 1999).
As for school principal selection process in Japan, it contains the review of
qualification, paper and oral examinations. It is similar to the older system in Taiwan. The
school principal selection system in Japan mainly has five parts (Hsieh, 2001; Chu,
2006)):
1. Process. The process of selection includes announcement, review of the
qualification, paper and oral examination, publishing the results, and making the lists for
assignment. The candidates should fill out their aspirations in advance when they apply.
2. Method. The method used to select the school principal contains three ways. They
are review of qualification, paper examination, and oral examination. The special part is
that the candidates must have the recommendation letter from their higher officers or
have the approval by the administrative officers.
3. Content of examination. The content of examination includes practical questions
such as the curriculum development and handbook of teaching. It requires the constant
concern toward educational problems in the real world and requires the real
administrative experiences to answer the questions.
4. Results. The results are not always made to the public. The results are sent to the
participants individually in some places. In other places, the results are made to the
public.
5. Waiting for the assignment. Most candidates who are selected are listed and
waiting for the job assignment. The waiting time for the assignment is not the same in
every place. In some places, the candidate can be assigned until their retirement. In some
places, the waiting time is only one year. If the candidate is not assigned in one year, he
or she must apply and participate in the examination again.
The Council of Central Educational Review and Evaluation had published a final
report on decentralization in September 21th, 1998. It proposed that candidates of the
school principals could be from fields other than education. It emphasized more on the
leadership of school principals to create schools with distinguishing features. It also
supported candidates with different backgrounds other than teachers. One could become a

school principal as long as he or she had worked in the field of education for more than
ten years or had similar experiences.
Since the administrative system in Japan is centralized. The elementary and middle
school education are in charge of each local Board of Education. The Board of Education
is basically responsible for the assignment of school principals (Hsieh, 2004).
Comparing with the school principal selection system of the three countries, it is
found that the local government educational organization is responsible for the
assignment of school principals in Japan. The same affairs in the United States or the
Great Britain belong to the School Board or Local Authorities. Also, the United States
and the Great Britain both require the school principals to participate in professional
growth. For those who want to be school principals, they should get the principal
certificate first and then participate in the principal selection process. The selection
system in Japan focuses more on experiences. Anyone who has relevant experiences for
more than ten years may have the qualification of school principals. As a result, one can
know that only the promotion of principals’ professional knowledge, the usage of
principal evaluation, the continuously participation of professional development can
make the principal selection system to be much more comprehensive and fair.

The Current Status of School Principal Selection System in Taiwan
The responsibility of school principal selection in Taiwan belongs to the local
government. Different local government has different names for the principal selection
process. But the actual process is similar. The following is the current status of school
principal selection process in Taiwan.
1. The selection committee: When conducting the school principal selection, each
local government needs to form a selection committee. The number of the member, where
they are from, and how they operate is under the regulation of Compulsory Education
Law. Except that the number of the representative of parents is not less than 1/5 of the
total number of the committee member, and the higher competent authority is in charge of
all other rules under the Compulsory Education Law.
2. The qualification of the candidate: According to the Compulsory Education Law,
the candidates have to have the certificate of passing the principal’s examination and

training courses. Or the candidates have served as school principals in the past or they are
the current school principals who have just finished their service term.
3. The process of principal selection: Reviewing paper qualifications is the main part
of principal selection in most of the places. Other ways include interviewing the
candidates, visiting the schools, and inviting the candidates to the meeting of the
committee and let the candidate explain the questions the committee members might
have.
4. The standards of the principal selection: Most of the local governments do not
have the expressly stipulation in written. A few local governments consider the
effectiveness of principal’s leadership, and the needs and development of the schools.
5. The meeting and decision-making of the selection committee: Some places rule
that at least 2/3 or 1/2 of the member have to attend the meeting of the selection
committee. When making the final decision, most places rule that at least 1/2 of the
member should attend the meeting.
6. The number of the final candidate: In terms of the number of the final candidate,
some places select one to three candidates for each school that needs a new principal.
Then the mayor of the local government makes the final decision. Or the selection
committee selects one final candidate directly and reports to the local government. The
local government needs not make the final decision.
7. The solution to those who are not selected as school principals: According to the
Compulsory Education Law, in-service principal who also have the teaching certificate
can return the teaching position if he or she is not selected as a principal again. If one
does not have the teaching certificate, he or she can choose to retire or change his or her
career.
8. When a school has a job opening of the principal but no one applies or no
qualified candidate is selected, the local government will recommend the candidate and
assign candidate to the open position.

Method
The study adopted focus group interview as the approach to gather opinions from
seven experts. Since the researchers hoped to collect data from people with different

background and positions, the group consisted of professors of education, officers from
the Ministry of Education, and researchers of the Legislative Yuan. The focus group
interview was conducted in Taipei in December, 2010. It lasted for 3 hours. The
researchers gathered interview data about the experts’ opinions on issues related to school
principal selection system in Taiwan, such as the advantages, disadvantages, and
problems of the current system and current Compulsory Education Law. Also, document
analysis was used to compare information with the focus group interview data. After all
the data was collected, the study used qualitative approach to analyze the data. Several
themes were revealed on the section of the results.

Results
The main philosophy of current school principal selection was to selection excellent
principals for every school through an open system. However, there are still many
critiques on the selection system. Thus, the researchers had invited seven experts to
provide their opinions toward this issue through a focus group interview. The results were
as the following.
The function of the current school principal selection was not shown clearly
The Compulsory Education Law had regulated that,
“The elementary and junior high schools have the position of school principal. He
or she manages the school. One service term is four year. The service term in
aboriginal areas, mountain and rural areas, and island areas can be decided by the
local government. A principal can be selected again in the same school once. Once
the principal finishes the service term, he or she can return to the teaching position.
If one principal is turning 65 one year after he or she finishes the service term, the
principal can apply to extend the position for another one year until he or she
retires.”
According to the focus group interview, experts had doubted that, “why could the
principal apply to extend the service term for another one year? Why not applied for
another two years? Was the regulation beneficial for specific people?” So, the system
could not keep the really excellent principals and incompetent principals might stay in the
schools or extend their service term under the rules.

The regulations of the service term of the school principal could not match the real
needs of the schools
The experts who participated in the focus group interview had discussed a lot about
the service term of the school principal. According to the Compulsory Education Law, the
principal selection committee of the local government could select and hire a school
principal from those who had passed the principals’ examination and training courses,
current principals who were finishing their service terms, or who had served as the
second term principal and had reached 1/2 of the second service term. However, if the
local area did not have at least 15 junior high schools or at least 40 elementary schools, it
would not need to follow the regulation of second service term. The local government
could have its own regulation. The principals of the affiliated school of a normal
university or a university of education would be selected by the selection committee of
the university. The candidate could be professors from the university or candidates from
the affiliated school, other schools, or from teachers who had meant the qualifications.
The principal selection committee in any area needed to include the parents. And the
representatives of the parents could not be less than 1/5 of the committee members.
The results of the focus group interview had revealed that principals who had
currently reached at least 1/2 service term of their second reappointment could participate
in the principal selection was pretty strange. “This rule might consider that some of the
principals was finishing their service term but reaching their retirement age in one or two
year. It might be difficult for them to return to the teaching positions,” said one expert.
And the rules of hiring a principal who is in their second reappointment if the junior high
school or elementary school does not reach a specific number might consider that not
many people wanted to serve in a small school. One expert said that this kind of
regulation could not meet the real needs of the schools and people might doubt that the
regulation was only to extend the service term of some current principals.

The penalty of incompetent and low performing school principals was not serious
enough
The Compulsory Education Law ruled that “once a principal of an elementary
school or a junior high school was proofed to be low performing, he or she should be

reappointed to other positions or change to other career.” The results of the focus group
interview had showed that experts considered the penalty to be too light when compared
with the penalty of the incompetent teacher. For example, a teacher might be dismissed
from appointment, be temporary terminated from the current contract, or not be a renewal
of the contract if he or she was incompetent according to the Teachers’ Law. As a result,
the penalty of an incompetent principal was serious enough.

The regulations of a school principal who would like to return to the teacher position
were not executed correctly
The Compulsory Education Law had several rules about a school principal who
would like to return to the teaching position. A current principal who had teaching
qualification and was willing to return to be a teacher could be appointed by the higher
competent authority directly. If a principal was not reselected as a school principal and
did not have a teaching certificate, or was not willing to return to be a teacher, the local
government should handle the situation through the following ways. First, those who
would like to retire were agreed to be retired. Second, those who could not retire or were
not willing to retire would be changed to other careers.
According to the discussion during the focus group interview, the regulation of
principals returning to teaching positions was the basic spirit of principal selection system.
However, it was not executed correctly. “Some principals thought that returning to
teaching positions might lose their faces. And it might be wrong for accepting every
principal who wanted to return to be a teacher. The principals did not have to pass any
exam or interview to be reappointed as teachers,” said one expert. Another expert said,
“The actual number of principals who returned to be teachers would not exceed 10 people.
Most of the principals chose to retire once they finish their service term. Although some
principals did not reach their retirement age, they still chose to retire.” It was shown that
principals did not like to return to the teaching positions.
It was a pretty normal situation for a university president to return to be a professor
once they finish their service term. However, most junior high school and elementary
school principals had “mental block” toward the situation. They rather chose to retire but
not chose to be teachers again. Many principal thought that they would feel awkward if

students or parents asked why they become teachers again.

The ratio of the principals who were on the waiting list was not suitable
To improve the phenomenon of “permanent principal”, the compulsory Education
Law was modified. However, most in-service principal passed the reelection since the
new law was passed. Thus, the modified law did not improve the “permanent principal”
phenomenon to a better way. The in-service principal might gain much more protection
from the current regulation. The principal selection system expected that once a school
needed a principal, there would be more than one candidate apply. And the committee
could selection the one they like from many candidates. According to discussion during
the focus group interview, the real situation was that the ratio of the candidate and the
open position was 1:1. The number of the “principal waiting list” was not sufficient for a
committee to choose a really excellent principal. Instead, some places had too many
people on the principal waiting list. This might make really good candidate not to be
chosen. So, the ratio of the principal who were on the waiting list was not suitable.
The principal selection committee was criticized to be not fair enough
The members of the principal selection committee must include parents (no less than
1/5), experts, officers of the local government, representatives of the community
members and teachers. And the committee should select the principal with a fair and open
attitude. The biggest function of principal selection system was to select the good and
keep out of the bad.
According to the discussion of the focus group interview, the profession and
representative of the committee member played an important role of the selection process.
It needed the committee’s professional knowledge to judge whether or not the candidate
met the requirement of the job. It also needed different ideas and opinions of the
committee members to discuss and made a decision. If the public doubted the fairness
and formation of the principal selection committee, the new system might be worse than
the old system. If the principal selection became power struggle between different
factions, it would also lower the fairness of the principal selection committee.

Conclusions and Suggestions
The conclusion and suggestion were made as the following.
To use the performance report as the reference for judging a in-service principal who
applied for the reappointment
According to the results, the actual number of principals who chose to return to the
teacher position was very low. Many principals resisted to become teachers again since
they thought being a teacher again might lose their faces. Some people thought that being
a principal was to be a government officer and teaching position was in the lower place.
It took time to train and cultivate an excellent school principal. If a good principal
was reaching the age of retirement in one or two year and also finishing his or her current
service term, the principal could apply for the extension of the current service term until
he or she retired. However, there must be standards to judge whether or not the principal
was an effective and high performing principal. The principal must have the real
contributions to the school and the community to be able to apply for the extension. Not
every principal wanted to extend the service term could extend.

To make the school principal selection system really fair
The essence of the school principal selection system was to select the most suitable
principal for the school. Since there was the regulation for the service term, it should be
executed thoroughly. Thus, those who finished their principal service term and would like
to be principals again should also apply for the selection. Also, the regulation should not
be beneficial only for certain in-service principals who would like to extend their service
term.
Another thing was that, the in-service principals who was in their second
reappointment and had reach 1/2 of their service term could also apply for another
principal selection. This rule was criticized by many people. Many people thought that
the principals had not finished their reappointment service term yet, but were already
thinking about being principals in other schools. These principals might not be
concentrated in their current schools and might have bad influence on their current
schools. And the rule of selecting principals from in-service principals who were in their
second reappointment if there were insufficient schools in the area was not fair, either.

These issues had made the public think the principal selection system unfair. As a result,
the government should recruit more people and train them to be principal candidates. If
more candidates apply for principal selection, the selection committee could have much
more choices.

To establish objective standards for the school principal selection
The purpose of principal selection was to pick the good and select the capable
people for the schools. Thus, objective standards should be made. It could gather the
opinions through public hearing and listen to the ideas of school principals, teachers, and
local Board of Education. The standards might include personal interview, school
performance report, paper and qualification review. The principal selection committee
should also have enough time to read all report and relevant information. The time of
personal interview should be longer than now for the candidate to make their ideas clear.
Finally, the results of the principal selection should be made to the public and judged by
the public. There should be the system of appeal for those who were not selected to be
reviewed again.

To establish the rules for handling incompetent and low performing school
principals
Principals played the key roles in school management. If a principal was
incompetent or low performing, the bad influence would be bigger than the incompetent
teacher. After the new principal selection system was made, very few principals had
returned to be teachers again. Some of those who had returned to be teachers were
incompetent and low performing principals in the past. So, the penalty was too mild and
these incompetent principal could still stay in the campus. Thus, there should be more
concrete rules and standards for dealing with the incompetent or low performing school
principals.

To establish rational number of the reserved school principal
After the new principal selection system was established, people criticized the most
on the unsuitable number of the reserved school principal. In reality, many local

governments did not have enough numbers of reserved school principals. So, there were
not enough candidates to apply for school principal selection in some areas. However,
there were too many reserved school principal in other areas. The principal selection
process was too competitive in those areas. Many good candidates did not have the
chance to be selected as school principals. This might have bad influence on the
performance of the current position of the reserved school principals. As a result, a
rational number of the reserved school principal should be established soon.
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Abstract:
Diversity education is a basic requirement for adult students in online programs in the United
States. Courses in cultural diversity prepare students to effectively navigate a global landscape
by encouraging an understanding of cultural differences and facilitating collaborative skill
development (Day & Glick, 2000, Garcia & Van Soest, 2000). For this reason, there is a need to
provide interactive and engaging learning activities to meet the needs of increasingly diverse
online learners.
This presentation reviews a qualitative study that looked at interactive approaches to teaching
appreciation of cultural diversity to online students in a large nursing program. The research
objectives were to determine interactive teaching methodologies that engage students in the
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Learning Theory (Knowles, 1996) were used in the development of the course.
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Abstract:
The flipped classroom is a pedagogical model in which the typical lecture and homework of
student work are reversed in a course (Educause, 2012.) This approach gives students class time
to apply concepts, and provides time for instructors to give feedback in order to detect errors in
thinking. The flipped method gives students more flexibility to learn at their own pace outside of
class. It creates a role change for instructors who are challenged to create learning activities that
prepare students for in-class applied learning. The idea of the flipped classroom can be used with
online learners who receive didactic information through audio visual means which can then be
discussed and applied in the discussion forums and in group assignments.
This presentation describes a case study in which faculty were faced with the problem of
preparing nursing students with basic knowledge about finance, accounting and economics that
was needed in advanced coursework. There was insufficient time and no available credits to
support having an additional course. Faculty decided to create modules that could be reviewed
by the students at an individual pace before advanced courses. The modules were self-paced,
interactive, and included self-assessments to gage learning. Audio visual aspects of the modules
were used to made them interesting and engaging. Students could ask questions of faculty on a
special discussion forum. Feedback was highly complementary of the teaching approach and
students praised the self-paced aspects of this teaching format.
A review of the process of designing and creating the online learning modules will be presented
along with an example of a module. Presenters will provide suggestions for teachers at any level
on how to build self-paced interactive modules that could be used in the flipped classroom.
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Escuela Rayo de Luna

Abstract
How do English Second Language (ESL) families become integrated into the community when
both communication and cultural barriers exist? A partnership between University departments,
the local school district, and community service providers attempted to address this need and
establish a self-sustaining family mentoring program. Based in part on the region’s famous
Moonlight School model, the Escuela Rayo de Luna partnership helped ESL families integrate
into the community. Monthly meetings focused on language, education, and community services,
while providing encouragement for families to collaborate with each other. Researching through
the use of interviews and surveys, this project has illuminated several barriers to community
integration for ESL families in Eastern Kentucky that may be factors in the integration of other
culturally or linguistically marginalized community members.
Key Words: Escuela Rayo de Luna, Moonlight School, ESL, interpreters, pre-service teachers
Introduction
One hundred years ago, in Rowan County, Kentucky, Cora Wilson Stewart created
Moonlight Schools to provide literacy instruction to adults. Prevailing upon local teachers to
volunteer their time, Wilson organized evening lessons for any adults who wished to learn to
read. Meeting on moonlit evenings, adults flocked to the schools (Baldwin, 2006; Ellis, 2001;
Harrison & Klotter, 1997). The success of the program disproved the prevailing theory that
adults could not learn (Baldwin, 2006; Ellis, 2001).
Wilson created high interest, low-level books for students and advocated an 'each one,
teach one' network (Baldwin, 2006). It is estimated that in two years, the Moonlight Schools
reached over 1,300 adults in Rowan County and “virtually eliminated illiteracy in the county”
(History of Morehead, 1995). Stewart's work became nationally recognized, and she made

several appeals to the government to provide money and support for the movement (Baldwin,
2006). These efforts on behalf of adult literacy influenced change, both in the Appalachian
region and other areas of the United States (Folger & Nam, 1976).
Traditionally, Eastern Kentucky has had very little diversity. In 2000, the Hispanic
population in Kentucky was 1.5% (U.S. Census, 2000). By 2010, the Hispanic population in
Kentucky had increased 121.6%. Hispanic members of the currently make up 3.1 % of the
population (Ennis, Ríos-Vargas & Albert, 2011). In 10 years, one Eastern Kentucky county
underwent a "50 to 99% change" (Ennis, et al., 2011, p.12) in Hispanic population).
At first, the influx of Hispanic residents in Jonas County* were mostly men working for
local logging companies and sending home their paychecks to their families. The local Methodist
and Catholic churches began ministries to help the workers learn English. Gradually, families
moved into the region and settled into the community. Grocery store aisles began to reflect the
change in the clientele. Children began attending school and teachers learned to teach English as
a second language (ESL) students. Kane, Sandretto, and Heath (2004) identified several factors
instructors need to effectively teach international students in post-secondary education. Many of
those elements are applicable to K-12 classrooms. Teachers must teach ESL children the
curriculum content, skills, and how to interact with other students. To be effective, teachers must
integrate this with their own values at the same time try to help students learn the language.
As the Hispanic population grew, the schools began to become aware of the challenges
faced by the ESL parents.
We had an ice cream social at the beginning of the year. Kids were running in and out of
classrooms, visiting their new and old teachers. Parents were meeting teachers and
talking with other parents. All the usual back to school chaos. I just remember seeing a
mother, surrounded by her children, carrying around a piece of paper. She looked so lost
and overwhelmed. All she wanted to know was which bus her children were supposed to
ride, but she couldn't get anybody to understand her and she didn’t know where to go to

ask for help. My heart broke for her. Whenever I think of ESL families, I think of her and
wonder how we can make things easier for them (Mary Phelps*).
Historically, the children of international professors attended the public schools in Jonas
County*. However, their parents had a greater grasp of English and cultural differences did not
greatly impact the process of education. The majority of Hispanic students were at a
disadvantage because their parents were trying to understand the culture and educational system;
at the same they were learning the language. The school district was not insensitive to the plight
of their ESL students and families, but they were unaware of the cultural misunderstandings of
the families. After a principal shared her concerns with College of Education faculty member, a
partnership was established.
Stakeholders
This project requires a collaborative effort between school administrators, teachers,
guidance counselors, community leaders, university faculty, and university students in order to
identify and attempt to meet the needs of ESL families in the county.
The university professors played the key role of organizing and being the focal unit that
has brought the ESL families in contact with school personnel, community leaders and university
students. These university professors, one from a college of education, and two from a Spanish
department, each bring strengths to the project in that they specialize in different areas:
Education, school systems and Spanish, and Spanish and Hispanic culture respectively. These
areas of specialty seem to be crucial for the success and future of this project as it has manifested
here especially given the marginalized status of the ESL families who seem very reluctant to
participate. If it were not for the efforts and connections of one of the Spanish professors, it is
very likely that there would be little to no ESL family participation.

The school personnel, ranging from guidance counselors to teachers to principals, have
been present at many of the meetings, most specifically at those regarding education and
American culture as it relates to educative systems. Additional support has been organized by the
professors regarding the participation and expertise of community leaders, such as lawyers,
housing authority representatives, and community college admissions representatives. These
participants have been crucial in terms of providing advice, connections, documentation, and
resources for the ESL families.
Finally, the university students who participate are an invaluable resource for the project
and, in turn, are receiving crucial interaction with community members, the ESL families, in a
way that meets the mission of the university as well as the academic goals of their majors. The
students, who are either majoring in Elementary Education, Special Education, Spanish, or
Spanish Education, are given the opportunity to write lesson plans that have language arts and
cultural foci and/or are given the opportunity to prove and use their communicative and cultural
competence in Spanish with native speakers about a broad range of topics. Through their
interaction with the project, the community and the ESL families, students report that one of the
motivating outcomes towards future participation is that they are now aware of the problems that
the community that, because of the cultural and linguistic isolation that the ESL families
experience, they never knew existed. A goal is that this heightened cultural and community
related knowledge may be able to grow in ways that benefit Escuela Rayo de Luna.
Response
Using the Moonlight School as a model, exactly a century later, Escuela Rayo de Luna
met for the first time in Jonas County*. The familiarity of teachers with other cultures impact the

levels they expect their students to achieve (Barron & D’Annunzio-Green, 2009) and the new
moonlight school was created to help the parents of ESL integrate into the community.
Faculty of the regional university received a Regional Community Engagement grant and
partnered with local school district personnel and community leaders to develop Escuela Rayo de
Luna. School faculty identified their needs: better communication, translation of documents,
interpreters, and help welcoming ESL parents into the school community. The teachers,
counselors, and principals also shared their concerns for the ESL families, the most important
being how to make the ESL families feel comfortable in the school. The families attended school
events, but often seemed lost or isolated. Teachers were unsure how much information was
getting home. The College of Education faculty wished to develop multicultural experiences for
pre-service teachers in order to improve their understanding of diversity (Keengwe, 2010). The
Spanish professors, in the foreign language department desired to provide authentic experiences
for their students. The Escuela Rayo de Luna project integrated all of these needs.
The local public library was established as a familiar and neutral meeting place and
families were invited to attend a series if monthly meetings. A neutral place was considered
important as parents were coming from several schools. School personnel felt the school board
office might be intimidating to ESL parents, as the parents never attended any events held there.
Local churches offered the use of their facilities. However, one of the foreign language
professors, who is herself from Mexico, vocalized concern because a definite split in the
Hispanic community existed between Catholic and Protestant church membership.
Pre-service teachers from the College of Education planned and led activities for the
children of the ESL families. Keengwe (2010) recommends pre-service teachers receive a wide

variety of multicultural experiences in order to prepare for diverse classrooms. Each month, preservice teachers planned lessons and activities centered on American holidays.
While children were occupied, ESL parents met in another room with Spanish
professors and several major/minor students from the Spanish department at the University. The
foreign language professors helped establish a sense of community between the parents and the
school personnel. Simultaneously interpreting information and expanding upon it in a way that
considers and recognizes the cultural and contextual information of the United States, the
specific part of the country where this project takes place, the topic of the meeting, and the
cultural context from where the ESL families come, achieved this. These professors have
backgrounds in education, Latin American heritage, language, and culture and social justice.
The first session primarily introduced some of the programs of the school to the parents.
The school district identified areas where misunderstandings had occurred in the past. An
example of a problem identified by school personnel to be addressed was school closing
information. It had been noted the ESL children never came to school when the television
broadcasted an hour or two-hour delay. Parents saw the name of the school scroll across the
television but did not understand that the school was not automatically closed. From this simple
beginning, the discussion wandered to policies and procedures of the school system to special
education to the role of the guidance counselor. Parents asked questions and the principals and
counselors attending the meeting did their best to provide information with the help of the
Spanish Professors.
The Foreign language students individually translated surveys for each parent or family
member the first time they attended meeting. The survey asked parents to identify their top

concerns with living in the United States. In this way, the sessions focused on the real needs of
families.
Initial surveys of parents ascertained that their highest priorities were: school concerns
for their children, health care, housing, American culture, and laws. These topics became the
focus of subsequent meetings. Each month, representatives from the community and schools
came to provide information to ESL parents. The Spanish professors were kept busy interpreting
questions and responses and encouraging participants to ask questions. The question and answer
sessions were enlightening not only for the ESL participants, but for those presenting
information as well. Misunderstandings were cleared up and the presenters discovered more
effective ways to disseminate information to the community. The presenters provided lists of
common English words relating to the evening's topic. Spanish Professors and foreign language
students worked with the families to make sure that the terms and concepts were understood.
Although schools provided translators and interpreters for official meetings such as
special education meetings, there were many times when ESL parents reported feeling lost. It
seems that a lack of communication and/or a lack of knowledge regarding the existence of a
problem may have led families to be unaware of the aforementioned available and free services.
School faculty found that just like their American counterparts, ESL children were not
likely to share notices or information of school activities unless they were interested in attending.
Parent teacher meetings, club announcements, and other notices were often deemed uninteresting
by children and not shared with parents. School personnel also learned the necessity of finding
better ways to communicate with parents. By the end of the year, follow up surveys found that
parents were interested in learning more about higher educational opportunities for their children
and immigration.

Cultural Differences
It is not enough for pre-service teachers to simply work with ESL children in the
classroom, but they must understand the culture of the families. The project underscored
differences and similarities. The most obvious difference is that of time. For the families, a 6:00
meeting really would not get underway until 6:30 or 6:40. People would arrive at different times.
During the second year, while meetings were scheduled at 6:00, speakers were asked not to
arrive until 6:30 in order to accommodate for differences in the conception of time.
Another difference between the cultures is that of health care. For many, their home
country and pharmacists provided health care whenever needed, at no cost. People requiring
certain antibiotics do not need prescriptions but can go to the pharmacy to receive them. The
differences in the United States' system, coupled with the privilege and high cost of health care,
was of concern to families. Procedural knowledge often needed to be explained along with
information concerning access.
Lessons Learned
Although the original purpose of the program was to help ESL families become more
engaged in the community, several unexpected outcomes occurred as a result of the pre-service
teachers' experiences. At first, the college students expected that none of the ESL children would
speak English or know anything about The United States.
The education students working with the children quickly discovered that in spite of
being labeled ESL, most of the school-aged students were fairly fluent in English. They quickly
found that many of the children had already been exposed to the culture and spoke English quite
fluently. They observed the older children translating ideas to the younger children in the native

language. One student exclaimed, "I was very surprised at what the kids knew. I don’t know
why. I guess I thought that because they were labeled ESL, they wouldn’t know any English."
In contrast, younger siblings often had very little understanding of the English language.
Another student observed, "I found out that I needed to learn some of their language. I tried to
explain something to the little ones and they couldn’t understand me. Then when they wanted to
go to the bathroom or get a drink of water, I was lost."
The crafts or lessons prepared by the pre-service teachers often did not go as planned.
Communication often made the well-developed activity lessons lose momentum. For example, as
Valentine's Day approached, the pre-service teachers found that the mini-lesson prepared on
Love Around the World was not received as they expected. Armed with a map of the world and
several hearts with I Love You emblazoned across them in many languages, the college students
found that trying to explain the map, the holiday, and the global connection of love was too
difficult, even with interpreters. They were more successful with helping the children create their
own Valentines. The college students expressed their frustration at not having the words
available to them to explain abstract concepts.
One way pre-service teachers were made aware of how difficult ESL students have in the
classroom when they have minimal or no English skills was to have college student listen to the
conversations taking place in the adult meeting room. There, with the aid of the Spanish
professors, questions were being asked and answered in the native language. As laughter erupted
among the parents and the Spanish professors, the English speakers would listen, looking lost
and a dazed. The pre-service teachers commented on how that single experience helped them
gain insight into what it was like for new ESL students. This lesson is not only applicable to pre-

service teachers to understand about their ESL students, but to any students who have a hard
time hearing or processing language.
Students majoring and minoring in Spanish were interviewed anonymously via
questionnaires regarding their roles and participation in the Escuela Rayo de Luna project.
These students indicate that they participated in this service learning project in order to practice
their communicative abilities in Spanish, to help in a project and to work to integrate Hispanics
into the culture of the area. They report that they are challenged by their roles as translators.
Because these students have had little to no training in interpreting, the extreme difficulty
presented by simultaneous interpretation was surprising because they were not afforded adequate
topic familiarity or vocabulary in advance. Most of these students indicate that they intend to
continue participating in the project because they are satisfied with the opportunities to engage in
cultural and community awareness in ways that benefit their second language acquisition.
Further and more extensive data of all student participants is needed for future data analysis and
for additional studies looking at language acquisition and service learning opportunities.
When a lawyer from legal aid came to speak to the families, there was concern about
immigration. The lawyers explained the process of bailing people out of prison and what the
legal ramifications were to the family if the accused did not show up for their court appearance.
Many of the ESL parents seemed to be afraid to be answer questions because they might be
discovered to be undocumented. For that reason, teachers and schools needed to understand why
ESL parents appeared to be reluctant to be noticed.
ESL families tended to stay together, speak quietly, and keep to themselves. There seems
to be little trust with outsiders and during the meetings it was difficult to establish conversations.
Most of the families came from small towns where they knew everyone and status was

established. Creating trust was vital to the program. The Spanish professor from Mexico was
invaluable in helping to put people at ease. She attended church with many of the families and
they saw her as someone with whom they could safely make a cultural connection. Building
community connections with families must occur if programs such as this are going to help
bridge the gap.
There are several customs or procedures in the United States that are so accepted by the
inhabitants that it is hard for natives to realize they are a mystery to people new to the country.
While the original goal of the project was to break down the obstacles that separated the ESL
family from the community, it became evident that the researchers, schools, and ultimately our
culture, must first learn to identify barriers.
Further Research
This project was a pilot study for a community outreach program for ESL families.
Originally, the program directors hoped that the Each One Teach One model (Baldwin, 2006)
used by Cora Stewart in the original Moonlight schools would become an Each One, Reach One
model. The presenters hoped that ESL parents would begin to take over the planning and running
of the meetings. This did not happen naturally and so, during the second year, the presenters are
planning on strengthening the community bonds and empowering parents to take over the
meetings. Whether this shift would happen naturally in a community with a larger ESL family
remains to be seen.
Further research will also examine the links between service learning participation and
students’ language acquisition as well as cultural understanding. This line of research may prove
to be beneficial especially for pre-service language students for whom only a summer study
abroad opportunity is possible.

*Pseudonyms have been used for the names of people and the county.
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Abstract
In this study, a reading strategies and motivation questionnaire was implemented with EFL learners in
Japan and L2 learners in the States. The results were then compared in order to explore EFL reading
performance. From the perspective of general differences, the Japanese EFL learners were low in
strategy use about main idea understanding and comprehension monitoring, and also low in reading
motivation, in particular, in intrinsic motivation. However, their results showed significant
relationships in terms of reading strategy use and reading motivation. From the perspective of
individual differences, the Japanese EFL learners were 1) salient in features about reading strategy use
and reading motivation, 2) different in reading strategy use, in particular, in comprehension monitoring,
and 3) different in reading motivation, and low in intrinsic motivation, compared to extrinsic
motivation. Based on the results of this study, a few pedagogical implications for reading in the EFL
situation, for example in Japan, were gleaned.
1. Objective
The objective of this study was to explore EFL reading performance by comparing reading strategy
use and reading motivation between Japanese university students as EFL learners and American
university students as L2 learners. Two perspectives were adopted to compare reading strategy use and
reading motivation between the two types of learner: general tendencies and individual differences.
2. Method
2.1. Participants
The Japanese participants were 237 EFL university first grade students enrolled in a required,
reading-centered English course (almost 18 years old). The American participants were 97 elective L2
students enrolled in Spanish, Chinese, and Japanese courses (20 years old on average). The Spanish
students were very fluent because they spoke Spanish as one of their communication languages.
2.2. Instrument
For this study, a self-report questionnaire was developed. The questionnaire consisted of 35 items
in total (24 for reading strategy use & 11 for reading motivation). All the items were rated on a 5-point
Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
2.2.1. Strategy Scale
To measure reading strategy use, a modified version of the Survey of Reading Strategies (SORS:
Sheory & Mokhtari, 2001) was developed. Originally, the SORS was composed of three subsets of
metacognitive strategy use (10 items), cognitive strategy use (12 items), and support strategy use (6
items) to measure ESL students’ reading strategy use. Thus, some items needed revision in order to suit
the EFL context of Japan. For this purpose, strategies abstracted from verbal protocols in L1 reading
(Pressley & Afflerbach, 1995) were referred to. Finally, the following strategy subscales were created

(the number of items and examples): Adjusting Strategy (5; I read slowly and carefully when the text is
difficult), Reasoning Strategy (6; I check to see if my guesses are right or wrong), Monitoring Strategy
(3; I check my understanding when I come across new information), and Main Idea Strategy (10; I
read for the purpose of understanding the main idea).
To check the internal consistency reliability of this scale, Cronbach’s alpha coefficients (α) were
computed for the four subscales: Adjusting Strategy (α = .722), Reasoning Strategy (α = .758),
Monitoring Strategy (α = .814), and Main Idea Strategy (α = .814). Further, to examine the validity of
this scale’s factor model, confirmatory factor analysis was performed. The results indicated that the
upper-level factor (i.e., reading strategy use) explained the lower-level factors (i.e., the four subscales):
Adjusting Strategy (β = .801, p < .001, R2 = .641), Reasoning Strategy (β = .801, p < .001, R2 = .642),
Monitoring Strategy (β = .512, p < .001, R2 = .262), and Main Idea Strategy (β = .896, p < .001, R2
= .803). The goodness-of-fit indices of this factor model showed that the constructed factor model
adequately matched the data (GFI = .910, AGFI = .883, RMSEA = .044).
2.2.2. Motivation Scale
To evaluate the level of reading motivation, a modified version of the Motivation for Reading
Questionnaire (MRQ: Wigfield & Guthrie, 1997) was developed. The original MRQ consisted of three
subscales: extrinsic motivation (15 items), intrinsic motivation (14 items), and reading efficacy (8
items). For the present study, although the original three subscales were kept, some items were revised
to match the Japanese EFL context: Extrinsic Motivation (5; I would like to gain a higher score than
my classmates on reading tests), Intrinsic Motivation (3; I like challenging books written in English),
and Reading Efficacy (3; I can read English proficiently with effort).
The internal consistency reliability coefficients (Cronbach’s alpha) were as follows: Extrinsic
Motivation (α = .789), Intrinsic Motivation (α = .718), and Reading Efficacy (α = .784). On the validity
of this scale’s factor model, the results of confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated that the
upper-level factor (i.e., reading motivation) explained the lower-level factors (i.e., the three subscales):
Extrinsic Motivation (β = .624, p < .001, R2 = .389), Intrinsic Motivation (β = .573, p < .001, R2
= .329), and Reading Efficacy (β = .793, p < .001, R2 = .629). The goodness-of-fit indices of the factor
model were sufficient (GFI = .981, AGFI = .957, RMSEA = .022).
2.3. Procedure
The questionnaire was administered to the Japanese EFL students (n = 237: October in 2010) and
the American L2 students (n = 97: September in 2011). The participants were asked to respond
honestly to the items. All the instructions and statements were written in Japanese for the Japanese
participants and in English for the American participants.
2.4. Data Analysis
The means of each lower-level factor were calculated and used throughout. First, SEM (Structural
Equation Modeling) was performed integrally with the upper-level factors and the connecting
lower-level factors. Next, cluster analysis, which is useful in categorizing participants on the basis of
several different variables, was performed to profile the participants.
3. Results and Discussion
Table 1 compares the means of each lower-level factor between the Japanese EFL and American
L2 learners. Figure 1 also compares them in the form of a line graph. From the perspective of general
tendency, the American L2 learners outperformed the Japanese EFL learners in all the means of
reading strategy use and reading motivation in perception. The Japanese EFL learners were particularly
low in the means of Main Idea Strategy, Monitoring Strategy, and Intrinsic Motivation.

Table 1
Comparison of the means of each lower-level factor
1=Japan 2=USA
N
M
1
237
3.70
Adjusting Strategy
2
97
4.25
1
237
3.37
Reasoning Strategy
2
97
3.70
1
237
3.02
Monitoring Strategy
2
97
4.00
1
237
2.80
Main Idea Strategy
2
97
3.36
1
237
3.52
Extrinsic Motivation
2
97
4.42
1
237
2.11
Intrinsic Motivation
2
97
3.77
1
237
3.11
Reading Efficacy
2
97
3.77

Japan

4.25
3.70

3.70
3.37

USA

4.42

4.00
3.02

SD
.72
.46
.84
.58
.95
.65
.64
.52
.80
.64
.95
.80
.97
.80

3.36

3.52

3.77

3.77
3.11

2.80
2.11

Adjusting Reasoning Monitoring Main Idea Extrinsic

Intrinsic

Efficacy

Figure 1. Comparison of the means of each lower-level factor.
Table 2 compares the standardized coefficients, coefficients of multiple correlations, and goodness
of fit indices in the SEM results between the Japanese EFL and American L2 learners. In the
comparison, the Japanese EFL learners showed more significant relationships in both reading strategy
use and reading motivation than the American L2 learners. The correlation between reading strategy
use and reading motivation was significant among the Japanese EFL learners. There was no clear
difference in the matching of data to each model between the two learners.
In short, the general tendencies of the Japanese EFL learners were 1) low strategy use regarding
main idea understanding and comprehension monitoring, 2) low reading motivation, in particular,
intrinsic motivation, and 3) significant relationships in terms of reading strategy use and reading
motivation.

Table 2
Comparison of the coefficients and indexes in the SEM
Japan
USA
Standardized Coefficients (ß)
Reading Strategy Use
.71***
.08
Adjusting
.76***
.60
Reasoning
.61***
.64
Monitoring
.73***
.54
Main Idea
Reading Motivation
.67***
.59***
Extrinsic
.48***
1.03 (inappropriate)
Intrinsic
.66***
.42***
Efficacy
Coefficients of Multiple Correlations (R )
.73***
.69
Strategy
Motivation
Goodness of Fit Indexes
GFI
.96
.95
AGFI
.91
.89
RMSEA
.09
.07
Note. *** p < .001

Figure 2 represents the results of cluster analysis among the Japanese EFL learners. From the
perspective of individual differences, they were classifiable into four groups (i.e., Intermediate Strategy
& Motivation, Low Strategy & Motivation, High Strategy & Intermediate Motivation, High
Motivation & Intermediate Strategy). There was a prominent difference in Monitoring Strategy
between the High Strategy & Intermediate Motivation Group and the other three groups. Low Intrinsic
Motivation in comparison with Extrinsic Motivation was also very notable in all the groups.
Intermediate Strategy & Motivation (n=63)
Low Strategy & Motivation (n=39)
High Strategy & Intermediate Motivation (n=74)
High Motivation & Intermediate Strategy (n=61)

4.05
3.89
3.47
3.08

3.86
3.59
3.26
2.29

3.95
2.78
2.74
2.09

3.15
2.89
2.85

4.00
3.81

3.12
2.96

1.93

Adjusting Reasoning Monitoring Main Idea Extrinsic

2.97
1.98
1.95

3.90
3.36
2.72
2.04

1.26

Intrinsic

Efficacy

Figure 2. Four groups among the Japanese EFL learners.
Figure 3 shows the results of cluster analysis among the American L2 learners. From the
perspective of individual differences, differences in Monitoring Strategy and reading motivation as a
whole, in particular, Intrinsic Motivation, were identifiable (i.e., Low Monitoring & Motivation, High
Monitoring & Motivation).

Low Monitoring & Motivation (n=20)
High Monitoring & Motivation (n=77)
4.32
4.24

3.72
3.61

4.09
3.67

4.49
4.14
3.39
3.27

Adjusting Reasoning Monitoring Main Idea Extrinsic

3.93
3.17

Intrinsic

3.37
3.10

Efficacy

Figure 3. Two groups among the American L2 learners.
In conclusion, the following were found in terms of individual differences among the Japanese
EFL learners: 1) salient features regarding reading strategy use and reading motivation, recognized in
each group; 2) differences in reading strategy use, in particular, a prominent difference in
comprehension monitoring between the High Strategy & Intermediate Motivation Group and the other
three groups; and 3) differences in reading motivation and low intrinsic motivation in comparison with
extrinsic motivation in all the groups.
4. Implications
Based upon the results of this study, three pedagogical implications for reading in the EFL situation
were gleaned. The first implication is that it is an important challenge to raise EFL learners’
metacognitive awareness of understanding the main idea and monitoring comprehension, through
methods such as strategy intervention. Secondly, it is also very important to take specific measures to
motivate EFL learners intrinsically, so that they become more engaged readers of English. Lastly, EFL
learners’ motivational improvement can be expected along with strategy intervention because their
reading strategy use and reading motivation appear to be related to each other.
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Abstract: This paper explores e-learning from a gender perspective. Focusing on women as the
major participants in e-learning in the United States, the literature review explores promises and
problems women encounter in e-learning and gender stereotypes/metaphors of technology
contributing to gender disparities in technology and ultimately in e-learning. Next, through a
case study of the undergraduate students’ learning experiences, problems, and preferences in an
online course, gender disparities in e-learning, willingness to take a leadership role online, and
problem solving approaches are analyzed.

Promises and Problems in E-learning
Women have now become the majority of participants in e-learning in the United States as the
latest national survey conducted by Instructional Technology Council (ITC) reported, 59 percent
of undergraduate online students were female (Lokken, Womer, & Mullins, 2009). Coupled with
the ITC report, Kramarae's (2007) research indicated that the majority of e-learning instructors
were adjunct faculty and women. As women e-learners continue to grow, some studies begin
exploring various aspects of e-learning that women find attractive (Caspi, Chajut, & Saporta,
2008; Kramarae, 2007). In Kramarae's research, some women expressed that they found studying
at their own pace online was more enjoyable than the traditional campus class experience. Caspi,
Chajut, and Saporta’s study showed that female students experienced a greater sense of deep
learning and satisfaction in online class discussion than in traditional face-to-face classrooms,
but male students did not show such tendency.
Nevertheless, as Kramarae (2007) argued and my case study will show, the steady growth of
female enrollments in e-learning does not necessarily imply that women enter and complete
online courses with high degree of confidence and ease, nor does it mean that gender disparities
in e-learning are disappearing. For example, Kramarae observed that when taking online courses,
more women than men requested technological helps, were less confident in initiating e-learning
activities (e.g., online discussion), spent more hours to complete e-learning activities, and
showed higher anxiety in learning to use new technology. Furthermore, she found that more men
than women own a personal computer for e-learning. More women than man used shared
computer at home or library for e-learning. This indicates women’s lack of autonomy in planning
for e-learning as they often were asked or volunteered to share time, space, and access with
others.
Gender Stereotypes and Metaphors in Technology
As e-learners must rely on technology to conduct and succeed learning activities, it is necessary
to explore how various gender stereotypes and metaphors associated with technology may

contribute to gender disparities in technology usages and attitudes and ultimately gender
disparities in e-learning. Feminist researchers (Rosser, 2006; Johnson, 2009) point out an
essentialist belief of dichotomous gender stereotypes associated with technology such as
masculinity/femininity, reason/emotion, rational/emotional, technical/social,
rationality/irrationality, logic/illogic, and practical/nurturing. Privileging the first term and
devaluing the second term, these dichotomies result in a belief of women's lack of confidence,
incompatibility, cognitive inferiority, and even hostility toward technologies.
Miller (2005) applying a psychoanalytic feminist perspective maintains that conventional
masculine metaphors of technology emphasize objectivity, positivist knowledge, linear progress,
and decontexualized understanding, while feminist metaphors focus on connections,
collaboration, and flexible negotiation of complex cognitive developmental routes. Likewise,
Rosser (2006) posits that male computer scientists are inclined to design IT reflecting masculine
metaphors emphasizing a “hard-systems” approach in which “the technical capabilities,
constraints of the machines, and rational data flow become the focus and driver of the technology
design” (p. 27). Moreover, according to Snyder (2008) who argues from a postmodern feminist
metaphor, today’s women would prefer using technologies that allow “personal narratives that
illustrate an intersectional and multiperspectival version, multivocality over synthesis and action
over theoretical justification, and an inclusive and nonjudgmental approach” (p. 175).
Some researchers (Miller, 2005; Colley & Maltby, 2008) speculate how technology design may
be changed using feminist metaphors and argue that women’s expressive, emotional, relational,
and collaborative tendencies may lead to a different emphasis in the design and use of
technology. It would allow, for example, a greater capacity for expressing emotion and form
network among family and friends. Communication systems and networking capacities,
especially on the Internet, would be further improved. Caring, empathy, and low-hierarchy
brought in by women designers of technology may enable a greater attention to what users need,
want and are capable than what the designer or technology itself prefers. This could lead to a
more user-friendly design and improvement on interface design.
Researchers also (Dickey, 2006; Colley & Maltby, 2008) argue that as more women now
participate in the design of technology, feminist metaphors have become more evident especially
in regards to the e-learning technologies. For example, the popular e-learning technologies such
as the World Wide Web, asynchronous communication tools, social media, web 2.0 tools, and
audio-visual streaming/sharing technologies have significantly facilitated free search, creation
and share of personal narratives in a highly interactive, expressive, inclusive and cognitively
complex fashion. In responding to the dazzling features of the Internet/e-learning technologies,
Miller (2005) affirms that those features support feminist metaphors of “connections, complexity
and nonlinear thinking” (p. 152). Although today's e-learning technologies may adopt feminist
metaphors, question remains if gendered attitudes toward technology have changed and gender
disparities in e-learning is alleviated.
Background of the Case Study
The objective of my case study was to identify gender disparities in e-learning including elearning experiences, preferences and problems. An undergraduate online art appreciation course
titled, Artistic Expression in a Multicultural America, was selected as the site of study. I

developed and have taught the course for more than six years. This course utilized the
Asynchronous New Global Environment for Learning (ANGEL) as the learning management
system and was delivered entirely online over the Internet. Data were collected during the 20102011 academic year which included two courses from Fall 2010 and Spring 2011 semesters.
Total participants from two courses consisted of 1 instructor, myself, and 32 students. Among
the student-participants there were 23 women and 9 men.
A range of e-learning technologies provided by ANGEL were implemented: Asynchronous
discussion forum was fully equipped with basic functions such as write-in and file attachment as
well as advanced viewing, sorting and research functions. Three assignment drop boxes were
installed in the assignment space allowing students to submit assignments for the whole class to
view. The HTML tool allowed students to create hypertext or visual-driven text. A fully
functioned e-mail system called, Course Mail, was embedded in the course and only for the
course members to use. Other e-learning technologies linked to the course included several
image repositories, the college’s online library, and web 2.0 tools such as wikis, blogs, and
authoring tools. Needlessly to say, the Internet was an important research and learning tool for
the students. As an art course, students could use their own image manipulation software and
other design software for any assignment. Finally, all the technologies mentioned above allowed
text, image and multimedia file attachment.
Data for the case study encompass all the texts produced by the students and learning survey. As
the teacher-researcher, I began performing content analysis (Merriam, 1998) six months after the
academic year was ended: I coded and analyzed data with the method of category construction
which allowed me to identify recurring regularities or patterns. Furthermore, I assigned
frequencies to recurring patterns because it helped to determine the level of importance. In
addition, the data from the learning survey were analyzed to provide further information about
students’ e-learning experience.
Discussion of the Study
The learning survey combined with the students' self-enclosed information showed that the
students’ backgrounds regarding race/ethnicity, language/communication style, sexual
orientation, marital status, employment status, geographical and temporal location, country of
origin, and socio-economic class were quite diverse; and the majority of students’ ages range
from 23 to 49 years old. Next, I discuss the main findings of gender disparities in e-learning.
E-learning Experiences
The survey showed a dispersed range of the students’ e-learning experiences, especially
regarding the number of college level online course(s) completed (see Table 1). Because the
survey was not anonymous, its finding combined with the students’ self-enclosed information
can shed light on gender disparities regarding e-learning experiences. 6 out of 9 (66.7%) male
students had completed at least 7 online courses. The rest of 3 male students had completed 1 or
2 online course(s). 11 out of 23 (47.8%) female students had completed at least 7 online courses.
The rest of 12 female students completed from none to six online courses. The only student who
had not completed any online course was female. The only student who had no experience in
asynchronous online class discussion was also female.

Further cross-examination of the question 3 (i.e., Describe your experience level in the use of
asynchronous online class discussion) indicates that among 5 students who usually take a
leadership role in online discussion, 2 were male and 3 were female. This however means that 2
out of 9 (22.2%) male students claimed to regularly assume a leadership role, while 3 out of 23
(13%) female students made the same claim. Although both female and male students were
willing to perform a leadership task, further data indicated that it may take female students more
e-learning and technology experience to gain confidence to perform a leadership position.
Among those 3 female students, 1 had completed more than 11 online courses, 1 had a master
degree in educational technology, and 1 was a savvy online discussion participant who
exclusively checked off the highest number of frequency (7 times a week) in online discussion
on the survey question 4. In contrast, those 2 male students had completed just 1 or 2 online
course(s). Miller (2005) asserts that a tendency to take a leadership role in e-learning can be a
masculine indication of confidence, technology compatibility, willingness to accept challenge,
and autonomy. Apparently, limited e-learning experiences did not intimidate the male students’
readiness to lead the class discussion. Overall from the survey, it can be said that in this case
study, proportionally speaking more male than female students were experienced e-learners.
Women may need to gain more experience in e-learning or technology before voluntarily
performing a leadership role.
Table 1. Learning Experience Survey (Partial Questionnaire)
#

%

1. College level online course(s) completed. (N=32)
None
1
3.1
1-2
7
21.9
3-6
7
21.9
7-10
9
28.1
11 or over
8
25.0
2. College level online ARTS course(s) completed. (N=32)
None
21
65.6
1-2
6
18.6
3-4
2
6.3
5-7
3
9.4
8 or over
0
0.0
3. Describe your experience level in the use of asynchronous online class discussion.
(N=32)
I usually take a leadership role to get the class discussion started.
5
15.6
I usually post to the class after others have begun the class discussion.
23
71.9
I usually sit back and observe to see class discussion progress.
2
6.3
I am uncomfortable with asynchronous online class discussion.
0
0.0
I don't have such experience.
2
6.3
4. Describe your participation in asynchronous online class discussion. (N=32)
I read and post to the class at least 7 times a week.
1
3.1
I read and post to the class 4-6 times a week.
18
56.2
I read and post to the class 1-3 times a week
10
31.2
I would avoid it if at all possible.
3
9.4

E-learning Problems and Preferences
14 female and 2 male students had expressed frustration and/or requested extension for an
assignment due to the need to take care of children, sick family members, or heavy workload or
unpredictable schedules from their part-time or full time job(s). This indicates that proportionally
more women than men (60.9% to 22.2%) expressed difficulties to fully participate in e-learning.
Consistent with Kramarae's (2007) studies, women’s education is often (unexpectedly)
interrupted by family and sometimes job responsibilities. E-learning becomes an ideal
educational option as it allows flexible time and location for women to attend family
responsibilities and school work. However, the female students in my study did not appreciate
such fragmented and unpredictable study hours and locations. It was rather difficult to
concentrate on study and achieve high level learning as they expected.
While more women than men were vocal about their personal difficulties in participating in elearning, it does not mean that men experienced less difficulties in e-learning. From a
psychoanalytic feminist perspective (Rosser, 2006), this can be interpreted as women’s desire for
making connection to others, empathy, advice or approval from the authority, or being perceived
as a holistic human begin. Course Mail allowed just the kind of personal access women need to
the authority/instructor. It can also be interpreted as men’s psyche to separate education from
personal life; hence, they did not find it necessary or comfortable to discuss with the instructor
problems unrelated to the course contents, materials or learning activities.
The lack of physical cues in e-learning, disembodied learning environment, isolation from other
students and the instructor, and the self-perceived lack of online social etiquette can raise social
and learning anxiety. Such anxiety can be observed especially from the non-native English
speakers and two female students who had no online learning or discussion experience prior to
the course. Although showing high anxiety in a disembodied e-learning environment, these
students were among the most diligent participants in online discussions, learning how to
correctly attach images and URL to their discussion posts, and surfing the Internet to find quality
multicultural art resources and images. As novice or nervous e-learners, it seemed clear that
these students appreciate one on one consultation with the instructor, either via telephone or
Course Mail, to gain a better understanding of assignments, how to navigate the course, and
online learning technologies. Also, timely confirmation and encouragement from the instructor
and peers appeared to reduce a sense of isolation and increase confidence. To help overcome
anxiety from the disembodied e-learning environment, Garrison, Anderson, and Archer (2000)
suggest instructor maintaining meaningful “social presence” by providing social and emotional
supports to the students. While this can be achieved through personal phone or email
communication, another way to accomplish this is for instructor and students to create or post
their avatars, pictures, or multimedia clips in the beginning of the course to foster a sense of
human touch, connection and caring in e-learning.
While the majority of female students found the kind of asynchronous discussion implemented in
the course necessary and exciting, the male students did not express a strong affinity toward such
activity. Many female students reflected that online discussions helped them understand better
not only the course material but also their fellow classmates. From the female students'
comments, online discussion not only served as a learning but also social space for women. Their
preferences in non-judgmental relations, personal narratives, free-flow/flexible inquiry, and

making connection to others can be realized through the carefully guided online discussions. In a
feminist way, these students turn the hard, impersonal, lifeless computer screen into warm and
lively learning space.
As we enter the digital age, Livingstone (2004) urges that developing media literacy skills is a
critical task in today’s age of information abundance. She adds: “Evaluation is crucial to literacy:
Imagine the World Wide Web user who cannot distinguish dated, biased, or exploitative sources,
unable to select intelligently when overwhelmed by an abundance of information and services”
(p. 6). Indeed, some students, especial women, were worried about their media literacy skills. In
an assignment requiring students to develop a bibliography of quality multicultural art websites,
several students eagerly discussed their concern about what constitutes “valid” and “reliable”
information on the Internet. Lacking Internet research experience, some students’ bibliography
assignments contained incorrect links to websites and potentially biased knowledge.
Other problems the students encountered are computer or technology related. Comparing to “dog
ate my paper,” e-learners now face computer breakdown as one of the most frustrating setbacks
and a frequently used reason or excuse for missing an assignment. Computer and access
problems not only are costly and time-consuming to fix, but they also prevent students from
participating in learning activities. Most frequently occurred technological problems, however,
were associated with the learning management system, ANGEL. Main problems included
difficult or confusing navigation, inactive features, unfamiliar functions, and lack of the needed
plug-ins. ANGEL was equipped with a wide range of e-learning technologies; however, students
even with the extensive technology experiences were lost in the labyrinth of ANGEL
environment. For example, various tools embedded in ANGEL although allowed highly dynamic
and flexible ways for the class members to communicate with each other, the members must
learn not only how to use the tools but also decide which tool is best for what purpose. Literature
review has indicated today’s students’ preferences in flexibility, connectivity, interactivity,
immediacy, non/multi-linearity, non-hierarchy, and high sociality provided by e-learning
technologies. Nevertheless, question remains if and how best e-learners can navigate through the
maze of technologies.
Among those students who experienced ANGEL related problems, female students often
contacted me and sough solution from me first. In contrast, male students seldom contacted me.
When they did, they described the problem and what they had tried to fix the problem, suggested
a solution, and sought my agreement. For example, among 9 male students, only 2 raised
questions related to technology, and 1 actually requested technology assistance from the ANGEL
technology expert rather than me. Although the sample size of male students was quite small in
this study, based on my decade-long online teaching experience, I establish that male students
showed a tendency to fix technology problems on their own. If failed, they would follow the
course policy that recommends them to seek help from ANGEL technology expert. On the other
hand, female students tend to “discuss” the problems with the instructor first, and only suggested
by the instructor, they then contacted technology expert for the help. As feminist researchers
maintain (Miller, 2005; Lai, 2010), “talking together about problems” can be a feminist strategy
as it can instill empathy and a collaborative problem solving process while reducing alienation
and separation that feminist scholars consider as unhelpful or oppressive in problem solving. I
observed that problem talking helped women resolve problems through a social and human

interaction as opposed to an individual struggle with the machine/tool (e.g., via Internet,
instructional manual). Furthermore, sociality displayed by the women in my case study indicated
their preference for problem talking with people that they felt comfortable, were non-judgmental,
and were nurturing.
Conclusion
Through this case study of gender disparities in e-learning, I have highlighted the fact that
women are the primary e-learning participants. Women pursuing e-learning often were due to the
convenience, time-space flexibility, and self-perceived deep learning; yet, more women than men
express or experience e-learning anxieties and problems. Further review of literature helps
understand how gender stereotypes and metaphor associated with technology can ultimately be
linked to gender disparities in e-learning and how today’s popular e-learning technologies can be
perceived with feminist metaphors.
The case study revealed that gender disparities in e-learning including e-learning experiences,
problems, and preferences were evident. Finding showed that with limited e-learning experiences,
men were willing to assume a leadership role in online discussion; however, women seemed to
need extensive e-learning or technology experience before volunteering for a leadership position.
Women demonstrated higher level of sociality and learning anxiety than men. Women expressed
stronger affinity to online group discussion while men did not show such tendency. Other elearning problems often expressed by women included the lack of physical cues in e-learning,
isolation from other students and the instructor, or the self-perceived lack of online social
etiquette. Far more women than men engaged in technology-related problem talking with the
instructor. The ways women and men requested for technology assistance revealed that men
were more active in finding solution for the problems on their own. While women and men took
different approaches to solve technology related problems, there is no doubt that the learning
management system as well as the dynamic communication tools implemented in the system can
increase learning curve and anxiety toward e-learning. Finally, this study has indicated that
women and men experienced different learning problems and preferences in e-learning; yet,
further research on pedagogical strategies to close the gap of gender disparities in e-learning is
needed to help online course developer and instructor improve e-learning.
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Abstract:
Putting Play in Our Practice: Enhancing Learning Opportunities and Student Success with
Play-Based Learning at the Secondary Level

In an era of increasing academic standards and accountability, teachers must find
effective ways to helps students succeed. A vital component of this success equation is including
play and “play” related learning activities that enables students to strengthen skills and
knowledge (Dewey, 1966; Glickman, 1984; Pelligrini & Holmes, 2006; Piaget, 1962). However,
this practice of play decreases as students move through the K-12 system. Abundant research
shows the positive impact on students’ cognitive and psychological abilities from including playbased learning in curriculum. However, most scholarship discusses play in early childhood
education. Why the absence of discourse and practice on play based learning in middle and high
school curriculum? This is particularly important to secondary students as they transition from
child, to ‘tween’, to young adult. In an effort to advance understanding about play based
learning, two teacher educators, one early childhood education and one middle/secondary
education, discuss for future research this idea of standard-based, play education in secondary
education. To generate discussion and seek feedback, some questions posed will include:
•
•
•
•

What does play-based learning mean and look like for secondary students?
How can facets of play in early childhood effectively translate to a secondary learning
environment to that help young adolescents have greater success in school?
What are specific, successful play-based practices that can be incorporated into secondary
classrooms?
What are barriers or challenges related to incorporating play-based learning opportunities
and how can we positively address each?

Through collaborative discussion and problem-solving, round-table participants will gain an
enhanced understanding of the necessity of incorporating “play-based” learning opportunities as
well as practices that can be employed in middle and high school classrooms.
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In this interactive workshop, participants are invited to explore connections in indigenous
health; our links and priorities will guide continued development of an emerging global
indigenous health community of practice (IH-CoP).
Workshop participants will:
• Learn about our global IH-CoP;
• Explore core characteristics of a community of practice (Wenger, 2006);
• Discuss indigenous health priorities from an individual, family, community, and
population perspective;
• Create global links and scholarship (participatory action research) for indigenous
health; and
• Brainstorm future directions, with invitation to continue our connection.
In 2010, Mount Royal University started an IH-CoP to promote shared scholarship, service,
and student learning opportunities. We referred to the World Health Organization (2007) for
foundational understanding about indigenous health, and defined our CoP domain
(membership), community (interactions), and practice (our shared work) based on Wenger’s
(2006) theory. Over the years, our IH-CoP membership has grown, and extended from local
to global. We are actively exploring strategies to foster these international connections in
order to promote indigenous health as a shared global priority. Canadian and Hawaiian
connections will be shared to illustrate how global links have been created thus far, including
an emerging participatory action research proposal to develop a global IH-CoP. This
workshop will provide an opportunity for participants to move forward together to promote
global indigenous health.
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THE INTERSECTIONS OF RELIGIOSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
LEADERSHIP: A WOMANIST PERSPECTIVE
Abstract
Findings from my previous qualitative research on women of color in higher education
and leadership positions confirm that spirituality serves as a refuge for difficult times. While this
paper is not a review of the literature on the glass ceiling, it was a recent literature analysis on the
glass ceiling that gave rise to this inquiry. The research question that guided the reflective
review was: What important contemporary determinants in breaking the glass ceiling in higher
education have received minimal attention? The terms mentoring, religion and spirituality were
overwhelmingly distinctive as coping strategies.
Additionally, I explored the nature of spirituality in education from a gendered
perspective, illuminating a qualitative study which examined the ways in which Black Caribbean
women use religion/spirituality to address the challenges and realities in a male dominant
political system. This study addressed the question: How does religion and spirituality inform
the praxis of women of African ascent in their professional lives? Content analysis of the
narratives of a sample of Black Caribbean women (n=10) revealed themes that explain the role
religion/spirituality plays in their personal and professional lives.
Finally, combining the emic discussions, I add my conception of educational leadership
blending the pragmatic character of spirituality and an African cultural dynamic. This qualitative
approach excavated the connections between spirituality and the practical applications utilized in
a profession that serves others. Within this discussion of educational leadership, I provide a
briefing of the literature on spirituality and women of African ascent, with a scaffolding
discussion of the theory of intersectionality. Followed by a methodological description of the

literature analysis and qualitative study, narratives are used to substantiate the findings, and
finally, practical, professional, and theoretical implications are discussed.
Findings suggest that the women were committed to seeking equality, advocating for
students and other professionals as well. I found spirituality to be the driving force for the
continued social justice work in the broader society. It is my contention that we, as education
leaders, can transform lives and we must intentionally use scholarship to strengthen our
capacities. In the field of education, we must use our heads, hearts and spirit for the profession.
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Globalization impacts upon the quality of life of indigenous populations (Pietikäinen 2010). Research
has shown that suicide, addiction, and domestic violence are higher, and health and education levels
are lower among indigenous populations. For example, Hallett et al. (2007) found that for Canadian
aboriginals in British Columbia a conversational knowledge of the indigenous language was linked to
a six-fold decrease in suicide rate. In comparison to indigenous people in North America and
Greenland, as Hassler (2005) pointed out, the overall health situation of the Scandinavian indigenous
population, the Saami, is good. However, the Saami in both Sweden and Norway have been heavily
pressured to assimilate with Swedish and Norwegian majority populations, which has not only
contributed to a loss of ethnic identity, language competency, culture and religion, but also to
disadvantages in socio-economic status, discrimination and prejudice (Kvernmo, 2004; Spein, 2008;
Hirvonen, 2008). The favoring of assimilation was found by Spein et al. (2007) to be associated with
higher levels of substance abuse. Yet, a strong ethnic identity and an environment supportive of that
identity (including Saami institutions for education) were found to correlate with lower levels of
substance abuse. In a comparative Norwegian study, Hansen et al. (2010) found that Saami
respondents with the highest education and household income report better health than respondents
with lower education and household income.

In spite of language being an important and core component of the ethnic identity of indigenous
people (Phinney, 1990), it is often difficult to lay the foundations for the acquisition of the indigenous
language. This is particularly the situation when the language is being revitalized. Since the
revitalization of indigenous languages interacts with quality of life and is a driving force in the
maintenance of a strong and vital indigenous culture, we expect the introduction of teaching and
learning innovations using new technology to support language revitalization will have a positive
impact upon the indigenous society.

Language revitalization and maintenance are recognized by international bodies: the UN, the Council
of Europe and the EU have stated their support for indigenous languages, and support the development
of plurilingualism. However, actions supporting revitalization and maintenance of indigenous
languages have lagged behind policy and been criticized. Language revitalization is a complex matter
that involves several components. Policies, attitudes in the majority, and benevolent legislation are
prerequisites, yet not, per se, sufficient. For instance, while the Saami languages in Sweden have
strong legal protection, as national minority languages, it is questionable whether this status extends to
policies regulating the educational system.

In Sweden, in 1999 the law (SFS 1999:1175) only afforded the rights for Saami speakers to use their
indigenous languages in dealing with the authorities and the law courts. This law however did not
apply in areas where South Saami is spoken; the area covered by the law related only to regions where
North Saami is spoken. It was not until the 2009 Language Law (SFS 2009:600) and the 2009
National Minorities and Minority Language Law (SFS 2009:724) had both come into force on Jan 1.
2010, that the area in which the Saami languages could be used in communication with the authorities
and the right to schooling in Saami was extended. Coupling this with the national responsibility to
protect and promote the national minority languages (SFS 2009:600 8§) with the right for those who
belong to a national minority to be given the opportunity to learn, develop and use their minority
language (SFS 2009:600 14§), the position of South Saami has legally shifted dramatically. However,
a change in the legal context does not per se create a change in the language situation, improve the
self-perception, or produce culturally relevant language teaching materials. Today, the language shift
continues for South Saami, whereas it “has been stopped and partly reversed” (Huss, 2008) for the
North Saami living in the Norwegian Sami core area. It is probable that the South Saami language
would have been left to a slow death if it were not for the emergence of a grass root revitalization
movement.

Currently, the primary setting for first language acquisition of South Saami is the home environment.
The intergenerational transfer of South Saami in this context is problematic since parents can have
limited or no knowledge of the language (Rasmussen & Shaun Nolan, 2011; Scheller & Vinka, in
press 2013). This situation has partly arisen due to national policy relating to Saami language
educational provision; the Saami languages became a component in the Saami Schools 1 in both
Sweden and Norway in the 1960s. However, only children who spoke Saami were entitled to
1

The Saami School is a school form directed at Saami children living in certain Saami core areas in Sweden.
The Saami School has more emphasis on Saami culture and, to varying extents, languages than other schools in
Sweden. In all other respects, the Saami School is subject to the same requirements as other schools in Sweden
(www.skolverket.se). There are five such schools (www.sameskolstyrelsen.se), but none in the core areas where
South Saami is spoken.

instruction, and because of matters of stigmatization, many opted not to participate. Recently, a study
by the Saami Parliament (Sametinget, 2011) reported that currently psychological barriers to learning
and using the language that stem from a long period of assimilation, discrimination and stigmatization
are the most significant challenges to creating a stronger engagement with the language (see also
Solstad, 2012).

In spite of the 1960s and later changes in policy regarding the provision of the teaching of the Saami
languages, there is scarcity of South Saami language teachers that means that many areas cannot offer
South Saami as part of the school curriculum. There has been little effort by national and local
politicians to create a long-term policy that would result in schools being able to fulfill their legal
requirement to provide teaching of South Saami with trained teachers who are (near-) native speaker
of the language (Council of Europe, 2009; UN Human Rights Council, 2011:18). The result of this is
that young language learners of South Saami are difficult to support in pre- and primary school
settings. This is particularly an issue in settings where the child is isolated from other young speakers
and learners of the language, and where the child’s parents/guardians do not speak or use the language
at home.

Current praxis for Saami speaking and learning children in Sweden, both Saami and non-Saami, who
do not attend the Saami School is to receive 45 minutes language teaching per week. This is the same
amount of teaching per week as mother-language students who use, for example English, German, or
Russian at home with at least one parent. Svonni (1992, 2008) in a study of North Saami children
found that 45 minutes per week is far from sufficient to achieve proficiency.

The core innovation for indigenous language revitalization and maintenance is an innovative iPad
package for use in pre- and primary school, and the home setting. The iPad, or similar tablet,
facilitates formal and informal learning. Jahnke and Koch (2009) showed that one way to support
informal learning is the implementation of social media and Web 2.0 applications and that the use of
iPads results in new opportunities for learning. Janke et al. (2012) describe how an “omnipresent
online presence” is affecting formal schooling in a way that is different to the laptop age. These
affordances are the ones that lie at the center of the creation of a virtual kindergarten and primary
school for South Saami children that most importantly facilitates the teaching and learning of South
Saami in areas with no or infrequent provision. These virtual schools overcome the geographical
distance between the young language learners caused by the disparateness of the South Saami
population, and will ultimately facilitate at least one hour of language teaching per day which we
expect will result in better proficiency that that found in North Saami by Svonni (1992, 2008). As it is
a well-documented that successful revitalization involves actions starting in kindergarten, continuing
throughout formal education (Grenoble & Whaley, 2006), this project starts with small children who

are easily able to carry around an iPad, or similar tablet. This facilitates active learning and interaction
with the environment rather than passive learning in front of a stationary computer or laptop. For
example kindergarten children are able to use the iPad to videoconference and have, for example,
collaborative play, show and tell, cross-country classroom experiences and “engage in conversation
with those outside of the physical classroom” (Puerling, 2012).

As both school and home have a central important role in literacy development, the methodology
supports teacher, parent and child indigenous language use and learning in formal and informal
settings. In this way, we overcome the tendency among individuals to pass on the responsibility for
language revitalization to educational institutions by creating a strong engagement at the individual
level. While expectations to learn the language are high, the younger generations often feel restricted
by their own ‘insufficient’ knowledge and are often intimidated by criticism from older generations of
fluent speakers and therefore choose to refrain from using the language (Rasmussen & Shaun Nolan,
2011). For these reasons it is paramount that revitalization is supported from as young an age as
possible, e.g. kindergarten. The success of the most well-known and successful South Saami
revitalization project, which was carried out at the bilingual pre- and primary school in the Norwegian
hamlet of Elgå (Todal, 2007), has been attributed to the strong support it received from the local
community, the children, the parents and the grandparents.

Initial experiences will be presented and discussed in relation to how the linguistic and educational
outcomes of the investigation are applicable (a) for the creation of policy for and the teaching of other
indigenous and minority language speaking groups, (b) for the supporting of home language teaching,
and (c) for the maintenance of the languages of new migrants away from areas where their language is
widely used.
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Research Proposal
Research shows that children of color in foster care suffer more negative
outcomes with decreased reunification rates and longer stays in care than their white
counterparts (Center for the Study of Social Policy, 2010; Church, Gross, & Baldwin,
2005). Minority foster youth are an extremely vulnerable population in part due to the
family instability and barriers they face while in the foster care system. Multiple
placements and subsequent school changes often negatively affect academic achievement
and adjustments, making their chances of attending college significantly lower than those
of their non-dependent counterparts (Wolanon, 2005).
Foster youth who do attend college are likely to struggle academically and have
higher dropout rates than their non-dependent peers (Unrau, 2012). Previous research
conducted on foster youth populations has described their deficits, lack of preparation,
and achievement using quantitative data (Stuart Foundation, 2011). Most studies do not
make distinctions with regard to ethnicity and gender, which overlooks and devalues
differences in cultural heritage and socialization (Jones, 2010). In the overall population,
men of color college attendance rates are significantly lower than that of women of color
(Lee & Ransom, 2011). These differences are likely to be compounded within the foster
youth population.
This study will use a qualitative approach in the form of interviews and will
specifically focus on the experiences of African American males in higher education. The
intent is to build upon what is known about what these youth’s perceive to be their
challenges and what they believe has contributed to their resilience. Participants selected

for this study will have been in foster care for a minimum of one year. Participants will
also be currently enrolled in college or have graduated from college. The sites selected
for this study will include one university and one community colleges, all located in the
Central Valley. Each of the schools selected has their own foster youth program
providing an array of support services to current and former foster youth. Interviews will
be conducted in person and will follow a standard set of questions focused on life
experiences, challenges, and factors attributed to their resilience. Data collection is
expected to be completed before the conference proceeding.
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ABSTRACT
Alaska houses several military installations that contain all branches of service. Recent literature in the
counseling field suggests that military populations such as active duty, dependents, and veterans often
face unique twists to dilemmas faced by typical clients. Accordingly, these clients may need tailored
counseling techniques. In fact, reports released by the Veteran’s Administration indicates that native
veterans such as Alaska Natives are a targeted population for specialized services. For this investigation,
current counseling practitioners were asked to reflect on the military populations that they serve. They
were asked to identify key counseling issues and describing typical counseling modalities. The
implications of the findings may be useful for curriculum development for training counselors to work
with military populations. An example of a recently developed course will be discussed.
COUNSELING ISSUES
Returning home after a stressful tour of duty in a combat zone can be problematic for some
military personnel (Lapierre, Schwegler, & LaBauve. 2007; Petrzak, Johnson, Goldstein, Malley, &
Southwick, 2009; Redeployment issues run the gambit from career barriers to eating disorders (Clemens
& Milsom, 2008; Warner, Warner, Maluszak, Rachal, Flynn, & Grieger, 2007). Recent professional
literature in the area of counseling also suggests that military dependents such as spouses and children
are also vulnerable to emotional distress upon the return of a loved-one (Lincoln, Swift, & ShortenoFraser, 2008; Sheppard, Malatras, & Israel, 2010; Verdeli, Baily, Vousoura, Belser, Singla, & Manos,
2011). Literature findings coupled with news releases from the Department of Veterans Affairs suggest
that the U.S. Native military populations also need focused attention as well (Department of Veterans
Affairs, 2011; Kramer, Wang, Hoang, Harker, Finke, & Saliba 2006; Noe, Kaufman, Brooks, Daily, Bair,
Shore, 2011).
COUNSELING TREATMENT STRATEGIES
The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) (2012) has acknowledged the increased need for
mental health providers to work with military populations. The VA has formulated a plan to hire an
additional 1900 mental health staff nationwide. The professional literature offers a plethora of
suggested methods for treating military populations (Chandras, & Chandras, 2011; Danish, Antonides,
2009; Frain, Bishop, & Bethel 2010; Garske, 2011; Gomulka, 2010; Kim, Kirchhoff, & Whitsett, 2011;
Lincoln, & Shorteno-Fraser, 2008; Ormerod, 2009; Reynolds, & Osterlund, 2011; Rush, & Akos, 2007;
Waliski, Kirchner, Shue, & Bokony, 2012; Webber, & Mascari, 2010).

IMPLICATIONS FOR ALASKA NATIVES
Given the reported varied interventions for working with military populations, the author sought
to gain insight into the specialized issues and methods for working with Native populations in Alaska.
Fifteen mental health practitioners in metropolitan areas of Alaska were asked to report the most
common issues they encounter when working with military populations. Their reports suggest that
military personnel returning from combat often face key issues such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anxiety concerns or disorders
Depression concerns or disorders
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
Significant marriage or family related concerns
Substance abuse or misuse
Varied obstacles or concerns when transitioning from military to civilian life

Counseling practitioners reported that they are most likely to use interventions such as:
• Group therapy
• Native American specific techniques such as the Talking Circle, Talking Stick, Artifact Discussions
• Anger Management techniques
• Stress Management techniques
• Communication techniques
• EMDR (after specific training in the modality)
COUNSELOR EDUCATION TRAINING IMPLICATIONS
Training programs for mental health practitioners should take great care in structuring
experiences for future counselors. Whenever possible, it is beneficial to engage program stakeholders
such as tribal council members and local military installment counselors when designing curriculum.
Examples of goals for a course on counseling military populations includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Examine contemporary perspectives regarding military culture including military structure and
the differences between Active, Reserve, and National Guard components.
Integrate the impact of military culture and deployment on the prevalence of life adjustment
issues and mental health disorders among military personnel, their spouses and children.
Evaluate and synthesize the current research outlining best practices and treatment modalities
for working with military.
Engage in professional interactions with professionals through guest speakers and site visits.
Identify key issues and strategies for working with Native Alaskan [or American] military
personnel and families.

An example of course topics that co-inside with the goals includes:
•
•
•

Understanding Military Culture
Understanding the Cycle of Deployment
Mastering Treatment Modalities

•
•

Utilizing Individual and Family Supports
Examining the unique traits, needs, and interventions for Native Alaskan [or American] military
personnel and families.
CONCLUSION

Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) have been the longest
combat campaigns in American history. The long-term impacts of these campaigns are not known at this
time. There is amble evidence cited in professional literature of the immediate mental health needs of
military populations affected by deployments. The Department of Veterans Affairs has recently released
a report citing the plan to add nearly 2000 new counseling positions to assist those affected by combat.
There is an indication that Native groups may have specialized needs and strategies that counseling
training programs should take into account. The author has attempted to explore these unique
challenges and specific needs of training future counselors to assist Native military populations.
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Abstract
This presentation will describe the emotional journey
faculty often encounter when introducing and integrating
technology in professional development initiatives.
Kübler-Ross (1970) describes five stages of grief (denial,
anger, bargaining, depression, acceptance), often
applicable to the changes faculty undergo in transforming
their instructional processes to technology related
applications. Changes in perception and attitudes about
technology including the cognitive transition to
acceptance will be examined based upon National
University’s School of Education professional
development initiatives.
Professional Development:
From Denial to Acceptance
I. INTRODUCTION
Van Schoor (2003) states that change is a “fact of
life”, but that human nature will resist it. We are
creatures of habit. We prefer the security of familiar
surroundings and often do not react well to changes in our
environment, even when the changes are positive. This is
true for faculty who are being asked to incorporate new
technologies into their teaching practices. Changes in
instructional practices often trigger fear and apprehension,
which are deeply rooted in the human psyche.
Insufficient information about the impending change and
its sought-after benefits are likely to cause considerable
distress among those affected by the change.
For some, changing their pedagogical practices
implies loss, which is an emotional experience associated
with stress and anxiety. The emotional reactions to these
changes are similar to the experience in dealing with
situations of loss and/or grief, which include: denial,
anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance (Carr,
2001; Elrod II & Tippett, 2002). At first, the tendency is
to deny the change and then resist it. However, after
exploring and understanding new options and their
intended benefit, acceptance and commitment are more
likely to follow (Bovey & Hede, 2001).
Although technology is pervasive in education, the

infusion in the activities of teaching and learning is not
always effective (Grabe & Grabe, 2008). When asking
faculty to learn how to use technology to enhance the
learning process, the triggering of the stages of grief or
change often occur. Exacerbating this situation is the fact
that the skillsets necessary to utilize technology
effectively are constantly changing, which leads to an
emotional journey.
Trainers and developers responsible for implementing
institutional goals and objectives for the integration of
technology applications in the teaching and learning
process need be aware of this phenomenon and take the
appropriate steps necessary to mitigate the stages noted
above to improve the likelihood of acceptance and
successful implementation of technology initiatives.
As educators, it is important to stay abreast and
embrace technology, as today’s youth are more confident
and reliant on technology than the adults who educate
them in the classroom. Prensky (2003) notes that:
There are important, never-before seen
differences between the generation that grew up
with digital technologies (Digital Natives) and the
generation that grew up before these
technologies....The new abilities, skills, and
preferences of the Digital Natives are to a large
extent misunderstood and ignored by the previous
generation of educators....(p.1-6)
This presentation will describe how the National
University, School of Education has implemented
processes to mitigate the emotional journey faculty often
encounter when introducing professional development
activities and integrating technology in courseware.
Techniques for changing perception and attitudes about
technology, including the cognitive transition to
acceptance and successful implementation are a part of
this action research project.

II. WORK IN PROGRESS PARAMETERS
National University (NU), which is the state of
California’s (USA) second largest non-profit private
university, is conducting several pilot projects that
integrate the use technology in both face-to-face and
virtual classrooms. These projects include the use of
IRIS Connect™, lecture capturing using Camtasia Relay,
and SMART Technologies. Each of these projects is an
individual undertaking, but they also can be integrated
into a single processing of technology use as we will
discuss later in this paper.
1. IRIS Connect™
A part of the work of National University faculty
involves the observation, evaluation, and instruction of
those in various teaching credential programs. The use of
IRIS Connect allows the faculty to conduct Internet-based
remote observations of beginning teachers. These
observations are video taped and provide the opportunity
for time stamped comments and evaluations to be made
by the faculty (see figure 1). The beginning teachers have
the ability to view these observations at their discretion
and the benefits of seeing their practice is well established
as promoting professional growth (Waxman, Tharp, &
Hilberg, 2004). Making the change in faculty practices of
observations to the use of this technology has invoked the
emotions of anger, bargaining, depression, and for someacceptance.

2. Lecture Capture with Camtasia Relay
Salazar (2010) suggests that the educators of today
need to incorporate “the use of educational technology”
with “pedagogically sound” curriculum to engage students
(p. 3). Further, Salazar argues that educational technology
can facilitate online educational learning outcomes and
improve student retention rates. The definition of
educational technology is the hardware, systems, and
software required for addressing the learners’ needs.
Computers, networks, and mobile devices are a part of the
requirements according to Salazar. Dey, Burn, and Gerdes
(2009) take the definition further by adding the use of
videos and lecturing capturing to technology list.
Dey et al. (2009) present the results of a study on the
effects that lecture capture videos had on the college
students in an online environment. Following the
cognitive load and design principles of Meyer (2002), the
study design was purposeful in addressing multimedia
instructional effects on student learning. The findings of
the study suggest that the use of lecture capture that
includes the instructor’s face during the presentation
increase student learning.
National University has obtained Camtasia Relay for
the capturing of lectures by its faculty. These lectures are
being stored in an online library accessible by the faculty
for use in a variety of courses. Despite the establishing of
this capability for the faculty’s use there is little usage.
Once again, new technology that changes the prevailing
practices creates the cognitive dissonance often leading to
the responses that relating to grief or loss (Carr, 2001;
Elrod II & Tippett, 2002). A calculated effort to
overcome the barriers to use is a part of the technology
program in use at the university.
3. SMART Technologies

Note. This figure depicts the screen the IRIS Connect
camera user is viewing while conducting an observation
of a beginning teacher. The observer can make
comments that are time stamped to the particular video
segment being evaluated. The beginning teacher can
access the observation in a secure Internet site and reflect
upon their practices, which leads to improvement in
pedagogical practices.
Figure 1. Screen shot of what IRIS Connect viewing
offers via the Internet connection.

The use of interactive white boards is becoming
common in K-12 classrooms throughout the United States
(Simba Information, 2010). Simba Information notes that
K-12 school districts have been able to acquire Interactive
White Boards (IWB) through Title 2 grants and other
resources of funding. The use of Smart Board
technologies, which includes the IWB, is one tool that
educators can use to increase engagement in the face-toface classroom (Mercer, Hennessy, & Warwick, 2010).
With the deployment of IWB comes the need for
universities to train future educators in the use of this
technology (Campbell, & Kent, 2010). Currently actionoriented research project in underway at National
University to implement the use of IWB in Teacher
Education.
Campbell and Kent (2010) support the training of
pre-service teachers in the functions and pedagogical uses
of IWB. In their published study, they present two case
studies of universities that implemented IWB training
with pre-service teachers. Their findings support the

premise that pre-service teachers need the opportunity to
learn the functions of IWB as well as how to integrate the
technology into their pedagogy. In order for the future
classroom teachers to accomplish these goals, universities
must have willing faculty who are able to demonstrate by
example the effective practices of IWB implementation in
academics.
National University provides the education and
clinical practice support of pre-service teachers to the
majority of students in Teacher Education programs in the
state of California. While NU provides approximately
two-thirds of its courses in an online format, the clinical
practice seminars occur in face-to-face classroom
environments. These companion seminars to the students’
clinical practice occur at one of more than 30 regional
centers located within the state. NU has begun a pilot
project that incorporates the use of IWB in the seminars
that accompany clinical practice. This project is
encountering problems that are typical to the
implementation stage of a new technology.
The staging of technology in a classroom does not
translate into its use as the literature notes (Venkatesh,
Thong, Xu, 2012; Brown, Dennis, & Venkatesh, 2010).
There are numerous barriers to the use of a new
technology in the classroom environment as Lane and
Lyle (2010) have noted. Therefore, the problem for NU
in the attainment of a worthwhile goal of implementing
the use of IWB in its Teacher Education program is
overcoming the barriers relating to the grieving process
noted above. To overcome the barriers we are initiating
an action research project that will determine the
III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The primary research questions for this work in
progress are as follows:
1. How does the 5 stages of grief relate to technology
changes in faculty instructional practices?
2. What cognitive steps are part of moving to the use
of technology in faculty instructional practices?
3. How does the cognitive processing in faculty
moving to technology use relate to the grief
process (denial, anger, bargaining, depression,
acceptance)?
4. What actions can be taken to minimize the
negative effects of changing to utilizing
technology in the faculty’s practices?
A. Participants
The participants for this project include the faculty
and Instructional Technology Specialists that sign the
informed consent form (Institutional Review Board
approved). The participant pool will involve the
faculty involved in coursework in the NU Teacher
Education Department. A subset of research questions
may come from the work with the faculty members
working in the department of Teacher Programs that
lead to credentialing. These potential participants may

present the researchers the opportunity to create a
longitudinal study on the effect of exposure and use of
educational technology has on future educators.
B.

Method of inquiry
The purpose of this study was to explore the
emotional journey faculty often encounter when
introducing and integrating technology in professional
development initiatives. The collection of narrative data
in this study will be originated from auto-ethnographic
(personal perspectives) from the experiences of
Instructional Technology Specialists and faculty involved
in the technology adoption process in a higher education
setting. Additional qualitative data through a survey or
focus groups may supplement the auto-ethnographic
responses.
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The 21st Century School
The 21st Century Scenario
Even though, literally, almost 12% of the 21st-century has already gone by, education for the 21stcentury is still widely regarded as a thing of the future, a promise of better times to come, in which the
materialization of the many promises on the future of education will finally take place.
In effect, the advent and generalization of the Internet, an unplanned development which radically
changed the face of education, resulted in a complete overhaul of the knowledge paradigm, in that, by
opening up unrestricted access to exponentially increasing available information, this generation is the
first generation in history to have full access to the whole array of all accumulated human knowledge.
The impact of the so-called knowledge era on the model of schooling was drastic and immediate: from a
content-based pedagogy that had the teacher at the center as the source of all knowledge, schools were
called to reinvent themselves in order to develop in students the skills and, more importantly, the
passion to become lifelong learners, since horizontal access to information resulted in that learning far
transcended physical space and the boundaries of time of formal schooling.
Reconverting the teacher role to one of mentor and facilitator, more intent on developing skills than
passing on knowledge implies much more than a change in the job description. In what is traditionally
referred to as the teaching and learning process, where the emphasis was traditionally placed on the
teaching dimension in the process, the new focus should be on the learning, since students will, after
they finish school, be able to continue learning on for life.

From the Old to the New School
In the context of analyzing the challenges faced by administrators and curriculum designers, it is useful
to contrast the characteristics of the New and the Old School. We shall refer to as "the old school" the
prevailing and still current model of schooling which was originated in the postindustrial era and that
precedes the Internet. Analyzing in detail these differences helps not only to gain a level of awareness as
to depth of the changes required, but also can serve as a starting point for the ultimate objective which
is the design of a true 21st century curriculum.

Characteristics of the old school
Possessing knowledge had value in itself: In the pre-Internet era, where knowledge by
definition was scarce, it made sense that one of the main objectives of the school was to accumulate as

much knowledge as possible, which resulted in a school curriculum very much based on contents and
assessment very much focused on factual recall. In order to be able to function effectively in any order
of life, knowledge had to be preserved post school, so one of the basic tenets of the educational system
was that deep subject mastery had to precede proficiency in any task.

Content-based curriculum: As expressed in the preceding point, the need to apprehend and
accumulate knowledge led to a curriculum that was more based on content than skills. One of the
primary objectives of the school system was to have students learn as much as possible, and remember
much of that information also, in an attempt to perpetuate the learning, in a context in which there
were very few and limited possibilities to sustain learning once formal education was over.
Core subjects dominated the curriculum: In a limited knowledge paradigm, which could be
encompassed within an analytical model, certain subjects like mathematics acquired a logical
preponderance since they not only had skills which were relevant (i.e. perform calculations in the real
world) but which also had formative value in developing the abilities needed to succeed in further
studies or the workplace. Reading and writing, as the default and practically the only means of
expression, rightfully had an allocation of hours in the scheduling that reflected their importance in
terms of providing students with a way to effectively communicate.

The teacher at the center: Since the teacher was the key factor in transmitting knowledge to
students, the old model of schooling basically consisted of the teacher lecturing, and basically creating a
pedagogy to their self image, that is, expected outcomes of success for students where a reflection of
what the teacher considered to be relevant regarding learning. Eric Jensen (2008) wrote: "You can lead a
horse to water, but you can't make it drink." This old adage reflects the thinking of some educators that
their responsibility ends at leading the horse to water. Thus, if children don't learn to read in the
standard program provided, they are deficient. The thinking is that if the students can't cut it (or don't
want to), that's their problem. This model reduces the teacher's accountability and allows many learners
to fall through the cracks.”

Overwhelming focus on reading and writing: As previously stated, because the written
word was the only mechanism to communicate and transmit knowledge, school curriculum had an
overwhelming focus on reading and writing as the primary skills to be acquired in order to effectively
communicate. The ability to read and decode complex pieces of text, as well as writing lengthy and
sophisticated productions was considered to be the trademark skill to be acquired in school.

Learning mostly assessed by means of sit-down written tests: The vast majority of all
school assessments consisted of an end of unit sit-down written test, with no chance for retesting, and
more often than not a focus on factual recall.

Students expected to learn on time: The way most school evaluations were structured, the
prime objective of school assessments was that students learn on time, that is, for the fixed time during
which the assessments were held and not necessarily allowing for different periods of time to make sure
that all students actually learned the concepts involved. This exacerbated focus on the test has

propitiated the well-known attitude of students becoming very proficient test takers in order to beat the
system, with the incentive to perform well on the test being more important than learning itself.

Grades were a very important part of the school culture: In most school systems all
over the world, the old school emphasized the importance of numeric grades, which in turn determined
whether students passed or failed their classes. Since grades were also directly related to the written
tests that measured learning, they inevitably only reflected a few of the dimensions of the learning
process, those that were easily measurable and more related to the academic aspects of education.
Anybody who has been long enough in school can attest to the often irreparable damage done to
students self-esteem when they fell short of the mark in terms of their academic grades and, as such,
were labeled a failure. Parker Palmer (1999) wrote: “Look into a classroom, for example, where an
insecure teacher is forcing students to be passive stenographers of the teacher’s store of knowledge,
leaving the teacher with more sense of selfhood and the vulnerable students with less.”

Mistakes were not allowed: A defining characteristic of the old school system as the fact that
mistakes were clearly not allowed and completely disassociated from learning. Mistakes were
stigmatized, and any experienced teacher knows firsthand how the fear of being ridiculed so often
inhibits students who would much rather pass as lazy then make mistakes.

Knowledge was compartmentalized in subjects: Once again, related to the need to
consolidate and specialize in acquiring very specific knowledge, learning was compartmentalized
through carefully defined subjects, especially as from the Middle School and High School level, in a way
that artificially isolated learning from real life. There were little or no points of contact between
subjects, which evolved independently within the school curriculum.

Clear and well-defined outcomes for academic success: The old school had very clear
parameters under which to find success in academic terms. Within a context that was far more
predictable in terms of the skills, abilities and knowledge required to function effectively in the real
world, it is easier to define what marked success in school: students with a good analytical ability, a solid
cultural base, who were able to remember a substantial amount of factual information, who were
capable of performing at a sustained pace deepening their proficiency in a field of study.

The new school.
When analyzing the characteristics of the post-Internet school, with access to unlimited information in
the knowledge era, it is quite striking to find that many of these features that should constitute what we
could call the “new school” are flagrantly contradictory to some of the characteristics previously
outlined and that still represent mostly current practices in schools.
The subsequent analysis is not only valid per se in terms of understanding the school of the 21stcentury, but also to reveal the magnitude and the depth of the change required.

Lifelong learning is the primary goal of the educational system: Within the new
knowledge paradigm where information is infinitely accessible, the major overarching goal of the
educational system is to provide students with the skills and, more importantly, with the desire to
continue learning for life. Contrary to the old model, learning is not physically restricted to formal
schooling in any stage, and can be achieved regardless of having access to a teacher, so it makes sense
that students exit school with the tools and the motivation to continue learning for life. This
fundamental principle of the new educational system represents a profound challenge in terms of
restructuring the school model which was never geared explicitly to lifelong learning, but rather to make
sure that students learned the contents and skills hitherto considered relevant in the previous context.
Education is more about learning than teaching: Once again, the prevailing pedagogy is
much more focused on the teaching dimension of the teaching and learning process. Most professional
development efforts, educational theories and related in-service trainings focus on better tools for
teaching. The new school needs to develop a whole body of educational theory that helps systematically
address how students should learn, how to foster habits of independent learning and provide the
students with skills that help them to become lifelong learners.

Every child can learn: In the old school model, teachers taught mostly to their own self image
and students had to conform to their own expectations about learning. One of the greatest advances in
the 21st century view of education is that it is increasingly accepted that every child can learn, and that
it is also the teacher's responsibility to cater to each and every child's learning styles and abilities. The
one-size-fits-all model where every student is evaluated to the same standards and in the same manner
and at the same time becomes self-evidently intrinsically flawed.

Our students are different: The current generation of students in the classroom have grown up
amidst totally different stimuli than the ones that most teachers currently in schools have been trained
to teach. Without entering the realm of neurocognitive science, it is universally accepted that students
have developed different learning patterns and learning styles. One obvious example is their ability to
be able to multitask, which results in the often expressed frustration by teachers that students are
unable to concentrate for long periods of times and perform tasks to the required level of depth. Classes
are still structured mostly with students doing one thing at a time for prolonged periods of time, in what
constitutes flagrant ignorance regarding what students can do.

Personalized education is necessary: A personalized system of education, where each and
every child receives instruction in a way that caters to their learning style and ability, and that are
evaluated in ways that help and foster their learning as opposed to just being merely judgmental,
becomes more than a desired trait in education. Success for all learners depends on overcoming the
almost autistic approach of placing the whole responsibility of learning on the children.

New skills need to be taught: Regardless of the many existing taxonomies that attempt to list
out the new 21st Century Skills (an attempt that, paradoxically, is almost contradictory to the dynamic
and unstable environment of the 21st-Century), it goes beyond doubt that schools need to teach
completely new skills in order to help students become proficient in the handling of overwhelmingly

complex amounts of data, in their quest to transform it into relevant information. Just to give one
example, a survival and alphabetization skill in the new school is to be able to filter information and
become expert Internet searchers, distinguishing what is relevant from what is not. As technology
evolves and new possibilities emerge, it cannot be expected that technology developers will provide the
educational tools needed for students to make good and ethical use of those tools, it will fall back on
schools to develop a related pedagogy.

Collaboration is the norm: The development of technology tools that have effectively shortened
distances have resulted in that, regardless of the order of business or activity, collaboration is the norm
in the workplace. Paradoxically, school still remains largely unaffected and activities, as well as the
accountability system resulting in assessment instruments, are painstaking geared to be able to evaluate
individuals. The fact that collaboration is the exception is such that collaborative learning is an area of
expertise in itself and frequently professional development seminars are run on this topic. In the new
school, collaboration is the norm, and students will learn to form part of the team, develop the ability to
contribute to their best extent of their potential as well as learn from their peers in the process.

Unlearn and relearn: Even though the whole issue of learning and relearning has become more a
cliché associated to the fuzzy future of 21st-century learning than anything else, it is an important part
of a 21st-century school. One of the greater difficulties of the older generation in times of great changes
that they are unable to forget their own ways and truly be open to new learning that may challenge
conventional wisdom. A characteristic of the new school, one that needs to be developed in its entirety,
is that students should learn to truly be open to new ways and knowledge, in a way that does not hinder
their creativity and imagination in developing new solutions.

Learning is ubiquitous: Everything in school, from rigid schedules to rigid spaces, is structured in
terms of a model where learning occurs within the confines of the classroom and stops as soon as the
bell rings, with the time honored exception of homework. In the new school, mirroring real-life, learning
is a continuous and ubiquitous process, where learning opportunities are explicitly recognized all
throughout every instance of the school day, including elective subjects and extracurricular activities.

Brain-based learning techniques are deployed: Evolving research in neuroscience is
helping educators understand how students best learn and there is an emerging number of resources
that will grow steadily in quantity and quality in terms of applying this nascent science to learning in the
school context. From early stimulation to computer adaptive testing that diagnoses learning styles based
on neuro developmental research, applications of neuroscience will become commonplace and an
essential part of the 21st-century school.
Expression incorporates multimedia: Despite our protestations, and the virtues of reading
notwithstanding, it is a well-documented fact that students are consuming much more multimedia, to
the detriment of written expression. 1 Schools do a very thorough job of teaching students how to
1

Some of the most up to date statistics on media consumption can be found at
http://www.frankwbaker.com/mediause.htm

decode the written word, and there are infinite instances in which reading comprehension is explicitly
addressed throughout the curriculum. Similarly, being able to effectively write is considered an essential
skill, with plenty of assignments as the years progress that cater to the development of that ability.
Without denying the importance of writing and its associated benefits, it will become increasingly
important for students to learn how to decode multimedia, become critical viewers and consumers of
media, and also to learn techniques and principles that allow them to express themselves through
images and video. Graphic design becomes an alphabetization skill.

Learning environments will be different: The current physical layout of most classrooms is
absolutely conducive to a model that is teacher centered, having rows of desks aligned towards the
front. It is a relatively common practice for teachers to try to break that pattern by rearranging desks
and doing away with the unidimensional default configuration, but much more can be done in terms of
designing environments for learning that will allow continuous learning, greater flexibility, collaborative
work, distributed uses of technology and other features of the new school. Most current learning
environments are also designed with the idea that uncomfortable students would focus more, but
having students fidgeting endlessly in class only contributes further to the preconception that learning
cannot be fun or pleasurable.

The transition between the old and new school.
All the paragraphs above serve to illustrate the magnitude and extent of the change required, and how,
despite the many well-intentioned efforts to go about school reform incrementally, the issues at stake
are much more profound and, as such, require a level of intervention and fundamental redesign of the
curriculum that are far beyond current attempts.
At the same time, it needs to be recognized that most schools are dealing with their everyday
constraints and that it would be unthinkable to engage in a program of reform that drastically throw
away all the valid principles tenets of traditional education in favor of a 21st-century curriculum. This
tension between the need for massive change and the day-to-day running of the school, as well as
meeting the demands of stakeholders, is the heart of the problem faced by educators who are aware of
the need to completely rethink the current model of schooling but are, at the same time, held back in
their efforts, partly for the very important reason that the general public is not yet sold on the promise
of 21st century education.

Working at a two-tiered level
A possible way to try to resolve this tension and infuse 21st-century contents within an existing school
curriculum, and one that, to an extent, is consistent with the uncertain environment of the 21st-century,
where the lineal approach does not work anymore, is to work at two levels of the same time in terms of
professional development efforts.

In effect, reassessing the current school system towards the overarching goal of lifelong learning cannot
be accomplished by a sequence of carefully thought-out steps or long term strategic plans. The very
dynamic environments and fast-paced changes render futile any efforts to try to predict a long sequence
of events and or to plan for explicitly defined outcomes in the teaching and learning process. In a more
right brained process, as Daniel Pink has eloquently shown in this book "A whole new mind", will focus
on intrinsic motivation rather than the carrots and sticks old-time way of going about improved
performance.
Because it is impossible to predict all outcomes, a possible avenue to jumpstart change is to work on
clearly defined principles that will serve as foundations and guide the deployment of 21st century
initiatives towards a gradual conversion of the curriculum. In this context, it is important to work with
the faculty on a program that raises their level of awareness as to the main principles and drivers of the
21st century education challenge, even if, as a consequence of such professional development efforts
there are no immediately applicable tools to be used the following day in the classroom. The traditional
approach to professional development has always consisted mostly of recipes and step-by-step
suggestions that, even with the intention of finding their way to the classroom immediately, resulted in
alienating many staff who felt that they were being forced into a teaching style that was not their own.
Exposing faculty members to speakers, texts, and, in general, to learning on the main principles of the
change needed may not yield immediate results but is extremely effective in terms of raising the level of
awareness of teachers as to the reconversion of their own roles and the need to gradually phase out the
current teacher centered model.
The same time, opportunities for infusing 21st-century contents and practices within the existing
constraints should not be disregarded. There are plenty of opportunities, as we will explore succinctly in
the paragraphs that succeed, for deploying some of these practices and making gradual changes in the
curriculum that accompany what should be more broad, that is, developing a sort of collective mindset
that fosters a more student centered, inquiry-based process that focuses on the learning dimension of
schooling.

The 21st Century School
Reconverting the current model of schooling to reflect the changes needed cannot be accomplished
overnight, it is, perforce, a long and arduous process that requires multiple reassessments along the
way, as well as necessary checkpoints to gauge how some of the changes are evolving.
The following paragraphs include a series of suggested strategies that focus on gradually infusing 21stcentury learning activities within an existing school curriculum, and that can be implemented regardless
of the constraints that most schools operate under. They do not constitute a step-by-step sequence
towards the 21st century curriculum, but rather independent steps in the right direction, with the very
important goal of planting the seed for a different mindset, in sync with the principles and basic drivers
of 21st century education that have been discussed above.

Contrary to most of the recipes for pedagogical changes that are based on research that proves
improved performance, most often in the form of better scores in standardized tests, the suggestions
below attempt to better prepare students for dealing with the new conditions of learning based on the
infinite knowledge paradigm. Each one of them is beneficial in itself, and regardless of their measurable
outcomes, which, at best, are intrinsically uncertain in terms of what constitutes academic success, they
constitute processes that are failsafe in their approach: even if no quantifiable variables demonstrate
improved performance, they address dire needs in the current context.

Learning multimedia.
Despite what we the adults might wish to the contrary, every study to the effect and our own everyday
experience shows undisputedly that students are consuming increasing amounts of multimedia, mostly
in the form of online videos. The reason is simple: increased ease for anybody to produce and share
video via any of the massive online platforms to that effect.
This results in that, again, even if we recognize the benefits and try to encourage our students to engage
in reading, advances in communications and the ease of use of tools to generate multimedia make this
trend irreversible. If we accept that it is our responsibility as educators to help your students acquire the
skills they need to become critical consumers of multimedia, as well as being able to effectively
communicate using images, video and sounds.
In the same way that reading comprehension and writing are the heart and soul of the school
curriculum, there needs to be an increasing allocation of time to systematically address the issue of how
to interpret and decode images, video, and consuming multimedia, as well as include graphic design and
video production lessons that not only deal with the technical aspects of generating multimedia content
but, more importantly, how to convey thoughts and ideas through that language.
This involves, from kindergarten to 12th grade, supplementing existing contents with activities that
address understanding of producing multimedia, within the natural progression of increased complexity
andmastery that occurs in any school subject. There is plenty of literature and teaching resources on the
subject, as well as specialists who can advise and train teachers if they need external support and
delivering this content.

Filtering
Without any doubt, the number one alphabetization skill for the 21st-century is filtering. Everybody is
exposed to an overabundance of stimuli, infinite data and a confusing myriad of sources that make it
hard to distinguish what is relevant from what can be biased, erroneous or have commercial intent.
The most common approach to have students learn about filtering is, generally from middle school
onwards, within technology lessons, to take them to perform searches on the Internet and there and
then attempt to guide them into how to detect the reliability of the source. These well-intentioned
attempts are most often too little too late, since students have started at an earlier age to search on the
Internet without guidance and not having developed a systematic criteria for discerning what can be
trusted on within the virtual jungle of the Internet.

Once again, paradoxically, current school practices are totally counterintuitive to what students need to
face in the 21st-century. Every one of our assessments are a model of efficiency: from a very early age,
whether in science, mathematics or social science, students get as much data and information as they
need, never more, never less, and in the vast majority of cases the information supplied is very reliable.
Students never have to discern whether the information supplied is correct. I have taught science for
many years and whenever I have included more data needed in a problem, students that invariably
reacted complaining about why did I include items of information that were not needed to solve the
problem.
Helping students learn how to filter and develop a sort of sixth sense, an intuitive compass to guide
them in finding their way through the maze of unlimited information requires a completely different
approach. From a very early age, and without the need to incorporate technology in the process,
students must be exposed to more data than needed, sources that are erroneous or biased, data that is
out of range, explicitly encouraged to always look out for such invalid data and develop healthy and
critical skepticism all information presented, and rewarded for doing so. All the way through school,
across grade levels and subject matters, assessments should be rephrased in order to include the need
to distinguish valid data from that which is not, and rubrics should reflect the evaluation of that skill.
Once again, this intervention would undoubtedly be beneficial to students and is fully compatible with
existing curricular models.

Collaboration
As we have expressed before, collaboration should be the default mode of operation for schools.
Helping students acquire this relevant skill is as simple as explicitly including more instances in which
students work in teams, rubrics that account for not only the individual performance of members of the
team but also as to how they can actively contribute to the best of their potential, as well as learning
from others.

Imagination
Even though we tell our students that, in a time in which the Internet did not exist and there weren't
such viable alternatives such as video games and other modern-day dazzling gaming possibilities, we
engaged in a make-believe fantasy games that were great fun, deep down within we all wish we could
live in this time in which there are such fascinating possibilities for gaming.
But, beyond our romantic and nostalgic recollection of the good old days, it is true that, even if it was
not half as fun as kids have today, it did force us into creating worlds of imagination in our minds, thus
explicitly developing our imagination, a skill that is precursor to creativity, which, in turn, is deemed one
of the most relevant 21st-century skills. (Puccio, 2011)
The current context where students don't need to imagine anything, since games and even educational
applications have brought a level of reality to gaming and simulations that has become progressively
more sophisticated and Incorporated 3-D immersive environments, results in that imagination is seldom
used and, as such, it may be a capability that becomes stifled in the current generation.

As such, it is up to schools to create specific instances in which the skill of imagining is used and
exercised. Projects that foster and develop imagination may include "bare-bones" activities where
students are charged with visioning or imagining situations, which would then become working material
for specific education. Like with any skill that needs to be learned, school assessment must include some
dimension within the rubrics that reward students for proficiency in that skill.

Creativity
Similarly, infusing instances in which creativity is learned and subsequently rewarded as part of
assessment is a long process that should accompany students all throughout their schooling. Once again,
there our extensive resources regarding how to teach creativity and, essentially, how to develop a
creative mindset, that learns not to be judgmental and inhibit or suppress answers for fear of mistakes.
Incorporating some of these processes into the teaching of subjects at school is by no means
incompatible with most of the current school objectives.
Without disregarding conventional form of assessments, a concerted effort can be put in place to also
reward for example, not just the correct answers but the number of answers supplied, their originality,
as well as other specific age-related markers that foster creativity. A systematic pedagogic effort to
include the learning of creativity across the curriculum will not only yield benefits per se in terms of the
skills learned, but also in terms of accomplishing the objective of accepting mistakes as a natural part of
the learning process.

Critical thinking
There is also an extensive volume of literature that deals with the teaching of critical thinking, breaking
up critical thinking into discrete skills that can be specifically addressed at different age levels and that,
like the previous skills, can be monitored throughout the curriculum and subsequently evaluated.
Learning critical thinking does not imply doing away with any subject matter or contents, but rather to
focus on assessment methods and include, within the contents taught, opportunities for the
development of critical thinking as one more skill that needs to be taught and assessed.

Globalization
The explosion in telecommunications have effectively obliterated distances have resulted in our current
flat world (Friedman, 2007), a globalized, 24/7 world where students need not only to learn how to
make proficient use of the infinitely available possibilities, but also to affirm their own identity in the
face of many confusing external influences.
Any Internet search will yield a multitude of available websites that pair schools together who want to
engage in collaborative projects, including schools from all over the world for all age levels and subject
matters. Schools often try to set up exchanges that involve physical trips, and the experience of traveling
abroad and spending time with their peers from another country is undoubtedly beneficial, but not
accessible to all students because of the costs entailed.
Setting up projects that target the learning of skills that will serve students well in a globalized world is
as simple as finding a common topic for a unit, having teachers agree on a project and a common rubric,

and letting students take care of the rest. They will surely find a way to interact with their peers, and
create a joint project and presentation.

Ethical use of technology
As technology becomes increasingly more powerful, including artificial intelligence applications that
even threaten to overcome human intelligence, and new, faster and better applications are continually
being developed blurring our perception of the cutting edge of technology, working on developing solid
values for students to become ethical users of technology becomes ever more important.
Schools in general are addressing copyright issues, hacking, social networks as some of the more clearly
emerging technological trends that become ubiquitous in students’ lives, and there is still a lot of ground
to be covered in terms of having a well researched toolkit of resources for students to systematically
learn about basic uses of those applications.
However, an important dimension that is often overlooked has to do with what we can call digital
citizenship issues related to the collective responsibility of contributing to the new knowledge paradigm.
In the same way as we teach and care for others and other basic virtues that make our students good
citizens in real life, cyber virtues will become increasingly more important, as well as the need to
develop a "cyber conscience" that focuses for example, students contributing articles on topics of their
knowledge, answering questions on online forums to help others, regularly posting objective reviews on
products or services consumed, as well as other good citizen traits and virtues in terms of being positive
contributors to the knowledge society.
Incorporating this dimension into school curriculum is not incompatible with anything else that is done,
and needs to be modeled by the adults themselves, who need to share with their students their own
experience of being active participants in the virtual world.

Embracing change
Finally, and this reflection is just a starting point of a long but promising road in materializing the
promise of 21st Century Education, the 21st Century School is all about embracing change and
uncertainty. Adults who need to serve as flag bearers and role models t inspire our students must take
ourselves full advantages of this, the best time in history to be an educator.
I gained this particularly invaluable insight from the students themselves. Once, when engaging in a
collective reflection about the use of technology for learning in our school I asked them about the
profile of those teachers who best and most effectively implemented technology. Their answer stunned
me, since I was expecting them to come back with my preconceived profile of a young nerdish teacher
who likes technology. Without hesitations they said that those teachers who best used technology were
the ones who loved learning themselves, since they could just not wait to show them the wonderful
things that were out there for learning.
When viewed from the prism of learning, change suddenly stops being threatening and, much rather, is
viewed as the best catalyst for learning. The 21st Century School is so hard to fathom because it puts to

the test our own relationship with learning: if we are learners at heart, everything clicks into place. If we
are in teaching for some other reason, then we are in trouble. The challenge can be summed up into
trying to resurrect the learner in us to be effective educators in tehe21st Century.
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Introduction
For the past decade, we have written and discussed the importance of teaching
the whole child. There continues to be reams of research on the significance of the
children in the classroom. This paper suggests that, almost paradoxically, the best way
to enhance the human dimension of the learning process is to work on explicitly
addressing the same issues with the teaching staff. We propose to explore the personal
development and deeper meanings, seek purpose, and understand the power of
transcendence.
Parker Palmer (1998) writes that in our rush to reform education, we have
forgotten a simple truth: reform will never be achieved by renewing appropriations,
restructuring schools, rewriting curricula, and revising textbooks if we continue to
demean and dishearten the human resource called the teacher on who so much
depends. He further challenges us to explore the inner landscape of the teaching self.
There are three different paths and all must be recognized and valued for success.
Palmer defines the three paths as intellectual (p4), the way we find about teachings;
emotional as the way our students feel as we teach and learn and the spiritual the
diverse ways we arrange the heart; longing to be connected with the largeness of life—a
longing that animates love and work, especially the work called—teaching.
Salovey and Sluyter (1997) in their work define emotional intelligence as it
involves the ability to perceive accurately, appraise, and express emotions; the ability to
access and/or generate feelings when they facilitate thoughts. It is the ability to
understand emotion and emotional knowledge; and the ability to understand emotion
and the ability to regulate emotions to promote emotional and intellectual growth. The
inward realities of professional, vocation and spirituality are complex. As educators,
we are prepared to focus on the intellectual and the cognitive about teaching. When
opportunities arise in the realm of the emotional and spiritual there is often conflict
within the self.
Palmer writes that the exploration of the spiritual part of work, relativity, and
caring is often a paradox. He states that “to be fully alive is to act (p17). Action is more
than movement; it is movement that involves expression, discovery, reformation of
ourselves and our world. “I understand action to be any way that we can co-create
reality with other beings with the spirit” (p17) and we tend to agree with this statement
as evidenced through many years of work with teachers in diverse settings.

We are challenging educators to move from teaching to learning and that
requires that we reconcile ourselves to connect with the learner that is within us. At a
time of overwhelmingly complex stimuli and fast-paced changing environments, it is
time for a stronger inner life, an affirmation of one’s own values and deeper beliefs. As
in the often mentioned globalization mantra, we need to “think global—act local”.
The new role of the teacher in the classroom is that of coach, mentor, facilitator,
and/or guide. Each of these new roles requires a different way of thinking and
knowing.
The 21st century education scenario
We live in a time in which most of the formerly sacrosanct basic tenets upon
which our school systems were built have all been literally turned upside down. A
completely new knowledge paradigm has transformed what was known as a pedagogy
of poverty into one of infinite abundance, thus placing the teacher with the great
responsibility of dealing, on the one hand, with uncertainty and fast-paced change, and,
at the same time, with the added burden that it is no longer enough to pass on our
knowledge to our students but rather there is a need to inspire them to become lifelong
learners.
There are endless textbooks and other writings that address the issue of teaching
21st-century skills, carefully thought-out taxonomies leading into a new pedagogy for
the learning of these new skills, and a volume of other technical literature that has so
far, rather unsuccessfully, attempted to harness the daunting challenge of reinventing
the school model. However, very little attention has been paid to the human dimension
of the teacher and the need to enhance and emphasize personal development in
education as the key to unraveling the seemingly impossible puzzle faced by educators
in the 21st-century.
The succeeding sections will attempt to systematically address some of the
characteristics of the emerging 21st century pedagogy and how they are all targeting a
more profound development of the human dimension of the teacher role.
Moving from teaching to learning
One of the accepted main principles of 21st century education is that, in the
teaching and learning process, which hitherto had been notoriously unbalanced
towards the teaching dimension of the process, needs now to be more focused on the
learning aspect. In effect, in a context where students can learn for life, it is not so

necessary to focus on the teaching but rather on generating in our students a love and
passion for learning, as well as providing them with skills that allow them to become
learners beyond formal instruction. In their book, 21st Century Skills: Learning for Life
in Our Times”, Trilling and Fader state that “in the 21st century, lifelong learning is here
to stay” (p19).
Contrary to many other teaching objectives, there is no predetermination that
energy or a specific set of rules will allow our students to acquire the joy of learning.
Rather, the only way for a mentor to inspire is when that person embodies the same
values and lives them with profound convictions and beliefs. The current environment
presents all educators with an unforgiving test of their own relationship with learning.
If we are learners at heart, we stand a much better chance of inspiring our students to
do the same, and will find it easier and more natural to help them learn the skills
required to become lifelong learners. As unprecedented as it may seem, a very
important professional development activity for teachers in the 21st century is to find
instances for reflection on their own role as learners, as well as balancing their work
load so that they are allowed themselves enough time and energy to engage in a
continuous learning process of their own.
Fast-paced change
In an environment that is traditionally operating within a well-defined comfort
zone where teachers feel safe in their knowledge of their subject matter, the current
scenario in which knowledge is ephemeral or even nonexistent as such, places teachers
in a position of uncertainty that becomes quite counterintuitive to the traditional role.
David Weinberger explicitly and boldly addresses the issue of redefining knowledge in
his latest book “Too Big to Know: Rethinking Knowledge Now That the Facts Aren’t
the Facts, Experts are Everywhere, and the Smartest Person in the Room Is the Room”.
He says that traditional knowledge is what you get when paper is its medium and then
goes further with a statement that “The property of knowledge as a body of vetted
works comes directly from the properties of paper. Thus, traditional knowledge has
been an accident of paper” (p 43).
The breathtaking rate of change further contributes to a feeling of intrinsic
instability that throws teachers into the murky waters of losing control over content and
learning in general. In particular, when relating to technology, the prime conduit for
learning in the 21st-century, teachers find it impossibly difficult to accept the fact that
their students are much more proficient in the use of the tools and technologies.

Once again, working on our own personal dimension as learners becomes the
universal antidote against uncertainty. When viewed under the prism of learning,
suddenly change becomes the greatest catalyst for learning and a learner is never afraid
of change since following every new advancement a new opportunity for learning
exists. So, preparing to successfully meet the challenge of the 21st-century entails that
educators explore explicitly their own role as lifelong learners, the transcendence of
learning, and the need to enhance the deeper meaning of the learning process.
The new role for teachers
It is also generally accepted that, in the context of being the first generation in
humanity to have access to all accumulated human knowledge, teachers must
purposefully reconvert their role from being the sage on the stage, the sole possessors of
knowledge, a unique and indispensable link in the learning process, to a role of mentor
and facilitator, a guide for students to uncover their own passion for learning and
acquire the habits and the desire to learn on their own.
It must be understood that this change in the role of teachers is not merely a
change in the job description, but, rather, it has profound implications that point to the
very reasons why many people chose to be teachers in the first place. The current
generation of educators in today's classrooms, mainly opted for being teachers because
they enjoy teaching, and when deprived of the chance to pass on their knowledge as the
main salient element to the current pedagogy in favor of taking a side role to assist
students in their own learning, we are dispossessing them of some of the elements of
personal realization in their job.
Moving from a position in which the teacher dispenses knowledge to one in
which the educator becomes a facilitator or catalyst for learning requires a deep soulsearching process about the profound motivations for being a teacher, making ever
more current the immortal words of William Butler Yeats when he wrote "education is
not the filling of a pail but the lighting of a fire”.
Every child can learn
Despite the many technological advances that have impacted education, perhaps
the greatest realization of the 21st century pedagogy is that every child can learn, and
that it is a shared responsibility of the teacher to find the means to help each and every
child rise to his full potential. The old school model was more often based on the
teacher teaching and, essentially, assessing to their self image.

As in Michelangelo's famous words when referring to David, when he said "I
saw an Angel in the stone and I only had to carve to set it free", more often than not
implies dealing with disruptive behavior, learning difficulties and a myriad of other
classroom management challenges. This simply puts to the test many of the seemingly
very lucid educational theories and the harsh reality of the classroom.
In order to be able to see through these outward manifestations and really go
deeper to try to bring out the best in every student, a profound empathy as well as a
humbling attitude is necessary on the part of the teacher. The teacher needs to
subordinate his own conception of learning to yield to students with very different
learning abilities.
Another quite evident characteristic of the time is that students are developing
cognitive and even neurodevelopmental traits that are different from the students that
most teachers were trained to teach. An unspoken and yet very powerful axiom of the
traditional school model is that the teacher decides what constitutes relevant learning.
Being open to different forms of learning and having a mindset that looks for the best in
students is a profound human trait that stems out of a deep reflection process.
Collaboration
Advances in telecommunications have effectively removed all barriers and given
rise to what has been called The Flat World, a globalized interconnected world that
operates 24 hours for seven days a week. In “The World is Flat” (2007), Thomas
Friedman refers to this changing work as “…a global, Web-enabled playing field that
allows for multiple forms of collaboration on research and work in real time, without
regard to geography, distance or, in the near future, even language”.
In this context, spurred by the availability of tools that have made it increasingly
easy for people to collaborate effectively regardless of the distance, collaboration has
become the default mode of work in any order of activity. One of the challenges for
schools as they attempt to meet the 21st century education challenge is to gradually
reconvert the current model of schooling which is largely based on individual
accountability to one where students and adults do effectively collaborate in their
respective roles.
There is a whole body of pedagogy that targets the development of techniques
and strategies that specifically address how to work collaboratively in an educational
setting. It must not be forgotten that one of the most important issues related to

effective collaboration is the desire to work as a team, to share each person's expertise,
and to seek to pool every person's talents and abilities for the benefit of the team.
How can teachers learn to collaborate? Like many behaviors that are related to
human virtues, achieving a high degree of collaboration cannot be learned the same
way as other pedagogical tools and techniques (Wheelan, 2010). The best way to
impress upon our staff members that it is important to collaborate is to provide them
multiple, rich experiences in the context of relevant professional development activities.
Professional Learning Community
Following the virtues detailed in the previous paragraph, one overarching goal
should be to build what is known as a professional learning community in schools. In
its ideal form, a professional learning community engages staff members and
professional discussions that range from pedagogical books to best practices as a way to
learn from each other, which has been long evaluated as being the most effective form
of professional development (Reeves, 2006).
However, when planning professional development activities, sometimes an
important factor is overlooked: it is only through the sharing of profound reflections
and discussion of more personal issues that the true cement of professional learning
communities is realized. Once professional colleagues have been able to share
conversations that relate to personal stories and their values, they not only get to know
each other much better but they also develop shared responses based on agreement on
basic values. These common values are especially helpful in times of crises when there
is no time to think and ponder and consider responses.
A former president of the Red Cross has been quoted as saying "I don't have time
to establish a personal relationship at 3 in the morning in an emergency." Because of the
unpredictability of the work that schools do, even the most carefully thought-out set of
best practices and procedures for the business world would pale in comparison to the
complexity of the reality faced by educators in the classroom.
Professional development planners should then contemplate not only the
learning of content, tools and techniques, but also consider how reflective time would
be beneficial to the whole school. This time could provide teachers a venue to be able to
share some of their deeper issues and values and make connections with their fellow
teachers. Douglas Reeves stated in his book, “ Transforming Professional Development
into Student Results”, that “while we take food, clothing, shelter, and safety for granted
in most cases, the new basic need is for meaning, worth, and respect (p. 88).

Dealing with complexity
The current context, not just in education, is infinitely more complex than what
previous generations have had to face in the workplace. The breathtaking rhythm of
change means it is very hard to understand the present and, even more importantly for
educators, that the future for which we are preparing our students is almost
unfathomable (Fullan, 2001). It has been said repeatedly in numerous studies that many
of the jobs that students currently in school will hold have not yet been created.
How can educators prepare their students for a future that is so uncertain? To
add to this challenge are the overwhelming stimuli to which students are exposed on a
constant basis. As we look to the future, we still need to be cognizant of the present
because there are elusive hurdles to overcome.
Once again, in this context, it becomes ever more important to highlight and
enhance students’ and adults’ inner lives. When faced with a very uncertain
environment and one that challenges and defies normal perceptions and expectations,
people are often confused and unsettled in their values. It is at this time that it becomes
more important than ever to reinforce the strength of inner convictions and principles to
serve as solid foundations.
It is quite paradoxical that no efforts are spared to try to keep abreast and current
on the latest changes, despite the widespread knowledge that it's an almost futile effort
given the fast-paced of innovations. However, there is seldom explicit work being done
with professional development experiences to focus on the school core values in such a
way that brings them to life and makes them more visible in the level of awareness of
teachers. Specific emphasis could serve both as a way to reinforce principles and
convictions as well as providing teachers with a strong anchor against unsettling
change.
Education is a profoundly human business
At the end of the day, and despite the painstaking efforts by authors and thinkers
to try to reduce many of the components of good teaching into a step by step, scripted
plan, education is a profoundly human business. Some of the best teachers relied on
their compassion for their students when teaching content. In this way, these teachers
become effective practitioners. If we think of most of the universally accepted teaching
techniques, they are all centered on trying to provide the best for each student, on
empathy, and on trying the best possible approach to have students achieve to their
fullest potential.

A beneficial exercise to be conducted during professional development sessions
is one where teachers are asked to evoke, in terms of their own schooling experience
their own most memorable teachers. Without exception, the teachers who have made
the most profound impression on students have always been the ones who dared to
step out of their classroom role. They reveal their human dimension and show care for
their students beyond the formal outcomes of learning.
When students are asked about their best teachers they are also unanimous in
that they value, more than anything, those teachers who are genuinely concerned for
their well-being. They appreciate those who were not just judges of their performance.
The medical profession, and understandably so, works very hard and very
explicitly on the "spirituality" of the profession, given the fact that it deals with issues
that are perilous and that are related to people's lives and well being. Education, which
by definition is a life giving business, unbelievably shuns from explicitly addressing the
human dimension of the activity in the training of their practitioners. A simple Internet
search on existing literature that relates to personal development for teachers will yield
frustrating results, and, if anything, we review the profound absence of such resources
to be troublesome.
A whole teacher
Thankfully, the concept of a whole child education has been steadily gaining
ground in education literature. The Association of Supervision and Curriculum
Development (ASCD) most notably has advocated a transformation of schooling
models to target a whole child education, developing a profuse body of literature,
lesson plans and other resources for educators to use. The purpose of these materials is
to help educators tackle the challenge of going beyond the academic dimensions of
learning and to focus on the more integral aspects of child education (www.ASCD.org).
In the same way, and, maybe surprisingly, the best way to achieve the objective
of a well-rounded education is to focus on the development of what we may call
similarly, the whole teacher. In most cases, professional development follows a linear
model, that is, providing teachers with tools and techniques that are immediately
applicable in the classroom context. What may be a little counterintuitive is that, in the
case of targeting a child, the best approach seems to be to expose the teachers to the
same reflections and personal development activities as students themselves. This will
send a very clear message that the human dimension of the teacher is important for the
entire school.

By dedicating time, energy, and efforts to highlight and enhance the personal
dimension of educators, schools pass on a very clear message as to what is important.
In that way, schools and administrators are implicitly allowing teachers to stretch
beyond their regular duties and pay attention to the inner lives of their students.
Parker Palmer has written in his wonderful book “Let your Life Speak”:
“There are dynamics in all kinds of institutions that deprive the many of their
identity so that a few can enhance their own, as if identity were a zero-sum game, a
win-lose situation. Look into a classroom, for example, where an insecure teacher is
forcing students to be passive stenographers of the teacher’s store of knowledge,
leaving the teacher with more sense of selfhood and the vulnerable students with less.”
In the same way as a teacher who is insecure may impose his will upon his
students, educational leaders may very well attempt to do the same and force their staff
into adopting a one-dimensional approach to learning that deprives them of their own
identity. A whole child needs a whole teacher, and a whole teacher needs a whole
leader, but that is another story.
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Introduction
For the past decade, we have written and discussed the importance of teaching
the whole child. There continues to be reams of research on the significance of the
children in the classroom. This paper suggests that, almost paradoxically, the best way
to enhance the human dimension of the learning process is to work on explicitly
addressing the same issues with the teaching staff. We propose to explore the personal
development and deeper meanings, seek purpose, and understand the power of
transcendence.
Parker Palmer (1998) writes that in our rush to reform education, we have
forgotten a simple truth: reform will never be achieved by renewing appropriations,
restructuring schools, rewriting curricula, and revising textbooks if we continue to
demean and dishearten the human resource called the teacher on who so much
depends. He further challenges us to explore the inner landscape of the teaching self.
There are three different paths and all must be recognized and valued for success.
Palmer defines the three paths as intellectual (p4), the way we find about teachings;
emotional as the way our students feel as we teach and learn and the spiritual the
diverse ways we arrange the heart; longing to be connected with the largeness of life—a
longing that animates love and work, especially the work called—teaching.
Salovey and Sluyter (1997) in their work define emotional intelligence as it
involves the ability to perceive accurately, appraise, and express emotions; the ability to
access and/or generate feelings when they facilitate thoughts. It is the ability to
understand emotion and emotional knowledge; and the ability to understand emotion
and the ability to regulate emotions to promote emotional and intellectual growth. The
inward realities of professional, vocation and spirituality are complex. As educators,
we are prepared to focus on the intellectual and the cognitive about teaching. When
opportunities arise in the realm of the emotional and spiritual there is often conflict
within the self.
Palmer writes that the exploration of the spiritual part of work, relativity, and
caring is often a paradox. He states that “to be fully alive is to act (p17). Action is more
than movement; it is movement that involves expression, discovery, reformation of
ourselves and our world. “I understand action to be any way that we can co-create
reality with other beings with the spirit” (p17) and we tend to agree with this statement
as evidenced through many years of work with teachers in diverse settings.

We are challenging educators to move from teaching to learning and that
requires that we reconcile ourselves to connect with the learner that is within us. At a
time of overwhelmingly complex stimuli and fast-paced changing environments, it is
time for a stronger inner life, an affirmation of one’s own values and deeper beliefs. As
in the often mentioned globalization mantra, we need to “think global—act local”.
The new role of the teacher in the classroom is that of coach, mentor, facilitator,
and/or guide. Each of these new roles requires a different way of thinking and
knowing.
The 21st century education scenario
We live in a time in which most of the formerly sacrosanct basic tenets upon
which our school systems were built have all been literally turned upside down. A
completely new knowledge paradigm has transformed what was known as a pedagogy
of poverty into one of infinite abundance, thus placing the teacher with the great
responsibility of dealing, on the one hand, with uncertainty and fast-paced change, and,
at the same time, with the added burden that it is no longer enough to pass on our
knowledge to our students but rather there is a need to inspire them to become lifelong
learners.
There are endless textbooks and other writings that address the issue of teaching
21st-century skills, carefully thought-out taxonomies leading into a new pedagogy for
the learning of these new skills, and a volume of other technical literature that has so
far, rather unsuccessfully, attempted to harness the daunting challenge of reinventing
the school model. However, very little attention has been paid to the human dimension
of the teacher and the need to enhance and emphasize personal development in
education as the key to unraveling the seemingly impossible puzzle faced by educators
in the 21st-century.
The succeeding sections will attempt to systematically address some of the
characteristics of the emerging 21st century pedagogy and how they are all targeting a
more profound development of the human dimension of the teacher role.
Moving from teaching to learning
One of the accepted main principles of 21st century education is that, in the
teaching and learning process, which hitherto had been notoriously unbalanced
towards the teaching dimension of the process, needs now to be more focused on the
learning aspect. In effect, in a context where students can learn for life, it is not so

necessary to focus on the teaching but rather on generating in our students a love and
passion for learning, as well as providing them with skills that allow them to become
learners beyond formal instruction. In their book, 21st Century Skills: Learning for Life
in Our Times”, Trilling and Fader state that “in the 21st century, lifelong learning is here
to stay” (p19).
Contrary to many other teaching objectives, there is no predetermination that
energy or a specific set of rules will allow our students to acquire the joy of learning.
Rather, the only way for a mentor to inspire is when that person embodies the same
values and lives them with profound convictions and beliefs. The current environment
presents all educators with an unforgiving test of their own relationship with learning.
If we are learners at heart, we stand a much better chance of inspiring our students to
do the same, and will find it easier and more natural to help them learn the skills
required to become lifelong learners. As unprecedented as it may seem, a very
important professional development activity for teachers in the 21st century is to find
instances for reflection on their own role as learners, as well as balancing their work
load so that they are allowed themselves enough time and energy to engage in a
continuous learning process of their own.
Fast-paced change
In an environment that is traditionally operating within a well-defined comfort
zone where teachers feel safe in their knowledge of their subject matter, the current
scenario in which knowledge is ephemeral or even nonexistent as such, places teachers
in a position of uncertainty that becomes quite counterintuitive to the traditional role.
David Weinberger explicitly and boldly addresses the issue of redefining knowledge in
his latest book “Too Big to Know: Rethinking Knowledge Now That the Facts Aren’t
the Facts, Experts are Everywhere, and the Smartest Person in the Room Is the Room”.
He says that traditional knowledge is what you get when paper is its medium and then
goes further with a statement that “The property of knowledge as a body of vetted
works comes directly from the properties of paper. Thus, traditional knowledge has
been an accident of paper” (p 43).
The breathtaking rate of change further contributes to a feeling of intrinsic
instability that throws teachers into the murky waters of losing control over content and
learning in general. In particular, when relating to technology, the prime conduit for
learning in the 21st-century, teachers find it impossibly difficult to accept the fact that
their students are much more proficient in the use of the tools and technologies.

Once again, working on our own personal dimension as learners becomes the
universal antidote against uncertainty. When viewed under the prism of learning,
suddenly change becomes the greatest catalyst for learning and a learner is never afraid
of change since following every new advancement a new opportunity for learning
exists. So, preparing to successfully meet the challenge of the 21st-century entails that
educators explore explicitly their own role as lifelong learners, the transcendence of
learning, and the need to enhance the deeper meaning of the learning process.
The new role for teachers
It is also generally accepted that, in the context of being the first generation in
humanity to have access to all accumulated human knowledge, teachers must
purposefully reconvert their role from being the sage on the stage, the sole possessors of
knowledge, a unique and indispensable link in the learning process, to a role of mentor
and facilitator, a guide for students to uncover their own passion for learning and
acquire the habits and the desire to learn on their own.
It must be understood that this change in the role of teachers is not merely a
change in the job description, but, rather, it has profound implications that point to the
very reasons why many people chose to be teachers in the first place. The current
generation of educators in today's classrooms, mainly opted for being teachers because
they enjoy teaching, and when deprived of the chance to pass on their knowledge as the
main salient element to the current pedagogy in favor of taking a side role to assist
students in their own learning, we are dispossessing them of some of the elements of
personal realization in their job.
Moving from a position in which the teacher dispenses knowledge to one in
which the educator becomes a facilitator or catalyst for learning requires a deep soulsearching process about the profound motivations for being a teacher, making ever
more current the immortal words of William Butler Yeats when he wrote "education is
not the filling of a pail but the lighting of a fire”.
Every child can learn
Despite the many technological advances that have impacted education, perhaps
the greatest realization of the 21st century pedagogy is that every child can learn, and
that it is a shared responsibility of the teacher to find the means to help each and every
child rise to his full potential. The old school model was more often based on the
teacher teaching and, essentially, assessing to their self image.

As in Michelangelo's famous words when referring to David, when he said "I
saw an Angel in the stone and I only had to carve to set it free", more often than not
implies dealing with disruptive behavior, learning difficulties and a myriad of other
classroom management challenges. This simply puts to the test many of the seemingly
very lucid educational theories and the harsh reality of the classroom.
In order to be able to see through these outward manifestations and really go
deeper to try to bring out the best in every student, a profound empathy as well as a
humbling attitude is necessary on the part of the teacher. The teacher needs to
subordinate his own conception of learning to yield to students with very different
learning abilities.
Another quite evident characteristic of the time is that students are developing
cognitive and even neurodevelopmental traits that are different from the students that
most teachers were trained to teach. An unspoken and yet very powerful axiom of the
traditional school model is that the teacher decides what constitutes relevant learning.
Being open to different forms of learning and having a mindset that looks for the best in
students is a profound human trait that stems out of a deep reflection process.
Collaboration
Advances in telecommunications have effectively removed all barriers and given
rise to what has been called The Flat World, a globalized interconnected world that
operates 24 hours for seven days a week. In “The World is Flat” (2007), Thomas
Friedman refers to this changing work as “…a global, Web-enabled playing field that
allows for multiple forms of collaboration on research and work in real time, without
regard to geography, distance or, in the near future, even language”.
In this context, spurred by the availability of tools that have made it increasingly
easy for people to collaborate effectively regardless of the distance, collaboration has
become the default mode of work in any order of activity. One of the challenges for
schools as they attempt to meet the 21st century education challenge is to gradually
reconvert the current model of schooling which is largely based on individual
accountability to one where students and adults do effectively collaborate in their
respective roles.
There is a whole body of pedagogy that targets the development of techniques
and strategies that specifically address how to work collaboratively in an educational
setting. It must not be forgotten that one of the most important issues related to

effective collaboration is the desire to work as a team, to share each person's expertise,
and to seek to pool every person's talents and abilities for the benefit of the team.
How can teachers learn to collaborate? Like many behaviors that are related to
human virtues, achieving a high degree of collaboration cannot be learned the same
way as other pedagogical tools and techniques (Wheelan, 2010). The best way to
impress upon our staff members that it is important to collaborate is to provide them
multiple, rich experiences in the context of relevant professional development activities.
Professional Learning Community
Following the virtues detailed in the previous paragraph, one overarching goal
should be to build what is known as a professional learning community in schools. In
its ideal form, a professional learning community engages staff members and
professional discussions that range from pedagogical books to best practices as a way to
learn from each other, which has been long evaluated as being the most effective form
of professional development (Reeves, 2006).
However, when planning professional development activities, sometimes an
important factor is overlooked: it is only through the sharing of profound reflections
and discussion of more personal issues that the true cement of professional learning
communities is realized. Once professional colleagues have been able to share
conversations that relate to personal stories and their values, they not only get to know
each other much better but they also develop shared responses based on agreement on
basic values. These common values are especially helpful in times of crises when there
is no time to think and ponder and consider responses.
A former president of the Red Cross has been quoted as saying "I don't have time
to establish a personal relationship at 3 in the morning in an emergency." Because of the
unpredictability of the work that schools do, even the most carefully thought-out set of
best practices and procedures for the business world would pale in comparison to the
complexity of the reality faced by educators in the classroom.
Professional development planners should then contemplate not only the
learning of content, tools and techniques, but also consider how reflective time would
be beneficial to the whole school. This time could provide teachers a venue to be able to
share some of their deeper issues and values and make connections with their fellow
teachers. Douglas Reeves stated in his book, “ Transforming Professional Development
into Student Results”, that “while we take food, clothing, shelter, and safety for granted
in most cases, the new basic need is for meaning, worth, and respect (p. 88).

Dealing with complexity
The current context, not just in education, is infinitely more complex than what
previous generations have had to face in the workplace. The breathtaking rhythm of
change means it is very hard to understand the present and, even more importantly for
educators, that the future for which we are preparing our students is almost
unfathomable (Fullan, 2001). It has been said repeatedly in numerous studies that many
of the jobs that students currently in school will hold have not yet been created.
How can educators prepare their students for a future that is so uncertain? To
add to this challenge are the overwhelming stimuli to which students are exposed on a
constant basis. As we look to the future, we still need to be cognizant of the present
because there are elusive hurdles to overcome.
Once again, in this context, it becomes ever more important to highlight and
enhance students’ and adults’ inner lives. When faced with a very uncertain
environment and one that challenges and defies normal perceptions and expectations,
people are often confused and unsettled in their values. It is at this time that it becomes
more important than ever to reinforce the strength of inner convictions and principles to
serve as solid foundations.
It is quite paradoxical that no efforts are spared to try to keep abreast and current
on the latest changes, despite the widespread knowledge that it's an almost futile effort
given the fast-paced of innovations. However, there is seldom explicit work being done
with professional development experiences to focus on the school core values in such a
way that brings them to life and makes them more visible in the level of awareness of
teachers. Specific emphasis could serve both as a way to reinforce principles and
convictions as well as providing teachers with a strong anchor against unsettling
change.
Education is a profoundly human business
At the end of the day, and despite the painstaking efforts by authors and thinkers
to try to reduce many of the components of good teaching into a step by step, scripted
plan, education is a profoundly human business. Some of the best teachers relied on
their compassion for their students when teaching content. In this way, these teachers
become effective practitioners. If we think of most of the universally accepted teaching
techniques, they are all centered on trying to provide the best for each student, on
empathy, and on trying the best possible approach to have students achieve to their
fullest potential.

A beneficial exercise to be conducted during professional development sessions
is one where teachers are asked to evoke, in terms of their own schooling experience
their own most memorable teachers. Without exception, the teachers who have made
the most profound impression on students have always been the ones who dared to
step out of their classroom role. They reveal their human dimension and show care for
their students beyond the formal outcomes of learning.
When students are asked about their best teachers they are also unanimous in
that they value, more than anything, those teachers who are genuinely concerned for
their well-being. They appreciate those who were not just judges of their performance.
The medical profession, and understandably so, works very hard and very
explicitly on the "spirituality" of the profession, given the fact that it deals with issues
that are perilous and that are related to people's lives and well being. Education, which
by definition is a life giving business, unbelievably shuns from explicitly addressing the
human dimension of the activity in the training of their practitioners. A simple Internet
search on existing literature that relates to personal development for teachers will yield
frustrating results, and, if anything, we review the profound absence of such resources
to be troublesome.
A whole teacher
Thankfully, the concept of a whole child education has been steadily gaining
ground in education literature. The Association of Supervision and Curriculum
Development (ASCD) most notably has advocated a transformation of schooling
models to target a whole child education, developing a profuse body of literature,
lesson plans and other resources for educators to use. The purpose of these materials is
to help educators tackle the challenge of going beyond the academic dimensions of
learning and to focus on the more integral aspects of child education (www.ASCD.org).
In the same way, and, maybe surprisingly, the best way to achieve the objective
of a well-rounded education is to focus on the development of what we may call
similarly, the whole teacher. In most cases, professional development follows a linear
model, that is, providing teachers with tools and techniques that are immediately
applicable in the classroom context. What may be a little counterintuitive is that, in the
case of targeting a child, the best approach seems to be to expose the teachers to the
same reflections and personal development activities as students themselves. This will
send a very clear message that the human dimension of the teacher is important for the
entire school.

By dedicating time, energy, and efforts to highlight and enhance the personal
dimension of educators, schools pass on a very clear message as to what is important.
In that way, schools and administrators are implicitly allowing teachers to stretch
beyond their regular duties and pay attention to the inner lives of their students.
Parker Palmer has written in his wonderful book “Let your Life Speak”:
“There are dynamics in all kinds of institutions that deprive the many of their
identity so that a few can enhance their own, as if identity were a zero-sum game, a
win-lose situation. Look into a classroom, for example, where an insecure teacher is
forcing students to be passive stenographers of the teacher’s store of knowledge,
leaving the teacher with more sense of selfhood and the vulnerable students with less.”
In the same way as a teacher who is insecure may impose his will upon his
students, educational leaders may very well attempt to do the same and force their staff
into adopting a one-dimensional approach to learning that deprives them of their own
identity. A whole child needs a whole teacher, and a whole teacher needs a whole
leader, but that is another story.
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6. Abstract:
Acquisition of word order in another language for learners whose mother tongue does
not have a corresponding word order, or whose mother tongue is an agglutinative
language such as Japanese, tends to present a problem (e.g., Heilenman and McDonald,
1993; Zobl, 2006). This is a second-year interim report on a three-year longitudinal
project sponsored by Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research, investigating approximately
the same 200 Japanese beginner learners of English for three years. Based on a pilot
study (Takashima, et al., 2006), nine English structures such as interrogative questions
and post-modification that had been found difficult to learn were selected, and the
progressive learning of the 9 structures by the same learners will have been observed

for three years by the year 2013, with a focus on the two modes of writing and speaking,
in order to examine the learners’ development of implicit as well as explicit grammatical
knowledge.
During the first two years of the project, the writing mode was examined with the use of
18 English sentences (two for each structure) in which students were asked to
rearrange given words in an appropriate way without translation. The speaking mode
was examined with the same number of sentences and structures, but in the following
two different ways. One asked students, within ten seconds, to provide an English
translation of a Japanese sentence that appeared on an overhead screen, along with a
picture giving the context. The response was recorded, and then a pre-recorded
contextualized English reply was delivered right away, in order both to maximize
contextualization of the conversation between the learner and the recorded message,
and to notify the learner of the end of one question.
repeated 18 times.

This entire procedure was

The other way of examining the speaking mode used an oral

imitation task based on Ellis, et al. (2006), in which, first, while looking at a picture on
an overhead screen and hearing a one-sentence-long message in English, the learner, by
means of a“yes” or “no” response, was asked to judge if the recorded given message was
appropriate in the context. Second, after the ringing of a chime, the learner was asked
to repeat and record the original message verbatim. This procedure has been claimed to
be effective in the examining of implicit knowledge.
Two different public schools, each with a system of six-year continuous junior and senior
high school education, were deliberately chosen in order to see the same learners’
learning development with regard to the same 9 structures over the three years from
Grade 8 through 10. The different results for each school seem to have originated
from discrepancies in quality and quantity of input, such as use of textbooks, interaction
in the classroom, as well as different teaching styles at each of the two schools.
Based on the data so far collected over the past two years of the total prospective three
years of the project, this presentation will report on (1) which structures proved to be
the most difficult among the 9 selected structures, and (2) when the learners realized
the appropriate use of these structures, and (3) what had prevented their learning.
This latter factor was considered especially from the point of view of Japanese learners
of English, but also from the point of view of learners of English in general.
Lastly, this report will emphasize, in terms of the EFL learning context, as being

different from the ESL context as in the US, the different teachers’attitudes toward
communication and the teachers’ different teaching styles, which would appear to have
a great influence in the learning of English.

Some solutions including focused

communicative activities (Ellis, 2003) and exercises to ease the inert knowledge
problem (Larsen-Freeman, 2003) will be suggested.
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Background
This study reports on the outcomes from the first year of a multi-year grant
on teacher driven professional development through the lens of
participant action research. The project is part of the larger statewide
Teacher Based Reform (T-BAR) Initiative of the California Postsecondary
Education Commission (CPEC) and, most recently, the California
Department of Education (CDE). There are a total of four T-BAR projects
funded in California as part of the Improving Teacher Quality (ITQ)
program designed to address school improvement and professional
development needs of teachers throughout the state. Our project, the
Teachers’ Professional Development Inland California (Teachers’ PD INC),
covered 33 counties located throughout the inland California region, by
far the largest service territory of the program. Participants comprised of
119 teachers from 27 K-12 school districts and 37 separate schools.
Unique to the Teachers’ PD INC project is the opportunity for the teachers
to assume the role of teacher-researcher to address a research question
that they have identified based on the needs of their students and/or
school. Teams follow a five-step action research cycle to implement an
intervention that is informed by their professional development
experiences and aimed at improving student learning. The relatively long
term of the project and professional development, extending over two
years, allows a minimum of two action research cycles.
Research Objectives
The overall aim of this study is 1) to foster teacher knowledge, confidence
and skills to implement classroom change for improved student learning
that is informed and guided by participant action research, and 2) to
encourage teacher choice of professional development that is

transferable to their classroom practice and a catalyst to improve student
learning.
Three questions frame the focus of this research:
1. How effective is the action research PD model in the transfer of
knowledge from professional development to classroom practice for
improving student learning?
2. What positive and negative outcomes have TBAR Teachers and
Administrators reported in conducting Action Research?
3. In what ways does the model of teacher as researcher foster
classroom change based on critical thinking and reflection by the
participant action researchers
Methodology
A mixed-methods approach is used for data collection and analysis. In an
effort to capture the iterative process of action research, the researchers
view data collection and analysis as an ongoing collaborative effort
between teacher-teams and the Teachers’ PD INC project team.
Data collection instruments include: document collection (teacher-team
project proposals and a year one project report); survey questionnaires
(closed and open ended questions) administered early, mid, and end of
year one; and researcher field notes from onsite focus group interviews,
and team leader conference calls.
The ongoing collection of anecdotal data serves as a means to
document team collaboration, professional achievement, and student
teacher community projects that have resulted from the collaborative
team efforts and work participants and their students are engaged with
as part of the Teachers’ PD INC project in addition to artifacts of students’
work and student achievement.
Data Findings and Expected Outcomes:

Preliminary findings indicate significant accomplishments by most teams in
participating in PD and collaborating to develop and implement
interventions to address school problems and issues they identified. Most
teachers have expressed a strong positive response to this PD model and
credit action research as helping them to clearly see both the impact of
their interventions and the need for adjustments going forward.
Ongoing analysis of surveys and questionnaires is providing insight on
participant action research. Several themes are being identified in the
participant responses that directly relate to the action research process,
while others are revealing the need for more resources designed to guide
and support them while assuming the role of teacher as researcher.
The most prevalent response participants reported under the category of
the process of action research is the need for better knowledge and
understanding of the “actions” that occur in each step of the cycle.
Common responses falling under the category of resources are: 1) more
scheduled time with their regional advisor, 2) a better (easier) reporting
method, and 3) help in finding professional development targeted to their
learning needs. Most professional development venues were too
generalized.
These findings are providing a framework for changes to the study driven
by the needs of the participants and the continued improvement of the
professional development model, essentially using the same Action
Research model that is being required of the participants. The expected
outcomes can be used to identify characteristics of teacher-selected
professional development that recognizes and supports the professional
roles of teachers in identifying student needs and developing interventions
that lead to improved student achievement guided by participant action
research.
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The Sport of Science Fair
More than ever, teachers today are held accountable for their students’ achievement in
science. And most often students’ achievement is tied directly to standards and high
stakes testing. Unfortunately, this often means that there is an overwhelming amount of
material to “cover” and as a result, an insufficient amount of time to go deep into the
subject matter or spend extended periods of time helping students to conduct long-term,
inquiry-based, research projects. With all of this pressure, you just might wonder how or
why a teacher could possibly find the time be involved in a science fair.
To make a case in support of science fairs, we present an analogy that we hope many
people can relate to -- science fairs and sports. Consider our science students the athletes
and science teachers their coaches. Participation in either sports or science fairs can offer
students a variety of benefits ranging from building skills and fostering self-confidence to
providing scholarship opportunities.
Admittedly, this idea is not new. During President Obama’s 2011 State of the Union
address, he stated, “We need to teach our kids that it’s not just the winner of the Super
Bowl who deserves to be celebrated, but the winner of the science fair,” (Retrieved July
8, 2001, http://www.politicususa.com/en/10-quotes-obama-sotu). We need to expand our
perception of the value of science fairs. The need to look at science fairs through the lens
of sports is long overdue.
Science Fair as the New School Sport
In general physical education and science education have parallel goals. The National
Association for Sport and Physical Education (NASPE) promotes school programs
designed “to develop physically-educated individuals who have the knowledge, skills,
and confidence to enjoy a lifetime of healthful physical activity,” (retrieved October 9,
2010, http://www.aahperd.org/naspe/standards/nationalStandards/PEstandards.cfm). One
could easily replace the word “physical” with “scientific” and you would have one of the
main goals of science education. As teachers we strive to achieve the long-term goal of
helping our students mature into scientifically literate adults.
From a positive youth development perspective, student involvement in science fairs
offers many of the same life-long benefits as participating in a sport. In both scenarios
students can develop valuable traits and skills such as self-discipline, patience,
perseverance, critical thinking, and time management. Both venues can offer healthy
competition and at times require teamwork and cooperation. Coaches and science
teachers assist students in developing their talents by stressing the importance of practice
and perseverance.
In both physical education and science, students must complete a minimum number of
courses or credits in order to graduate from high school. The major difference is that most
schools offer a greater number and variety of physical education opportunities, often in
the form of extra-curricular sports activities. According to NASPE, “Intramural and other
physical activity programs extend and complement physical education to ensure that all

children are provided the opportunity, regardless of athletic skills, to participate in
lifetime physical activity that can contribute to their enjoyment of leisure time. We
believe that school-based programs promoting and providing physical activity should be
available to students in elementary, middle and high school years,” (NASPE, 2002).
Sports are an integral part of school culture in most public schools throughout the nation.
It is the norm for schools to offer a wide range of sports and physical activities
throughout the entire academic year. A school without sports teams is virtually unheard
of in the United States. How many different sports does your school offer? Compare this
number to the amount of science offerings and there is likely to be a large gap.
What if schools viewed science in the same way they view sports? Imagine if every high
school had science fair as an extracurricular activity open to any interested student
regardless of their abilities? Imagine if the most talented science fair students had the
opportunity to try out for the varsity and junior varsity science fair teams. Imagine if
these teams were recognized and rewarded for their achievements. Imagine if these teams
had science fair coaches, teachers who are provided with adequate equipment, supplies,
release time and compensation.
This vision is certainly within reach. There are schools out there in which science fair
participation is as valued as having a winning football team. Teachers are paid to mentor
science fair students during the regular school day as part of their teaching assignment,
not an extra-curricular activity. I’ve attended science fair awards ceremonies where these
schools bring their own cheering section to support the participants. The winners are
revered as school heroes and are a great source of school pride.
Putting the Vision into Practice
No matter your level of experience with science fairs, you can begin to take the steps that
will lead your school in the direction of achieving this vision. Science teachers should get
involved in science fairs at a level that is compatible with their available time and
experience in mentoring student researchers. You probably wouldn’t volunteer to coach
the varsity basketball team if you had never played on a basketball team or had never
coached a sport before. Getting involved with science fairs is the same way. Teachers
new to the process should get involved gradually so that you and your students will have
rewarding experience.
Do your homework. Print and electronic resources that assist teachers and students with
the science fair process are plentiful. Search NSTA journals for relevant articles, gather
materials, seek professional development opportunities such as workshops given by
regional science fairs, and seek advice from others who have been involved in the
process. Attend other science fairs and perhaps even volunteer to serve as a judge at
another local science fair. In doing so you will have the opportunity to closely evaluate a
wide variety of projects and get an idea of the caliber of work your own students will be
capable of producing.
If your time and experience are limited it is probably best to start off mentoring only two

or three students during the first year. If students complete the bulk of their research
during non-school hours you can provide adequate mentoring. Give student researchers a
timeline and require them to check-in regularly so that you can review their progress and
provide advice. Students should begin their research by the late fall or early winter in
order to have a sufficient amount of time to conduct quality research. Be aware of local
science fair registration deadlines. Many fairs require you to register your students
several months prior to the competition.
If possible try to get involved in an already established science fair rather than trying to
organize your own. Think about the sports analogy; you wouldn’t want to create your
own league if there is already one out there. If a local science fair does not exist in your
region and you still want to mentor students you might want to consider a virtual option
such as Google Science Fair, which was launched in 2011. Another option would be to
allow students to present their posters to their peers in a symposium format similar to
conference poster sessions.
Keep in mind that the science fair has changed considerably over the past several
decades. Model volcanoes, book and research reports, and other cookbook science fair
projects are no longer acceptable. Science fairs of the twenty-first century promote
authentic scientific investigations and encourage student creativity and innovation. The
focus is more on what the students learn about their topic by going through the same
inquiry process that scientists use and less on the competition aspect.
The structure of science fair competition can parallel athletics, ranging from a simple
classroom activity to a highly organized international event. In the physical education
classroom, students may or may not be involved in some level of friendly competition,
but ultimately, the student is assessed on his or her individual performance. Science fairs
at the classroom level should be focused more on individual performance and less on
comparing students’ projects with one another. That’s not to say that you should not
award prizes; you just should not base a student’s grade on how well they ranked in
competition. There are several rubrics available that help guide the individual evaluation
process. Lantz (2004) provides rubrics for each element of the inquiry process from
hypothesis testing to the poster display.
Beyond the required physical education classes students can chose to participate in
intramural sports or other after-school athletic activities that could have some level of
competition and public recognition for achievement. A school-wide science fair can
provide students with a larger stage to showcase their talents and with a sense of
achievement and confidence, regardless of whether or not they win a prize. It is highly
recommended that all students receive some form of recognition for their participation,
even if it is something as simple as a certificate of participation or seeing their name
listed in the school’s newsletter. Invite the local newspaper to the science fair; they are
often looking for stories about students’ academic achievements.
At the next level of athletics, schools form teams comprised of the best athletes and the
team competes in organized sporting events complete with referees or officials. In most

cases the best teams move on to a championship level of play. This level of competition
further increases in geographic range and may span several counties or states.
Science fairs offer the same multi-tiered opportunities for competition. Students can
advance from their school science fair to a district-, county-, regional-, or state-level
competition. In many regions of the country students can advance all the way to the
international level of science fair competition, the Intel International Science and
Engineering Fair (ISEF).
The Intel ISEF, organized by the Society for Science and the Public, is the world’s largest
pre-college science competition – the Super Bowl of science fairs. Every year since its
inception in 1950 the top students showcase their independent research projects.
Currently, over 1,500 of the top students in the world compete in seventeen different
categories. All of the competitors are treated like star athletes. Winners receive a wide
variety of prizes, including cash and full college scholarships. In 2011 students earned
over $4 million in prizes and scholarships.
Granted, most students will not make it to the international level of competition, but this
should not prevent you from getting involved. Intel ISEF offers teachers and students a
highly detailed set of rules and guidelines for participation. Over the years many science
fairs at the local level, especially those science fairs that serve as feeder fairs to the
affiliates, have adopted the Intel ISEF guidelines. The guidelines are freely available at
the Intel ISEF web site (http://www.societyforscience.org/isef/rulesandguidelines). These
guidelines require students to conduct rigorous, original, ethical, and safe independent
research – exactly what the inquiry standards recommend.
You can also use the above web site to search for an affiliated science fair near your
school. There are currently 330 ISEF affiliated science fairs in the United States. The
ISEF affiliated fair in your region can help you find out how to register students for your
local or state fair. Intel ISEF also offers a variety of other resources including documents
and videos to aid in project development, presentation, and judging. Encourage your
students to browse through the abstracts of recent Intel ISEF projects to help them
generate their own research ideas.
Most affiliate science fairs host web sites with teacher and student resources. For
instance, The Delaware Valley Science Fair, which serves 14 counties across
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware, offers several electronic resources and free
teacher workshops on mentoring students (http://www.drexel.edu/dvsf/). Other high
quality web sites such as Science Buddies (http://www.sciencebuddies.org/) offer a wide
range of assistance for students, especially on how to identify high quality research
questions to pursue.
For many students, identifying a testable question is the hardest part. This is where a
science teacher’s expertise is valuable. Once a student has identified an area of interest,
you might ask her or him to brainstorm a list of possible questions they would like to
know about their topic (try to come up with a minimum of 20 questions). Review the list

together and identify which questions could be answered given a set amount of time and
the resources available. This process can help to narrow down a realistic and manageable
research project.
Similar to a sports season, during the science fair season, students need to practice a
variety of science skills before they are ready for competition. Students are likely to go
through a trial-and-error period of their research design or in collecting their data. Your
job as the coach is to guide them through the process without doing it for them. Offer
advice and exercises to help them develop their skills.
Don’t be afraid to reach out to scientists at colleges and universities. Many scientists are
willing to offer advice to students. Sometimes researchers can loan materials and
equipment to students or even run tests that might not otherwise be accessible to or safe
for high school students. Some universities offer summer research programs for high
school students. Encourage students to assist with locating resources. You’ll be surprised
at how resourceful they can be when they are motivated. And of course enlist the help of
parents when possible.
Just like in sports, your first season will probably have room for improvement, but each
year your coaching skills will get better. The experience you gain will help you to
improve the science program in your school. Eventually, you will be able to encourage
other teachers in your school to serve as science fair mentors. Ask your administration to
provide the support you need to allow more students to get involved. Some science
teachers have successfully negotiated their schedules so that they can offer an elective
course for students interested in conducting science fair research projects. Ultimately,
over time the culture of your school will change so that science fair participation is a
highly respected activity, just like the other sports.
Obviously, the majority of our students are not going to pursue a career as a professional
athlete, however we widely acknowledge that almost every student will benefit from
participating in sports. It is doubtful that any teacher would intentionally deny a talented
student athlete the opportunity to further develop their skills. A teacher in this situation
would be likely to point the student in the right direction and offer whatever resources are
available. This is how we should be viewing science. We recognize that not all students
will go on to pursue a career in science, however all students can benefit from the
opportunity to participate in science fairs.
Science fairs promote life-long science literacy through a solid understanding of the
process of scientific inquiry. The skills acquired through science fair participation not
only benefit future scientists, but also all future adult members of society. These skills
will help our students to develop the abilities to make informed decisions about the well
being of themselves, their families, and their communities. This is an excellent reason for
schools to begin treating science competitions with the same or even greater level of
attention given to sports.
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Incorporating the humanities into a pre-medical curriculum in the
Middle East
It has become already widely accepted that empathy, self-reflection, and strong oral and
written communication skills are indispensable for future physicians. Consequently,
many medical schools in North America acknowledge the value of liberal arts education
in their admissions policies and offer medical humanities either as stand alone curses,
mainly electives, or as components of already existing medical curriculum See Brandon
2008). This kind of approach holds a great deal of promise, but it also faces numerous
challenges, especially in the context of transnational education.

For most medical schools in the Middle East the benefits of finding room for the
humanities in the curriculum are far from obvious. In the region that privileges oral
communication, it is not easy to develop a habit of reading extensively and appreciate
opportunities for studying subjects outside of one’s major. Thus entering a five-year
medical program right after high school, students have little interest in topics related to
literature, philosophy or social sciences, and no time for subjects that are not considered
“a hard science.” Yet the need for a humanistic perspective in educating future medical
doctors is as great in this region as in other parts of the world, if not greater. How can a
Western style institution operating within the constraints of the above-mentioned sociocultural context offer the same quality of education in the host country as on the main
campus? The following discussion addresses the question by focusing on attempts at
enriching the educational experience of pre-medical students in Qatar.

The Pre-medical Education Program at WCMC-Q was created to prepare Qatari
candidates for admission to Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar (WCMC-Q), the first
Ivy League University and American medical school in the Gulf. This mission requires
finding creative methods of overcoming a number of obstacles. At WCMC-Q all the
instruction is offered in English and follows the curriculum on the main campus. Not
surprisingly, this places heavy demands on both students and faculty in the Pre-medical
program. First of all, unlike their peers in the U.S., pre-medical students at WCMC-Q
need to complete all the required courses in two rather than four years. Consequently, the
curriculum is science heavy, with virtually no room for electives. Moreover, even those
Arab students who enter the program with adequate linguistic proficiency and cultural
knowledge need some time to adjust to a different way of teaching and learning or to
develop intercultural communication competence. For some, the level of stress is high
and demands can seem overwhelming. Although it is felt that all students would benefit
from a breadth requirement, adding courses or electives is not an option. In this situation,
the issue of adding a humanistic dimension to the curriculum requires dedication and
cooperation of all faculty. Creative course design, projects that build a reading and
writing culture, and faculty/student led extracurricular activities are all indispensable for
the goal to be reached. It is the cumulative effect of such initiatives that can make a
difference.

Examples of WCMC-Q extracurricular activities that foster the culture of reading and
writing include publishing anthologies of students’ essays, a Literary Lecture Series
featuring presentations by the writing faculty, and the First-Year Reading Project, which

involves activities revolving around a literary text read and discussed by all incoming
students and their instructors during the Orientation week. With the first public library in
Qatar still under construction, faculty have been instrumental in assembling a collection
of One Hundred Great Books and promoting leisure reading. In addition, students can
hone their oral communication skills and critical thinking in the Debate Club or learn
about research by participating in the ASTER (Access to Science through Experience in
Research) Program that also features a Book Club and requires writing a reflective essay
for the final portfolio. Without a doubt, such projects broaden the participants’
perspective and enhance the quality of their educational experience, but since they are not
mandatory, they can be but one piece in the mosaic.

Yet another way enrichment can take place is by incorporating modules that revolve
around/draw from liberal sciences or social science into “hard science” courses or
activities/programs students regularly participate in. Adding reading assignments and
using writing to explore concepts in biology or physics can clearly benefit students
regardless of course level. Likewise, participation in a summer session on the main
campus, a study abroad program or a hospital observership can be mined for
opportunities to build students’ analytical skills and intercultural competence, and make
them reflect on themselves and their community. A pilot project discussed below
exemplifies this kind of approach.

The growth of interest in using insights from ethnography in the areas of study abroad or
language teaching can hardly escape anyone’s attention (see Jurasek, 1995; Watson-

Gegeo, 1998; Roberts et al., 2001). It seems that medical students could also benefit from
being introduced to the concept of ethnographic fieldwork, either in a stand-alone module
or in assignments built into other courses. Although usually there is no time for a fullyfledged fieldwork project in this context, the basic goals and methods of ethnographic
fieldwork can provide a framework for targeted observation and basis for reflection. It is
the raising of students’ awareness, or a shift in their perspective, that is the goal here.
Once this perspective is interiorized, however, it may be of use in everyday situations or
in professional life.

A simple sequence of assignments developed as part of a pilot project, can serve as an
example here. The objective of the project was to improve their analytical skills, build
intercultural competence, and reflect on themselves and their culture. The first
assignment involved a three-week long observation of a specific sub-group on campus or
in the community. After a brief discussion of the concept of a group and subgroup
students were asked to spend 10 minutes daily observing their chosen sub-group’s
members reacting with others in the group as well as with non-members. They also had to
record detailed descriptions of what they see. The focus was on exploring a verbal or
non-verbal behavior of the sub-group vis-à-vis the dominant culture (see Appendix 1 for
prompts). At the end of the three weeks journal entries were shared and discussed and
students reflected on their observations.

The next assignment revolved around a hospital observer-ship completed during winter
break. The hospital observer-ship assignment entailed recording observations of the

interactions between doctors and patients, doctors and other hospital personnel, and
doctors and patients’ families. Again, students were asked to keep a daily journal and to
reflect on their observation (see Appendix 2). The usefulness of the project was evaluated
in mid-term and end-of the semester evaluations as well as in semi-structured interviews.
The students’ input was very encouraging.

The benefits of the above approach include honing critical thinking skills through
conducting targeted observation and analyzing findings. Moreover, de-familiarizing
concepts students take for granted, or are not even aware of, helps them to build
intercultural communication skills. Most importantly, they felt that they could transfer
what they had learned to other situations in their future professional life.

Obviously, the heaviest burden of responsibility for introducing a humanistic perspective
rests with the courses most closely affiliated with the field of literature and medicine.
While WCMC-Q faculty agree that writing should be incorporated into the science
courses and taught as a discipline embedded skill, they recognize that premedical
students should have some time and space to read and write about literature. Thus
literature features prominently on the reading list of the Medical Ethics course
(Rodriguez del Pozo, 2005) and the two required first-year writing intensive courses. The
writing seminars emphasize close reading of texts representing all genres. Many of the
novels and short stories included in the syllabi are written by or about doctors and
patients, and explore topics relevant to the medical profession. The texts are appreciated
for their artistic value and affective impact, not only thematic relevance, and it is hoped

that in encountering them students will learn empathy and gain a better understanding of
themselves and others. Consequently, they will become better doctors.

To quote Rachman’s (1998), literature can be used to “promote moral and ethical
reasoning, improve communication between doctor and patient, instill a deeper sense of
medical history, explore the therapeutic value of storytelling, advance multicultural
perspectives, and increase self-consciousness on the part of medical practitioners” (123).
Emphasizing the role of liberal arts in medical education is important and beneficial to
students in terms of their personal growth and professional preparation. The current
trends in North American bode well for medical humanities. In the context of
transnational education, enriching the pre-medical and medical curriculum may encounter
more obstacles, but is also achievable. Not to see it as a priority would mean
shortchanging the future doctors and their patients.
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APPENDIX 1

OBSERVING A SUB-GROUP

Stage 1: Getting started
Event/activity/behavior: -----------------------------------------------------------------------•

Membership of the group you will observe: ----------------------------------------

•

Place: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

•

Time: -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. What do you know about this event/ activity/behavior?
2. How did you learn about it?
3. What else do you need to know to understand it better? Where will you find this
information
(local papers, campus ads, other students, the Internet)?
4. What problems do you think you might encounter?
5. What kind of questions will you ask the informants?
Stage 2: Observation and gathering information from informants
1. Describe the activity/event/behavior and the participants. Be specific and use as many
details as possible (For example: Who was doing what and how? Were there any
important differences between the participants or the way they interacted? What were the
similarities and differences between the three different occasions on which you
conducted your observation?)
2. Describe what you did and how it felt (be as specific as possible).

3. List the questions you asked the respondents. Summarize their responses.
Stage 3: Making sense of the observation and self-reflection
1. Analyze the data you collected – look for patterns.
2. Formulate a conclusion based on your data. What have you learned about the group
you observed? Do you think it could help you understand American culture better?
3. How did it feel to work on this project?
4. If you were to do it again, would you do anything differently? Why or why not?
5. Have you learned something new about yourself?
6. Do you think that doing projects like this one is useful? Please explain your answer.

APPENDIX 2

HOSPITAL OBSERVERSHIP: REFLECTIVE JOURNAL

This assignment has been designed to help you benefit fully from your internship at
Hamad General Hospital. Please use the following guidelines to focus your observation
and reflect on your experience:
1. At the end of each day, write an entry in which you describe and analyze what you
observed.
You may want to use the following blueprint:
•

Focus on observing one or more of the following relationships:
Patient – doctors and staff
Patient - patient’s family and/or other patients
Doctor – patients
Doctor – patients’ family members
Doctor – other doctors and staff

•

Record events/activities:
What happened? What did you do? What did you see others do? Be as
specific as possible.

•

Reflect on you own interaction with patients, their families, doctors, and staff.

2. At the end of your internship, reread your entries and choose one
event/activity/observation that you find especially significant. Write a 2- 3 page essay in
which you explore the experience and what it has taught you.
Submit all the entries and your reflective essay electronically to Dr. Krystyna Golkowska
at krg2005@qatar-med.cornell.edu. Thank you!

.
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The paper discusses the results from a qualitative study of an urban charter school
relative to the preparation of students for higher education and careers in agriculturally-related
fields. The results of the study highlighted that administrators had positive views about the
infusion of agricultural science courses into urban school curricula. On the other hand students
had mixed views about higher education and careers in agriculture which were based on three
key factors. These include lack of accurate information; existing stereotypes about agriculturallyrelated majors and careers; and electronic media negative portal of agriculturally-related careers.
Students argued that they chose agricultural science courses as opposed to other optional courses
because they loved science and appreciated the scientific nature of the agricultural science
courses that were offered at their school. Additionally, they thought the agricultural science
courses were better than other optional courses. The results of the study also showed that
administrators thought that it was more challenging to teach agricultural science courses in urban
versus rural school.
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Abstract: The significance of repetition in language development is well-acknowledged,
but teachers today fear repetition may not elicit active participation of their digital
generation students. Research, however, indicates that repetition can actually hasten and
improve student engagement. (Bruner 2001).
This paper illustrates how repetition can be creative and innovative and promote student
engagement. Ideas on repetition activities will be organized into four stages: rehearsal,
repetition, reflection and reprocessing with examples using technology and collaboration
techniques. This model builds upon Steven Brown's (2000) ideas of planning, repeating
and recycling activities.
Rehearsal is the preview, planning, and preparation phase that readies students for the
language or content lesson. Foster and Skehan (1996) write that students perform better
(actively) when allowed time to plan and prepare before assignments. Examples such as

course management websites, PowerPoint lecture previews, YouTube vocabulary
practice and discussion rehearsals with tutors will be discussed.
In the Repetition stage, examples of written film summaries, Audacity recorded speeches
and Poster Carousel presentations (successive cycles of performance, Lynch & Maclean
2001) will show the procedural, task and content repetition important in learning.
Reflection is important in encouraging students to focus on their learning and can lead to
critical thinking skill development. Suggestions on topics for using photo journaling and
digital storytelling tools such as Microsoft PhotoStory for reflective activities will be
given.
Reprocessing is synthesizing knowledge in new constructs for a final project or
assignment. Presenters will share ideas on how final assignments can be experiential and
include blogs, digital storytelling and web pages as ways to recycle language with
technology. Finally, repeated student feedback from various evaluation tools, such as
online surveys (SurveyMonkey.com), will be presented as a way to recycle language and
create new authentic language practice opportunities.
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This workshop will demonstrate how to design blogging assignments for skills-based and
content-based courses for English language learners. Using a simple blogging tool, teachers can
create online discussions and interactive blogging activities while engaging students in digital
media. Student can showcase and practice language skills in their blogs with assignments such as
academic and creative writing, recorded speech and film-related assignments.
Abstract:
This workshop will begin with a discussion on the potential and creative aspects of using the
simple blogging tool, Blogspot.com as both a teaching and learning tool for English language
learners and instructors and give an overview of how to get started using the tool.
The presenter will share screenshots of teacher and student blogs for ideas on developing
assignments in language skill areas and in content courses. For writing skills, ideas on practicing
grammar, rhetorical writing styles and academic and creative writing are included. Students can
add recorded podcasts to their blogs, practice listening to online videos and practice speaking as
they visit classmate blogs and converse together both orally and in written comments. Reading
and vocabulary skills are practiced with blogging activities about news articles and readings. An
interactive blogging project between students in the U.S. and Japan will be shown as an example
of how blogging activities can expand the learning community. In content film studies courses,
the instructor uses a theme approach to blogging on films and film locations to encourage student
discussions. Participants will have an opportunity to complete an application worksheet and
brainstorm ideas on how they can use blogging in classes or for personal use and leave with a
handout of blogging lesson activities.
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1

Introduction

In Quebec (Canada), schools within the CEGEP (College of general and vocational education)
system constitute the first level of higher education. CEGEPs are a singular environment, in
which pre-university education preparing students for further studies coexists with vocational

education preparing others to enter the workforce. There are close to fifty public CEGEPs
operating throughout the province of Quebec.
In order to teach at the CEGEP level, educators must hold at minimum a BA in their taught
subject. Many teachers joining CEGEP faculties, however, today hold MAs and even PhDs.
Although many consider supplementary teacher training indispensible (Conseil supérieur de
l’éducation, 2000), no such training is required of CEGEP teachers. Over the past dozen years,
however, Quebec universities have developed graduate programme offers (requiring completion
of between 15 and 30 credits) designed to prepare educators for careers in CEGEP teaching.
Nevertheless, many new teachers hired by CEGEPs do not hold any teacher training certification.
The major questions facing the milieu are how to ensure the successful professional
integration of teachers who have received little or no training in teaching methods and how to
ensure that they employ teaching practices that favour the success of the greatest number of
students. In order to meet these pressing needs, the CEGEP network has developed a number of
offers of both credited and non-credited local teacher trainings and teacher support initiatives.
Université de Sherbrooke, for example, offers dedicated teacher training programmes recognised
throughout the CEGEP network. Non-credited training comes in the form of periodic workshops
and conferences, organised internally by the majority of institutions, while individual
departments coordinate the bulk of teacher support initiatives. Most stakeholders involved in
teacher training maintain that the training activities on offer favour the development of teaching
practices that contribute to students’ motivation and learning (and, by extension, to student
success) (CSE, 2000). The links between teacher training activities and students, however, have
not been the subject of empirical verification. Thus, although teacher training is often identified
as a means to improve student success in higher education, existing research does not support this
claim directly (Médaille et Pageau, 2005; Tinto, 2006/2007). Taking into account current trends
in Quebec, including the entry of many new teachers into the CEGEP network and an on-time
graduation rate of 39.5% in the 2006/2007 academic year (Ministère de l’Éducation, du Loisir et
du Sport, 2009), these issues are urgently in need of address.
In response to these concerns, the present study1 aims to answer the following two questions:
1. is there a link between teacher training and support, on the one hand, and the development of
student motivation and learning strategies, on the other?; and 2. which teaching practices favour
motivation and learning among students and what are the conditions within which these practices
operate?
2

Conceptual framework

Many researchers have attempted to deconstruct the concept of motivation in order to
identify its underlying determinants. The varying results they have obtained have in turn
given rise to a number of schools of thought, each favouring distinct sets of factors and
determinants most salient to their particular interpretations. Among the variety of existing
approaches, the socio-cognitive interpretation can be said to operate at the intersection of
all others, since it defines motivation as a multifactorial phenomenon that is simultaneously
internal to each individual and closely linked to external factors. The socio-cognitive
approach postulates, too, that students are active participants within the learning process

1
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and that their perceptions and cognitions exercise an influence on their motivation and
learning (Schunk, Pintrich & Meece, 2008). In terms of external factors, educators
necessarily have little influence on the personal and social lives of students, and only
slightly more on the management approaches applied within their educational institutions.
They do, however, wield significant influence within the confines of their classroom.
Teacher training and support initiatives aim to optimise that influence by developing
educators’ capacities to develop student motivation and learning positively and effectively.
For the purposes of the present study, motivation is defined according to the sociocognitive model proposed by Pintrich (1988, 1989), which posits a relationship between
student motivation, as defined by the general expectancy value model (Eccles, 1983), and
cognition, as defined by Weinstein and Mayer’s (1986) model, among others. Pintrich
argued that the expectancy of success, the value attached to the learning task and students’
affective reaction to evaluation all correlate with the use of cognitive and metacognitive
strategies, as well as with student engagement and success; students must feel motivated if
they are to develop and use learning strategies. Pintrich also contended that students’
experiences, attitudes and interest levels not only vary significantly according to the tasks
and subjects of learning, but in turn exercise varying influences on the tasks and subjects, as
well.
Pintrich’s model allows for an understanding of motivation in all its complexity and
recognises that students can both acquire and control learning strategies. Pintrich, Smith,
Garcia and McKeachie (1991, 1993) made an indelible mark on subsequent research by
designing the Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) (Davenport, 1999).
Developed in 1986, at the National Center for Research on Improving Postsecondary
Teaching and Learning at the University of Michigan, the MSLQ is both a diagnostic tool that
educators can use in the classroom and a self-report instrument designed to assess student
perceptions. Focused on course activities, the questionnaire assesses post-secondary
students’ motivation and learning strategies.
The objectives of the present study are to: 1. assess whether or not a link exists between, on
the one hand, teacher training and support for new educators and, on the other, the development
of motivation and learning strategies among students; 2. describe the teaching practices that
favour the development of motivation and learning strategies among students; and 3. define the
conditions that favour or hinder the application of such practices.
3

Methodology

This section describes the participants, data collection tools, study procedures and data analysis
methods.
3.1

Subjects

In order to meet the study’s first objective, a questionnaire was completed on two occasions in
spring 2010, by 102 educators in 12 French-language CEGEPs, of whom 75 were female and 27
male, and of whom the majority were aged 35 or younger (60%) and taught technical education
courses (52%). In addition, students in one class taught by each participating educator were also
asked to complete a questionnaire on two occasions. In total, 1,350 (including 904 female and
446 male) students completed the questionnaire.

In order to meet the second and third study objectives, interviews were carried out with 20 of
the 102 who had completed the two questionnaires, of whom 9 were identified as teaching classes
in which student motivation levels had increased or remained unchanged during the class meeting
under study, and 11 had taught groups whose motivation had decreased.
3.2

Study procedures and data analysis

A research assistant distributed the questionnaires in class on a digital platform (‘iPod
touch’). Educators and students completed their questionnaires once at the beginning and a
second time at the end of the class. The educators and students had 5 and 20 minutes,
respectively, to answer all questions. The collected data were processed using SPSS
software. First, descriptive statistics were generated in order to produce a general profile of
the study subjects. Subsequently, the MLSQ subscales underwent a reliability analysis to
ensure internal consistency for both questionnaire rounds. As well, analyses of variance
were carried out in order to test the existence of a link between teacher training and
support, on the one hand, and student motivation and learning strategies, on the other.
The interviews were conducted in the educators’ workplaces, approximately one year
following the initial questionnaire stage. Interview duration ranged between 30 and 60
minutes. The interviews were subsequently analysed using a content analysis method
(Huberman & Miles, 2002) and Nvivo software.
Every stage of this study complied with all relevant research ethics standards (prior
information, written consent, voluntary participation, anonymity, etc).
3.3

Instrumentation

The questionnaire filled out by participating educators contained questions related to age and sex
in addition to those on the teacher training and support activities in which the educators had taken
part. The questionnaire distributed to students included questions related to socio-demographic
data and the MSLQ in French translation. The MSLQ scale comprises 81 items and is divided
into two sections: the first addressing motivation, the second concerned with learning strategies.
The motivation section is based on three constructs: perceptions of the likelihood of success
(expectancy), the perceived value of the subject of study in relation to goals (value) and test
anxiety (affect). The section consists of 31 items distributed among 6 subscales, which are:
intrinsic goals (the value students place on learning and mastery: 4 items), extrinsic goals (the
value students place on results and the approval of others: 4 items), task value (students’
evaluation of how interesting, useful and important a task is: 6 items), control beliefs (students’
beliefs that positive outcomes are linked to their own efforts, rather than to external factors: 4
items), self-efficacy for learning and performance (students’ confidence in their skills and
judgment of their ability to accomplish a task: 8 items) and test anxiety (the worries and emotions
students experience during tests: 5 items).
The second section, concerned with learning strategies, covers 50 items grouped among three
major constructs: cognitive strategies, metacognitive strategies and resource management
strategies. Four subscales assess cognitive strategies; they are: rehearsal (reciting items to be
learned in order to memorise them: 4 items), elaboration (building internal connections among
the items to be learned: 6 items), organisation (selecting, reviewing, and summarising of
information to be learned: 4 items) and critical thinking (critical evaluation of acquired
knowledge and its application in problem solving: 5 items). Metacognitive self-regulation

strategies (anticipation, observation, assessment and regulation) are assessed through a single
scale comprising 12 items. Finally, the resource management strategies construct includes 4
subscales, which are: time and study environment (8 items), effort regulation (4 items), peer
learning (3 items) and help seeking (4 items). The present study took into account only the
cognitive and metacognitive strategies since, given that our research concerned weekly, threehour classes, it seemed highly unlikely that the scale assessing resource management strategies
could be influenced. The answer scale ranged between 1 (‘Not at all true of me’) and 7 (‘Very
true of me’).
The MSLQ has been the subject of numerous confirmatory analyses [Berger & Karabenick,
2010; Brackney & Karabenick, 1995; Davenport, 1999; Pintrich & al., 1991; 1993] and has been
used as a measurement instrument in a number of studies concerned with the impact of teaching
practices on student motivation and learning strategies (Duncan & McKeachie, 2005).
Translating the questionnaire into French involved a process in which three members of the
research team translated all questions independently of one another. The three distinct
translations were then distributed between two groups, each comprising three students, whose
answers helped evaluate the translated questionnaire’s clarity and efficiency. Subsequently, the
research team reached a consensus on the most suitable French translation for each item. The
translation was continually refined throughout the process. The translation was tested in spring
2010 (Ménard, Legault, Ben Rhouma, Dion et Meunier, 2011). The test indicated that many of
the subscales had good internal coherence, while others appeared problematic when considered in
the light of previous research. The translation was adjusted accordingly.
Before beginning the analyses, the scale’s internal consistency was tested a second time in
order to ensure reliability. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients for the six subscales related to
motivation, in the second questionnaire round, ranged between 0.63 (Extrinsic goals) and 0.90
(Task value), while those of the learning strategy subscales varied between 0.71 (Organisation)
and 0.89 (Metacognitive self-regulation). Given these values and the results reported by George
and Mallery (2003), who defined the confidence level for a psychometric measurement
instrument as set above α = 0.60, the detected internal consistency was considered acceptable. In
addition, our results were comparable with those of two previous studies (Pintrich & al., 1991;
Brackney & al., 1995).
Interviews with educators were conducted in accordance with a research interview guide and
included questions addressing: 1. the prevailing mood of the classroom during the class meeting
under study; 2. the educator’s practices aimed at the development of student motivation (in
relation to student goals, task value, self-efficacy, learning belief control and learning
assessment) and learning strategies; and 3. the conditions influencing the development of their
teaching practices.
4. Results
This section will first present the linking of data collected from students and educators, and
will subsequently outline the interviews conducted with the educators.
4.1

Quantitative data analysis

We considered three variables in testing whether a link exists between training and
support for new teachers and the development of their students’ motivation and learning
strategies. Teacher training and support provided the independent variable and was
assessed using four items, each quantifying a distinct situation. The motivation variable
comprised five subscales, whose tabulated results produced an average motivation value
for both individual students and class groups. These average values allowed for the
segmentation of the groups into two categories, according to whether their average
motivation score had risen (n: 35) or decreased (n: 67). This segmentation later served as
the basis for the second stage of data analysis. The third variable, learning strategies, is
composed of five distinct subscales assessed independently of one another.
Correlation tests for motivation and teacher training produced negligible results,
however. In other words, we did not detect any link between variations in group motivation
and teacher training or support.
In order to further analyse this result, multivariate variance analyses were carried out
for the component elements of the variables of motivation and teacher training and
support. As with the previous test (Anova), the present method of analysis (Manova) did
not indicate positive links between the motivation model and the four types of teacher
training (credited teacher training before employment, credited teacher training after
employment training after hiring, non-credit teacher training and teaching support)
considered in this study (Roy’s largest root was above 5%). We did, however, note
significant correlations between specific combinations of types of teacher training and
motivation variable subscales. For example, the combination of credited teacher training
before employment and non-credited training after employment produced an influence on
beliefs control. Estimated marginal means indicated that the combination of all four types of
training also influenced learning belief control. As well, the combination of credited training
after employment and teacher support appeared to influence the task value subscale.
However, the combination that proved most effective at raising values in this subscale was
obtained not through the inclusion of the two types of training, but, on the contrary, by their
exclusion.
The same tests were applied to learning strategies, that is, a multivariate variance
analysis (Manova) was conducted for the different types of teacher training and different
learning strategies. The correlation results were negligible. It appears, however, that
credited teacher training before employment had a weak negative influence on students’
organisation strategies. Finally, we did not detect links between teacher training and
metacognitive self-regulation.
4.2

Interview analysis

This phase of our study took on added significance in the light of questionnaire analysis
results indicating that teacher training and support had little influence on student
motivation and learning. We were particularly interested to see whether educators whose
groups’ motivation and learning strategies improved (M+) would exhibit identifiable
differentiating characteristics in comparison with educators whose groups registered
decreased values (M-). This section will discuss the perceptions that educators in both
groups (M+, M-) reported holding of themselves, their courses, their students, their

motivational practices and the conditions within which they developed those practices and
which shaped their professional integration.
4.2.1 Educators, courses and students

In describing the prevailing mood of the classroom, educators described their teaching,
their courses and their students. Of the 9 M+ educators, 5 stated feeling affection for their
profession and described themselves as welcoming, open and available. By contrast, only 2
among the 11 M- educators expressed similar feelings of fondness for the teaching
profession. Among the M+ group, 5 educators reported feeling that their professional
experience before CEGEP employment greatly facilitated their integration in teaching.
Among the 11 M- educators, 5 reported feeling destabilised by their unfamiliarity with the
profession and regretted not having previously acquired professional experience in their
taught subject or, in some cases, having began their present careers within departments
undergoing internal conflict. In describing the courses they teach, 5 educators in the M+
group stated that their courses were focused on project completion, were more practical
than theoretical or that were different from other courses within their programme of study;
8 M- educators described their courses as consisting primarily of lectures, as
overwhelmingly theoretical or as taking place in a computer room. In talking about their
students, 5 M+ educators noted that female students formed the majority of their class
group, while 6 M- educators indicated that their students were all enrolled in the same
programme and knew one another; 5 other educators in the M- group variously
characterised students as performing on an average or poor level, as markedly varied in
ability or, in some cases, as contributing to instil a negative mood within the classroom.
4.2.2 Motivation and the development of student learning strategies

In terms of the development of students’ intrinsic goals and perceptions of task value, 4
educators in the M+ group reported speaking to students about the importance of learning
course content, while 5 reported expressing their own interest in course content as a means
of providing a positive model. None of the M- educators mentioned similar elements.
However, similar numbers of M+ (n: 7) and M- (n: 6) educators reported providing
examples in class, connecting course content to practice and explaining their own use of
course content in their professional practice in order to prompt students’ interest in the
course; as well, in both the M+ and M- groups, 4 educators (8 in total) reported using audiovisual materials and inviting guest presenters in order to stimulate student interest.
Additionally, 5 M- educators reported organising activities aimed at raising student
awareness of the usefulness of their courses. None of the educators reported acting to
address extrinsic motivation.
Similarly, educators appear to take few initiatives to help students to feel in control of
their learning. So 4 M+ educators communicate to their students that they are available to
offer help, while 2 encourage students by reiterating that they have everything it takes to
succeed. Two educators in the M- group considered that assessment practices oblige
students to take control of their learning. In terms of helping students to feel that they are
capable of learning, comparable numbers of M+ (n: 6) and M- (n: 8) educators reported
verbally demonstrating students’ ability to grasp complex notions or providing
opportunities for students to recognise this ability. They also reported contributing to the

development of such feelings by providing positive feedback, including in their assessment
of students’ work and examinations.
In terms of learning strategies, seven M+ and eight M- educators reported imparting
one or two learning strategies to their students, while two other M+ educators stated
teaching a varied repertory of such strategies.
4.2.3 Conditions favouring the development of teaching practices

Asked about what had most contributed to the development of their teaching practices,
educators most frequently cited teacher support, both formal (coordinated at the
institutional level) and informal (initiated by educators, in pairs or in larger groups), as well
as reflexive teaching practices. As regards teacher training, among the educators who had
received credited training before employment, only 2 of 4 M+ and 2 of 5 M- educators cited
such training as having been important and useful in terms of self-confidence levels at the
outset of their teaching career. As well, only 1 of the 2 M+ and 3 of the 5 M- educators who
had received credited training after employment reported that it had helped them to
develop teaching strategies, and had served to validate and reflect on their practices. As for
non-credited training, 2 out of 8 M+ and 2 of 5 M- educators stated that it had not provided
them with much that proved of value. However, the other educators who had received noncredited training assessed its benefits positively, stating that it had familiarised them with
new strategies and software applications. Of the 6 M+ and 2 M- educators who had received
formal teacher support from colleagues, all reported that it had been beneficial for their
self-confidence, had introduced them to new strategies and skills, and had responded to
their immediate needs. In each of the 2 groups overall, 6 educators (12 in total) reported
that they had found it useful to have access to materials essential for planning courses and
teaching course content. All educators, across both the M+ and M- groups, stated having
benefited from informal support, most frequently in the form of dialogue with colleagues
and other members of school staff. The reported benefits were much the same as those
cited for formal support. Without explicitly referring to reflexive teaching practices, all the
interviewed educators stated that the elements that had allowed them to make strides in
their development as teachers included self-observation and observation of students, selfquestioning during and after class meetings, and the active search for solutions to problem
situations.
4.2.4 Improving conditions for professional integration

When speaking about the conditions that they would like to see implemented in the
professional integration process in order to favour the development of teaching practices, 7
M+ and 8 M- educators gave first importance to the beneficial presence of a colleague acting
as a tutor who could answer their questions and validate their practices. Five M+ and 6 Meducators added that access to teaching materials is equally important. Finally, it is
important to note that a significant number of interviewed educators identified
organisational deficiencies they felt were in need of improvement. Six educators from each
group (12 in total) cited deficiencies at the level of employment conditions, stipulating that
new teachers ought to be accorded sufficient time following the moment of employment to
prepare themselves adequately before beginning active teaching. Educators registering
these opinions had themselves been hired shortly before the beginning of their first classes.

A number of educators in both the M+ and M- groups described other organisational
dimensions in need of rectification, such as the needs to set limits on teachers’ course loads,
to provide teachers with introductory materials for guidance and to agree on orientation
activities at the moment of employment. Tellingly, significantly more M- (n: 10) than M+ (n:
3) educators identified these needs.
5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The first objective of the present study was to assess, through two questionnaires, the
existence of a link between teacher training and support for new educators and the
motivation and learning strategies of their students. Our results indicate that such links
exist only between two determinants of motivation and one learning strategy, and are nonexistent in terms of metacognition. The present study, thus, questions assertions that
teacher training and support have a direct impact on student motivation and learning, but
admits the possible occurrence of their indirect impact; this will be explored in a
subsequent phase of the present study, with a view to teachers’ perceptions of self-efficacy.
Undoubtedly, this part of the study contains a number of limitations that must be overcome,
including the number of participants and the voluntary nature of participation.
The second and third objectives of the study aimed to describe motivational teaching
practices and define the conditions beneficial to their development. Importantly, in the
twenty interviews carried out with educators, little difference was noted in the practices
that the two groups (M+ and M-) reported using in order to stimulate student motivation
and learning; and the same was true of the conditions they described as having benefited
their professional development. The most striking results originated in educators’
statements about their self-perception and their perception of students. Educators in the
M+ group are decidedly more positive in their descriptions of themselves and their
students; they are more likely to describe themselves as welcoming, open and available.
Half of them, in addition, stated that previous experience in their taught subject facilitated
their professional integration into CEGEP teaching. Educators in the M- group, by contrast,
expressed regret at not having previous professional experience and reported feeling
inadequately prepared. In terms of their perceptions of students, it is important to note that
half of the M- educators described them in terms of their level of performance or of the
negative classroom atmosphere they perceived certain students as producing. In describing
their courses, M+ educators described theirs more frequently as focusing on practice while
those in the M- group saw their courses as focused mainly on theory. At present, it remains
an open question as to whether these perceptions faithfully reflect classroom realities. In
addition, professional integration conditions were also perceived more positively by the M+
group than by the M- educators. Aside from the deficiencies that the interviewed educators
perceived at the moment of employment, 10 out of 11 M- educators identified additional
problems in need of rectification. These differences suggest some intriguing hypotheses,
which at this point remain unexplored, not least because of the low number of participants
in the present study. They also open a number of questions that directly concern educators’
perceptions of themselves and of the conditions of professional integration. Do current
conditions influence educators’ perceptions of themselves and their students? Is the
combination of conditions and perceptions a determining factor for the characteristics

observed among educators in the M+ and M- groups? And, ultimately, to what degree do the
defining characteristics of M+ and M- educators influence student motivation and learning?
6
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Same to Vocabulary Learning Gains
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Increasingly more and more studies have indicated the significance with respect to the
role of ‘attention’ in L2 vocabulary learning. In other words, learners should not be expected
to learn the words until allocating attentional resources to the word’s orthographic and
semantic properties efficiently. The role of attention, however, is criticized because of a lack
of operational definitions and independent indexes, which makes it difficult to measure the
depth of different attentional levels. Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) designed an Involvement
Load Hypothesis, consisting of three components (i.e., need, search, and evaluation) with
equal indexes, as an attempt to operationalize traditional general labels of attention into
task-specific constructs. According to Hulstijn and Laufer (2001), each of these three
components can be measured independently and divided into degrees of absence (0),
moderate, (1), and strong (2). Each component, assigned with the same index, is assumed to
contribute equally to L2 vocabulary learning. Tasks with same involvement indexes, but
consisting of different distribution of the components, are assumed to contribute equal weight
to L2 vocabulary learning. However, recent research has suggested that different degrees (i.e.,
moderate and strong) of each individual component (i. e., need, search, and evaluation) might
not contribute to the same weights and thus called for more studies to investigate the value of
each individual component.
The present study is designed not only to investigate the effects of task-induced
involvement on L2 vocabulary learning, but also to develop a more precise model of the
Involvement Load Hypothesis by re-examining the indexes of the three individual

components (i.e., need, search, and evaluation) as well as by comparing whether tasks with
the same involvement load but with different distribution of the three components result in
similar vocabulary gains. Four tasks with different distribution of involvement indexes are
designed for the purpose of the study. Taiwanese college-level participants will be assigned to
read each of the four conditions randomly. The target words will be those from the Academic
Word List (Coxhead, 2000) within a piece of academic text. The participants will be tested by
Vocabulary Knowledge Scale (Wesche & Paribakht, 1996) both before and after reading the
texts. Some preliminary findings and implications will be reported and discussed.
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The objectives of this presentation were to:
• Illustrate therapeutic lifestyle intervention (TLI) effectiveness with chronic disease;
• Illustrate the importance of screening patients prior to their TLI program;
• Review TLI clinical impact with cardiac, pulmonary, & diabetes mellitus patients;
• Illustrate the impact of TLI intervention on patient use of the health care system;
• Illustrate the impact of TLI on the economic domain.
Introduction
Our research over the past 20 years has provided convincing evidence of therapeutic
lifestyle intervention [TLI] strategy effectiveness, in the context of patient medical care,
for managing cardiac, pulmonary, and diabetes patients. A regimen of supervised
exercise, sensible nutrition, smoke cessation, stress management, and self-management
education influences patients in other ways: for example, they begin taking their
medications on time and in the right dosages; diabetes patients check their blood glucose
on a more regular basis and keep better records of their care. A primary aim of our selfmanagement education program is to empower each patient with information and skills
that allow them to become better partners with their physicians during scheduled office
visits.
Causes of Death
The 10 leading causes of death in 2010 are shown in Table 1. Although heart disease
mortality has exhibited a fairly steady decline since 1980, it is still the number one killer
in America and the world. As the table shows, respiratory and cerebrovascular diseases,
with diabetes mellitus, continue as ranking clinical challenges in America. Treatment of

these disorders, in the context of patient medical care, with TLI strategies is the primary
focus of this paper.
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.

Table 1. The 10 leading causes of death in the United States, 2010.
Diseases of heart
2.
Malignant neoplasms
Chronic lower respiratory diseases 4.
Cerebrovascular diseases
Accidents (unintentional injuries)
6.
Alzheimer’s disease
Diabetes mellitus
8.
Nephritis, nephrotic syndromes
Influenza and pneumonia
10.
Intentional self-harm (suicide)

MMWR. National Vital Statistics Report. Volume 60, No. 4; 2012 (January 11).

Methods
Patients were enrolled in a multifactorial TLI. Interventions included supervised exercise,
smoke cessation, nutritional counseling, and educational sessions. Guest speakers were
physicians, nurses, exercise physiologists, podiatrists, registered dietitians, pharmacists,
physical therapists, and other health professionals. Social events and fun wellness
competition events were also scheduled to enhance group camaraderie. Patients were risk
stratified with a profile that included their history, physical, exercise test, pulmonary
function test, lipid profile, CBC, hemoglobin A 1c , anthropometric measures, and risk
factors. These clinical data were also collected on a quarterly basis.
The Importance of Screening
Exercise, however, is not without risks and patients with cardiopulmonary disease and
diabetes, should be screened carefully for existing macro- and microvascular
complications prior to beginning an exercise program (1). A thorough medical history
and physical examination, which focuses on signs and symptoms of diseases affecting the
cardiovascular system, eyes, kidneys and nervous system, should be part of the preparticipation medical profile. A graded exercise test may prove useful for some patients.
Absolute contraindications to exercise participation include severe hyperglycemia,
ketosis, recent significant electrocardiographic changes, unstable angina pectoris,
uncontrolled cardiac arrhythmias causing hemodynamic compromise, untreated high-risk
proliferative retinopathy and retinal hemorrhage.
Comorbid conditions, such as hypertension, dyslipidemia, retinopathy, renal disorders,
peripheral and autonomic neuropathy, previous myocardial infarction (MI) and a history
of revascularization procedures, are commonly observed in patients with type 2 diabetes.
It is also not uncommon for these patients to have occult ischemic heart disease relative
to cardiac autonomic neuropathy (CAN) and silent myocardial ischemia.
They may be asymptomatic, even during a conventional multi-stage exercise test
(MSET), in the presence of significant ischemia observed on the electrocardiogram
(ECG). Not surprisingly, sudden death has been associated with CAN in such patients.
A patient screened prior to entering the Diabetes Exercise Center Program at Marshall
University provides an example. Table 2 below illustrates findings from his MSET that
unmasked CAN and the need for urgent follow-up, in this case, coronary artery bypass

surgery [CABGS] within a week. The CABGS was successful and the patient was
subsequently enrolled in the Cardiac Rehabilitation Program (CRP).
Table 2.

Results
Program participation and improved adherence of our patients with their medical regimen
is repeatedly reflected in improved clinical profiles. Table 3 shows lipid, fasting blood
glucose (FBG), and hemoglobin A1c (HBA1c) changes with participation in a 12-week
CRP by cardiac patients having comorbid diabetes mellitus (2, 3). Reduced symptoms in
Table 3.

the form of chest pain, claudication, and dyspnea [Table 4] (4) are observed. Patients
also report less depression [Figure 1] (5); these changes in clinical status improve the
quality of their lives (QOL).
Table 4.

Figure 1.

Our 4-year study (6) of program and medical regimen adherence confirmed the
dedication of our diabetes patients in effectively controlling their blood glucose [Figure
2]. This will permit them to reap the long-term benefits shown in the medical literature
for these patients: reduced disability in the form of blindness, lower extremity
amputation, kidney disease with dialysis machine treatment, and reduced premature death
and disability from cardiovascular disease.
Figure 2.

Current medical opinion considers cardiac rehabilitation (CR) to be a standard of care for
cardiac patients that reduces their chances for premature death and disability. To check
referral rates in the Tri State region of WV, OH, and KY in the United States, we
conducted another 4-year study of 4,642 cardiac patients with a regional insurance carrier
(7). Tri State referral rates were disappointing, less than 20% [Figure 3]. Although
patient engagement increased in recent years compared with our earlier findings, from
7.1% in 2005 to 19.0% in 2008, the data were similar to previous findings by Dr. Jose
Suaya, MD, (8) in his study of almost 300,000 Americans eligible for CR [Figure 4].

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

I submit that significantly more effort is required to engage patients and their physicians.
Patients should know about their option for enrolling in CR.
Our program interventions have also been accompanied by reduced patient dependence
on the health care system. A 3-month study of 31 diabetes patients with heart disease (2,
3, 9) witnessed significant reductions in medications, emergency room visits, hospital
admissions, and visits to physicians. The latter were reduced by more than 60%, giving
physicians some breathing room with the diabetes epidemic in West Virginia and the Tri
State Region (Figure 5).
Figure 5.
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Program participation for both cardiac and pulmonary patients has also had a significant
impact on the so-called bottom line. Our study of the insured population reported earlier
(7) showed the average annual medical claims costs for CR nonusers and CR users to be
$14,703 and $12,048, respectively, a savings of $2,655 per patient [Figure 6].

Figure 6.

Our most recent publication (10), a study of 115 diabetes patients with comorbid
cardiovascular disease, reports unique gender and age group data. These data reveal
clinical trends and profiles that can prove helpful for clinicians in managing these
patients.
What’s the message? Following a heart attack, heart surgery, treatment for chest pain, or
the presence of lung disease, patients should ask their physician about the possibility of
being enrolled in a cardiac or pulmonary rehabilitation program. Those with diabetes may
discuss participation in a lifestyle management program that includes supervised exercise
and risk factor management strategies. The physician’s referral is absolutely essential;
they must confirm that it is in a patient’s best interests to consider these options.
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The Effect of Functional Behavior Assessment and Positive Behavior Intervention Plans:
A Cross-Cultural Comparison

Using a positive behavior intervention approach to address challenging behaviors of
students with disabilities was mandated by the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act in 1997. To date, numerous research studies were published worldwide to verify the
effect of these function-based interventions. A meta-analysis conducted by Goh and
Bambara (2010) further examined the overall effects of functional behavior assessment
(FBA) and positive behavior interventions. The research studies involved in this meatanalysis, however, were primarily published in the United States. Therefore, it is not clear
whether the results can be applied across countries or cultures. The purposes of this study
are twofold: (a) conducting a meta-analysis of FBA and positive behavior interventions
on research studies published in Taiwan and (b) comparing our findings to those
described by Goh and Bambara (2010) to generate common themes of FBA and positive
behavior interventions across cultures.
Peer-reviewed journal articles and conference papers published between 2001 and
2011 in Taiwan were searched through Index to Taiwan Periodical Literature System,
Chinese Electronic Periodical Services, and hand searched journals. Studies that did not
use single subject deigns were excluded from the analysis. The searching criterion and
procedure resulted in a total of 34 research studies, which included 45 participants and 50
positive behavior intervention plans. Descriptive statistics were applied to understand the
characteristics of FBA and positive behavior interventions for students with disabilities.
Percentage of data points exceeding the median of preceding baseline phase (PEM) was
calculated to examine the effect of positive behavior interventions.
The findings of the meta-analysis show that most of the studies used direct
observations when conducting FBA. Most of the positive behavior interventions that
included antecedent, instruction, and consequence strategies were implemented by
classroom teachers. Studies that conducted functional analysis as part of FBA showed a
better intervention effect than studies that used indirect assessment. The results of PEM
analysis indicate that the positive behavior interventions for students with disabilities
yielded a medium to excellent effect across all research aspects, such as age, type of

disabilities, and placement of the participants, the personnel involved in the assessment
and intervention procedure, types of assessment approach, and so on. The results also
show that intervention plans that used strategies to increase positive behaviors had a
significantly better effect than those used strategies to decrease challenging behaviors.
The comparison of current findings to those described by Goh and Bambara (2010)
will be discussed during the presentation to help understand cross-cultural similarities
and differences regarding the effect of FBA and positive behavior interventions. Finally,
suggestions for practitioners and future research will be proposed in this presentation.

The formation of new immigrant children's1 identity in the context of
globalization
Wang, Yu-Wen
a doctoral student in National Taipei University of Education
Abstract:
The purpose of this article is to explore how new immigrant children in Taiwan
shape their self-identity as well as reconsider whether educators or society make them
be able to develop their own sense of belonging. Through the literature review, the
researcher can understand well about what affects the identity forming of new
immigrant children in Taiwan as well as discover its impact on new immigrant
children's learning and lives. Finally, the researcher will provide some suggestion
about how to help new immigrant children appreciate differently cultural
backgrounds.
Key words: globalization, new immigrant children, identity
Introduction:
Under the condition of globalization, people "travel" around for economic need.
Many women whose original nationalities are South East Asia or China marry
Taiwanese men for better lives. Xia (2002) states that many people become
unemployment or refugees because of neoliberal economy resulting from
globalization. They have to leave their countries in order to stay away from living in
poverty.
According to Ministry of Education (2011), the number of new immigrant
children is increasing every year. Nowadays, there are one hundred and ninety-two
thousand new immigrant children who attend elementary school and Junior high
school in Taiwan. Therefore, the issue of identity formation toward new immigrant
children needs to be highly considered in order to meet their learning achievement as
well as life satisfaction. Suarez-Orozco (2004) argues that globalization deeply
influence both identities of the original residents as well as the immigrants and their
children.
In Taiwan, most immigrants are from Southeast Asian countries and China
1

"New immigrant children" refer to the original nationalities of their mother are the Mainland China

or Southeast Asian countries and marry with local men in Taiwan, then settle in Taiwan. If both parents
are foreign nationals, then children are foreign students rather than new immigrant children.

through intermarriage. Since many people in Taiwan consider that economic
development in those countries falls behind, they start to discriminate the women
from Asian countries and China as well as their children. Therefore, new immigrant
children must encounter the identity issue of “who am I.” The purpose of this article is
to:
(1) Explore how new immigrant children in Taiwan shape their own identity.
(2) Reconsider how educators or society make them be able to develop their own
sense of belonging.
Method:
Literature review is highly used in analyzing, evaluating, and integrating
materials based on research questions. Through the literature review, the researcher
can understand well what influences the identity shaping among new immigrant
children as well as discover its impact on new immigrant children's learning and lives.
Finally, the researcher will provide some suggestion about how to help new
immigrant children appreciate differently cultural backgrounds.
What is identity?
Identity are variously defined depending on different scholars and their
perspectives. In the field of cultural studies, people believe that they must experience
social processes that make them become the subjects of themselves and others.
Therefore, people must discover what they see themselves as well as how others see
them when they want to explore what the identity is (Barker, 2000).
Gidden (1991) declare that self-identity is what people think about themselves.
He also mentions what we think changes depending on different occasions in time and
space (cited in Barker, 2000). Therefore, identity shaping is always in progress.
Weeks (1990) mentions, "identity is about what you have in common with some
people and what differentiates you from others"( cited in Barker, 2000). It also means
that identity is both sameness and difference, which highly influences what people
think about themselves. Through these perspectives above, people can easily notice
that one's own identity is greatly shaped by environment, other's views, as well as
himself/herself.
Identity emerging from global context:
In order to successfully shape a complete identity, the continuity among home,
school and community is really important. For example, if there is a different
perspective between home and school toward student’s races, it is difficult for them to
create a clear and complete identity; however, Suarez-Orozco (2004) states social
spaces are discontinuous and fragmental in the era of globalization, which results in
complicated identity formation. Barker (2000) states, "identity are discursive
constructions which change their meanings according to time, place and usage."

Giddens (1991) argues that people in modern society have a wider scope of
relationship, spaces and places to interact with others. Therefore, there is no fixed and
stable identity due to diverse contexts and sites of interaction in the era of
globalization ( cited in Barker, 2000). The international values and roles will also
embed in individual person's mind and encourage people to "fit" in this social
structure.
Hybrid identities
In the past, only immigrants would encounter the problem of a bicultural identity.
However, through globalization, many people not only confront a bicultural identity
but also meet more complex identity forming. Arnett (2002) argues that people
nowadays confront the issue of a bicultural identity because they need to incorporate
the local culture with the awareness of the global culture (cited in Suarez-Orozco,
2004). Doku and Asante (2011) also declare the similar opinion to Arnett's, which
they believe that most young people in the world develop a bicultural identity because
of the connection between the local and global cultures.
Moreover, when technology, mass media, and internet are highly developed, it
brings about "hybrid identities." Hence, it becomes more difficult to shape one's own
identity. Doku and Asante (2011) states that with globalization, the problem of
identity confusion is getting serious. Through trade marketing as well as time and
space compression, the identity formation of adolescents not only depends on the
original family they were born but also what they experience in the world.
Every new immigrant child owns a bicultural identity because his/her mother is
from other country except Taiwan, and his/her father is definitely Taiwanese. In
addition to the local identity of biculturalism, new immigrant children under the
condition of globalization also need to develop the sense of belonging through being
aware of events, activities, information and technology of the global culture. Hence,
identity forming within the new immigrant children in Taiwan is complicated and
difficult. However, there are some valuable perspectives discussed with the following.
Identity shaping in Taiwanese new immigrant children
Personal identity shaping is greatly affected by the collective identity since every
person who lives in this society must interact with others. Cheek and Briggs (1982)
state that the collective identity means people take the expectation or norms of "their
important others or groups" into consideration such as family, school, community,
nations or religion (Cited in Chen, Lei & Wu, 2005). Winicott (1971) argues that a
child's sense of self is deeply shaped by the reflection of the people whom they regard
as important others including mother, relatives, teachers, peers and so forth (cited in
Suarez-Orozco, 2004). This social mirror is a significant element of how individuals
especially teenagers develop their own sense of identity.

Hall (1992) states that the subject forms his/her identity in relation to "significant
others," who influence the subject's belief, values, and meanings( cited in Barker,
2000). In general, family members are the first "significant others" to individuals;
therefore, he/she tends to be highly affected by their family members.
According to the research done by Taiwanese scholars, the formation of new
immigrant's children identity is highly related to their mother's background, family
condition, as well as social community.
New immigrant mother's background
For teenagers, their mothers play an important role in their lives. When new
immigrant women marry Taiwanese men and settle in Taiwan, they often have low
status and meet inequality of treatment. Their families do not respect new immigrant
mothers. Therefore, new immigrant children usually feel confused and fail to shape
the identity of "who they are." Wu (2009) mentions when new immigrant mothers are
subjected to stereotype or discrimination from society or their families, new
immigrant children might start to doubt or have a negative perspective on their
mother's culture. They tend to be uncertain which cultures they belong to. When they
think they are totally Taiwanese in order to escape from discriminating, it seems that
they discriminate their mother, too. Finally, forming identity is always a hard task for
new immigrant children in Taiwan.
Moreover, most new immigrant families do not want their children to learn their
mother's native language since people consider it is going to disrupt children's
learning achievement when they enter the schools in Taiwan. However, the studies
done by Chen (2009) show that new immigrant children easily develop the sense of
ethnic identification when they are able to speak their mother's native language. Chen
(2009) also finds that the education level of new immigrant mother is one of major
factors, which influences new immigrant children's identity shaping.
Furthermore, there is a difference between the countries where new immigrant
women come from. Kung (2007) mentions that new immigrant women who come
from China can create a higher cultural identity than the women come from Southeast
Asian countries, since there is no big difference between China and Taiwan in terms
of language, culture, appearance, and ethnicity. Therefore, if new immigrant women
are from Southeast Asian countries, their children easily face serious problems of
identity forming.
Family condition
A lot of research toward new immigrant children in Taiwan often signifies that
socioeconomic status is significant vector for discovering whether new immigrant
children succeed in shaping their own identity or not. The research done by Wu (2009)
shows that new immigrant children tend to develop positive perspectives toward their

mother's culture because they own a good economic condition and they are able to
make a close connection with the original country where their mother was born. Lin
(2011) also states that new immigrant children develop a different degree of the sense
of ethnic identity based on various family social classes. Therefore, the family-level
factor is important for new immigrant children forming their own identity.
Moreover, when parents are responsible for taking care of new immigrant
children together, new immigrant children tend to develop a "complete" identity for
both different cultures. Since new immigrant children interact with their parents well,
they can understand both cultures fully rather than pieces of it. Finally, they can shape
a "healthy" bicultural identity(Lu, 2010). However, Taiwanese family often thinks
new immigrant mothers are inadequate to teach even be close to their children
because they consider children are going to fail in the school through immersing in
the cultures other than Taiwanese one. Finally, most children in Taiwan only develop
father's side of identity.
Social community
In our society, people still keep some stereotype. They think American cultures
are better than Asian cultures, but they devaluate Southeast Asian countries such as
Vietnam and Thailand. This stereotype might be caused by intermarriage. In the past
decades, the men who married Southeast Asian women were usually in the lower
social class with less educated. Therefore, Southeast Asian cultures are still viewed as
less important.
According to the research done by Chen (2011), she states that how the social
studies textbooks lead biases toward new immigrants. For example, elementary social
studies textbooks in Taiwan have stereotype on new immigrants, thinking they are
disadvantaged and illiterate, which marginalize their position in Taiwan in terms of
social class and ethnicity. There are only few festivals about new immigrant cultures
shown in the textbooks; therefore, it is hard for new immigrant children to shape their
own identity. Lin (2011) in her studies also states that new immigrant children in
Taiwan has the problem of school adaptation.
New immigrant children hardly shape a "complete" identity even if they perceive
that they own coethnic identities and characteristics. Because new immigrant children
live in the dominant community, they rarely interact with the people who have the
same cultural background as them (Kung, 2007). Moreover, new immigrant children
are born in Taiwan. They understand Taiwanese customs more than other cultures
since they immerse in Taiwanese language, culture, and society at very young age.
Therefore, they develop the higher identity toward their father's nationality.
Reconsider the issue of identity shaping toward new immigrant children in
Taiwan

Transcultural identities
In the era of globalization, most people start to have a connection with other
cultural people, so they might tend to shape a bicultural identity. However, new
immigrant children not only develop a bicultural identity at young age but also shape
"transcultural identities" when they combine the parental tradition with the global
identity. Falicov (2002) argues that transcultural identities do not mean that people
need to choose between cultures but rather allow them to synthesize both cultures
and create the new sense of their own identity (cited in Suarez-Orozco, 2004). Based
on the perspectives above, even though it is not easy task for new immigrant children
to shape a identity because of complex cultural backgrounds as well as the impact of
globalization, they might be more successful in forming a "complete and healthy"
identity than other people with single cultural background.
In addition, educators can provide the curriculum of parental education for new
immigrant families. This is important to let new immigrant families realize that the
responsibility of rearing children is shared, so new immigrant children can have both
sides of parental experiences as well as shape a completely co-ethnic identity.
Value new immigrants' cultural background
Because Taiwanese society does not value the cultures of people who are from
China or Southeast Asian countries, their children, therefore, are hard to develop an
"integral" identity. In fact, new immigrants have a language benefit, so they can act as
volunteers and teach students understanding different languages and cultures, which
not only helps students expand their international vision but also cultivates their
business skills. When the community respect new immigrant women's culture and
admit the contribution they bring about, new immigrant children will think both their
parents' cultures are important and develop highly approval to them.
Moreover, people who are around new immigrant children will also affect their
sense of identity. Since many people in Taiwan do not be familiar with other foreign
cultures, it might lead wrong interpretations. In order to help new immigrant children
appreciate their own cultures and shape a co-ethnic identity, educators should convey
rich and complete cultural knowledge. Hence, new immigrant children's peers can
understand their cultures well and absorb different cultural stimuli, which will reduce
misunderstanding as well as biases.
Participating a series of ethnic activities as well as dominant activities is one of
the best ways to help new immigrant children create a bicultural identity. Wu (2009)
states that even if some new immigrant children think their sense of parental identities
are well-develop, most new immigrant children do not really appreciate their mother's
culture due to the less connection with it. Therefore, in addition to the dominant
activities, communities in Taiwan should hold many multicultural activities, which are

held not only for new immigrant children but also for all people in this society. So,
every person in Taiwan can well understand different cultures and learn to respect
them.
Conclusion:
Since all human beings have immersed in the era of globalization, the issue of
forming identity is not only the task for new immigrants and their children but also for
everyone in this world. Through the research, people can discover that parental
backgrounds, family structures, and the social community are main factors to impact
on the identity shaping of new immigrant children. In order to help new immigrant
children develop a transcultural identity, there are many ways that educators and the
communities can do. For example, value new immigrants' cultural backgrounds as
well as teach children to tolerate and celebrate different cultures. These findings are
helpful for parents, teachers, school administrators, and future researchers to take into
consideration.
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Reconsidering aesthetic inquiry in curriculum studies:
From Artifact back to Aesthetic Experience

Yen-wen, Huang

Abstract

Recently, aesthetic inquiries in curriculum studies have emerged in Taiwan for
several decades. There are many societies with the paradigm, and most of them calls
themselves as the term of “The communities of curriculum aesthetic”
Reviewing these papers they were affected by the ideas of art-based research
very much, however, they seek for the representation by the forms of art is more
important intentionally rather than caring about human being’s feeling, emotion,
desires of their experiences. Although the aesthetic curriculum is popular, the
curriculum aesthetic fell into the multifarious. Take these points as warnings; this
paper focuses on reconsidering the origin meanings of aesthetic inquiry in curriculum
studies depended upon the ideas of aesthetic experience. There are three main parts in
this article as follows:
First one, indicating contemporary aesthetic inquiry in curriculum studies which
is defined on the error assumption of “Curriculum as artifact”.
Second, reconsider problems through John Dewey’s perspectives in “Art as
experience” as well as research for the meaning of the term, “aesthetic experience”.
Finally, a suggestion considered from Ancient Chinese ideas of ontology is
proposed for the future aesthetic inquiry in curriculum studies: “From Arts to Tao”
which means we should re-focus on our experiences of living-in-the-world rather than
seeking for more and more knowledge on epistemology without emotions.

Key word: curriculum aesthetic inquiry, arts-based research, aesthetic experience, Tao

Instruction

Although Standards, assessment, outcomes, and achievement: these concepts are
the currency of educational discussion today (Greene, 1995: 9). However, aesthetic
inquiries in curriculum studies have emerged frequently in Taiwan for several decades
recently as well as its development for several aesthetic communities in America and
Canada. There are many societies with the paradigm, and most of them call
themselves as the term, “The societies of curriculum aesthetic”. However, as Ou
(2004) reminded us, “Don’t make mythopoetic too Romanized.”Many aesthetic
inquiries in curriculum studies currently seek the representation by forms of art is
more important intentionally rather than caring about human being’s feelings,
emotions, and desires of their experiences. Moreover, although the aesthetic
curriculum is popular, the curriculum aesthetic is missed into the multifarious.
In this article, the main focus is on discussions of the methodology of aesthetic
inquiry in curriculum studies, because recently it is more emphasized on presentations
by forms of arts rather than the feeling and emotions of human beings. Different form
regarding curriculum as artifact for us to find out aesthetic qualities (Vallance,1991 )
or only on the epistemology such as cognition or representation(Eisner,1994b ), this
paper argue that we should highlight our curriculum aesthetic experience and return to
the level of ontology to seek for a possibility to refund a kind of being-in-the-world- a
living life with warm.

Research question and methods

The purpose of this article is to reveal the errors of aesthetic inquiry in
curriculum studies which is defined on the supposition of “Curriculum as artifact” as
well as to offer the possible strategies to do the aesthetic inquiry by our aesthetic
experience. Therefore, three questions are asked as follows:
● What are the problems of aesthetic inquiry in curriculum studies which is defined
on the assumption of “Curriculum as artifacts”?
● According to the perspectives of John Dewey, why should aesthetic inquiry in
curriculum studies focus on human’s aesthetic experience rather than their artifacts?

● For curriculum researchers, how could they aesthetic curriculum aesthetic
experience in the practice context depended on Chinese thinking on ontology?

Method
The method of literature review was adapted to answer the three research
questions. There were three stages in the literature review, namely:
Identifying the central issue
In the very beginning of the research, writings of the important philosopher, John
Dewey, on aesthetic were studied in order to identify the origin meanings of aesthetic
experience. In this stage, it was found that the feeling and emotion of human
experiences are the indeed key moment of their aesthetic beauty rather than the
cognitive judgment. In other words, aesthetic is always belonging to aesthetic
experience rather than just those artifacts which people produced. This is the reason
why this paper focuses on the idea of “form art back to aesthetic experience”.
Data collection
After the central issues were identified, two kind of literature were collected. The
first kind consisted of correlative literatures about aesthetic inquiry in curriculum
studies, while the second kind included Dewey’s books related to the discussion of the
homophiles and moments of aesthetic experience.
Data analysis
Multiple analytical methods were adapted in this research. Firstly, try to analysis
blind spots in contemporary aesthetic inquiry in curriculum studies. Secondly, concept
analysis was adopted to capture the idea of “aesthetic experience” in Dewey’s book
“Art as experience” for claiming the suggestion on the way of ‘from artifact back to
aesthetic experience”. Because aesthetic experience is an abstract concept, it is
difficult to enact into the practice situation for seeking for it by both researchers and
teachers before clarifying. Thirdly, analysis the idea of “From Art to Tao” referred by
Chinese ancient philosopher, Chuang Tzu, for offering a new horizon to reconsider
the possibility of the ontology of aesthetic inquiry in curriculum studies.

Curriculum as Artifact

What is aesthetic inquiry? According to Elizabeth Vallance’s definitions(1991),
aesthetic inquiry is the systematic inquiry into the aesthetic qualities of any given
curricular situation and it makes us see the tacit , hidden, “underside” of a curricular
situation. For example, the aesthetic qualities (positive or negative) of a textbook
series, or of a series of deliberations and discussions leading to curriculum change, of
a given teacher’s classroom, or of a full degree sequence that we may be planning to
alter are included for seeking to identify the experiential qualities that color the
situation and govern our reaction to it, and once identified, to present them in a way
that helps others to see them and thus to understand the curricular problem more fully.
In other word, aesthetic inquiry will focus on certain qualities and principles that
shape our reaction to the situation (Vallance, 1991:160). And it is also like art
criticisms which serve an evaluative purpose by enabling us to see why we (or the
students) react as we do (Vallance, 1991: 161).
Besides, Vallance(1991: 163-164) also asserted that a number of principles
clarify the analogy between the work of art and a set of curriculum materials and as
such strengthen the case for applying art-criticism techniques to curriculum decisions.
For her opinions, there are several general principles describing a curriculum as an
analogous to a work of art included these (Vallance, 1991:163):
1. Both a curriculum and a work of art are product of human construction; they are
“artifactual”.
2. Both are means of communication between the originators (developer or artist) and
an audience (students or museum-goers).
3. Both are transformation of the knowledge of the originators into form that is
accessible to the audience: Susanne Langer views art as transformation of
non-discursive knowledge into a physical medium, and the curriculum can be seen as
a transformation of a content expert’s knowledge into a form accessible to young
children.
4. Both are the products of a problem-solving process: Ecker’s description of artistic
work as a series of meeting and resolving problems of form and expression has a clear
parallel in the kinds of deliberations engaged in by curriculist..

5. Both depend for their meaning on an encounter with an audience: both provide
situations in which the audience’s response is invited and demanded.
6. Both provide set of “brackets” to boundaries to the audience’s experience: both
curricula and works of arts of art present selections from the total realm of experience,
shaped in a way that structures the viewer’s perceptions. Both do this deliberately.
7. When they succeed in capturing the attention of an audience, both can provide
strong reactions. Neither is often received neutrally.
8. Both can be placed within a tradition of history and style change; both are partners
in an ongoing development of style and cumulating of tradition. Any curriculum or
work of art can be superseded in style by something more “modern” or more
“innovative”.
9. Both invite criticism and assessment.
According to Vallance’s view, she suggested that we could best do aesthetic
inquiry of curriculum materials depended on the principles of art and adapt the
method of art-criticism for our research on the basis of the supposition of “Curriculum
as artifact”. And she also attached important to the representation of art criticism
reflecting techniques of observation and critical description. Just as the usage of
selecting emphasis, simile and metaphor, incidental comparison, Implied technique,
implied movement, redundant adjectives for instance (Vallence, 1991:166).
Art criticism
Similarly, Eisner (1994a:212) also believed that there is no area of human
inquiry that epitomizes the qualitative more than what artist do when they work. His
claim is that the paradigmatic use of qualitative inquiry is found in the arts by critic’s
connoisseurship and criticism. He also cited Dewey’s words “The function of
criticism is the reeducation of perception of works of arts.” to point out that criticism
is the art of disclosing the qualities of events or objects that connoisseurship perceives
as well as it is also the public side of connoisseurship. According to Eisner, although
criticism is a term that is most frequently used in the arts, it also is used in sports, in
the assessment of research, in the appraisal of human behavior, particularly in social
settings, and in a host of other areas in which humans have interest with the world. In
other word, anything can be criticism’s subject matters, the curriculum is no
exclusion.

However, how could we use the method of arts criticism? Eisner (1994a) divided
knowledge into discursive and non-discursive ones to claim that knowing is not only
made statement depended on logical criteria but there are multiple ways in which
things are known that there is a variety of expressive modalities through what is
known can be disclosed. Furthermore, depended on the view of Cassier’s “plea for
binocular vision” combined with both scientific and artistic perspectives through
complementary forms of inquiry, Eisner (1994a:223) also claimed that “Through the
arts we have the opportunity to participate vicariously in the lives of others, to acquire
an empathetic understanding of situations, and therefore to know them in ways that
only the art can reveal.” He also pointed out,

The language of criticism, like the language of the arts, is essentially non-discursive; that is, it
informs not by pointing to the facts of the world but rather by intimation, by using forms to
present rather than to represent conception or feelings. Representational symbols, the type used
in conventional discourse, are like signposts: they point on toward qualities but are not
themselves intended to posses expressive qualities.

For Eisner (1994a), the best arts criticism needs a kind of poetic for us with a
form generating the excitement of the experience. He also took American critic Leo
Steinberg’s criticism written for example as follows:

PAUL BRACH’S PICTURE
They are very near invisibility.
Invisibility is of various kinds, and to list its varieties while the pictures are up helps to
focus attention.
Invisibility by disappearance . An object absent, remote or indistinct leaves a leftover
emptiness and a straining to see. This seems relevant to Brach’s pictures. Their vacant geometry
suggests depleted voids, voided containers tures. Their huge suspended circles can look like
extinguished suns. Solar cult emblems snuffed out. Empty icons.
Then, invisibility by extinction of light. This too seems relevant. Not actual darkness- which
conveys a specific degree of reduced illumination- but a consistency or opacity that can be

neither brightened nor deepened.
And invisibility due to dimmed vision: whether through blindness or the sightlessness of
inattention. Brach makes his pictures easy to resist. They count unseeing in difference or
disinterest: as if to remain invisible to the averted mind(cited in Eisner,1994a:224).

From Steinberg’s words using in title, Eisner (1994a) hinted a kind of image of
invisibility in arts criticism. He attempted to tell us “Pictures is more apt than
paintings.” This is because “Picture” suggests more of illusion, of image, of icon,
however, “Painting” suggests a medium, the qualities of the material used, or
technique, and as we find as we read on, paint and technique are not essential aspects
of art work. In other word, the meanings which the readers could see in art work are
more important than the work itself.
Besides, according to Eisner’s ideas, it calls our attention to the importance of
senses as a means through which the qualitative world we all inhabit is experience.
The relationship among sensation, conception, and representation makes particular
kind of meaning possible (Eisner, 1994b: x). In other word, arts could offer us
opportunity to rich our ability of sensation, to pick up information and to provide the
content through which our conceptual life takes form with forming images.
Arts-based research
In this position of “curriculum as artifacts”, “arts-based research” originated at
an education event in 1993 by Eisner’s effort to securing the support of the American
Educational Research Association for conducting a 2.5 day institute at Stanford that
was available 25 scholars and practitioners(Eisner & Barone, 2012:IX). Basically, the
ideas of “art-based research” believed that people need approaches to research, and
people add, to teaching, which exploit the power of “vagueness” to “get at” what
otherwise would seem unrecoverable during a period in which precision,
quantification, prescription, and formulaic practices are salient. This is because it
makes no sense to embrace plans that win the battle but lose the war. Therefore, they
considered that we need to touch the souls of students as well as to measure their
sleeve length or hat size (Eisner & Barone, 2012:4). In short, the arts is often regarded
larger than life in art-based research as Maxine Greene has urged educators and
researchers to learn from artist.
Eisner and Barone (2012) have argued the “fundamental ideas” of arts-based

research as follows:
1. Human have invented a variety of forms of representation to describe and
understand the world in as many ways as it can be represented.
2. Each form of representation imposes its own constrains and provides its own
affordance.
3. The purpose of arts based research is to raise significant questions and engender
conversations rather than proffer final meanings.
4. Arts based research can capture meanings that measurement cannot.
5. As the methodology for the conduct of research in the social sciences expands, a
greater array of aptitudes will encounter forms that are most suited to them.
6. For arts based research to advance, those who prepare researchers will need to
diversity the development of skill among those who are being taught.
7. Arts based research is not on for arts educators or professional artists.
8. In arts based research, generalizing from an n of 1 is an acceptable practice.
9. That aim of arts based research is not to replace traditional research methods; it is
to diversity the pantry of methods that researchers can use to address the problem they
care about.
10. Utilizing the expressive properties of a medium is one of the primary ways in
which arts research contributes to human understanding.
To sum up, this assumption of “Curriculum as Artifacts” disappeared in two
approaches, these are arts criticism and representation by art works. First one is regard
curriculum as work of art focusing on sensing the aesthetic qualities of curriculum. It
is also similar to John S. Mann (1975) named “a different way of talking about
curricula by stressing the aesthetic elements”. Besides, as Eisner and Barone (2012)
referred, “all forms of representation, the means through which the contents of our
mind are shared with others, are both constrained and made possible by the form one
choose to use.” The second, emphasize the creative of arts for representation of the
world or social phenomena people experienced. Both of these two cared about the
achievement of cognitive knowledge through the way or medium of artifacts.
However, the purpose of aesthetic inquiry is just seeing the world multiple and

getting different recognized about the world? How about the emotion and feeling of
human beings? And if the curriculum praxis is original with artistry, should we seek
for another way to present the process of curriculum teaching and learning with
outcomes through the mediations of artifacts?

Curriculum is not as Artifact completely

The real wonderful arts appear precious due to the resonance of human’s
emotion.

This article considers that the contemporary aesthetic inquiries in curriculum
studies are fall into a kind of misleading of “art commercialization”. And it also
caused a lot of risk which ignore the feeling and emotion of human beings, as follow:
1. The cognitive recognized and presentations of forms are more over than the feeling
of emotion.
2. The curriculum aesthetic qualities are taken for prediction, and the attempt to
reason with fitting in with causality still alive as perilous.
3. Self-complacency with romanticize, and it might cause the representation of
hegemony.
4. The external art performing of teaching takes place the process of mind
construction in learning.
So as Immanuel Kant (2007: 35) told us “If we wish to discern whether anything
is beautiful or not, we do not refer the representation of it to the object by means of
the understanding with a view to cognition, but by means of the imagination we refer
the representation to the subject and its feeling and pleasure or displeasure.” However,
Gadermer (1975/2006) also argued Kant ‘s point and referred with critique of the
abstraction inherent in aesthetic consciousness. He reminded us that the
transcendental function that Kant ascribes to the aesthetic judgment is sufficient to
distinguish it from conceptual knowledge and hence to determine the phenomena of
the beautiful and of art. But is it right to reserve the concept of truth for conceptual
knowledge? Must we not also acknowledge that the work of art possesses truth

(Gadamer, 1975/2006: 37) ?
In my opinions, the aesthetic inquiry in curriculum studies should be depended
on the process of understanding with inter-subjectivity; however, it not just exists in
the subjectivity interpretation of researcher or teachers. Maybe, while you feel
something that you do is very beautiful, it’s good for your students and you also
predict your students’ feelings are the same with yours, however, is it true actually?
When a researcher makes an art criticism in one curriculum, are you considering
others thought? Without consideration of the difference between Etic issue and Emic
issue, the aesthetic inquiry could fail into a lot of trouble, even if it could offer a kind
of creative transcend. The development of this “curriculum aesthetic praxis”
sometimes emphasizes more presentations on the level of methodology and
epistemology rather than reflecting the light of your life on the ground of ontology.
On the whole, with my curiosity to question that, after a teaching activity with
arts, do students feel touched? Or they just enjoy in a romp that time without any
special feeling and meaning different from the daily grind in their mind? Should our
curriculum be full of feeling and emotion through the aesthetic inquiry in curriculum
studies? Or just becoming a new style of technical ration? With the same curriculum
subject matters, do different teachers all bring students an artsy teaching or aesthetic
experience? If we have teachers with artsy teaching ability, the art forms of subject
maters and surrounding, are there any elements we lose? And, could curriculum be
regarded as artifact completely?
Greene had questioned that a lot of people who assert “Teaching as art.” usually
make assumption that artists are the people with ethic and moral characters. However,
it not true for every artist. Due to this reason, Greene tends to replace “arts of
curriculum” by a kind of “artistry teaching”. Smith also questioned the point of
“teaching as art” and claimed the negative arguments (cite by Cho, 2009: 6):
1. We always ask teacher’s teaching for some special outcomes, and expect that our
students could achieve some intellectual abilities, but we do not command the artist
for producing some outcome.
2. The work of arts is created by the artist, but the students’ learning is not belonging
to the creation of their teacher. There are several elements could affecting the ending
of learning.
3. The free between artist and teacher are not equal, for instance, a painter could make

his artifact by any of his ideas, but a teacher could not to do so while they teach.
4. The judgments between artist and teachers are different. The former make their
judgment for the aesthetic adequacy, but the later evaluate the achievement of their
students depended of student’s cognition more than the secondary one, aesthetic
experience.
Besides, in the book “The arts and the creation of mind” Eisner (2002:231) also
tells us “Aesthetic qualities are not restricted to the arts; their presence depends upon
how we choose to experience the world.” He explained that although the arts function
as paradigms through which aesthetic experience can be secured, aesthetic experience
is in no way restricted to what we refer to as fine arts. Virtually every form that can be
experienced, from sound, to sight, to taste and touch, can yield aesthetic forms of
experience if we learn how to attend to them through an aesthetic frame of reference.
For Eisner, aesthetic experience is potential in any encounter an individual has with
the world. One very important aim of arts education is to help students recognize that
fact and to acquire an ability to frame virtually any aspect of the world aesthetically.
To sum up, curriculum aesthetic and art curriculum are different concepts. The
former is a kind of living style with attitude and ability of aesthetic and taste, but the
later is a presentation of “Adapting artifacts as subject matters of curriculum”.
Without the skill of arts or the presentation of artifact, a good teacher could teach with
artistry, however, this is because there are the possibilities to feel and present human’s
emotion in an experience. In other word, Curriculum itself is just art, not the
representation of artifact. There are at least four reasons to argue that “Curriculum is
not as Artifact completely” as follows:
1. The purpose of curriculum is not equal to the interest of artifact. The former has its
educational criteria as R. S. Peter had stated of the three: “Worthwhileness”,
“Cognitveness”, and “Voluntariness”, but the later could not.
2. The body of curriculum is not equal to the forms of artifact. The real body of
curriculum is played with each people’s feelings and emotions in the teaching context,
but the forms of artifact are usually belonging to something outside of the human
beings for its materials.
3. The making of the curriculum is not equal to the connoisseurship of artifacts. The
making of the curriculum should consider about both everyone’ needs and the public
moral responsibilities rather the connoisseurship of artifacts just need to consider the

relationship between the idée’s of the author and the recognition of the audiences.
4. The generation of curriculum is not equal to the creation of artifacts. The former
has no ending cause along of the human’s life people should learn anytime and
everywhere again and again. But the creation of artifacts usually made by a medium
materials just as the fine arts. The fine arts could be recreated once and once again,
but the students’ learning just has a time without capitals to try and try again.
Generally speaking，what we want is the thinking and attitude of artistry but not
the raising of art skill or the exquisite products of teaching and learning. It is no way
to become another re-colonization of standards different from before. Although,
curriculum and “artifact”(fine art) share the common characters of artistry. Indeed,
there are several diversities between both of them practically. Therefore, this article
asserts “Curriculum is not as Artifact completely.” However, curriculum and artifact
have own the similar characters, that is they are ought to belong to the human’s
experience and bring some aesthetic qualities when people “aesthetic” their aesthetic
experiences with the modality of an experience they have.

Reconsider through John Dewey’s perspectives in “Art as
experience”

In some perspectives of aesthetic education, the arts remain a discipline apart
from the lives of everyday people, reserved to those talent, taste, and hard work have
developed for them a place within an artistic community of writers, poets, painters,
playwrights, dancer, etc(Daiz, 2004: 93). According to these views, aesthetic
experience requires a work of art to be created in another time and place. Currently,
Taiwan’s aesthetic inquiries in curriculum studies have reflected the phenomenon as
well as the development curriculum aesthetic societies in American or Canada.
Usually, it made people believe that we should use multiple art ways to show our
research findings if we want to make an aesthetic inquiries in curriculum studies, so
does the practical teachers think without thinking of why to do so, therefore, mostly
the curriculum practice became filled with the presentation of artifacts rather than
before, indeed, they focused the art skill or technology more than the sense, feeling,
and emotions of their students.
In the other perspective of aesthetic education, the arts are open to all of us to

create in any number of ways, on daily basis, in our lives. As the term “integrated arts
education” Diaz referred (2004), the aesthetic experience can be found in the process
of living a creative, aware, and engaged life. Like the story of Dewey’s stone rolling
down the hill, Diaz believed that everyday experiences become transformed into
aesthetic experience s by an attention to the detail, the nuance, the significances of the
earth beneath our feet, the air we breathe, and acute awareness of the other creatures
who inhabit our world (Diaz, 2004: 93). The same as Diaz’ points, Dissanayake also
maintained that the arts have always existed in human surroundings in modes of
utility used for living, social, or religious functions (cited in Chung, 2004). Sheng
Kuan Chung (2004) responded with an argument of “Mind-centered aesthetic
experiences” that is meant approaching the notion of transmission of mind through the
mind for teaching is more important than creating an artifact. He also told a Zen’s
story to interpret this idea:

Tao-hsin, a Zen student, sought the way to live freely. One day he came to his master Seng-t’san.
He asked: “What is the method of liberation?”
“Who binds you?” asked Seng-t’san.
“No one blinds me,” said the pupil.
“Why then,” said the master, “do you seel liberation?” (Cited in Chung, 2004:43)

According above of those ideas, in my opinions, curriculum has its own
aesthetic qualities originally; the artifacts just only served as a media for us to
aesthetic our curriculum experiences in the other dimensions. The arts indeed exist
inner ourselves but not the works outside of us, so do the art forms. Reviewing
Dewey’s statements in his book “Art as experience”, its fulfilled with “aesthetic” in
the activities of our doing and undergoing in the living experience. Indeed, we should
not segment our living life and the arts. There are full of the treasure of “beauty” in
ordinary life, but we have never found out. Sense of beauty is everywhere in the life,
and the move of our emotion is art. People’s experience is the greatest art work
originally as well as “being” is full of vitality for the organized generation of
aesthetic.
The development of curriculum aesthetic inquiry shouldn’t only focus on the

presentation of art rather than “the feel of aesthetic experiences” which have more
warm life melody. Basically, “experience” itself is rich of “nature beauty” and “art
beauty” referred by Kant. It is meant that no matter the “sensation” or “practical” are
depended on the working of our experience. Besides, if the meaning of curriculum is
“currere” (Pinar, 1997) in the trip of our life, “experience” is our loyal partner and
tourist guide. It accompanies with us no matter we cry, we laugh, It brings us to
explore the unknown in the world and to feel the multiple tasty in our mind. Of course,
the moving frequency is included, that is- the delight rhythm of aesthetic experience.
An experience with the aesthetic qualities
Followed the idea of James’ divided the term “experience” into the double
meanings of the “primary” and the “secondary” ones, Dewey told us the different
kinds of experiences, “experience” and “an experience”. Besides, for his
consideration, “of experience”, “through experience”, and “for experience” have the
diversity meanings when we experience experiences for an experience.
As Dewey argued (1934:35), experience occurs continuously, because the
interaction of live creature and environing conditions is involved in the very process
of living. Under conditions of resistance and conflict, aspects and elements of the self
and the world that are implicated in this interaction qualify experience with emotions
and ideas so that conscious intent emerges.
By the statement of Dewey’s though as figure 1 appears, we can recognize that
“experiences” in different stages play different roles for our feeling and thinking. In
the stage of “primary experience”, we make sense to capture the image with emotion
and ideas from the interaction between the environing conditions and ourselves as
organs with energies as soon as our conscious are emerging. Dewey named those “real
experiences” as “that was an experience” which stand out as an enduring memorial of
what materials we experience. And, in the stage of “Secondary experience”, we reflect
the “primary experience” and get the meanings form it so that “An experience” has
birthed when the material experienced runs its course to fulfillment. In other words, it
is not the ending of our experience (primary experience), but then and then only is it
integrated within and demarcated in the general stream of experience from other
experiences. And piece of work is finished in a way that is satisfactory with its own
individualizing quality and self-sufficiency.
According to Dewey (1934, 28), an experience of thinking has its own aesthetic
quality for naming. It differs from those experiences that are acknowledged to be

aesthetic, but only in its materials. The material of the fine arts consists of qualities,
that of experience having intellectual conclusion are signs or symbols having no
intrinsic quality of their own, but standing for things that may in another experience
be qualitatively experience. Therefore, by the meant of “an experience”, we find out
that “the real aesthetic object” is not the form of the fine art as it presentation of
artifacts in front of us, but various “an experience” we have gotten by our emotion for
a unity and completeness.

Experience as a flight of stairs

Experiences (Primary):
Material experience runs its course
.

An experience (secondary): every pauses, places of rest, but they punctuate
and define the quality of movement for being given its name.

Figure 1.

Experience and An Experience in a flight of stairs

Dewey also reminded us that it not possible to divide in a vital experience the
practical, emotional, and intellectual from one another and to set the properties of one
over against the characteristics of the other. He asserted:,

The emotional phase binds parts together into a single whole; “intellectual” simply names the
fact that the experience has meaning; “practical” indicates that the organism is interacting with
event and objects which surround it…..For then its varied parts are linked to one another, and do

not merely succeed one another. And the parts through their experienced linkage move toward a
consummation and close, not merely to cessation in time (Dewey, 1934: p55).

For Dewey (1934), this consummation, moreover, does not wait in consciousness
for the whole under taking to be finished. It is anticipated throughout and is
recurrently savored with special intensity. However, this consummation of an
experience with aesthetic qualities is not an aesthetic experience, because in a
“distinctively esthetic”, characters that are subdued in other experiences are dominant
rather than the value decided by “intellectual” or “practical” ones; those that are
subordinate are controlling- namely, the characteristics in virtue of which the
experience is an integrated complete experience on its own account (Dewey, 1934).
Dewey also explained,

This is because there is dynamic organization which constitutes the forms of every integral
experience. This dynamic organization needs time to complete because it is a growth with
inception, development, and fulfillment. And, material is ingested and digested through
interaction with that vital organization of the result of prior experience that constitutes our mind.
Incubation goes on until what is conceived is brought forth and is rendered perceptible as part of
the common-world (Dewey,1934:56).

Thus, an aesthetic experience can be crowded into a moment only in the sense
that a climax of prior long enduring processes may arrive in an outstanding movement
which so sweeps everything else into it that all else is forgotten. Dewey (1934, 56)
concluded that which distinguishes an experience as aesthetic is conversion of
resistance and tensions, of excitation that in themselves are temptations to diversion,
into a movement toward an inclusive and fulfilling close. In other words, an object is
peculiarly and dominantly aesthetic, yielding the enjoyment characteristic of aesthetic
perception, when the factors those determine anything which can be called “an
experience’ are lifted high above the threshold of perception and are made manifest
for their own sake (Dewey, 1934:57). In my opinions, to undergo the rhythm of
experience is the aesthetic movement for seeking for our aesthetic experience. While
we can feel our feeling and emotion by undergoing, we get it- aesthetic experience.
According to Dewey’s ideas, Cho (2009:7) have also argued on the paradigm of

re-conceptualization, curriculum is the learning process and “currere” experience as
well as the teaching is the learning process of the experiences that teachers and
students co-constructed. Therefore, when we expect to judge the qualities of learning
experience, it is not only based on the student’s cognitive achievement but also
includes students’ sense and feeling due to the process of learning. In other words, the
interacting process among people and people is the participants’ encounter with their
emotion and living experience. I believe, aesthetic experience is more important for us
to focus on rather than just the final curriculum products.
Listening: The rhythm of aesthetic experience with the organization of energies
Although Dewey denied the aesthetic qualities of fine arts is the materials what
he focused on, he still showed us that how the conception of conscious experience as
a perceived relation between doing and undergoing enables us to understand the
connection that art as production and perception and appreciation as enjoyment
sustain to each other.
Dewey (1934, 47) had explored that, art denotes a process of doing or making.
Every art does something with some physical material, the body and something
outside this body, with or without the use of intervening tools, and with a view to
production of something visible, audible, or tangible. So marked is the active or
“doing” phase of art, that the dictionaries usually define it in terms of skilled action,
ability in execution. And the word “aesthetic” refers to experience as appreciative,
perceiving, and enjoying. It denotes the consumer’s rather than the producer’s
standpoint.
According to Dewey (1934, 48), these very illustrations, however, as well as the
relation that exists in having an experience between doing and undergoing, indicate
that the distinction between aesthetic and artistic cannot be measure or defined in
terms of execution. It implies those who perceive and enjoy the product that is
executed. In short, art, in its form, unites the very same relation of doing and
undergoing, outgoing and incoming energy that makes an experience to be an
experience.
However, it is worthy to know that there is a difference between the art product
(statue, painting or whatever) and the “work” of art because the first is physical and
potential: the latter is active and experienced. It is what the product does, it’s working.
In short, art is a quality of doing and of what is done, and it cannot be designed by a
noun substantive anymore (Dewey,1934: 214). Dewey had explained,

It is very entrance is the beginning of a complex interaction; upon the nature of this interaction
depends on the character of thing as finally experienced. When the structure of the object is such
that its force interacts happily (but not easily) with the energies that issue from the experience
itself; when their mutual affinities and antagonisms work together to bring about a substance
that develops cumulatively and surely (but not too steadily) toward a fulfilling of impulsions and
tensions, then indeed there is a work of art (Dewey, 1934:162).

For Dewey, the dependence of this final work up on the existence of rhythms in
nature and they are the conditions of form in experience and hence of expression.
However, different from the outside of us, an aesthetic experience, the work of art in
its actuality, is “perception”. Only as these rhythms, even if embodied in an outer
object that is itself a product of art, become a rhythm in experience itself are they
aesthetic. And this rhythm in what is experience itself is something quite different
from intellectual recognition that there is a rhythm in the external thing (Dewey,
1934:162). Dewey (1934, 162) took an example that as different as is the perceptual
enjoyment of glowing harmonious colors from the mathematical equations that define
them for a science inquirer.
Once a time, we have clarified that an aesthetic experience would not be found
out outside of our mind. Indeed, the real aesthetic object exists in us. Therefore,
Dewey also focused on the use of the word “mind”. For its non-technical use, “mind”
denotes every mode and variety of interest in, and concern for, things: practical,
intellectual, and emotional. It never denotes anything self-contained, isolated from the
world of persons and things, but it is always used with respect to situations, events,
objects, persons and groups (Dewey, 1934:263). Dewey argued, Mind is primarily a
verb. It denotes all the ways in which we deal consciously and expressly with the
situations in which we find ourselves. Mind forms a kind of active background and
that, in the projection of the new upon it, there is assimilation and reconstruction of
both background and of what is taken in and digested(Dewey, 1934:264).
Apparently, “to mind” is meant to listen to the rhythms in our aesthetic
experience. This is because the aesthetic is no intruder in experience from without,
whether by way of idle luxury or transcendent ideality, but that it is the clarified and
intensified development of traits that belong to every normally complete experience.
Besides, in the development of an expressive act, the emotion operates like a magnet
drawing to itself appropriate material: appropriate because it has an experienced

emotional affinity for the state of mind already moving. We should listen to our voice
performing form our mind for catching the aesthetic experience. This is like the word
Aoki (1990:373) has used, “sonare”, which is meant to seeking for an echo between
us and the world with our mind. He cited the words Heidegger told us, “We do not
hear because we have ears…..We have ears because we are hearkening, and by way of
this heedfulness, we are allowed to listen to the Song of the Earth.” And Aoki argued,
“ in opening up to sonare, we sensed an opening to a deeper realm beyond the reach
of the eye, a realm where we might begin to hear the beat of the earth’s rhythm.
General speaking, on the basis of Dewey’s thought, “aesthetic experience” is a
gerund as well as “art” as an adjective. What he focused on is not the products of fine
art outside of us, but to mind listening to the rhythms occurring from the interaction
in-between both the subjectivities and objectivities. As Eisner (1998: 53) stated,
‘What we have is experience- a transaction, rather than independent subjectivities and
objectivities. ’ Aesthetic experience also lived in this kind of relationship, and it
should be listened to-for claiming the voice of our life. Therefore, the aesthetic
inquiries in curriculum studies should not only seek for the technologies of artifacts’
producing but also pay more attentions to the aesthetic experience which the forms of
arts also exist in the encounter between the surroundings and the energies
organization.

From Art to TAO, a kind of Chinese thinking of ontology

A new monk came to the Zen master Joshu. “I have just entered the brotherhood, and I am
anxious to learn the first principle of Zen,” he said.
“Will you please teach it to me?”
Joshu replied, “Have you eaten your supper?”
The novice answered, “I have eaten.”
Joshu then said, “Now wash your bowl.”

(Zen Buddhism, cited in Chung, 2004: 33)

Different from the Western perspectives of art focusing on the analysis of forms
and content to the work of artifacts, in Eastern as Chinese thoughts, the nature of art is

the interacting expression between individual being and the rules of “Tao of sky”.
That is also a deep understanding of live experiences and the ontology trough “from
technology to arts” to “from arts to Tao”. The Tao here means the logos Chinese
people believe.
In the ancient world in China, the word “arts” is similar to “WORDS”(literacy),
that means a kind of imitating from the nature and learning from the rules of the world.
Besides, the word “arts” also has the meanings about “precise”, “limits”, and
“abilities”. Basically, “arts” focused on developing people skills and technologies
from the logic of nature and by the way of training and training again. The classic
book “The Analects” had written down, “Expecting for Tao; According to virtue;
Depending on Kindness; Playing with Artistry.” On other one “LiJi” also stated
furthermore,

If students do not acquire the various arts, he cannot take delight in his learning. Therefore, a
student of talents and virtue purposes his studies, withdrawn in college from all besides, and
devoted to their cultivation, or occupied with them when retired from it…

As we disappear, the ancients in china did not regard “learning” just as
“knowing”, they looked for a kind of praxis in every living experiences. It is viewed
as a kind of bildung for this terminal acting named as “Knowing as soon as Praxis. ”
In other words, the spirit and body interwine in the third space where is the mystery
that makes us what we are (Morris, 2008: 167). Furthermore, “Knowing as soon as
Praxis. ” is the presentation of the “Playing with artistry”. However, just like Dewey’s
view of forming aesthetic experience, “arts” could be mastered for a soon time but
depending on the generation of our experiences in-between the processes of doing and
undergoing as well as our sense of body makes conversation with our mind more and
more time. And then, we are going to hold the skill and key competences analogy to
other conditions with a mood of handling a butcher’s cleaver skillfully. Basically,
“skill” is the important key of “Playing with Artistry”. In the wittings of the Taoist
scholar Chuang Tzu, he referred to a word “Yu” to interpret the ideas of “Playing with
Artistry”. American psychologist , Mihaly Csikzentmihali, had ever tried to explain
the word “Yu” in his Western thinking languages. Csikzentmihali pointed that:

Yu is a synonym for the right way of following the path, or Tao: it has been translated into
English as “wandering”; as “walking without touching the ground”; or as “swimming”, “flying,
and “flowing””. Chung Tzu believed that to Yu was the proper way to live- without concern for
external rewards, spontaneously, with total commitment- in short, as a total autogenic
experiences (Csikzentmihali , 2002: p150)

As an example of how to live by Yu (artistry), Chung Tzu presented with a story,

The Cooker, Ting, was cutting up an ox for Lord Wen-Hui. At every touch of his hand, every
heave of his shoulder, every move of his feet, every thrust of his knee- zip! Zoop! He slithered the
knife along with a zing, and all was in perfect ryhythm, as though he were performing the dance
of the Mulberry Grove or keeping time the Ching-shou music(cited in Csikzentmihali , 2002:
p150).
Lord Wen-hui was fascinated by how much Yu his cook found in his work, and so he
complimented Ting on his great skill. But Ting denied that is a matter of skill: “What I care about
is the Way, which goes beyond skill.” Then he described how he had achieved his superb
performance: “A sort of mystical, imtuitive understanding of the anatomy of the ox, which
allowed him to slice it to pieces with what appeared to be automatic ease” And Ting stated that is
the realm of “Perception and understaning have come to a stop and spirit move where wants.”
(cited in Csikzentmihali , 2002: p150)

Csikzentmihali (2002) considered that Yu occurs when the individual give up
conscious mastery, which disregards objective conditions entirely in favor of spiritual
playfulness and the transcendence of actuality as the idea he claimed, “flow
experience”. He asserted both Yu and flow are the same presentation of the dynamic
of the experiences. Besides, in the story, the cooker Ting also shared with his mood as
follows:

….Whenever, I come to a complicated place, I size up the difficulties, tell myself to watch out and
be careful, keep my eyes on what I am doing, work very slowly, and move my knife with the
greatest of subtlety, until- flop! The whole thing comes apart like a cloud of earth crumbling to
the ground. Istand here holding the knife and look all around me, completely satisfied and

reluctant to move on, and then I wipe off the knife and put it away…(cited in Csikzentmihali ,
2002: p151)

In my opinions, except for the master of “skill”, aesthetic experiences deepened
on the feedback of self-confidence and the feeling of fulfillment. Those processes
show a kind of life-reflected from “Skill to arts” toward “Arts to Tao”. Although the
thinking and methodology of contemporary aesthetic inquiry in curriculum studies
suffer some implications to the development of curriculum field, however, they just
focus on the using of “skill” more than the feeling of “Tao”(ontology). The forms of
artifacts replace the echo of human’s feelings and emotions. The realm of
“Yu”(Playing with artistry) and the emotion of satisfied are referred less but more are
discourses of the skills of arts, multiple medium for presenting, and the arts ideas
informed.
Rethinking the words Lao-Tzu, an ancient philosopher of China, had told us,
“Tao that can be stated is not the usual logos way; Name that can be named is not
usual names.” Indeed, Nature itself always has endless magic for us to be aware of.
And Nature in this is not meant to the high mountains nor is the beaches faraway, but
is surrounding with our livings. Actually, there are a lot of curriculum aesthetic
qualities in our life experiences that we never find out. Sometimes, the feeling could
not be told by any language or written by any words, and what we could do is just to
make sense, to feel, and to taste those aesthetic experiences with artistry. In short,
education is the process of learning how to invent yourself (Eisner, 2002), and you
with get the delight by aesthetic your aesthetics.
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A Discipline Adaptability Study for the Autistic Children in Elementary
School after Having a Preschool Readiness Class

Abstract
This study was to explore the adjustment of two autistic children joining

preschool readiness class from preschool, preschool readiness class, to
elementary school phases. By participatory observation, interviewing, and
collecting references, the case study research was to investigate the classroom
discipline of the two autism children in the three phases mentioned above.
Results of the study were as the following:1. As a whole, the case one
child had big transformation in adaptive ability of life, and another case
demonstrated evident changes in the dimensions of adaptive ability for norm
and learning；2. In the adjustment of the autistic children, there are differences
in their adaptive performance according to their ability, which is crucial for
the effectiveness of the preschool readiness class；3. The performance in the
preschool readiness class was a predictor of that in the regular class in
elementary school.
According to the results, we provide some practical suggestions of the
preschool readiness class.
Keywords: preschool readiness class, autistic children, adaptive process
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The Effects of Squeeze Machine on Anxiety Reduction
in Students with Autism
People with autism feel anxiety over many daily routines in classes. It has
been found that people with autism often seek a variety of ways to calm
themselves down when anxiety strikes. The signs of anxiety may include
obsessive behaviors、repetitive behaviors, and reluctance to cooperate
with teachers. For some students with autism, anxiety can rapidly escalate
into uncontrollable behaviors such as screaming and self-injury. The
squeeze machine was invented by Grandin who had an autistic disorder to
help herself to be in control of her situation. This study investigated
the effects of Squeeze Machine on anxiety reduction in students with
autism.
This study on the efficacy of Grandin's Squeeze Machine, which was held
in the school for students with special needs, involving five students with
autism, aged from twelve to nineteen. The subjects in the study were
treated with fifty psi pressure and then maintained for ten minutes each
time when using this device. This study took the change in blood pressure,
pulse rate and the Behavioral Relaxation Scale score after using Squeeze
Machine as outcome to assess the effect of anxiety reduction.
We found a reduction in pulse rate and the Behavioral Relaxation Scale
score but no effect on blood pressure. Teachers gave positive feedback on

the effects of Squeeze Machine. Squeeze Machine can be used to help
students with autism to be able to cope with anxiety in classroom
situations.

The Incorporation of Books using ICT into 4th Grade Learning English as a Foreign
Language in preparation for 5th-6th Grade Learning English as a Foreign Language at
Elementary Level in Japan.
Tomoko Shigyo
Junko Matsuzaki Carreira

English in foreign language activities has just started according to the new curriculum
guidelines of all elementary schoosl in Japan. It is said that in the new curriculum guidelines
proposed by the Ministry Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT)
homeroom teachers in elementary schools mainly organize foreign language activities.
However, in actual classrooms, homeroom teachers struggle to do these new activities which
they had never instructed to students. There are some elementary schools in which native
speakers of English as an assistant language teacher are arranged in every foreign language
activity, while other schools share a native speaker with some schools and rarely have her/him
join every foreign language activity.
Recently, various kinds of picture books using Information and Computing Technology
(ICT) have been published.

They can provide children with input of language which is

supported by pictures and written text which are in contexts.

This input, which is

contextualized, is very important for language learning, especially for developing vocabulary
(Arakawa et al., 1999; Krashen & Terrell, 1983; Nagy, 1997; Nagy & Herman, 1987).
However, , contextualized English input cannot always be provided for children, as there are not
enough assistant language teachers in Japan as stated above and there is only one foreign
activity per week in Japanese elementary schools. If picture books using ICT is incorporated
into foreign language activities in Japanese elementary schools and if reading them is accepted
positively by students in Japanese elementary schools, they can be exposed to a large amount of

contextualized input and can be familiarized with English language, which is assumed to be an
effective step as preparation for 5th-6th grade learning English.

The aim of the study

investigates how they feel reading English picture books using ICT in foreign language
activities.

Learning vocabulary and visual aids
Jones (2003) indicated that listening to text with visual aids and written text available was
the most effective on comprehension. In her study, the English-speaking students in the course
of French in the university who were allowed to access visual aids or visual aids and written text
in listening to text significantly performed better on the immediate and delayed recall protocol
posttest than those who were not allowed to. Kashani, Sajjadi, Sohrabi, and Younespour
(2001) also demonstrated that the students in the language institute who were showed the
pictures before or during listening to text performed better in the listening comprehension test
than those who were not the pictures at all. They argued that visual aids which were shown
before or during listening helped students’ listening comprehension grow.

According to

Oxford and Crookall (1990), “most learners are capable of associating new information to
concepts in memory by means of meaningful visual images, and that visual images make
learning more efficient” (p. 16). Therefore, listening to text with seeing pictures which support
it can facilitate comprehension (Oxford & Crookall, 1990; Terrell, 1986).

Reading picture books using ICT
As stated above, pictures are important for comprehension of text. In other words,
listening to text with seeing pictures are said to be helpful for language learning. They can
provide children with oral input, pictures, and written text which support it. There has been
some research on the effectiveness of books using ICT on language learning in both first
language and second language (e.g., Jones & Brown, 2011; Verhallen, Bus, and de Jong, 2006).

Jones and Brown (2011) investigated the effectiveness of reading books using ICT on
third-grade children in terms of reading engagement in their first language. Jones and Brown
pointed out from their observation that children felt comfortable and could enjoy the technology
because they “clearly displayed an interest in the interactive features [of books using ICT] such
as having the books read to them, having vocabulary words pronounced for them, viewing
various pictures, and sound effects” (p. 18). Verhallen et al. (2006) also investigated the
effects of books using ICT on 5-year-old children who learned Dutch as an L2. Verhallen et al.
suggested that the children who repeatedly read books using ICT performed better on the
retelling test than those who heard books read once and that the vocabulary of the former
increased more than that of the latter. Furthermore, Moody (2010) indicated in his survey that
books using ICT were as helpful as adults read books to children in developing vocabulary and
that they might have support individual reading for children to “enjoy books independently”
(p.27). In light of the above research, the activity of reading books using ICT in foreign
language activity in Japanese elementary school is assumed to engage students on catching up
input and be positively accepted by them.

Research questions
The research question in the present study comes from the idea that students feel reading
picture book using ICT pleasant/enjoyable and are interested in it. The following research
question is addressed:
How do the students in the fourth grade in an elementary school in Japan feel reading
picture books using ICT in foreign language activities?

Method
The participants
The participants were 24 students in the fourth grade in a public elementary school in

Shinjuku-ward in Tokyo, Japan. They had already had 50 foreign language activities of 45
minutes since in the first grade. They had one foreign language activity per week.

Materials
The materials were picture books which were processed to send information to exclusive
pens which were able to output it in synthesized voice by downloading software on the
computer.

In the picture books, written words and sentences were read in English, characters

spoke and sang in English, and the background of the pictures produced sound effects, when
they were touched with the exclusive pen. The titles of the books were Curious George Color
Fun, The Opposites, ABC Animal Orchestra, and Super Speller. Some of them are available in
Japanese translations, but whether the participants had read them in Japanese was not surveyed.

Procedure
The students attended four classes of foreign language activities from October to
December in 2011. The first three foreign language activities consisted of two parts: the
introduction of vocabulary which was included in a book which the students would read, and
the reading session including a task to be assigned to each group of four or three students. In
the reading session, the students shared and read the picture books using ICT in groups. Each
of them used an exclusive pen. The tasks which were assigned to the groups were attained by
listening to the books.

At the end of each class, they were required to present what they got to

know.
The asks and the books in the four foreign language activities in the present study were as
follows:
Day 1.
The title of the book: Curious George Color Fun

The task: To find something which the main character, George, instructed a reader to find
out in the book
Day 2.
The title of the book: The Opposites
The task: To grasp the name of the winner in the race in the book
Day 3.
The title of the book: ABC Animal Orchestra
The task: To grasp all the names of the musical instruments and what song was heard on
the last pages in the book
Day 4.
The title of the book: Curious George Color Fun, The Opposites, ABC Animal Orchestra,
and Super Speller.
The task: to grasp words starting with letters of A to Z in Super Speller, and then to read
alone all the books used in the reading session, Curious George Color Fun, The Opposites,
ABC Animal Orchestra, and Super Speller.

Data Collection and analysis
The questionnaire was carried out after the last reading session. The students answered
the items as to how they felt reading the book using ICT. The items in the questionnaire which
were asked to the students were as follows:
Item 1. Do you like the activity of reading picture books using ICT?
Item 2. Why do you like it? Or, why do you dislike it?
The items 1 and 2 were qualitatively analyzed.

The Results
In the student’s responses to Item 1, 20 students (70%) answered that they positively

accepted the activity of reading picture books using ICT, 4 students (15%) answered that they
negatively did. The rest, 3 students (11%), answered that they accepted it neither positively
nor negatively.
In the students’ description as responses to Item 2, 12 students liked it because the books
spoke something aloud.
the books.

Eight liked it because they could listen to music, and animals’ cries in

Five liked it because they enjoyed touching the books with the pens. Four liked it

because they could enjoy to learn and to remember English words. Two liked it because they
could listen to accurate pronunciation.
interesting pictures in the books.
characters such as Curious George.

Two liked it because they could see beautiful or

One liked it because the books included the popular
On the other hand, in the students’ description, one

student disliked the activity of reading picture books using ICT because the words were spoken
fast.

One disliked it because she did not yet learn letters.

Discussion
The present study asked how the students felt reading picture books using ICT. More than
half of the students described that they liked reading picture books using ICT. Some of them
enjoyed one of the features included in the picture books using ICT which were used in the
present study; when they only touched the book with the pen, they could listen to English words
and sentences, songs, animals’ cries, and natural pronunciation of a native speaker. Some
enjoyed seeing beautiful and interesting pictures, including some popular characters. These
features caused the students to feel reading picture books using ICT pleasant/enjoyable. This
evidence corresponds with the observation of Jones and Brown (2011) that children can easily
accept and are interested in the technology of the features included in books using ICT: reading
sentences aloud, pronouncing words individually, showing various pictures, singing songs, and
producing various sounds.

Furthermore, others liked reading the picture books using ICT, because they could get
to know or remember English words. Two of them wrote that they liked it because they could
listen to sound which were relevant to the picture which they touched with a pen and so they
could understand its meaning easily.

These descriptions support the suggestion that pictures in

a book are always one of important factors which can enhance comprehension of

words and

content (Jones 2003; Kashani et al., 2001; Oxford & Crookall, 1990).
On the other hand, three students answered that they disliked reading the picture books
using ICT.

One answered that the words were spoken fast and the other answered that she did

not yet learn letters. They might have preferred not to guess meanings of words from contexts,
but to be taught precise meanings of words through the vocabulary instruction of teaching
definite meanings. This evidence that there are some children who tend not to like ambiguity
should be considered by teachers.
Above all, most of the students could enjoy reading picture books using ICT. Reading
picture books using ICT are said to be accepted positively, as stated by Jones and Brown (2011).
In sum, the activity of reading picture books using ICT was positively accepted and
enjoyed by most of the students. Therefore, the incorporation of picture books using ICT into
4th grade learning English as a foreign language is probably said to be effective in preparation
for 5th-6th grade learning language at elementary level in Japan.

Conclusion
The present study examines how fourth graders in the elementary school in Japan feel
reading picture books using ICT.

As a result, most of the students seemed to like and enjoy the

activity of reading picture books using ICT.
Foreign language activities have just been conducted for 5th and 6th graders in all
elementary schools in Japan.

In order for 4th-grade students to actively do foreign language

activities, they should be familiar with English language and foster positive attitudes towards
learning English. The activity of reading picture books using ICT is said to be effective for
enhancing their interest in English and to familiarize them with English language, while it can
give them a lot of contextualized input of English and is useful for teachers who have no
experience of teaching English when they give lessons in foreign langue activity alone.
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Abstract
Time-management skills are important for human to maintain the routine daily
living. But most of the students with mild intellectual disability in elementary school
did not show the skills. The purpose of this proposal was to investigate the effect of
the multimedia program presented on the handheld devices on the time-management
skills of students with mild intellectual disability in elementary school. A
single-subject multiple probe across conditions design was used in this study. There
were two students involved in this pilot study and the agreements from the parents
were also received. The independent variable is the multimedia program coupled
with handheld devices. There are three major parts included in the curriculum: how to
use handheld device and schedule, how to arrange time and how to estimate time. In
each part, there were 4 sections to teach. The multimedia program was constructed
with Microsoft PowerPoint 2010. The dependent variable is the performance of
time-management skills. All data are analyzed with visual analysis, graphic display
and the C statistic. The experimental teaching was lasted for 8 weeks. The major
results of this study were as followings:
1. After the intervention of instruction, the abilities of “how to use handheld device
and schedule” of all subjects were significantly increased and the results were also
maintained at least one month.
2. After the intervention of instruction, the abilities of “how to arrange time” of all
subjects were significantly increased and the results were also maintained at least one
month.
3. After the intervention of computer-assisted instruction, the abilities of “how to
estimate time” of all subjects were significantly increased and the results were also
maintained at least one month.
4. The parents and teachers of subjects confirmed the results that the subjects
performed better time-management skills at home and school then before.
The study suggested that by using multimedia instruction on handheld devices to
students with mild intellectual disability may improve their time-management skills
preliminarily.
Keywords: time-management skills, multimedia instructions, students with
intellectual disabilities
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of computer-assisted
instruction（CAI） on the abilities of using coins for elementary school students with
moderate intellectual disability. A single-subject multiple probe across conditions
design was utilized in this study. The subjects were three elementary school students
set in a self-contained class. The independent variable of this study was the strategies
of CAI and the dependent variable was the performance of the abilities of using coins.
The instructional materials included three parts: “I can count coins”, “I can take
enough coins to buy ” and “I can shopping with coins”. The periods of teaching
experiment was leasted for consecutive 9 weeks, 4 times a week. The data were
collected during baseline, intervention, and maintenance phases and analyzed with
Visual analysis, graphic display and the C statistic.
The major results of this study were summarized as followings:
1. The strategies of CAI could enhance the ability of using coins of all subjects.
2. The ability of using coins could be maintained even the strategies were removed at
least one month.
3. After interviewing the parents, they confirmed the subjects showing better abilities
of using coins and higher motivation to use coins at home than before .
The study suggested that by using computer-assisted instruction to students with
moderate intellectual disability may improve their abilities of using coins.
Key words ： computer-assisted instruction 、 students with moderate intellectual
disability、using coins

A Study on the Effectiveness of Applying Evidence Centered Design Framework
to Human Resource Development
Jungwon Ahn 1, Soonmook Lee 2, Younyoung Choi 3

Abstract
This study is aimed to introduce the basic idea of Evidence Centered Design
framework (ECD), which is an assessment design framework that has been widely used
for designing assessments in educational and psychological disciplines (Mislevy,
Steinberg & Almond, 2003). The current study applies ECD framework to Human
Resource Development in order to develop and evaluate training courses in
organizations. Finally, the effectiveness of applying ECD framework to Human
Resource Development discipline is discussed.

1.

Objectives
The present study is aimed to introduce the basic idea of Evidence Centered Design framework (ECD)

to develop and evaluate training courses in organization. ECD framework has been widely used for
designing assessments in educational and psychological disciplines (Mislevy, Steinberg & Almond, 2003).
ECD is an integrated measurement framework to design, develop, and implement valid assessments in a
principled and systematic manner. This framework contains several layers including Domain Analysis,
Domain Modeling, Conceptual Assessment Framework, Implementation, and Delivery. Among them, the
Conceptual Assessment Framework is closely connected to develop valid and reliable assessments. It
consists of three main models: Competency model, Evidence model, Task model. The three models interact
closely so that it can allow evidentiary probability-based reasoning for the latent variables.
One of the critical objectives in Human Resource Development is developing and evaluating training
courses for helping employees learn and improve knowledge, skills and abilities in their divisions. The
recent trend of HRD in practice is a performance-based approach to training activities under which
evaluation should be regarded as one of the most important factors (Lee, Park, Ryu & Yeo, 2012). Of the
training development methodologies for systematic training design, the most commonly used and
accredited one in the field of HRD is the ADDIE (Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation,
Evaluation) model. It delineates necessary activities for evaluation and training design from the beginning
phases to the end. However it does not consist of the part of conducting measurement (e.g., specific
techniques, or step-by-step approaches to reliable and valid evaluation). In other words, it is lack of the part
1
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that ensures the quality, effectiveness, and the impact of systematic training in ADDIE. For this reason, it is
common in the field only to conduct end-of-course evaluation mostly relying on the participants’ responses.
To ensure systematic evaluation of the effect and validity of training programs, a concerted and ongoing
effort to measure should be made throughout all phases of ADDIE process and every evaluative summary
from each phase should be integrated dynamically into overall evaluation after the training event. For such
an approach to be implemented, we need a measurement theory to establish evaluation procedures which
cover complex interactions of the phases and their elements in developing a training program. However,
the current training models used in the field are unsatisfactory for that purpose due to the lack of specific
measurement theories. ECD framework can provide an appropriate system to HRD that would enable us to
validate the products of training courses, evaluate effectiveness of training programs, and assess individual
progression of achieving targeted objectives.
This paper introduces the Conceptual Assessment Framework in ECD consisting of the three models.
A simple example is presented in order to explain how ECD can be applied to HRD. Specifically, it
explains how each model can work for developing and validating training courses using ECD framework.
Finally, we discuss the effectiveness of applying ECD to HRD with its utilities.

2.

What is Evidence Centered Design?
ECD is a systematic framework to design assessments. The conceptual assessment framework consists

of three models. The competency model is modeling the structure and elements of the competencies to be
assessed. The evidence model is consisting of two parts: (1) defining how evidence from observables can
be identified and (2) accumulated and linked to competency model. Task model is describing how to
structure the situations to obtain evidence about aspects of competencies. The figure 1 shows the
Conceptual assessment framework.

Fig. 1Conceptual Assessment Framework and Reasoning about a person’s performance

3.

Application to Human Resource Development
The ECD mechanism can be applied to the competence of Strategy Planning and Execution. Each

model can be structured. Figure 2 shows the competency model applied to strategy planning and execution.
It has overall skill, learning through vision, conflict management, effective commutation, providing

direction, and goal setting as planning. The conceptual competency model can be depicted using Bayes Net
as computational competency model, which is shown in Figure 2

Figure 2 Conceptual Competency model and computation competency model for strategy planning and
execution

Evidence model and evidence rules for the strategy planning and execution can be designed as Figure 3 and
Figure 4.

Figure 3 Evidence Rule for the strategy planning and execution

Figure 4. Evidence model for the strategy planning and execution
Lastly, Figure 5 shows Task model for the strategy planning and execution.

Figure 5 Task model

4.

Conclusion

We have described the basic idea of ECD, a conceptual ECD Framework involving three main models and
its application to the competency model for training course development and evaluation in organizations. ECD
is an integrated measurement framework to design, develop, and implement valid assessments in a principled
and systematic manner. ECD, in its simplest form, has three main models: Competency, Evidence and
Task(Action). They are designed to interact closely so that it can allow evidentiary probability-based reasoning
for the latent variables such as competencies. If the ECD framework with such characteristics is employed for
human resource development, especially associated with the developing process of competency models or
training programs at a variety of contexts in organizations, it would dynamically and integratively enable us to
validate assessments and evaluate effectiveness of training programs as well as individual progress of achieving
target competences. It suggests that the current HRD functions in organizations will be well equipped with
measurement theories and techniques of ECD, which are developed through solid research, for more accurate
and valid HRD implementation.
This paper provides a possibility that the current HRD process in organizations could be enhanced through
ECD framework. Particularly, the measurement principles and systematic approach in ECD can support that
HRD could be implemented upon evidential argument. Considering the recent trend of performance-based HRD,
applying ECD to current HRD practices has presumably high utility. ECD can be used to design assessments of
all kinds, and is especially suited to assessments that involve complex competency models and dynamic,
interactive environments that lie beyond the analytic capabilities of simpler assessments(Shute, Kim, & Razzouk,
2011). The ECD framework makes it possible to design flexible assessments for various purposes at different
levels of competency and various types of learner attributes. In addition, a well-developed main model can be
reused in various settings(e.g., simulation, game, group discussion, etc.).
In fact, from the perspective of HRD professionals or consultants in business and industry, this approach does
not present a whole new evaluation model. While the competency- based HR has enjoyed its prime since 2000
covering a variety of HR practices like selection, development, deployment and reward, the Competency Based

Curriculum(CBC) model has also been prevalent as a methodology of training program development in the field
of HRD. By assessing the current status of competence and organizing relevant learning opportunities to help
enhance KSAOs of the competence, the CBC model draws necessary courses and set a learning system around
the competence derived from the design of competency model. The process to describe the link between
competency model and the structures of training programs is similar to that of ECD.
However the validity part of the competency model or various relevant training programs is doubtful(Lee & Lee,
2006). This is attributed to convention of practices or organizational climates in business and industry that just
the evaluation of content validity by internal subject matter experts is sufficient. Furthermore, many training
professionals do not possess methods, tools and expertise necessary for scientific evaluation and validation.
In this regard, ECD with its framework and techniques for assessments can function as an integral part to
establish the procedures of evaluation and validation of overall HRD activities, and it will ultimately improve
and enhance effectiveness of HRD. Therefore, more case studies of applying ECD to the specific HRD projects
in the field needs to be conducted.
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to explore the implicit knowledge on creative person in South
Korea, China and Japan. To this end, participants (South Korean357, Chinese 430, Japanese
411) were required to fill out creative persons and their characteristics.
After classifying occupations of the creative person, the analysis on the relationship between
occupations and characteristics was performed by country.
The major results of this study were as follows; first, occupations of creative persons were
classified into nine. Second, in South Korea scientist(22%) and artist (24%), in China politics
(39%), in Japan artist (37%) were the occupations of the highest frequency in each country.
Further, Chi-square test for the difference in the frequency of occupation by country will be
verified. In addition, the relationship between occupations and characteristics will be
analyzed. These results of this study could be used as a basis for the study of implicit
knowledge on creativity in East Asian countries.
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To Teach, to Learn, and to Serve:
Service Learning in a TESOL Teacher Training Program
Wei Zhang and Lynn A. Smolen
The University of Akron

Abstract
This paper reports a case study in which the effectiveness of a service learning project used with
teacher candidates in a TESOL teacher training program in a Mid-western city in the United
States was evaluated. The case study measured the teacher candidates’ growth from teaching
Karen adult refugees from Myanmar/Burma survival English and ESL civic literacy by
triangulating interviews with each of the teacher candidates with their written reflections,
descriptions of a best activity, and artifacts of teaching materials. Qualitative analysis showed
that the service learning project contributed to the academic enhancement, civic engagement, and
personal growth of the teacher candidates in the context of ESL teaching. It also demonstrated
that service learning can be implemented in TESOL teacher training programs to benefit both the
teacher candidates and the community they serve.
Keywords: service learning, TESOL programs

Service Learning, as an approach to experiential education, has been implanted across
disciplines and educational levels since the 1960s (Carney, 2004; Giles & Eyler, 1994; Ramsdell,
2012). It provides a meaningful platform for students to apply classroom knowledge to practice
in settings where their service is needed and serves a social cause, and hence is mutually
beneficial to both the students engaged in the experience and the community they serve
(Cummings, 2000; Giles & Eyler, 1994; Hart, 2006). The impact of service learning on student
growth can be measured in three aspects: academic enhancement, civic engagement, and
personal growth (Hart, 2006; Molee, Henry, Sessa, & McKinney-Prupis, 2010).
The focus of this paper is to measure the three aspects of the impact of service learning in
the context of TESOL (Teach English to Speakers of Other Languages) in a case study with
seven pre-service teachers in a TESOL teacher training program in a Midwestern university in
the United States. The teacher candidates taught survival English and ESL civic literacy to adult
Karen refugees from Myanmar/Burma in a service learning project for two TESOL methods
class. The context of the service learning project, the case study methodology, the results, and
the conclusion are presented in the following sessions of this paper.
The Service Learning Project
Teacher candidates in the TESOL teacher preparation program had the option of doing
service learning with English learners in a number of settings, including local schools, an
international organization serving immigrants, and at Community Advocates (CA). CA is a
community development center in a Midwestern city where the university is located. The teacher
candidates who participated in this case study chose to do their service learning at CA.

The second author established an adult ESL program for Karen refugees at CA in 2008.
This adult ESL program was developed in response to the resettlement of several hundred Karen
refugees, a persecuted a minority group from Mynamar/Burma, to a neighborhood in the city
from refugee camps in Thailand via the U.S. Federal Refugee Resettlement Program. When the
staff at CA began to see Karen children coming to their after-school programs, they quickly
discovered the need for ESL (English as a second language) programs, not only for the children,
but also for the parents and grandparents of these children. Using their network of community
partners, CA pulled together a group of ESL teachers, headed by the second author, with
volunteers and service learners coming and going.
The adult ESL program at CA consisted of three classes of different levels focusing on
ESL proficiency and ESL civics for U.S. citizenship. Throughout the five years of its existence,
the focus of the curriculum slowly shifted according to the students’ needs. At first, the volunteer
staff provided one basic or survival English class; within a year, the program moved to offering
three levels of instruction. During the fourth year, the staff improved the curriculum, most
notably turning the focus of the intermediate level class into an ESL civics class for U.S. to
prepare students for U.S. citizenship class.
The adult ESL program became a service learning site for the teacher candidates in two
of the methods courses in the TESOL teacher preparation program in the nearby university
immediately after it was formed. Throughout the course of taking the two methods classes and
providing ESL instruction at CA, all participating candidates had opportunities to discuss their
experiences and make connections to the theories they were learning in their classes. They also
wrote reflections on their service learning experiences.

The service learning project through the adult ESL program at CA serves three purposes
for the teacher candidates:
(1)

To learn how to teach to ESL students’ culture, background experiences, and
motivation;

(2)

To foster civic responsibility through teaching English to communities with an
urgent need to grasp the English language for survival; and

(3)

To engage students in interactions with the ESL community that contribute to
personal growth as a person in a democratic society.

The effectiveness of the service learning project was examined, first, by the second author, also
serving as a participant observer, who was at CA every Saturday during the service learning
experiences and observed the participants teach and interact with their Karen students. Second,
the effectiveness of the service learning project was measured in a two-section in-depth
interview with each of the teacher candidates conducted by both authors after the service
learning experience, written reflections that the teacher candidates wrote for the two TESOL
methods class, descriptions of a best activity, and artifacts of teaching materials. All data were
cross-examined to answer the following research questions:
(1) What do teacher candidates learn about their ESL students’ cultural background, life
experiences, and motivation in the service learning experience?
(2) What do teacher candidates learn about civic responsibility in the service learning
experience?
(3) What do teacher candidates learn about themselves during the service learning
experience?

Method
Participants
Seven teacher candidates, five female and two male, participated in this case study after
completing their teaching at CA within the past two years. Their age range was from 22 to 55.
All of them were Caucasian and lived in the same Midwestern area where the Karen refugees
lived. They were all seeking either a TESOL Endorsement or a TESOL Certificate at the time
when they participated in service learning at CA, and with very limited experience teaching ESL
and interacting with speakers whose native language was not English. At CA, they taught small
groups of Karen adult students at different proficiency levels. Two of the candidates also
provided one-on-one tutoring to an adult. Each of them engaged in the service learning project
for one or two semesters. Three of them elected to extend their service learning beyond the
required hours.
Data Collection
Four types of qualitative data were collected from each of the seven teacher candidates in
the case study. They included 1) a background information questionnaire; 2) two-section
interview, the first section on the service learning experience and the second on teaching material;
3) description of a best activity, and 4) artifacts of teaching materials.
All data except for the reflections on the service learning experience were collected at the
time when the interview was conducted. The interviews were conducted in the same manner
within a two-week period over the summer. Each teacher candidate first filled out a background
information questionnaire and signed a consent form of participation. Second, they responded to
questions related to their service learning experience and teaching materials in a recorded,
structured interview which were about 40 minutes to 70 minutes in length (for the interview

questions, see Appendix: Participant Interview on Service Learning Experience). Third, they
described a best activity that they used with their Karen students at CA in writing. Finally, they
shared some of the teaching materials that they used in their lesson at CA.
Data Analysis
All recordings of the interviews were transcribed immediately after the interviews. First,
the authors matched the interview questions with the three research questions. Second, the
authors and three other research personnel used a unified coding system to look for emerging
indicators in the interview transcription relating to the three aspects of the impact of service
learning: academic enhancement, civic responsibility, and personal growth. Third, the authors
compared the indicators and matched the indicators with high inter-rater reliability to the
research question. Finally, the authors compared the interview data with the teacher candidates’
written reflections, descriptions of a best activity, and the artifacts of teaching materials to
validate and support the interview data.
Results
Academic Enhancement
All teacher candidates, though novice to ESL and to their Karen students, soon came to
the realization that students’ background, such as their cultural and life experiences as well as
attitude and motivation are crucial to a successful outcome of teaching and learning. They also
learned how to adjust their classroom instruction and interaction with their Karen students during
the service learning experience.
Teaching to the Karen Culture. All teacher candidates were keen on discovering both
the surface and deep presentations of the Karen culture. The most salient was observed first and
the deep culture was inferred. In the interviews, they talked about how their Karen students held

onto their native language, traditional dresses and songs, and family ties, and who they thought
the Karen people were: kind, welcoming, sharing, musical, optimistic, and religious:
“I think one of the things that stood out to me the most … about their culture was some of
their dress…”
“… I definitely saw a strong family bond, was probably the biggest, …the bond between
their family and their cultural family seemed very tight, very supportive of one another
and helpful towards one another.”
“… I found out that some of them were very musical: they sang well, they played
instruments, you know, outside of class, at home.”
“They have beautiful gardens …”
“Well, I learned that they were a lot less materialistic than we are, that was like the
overall main thing…”
“They make a lot of their own clothing, and beautiful, intricate work that I think they take
a lot of pride in, and I think it’s a group that pride…they’re very proud people, and they
love to share what they have, even though they don’t have much, they want to share it
with you, whoever they’re getting to know.”
“… obviously their language, they speak their native language a lot amongst themselves,
that stood out to me… and, the people themselves are very welcoming and kind…”
“They also seemed to have a fairly strong faith in their religious beliefs…”
“…they are very soft-spoken… I guess so much of this is not just one aspect like culture,
it is broader, it is with a lot of things.”
The teacher candidates also went beyond the classroom to find out more about the Karen culture.
One of them elaborated on it in the interview:
“Going in, I knew nothing about the culture, what did I learn? I learned that the Karen
people are considered one of the biggest… a couple websites I checked to do some
background research, said they were one of the biggest refugee groups in Thailand and
their numbers fluctuate, there’s as many as several million to fourteen million, but none
of the numbers were withstanding.
They were considered one of the hill tribes, they lived in the hills of Burma, rather than
on the coastline, they lived in the forest and hills rather than on the coast, and they had
allied themselves with the British during the British colonial period in Burma, and when
the power vacuum ensued, they were naturally at odds with you know, the anti-British,
and it’s I think, as of now, still considered to be the longest lasting civil war on the planet.

And because of that, the things that have happened to the Karen, first of all, a great
number of the Karen are Christian, which is different than many other of the Burmese
following animist religion, you know like multiple spirits and Buddhism, so they’re
persecuted for their religion because the Christian religion is seen as pro-west leaning.
Also, their educational system, which I think during the British colonial system, had a
pretty decent, they learned how to speak English, they learned that in schools, they were
part of the English administrative, they were part of Britain in Burma, and now they’re
taught in refugee camps, so there has been a serious breach in their education systems.”
With the newly acquired knowledge of the Karen people and culture, the teacher
candidates incorporated the cultural values in designing learning activities. One teacher
candidate shared the family photo that he showed his Karen students, which prompted his Karen
students brought in theirs to share with the class. Another teacher candidate shared how pictures
of traditional dresses of different peoples as part of the lesson on holiday celebrations created a
safe and comfortable environment for her Karen students to talk about their traditional dresses
while teaching names for garments, colors, and patterns. A third teacher candidate made a movie
of the Karen students singing “Silent Night”, a cultivation of many practices. In the interviews,
the teacher candidates also talked about how to accommodate to the their Karen students’ culture
by adjusting their own interactional and conversational styles to match their students’ and
constantly making connections between their students’ culture and the dominant culture in the
US, also the teachers candidates’ own culture:
“Just knowing that they came from difficult backgrounds kind of sensitized me a little bit
as to things I would say, or share, or do with the class.’
“… [at CA], the practice was to have a prayer before and after … the Karen people
seemed to be very invested in that … I don’t know if it would have impacted how I
taught, but I was sensitive to their religious beliefs.”
“I was sensitive in the sense of who they are and how they are, as I would be with
anybody, no matter whether they were Karen. So, um, I spoke slowly and um in a gentle
fashion and um because I sort of reflected…how they are in their manner.”
“I just tried to be very respectful and not come on too strong …”

“ … if there was a parallel between it, say we were talking about clothing or stores, we
would always seek for some kinds of similarities… Then I’d explain how we did things
here, and they explain how they did things in their country, or even in their lives here.
So …it was just like a daily thing, each lesson had its own thing, but I was always
seeking some kind of understanding from them.”
Teach to the Karen Experiences. All teacher candidates were very aware of how difficult
life was for their Karen students before and after they came to the US, in distinctly different
ways. In the interviews, they talked what they learned about their Karen students’ life in refugee
camps:
“…I learned that many young parents had lived in refugee camps their whole lives, or
most of their lives, and… the camps were difficult in terms of … some of the work they
were forced to do …”
“… I remember them talking about just cramped living circumstances, and just feeling
oppressed all the time, and not where to go or where to be as a person…”
“I know they were driven to camp-type situations, very unclean, very unhealthy, drinking
water was scarce, if at all, a lot of brutality … it didn’t sound happy … in fear every day
when they got up because they could see … their other family members being
persecuted.”
The teacher candidates also talked about how life was for their Karen students in the US and the
past was still fresh:
“… life here in the United States for them … I had the sense that they were just
discovering new things every day and they were slowly breaking out into society, like um,
a lot of them had driver’s license, some of them had jobs, but … I think their lack of
like… they don’t value a lot of things because they come from refugee camps. Here they
are just maybe overwhelmed by all the stuff we have.”
“…a lot of them lived in a concentrated area in Akron. Many of them didn’t have
transportation, and walked a lot of places … even in heavy rain … I was invited to one
person’s home, when I dropped someone off in the rain, and I just saw a little bit of their
living circumstances: small house, but nicely kept, they had no furniture …”
“… definitely with the younger generation, they were easier to work with, as far as
teaching, not personality-wise, or anything like that, but as far as learning, they learn
quicker… but don’t discount the older generation, it’s not that they didn’t learn, it just
took them a lot more time, but as far as experiences, it seemed like they were, they had

difficulty finding job, there might have been discrimination against them, any job they
paid for was definitely lower paying position.”
“ I think probably one of the biggest things I saw was that even though they were here,
they still had people in Burma, or in surrounding areas that they were concerned about,
every once in a while, someone would interpret a little bit for me and they had maybe
heard news of somebody being hurt or…and you could see the whole, um…mood of the
classroom completely change.”
Accordingly, the teacher candidates learned that it was important that they took the
Karen’s life experiences into their teaching and built their lessons around them. One teacher
candidate was surprised that her Karen students seemed to be well educated on filling out forms,
but were not quite prepared to handle other aspects of life, such as finding an apartment. So she
brought in newspapers and helped her students to read through the classified. Also in the
interviews, the teacher candidates showed consideration and understanding toward their Karen
students’ life experiences:
“Sometimes when I was planning lessons I was careful not to touch on anything that
would have been a bad memory… I didn’t want to bring in some of the negative that they
had experienced.”
“…I would feel that we need to be sensitive about the topics, I wouldn’t want to bring up
bad memories, or make them talk about things they didn’t want to, but also they have a
lot of life experiences about family and work. Those are the things I could easily relate
to.”
“ … I wasn’t there to probe. I was there to interact with them in a way that they could
learn some more things, and I learned a lot too.”
“I took into account more their current life situations than their past ones, I tried to bring
in pictures of Akron area, um, places like the bus stop sign, or I brought in a picture of
the public library.”
“…they didn’t like to be put on the spot, and I didn’t want to single them out too much …
I didn’t want to put them on the spot by asking personal, things too personal.”
“Credit cards were a very interesting thing for them (laughter), so we would talk about
just [that]. We would have them bring in receipts from when they went to the store and
talk through all that… just looking at the details of the receipt, so we would take the

experiences that they’ve had here already and just go into more detail with it, and learn
more vocabulary, and just make it richer, I guess.”
Teach to Motivate. The teacher candidates were very aware of the importance to teach to
their Karen students’ learning preferences and tried to accommodate them. In the interviews,
some of them mentioned:
. “…they like to write…read and write, print, they couldn’t always spell correctly, and of
course their grammar wasn’t always correct, …even teachers … would say, ‘you don’t
have to write this down’, they would write it down. They like to write things down…it’s
a reference material for them, something they know that can go back to.”
“…I tried to do something active, something that was different every time, and they
really liked going over their workbooks. T hey took their workbooks home… and they all
completed their workbook pages.”
“…what they needed to do to survive…in the United States is what I was trying to focus
on mostly…”
” I tried to bring in pictures of [Midwestern city] area, places like the bus stop sign, or I
brought in a picture of the public library. I googled pictures that they could connect to…”
More importantly, the teacher candidates saw that their own devotion and interest in.”
“ I feel like I related very well, I tried to make the learning pretty fun for them, we played
some games, we played some Bingo games, once we mastered some vocabulary words,
we were able to play some games, Halloween Bingo was a hit.” (laughter).
More importantly, the teacher candidates witnessed firsthand that their devotion and
interest in teaching became a strong motivator for their students to learn English:
“… but then they begin to realize that you are interested in their learning and their well
being, so that was a little thing that I saw over the time I was there …”
“They made me motivated, which I hope carried back to them to want to learn, I had a
big class that last semester that I taught was sixteen people? … and they all almost
showed up every week, there were very few absences.”
“I think it was positive, they kept coming back, they didn’t have to come back, it was
voluntary… and they would do their little homework assignments I gave them, it was just
maybe something like reading, we read a lot of poems. So I asked them to read them to
their families, to their kids and have them read them back. They seemed excited to do it,
and, like, it was something they thought that was helpful to them, so I would say it was a
positive attitude.”

Civil Responsibility
In the interviews, all teacher candidates expressed a sense of fulfillment from the service
learning experience and how this experience had instilled a sense of citizenship in them. Some of
them said:
“ It gave credence to the idea of being …having the abilities to help, to be of service…”
“I just feel drawn to it and really want to continue it …”
“I feel that in the larger community I want to contribute to people who, like the Karen
people, and maybe others … because it’s so fulfilling; It’s fulfilling for me to have that
experience, to teach them and…become more aware of the differences in the whole world
because of the differences in this one culture”
“I have in the back of my mind the desire to work with the Spanish community because I
want to work on my Spanish skills, but I have a soft-spot in my heart for the Keran
people and our time there.”
The same themes echoed in the teacher candidates’ written reflections. One of them
wrote:
“Also, the fact that I am a relative beginner…means that I am not beholden to any one
ideology; I am willing to experiment with different strategies in an effort to shake things
up and make a difference for my students.”
Personal Growth
The service learning experience teaching ESL at CA provided an opportunity for the
teacher candidates to discover aspects of themselves that they were not aware of and shaped a
positive attitude toward their future career path as ESL teachers. In the interviews, they
commented:
“But the longer we went on, I thought I could really be a teacher, like I had good ideas
and I could implement them, so, I discovered that I do have a teacher in me (laughter), so
it was good for me to see that.”
“I loved the experience …it made me hopefully not to succumb in the future to arrogance
because it really made me feel humble and … I wish my schedule would have permitted
me to teach them the next semester …”

“… it was a wonderful experience, and it really was a catalyst to get me moving in this
area [TESOL]. It was a really great experience.”
“it’s such a rewarding feeling when people can start to communicate with you, using
language, but then also using their experiences, their culture, and that experience is what
brought me to get the full endorsement.”
One of the teacher candidates even saw his career path changed due to teaching the Karen
students at CA:
“Well it’s funny, I’ve done volunteer work before when I was down in Columbus at Ohio
State in the late 80s, I did Habitat for Humanity, here, when I moved back to Akron, I
used to go every Thanksgiving and work the kitchen at Haven of Rest, it was something
at my job, I was a marketing director, and we would go over and have them, besides the
sporadic burst of charitable outpouring from me, I never considered myself someone who
wanted to help or make a difference, like I wanted to make a different, but like I said
earlier, I wanted to, I was more interested in getting my master’s in literature …
Now, that’s completely changed, I’m actually looking forward to teaching, and I’m going
to make sure that when I do get my master’s because I’m almost done with my certificate
in ESL, I want to go somewhere hopefully a southern school, where there’s a big influx
of non-native speakers at the college level, and actually use everything I’ve learned to
teach.”
Discussions
Based on the written reflections and interviews of the candidates who participated in
service learning at CA, it appeared that they gained a deep understanding and knowledge about
civic literacy, about a culture very different from their own, and about how to teach ESL to adult
refugees. Furthermore, it was clear from examining the interview transcripts and the candidates’
written reflections that they had achieved the three main goals of the service learning experience
at CA. They had made great efforts to get to know their Karen students and their culture and
delivered this new understanding through teaching. Their interactions showed deep respect for
the Karen and their lessons were often designed to accommodate their students’ culture and
background experiences. They showed great interest in their students’ learning and praised their
oral and written attempts at the English language, constantly encouraging them to take risks in

learning the new language. Through their words and actions, they modeled positive attitudes
towards learning and structured classroom activities so their students were successful. Using a
variety of engaging activities, they made learning enjoyable and motivating for their students.
The written reflections of the teacher candidates also revealed that the service learners
gained a great deal from service learning in terms of academic enhancement, civic responsibility,
and personal growth. First, it was evident that the teacher candidates were able to make
connections between the theory they were learning in their college classes and the experiences
they were having teaching the Karen at CA. The theory they learned made more sense to them
because they were able to see how it directly applied to their work with the students. For
example, one teacher candidate wrote a reflection on the connection he made between what he
was learning about student-centered learning in his college course and what he had learned from
experience teaching at CA as follows:
“I believe in student-centered instruction, which empowers the student and gets them
actively involved in their acquisition of English. Nobody loses when that occurs: the
student is more driven and engaged and the teacher is more perceptive and acts more as a
coach than a gatekeeper.”
Second, it was clear from the reflections that service learning helped to develop a sense
of civic responsibility. The teacher candidates discovered that their work had an impact on their
students’ learning and on their lives; they found that service in the community can be very
meaningful and enjoyable. As a result, they developed a strong commitment to helping the
students they were teaching at the time as well as the desire to continue similar voluntary work in
the future. One teacher candidate wrote in her reflection,
“Due to the fact that I had the opportunity to spend a great amount of time with the adult
students at CA, my wish is that I could continue to teach on Saturday mornings with the
adult beginning level students.”

Third, it was evident from the reflections that service learning impacted personal growth.
As novices they were unsure of their teaching abilities, but they discovered through their service
at CA that they had the ability to be effective and caring teachers. This realization empowered
them and helped them develop self-efficacy. One teacher candidate wrote in his reflection, “I
believe that my strength working with culturally diverse students is my relentless patience in my
effort to find common ground.” Another teacher candidate shows in her reflection that she had
developed strong beliefs about second language instruction. She wrote,
“As I worked with the adult students at Urban Vision, I learned that it is important to
modify any lesson to specifically meet the needs of English language students. I think
repetition of taught concepts and lessons is crucial in order to assist students to achieve
their goal of learning the English language.”
Conclusion
This study evaluated the effectiveness of a service learning project in a TESOL teacher
training program for teacher candidates by triangulating seven teacher candidates’ written
reflections, in-depth interviews, best teaching activity descriptions, artifacts of teaching materials.
The strong impact of service learning on the participants’ development as teachers and
concerned citizens was evident from the interviews and the written reflections. The teacher
candidates improved their ability to use ESL students’ culture, background experiences, and
motivation in their teaching, develop a strong sense of civic responsibility, and learned a great
deal about themselves and their own strengths. This description of service learning in a
community-based program serving Karen refugees is a model of how service learning can
benefit both teacher candidates and adult refugees striving to make a life in America. It is an
excellent example of how service learning is a powerful experience that can enrich a TESOL
program.

Appendix
Participant Interview on Service Learning Experience
Session I:
1. What did you learn about your Karen students’ cultural background?
2. How did you take into account their culture in teaching?
3. What did you learn about your Karen students’ life experiences before they came to the US?
4. What did you learn about your Karen’s students’ life experiences after they came to the US?
5. How did you take into account their life experience in teaching?
6. How do you think your effort to accommodate to your students’ culture and life experience
affected your students’ attitude and motivation?
7. How do you think it affected their learning outcome?
8. How did your students approach language learning at the beginning? Did that change over
time and how?
9. How did you view yourself in relation to your students? Did your attitude change during your
experience at Urban Vision?
10. How do you think your students viewed you? Did this change over time?
11. In what ways did your experience influence your view of yourself and your role in our
society?
12. Are there any other things that you would like to share with us?

Session II:
Now we’d like to shift gear a little bit and focus on what teaching materials you used with your
Karen students. I know that you have a textbook and a workbook. Apart from that, what other

teaching materials and tools did you bring to the classroom and why did you bring them to the
classroom?
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CHAPTER 1 – NATURE OF THE STUDY
Introduction
The purpose of this research study is to increase literacy skills of incarcerated
students in order to prepare them to obtain a General Education Diploma. I will focus on
written language skills, since much success in life, both inside and outside of prison, is
dependent upon this literacy component. These skills may result in a lower recidivism
rate through better jobs, life skills, and a higher chance at success upon release back into
society.
Statement of the Problem
If students in the Department of Corrections education program practice written
language through the use of individualized plans, mini lessons, rubrics, and peer tutors,
how will they perform on the official written language portion of the GED exam? This is
a problem I hope to address through this research project.
I feel it is important to look into the written language segment of the GED test
because many incarcerated students struggle with literacy. Due to the intricacies of the
corrections department and all parties who play a part in the education programs within
it, many incarcerated students struggle with the successful completion of the GED written
language test. These struggles often rise from socio-economic issues, prior educational
backgrounds, life experiences, mental health status, and learning abilities.
Incarcerated students who become literate are more likely to complete a wide
assortment of tasks that reflect the types of materials and demands they will encounter in
their daily lives, both in and out of prison. Learning how to appropriately teach written

language to incarcerated students can help lead to a more advanced level of life skills
abilities for these pupils.
Research Questions
The research questions I address are based upon teaching written language to
incarcerated students, with special education needs, ages 17 through 65 years of age. The
questions I have to answer in this research are the following: How can I teach the written
language process to incarcerated students with special education needs, in the Oregon
Department of Corrections (DOC) programs? How will increased literacy affect daily
life for inmates in DOC custody? How can I best teach these students so they can become
literate, working members of the inmate population and the communities into which they
are released? What mini lessons and strategies can I implement in my teaching that will
motivate students to learn the appropriate written language skills needed to pass the
official GED test? How can I engage peer tutors in helping my students improve their
writing skills and attitudes towards writing?
Purpose of the Study
This study is important because it will lead to answers which can help
incarcerated students become more literate. By learning the written language, and
applying these skills to real-life tasks, I hope to identify if inmates will have more
opportunities available to them in life. Hopefully they will be able to: Access more jobs
and higher education, function more successful in society, and achieve personal goals,
and have a lower recidivism rate. This means they are less likely to return to the prison
systems and more likely to lead productive and more positive lifestyles.
So it seems understandable that teaching the complex subject of written language

can, at times, be discouraging, stressful, and cumbersome to teachers. Thus, I began
looking for answers and resolutions to my questions and concerns about how to teach
incarcerated students to be successful writers.
Within this study, I will introduce the written language process to incarcerated
students in a format that is beneficial to their individual styles of learning. I hope to
motivate, model, and collaborate in the learning process with students, myself and peer
tutors. The instruction provided will include direct instruction, mini-lessons, essay
writing, practice tests and an overview of GED testing guidelines important to the written
language assessments. Students will obtain a clear understanding of their testing
accommodations and/or modifications and how to appropriately implement them into
their learning.
The setting for this study is in the education department of a State Correctional
Institution, facilitated by Community College instructors. Students will range from the
age of 20 to 51 years old and will have officially approved GED testing accommodations.
Hypotheses and Assumptions
This study was conducted based on the following hypotheses: It is hypothesized
that there will be a trend indicated in the data toward greater success in passing the
official GED written language test when students know and understand what the tests
consist of, how to write and edit a written language example, while correctly utilizing
their personal accommodations and modifications allowed on the test. Limitations:
There are many limitations to conducting a study in the education department of a DOC
facility. One is the issue of how quickly the prison population changes. Students can be
placed in one facility for many years or be moved in and out within a few weeks.

Students in a DOC education facility are also subject to being removed from education if
they have been in an altercation or if there are safety and security issues. Some of these
issues can arise from students having contraband, holding gang affiliations, being
disrespectful, or being in an unauthorized area or having “daily fails” issued. Many of
these circumstances can lead to student removal from the general population and being
placed into segregation. The student is then removed from education from one to over
120 days. Incarcerated students are then placed back into education, if allowed by
security, after they have served their sanctioned time in the segregation unit. This leads to
a large fluctuation of students moving in and out of education on a regular basis.
Teachers in correctional facilities have to accept the fact that there is always a continual
change in class size and student populations.
Safety and security are always on the forefront of correctional education.
Unfortunately, this limits the possibilities of various instructional methods. Many lessons
have to be taught through the use of paper and pencil techniques or by creating ways to
facilitate learning without the use of many extra implements or instruments.
Definitions
ABE - Adult Basic Skills Education
CASAS - Comprehensive Adult Student Assessment System
CELL- The individual living spaces inside a prison housing unit were 1-2 inmates reside
CELLIE - Another name for an inmate’s roommate
DORM - A housing unit in a prison facility with 20 or more inmates residing in it
GED - General Education Diploma
HOUSE - Another name for a cell or dorm

IDEA - Individuals with Disabilities Act
IEP - Individual Education Plan for students 21 years of age and younger.
KYTE/KITE - A written form inmates use to communicate with staff about any
additional needs, wants, or questions
LAY IN - When an inmate has a medical excuse to not attend school or class
LOCKDOWN - When the institution stops all movement and inmates are not allowed out
of their cells.
RECIDIVISM RATE - The likelihood that a person will return to prison for a crime.
SCRIBE - A person who writes the words exactly as students dictate to them.
SEGREGATION - A way to modify the behavior of inmates by removing them from the
general population and placing them in a secluded unit or setting.
504 PLAN - A legal document falling under the provisions of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973. Designed to plan a program of instructional services to assist students with
special needs who are in a regular education setting.
SPECIAL EDUCATION NEEDS - Accommodations and/or modifications a student
needs due to a qualified disability concerning learning, physical health or mental
health.
Implications of the Study
The results of this study will lead to a greater understanding of how to teach
written language to incarcerated students with special education needs. It will produce
results on what teaching strategies will be beneficial to help students become more
literate, in hopes of leading to higher success rates and lower recidivism rates in the
future.

CHAPTER 2 – REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
To support an investigation into increasing the literacy skills of incarcerated
students in order to prepare them to obtain a General Education Diploma, a review of
literature was conducted in the following areas: 1) Teaching incarcerated students
written language, 2) Motivating students to learn written language, and 3) Engaging peer
tutors in helping students improve their writing skills and attitudes toward writing. The
review is organized according to these three topics.
Teaching Incarcerated Students Written Language
How will increased literacy affect daily life for inmates in and out of DOC custody and
how can I teach the written language process to incarcerated students participating in the
Oregon Department of Corrections Education program?
Current Literacy Statistics for Incarcerated Populations
To begin answering my questions about how to teach incarcerated students
writing, I first need to understand the educational backgrounds and statistics pertaining to
education programs within the Department of Corrections facilities. Vacca (2004)
showed more than half of the incarcerated adults in American prisons cannot read nor
write, and have less than an eighth grade level education. Many prisoners who are high
school dropouts do not return to the education system, even after they are paroled. This
trend was supported when an investigation into a maximum security prison in New York
was conducted by Stephens (1992) found that “79% of the total inmate populations were
high school drop outs” (p. 301). Another correctional facility in New Jersey had study
results showing that “70%, out of 25,000 total inmates, were functioning at the lowest

literacy levels” (p. 301). The reasons for this high drop out rate and low literacy levels
appear to be the large number of inmates who were “held back” or “retained” in a grade
level, numerous school transfers, poor attendance, poor grades, and misbehavior issues
while in school. When inmates were questioned as to their own beliefs about such a high
drop out rate, most blame poor socio-economic conditions and the lack of positive role
models in their lives. It is evident that students enrolled in DOC education programs
could benefit from positive role models who demonstrate the value of gaining an
education that would sustain the growth and development of prisoners. Inmates enrolled
in education programs in prisons often have struggles with no continuity in the
educational setting. There tends to be many disruptions with maintaining a solid
education experience when there are head counts, call outs, visits, locks downs,
placement in disciplinary segregation, and scheduled hearings to name a few. These
disruptions may interfere with education schedules for hours or many months. Students
are often in and out of the education setting, causing them to stop and start learning at
various times (Vacca, 2004).
The lack of education in inmates’ lives can produce members of society who have
difficulty with reading, writing, poor self-concepts, and negative attitudes about
education. Unfortunately, prison environments aggravate these negatives because inmates
are often not in settings that are rich in verbal and sensory stimuli. A downfall to having
less proficient literacy skills in the prison setting is that life in prison is driven by literacybased communication. All forms of contact, including making requests, dealing with
personal issues, completing job assignments, making counselor contact, completing
education class assignments, and writing personal letters all revolve around the use of a

kite.” The “kite” is an informal name for an inmate request or communication form. This
means the inmate must complete a written kite to state his needs, wants, questions, or
concerns. Being literate enough to complete this writing task can have a huge effect on
the life of a prisoner (Vacca, 2004).
Many inmates released back into society are often unable to find jobs due to low
job experience and/or low literacy skills. Studies reviewed by Vacca (2004) have shown
that if inmates are able to attend education programs and gain instruction in reading and
writing, there is a shown trend that recidivism rates will be lower. Vacca (2004) found
that “Inmates who earned a diploma returned to prison custody at a significantly lower
rate (26.4%) than those who did not earn a degree (44.6%)” (p. 298). A similar study
conducted by the Oregon DOC in 2005 also supported previous findings in other prison
systems that recidivism rates are reduced due to education being implemented into inmate
programming. This study showed the recidivism rate was reduced, overall by 15%. The
benefits of a lower recidivism rate are that education, in prisons, also lead to less violence
by the inmates involved in these programs, leading to a more positive prison
environment. It also shows that “every dollar spent on education in prisons can save the
state of Oregon $2.50 in re-incarceration costs” (Kim, 2007, para. 19). Education appears
to be a benefit for both the state and the inmate population.
Expectations of the Teacher
There appears to be a general consensus about the important relationship between
classroom teachers’ education and students’ writing abilities. A 1996 National
Commission on Teaching and America’s Future report stated that “teacher expertise is
the most significant factor in student success” (Peterson, 2003, p. 59). The report also

cites studies showing how “teacher qualifications account for 40% of the difference in
overall student performance” (Peterson, 2003, p. 26). In 1999, the release of the Nation’s
Report Card in Writing, formulated by the National Assessment of Educational Progress,
gave evidence that most K-12 writers still have a lot of room for improvement in the area
of written language. This report stated, “Most students meet the ‘basic’ level of written
achievement, while only a very few percentage of students meet the criteria of being
‘proficient’ writers” (Boss, 2002, p. 4). A set of standards published by the National
Association of School Principals in 2001 stated, “teachers’ knowledge of the subjects
they teach, their access to the latest research and materials related to it are essential to
achieving a high level of student performance” (Peterson, 2003. p. 26).
Boss (2002) demonstrates the fact that teachers are routinely held accountable for
ensuring that all students in their class, or classes, become proficient writers. This
accountability comes to the table through state mandated tests, school report cards, and
college entrance exams. If students’ scores don’t reflect a level of “meet” or “excel” on
these forms of statistical data collections, then it is teachers who must answer and are
often blamed. “Teachers and students across America are feeling the push for high
academic standards. The message: Expect more, demand more and achieve more”
(Sherman, 2001, p. 1). The same ideologies are often held by teachers who instruct in a
correctional facility. Although the tests being used to show learning and progress in
public schools are different, the corrections teacher is still held accountable to show and
prove students’ growth with other required forms of testing. The issue for me lies within
the area of concern surrounding how to appropriately teach and guide incarcerated
students to learn and want to exhibit the skills desired by our state education board, the

Comprehensive Adult Student Assessment System (CASAS), and General Education
Diploma (GED) Assessment guidelines.
Nagin and the National Writing Project (2006) summed up how writing is
complex, thus making it even more of a challenge to teach. They also brought up the fact
that “even the most accomplished writers say that writing is challenging, most notably
because there is so much uncertainty embedded in the process of doing it” (p. 9).
Peterson (2003) states, “Writing needs to be learned in school very much the same as
learned out of school. This means the writer has a reason to write, an intended audience,
and control of subject and form. It also means composing in stages across various phases
of rumination, consultation, investigation, drafting, feedback, revision, and perfecting”
(p. 10). Giving students a state mandated test on a yearly or more frequent basis to assess
their learning does not always allow for, or set up, such a learning stage. They are given a
prompt to write to and expand upon within certain limitations for time and length. Also,
results can sometimes be misleading due to the variety of variables which come into play
while testing: Is the student hungry, tired, having issue at home or school? Did they
really try their best? Does the assessment have validation or meaning to them? Do they
struggle with test anxiety? These are only a few of the variables that can affect
assessment results. Another major issue pertaining to student performance in a DOC
facility can be age, race, social/economical issues, prior education history, length of
sentence, emotional state, disabilities, and the type of education programs offered.
Setting the Stage for Students to Write
Peterson (2003) summarizes the fact that writing is not a content area that can
easily be learned and mastered in one week, a month, a year, or even a few years. It is a

skill that needs continual practice as the academic years require more difficult writing
tasks. The climate of the classroom is one of the first steps to improving student
willingness to perform and write creatively. “Classroom climate is just as influential in
teaching writing to secondary students as it is primary students” (Daniels & Zemelman,
1988, p. 49). Daniels and Zemelman (1988) explained how middle and high school
students often feel personally vulnerable about writing. Teachers often tell their students
that they are not judging the student personally by the grades they assign. Unfortunately,
our society has created a status often based on grades and performance. This can reflect
upon a student’s “being.” If written compositions are read aloud, other students may
make comments to agree, disagree, or even harass and criticize the writer. If peers’
feedback is not provided in an appropriate way, it could create a negative situation or
influence for the student. Putting words and thoughts onto paper creates a permanent
record for others to see. This can also pose as a risk for many students. Teachers should
always be aware of the social situation in which they are placing their students.
Teachers always want students to be responsible writers, but they often take on
the role of being the editor by evaluating spelling, grammar, and punctuation errors.
Students are to become responsible but these actions “show that the teacher has the most
responsibility in the students’ writing process. Therefore, students aren’t really able or
allowed to make important decisions” (Daniels & Zemelman, 1988, p. 50). Our culture
wants people to be original, creative and to be expressive, but most classrooms don’t
allow for this. Instead, they maintain an authoritarian social structure where the priorities
are for students to be passive, obedient, and orderly. Students are also expected to follow
the directions, and to accept the rules and the teacher-dictated values. The downfall to

this type of teaching, where the teacher takes on the responsibility for correctness, is that
the student has less ownership of the complete writing process (Daniels & Zemelman,
1988).
Fletcher (1991) stated that “most schools are about teaching conventions. We
don’t value experimentation as much as correctness” (p. 142). This is supported by
Noguchi (1991) when he reflected, “grammar instruction has generally focused on
structures and their relationships, not meaning and meaning relationships” (p. 9). Writing
and grammar are taught in two separate fora and will not work together if students are
unwilling to convey written messages or feel as if they have nothing to write. Research
has shown that setting up a classroom environment which allows brainstorming, group
discussion, interviewing, and risk-taking will help remedy some problems young writers
face, not the use of more grammar instruction. Instructors need to keep an eye out for
“sentences that are wrong but wonderful” (Fletcher, 1993, p. 142). This will help create a
classroom environment that encourages experimenting with language. Teachers let
students know that they realize writers will make mistakes before they get it right.
McCormick-Calkins (1994) demonstrated that classrooms need to be full of
energy and activities which draw upon students’ own personal ideas and reflection to
produce better writers. This type of environment allows for peer interaction and
discussion and provides platforms for sharing and conferencing. This is an atmosphere
similar to what is known as a writer’s workshop. It requires skill and flexibility on the
teacher’s part. They become a writing coach in this setting, rather than the authoritarian
expert.

Communication, as introduced by Rademacher (2000) is also a key component to
the success of teachers and students, be it within a whole class setting, one-on-one, in
tutor/student pairs, or student/teacher discussions. Grading, reporting, and
communicating about student learning will help the teacher guide students to assignment
completion. The first important aspect of communication is “the teacher relating
information to students in a way they can understand. Second, providing specific
feedback about needed improvements. Third, detailed communication about student
learning is critical as education goals and standards become more complex” (p. 151).
It is important to give clear instructions, when telling students what and how to
complete the requirements of a writing assignment. Students need sufficient class time to
ask and receive answers to questions. Always allow time in class for students to try
starting assignments and to gain feedback from the teacher before they leave.
Rademacher (2004) and McCormick-Calkins (1994) both explained that
conferencing with students is a positive, educational form of communication which all
teachers should work into their writing instruction classes. Conferences are most effective
if used to see who the writer “is” on that day. This will allow the teacher to provide help
where the student needs it most. Steps to effective conferencing through communication
are as follows:
1. Teacher confers with the student to understand them as a writer. Ask about the
writing process not the subject. Do this before ever reading the paper draft.
2. The teacher focuses on the writing process, the writer’s assessments, hopes and
concerns rather than just details about the subject.
McCormick–Calkins (1994) gave some examples of how to dialogue in a conference

which include:


“Tell me about your guinea pig.”



“Can you tell me about how you wrote this?”



“How’s it going?”



“What problems did you encounter as you wrote?”



“When you read it, how do you feel about it?”



“What do you plan to do next?”



“If you were to do more what would it be?”



“What kind of writing are you trying to do?”



“Do you have a sense of how your writing will be in the end?”



“How long have you been working on the draft?” (p. 226)

These are statements that push the student writer to take ownership of his work, while
reflecting upon his decisions, purpose, and product. This form of communication takes
practice, but will benefit both the student and teacher. This is shown through placing
responsibility on the writer and making the teacher a facilitator. As McCormick-Calkins
(1994) states, “If we can keep only one thing in mind-it is that we are teaching the writer
and not the writing. Our decisions must be guided by ‘what might help the writer’ rather
than ‘what might help this piece of writing’ ” (p. 228).
When looking at education within the correctional setting, teachers need to realize
that instruction will most likely need to be individualized to each student. This will better
address learning needs for those students who seem to enter and exit education through a
revolving door. To maintain the interest of the student, teachers should keep instruction
learner-centered and customized to the prison culture, which is familiar to them. Using

meaningful topics that attract the inmate student’s attention will help motivate and sustain
their attention to tasks they are to be learning. It is of great benefit to integrate literature
or writing created by other inmates that can be used to show relevant subject matter and
writing models (Vacca, 2004). Success of many education programs within corrections
facilities is greatly dependent upon the values and opinions of the personnel in authority
positions. This can include teachers, officers, prisoners, tutors, and people in
management. There is often a conflict regarding the views of beliefs and goals about a
prison’s purpose: security, control, punishment, or rehabilitation (Vacca, 2004). How the
inmate student perceives their educational setting, be it rehabilitative or a use of control
by those in authority, can dictate their attitude toward the education program. Education
programs in Oregon Correctional facilities are viewed as “rehabilitative,” although not all
inmates view it as so. Showing inmates the value of an education and how it can open
doors is key to setting them up for success.
Summary
After conducting research into 1) correctional education statistics on literacy, 2)
teacher expectations for teaching written language, and 3) setting the stage for students to
write, I feel there is a need to find answers as to how teachers in prison education systems
can help implement written language into inmates’ lives in a format that is motivating
and encouraging. As stated earlier in this chapter, literacy education for inmates does
appear to lower recidivism rates and help direct some of the inmate population to being
more productive members of society. It is important that teachers understand what their
expectations are and how to set up a learning environment for written language that is
cohesive to the learner. This is especially true for teachers in the correctional education

system, although there is little information available which dictates how to do this in such
a setting. If teachers have an understanding of what their role is in teaching, then it is
likely they will understand how to motivate students to want to write by making them a
part of the learning process. Students who are involved in their writing and have an
understanding of the expectations, purpose, and process will benefit from having
responsibility placed on them directly, while the teacher acts as a facilitator and not
simply just dictator. Having a classroom that sets students up to learn through open
communication, peer interaction, risk-taking, and clear instruction and expectations can
be a benefit to the teacher and learner. I think this is true in any teaching setting, be it
public schools or correctional facilities. Guiding inmate students to see the importance
and value of an education, while providing them with instructional materials and topics
can help motivate them to learn.
Motivating Students to Learn Written Language
What mini lessons and strategies can I implement in my teaching that will
motivate students to learn the appropriate written language skills needed to pass the
official GED test?
Instilling Motivation
Graham, Harris, Mason, and Saddler (2002) declared that students may
experience problems with attitudes, beliefs and emotions about writing. Failure, self–
doubt, learned helplessness and poor self–efficacy and motivation will negatively affect a
student’s ability to write well. When teachers motivate students, help them to be more
resourceful and reflective, and to develop skills, composition strategies and to understand
the writing process, students will have more positive attitudes. Rademacher (2000) stated

that students say they “need variety of choice, the appropriate level of challenge, be
allowed creativity, have interactions with other learners, and have complete instructions
in order to be successful learners” (p. 152). A teacher teaches the basic skills and
maintains all these areas requested by students through good instructional planning.
Student work needs to have meaning and not be busy work that keeps students in their
seats working all of the time. Rademacher (2000) also discusses how “motivation has
been shown to increase if teachers allow reasonable choices and options to completing
assignments” (p. 152). Student interest surveys are a great research tool to help indicate
options appropriate for student topics and choice. Teachers can then plan assignments
that will be of interest to students, while still meeting their needs. The manner in which
the teacher presents the assignments can affect how students perform. Evaluation and
feedback to students should be provided in a format that will motivate students to do
more and improve upon their weaknesses (Rademacher, 2000).
The most common format for teaching written language, which most of us
experienced while in school, involved responding to prompts and being forced to write
stories. Our written work was then returned to us with red ink to draw attention to errors
and dictate where we went wrong. Alber and Marchisan (2001) made the comment that
“teachers could be setting up roadblocks to stifle the natural and enduring reasons for
writing with this red ink process” (p. 155). Luckily, as restated by Brooks, Horner, Todd,
and Tofflemoyer (2003), research and developments in education have shown that
unmotivated students who demonstrate off–task and disruptive behavior need efficient
and effective support strategies to increase their academic engagement in the classroom
and to have performance gains across all settings. Motivation and self-management are

two main components for improving student academic gains.
Self-Motivation Leads to Success
Some of the most accomplished writers say that writing is challenging, most
particularly because there is no definite format or outline. It is complex and so is the
instruction. There is so much uncertainty embedded in the process of completing a
written composition that it is easy for an adult, let alone a young student, to lose focus,
motivation, and organization (Peterson, 2003). This is why it is important to teach self
regulation skills, as they are essential to writing. What exactly are self-regulation skills?
They can be defined briefly as goal setting, planning, evaluating, self-monitoring, selfassessment, and self-reinforcement. A student’s ability to obtain and practice selfregulation skills will lead to consistent assignment completion and greater student
competence (Andrade & Saddler, 2004).
Checklists, Guidelines, Rubrics
Teacher-designed checklists, rubrics, and guidelines provide an outline and
parameters for students to use to their advantage in the learning and creating process.
They help students complete written assignments with confidence. Rubrics help students
self-regulate and take accountability for judging their written work. This helps remove
the job of “regulator and editor” from being directly placed on the teacher.
Andrade and Saddler (2004) have a plethora of information on how to create and
use rubrics in written language instruction. They discuss how instructional rubrics can
help provide the scaffolding needed for students to become self–regulated writers. This is
an important goal when teaching students to write and manage the intricacies of the
writing process.

Rubrics state expectations for assignments by listing criteria of “what counts” and
describing levels of quality from “excellent” to “poor.” Rubrics are tools created to guide
the written process for editing by providing a checklist and visual reminders for
conventions. Teachers should hand out and preview rubrics, with students, before an
assignment. Students can then understand the goals of the task ahead and guide
themselves in self-directed planning, goal setting, revising, and editing. This is helpful for
less proficient writers who routinely scan their papers for neatness, capitols, or periods,
but not much of anything else. Teaching students to use rubrics for guidelines and check
lists will help guide them to create “polished” final projects (Andrade & Sadler, 2004).
In addition, rubrics also make assessment of written work easier for teachers.
They have a guideline to check off for the purpose of evaluating and scoring student
work. The teacher and students can work in harmony if both understand how to use
rubrics and apply the concepts to their work. Teachers need to be careful when creating
rubrics for student use. They need to be written in language that is easy for students to
understand. Often, rubrics hold more power if the teacher collaborates with students to
creating a rubric. Once again, ownership is created by the student, usually leading to
higher motivation and quality of work (Andrade & Saddler, 2004).
If used appropriately, rubrics will guide students to revision by identifying
strengths and weaknesses in their written compositions. Writers who learn how to use a
rubric and apply it to their written language will have an advantage, due to the fact that
many writing strategies being used today are involve or are influenced by rubrics.

Importance of Strategies and Tools to Teach Written Language
Conveying a clear understanding of how to teach the writing process to students
can be a challenge for many teachers, who often look back to how they were taught. A
common method is to give an assignment, provide a brief outline on what is expected and
wait for students to produce. Comments such as “make clarification here, this portion is
hard to follow”, or “weak opening, needs to flow” are routinely given as feedback on
student papers. Teachers expect students to make these corrections without further
support. Teachers today have resources like rubrics and writing strategies to help students
in this process.
Two helpful writing strategies known as “POW” and “PACE” can be use to teach
writing. The acronym POW is basic and easy to remember. Pick an Idea, Organize your
notes, Write and say more. This strategy can be taught quickly through mini lessons and
be implemented in any writing project. “POW gives power to anything a student writes”
(Graham, Harris, & Mason, 2002, p. 498). PACE stands for Prompt (on time), Arranged
neatly, Complete (all directions followed and answered), Edit (mechanics, correct, ideas,
clear, content, accurate). Students write this on their paper for each writing assignment.
Then they check off what they finished and have complete, then after they’ve handed the
assignment in, the teacher checks items off.
Another helpful strategy is the Self Regulated Strategy Development (SRSD),
(Graham, Harris, & Mason, 2002). The SRSD strategy was developed over 20 years ago
and has proven to be an effective strategy for improving the writing achievement for low
performing-students. “It uses the self-regulation mechanisms and cognitive
characteristics of struggling writers. SRSD integrates research that focuses on the role of

cognitive learning, behavior, and the role of affect in learning and development”
(Graham, Harris, & Mason, 2002, p. 297). The strategy is well-liked because it can be
modified to meet the needs of students and teacher together. It is basically a strategy that
teaches kids how to learn and apply written language strategies to their work. The stages
of the SRSD strategy are as follows:
Stage 1. Develop and activate background knowledge for students prior to starting
the assignment.
Stage 2. Discuss the strategy to be used. Teachers and students talk about the
purpose and benefits of using the strategy which the teacher is
introducing. Real-world examples for application to other tasks are
beneficial at this point.
Stage 3. Model the strategy. Teachers need to include modeling and examples to
show how to implement the strategy.
Stage 4. Memorize the strategy. If there is an acronym, such as SPACE (Setting,
Purpose, Action, Conclusion, and Emotions), students should begin to
memorize the acronym and the purpose for each letter.
Stage 5. Support the strategy. Students will not have the strategy mastered at this
stage, so they will need some help and guidance from the teacher to be
sure they are utilizing the strategy and tools involved.
Stage 6. Independent performance. This is the stage that teachers want students to
reach. Students will be able to use the strategy alone and effectively.
Once these stages are learned, the teacher will just have to monitor and be there if
help is needed. Instruction can then be presented in a scaffold form to meet individual

student needs. If students can learn a simple strategy like SRSD, then they will be able to
apply a variety of learning strategies effectively (Graham, Harris, & Mason, 2002).
The second strategy (Graham, Harris, & Mason, 2002), is “WWW–What 2, How
2,” which provides a simple reminder to answer the questions of who, what, when,
where, and how in a writing assignment. The number 2 in the title is suppose to “ring a
bell” for students to recognize that they should answer 2 what questions and 2 how
questions. See the example below:
Who’s the main character?
When does the story take place?
Where does the story take place?
What does the main character do, want to do, or want others want to do?
What happens then with all other characters?
How does the story end?
How do the main character and others feel?
This strategy has procedures for developing self–instructions, goal setting, self–
monitoring, and self–reinforcement. These steps of questioning and guidance lead
students to the next step in their writing with ease.
Teachers help students become familiar with these and other writing strategies
through mini-lessons. These are not necessarily a student taught strategy, but more of a
teacher strategy. McCormick-Calkins (1994) explains how the purpose of a mini-lesson is
to present information to the whole class in a forum so there is student exploration,
teacher modeling the concepts being taught, concerns raised by those learning and
reinforcement of strategies through practice. These type of fora bring students into the

learning process by allowing them to make meaning of their own written work. Students
are allowed to begin their writing assignments, then the teacher decides what will help
students the most at that moment in time, then there is a quick mini-lesson provided.
Mini-lessons can be a valuable tool to use for instructing students in learning the 6 traits
of writing which are core to learning how to use written language. The 6 traits of writing
are explained by Culham (2003) to include ideas, organization, voice, word choice,
sentence fluency, and conventions. A brief summary of each trait is listed below:
Ideas - Ideas are the beginning of the writing process. When good ideas are formulated to
guide a piece of writing, then students will be able to write with more ease.
Teachers need to guide students to select a topic of interest and then walk them
through the brainstorming process. Students must be able to elaborate on the topic
and obtain additional information for the topic. The goal is to go from the general
to the specific in writing. This will animate the ideas. The use of pictures to
generate stories will help students come up with ideas if they are struggling to
write on a topic.
Organization - The overall structure and outline of a written piece of work. For example,
the GED essay used in the DOC education department requires students to write a
5 paragraph essay. The organization of this is very structured and includes an
introduction; 3 supporting ideas, which are further explained in three body
paragraphs; and then summed up with a conclusion paragraph. Students use an
exciting introduction to capture the reader’s interest. Transitions link ideas in the
writing. The sequence needs to be logical. Organization can be difficult and
require a logical analysis of structure. Simple research papers will provide

students with useful practice in organizing details in writing.
Voice - This gives personality to writing. It shows excitement, rage, sadness, and many
other emotions through word choice. Some written compositions seem as if the
author is really talking because the “voice” in the writing is so well-developed.
One way to give an example of voice is to expose students to several forms of a
story such as “The Three Little Pigs” and then the class can discuss how the voice
was different in each piece.
Word Choice - The use of language that draws the reader into the story. It can create
imagery and bring the senses to life through words alone. If good word choice is
used, the reader should be able to visualize the story and have realistic images of
how things look, smell, taste, feel, etc. Unnecessary words should always be
edited out. The use of formula poems forces students to make proper word choice.
Sentence Fluency - This adds grace, style, and flow to the writer’s work. The sentences
should be easy to read aloud and vary in length and structure. Students need to be
aware of how their written language is received by their readers. You can teach
sentence fluency by reading various written pieces to students. Give examples of
papers that are written well, elaborate, beautiful, and also provide examples that
are poorly written and not fluent. You can even have them read their written
language aloud or someone else read it aloud to them. This will often enable them
to hear how their sentences flow.
Conventions - Conventions are important, but not the most important. These issues are
addressed during the editing stage. The trait encompasses spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, and grammar to make the message clear. Most teachers show

various ways to edit, model, and practice the use of conventions.
The writing process approach is also easily integrated into mini-lesson sessions that
include review of the traits of writing. Alber and Marchisan (2001) review an extension
of the six traits and state:
The writing process approach is a dynamic instructional technique in
which the learner is taught to focus as much attention on the writing
process as on the product. Students, including those with disabilities, make
greater gains in the quality of narrative and informative writing if they are
assigned meaningful writing tasks and taught to write using a process
approach. (p. 155)
Mini-lessons can also be used in the writing workshop format to teach the difference
between good and poor writing traits. A structure of writing that divulges student
ownership and decision making, through the writing process approach, will focus on
certain traits:
Purpose- Why am I writing?
Subject – What will I write about?
Content – What will I say?
Voice – How will I say it?
Audience – For whom am I writing?
The first step to the writing process approach is to motivate writers to think about specific
topics of personal interest. Simple class brainstorming sessions can culminate in a list of
possible ideas, such as favorite heroes, activities, places, events. If a student is unwilling
or can’t give input on a topic, the teacher should give idea prompts that the student has

previously conveyed interest in through the use of previous conversations. We all know it
is easier to expand on a topic that we find interesting (Alber & Marchisan, 2001).
Visual imagery is the second step in this process. Teachers can stir memories or
experiences of their students through the use of recreation with verbal prompts. For this
strategy, students must close their eyes while the teacher guides them through
remembering a room in a house where they experienced a holiday or memorable event.
Students are verbally guided by the teacher to see the room, what’s on the walls, the
objects, smells, people, sights out the window, etc. Once the visualization takes place,
students can draw a picture of the floor plan or illustrate the events which took place.
Students can then write two or three sentences about the room and discuss what makes it
memorable (Alber & Marchisan, 2001).
Once visual imagery is finished, the teacher may begin the third step by modeling
how to pre-write. Teachers need to lead the class by showing an example of selecting a
topic, brainstorm ideas and information aloud, show how to form a story web, map, or
outline, and use self questioning like the “WWW-What 2, How 2” strategy mentioned
earlier (Alber & Marchisan, 2001).
The writing stage can then begin once ideas are generated and a “plan of attack”
is created or mapped. This requires the writer to expand upon their previous pre-writing
or notes. Expressions should first be written clear and sequential without worrying about
mechanics, which can be taken care of during revision. To worry about grammar,
punctuation, and spelling during the writing stage will only hamper the writing process.
One suggestion for the writing stage is to provide word banks to students of adjectives
and adverbs. This can allow them to become more colorful and descriptive writers.

When the writing process is nearing the end, revision is an important step. Minilessons are useful at this point to review editing and revising skills. McCormick-Calkins
(1994) and Rademacher (2000) agree that a collaboration method, between students and
the teacher, is a positive format to edit and revise written work. Teachers and students
can then work together to find and fix items of concern. This will lead students through
the process while modeling the skills. Rademacher (2000) also expressed how checklists,
and/or rubrics are great tools for guiding students through the revision process. Students
should be encouraged to compare their drafts to the standards on rubrics and checklists. If
they make notes on their paper while they use the rubric, they will be sure to check off
the items or specifics they meet and identify the items they need to add or change. It is a
good idea to keep all written work for students in their own individual folders. These can
then be used as a guide for the student to review good written pieces is, and poor ones.
Another key factor in the editing process is peer editing. The following are “rules
for editing” described by Alber and Marchisan (2001):


Editor needs to listen and read along as the author reads.



Tell what the writing was about and what you liked.



Read and make notes about what is clear and what is difficult to understand.



Discuss suggestions with the author.



The author makes revisions on the computer, listen carefully to comments, don’t
dispute feedback and reactions, seek clarification if they don’t understand what
the peer editor tells them. (p. 158)

“Peer assessment helps students reflect on writing, recognize dissonances and create
solutions” (Andrade & Saddler, 2004, p. 51).

Summary
Motivating students to want to learn, create, edit, and share writing assignments is
an important focus for teachers. Many students have low self- esteem about their ability
to write, along with a sense of failure, poor self-efficacy, learned self-helplessness and a
lack of motivation to generate a final product. Teachers should motivate and direct
students to be resourceful, active learners. They need to help guide students to be
motivated to develop written language skills and an understanding of the writing process
through the use of strategies, checklists, guidelines, and rubrics. Teachers who act as a
facilitator and not a regulator or editor will involve students in learning skills to become
self regulated writers. Students and teachers can work together collaboratively rather than
against one another. Assessment of writing assignments becomes easier and more
meaningful for all parties involved if there are set guidelines and clear expectations that
everyone uses and interprets the same, using a rubric or checklist for example. Allowing
students to actively participate in the writing and editing processes will lead to self
regulated learners.
Engaging Peer Tutors in Helping Students Improve
Their Writing Skills and Attitudes Toward Writing
How can I engage peer tutors in helping my students improve their writing skills
and attitudes toward writing?
Tutoring Requirements
Fresko, Vogel, and Wertheim (2007) summed up the results of a survey of 650
colleges and universities regarding the support services they offered. The most common
support offered through these facilities was testing accommodations, and the survey

showed that tutoring was also offered by 56% of the universities. Fresko, Vogel, and
Wertheim stress the importance of providing training and direction to tutors before and
during their tutoring activities (2007). Tutors should have guidance in how to create
positive tutoring relationships with their peers. They should also understand possible
problematic situations which could arise and negatively affect the learning process.
Fresko, Vogel, and Wertheim (2007) made the following statement:
It is shown to be a benefit for the tutor and student if the tutor has an
understanding of the learner’s needs and learning styles. With this
understanding, tutors are more likely to plan efficient tutor sessions, which
then lead to both participants feeling as if they are working toward one
common goal. (p. 492)
When pairing tutors to work with students, it is important to understand that both are
likely to enter into the tutoring arrangement with different expectations regarding the
goals and activities that will take place. Tutees need to be taught self-advocacy and skills
for describing their own learning process and needs, which will help the teacher or others
who will work with the student. Tutors with an understanding of the student’s deficits
and strengths in the learning process can better guide learning sessions to be more
effective. It is also a benefit to pair tutees and tutors by common learning experiences.
This way they can understand one another and possibly help with the learning process
(Fresko, Vogel, & Wertheim, 2007).
An evaluation of how tutors and learning disabled tutees work together to gain
benefits or deficits was conducted at the college level (Fresko, Vogel, & Wertheim 2007).
This study viewed the outcomes of the following questions:

1) How do tutors and tutees characterize difficulties of the student?
2) How do both describe activities engaged in during tutor sessions?
3) What difficulties are encountered that impede tutor process as perceived by
both?
4) To what extent are tutors and tutees satisfied with the tutor program?
Also included in the data was the amount of time spent on a variety of areas, interfering
situations, and the degree of tutees’ satisfaction. Background information was collected
for both the tutors and tutees which included gender, year of study, field of study, prior
tutor experience in a tutoring setting and additional comments. Results were compiled
through the use of questionnaires given to both parties. “All statistical comparisons were
made between the entire group of tutors and the entire group of tutees. Mean responses
and standard deviations were calculated per item for each group and t tests were used to
determine the statistically significant differences” (Fresko, Vogel, & Wertheim, 2007, p.
488). Difficulties that characterized the tutees were attention and concentration deficits;
both participants rated these as the same. Reading, writing papers, summarizing articles,
and studying were also recognized as difficult areas for tutees. There did not seem to be a
significantly high rating by either group for the negative effect of the emotional and
social categories. Overall, it was shown that tutors and students rated difficulties and
needs very much the same, although tutors felt it was of more importance to focus
learning on the tutee’s immediate needs and not generalized needs.
When reviewing the outcomes for tutoring activities, there was only one
significant difference as to how tutees and tutors rated activities. Time spent on
organization and learning strategies seem to be of more importance to the tutors, while

tutees felt the process was less essential. An overall satisfaction rate by both participants
was “extremely high.” It became apparent, through this shared learning experience, that
there is a “need as well and even recommended a collaborative model, whereby peer
tutors would provide content-based tutoring while a professional tutor with expertise in
learning disabilities would emphasize learning strategies” (Fresko, Vogel, & Wertheim,
2007, p. 491). This is a system that could work well with the teacher guiding the tutor. As
the journal stated, “Tutoring, as opposed to mentoring, has an academic focus” (Fresko,
Vogel, & Wertheim, 2007, p. 491).
Peer Editing
Karegianes, Pascarella, and Pflaum (2008) discuss how peer editing in the
classroom can improve student desires and interest in revision. It can often lead to more
enthusiasm and motivation for the revision process. They found “peer editing appears to
be at least, if not more effective, than teacher editing” (p. 206).
Peer tutoring is not a new methodology, but is one that is becoming used to a
greater extent in educational settings to promote a wide range of skills. Research dated
back to 1960 has demonstrated academic gains for tutors as well as tutees when there is
“well structured and cognitively-oriented programs” for them to practice skills in (Glynn,
Medcalf, & Moore, 2004, p. 157).
A more recent study (Glynn, Medcalf, & Moore, 2004) used an intensive peer
approach where upper primary students were linked with junior class students in high
school to perform peer editing and tutoring. This is a different format for peer editing
than most are used to, the main difference being that peers are of different age groups.
This process demonstrated that older students, like the juniors, had made measurable

gains in the areas of rate, accuracy, and quality of work. This is most likely due to the
fact that in order to teach something to someone else, you really have to understand it.
Peer tutor studies like Karegianes, Pascarella, and Pflaum (2008) and Glynn, Medcalf,
and Moore (2004) show effectiveness in same-age, cross-age, low social-economic
groups, small group, and class-wide programs. Peer tutoring creates a “responsive social
context, in that there is a balance of power between tutor and tutee” (Glynn, Medcalf &
Moore, 2004, p. 159). Peer tutor methodology has come to be looked upon as one of the
most practical ways in which to deliver individual instruction, while minimizing the
insistent pressures on teachers.
Summary
Although I could not find information about tutor programs within correctional
facilities, I did find that tutor programs are available at many colleges and universities
across the country. Many teachers also implement a form of tutoring within their written
language programs through the use of peer editing and tutoring. Positive outcomes of
these programs include: students’ greater sense of confidence, self-help strategies,
collaboration, a balance of power, and higher academic gains. Students and tutors view
many needs and working relationships to be positive and beneficial. Using tutors in the
classroom requires positive collaboration between the student, tutor, and teacher. Having
tutors in the classroom does not mean the teacher is completely removed, but rather, the
teacher acts as the specialist who guides learning, through the use of a partnership that
reflects a balance of power, while removing the teachers’ “authoritarian” role.

Conclusion
There is clearly a need for inmates to be educated and literate members of society.
One issue surrounding education systems within correctional settings is that many of the
students lack a consistency of attendance, teachers, and facilities that provide education
programs. There are many correctional issues which can impede the learning process,
causing students to have interruptions within their educational development. It appears to
be an advantage to many students in this setting if they can be taught using materials and
examples that are personalized to prison culture. Making this personal connection could
help them be more motivated and eager to learn.
My goal is to guide and teach incarcerated students to be sufficient writers, those
who can be motivated to adequately apply strategies, to self-regulate, and to create strong
written compositions across all content areas. Unfortunately, teachers come across
students who struggle with writing for various reasons. They might lack a sufficient
knowledge of the writing process, do not understand what makes a finished composition
“good” or complete, or lack the ability to self-regulate the many complex behaviors
included in the writing process. Andrade and Saddler (2004) state, “without the writer’s
mindful involvement, the writing process is like a ship without a rudder… in motion, but
out of control” (p. 89).
I feel lucky to be a teacher in this day and age when practitioners and researchers
have focused a lot of time in the area of written language. They have defined what
proficient writing skills need to look like and how I, the teacher, can give clear precise
feedback to students appropriately. The responsibility of the teacher being the dictator or
controller of a student’s written language skills has started to shift more upon the teacher

to be a co-writer, facilitator, or coach.
Teachers brave the daily challenge of working to advance students’ written
language skills from where they are at this time in their lives, to where they could
possibly be in the future. Mandated standards and goals provide a framework to define
many written language programs. If used correctly, these can provide guidelines to show
what students should accomplish and provide measurement tools to show student
progress. A teacher cannot read the standards alone and become a good quality language
arts teacher. The first steps to becoming this quality teacher starts with research being put
into practice, communication not dictation, best practice teaching strategies, and the
understanding ways to be a facilitator within a writing workshop community. The same
holds true for using tutors, who need to be guided by a professional teacher and have a
complete understanding of the students with whom they work. By following these first
steps, I will begin to answer some of my own questions behind this research and
hopefully students will become more proficient writers.
Conducting this review of literature has given me great insight into many aspects
of teaching written language, although I found very little information as to implementing
these ideas in the prison education system. I established some ideas for using tutors to
help students gain written language skills, but did not answer my questions about how to
best utilize tutors within the prison education program. This leaves me with some
remaining questions to be answered. The remaining questions I would like to answer are
the following:

1) What writing strategies, rubrics, mini-lessons, and check sheets will work best
in the prison setting to teach writing so inmates will pass their official writing
GED test?
2) How do I teach incarcerated students, with special education needs writing so
they become literate, working members of the inmate population and
communities they’re released into?
3) How can I engage incarcerated peer tutors in helping inmate students improve
their writing skills and attitudes toward writing?

CHAPTER 3 – METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This study is significant because it will lead to answers which can help
incarcerated students become more literate. Literacy is an important component of daily
life in all Department of Corrections facilities. Inmates’ primary form of communication
is through a “kite/kyte” system. A kite is a written document used by inmates to
communicate their needs, wants, concerns, or questions. Inmates must write a kite to
schedule appointments, talk to DOC employees about questions or concerns, or inquire
about programming, classes, jobs, and housing. If an inmate is not literate and cannot
read or write well, life can be a struggle while confined in the prison. Their line of
communication in the prison system could be hindered. Being able to learn the written
language, and apply these skills to real-life tasks, inmates will have more opportunities
available to them in life. They will have access to more jobs, access to higher education,
opportunities to achieve personal goals, and be able to function more successfully in the
Department of Corrections facilities. Educated, literate prisoners are more likely to have a
lower recidivism rate. This means they are less likely to return to the prison systems and
more likely to lead productive and more positive lifestyles.
Participants and Setting
The participants in this study were incarcerated students and tutors. The
participants were enrolled in the education program at a Department of Corrections
prison facility, located in a rural eastern Oregon town. The age of participants ranged
from 19 to 52 years of age and they were all male students, as the correctional facility
does not house any females. The total population of the education department at this

DOC facility is approximately 250 to 300 students.
The study participants were students who are eligible for special education
services and official GED accommodations due to various disabilities, which included:
learning disabled, other health impaired, social phobia, stress disorders, anxiety disorders,
and emotional disturbance. Each student participant is on an Individual Education Plan
(IEP) or 504 plan.
I worked with four students and four tutors. This number depended upon the
number of students enrolled in education when I began and ended the proposed
procedures. I began the study with five students, in case some were removed from
education or moved to another correctional institution before I finished gathering data.
This is always an issue when working within education at a prison. Tutors and currently
enrolled students with special needs, who still have to pass their official GED writing
test, were informed of the possibility of being a participant through a verbal introduction.
Those requesting to be participants were asked to take part after they have received
written disclosure about the study and given their consent to be involved. All participants
involved in the study received a letter explaining the study, procedures, purpose,
expectations, and possible outcomes. Personal names were not used, as all names were
changed to pseudonyms.
Data collection took place in two classrooms of students who have disabilities,
need to work in small groups, or need one-on-one instruction. I am a member of the staff
in the education department at this prison, so I think it was ideal to have these students
working in a group by themselves in a separate room. Unfortunately this was not always
possible to do with the education schedules and security restrictions. There was always

the possibility that other students would be in the room while I facilitate this teaching and
learning. These other students were working independently on various subjects. I tried to
schedule participants to come to my classroom at the same time. However, participants
had to attend class individually at a time that works around their regular education class
and daily work, programming, and DOC schedules. Students spent 75 minutes two to five
times a week, working on writing instruction for this study, which was in addition to their
75 minute regular education class.
Once again, student and tutor participation was all dependent upon the
participants’ previously arranged schedules and/or prison security issues. Two days of
class were canceled due to the prison being placed in “lock down” status. When this
occurs, education line movements do not run and so education is canceled. In a
correctional facility it is hard to say what will take place until the time actually comes.
Things change quickly and there is a high rate of “revolving door” situations. For
instance, the facility where I work is “medium” security level. I lost one participant in
the study when he was transferred to another prison facility labeled as “minimum”
security level.
Procedures
I conducted a study in which I prepared incarcerated students to pass the official
written language GED test. Within this study, I introduced the written language process
to incarcerated students in a format that is beneficial to their individual styles of learning
which included the use of teacher/tutor modeling, along with student involved
collaboration. A variety of instruction was provided including direct instruction, minilessons, how to use rubrics and checklists. Students were asked to practice writing essays,

complete practice tests and gain an overview of GED testing guidelines important to the
written language assessments. Student and tutor participants were expected to complete
personal surveys, collaborate, and give input about their personal attitudes toward writing
and learning during the study. Writing samples were collected for the beginning and
ending periods while research and teaching is taking place. Mandated CASAS scores,
GED practice tests, and official test scores were utilized to show assessment in progress
or regress. This research concluded on June 6, 2008.
Outline of the Study
Phase I
•

Find out which students need to pass the official written language GED

•

Obtain CASAS scores, official GED test scores, test averages, and written
language practice test, scores if any.



Introduce and explain study proposal to students named above and tutors in the
education program. Ask for volunteers.

•

Provide written disclosure and explanations to those requesting to be participants.
All subjects involved in the study receive a letter explaining the study,
procedures, purpose, expectations, and possible outcomes.

•

Ask these volunteer participants to take part in the study after they have received
written disclosure about the study and given their consent to be involved.

•

Schedule these students and tutors into one class time if possible. If not, schedule
to what best meets their needs.

Phase II
•

Identify prior tutor engagement in activities expectations

•

Collect background education information for students and tutors

•

Assess student writing levels at the beginning of study, collect measurable scores
including CASAS, Holistic Writing Assessments, and written language practice
test scores.

•

Provide a writing attitude survey to students. (pre)

•

Provide a writers profile survey to tutors and students (pre)

•

Match up students and tutors through a process that involves pairing their learning
styles and similarities or working relationships.

•

Review tutor strategies and how they are expected to interact with students

Phase III
•

Begin writing instruction collaboration from the teacher and tutors

•

Implement strategies, mini lessons, rubrics, collaboration, peer editing, etc.

•

Help students make real life or personal connections with writing

•

Collect data-rubrics used, work samples, pre-writing examples, completed essays,
etc.

Phase IV
•

Provide a writing attitude survey to students (post)

•

Provide a writers profile survey to tutors and students (post)

•

Assess student writing levels at the end of the study, collect measurable scores

•

Students and tutors answer questionnaires pertaining to how they each viewed the

student/tutor instructional process
Phase V
•

Combine and review all data collected

•

Perform an analysis of student and tutor responses to instruction relative to
similarities, differences, problems, and strengths?

•

Identify tutor engagement in activities expectations (post) Compare, contrast, and
analyze with pre-tutor engagement in activities. What changed over time of the
study?

•

Assess pre and post -student attitude surveys and analyze. Was there a change in
attitude toward writing from the beginning to end of study? How so?

•

The teacher will reflect upon what she did, what worked, how students responded
to instruction, ways in which writing did or did not improve.
Analysis of Data
As shown in the outline above, I plan to collect pre-and post-writing attitude

surveys, tutor engagement expectations, writing assessments and work samples. Having
this pre-and post-information will allow me to easily compare and contrast any changes
that become apparent, be it that they are positive, negative, or stable. By doing these
comparisons, I will be able to find answers to my question of what works best to teach
incarcerated students written language and what mini-lessons and strategies I can
implement to motivate students to learn written language.
The results of the student/tutor instructional process will help me identify what
procedure or procedures each party feels is of importance to have, or focus on when
implementing a student/tutor instructional strategy. This will help answer the question of

how to best engage peer tutors in helping students improve their writing skills and
attitudes toward writing.
The results from the data collected can easily be delivered through written
narrative and various tables.

CHAPTER 4 - FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this research study was to increase literacy skills of incarcerated
students in order to prepare them to obtain a General Education Diploma. I focused on
written language skills since much success in life, both inside and outside of prison, are
dependent upon this literacy component. I felt it was important to look into the written
language segment of the GED test because many incarcerated students struggle with
writing. Due to the intricacies of the corrections department and all parties who play a
part in the education programs within it, many incarcerated students struggle with the
successful completion of the GED written language test. These struggles are often related
to socio-economic issues, prior educational backgrounds, life experiences, mental health
status, and learning abilities.
This study was important because it led to some conclusions about what teaching
strategies could help incarcerated students become more literate. By learning the written
language, and applying these skills to real-life tasks, inmates will have more
opportunities available to them. They will be able to: access more jobs and higher
education, function more successful in society, and achieve personal goals. Educated,
literate prisoners are more likely to have a lower recidivism rate. This means they are less
likely to return to the prison systems and more likely to lead productive and more
positive lifestyles.
This study was driven by the various questions I had concerning how to teach
written language to incarcerated students. My initial questions included:


How can I teach the written language process to incarcerated students in the Oregon
Department of Corrections programs?



How will increased literacy affect daily life for inmates in DOC custody?



How can I best teach these students so they can become literate, working members of
the inmate population and the communities into which they are released?



What mini-lessons and strategies can I implement in my teaching that will motivate
students to learn the appropriate written language skills needed to pass the official
GED test?



How can I engage peer tutors in helping my students improve their writing skills and
attitudes towards writing?

After reviewing these multiple questions, I selected the following questions to guide the
study:
1.

How will increased literacy affect daily life for inmates in and out of DOC
custody and how can I teach the written language process to incarcerated
students participating in the Oregon Department of Corrections Education
program?

2.

What mini-lessons and strategies can I implement in my teaching that will
motivate students to learn the appropriate written language skills needed to pass
the official GED test?

3.

How can I engage peer tutors in helping my students improve their writing skills
and attitudes toward writing?

By using these questions as a guide, I was able to begin my research into the written
language skills of incarcerated students.
Teaching Incarcerated Students Written Language
In order to begin finding answers to the first research question, “How will

increased literacy affect daily life for inmates in and out of DOC custody and how can I
teach the written language process to incarcerated students participating in the Oregon
Department of Corrections Education program?” I needed to find some background
information about the students.
First, I compiled the most current assessment data from DOC and the education
department which included prior GED practice and official test scores, CASAS testing
scores in reading, writing, and math as these are used as predictors in class level
placement and testing readiness. This information is important because CASAS scores
are used in the DOC education system as a tool to show academic gains or losses. They
are also used as a tool to place students in the appropriate level class. The placement of
students into academic teaching levels of Adult Basic Skills Education (ABE), PreGeneral Education Diploma (Pre-GED), and General Education Diploma (GED) use the
following:
ABE: Students with scores of 229 or below on C level CASAS tests or lower.
Pre-GED: Students with scores of 230-235 on C level CASAS tests.
GED: Students with scores of 236 or higher on level C CASAS tests.
All students in this facility must pass 5 official GED tests in order to receive their
General Education Diploma. The five tests needed to pass for the GED are Social
Studies, Literature, Writing, Math, and Science. Students must first pass a practice test,
which is half the official length and half the official time, with a score of 470 or higher.
After reaching this score of 470, students are then signed up for the official test in that
strand. Official GED test scores are considered passing if they have a 410, but students
must have an average of at least a 450 on all five tests. Students can attempt to take

official GED tests three times per calendar year. The following chart describes testing
history and scores for the students in this research.
Table 4.1

CASAS, Official GED and Practice Test Scores

Walt

Luke

Tom

Roy

Reading Casas Scores

242-D

235-C

260-D

232-C

Math Casas Scores

239-C

229-B

239-C

209-B

Functional Writing Scores Pre/Post

39/55

NA

35NS/58WS

NA

470

420

520

GED Reading Score

460

500

610

490

GED Social Studies Score

510

490

530

490

GED Science Score

510

440

550

420

GED Writing Score

330*

440*

470*

NC

NC

6/2008

5/2008

NC

1003.5

475

969

1334.5

490

520

540

370

2

1

1

0

GED Math Score

GED Completed Date
Total Hours in DOC Education

PRACTICE-GED Writing Scores
Attempts at Passing Offical Writing

NA=Not Available; NS=No Scribe; WS=With Scribe; B, C, D is level of CASAS test
NC=Not Completed; *Only test left to pass-and taken in Spring of 2008
This table shows that two of the four students, Walt and Tom (names used are
pseudonyms), were categorized as GED students as placed by their CASAS scores. Both
of these men had level C or D tests in reading and math strands that were above the 236
score. The other two men, Luke and Roy had GED C-level CASAS scores in reading, but
had ABE level CASAS scores on B testing formats. Two out of four men had functional

writing pre-scores and also had post-test scores. The other two men did not have prior
functional writing scores, as the assessment coordinator was unable to administer the
tests to them and there was no one to score their completed tests.
In reviewing the table, it states that three of the four students had only the official
writing tests left to take, and that all three of these men attempted the test before the end
of this study. Luke and Tom both earned passing scores and became GED graduates in
the Spring of 2008. Walt attempted to the official writing test twice in the Spring of 2008,
but did not receive a passing minimum score of 410 or greater. He received a score of
330 points. Roy did not have the chance to take an official writing test, as his practice test
score of 370 was still 100 points away from the required score to be signed up for the
official test. The two men who passed their GED writing test and received their official
GED’s were the two students with the least amount of time in education classes. Luke
had 475 hours, Roy had 969 hours, Walt had 1,003 hours and Tom had the most hours
with 1,334.
Next, I created an Educational Background Information Survey so I could review
and understand what kind of prior educational experiences each student had.

Table 4.2

Educational Background Information Survey
Walt

Luke

Tom

Roy

51

20

27

37

11months

5

8months

4

# of yrs Attending Public School

8

9

9

9

Youth Authority Schools Attended

0

8 Oregon/1 N.C.

0

0

AGE
Years Until Release Date from DOC

Other Schools, Trades, Training

Concrete Tech

none

none

none

Trade School
Yrs of Education in DOC Facility

4

1.5

5

4

Yrs of Education at this Facility

3

1.5

9 months

4

# of Different Teachers this Facility

10

4

2

9

Worked with a Tutor Before?

yes

yes

yes

no

Official GED Accommodations
-Private Room
-Extra Time
-Frequent Breaks
-Afternoon Testing
-Audio
-Scribe
-Option to decline on test day

yes
x
x
x
x

yes
x
x
x

yes
x
x
x

yes
x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x

This table shows students involved in the study are aged from 20 - 51 years old,
have 8months, 11 months, 4 and 5 years left to serve in a DOC facility and have an
average of 9 years in the public education system. One out of four students has attended a
trade school or earned training in a trade. The average number of years that these
students have attended education classes in a DOC facility is four years, while the
average years they have attended education at this particular facility is two years.
Students reported they have had from two to ten different teachers while in education at
this facility, with the average being six. Three out of the four students have worked with
tutors in the classroom and all four of them have official GED testing accommodations.
All participants have accommodations for private room, extra time, and frequent breaks.
One-third of the students have audio and afternoon testing, while half are allowed to use a

scribe, electronic spell checkers, and have the right to decline testing if they are not
feeling like they are in top form to take the test.
Figure 4.1

Additional Educational Background Information Survey Questions:

What do you feel are the pros and cons of working with a tutor?
Walt: I work good with tutors. All of them help a whole bunch. They help a lot!
Luke: None either way.
Tom: Working with tutors helps me to learn. It’s very positive.
Roy:

None, I haven’t worked with them yet.

What do you feel is the hardest aspect of preparing for the written GED test?
Walt: Actually being able to write the essay how it is suppose to be.
Luke: Taking the time out to study for the test and be ready.
Tom: Trying to verbally explain to my scribe what I’m trying to write. Also to get it
organized.”
Roy:

All areas are hard for me.

What do you feel is your strength in preparing for the written GED test?
Walt: The multiple choice section. Picture writing tests work a lot better for me, like on
the CASAS tests. It helps me to actually see what I’m writing about.
Luke: Organizing the outline.
Tom: I can come up with good ideas and detail to write about, even if it isn’t true.
Roy:

Just getting more practice in all areas of writing.
I also wanted to see how writing affects the students’ real life. In order to do this,

I used a Writing in Real Life Questionnaire (See Appendix A). I wanted to see how
students thought their lives were affected by their written language skills before they

passed the official writing GED test, and how their thoughts and opinions on this subject
would change after they passed the test. The results of the before and after Writing in
Real Life Questionnaire are as follows:
1.

Why do you want to become a better writer?/Do you feel you became a better

writer over the past term?
Walt: Well, I have grandkids that I want to help graduate from high school and go to
college…I’ve improved in my writing this term, because of all the hard work,
everyone’s help. All the pushing me to do the work.
Luke: I need to improve my writing because I want to be able to write a good letter
when needed. I also need to do this so when I get out of prison I can have a few
more open doors for me to get a better job. I also want to be able to write better
for myself, so I will feel good and confident when somebody else is reading my
writing in the near future… My writing improved because I practiced. I also had
help along the way. The tutors really helped me.
Tom: I want to write better so I can write letters to my family, do my reports at school
to pass my GED, and to be a better employee when I apply for a job…Learning to
use a scribe helped me to be a better writer and to pass my GED test.
Roy:

I want to be a better writer to just improve my ability to express myself in writing
and to help me get a better job and to better myself and my family…Yes, I have
more practice and help, but I did not pass my GED writing test this term.

2.

Think of the following areas of life: family, work, community, and self. Think

about how writing skills are applied to each area, then explain how and when you
use written language in each one of the areas. / Do you feel your ability to use

written language has improved or gotten easier for you over the past term?
Walt: Writing letters to my family that they can understand. Just getting started on a
letter to my family is hard for me. I tell family what I’m doing and I ask them
questions about what they’re doing and what’s been happening out there. My
work in here is fine, I like my job. The hours are good for school. I look forward
to going to class, it’s quiet and I can write better when there isn’t so much noise.
When I used to move furniture, I had to do inventory and write it down. I was also
a contractor and I had to write out the amount of trees we dug and the kind of
trees they were. The community I live in could be better. I have to write kytes for
everything, to get my foot measured, to get my shoe size, to get a new mattress. I
do a lot of writing in and out of school. I write kytes, fill out applications, write
notes to my kids, letters to family, and loan applications…Yes! My writing
letters has improved a great deal. It’s improved because of my spelling, I think.
Luke: Family, I need to have good hand writing and spelling to be able to write my
family when needed. I have a cousin that is deaf, so I want to talk to him. I need
to write on paper for him because I don’t know sign language. I need to have
good hand writing so I can be ready for the challenges my job will have for me.
Writing will come in handy in my community because if I’m not home I can leave
a note on my front door so my friends know where I have gone. Then I need to
have good hand writing in school so I can have good essays…Yes, now I can
write one of my friends and feel comfortable about my spelling and writing.

Tom: I leave messages on the refrigerator for my kids when I’ll be home. I can fill out a
job application or fill out an invoice when work needs to be done. I can write a
complaint to the city about mud in the road. It helps me write essays to pass my
GED…Yes, my abilities to write reports for school has improved since learning to
use a scribe.
Roy:

Writing skills help me to write down questions and answers or problems I am not
good at talking about sometimes, better at writing them down. I can write things
to help me do better at my job and get a better job to take care of my family.
Writing can help better myself and others in the community. It can help with my
education and others’…Yes, my writing was never that good and I have improved
a lot. I don’t use as many run-on sentences.

3.

Now think about how improving your writing skills could help you in these
same areas: family, work, community, and education.

Walt: I would write more to family and friends. I’d like to write some stories about
things I’ve done with family and friends, like fishing and hunting stories. I could
get an easier job, fill out a log book better. Now that I’m older I’d like to change
careers. I wouldn’t ask how to spell so many words from my neighbors if I could
spell better. I’d be able to write a lot faster. Since I started coming to education,
I’ve been spelling a lot better. I’ve learned to spell so much better in the three
years I’ve been in classes. It’s just amazing how much better I can spell!

Luke: Improving my writing can help me interact with my cousin that is deaf. It can
improve my work and job opportunities. If I wanted to have a garage sale, I
would need to have a good, neat sign to put up that the passing drivers can read.
It can also improve my school work in all ways.
Tom: I could write my family by myself. I can be a more independent worker. It would
help me write a more understandable letter. It will help me get my GED.
Roy:

Everything and anything.

4.

What is one area in your life that improving your written language skills this

term has helped you?
Walt: I can spell better and write letters better. My letters are more in a paragraph form
instead of just a bunch of words run together.
Luke: It is going to help me later on when I get a good job that requires good writing
skills. It will also help me write for the college classes that I plan to sign up for
next term.
Tom: It helped me to pass my GED!
Roy:

Be able to write better letters.
This pre/post questionnaire was used to obtain information from students that

show why they want to become better writers, how they see writing used in various areas
of their own lives, how their lives could be affected if they learn to write better and what
they feel was improved in their writing over the term. The survey showed how all
students felt there was an importance to learn better written language skills so they could
communicate better with others, obtain better jobs, and to obtain a GED or more
education. All four participants reported they felt an improvement in their written

language skills over the past term and that it was easier for them to write letters, and
stated their improved skills will help them obtain better jobs, improve in the one they are
already in, and to obtain their GED or more education.
Motivating Students to Learn Written Language
Next, I needed to obtain information that would help me answer the question of
what mini-lessons and strategies can I implement in my teaching that would motivate
students to learn the appropriate written language skills needed to pass the official GED
test. In order to gather this data, I chose to use a few different surveys and collections of
data. Students completed a Writing Attitude Survey (See Appendix B), and a Writer’s
Profile (See Appendix C), and listed some goals they wanted to accomplish in writing
during this term.
Students were instructed to complete a survey that expressed their personal
attitudes toward written language. The following table shows the results of this survey,
including student attitudes before the project began and after the project was completed.
Table 4.3

Writing Attitudes Survey Results for “I” Questions

I like writing stories-pre
I like writing stories-post
Writing is boring-pre
Writing is boring -post
I like to write in my spare time-pre
I like to write in my spare time-post
I enjoy writing letters-pre
I enjoy writing letters-post
I like writing at school-pre
I like writing at school-post
I like to share my writing w/others-pre
I like to share my writing w/others-post
I think I'm a good writer-pre
I think I'm a good writer-post

Never
25%
25%

25%
25%
50%
25%
25%
50%
25%

Sometimes
75%
75%
100%
100%
75%
50%
25%
25%
75%
75%
50%
75%
75%
75%

Always

25%
25%
50%
25%
25%
25%

It appears students attitudes about writing stories has remained consistent with the
majority (75%) stating they like to write sometimes and the other 25% reported never.
100% of the students held to the personal belief that writing is “boring.” There were
some improvements in the attitudes about writing in their spare time, as one person
increased their report to “always.” As for writing letters, in the pre-survey 50% reported
not liking to write letters, this changed in the post-survey when 50% said they did like to
write letters now. When asked how students liked writing in school, the majority of 75%
said “sometimes” was the preference and 25% said “never.” On the post-test for this
same question, the majority of 75% stating “sometimes” remained, but 25% moved to the
“always” category. Initially, students were split 50/50 between “never” and “always”
when asked to reply if they like to share their written work with others. This did show
improvement in attitudes on the post-survey, when 75% commented they liked to share
their writing “sometimes” and 25% stated they “always” like to share their writing.
Although the majority of writers stated they “sometimes” felt like they were good writers
on both the pre- and post-survey, the pre-survey had 25% stating they were “never” good
writers and that shifted over to 25% stating they “always” feel like a good writer in the
post-survey.

Table 4.4

Writing Attitudes Survey Results for “Before I Write”

Never Sometimes Always
BEFORE I WRITE I...........
Think about purpose and audience-pre

50%

25%

Think about purpose and audience-post
Use topics that speak to the reader and is interesting-pre

75%
75%

25%
25%

Use topics that speak to the reader & is interesting-post

75%

25%

Plan and organize information before I begin to write-pre
Plan and organize information before I begin to write-post

25%

25%

75%
25%

75%

When asked to categorize what they do before they write, students remained
constant on the pre-and post-surveys (75% sometimes / 25% always) with the belief that
they use topics that speak to the reader and are interesting. Twenty-five percent of the
writers moved out of the pre-survey “never” category and into the “sometimes” category
when asked if they think about purpose and audience on the post-survey. The post-survey
results also showed that 75% of the students felt they “always” plan and organize
information before beginning to write, where in the pre-survey 25% stated they “never”
do this and 75% claimed to “sometimes” do this. Overall, two of the survey categories
improved and one remained constant. The post-survey showed improvement in attitudes
and the removal of replies in the “never” category.

Table 4.5

Writing Attitudes Survey Results for “When I Write”
Never Sometimes Always

When I Write I.....
Write an intro to grab the reader's attention-pre
Write an intro to grab the reader's attention-post
Use clear, interesting, grammatically correct writing-pre
Use clear, interesting, grammatically correct writing-post
Write a conclusion that ties main ideas together-pre
Write a conclusion that ties main ideas together-post
Use rubrics and check sheets to edit-pre
Use rubrics and check sheets to edit-post
Like to use rubrics and check sheets to edit-pre
Like to use rubrics and check sheets to edit-post

25%
25%

50%
75%
75%

25%
25%

75%
25%

100%
25%
75%

50%

50%

50%

50%

100%
100%

The results of the “When I Write” portion of the attitude survey portrayed all preand post-surveys as having improved attitudes in all categories. Once again, the presurveys which showed attitudes in the “never” categories, such as writing an introduction
to grab the reader’s attention, using clear and grammatically correct writing, and the use
of rubrics to edit all showed a change of these attitudes on the post-survey. The most
dramatic change in attitudes came with the fact that 100% of the students did not use or
like rubrics and check sheets. After the post-survey, these same students were split 50/50
with “sometimes” and “always” using rubrics to edit their papers and also liking to use
them. All students felt they had improved their writing skills from “never” and
“sometimes” using clear, interesting, grammatically correct writing to “always” feeling
they performed this task.
I needed to identify what type of writer each student was so I could begin to look
at what strategies, mini-lessons, and plans I would need to incorporate into teaching
writing skills to this group. In order to do this, I used a Writer’s Profile Survey (See
Appendix C). The results of this survey are reported below in fraction form as to what
fraction of students responded accordingly:

Figure 4.2

Writer’s Profile Survey
Always

Sometimes

Never

1.

I like to make a list of ideas before I write. ___

100%

___

2.

I like to talk about my ideas with another
person before I write.

50%

___

50%

3.

I like to use graphic organizers to pre-write. ___

25%

25%

4.

Drawing pictures helps me get idea to write
about.
50%

50%

___

I like to write about things that have happened
to me.
50%

50%

___

I write my story from beginning to end,
then I go back and revise or make changes. ___

50%

50%

It helps when someone reads my written
work aloud before I make revisions.

75%

___

25%

I understand my first and final versions
might be very different.

100%

___

___

9.

I like others to see or hear what I wrote

___

75%

25%

10.

I like to have others tell me what they like
or don’t like about my writing.

100%

___

___

Do you understand how the GED essay
Test is scored?

25%

___

75%

5.

6.

7.

8.

11.

When asked how they liked to write, students responded:
All four students responded that they like to have a quiet environment when they are in
the process of writing. Three stated they like to take their time and write slowly, while
only one stated he liked to write quickly.
Students were asked to complete the statement “What I like about my writing is”
and they replied:
Walt: I like to write stories about things I’ve done, but I need to spell better.

Luke: I understand how to organize an essay.
Tom: Is to be able to see my thoughts on paper and to be able to acknowledge my ability
to put a story on paper. The more I write the better I can see my writing turning
out.
Roy:

It’s what comes from inside of me. Things only I know about and like to share
with others. It’s my insight on things I write about and hope to learn from my
mistakes. It allows me to get better at writing things down and give examples of
it to others. That’s what I like about my writing.

When asked to List THREE goals in writing that students would like to work
toward this term, their answers were:
Walt: To write so I can stay on topic, I need to learn how not to make run-on sentences,
and learn how to write a good essay.
Luke: I want to get better handwriting, better spelling, and be able to write longer letters
with better punctuation.
Tom: Learning how to communicate with my scribe to be a better writer, to be a better
essay writer to get my GED, and to better communicate with my family through
written letters.
Roy: Spelling, organizing, and revising.
The Writer’s Profile Survey allowed students to respond about the way they write
and what their preferences are when engaged in tasks that require writing. All four
students stated they “sometimes” make lists of ideas before they begin to write. Two
stated they “always” like to talk and discuss their ideas before they write, while the other
two only “sometimes” like to do this. No student claimed to “never” like writing about
things they have learned, nor about things that have happened to them. All responses
were split between the “always” and “sometimes” categories when it came to personal

experiences. Three out of the four students claimed to “always” like having someone else
read what they’ve written before they make changes and only one student didn’t like to
have another person see or hear what he wrote. All four did claim to like knowing what
others thought about their writing when it was complete.
It became very evident that three of the four students did not completely
understand how the GED essay would be scored. They had a general idea about its
organization, but had not seen an actual scoring rubric. After reviewing the scoring rubric
for the official GED essay test, students gained a better sense of what was needed in each
category, in order to pass.
Mini-lessons, rubrics, check sheets, and individualized instruction were
implemented into daily lessons. Students practiced various strategies and then were asked
to place them in order from the most useful to the least useful in their learning of the
writing process. The results of this questionnaire are as follows:
Table 4.6

Most Effective Strategies, Mini-Lessons, Rubrics, and Check Sheets

Individualized Instruction
Working with a Tutor
Official Accommodations on GED
Scoring Rubrics
Check Sheets
Reading Written Product Aloud
Pre-Writing & Mapping or Graphic Organizers
Picture Writing
The 5 W's
Journals

Rank Most Effective to Least Effective
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
4
5
6

Results of this questionnaire showed that students in this study preferred to have
more individualized instruction and to have access to the help of a tutor. They also
believed that having official GED accommodations, which are only approved if there is a

documented learning, health, or mental health disability, are important for them to
perform written language skills more adequately. Scoring rubrics, check sheets, and
reading or having the written work read aloud all equally showed to be the second most
important aspect of these students learning how to use written language.
Pre-writing was placed third, picture writing was placed fourth, and the use of journaling
for practice and ideas placed last or the least important.
Engaging Peer Tutors In Helping Students Improve
Their Writing Skills and Attitudes Towards Writing
How can I engage peer tutors in helping my students improve their writing skills
and attitudes toward writing, was my final question to examine. I began this process with
tutors in a similar survey format as was used with the students. I knew I needed to have
some background information as to the education and learning styles of the tutors, in
order to match them with the appropriate students. Table 4.7 provides information into
the educational background of each tutor.
Table 4.7

Tutor Education Background

Bob
# of Years Attended Public School
8
# of Youth Authority Schools Attended
5
Did You Receive a H.S. Diploma or GED
GED
If You have a GED Was it Obtained in Prison
yes
Have you completed any college level work
yes
In Prison or in the Community
Prison
Do you have a completed college degree
16credits
How many months have you been a tutor
12
What classes have you tutored for
ESL
ABE
GED
L. Lab
Reading
Did you attend tutor training
yes

Pat
12
0
GED
no
yes
Comm
12credits
24
ESL
ABE
Reading
L. Lab
yes

Mike
12
0
Diploma
yes
Prison
3credits
12
ESL
ABE
GED
L. Lab
Pre. GED
yes

Will
11
0
GED
no
yes
Comm
30credits
9
ABE
L. Lab

yes

In table 4.7 on the previous page, the abbreviation L.Lab represents Learning Lab
and Comm is an abbreviation for community.
After collecting educational background data, it showed that three of the four
tutors were recipients of GED’s, with one of those being obtained within the prison
setting. Only one of the tutors had earned a high school diploma. All tutors have
completed college level work and have obtained between 3 to 30 credits. Two of the
tutors have obtained these credits within the prison system and two have obtained the
credits when they were out in the community. Tutors have worked in education classes
for 9, 12, and 24 months. It also appears that they have experience tutoring in a variety of
classes such as ESL, Pre-GED, GED, ABE, Reading, and the Learning Lab. All tutors
have already attended tutor training in this correctional facility, which consisted of the
following topics: rules, jobs of the tutor, good teacher/bad teacher, learning styles,
teaching styles, disabilities, cultural differences, Math, ESL, Writing/spelling, Reading,
Fat City Video, scenarios, and practice tutoring with a questions panel. This gives tutors
a broad view of what they could, should, and might encounter in the classroom.
Tutors were also asked some additional questions about their thoughts and beliefs
of what students need in order to pass the writing GED test. Their responses are summed
up on the next table.
Table 4.8

Tutor Beliefs about Writing Needs for Students

What do students need most to Pass the GED...
grammar
punctuation
spelling
editing
organizing a 5 paragraph essay

Bob

Pat

Mike

Will

3
4
5
2
1

3
4
5
2
1

2
3
5
4
1

2
3
5
4
1

The chart for table 4.8 uses a number spread of importance with 1 being most
important and 5 being the least important. The data in this table shows that all tutors were
in agreement with the idea that it was most important for students to learn how to
organize a 5 paragraph essay. Editing, punctuation and grammar were all in competition
for being the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th in line of importance, while spelling was the one item that
tutors thought to be the least important.
Tutors were also given the Writer’s Profile Survey. This way I could discover
what type of writer each tutor was and try to match them with the appropriate student.
Figure 4.3

Writer’s Profile Survey for Tutors
Always

Sometimes

Never

1.

I like to make a list of ideas before I write. 50%

50%

___

2.

I like to talk about my ideas with another
person before I write.

100%

___

___

3.

I like to use graphic organizers to pre-write. 50%

50%

___

4.

Drawing pictures helps me get idea to write
about.
___

50%

50%

I like to write about things that have happened
to me.
75%

25%

___

I write my story from beginning to end,
then I go back and revise or make changes. 75%

25%

___

It helps when someone reads my written
work aloud before I make revisions.

75%

25%

___

I understand my first and final versions
might be very different.

100%

___

___

9.

I like others to see or hear what I wrote

___

100%

___

10.

I like to have others tell me what they like

5.

6.

7.

8.

11.

or don’t like about my writing.

100%

___

___

Do you understand how the GED essay
Test is scored?

100%

___

___

The results of this Writer’s Profile allowed me to match up tutors and students
based on their similar likes and dislikes about writing. It became apparent I needed to
math them up as exhibited below:
Tutor Will / Student Roy
Tutor Mike / Student Luke
Tutor Pat / Student Tom
Tutor Bob / Student Walt
Tutors and students were involved in the learning process together. I gave
instruction and pre-taught strategies, ideas, mini-lessons to tutors and then to the students.
This allowed tutors to have a complete understanding of the process and techniques I
implemented for students to learn. I then gave tutors the same survey for Effective
Strategies, Mini-Lessons, Rubrics, and Check Sheets as the students completed. I wanted
to have a record of what tutors felt were the most important when ranked from most
effective to least effective. Results are shown in table 4.9.

Table 4.9

Effective Strategies, Mini-Lessons, Rubrics, and Check Sheets

Individualized Instruction
Official Accommodations on GED
Pre-Writing & Mapping or Graphic Organizers
Check Sheets
Scoring Rubrics
Reading Written Product Aloud
Working with a tutor
Picture Writing
The 5 W's
Journals

Rank Most Effective to Least Effective
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
5
6

Tutors ranked individual instruction and official accommodations on the GED test
and being their most effectively used items. Ranked second of importance was prewriting, mapping, and graphic organizers, check sheets and rubrics. Working with a tutor
and reading the final written product aloud placed in the third rank. Once again, picture
writing, the 5 W’s and journals also ranked consecutively at the bottom for importance
when it came to teaching written language to incarcerated males.

Tutors were given a survey to identify what they felt their tutor knowledge and
engagement expectations were prior to taking part in the study. Results of this survey are
shown in Table 4.10.
Table 4.10

Tutor Expectations and Engagement Pre/Post Survey Results
Bob

Pat

Mike

Will

Are you willing to work one-on-one with a student?

yes

yes

yes

yes

Do you understand the process to write a 5paragraph essay?

yes

yes

yes

yes

U/Yes

yes

yes

U/Yes

yes U/Yes

U/Yes

Do you understand how the GED essay is scored?
Do you know how to use the GED essay scoring rubric?

no/Yes

Place an X near the itmes you know how to locate and use within the classroom
Graphic Organizer

x

x

x

*/x

Essay Prompts

x

x

x

*/x

GED Writing Books

x

x

x

x

Writing Rules/Guidelines Quick Books

x

x

x

*/x

Transition Words Help Sheets

x

x

*/x

*/x

GED Scoring Rubric

*/x

x

x

*/x

Other Writing Rubrics

*/x

*/x

*/x

*/x

Editing Tools

*/x

x

x

*/x

U = unsure, Pre/Post only those items showing a change will contain a pre/post answer,
*/x = Pre survey student didn’t know how to locate and use, post survey they did

The first half of this table shows that all four tutors are willing to work
individually with one student and that they feel they all understand what is involved in
the process of writing a 5 paragraph essay, required on the official GED test. Only two
tutors, Pat and Mike, feel they clearly understand how the GED essay is scored, the other
two stated they were “unsure” if they knew exactly what the scoring criteria was. When
asked if tutors knew how to use the GED scoring rubric appropriately, Pat was the only

one to feel confident in using the rubric, while Mike and Will were unsure, and Bob
stated he did not know how to use the rubric. Three out of four tutors stated they knew
where to find and how to use graphic organizers, essay prompts, GED Practice Books,
and Writer’s Rules/Quick Guides. Two our of four tutors, or 50%, stated they could
locate and appropriate use transition words help sheets, the official GED writing rubric
and editing tools. None of the tutors were aware of how to find or use any other writing
rubrics within the classroom.
Post survey results show that all tutors understood how the GED essay was
scored, how to use the GED scoring rubric to assess written essays, and where to locate
and how to implement all items listed on the survey.
Table 4.11 Continued Tutor Expectations and Engagement Continued
Place an X next to each item you feel is important for a tutor to
do or portray

Bob

Pat

Mike

Will

x

x

x

x

Show Authority
Establish Rapport
Act As the Instructor

x

x

Be Willing and Open to Learn New Ideas & Strategies

x

x

x

x

Answer Questions

x

x

x

x

Admit if You Don't Know the Answer

x

Give Praise

x

x

x

x

Help Build Student Confidence

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Discuss Material and Strategies with Instructor Prior to
Teaching
Communicate with the Instructor

x

Maintain Records and Data

x

Have Patients

x

This continued portion of Table 4.11 indicates that tutors all agree they should
have patience, establish rapport, communicate with the instructor, give praise, answer
questions, help build student confidence, and be willing to learn new ideas and strategies.

None of the tutors believed they should act in an authoritarian manner and only one tutor
thought they should admit it if there was something they didn’t know and that it was
important to maintain records and data. Two out of the four tutors felt they should
discuss materials and instruction prior to working with students, and that they should
work as if they were the instructor.
The final survey I introduced in this study was a Tutor/Student Reaction Survey.
This was given because I wanted to see how tutors and students felt they worked together
in learning the content being taught. Did both the tutor and students react to working with
one another in the same way and did they each feel the interactions were appropriate to
learning how to write essays? The results of this survey are displayed in figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4 Student/Tutor Reaction Survey

The student/tutor reaction tables show that all students and tutors felt they were
compatible, the tutors had good content knowledge, there was open communication
during the learning process, tutors were able to answer questions or direct the student
how to find an answer, confidentiality about students was maintained, and a positive
learning environment was created. Two of the students did not feel they learned all the
content knowledge they should have in order to pass the official GED writing assessment,
although only one tutor reported this about the student with whom he worked. In
addition, two students claimed they felt as if they didn’t perform to the best of their
abilities during the 2008 spring term. On the contrary, no tutor reported feeling as if the

student he worked with did not perform up to their best ability during the term.
In conclusion, this study involved students in DOC custody within the age range
of 20 to 51 years old that have 8 months to 4 years left to serve in the facility. Each
student attended an average of 9 years in public school and an average of 4 years
education in a DOC facility. I have reported the findings of this study which relate
directly to each of the research questions I had.
The first question concerned how increased literacy would affect daily life for
inmates in and out of DOC custody and how best to teach the written language process to
them. The data shows that two of the students participating were assessed to be working
at the GED equivalent level for math and reading, while the other two were assessed to
be working at the GED level for reading, but the ABE (Adult Basic Education) level for
math. Three out of four students in this study only had one final subtest of the official
GED test left to complete, the written language portion. Two students attempted the test
one time and passed, one student attempted the test twice and did not pass, and the final
student did not achieve the appropriate score on a practice test in order to take the official
GED writing test. Only two out of the four students had pre/post functional writing scores
and both students improved their scores by 16 - 23 points.
All four students are approved to use official GED testing accommodations for
extra time, frequent breaks, the use of a private room to test in, and some additional
items. Two students are approved to use a scribe to write their essay during the test.
Students stated various aspects of the writing process that were hard for them, some of
which included organization, taking time out to study and practice, and learning how to
verbalize the content so a scribe can write it down correctly.

The ability to communicate in written language is a need stated by all four
students. This is due to the fact that most communication within the DOC institution is
dependent upon writing kites for the inmates’ wants, needs, and questions. The same
holds true for inmates who communicate with friends and relatives who live outside the
DOC facility; their main form of interaction is through letters. Results of the study also
showed students felt they would have access to higher education and/or better jobs if their
written language skills improved, along with obtaining a GED.
All students stated they felt writing was boring and maintained this belief to the
end of the study. Writing attitudes did show improvement in that more students liked to
write letters, write in school, and share their written work more at the end of the study.
Post attitude survey results also show that all students felt they “always” plan and
organize information before beginning to write. This post survey showed improvement in
attitudes and the removal of replies in the “never” category. Similar results appear for the
“When I write” surveys. This portion of the attitudes survey revealed all pre/post surveys
included improved attitudes in all categories.
My second question related to what mini-lessons and strategies I could implement
in my teaching that would motivate students to learn the appropriate written language
skills needed to pass the official GED test. The Writer’s Profile Survey drew attention to
the fact that three of the four student writers did not completely understand how the GED
essay would be scored. They had a general idea as to the organization of the essay, but
had never seen the actual scoring rubric. After reviewing the scoring rubric and learning
how to assess their own writing, students were more confident in understanding what is
needed to pass the test. Students preferred receiving more individualized instruction and

having access to the help of a tutor. They also believed that official GED testing
accommodations are of great value to their success, due to personal reasons such as
disabilities based on mental and/or physical health issues, medications that inhibit
processing speed, or basic learning disabilities. Scoring rubrics, check sheets, and reading
or having written work read aloud were all reported as being second most important to
learning written language. Picture writing and journaling strategies were determined to be
the least helpful in learning to write essays.

Finally, I needed to answer the question concerning how to engage peer tutors in
helping my students improve their writing skills and attitudes toward writing. I began this
process in a similar format of gathering information as with the students. I recorded
background information as to the education and learning styles of tutors in order to match
them with the appropriate tutee. This data shows that three of the four tutors were
recipients of GED’s, with only one of them being earned within a prison facility. All
tutors in the study have completed from 3 to 30 college course work credits, two tutors
obtaining these within the prison system and two obtaining these outside of the prison
system. The four tutors have worked in education classes for 9 to 24 months, with
experience in a variety of ESL, Pre-GED, GED, ABE, and Learning Lab classes. When
asked to respond, all tutors were in agreement with the idea that it was most important for
students to learn how to organize a 5 paragraph essay. Editing, punctuation and grammar
were all in competition for being the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th in line of importance, while spelling
was the one item that tutors thought to be the least important.
A “Writer’s Profile” was provided to each tutor who was then requested to state
their likes and dislikes about writing. These profiles helped me to match students and
tutors who had similar profiles. Tutors and students worked together in the learning
process. I gave instruction and pre-taught content, strategies, ideas and mini-lessons to
tutors and then turned the focus on the student. This was when tutors began working
individually with students.
I also wanted to identify what strategies, mini-lessons, rubrics and check sheets
tutors felt were most important, just as I had questioned students. Tutors ranked
individual instruction and official accommodations on the GED test as being their most

effectively used items. Ranked second of importance was pre-writing, mapping, and
graphic organizers, check sheets and rubrics. Working with a tutor and reading the final
written product aloud placed in the third rank. Once again, picture writing, the 5 W’s and
journals also ranked consecutively at the bottom for importance when it came to tutors
facilitating written language to incarcerated males.
Tutors were given a survey to identify what they felt their tutor knowledge and
engagement expectations were prior to taking part in the study. All four tutors were
willing to work individually with one student and they felt as if they understand what is
involved in the process of writing a 5 paragraph essay, required for the official GED test.
Only two tutors felt they clearly understood how the GED essay is scored; the other two
stated they were “unsure” if they knew exactly what the scoring criteria were. When
asked if tutors knew how to use the GED scoring rubric appropriately, only one was
confident in using the rubric, while two tutors were unsure, and one stated he did not
know how to use the rubric at all. Three out of four tutors stated they knew where to find
and how to use graphic organizers, essay prompts, GED Practice Books, and Writer’s
Rules/Quick Guides. Half of the tutors stated they could locate and appropriate use
transition words help sheets, the official GED writing rubric and editing tools. None of
the tutors were aware of how to find or use writing rubrics within the classroom, other
than those named above. Post survey results were positive showing that all tutors learned
and now understood how the GED essay was scored, how to use the GED scoring rubric
to assess written essays, and where to locate and how to implement all items listed on the
survey.

Further probing indicated that tutors all agreed they should have patience,
establish rapport, communicate with the instructor, give praise, answer questions, help
build student confidence and be willing to learn new ideas and strategies. None of the
tutors believed they should take on an authoritarian role and only one tutor thought he
should admit it if there was something he didn’t know and that it was important to
maintain records and data. Two out of the four tutors felt they should discuss materials
and instruction prior to working with students, and that they should work as if they were
the instructor.
The final survey I introduced in this study was a Tutor/Student Reaction Survey.
This was given because I wanted to see how tutors and students felt they worked together
in learning the content being taught. Did both the tutor and students react to working with
one another in the same way and did they each feel the interactions were appropriate to
learning how to write essays? The student/tutor reaction questionnaires show 100% of
students and tutors felt they were compatible, the tutors had good content knowledge,
there was open communication during the learning process, tutors were able to answer
questions or direct the student how to find the answer, confidentiality about students was
maintained and a positive learning environment was created. Two of the students did not
feel as if they learned all the content knowledge they should have in order to pass the
official GED writing assessment, although only one tutor reported this about the student
he worked with. In addition, two students claimed they felt as if they didn’t perform to
the best of their abilities during the 2008 spring term. On the contrary, no tutor reported
feeling as if the student he worked with did not perform up to his best ability during the
term.

CHAPTER 5-SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND RECOMMENDATION
Summary
The purpose of this research study was to increase literacy skills of incarcerated
students in order to prepare them to obtain a General Education Diploma (GED). I
focused on written language skills, since much success in life, both inside and outside of
prison, can be dependent upon this literacy component. I felt it was important to look into
the written language segment of the GED test because many incarcerated students
struggle with successful completion of the written language essay portion. These
struggles often rise from the Department of Corrections (DOC) setting in which they live,
socio-economic issues, prior educational backgrounds, life experiences, mental health
status, and learning abilities.
This research led me to analyze what teaching strategies could help incarcerated
students become more literate in written language. By learning how to communicate
through written language, and applying these skills to real-life tasks, inmates will have
more opportunities available to them. They will be able to access more jobs, obtain
higher education, function more successful in society and within DOC settings, and
achieving personal goals. Educated, literate prisoners are more likely to have a lower
recidivism rate. This means they are less likely to return to the prison systems and more
likely to lead productive and more positive lifestyles.
The beginning stages of this research where motivated by a variety of questions
that focused on how best to teach written language to incarcerated students so they will
become independent, successful writers. This study focused on the following three
questions:

How will increased literacy affect daily life for inmates in and out of DOC

1.

custody and how can I teach the written language process to incarcerated
students participating in the Oregon Department of Corrections Education
program?
2.

What mini-lessons and strategies can I implement in my teaching that will
motivate students to learn the appropriate written language skills needed to pass
the official GED test?

3.

How can I engage peer tutors in helping my students improve their writing skills
and attitudes toward writing?

These questions provided a format and guide to organizing the research and development
of the research and tools needed to complete this thesis.
The basic outline of the study was then broken into five phases which directed the
flow of procedures, guidelines, information, instruction, and synthesis of information.
The basic outline is as follows:
Phase I:
•

Found out what students have to pass the official written language GED test

•

Obtained CASAS scores, official GED test scores, test averages, and written
language practice test scores if any.

•

Introduced and explained study proposal to students and tutors in the education
program. Ask for volunteers.

•

Provided written disclosure and explanations to those requesting to be
participants. All subjects involved in the study received a letter explaining the
study, procedures, purpose, expectations, and possible outcomes.

•

Asked volunteer participants to take part in the study after they had received
written disclosure about the study and given their consent to be involved.

•

Scheduled these students and tutors into one class time that best met their needs.

Phase II
•

Identified expected tutor engagement activities

•

Collected background education information for students and tutors

•

Assessed student writing levels at the beginning of study, collected measurable
scores including CASAS, holistic writing assessments, and written language
practice test scores.

•

Delivered a writing attitude survey to students. (pre)

•

Delivered a writers profile survey to tutors and students (pre)

•

Matched students and tutors to work together by pairing similar learning
styles, similarities, and/or working relationships.

•

Reviewed tutor strategies and expectations of working with students

Phase III
•

Began writing instruction collaboration of the teacher and tutors

•

Implemented strategies, mini lessons, rubrics, collaboration, peer editing, etc.

•

Helped students make real-life or personal connections with writing

•

Collected data (rubrics used, work samples of pre-writing strategies, graphic
organizers, drafts of essays beginning to end that show edits and revisions,
pre/post writing assessments, scored essays, journal reflections, CASAS tests,
GED predictives and correlations of items that need to be focused on)

Phase IV
•

Delivered writing attitude survey to students (post)

•

Delivered a writer’s profile survey to tutors and students (post)

•

Assessed student writing levels at the end of the study, collected measurable
scores (CASAS tests, GED predictive and official test scores, holistically scores
essays)

•

Students and tutors answered questionnaires pertaining to how they viewed the
student/tutor instructional process

Phase V
•

Combined and reviewed all data and questionnaires collected (pre and post)

•

Αanalyzed student and tutor responses to instruction relative to similarities,
differences, problems, strengths.

•

Identified tutor engagement in activities expectations (post). Compared,
contrasted, and analyzed with pre-tutor engagement in activities. What changed
over time during the study?

•

Αssessed pre and post student attitude surveys to analyze. Was there a change in
attitude toward writing from the beginning to end of study? How so and what?

•

The teacher reflected upon what she did, what worked, how students responded to
instruction, ways in which writing did or did not improve.

Once all phases were complete, information was analyzed in order to draw inferences and
conclusions about what the data portrayed to me. These inferences and conclusions
relative to each question I had will be discussed throughout this chapter.

Question 1
How will increased literacy affect daily life for inmates in and out of DOC custody and
how can I teach the written language process to incarcerated students participating in
the Oregon Department of Corrections Education program?
This was the original question that I used to format this thesis on. After
completing the study and doing an analysis of data and findings, I came to the conclusion
that this question was not worded in a way that portrayed the true questions I was trying
to answer. I decided the best way to express the results of this study would be if I broke
the original question into two parts and labeled them Question 1A and Question 1B.
Question 1A was originally, “How can I teach the written language process to
incarcerated students participating in the Oregon Department of Corrections Education
program?” The way this question was written is misleading because what I was really
trying to find was the important factors to consider when teaching incarcerated males.
The way I would reword Question 1A to appropriately display data and findings of this
research would be “What are the important factors to consider when teaching written
language to incarcerated males?” Question 1B will remain the original question that
asks, “How will increased literacy affect daily life for inmates in and out of DOC
custody?” Now I will explain results of the thesis as they apply to the newly stated
Questions 1A and 1B.
Question 1A
What are the important factors to consider when teaching written language to
incarcerated males?

Results of data analysis show there are critical factors to consider when designing a
written language curriculum to teach incarcerated males. The most apparent factors
appear to be:
•

Student class/level placement

•

Prior education experiences and background

•

Assessment choice and availability

•

The use of individualized instruction

•

Student value and desire in learning to use written language

•

Student motivation

•

Student self-confidence
After organizing data and evaluating all of the information I gathered pertaining

to the critical factors listed above, this is what I found: Out of all four participants, only
two were assessed to be working at a “true” GED level, although all four were placed
into GED classes. For example, Roy, one of the students in this research has been placed
into a GED level class even though he does not have assessment criteria to place him in
that level. He is also the only student within this study who had two GED tests left to
pass, those being writing and math. Roy did not obtain a high enough practice test score
in written language to take the official GED test, but he did show gains in knowledge,
improved writing, self confidence, and self-reported improvement. The question that I
had to ask myself here is why do we use only a math and reading score to place students
into a particular level of class? I do not think these scores are feasible to use for
placement of students who have only written language skills to work on. They are
expected to work efficiently in a class placement that may not be appropriate for their

ability level. It appears the system just assumes the students will be able to write at the
GED level if they have scores in reading and math which dictate such placement.
Students can be misplaced into an educational setting that is not conducive to their actual
ability to learn and apply written language.
DOC education at this facility does attempt to assess written language skills
through the use of functional writing assessments, but there is not currently a routine
process for each student at this time. As far as I can gather, the reason for the lack of
routine assessment for placement and progress is due to a change in staff, which resulted
in a lack of professionals who could score these items. The functional writing assessment
is a tool that shows progress or regress in written language. In the case of two students in
this research, it showed great improvement in the writing skills for both men. The two
men’s scores were similar in the pre/post tests, it could be assumed both would pass, but
only one of the two were successful with the official writing test. It became apparent that
other factors could be imposing negative results on official writing GED test scores for
the participant who didn‘t pass. It is possible the functional writing assessment and GED
essay are not written and scored using the same rubric or outline.
Additionally, it appears that the amount of time spent in public school education
does not dictate how quickly, or at what rate, students in DOC education will learn. Three
of the men had 9 years in public schools and one man had 8. By looking at the collection
of data for the number of teachers a student has had in DOC education, I found students
with the most hours of DOC education are subjected to a greater number of teachers and
teaching styles. These are also the students who did not pass their official writing GED
test. The other two students, who did pass, had the least amount of time in education and

an average of 1/3 less teachers who taught them. I interpret these findings to show that it
is more beneficial for students to focus on one single topic and have a minimal number of
teachers working with them to further their education. This is relevant to the question of
“how can I teach the written language process to incarcerated students in DOC education
programs” because it shows the students who were taught under a smaller number of
teachers were more successful. They were not exposed to more teachers and varieties of
teaching. This is important to keep in mind when scheduling students into classes, as we
should try to keep them in the same class each term, or keep the number of teacher’s a
student has to a minimal. Allowing a student to stay in a class with the same teacher is
more conducive to student learning. Students can continue to work on skills without the
disruption of a teacher change which then requires additional time for the teacher to learn
the student’s education levels and needs.
The use of individualized instruction is also important to student success in
correctional education programs. This thesis project allowed me the opportunity to assess
and follow the progress of individual participants. Students could be taught through the
use of individual instruction that was appropriate to their own weaknesses and strengths.
Although class mini-lessons and reviews were used, students were provided additional
instruction, from teachers and tutors, in the areas in which they needed to make
improvement. Students appreciated this form of instruction and commented on how
valuable this was to their learning. It was valuable for students to feel as if their learning
needs were being addressed on an individual level, instead of an all class participation
level.

Surveys and student input led to the deduction that all students could see the value
in having good written language skills. All students viewed written language skills as a
valuable asset to their daily lives. All four students showed a desire to improve writing
skills to communicate within the DOC facility, to write letters to family and friends,
within the education setting, to obtain better jobs, and for their own personal use. This
documented desire to improve is interpreted as being the motivator for students to
identify areas of strengths and weaknesses in their own writing. This desire to improve
writing also led to students who were willing and open to practice and share their
personal writing alone and/or with a tutor or teacher. Student motivation produced
improved writing skills that showed better organization, improved spelling, use of
officially approved testing accommodations, and attainment of the General Education
Diploma. When students were questioned about their ability to communicate through
written language, or were required to perform written tasks they showed improved selfconfidence. Improved self-confidence in student writing skills was found to be a result of
improved writing skills over the term.
My final conclusion for this section is that educational background, number of
years in DOC classes, the number of teachers a student has been exposed to, skill
assessment, individualized instruction, class level placement, student identification for
real-life writing applications, and student motivation for improvement are all critical
factors to consider when teaching written language to incarcerated male students.
Question 1B
How will increased written literacy affect daily life for inmates in and out of DOC
custody?

Increased written literacy has shown to have a positive effect on the daily life of
each and every one of the participants in this study. All students report they felt more
confident in using kites to communicate within the DOC community and in letters sent to
family and friends. They are able to address the kite appropriately and write an organized
letter that communicates their needs, wants, questions, or concerns. For instance, one
student commented, “I know I can write to my counselor and ask the questions I have,
and know that he will be able to read it and understand what I’m saying. That’s the only
way things get answered or done around here is through writing a kite.” Another student
stated, “I can write to my family and tell them things and they will be able to read and
understand it.” Daily life in the prison setting is dependent upon being able to read and
write. Verbal communication is minimal, other than inmate to inmate’s casual
conversation, having the ability to write clear sentences that expresses exactly what the
inmate wants is key to surviving daily life. Communication with family and friends,
outside of the prison is also based predominately on written letters. Students stressed how
letters are sometimes the only way they can correspond with spouses, children, extended
family, and friends. The improved writing skills, which students gained over the term,
left them feeling more proud of the way they could write letters. As one student stated,
“my kids will be able to read my letters and see that I can write good now. I can be a role
model and tell them they need to go to school to learn and not do like I did.”
The two men who obtained their GED’s were excited to know they now have the
option to obtain better jobs, in DOC facilities and out on the streets. Their ability to make
better wages is apparent and they value the fact that this is an option for them now. They
can also enroll to take college level courses and feel confident in their ability to perform

the written tasks required, as most college courses require completion through distance
education. Distance education courses are predominately accomplished through written
correspondence, as inmates are not allowed to enroll in college courses online.
Question 2
What mini-lessons and strategies can I implement in my teaching that will motivate
students to learn the appropriate written language skills needed to pass the official GED
test?
In review of this question and the data collected, Mini-lessons, rubrics, check
sheets, and individualized instruction provided through the collaboration of tutors and
myself led to a change in student writing attitudes. Students in this study show a positive
influence on learning written language skills through the use of individualized instruction
facilitated through the combination of personal tutors and a licensed instructor. Minilessons that were provided on an individual and classroom basis that were valuable to
teaching students written language are as follows: spelling, grammar, sentence structure,
nouns, verbs, organization, essay outlines, graphic organizers, pre-writing, editing,
revising, how to use a thesaurus and/or electronic spellchecker. The most helpful
resources for developing or providing materials to practice these skills and complete the
mini lessons were edhelper (online resource), Steck-Vaughn GED Skill Books, and
Scholastic and/or other reproducible graphic organizers.
I found all participants to remain constant with the fact that 25% of them “never”
like writing stories and 75% only “sometimes” like to write stories. All 100% of
participants kept a constant belief that writing was “boring,” but their overall attitude
about written language, was improved in all other survey questions. When asked about

personal feelings toward writing, there was no decline in attitudes for any category
pertaining to students’ likes of writing in spare their time, writing letters to friends and
family, using writing at school, sharing their writing with others, or believing they are
good writers. These categories all showed a 25-50% decline of “never” responses and an
improvement of 25%-50% in the “sometimes” and “always” options.
The same holds true for student responses about what they do before they begin to
write. All pre-survey responses of “never” were removed and transferred to the
“sometimes” and “always” categories. Writers appear to be thinking about purpose and
audience, using topics that speak to the reader, and think writing is interesting, while 25%
“sometimes” and 75% “always” use a plan and organize information before they begin to
write. In concurrence with these findings, similar results arise in the attitudes of student
responses for what takes place when they write. Once again, the pre-surveys which
showed attitudes in the “never” categories, such as writing an introduction to grab the
reader’s attention, using clear and grammatically correct writing, and the use of rubrics to
edit all showed a change of these attitudes on the post-survey. All students felt they had
improved their writing skills from “never” and “sometimes” using clear, interesting,
grammatically correct writing to “always” feeling they performed this task. The
appearance of a change in attitudes about writing show that participants gained
knowledge and greater comfort in the process, results, and technical aspects of written
language. Students praised individualized instruction and rubrics and checklists as being
key to written language improvement.
Results led me to believe that providing students with appropriate knowledge,
tools and strategies to conquer everyday writing tasks, and the written portion of their

GED test, leads to improved attitudes, confidence and student motivation. Educating
students to become self-regulated writers through the engagement of checklists and
rubrics will not hinder their ability and attitudes to write. Instead, improved attitudes and
skills will lead students to having a general “plan of attack” when constructing written
compositions. If students do not know the general requirements of the GED essay and
have never understood what they will be scored on, they are likely to have low
confidence and a lack of clear expectations. Students who are taught to understand that
there are expectations on written assignments and know how to use scoring rubrics or
guides will be more likely to meet the requirements and pass the stated criteria. The
teacher, tutor, and peers will not be in the GED testing room to help outline, write, and
edit papers. This is why it is important to facilitate students in learning to use tools and
strategies that are advantageous to becoming self-regulated writers on their own. In
addition, a person might learn the skills to write well and have an improved attitude about
the content area, but that does always not mean they will want to engorge themselves in
writing tasks or that they will think it is fun. They could simply have gained the basic
perceptions of how to apply written language to individual writing tasks and feel
confident in doing so if needed. I base these assumptions on the following findings.
The most dramatic change in attitudes came with the fact that 100% of the
students did not use or like rubrics and check sheets. After the post-survey, these same
students were split 50/50 with “sometimes” and “always” using rubrics to edit their
papers and also feeling as if it was positive to use them. This is a reflection of students
feeling that rubrics and checklists were beneficial to learning written language and
editing their own work. Rubrics and checklists were the key to transforming students into

independent writers. These tools allowed students to rely on their own skills and not rely
on the teacher or tutor to make corrections for them. Students reported a rise in selfconfidence with writing skills based on the use of rubrics and checklists. Checklists and
rubrics are assets to teaching written language skills in a DOC facility and should be
implemented into classroom instruction.
All participants felt that having official GED accommodations, which are only
approved if there is a documented learning, health, or mental health disability, are of
strong importance for them to perform written language skills in the classroom or on a
test more adequately. Scoring rubrics, check sheets, and reading or having their written
work read aloud all equally showed to be the second most important aspect of these
students learning how to use written language. Pre-writing strategies followed closely
behind in importance of writing a written composition. Picture writing, and the use of
journaling for practice and ideas appear to be considered the least important strategies for
these participants to use when learning and applying writing to the classroom or real-life
situations.
I interpret these findings to show that all four participants gained knowledge and
skills in written language. The use of personalized instruction, provided by an instructor
and facilitated by a personal tutor, led to two out of four students obtaining their GED.
All students gained the ability to plan, organize, and develop improved written
compositions. The driving force behind these gained written language skills appears to be
the fact that students were taught strategies, mini-lessons, and incorporating simple tools
like checklists and rubrics. The best practice of how to teach these students written
language came through using a prior assessment of writing skills. Students were required

to write an essay and it was scored using the official GED essay scoring guide. The essay
was then reviewed with the student while strengths and weaknesses were identified. The
student and I created a plan pertaining to what area of weakness we would approach
working on first. Mini-lessons were then provided for the area needing improvement.
While learning how to improve their writing through the use of mini-lessons, students
were taught how to use rubrics, checklists, and strategies. Rubrics and checklists provide
a basic outline of expectations for a piece of writing. They also give students the ability
to personally revise, edit, and review a written composition, forcing them to be more
independent writers. The strategy of using pre-writing skills like brainstorming, listing,
Venn diagrams, and webbing along with reading a completed essay aloud or having
another person read it aloud was also taught.
The most shocking discovery during this research was that 75% of students
involved in this project did not know what was expected of them in their written GED
essay, nor had they seen the scoring rubric or understood how they would be assessed.
Student confidence and skill level increased when they were taught self-regulation skills
for editing with the help of using rubrics and checklists, read alouds and strategies that
led them to be independent writers.
I followed the format of the SRSD strategy which Graham, Harris, and Mason
(2002) introduced to teach various written language lessons. I did not focus on telling
students they were learning the SRSD strategies for POW and PACE because they did
not correlate directly to adult learners in the prison education system. Instead, I used the
steps outlined in the SRSD strategy to develop a similar acronym, with students, provided
in the form of a checklist rubric. This ended up becoming the I123C strategy which

stands for Introduction, Idea 1, Idea 2, Idea3, Closing. Another acronym, 3-triple 5-3
reminded students of the minimum number of sentences they had to maintain within each
paragraph. Tutors were quick to implement this tool and reinforce the use of each student
executing its use. Only one student did not like using the I123C tool, as he continually
tried to rely on myself and tutors to edit and critique his work. We repeatedly coerced
him to use the check sheet and become self-regulated because we wouldn’t be in the
room with him while he tested. Once he saw his writing improve, he saw the value in it
and tried to use the rubric on a more regular basis. This is an example of doing as
McCormick-Calkins (1994) claims to be of importance, the teacher assessing what
students should know and then applying focused strategies to benefit their learning.
I tried teaching the use of visual imagery in pre-writing strategies, as was
introduced my Alber and Marchisan (2001). This was not a positive implementation to
use within the adult, male prison education setting. Students showed resistance in using
this tactic and thought it was silly. Some interference with visual imagery lies within the
fact that students are given a focused topic to write upon for their GED essay. They felt it
was disconnected to use visual imagery in a provided prompt. This is why I felt it was
more important to focus on strategies that would provide them with organizational skills,
outlines of ideas, and valuable content. Students learned that it is acceptable to make up a
story which isn’t true or to use pictures or their surroundings to conjure up ideas. It was
hard for students not to worry about grammar and to just free write their ideas or
brainstorm in order to get a basis of ideas to write about. Once students saw the GED
essay rubric and could use it to critique their own writing, their writing was more focused
on content, mechanics and organization.

Question 3
How can I engage peer tutors in helping my students improve their writing skills and
attitudes toward writing?
Tutors, within the DOC education department, are a constructive component to
students learning how to write an essay for the GED test. Great consideration needs to
take place when aligning students to work independently with tutors. Teachers need to
review and acknowledge tutor content knowledge, background information, concerns for
personal conflicts among tutors and students, along with previous student/tutor
interactions which led to positive or negative outcomes. Good rapport between students
and tutors is of ut most importance when you want the duo to establish good working
relationships and collaboration. Positive working relationships will occur if tutors try not
to act as the teacher, but instead work in unison with the teacher to learn what student
goals and outcomes are, while facilitating engagement with the student.
Tutors in DOC education departments could be expected to work with students
about content for which they might not really have a complete understanding, and they
may not have a clear understanding of performance expectations either. Tutors show
value in having the teacher state clear expectations and obtaining a clear understanding of
the content they are to guide students in learning. Positive results occur if this is done
prior to tutors being thrown into their mentoring position with students.
Tutors should facilitate students’ process of becoming independent learners, while
not making the student dependent upon them. This should be the goal of all participants,
teacher/student/tutor, so students will become self-regulated learners who can
independently outline, organize, draft, edit, and create a written piece that will meet

scoring criteria. This can happen if the teacher pre-teaches content, strategies, and tools to
the tutor before he is expected to work with the student.
I assumed the tutors had knowledge and understanding of content, rubrics, scoring
guidelines, when they came to work in my class, this was not true. I’m left to conclude
this is also the fact for more than just the content topic of written language. Additionally,
students working with tutors often view themselves as not working to their own potential
or not performing as well as they as they would have liked. The opposite is true for
tutors; they are more likely to view students as working to their potential and gaining the
knowledge needed to learn appropriately. The basis for my conclusions of how to engage
tutors to improve student writing skills and attitudes are based on data and information
collected during this study which is outlined in more detail in the paragraphs that follow.
I felt it was important to understand some data pertaining to tutors in the areas of
educational background information, beliefs about what tutors feel student writing needs
are, personal writing profiles, expectations and engagement, tutor reviews of effective
strategies, mini-lessons, rubrics, and checklists, along with student/tutor reactions to
working together. Through review collected data based on the items listed above, I found
three of the four tutors were recipients of GED’s, with only one of them being earned
within a prison facility. All tutors in the study have completed from 3 to 30 college
course work credits, two tutors obtaining these within the prison system and two
obtaining these outside of the prison system. The four tutors have worked in education
classes for 9, 12, and 24 months, with experience in a variety of ESL, Pre-GED, GED,
ABE, and Learning Lab classes. All tutors hold the same opinion that the one most
important aspect in order to pass the official GED writing test, would be for students to

know how to organize a five paragraph essay. They also felt editing skills, punctuation
and grammar were all in competition for being additional key skills needed, while
spelling was the one item that tutors thought to be the least important. This is due to the
fact that as long as a word is spelled phonetically correct and doesn’t interrupt the flow of
the essay, scores on the essay will not be hindered.
Next, I provided the same “Writer’s Profile Survey” to tutors, as was given to
students. This worked as a positive tool in pairing up tutors and students who had similar
likes and dislikes about writing. I also gained the realization that life in prison holds
many intricacies for those students and tutors living within the same walls. Gaining
background knowledge as to any conflicts or personal issues which could arise between
students and tutors is pertinent, along with the fact that rapport between the two is also
important if mentoring is to occur. Luckily, there were no presiding conflicts so students
and tutors could be paired based on their writers profile and strengths and weaknesses.
The use of pre-teaching strategies, lessons, rubrics, and check sheets to tutors
showed to provide them with the same goals and tactics that I use when teaching the
students. Tutors, students, and I felt there was one format of instruction that was
embellished with teamwork. Students did not get mixed signals and varied teaching
techniques from the tutors or myself. This maintained the idea that goals were being met
to teach the use of effective strategies, mini-lessons, rubrics, and check sheets. Tutors
were given the same survey as students in order to assess what worked the most and least
effectively. Tutors ranked individual instruction and official accommodations on the
GED test as being the most effectively used item for students to pass the GED writing
test. Tied for the second most important items were pre-writing/mapping/graphic

organizers, check sheets and rubrics. Following the previous items and ranking third most
important was working with a tutor and reading the final written product aloud. Tutors
agreed with students when it came to placing picture writing, the 5W’s and journals
consecutively at the bottom for importance when it came to teaching written language to
incarcerated males.
As for tutor expectations and engagement, I found all tutors were willing to work
individually with one student and that they felt like they had a good understanding of
what is required in the process of writing a five paragraph essay and what is expected on
the official GED test. Although all four tutors felt they had a good understanding of GED
test expectations, only two tutors had a clear understanding of how the essay would be
scored, while the other two were “unsure” if they knew the exact scoring criteria. It was
evident to see that tutors had not been thoroughly training in using the GED essay scoring
rubric appropriately prior to starting participation in this research project. Similar results
appeared in the realm of tutor use of other writing rubrics. Tutors did not know where to
locate other rubrics or check sheets within the classroom at the beginning of the term, but
showed a progression of learning how to locate and use these items by the time the term
was over. Post research data shows all tutors hold a complete understanding of how the
GED essay is scored, how to use rubrics/check sheets, and where to locate and how to
use: graphic organizers, essay prompts, GED writing workbooks, writing
rules/guidelines quick books, transition words help sheets, editing tools, GED scoring
rubric for essays, and other writing rubrics.
The data also reflects the idea of tutors who agree they should have patience,
establish rapport with students, communicate with the instructor, give praise, ask

questions if they are unsure of their role, responsibilities, or knowledge, help build
student confidence and be wiling to learn new ideas and strategies. Encouraging data
illustrated that not one tutor felt he should act in an authoritarian role. There was less
excitement in finding that one tutor didn’t think it was important to admit if there was
something he didn’t know. In addition to this, only one tutor felt it was important to keep
records and maintain data.
Student and Tutor Reaction Surveys show the reflection that all students and
tutors felt they were compatible, the tutors had good content knowledge, there was open
communication during the learning process, tutors were able to answer questions or direct
the student how to find the answer, confidentiality about students was maintained and a
positive learning environment was created. Two of the students did not feel as if they
learned all the content knowledge they should have in order to pass the official GED
writing assessment, although only one tutor reported this about the student he worked
with. In addition, two students claimed they felt as if they didn’t perform up to their best
capabilities during the 2008 spring term. Divergent data shows no tutor reported feeling
as if the student he worked with did not perform up to their best ability during the term.
Discussion and Implications
This research project gave me insight into teaching written language to
incarcerated students, while implementing the use of tutors and various strategies. I was
happy to find conclusive results to my research, after finding there was only limited
published results that focus primarily on educating inmates to use written language, pass
the GED test, and work collaboratively with tutors. I found many sources that focused on
teaching written language to school age youth, but minimal sources that address the topic

of teaching inmates. Finding information about the use of inmate tutors was also
discouraging, as the only tutor information I could find was based on peer tutors and
college level tutoring systems. I collected and used this data to the best of my ability,
although I had to converge it into a system that works for inmate education within an
adult corrections facility. This process was a bit perplexing and often frustrating when
working within the parameters of the education system in a prison where there are so
many obstacles, predispositions, schedules, rules, safety and security concerns, social
aspects, and control issues.
The most intriguing findings of this study were that students went from having
low self-confidence, a dislike for writing, and a need for a great deal of guided instruction
to having improved attitudes about writing, a common feeling of success, and an overall
understanding of the written language which they use more independently now.
The most disappointing aspect is that one student, Luke, obtained his GED before
the term was over, filed papers to begin taking college level classes, then he was sent to
the Disciplinary Segregation Unit (DSU) due to disciplinary reasons. Unfortunately, he
was unavailable to take part in graduation ceremonies, not available to get his picture
taken in a cap and gown, and will now have to wait up to one year to start college classes.
The most surprising result was the fact that students and tutors did not know how
to use rubrics or check sheets as a guide for scoring or as a tool for meeting written
language requirements. Once this skill was learned, tutors could help lead students
through the process of evaluation for written assignments. It was difficult for students to
refrain from asking tutors and myself to edit their papers and point out errors. This
appears to be due to the fact that students have mostly been exposed to this form of

instruction. I found myself continually prompting students to focus on the tools available
to them, and reminding them that tutors and I would not be available to help them during
the official GED test. This strategy took a while for students to learn, but became one of
the most valuable outcomes of this project.
It was also startling to find that not all students were being assessed on their
written language skills on a regular basis, due to the fact that a change of staff had left a
void in the scoring of essays. Student placement was left completely up to math and
reading scores. This has since changed, and we are now providing the written language
assessments on a routine basis.
The participants were all willing to take part in this thesis project. Students and
tutors were willing to complete surveys, give background information, and provide work
samples for my collection. All of them stated they wanted to take part if it would help
others learn how to write for the GED essay test also. A working relationship was formed
between tutors and students. This was a positive aspect when it reached into the daily
lives of participants outside of scheduled education times. Students can only come to the
education building during their scheduled class time. If they have questions, need help, or
do not understand an assignment they must wait until the next scheduled class time to
discuss it with the teacher. This means that sometimes they will have to come to class
with an incomplete assignment because they did not know what to do or they needed
help. Incomplete assignments can often lead to inmate students receiving disciplinary
action from a daily fail write up. Pairing students with tutors led to students being able to
receive help while on housing units. Tutors were willing to provide help outside of class
when students needed it. Tutors being able to mentor students on housing units helped

with student assignment completion and the avoidance of daily fails being written.
The instruments used in data collection were mostly surveys and rating scales.
These were the most efficient instruments I could find in order to collect data pertaining
to background, education, writing attitudes, and motivation. The difficult task came when
I had to graph, chart, and summarize the data generated by the use of these instruments.
Some of them were very in-depth and also included written responses. If I were to repeat
this study, it would be more beneficial to condense these tools into items that are more
basic, straightforward and easier to show pre/post comparisons. However, I do value the
written response segments on the surveys, as they show a more personal, real-life
learning connection for students.
As for analysis procedures, I believe the results show similar conclusions to the
findings from studies discussed in the review of literature. Students taking part in this
project had similar backgrounds and issues to those researched by Vacca (2004) and
Stephens (1992). There is a correlation of data showing that many inmates are high
school drop outs, have less than an 8th grade education, and have attended numerous
schools, held poor attendance, and had misbehaviors in school. This was very close to the
findings of my student backgrounds and education profiles. Their average grade
completed in school was 9th and each had numerous schools of attendance, including the
vast number of teachers who taught them within the DOC facility.
The use of written language within a DOC facility was also reported as being of
great importance by inmates, as all communication inside and most communication on
the outside with family is conducted in written form. Once again, Vacca (2004) discussed
how being able to complete writing tasks can have a huge effect on the life of a prisoner.

If you cannot write, you must trust or rely on another inmate to complete the form for
you, or your needs and wants will not be met. If you cannot write a letter, your family
will have less contact with you while incarcerated.
My own findings made strong correlations with Sherman’s (2001) in that
corrections education appears that teachers should expect more, assess more, demand
more and achieve more when it comes to their students. This is the reciprocal feeling of
students in DOC education. They often come in feeling as if they are forced to be in
education and just part of a “system.” I had to learn how to teach these students in a
manner that motivates them to learn and take a personal interest into their own education,
not just me the teacher pushing them. When a platform was created through selfreflection and questioning, for student motivation and interest to lead the learning
process, students began to have more focus. They learned skills to apply to the written
language process that consisted of composing in stages, consultation with peers,
investigation with rubrics, drafts, feedback, revision, and perfecting. All of which are
identified by Peterson (2003) as being important aspects to cover when writing.
Classroom climate is significant when creating a learning environment within a
prison system. Peterson, Daniels and Zemelman (1988) agree upon the same facts about
student willingness to perform and write when the classroom climate is condoning to
participants. The same is true for using peer feedback to assess writing assignments.
Written language requires a bit of risk, as written thoughts and words hold a permanent
record. Teachers need to be aware of this and how student performance can be skewed if
asked to perform a task that can lead to risk taking. Allowing students to make important
decisions about the pieces they write will lead to student ownership and less teacher

authority. Daniels, Zemelman, and Fletcher (1991) all view instruction with this same
idea. I found this approach as very beneficial and best practice to use within my
classroom. It was a hard transition for students to take the lead role in their own writing
through assessing their personal written work and not relying on the teacher or tutor to
edit and read it for them. As Boss (2003) summarized, the teacher should be a writing
coach to students by reporting to students only what is useful to specific improvement of
writing skills. I had to continually remind myself that tutors and I should lead students to
learn through the same approach as McCormick-Caulkins (1994): “What can I do to help
the writer, not the piece of writing?” Students felt this feedback was helpful through the
use of sharing their written drafts with small groups or tutors, reading aloud, and or
having the pieces read aloud to them by someone else.
Student self-confidence was shown to rise after students learned strategies and
guidelines to help them complete writing tasks, thus producing more student motivation
to learn and use written language. Graham, Harris, Mason, and Saddler (2002), gave
evidence to this same fact. By providing assignments that held meaning and value toward
students reaching their own personal goal, I led students to gain confidence and
motivation. This is similar to Rademacher (2000).
Creating self-regulated writers who had self-confidence was my goal as an
instructor. The main focus of creating self-regulated writers was the use of rubrics,
guidelines, and checklists. Students and tutors both indicated these items as being the
number one items which led to their personal success in writing. These items gave
students parameters, scaffolded instruction and supported the students’ ability to take
accountability for their own written work. These results compare closely to the research

published in 2004 by Andrade and Saddler. Rubrics are tools created to guide the written
process for editing by providing a checklist and visual reminders for conventions. This
guides students to evaluate their written work and identify strengths and weaknesses.
Students I worked with were very appreciative about the fact that they can evaluate their
own compositions in such a manner. This also correlates to the outcomes shown by
Andrade and Saddler (2004), which gave evidence to the fact that students’ ability to
obtain and practice self-regulation led to assignment completion and greater student
competence. Once again, student and tutor data show a replicate of the same response
when it comes to checklists, guidelines, and rubrics. It was comforting to the participants
when they could use the rubric as an outline of what is expected and then rate themselves
for strengths and weaknesses. It’s hard to step back from this process as the teacher, but
much more rewarding and beneficial when I see the positive outcomes.
Graham, Harris, and Mason (2002) identified the SRSD strategy which focuses on
cognitive learning, and the role of expected development. I followed this strategy and
created similar strategies of my own to teach various written language lessons and
received positive results. Once students learned how to apply the strategies of using
rubrics like the I123C (Intro, Body1, 2, 3, Conclusion) students were more capable of
self-regulating their own writing. Alber and Marchisan (2001) spoke of using visual
imagery to conjure up ideas and use with pre-writing. Students in my class did not like
this strategy, nor did they choose to use it after it was taught. When prompted to apply
prior memories or visual imagery for pre-writing ideas, many students felt it brought up
negative memories or that it was childish.

It was difficult to find research data based on engaging peer tutors within the male
prison education system. One source, developed by Fresko, Vogel, and Wertheim (2007)
directed me in understanding the importance of providing training and direction to tutors
before and during activities. This was apparent when surveys showed results for tutors
not knowing how to use rubrics, what scoring criteria is used on the GED, or where other
written language tools were located within the classroom. Without identifying and having
a clear understanding of these items, tutors would not have the skills and knowledge to
effectively facilitate student learning in the manner I hoped for. Tutors agreed they could
plan successful learning sessions and were confident in providing correct information to
students. The idea of matching students with tutors through similar learning styles is a
constructive format, although in prison you must do more than just pair up students and
tutors based on learning. There are many underlying issues which need to be considered
and researched first, such as: race, background, gang affiliation, inmate conflict, and
prison social issues. As Fresko, Vogel, and Wertheim (2007) also concluded, it is
definitely worth while to have tutors focus on content while the teacher provides the
strategies.
Tutors in prison are of mixed ages and can work with students in-same age, crossage, or varied socio-economic pairs. The research I completed showed these varied
tutor/tutee combinations were efficient in creating balanced a balanced working
relationship for both parties. Glenn, Medcalf, and Moore (2004) along with Karegienes,
Pascarella, and Pflaum (2008) showed the same effectiveness with similar tutor/student
groupings, although their results were for school age children and not adult inmates. I
found a negative result of pairing students with just one tutor when a dependency for

students to work with their own tutor appeared. Overall, students showed great
appreciation toward their tutors and were assessed as valuing the experience. More time
and research could be valuable in learning how to best implement the use of tutors into
the education programs at prisons. This was evident through the minimal information
available to research prior to beginning my study.
Some limitations were evident in this study. The number of participants taking
part in this study was small, consisting of four students and four tutors. This could lead to
a skewed sampling of student representation within the education population for
department of corrections. The time frame used for study and student interaction of one
term, approximately 3 months, might not be representative of all student/tutor
populations in this education setting. Surveys and background data were completed by
students and tutors. These participants provided information in a self-report nature which
could be prone to imprecision as a result of less accurate recall, self-disclosure
confinements, lack of information, and a discomfort for reporting personal information.
Only two students had a pre/post holistically scored writing assessment provided through
DOC.
The results of my completed research led to a greater understanding of how to
best implement strategies for written language and effectively applying tutors to the
learning environment. The question of “why are all students not assessed in written
language?” led to the finding that a change in staffing had restricted this aspect of
education because there was no one to score the writing samples. Now three teachers,
myself being one of them, have been sent to training and are certified to holistically score
writing assessments. Our department is caught up with scoring pre/post essays and can be

more efficient in the placement and progress levels of students. I was happy to share my
findings with other members of DOC education staff, as they asked questions and
inquired about my conclusion. The most positive conversations and collaborations to
result from my research were based on rubrics and checklists to create self-regulated
writers who could independently write and edit their GED essay. The best outcome of
this project was when another GED teacher asked to use the I123C rubric and has begun
implementing it into her own classroom. I’m happy to know that the use of the I123C
rubric will lead the teachers at this DOC facility to better practice in the classroom by
creating self-regulated writers and tutors who can implement teacher strategies.
Recommendations
I recommend future researchers interested in a similar study to conduct the actual
implementation of the study over a longer period of time. One term seemed as if it was
too short and like I felt the pressure of trying to teach writing, along with worrying about
how quickly students could get tested. When there is only one official GED tester at the
site, sometimes it takes quite a period of time to get students testing complete. I would
also suggest that they focus purely on teaching writing or purely on implementing tutors
to help instruct writing. Although they are combined into one learning process, they are
two very different aspects. I feel it would be more beneficial to focus on tutor strategies
and motivation as there is minimal information available on this topic. The use of rubrics
and checklists to create self-regulated writers was the most successful outcome of this
project. I encourage others to explore this realm of education and see what type of rubrics
are available to use and what other formats can be created to help guide students
expectations. The instruments used in data collection were mostly surveys and rating

scales. I hope others learn from my experience that students no matter what population,
be it inside or outside of DOC, can become successful writers if taught focused strategies
and provided with the appropriate tools to guide their learning. I also hope there is a
realization that tutors can be motivated to facilitate student learning if they are guided by
the teacher and pre-taught strategies that create a balanced tutor/tutee relationship.
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APPENDIX A

March 17, 2008
Dear Students,
I will be involved in a graduate research study in the education department this spring. I will be working
with students and tutors in the education program as they learn about the implementation of tutor/student
collaboration, strategies & mini lessons to learn written language.
I have been teaching and learning about the writing process for the past eight years. I’m interested in what
motivates students to write and take an active process in learning how to pre write, edit, collaborate, and
apply their knowledge of writing in a positive format. I plan to conduct my research and study through the
use of attitude surveys, mini lessons and writing strategies. I will also utilize the collaboration of peer tutors
to teach the writing process.
I will ask students to participate in collaboration activities, individual and peer editing, and to learn new
writing strategies. Learners and tutors will be asked to give personal reflection about the learning/teaching
process, while also answering some questionnaires & surveys to state previous and present academic
progress.
I’d like to ask permission to work with you as a writing student in learning lab in small group settings and
possibly individually or with tutors. I would like to collect work samples, surveys and your personal
reflections about the learning process. When I write up this research, I will not use student or tutor names.
If this is ok, please check all the “Yes” lines below, sign and return the bottom of this letter. Please contact
me if you have any questions.
Thank you very much,

J. Youncs
BMCC/EOCI Instructor
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I understand that:
• I will be working with Mrs. Youncs as she gives individual and small group written language
lessons.
•
I will be working with tutors to learn and produce written language.
• Mrs. Youncs may collect work samples, attitude surveys, and my own personal reflections about
the written language process.
• My name will not be used in this research
• The result of this research will be made available to me on request.
_____ Yes, I would like to be a participant in the research study conducted by Mrs. Youncs.
_____ No, I would not like to be a participant in the research study conducted by Mrs. Youncs.
_____ Yes, I will work individually or in small groups with tutors and Mrs. Youncs.
_____ No, I would prefer not to work individually or in small groups with tutors and Mrs. Youncs.
_____ Yes, Mrs. Youncs may use samples of my writing, surveys and personal reflections.
_____ No, Mrs. Youncs may not use samples of my writing, surveys, and personal reflections.
Signed ____________________________________________(Student)
Date ____________________________

APPENDIX B

March 17, 2008
Dear Tutors,
I will be involved in a graduate research study in the education department this spring. I will be working
with students and tutors in the education program as they learn about the implementation of tutor/student
collaboration, strategies & mini lessons to learn written language.
I have been teaching and learning about the writing process for the past eight years. I’m interested in what
motivates students to write and take an active process in learning how to pre write, edit, collaborate, and
apply their knowledge of writing in a positive format. I plan to conduct my research and study through the
use of attitude surveys, mini lessons and writing strategies. I will also utilize the collaboration of peer tutors
to teach the writing process.
I will ask students to participate in collaboration activities, individual and peer editing, and to learn new
writing strategies. Learners and tutors will be asked to give personal reflection about the learning/teaching
process, while also answering some questionnaires & surveys to state previous and present academic
progress.
I’d like to ask permission to work with you as a writing tutor in learning lab. Tutors will work with students
in small group settings and possibly individually or in collaboration with the teacher. I would like to collect
work samples, surveys and your personal reflections about the learning process. When I write up this
research, I will not use student or tutor names.
If this is ok, please check all the “Yes” lines below, sign and return the bottom of this letter. Please contact
me if you have any questions.
Thank you very much,

J. Youncs
BMCC/EOCI Instructor
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I understand that:
• I will be working with Mrs. Youncs as she gives individual and small group written language
lessons.
•
I will be working with students and other tutors to produce written language.
• Mrs. Youncs may collect work samples, attitude surveys, and my own personal reflections or
views about the written language process.
• My name will not be used in this research
• The result of this research will be made available to me on request.
_____ Yes, I would like to be a participant in the research study conducted by Mrs. Youncs.
_____ No, I would not like to be a participant in the research study conducted by Mrs. Youncs.
_____ Yes, I will work individually or in small groups with students, tutors, and Mrs. Youncs.
_____ No, I would prefer not to work individually or in small groups with students, tutors and Mrs.
Youncs.
_____ Yes, Mrs. Youncs may use samples of my writing, surveys and personal reflections.
_____ No, Mrs. Youncs may not use samples of my writing, surveys, and personal reflections.
Signed ____________________________________________(Student)
Date ____________________________

APPENDIX C

WRITER’S PROFILE SURVEY
The use of this writer’s profile is to help you and the teacher determine what kind of
writer you are. Everyone writes differently and we want to find the way that works
best for you and set goals that will improve your writing skills.
Circle the category that best describes you and your writing style.

Always
I like to make a list of ideas before I write. ______

Sometimes
______

Never
______

I like to talk about my ideas with another
person before I write.

______

______

______

3.

I like to use graphic organizers to pre-write. ______

______

______

4.

Drawing pictures helps me get idea to write
about.
______

______

______

I like to write about things that have happened
to me.
______

______

______

I write my story from beginning to end,
then I go back and revise or make changes. ______

______

______

It helps when someone reads my written
work aloud before I make revisions.

______

______

______

I understand my first and final versions
might be very different.

______

______

______

9.

I like others to see or hear what I wrote

______

______

______

10.

I like to have others tell me what they like
or don’t like about my writing.

______

______

______

1.
2.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Place a check next to the statements that describe you
I like to write:
Quickly_____

With Noise_____

Anytime_____Anyplace_____

Slowly_____

In Quiet_____ With Pencil_____

With Pen_____

Please answer the following question:
What I like about my writing is
______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

List THREE goals in writing that you would like to work toward this term.
1.

2.

3.

APPENDIX D

Student Reaction Survey
Please read the following questions pertaining to how you interacted or
reacted to working with a tutor for learning written language and writing
the 5 paragraph essay.
1.
Do you feel you and your tutor were compatible?
Yes
No
2.
Do you feel your tutor had a good understanding of the content needed
to teach, understood and learn how to write a 5 paragraph essay and written
language skills?
Yes
No
3.
Do you feel that you learned the knowledge needed to create essays and
pass the official GED test?
Yes
No
4.
Do you feel that you and your tutor had an open line of communication to
discuss content, ask questions, give ideas, and discuss areas needing
improvement or tasks not completed correctly?
Yes
No
5.
Do you feel that you, the student, gave full effort and performed to the
best of your ability this term?
Yes
No
6.
Did the tutor answer all the questions you had during the learning process
or direct you as to how to find the answer?
Yes
No
7.
Did working with a tutor create a positive learning environment, one you
would agree to work in again?
Yes
No

Tutor Reaction Survey
Please read the following questions pertaining to how you interacted or
reacted to working with a student for learning written language and writing
the 5 paragraph essay.
1.

Do you feel you and the student were compatible?
Yes
No

2.
Do you feel you tutor had a good understanding of the content needed to
teach, understood and learn how to write a 5 paragraph essay and written
language skills?
Yes
No
3.
Do you feel your student learned the knowledge needed to create essays
and pass the official GED test?
Yes
No
4.
Do you feel that you the student had an open line of communication to
discuss content, ask questions, give ideas, and discuss areas needing
improvement or tasks not completed correctly?
Yes
No
5.
Do you feel that the student gave full effort and performed to the best of
your ability this term?
Yes
No
6.
Do you, the tutor, feel as if you answer all the questions the student had
during the learning process or that you directed them how to find the answer?
Yes
No
7.
Did working with the student create a positive learning environment, one
you would agree to work in again?
Yes
No

APPENDIX E

Tutor Expectations and Engagement Survey
1.

Are you willing to work with one student, individually/one-on-one?
Yes No

2.

Do you understand the process required to write a 5 paragraph essay?
Yes No

3.

Do you understand how the GED essay is scored?
Yes No

4.

Do you understand how to use the GED essay scoring rubric?
Yes No

5.

Have you been trained to scribe?
Yes No

6.

Do you know where to find and how to use the following items in the classroom:
Graphic Organizers

Yes

No

Essay Prompts

Yes

No

GED Writing Books

Yes

No

Writing Rules Guides

Yes

No

Transition Words

Yes

No

GED Scoring Rubric

Yes

No

Other Writing RubricsYes

No

Editing Tools

Yes

No

Place a mark next to the items you feel are important for tutors to do when working with
students.
Show authority____ Establish Rapport____ Act as the instructor____ Answer questions____

Increase your knowledge____

Admit if you don’t know the answer____

Learn material prior____

Give praise____ Help build student confidence____

Communicate with the teacher____ Maintain records & Data____ Confidentiality____ Patients_____ Be a coach____

APPENDIX F

Education Background Information Survey
Name________________________

Date_____________

1.

How many years did you attend public schools (grades K-12)?
___________________

2.

If you attended school in an Oregon -- or other -- Youth Authority School, how
many years did you attend?
________________________________________________________

3.

Have you attended any other schools, colleges, or GED programs other than those
listed above?___________________________________________________

4.

How many month/years have you attended education in an adult Department of
Corrections prison facility?________________
Please list all of the DOC facilities where you have attended education
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________

5.

How many months/years have you attended education at
EOCI?__________________________________________________

6.

How many different teachers have you had while enrolled in education at
EOCI?______________________________________________

7.

Have you worked with a tutor before this term? Yes No

8.

If yes, explain any positive or negative issues you had while working with a tutor.

8.

Do you have officially approved accommodations for GED testing? Please list if
you answer yes.

9.

What areas do you think will be the hardest for you in preparing for the GED
writing test ________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________

10.

What areas do you think will be your strength in preparing for the GED
writing test?

APPENDIX G

March 21, 2007
Dear Student,
I am writing to let you know about my visit to the classrooms in the education department
at EOCI. I will be working with students and tutors in the education program as they
learn about the implementation of tutor/student collaboration, strategies & mini lessons to
learn written language.
I have been teaching and learning about the writing process for the past eight years. I’m
interested in what motivates students to write and take an active process in learning how
to pre write, edit, collaborate, and apply their knowledge of writing in a positive format. I
plan to conduct my research and study through the use of attitude surveys, mini lessons
and writing strategies. I will also use peer tutors to teach the writing process to
incarcerated students in the Department of Corrections who are working toward
completing their official GED test.
During my study at the education department in EOCI, I will teach students various
writing strategies and mini lessons. I will be working with instructors, students, and tutors
to collaborate written language instruction to individual students. I will ask students to
participate in collaboration activities, individual and peer editing, and to learn new
writing strategies. Learners and tutors will be asked to give personal reflection about their
learning process, while also answering some questionnaires & surveys to state previous
and present academic progress.
Students who take part in my study will be given a permission form. This form will allow
me to work with students in group settings, individually, and in coordination with tutors
and other instructors. I will not release any personal information about students or tutors
who I include in my study, nor will I use names. The name of the correctional facility
will also be kept confidential.
Please do not hesitate to contact me in the education department, building C4, if you have
additional questions.
Thank you very much,

J. Youncs
BMCC Instructor

APPENDIX H

Writing in Real Life Questionnaire
Name____________________

Date________________

Now that you have has this term to focus on written language. In order to
help you understand, how you have improved and grown in the subject area of
written language, I would like to ask you some questions.
1.

Do you feel you become a better writer over this past term? Explain
what helped you improve your writing or what hindered your
improvement.

2.

Do you feel your ability to write letters, reports for school, apply for
a job, or just your ability to express yourself in written language has
improved or gotten easier for you? Explain in your own words how or
how not.

3.

What is one area in your life that improving your written language
skills this term has helped you. Explain

APPENDIX I

Writing in Real Life Questionnaire (Pre)
Name____________________

Date________________

You will use this term to focus on written language. In order to help you
understand, improve and grow in the subject area of written language, I
would like to ask you some questions.
3.

Why do you want to become a better writer? Do you need to write
letters, reports for school, apply for a job, or just improve your
ability to express yourself in written language? Explain in your own
words.

4.

Think of the following areas of life: family, work (job/promotion),
community in which you live, self (education, free time, personal
interests).

Think about how writing skills are applied to each area. Explain how and when
you use written language in each area below:
FamilyWorkCommunityEducation
5.

Now think about how improving your writing skills could help you in
these same areas. List your ideas below.

FamilyWorkCommunityEducation

Writing in Real Life Questionnaire (Post)
Name____________________

Date________________

Now that you have has this term to focus on written language. In order to
help you understand, how you have improved and grown in the subject area of
written language, I would like to ask you some questions.
6.

Do you feel you become a better writer over this past term? Explain
what helped you improve your writing or what hindered your
improvement.

7.

Do you feel your ability to write letters, reports for school, apply for
a job, or just your ability to express yourself in written language has
improved or gotten easier for you? Explain in your own words how or
how not.

3.

What is one area in your life that improving your written language
skills this term has helped you. Explain

APPENDIX J

Writing Attitude Survey
Name___________________

Date____________

I’d like you to think about your current writing habits ( end of this term) and attitudes then
complete the survey listed below.
1. I like writing stories.

Never

Sometimes

Always

2. Writing is boring.

Never

Sometimes

Always

3. I like to write in my spare time.

Never

Sometimes

Always

4. I enjoy writing letters.

Never

Sometimes

Always

5. I like writing at school.

Never

Sometimes

Always

6. I like to share my writing with others

Never

Sometimes

Always

7. I think I’m a good writer.

Never

Sometimes

Always

Before I write I…………..
1. Think about purpose and audience

Never

Sometimes

Always

2. Choose a topic that speaks to my purpose and is interesting to the audience (those who
will be reading it).
Never
Sometimes
Always
3. Get a plan and organize information before I begin writing.
Never
Sometimes
When I write I……………
1. Write an introduction that will grab the reader’s attention.
Never
Sometimes
2.

Always

Always

Write strong paragraphs that are clear, interesting and grammatically correct.
Never
Sometimes
Always
3. Write a conclusion that ties the main ideas together and leaves a lasting impression
on the reader.
Never
Sometimes
Always

APPENDIX K

REVISION RUBRIC
REVISE FOR

EDIT FOR

_____ Main idea

_____ Capitals

_____ Supporting details

_____ Punctuation

_____ Facts, examples and reasons

_____ Spelling

_____ Clear order

_____ Grammar

_____ Missing ideas
_____ Linking words
_____ Sentence variety
_____ Specific, concise words

APPENDIX L

I123C Writing Organization Rubric
Introduction
1-first idea
2-second idea
3-final idea
Conclusion

(3-5sentences)
(5+ sentences)
(5+ sentences)
(5+ sentences)
(3-5sentences)

Intro
(#of sentences used in intro_____, Restate question____, list 3
topics to discuss_____, transition sentence_____ )
1-first idea
(# of sentences_____, Is 1st idea listed in intro____, personal
examples or explanations_____)
2-second idea
(# of sentences_____, Is 2nd idea listed in intro____, personal
examples or explanations_____)
3-final idea
(# of sentences_____, Is 3rd idea listed in intro____, personal
examples or explanations_____, )
Conclusion
(# of sentences_____, Restate ideas 1____, 2____, 3_____, Final
statement to wrap it up____).
Reminders!
1.

Check that you do not have a lot of sentences that begin the same or words
that are used repeatedly.______

2.

Underline and look up any words you are not sure are spelled correctly._____

3.

Read your paper aloud to a tutor._____ Have the tutor read your paper aloud
to you.____

Title: Investigating EFL learners’ listening strategy use and their listening
comprehension
Author: Wen-Hsing Luo, Ph.D.
Affiliation: Department of English Instruction, National Hsinchu University of
Education
Address: 105 Mintsu St. Hukou, Hsinchu 30342 Taiwan
E-mail address: wluo@mail.nhcue.edu.tw
Abstract
This study is an inquiry into the relationship between EFL learners’ listening
comprehension and the strategies they used in undertaking listening tasks. The study
included twelve university students, 10 females and 2 males, from an English
listening class. The participants were selected because they were among the highest
and the lowest groups in the class according to their scores on a standardized
multiple-choice listening test. In the study, the student participants were divided into
two groups: high- and low-achievers (i.e., six students in each of these two groups).
The study lasted three months, during which the students attended a two-hour strategy
instruction session given by the author once every other week. In the strategy
instruction sessions, task-based instruction and group discussion were employed as
means to help the students be aware of the strategies they used when dealing with
listening comprehension problems. Authentic materials, e.g., news footage from BBC
and speeches by native English speakers, were used as spoken text in the instruction
sessions. To examine the development of the students’ listening comprehension, the
students took a post-test at the end of the study. Using multiple-method approach, the
study aims to seek answers to the following questions:
1. What are the listening strategies developed by the students in dealing with authentic
listening materials? Is there any difference between the listening strategies developed
by the high- and low-achievers? If yes, what is the difference?
2. What is the impact of students’ strategy use on their listening performance?

A Narrative of Self-Study of Teaching Practices towards Decolonization
umar keoni umangay
Charles Sturt University
Ontario School of Education
860 Harrington Court
Burlington, ON L7N 3N4
uumangay@csu.edu.au
The paper is a summary of a longitudinal self-study of how the author integrated Indigenous
knowledge and Western instructional pathways to teaching in an Aboriginal community and
instructing in a faculty of education. The author will address factors and themes to his
practice and possible avenues of programming with decolonizing framework.
This longitudinal mixed-methods study employed secondary statistical analysis (Neuman
1997, Agresti and Finlay 2007) of the Aboriginal Peoples Survey (APS) conducted by Statistics
Canada, a corresponding self-study (Berry 2007) and narrative analysis (Chang 2008) of the
historical and range of archival materials pertaining to Aboriginal education issues including
Aboriginal activities, policies and contexts used in elementary level public/separate school
systems in Ontario. The goal of this paper presentation is to articulate the author’s professional
experiences as an educator that have informed and influenced his ideas of decolonizing the
teaching practices in Ontario. The process of reproducing, validating and controlling the
structures and organization of Western-centric knowledge continues despite liberal, moral
pragmatic, multicultural and sincere intentions to confront inequality and racism in classrooms in
Ontario.

The Self as Problematic
The specific problem that this paper will address is if there exists a contextual and
associational relationship between the culture and sociology of Ontario’s public education, and
the social agency and pedagogic authority/ action/ work of mainstream teachers in regards to not
authentically and actively addressed the multiplicity of factors and levels of colonialism on
Indigenous peoples and Indigenous students. The methodology to address the problem was
through secondary analysis of survey data and problematizing the self as teacher. The
significance of such a study is the emerging conceptual framework and changing mindset that
will be framed through a decolonizing theory of factors and themes so as to influence

educational practice. The process of the research and writing becomes the story and
transformation of the individual and it was hoped that it will be read as provocation for
educational change through decolonizing practice.

Factors and themes were developed to act as provocations for self-study frameworks in
the critical thinking of pre-service teacher candidates. The implementation of Indigenous
knowledge pathways were addressed in the programming of several classroom modules, and the
author as instructor used this process as a foundation and a transformative space while teaching
and researching in previous institutions of higher learning. As an instructor at a faculty of
education in Ontario, Canada, but affiliated with an international university, the opportunity for
the author used a nuanced way to promote Indigenous knowledge and the understanding of local
Aboriginal histories and socio-political dynamics. These factors and themes were developed
through discourse, and incorporating the author’s understanding of physicality and spirituality
(mind, body, spirit) in order to make cross-curricular connections and engage the pre-service
teachers, instructors and academics to see/listen to other stories and ways of understanding of our
world.

Conceptualizing the Self-Study
The format of inquiry was through the self-study of practice framed in terms of
implementing an instruction designed with elements of decolonization of professional practice.
The author interrogated his beliefs and pedagogy within the context of his activity and
interactions with stakeholders. This investigation adapted the LaBoskey’s (2004) and Louie et al
(2003) recommendations of it being self-starting and focused, improving one’s pedagogy,
working with collaborative communities, using qualitative methods that were triangulated for
validity and using exemplars for authenticity. The self-study approach linked to the framework
of using the Haudenosaunee’s Great Law of Peace and also the Anishnabe’s Medicine Wheel as
conceptual frameworks in order to further interrogate the faculty’s perception of their practice
and themselves as educators as outward relationships to the local community.

This longitudinal self-study followed the trajectory / pathway of Kothagen (2001)
ALACT model. Phase 1 of the study involved the action (A) phase involved the literature

review, data gathering / secondary analysis and background understandings of social justice and
towards building leadership capacity. The reflection / looking back (L) on this action phase was
captured through data collection of interviews and focus groups program. The questions of selfstudy and the authenticity of the action as a professional teacher were problematized in relation
to social justice issues. This paper is the articulation of the awareness of essential aspects (A)
involved understanding and implementing Indigenous knowledge on systemic, academic and
professional practice. The significance of this phase is the creating (C) of alternative models
linked to paradigm shifts in programming and building leadership capacity. The information
collected was woven factor and themes for implementation that were themed to leadership
capacity building and their aspirations to social justice and resiliency of disadvantaged learners,
particularly Aboriginal students.

Towards a Framework of Self-Study
The point of the research framework of self-study as expressed through the following
results and analysis was about accessibility. The work of the academy and research process may
seem to have a gap between understanding, process and implementation. The decolonization of
one’s professional practice needs to engage in the understanding of Western and Indigenous
education practices, viewpoints of communities, factors and themes for educational success.
This study would support a correlation between relationships with elders and their knowledges
they impart have an effect on schooling. There is also a corollary -- when educators are exposed
to their teachings, they are also changed in their practices. Therefore, the potential of an
authentic effort towards social justice and specifically, in the equity of opportunities for
Aboriginal students, may occur if the teacher and their students together become engaged in the
action of decolonization. The study does present a theoretical model and conceptual framework
to engage decolonization and social justice in the classroom. The strength relies somewhat to the
use of self-study of teach practice such as ALACT model to provoke and activate a way of
seeing of the world that is more inclusive and more locally connected.

Figure 1: framework of study
Research Questions
Is there a correlation with the education levels of aboriginal students that live in households that have
strong linkages to Native language/worldview/knowledge and to community elders?
The use of story-telling and narratives at the community level filtered through the self;
The use of Aboriginal, Indigenous, and Haudenosaune curriculum integration in the arts, language
and spirituality at the local school level validated through self-study;
The use of indigenous knowledges being embedded as critical values for professional learning
communities at the instructional level using self-study as the nexus.

SCHOOL
REFORM

FACILITATORS
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With the framework (Figure 1) as the guiding conceptual pathway, the personalized story
travels along a path where the indigenous knowledges are open to allow knowledge-keepers and
knowledge-seekers to journey towards the (re)framing of hybridized ways of seeing the world
through the colonizers’ stories and through the traditions, contexts, and languages of the local
Indigenous people. The analysis and examination of the Aboriginal “voice,” specifically those
coming from elders and their communities, and also from the teacher who wanted to interpret
and authenticate his practice in those communities. According to Fullan (1999), context is a
significant factor to changing systems and policies. For this study, when in the context of
teacher education, the ebb and flow of stories and knowledge were of critical importance. One
had to take ownership finding the time and resources to problematize the teacher as professional
and to develop collaborative learning communities (Lassonde and Israel 2010:3). The
professional practice had taken the stand that the morality and authenticity may not rely
exclusively on policies and gate-keepers. It was hoped through the reading of this longitudinal,
mixed-methods study that an articulated resonance in self-study and critical reflection. From an
Indigenous epistemology, it became like feeling the drum beat through one’s heart – the critical
discourse element of best practices, as the teacher moved to engage the traditional knowledge
systems.

The Activity of Self-Study of Teaching Practices
Working, dialoguing and interacting with the students, the author saw the story unfold
using the learned knowledge as a foundational transmission towards students informing their
learners of an authentic, animated and ancestral model of Ontario First Nations’ histories –
specifically, the Haudenosaunee and Anishnaabe communities. This study captured a fraction of
the day to day interactions and outlined critical incidents that have defined his professional
practice and instructional pathways. There was a remarkable tension taking place within the
educator when engaging in notion of social justice and elements of Indigenous knowledges.
Global elements of indigeneity were accessed through traditional dances and storytelling from
Hawaiian, Ojibwe and Mohawk contexts. Most of the teacher candidates embraced the

knowledges and used them in respectful manners that were engaging and enjoyable for younger
learners.

However, there were some indications in commentaries, mannerisms, exit tickets and
course evaluations that the need, purpose and connections were “lost in translation.” The change
in the thinking of teaching has a collective element, but the individual gains to either pass or
appear as competent practitioner. This may be surmised that this was the point where a story may
end and a cognitive imperialism became reasserted as part of teaching practice. By that I mean,
the storyteller may use the words to provoke notions of social justice and indigenous
epistemologies; but, this was entirely participatory to the listener. Postmodern educators and
critical theorists examine identity and power-relations politics. This research accepted that
collaboration was intrinsic in teaching and teacher training, and it also sought to illustrate the
importance of the individual paying attention to past, present and future as a means of seeing the
ways to imagine a civil society that integrates Indigenous teachings. Teacher candidates have
the socialization and future educative power to deny such stories. That is, teacher candidates had
already in their toolkit the intrinsic power of deniability.

This research also dealt with further examination of these reflective questions: Can we
deny living in a settler society with the original inhabitants as part of civil society? As
professional educators, could we continue are practice with a critical conscience? In our
progression in social justice and indigenizing the academy, the learning community that the
author was involved in continued to provoke the stories from the teacher candidates which are as
varied as the communities from which they come. Nationalism and community orientation came
into play and had subtle effects in the negotiations and discourses during our classroom sessions
and in their writings, and in their choices of lesson plans. And so storytelling in this author’s
teachings looked to examine notions of power and privilege. The approach in several courseworks and through the general atmosphere for the school year 2011 was to engage, resonate and
cross the realms of what were traditional Western knowledges and epistemologies. This
warranted a caveat to ALACT approach. As educators, we may take the “tools of the master” and
use them in social justice (re)constructions; however, one should be mindful of appropriation of
Indigenous teachings for one’s own dealings and undertakings. As instructors and program

developers, the context were of those in positions of power and “return its gaze.” Again, the
researcher was constantly mindful of absorbing histories and cultures with sublime colonizing
strokes. So in this area, the storyteller was informed of the intrinsic power of assimilation and
using traditional knowledge into one’s own universe. In a sense, the contexts of the self-study
approach to Indigenous teachings offered numerous provocations as noted by Tafoya:
“presentation of self, perception of self and others, implications for cross-cultural
communications … the political and socioeconomic power involved in who defines whom”
(1997:193).

The author would contend that the individual transformation was linked to interrogating
and examining indigenous knowledges. This involved “the common-sense ideas and cultural
knowledges of local peoples concerning the everyday realities of living” (Dei 1998:2), and it was
locally produced with long-term occupation of a place. The unique factors of indigenous
knowledges were the lack of colonial imposition, holistic nature and its spirituality. As Erdrich
(1997) noted: “what was apparent to Native people long ago – the interrelatedness of earth and
all its species – is slowly and painfully becoming part of world awareness.” The transmission of
indigenous knowledges (traditional, empirical, and revealed) was orally relayed from community
elders to its young people by observing, listening, and participating (refer to Dei 1998).
Promoting and legitimizing indigenous knowledges as a process of decolonization challenged the
validity of Western knowledge and it called into question and refined the boundaries of political
and educational policies.

With the author’s experience in the classroom and implementing Ontario’s provincial
curriculum, young learners have come to understand and experience the rich histories and
traditions of the French and English settlers. In the social studies curriculum, Grade 3 and Grade
6 have curriculum on Aboriginal histories, cultures and technology. This past year (2012), some
of the teacher candidates that the author had taught had implemented lessons and unit plans that
dealt with Aboriginal society. Even in Ontario, the bicentennial celebrations of the War of 1812
have promoted the alliances with the Aboriginal people, the development of Canadian
nationalism, and interestingly, historical beginnings of challenges for the Aboriginal Peoples of
Turtle Island.

The content, curriculum, and the motivation to engage authentically in First Nations
teachings, traditions, and histories are present for educators. To reiterate, this study and paper
was fundamentally a discussion of accessibility. For this author, the statistical data on
Aboriginal people were accessible through the Statistics Canada website. The resources
developed by First Nations communities were retrieved through their web sites or from their
community Friendship Centres. The spaces / gaps between Indigenous knowledges, First
Nations’ conceptual programming, and conceptual frameworks of educators are also reachable
and ready for critical examination. This study was about relations and rationality as its
philosophical underpinnings, the methodology was mixed-methods, and the transformative
significance was decolonization the teaching process.

Self-Study of Teaching Practice for Social Justice

Drummond calls the current situation “a classic case of a failure to invest money
incurring much bigger costs down the road.” Governments spend disproportionately on
struggling Aboriginal adults; it would spend less if Aboriginal youth got a better
education in the first place. “I try to be analytical,” Drummond says, “but the only
explanation that fits is that we don’t care enough.” (Maclean’s.ca 2012)

The polemic words of “we don’t care enough” said in August 2012 illustrated the gap of
policy and implementation. This may illustrate the spaces between theory, policy and
implementation, and it again highlighted the importance of bridging the academy with those
teaching in the field. The extension of the study was to articulate the importance and
authenticity of Indigenous knowledges and First Nations histories, demographics, and their
equity in the form of historicized bodies in curriculum and pedagogy.

In a parallel storyline to the narrative teaching in the field, the author was working parttime as an instructor at an Aboriginal teacher education program, and had experienced in the
Western academy discussions around what was a slow change in retention and graduation of
Aboriginal learners in Ontario. The two narratives would become integrated when the author had
decided to move and teach in a First Nations setting in 2007. “Why so slow? Why are things the

same? I think George [Burns] was right” (field notes August 2007). This study found the Jones
(1965:12) text was still relevant today: “students from higher social class families stay in school
longer than those from lower social class families … students from the upper social classes are
over-represented in high school and college while those from the lower social classes are underrepresented.” The private high school on the reserve in the province of Ontario had the
demographics that Jones described, and at the risk of sounding self-serving, the author found that
the skills and learning were at point that he could contribute to this First Nations community that
was willing to “adopt” him into their activities.

The above narrative splice illustrated one of the effects of statistical data. The author was
exposed to and had also conducted data analysis on the determining the factors that would
influence retention and completion rates of First Nations students. The provocation towards
praxis or the action phase of ALACT, was to use the knowledge and its interpretation to drive
how the teacher would modify one’s practice for effective and authentic practice and to promote
resiliency of Aboriginal students in schools in Ontario.

Upon that author’s return to the teaching field in 2007 along an activity pathway that
would have him interact, teach and learn with the Mohawk people and students of that
community. The self-study starting point of action emerging from quantitative data may seem
counter-intuitive at the community level where oral traditions and storytelling was returning in
the local activity of schooling. The impetus of the research was to develop the conceptual
framework that critically engages education as a means of social reproduction of Western civil
society. By re-contextualizing the pedagogy at the classroom level, a sublime awareness of the
activity of teachers and researchers started the self-study cycle. That is, as a classroom teacher,
the action may involve reproducing the values of society through its curriculum and policy;
however, this study would argue that the teacher as the internalized research subject may employ
a critical interrogation of a type of “cargo science” pedagogy (refer Feynman 2012). This may
have a significant potential to problematize and change their practice toward a global/local
Indigenous way of being and thinking. The results and critical reflection through self-study of
practices may suggest and support envisioning curriculum development and pedagogy with long

term goals in the mind of the educator. The following journal entry was made when re-starting
my role as a high school teacher on the reserve (Field Notes January 2007):

My heritage is Indigenous – kanaka maoli, but I am not from Ontario based on
government labeling, so I do not politically identify with the term First Nations. My
resistance to this identification may therefore be what is of importance. I get called
Aboriginal or Canadian but this is a label I get given, not one I choose for myself. The
distinction may seem strange. I know I have caused offence by it and have even been
challenged that such refusal is culturally inappropriate in First Nations contexts. Who
has the right to name whom, or to insist a name is taken? When I was very young and
my parents arranged that I should marry. I did not want to take a name that offered a
mistaken sense of who I was. My small resistance has a small history.
At that moment in the journey of self-study, the researcher was engaged in the activity of
being accepted as authentic educator and delivering appropriate curriculum. It was based on the
data and textual analysis of the APS and RCAP towards delivering the best practices of
Aboriginal pedagogy and affecting students’ resiliency. This was the capacity building of the
first iteration of ALACT, and the reproduction of labels and symbolic representations of self
would ignite the second iteration (Figure 2).
Figure 2: themes for action phase of 2nd iteration of ALACT

Thus, the pathway (Figure 2) was transformed using these themes moves the original
self-study towards a form of action research and within the activity theory analysis. It had
aligned to advance and conceptualize a pragmatic and authentic nexus of Aboriginal and nonAboriginal conceptual frameworks. Just like storytelling or understanding indigenous
knowledges by listening to an elder, decolonization research should follow longitudinal research
design where the participant chooses the moments of transformation. The significance of such

an approach was that the reliance on political status as defined by the settler government and the
value of discovering of your own truths in learning.

Factors and Themes to Self-Study
Within the context of this teacher education program and its stakeholders, the key factors
and themes were to build capacity for professional practice in implementing a process
framework to facilitate the decolonization of thinking and practice through interrogation of local
histories, and the adoption of worldviews, literature and scientific practices. Some key
understandings were the development of opportunities of integrating social justice policies with
school policies that were fostered within the setting of giving opportunities despite socioeconomic status of children. The two-way connection of local community groups with
administrators at the schools and with the faculty of education was also seen as part of the
agenda. Another significant insight that was articulated was the identification of superficial
solutions to Indigenous students such as motivational posters and field trips to urban centers.
Although helpful with some motivation to learn, the ability to access, identify and even use
resources to facilitate learning were more important. The climate and environment of the school
setting were important in creating a safe environment for all learning, but this study noticed that
budgetary and political process was paramount for adapting Aboriginal teachings in the
curriculum, and that allowing for optimizing of time for staff was second in importance. The
identifications and developing of appropriate physical and human resource base for social justice
was third on their capacity building list.

Implications and Future Work
The policy additions of using Indigenous knowledges and practices had more of a
reinforcement influence on their activity and awareness of teacher candidates. Future
examination would involve a capacity building for leadership that would bring about structural
and paradigm changes to allow Aboriginal and disadvantaged students gain in terms resources,
assessment of learning, and skills for engagement. This study development would be mindful of
decolonization of teaching practice and how one may use it to inform others teacher practioners
– it may be an allegory of the Indigenous storyteller trying to find the audience rather than
counter process. This was a form of colonization; however, the author believed that the colonizer

of knowledges and teaching practice needs to be part of this process. The ALACT model helped
visualized the reform and practice and aided in separating the actual policy and paradigm change
from the individual so that the school the connected faculty of education assumed a community
of ownership towards social justice and authentically embodying the Aboriginal mindset.
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Abstract:
Results from Tripp’s study comparing online and on-campus student
characteristics and outcomes in three different semesters of an upper-level undergraduate
course revealed few differences in either student characteristics or outcomes. The authors
worked individually and collaboratively to develop and then strengthen a total of six classes in
the online format. In the conference session they described several innovative instructional
techniques and best practices that they have incorporated into their courses. All consistently
receive high evaluation ratings from their students.

The “Fun”-damentals of Online Education
Tripp presented highlights from her research study comparing student achievements of
the same upper-division undergraduate Family Relationships course taught both online and oncampus in three recent semesters. The students had the same textbook and assignments,
completed both pre- and post-tests, and completed a survey of student demographics and
course format perspectives. When compared, a similar number of students received an A, B, or
C in both formats of the classes, pre- and post-test scores were similar, and demographic
characteristics were similar.
Brock focused on the development of an Interior Design course taught online for the first
time in the fall 2012 semester: Codes, Standards and Facility Maintenance. The course
required students to investigate current building codes and how they relate to the built
environment. The students also applied the knowledge of the codes to perform a semester
project building analysis. The course used PowerPoints® that included video and pen tablet
sketching, online assignments, real life instructor-created scenario videos, discussion
assignments, and the use of Second Life. “Best practices” were also presented that enable the
faculty member’s online and on-campus courses to be rigorous, exciting, and fun!
Choi demonstrated the development of the Sociology of Health and Illness online course
incorporating the Academic Community Engagement component. In this course the students
were required to have voluntary participation in health-related community organizations. This
course connected online students to the activities in their offline community. It allowed them to
have a better understanding of the social aspects of health in a real-life setting. Thus, online
students were able to see themselves as a positive force in this world and to deepen their
understanding of their role as a citizen. Effective strategies and several concerns were also
discussed.

A St u d y o n t h e E x p a n s i o n o f t h e A n i m e - R e l a t e d M a r k e t a n d t h e
Im p o r t a n c e o f t h e C o n s u m e r E d u c a t i o n

M a s a o To ya m a
F a c u l t y o f S o c i a l S ys t e m s S c i e n c e
C h i b a In s t i t u t e o f Te c h n o l o g y
2 - 1 7 - 1 Ts u d a n u m a , N a r a s h i n o , C h i b a 2 7 5 - 0 0 1 6 , J A PA N
m a s a o . t o ya m a @ i t - c h i b a . a c . j p

Abstract

E v e n o v e r s e a s , l a rg e - s c a l e e v e n t s w i t h J a p a n e s e a n i m e a n d m a n ga a s
t h e t h e m e a n d b o a s t i n g 1 0 , 0 0 0 o r m o r e a t t e n d e e s i n a t yp i c a l ye a r a r e
no longer rare. Many of these are composite events featuring a variety
o f a c t i v i t i e s r e l a t e d t o J a p a n . N o w a d a ys , t h e r e a r e m a n y m o r e p e o p l e
a t t h e s e e v e n t s w h o e n j o y c o s p l a y. “ C o s p l a y” ( J a p a n e s e k o s u p u re ) i s
a n a b b r e v i a t i o n f o r t h e J a p a n e s e - E n gl i s h t e r m “ c o s t u m e p l a y, ” w h i c h ,
in essence, means having fun by dressing in costume and refers mainly
to dressing up as characters that appear in anime and manga. People
w h o e n j o y c o s p l a y a r e c a l l e d “ c o s p l a ye r s . ” C o s p l a y w a s o n l y o n e p a r t
of a cluster of creative coterie activities in the otaku subculture;
h o w e v e r, i t h a s r e c e n t l y b e c o m e a n a r t i s t i c ge n r e u n t o i t s e l f . C o s p l a y
i s c o n s i d e r e d t o b e a t t h e t r a n s i t i o n f r o m t h e gr o w t h t o t h e m a t u r a t i o n
p e r i o d i n t h e p r o d u c t l i f e c yc l e . D u e t o t h e f a l l i n c o s t u m e p r i c e s a n d
t h e i r i n c r e a s e d a v a i l a b i l i t y o n l i n e , t h e n u m b e r o f n e w c o s p l a ye r s h a s
increased. Therefore, the importance of consumer education in this
field has increased.
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Abstract
The pressure is on new and aspiring administrators to be prepared to take on school
leadership roles immediately often without having the experience of entry level positions such as
assistant principal, intern, or administrative designee. It is incumbent upon local higher
educational institutions to provide experiences that build the knowledge base and cultivate
administrative skills. Information gleaned only from college and university classrooms does not
suffice. Graduate students need to have authentic experiences and opportunities to interact with
current administrators both new and experienced. The faculty must pursue avenues to interact
with the local school communities and professional presenters and organizations to provide
currency and relevancy to the students’ programs. This paper will review how a local public
university is successfully reaching out and involving local educators with the university and
making the connections for their students to have varied experiences out in the field and on
campus.

Enhancing an Educational Administration Program through Community Collaborations
Introduction
As our country launches into the 21st century with the introduction and implementation of
the Common Core Standards to prepare our students to be workforce and college ready, so must
we prepare our school leaders to be ready for the challenges of a diverse population, reduction in
fiscal resources, and demands for increasing academic achievement. “School principals need the
knowledge and skills to facilitate this work by understanding and supporting strong instruction
and supporting teacher development and ongoing improvement in practice. They must also be
able to develop a learning organization with a strong collegial professional community focused
on the needs of all students, to create strong relationships with parents and communities and to
manage change” (State Superintendent Task Force, 2012, p. 7).
Some of the key components to being an effective leader in schools and districts are to be
collaborative, have a vision, be an instructional leader, and work with communities. Owings and
Kaplan (2012) list four aspects of leadership: change process, social process, purposeful, and
leaders and followers share mutual purpose. “Leadership today requires a greater range of
emotional, social, and intellectual skills than ever before” (p. 7). As a university with an
educational administrative master’s degree program it is our goal to prepare our graduate
students, who are already teachers in the field, to be such leaders. “The mission of the Educational
Administration Program is to prepare educational leaders who will work collaboratively with others to
establish a positive climate for powerful teaching and learning in the 21st century. The faculty is
dedicated to working with our diverse graduate students by assisting them in acquiring appropriate
knowledge, skills, and dispositions that will result in well-prepared school leadership teams/learning
communities” (California State University, San Bernardino ,CSUSB, 2012).

So much of what we do as school leaders is work with various communities: our school staff, our
students, our parent community and our wider city community. Etienne Wenger (2009) emphasizes the
importance of an organization to build a community of practice. “Communities of practice are groups of
people who share a concern or a passion for something they do and learn how to do it better as they
interact regularly” (p. 1). As an educational administration program faculty we are a community
dedicated to producing the best educational leaders that can take on the challenges of the 21st century in
our schools. As we review our courses as a program we scan for ways to connect our students with the
theories, background knowledge and skills to reality. Wenger (2009) states that as a community of
practice we take collective responsibility for managing the knowledge, providing a link between learning
an performance, sharing and creating knowledge, and creating connections among people across the
organization and geographical boundaries (p. 3). If we are to model what will be expected in our future
school leaders and service our surrounding school districts and communities it is incumbent upon us as a
faculty to not only build collaboration in our classrooms, but also to expand our practice into the districts,
organizations, and communities we serve.
Reaching out from the confines of the university walls to the local communities and organization
necessitates placing certain elements in place for the faculty and the students. Wenger, McDermott &
Snyder (2002) list seven principles which support communities of practice. First is the design for
evolution. How do you use prior personal connections to help the relationship with the community to
evolve? A second principle is opening a dialogue between the inside and the outside perspectives. How
do we start up conversations with the school districts, local administrator organizations and local
community organizations? A third principle is inviting different levels of participation. How does the
faculty participate and how do our educational administration students participate outside the university
environment? He continues on with the fourth principle of developing public and private community
spaces. How do we orchestrate activities in both areas using the relationships developed? As in any
organization, value needs to be attached to all organizations involved. Why is this relationship important

to me? This is their fifth principle. By combining familiarity and excitement with the organizations
involved the communities become vibrant as stated in the sixth principle. The final principle is creating a
rhythm for the community. “At the heart of a community is a web of enduring relationships among
members, but the tempo of their interactions is greatly influenced by the rhythm of community events” (p.
62).
These principles of communities of practice will be examined in light of how the public
university has worked on building community collaborations in our educational leader preparation
program. Program components include design of the administrative fieldwork, advisory council
meetings, bringing local administrators and other professionals to the classrooms and events, building
cohorts, establishing linkages to professional organizations, and building university/school/district
partnerships.
Administrative Fieldwork
In our state approved program our graduate students must complete sixty hours each in an
elementary and a secondary school setting. The student is supervised by a university faculty member and
a school supervisor, usually the principal. There are particular activities that need to be accomplished as
per the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing for the Administrative Services Credential Tier
I. Activities include pupil personnel, instructional program and curriculum development, personnel,
community relations, school finance, facilities management, student discipline and attendance, student
activities, school based data processing, attending a district board meeting or other district meeting, and
an administrative or leadership project. “This fieldwork teaches the student how to fit in and belong in an
administrative setting, while applying what was learned in the basic educational administration courses”
(Wildman, 2012, p. 153). The university supervisor, student and school supervisor meet to determine the
appropriate activities. Through this interaction the personnel connections are made. Often the supervisor
attended the university and acknowledges that connection already established. At the final meeting the

students share out in groups with their university supervisor what they have learned in the experiences.
The school supervisor provides an evaluation on how that student met the six standards for education
leaders. These relationships with the faculty and the school leaders established through the fieldwork
build the connections for further involvement in the program. Each quarter we contact many leaders in
elementary, middle, high schools and the district offices. It builds the web of relationships. This is the
evolution of the process in building communities of practice included in the first principle.
Advisory Council Meetings
Every year we hold two advisory council meetings. We service two very large counties in
Southern California, Riverside and San Bernardino. The faculty divide up and plan the meetings, invite
local administrators and meet in one of the counties. This is a good example of opening up a dialogue
between the inside (faculty) and the outside (school/district) perspectives. The faculty updates the district
representatives, usually superintendents, assistant superintendents, or directors, about the educational
administration program. The district administrators, in turn, inform the faculty what they expect in an
educational leader. This opens up the dialogue for the university to learn what is happening currently in
the schools. What are the issues with the students, the parent communities, and the staff? “Once the
relationship has begun, a conversation including shared points of interest must take place to identify
shared goals and values with the intention of establishing mutual trust” (Marcos, Wittmer, & Quinn,
2012, p. 106). Dialogue is established between the local educational agencies (LEAs) and the university
as noted in Wenger, McDermott & Snyder’s (2009) second principle.
Bringing Local School Administrators and other Professionals to Campus
With some relationships established with Local Education Agencies ( LEA’s) and specific
administrators different levels of participation can now be part of the collaboration. To bring reality to
our educational administration program a school or district administrator makes presentations in different
areas of the program from instructional supervision to school finance. For example, in our personnel

class mock interviews are set up for our students. Local administrators come to the class and conduct the
interviews and provide feedback to our students one on one. It is a special day with students dressed for
the interview and presenting their resume for review as well as the actual interview. This interaction
gives our students a touch of reality and the administrators a preview of the quality of the aspiring
educational leaders.
In the past two years our department has brought in guest speakers for an educational event open
to our faculty, students and our surrounding school districts. The first topic was No Excuses University.
The founder, DamenLopez, spoke on campus to a wide audience. Many of our schools participate in this
program and enthusiastically attended. Last spring we had the authors of several books on cultural
proficiency present. As we work in very diverse communities in our two counties this event was also
well received and provided different levels of participation from the faculty, students and the LEA’s.
Starting last year as a faculty we made the decision based on our input from the LEA’s that these
new leaders need to have both more exposure to real life challenges that a new administrator will face
along with more opportunities to collaborate as teams and get insight from local educational leaders. As a
result we developed in depth case studies adapted from Green (2010). The California Professional
Standards for Educational Leaders (CPSELS) are listed at the top of each case study as they apply.
Students analyze the case based on the Hanson (2009) case study model, which we have incorporated in
all our courses. After reading the narrative on the case study the students are presented with five
questions. An example question is: “How will you communicate, and defend your final decision to your
various stakeholders?” The team must develop two additional questions to answer using additional
references. At the end of six weeks into the quarter the students then present their case studies in power
point format to a group of reviewers including faculty, and local school and district administrators. The
reviewers assess their presentation and provide constructive feedback. This presentation is part of the
completion of their comprehensive exam for the master’s in educational administration. These various
opportunities for local school leader involvement provide value to both the aspiring leaders and the

current leaders. Content knowledge is increased and skills are improved. These activities support
Wenger, McDermott & Snyder’s (2002) third principle on different levels of participation and fifth
principal focusing on value.
Cohorts
Expanding upon the relationship we have developed through field work out in the school districts
and bringing school and district administrators to campus is the establishment of cohorts. When we have
a school district that is interested in “growing their own” through our university program we work with
them in setting up a cohort in their district. The classes are conducted at a school site or in the district
office staff development center. One class is an evening class starting at 5pm during the week and the
second class is on alternating Saturdays. Over the years we have had at least ten cohorts in place, not all
at the same time. As we service two counties with a total of fifty-six districts, we work strategically to set
up the cohorts in areas that are distant from our main campus in San Bernardino and our satellite campus
in Palm Desert. We go out to the school district and conduct informational meetings about the
educational administration program. Often students from other nearby districts join the cohort. District
administrators are encouraged to participate in the cohort through teaching as adjunct instructors or as
guest speakers. Orchestrating these relationships helps the university expand its sphere of influence and
the districts have their aspiring leaders receive the same background knowledge and skills training. We
invite these school and district leaders to other events at our university. This program component follows
Wenger, McDermott & Snyder’s (2002)’s fourth principle of developing public and private community
spaces. “The key to designing community spaces is to orchestrate activities in both public and private
spaces that use the strength of individual relationships to enrich events and use events to strengthen
individual relationships.” (p. 59).
Professional Organizations

The program faculty participates in several professional organizations that promote the one on
one connectiveness that is part of communities of practice. The California Association of Professors of
Educational Administration (CAPEA) is the state organization that has annual conferences and the
CAPEA published journal, Educational Leadership and Administration: Teaching and Program
Development. The connections the faculty have with both public and private university faculty in the
same program throughout the state is valuable. The representative from the California Commission
onTeaching Credentialing (CCTC) keeps us apprised of current changes to the Tier I and Tier II
administrative credentials. We not only have presentations from faculty on current practices and research,
but also education leadership doctoral candidates present their research work in poster format. We build
our community of practice within the state organization.
The professional association for educational leaders in California, Association of California
School Administrators (ACSA), is very active. Several faculty members are ACSA members. We have
the region membership representative come into our classes and inform our students about ACSA and the
benefits of belonging to this organization on their journey toward administration. Over the last year we
have been instrumental in assisting in the establishment of two student/associate (SAC) charters, one in
San Bernardino (Region 12) and another in Riverside (Region 19) county. The students have accepted
leadership roles in both organizations. Each charter had one event last year that focused on interviewing
techniques and applying for that first administrative position. Local district, county and school
administrators were the guest speakers. Both events were well attended and membership in ACSA
through these student charters has expanded. Just this month one of the charters hosted an event in the
county conference center that highlighted six new administrators describing their dilemmas in their first
years as school leaders. Many school districts in both counties were represented at the event as speakers
and attendees. The graduate students have also been invited to attend the local charter events with the
administrators in their districts. Networking has been firmly established. These events bring value to the
community of learners as noted in Wenger, McDermott & Snyder’s (2002) fifth principle.

University/School/District Partnerships
Over the past two years our university has established two school/district partnerships. One
partnership started simply with a phone call from a local superintendent to our department chair about
meeting to discuss working with a school recently designated as a “turn-around school” in the state.
“Turn around can be defined as a quick dramatic and sustained change driven by a highly capable leader”
(Kowal, Hassel and Hassel, 2009. p. 1). The goal of the school and the district was to turn around the
student achievement rapidly. The middle school had failed over many years to meet their academic
targets both in California Academic Performance Index (API) and the federal target Adequate Yearly
Progress (AYP). University faculty in the College of Education were invited to participate in this joint
venture. Faculty and graduate students both participated with the school administration, faculty and
graduate student to assist in classroom walkthroughs, school events, professional development,
counseling interns from the university, and sponsorship of school and student events. Several university
grants were written to support the school goals. Students in our educational administration program visit
the school and do research for class assignments on turn around schools. Salmonowicz (2009)
encourages partnerships between university and LEA’s, “Forging these types of partnerships is one way
to bring together the skills, knowledge, and passion of practitioners and researchers in support of
deserving students” (p. 24).
Last year we established a second partnership with a newly opened district funded charter school.
The school is a K-8 school, Competitive Edge Charter Academy (CECA), with an emphasis on the
International Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme (IBPY). One of the faculty members was
involved as a member of the charter petition committee and is the university liaison for the school and
district. In the petition the university partnership is specifically noted: “We are developing a partnership
with California State University, San Bernardino, College of Education, to foster effective instructional

techniques, build community relationships, promote science, technology engineering and math (STEM)
learning, and encourage students to have a university/college mindset. CECA will have a faculty member
serve as a liaison between the academy and the university to promote grant writing and activities on and
off campus that support the goals of the academy and the continuous learning of the students, teachers,
and administrators” (CECA petition, 2010, p. 4). During the first year: faculty visited the school,
presented the director with a university banner, attended their ribbon cutting ceremony, observed
classrooms, graduate students did fieldwork and research at the school, and had guest speakers. The
faculty learned more about the International Baccalaureate program. We even had a contingent of
Chinese students with their teachers stay with school families and participate in the classroom activities.
The university has made itself more visible to the school community and faculty has learned more about
charter schools and the IB program. Salmonowicz (2009) states that “Resulting studies can be invaluable
to practitioners, since school based personnel typically have neither the time nor objectivity to undertake
such research. Findings also can inform training provided by principal preparation programs and policies
governing school reform efforts” (p. 24).
Bosma, et al. (2010) identified ten themes that are essential for a successful collaboration between
a community organization and a school. These include: communication, shared decision-making, shared
resources, expertise and credibility, sufficient time to develop and maintain relationships, champions and
patron saints, being present, flexibility, a shared youth development orientation and recognition of
partners’ other priorities (p. 503-504). We use this tool as we work with our two partnership schools in
flourishing these vital collaborative ventures.
Both these partnerships have open up collaborative opportunities for the faculty and the school.
As Wenger, McDermott and Snyder (2002) state in their sixth principle – building familiarity and
excitement is critical to a flourishing community of practice. Our faculty feels comfortable coming into
the schools and participating, while the school administrators and faculty similarly are welcomed to our
classrooms and college events. Definitely a level of excitement exudes in these partnerships, which we

are continually nurturing as they change and grow. “Lively communities combine both familiar and
exciting events so community members can develop the relationships they need to be all connected as
well as generate the excitement they need to be fully engaged” (p. 62).
Continuing Collaboration
The final step in creating communities of practice is to create a rhythm with the communities
(Wenger, McDermott & Snyder, 2002). Regular collaboration woven throughout the program with the
faculty members, the graduate students, and the surrounding districts and professional organizations has
created an exciting bond. “The rhythm of the community is the strongest indicator of its alive-ness”
(Wenger, McDermott & Snyder, 2002, p. 63). The reference is to communities of practice as living
things and as such they need to be nurtured to continue to grow and change as dictated by the
organizations. We must keep in mind through all these collaborative activities that “The relationship that
is established between school districts and universities must be one of mutual respect and benefits”
(Angelle, Wilson & Mink, 2011, p. 41).
It is our goal at the university that the collaboration currently flourishing in our educational
administration program will be of benefit to our aspiring leaders as they lead schools preparing students
for the next generation of skills. As our State Task Force (2012) emphasizes, “We must embody the
state’s innovative tradition by creating an educational system that builds capacity for success and inspires
motivated and talented teachers and administrators to lead schools with a sense of urgency and
unrelenting focus on student success” ( p. 72) We will continue to “cultivate” communities of practice
with our program collaborations that will enrich the stakeholders in the field of education.
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ABSTRACT
This paper described the mediation–style experiential educational activities of the
life education in a forest amusement park in Pingtung County, Taiwan. The subjects
of the study were the tourists of the forest amusement park.

The key point of the design of the teaching activities was how to make the tourists of
the forest amusement park had the value of life within a limited time schedule. Thus,
the learner-centered psychological learning principles and the integrated theory of
teaching were adopted as the base of designing the teaching activities that was
different from the traditional model of teaching activities design which was based on
the behaviorism. The start point of the design of the teaching activities was the
whole perception of the learner himself and assisted by the observation and

experiences in the concrete and meaningful context. Both brought the tourists felt
and realized the “life” in a short time.

In order to achieve above goal, mediation, observation and experience were the
perch of the activities design. The step of the activities design and implementation as
follow: 1) observation and collecting related information in the Butterfly Building of
the forest amusement park. 2) to proceed the preliminary design of the activities of
mediation, observation and experience. 3) to consult related expert to revise the
preliminary design. 4) to proceed the field test of the activities and re-revise. 5) to
implement the formal teaching activities. 6) to check and reflective thinking of the
teaching activities.

In conclusion, the paper proposed suggestions for the school teachers and the
holder of forest amusement park that according the results of the implementation of
the teaching activities.

Key Word: life education, amusement park, mediation, learner-centered, teaching
activities design

Introduction

The education is available to all in Taiwan currently. This made a giant leap in aspects
of politics, economy and technology of Taiwanese society recently. However, the
emphasis on science and engineering learning and development at the cost of
overlooking human studies that causes the value confusion problem in the society.
According to the statistics of the Department of Health, Executive Yuan of 2009, the
ratio of suicide increased yearly from 1996 to 2008. (Department of Health, 2009)
Especially, the mass media described the detail of the suicide event of famous
persons that might make huge influences on the public.

The curriculum outline of the learning area of the integrative activities of the grade
1-9 curriculum integrated life education into 12 core literacy. The curriculum outline
expected students from observing and sharing the process of life phenomenon of
birth, old, sick, death to cultivate the feeling of respect and value the life of self and
others. And proceed to the next step to realize the meaning of life and the value of
being. (Ministry of Education, 2008)

The school age students are expecting to learn life education and value life from the

grade 1-9 curriculum. However, there lack of opportunities for adults who graduated
from schools to learn the life education and value life. Only few may get chances to
acknowledge the life education that offer by institutes of social education, open
universities, or private foundations. If we can let them to acknowledge the life
education in the forest amusement park during their leisure time, the life education
will stride the school wall and spread in every corner of our society.

The life education can be delivered by reading, drama, or music without official texts.
The emphasis on the personal feeling, active thinking, and experience personally
those make the life education differ from the other disciplines learning. Thus, to lead
the learners thinking actively and to provide real experiences play important roles in
the life education.

The place of the study was a forest amusement park which located in Pingtung
County, Taiwan. There is a large butterfly exhibit hall in the forest amusement park.
The hall exhibits the ecological process of the whole life of the butterfly that from
eggs into cocoons and imago finally. The butterfly hall would be an ideal place for
delivering the life education.

The study tried to implement the life education in the butterfly exhibit hall of the
forest amusement park that differed from the familiar school classrooms. The
subjects of the study were the tourists of the forest amusement park. The results of
the study provided the possibilities of implementing the life education in the forest
amusement park during people’s leisure time.

Literature review

1. The meaning of the life education

The purpose of the life education is teaching people valuing life, developing career,
practicing life, enriching living, and finding the meaning of life.(Zheng, 2002)
According to the suggestions from domestic scholars (Huang, 2000; Li, 2001; Qian,
1998; Sun, 2000; Zeng, 1999), the meaning of the life education can be understand
from following aspects:
(1) The life education is the value education: the living attitudes and life
development of people are influenced deeply by the viewpoint of personal life
value. Thus, the life education is to help people to establish appropriate views
and value of life.

(2) The life education is the self development education: all of the stage of
acknowledging self, developing self, and realizing self are keys to the life
education.
(3) The life education is the interpersonal relationship education: the individual life
activities must be interaction with other people. Thus, the interpersonal
relationship is a part of the life education.
(4) The life education is the integrated education: the human is the start point and
the center of the life education. The society and nature environment are the
place of human living and life development. Thus, the life education must be to
integrate the individual, the society, and the nature environment into the
entirety.

As the above describe of the meaning of life education, there are three
characteristics of the life education:
(1) The individual is the start point of the life education. The life education will be
meaningless if lacks of the individual life.
(2) The life education is the lifelong education. The life education will inform every
stage of human life that makes life more meaningful.
(3) The life education is the integrated education that cannot be separated from the

society and the nature environment.

2. The motivation of the tourists of the forest amusement park

In general, the motivation of the tourists of the forest amusement park is different
from the tourists who visit the other places. In 1964, John A. Thomas proposed there
were four types of travels motivation that included 18 kinds of motivation for
traveling. (Liu, 2001) According to the interview with the manager of the forest
amusement park, he pointed that most of the tourists of the forest amusement park
who were students to take place the outdoor education. For them, the forest
amusement park is not only a place for pleasure, but also a place for leaning. They
tried to learn something within the tour. Thus, the Thomas’s suggestions of travel
motivation cannot express the motivation of the tourists of the forest amusement
park entirely.

Shu-Fen Xie (1994) pointed the “get benefits“ is the main concern of the decision of
people’s travels. The study was inspired by such point and tried to make the tourists
of the forest amusement park to “get benefits“ within the tour. Thus, the study
designed the structured learning activities that were based on the butterfly hall of

the forest amusement park to make the tourist to “get benefits.“Especially, teachers
and students who took place the outdoor education in the forest amusement park
should get the most benefits within the tour of the outdoor education.

3. The literature of the life education in the forest amusement park

The study tried to search related literatures of the life education in the forest
amusement park from both of the database of the Educational Journal and the
database of Educational Dissertation of Doctors and Masters. However, there were
no related literatures were found. Thus, the study might be the first try of
implementing the life education in the forest amusement park domestically.

The thinking of the curriculum and instructional design of the life
education in the forest amusement park

How to implement the life education in the forest amusement park? There were
several brainstorming of the study. There were four main challenges of the
curriculum and instructional design of the life education in the forest amusement
park:

1. In term of the place of implementing the life education:

The forest amusement park is an open space where the tourists come and go
frequently that is different from the classroom of the school where is closed.

2. In term of the theme of instruction:

The life education is abstract in nature. It is not easy to substantiation.

3. In term of the targets of instruction:

The age and the educational background of the tourists are varied that are different
from the students of the school who are arranged by the same age in the same
grade.

4. In term of the time of instruction:

The time schedule of the tourists is limited. They cannot spend a long time for the
single activity.

Any curriculum and instructional design of the life education in the forest
amusement park must consider the questions mentioned above. Thus, the main
focus of the design was “how to let the tourists with diverse backgrounds to get the
connotation of the life education in an open space of the forest amusement park
within a limited time?”

The study made a field investigation of the forest amusement park. The field
investigation found there was an ecological butterfly hall in the forest amusement
park. The butterfly hall could show the whole life of the butterfly concretely where
was an idea place of the life education. The design adopted the butterfly hall as the
place of implementing the life education.

The system and culture of the current schooling are full of the behaviorism that
emphasize on the connection of stimulus and responses. Many contents of the
school subjects are taught separately that are different from the integrated
approach of the life education. Yi-Zhai Liu (2003) pointed the mediation is the
important way of the practice of the ”Zen” that informs the structure of the life
management. The mediation gives a deep thought of life from the holistic

perspective. Thus. the study adopted the mediation as the mean of designing the
learning activities of the life education.

Tennyson & Rasch(1988) proposed the linkaged model of the instructional design
that was from the perspective of the cognitive psychology. The model contended the
time of thinking should have 70% of the entire instructional time that was different
from the traditional model of instruction which were only 30% time for thinking and
70% time for declarative and procedural knowledge learning. The mediation of the
curriculum and instructional design of the life education of the study was consisted
with the linkaged model. The individual thinking played the important role during the
whole process of the learning activities.

In 1997, a task team of the American Psychology Association (APA) proposed
“Learner-centered psychology principles: A framework for school redesign and
reform.” (American Psychology Association, 1997) The task team synthesized the
results of the research of different areas of psychology generated 14
learner-centered psychological principles that emphasized the nature of the learner
and the learning process. These principles inspired the design of learning activities of
the study that the instructor played as the leader and the promoter of the learning

activities.

The situated cognition theory was another important theory that influenced the
design of the learning activities of the study. Brown, Collins, & Duguid (1989)
suggested the cognition of the individual was affected by the environment where the
individual located. The design of the learning activities put the tourists to immerse in
the butterfly hall completely that made the tourists could observe the life of the
butterfly closely.

In sum, the thinking of the curriculum and instructional design of the life education
of the study was different from the traditional model of the schooling. The design
reflected the related literature of the life education and the related theories that
adopted the holistic approach of designing the learning activities, placed the learner
in the center of the leaning, and took account of the learning environment.

The design of the learning activities

1. The design of the mediation–style experiential educational activities of the life
education

The whole learning activities were divided into three activities: the mediation, the
closed observation, and the reflection. The activity of the mediation was to edit the
mediation guide that included the process of the growth of the butterfly, personal
experiences, and the reflection of the life of the butterfly to lead the participated
tourists to relax the body and to make a holistic thinking of the life of the butterfly.
The activity of the closed observation suggested the participated tourists focused on
one butterfly and observed closely. The activity of the reflection was to make the
participated tourists to share their feelings after the above activities.

2. The revision of the design of the mediation–style experiential educational
activities of the life education

There were three ways of the revision of the design of the mediation–style
experiential educational activities of the life education:
(1) The guide of the mediation: the study invited professional teachers of the center
of the guidance of the students of the National Pingtung University of Education
to give suggestions of the guide of the mediation. Then, revised the guide.
(2) All of the drafts of the design were sent to teachers of the affiliated elementary

school of the National Pingtung University of Education to review. According to
their suggestions, the study revised the design.
(3) At final, the design was handed over the vice CEO of the forest amusement park
to review and checked the detail of the learning activities. After all, the forest
amusement park was the place of the implementation of the design.

Results of the study

There were thirty tourists to participate the activities of the life education voluntarily.
The result was divided into two parts:
1. The analysis of the video record of the on-site of the implementation of the
learning activities.
(1) The tourists revealed the excited feeling before the activities.
(2) The little children could not concentrate on the activity of the mediation, but
the adults not only concentrated on the activity of the mediation but also
well responded to the whole activities.
(3) The other facilities operation of the forest amusement park made undesired
sound during the mediation activity. The sound affected the litter children to
concentrate but there were no effects on adults.

(4) During the activity of the closed observation, the adults made the
observation with their children together and to give the children simple
explanations of the butterfly.
(5) When the specialist of the butterfly explained the ecology of the butterfly,
both of the adults and children expressed the feeling of the concentration
and raised questions actively.
(6) Some of the tourists were in fear of the larva of the butterfly.
(7) During the learning activities, none of the tourists touched the butterfly by
hands or their bodies.

2. The observation and the reflective thinking of the researcher
(1) Since the forest amusement park was an open space, there were noises to
affect the activities. Thus, the instructor needed to make the voice louder
that leaded the tourists to follow the instructions clearly.
(2) The specialist of the butterfly played the important role of the activity of the
closed observation.
(3) The little children might be limited of joining the activities since they were
easy to lose their attentions and cannot get benefits from the mediation.

Conclusions and suggestions

1. Conclusions of the study
(1) In order to get learning during the pleasure time, the motivation of
participation of the tourists is the priority of the designing the learning
activities of life education of the forest amusement park.
(2) The implementation of the mediation–style experiential educational
activities of the life education could reduce the harmful behavior of the
butterfly of the tourists. None of the tourists touched the butterfly by
hands or their bodies during the activities.
(3) The mediation–style experiential educational activities of the life
education could attract the tourists to participate the activities actively.
(4) The effects of the adults of the mediation–style experiential educational
activities of the life education were better than the children.

2. Suggestions of the study

(1) For teachers of the schools
(a) The teacher can use the ecological park of the school to design

different kinds of learning activities to let students to learn the life
education in different ways.
(b) Besides the traditional textbook teaching, the teacher can design the
mediation-style learning activities to lead students to think the
meaning of the life.
(2) For owners of the amusement park
(a) The owner can use the facilities of the amusement park to design the
experience activities of education to get the effects of the learning by
playing.
(b) The owner can design the learning activities of the special exhibitive
hall to accompany with the professional exposition to attract more
tourists to visit the amusement park.
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Teaching Reading and Writing in Japanese
Elementary School English Education:
Controversies among Students, Teachers, and
Policymakers
SHOICHI MATSUMURA1
Ryukoku University, Japan
The purpose of this study was to examine whether the exclusive focus on oral
communication in Japanese elementary school English functions well in real-life
classrooms. Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected from 332
current elementary school teachers who teach English. The results suggest that
teachers find it difficult to maintain students’ interest in learning English by
focusing solely on listening and speaking skills and that this is particularly true
for higher-grade students. In addition, since reading and writing are not
included in the curriculum, many parents enroll their children in cram schools
to assure they learn these missing skills. These after-school studies, however,
create a gap in students’ levels of English proficiency and make it more difficult
for teachers to manage English instruction. Based on these findings, the study
summarizes the discrepancies observed among policymakers’ views and
teachers’ and students’ voices about the exclusive focus on the teaching of
listening and speaking skills.
BACKGROUND
In April 2011, English education was introduced officially to all public elementary schools
in Japan so that 5th and 6th grade students would study English at least once a week (i.e.,
45 minutes a week, 35 weeks a year). It has been over two decades since the Central
Council for Education, an advisory body belonging to the Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology (hereafter, MEXT) criticized the grammar-translation
approach to English education at secondary school levels and suggested the adoption of an
early-age, more communication-oriented English education. Compared to other Asian
countries, Japan has been left behind in the early-age English education trend (Matsumura,
& Wakita, 2011). In Thailand, for example, English became a required subject in the

curriculum for the 1st grade in 1996, in Korea for the 3rd grade in 1997, and in Taiwan for
the 5th and 6th grades in 2001. More recently, foreign language education policies have
shifted towards teaching English more rigorously at an even earlier age. In Korea, for
example, the starting age has been lowered to the 1st and 2nd grades, teaching hours have
been increased, and the “Teaching English through English” policy requires elementary
school teachers to use English exclusively as a means of instruction beginning in the 2010
school year.
Since the introduction of elementary school English education, the balance between
oracy (speaking and listening) and literacy (reading and writing) has always been an issue
(Matsumura, Kim, & Yeh, 2012). In Korea, for example, the dominance of oracy education
has been maintained over literacy education from the outset, although the introduction of
literacy skills has varied from grade 3 to 5. In Taiwan too, oracy education has received
more emphasis than literacy education in early elementary school English education. The
Taiwanese official educational guidelines stated that listening and speaking have priority
over reading and writing, especially in grades 3 and 4, and that later in grades 5 and 6, all
four skills receive equal attention. Today elementary school students only need to spell 180
words out of the 300 words they use in oral communication. Policy in these Asian countries
is uniform in that oracy receives far more emphasis than literacy, although literacy still
plays an important role in early English education.
Teachers and researchers in Japan often disagree on what the balance should be
between oracy and literacy instruction in the elementary school English curriculum. Those
who emphasize the teaching of listening and speaking skills base their arguments on the
notion that there is a phonologically sensitive period among young learners. Officials from
the MEXT (2008), for example, argue that the simultaneous introduction of sounds and
letters is overwhelming for young learners. They believe that letters should be used as
supplementary tools for oral communication, so students are not overly burdened. Those
who argue for the inclusion of literacy, on the other hand, state that it is unnatural to
separate oracy and literacy merely because students are learning a foreign language,
especially when they reach the age where they can enjoy reading and writing in their first
language. They also state that some students prefer to learn the language through reading
and writing and others prefer to learn it orally, depending on their learning styles, personal
characteristics (e.g., shyness), study habits, and the like.
Despite these heated debates, the MEXT endorsed a curriculum where exclusive focus
is given on oracy and no literacy instruction except for teaching the alphabet is given
throughout 5th and 6th grades. It is not known, however, whether such exclusive focus on
oracy (listening and speaking) functions well in real-life classrooms. The present study is
an attempt to examine voices from students, parents, and teachers about the on-going
oracy-focused English instruction that policymakers maintain is effective in fostering
“Japanese with English abilities.”

METHOD
Research Questions
The present study is part of an on-going larger-scale research project to examine EFL
teacher professionalism in Asian countries.2 With a special focus on elementary school
English education in Japan, the present study attempted to answer the following research
question: From current teachers’ views, are there any difficulties in teaching English with
an exclusive focus on listening and speaking skills?
Setting and Participants
Participant teachers in the present study were chosen from 22 schools in one rural school
district and 14 schools in two urban school districts located in western Japan. They ranged
in age from early 20’s to late 50’s. Some had passed the teacher recruitment exams on their
first attempt while others had taken the exams several times before they were successful.3
Since no English exams or certificates were required in the recruitment process, almost
none of them were trained professionally or had expertise in teaching English when they
started their career as elementary school teachers.4
Despite these backgrounds, all elementary school teachers in the study were currently
or formerly entrusted with teaching English to 5th and/or 6th grade students because all
elementary schools they came from had experimented with having homeroom teachers
teach English in an “International Understanding” class for two years, prior to the official
start of elementary school English education in 2011.
Data Collection
Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected. Quantitative data were collected
using a 24-item questionnaire that was designed to examine teachers’ backgrounds and
perceptions about English language teaching. All but the very last open-ended question
“What changes need to be made to make elementary school English education function
effectively?” were provided in the form of multiple-choice or 4-point Likert scale. I asked
36 school principals to distribute it to all teachers involved in teaching English in their
respective schools. Since it was administered under permission from the local board of
education, the response rate was as high as 94% so that data were collected from 341
teachers in total.
As for qualitative data, the members of our research project observed two 5th- and
one 6th-grade English classes over a period of one academic year at an elementary school
located in the rural school district. Although its location is remote, English classes provided
there did not differ from those offered in urban cities the present researcher observed in the
year preceding this research project. Specifically, there were about 30 students in one class,
and a class team-taught with a native English speaking assistant language teacher was
offered twice a month. None of the Japanese teachers in the study had ever received

training in English language teaching. They were a science, a physical education, and a
math teacher. We observed both regular English classes taught by a Japanese teacher alone
as well as those team-taught with a native English speaker and/or a local Japanese volunteer
with English ability. We also conducted interviews and open discussion sessions with both
the Japanese and native English speaking teachers each time the researchers visited the
schools.
Data Analysis
Nine teachers left almost all questionnaire items blank. As a result, a complete set of data
from 332 teachers was used for further analyses. As for qualitative data, the videotaped
lessons, interviews and discussion sessions were transcribed and used for analysis in a way
that complements quantitative data analysis.
RESULTS
Eighty-four percent of the participant teachers found it difficult to maintain students’
interest in learning English by focusing solely on listening and speaking skills. Several
factors were identified to account for this difficulty (cf. Shin, 2012). The first was their
level of English proficiency. As mentioned above, those who teach English in Japanese
elementary schools are not trained for teaching English. They are not certified to teach
English either, unlike English teachers at junior and senior high school levels. Elementary
school teachers are not particularly good at oral communication in English, primarily
because improving reading and writing skills was, due to university entrance exams, the
main goal when they were studying English in junior and senior high schools (Chapple, &
Matsumura, 2011a). This phenomenon is particularly true for older generations of teachers.
A second teacher-related factor can be attributed to the skepticism they hold toward
teaching English in elementary schools. Specifically, about 87 percent of the teachers think
that given globalization it is important for Japanese students to learn English, but about 70
percent also think that learning both Japanese and English at the same time negatively
affects learning of both languages at the elementary school level (cf. Ootsu, 2005).
Unfortunately, there has been no research conducted to substantiate this negative belief, but
it is worth empirical investigation in future research.
Moreover, there is another type of skepticism shared by 14 percent of teachers about
the introduction of English into the elementary school curriculum. They have serious
doubts about English being the only foreign language to choose from at the elementary
school level (cf. Takakuwa, in press), and state that if becoming familiar with foreign
languages and cultures is the main goal of teaching English as shown in the national
curriculum guidelines, the language to be taught should not necessarily be limited to
English and other language options should be offered at local schools with different
language needs (e.g., Portuguese, Korean, Chinese).

There are also several student-related factors that make teachers feel uneasy about
teaching English orally. First, they found it unnatural and difficult to force students to
change their study habits only in the English classroom. In all other subjects, teachers
usually instruct students to read and take notes, so that they are good at utilizing these skills
for understanding and memorizing (Chapple, & Matsumura, 2011b). In English class,
however, students are generally not allowed to do any reading or writing activities and
asked to engage in oral activities only. They are required to understand and memorize what
teachers explain orally. This is a greater burden for students than learning to read and write
a basic level of English, as teachers commented in the interview.
A second student-related factor involves their perception about what “studying”
should be. An analysis of the class observations reveals that 5th grade students enjoyed oral
activities such as games, songs, and discussion for the first few months, but they tended to
get board easily later in the year. Moreover, there was a commonly held belief among 6th
grade students that games and songs are not “study” although they found these activities to
be enjoyable (cf. Gunderson, 2007). Students’ growing negative views about oracy-only
English learning is related to what they are going to learn in junior high schools. As
reported elsewhere (e.g., Matsumura, & Wakita, 2010), literacy instruction dominates
junior high school English, because only reading and basic writing skills are tested in senior
high school entrance exams. Besides, most junior high school teachers think that the
substantial amount of content to be covered in limited class time leaves little room for
oracy instruction.
Parents are also concerned about the gap in study content between elementary and
junior high schools. Since reading and writing are not included in the elementary school
English curriculum, many parents enroll their children in cram schools to assure they learn
these missing skills. These after-school studies, however, create a gap in English
proficiency levels among students and make it more difficult for teachers to manage
English classes. In fact, class observation and a series of interviews with teachers reveal
that the students who were nearly always quiet in the classroom were not those who did not
understand what they were studying, but rather, they were those who studied more
advanced English in cram schools and thought it unnecessary to pay attention to study
content in elementary school English.
From the macro perspective, such after-school problems may threaten educational
equity. Specifically, although there are a huge number of franchised cram schools available
in Japan wherein a wide variety of English lessons are offered, only students from
socio-economically affluent families can go to such cram schools due to expensive
admission and tuition fees. In fact, the cram school effect brought about a serious problem
in the 5th grade classes we observed. Some students were able to read and write basic
levels of English, whereas others could not read or write a word. It is not difficult to
imagine that such gaps will make the situation even worse when students who went to cram
schools and those who did not during elementary school years are pooled together later in a

junior high school.
In sum, contrary to policymakers’ expectation, both teachers and students, and their
parents too, have seen the current oracy-focused English instruction to be problematic.
Findings suggest that the simultaneous introduction of oracy and literacy is likely to make
English classes function more effectively than the exclusive focus on oracy, although it is
not clear at this point how to set the balance between oracy and literacy.
CONCLUSION
Although English with an exclusive focus on listening and speaking skills was introduced
into the Japanese elementary school curriculum, there seem to be more problems than
benefits in real-life classrooms. The problems identified in this study were both
teacher-related and student-related. The teacher factors can be categorized into practical
and ideological issues: that is, their varied levels of English proficiency and the skepticism
they cannot dispel about the privileged status of English over other foreign languages. The
practical problem might be resolved by more rigorous investment in pre-service and
in-service training. The ideological issue, on the other hand, requires more thoughtful
rationale for pushing elementary school English education forward as the Japan’s foreign
language education policy. Obviously, it is very difficult to convince teachers that the
ambiguous goals stated in the present national curriculum guidelines are reasonable and
based on research. More empirical research that shows the positive effects of teaching
English in elementary schools is needed.
As for student-related factors, it is difficult to maintain their interest in learning
English solely by oral activities. Given their age and study habits, it seems more natural and
realistic to take advantage of their reading and writing skills in learning English. This does
not mean that English instruction should swing back to the grammar-translation method.
Rather, what is needed is further investigation into how to incorporate literacy elements
into the oracy-focused English instruction. As stated above, there is a vicious circle in the
Japanese educational system that not enough study of English in school leads to follow-up
English study in cram schools, which causes the gap of English proficiency levels among
students to become bigger and bigger, which makes not only elementary but also junior
high school English instruction difficult for teachers to manage. It is true that the balance
between oracy and literacy in elementary school English instruction cannot be determined
by individual teachers, schools, or school districts. However, keeping the current
oracy-focused English education without paying attention to teachers’ and students’ voices
makes the situation worse. Comparative perspectives on elementary school English
education implemented in other Asian countries such as Korea and Taiwan may give us a
clue about how to set the balance between oracy and literacy in elementary school English
education.

NOTES
1. Correspondence concerning this article may be sent to Shoichi Matsumura, Department
of Intercultural Communication, Ryukoku University, 1-5 Yokotani, Setaooe-cho, Otsu
city, Shiga, Japan, 520-2194. Internet: shoichi@world.ryukoku.ac.jp.
2. Part of this study was supported financially by Ryukoku University Research Grant the
author received in 2011.
3. The teaching certificate that current teachers hold needs to be renewed by taking several
required and optional one-day courses offered at university when they reach the age of
35, 45, and 55. Otherwise the certificate will expire and they cannot continue to work.
The courses offered deal with various topics so that they can take courses depending on
their needs and interest. About 10% of elementary school teachers participating in the
present study had taken such renewal courses related to English education at the time of
data collection.
4. Two participant teachers were certified to teach English at the secondary school level,
even though both worked for elementary schools.
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Abstract: this study explores the implementation of a model to use reading comprehension
in the EFL classroom as grounding for developing student-centeredness, self-confidence, and
critical thinking skills. The principles of both Extensive Reading (ER) and Intensive Reading
(IR) were combined. To this end, twenty pre-intermediate students aged from 18 to 23 from
Instituto Nacional de Aprendizaje (INA), Costa Rica, were selected as subjects. The participants
were engaged in a reading project which required out-of-class readings of their interest and then
in-class reports during a period of 14 weeks, therein fostering the emergence of the three
cornerstones of the model. On one hand, the results evidence significant escalations mainly in
the levels of student-centeredness and self-confidence; this is probably due to the exposure of
classroom dynamics favoring student-talking time and active communication. On the other
hand, critical thinking skills were the least achieved of the three components, perhaps because
of the limited time available for the study. We hoped that this research provides both theoretical
and empirical insights for successfully addressing the issue of reading in the EFL classroom.
Key words: reading comprehension, self-confidence, student centeredness, critical thinking
Resumen: el presente estudio aborda la implementación de un modelo para promover el uso
de la lectura dentro del contexto de Inglés como Lengua Extranjera (EFFL) como fundamento
para el desarrollo de habilidades de auto-confianza, la centralización del estudiante y el
pensamiento crítico; combinando para ello los principios teóricos tanto de la Lectura Extensiva
(ER) como de la Lectura Intensiva (IR) y seleccionando como sujetos de investigación a veinte
estudiantes del Instituto Nacional de Aprendizaje (INA), Costa Rica. En el desarrollo del
paradigma, los participantes fueron inmersos en un proyecto donde efectuaron lecturas de su
propio interés fuera de clase, y luego realizaron reportes en clase durante un periodo de 14
semanas, promoviendo así los tres pilares del modelo. Los resultados evidencian, por una parte,
un incremento significativo en los niveles de auto-confianza y la centralización del estudiante;
esto probablemente debido a la naturaleza de la dinámica de clase implementada. Por otra parte,
las habilidades de pensamiento crítico fueron el componente menos desarrollado, posiblemente

debido a las limitaciones de tiempo a las que se vio sometido el estudio. Se espera que la
presente investigación sirva tanto de base teórica como empírica para abordar el problema de la
lectura en el contexto de EFL.
Palabras clave: comprensión de lectura, auto-confianza, centralización del estudiante,
pensamiento crítico

1. Introduction
Using reading to enhance learners’ language skills may be more difficult than what one
thinks. In the case of Costa Rica, it is not uncommon that classes are regularly too large,
students’ interests vary significantly within the same classroom, teaching resources are
often limited, and our culture does not support reading for pleasure. Most importantly,
the reading approach chosen by the educator may become so monotonous or teachercentered that in the end, he/she fails to achieve the intended goals of their language
curriculum. It is precisely this methodological uncertainty that has posed the greatest
challenge in successfully approaching and implementing reading in the EFL and ESL
classroom; put simply, reading is often unsuccessful because teachers are not certain on
what methodologies work best. Thus, if teachers had a better understanding of how to
teach reading more effectively, not only would they promote the enhancement of the
learners’ affective domains, but they would also improve the learners’ overall language
proficiency.

Recently, research on language learning has provided theoretical insights that may be
adapted into better addressing these issues. For instance, previous studies in this area
have identified a clear-cut link between student-centered learning scenarios and the
enhancement of communicative skills (see Gronich, 2004; Hickman, 2010; Zamora and
Sevilla, 2011). Language learning has been proven more successful when students are
engaged in group activities and are given sufficient opportunities to use their
communication skills. Self-confidence has also been associated with the improvement
of communication abilities (Gronich, 2004); that is to say, the higher the confidence
levels in learners, the better their competence and performance will be. Lastly, reading
plays a central role in the reader’s increased abilities in the domain of critical thinking.

To assist teachers solve the dilemma of reading in the classroom, the paper herein
proposes a pedagogical paradigm to promote student centeredness, self-confidence, and
critical thinking in oral communication courses. To this end, twenty learners from a preintermediate conversational English course at INA were immersed in a project where
they read short articles of their interest out of class, and then reported to their partners in
class during a period of 14 weeks. The reports were presented twice a week and students
were given the chance to monitor their classmates’ progress through a rating scale that
provided feedback for future improvement (see methodology for further explanation).
Data regarding the achievement of the three cornerstones of the model were
collected through: a) a checklist that gauged learners’ attitudes towards reading (see
appendix A), b) a self-confidence checklist (see appendix B) that was administered at
the beginning and at the end of the course to check the progress, and c) a teacher
observation form to measure the achievement degree of the classroom dynamics while
carrying out the project (see appendix C)
The study is of particular significance because it provides a better understanding of
how to successfully teach reading and unifies criteria to evaluate the most effective
methods to assess reading in EFL classrooms. Additionally, the classroom dynamics
proposed offer a holistic scenario where other advantages can be attained. Such benefits
include: the fostering of learners’ social skills, cooperative learning, commitment and
responsibility, the maximization of student-talking time, the increase of the affective
domain, and many others that complement the often-complicated duty of every
language instructor. Finally, this study helps students create life-lasting reading habits
and inspires future research in this field of study.

2. Literature Review
This section explores current research on reading comprehension and the elements
involved in the language learning process. The concepts and theory revised contain the
foundations upon which the present study is based.

2.1 How can reading be defined and what does it involve?

Given the many definitions of reading in language teaching-learning contexts, and
due to the lack of agreement among researchers, a holistic view of the reading process
provided by Suleiman (2005, p. 144) will be used primarily because it is consistent with
the principles of the paper herein developed. Suleiman views reading as:

…an “interactive” process between a reader and a text which leads to
automaticity or (reading fluency). In this process, the reader interacts
dynamically with the text as he/she tries to elicit the meaning and where various
kinds of knowledge are being used: linguistic or systemic knowledge (through
bottom-up processing) as well as schematic knowledge (through top-down
processing).

As stated above, the reading process is “interactive”, meaning that there exists an
aspect that allows the reader to relate his/her readings to personal experiences, to use
background knowledge—both “linguistic or systematic and schematic”— on the subject
at hand, as well as to make inferences about the meanings of lexical structures.

Three stages of language teaching and learning have been identified in recent
publications. In particular, Suleiman provides a review of the concepts regarding
contemporary reading phases. These are described as the pre- reading, while- reading,

and post-reading phases. The pre-reading phase, he points out, serves as a schema
activator, which is important because it aids students recall existing knowledge that will
help them better comprehend the text. The while-reading stage is when students
“tackle” texts by employing their linguistic and schematic knowledge (p. 151). Lastly,
the post-reading stage, which is particularly important because it helps the student
condense the knowledge acquired during the two previous processes, this stage can be
carried out through a number of activities depending on the learners’ needs,
backgrounds, interests, and affective domains

2.2 Extensive Reading vs. Intensive Reading

Recently, two main approaches have been identified in reading comprehension in
Second Language (L2) acquisition and have yielded substantial differences in their
respective processes and objectives.

According to Rashidi and Piran (2011), Intensive Reading (IR) focuses lexical and
syntactical comprehension, and it is usually carried out under a teacher’s guidance.
Extensive reading (ER), in contrast, is used as a means to gain general understanding of
what is being read. It is often done for pleasure and aims at minimizing learners’
reliance on the teacher. According to these authors, both approaches are important, but
they claim that IR is generally more suited for intermediate students. ER is, in general,
more appropriate for advanced learners since they are already proficient enough to
understand a wide range of vocabulary, thanks to the autonomy that ER itself fosters.

2.3 The role of Schema Theory in reading comprehension

According to Nunan (1989), Schema Theory is comprehension based on schemata,
which is defined as “the mental structures which store our knowledge” (p. 33). This

theory indicates that reading is an interactive process where the reader uses his/her
background knowledge to process and understand what is being read: “good readers are
able to relate the text and their own background knowledge efficiently”. Along the same
lines, Shen (2008) claims, in general agreement with Suleiman’s beliefs, that texts
become easier to the learners when they are enhanced with prior knowledge. Prior
knowledge can be used as a avenue to the new knowledge (knowledge to be acquired
through reading), which in turn can be highly beneficial because it allows learners to
look for vocabulary items that were previously stored in their memories and it also
fosters a variety of interpretations to the text in hand. This stimulates creativity and
improves student motivation because the learning reader grows curious about what is
going to happen in the passage, etc.

A great body of literature (e.g., Suleiman 2005; Carrel et al 1989; Nunan 1989; Shen
2008) reiterates the benefits of Schema Theory in reading comprehension. It describes
that the benefits can be useful in a number of ways in the language classroom, and that
its greatest impact can be perceived in the stimulation of learners’ critical thinking skills
resulting from the interactions between the reader’s background knowledge and the
notions presented in the recently-read text.

2.4 Student Centeredness

In recent years, the idea of student-centered scenarios in language teaching has
gained popularity and approval amongst language teachers and researchers. The
traditional view of education where students were passive recipients, where the
information coming from teachers was stored, has shifted to a completely new concept.
Now the teacher is expected to work as a facilitator, to create the opportunities for
students to exploit their language knowledge, and to become better language users. Such

opportunities, according to current research (Breen 1987; Francess 2009; Hickman
2010; Lightbown and Spada; McKeachie, in Gronich 2004; Nunan 1988; Nunan 1989;
Richards and Rodgers 2001), generally promotes students’ confidence in their abilities
and competences, conversational interaction, focus on group work and discussion
amongst the students, consciousness about the need for meaningful learning rather than
rote memorization, emphasis on their responsibility to learn and commit, a chance to
reflect upon their own progress, among others. Unfortunately, researchers do not seem
to reach a consensus as to what are the best methods to achieving student centeredness,
and there still remain many questions regarding its effective implementation in language
teaching.

Student centeredness has long-since been a subject of divergence amongst
academics, mainly in terms of its definition, scope, its understanding by teachers, and
the methods suggested to approach it successfully (see Francess 2009; Gronich 2004;
Hickman 2010). This study, however, demonstrates that student-centered teaching
brings about positive outcomes to language learners, due to the empirical evidence
drawn from the researchers’ experience (i.e.; Sevilla and Méndez) and the theory
acknowledging its importance in language teaching and learning (Gronich 2004;
Hickman 2010; Zamora and Sevilla 2011).

2.5 Self-confidence

Although there are some differing opinions as to what self-confidence refers to and
involves, research acknowledging its relationship to language acquisition is vast.
Macintyre et al. (1998) associate self-confidence with “being able to communicate in
the L2 in an adaptive and efficient manner” (551). They further point out that selfconfidence is affected by cognition—“[the learner’s] evaluation of skills, a judgment

made […] about the degree of mastery achieved in the L2”— and a “discomfort
experienced when using a L2” (551); also referred to as language anxiety. Pak, Dion,
and Dion (1985) go on to add that “high self-ratings” of English mastery is necessary to
develop good self-confidence (369).

Current research has identified important connections between self-confidence and a
great deal of other learning elements. For instance, there is said to be a link between
student-centered scenarios, language teaching, self-confidence, and “improved attitudes
toward learning.” Gronich (2004, p. 451). Put more simply, the higher the selfconfidence of the learner, the better his/her language learning will be. Renowned
academics like Macintyre et al. also point out a relationship between self-confidence
and group interaction, arguably because group interaction favors the development of
social skills that are likely to reduce anxiety levels. Lastly, constant language exposure
and exclusive use of the target language has equally been found effective in selfconfidence development (see Pak et al. 1985).

2.6 Critical Thinking

When dealing with Critical Thinking (CT) in Second and Foreign Language
Acquisition (SLA and FLA), current research (Abu 2011; Barnawi 2011; Crenshaw
2011; da Silva and Rodrigues 2011; Fahim and Sa’eepour 2011; Içmez 2009; Kamali
and Fahim 2011; Malemitsa 2008) identifies a clear-cut relation between both; however,
the methods to define, assess, and successfully address the subject often lack adequate
implementation in the language classroom (Noddings 2008; in da Silva and Rodrigues
2008). Such difficulty might derive from the complexity that CT itself represents. As
shown in resent studies, CT involves numerous mental processes that are difficult to
unify. Facione’s review of the definition of CT sets a clear example of this complexity:

according to the author, CT is “[a] purposeful, self-regulatory judgment, which results
in interpretation, analysis, evaluation, and inference, as well as explanation of the
evidential, conceptual, methodological, criteriological, or contextual considerations
upon which that judgment is based.” (1990, p. 372).

This wide-ranging definition, which originated as an agreement of a panel of experts
from various fields of study, often poses challenges in terms of its application in
language learning and teaching. Nevertheless, recent research has found a relation
between CT and reading.

Abu believes that “there is obviously an ongoing interaction between the reader and
the text: reading without thinking is not possible” (p. 213), he argues. Barnawi, on the
other hand, states that reading analysis can be used as a trigger for developing critical
thinking skills and that all mental processes occurring in CT are, to a large extent,
externalized by students’ interaction and engagement in the classroom. Along the same
lines, Içmez (2009) proposes that involving students in the process of text selection and
asking them to relate the reading texts to their own realities serves to promote students’
critical thinking, engagement, and motivation, which results in an increase of learners’
class participation. Barnawi and da Silva and Rodrigues claim that most of the
responsibility of promoting and incorporating CT in the EFL falls on the teachers
because they are often and wrongly perceived as the only generators of knowledge.
Hence, steady commitment is needed from the teacher to deconstruct what has been
traditionally the norm where the teacher is regarded as the transmitter of knowledge and
the students as mere passive receptacles of it (Barnawi 2011; da Silva and Rodrigues
2011; Facione 1990a; Nunan 1989).

Research shows that changing the traditional teacher-to-student information
transmission process is a very complex task to achieve. Da Silva and Rodrigues argue
that the professor must explain what CT embraces and devote sufficient time to
developing learners’ ability to perceive possible obstacles to their critical thinking. By
doing so, learners are shown how to overcome this problem accurately.

It is worth noting that the literature reviewed is generally consistent with the
cornerstones identified in this study, especially given that reading enhances CT and that
interaction favors it in the classroom (Barnawi 2011; da Silva and Rodriguez 2011).

The literature reviewed in this section constitutes the backbone of the present study,
for it provides the theoretical basis for its development. Equally relevant, the
conceptual foundations upon which the study is set reference both language acquisition
authorities as well as up-to-date research in language learning.

3. Methodology
3.1 Description of the Model

This is a quantitative correlational study conducted with twenty pre-intermediate
students from INA, developed during the second term of 2011. It proposes a method for
incorporating reading in oral communication courses as a means to integrate student
centeredness, self-confidence, and critical thinking. The procedures whereby the model
operates derived from experiential teaching and theoretical principles for second and
foreign language teaching.

3.1.1 Setting up the Model’s Dynamics

Initially, students have to look for two weekly 2-to-4-page articles to read outside of
class. The texts must be general (e.g.; sports, religion, famous people, life in other
planets, life after death, death penalty, evolution, etc.) and have to be found and chosen
by the learners. Students must then identify the most important information to be shared
in class. In two different sessions, students give an oral account of their readings to their
classmates–one oral report in each lesson during one week. Lastly, they go over this
process for two weeks, so that they are able to complete four readings within that
period. Once completed, the cycle repeats itself for the remaining 12 weeks. In total,
students complete 28 in-class oral reports.

3.1.2 Giving the Model Cohesion

Achieving Student centeredness: it is vital to provide enough communication
opportunities in the classroom. As stated above, students are required to present their
out-of-class readings to the class, which should give them enough opportunities to not

only put their recently-acquired vocabulary into use, but also to employ new and more
complex grammatical structures.

How can this be achieved? Students are required to work in groups of three; each
student being given from eight to ten minutes to report on their own readings.
Meanwhile, the other students listen actively to enrich the discussions with their own
experiences, opinions, and/or anecdotes. After they have completed their reports, they
provide each other with feedback and suggested changes and/or recommendations for
further improvement. Students, then move into a new group to report again (here starts
the second reporting cycle). At this point, there exists a slight but significant
modification: as they join another group, they are also asked to report on one of their
former group member’s topics, different from their own. Asides from the evident
maximization of student-talking-time that this fosters, fluency is also enhanced, since
this would be their second time reporting on their own topics. It also serves as an
incentive for learners’ active listenership during the first reporting cycle.

Achieving student’s self-confidence: as most language trainers and researchers have
agreed, confidence is a key element to communicating in any language; its
accomplishment should therefore be a priority in ESL and EFL teaching. This model
offers opportunities which stimulate the improvement of social skills as well as the
development of rapport, empathy, cooperation, commitment, and learners’ sense of
achievement. All such elements will allow students to communicate more confidently
and, ideally, more effectively in their target language, as they will also be able to learn
new content through the working dynamics already explained.

Achieving Critical Thinking: this last stage of the model is possibly one of the most
difficult to develop, but can be nurtured through three crucial steps. Firstly, learners

must be exposed to a diverse variety of topics so that they can be able to see different
perspectives while listening to the reports and to come up with their own criticism or
judgments on those same topics. Secondly, a performance assessment must be
completed by one member of the group (see appendix D). This will guarantee
commitment and linguistic awareness on the part of the listener and the speaker. Finally,
daily emphasis for the need to think critically while reading has to be made on the part
of the teacher, ideally by pointing out the benefits that this will bring about across their
professional and academic lives as well.

3.2 Participants

The study was conducted at INA, Lomas de Ocloro, during the second semester of
2011. Nine male and eleven female Costa Rican students aged from 18 to 23 were
chosen as subjects of investigation. The students were enrolled in a pre-intermediate
216-hour conversational course from August 19th to December 22th. Classes were
scheduled four times a week in a three-hour session each day. Among the participants,
there were only three who had extracurricular work load.

Students were enrolled in the course Ingles Conversacional para el Sector
Comercial, which is a 576-hour training program divided into 3 modules: Inglés
Conversacional Introductorio para el Sector Comercial (216 hours), Inglés
Conversacional I para el Sector Comercial (216 hours), and Inglés Conversacional II
para el Sector Comercial (144 hours). The model was implemented in the second
module, which requires a pre-intermediate English proficiency level. Also, in order to
better facilitate the development of the study, the course was taught by one of the
professors in charge of the study.

3.3 Description of the instruments

The instruments for data collection in this study include a checklist on students’
attitude towards reading, a self-confidence checklist, a post-reading reflection form, a
peer-assessment form, and a teacher observation form.

3.3.1 Checklist on Students’ Reading Attitudes and Performance

The checklist gathered information regarding the performance and the attitude that
students had towards reading before they were immersed in the model. The instrument
focused on collecting information regarding students’ perception of reading in the
learning of a L2, their current reading skills and habits, and their ability to read critically
in English. The instrument consisted of 15 items that students had to check according to
their own experiences before and after the implementation of the model. (See Appendix
A)

3.3.2 Self-confidence Checklist

Students were administered a twelve-item checklist aimed at gathering information
related to their affective domain in their L2 acquisition process. By and large, the items
collected data regarding students’ positive and negative experiences when completing
in-class activities during their former English courses. The instrument was used at the
beginning and at the end of the course to compare learners’ self-confidence progress
throughout the semester. (See Appendix B)

3.3.3 Peer-assessment Form

During the weekly oral reports, students took the role of peer assessors and to do so,
they were given a form to evaluate their classmates’ performance in terms of attitudes

during the activity, critical thinking skills, as well as overall linguistic growth
throughout the whole reading project. In addition, the instrument included a section for
comments for future improvement so that they would all have a chance to reflect upon
their own performance. It is important to point out that the data gathered was used only
by the participants and not for data collection in the study, for the main goal of this
instrument was to offer participants a chance to be aware of their weaknesses and
strengths within the scope of the model. (See Appendix D)

3.3.4 Teacher Observation Checklist

This checklist gauged information regarding teacher’s implementation of the model.
It consisted of four sections: the classroom atmosphere, the promotion of student
centeredness, learners’ attitudes, and the implementation of critical thinking skills in the
classroom. Six observations were conducted throughout the study by one of the
researchers in order to verify the extent to which the principles of the study were being
applied. (See Appendix C)

3.3.5 Post-reading Reflection Form

This instrument was administered after the completion of the four readings of one
general topic (reported in two weeks), and similar to the Peer-assessment Form, the
information was not tabulated but rather used for raising language and progress
awareness. The form aimed towards having participants reflect on their fluency, critical
thinking, and attitudes towards reading. (See Appendix E)

4. Data Analysis
This section analyzes the data recorded via the three instruments used in the study.

4.1

Checklist on Students’ Reading Attitudes and Performance

The results of the checklist applied before and after the treatment showed that the
degree of positive attitudes and reading performances were considerably improved
through the implementation of the dynamics. Confidence was the least prevalent
category where 0% of the students reported to feel confident when reading, after the
treatment the percentage increased to 80% (item 7). Cero percent of students also
reported their ability to see issues from different perspectives, this number increased to
40% showing significant improvement by the end of the project (item 6). Being critical
while reading showed a slight advance as the percentage went from 15% to 30% after
the treatment (item 5). The instrument evidenced that there were negative attitudes
towards reading before the implementation of the project. Learners reading in English
as well as interest in what they read ranked equally low according to the instrument
applied before the reading project (25%). These numbers improved significantly to
100% and 90% respectively (items 1 and 2). Sixty five percent considered reading to be
very difficult; however, after the project only 15% believed so (item 11). Sixty five
percent indicated to not know the meaning of many words while reading and 55%
reported that they found reading in English to be very boring and often resort to
dictionaries to look up many unknown words. The post-checklist showed great advance
in these two categories as numbers went down to 30% and 25% accordingly (items 13
and 14). Table 1 details the results for all categories inquired.

4.2

Self-confidence Checklist

In terms of self-confidence, the numbers display a significant increase from the first
to the second checklist. Below are described the major categories.

In the first checklist, participants showed low self-confidence levels in the
majority of the categories. Risk-taking avoidance, 95%, figures as the highest indicator
for such performance in the first checklist, while in the second one, such number
declines to 20%. Difficulty expressing opinions due to lack of information ranked as
second highest learning problem in the first checklist (90%). It is then observed that the
second checklist shows that only 15% of the participants considered this as an issue. As
for the problem regarding feeling stressed about corrections by their peers, concerned
participants went from 75% in the first checklist to 25% in the second. Finally, their
worries about criticism from their classmates declined as well, going from 85% to 20%
in the second checklist. Table 2 features in more detail the data herein reported.

4.3

Teacher Observation Form

This instrument records the reading tasks’ degree of achievement. The findings here
were derived from the teacher actual observations of the model being taught.

After averaging out all the components constituting the four categories of the
instrument, the results depict a general accomplishment of the research cornerstones. In
this respect, numbers show greater achievements in terms of student centeredness and
self-confidence, while the development of critical thinking skills ranked somewhat low
as compared to the first two. Numerically speaking, the classroom’s perception of the
tasks grew positive throughout the implementation of the experiment. The classroom
atmosphere ranked the highest after the second observation with 100% of achievement.
Student centeredness was found to yield promising results as well, going from 75% to
100% in the third evaluation. Down to the third most salient category, learners’ attitudes
and commitment with the projects revealed important advance, 80% in the first
observation and 95% in the third one. Critical thinking, as stated previously, was the
least prevalent category amongst participants, with a 40% achievement degree in the
first evaluation, 45% in the second and 55% in the third one. The reasons for such

performance will be hypothesized further in the conclusions. Figure 5 describes the
data herein analyzed.

5. Conclusions
Significant conclusions can be drawn upon the completion of the investigation. The
conclusions below are listed in accordance to the degree of achievement of the three
pillars dealt with in the study.

The first and probably most important step to the implementation of this model was
actively involving students in the reading process. As generally agreed on by recent
research, becoming an active reader involves quality time and positive attitudes towards
what is being read. Hence, it could be asserted that fostering active out-of-class reading
is key to obtaining the classroom dynamics needed for the model’s accomplishment, for
as shown in table 1, the majority of the participants had little to no reading habits prior
to the project.

Responsibility and autonomy can also be fostered through the dynamics underlying
the project. For instance, as a result of allowing students to choose their reading topic of
interest, a sense of commitment is likely to develop and thus overlap with learners’
enthusiasm towards reading not only for class assignments but also for life.
Additionally, the use of peer-assessment instruments promotes learners’ commitment to
focus on what the other classmates are reporting as well as to become aware of their
overall progress in the language acquisition process.

From the very first step (choosing a topic to read) to the last (reporting on other
students’ speech), learners play a central role as generators of knowledge. Such
knowledge is undoubtedly expanded as the classroom dynamics allow them to gain
information not only from their own readings but also from the many classmates
reporting on different topics. Numerically speaking, learners are exposed to four

different topics (deriving from the two groups joined during one session) in one
reporting session, eight in one week, and 32 in one month. In its most intimate sense,
the dynamics used for the project make it a network of knowledge per se.

As evidenced in the scores from the teachers’ observations, student centeredness can
be achieved practically through the class format herein proposed. Arguably, having the
class divided into groups of three maximizes students’ interactions and centeredness,
and provides students with a chance to put their language skills into practice and to give
their classmates feedback for further improvement.

Students’ confidence was significantly improved throughout the development of the
model as well. The results between the first and the second checklist on students’
confidence evidence significant progress in this regard. Nonetheless, future
implementation of this model needs to rely on optimal conditions for such confidence;
that is to say, it requires from a welcoming classroom atmosphere and the full
commitment to one’s and others’ language improvement.

Critical Thinking came to be the least achieved element of the model. Data collected
from the checklist on students’ reading attitudes and performance revealed that readingoriented students are few; therefore, it could be inferred that the lack of reading habits,
either in their mother tongue or in the second language, might have hindered a fuller
development of CT skills. Nonetheless, it may well be because, as argued in recent
research, CT cannot be consolidated in a short period of time, but rather during the last
stages of language acquisition. Yet, further research could be addressed to test this
model with other populations in order to draw more solid conclusions as for the reasons
impairing the full development of CT in EFL learning.

This study has provided theoretical as well as empirical grounding for successfully
approaching the issue of reading in the EFL classroom. It also gives language teachers
and trainers insights on how to implement a novel model that not only guarantees the
improvement of the three main pillars underlying the body of the study, but also offers
other added advantages such as the gaining of general knowledge, the development of
learners’ autonomy and commitment, the maximization of student-talking time, and the
improvement of social skills within the umbrella of reading for better oral competences
in language acquisition

6. Recommendations for Further Research
In light of the results and conclusions of the study herein developed, the following
recommendations for future research are provided:
Future research should examine the correlation between reading and the promotion
of critical thinking skills. Since measuring critical thinking is not easy to do, tests like
the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal or the Cornell Critical Thinking Test
could be used since they are standardized measures and they have also been
recommended by researchers in the field of language learning. Likewise, the correlation
between critical thinking and language proficiency level could be established by
running the study with advanced students.
A true experimental study can be conducted with two groups of different ages in
order to determine the extent to which age and critical thinking are correlated, as a link
between these two components has been suggested by previous research. This would
allow teachers better choose the classroom dynamics needed to develop such skills
depending on the type of population they are working with and in turn, better learning
would take place.
Lastly, follow-up research should also examine the effects of using other types of
texts (i.e., short stories or plays) in enhancing oral communication skills. By so doing,
the correlation between reading and proficiency level can be supported with more solid
evidence and as a result, the dilemma of reading would be not only solved but also
turned into a more holistic tool for better English teaching and learning.
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8. Appendix
Appendix A
Checklist on Students’ Reading Attitudes and Performance
Conversational English I
Pre-Intermediate I
II Term, 2011
Date: __________________________________

Instruction: rate your attitude and overall performance while reading by marking (✓)
the box that applies to you. The information you provide is for educational purposes
only and will be administered confidentially.
Statements
1. I read books, comics, newspapers, etc., in English.
2. It is easy for me to read articles in English.
3. When I read in English, I am very interested in what I read.
4. I enjoy reading activities and exercises in the English class.
5. I am critical of what I read.
6. When I read in English, I am able to see the issue from different
perspectives.
7. I am confident when I read in English.
8. I think being an active reader is important in the acquisition of a second
language.
9. When I read in English, I am very interested in the grammar structures
and the vocabulary.
10. I would like to read more in English.
11. I find reading in English very difficult.
12. I find reading in English very boring.
13. When I read, I do not know the meaning of many English words.
14. When I read in English, I need to look up many words in the
dictionary.
15. When I read in English, I understand relatively little.

Appendix B
Conversational English I
Pre-Intermediate I
II Term, 2011
Student:

Date:

Self-confidence Checklist
Instructions: Read the statements below. Tick (✓) the boxes that are true for you.

When speaking in class I often…

find it intimidating to work in groups.
take a generally passive role in group discussions.
find it hard to express an opinion due to lack of information on the topic.
feel insecure about the ideas I am trying to express.
feel very anxious about interacting with my classmates in group discussions.
worry about being criticized or judged by my classmates.
feel stressed if being corrected by my classmates or teacher.
avoid risk-taking because I fear making mistakes while communicating.
get nervous when someone asks questions about what I just said.
have feelings of discomfort when asking others questions about what they just said.
prefer not to express an opinion because I feel I don’t have the right vocabulary to do so.
believe my classmates have better language skills than I do.

Appendix C
CLASSROOM DYNAMICS OBSERVATION CHECKLIST
Observation Nº_____/
Date: ________________________________

CRITERIA

DEGREE OF ACHIEVEMENT
YES
NO
PARTLY
N/A
2pts
0pts
1pt

A. CLASSROOM ATMOSPHERE
1. Does the class exhibit a friendly and comfortable
atmosphere for learners to participate naturally
throughout the tasks?
2. Do learners show a high level of comfort and ease while
carrying out the tasks?
3. Is the class planned in a way that it allows for an
appropriate development of the tasks?
4. Does the sitting arrangement of the class favor effective
oral communication skills?
B. STUDENTS’ ROLE
1. Are the students the primary discussion leaders?
2. Do students work in pairs or groups?
3. Is the student-talking time sufficient enough as to allow
interactive communication?
4. Are students given the opportunity to assess their own
progress?
5. Do activities and classroom dynamics promote
cooperation?
6. Is there a predominantly interactive atmosphere during in
the teaching of the class?
C. LEARNERS’ ATTITUDES
1. Do students show a positive attitude while carrying out
the tasks?
2. Is there a respectful mood among the participants
throughout the tasks?
3. Do learners show commitment towards keeping
discussions going and asking/answering questions?
4. Do learners appear interested in the topics being
discussed?
GENERAL CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS
A. CLASSROOM ATMOSPHERE:

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

B. LEARNERS’ ROLE:

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

C. LEARNERS’ ATTITUDES:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Appendix D
Weekly Oral Reports
Conversational English I
Pre-Intermediate I
II Term, 2011
Student: _______________________________
Rater: _________________________________
Date: __________________________________
Instructions: Rate your classmate’s performance based on the criteria presented in
the boxes. If you have additional comments or recommendations for further
improvement, please write them in the spaces provided.
Peer-assessment Form
A .The participant shows enough knowledge of the topic s/he is reporting on. Examples provided help
the audience better understand the topic being explained.
Always



Almost Always



Often



Sometimes



Almost Never



B. Explanations and information presented help me to improve both general knowledge and language
use.
Always



Almost Always



Often



Sometimes



Almost Never



C. There is evidence of growing vocabulary as the participant reports on his/her reading. It is used and
pronounced appropriately.
Always



Almost Always



Often



Sometimes



Almost Never



D. The participant keeps a positive and enthusiastic attitude while doing his/her report of the selected
text.
Always



Almost Always



Often



Sometimes



Almost Never



E. The participant demonstrates overall linguistic progress throughout his/her report.
Always



Almost Always



Often



Sometimes



Almost Never



F. The participant makes critical connections between the text and his/her everyday reality.
Always



Almost Always



Often



Sometimes



Almost Never



Comments and/or Errors Detected:

Positive aspects of the oral report:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Suggestions for improvement:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Note: Be as critical and objective as possible and remember your feedback is
important for your classmate’s improvement.
Appendix E
Post-reading Reflection Form
Conversational English I
Pre-Intermediate I
II Term, 2011
Student: _______________________________
Date: __________________________________
Instructions: After you have completed four oral reports on the texts selected, check
the boxes that best describe your performance and progress during this reading cycle.
LINGUISTIC AWARENESS— In this week’s reports I have:
Become more aware of my own oral performance and errors/mistakes.





















Always
Almost Always
Often
Sometimes
Almost Never
Become more aware of my classmates’ oral performance and errors/mistakes.

Always
Almost Always
Often
Sometimes
Almost Never
Become more aware of my classmates’ and my own progress (e.g.; new vocabulary, fluency,
and structures) throughout the oral reports.
Almost Never



Always
Almost Always
Often
Sometimes
Almost Never
Enriched my classmates’ reports with critical arguments and/or questions.

Always



Almost Always



Often



Sometimes



CRITICAL THINKING – In this week’s reports I have:
Made critical associations between the text and my everyday reality.































Always
Almost Always
Often
Sometimes
Almost Never
Proposed solutions and/or suggestions for issues addressed during the reports.
Always
Almost Always
Often
Sometimes
Almost Never
Considered more than one side of a controversial/critical issue addressed.
Almost Never



Almost Never



Always
Almost Always
Often
Sometimes
Almost Never
Expanded my worldview as a result of the knowledge obtained in the readings.



Always



Almost Always



Often



Sometimes



GENERAL KNOWLEDGE AND ATTITUDES– In this week’s reports I have:
Carried out the project with commitment and enthusiasm.

















Always
Almost Always
Often
Sometimes
Gained knowledge and experience in the selected topic.

Always



Almost Always



Often



Sometimes



Almost Never



Developed a more positive attitude towards reading and learning in general.
Always



Almost Always



Often



Sometimes



Almost Never
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Abstract
A challenge in finance and business education is to provide students with cases and scenarios
in which they can study and explore decision making in the presence of risk and uncertainty.
One possible approach is the use of game show data, an approach that has also been adopted
in the research literature. The challenge is finding a game show where the role of skill is
minimised so that attention can be focused on the risk elements. One such game show is Deal
or No Deal which has already been used extensively by researchers in exploring decision
making under uncertainty and risk. In a teaching setting Baker et al (2010) demonstrate how
the US version of Deal or No Deal can be utilised to illustrate key concepts in the teaching of
decision making under risk and uncertainty. This paper extends the example in Baker at al
(2010) to show how the international versions of the Deal or No Deal show can provide a
richer setting to illustrate prospect theory dimensions of decision making for students.
Specifically, we highlight a feature of the Australian version of Deal or No Deal that makes
prospect theory very explicit.
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Findings will be reported from a workshop to help strengthen the agricultural extension
education and delivery systems of Afghanistan and Pakistan to better meet the needs of
farmers and the rural poor. Workshop sessions were oriented to train-the-trainers from
extension-related offices in Pakistan and from the Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation and
Livestock (Afghanistan).
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Strengthening Extension Skills of Young Afghanistan-Pakistan Professionals
Introduction and Purpose
Under the auspices of the Af-Pak Trilateral activity, UC Davis was asked to form a
consortium of Land-Grant universities (Washington State University, Iowa State University,
University of Maryland and Purdue University) to help strengthen the extension and delivery
systems of Afghanistan and Pakistan to better meet the needs of farmers and the rural poor. In
support of this, workshop sessions were conducted for Afghan and Pakistani extension
participants. The workshop was held at University of Agriculture, Faisalabad (UAF) from April
30-May 4, 2012 for 41 participants from Pakistan and 12 from Afghanistan (the Ministry of
Agriculture Irrigation and Livestock). The objectives were to develop professional extension
agents from the national program who are technically sound and able to address farmer’s needs
through a participatory user-driven (bottom up) extension approach. Evaluations for the
workshop were extremely favorable.
Procedure
This workshop was aimed at creating an opportunity for extension workers to meet with farmers
and assess their needs for extension education—the idea being to bring a sense of how a demanddriven system should work. UAF agreed to bring in 3-5 farmers for interviews in each of the
four technical areas—tree fruit, vegetables, grain and livestock. On the first full day of the
workshop the extension workers interviewed farmers on the UAF campus in small groups of 1015 (including the farmers) at sites representing the technical area (i.e. livestock group at the UAF
dairy unit, etc.). After the interviews, the farmers joined in an overall group lunch to facilitate
further discussion. Each group reported out on what they learned and how they would approach
solutions. Subsequently, they developed extension materials to present to the farmers who
returned to campus two days following the initial interviews. It was an eye-opening experience
for the US trainers and especially for the trainees—many who we surmised rarely met with
farmers. The entire process was full of engagement and excitement.
Major Findings/Results/Observations
1. Participants were excited about the bottom-up approach of identifying famer needs
through participatory interaction and focus groups
2. Participants liked the exercise of workgroup presentations
3. Participants thought the workshop was implemented in a very respectable manner and felt
free to express and discuss viewpoints
Conclusion and Implications
Efforts to try and build a viable Pakistani and Afghan extension system are ongoing. In the case
of Pakistan, it includes both private and public sector advisory services. It has been emphasized
that workshop participants should share knowledge learned with their members and partners. It
has been suggested that they engage one or more of their colleagues who did not attend the
workshop and go to a village and practice what they were taught.

Workgroup breakout sessions, presentations and reflections on specific farmer problems are
great workshop techniques and should be used in future
1. More time should be spent talking with farmers within their fields
2. More presentations should be offered in the national language
Next steps: Future workshops should focus on:
1. Extension methodology
a. How to set-up farm field schools
b. Role of woman in extension
c. Best ways to disseminate information to farmers
d. How to effectively use ICT in extension
2. Technical topics
a. Latest agriculture technologies relevant to rural farmers
b. Integrated Pest Management
c. Soil fertility
d. Irrigation management
3. Marketing
a. Role of extension in developing markets for farmers
b. Understanding value-chains
4. Workshop Participation.
a. A set of criteria were established for participants to qualify for participation in the
next workshop.
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Abstract
The current investigation is a qualitative, exploratory investigation of the process of two
tenure-track professors at a teacher preparation college in upstate New York as they
prepare literacy courses for pre-service teachers, one professor for Childhood Education
majors, grades 1-3 and one professor for Adolescence Education majors grades 7-12.
The two professors will independently construct courses using the same templates for
course and class planning and a set of evidence-based strategies and routines. The literacy
courses apply to education students who are expected to identify and develop an
understanding of various types of literacy and a working knowledge of comprehension,
vocabulary and writing literacy strategies. Multiple definitions of literacy are considered,
as is the development of literacy in many contexts. The courses offer the theoretical
foundations of literacy along with specific, practical strategies to help teachers share

strategies and routines, with their students for critical reading, information, and
vocabulary development. The first phase of the course development process, the planning
phase, began in July 2012. The second phase will be implementation and the creation of
artifacts for sixteen class sessions in one college semester. In this second phase each
professor will use ethnographic methods, recording narratives, taking field notes, and
engaging in critical reflection. The third phase will be an independent analysis of the data
by each professor. All artifacts will be archived for review. The fourth phase will be
sharing the analyses of the independent findings of each professor after one semester.
Findings will be presented, displayed, and discussed, highlighting critical points of
intersection and divergence in developing and executing the 1-3 and 7-12 literacy
courses.
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Abstract
This research focuses on youth engagement in community support programs as an important
contributor to student success. Findings are based on interviews with twelve youth services
organizations that demonstrate success in improving youth participants’ academic performance
in the Spokane Public School District. Interviews were transcribed and coded for themes around
engagement, risk factors, school and community collaborations, parent involvement, transitions,
and role models. This paper examines the ways that successful youth organizations engage
youth through 1) supporting their academics, 2) cultivating healthy relationships, either directly
or indirectly, and 3) building self-esteem and empowerment. Our discussion highlights the ways
in which a student's sense of competency may be more important than grades in demonstrating
success.
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The purpose of this study was to assess the importance of multicultural education as perceived
by future educators and to provide recommendations to expand professional development
activities. This study was also used to assess the importance of multicultural education as it is
addressed as a component of teacher preparation programs. The survey instrument used in this
study has been implemented in the Caribbean Region for a transnational comparison.

Abstract
This paper explored and assessed the importance of multicultural education as perceived by
future educators of the National Education Association Student Program (NEA-SP) and to
provide recommendations for the expansion of professional development activities at future
program events. This study also assessed the importance of multicultural education as it is
addressed as a component of teacher preparation programs.
Research questions were formulated for the study as follows: (a) Do future educators believe that
students in low-economic areas have the same opportunity for academic success as student in
higher income areas, (b) Should multicultural education be an essential component of teacher
preparation programs, (c) should teacher preparation programs include trainings related to
students with disabilities, (d) do future educators believe that training regarding student’s gender
and sexual orientation biases have a significant effect on student learning outcomes, (e) do future
educators believe that information regarding different religious beliefs have a significant effect
on a successful teaching environment and, (f) do future educators believe that learning about the
second language acquisition have a significant effect on successful teaching.
The study purports the need to expand multicultural education as a part of teacher education
programmes across international borders’ and continued professional development activities.
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Abstract
In Taiwan, most vocational universities provide extensive EGP (English for General
Purposes) curricula which include listening, speaking, reading and writing courses from
the freshman year to sophomore year. Hence, English related courses are not offered
from the junior year. As a result, there is a gap in the students’ continuous English
learning. Yet, in many cases, new graduates will be required to be able to produce jobhunting applications in English and to be able to be interviewed in English. In vocational
university settings, it is important to prepare students’ English competence for career
readiness. This project is aimed to help the junior and senior year students in enhancing
their English knowledge and skills for job seeking.

This project reports the process of designing an ESP (English for Specific Purposes)
program that prepares university junior and senior students with necessary English
knowledge and skills for job-seeking. In this program, job-hunting related skills, such as
cover letter, resume writing, autobiography writing and interview skills were delivered to
the program participants and followed by one-to-one consultations. Furthermore, it
provided situated-learning context for interview role-playing. The project researchers
collected the program instructor’s observation and participants’ feedback about the
program for evaluation. The results indicate that majority of the participants have positive
attitude toward the program in many aspects. Pedagogical suggestions are provided for
future program improvement.
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Abstract
Like Riding a Bicycle: Technology and Techniques to Support English Language
Development with Asian Immigrants

The latest United States Census Bureau report indicates that residents from Asia make
up over twenty-six percent of the foreign-born population of the United States. In the
southern states, including Georgia, the number of foreign born residents increased by
eighty-eight percent between 2000 and 2010. In order to meet the needs of this
demographic shift schools should secure resources and reevaluate traditional teaching
practices. Presenters in this workshop at the 11th Annual Hawaii International
Conference on Education will share examples of materials and technology
appropriate for school media centers and ESOL classrooms. A co-presenter with
extensive teaching experience in the People’s Republic of China will share
techniques, recommendations and practical applications to support language
acquisition. Participants in the workshop will learn creative, research-based
approaches to working with Asian immigrants who are learning to speak English.

No matter how one may think himself accomplished, when he sets out to learn a new language, science, or the
bicycle, he has entered a new realm as truly as if he were a child newly born into the world.
~Frances Willard, How I Learned to Ride the Bicycle

The multicultural school
Reports from the latest census indicate an increasing number of foreign-born residents in
the United States. Mexico provides the largest percentage of foreign-born residents (29%), but
28% come from Asia, 23% from other Latin American and Caribbean countries, 12% from
Europe and 4% from Africa, with the remainder from Northern America and Oceania (Grieco et
al, 2012.)
Data for school-age children show that in 2009 more than 21% spoke a language other
than English at home (United States Census Bureau, 2012.) Although the numbers vary by
region from almost 12% in the Midwest, through 18% in the South and 21% in the Northeast to
over 33% in the West, even the smaller numbers suggest the necessity of a reconsideration of
teaching and learning.
Nor is this trend confined to the United States, with a recent report on schools in the
United Kingdom revealing that, on average, one in six students at the elementary level and one in
eight students at the secondary level speak a language other than English at home. (Department
for Education, 2012). Although the underlying problem is the same, the variety of languages

spoken by school-age children in the United Kingdom varies, with the most commonly spoken
languages including Punjabi, Urdu, Bengali, Gujarati, Somali, Polish, Arabic, Portuguese,
Turkish, and Tamil, but with sizable numbers of students speaking Shqip (Albania and Kosovo),
Igbo (Nigeria), Luganda (Uganda), Sinhala (Ethiopia), and Amharic from Ethiopia.
Providing a quality education for the rapidly increasing numbers of ethnically and
linguistically diverse children is a significant issue that must be addressed by educators at all
levels (Brock, McVee, Shojgreen-Downer & Dueñas, 1998). The increasing enrollment of
students who do not speak English as their first language challenges schools to provide programs
and materials to address the unique needs of this multi-faceted special population.

Challenges for foreign-born students
How does one stop reading the exterior signs of a foreign tribe and step into the inwardness, the viscera of their
meanings? Every anthropologist understands the difficulty of such a feat; and so does every immigrant.
~Eva Hoffman, Lost in Translation: A Life in a New Language

A growing number of children entering U.S. schools are experiencing difficulties
learning to read and becoming literate because they are not native speakers of English. When
addressing the specific educational needs of English language learners (ELLs), educators have
debated whether instruction should be primarily in the student's native language or in English
and when to make a transition from bilingual to English-language-only classrooms. A more
crucial issue, however, is how to merge English language instruction with subject matter
instruction (Greenwood, 2001). The question is how to successfully design instruction that
develops literacy skills in English while at the same time promoting second-language
acquisition. Arreaga-Mayer (1998) describes features of effective instruction. These include
implementation with heterogeneous groups, promotion of high levels of student engagement;
activation of higher-order cognitive processes; opportunities for students to engage in extended
English discourse; applicability to small and class-wide groups; social acceptance by teachers,
students, and parents; and respect for cultural and linguistic diversity. Consequently, combining
effective instructional interventions with features of language-sensitive teaching appears to
maximize opportunities for ELLs to become literate.
Rance-Roney (2010) notes that it is critical that we seek innovative and effective skill
improvement approaches that increase the rapidity of content literacy development for ELLs
while simultaneously developing the four language skills of writing, reading, listening, and
speaking. Teacher-librarians are in positions within their schools that allow them to work
collaboratively with teachers to addresses these language skills, playing pivotal roles in working
to effectively meet the educational needs of the many linguistically and culturally diverse
children in American classrooms. York (2008) observes, “Chances are good that the majority of
school librarians and media specialists have worked with or will work with students who have
limited or no English language background.” (p. 26)

The role of the teacher-librarian in standards-based education
School library media specialists are in positions within their schools that allow them to
play pivotal roles in working to effectively meet the educational needs of the many linguistically
and culturally diverse children in American classrooms. Media specialists are equipped with the
knowledge to establish collaborative relationships enabling them to support the work of English
for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) teachers and to provide media center resources and
programming for limited English proficient (LEP) students.
The American Library Association (ALA) and American Association of School
Librarians (AASL) have made clear statements about the importance of instructing students,
identifying student information needs, and fostering a community of lifelong learners. AASL’s
Standards for the 21st-Century Learner notes that today’s learners must use skills, resources, and
tools that equip students to do the following: 1.) Inquire, think critically, and gain knowledge, 2.)
Draw conclusions, make informed decisions, apply knowledge to new situations, and create new
knowledge, 3.) Share knowledge and participate ethically and productively as members of our
democratic society, 4.) Pursue personal and aesthetic growth (AASL, 2007).
By addressing these important standards, the teacher-librarian can be instrumental in
gathering the resources needed to not only provide direct support for immigrant students learning
English, but to also work closely with ELL educators to help the students bridge the educational
gap (Armour & Corona, 2007). American Association of School Libraries President Cassandra
Barnet says, “With such high concentrations of ELLs in our schools, school library media
specialists (teacher-librarians) are in the unique position to make significant contributions to this
unique student population. Clearly resources, both in materials as well as certified and trained
school library media specialists, can greatly impact the success of English language learners.”
(Barnet, p. 2)
McCarthey and Dressman (2000) conclude that a diverse student population will
resemble a multicultural quilt, created from the diverse experiences and backgrounds of children
and teachers, stitched together by their contacts with one another within the seams of schools.
Such a creation can be firmly bound by literature, technology, dialogue, creative thinking, and
collaborative efforts. The elementary school library media specialist is well-equipped to create
such a quilt by applying these resources and approaches to working with limited English
proficient students.
School library media specialists are guided by clearly-stated, basic standards established
for serving non-English speaking children. The authors of Information Power: Guidelines for
School Library Media Programs (AASL & AECT, 1988) note, “The mission of the library media
program is to ensure that students and staff are effective users of ideas and information.” This
mission is accomplished by:
1.
2.
3.

Providing intellectual and physical access to materials in all formats.
Providing instruction to foster competence and stimulate interest in reading,
viewing, and using information and ideas.
Working with other educators to design learning strategies to meet the needs of
individual students (p. 6).

The American Library Association (ALA) and American Association of School
Librarians (AASL) have made clear statements about the importance of instructing students,
identifying student information needs, and fostering a community of lifelong learners
(Information Power, 1998). These respected professional organizations have established four
distinct roles of the school media specialist.
1.

Teacher – Collaborates with faculty, instructs students, is knowledgeable about
current research on teaching and learning, serves as curricular leader and
participant on the school's instructional team, updates professional skills, and
demonstrates skills to help students access, evaluate and use information from
multiple sources.
2.
Instructional Partner - Identifies links across student information needs,
curricular content and learning outcomes, takes a leading role in developing
policies that guide students to develop a full range of information abilities,
designs authentic learning tasks.
3.
Information Specialist - Provides leadership and expertise in acquiring and
evaluating information resources in all formats, brings an awareness of
information issues into collaborative relationships with teachers and
administrators, models learning strategies for students, and masters sophisticated
electronic resources.
4.
Program Administrator - Exhibits proficiency in management of staff, budgets,
equipment and facilities, defines the policies of the library media program, is an
advocate for the library media program, and plans, executes, and evaluates the
program. (AASL & AECT, pp. 4-5)
The mission statement of the library media program as stated in Information Power
encourages all media specialists to be inclusive in purchasing materials for the media center and
in offering programs within the center to address the needs and interests of limited English
proficient (LEP) students. Information Power: Building partnerships for Learning (AASL &
AECT, 1998) moved from providing resources for students to creating a community of lifelong
learners. Media specialists are to provide materials in numerous formats for individual students
and create a community of lifelong learners.
However, media specialists face a number of challenges in addressing the needs and
interests of special populations. First, managing the numbers of students in an economic and
political climate in which funding does not keep up with growth is an enormous task (McCarthey
and Dressman, 2000). Second, with continuing mobility patterns of both teachers and children, it
is unlikely that teachers will teach in the same community in which they live. This geographic
consideration may cause the teacher to feel disconnected from the students’ life experiences.
Third, media specialists must cultivate a point of view dedicated to building firm foundations of
reading and writing for children whose first language is not English.
School media library media specialists, by the nature of their profession, have always
been advocates of literacy, and for many years they have recognized the potential importance of
literature in enabling children to become lifelong readers (Bishop & Blazek, 1994). According to
Information Power (1998), the mission of the library media specialist is to ensure “that students
and staff are effective users of ideas and information.” Moyer & Small (2001) observe that if
information literacy programs are to be effective, they must stimulate intellectual curiosity,
develop self-confidence for research activities, and encourage a desire for continued information

exploration throughout life. Making this valuable connection between reading, literature,
literacy, and information retrieval is an important professional responsibility of the school library
media specialist. Making the connection with students who speak English as a second language
heightens that responsibility.

The changing environment: From school library to learning commons
Rapidly evolving technologies have given rise to a debate among professionals about the
very nature of a traditional school library. For generations, the school library has housed shelves
and shelves of books to serve the reading and research interests of students. However, today’s
digital natives have grown up with laptops, tablets, smart phones, and a world of information
only a click away. Students are increasingly expected to express their understanding using
images, video, and animation in addition to plain text (Regan, p. 10).
The concept of a school library is evolving from a repository for books to a center for
learning or “learning commons,” an area within a school that serves the needs of the 21st-century
learner. Why does our school need a library when we have access to so much information from
our classrooms via the Internet? What does this new learning commons look like? Waskow
(2011), notes, “These have been leading questions for almost a decade, and nationally recognized
professionals have explained that it has yet to be defined, much less described” (p. 8). Architect
Doug Westmoreland describes the new library for Glen Allen High School in Henrico, Virginia
by saying,
The design committee’s consensus noted that they wanted a space with a “Barnes and
Noble” atmosphere where students wanted to be. The desire for more informal and casual
functions is critical. completely open environment was required for supervision and flexibility,
but the larger space in the library needed to be defined by the architecture to create smaller,
different environments. Formal classroom instruction was created in one corner, with a less
formal instruction are in the diagonal corner, separated by low book stacks. Informal areas are
created in several locations – near the large windows in the center of the library and in the
quieter area adjacent to the circulation desk. Four types of displays – laptop, LCD large screen
monitor, interactive white board, and projection – are provided for group or individual learning
opportunities. (Martin, Westmoreland, & Branyon, 2011, p.16).
Cushing Academy in Ashburnham, Massachusetts sparked heated discussion within the
profession when it dramatically redesigned its library into a radically different learning commons
beginning in 2007 (Corbett, 2011). More and more schools and teacher-librarians have begun the
discussion to transform the traditional library into a facility that better meets the needs of 21st
century learners. It is in this environment that the teacher-librarian must collaborate with
classroom teachers and create the learning space that ensures equal access and opportunity for all
students.

Learner characteristics
When working with immigrant children it is important to remember that each student’s
response and behavior in school are “a result of the complex interaction of his or her cultural
background, individual nature, and length of time that student has been in the host country”
(Ioga, 1995, p. 17). The following observations regarding the nature of Chinese-speaking
children in elementary schools in the United States are not meant to stereotype, but to present
what has been observed by other researchers, and to give an indication of the ways in which
these students may differ from their native-born counterparts.
New English language learners are diverse and need lots of individual attention. The
stereotype of the “overachieving Asian student” can be as damaging as any other stereotype.
(Barbieri, 2002).
School is central to Chinese students’ lives. We must make it relevant, valuable, and
joyful, welcoming families to participate whenever they are available. (Barbieri, 2002). The
school and community can assist parents of LEP children to understand the path to school
achievement (Constantino, 1994). By working from the knowledge and understandings of the
parents, schools can create programs to serve parents in helping their children assimilate into the
classroom and perform at an equal level with their classmates while maintaining their native
culture.
However, Fu (2003) cautions American teachers to be aware that many Chinese believe
that the best way to help their children’s education is to manage to send them to a good school.
In the author’s experiences in a school in New York’s Chinatown she observes, “Once they put
their children in a good school, then it is the task of teachers to educate them, not the parents.
Volunteering in the school, assisting on a field trip, or corresponding with the teachers regularly
about their children’s education may sound strange or even be seen as intrusive in the eyes of
many Chinese parents” (p. 158-159).
Chinese-speaking students may prefer more structure-oriented lessons, are less likely to
voice their opinions or ask questions, tend to hide their abilities, and tend to seek conformity and
group dependence. (Cortazzi & Jin, 1996).

Strategies for supporting ELLs from the research
An examination of the research reveals an array of examples of instructional methods and
outcomes that specifically serve ELLs, in both the elementary and high school environment.
Books and instructional materials
•

Provide good materials - Coonrod & Hughes (1994) observe that children who are
culturally and linguistically different present a special challenge to early
childhood educators. (Kiefer, 2001) notes that children’s experiences with good
books can play an enormous role in smoothing the transition from beginning
reading to fluent reading. Such transitions often begin with books available in the
school media center and with a collaborative effort between the ESL classroom
teacher and the school library media specialist, encouraging second language
acquisition through reading and understanding the printed word.

•

•

•
•
•

Bilingual picture books - Barbieri (2002) notes that saturating students with
bilingual literature, picture books, age-appropriate technology, and nonfiction
texts, will make English acquisition more desirable, more joyful, and easier. Such
books should affirm the student’s culture and be reflected positively in both words
and pictures. “Offer books that encourage cumulative language development as
well as those with a phonetic approach – a both/and rather than an either/or
approach” (Ioga, 1995, p. 35). Dickinson & Hinton (2008) remind teacherlibrarians to use valid and responsible vendors when buying international
materials to ensure the materials are authoritative and accurate. Dietrich & Ralph
(1995) observe educators should help students explore their own cultures and
contribute to intercultural understanding. A continuing dialogue should result in
the classroom through the use of culturally diverse literature to enhance student
involvement in the curriculum and in multicultural controversies.
Simple English language picture books -Muchisky (2007) observes that perhaps
the most important acquisitions for the library collection are good-quality
multicultural books, especially picture books. Moorefield-Lang, Anaya and Shirk
(2010) concur, noting “With everything from low-level picture books to age- and
grade-appropriate books, ELL students can choose books that fit their own levels
of reading and move up as they are ready. Hi-lo books for older readers - Upper
elementary students should have these books available as they are much more
age-appropriate.” (p. 23).
Informational books – Naidoo (2005) emphasizes the importance of non-fiction
books for language acquisition, and as a means of collaboration with ESOL
teachers, particularly in sheltered instruction.
Big books (www.teacherbigbooks.com) - Oversized books are important tools for
emergent readers, shared readers and those learning a language.
Wordless picture books - Help students who are just learning to read practice
storytelling in their home language and in English.

Instructional Strategies
•

•

Children’s literature selections allow students to enjoy and replicate actual and
vicarious life experiences of others right in the classroom. Faltis (1989)
summarizes the advantages of using storybooks for language minority students.
First, storybooks are excellent sources for both vocabulary and concept
development because the words tend to be presented in contexts supported with
pictures and other kinds of extralinguistic clues. Second, storybooks provide a
context for verbal interaction, particularly the important sequence of elicitationresponse-evaluation. Third, storybooks teach children about attitudes and
behaviors that are valued in society. Elementary school library media specialists
are able to share wonderful stories with children and should include stories that
actively involve limited English proficient children.
Researchers have observed the value gained from collaboration between students
in the ESL environment. Dietrich and Ralph (1995) emphasize students need to
connect what is in the text to what they already understand. Multicultural

•

•

•

literature should become a primary vehicle for generating discussion and for
literacy acquisition. The literary work becomes the shared body of experience,
allowing students to respond from the perspectives of their individual cultural
backgrounds.
Poetry. Involve the ESL children by encouraging simple poetry using their
available English-language vocabulary. The media specialist may consider
posting these poems on a special bulletin board in the media center showcasing
student work.
Literature-inspired creative expression. Hosli (2000) discusses the use of
intermodal learning activities with limited English proficient children. The author
encourages the natural use of the different art disciplines of visual art, music,
dance, literature, and theater. “Working with art means to find and offer the art
disciplines which help people to better express their own themes; or to approach,
meet, and become acquainted with unknown theme” (p. 17).
Storytelling. Stories are at the core of all that makes us human. Hamilton &
Weiss (2005) note that the art of storytelling and its role in learning is far from
new. The authors remind us that storytelling is the oldest form of education.
People around the world have always told tales as a way of passing down their
cultural beliefs, traditions, and history to future generations. Craft and Bardell
(1984) say that hearing, telling, writing, and drawing stories helps the language
development of second language learners. In retelling stories they have heard told
and read to them, their unconscious knowledge directs their language production.
Dietrich and Ralph (1995) concur, noting that literature and the ensuing
discussion permit students to read, think, and become actively engaged with the
texts. The media specialist can work with the LEP teachers to include limited
English proficient students in reader’s theater and radio productions. Kulleseid
(1986) places a strong emphasis on multisensory ways of knowing and noted this
leads to the importance of providing access to information in many media. School
library media specialists must also create opportunities for individualized or
small-group instruction so that students’ unique and individual pathways to
learning may be discovered, made explicit, and stimulated (p. 46).

Programming to support English Language Learners
•

•
•

Literature-inspired creative expression - Hosli (2000) discusses the use of
intermodal learning activities with limited English proficient children. The author
encourages the natural use of the different art disciplines of visual art, music,
dance, literature, and reader’s theater. This also provides the teacher-librarian an
excellent opportunity to work collaboratively with teachers of these special
subjects.
Parent/grandparent nights in the school library - Invite extended families to visit
the school to see the progress their children have made. Showcase books, art,
music, and technology the students have been using to learn their new language.
Book clubs and literature circles - ELLs develop confidence through participating
in a verbal exchange where they can discuss books in a relaxed setting. Encourage

•

•

•

students to bring prewritten notes to meetings. This will give students practice
writing in English and may make them more comfortable when speaking. (Blair,
Brasfield, Crenshaw, & Mosedale, 2011). When children and youth engage in
conversations with peers and adults about texts they have read, they become more
aware of their own beliefs, their learning, and the learning process. (Moreillon &
Cahill, 2010).
Morning announcements via closed-circuit TV - Include ELLs by having them
tape book reviews, poetry readings, songs or mini-lessons about their countries.
Taping in advance will lessen the anxiety to have perfect English and give them
the opportunity to edit their final presentation.
Student-produced materials - The teacher-librarian should consider working with
the children to produce graphic novels or comic strips illustrating the story. Books
can be cataloged and checked out to other students through the library’s Online
Public Access Catalog (OPAC).
“Family Treasure” booklets - Using objects of cultural and personal relevance that
the children brought from home, stories can be generated from the original telling
in the student’s native language into English in small-group contexts, transcribed,
illustrated, and uploaded to a Web site for permanent sharing, rereading, and
exchange. These booklets provide an opportunity for identity formation, pride of
family and culture, and the acquisition of rudimentary technology skills, which all
work to motivate and engage young learners in the development of early literacy
(Roessingh, 2011).

Technology applications and projects
•

•

•

•

DVDs in both the home language with English subtitles and in English with
home-language subtitles - These encourage students to develop their literacy skills
in one language while making connections to the other spoken language (Blair,
Brasfield, Crenshaw, & Mosedale, 2011).
Mp3 players or other audio devices - Playaways( prerecorded mp3 players) are
also valuable so that students can listen to all required texts while they read so
that students can listen while they read since students can understand spoken
English before written English (Adams, 2010).
iPods and iPads- Using either of these devices as a delivery method is a natural fit
for a teacher-librarian as they are tools for a collaborative venture with classroom
teachers and provide an enticement to engage teachers with the library skills
curriculum. Podcasts, pronunciation recordings and language exercise can then be
used at any time by any user (Patten & Craig, 2007). Valuable free or inexpensive
downloadable applications for the iPad include TranslateIt, providing one-click
translations of text from one language to another and Notes ‘n More, which allows
students and teachers to generate to-do lists, notes, voice memos, pictures and
videos and then collect the disparate file types into folders. Such a program can
provide a valuable aid to serve as a digital graphic organizer.
iMovie or Movie Maker- Students can write, produce and edit presentations by
collaboratively using their English skills.

•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Pathfinders or Webquest (www.webquest.org) - Lists of valuable websites can be
prepared by the teacher-librarian and made available to the ELL for easy
reference.
Kindles, Nooks and other e-readers - Allow for the easy download of e-books and,
not only are searchable, but can provide read-along audio.
Doodle Buddy and other computer-aided drawing programs - Bermudez &
Palumbo (1994) discuss the importance of using emerging technologies and
updated information to enhance literacy education for ELL students. The authors
conclude that levels of fluency, knowledge, motivation, and interest can be
addressed individually through the use of age-appropriate technology
applications.
TeacherWeb (www.teachersweb.com ) or Weebly (www.weebly.com )- Add an
ELL section with links to online translators, dictionaries, and foreign newspapers
to the library’s Web page. Create a link to the International Digital Children’s
Library (http://en.childrenslibrary.org/) where students can read books in more
than fifty languages (Adams, 2010). The webpage can also allow students to
showcase book reviews.
Animoto (www.animoto.com) - Can be used instead of traditional book talking to
hook ELL students by integrating media into language learning (Collins, 2010).
Prezi (www.prezi.com) - Software that creatively goes beyond PowerPoint’s
presentation capabilities.
Moodle (www.moodle.org ) - Enables students to meld great literature and the
power of Web 2.0. Using this site, ELLs can collaborate about content, research
information, create online projects and converse with those from unfamiliar
cultures.
Glogs (www.glogster.com) and online posters - Integrate text, photos, audio and
video encourage creativity while helping ELLs organize and present concepts in
English.
Skype (www.skype.com) - Allows students to connect various school
communities using live communication through computer-to-computer phone
calls. Encourages language exchange through a global community.

Practical Matters
•

•

Illustrations and signage. Communication in the school library media center can
be facilitated through the use of prominently posted signs and pertinent
information. The media specialist should direct, involve, and encourage LEP
children by posting relevant signs and directions throughout the media center in
the child’s native language.
Foreign language cataloging. Adamich (2009a, 2009b) highlights the importance
of equality of access and the ways in which metadata can be displayed within the
OPAC in another language. This allows better access to ELLs and can also
provide more relevant and helpful examples when students are learning about
metadata and searching for information.

•

Use graphic organizers to help ELLs understand nonfiction texts, including
electronic resources such as Web sites or database articles (Blair, Crenshaw &
Mosedale, 2011).

A New Opportunity
Students need culturally responsive teacher-librarians who focus on 21st century skills for
all students, including immigrant students learning English. Basic principles for culturally
responsive leadership in school libraries are articulated by multicultural educators who know that
social equity is more important than ever, as the number of diverse and underserved students
increase each year. Ethnicity, race, disability, gender, language and socioeconomic status define
diverse students who enter school libraries every day. Since teacher-librarians interact with all
students within a school, it is a natural fit to look toward our school library personnel to model
culturally responsive leadership for educators within their school and communities (Summers,
2010). Teacher-librarians must focus on enhancing their professional competencies and promote
positive intercultural interactions between students in order to create the best learning
environment in the 21st century.
President Nelson Mandela once said, “If you talk to a man in a language he understands,
that goes to his head. If you talk to him in his language, that goes to his heart." (Mandela, 2012).
Mandela's remark captures dramatically one of the core functions of language, to express
identity. Our language, our culture and our perception of ourselves and others are intertwined.
The lives of teachers in the United States are enriched by working with students and families
from diverse cultures. Immigrant children bring a rich cultural and linguistic heritage to
American schools. The teacher-librarian is in a unique position to provide resources,
programming and appropriate technology to support English language acquisition by these
special children. At a time when there is pressure to remove professionally qualified staff from
school media centers, it is essential that teacher-librarians lead the way in helping these new
Americans succeed in their educational experiences, in forming their identifies and in life.
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Shortage of Special Education Faculty. There is a critical shortage of special
education faculty in U.S. universities who are available to meet the demands of
preparing special education teachers, implementing research which leads to improved
practice, and developing 21st century policymakers and administrators (Dil, Geiger,
Hoover, & Sindelar, 1993; Pierce, Smith, & Clark, 1992; Sindelar, Buck, Carpenter, &
Watanabe, 1993; Smith, Pion, Tyler, Sindelar, & Rosenberg, 2001; Smith & Salzberg,
1994). The demand for faculty in special education in the United States is greater than
the current supply of doctoral level persons available, and 30% of the university faculty
position vacancies in special education go unfilled (Smith et al., 2001). In addition,
Smith et al. (2001) report that since 1992, although the number of faculty vacancies has
not changed, the pool of applicants to fill these vacancies is much smaller today. In
special education, 255 doctorates are conferred annually, but over 50% (130) of these
doctoral graduates do not become employed as faculty members or are only in faculty
positions for a short time (Smith et al., 2001). While special education faculty vacancies
are increasing due to enlarging programs and faculty retirements, the annual number of
new special education doctorates is decreasing. This causes an insufficient number of
doctoral level persons available to fill the faculty positions. Smith et al. (2001) conclude
that the severe lack of special education faculty has a direct impact on the ability of
teachers to provide high quality services to students with disabilities.
Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CLD) Faculty Need. By the end of this
decade, the number of culturally diverse children ages 6 – 16 will have increased to
20% Hispanic, 17% African American, 5% Asian, and 2% Native American (Futrell,
Gomez, & Bedden, 2003). In contrast, Futrell et al. cite the percentage of culturally
diverse university faculty as only 5%. Focusing on the need for more Hispanic and
Native American faculty, the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) reports in
2001 that there were only 3.3% Hispanic and .7% Native American full-time instructional
faculty and staff at U.S. colleges and universities. The Digest of Education Statistics
(NCES, 2000) also reports a lack of doctorates conferred for CLD persons with only
3.2% of all doctoral degrees in 1998 for Hispanics and .5% for Native Americans.
Clearly more CLD doctoral students and faculty are needed to increase the diversity in
higher education compared with the growing numbers of diverse students in the schoolage population. Related to the field of special education, comparatively few Hispanic
and Native American students are receiving doctoral degrees. For example, in Spring

1998 Smith and Tyler (1998) report only 8 Hispanics received a doctorate in special
education. Out of 1,015 students enrolled in special education doctoral programs, only
46 were of Hispanic background (Smith & Tyler, 1998). As of 2003, less than 20 Native
Americans hold doctorates in special education (R. Gilmore, personal communication,
January 20, 2003). It is important to increase the numbers of Hispanic and Native
American faculty in special education so that they can effectively address diversity
issues as well as provide mentorship to Hispanic and Native American future teachers
who will in turn teach students with disabilities from Hispanic and Native American
backgrounds (Dieker, Voltz & Epanchin, 2002; McSwain, 2002; Obiakor, 2001).
Rural Need. The national shortage of special education teachers and general
education teachers with training in special education is especially critical in rural areas
(Westling & Whitten, 1996). Two major factors exacerbate this problem. LEAD, most of
the teachers who re-locate to teach in these areas are unfamiliar/uncomfortable with the
challenges of the rural multicultural classroom and rarely stay long. Second, many of
the individuals familiar with these types of classrooms (individuals from the community)
lack the resources and accessibility to courses needed to obtain their special education
teaching certificate. The recruitment and retention of rural educators, especially special
educators prepared to serve CLD students, is particularly difficult. Indeed, Izzo (1999)
reported that 1/5 of all rural special education teachers will leave their jobs annually to
pursue employment in larger districts and communities.
Contributing to the problem is the fact that few teacher education programs focus on
the preparation of teachers for rural and remote areas (Eigenberger, Sealander,
Peterson, Shellady, & Prater, 2001; Helge, 1984; Helge, 1991; Heimbecker, Medina,
Peterson, Redsteer, & Prater, 2002; Peterson, Medina, Gilmer, Prater, & Stemmler,
2002). According to Solop and Hagen (1999), while 42% of special education
administrators felt recruitment/retention of special education teachers was a significant
problem, rural school district administrators were more likely to cite this as the primary
problem than were urban administrators. Over 60% of special education administrators
indicated universities were not producing enough certified teachers to meet the demand
for existing and new special education teaching positions. With predictions of even more
serious teacher shortages in the next several years, there is critical need for additional
special education teachers for CLDE students in rural areas (Medina, Peterson,
Showalter, & Gilmore, 2003; USDE, 2002). In order to meet this need, more special
education faculty must be trained in doctoral programs, so that they in turn can increase
the supply of highly qualified rural special education teachers who can serve CLDE
students in rural and remote areas.
Leaders in Exceptional-education Addressing Diversity (LEAD) Training Program
Description. The U.S. Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services (OSERS)
has well documented the need for preparing more faculty in the area of Special
Education, particularly to prepare teachers to serve rural students from Hispanic and
Native American backgrounds. The LEAD Doctoral Program funded by the US Dept of
Education OSEP is designed to assist doctoral students, especially those from Hispanic
and Native American backgrounds, in overcoming some of the well documented

barriers students face in obtaining the doctoral degree. Currently there are very few
doctoral students and faculty in special education who are from these two culturally
diverse groups. Many potential Culturally and Linguistically Diverse (CLD) doctoral
students in the Southwest live in rural and remote areas where there is no university
doctoral program available. NAU has a decade of history of providing rural multicultural
special education degree programs to Native American and Hispanic students. Many of
these programs have utilized distance education to deliver the coursework. One of the
primary barriers to doctoral study is the difficulty in giving up jobs and relocating into a
full-time doctoral program at a reduced student stipend. Most students have family
responsibilities which preclude their participation because of the relocation necessary to
attend full-time programs combined with their ongoing financial obligations. The LEAD
program provides a unique combination of distance education courses during the
academic year and on-site courses during the summer to overcome these traditional
doctoral program barriers.
Description of the LEAD doctoral program:
1. Increase capacity to conduct and integrate Research to Practice skills to
improve academic, linguistic, and social outcomes for Culturally and
Linguistically Diverse Exceptional (CLDE) students.
2. Prepare faculty to offer strategies to future teachers of CLDE students
focusing on collaborative methods in inclusive settings.
3. Prepare highly qualified Special Education faculty with a specialization
in CLDE area
4. Prepare faculty who will be able to effectively utilize technology,
distance education, and web-based instruction.
The LEAD program, funded by the U.S. Department of Education – Office of Special
Education Programs, provides funding for tuition, books, travel to Flagstaff, Arizona, and
family campus housing in the summer, and nominal research stipends. LEAD also funds
faculty research mentors, doctoral student mentors, and enrichment seminars with
nationally known researchers in bilingual special education. This innovative program
allows the doctoral students to keep their positions in local school districts or
universities during the school year while taking courses through distance education.
During the summers the students come to the Flagstaff NAU campus for intensive
doctoral studies.
Recruitment and Retention. Challenges: One of the main difficulties for recruitment
is the extremely rural nature of the Southwest area of the United States. Simply
identifying regions and schools to target recruitment efforts is difficult. Many of the
schools do not have secretaries, so it is difficult to establish an ongoing contact person.
Solutions: Recruitment for the LEAD doctoral program was started in fall 2007.
Over two hundred and fifty schools were contacted by email and fax. These included
public, private, charter, and Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) schools as well as all
colleges/universities in the four corner states of New Mexico, Utah, Colorado and
Arizona. Since many schools did not have a secretary for special education, contact

had to be made through a series of messages. Individuals from nine tribal education
departments were sent information and over 175 FAXes were sent to various schools.
All application/recruitment information was also placed on two national listserves and all
print and e-mailed information included the nau.edu/ci-doc website which had all LEAD
recruitment and application materials. Nine recruitment meetings were held throughout
the Four Corners area states. The cities for these meetings were: Flagstaff, Tuba City,
Kykostmovi, Yuma, Phoenix, and Nogales in Arizona, Monument Valley in Utah,
Albuquerque in New Mexico, and Durango in Colorado. There were over one hundred
individual calls of inquiry regarding the LEAD program. Inquiries were from as far as the
East Coast, and a great deal of information dissemination was done by the Advisory
Committees and Special Education Directors throughout many of the states involved.
Twenty persons submitted complete application portfolios which were reviewed by the
Curriculum and Instruction Doctoral Committee, and six were selected for admission
into the LEAD program.
Many supports are provided for the students to facilitate retention in the doctoral
program. Program staff do all the registration, schedule the courses, and mail the
textbooks to the students. In some semesters, it is possible to schedule one course at a
time for eight weeks so that students can focus on just one content area. Program staff
are always available to answer student questions, brainstorm solutions to problems, and
provide encouragement throughout the program. In the Summer Session on campus in
Flagstaff, program staff arrange all the housing, secure study carrels at the university
library, and arrange for computer use in the College of Education. In addition, the LEAD
program holds several group functions to help students develop community and
networking such as an opening picnic, dinners, orientation breakfast, and farewell
social. Initially, the LEAD program brought the students together in Flagstaff, Arizona
for a three day orientation and CLDE conference. This enabled students from diverse
communities and states to meet each other and faculty members as they embarked on
their doctoral program studies.
Technology and Distance Education. Challenges: Many potential doctoral students
cannot afford to give up their full time jobs and relocate to a university in a different
area. In addition, many students are not comfortable and proficient in taking Web-based
courses even if they were made available to them.
Solutions: LEAD students can continue in their full time jobs while taking Webbased courses during the academic year. LEAD students take two Web-based courses
each academic year semester and then come to the Flagstaff campus for four on-site
courses in the summer. A WebCT tutorial was developed for the students and
delivered the first day of web classes during the orientation meeting. During this
orientation, all students also had the opportunity to meet with the head of distance
learning for the Cline Library to discuss web-based research procedures, interlibrary
loans, electronic data, and other subjects pertinent to their coursework and research
topics. In addition, all students received the Endnotes computer software program as
well as training on its use to facilitate their scholarship and research.

The LEAD program coursework began in Spring of 2004 on the web. Two Doctoral
level web-based CLDE courses ESE 520 and ESE 650 were developed, designed, and
taught during Spring 2004. All the students received a Technology Handbook as well
as the in person tutorial training for the WebCT. In this way, the students could ask any
questions to be sure they were comfortable working within the electronic medium and
also have a guidebook to refer to as other questions came up. In addition, the
Technology Facilitator is available 24/7 to assist students with any distance education
and technology issues. During the summer, the Technology Facilitator delivers inperson seminars on topics such as Constructivism and Technology, Utilizing Webbased Resources, and Teaching Web-based Courses.
Scholarship and Research Components. Challenges: It is often difficult to provide
on-going opportunities for professional development, scholarship, and research
throughout the doctoral program. The focus in many doctoral programs is simply on
completion of coursework until the students reach the dissertation stage when they are
expected to conduct and write about their original research. In many cases, students do
not have the advantage of participating in research projects, grant writing, proposals for
professional conferences, and developing manuscripts for publication during their
doctoral program coursework. These are all scholarly activities which they will be
expected to successfully undertake once they are hired as special education faculty
members at the university level upon completion of the doctoral degree.
Solutions: The LEAD program was designed to include all of these scholarly
activities within the courses and enhanced professional development components of the
doctoral program. In this way, the LEAD students will have support and practice in
these areas before they even reach the dissertation stage of their doctoral program.
During the orientation, all students attended a Trainer of Trainers conference which
had 20 presentations on CLDE issues. They heard Dr. Patricia Medeiros Landurand
give a Keynote session on Needs and Services for CLDE Students and an afternoon
lecture on Literacy and the CLDE Student.
Each of the students has been assigned a Faculty Research Mentor and a Doctoral
Student Mentor. Interactive Instructional Television times were used for students to
meet their research mentors and will be secured for future meetings. Students are
provided Faculty Research Mentors so that each participant is involved in a directed
research project from inception to dissemination/presentation/publication. All mentors
have made contact with mentees and are currently in the beginning stages of their
research projects. Doctoral Student Mentors who are doctoral students near the end of
their doctoral program are also provided to monitor the progress of the LEAD doctoral
students and assist them with any difficulties or questions.
All of the LEAD students have been accepted to present papers at national
conferences such as Council for Exceptional Children, National Association for Bilingual
Education, Learning Disabilities Association, and National Indian Education Association.
In courses in the program, there are assignments to submit a conference proposal on

their research projects, develop a grant proposal for external funding, and write a
manuscript for submission to a peer-refereed journal. In this way, scholarly activities
which will be required of new faculty members are already integrated into the LEAD
program coursework to provide the doctoral students with experience in these types of
products before they become faculty members. In addition, during the on-site program
in Flagstaff in the summers, LEAD provides the doctoral students with enrichment
seminars on current topics conducted by internationally known scholars in the CLDE
field such as Lily Wong Fillmore, Ernesto Bernal, Vivian Correa, Brenda Williams, Fred
Spooner, Patricia Medeiros Landurand, Jozi De Leon, and Maria Amelia Almeida.
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Abstract:

Differentiated instruction is lauded in many educational circles as a preferential technique to address
student variance in contemporary classrooms. Classrooms today present a challenge to most teachers,
especially as the concept of homogeneity is replaced with a rich variety of students of differing abilities,
backgrounds, and circumstances. Additionally, current international and national legislation propel
educators toward inclusivity, compelling them to identify innovative means of catering to the diversity in
their classrooms.

Unlike other projects in this field, the current research attempts to direct attention at the teacher. Using a
qualitative methodology, the study traces the journey of a middle school teacher utilising differentiated
instruction in a mixed ability classroom. Using pre- and post- test semi-structured interviews, results
were analysed, using thematic coding, to allow for some insight into the responses of the teacher toward
the use of differentiated instruction in the classroom.
Results indicate that the teacher embraced the idea of differentiation, and found the experience to be
gratifying and rewarding. Thematic analysis of concepts raised reflected concerns with time,
administrative preoccupations and an increased workload. It was interesting to note that the frequency
of use of differentiation increased over time, and as the teacher became involved in more professional
development related to these strategies. The teacher also reported improved classroom management,
and indicated that students were more engaged in lessons and their content.
The project corroborates findings of previous studies, indicating that teachers generally hold positive
attitudes toward utilising differentiated instruction. However, in order to maintain this positive outlook,
educational authorities should consider ways of releasing teachers for more sustained professional
development, and of reducing the administrative weight currently carried by classroom teachers.
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Abstract
Educators are continually challenged by adolescents who have not attained

adequate literacy skills to complete secondary education. Building a knowledge base
and instructional capacity in secondary teachers to address the needs of struggling
readers is challenging from a professional development perspective, and requires
coordinated, intensive, and in-depth learning. The Advancing Adolescent Reading

Initiative (AARI) is an Alberta government-university partnership that is currently
developing and piloting a comprehensive series of on-line learning modules for
secondary teachers, which involve mentored learning activities in all aspects of
adolescent literacy development.

This paper describes development of one of the early modules in the series

that focuses on the oral language system and adolescents with language-based

learning disabilities. The module is delivered through on-line sessions that cover the
foundations of oral language ability, their relevance to adolescents’ difficulties with
reading, writing, and spelling, and applications for teaching. Learning activities

include review of case studies, classroom application assignments, individual and
collaborative reflection, and ongoing discussion within the on-line learning

environment. Participant feedback to date indicates that the content and on-line

format of the module have been effective in increasing teachers’ knowledge base

regarding oral language skills and literacy, and in supporting changed practices in
assessment, instructional planning, and content area teaching.

Building Capacity in Secondary Teachers to Support Struggling Readers- The
Advancing Adolescent Reading Initiative (AARI).
Across North America, there is a fundamental belief that all students should

learn the basics of reading in the primary grades and continue to build on those
skills throughout the secondary school years and into adulthood (Biancarosa &

Snow, 2006). In reality, however, millions of high school students do not read well

enough to understand their textbooks or other material written for their grade level

(see National Center for Education Statistics, 2011), with recent estimates indicating
that nearly 70 percent of youth who drop out of school have poor literacy skills
(Kamil, 2003). Improving adolescent reading and literacy skills has therefore

become an urgent priority in recent years within local, state, and provincial school
jurisdictions, and national educational organisations.

Acquiring literacy skills has traditionally proven challenging for about a

fourth of all students because of Learning Disabilities (LD), with a large majority of
these students, approximately 80 percent, experiencing problems specifically with
reading (Fletcher, Lyon, Fuchs, & Barnes, 2006). Reading disabilities persist over

time and require ongoing attention as reading demands increase across the grades.
Students who struggled to “learn to read‟ have their difficulties compounded when
they move to the upper elementary grades and are expected to “read to learn”

(Chall, 1996). Furthermore, “reading to learn” poses additional challenges across

subject areas in high school given increasing demands of discipline specific literacy
skills (e.g. math, science, history) (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008). Students with

histories of ongoing problems mastering literacy and numeracy skills are likely to

leave full-time education at the earliest opportunity. They are also more than twice

as likely to be unemployed than those with developed literacy skills (six times more
likely than those with the highest skills), and are at greater risk for negative longterm outcomes including poverty, and poorer mental and physical health (see

Parrila, McQuarrie, Klassen, Georgiou, & Odishaw, 2010). Whereas many middle and
high school students are failing to comprehend text at a proficient level, data from
several recent national assessments in the U.S. and Canada indicate that even
students with average reading abilities are also leaving school increasingly

unprepared for the literacy demands of the workplace and post-secondary settings.

Of particular concern is evidence that the literacy levels and high school completion
rates of Canada’s First Nations, Metis, and Inuit (FNMI) youth continue to lag far
behind those of the non-FNMI population. Taken together, the above issues are

particularly troubling since today’s adolescents face a complex job market in an

economy that is increasingly knowledge-intensive and that requires higher levels of
literacy than ever before. Moreover, today’s youth need to be proficient in multiple
aspects of literacy within specialist domains to be successful in occupational

settings. Therefore, low literacy rates among adolescents and young adults have
serious long-term implications for population health, well-being, and economic
productivity.

In 2000, the National Reading Panel recommended five aspects of effective

reading instruction based on research evidence accumulated over hundreds of
studies. Following these recommendations, extensive teacher professional

development in early reading instruction was implemented in primary and

elementary grades, which has resulted in improved reading outcomes in younger

children over the past decade. Implementation has been much slower for reading

instruction for adolescents, in part due to the complexity of student skill profiles at
this developmental level and the diversity of expertise of secondary teachers.

Secondary students whose poor reading is a core issue in their difficulties with

academic progress often have complex needs involving past cycles of failure, poor
motivation, behavioural issues, and lost learning opportunities (Ehren, Lenz, &

Deshler, 2004). Moreover, secondary teachers tend to be content specialists, whose
pre-service teacher education and current skill sets do not include reading

instruction or development of literacy skills. As a result, many middle and high

school teachers feel unprepared to meet the needs of their struggling readers, and

many others do not view it as their role to support literacy in students with special
needs or those who are struggling with the literacy demands of the curriculum.
Long-term, cumulative and systematic professional development programs are
needed to build teacher capacity in addressing the literacy learning needs of

adolescents (Deshler & Hock, 2006; Snow & Biancarosa, 2003; Torgeson et al.,

2007).

In Alberta, increasing the rate of high school completion is a high priority of

the provincial government, the Ministry of Education, and its stakeholders. Alberta’s
High School Completion Framework outlines five strategies for supporting

improvements in high school completion across the province: (1) personalized
learning (2) successful transitions (3) collaborative partnerships (4) positive

connections and (5) tracking progress, with literacy skill building as a main outcome

of these efforts. The Advancing Adolescent Reading Initiative (AARI) is a four-year
comprehensive capacity-building and research initiative funded by Alberta

Education to support the goals of the Ministry’s High School Completion Strategic
Framework though a novel professional development program for practicing

secondary teachers. The program is being developed and piloted by the J.P. Das

Centre at the Faculty of Education, University of Alberta for teachers of grades 7-12,
and is focused on accessible, pragmatic, and non-traditional approaches to building
instructional capacity in secondary teachers in Alberta in adolescent literacy

instruction, intervention and remediation. Through a series of online instructional
modules/courses, summer institutes, and ongoing research and development, the

AARI has been designed to address both the urgency of building secondary teachers’

knowledge base for improving adolescents’ literacy, and the unique challenges
inherent in delivering meaningful and effective professional development.

Currently, the series of online modules for professional development is being

piloted with two cohorts of secondary teachers (n=40) representing school boards
across the province.

The five essential components of reading instruction recommended by the

NRP each implicate oral language abilities in some manner. For example, developing
students’ skills in phonemic and morphological awareness, vocabulary, and

knowledge of discourse structures that facilitate reading comprehension have been
linked with enhanced literacy outcomes. Implementing instruction that addresses
these skills in secondary students requires that teachers are knowledgable about

oral language development, critical components of language that support literacy

growth, and approaches that will be effective in secondary classrooms. Moats

(1994; 2002; 2010) has published extensively on this issue, calling repeatedly for
teachers to develop their knowledge base in oral language to support teaching of

reading and literacy skills. The remainder of this paper describes development of
one of the early modules in the series, which focuses on the oral language system
and its importance in development of adolescent literacy.
Oral Language Foundations of Reading

The design of the module incorporates adult learning principles of active

learning, self-reflection, and individual knowledge construction through

collaborative learning and application. The 8-lesson module, Oral Language

Foundations of Reading, is designed to provide secondary teachers with a “need-toknow” understanding of basic language functions that may be deficient in many
students, from two perspectives: 1) why learning can break down from an oral

language standpoint, and 2) what to incorporate into daily instruction in the content
areas that can promote continual growth in both oral language and literacy skills.
This pragmatic approach is taken to facilitate teachers’ motivation to assist their

students in realistic ways in the classroom while delivering the regular curriculum.
The module focuses on components of the oral language system and its

development that inform literacy instruction for secondary students, and includes

guided activities for teachers to apply new practices in their classrooms to support

growth in oral language skills in typically developing students who are poor readers,
students with disabilities, and those from linguistically and culturally diverse

backgrounds. The topics cover the basic subsystems of language and cognitive

supports, commonly occurring case profiles of students struggling with language and
literacy, assessment and teaching approaches for specific skills, and instructional

planning based on assessment. Pre-session activities are designed to set the stage for
collaborative discussions during on-line sessions, and in posted forum discussions
throughout the module. Resources for self-practice activities in language analysis,
classroom practice assignments, and further self-study are posted on the module
website to promote collaborative enquiry and problem-solving. Readings from

intervention studies, position papers, advanced level textbooks, and professional

resource documents in adolescent literacy are used to focus teachers’ learning on
evidence-based practices in literacy instruction, and principles and methods of

implementing them during classroom instruction.

The learning outcomes of the module are focused on pragmatic applications of

the content. For example, participants are expected to be able to 1) describe the

subsystems of basic oral language (phonology, morphology, semantics, syntax) and

higher level language (pragmatics, discourse), their inter-relationships, and relevance
to teaching in secondary classrooms, 2) identify critical areas of oral language

proficiency that support progress in reading and literacy in pre-adolescents and

adolescents, 3) analyse the linguistic complexity of instructional language, texts, and

other learning materials, 4) implement informal oral language assessment during class
activities and use data to guide instruction, 5) implement explicit teaching of oral

language skills to support growth of literacy skills in the content areas, and 5) identify
students who may need specialized support services and formal assessments of
language skills.

The module begins with a rationale for addressing oral language difficulties

in secondary students from a developmental perspective. Most secondary teachers
are far removed from their students’ early developmental and academic histories,
however many students will have had early-identified delays in speech-language
development and remedial supports for reading in the primary and elementary

grades. There are also many students who are “late-emerging poor readers”, who

unexpectedly begin to demonstrate weaknesses in word identification skills, reading
comprehension or both after about Grade 4. Although these students did not

struggle with early reading acquisition, they have been found to have histories of
early-identified oral language weaknesses (Catts, Tomblin, Compton, & Bridges,
2012). These subtle but present weaknesses may re-surface when the literacy

demands of the curriculum escalate in the late elementary and junior grades. The

first session focuses on the theme “where they come from…”, presenting a variety of
possible routes to adolescents’ current struggles with literacy at the high school
level.

In on-line sessions 1-4, teachers are walked through the basics of the

phonological, morphological, semantic, and syntactic components of oral language,

and their application to reading at both word identification and text comprehension
levels. In order for students to process the language of their text and instructional
materials, they must have an awareness of and ability to apply their knowledge of

these “building blocks” of language to reading and writing tasks in their subject area
coursework. In typically-achieving students, these abilities can be expected to

function at more or less an automatic level to support learning via reading; however,

in students with weaker overall language development, and those with identified

language-based learning disabilities (LLD), the linguistic complexity of instructional
language and performance demands involving higher level language (verbal,

written) and thinking skills can become insurmountable barriers to learning content
for many students.

During presentation of the above content, teacher participants initially

complete self-practice exercises to check on their own skills and orient themselves

to each component of language (i.e., phonemic/morphological awareness, syntactic
skills, etc.). Based on and following each session, classroom application tasks are
also assigned that address assessment and instructional issues regarding each
component. For example, approaches for assessing vocabulary knowledge are

intended to promote a focus on word analysis during word study in content area

instruction (Beck & McKeown, 2002, Nagy, 2010), consistent with recent findings
that direct teaching of morphological aspects of words can facilitate vocabulary

development, growth in reading comprehension, and improved use of vocabulary in
written language (Kieffer & Leseaux, 2010; Fishley et al., 2012). Collaborative
discussions take place within the online learning environment, which involve
reports of discussions and group summary notes from small group breakout

sessions, sharing of individual reflections of application activities, and generating
questions about specific students or issues in participants’ classrooms.

In sessions 5-6, the focus shifts to higher level language skills and the

cognitive functions that support them, for example working memory, metacognitive
skills, and executive functions, which are critical for proficient reading

comprehension and written expression (see Singer & Bashir, 1999). Teachers are

guided through activities of analysing the cognitive demands of longer informational
texts, and other instructional materials, from the standpoint of teaching strategies to
enhance comprehension, and strategies to be taught to students to encourage higher
level cognitive and “learning-to-learn” skills (Englert et al., 2009).

In sessions 7-8, teachers reflect on ways to foster continuing oral language

growth during daily content-based instruction, using professional resource

documents (e.g., Torgeson et al., 2007), and develop their own ongoing professional
growth plan to continue application of concepts learned in the module.

Preliminary feedback during piloting of the above delivery of content and

learning activities has been positive, with a second cohort currently in session.

Teacher participants indicate that they value the content information with respect
to increasing their knowledge base about the oral language basis of adolescent

literacy, and the application activities with respect to changing classroom practices
to promote oral language development in their students. The on-line format of the
learning module is seen to have facilitated collaborative learning within a

supportive learning environment, even with teachers who have not participated

previously in on-line learning activities. Review of individual teacher reflections and
responses to formal feedback questionnaires suggest that the teachers have new
understandings about about what is essential to incorporate into content area
instruction and assessment, and what is possible to achieve in oral language
development in adolescents.

Further research in development of this module centres on questions

regarding the optimal balance of content, collaborative learning activities, self-

practice, and application tasks to promote changed practices and continued growth
of teachers’ skills in developing oral language and literacy skills in secondary

students. In addition, in depth analysis of the process of changing one’s instructional
practices is possible through qualitative enquiry with individual participants in the
program as they progress through successive AARI learning modules. These

teachers can also serve as future mentors to others undertaking professional

development in adolescent literacy. Furthermore, future extension of the AARI

program modules in a more systematic manner within school boards will require

careful analysis of “what works” for secondary teachers’ development, based on the

pilot data, to ensure optimal participation and implementation of the AARI’s goals in
promoting adolescent literacy.
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Abstract
This paper proposes and explains the design of a prototype learning tool named the
DiaCog. The DiaCog visualizes dialog interactions within an online dialog game by using
dynamically created cognitive maps. As a purposefully designed tool for enhancing learning
effectiveness the DiaCog might be applicable to dialogs at discussion boards within a variety of
online learning platforms. The most prominent instructional use of this tool refers to promoting
collaborative knowledge building and critical thinking skills. Finally, this paper provides a new
perceptive on utilizing visual elements and mind-maps into dialog games’ interaction which may
take place during the act of online learning.
Key Words: Dialog games, collaboration, critical thinking, and online learning environment.

Introduction
Being capable of communicating effectively, convey messages, understand and be
understood by others seems to be one of the critical sets of individual traits in the 21st century
education. A tremendous amount of elements determine the quality of communicational process
among two or more communicators. Dialog and argumentations are two aspects of
communication which have drawn a significant research attention in the field of educational
science. Undoubtedly, communicational proficiency based on dynamic dialog and solid
arguments reflects the level of learner’s collaboration skills for knowledge building and critical
thinking. There is a body of theoretical and empirical studies which explore the connection
between dialog and argumentation and its importance in instruction. Furthermore, a number of
recent studies have focused on online learning tools which can be used to promote dialog and
argumentation as part of collaboration, critical thinking and overall learning efforts.
According to Ravenscroft and colleagues (Ravenscroft, Sagar, Baur, & Oriogun, 2007)
dialog games, as a method for engaging students in collaborative work aimed to support
argumentation of the topics, may help learners to develop superior argumentation skills because
of their mechanisms for providing well-structured interaction mechanism in dialogs. In some
other works Ravenscroft and McAlister (2006a) provide empirical evidence in support of the
instructional value and effectiveness of a socio-cognitive tool called InterLoc. According to
these findings the InterLoc is an effective software solution for organizing, structuring and
mediating educational dialogue games.
Dialog games mechanisms might be enriched by adding visual elements into dialog
games using a cognitive mapping methodology. An experimental prototype research tool, the
DiaCog, is designed in order to investigate the possibilities of promoting and making
educational dialog games more effective. The DiaCog design enables visualizing the dialog
interactions within an online dialog game.
The paper addresses the three distinctive aspects relevant to understanding the process of
visualizing online dialog games’ interactions. First, the role of argumentation and dialog in the
process of collaborative knowledge building and developing critical thinking skills has been
discussed. Second, the concept of dialog games is defined and explained in details. Finally, this
paper proposes a possible design of the DiaCog online game and complementary instructional
tools. As such the DiaCog tool design might be applicable to dialogs at discussion boards within
different online learning platforms.
Overall, this paper may be a valuable contribution to the existing body of literature in the
cross domain of online learning and developing collaborative and critical thinking skills. The
present study is part of larger research efforts in developing more user friendly interface with

capabilities of integration into traditional learning management systems such as BlackBoard or
Moodle. Finally, this paper would be beneficial for a wide range of online learning practitioners,
teachers and educational policy makers.
The Role of Argumentation and Dialogs in Improving Skills for Collaborative Knowledge
Building and Critical Thinking
The learning paradigm in the last few decades has been closely tied to two critical
elements of learning in the higher educational settings: collaboration and critical thinking. As a
reflection of this trend, curricula developers across a variety of academic fields strongly reinforce
integration of collaborative learning and critical thinking elements in all phases of instruction. A
literature review shows that theoreticians are still seeking the most complete answer regarding
collaboration and knowledge building.
Although a variety of definitions exist, which more or less explain this phenomenon from
the educational standpoint, for the purpose of this study the most acceptable was the view of Keas
and Mandell (2009). According to these two authors collaboration is primarily characterized by
the following: intensity of the relationships between learners, dynamic communicational flow,
reduction of duplication and overlap, lower level of risk and richer reward satisfaction once the
students achieve their learning goal. Furthermore, these characteristics of collaboration lead to
increased efficiency and effectiveness of the entire learning process. More specifically, the
authors argue that learners, i.e. collaborators “realize that to achieve outcomes they have to agree
to radically alter the way that they think, behave and operate. Collaboration is not about making
adjustments at the periphery; it is about systems change” (Keas and Mandell, 2009, p.2).
In the same vain, Gilbert and Driscoll, (2002) consider that knowledge-building
communities are entirely based on the idea that knowledge is constructed as a collective goal
through the process of collaboration. Act of collaboration is seen as a critical element of
knowledge-building regardless of the area of study, level of students’ proficiency or learning
environment. Gilbert and Driscoll note that the main focus of learners’ activities is on
“developing the collective knowledge base of the community and improving the problem-solving
expertise of the learners” (Gilbert & Driscoll, 2002, p. 59-60). It is also worth mentioning
Bowen’s et. al.(1992) standpoint regarding collaboration and knowledge-building in the higher
education settings. These authors emphasize intellectual collaboration as one of four crucial
knowledge building community traits. Thus, by embracing collaborative approach learning,
communities become more capable of solving complex problems than individual learner or group
of learners.
Alongside with the instructional value concerning collaboration in the classroom, it would
be remiss not to note the importance of developing students’ critical thinking skills. There have

been numerous attempts to define this type of thinking. For example, Gilbert considers that
critical thinking "is reflective and reasonable thinking that is focused on deciding what to believe
or do" (Ennis, 1985, p, 45). This relatively broad definition emphasizes the importance of using
reasoning (evaluation / assessment of thinking) and reflective approach (thinking about thinking)
as mental activities to create a meaningful and long-lasting learning experience. Undoubtedly,
critical thinking relies on using an ample of evidence to support or build up arguments which
provide solid ground for learners’ decision.
Sanders and Wiseman (1994) conducted an interesting empirical study aimed to explore
the relationship between argumentation and critical thinking. This study demonstrates that
argumentation training boosts learners’ skills in the domain of critical thinking. According to
these authors the obtained results “reflect the enhancement of critical thinking by (a) improving
students' abilities to discern weak arguments, (b) improving self-reported arguing effectiveness,
and (c) decreasing reported verbal aggressiveness” (Sanders & Wiseman, 1994, p. 34).
Researchers and practitioners in the field of education are facing an additional challenge
of linking the appropriate teaching methods to the process of collaboration and critical thinking.
Broadly, dialog, as a teaching method, may be defined as interaction through communication
between instructors and learners and learners themselves. A more specific definition of the
instructional dialog can be found in Moore’s (1993) work. According to this author dialog is
developed by students and instructor during the sequence of interaction while one provides
instruction and the other reacts. It refers to the extent to which learner and online teacher are
willing and capable to respond to each other. The author emphasizes that this term is used to
describe “an interaction or series of interactions having positive qualities that other interaction
may not have… The direction of the dialogue in an educational relationship is towards the
improved understanding of students” (Moore, 1993, p. 24).
Using dialog as a teaching method has many benefits on learning (Mercer & Littleton,
2007). This is especially evident in a collaborative critical thinking session. Engaging into
argumentation and dialogs helps students to understand their own perspectives and the perspective
of the other participants (Wegerif, 2006). Understanding one’s own perspective and the
perspective of other people can support the development of communications skills to build social
relationships, which is critical aspects for establishing a collaborative learning environment
(Greene & Burleson, 2003; Ravenscroft, Sagar, et al., 2007; Smith, 2010; Turnbull & Carpendale,
2001). Another important skill that dialogues may improve is the flexibility of changing thinking
style and adopting others’ mental models (Ravenscroft, Wegerif, & Hartley, 2007).

Dialog Games
Dialog games may be classified as a group of distance education tools which are designed
for argumentation support by enabling the construction of structured patterns (e.g. helping,
information-seeking, information probing and instructing) of communication in an ongoing dialog
between online learners (Mann, 1988; Mcalister, Ravenscroft, & Scanlon, 2004; Ravenscroft &
Pilkington, 2000). Dialog games have a tremendous instructional potential. This online
instructional tool can be implemented into e-learning scenarios to help students to engage more
vigorously into threaded discussions and/or argumentations for supporting critical thinking. The
particular advantage of the DiaCog game is capability of structuring the instructional dialog which
provides a stimulating online environment for participants to structure their thinking, observe the
ongoing path of the interaction and shape their thinking style in a particular online dialog
(McBurney & Parsons, 2001; Ravenscroft & Matheson, 2002; Ravenscroft, Wegerif, et al., 2007).
A typical dialog game sets clear goals for argumentation moves (e.g. propose, inform, question
and support), specifies certain roles for each of the participants (Johnson, McBurney, & Parsons,
2005; Kimball & Palmer, 1978). These attributes of dialog games form the ways of structuring
the dialogs.
The large body of literature indicates that learning scenarios which incorporate dialog
games as part of educational process improve or change students’ understanding of the topics
(Ravenscroft, 2000; Ravenscroft & Matheson, 2002) and advance argumentation and students’
reasoning skills (McAlister, Ravenscroft, & Scanlon, 2004a).
Dialogue Games vs Chat and Discussion Forum
Dialogue games are mainly designed to support the effective use of dialog based on its
own unique design (goals, moves, roles, rules etc.). Ravenscroft (2007) advocates that the dialog
games are more powerful instructional tool than the chat or synchronous discussion boards. The
author primarily emphasizes that dialog games provide a specifically designed platform for a high
quality and engaging critical dialog that results in a positive change in cognitive reasoning.
Undoubtedly, the learning ecosystem and instructional nature of traditional tools such as
chat and threaded discussion are different than dialogue games. For example, some other recent
studies argue that these environments are allowing domination of some participants, superficial
levels of discussion, misunderstandings and poor reasoning based on change of opinions rather
than critical thinking and deep reasoning (Ravenscroft, McAlister, & Sagar, 2010). Moreover,
these environments do not provide full support to the instructional dialog. (Ravenscroft &
McAlister, 2006a).

Playing Dialogue Games
To turn dialog games into a successful online instructional tool, it is required in the phase
of argumentation and/or dialog to pre-define a few elements such as a) goals to express the
meaning that the participants wish to convey, b) roles for the participants, c) structure specific
moves, and d) rules in order to activate intended goals. Every dialog game starts with a topic,
which is a seed move enabling the participants to react on it. This initial seed topic defines the
overall goal of whole argumentation. In a learning scenario that engages collaborative critical
thinking, these topics should be carefully selected by the author in order to create an atmosphere
to initiate argumentation for the participants.
For e-learning implementations, tutors may provide a list of different topics for different
dialog game sessions. Learners may enroll in the dialog game activity by clicking on the links
provided for different topics. These different dialog game activities which are set by the tutor
may be seen by participant learners at a time or the list of links may be updated according to the
progress of ongoing lesson.
For seeding the dialog games, usually tutors use questions to be discussed on as a starting
point. The participants are required to select the seed to start the dialogue. The ultimate goal of
the participants would be to show and/or develop their understanding of the topic and practice
their skills of argumentation in order to carry on with the dialogue. The participants may take
different roles through the dialogue games, such as being a discussant, facilitator or etc.
Dialog games may be carried in a turn-taking approach. Ravenscroft (Ravenscroft et al.,
2010) suggests that the turn-taking approach would ensure that dialogues remain coherent,
logically and coherently displayed and appear more linear. Moreover, he adds that the approach
also lets the participants not to rush the replies and observe and ‘listen’ to the developing
dialogue. According to Ravenscroft and collaborators (Ravenscroft, 2000, 2007; Ravenscroft &
McAlister, 2006b; Ravenscroft, Sagar, et al., 2007; Ravenscroft, Wegerif, et al., 2007), the
participant who has the turn selects one of the moves form a list or a menu of predefined move
categories (e.g. “Inform”, “Question” “Challenge”, “Reason”, “Agree”, “Maintain”) and then
selects specific locution openers to begin to build their expressions. Well selected locution
openers help participants to focus on particular aspects of the dialog as research studies indicated
(Robertson, Good, Pain, & others, 1998).
The openers may encourage participants to keep structuring their arguments and
consequently produce more solid responses. The game openers also require participants to think
about the pattern and structure of the ongoing dialog (Ravenscroft & McAlister, 2006b). These

openers could serve as dialog strategies where participants need to be careful while performing
their moves. These strategies may include facilitating questioning and qualifying propositions,
introducing evidence and prompting rebuttals (Ravenscroft, 2007).
Visualizing Online Dialog Game Interactions with DiaCog
Cognitive mapping technique may represent the mind set and thinking of the participants
in a dialog and it may show the relationships – interactions between participants. Cognitive
maps are a more direct way of visualizing participants’ thoughts because they capture the
thinking process of other participants rather than the map creator’s perceptions only (Eden &
Ackermann, 2004). Cognitive maps may be considered as one of the most intuitive ways for
visualization dialogs because they are easy to manage, with imposing little or no cognitive load
(Shum, Li, Domingue, & Motta, 2003).
It is possible to apply cognitive mapping technique for dialog games to visualize the
thoughts and interactions of participants in a dialog. Applying the cognitive map technique, the
DiaCog, which is an experimental prototype research tool, designed for visualizing dialog
interactions within an online dialog game, supports students to be more effective in the learning
process. The DiaCog dynamically creates interactive cognitive maps of the dialog game
interactions throughout the dialog. The DiaCog application uses communication protocols that
are carried over XML and the graphical user interface is created by Live Code to be able to run it
in cross platforms including Windows, MAC, Linux, iOS and Android environments.
Playing Online Dialog Game with DiaCog
Table No.1 shows a part of a hypothetical dialog constructed using entries from different
postings on blogs and internet pages (“Hyphotetical Dialog Construction,” n.d.).
Table No. 1 - An Example Dialog
START: Copyright laws and policy could be better aligned with the interests of both consumers
and copyright holders.
•

Player A: I agree, although the Copyright Act attempts to balance culture and commerce
through exclusive incentive models and fair use defenses, the law just doesn’t seem to be
keeping up with the way end users, developers, and content creators operate in the digital
sphere [Round 1], [Agree].
o Player D: For instance, current copyright laws are inadequate for the digital age

•

anyway, some legal experts says "Most of it was written more than a quarter
century ago," [Round 1], [Support].
o Player A: For example, we see it all the time on YouTube: people communicating
through shared content without permissions. [Round 3], [Agree].
o Player C: I think so, with the influx of innovative technologies comes new
opportunities for artists and creators to earn a living, but it is often on the fringes of
traditional copyright laws.
Player B: Is it the case that, the Copyright Act protects “original expression,” but what is
considered “original”? [Round 1], [Question].
o Player C: I read that, a work can only be original if it is the result of independent
creative effort. It will not be original if it has been copied from something that
already exists. If it is similar to something that already exists but there has been no
copying from the existing work either directly or indirectly, then it may be
original. [Round 1], [Inform].
 Player B: I am not sure about that, copyright protection should not
depend on the artistic quality or merit of a work [Round 2], [Challenge].
 Player C: I read that, the term "original" also involves a test of
substantiality - literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works will not be
original if there has not been sufficient skill and labor expended in their
creation. But, sometimes significant investment of resources without
significant intellectual input can still count as sufficient skill and labor.
[Round 2], [Support].
o Player A: For example, there is much case law indicating, for example, that names
and titles do not have sufficient substantiality to be original and that, where an
existing work is widely known, it will be difficult to convince a court that there has
been no copying if your work is very similar or identical. [Round 3], [Inform].
 Player D: I am agree, if your work is very similar or identical to
something it is not original. [Round 3], [Agree].
• Player B: I am agreeing on that. [Round 3], [Agree].
Player D: I think. the purpose and character of the use of the works are important. If the
new work is transformative the law should be evaluate that aspect. [Round 2], [Propose].

This small dialog in table No. 1 shows an example of interaction between players in a
typical dialogue game. In this table, the rounds are indicated as round numbers in the first
bracket and the dialog moves are coded in the second bracket at the end of players’ entries.
As in the example in Table No. 1, dialog may go in a way that the players may reply to
previous entries so that there is no linear order in the dialog. Therefore the ongoing dialog
cannot be read as reading a page of a book in a top to down direction because the events are nonlinear.

In order to continue with the dialog games, participants should have selected some predefined moves. Table No. 2 shows the list of available dialog moves in the game.

Icon

Table No. 2 - Available Moves in the Dialog Game
Meaning of the move
Icon
Meaning of the move
Challenge: Ask for justification or
Support: Provide support to
weaken a claim or attack.
previous moves.
Agree: Accept the move.

Inform: Give information or
answer a question.

Propose: Generate a proposal, idea or
present a solution.

Question: Seek information.

In order to make a move, a player should respond to an idea of the others or the
“START” idea by clicking reply button next to related idea or the START button. After a player
clicks a reply button a pop up screen for move selection is displayed to let him/her enter the
response as shown in Figure No. 1. In that screen participants are required to choose their moves
from the list and related openers from a list, and to type the text of their response. After
finishing building the expressions, participants simply click the “ACT” button to send their
replies.
Figure No.1 - Move Selection Screen

After the reply to a certain entry is provided, the DiaCog automatically draws relationship
connectors, moves icons and a reply button next to the related player’s entry, as in Figure No. 2.
The participants are also represented with avatars that they select before they start the game.

Figure No. 2 - Graphical Representation of Dialog Game

Each player move is represented as text format and marked up with an appropriate icon.
To respond to the other participants’ moves, a player needs to click the reply button and make a
move.
Construction of Cognitive Maps
The dialog interaction and moves could be visualized into a cognitive map, which would
help students to note and read the non-linear interactions more easily. Figure No. 3 demonstrates
a cognitive map of a section of the dialog in Table No. 1. From this map players (or an observer)
may easily track the dialog moves.

The dialog moves are indicated as a button and the rounds are labeled and numbered (red
dots). The dialog interaction and relationships can be tracked by following the connector lines.
For example, from the map in Figure No. 3, it can be read that in the first Round, Player A
agreed with the START move (starting topic seed). Then, in the second round Player A
supported his agreement move and in the last round, he informed the question of “Player B”
which was uttered in the first round of the game. Moreover the interaction with other players can
be read from the same cognitive map in Figure No 3. For example, Player A‘s second move,
was to “support” his first move (agreement). Player A’s second move was also agreed by Player
C in Round 3. Player 1’s first move (agreement with START) was also supported by Player D in
first round.
Figure No. 3 - Main Screen of the DiaCog

The proposed system constructs maps on the fly automatically as the players engage the
moves. As the players respond to an idea the system creates the related button and the links. For
example, when Player D responds to Player B, the system creates a button with a designated
movement icon (e.g. Challenge, Agree and Question) and draws a connection line from Player D
to the currently created button and from the currently created button to the action of Player B to
which Player D is responding.

In each round the system creates two maps - a summary map for all the actions performed
in all rounds, and a separate map for the current round. These maps are located on the tabs menu
which is at the lower right end of the main screen, as shown in Figure No. 3.
The moves are also linked by using interactive maps, as it is represented in Figure No. 4.
These interactive concept-maps are flexible, manageable and with user-friendly interface.
Figure No. 4 - Dialog Move Interaction on Cognitive Maps

Players can respond directly to previous moves by clicking the moves of other
participates which are represented by a move button on the maps or the START button which is
located in center of the maps. After clicking a button representing the others’ moves, a list of
possible moves and a text bubble; which shows the text for the move and is connected to that
move; pop up. When the player selects a move from the list, a bubble text with an opener
selection menu pops up so that he or she can respond as it is shown in Figure No. 4.

Summary
This paper proposes and describes the design of the DiaCog prototype tool for visualizing
dialog games by using dynamic cognitive maps. The DiaCog tool design might be applicable to
dialogs at discussion boards in online learning applications. The DiaCog is still an experimental
learning tool with permanent updates and improvements. This prototype has not yet been
evaluated within real learning environment yet. Even though the DiaCog tool is in the initial
phase of testing, a large body of literature suggests that the DiaCog would be applicable to

promoting collaborative knowledge building and critical thinking skills. As a future study, this
system may be implemented into an online learning system and the user interaction and impact
of the tool on learning may be investigated with user studies. Moreover, the DiaCag tool may be
integrated into an artificial intelligence system to coordinate the interaction and argumentation in
a dialog game.
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Abstract
Outdoor Education: The Bridge to Innovative, Interdisciplinary and
Intergenerational Life Skill Development
Outdoor Education is a curriculum model of instruction that meets the
needs of all learners through experiential activities conducted in the out-ofdoors.
Activities
provide
hands
on
experiences
for
the
participants/students that integrates these activities with specific curricula
areas such as mathematics, social studies, science, language arts, and
physical and leisure education. By using experiential activities all senses
are utilized as well as the physical, cognitive and affective domains of
learning.
By utilizing specific activities, learners develop not only
concerns of natural resources and interdisciplinary learning but also
interpersonal and intrapersonal relationships within the dynamics of the
groups. Outdoor education provides learners the opportunity to develop
and gain the ability to cooperate, solve group problems and strive to work
collaboratively as effective team members as well as to develop selfconfidence and a sense of independence. Skills incorporating orienteering,
hiking and camping skills, pioneer/cultural activities, ropes and initiative
activities and technology-based equipment enhance the specific areas of

content within the outdoor education model. The outdoor education model
applies and utilizes life skill development in all age groups, K-12, with
simple to complex skills, in a variety of settings and within a variety of
generations (young to seniors). This process is dynamic, innovative and
motivational for both the learner and the teacher.
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program

Participation from women and diverse race-ethnic groups in STEM fields is lacking (U.S. Dept of Labor,
2010a). This underrepresentation is particularly pronounced in technology—one of the fastest growing
fields in the U.S. economy (U.S. Dept. of Labor, 2010a). Technology job opportunities are among the
highest-paying jobs and are predicted to grow at a faster rate than all other jobs in the professional sector
(U.S. Depart of Labor, 2010b). Technology is also increasingly essential in the daily operation of other
STEM fields and to the success and competitiveness of the overall U.S. economy.
The persistent underrepresentation of diverse groups in this rapidly growing and economically essential
field results in costly consequences – particularly for women, the global economy, and society. First,
underrepresentation of women in technical fields inhibits creativity, innovation, and technical advancement
by ignoring the diverse perspectives and life experiences women and other underrepresented groups bring
to invention. We need the people who are inventing the technologies of the future to be as diverse as the
people who will be served by these technologies. Second, disregard for women’s participation perpetuates
and exacerbates economic disparities for women everywhere, as they are less likely to have opportunities
for benefiting from these well-paying, abundant job opportunities.
While women’s overall participation in technology fields is quite low (around 25%), even fewer women of
color are entering these fields (U.S.Dept. of Labor, 2010a). In 2010, approximately 8% of computing
occupations were held by women of color (U.S.Dept. of Labor, 2010a). Existing explanations for this trend
primarily focus on how the technology pipeline does not accommodate these girls’ gendered or racialized
identities once they enter postsecondary schools. Little is known about how multiple intersecting aspects of
girls’ identities influence their perceptions of themselves and their career potential as technologists.
However, much research in intersectionality, standpoint theory, and in culturally relevant pedagogies,
indicates that understanding and addressing these multiple aspects of identity is vital for attracting diverse
participation in a range of fields (e.g., Hilliard, 2003; Ladson-Billings, 2003). To date, little attention has
been paid to these factors in efforts to increase diverse participation in STEM generally, and in
computing/technology specifically.
Our research aims to fill this gap, illuminating the ways that girls’ of color intersecting identities shape their
participation in one culturally relevant computing program, as well as their plans for pursuing future
computing education or careers. In this Work in Progress Report, we present initial findings or emerging
themes from the first-year of a three-year, NSF-funded, mixed-method study of a culturally relevant
technology enrichment program for girls from high-needs districts. The full study employs both quantitative
(pre-, mid-, and post-surveys) and qualitative (observations, interviews, analysis of digital artifacts)
methods. In this report, we present findings from the qualitative portion of the study, which was focused on
the following research question: How do girls’ race, social class, language, gender, and geographical
positioning work as intersecting variables influencing their perceptions of themselves as technologists, of
technology, and of technology education and careers?
Theoretical Perspective

Over the past 25 years, discussions of disparity in STEM fields have continued to avoid using an
intersectional approach, focusing instead on gender (see for example Xie & Shauman, 2003) or
race as the exclusive variable to describe difference between students’ STEM pathways (Anderson &
Kim, 2006; cf. Hackett, Betz, Casas, & Rocha-Singh, 1992; Lent et al., 2005; Payton, White, & Mbarika,
2005). In the few cases where these studies do focus on multiple aspects of identity (e.g., race, class),
these factors are treated simply as variables for identifying differences. Few studies examine how these
multiple, intersecting aspects of identity actually shape girls’ participation in these programs or their plans
for future education and careers in technology (Johnson, Phillips & Stone, 2008).
In order to fill this gap, this study is informed by theory and research in intersectionality, standpoint, (e.g.,
Collins, 2000; Crenshaw, 1991) and culturally relevant pedagogies (e.g., Ladson-Billings, 2004; Gay, 2000)
in order to better understand how girls, particularly girls of color, perceive and participate in computing and
technology-related activities. Often used by feminist scholars of color (Brah & Phoenix, 2008),
intersectionality emphasizes that individuals in general, but women of color in particular, experience life as
they navigate through multiple crossroads. Gendered identities are informed by race, social class, ethnicity,
and language, to name a few, which operate to inform girls’ perceptions of themselves and contextualized
positions (Collins, 2000; Crenshaw, 1991). These perceptions influenced by girls’ social positioning affect
how they see themselves in both present and future tenses. Intersectionality theory suggests these
reflections demonstrate how they see themselves navigating multiple lines of axes drawn along socially
constructed lines. Our research aims to understand how girls’ intersecting identities shape meanings about
technology and themselves as future technologists.
To do so, we also draw from tenets in culturally relevant pedagogies as we study girls’ participation in one
culturally relevant computing program. Framed around a new heuristic, culturally responsive computing
(CRC) holds great potential for scalability, integration into formal educational settings, and introducing
culturally sensitive methodologies. Educational research illustrates the positive effects of culturally
responsive practices on children’s of color self-concept and achievement (Hilliard, 2003; Ladson-Billings,
2004; Lee 2007). Culturally responsive practices should use contemporary methods—namely multimedia-to be sustainable (Paris, 2012). What exactly CRC looks like and how strategies should be measured have
alluded most discussions. This presentation and report will begin to identify some of the crucial features of
culturally relevant computing and paint a picture of what this approach looks like in practice. In short, we
take an intersectional approach to exploring how girls’ identities interacted with these CRC pedagogies and
to what effects.
Methods
Compugirls is a culturally-relevant technology enrichment program for girls in high-needs districts. Girls
participate in three courses over the course of a year: 1) a course learning to use technologies such as
iMovie, Garage Band, iPhoto, 2) a course learning to program with SCRATCH, and 3) a course that further
develops programming and other technology skills through Teen Second Life. Throughout all three
courses, the girls engage in a research project that connects the technologies they are learning to social
justice issues they choose to address in their communities. The quantitative portion of the study uses an
experimental design where Group A receives the full culturally relevant curriculum while Group B functions
as a control group receiving only the technology elements of the curriculum. Pre-, mid-, and post-surveys
are administered in each condition. This report, however focuses on the qualitative portion of the study.
We are collecting the following kinds of qualitative data:

1) Observations: We plan to conduct approximately 20-25 hours of observations per course at each site for
a total of approximately 200 hours of observation. We have developed a protocol to guide these
observations, with categories of observation generated from our theoretical frameworks of identity,
intersectionality, standpoint, and culturally responsive teaching. Sample categories or guidelines for
observation include: technical activities girls’ participate in, reactions to these activities, interactions
between girls, interactions between girls and adults, questions girls ask, problems girls’ encounter with
projects, beliefs about technology, family and peer beliefs about technology, successes and challenges
girls’ experience, ways girls draw on dominant gender, race, class scripts, and ways girls challenges these
scripts. The research team meets weekly and has engaged in a number of strategies for establishing interrater reliability across team members and across both sites. These strategies include selecting similar
lessons for observation and comparing and calibrating observation notes among different researchers.
Because we are primarily interested in understanding the impact of the culturally relevant aspects of the
program, In-person observations are conducted with Group A; Group B lessons are captured via video
recording so that we can later go back and view these lessons, looking for patterns and points of
comparison and contrast to be determined by our initial analysis of Group A data.
2) Interviews: We plan to collect interview data at four specific time points, using 2 different interview
formats. First, toward the end of the first course, we ask all girls to record their private video responses to
open-ended questions in a “testimonial booth.” This innovative interview method was developed in
conjunction with past Compugirls participants who offered feedback and helped develop this method.
Midway through the second course, we conduct more traditional semi-structured interviews with a subsample (n=20) of girls in one-to-one conversations. These girls will become more detailed case studies in
our final analysis. Interviews explore the following kinds of topics designed to elicit how they are
experiencing intersecting scripts of race, class, gender, geography (among others) and how these are
influencing their developing standpoints: girls’ emerging ideas about technology and technology careers;
what they have learned, liked, and disliked about technology and the activities in the program; how they
perceive themselves as technologists; what have they learned and what else do they feel they need to
know about these careers; what do they see as the pros/cons of these careers, how their families and
peers perceive their participation in the program, and so on. We conduct follow-up semi-structured
interviews midway through the third course, and toward the end of the program girls participate in a final
“testimonial booth” recording.
3) Digital Artifacts: We collect a sample of digital and written artifacts from girls in each course. Digital
artifacts and research papers all focus on a particular social justice project selected by the girls and include
iMovie productions, podcasts, and educational games produced with SCRATCH programming software.
These artifacts also provide data relevant to several codes based on our theoretical framework, including
girls’ emerging ideas about technology and technology careers, what they have learned about technology,
how they perceive themselves as technologists, how they draw on and/or challenge larger societal
discourses of gender, race, class, among others.
Ultimately, the program goal is to reach approximately 160 girls in Phoenix, AZ and Denver, CO.
To date, we have begun data collection and analysis for Cohort 1 (approximately 60 girls). We have
completed approximately 60 hours of observation during Course 1 and 2, and have conducted initial
interviews with 10 girls who we have selected for case studies in future analysis. In addition, we have
conducted the first round of testimonial booths with all of the girls in the first cohort. Racial/ethnicity
breakdown for participants is approximately 43% African American, 48% Latina, and 9% mixed
race/ethnicity, primarily American Indian, Hispanic, and White.

All qualitative data is analyzed using Dedoose qualitative data analysis software. Each member of the
research team initially reads through a sample of field notes, initial interview transcripts, student reflective
journals, videos, and other digital artifacts to identify themes using the apriori coding scheme emanating
from our theoretical framework. We also identify additional inductive codes which are then added to the a
priori scheme (Charmaz, 2005; Strauss, 1987). During the analysis stage, inter-rater reliability between
members of the research team is established by meeting repeatedly to compare coding, themes, and
findings (Charmaz, 2005; Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2007; Lareau, 1996). After establishing initial interrater reliability, we use Dedoose to explore the frequency of codes as well as the relationships among
codes. We also use Dedoose to conduct a variety of componential analyses (Spradley, 1980) that
juxtapose codes with the contexts in which they occurred (e.g., themes that emerge in interviews, themes
that emerge in observations, themes that emerge in focus groups, themes that emerge in different
companies or departments). This triangulation across multiple data sets and across research sites helps to
identify important similarities and differences and to ensure reliability and validity of findings (Cohen,
Manion &Morrison, 2007).
Emerging Themes (Tentative Findings)
Preliminary analysis of our data reveals myriad ways the girls’ identities are shaping their participation in
computing and technology activities in the program as well as their sense of themselves as technologists.
Here we briefly summarize a few emerging themes, with more detail provided in our conference
presentation:
How the girls are making sense of discussions of race, gender, and social justice in the program
and the impact on their intersecting identities, including their technical identities.
•

Some girls are initially active in these conversations while others are hesitant to participate. Thus
far, in interviews, however, girls express becoming increasingly comfortable with and interested in
these conversations. Our observations also corroborate this finding. We are exploring the
processes by which this occurs, variation among girls, and the implications of this for the program
and for girls’ identity development.

•

In general, girls express that the social justice aspects of the program are very important to them.
Some girls were initially interested in these aspects, while some expressed an initial lack of
interest. Most girls expressing a lack of interest later mention in interviews that they have come to
enjoy this part of the program. For example, one girl, who went as far as to say that she initially
thought these parts of the program “would be boring,” explained that now she actually enjoys
learning about issues she wouldn’t have otherwise considered or investigated. She also noted that
she ended up liking that the social justice aspects of the program were tied to the technology
projects rather than having them be “like a free for all.” We plan to explore in more detail the extent
to which this content engages girls in the technical aspects of the program.

•

Girls vary in the extent to which they say that Compugirls has influenced their thinking and
discussions about race, gender, social justice outside of Compugirls, but all girls have expressed
that this is an important part of the program in some way. Several girls discuss how the program

has opened up their relationship with their parents, made them feel “less alone” at school, and
made them more comfortable talking about these issues. Other girls note that while they do not
feel comfortable talking about many of these topics in other environments, having a space to talk
about them in Compugirls has been helpful and makes them feel less isolated in other
environments.
•

Girls vary somewhat in the extent to which they think that it is important for the program to focus on
girls of color, but all of them have expressed that this is important at some level, and that the
program would be different if it did not have this focus. Likewise, girls vary in their thoughts about
the program being focused on girls only, with some girls saying they would not attend if boys were
present, others saying they prefer that it is all girls but would probably still be interested, and still
others noting that having some boys “would be fun.” Girls also express differences in the extent to
which they identify with certain aspects of their background (e.g., gender, race). Again, similarities
and differences among girls are being explored as well as how these similarities and differences
shape their perspectives on and participation in the program.

Girls’ perceptions of themselves as technologists and their plans to pursue further education or careers in
technology
•

Girls identify many ways that the program has improved their confidence and skills around
technology. In some cases, this seems to be translating to curiosity in future technology education
and careers. In other cases, girls remain less interested in technology jobs but have begun to talk
about how they might use technology in the jobs they are interested in or how they can see
technology being used in jobs they would not have previously considered “technical” jobs. Most
girls repeatedly talk about increased awareness that technology is an important field for girls,
especially girls of color. We are exploring differences and nuances among girl’s perspectives on
these topics.

•

Girls identify a variety of ways they use the things they’ve learned in Compugirls with family and
friends. Other girls talk less about this, and exploring these differences is a key area for future
investigation. We plan to explore differences among girls, as well as how these activities and
differences shapes the girls’ view of themselves as technologists.

•

Interestingly, some girls talk about how they do not talk about Compugirls with their friends for fear
of what their friends might think. This is potentially consistent with some findings from past
literature on whiteness, academic achievement, and technology, and the implications of this for
identity development are ripe for further exploration.

•

When asked what they most worry about in accomplishing their future goals, girls give a range of
interesting answers, including girls who indicate that they are not really worried and feel fairly
confident that they can meet most challenges that arise, to other girls who worry about a lack of
resources such as time or money, getting married, getting pregnant, or having difficulties in school
down the road. We plan to investigate these perspectives in more detail, including how they evolve
throughout the program and how the program might better address some of these issues.

As noted above, we plan to continue to explore differences and nuances in these emerging themes,
identify additional themes, and ultimately, tie these findings back to implications for practice and for
nourishing the development of technical abilities and fulfilling identities for girls.
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Abstract
This research project was designed to investigate the impact of formal goal setting activities of
adult non-traditional graduate students on their persistence to complete a master’s degree. The
researchers hypothesized that students in a program that incorporated goal setting and monitoring
procedures would graduate at higher rates than students in comparable programs that did not
incorporate goal setting and monitoring. Data were acquired from Regis University records for a period
of three academic years describing students in eight graduate programs offered in the College for
Professional Studies. The data were analyzed using selected statistical methods to test the significance
of findings. The preliminary findings did not support the hypothesis; however, further analysis of the
data was conducted in an effort to understand more specific details. The authors believe that other
variables that were not identified nor controlled in this study may have played a part in the outcome of
this project. Since the three semester period to which the data were limited may have been a factor in
the findings, the researchers anticipate a follow-up analysis when an additional year of data is available
and again when another year of data is available. As a result, the researchers consider this paper a
“Work-in-Progress”.

The Relationship of Goal Setting to Persistence
Background
Adult graduate students are challenged each day to remain current and relevant in meeting the
requirements of the work they have chosen to pursue. A graduate degree is rapidly becoming a
requirement for advancement in many professional endeavors. To compound the issue, employment
requirements are changing more rapidly than ever. As organizations re-invent themselves to remain
competitive the cycle of change in the workplace requires skills and knowledge that are adapted,
changed, and/or combined in ways not previously considered. As adult learners pursue a graduate level
education, they are left for the most part to choose from programs that already exist and may or may
not address current workplace requirements. Many graduate degrees are based on a pre-determined
set of outcomes. Students simply choose a program that most closely matches their own learning goals
or need for a professional preparation program. Universities generally design programs based on what
are believed to be appropriate knowledge and skills to develop mastery of a given discipline or
professional pursuit.
In 2005 the Master of Arts (MA) was developed in the Regis University College for Professional
Studies (CPS). The program was designed to provide an individualized graduate learning program for
each student based on their learning and professional goals. The program is interdisciplinary by nature
as almost all of its students choose to study across more than one academic discipline. Almost all MA
students enter the program with professional goals in mind. An integral part of the program is a formal
goal setting process. Students work with their faculty advisor to develop and document formal goals for
their program. These goals form the foundation of the students program of study as courses with
appropriate learning outcomes are selected and/or designed to address the student’s formal goals. The
program allows students to monitor and adjust their learning goals and their degree program as they

complete courses. In addition, an interdisciplinary core course is to be completed at the mid-point of the
students’ degree plan. This course includes a review of formal learning goals and the students’ progress
toward achievement of those goals. Thus, the MA program contains a formal goal setting and
monitoring process that most other graduate degrees do not offer students. The formal goal setting
design of the MA program was necessary to provide a clear focus for students who need a unique,
individualized graduate learning program.
Notwithstanding the design of graduate programs intended for adult learners, a growing
concern for CPS and other institutions is the persistence of students to complete their degree and the
reasons they do or do not complete their degrees. Not only is there a concern about whether such
programs are achieving expected outcomes, but there is also a concern about the efficiency of adding
new students at a higher rate to offset the loss of students dropping out.
Central Research Question
This project is designed to examine the relationship between formal goal setting requirements
in a graduate degree program and persistence of graduate students to complete their graduate degree.
More specifically, we seek to determine if formal goal setting improves the likelihood that students will
complete their degree. In this study persistence of students enrolled in a MA degree program that
requires formal goal setting was compared to students enrolled in other comparable degree programs.
Related Literature
Literature in this field indicates that other researchers are strongly interested in goal setting
(Dweck, 1986; Grant and Dweck, 2003; Eppler and Harju; 1997; Klein and Lee; 2006). However, much of
the literature applies to students in elementary/secondary schools and traditional age college students,

while little is yet available relating to adult nontraditional learners. More research that applies directly
to programs that offer accelerated, intensive and online learning formats is clearly needed.
Bandara (1986) proposed a social cognitive theory that established the foundation of continued
study of self-efficacy and motivation. Bandara’s research provides a useful theoretical framework for
the analysis of the relationship between goal setting and self-efficacy. Schunk (1990) examined goal
setting and self-efficacy using Bandara’s theory. This research supported the notion that goal setting
and self-efficacy are important self-regulated learning processes. Dweck (1986) and Schunk (1990)
examined goal orientations and academic performance. They found support for the notion that people
“…who believe they are capable select tasks at which they can succeed, persist longer, and expend
effort…” (Schunk, 1990, p 82).
Other researchers (Fleming ,2002; Glynn, Aultman, and Owens, 2005; and Ironsmith, et.al. 2003)
also examined motivation and academic performance. Results of these studies support a positive
relationship between motivation, goal setting and academic performance.
Yet other researchers (Taniguchi and Kaufman 2005; and Metzner, Lauer and Rajeciki 2003)
focused their research on factors related to persistence. Metzner, Lauer and Rajeciki (2003) found
moderate support for factors that implied a dimension of commitment to future goals. Taniguchi and
Kaufman (2005) found that part-time enrollment deters college completion while high cognitive ability
and a high status occupational background seem to increase the chance of completion. McGivney
(2004) summarized recent data in an effort to understand persistence patterns of adult learners. She
reported eight factors that contribute to persistence of adult learners, the first of which was motivation.
While adult learners were generally acknowledged as being more motivated than their younger
traditional student counterparts, more specific reasons for motivation level of adults were reported to

include: a strong desire to pursue an educational program, a desire to prove themselves capable of
learning, obtaining a qualification or to study for other employment reasons While the specific practice
of setting goals was not mentioned, logic dictates that these reasons are a likely foundation for goals
that adult learners may establish as they enter and pursue continued education.
In a qualitative study, Cox (2008) interviewed 15 adult students who were graduates of the
University of Memphis Master of Arts in Liberal Studies degree, the purpose of which was to describe
factors that contributed to persistence toward completion of their degree. Five findings were reported
including (1) motivation to get a better job, (2) desire for efficacy, (3) family support and support from
others, (4) student/teacher relationships and (5) Faith and religion. Cox concluded that the factors
described in his study were consistent with his own experience and were also consistent with the work
of Houle (1988) who described goal oriented learners, activity oriented learners and learning oriented
learners in his book The Inquiring Mind.
A practical application of using goals to motivate learners is described by Meyer (2006) in his
book titled Attitude is everything. Meyer has long been accepted by many in the field of motivating
adults to succeed as the founder of S.M.A.R.T. Goal setting, which he describes in detail in his book.
Each letter in the title represents a descriptor for defining effective goals. Thus he posits that effective
goals should be specific (S), measurable (M), attainable (A), realistic (R), and tangible (T). While other
motivational presenters, including the late Stephen Covey, have adopted or adapted this concept into
their programs, there is little scholarly research evidence that confirms their effectiveness. However,
many adult learners have been exposed to motivational programs either because they were drawn to
them for personal reasons or because of on the job training and development programs. While practical
application of goal setting process is beyond the scope of this study it is in need of further scholarly
investigation. While this review was not exhaustive, literature related to the focus of this study were

examined. Much of the research reviewed here, however, was conducted using participants other than
those on which the current study was focused: non-traditional adult graduate students.
Method
The method for this project was to compare the persistence of students enrolled in the Regis
University MA degree to students enrolled in other comparable Regis graduate degree programs. The
purpose of the project is to determine if formal goal setting and monitoring features required in the MA
program impact on the persistence of students to complete the degree. The reseachers hypothesized
that since students in the MA program set formal goals as part of their degree planning requirements
and further that they had formal review of goal status later in their program, they would graduate at
higher rates than students in other comparable degree programs that did not incorporate goal setting
and monitoring activities.
Existing student data were collected for students in the MA degree and for students in eight
comparable Masters degree programs. Data were compared to determine whether graduation rates
for programs that do not incorporate formal goal setting and monitoring activities are different from
those of the MA degree that does include formal goal setting and monitoring activities. Quantitative
analytical methods including appropriate statistical tools were used to analyze the group data. For
purposes of this project persistence is defined as completion of the degree as originally intended by the
learner. In an attempt to hold certain variables constant, comparable programs were defined as having
equal in total credit hour requirements, including a specialization and including core course
requirements. The primary variable to be examined in this project was whether or not degree programs
incorporate formal goal setting and monitoring activities. Other variables, about which data were
collected, and that may be related to persistence are: total credits required, number of credits
transferred from other institutions, grade point average (GPA), active duty military service, and gender.

However, this data was not analyzed in this project. Therefore, it was the researchers’ intent to gather
data relative to each of these variables for future analysis. Individual students were not identified in the
data collection process. While persistence is defined as degree completion, the researchers
acknowledge that CPS students are adults who have competing priorities, one of which is their
education. Therefore they will, from time to time, step out of classes for a term or two, then return to
complete their degree. A pattern often recommended to students is to remain enrolled one course per
8 week term, or two courses per semester. Doing so would allow students to graduate in six semesters
or two academic years. However, the researchers estimate that a maximum of three years or nine
semesters is the norm for CPS students who are reasonably persistent to graduate.
The target population of this study consisted of degree seeking graduate students from the
following CPS programs: Master of Arts (MA), Master of Nonprofit Management (MNM), Master of
Science in Accounting (MSA), Master of Science in Database Management, Master of Science in
Information Assurance, Master of Science in Inormation Technology Management, Master of Science in
Software Engineering, and Master of Science in Systems Engineering (MSCS).
Data were accessed from records of students who began their programs from September, 2007
through April 2009, a five semester period for a total of 290 students within all programs. The beginning
date was chosen to coincide with the origin of CPS that formed the four current schools. The end date
was chosen to ensure that students enrolled during this period had a minimum of three years (nine
semesters) in which to complete a 36 credit program. The data acquired included: (1) term of first
course, (2) term of last course, (3) number of credits completed by May 1, 2012, (4) term of graduation,
(5) GPA, (6) active duty military service and (7) gender.
When the data were collected and analyzed, the number of records in the five technology
degrees did not warrant a statistical analysis of each of those degrees independently. The researchers

therefore grouped all of these degrees together as one unit of analysis. This unit was named the Master
of Science in Computer Science (MSCS) and were referenced in this way in the data analysis and findings
sections below. Thus, there were four data sets to be included in the analysis of data. One for each of
the following: MA (Master of Arts), MNM (Master of Nonprofit Management), MSA (Master of Science
in Accounting) and MSCS (Master of Science in Computer Science).
Data Analysis
A statistical analysis of the data was conducted including calculations of mean, standard
deviation and P-value tests between each of the four data sets. The data collected included a number
of other fields such as gender and veteran status that may improve granularity, however, there were not
sufficient numbers in each sub-category to support generalizations. Thus, the four populations as a
whole were analyzed.
The first calculations made were the graduation percentages and standard deviations for each
of the four degree categories. These are presented in table 1 below.
Table 1 -Graduation rates
Graduation %
Std. Deviation

MSA

MNM

MA

MSCS

0.500000
0.514496

0.57377
0.498632

0.412698
0.496274

0.256757
0.496274

Further analysis was conducted to determine if there were significant differences when
comparing the percentage of graduation for each of the degree programs. P-values were calculated and
are presented in table 2 below.
Table 2 – P-value Comparisons*
Degree 1
MSA

Degree 2
MNM

P-value
0.585508

MSA
MSA
MNM
MNM
MA

MA
MSCS
MA
MSCS
MSCS

0.515667
0.030623
0.046734
8.64043E-06
0.024112

* BOLD indicates statistical significance
Thus the MSA program graduation rate was significantly better than the graduation rate for the
MSCS, the MNM program graduation rate was significantly better than the graduation rate for MA, the
MNM program graduation rate was significantly better than the graduation rate for the MSCS and the
MA program graduation rate was significantly better than the graduation rate for MSCS. Note that the
hypothesis of this study postulated that the MA degree that included goal setting and monitoring would
have graduation rates significantly better that the other degree programs.
Figures below describe the analysis of data for each of the four degrees included in this study.
Master of Science Accounting

Figure 1: Number graduated and number who did not graduate

Figure 2: Number of years in program

Figure 3: Number of students versus number of credits for non-graduates

Figure 1 displays that there was a 50% graduation rate and 50% non-graduation rate
for those students in the Master of Science Accounting. Figure 2 displays the number of years in
the program of which in year one, two students graduated and no one dropped out. In year two,

all students continued in the program with no one graduating and no one dropping out either. Year
three shows six students graduating and two students dropping out while year four shows one student
graduating and five students dropping out. Finally, in year five, no one graduated and two students
dropped out.
Figure 3 displays the number of students who did not graduate and the number of credit
hours taken before they dropped out. Three students never completed a class even though they were
enrolled in the program, one student completed between 1 and 10 credit hours, three students
completed between 11 and 20 credit hours, no one dropped out within the 21 – 29 credit hour period
and one student completed over 30 credit hours, but did not complete the requirements for the
Masters degree.
Master of Arts

Figure 4: Number graduated and number who did not graduate

Figure 5: Number of years in program

Figure 6: Number of students versus number of credits for non-graduates

Figure 4 displays that there was a 41% graduation rate and 59% non-graduation rate
for those students in the Master of Arts. Figure 5 displays the number of years in
the program of which in year one, four students graduated and no one dropped out. In year two,

all students continued in the program with eleven students graduating and no one dropping out.
Year three shows eight students graduating and twelve students dropping out while year four shows
three students graduating and twenty students dropping out. Finally, in year five, no one graduated and
five students dropped out.
Figure 6 displays the number of students who did not graduate and the number of credit
hours taken before they dropped out. Two students never completed a class even though they were
enrolled in the program, thirteen students completed between 1 and 10 credit hours, four students
completed between 11 and 20 credit hours, five students completed between 21 – 29 credit hours
and thirteen students completed over 30 credit hours, but did not complete the requirements for
the Masters degree.
Master of Science Computer Science

Figure 7: Number graduated and number who did not graduate

Figure 8: Number of years in program

Figure 9: Number of students versus of number of credits for non-graduates

Figure 7 displays that there was a 25% graduation rate and 75% non-graduation rate

for those students in the Master of Science Computer Science. Figure 8 displays the number of years in
the program of which in year one, thirty-eight students graduated and no one dropped out. Interesting
to note is that all students who graduated within this program graduated in the first year. In year two,
no students graduated and one dropped out. Year three shows no students graduated and twenty-eight
students dropped out while year four shows no students graduating and sixty-two students dropping
out. Finally, in year five, no one graduated and nineteen students dropped out.
Figure 9 displays the number of students who did not graduate and the number of credit
hours taken before they dropped out. Eight students never completed a class even though they were
enrolled in the program, forty-seven students completed between 1 and 10 credit hours, twenty
students completed between 11 and 20 credit hours, twelve students completed between 21 – 29
credit hours and twenty-three students completed over 30 credit hours, but did not complete the
requirements for the Masters degree.
Master of Nonprofit Management

Figure 10: Number graduated and number who did not graduate

Figure 11: Number of years in program

Figure 12: Number of students versus of number of credits for non-graduates

Figure 10 displays that there was a 57% graduation rate and 43% non-graduation rate

for those students in the Master of Nonprofit Management. Figure 11 displays the number of years in
the program of which in year one, thirty-five students graduated and no one dropped out. Interesting
to note is that all students who graduated within this program graduated in the first year. In year two,
no students graduated and no one dropped out. Year three shows no students graduated and four
students dropped out while year four shows no students graduating and fifteen students dropping
out. Finally, in year five, no one graduated and seven students dropped out.
Figure 12 displays the number of students who did not graduate and the number of credit
hours taken before they dropped out. Eight students never completed a class even though they were
enrolled in the program, ten students completed between 1 and 10 credit hours, three
students completed between 11 and 20 credit hours, one student completed between 21 – 29
credit hours and four students completed over 30 credit hours, but did not complete the
requirements for the Masters degree.
Findings
Educational institutions throughout the United States, including the university in this study,
incorporate various types of systems to include goal setting in order for students to monitor and adjust
their learning goals. However, there are limited studies relating to adult nontraditional learners and how
formal goal setting impacts graduation rates.
The purpose of this research was designed to examine the relationship between formal goal
setting requirements in a graduate degree program and persistence of graduate students to complete
their degree as compared to other degree programs at this university that do not require a formal goal
setting plan.
This research was quantitative in nature for several reasons. First, quantitative studies can be
reproduced in order to do future comparative analyses based on facts. Secondly, they can statistically

support the hypothesis. Thirdly, if the hypothesis is supported, it can be used to generalize about the
target population.
The subjects in this study were all degree seeking graduate students from the following
programs: Master of Arts (MA), Master of Nonprofit Management (MNM), Master of Science in
Accounting (MSA), and Master of Science in Computer Science (MSCS). Data were accessed from those
students who started their programs from September 2007 through April 2009. As previously discussed,
the beginning date was chosen to coincide with the origin of CPS (College for Professional Studies) that
formed the four current schools.
This research set out to address the hypothesis that MA students who had experienced a formal
goal setting process would graduate at a higher rate than those who did not have that. The outcome
would be success or failure to graduate.
Initial findings did not support the hypothesis that a formal goal setting plan does correlate to a
higher graduation rate. The MA students did graduate at a higher rate (41%) than those in the MSCS
program (25%), but did not graduate at a higher rate than the MNM (57%) or MSA students (50%). What
is notable is that the MNM students graduated more students than all other programs. This would
indicate that the university might need to reevaluate the effectiveness of a formal goal setting plan an
indicator of student success in graduation.
Discussion
This research project began with a purpose of investigating the impact of formal goal setting and
monitoring activities of adult non-traditional graduate students on their persistence to complete their
degree. The data analysis and findings indicate that the hypothesis that goal setting would increase
degree completion was not supported.

The researchers believe that other variables that were not anticipated or controlled in this
research may have had an effect on the findings. For example, the limit of three years of data collected
in this study may not have been long enough to accurately describe the degree completion of students
in any of the four data sets that were analyzed in this study. Since data were collected for students who
entered programs from a period of only five semesters, the researchers anticipate that adding data for
students entering during an additional three semesters (one additional year) and subsequently from
three more semesters (a second additional year) may be needed to develop a more accurate description
of graduation rates. Consideration is now being given to adding data for the two additional years as
they become available and reconstructing the analysis to determine if time is a relevant variable.
A notable aspect of this research was the spike in the number of non-graduates who dropped
out of the program and did not continue taking classes in year four of their programs. This was
consistent with all programs – Master of Science Accounting, Master of Arts, Master of Science
Computer Science and Master of Science Nonprofit Management. In addition, it is to be noted that there
is a large number of non-graduating students in all programs who were close to completing their
Masters, but did not. It is the recommendation of these researchers to further analyze these two issues
to determine the causes. The authors believe that two questions should be addressed in future
research: (1) What causes students who are well into their programs to drop out? (2) Is there a
correlation between program design variables, i.e. thesis/capstone requirements, and high levels of
dropouts in the final few credits required for graduation?
The researchers also acknoweldge that there are several limitations of this study, the first of
which is that the target population for this study was from one university and may or may not represent
all adult graduate students in non-traditional master’s degree programs. Other limitations include the
possibility that other unidentified and uncontrolled variables may have a more significant impact on

persistence to graduate than the single variable that was tested in this study. Therefore, the
researchers believe that continued research is necessary, to identify and test other relevant variables.
The following recommendations are suggested for further study:
•

Replicate this study including one additional year of data and again using a second year of
additional data. This may help determine us understand longer term patterns of degree
completion that may be unique to adult learners. Adult students have many responsibilities
including, in many circumstances, work and family. Therefore, the pace of taking one class per
eight week term in an accelerated format may be too much and students may be stepping out
for more than a term or two in order to rebalance their efforts.

•

Consider a replication of this study adding learning format as a variable. Would a student who
takes his/her classes only in an online environment have a different graduation success rate as
compared to only a ground-based enrollment or would a combination of online and groundbased enrollment have an effect?

•

Explore the impact that variables such as gender, age groups or participation in the military may
have on completion of degrees programs with and without goal setting procedures.

•

Consider a replication of this study to include a larger population including data from one or
more additional another non-profit universities offering comparable adult education programs.
Summary and Conclusions
Given the results of this research, it may be beneficial for Regis University College for

Professional Studies to create automatic intervention programs at certain points in students’ graduate
programs to assist the students towards graduation and to develop methods to monitor students’

progress throughout their graduate degree. Questions relating to why students take one class and drop
out, and why many students are not graduating in three years should be addressed.
Notable in this data of research was a significant number of students who dropped out in year
four, those who had completed over 30 credit hours of a 36 hour program and then dropped out, as well
as those students who graduated from the MNM and MSCS programs (35 and 38 respectively) in the
first year, while in the following four years students continued to drop out. An analysis and explanation
of this anomaly in the data is needed. The data support the point that the university needed and did not
have a persistence intervention program during the period of time from which the data were acquired
for this study.
Final Remarks
In conclusion, the researchers hope this study will provide interest for future studies that will
continue to examine the processes of students’ success in completing their graduate degrees. This
research was driven by the authors’ professional desires as graduate faculty and one as a graduate
advisor to encourage and support the re-evaluation of processes and tools necessary to help students
acheieve their academic and personal goals.
Indeed, as the research suggests, there are certain times in a student’s graduate work in which
added support and encouragement is needed in order to help ensure success. It is important to
undertsand that adult students are highly motivated and mature abstract thinkers. It is the responsibility
of higher education to ensure that students have the assistance needed to be able to be successful.
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Abstract -- This article discusses an ongoing study of considerations for the design of educational Apps
for mobile learning. The paper focuses on the design of Apps for delivery via iPad or the similar
TouchPad technology. My previous studies resulted in the development of three sets of guidelines for
the design of learning objects for mobile learning: (a) presentation design, (b) design for learning uses,
and (c) design for small screens of mobile devices and their characteristic forms of interactivity. The
aim of the current study is to extend these results and explore them in the context of the design of
educational Apps for TouchPad technology. The final outcome of the study will provide a set of
recommendations for the design of educational Apps.
Keywords -- educational Apps, iPad, mobile learning, conceptual models, learning objects, multimedia
learning.

TOUCHPAD MOBILE TECHNOLOGY AND EDUCATIONAL APPS
New forms of TouchPad devices have emerged, along with an increase in consumer demand for this
technology and related software, services and content. Murphy (2011) refers to this technology as ‘Post-PC’
devices. In the next few years, it is expected that global sales of iPads alone will reach 395 million
(Telecomasia, 2010). Nine out of 10 TouchPad devices sold globally last year were iPads. However, more
recently, sales of Android-based devices have increased significantly due to the huge success of Sumsung’s
devices. Hong Kong is leading the world in the adoption of iPads, with 17% of the population owning an
iPad. The popularity and use of this technology is increasing rapidly in education as well (see Catholic
Education-Dioces of Paramatta, 2010; Churchill, 2012; Jennings, Anderson, Dorset & Mitchell, 2011). For
example, The government in Thailand plans to implement 400,000 such TouchPad devices in schools
(see http://www.futuregov.asia/articles/2012/may/11/thailand-signs-us328-mil-tablet-deal-chinese-firm/ ),
while in Hong Kong, the Government plans to invest a huge amount of funding in e-textbooks and e-learning
resources initiatives to develop educational content for delivery via mobile devices (
see http://www.edb.gov.hk/FileManager/EN/Content_689/wg%20final%20report.pdf ) .
I.

The results from the implementations of iPads in education are encouraging. The Catholic Education-Diocese
of Paramatta in Australia experimented with iPads in schools (Catholic Education-Diocese of Paramatta,
2010) and found that they were effective (a) as support for learning in various settings due to their portability
and fit-for-task suitability, (b) as support for student engagement and quick access to apps that students
require for a particular learning task, and (c) because students of all levels can use apps, especially for
reinforcement and rote learning of basic concepts”?). The ‘Step Forward’ pilot implementation of iPads at
Trinity College, University of Melbourne suggests that this technology supports different learning styles and
allows students to achieve their goals more quickly (Jennings, Anderson, Dorset & Mitchell, 2011). At the
University of San Francisco, teachers from a number of faculties used iPads over a six-month period (see
Bansavich, 2011). It was found that the key benefits of iPads in higher education included e-reader and

electronic textbook capabilities, annotating and note taking for meetings and classroom features, multimedia
viewing, interactivity, portability, design, ease of use, access to Apps, and the speed of the device. A similar
pilot implementation of iPads at the University of Texas at Tyler suggests that this technology promotes
greater communication between students and teachers (see Beebe, 2011).
Outcomes of my previous study of the affordances of mobile technology in education (Churchill &
Churchill, 2008) revealed the following affordances: multimedia, capture, analytical, connectivity and
representational tool affordances. Significant for this paper is the multimedia affordance of TouchPad
technology. For Murphy and Williams (2011), iPads are an effective technology for the presentation of class
materials via multimedia systems, while for Ostashewski and Reid (2010), the key advantage of the iPad is
that it can be used as a multimedia database. Similar results were found in my own study that investigated
teacher changes through teachers’ adoption of iPads in their practice (see Churchill, 2012). This technology
was found to be an effective tool for managing and accessing multimedia content. Although there are
thousands of educational Apps available via channels such as AppStore and Android Play Store, there are
currently hardly any recommendations on how to design Apps for mobile learning purposes effectively. The
development of educational Apps has been driven by the publishing industry, with isolated cases of
development occurring in educational institutions by enthusiastic individuals. Coherent and empirically
developed recommendations are absent at this stage. Such recommendations are essential to inform initiatives
such as the Hong Kong’s e-textbook and e-learning recourses and create a baseline for further research on the
effective design of educational content for mobile learning. In this context, I raised the following research
questions:
1. What kind of learning object is most suitable for design as an App for implementation via TouchPad
technology such as iPad and Android-based devices?
2. How can an Educational App be designed to maximize its learning use?
3. How can an Educational App be designed to maximize the effectiveness of its presentation?
4. How can an Educational App be designed to maximize the effective utility of interactions considering
the specific form of interaction made possible by TouchPad technology?
II. A CONCEPTUAL MODEL AS THE MOST APPROPRIATE FORM OF LEARNING OBECT FOR
EDUCATIONAL APPS
Multimedia affordances of TouchPad technology such as iPad and Samsung Galaxy Tab allow for
delivery of highly visual and interactive material. Apps might take different forms, such as e-book
(information object), a game (practice object) or an interactive animation (presentation object). However, the
most effective might be those Apps designed to represent concepts to be learnt – conceptual model learning
objects (Churchill, 2007). A conceptual model is designed to represent a specific concept (or a set of related
concepts) and its properties and associated relationships. Often, a learner can manipulate these properties and
associated relationships with interactive components (e.g., sliders, buttons, hotspot areas, text input boxes)
and observe changes displayed in a variety of modes (e.g., numerical, textual, auditory and visual). This
material can be provided to (a) a teacher, who must then decide how best to integrate it into instruction, (b)
students, for use in their independent learning, or (c) an instructional designer to use as a media object for
integration into larger structures such as computer-based instructional packages. The Apple iPad as well as
Android-based devices provide exceptional platforms for the presentation of highly visual and interactive
educational Apps for conceptual learning. In the absence of empirical data and based on experience, I
tentatively assumed, based on experience that a conceptual model is the most appropriate form of a learning
object for education Apps. In the study reported in this paper, attention was given to design consideration for
educational Apps for concept learning.

The literature underlines the importance of concept learning and refers to evidence that incomplete
conceptual knowledge and misconceptions seriously impede learning (see Mayer, 2002; Smith, diSessa, &
Roschelle, 1993; Vosniadou, 1994). Provision of certain conceptual tools (models) is believed to have a
positive effect on concept learning (see Ivarsson, Schoultz & Säljö, 2002). Models have been described in the
literature as effective tools for concept learning, and their educational use has been described as modelcentered learning and instruction (e.g., Dawson, 2004; Gibbons, 2008; Mayer, 1989; Norman, 1983; Seel,
2003). Lesh and Doerr (2003) define a model as a conceptual system “consisting of elements, relations,
operations, and rules governing interactions” (p. 10). Such models can be used for constructing,
communicating, describing, or experimenting with a system (Johnson & Lesh, 2003). Merrill, Tennyson and
Posey (1992) present an instructional design model that arguably can be applied to optimize concept
teaching. A concept representation is promoted as an object that supports instruction, usually to depict and
describe examples, illustrating attributes of a concept to be learnt.
Affordances of today’s representational technology enable the design of conceptual models in interactive
multimedia form (see De Jong et al., 1998; Fraser, 1999; Johnson & Lesh, 2003; Norman, 1983; van
Someren et al. 1998). It is suggested that these technology-based conceptual models will support learning by
activating certain cognitive processes such as mind modeling and linking of internal representations (e.g.,
Churchill, 2008; Seel, 2003; Mayer, 2003). However, there is currently a lack of empirically-developed
guidelines on how to design technology-based conceptual models for educational uses.
An example of a conceptual model can be designed to present the concept of volcano. This concept
includes issues such as lava types, how they affect the structure of eruptions, and the effects of eruptions on
the environment. A learner can select one of the following types of lava: runny with little water, runny with
lots of water, sticky with little water or sticky with lots of water. After selecting the lava type, the learner
will be able to explore the structure of an eruption and the effect that it has on the environment. This will
allow the leaner to compare changes in structure and differences in the effects between different volcanoes
and eruption types.
--------------------------INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE
---------------------------

III. DESIGN FOR LEARNING USES
Pedagogically effective use of a conceptual model and other forms of learning objects must be driven by a
learning task (Churchill & Hedberg 2008). For Foo, Ho and Hedberg (2005), learning task design should be a
central concern for a teacher engaged in instructional planning. Mayer, Dow and Mayer (2003) suggest that a
task should present students with a conceptually demanding question that requires deep processing of the
presented material (e.g., a conceptual model) and generalizing. In this context, the design of educational
Apps must be informed by possible learning uses. A previous study of conceptual model learning uses
produced the following recommendations for learning uses (Churchill, 2011a):
•

Design for observation: A conceptual model should be designed in a way that supports learners in
making links between the real world and represented properties of a concept. It should be designed such
that learners can recognize properties from a real environment in the interface of a conceptual model, as
well as the converse. These representations of properties are not simply copies of the real world. Rather,
designers should represent reality through illustrations, diagrammatical representations, analogies,
metaphors, signs, cues, symbols, and icons.

•

Design for analytical use: A conceptual model should contain design features that allow learners to input
data from the real environment for analytical processing (e.g., a special purpose calculator). Designers

should use interactive features (e.g., sliders, dialers, hot spot areas and text input boxes) to enable input of
parameters. Outcomes of interactions can be displayed in a variety of formats such as numbers, graphs,
audio, verbal/written statements, pictorial representations, and animation.
•

Design for experimentation: A conceptual model should enable learners to manipulate parameters and
properties, and observe changes that result from such manipulations. Also, it might be useful to allow the
manipulation of outcomes of analytical use to enable learners to examine how these changes affect
related parameters. The changes should be highlighted to provide cues and encourage generalizing. A
conceptual model’s design features should allow emergent generalizations to be tested in some way.

•

Design for thinking: Designers should design a conceptual model to include features that initiate and
support thinking. This can be achieved by integrating triggers (e.g., signals and cues) to capture attention
and initiate curiosity. Some design ideas from the Cognitive Theories of Multimedia Learning (Mayer,
2001) could be useful. For example, a conceptual model design should support the cognitive activities of
linking mental models (verbal and visual) developed through interaction with a conceptual model.

•

Design for reuse: The design of conceptual models for handheld devices should allow reuse in different
environments and activities. For example, reuse might include a classroom presentation, or use by
multiple learners as they collaborate. Other applications might require delivery via devices other than
handheld ones, such as a computer, a projector or an interactive white board. The design of a conceptual
model needs to consider at least two issues for flexibility of reuse: (a) interactivity should be supported by
a variety of devices, and (b) presentation of a conceptual model on a large screen should not cause split
attention problems (see Mayer, 2001).

These recommendations are highly applicable to the design of educational Apps, and partially provide an
answer to the question “How can an Educational App be designed to maximize its learning use?” Further
empirical activity should explore any additional recommendations more specific to mobile learning. Such
study should involve both teachers and how they plan and integrate Apps in their instruction, and students
and their independent uses of these resources.
IV. DESIGNING FOR PRESENTATION
In a related study, a set of recommendations for presentation design was developed through a review of a
collection of conceptual models learning objects by a team of experienced instructional design experts. A
major aim of this study was to develop recommendations by linking features of design to the perceived
pedagogical quality of the conceptual models. The following set of recommendations for presentation design
was developed (Churchill, 2011b).
•

Present information visually: The content of a conceptual model should be presented predominantly
through visual representations (e.g., photographs, illustrations, diagrams, graphs, colors, icons and
symbols). Sometimes, the same information can be presented in a number of modes simultaneously (e.g.,
as text, visually and via audio). However, visuals should be the central mode of representation.
Representing the same information through multiple modalities should be carefully managed (see
redundancy principle [Mayer, 2001]).

•

Design for interaction: The result of this study shows that there is a large correlation between
pedagogical quality and the total number of interactive features used in the designs of the conceptual
models under review. This suggests that the more interactive features a conceptual model has, the higher
its pedagogical quality. Relationships and properties should be displayed in interactive ways to allow the
user of a conceptual model to manipulate parameters and observe outcomes (e.g. by manipulating sliders,
clicking on buttons, or inputting text/numbers). Outcomes of the manipulation can be presented in a
single mode or in several modes at the same time (e.g., as a number or a graph); however, visuals
emerged in this study as the most pedagogically effective representation.

•

Design a holistic scenario: Design elements should be arranged in such a way that bits of content are
integrated into a holistic presentational scenario depicting the concept that is represented. In other words,
all areas of the screen need to be integrated into a holistic scenario that supports multimedia
representation of a concept. Distributing content across multiple screens will add complexity to the
development of a conceptual model without any significant increase in pedagogical quality.

•

Design for a single screen: A conceptual model can be designed for presentation in a single screen.
Single screen presentation is likely to allow a learner to have a holistic focus on all elements of the
required conceptual knowledge. Further, a single screen is likely to enable a learner to manipulate
relationships and properties, and to access outcomes of this manipulation all in one place. At the same
time, a single interactive screen can be easily meshed with other media into structures such as web pages.

•

Design for a small space: The design of a conceptual model should utilize only the screen space
necessary to present all the required information, properties, relationships and interactive elements. The
data from the study did not produce any significant correlation between pedagogical quality and sizes of
the screen display area. This recommendation suggests two important implications. Firstly, a smaller
screen area would enable students to concentrate their attention on a smaller space, thus reducing splitattention. Secondly, a conceptual model designed for a small screen might later serve as a media object
that can be embedded in larger screen displays such as in blog posts, instructional products and
presentation slides.

•

Use audio, animations and video only if they are the only options: Audio should only be used if it is
effective for a representational purpose or to enhance realism when required (e.g., a specific sound
indicating a faulty machine), or to offload cognitive processing from the visual channel (see modality
principle [Mayer, 2001]). Similarly, video should only be used when, for example, manipulation of
relationships requires different segments from a video to be presented based on the configuration of
parameters. Often, content from a video might be presented as several images of the key frames, with
short blocks of text explaining each of the frames (which might support the temporal contiguity principle
[Mayer, 2001]). Qualitative observations in the study suggested that use of video, animations and audio
had no effect on pedagogical quality; rather, these only increased the complexity of a conceptual model in
terms of effort required for learning.

•

Use color in moderation: Another qualitative observation from the study suggested that in order to
present the content clearly, color should be used in moderation. On the other hand, quantitative data
suggested that there is an insignificant correlation between pedagogical quality and the multimedia
quality of a conceptual model design. Often, color was found in the reviewed cases of conceptual models
to be effective when used as visual content and to connect related information (e.g., connecting a positive
numerical value displayed in red with a red bar on a bar graph). Different shades of color can be
effectively used, but the use of sharply contrasting colors must be avoided. The focus should be on
simplicity and clarity of presentation and support for learning, rather than on the pursuit of gratuitous
artistic and multimedia beautification of the display.

•

Avoid unnecessary decorative elements: This is another recommendation emerging from understanding
that there is no correlation between pedagogical quality and multimedia quality. Unnecessary decorative
elements can add complexity to the representation and result in increased extraneous cognitive load
(Mayer, 2001). They should be used in moderation, or not at all. All elements of the design should serve
the purpose of representing a concept (or should facilitate this representation) and allow a student to
manipulate its properties and explore relationships. In addition, cartoon-like characters should be avoided
unless they serve some representational purpose. Many designers assume that cartoon-like characters will
motivate students by making learning fun; however, such graphics are less than productive for learning.
For Collins (1996), designers should not assume that fun is a desirable component of presentation,
because there is a risk that students might not take such learning seriously; thus, a ‘fun’ presentation
might impede learning. Motivation lies in a learning task that engages a student in the use of a conceptual

model, rather than in the model itself. A conceptual model is a strategy for effective representation of
educationally useful concepts, and unless its design elements support this representation, they should not
be included.
•

Design with a single font: In order to keep the presentation simple, a single font style should be used
(e.g., Arial font in different sizes, shades and styles). The same color fonts can be used to relate pieces of
information. Using multiple font types might increase extraneous cognitive load and have a negative
effect on learning. Similar to the previous two recommendations, this recommendation is connected to the
absence of a correlation between pedagogical quality and multimedia quality.

•

Use frames to divide the screen area logically: Review of the collection of conceptual models indicated
that frames can be useful in dividing the presentation screen into functional and logical areas and
groupings. For example, interactive elements such as sliders and buttons can be grouped together in one
area of the display, while another area can be used to display output information. Such areas might
support visual attention (as a student focuses attention on one framed area at a time) and positively affect
the utility of the essential cognitive load required to process information (Mayer, 2001).
V. STUDY OF PRESENTATION DESIGN OF EDUCATIONAL APPS

I am currently studying presentation design considerations in the context of educational Apps. A
collection of educational Apps for concept learning for review is being developed in consultation with
classroom practitioners who are exemplary TouchPad technology users. The study of the presentation design
intends to engage multiple reviewers to review this collection. The expert reviewers will independently
preview each of the Apps from the collection. In addition, the reviewers will be asked to comment on
possible learning uses of Apps under review to provide information regarding potential learning uses. The
reviews will be recorded by using a form created for the purpose. The form has been developed in partial
consideration of certain issues from the ‘cognitive theory of multimedia learning’ (Mayer, 2001) and based
on a discussion between the reviewers. The cognitive theory of multimedia learning provides a set of
empirically developed guiding principles for the design of educational multimedia for delivery via computer
screens. Issues considered in developing the form include:
•

Multimedia principle: What is the predominant mode of representation for the essential content of this
conceptual model (e.g., visual, textual, animation, auditory)?

•

Principles for managing essential processing (navigation): What are the characteristic structure and
navigation (e.g., single or multiple screen, user-paced or automatic, hierarchical or linear navigation,
physically and temporally integration of modes)?

•

Principles for managing extraneous processing (interactivity): What are the interactive features used
to manipulate the represented concept (e.g., slides, buttons, clickable hot-spots)?

•

Principles for reducing extraneous processing: How is the extraneous content used (e.g., use of color
to highlight the organization of the essential content)?

Each of the apps will be reviewed and evaluated based on the following dimensions:
•

Scores for Pedagogical Quality (PQ): 1 (very low and low quality), 2 (average quality) and 3 (high and
very high quality);

•

Scores for Multimedia Quality (MMQ): 1 (very low and low quality), 2 (average quality) and 3 (high
and very high quality);

•

Scores for Interactive Features (IF): the total number of unique interactive elements used in the design
(ranging from 1 to 7);

•

Scores for Content Structure (CS): 1 (single screen), 2 (linear sequence of screens) and 3 (hierarchical
structure of screens);

•

Scores for Screen Display Area (SDA): 1 (less than 640 by 480), 2 (greater or equal to 640 by 480)
and 3 (greater or equal to 800 by 600);

•

Scores for Modes of Representation (MR): the total number of different representations used in the
design (ranging from 1 to 7).

The results are expected to lead to a set of recommendations by linking features of the design of Apps to
the perceived pedagogical quality. The results will be discussed amongst the reviewers and final conclusions
will be achieved collaboratively. The review is expected to broaden the recommendations developed in
previous studies beyond the existing set that includes:
•

Present information visually

•

Design for interaction

•

Design a holistic scenario

•

Design for a single screen

•

Design for small space

•

Use audio, animations and video only if they are the only options

•

Use color in moderation

•

Avoid unnecessary decorative elements

•

Design with a single font

•

Use frames to logically divide the screen area

Further efforts will be made to achieve inter-reviewer reliability and strengthen the results by involving
students in the study. The possibility exists for engagement with eye-tracking technology to understand
features of presentation design that have a positive effect on learning uses as well as to achieve optimal
arrangement of screen elements in way that humans uses information. More specific methodology for the
study will be developed in due course. In addition, the design of interactive features that leverage the
interaction affordance of this technology needs to be further explored. This existing research attempt is only
an initial step in a much larger effort to produce an empirically valid set of recommendations for the design
of educational Apps for concept learning. I invite readers to provide much-appreciated criticism, comments
and suggestions to help this research move further.
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Procrastination as a Tool: Exploring Unconventional Components of Academic Success
Abstract
Academic procrastination has often been attributed to a fear or avoidance response and elicits negative
connotations with both educators and students. Such negative attitudes toward the act of procrastination may
result in increased stress for students who procrastinate. However, is this always an appropriate assumption or is
procrastination sometimes used as a tool when completing familiar tasks in an advanced educational setting?
The current study examines procrastination behaviors of 123 graduate level students currently enrolled across
11 U.S. universities within 20 fields of study. Data collected via self-report questionnaire showed significant
relationships between increased academic procrastination and high grade outcomes, when both high familiarity
with the testing medium and low levels of fear were present. These data suggest that for settings where the
testing medium no longer elicits an acceptable level of fear required for optimal performance, as per the
Yerekes-Dodson Law of Arousal, some students use procrastination to increase arousal. With greater
understanding and acceptance of this possibility, students may avoid additional stress associated with nonacceptance of procrastination, which might result in stress levels that are too high and lead to task failure.
Additionally, educators who identify this trait in their students may help by creating strategies to aid in this style
of task completion.
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An Exploration of Factors that Help and Hinder Their Success in College
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Abstract
The purpose of this work-in-progress is to explore factors that impact rural youth in higher
education. Educational trends show that the gap in college degrees between rural and urban
adults has increased in the last forty years. Economic trends show that the attainment of a college
degree is critically important in our increasingly technological and changing economy. While
much research has been focused on minority and other underrepresented college students, less
attention has been paid to rural youth and the challenges they face in obtaining college degrees.
To this end, the current work-in-progress sought to gain understanding into the following
research questions: (1) How do rural youth describe their experiences with rural life?; (2) How
do rural youth describe their perception of higher education?; and (3) What, if any, are the
particular factors, experiences, or influences that contribute to rural youths’ perception of higher
education? Specifically, what, if any, are the unique challenges they face in attaining college
degrees? What, if any, are the unique strengths they bring to the college classroom?
To gain insight into these questions, rural youth in a small Midwestern city (attending and not
attending college) will be asked to respond to the Rural Attitude Survey, to respond to
demographic and socioeconomic questions, and to provide responses concerning their personal,
parental, and community perceptions of higher education. Results will be analyzed utilizing
qualitative and quantitative methods. Results will be interpreted in terms of implications and
applications to help rural youth pursue and successfully complete degrees in higher education.
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ABSTRACT
PURPOSE: The study determined the Emotional Intelligence of University X faculty
and whether their EI significantly differed when they are grouped according to: (a) years
of teaching experience, (b) educational attainment, (c) performance evaluation rating, (d)
school to where the faculty belongs, and (e) position.
METHODS: This research made use of the quantitative descriptive design. A total of
278 out of the 700 faculty members of University X, School Year 2009-2010 who met
the inclusion criteria participated in the study. The Emotional Intelligence SelfEvaluation Test of Dr. Nicholas Hall was used to gather pertinent data between the
months of October 2010 to January 2011. t-test was used to determine if there is a
relationship between the participants’ EI when grouped according to number of years of
teaching experience and performance evaluation rating. F-test was used to compute for
the significant difference in the faculty’s EI when grouped according to educational
attainment, School to where they belong, and position. The Least Significant Difference
(LSD) method was used to detect where the significant difference lie.
RESULTS: The overall EI score of the university faculty is 30.09 interpreted as “needs
some development.” Those who had more than ten years of teaching experience, those
who had higher mean performance evaluation ratings, those who belonged to the School
of Medicine and the School of Humanities, and those who held positions in the past or
who were currently in position, had significantly higher EI scores.

There was no

significant difference in the EI of University X faculty when grouped according to
educational attainment.

CONCLUSION: The EI of University X faculty needs to be improved. It is
recommended that the university administration conduct activities such as seminars,
conferences, and programs to enhance the EI of the faculty. It is also recommended that
the human resource development office include EI testing in the screening of faculty
applicants.

INTRODUCTION
"We envision Saint Louis University as an excellent missionary
and transformative educational institution zealous in
developing human resources imbued with the
Christian Spirit and who are creative,
competent and socially involved."

–University X Vision-Mission
"All learning has an emotional base."- Plato
Emotional Intelligence (EI) is a psychological concept that has been established
through the years to connote the trait and/or ability to perceive, control, and evaluate
emotions; it is the ability to manage one’s self and one’s relationships with others. “It is
the subset of social intelligence that involves the ability to monitor one's own and others'
feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them and to use this information to guide
one's thinking and actions” (Salovey & Mayer, 1997). Moreover, emotional intelligence
is the intelligent use of emotions, it is emotionally intelligent when you intentionally
make emotions work for you by using them to help guide your behavior and thinking in
ways that enhance your results (Weisinger, 1998). Theories of emotional intelligence
have emerged in recent years as a topic of great interest and debate. Researchers have
suggested that people who are emotionally aware have a competitive edge in their
personal as well as their professional lives, and as a consequence are happier and more
successful. EI is invoked to explain why some people are more successful than others in
positions of leadership (Day, Newsome, & Catano, 2000) and in aspects of work place
functioning, such as coping in high pressure work environments (Matthew & Zeidner,
2001).

The publication of Daniel Goleman's book on Emotional Intelligence in the mid1990s has generated remarkable interest linking EI with everything that spells success in
life, particularly in theworkplace. According to research (Goleman, 1998), almost all of
the abilities that distinguished stars from average performers were emotional
competencies. While pattern recognition and "big picture" thinking were correlated with
outstanding performance, cognitive abilities in general - above a certain threshold - did
not have significant correlation. "Emotional intelligence" refers to a set of competencies
that characterizes how people manage feelings, interact, and communicate. Building on
previous work by others, Goleman characterizes emotional intelligence as being founded
on five personal and social competencies: Self-Awareness, Self-Regulation, Motivation,
Empathy, and Social Skills. Each of these five is further analyzed into 12 personal and 13
social competencies such as Accurate Self-Assessment, Self-Control, Initiative,
Developing Others, Influence, Conflict Management, and Building Bonds. Goleman
asserts that these competencies can be developed and enhanced, improving a person’s EI
and increasing the person’s success rate.
EI is not fixed at birth and can be nurtured and strengthened in everyone.
(Williams 2007). The importance of developing one's emotional intelligence is essential
to success in the workplace. The word workplace originally referred to the offices,
departments, or companies in business and corporate worlds. But since every person is
attributed to have EI, the workplace has been expanded even to academic settings.
Hence, studies have been undertaken to relate EI with success in the academic workplace.
In a study conducted by Hwang, Fei-Fei (2007) entitled “The Relationship
Between Emotional Intelligence and Teaching Effectiveness”, she found out that the

faculty members who performed superior in overall EI skills tended to achieve higher
teaching effectiveness and that the faculty members who had superior competencies,
comfort, empathy, leadership and self-esteem tended to perform better in overall teaching
effectiveness. Teacher effectiveness included knowledge, effective communication, well
organized material, motivate and inspire students, friendly and open behavior, and well
classroom management (Money, 1992). Teachers can apply EI to improve instructional
performance (Nelson & Low, 2005), need empathy competency for the teaching
profession (Goleman, 1998), understand the special needs of students, and create a
supportive and caring learning environment (Knowles, 1998; Taylor, Marienau, &
Fiddler, 2000; Cozolino, 2002).
University X which prides itself as “The Light of the North” has upheld its
academic excellence by the countless recognitions brought about by its superior and
consistent performance in various Professional Licensure Examinations. Towards the end
of May 2011, the Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) Limited placed SLU one of the top 201+
universities in Asia. As such, it is worth looking into the strength of its and any academic
institution’s most important resource: its faculty. It could be assumed at this point that
the faculty has done its part in achieving the mission-vision of Transformation. Yet, in
the quest for excellence, one is motivated to examine other means of improving even the
best, so that the entity may continually provide top quality services to its clientele. It is
precisely this reason why this study was initiated. The mission-vision presents Christian
spirit as one of the institution’s core values; in the mind of the researchers, EI runs
parallel to the said core value. It is an assumption by the researchers that EI is a good

indicator of Christian spirit. The impetus in pursuing the undertaking is the personal and
vicarious experiences, as well as published and unpublished accounts of situations where
the faculty figured prominently.
An article published in the University X’s White and Blue Magazine issued on
October 2008 written on page 8 by an Engineering student stated that Nursing students
are like robots that lack emotions. The writer further narrated: “The students are not to
be fully blamed. They had grown into such monsters because of the way of living that
most of their mentors had set upon them… I know of some instructors who sometimes
make life so “ridiculously easy” for students that sometimes even the students hierarchy
of needs get scrambled up so frequently. And I’ve also heard of instructors that abide by
the “I am the teacher so I am correct.””
Despite the stature that University X has attained, there are issues that need to be
addressed and the researchers explored EI as a means to confront the issue at hand and
offer recommendations based on the outcome of the study.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The study aimed to determine the Emotional Intelligence of Saint Louis
University faculty. Specifically, it sought to: (1) quantify the EI of University X faculty
by measuring their Emotional Intelligence (EI); (2) examine the relationship between the
faculty’s EI and the following variables: (a) years of teaching experience, (b) educational
attainment, (c) performance evaluation rating, (d) college to where the faculty belongs,
and (e) position.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
The outcome of the study will serve as a guide for instructors to improve their
teaching performance in general; in particular, the instructors will be made aware of their
emotional intelligence and use this to enhance their personal as well as professional
relationships with students and co-workers. Thus, it is projected to contribute to the
attainment of the core value Christian Spirit.
In research, this report will add to and enrich the other studies and sources of
literature on EI, academic and institutional improvement alternatives.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
RESEARCH DESIGN
The research design utilized in this study is the quantitative descriptive method
because the researchers determined the Emotional Intelligence of University X faculty
without otherwise intervening.
LOCALE and POPULATION
The study was conducted at University X, Baguio City Philippines. 860 faculty
members from all 9 schools of the university comprised the population of the study. The
inclusion criteria consisted of all faculty members who have completed at least one year
of teaching in any school of the university during school year 2009-2010. Faculty
members who have not completed at least 1 year of teaching experience at University X

were not included because they do not have the completed yearly faculty evaluation
rating. The computed sample size from the sampling formula is 273.
At the end of the study, the researchers were able to solicit the consent and total
participation of 278 qualified respondents from all the schools except the School of Law
where there were no respondents. This means the researchers were able to meet the
required number of respondents since 278 is over and above prescribed number of
respondents at 273.
DATA GATHERING TOOL AND PROCEDURES
To enable the gathering of pertinent data for the study, the Emotional Intelligence
Self-Evaluation Test by Dr. Nicholas Hall was used.
The tool’s content validity index (CVI) was ascertained from the ratings of 3
experts: the Assistant Director of University X’s Children’s Center; the Director of the
Guidance Center of the said university, and the Assistant Director of the University
Human Resource Development (HRD) Office.. They were asked to independently rate
the relevance of each item by using the four-point rating scale which consists of 1-not
relevant, 2-somewhat relevant, 3-quite relevant, and 4-very relevant. The CVI result was
0.98 which means that the tool is valid.
The Emotional Intelligence Self-Evaluation Test was used to evaluate the
Emotional Intelligence level of the SLU instructors. It measured the tendencies and
abilities of a person within various areas of emotional intelligence. The EI SelfEvaluation Test specifically measures five areas of emotional intelligence: Emotional

Awareness, Managing One’s Emotions, Self-Motivation, Empathy, and Coaching Other’s
Emotions. The tool consisted of questions regarding a person’s manner in dealing with
specific situations. The behaviors were measured on a scale of one to six, where 1 means
the behavior is very much disagreed upon, 2 means the behavior is moderately disagreed
upon; 3 means the behavior is slightly disagreed upon; 4 means the behavior is slightly
agreed upon; 5 means the behavior is moderately agreed upon; and 6 means the behavior
is very much agreed upon.
During October 2010 – March 2011, the researchers conducted data gathering by
distributing the questionnaires to the different offices concerned. A letter of consent was
attached to the questionnaire for the instructors to read and consider. The questionnaire
also came with the letter of permission to conduct the study and assurance of anonymity
and confidentiality signed by the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the Executive
Board of the Union of Faculty and Employees of University X, and the Human Resource
Development (HRD) Director. If the faculty refused to participate by not answering the
tool, the researchers respected their decision and did not compel them to participate.
To maintain the confidentiality of the Emotional Intelligence test results of the
instructors, the researchers did not require them to place their name on the questionnaire.

TREATMENT OF THE DATA
The collected questionnaires were checked as to completeness of responses; the
responses were tallied and tabulated based on the stated problem responses and
categorized as to variables of the study.

To get the result for each area of emotional intelligence, the researchers referred
to the following table:
Emotional Competency
Emotional Awareness
Managing One’s
Emotions
Self-Motivation
Empathy
Coaching Other’s
Emotions

Item Numbers
Items: 1+2+4+17+19+25
Items: 3+7+8+10+18+30
Items: 5+6+13+14+16+22
Items:
9+11+20+21+23+28
Items:
12+15+24+26+27+29

Statistical computations and analysis were based on average mean. The Emotional
Intelligence of the faculty was determined using the standard chart:

Emotional
Competency
Emotional
Awareness
Managing one’s
Emotions
Self-Motivation
Empathy
Coaching Other’s
Emotions

Definite
Strength

Needs Some
Development

Needs
Substantial
Development

31 or above

26 - 30

25 or below

32 or above

27 - 31

26 or below

31 or above
31 or above

27 - 30
26 - 30

26 or below
25 or below

30 or above

25 - 29

24 or below

To examine the associations between the faculty’s EI and years of teaching
experience, educational attainment, school where the faculty belongs, and position, the
F-test was used; t-test was used to determine significant differences in the faculty’s EI
when they are grouped according to performance evaluation ratings.
The post hoc test used was the Least Significant Difference (LSD) to detect where
the difference lies among groups found to have significant differences.

The data obtained were presented in tables, carefully analyzed and statistically
interpreted.
RESULTS
Table 1 shows the profile of the respondents according to the variables of the
study. The greatest number of participants comes from the following groups: with one to
five years of teaching experience, with Master’s degree ongoing, has higher than the
mean performance evaluation rating, coming from the School of Nursing, and was never
appointed to any position.
Table 2 gives the summary of the university faculty’s Emotional Intelligence
along its 5 component competencies, as well as the overall EI. All 5 emotional
competency scores rated “needs some development” and so with the overall EI rating; it
is noteworthy though that Self-Motivation scored highest while Coaching Other’s
Emotions scored the lowest.
Table 3 presents the statistical test results done between EI and the variables of
the study. There was a significant difference in the overall EI scores when the faculty
were grouped according to years of teaching experience; EI of the group with more than
10 years of teaching experience was significantly higher than the group with 1 to 5 years
of teaching experience.
Likewise, the EI of the instructors who had higher than the mean performance
evaluation ratings was significantly higher than of those instructors whose performance
evaluation ratings were lower than the mean.

As to the school where the faculty belongs, the EI scores of the Schools of
Medicine and Humanities faculty were significantly higher than those from the School of
Computing and Information Sciences.
The overall EI of faculty members who held positions in the past, and of those
who are currently in position, were significantly higher than the EI of faculty members
who have never been appointed to any position.
Finally, there was no significant difference in the EI of the university faculty
when grouped according to educational attainment.

DISCUSSION
The finding that the Emotional Intelligence of University X faculty needs some
development is consistent with published and unpublished reports of inappropriate
behaviors of faculty towards students and among themselves. They scored highest in the
emotional competency Self-Motivation which at the outset may seem favorable, but
coupled with their lowest score in Coaching Other’s Emotions, this implies a tendency
towards self-centeredness, which further erodes their overall EI. It is also important to
note that the EI rating was the result of their own self-evaluation.
The EI of the group with more than 10 years of teaching experience was
significantly higher than the group with 1 to 5 years of teaching experience. This implies
that those with more than 10 years of teaching experience had adjusted to their role of
teaching, they have learned to adapt to work related stress and anxiety; they have
developed a more realistic perception of things and events in their environment.

Therefore, it could be said that the group has achieved not only professional but also
personal growth: these faculty members are able to reign in their emotions and feelings
much better than those in their 1 to 5 years counterpart presumably because they have
been exposed longer to challenging and rewarding teaching experiences requiring self
reflection thereby leading to higher self awareness. After all, experience is the best
teacher.
When grouped according to Performance Evaluation Rating (PER), the faculty
members who had PER higher than the mean or average PER had higher EI. This
implies that those with higher PER are indeed more successful in their task of educating
their students and in fulfilling the other demands of their role as faculty members of
University X. This is consistent with what Goleman and the others are claiming, EI
actually enhances work performance and success. Stretching the functions of PER as a
measure of client satisfaction, then it could be stated that the vote of confidence is on
those who have higher EI.
That one’s EI may be nurtured and developed is further demonstrated in the study
wherein the EI of faculty at the Schools of Medicine and Humanities were significantly
higher than those of the School of Computing and Information Sciences. It is deduced
that the nature of work or orientation of the profession helps develop the workers’ EI.
Therefore, those assigned in workplaces where the temperament is technical or
mechanical have to be made aware of the situation and be guided accordingly so they
could create an environment more conducive to the enhancement of EI.
Faculty members who are currently in position and those who had been appointed
to positions in the past showed significantly higher EIs than those never appointed to any

position. The additional experience of having to supervise co-workers aside from the
regular teaching tasks appear to have honed the faculty’s EI. Being situated in the middle
of the chain of command where one has both superiors and subordinates has taught this
group of faculty the act of balancing. It is precisely this act of balancing which is
believed to have advanced their EI from the rest and could provide proof of the wisdom
of the university administration in implementing the rotation scheme in holding positions
at the said institution: with meritorious service, Department Heads are appointed up to a
maximum of 3 years, and the Deans may hold position up to a maximum of 12 years.
The finding that the EI of the faculty did not significantly differ when they were
grouped according to educational attainment suggests that educational attainment may
not be a good determinant of the measure of one’s EI. In other words, all degree holders
will have to seek means and ways in order to further cultivate their EI and not merely rest
on the laurels of their master or doctoral degrees if they are to truly and meaningfully
succeed in their mission of educating their students.
In conclusion, this study reveals that the Emotional Intelligence of University X
Faculty needs to be improved and sharpened to perfection. It is recommended that the
University Administration in general, and the different Schools’ Administration in
particular, sponsor activities, seminars, conferences, programs, and the like that will
enhance and hone the EI of the faculty to the highest level, if the faculty’s EI is to be
deemed as a definite strength in the fulfillment of the university’s mission-vision.
The present practice of the university administration that periodically rotates each
school’s leadership positions is commended because the said practice contributes to the

improvement of the faculty’s EI.
The provision of Emotional Intelligence Measurement is strongly recommended
to be among the services that the university’s Guidance Center offers; likewise it is also
recommended that University X’s HRD Office include EI among the tests it requires of
applicants.
Lastly, for future researches similar to this undertaking, it is recommended that
researchers use performance evaluation tests for Emotional Intelligence; this study
made use of self-report questionnaire for EI.
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Table 1. Profile of the respondents
Variables

Frequency

Percentage

Years of teaching
experience
One to five years
Six to ten years
More than ten years
Educational attainment
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree ongoing
Master’s degree
Completed
Doctoral degree ongoing
Doctoral degree
Completed
Performance evaluation
rating
Lower than the mean
Higher than the mean
School
Engineering and
Architecture
Accountancy and
Business Management
Computing and
Information Sciences
Natural Sciences
Humanities
Medicine
Nursing
Teacher Education
Position
Never appointed to any
position
Formerly held a position
Currently holding a
position

118
65
95

42.45
23.38
34.17

40
110
56

14.39
39.57
20.14

47
25

16.91
8.99

112
166

40.29
59.71

29

10.43

49

17.63

23

8.27

31
49
22
55
20

11.15
17.63
7.91
19.78
7.19

205

73.74

45
28

16.19
10.07

Table 2. The Emotional Intelligence of SLU Faculty

Emotional Competency
Emotional Awareness
Managing One’s Emotions
Self-Motivation
Empathy
Coaching Other’s Emotions
OVERALL EI

Mean
30.31
29.67
30.43
29.95
29.31
30.09

Interpretation
Needs some development
Needs some development
Needs some development
Needs some development
Needs some development
Needs some development

Table 3. SLU faculty’s Emotional Intelligence and the variables of the study
Variables

Mean

p value

Years of teaching
experience
One to five years
Six to ten years
More than ten years
Educational attainment
Bachelor’s degree
Master’s degree ongoing
Master’s degree completed
Doctoral degree ongoing
Doctoral degree completed
Performance evaluation
rating
Lower than the mean
Higher than the mean
School
Engineering and
Architecture
Accountancy and Business
Management
Computing and
Information Sciences
Natural Sciences
Humanities
Medicine
Nursing
Teacher Education
Position
Never appointed to any
position
Formerly held a position
Currently holding a
position
*Significant at 0.05 level

0.049*
29.78
29.69
30.67
0.35
30.47
29.87
29.93
29.95
31.03
0.015*
29.47
30.43
0.002*
29.83
29.55
28.73
30.48
30.86
31.62
30.21
28.99
0.021*
29.81
30.72
31.03
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Abstract:
The idea of World Englishes has spread among speakers of English all over the
world. World Englishes describes the premise that all English speakers have the right to use
English in their own way, and that non-native Englishes with differing structural and
functional features should be treated equally to these native Englishes. In Japan, however,
non-native Englishes, including Japanese English, still have a negative connotation. The
negative stigma of non-native Englishes exists as a result of perceived mutual
unintelligibility among speakers of different Englishes.
Recently, English teachers in Japan have tried to solve the problem of mutual
unintelligibility in English communication across cultures. Some of them have had the idea
that promoting the use of expressions in native English is a very effective way to solve the
problem of mutual unintelligibility, and others have suggested creating a neutral form of
English that is not influenced by a specific culture. That is, they often insist that we should
avoid cultural expressions that may lead to mutual unintelligibility. However, the
development of unique Englishes has been a concomitant result of English becoming a

multicultural language, and these ways of standardization are not feasible for
accommodating the multiculturalism of English.
Metaphors are one type of cultural expression that English teachers in Japan do not
want learners to use. Though metaphorical expressions in Japanese English such as
betsubara (have another stomach = have room for sweets) and ashi wo arau (wash
someone’s feet = wash someone’s hands) are well understood by other speakers (Miyake,
2012), they cannot erase the image that Japanese English is unintelligible.
The present study partially examined the metaphoric competence the Japanese now
have. Metaphoric competence refers to both knowledge of, and the ability to use metaphor
(Low, 1988). The study especially focused on Japanese undergraduates’ ability to interpret
body-part metaphors that are found in Filipino English, which is one of the World
Englishes.
Three research questions (RQs) were addressed: 1. To what extent can Japanese
interpret body-part metaphors in Filipino English if they occur with some context (contextdependence)? 2. To what extent can Japanese interpret body-part metaphors in Filipino
English if they occur without any context (context-independence)? 3. What differences can
be seen in the two results? Currently, the author is analyzing the data from the participants,
and the detailed results and discussions will be reported in the paper presentation of the
conference.
The results will show that cultural expressions should not be regarded as
distractions but as enrichment of English communication across cultures. Indeed, Filipinos
use such expressions without any hesitation, not only in English communication among
themselves but with people from different cultures. They seem to have high metaphoric
competence. Introducing teaching to improve students’ metaphoric competence might be
one way to solve the problem of mutual unintelligibility among English speakers, and it
could make students recognize how non-native speakers should manage the English
varieties.
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Abstract:
This report detailing innovative instructional techniques in literacy
instruction links, for the first time, curriculum and the learning process with the
field of neuroscience. Specifically, it explores the role that literacy instruction can
have in prefrontal cortex development. This report details what happens when
specific questioning techniques that focus on student agency and action are used in
conjunction with texts that stretch one’s area of familiarity (i.e. quality multicultural
children’s literature). Such purposeful and transformative instruction, when
effectively paired with quality literature, provides a potential “window” for children
and adolescents to observe situations and cultures different from their own, a
“mirror” to examine their own practices and beliefs, and a “door” to walk through
with expanded ideas and a new sense of agency (Botelho & Rudman, 2009). Most
important in this process is the agency that students develop throughout this
process (Johnston, 2004; Rogers, Mosley, & Folkes, 2009) and the potential that this
agency has for new learning and sustained academic success.

We know from current neuroscience research and recent educational studies
exploring the science of learning, that one’s sense of agency is crucial for prefrontal
cortex development (Jensen, 2005). The prefrontal cortex is responsible for
executive function and plays a huge part in decision-making and moderating social
behavior (Evans & Schamberg, 2009). Ultimately, there is a line of transformation in
the learning process that must be crossed in order for true learning to take place
(Zull, 2002). This is where the learner transforms from being a receiver to a
producer of knowledge and is able to convert data into ideas, plans, and actions
associated with executive functioning skills. Once a learner crosses this line of
transformation, new learning may then be generalized and used effectively across
multiple contexts.

The innovative and research-based questioning techniques detailed in this
report purposefully create instructional opportunities for crossing the line of
transformation in the learning process and help build neural networks that foster
prefrontal cortex development and executive functioning skills. This translates to

students who are well equipped to engage in critical thinking practices and, in turn,
develop creative problem-solving skills that transcend specific instructional
settings.

The poster format for the presentation of this report is intentional in that it
allows for the audience to pause and experience detailed examples of this
instructional technique, analyze the teacher and student interactions for
themselves, and see first hand what it looks and sounds like when innovative
literacy instruction is used to cross the line of transformation in learning to generate
new and sustained learning. Issues of curriculum, educational policy, and
leadership are explored throughout in detail and will likely generate continued
conversation throughout the poster session.
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Abstract:
Research has long made explicit the pervasive trend that children in highpoverty schools are more dependent on their school experiences for literacy
development than are students in middle-class schools (Alexander & Entwisle,
1996; Barone, 2006). Equally important are findings that students who struggle
with reading in earlier grades are likely to continue to be poor readers in later years
making it extremely difficult for them to attain grade-level achievement (Juel 1998,
1994; Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998). More recent research coming from the field of
neuroscience detailing the links between poverty, chronic stress, and sustained
learning (Evans & Schamberg, 2009; Jensen, 2005) compounds this issue and adds
urgency for children placed at risk that simply can not be ignored.
This research details the complex process of change in three high poverty
schools targeted as “at risk” according to federal policy and state regulations. In
doing so, the specific challenges related to serving this complex population in the
context of high stakes accountability, increased assessments, and economic decline
are made explicit and inform educational policy and leadership. In total, fifty-nine
participants and a total of ninety-two interviews transcripts are included in this research.
Participants in this case study include state department of education personnel, school
and district administrators, literacy coordinators and coaches, and a sample of classroom
teachers.
Data collection included semi-structured interviews with state department of
education and university personnel, school and district administrators, literacy
coordinators and coaches, teacher focus groups, and a sample of individual teachers
(including select Special Education and ELL teachers). Classroom observation data from
two of the three schools were also collected using the Center for the Improvement of
Early Reading Achievement’s (CIERA) School Change Observation Scheme (2001) and
provided rich documentation of earlier professional development efforts made manifest in
the classroom. Field notes documented different teachers’ actions and interactions with
students, yielding a detailed record of the teachers’ conversations and teaching.
Throughout the data collection process, numerous documents were also collected,
including: official correspondence from the state department of education; school action
plans; school climate reports; local and national media; internal correspondence; and

assessment reports. Many of these documents were influential in shaping the direction
that these schools would go in terms of decision-making.
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) was used in this research. CDA offers the
potential to make the implicit explicit in the policymaking and implementation processes,
while at the same time attending to the tenets of critical theory (Fairclough, 1995; Rogers,
2004). CDA was a particularly useful analysis method in this research in that it allowed
the data to speak to the multi-layered nature of change not only in the classroom or
school, but at the federal, state, and local levels as well. This aligns with the larger goals
of instrumental case study (Stake, 1995) and case study in general (Merriam, 1998; Stake,
2006). The critical analysis presented in this instrumental case study emphasizes the
categorization of the data alongside the complexities of the specific cases or school
change efforts. This provides an understanding of change from the inside out – a feature
often missing in school change research that highlights successful school factors based on
already successful schools (McDougal, Saunders, & Goldberg, 2007; Woodside-Jiron &
Gehsmann, 2009). It highlights the procedural issues related to implementing successful
school change as well as the complex social issues that accompany such change efforts
and children placed at risk through poverty. This is particularly important as we consider
the goal of deep and sustained change through policy induced reform efforts intended to
meet the needs of all students.
This research is illustrative and describes what was observed in these individual
schools situated in a politically charged context. The critical nature of the theoretical lens,
combined with purposeful sampling and case methodology, make explicit many of the
unwritten and unspoken features of complex school change. The goal of such research is
to “notice, name, deconstruct and reconstruct” (Rogers, 2006, p. 467). It is to help make
the invisible visible for those who struggle most at the margin so that we can think and
move in responsive ways in effort to close the pervasive achievement gaps.
The findings reported in this research represent four salient themes that emerged
from the data. These themes were influential in shaping the experiences that each school
had as they implemented the high stakes, policy-induced changes. These three themes
include: 1) alignment and preparedness for change; 2) professional development and
meeting the needs of individual teachers; 3) the reporting out of student assessment data;
and 4) professional development in how poverty affects behavior and academic
performance. Together these findings point to the complex procedural and social aspects
embedded within school change processes. Further still, they serve to inform educational
policy targeting high poverty schools and strengthen the related educational leadership
expertise that is essential for success.
This longitudinal study provides a detailed account of the complex nature of
literacy instruction and school change in three high-poverty urban schools.
Consistent with current research in neuroscience, findings in this study illuminate
the persistent ties between poverty, stress, brain development, and academic
achievement. This research pushes beyond familiar trend data to the actual
experiences of students, teachers, and administrators struggling to serve high need
students to the best of their abilities in the current political context.
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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to suggest how to modify and apply multiplication
models in order to link to students’ conceptual understanding on multiplicative
relationship based on a measurement perspective. A research group in Russia proposed
the measurement perspectives based quantitative reasoning. To this end, we analyze
multiplication models commonly used in basal texts such as repeated addition, equal size
group, and an array. In addition, we apply the measurement approach to explain how
each model and diagram demonstrates the mathematical meaning of multiplication and
multiplicative reasoning in whole numbers and rational numbers.
Key words: multiplication models, multiplicative relationship, measurement approach,
and rational number.

Introduction
Elementary students in the U.S. spend extensive time on learning and practicing
multiplication facts such as times tables. Unfortunately, the mastery of multiplication
facts is not naturally followed by conceptual understanding. While it is necessary to
obtain automaticity on multiplication as part of school mathematics, it does little to
accentuate the conceptual side of multiplication. Sieman (2003) and Sudarshan and Aye
(2008) revealed that teachers tend to focus on procedural knowledge rather than
conceptual understanding when they teach multiplication with students in early grades.
Moreover, another research study (Smith & Smith, 2006) found that simply multiplying
two bare numbers or memorizing facts without developing an understanding of
multiplicative situations narrows students’ focus and creates misconceptions about
multiplication.

How can we develop young students’ conceptual understanding? Concrete or
physical models play an essential role in using abstract mathematical concepts with
young students. Using a model of multiplication that implies the precise concept of
multiplication as well as conveys procedural methods would help students have
conceptual understanding on this crucial concept. Some models may help students find
the solution process based on a multiplicative situation, but sometimes the models may
divert or block the solution process if the models contain conceptually inappropriate parts.
Fischbein, Deri, Nello and Marino (1985) found that when conflicts emerge between the
solution algorithm and students’ intuitive models, students encountered difficulties.
In multiplication the presentation in most mathematics basal texts focuses on
repeated addition. However, researchers have noted that the inappropriate use of repeated
addition (Devlin, 2012) as a means to model multiplication does not allow the
generalizability to number sets other than natural numbers. For instance, when we apply
the repeated addition model for multiplying rational numbers such as 2/3 times 4/7, it is
not possible to iterate a quantity 4/7 times. With rational numbers, teachers usually
introduce a different method to multiply fractions, which does not seem consistent with
the whole number multiplication procedure that students already know. Repeated
addition is not the only model that has potential flaws or limits. We will look at other
common multiplication models as well.
We apply the measurement approach (Davydov, 1975a; Minskaya, 1975) as one
way to overcome the weaknesses of conventional models of multiplication, including
repeated addition, and support students to effectively develop conceptual understanding.
The use of measurement as a basis for developing multiplication is not common,
traditional nor conventional in the U. S. elementary school context. Through this paper,
we will discuss on two questions: How do the models of the measurement approach link
to conceptual understanding in multiplicative situations? And, how are the conventional
models modified to resolve a limit based on a measurement framework?

Framework
The Elkonin-Davydov led group in Russia (Davydov, 1975a) developed
elementary mathematics curriculum based on what children do naturally at early ages

before they learn numbers. Converse to the traditional order of teaching mathematics –
focusing first on specific examples of natural numbers and eventually moving to
generalizations about all sets of numbers, the Russian group used the notion of working
first with generalized quantities for which there is no measure or count given. These are
generally continuous quantities, such as volume or length with letters and symbols
presented in the very early stages of learning. As students move through first grade, they
determine the importance of identifying a unit as the size of the unit affects the count or
measure (Dougherty, 2008 2010).
As multiplication is introduced, the focus remains on the unit. For example, 4 x 5
implies a unit is used to create an intermediate unit made up of 4 units. That unit is then
iterated 5 times to create the quantity A (see Figure 1). Thus quantity A can be
represented as the product of 4 x 5 which is the same as 20 of unit C. As a real-world
model, say volumes A, B, and C have the relationships A = 5B and B = 4C, and teachers
need to find how many volume unit Cs make up volume A. Instead of using C to find the
solution directly, teachers may use an intermediate unit B to measure the volume unit A
and then take one more step to convert unit B to unit C. The visual representation is as
follows:
C
4

4x5
B

A
5

Figure 1. Triangular measurement diagram

This model indicates a multiplicative relationship, which is different from an
additive relationship. Although both relations imply iteration, multiplication is iterating
an intermediate unit while addition is simply joining fixed units. Hence, it is important to
choose such models that clearly embody the meaning of a multiplicative relationship as
compared to an additive relationship at the early stage of instruction of multiplication.

Multiplication Models
We select several conventional models of multiplication and analyze them in a
measurement perspective. Two main questions are applied: If the model clearly
represents an iteration of an intermediate unit and if the model is applicable to rational
numbers.
Repeated Addition
The repeated addition is the process of adding equal-size numbers repeatedly. For
example, 3 x 4 is equal to 3 + 3 + 3 + 3. This model is one of the most common methods
in basal textbooks. Scott Foresman-Addison Wesley Mathematics (Charles, Crown, &
Fennell, 2004) third grade book introduces multiplication as a repeated addition using
groups of discrete objects. The discrete model enables students to count the number of
objects and the number of groups, so students use their addition skills to prove the
repeated addition procedure gives the same result as multiplying. It is evident that this
approach treats multiplication as an operation rather than one independent concept.
This model does not explain multiplication of non-whole numbers such as
fractions or decimals. When students have rational numbers in multiplicative situation
(e.g. 0.65 x 3/4), they may not be able to find an appropriate model because the repeated
addition model they learned is not applicable to non-whole numbers. They cannot count a
rational amount or repeat ¾ times. The discrete model needs to be modified or another
model should be provided spontaneously in order to make it usable for all rational
numbers.
An intermediate unit in the repeated addition model.
In the previous example, 3 x 4 can be written as repeated addition, 3 + 3 + 3 + 3.
Here, “3” serves as an intermediate unit. This relationship is different from adding 3
units; 9 + 3 represents adding three units to nine while 3 x 4 represent iterating the unit “3”
four times (see Figure 2). The difference is what unit we combine. A new unit is created
when we multiply, so we deal with two different levels of units. If the repeated addition
model is used with emphasizing the intermediate unit concept other than focusing on the
operational side of multiplication, students may have better understanding about
multiplication and multiplicative reasoning.

9 + 3:

9

3 x 4:

3

+

+
3

+

1

+

1

+

+

3

1
3

Figure 2. Comparison of units in addition and multiplication
Application for rational numbers in the repeated addition model.
Here we have some suggestions based on measurement approach. The following
diagram shows the relationship between W and Z, which is W = Z + Z + Z or W = 3Z.
W
Z

Z

Z

Figure 3. Part-whole diagram

This part-whole diagram looks similar to repeated addition, but it is different in the sense
that letters are used instead of numbers. Since the letter symbols represent not only whole
numbers but also any quantities including rational numbers. However, this diagram has a
5

limitation when applying it to a partial iteration such as W = 3 Z. Another representation
is needed to show the partial iteration.

E

P

Q
Figure 4. Length unit relationship diagram

A length model can represent a continuous quantity, so it is convenient to use for
explaining iteration of a quantity including a rational number or a partial unit. We can
find various multiplicative relationships among unit E, unit P, and unit Q by using the
triangular measurement diagram we discussed earlier (see Figure 5). There are a total of
six relationships among these three quantities, but here we include four relationships: a
whole number times a whole number, a whole number times a fraction, a fraction times a
fraction and a fraction times a whole number.
E
4

4x3
P

Q
Q = 4E x 3 = 12E
3

1
3 × 12

P
3

Q
1
3
P
1
12

Q

1 1
×
3 4
P
1
×4
12
E

E
1 1
E = 3𝑃 × 12 = P
4

1
12

E
E=

1
4

1

1
1
Q×4 =
Q
3
12

Q
4

Q=

1

1
Px4= P
12
3

Figure 5. Triangular measurement diagram representing multiplicative relationships

Equal-Size Groups
This model is commonly used in basal textbooks, but is often placed within the
context of discrete objects such as pencils or apples. One common example is “There are
3 piles with 5 apples in each pile. How many apples are there in all?” (see Figure 6.) This
discrete object context has a similar limitation as the repeated addition model. It does not
represent non-whole number multiplication.

Figure 6. Equal groups of objects

An intermediate unit in equal-size group model.
An intermediate unit is naturally created to operate within multiplication in this
model because the equal-size group clearly works as an intermediate unit. For example,
in the question, “If four people can sit around one table, how many people can sit around
five tables?,” it is clear that the group of one table becomes an intermediate unit to
answer the question. Hence, we need to iterate the intermediate unit (in this case, it is
four) five times to have a multiplicative situation of 4 x 5. In figure 6, one pile of apples
works as an intermediate unit, so 5 apples will be an intermediate unit.

Application for rational numbers in equal-size group model.
This model is similar to the equal group model of objects referred to in the
Common Core State Standards-Mathematics (CCSSM; National Governors Association
Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). The CCSSM
lists this model as the first type of multiplication situation for both discrete objects and
continuous quantities (The Common Core Standards Writing Team, 2012). Here is an
example of volume aligned to the grouping model. One possible question corresponding

to the volume model using whole numbers is: “The jug is filled with four cups of water.
The bucket is filled with three jugs of water. How many cups of water can fill the bucket?”

P=4.8E

Q=2.5P

E
P

Q

Figure 7. Volume model: How many cups we need to fill the bucket?
It is possible to use an experiment for this volume problem. When measuring a
volume of water, the numerical value of the volume could be non-whole numbers such as
fractions or decimals (see Figure 7). Similar to what we did in the previous section, we
can make triangle diagrams about this example. Then, we will get four different
multiplications of rational numbers (see Figure 8).

4.8 × 2.5

E
4.8

P

Q

Q = 4.8 x 2.5 E

2.5

Figure 8. Triangular measurement diagram for volume problem

Array
The array model is used most in basal textbooks when introducing multiplication
and multiplication facts, but its context is often with discrete objects. The array is usually
shaped as a rectangle, and we use whole numbers to represent the length and width of the

array to describe the total amount. Although the array model holds the same restriction as
the repeated addition, applicable only to whole numbers, an array has a potential to be
applied in both continuous and discrete contexts. However, if we use only discrete
objects to form rows and columns, the continuous features of this model will be lost.
The common examples f arrays are as follows:

Figure 9. Array model: How many oranges are there in total?

The array model helps to count the number of objects quickly because the total
number of oranges (see Figure 9) is 3 (the number of rows) times as many as the number
of oranges in a row. Although it is convenient to find the product of 3 and 4 by using an
array, it can represent only whole numbers. If students learn multiplication with only this
model, they may struggle to link their intuitive understanding of multiplication to the
multiplication process of fractions or other rational numbers.
Arrays often have a shape of rectangle as in Figure 9. One could argue that this is
the same as a measurement approach because area is obviously measurement. But this
rectangle array model is usually used to find the product by counting the number of rows
and the number of squares in a row just as if the area units were discrete. There are more
subtle alignments in the view of measurement approach. Rather than computing area by
multiplying, the measurement approach would focus on the iteration of some unit that
could measure the area. Pedagogically, this is different because it appears to be the
‘reverse’ of what one might do in a traditional sense.

An Intermediate unit in an array model.
In the array model, we repeat an entire row or column to find the total number. In
this case, one row or one column will be an intermediate unit. In the example of figure 9,
we can take a row of four oranges or a column of three oranges as an intermediate unit. If
we extend the array model to the area model of a rectangle, we can apply other
intermediate units. For example, if we use the traditional rectangle presented above, it is
possible to measure the area with 12 square units (12 x 1 = 12), 1 unit composed of 12
squares (1 x 12 = 12), 3 units composed of 4 squares (3 x 4 = 12) and so on. This is a
very different approach than the conventional one because it focuses on one rectangle
that is measured in different ways.

Application for rational numbers in an array model.
The rectangular array model could work well for rational numbers since it is able
to represent continuous quantities.

1
2
Figure 10.

in a rectangular array model

We can see that the entire rectangle is a whole, divided into halves. In this case,
we see the rectangle as one unit. What if we wanted to find 2/3 of half of the rectangle?
How could that be modeled?

Figure 11.

2
3

1

× in a rectangular array model
2

We would divide the halves into three as shown by the dotted line. Then if we
wanted two-thirds of half of the area, we see that we would take two of the six parts.
From the measurement perspective, the thinking would go beyond the rote drawing of the
diagram. We would think how to create a sub-unit that would measure the half into thirds.
That sub-unit then creates the sixths. If this perspective is integrated in the array model, it
would not only help to build a consistent model of multiplication through rational
numbers but also reduce possible confusion that students might have to confront in the
future.

Discussion
An intermediate unit in a multiplicative situation defines the difference between
multiplicative and additive approaches. Continuous quantities such as length, area, or
volume help to overcome the weaknesses of repeated addition model since they better
represent a broader range of number types rather than only whole numbers. For example,
they are able to represent fractions or decimals, so the models of continuous quantities
may not, or less negatively, promote misconceptions that impede students’ understanding
of multiplication with rational numbers.
The multiplicative reasoning is linked to concepts of fractions, slope, proportions
and rate. Students often learn these concepts in isolation rather than seeing the links
across them. By forming the ability to reason multiplicatively, students are better able to
form more cohesive understandings of these complex topics. Our paper contends that the
conceptual development of multiplication is the foundation for these types of
understandings. Understanding the affordances and constraints of multiplication models

helps teachers shore up the initial learning experiences in primary grades so that students
can access these more sophisticated topics.
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Abstract
As the population of linguistically and culturally diverse students increases,
Korean educators and practitioners encounter the needs to change the school system and
pedagogies. The situation in South Korea is unique in the sense that there is a group of
Korean-born students returning from long stays in foreign countries who have lost their
fluency in Korean. We define these students and immigrant students as Korean language
learners (KLLs) and make suggestions about teaching strategies for them. We first
examine a part of the Korean fourth grade mathematics textbook and English language
learner education models that have been used in the US and Canada. Finally, we design a
sample lesson based on our findings and ELL models.
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Introduction
South Korea has been considered as a single culture country for a long time, but
things changed recently. With the increase of international marriage and industrial needs,
the population of immigrants has rapidly risen and it affects Korean school culture. The
current situation in Korean schools is unique in the sense that the students identified as
linguistically and culturally diverse learners are not only immigrant children but also
Korean “returning students,” who had lived in foreign countries for a long time. Since

these two groups of students usually demonstrate a lack of Korean language proficiency
and a limited knowledge on school culture, they have difficulties adjusting into Korean
public schools (Cho, & Lee, 2010). We define these students as Korean language
learners (KLLs). Recent studies revealed that KLLs make lower achievement on
academic performance than their peers and suggested culturally relevant instructions, but
few researchers (Song, Moon, & Ju, 2011) paid attention to specialized instructions that
address students’ linguistic diversity.
The Korean public schools now offer special classes in elementary and middle
schools for returning students in order to provide intensive Korean speaking and reading
instruction. However, these classes serve less than 10% of the whole population of
returning students and there is little or no service for immigrant students (Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology, 2011). The majority of KLLs are educated in
general classrooms by teachers who have not received any training of multicultural
education. We address this unique situation of Korean schools and aim to provide
applications and strategies for teaching mathematics to KLLs with non-KLL students.

Framework
The United States and Canada have highly diverse population including English
language learners (ELLs). This situation leads them to conduct substantial studies about
ELL education. Among them, we benchmark Cummins’ Quadrants Model (Cummins,
1984) and Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol (SIOP) Model (Echevarria, Vogt &
Short, 2004) and apply them to structure meaningful mathematical lesson for KLL
students.

1. Cummins’ Quadrants Model
Cummins (1984) defined language as Basic Social and Interpersonal
Communication Skills (BICS) and Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency (CALP) in
academic perspectives. He created a two-dimensional model in which the horizontal axis
represents a degree of context and the vertical axis represents a degree of cognitive
demand. We concluded that a lesson in the quadrant B, which provides sufficient
contexts and highly cognitive activity, is appropriate for teaching KLLs.

Cognitively
Undemanding

A

C

Context
Reduced

Context
Embedded

B

D

Cognitively
Demanding
Figure 1. Cummins quadrants model (Cummins, 1984)

2. SIOP Model
The SIOP Model (Echevarria, Vogt & Short, 2004) is a framework that was
developed to teach general subjects such as history or mathematics for English language
learners (ELLs). This model is composed of eight elements: lesson preparation, building
background, comprehensible input, strategies, interaction, practice/application, lesson
delivery, and review/assessment. These elements are not chronologically ordered. We
organized these eight elements into two categories: elements considered during
instruction and elements considered outside classroom or before/after instruction. Since
we make a connection with textbook materials, which illustrate a sequence of lesson
delivery, we focus on the elements considered during instruction such as comprehensible
input, strategies, interaction, and practice/application.

Method
We first studied and examined ELL education models: the Cummins Quadrant
Model and the SIOP Model. Based on two frameworks, a selected part of the Korean
elementary textbook was closely analyzed to address the following questions: What kind
of language is included in texts? To what extent are various contexts embedded properly
for KLLs? What strategies and applications are provided to engage students?
In Korea, teachers generally use the official textbooks thoroughly (Lee, 2000).
Hence, the influence of textbooks is significant. We assume that the textbook contents
generally represent the main part of class instruction. The area of rectangle lesson was
chosen from the fourth grade mathematics textbook because the majority of KLLs are
enrolled in elementary schools (Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, 2011).
The formula of the area of rectangle is fundamental to deduce formulas of other
geometric shapes. After examining the part of the textbook based on the Cummins’
Quadrants Model and the SIOP Model, we provide a sample lesson application.

Result
1) Application of ELL Models to mathematics classroom
First, we analyzed each ELL model and applied them to mathematical activities.
Typical mathematics lessons do not include situations familiar to students, although
cognitively demanding activities are often required. We matched mathematical activities
to each quadrant of Cummins’ model (Table 1).
Table 1. Examples of Mathematical Activities in Cummins’ Quadrant Model
Quadrant

Example

A

Introduce geometrical shapes with real objects

B

Solve linear equations with one variable using weighing experiments
Design a house with various ratios and proportions

C

Practice simple operations, Memorize times tables

D

Lecture about the properties of isosceles triangles, Algebraic proof

Table 2 contains a brief description and possible applications in mathematics for
some elements of the SIOP Model. Although the activities are initially categorized into a
strongly connected element, they are often related to other elements depending on how
the activity is used by an instructor. It is important to view the activities as a whole
rather than one independent component. These activities should be designed with higher
order thinking questions, various group changes, and reinforcing language learning.

Table 2. Examples of mathematical activities in each in-class element of the SIOP Model
Element

Example

Comprehensible Input

Graphic organizer, Demonstration, Visual aids

Strategies

Role playing, Group activity, Vocabulary memory aids

Interaction

Q & A, Small group discussion, Appropriate wait time
Kinesthetic activity

Practice/Application

Hands-on practice, Game, Vocabulary review

2) Evaluation of the Korean mathematics textbook

Figure 2. The use of Chinese character roots in elementary textbooks (Ministry of
Education, Science and Technology, 2010)

Many Korean academic words in textbooks contain Chinese character roots that
are not usually used in everyday language. Since Chinese characters can deliver an
abstract meaning in one letter, they are convenient to use for indicating complicated
concepts. However, those words are unfamiliar to KLLs and likely to distract them from
understanding teachers’ instruction. Therefore, examining the use of academic words
became the initial focus of evaluating the textbook. The Korean elementary mathematics
textbooks generally consist of a sequence of questions, and newly introduced concepts
are briefly explained in a small box. We found that many words in instruction parts of
the current Korean fourth grade mathematics textbook (Ministry of Education, Science
and Technology, 2010) contain Chinese character roots. For example, two sentences in
one concept box include five words that contain Chinese character roots (Figure 2). Three
of them are mathematical terminologies that students are supposed to learn in earlier
grades, and two of them are used in everyday language, but KLLs may have difficulty
with those words if they do not have enough experience about Korean culture.
The Korean elementary mathematics textbook series do not provide all procedures
and concepts that students are supposed to learn. In general, teacher instruction covers
the concepts and procedures that the textbook does not illustrate. This situation indicates
that teacher roles are significant in elementary classrooms and if teachers do not provide
sufficient verbal and non-verbal scaffoldings for KLLs, they do not have access to learn
mathematics in school settings. KLL students’ equal opportunities to learn as non-KLL
students depend on how teachers prepare KLL-friendly approaches.
The textbook excerpt on finding area of rectangles is shown in figure 3. There are
only three questions until students are expected to find the rule of rectangle areas. The
first question (A) is “Count how many unit squares are in the given rectangle,” the second
(B) is “How many square centimeters is the area of rectangle?” and the last one (C) is
“Write how to find areas easily.” The fourth question (D) is for practice, “Find the areas
of rectangular objects.” There exist cognitive gaps between consecutive questions,
although students are supposed to have prior knowledge such as areas are additive and
what the square centimeter is. Some students may find some useful pattern, for example,
multiplying the number of rows and columns gives them the total number of unit squares.

However, this textbook does not provide any description of the pattern or a statement of
the rule at any place of the chapter. Without teachers’ support and guidance, the textbook,
alone, does not explain what students need to learn.

A
B
C

D

Figure 3. The area of rectangle instruction from the fourth grade mathematics textbook
(Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, 2010)

3) Sample lesson
This is a suggested lesson specially designed for KLLs based on two frameworks.
This lesson is intended to be cognitively demanding and context embedded as Cummins’
quadrant B, and supported by appropriate language strategies, comprehensible input, and
interactions as the SIOP Model recommends. Our intention is to supply missing parts of
the textbook that teachers are supposed to fill out in order to provide meaningful input to
KLL students.
The lesson starts with opening questions about students’ experiences and prior
knowledge. For instance, teachers can ask students to tell about pictures or objects of
rectangular shapes and find common facts among the shapes. If there are students who
are from other cultural backgrounds, using their cultural objects could build a connection
to those students and encourage their participation (Song, Moon, & Ju, 2011). Some
questions should tap into students’ prior knowledge, especially the fact that areas can be
added and compared. It is important for teachers to refrain from using formal language at
this stage. For example, teachers should ask “which one is bigger?” rather than “which
object has a greater area?”
Next, students work in groups, which are formed purposefully according to
students’ academic and linguistic ability. Each group is given a large rectangular paper
and a set of square-shape adhesive notes (unit square tiles). The unit square tiles can
completely fill out the large rectangular paper without overlapping or cutting. The task
consists of two steps. First, students fill out the large rectangle with unit square tiles and
second, they create another area unit to find more convenient ways to fill out the
rectangle. In addition, students construct a written representation and a symbolic
representation for the area they found. Teachers guide them to create an appropriate
intermediate unit (Dougherty & Venenciano, 2007), which is usually a rectangular row or
column. Figure 4 shows an example of unit area and an intermediate unit. In this
example, five is the intermediate unit and iterating the intermediate unit four times will
give the total number of unit tiles, which is the area of this rectangle. The intermediate
unit could be four as the number of tiles in a column or eight, the number of tiles in two
columns. There are many possible intermediate units that students could create to

completely cover the rectangle, but here we focus on a column unit (4) or a row unit (5)
because we aim to guide students to find out the formula of the area of a rectangle.

Unit
Tile

Intermediate Unit

Figure 4. Example of the unit square and an intermediate unit

The opportunity to speak and write Korean in a small group helps language
learners improve their language skills and build a safe learning environment (Garrison &
Mora, 2005). The physical and visual activity provides non-verbal scaffolding so that
KLLs overcome a language barrier. For practice and application, students find areas of
various rectangular objects by measuring necessary parts and using the area formula they
found. Students are encouraged to use not only a one foot ruler, but also centimeter or
millimeter rulers so that they realize the value of areas could be different depending on
what unit they choose. As reinforcement, a graphic organizer is applied at the end of the
lesson. Barton, Heidema, and Jorda (2002) argue that graphic organizers help students
understand mathematical and scientific concepts. The Frayer Model (Figure 5) would be
a good fit for this activity.
Students have to write the definition, characteristics, examples and non-examples
about one mathematical concept to complete the Frayer Model. Completing a graphic
organizer helps KLLs demonstrate their learning and writing skills, so teachers can use it
as an assessment, as well. The sample application provides various strategies including
verbal and non-verbal scaffolding such as group work, hands-on activity, and cultural
connection, as the SIOP Model recommends.

Definition:

Characteristic:

A=lxw

(Explanation why
the formula works or
how it was found)

l: length
w: width
Area formula of
a rectangle
Examples:

Non-examples:
(The procedure of finding
the area of a rectangle)

(Perimeter of rectangle)

Figure 5. Frayer Model adjusted for the rectangle area formula activity

Conclusion
It is important to acknowledge that a teacher is the one who is able to see what
works for her/his students. How teachers apply textbook contents makes a significant
difference when the teacher is aware of the specific needs of her/his students. Although
the textbook curriculum is not originally designed for a specific student population such
as KLLs, teachers’ appropriate adaptation could create a comfortable and effective
learning environment for KLLs. Teaching KLLs and non-KLLs in the same classroom at
the same time may challenge teachers, but this study proposes one possible way, as we
describe in the suggested sample lesson.
In this paper, we identify research-based recommendations for teaching
mathematics to linguistically and culturally diverse students, but further studies are
needed to examine how KLL students perform in the suggested application. In addition,
we focus on linguistic issues rather than cultural diversity because overcoming language
barrier is a common issue between two groups of KLLs: returning Korean-born students
and immigrant children. However, culture-based curriculum or culturally relevant
pedagogy should be discussed in future studies. Finally, these recommendations could
also be applied to teach abstract concepts in mathematics to other diverse students in
other countries with different cultural or linguistic backgrounds.
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The Nature and Purpose of the Assessment Seminar
Launched in the fall of 2009, the Mount Royal Assessment Seminar is an ongoing university-wide
assessment project in which rich, qualitative data about various aspects of the undergraduate
experience is gathered from Mount Royal students through structured, one-on-one interviews
conducted by trained student interviewers. The approach is grounded in hearing first-hand from
students, in depth and in their own words, about issues of importance to them. Led by Mount Royal’s
Faculty of Teaching and Learning, the project is modeled on the Assessment Seminar initiative at
Harvard University which, over the past 20 years, has successfully gathered qualitative data from more
than 2,500 undergraduate students. Data gathered in this manner is intended to complement and
enrich other student data sources on campus such as the National Survey of Student Engagement.
The Assessment Seminar at Mount Royal University is a collective of close to 60 students, faculty, staff
and administrators from all corners of the university. The group includes faculty and student
representatives from all academic areas on campus, front-line staff and managers from student service
and support areas, Deans and Chairs, and the Provost and VP Academic. The Assessment Seminar group
meets once-monthly to discuss issues concerning the undergraduate experience of Mount Royal
students, identify foci for the project’s inquiries, and assist with the planning and implementation of the
Seminar’s work. Alongside the Assessment Seminar group is a much smaller steering committee
comprised of campus administrators, faculty and students, all of whom are members of the Assessment
Seminar. The Assessment Seminar group and the steering committee are chaired and facilitated by the
Dean of the Faculty of Teaching and Learning.
In addition to the Assessment Seminar group and the steering committee, ad hoc working groups of
Seminar members are frequently mobilized to assist in tasks such as writing and reviewing interview
questions, analyzing data and documenting findings. The large size of the Assessment Seminar group, its
representativeness, and the commitment of its members have enabled the frequent deployment of
working groups which have been instrumental to the project’s achievements to date.
Areas of Inquiry
To date, three rounds of student interviews have been undertaken by the Assessment Seminar. These
interviews were conducted in the context of Mount Royal’s recent transition from community college to
university status and the concomitant launch of multiple new baccalaureate programs. For this reason,
the first three years of the Assessment Seminar’s work has focused, in general terms, on the
undergraduate experience (broadly-defined) of students moving through these newly-developed
programs from first year through graduation.
Specifically, our first round of interviews (winter 2010) involved 97 students in the first or second year of
their program and addressed areas such as:
• motivation for attending Mount Royal and goals upon entry
• transition to the post-secondary environment
• the classroom experience
• engagement in campus life and with student services
• personal growth and change

Our second round of interviews (winter 2011) involved 54 third-year students and focused more
specifically on their experience of learning and factors bearing on that learning. Questions in this round
of interviews touched on:
• goal orientation and intentionality
• perceptions of effective teaching and assessment
• powerful learning experiences
• level of academic challenge
• the role of co-curricular experiences in students’ learning
• perceptions around growth and development as a learners
Our most recent round of interviews (winter 2012) involved 96 final-year students about to graduate
from their baccalaureate program. Interviewees were asked to reflect back on their Mount Royal
experience as a whole, and to talk about their plans going forward. Questions in this round of interviews
focused on:
• the most and least positive aspects of their Mount Royal experience
• strengths and weaknesses of their program/major
• key obstacles or challenges encountered in the completion of their degree
• individuals who were influential in their undergraduate experience
• ways in which students felt they had grown and changed in their time at the university
• short-term and long-term plans
• overall satisfaction with their Mount Royal experience
Interview Process
Interview protocols for the above-described sets of interviews were developed by a sub-committee of
Assessment Seminar members, in consultation with the full membership and the steering committee.
Copies of the protocols deployed in round 1, 2 and 3 interviews are available at the Assessment Seminar
website: http://mtroyal.ca/assessmentseminar
Interviewees are randomly sampled from a pool of eligible candidates provided by our institutional
research office. Interviews are primarily conducted by trained student interviewers selected in
consultation with department chairs and faculty. The number of interviewers required in a given year
varies with the number of students to be interviewed but is generally between 10 and 15. Interviews
are audio recorded and fully transcribed for analysis. Each new round of data collection is subject to
review by the university’s Human Research Ethics Board.
Analysis and Reporting
Analysis of interview transcripts is undertaken by teams of Assessment Seminar members, each led by a
faculty member or institutional researcher with experience in qualitative analysis. Each team reviews a
sub-set of interview transcripts and is asked to identify recurrent themes in the data, illustrative
quotations, and key words or phrases that might be useful to further analysis. Data collected by the
Assessment Seminar is also made available to researchers (individuals or teams) wishing to engage in
secondary analyses focused on particular topics or questions. Several such analyses are currently in
process.

In terms of reporting, each of the above-described analysis teams prepares a summary of their key
findings which is shared and discussed with the full Assessment Seminar membership. These summaries
form the basis of a final integrated report which is prepared by the Dean, Faculty of Teaching and
Learning. Sample reports can be found at the Assessment Seminar website:
http://mtroyal/assessmentseminar
Key Findings
A detailed description of the Assessment Seminar’s findings is beyond the scope of this abstract,
however, I refer those interested to the reports noted above. In general terms, key findings emerging
from our first round of interviews (March 2010) were as follows:
• overwhelming endorsement of smaller class sizes and rationale for same
• primacy of the student-faculty relationship
• importance of experiential and applied learning
• decidedly mixed views of general education
• identification of key transition challenges for students moving into the university environment
• low levels of engagement in campus life beyond the classroom
Key findings emerging from our second round of interviews (March 2011) were as follows:
• students found community and belonging through relationships, not campus life
• to a large extent, students had developed mastery of their workloads and “the system”
• endorsement of experiential and applied learning opportunities as powerful pedagogies
• more positive about the role of general education in their undergraduate experience
• students want more timely and meaningful feedback from faculty on their work
• concerns about the level of students’ engagement with reading, and their perceptions of the
importance/value of reading
Analysis of round 3 (Winter 2012) interview transcripts is in process; preliminary results may be
available for presentation by January 2013.
Impact of the Initiative
While we are very early in our experience of the Assessment Seminar at Mount Royal, we are beginning
to see examples of change at the university that have been catalyzed or informed by the initiative’s
findings. For example:
•

•
•
•

recommendations in the university’s recently-developed Academic Plan and Student
Services Plan that align well with findings and recommendations of the Assessment Seminar
(e.g. high-impact practices; advising; supports for aboriginal and international students;
integrated information resources regarding student services and campus life initiatives; etc)
changes to the university’s new student orientation program
emergence of student societies and clubs in response to students’ interview comments
about social isolation and student-faculty interaction
development of a marketing and communications plan for general education

•

faculty members of the Assessment Seminar report changes in their approach to in-class
groupwork and their grading of group projects in response to findings, as well as a deeper
appreciation for the importance of student-faculty contact outside of the classroom

Summary
While the university is pleased with the progress of the initiative to date, and there is evidence that
positive change is being made in response to interview findings, we are too early in our experience of
the Assessment Seminar to make any claims as to its overall impact or effectiveness. Ultimately, the
value of the initiative will be determined by the extent to which we are able to use our findings as a
catalyst for making significant and lasting improvements to the student experience. Nonetheless, we are
optimistic that the Assessment Seminar at Mount Royal University, in concert with other student data
sources such as NSSE, can help to foster an evidence-based approach to the ongoing enhancement of
students’ undergraduate experience.

For additional information, visit the Mount Royal Assessment Seminar website at:
http://mtroyal.ca/assessmentseminar or contact Dr. Jim Zimmer, Dean, Faculty of Teaching and Learning
at jzimmer@mtroyal.ca
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Abstract
Common Unity = Community: Obesity and Physical Activity
Lifespan Interventions

All age groups should have opportunities to make healthy choices to live healthy lives.
Achieving optimal health is attainable by preventing many health disparities. This paper
discusses how common unity=community provides support in addressing coordinated
interventions that target multiple components of healthy active living for a variety of
populations. Obesity and lack of physical activity are two major concerns across all
populations of society. Innovative techniques that are realistic and usable are needed to
impact today’s preventable diseases. Teaching populations a variety of options and
providing community-based interventions are avenues to change health behaviors for
better health outcomes. The challenge for professions is to find ways to meet community
needs with community resources that include the buy-in of community entities with
multiple populations and generations they serve.
Community partnerships allow for a more sustainable and intergenerational impact, while
also experiencing greater community support for obesity prevention and physical activity.
Such partnerships include local health care providers, school systems, volunteer
organizations (Kiwanis), university systems, national youth organizations, and faith-based
organizations. In utilizing community resources, this holistic approach provides for greater
access to school grounds, parks, playgrounds, and fitness facilities; teachable gardens in
after school programs and community gardens in neighborhoods; and train-the-trainer
programs for community members. Intervention modalities include: education skill sets
that address access and opportunities to be physically active and increase physical fitness;
wellness education to improve nutritional choices; and preparation, preservation, and
dissemination of healthy foods within the community. Partnerships help foster ownership
within the community and assist in the dissemination of wellness education while
increasing the number of participants impacted by the project.
Evidence-based
intervention modalities are designed for the prevention of obesity and increase of physical
activity at the community level. Creating “common unity” of agencies/organizations,
community members and evidence- based practices produce the conduit to achieving
intervention goals.

Introduction
All age groups should have opportunities to make healthy choices to live healthy lives.
Achieving optimal health through multilevel interventions is attainable by preventing
health disparities such as obesity and lack of physical activity. This paper discusses how
common unity = community provides support in addressing coordinated interventions that
target multiple components of healthy active living for a variety of populations. Outreach
through community partnerships provides sustainable and intergenerational impact, while
also experiencing greater community support for obesity prevention and physical activity.
Such partnerships include local health care providers, school systems, volunteer
organizations (Kiwanis), university systems, national youth organizations, and faith-based
organizations. In utilizing community resources, this holistic approach provides for greater
access to school grounds, parks, playgrounds, and fitness facilities; teachable gardens in
after school programs and community gardens in neighborhoods; and train-the-trainer
programs for community members.

The goal of Common Unity, “… is to help communities develop healthy eating and active
living programs, along with environmental change initiatives that can improve the health of
children and families…” (Blue Cross Blue Shield of Louisiana Foundation, 2011, p.1) thus
preventing obesity. Interventions target multiple components of healthy active living for a
variety of populations. Evidence-based community modalities were developed to address
the specific needs of the community. These modalities include: Educational skill sets that
address access and opportunities to be physically active and increase physical fitness;
wellness education to improve nutritional choices; and preparation and dissemination of
healthy foods within the community.

Physical Activity Opportunities. In support of this project, evidence based practices were
examined to shape the development of identified components. Studies indicate increasing
opportunities for recreational and fitness activities, specifically community walkability
areas, decrease the risks of excess body weight (Frank, et. al., 2006). Park deserts are
geographical areas with limited access to recreational facilities (Himes-Ferris, et. al.,
2010). Evidence suggests the need for the construction and maintenance of gymnasiums,
playgrounds, and fields in park deserts. Recommended strategies to create healthy
communities include opportunities for play, recreation and leisure movement to prevent
childhood obesity and encourage family involvement (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation,
2010). Two pilot studies demonstrated that providing opportunities for extracurricular
physical activity increased levels of physical activity and decreased sedentary behavior
(Robinson et. al., 2003; Khan, et. al., 2009).
Wellness: Awareness and Education. Providing intergenerational education at multiple
community levels is also supported by the literature. A seven-year longitudinal study of 50
obese children determined that parents play a large role in the weight management of
their children (Golan & Crow, 2004; Golan, et. al., 1998). Health promotion of all women of
child-bearing age should begin before conception and continue into the interconceptional period
and include nutrition counseling and promotion of healthy lifestyles (CDC, 1999). McAleese and

Rankin (2007) found that nutritional education, combined with garden-based learning, is
more effective than either alone in changing sixth-grade students’ fruit or vegetable intake.
Evidence from urban gardening projects indicates that community gardens lead to higher
nutrition and reduced rates of obesity (Twiss, et. al., 2003; Wakefield, et. al., 2007;
Williamson, 2002).

Access to Healthy Food. The consideration of providing access to healthy food for
communities has been illustrated in several studies. In Grand Rapids, Michigan,
development of nine community and school yard gardens and five farmers' markets have
improved the nutrition of low-income African American and Latino neighborhoods
(Cyzman, et. al., 2009). Urban areas across America are engaging youth in programs
focused primarily on growing and distributing food (e.g., The Food Project in Boston, Added
Value in Brooklyn, NY, and the New Orleans based Grow Dat Farm in City Park, 2006).
Urban agriculture programs are becoming a reliable way to engage teens in productive
nutrition education and healthy choices that could positively impact lifelong health
(Lautenschlager and Smith, 2007a; Lautenschlager and Smith, 2007b).
Project Description
This project, referred to as the Healthy Living Club (HLC), will provide target communities
three evidence-based modalities to increase physical activity (PA) and healthy lifestyle
patterns: (1) access and opportunities to be physically active, (2) wellness education and
creation of sustainable skill sets, and (3) access to healthy foods.
Project partners. Partners provide support for each modality through coordinated
interventions at multiple levels of influence. Immediate and long-term infrastructure will be
sustained via a train-the-trainer model embedded within all training interventions. Partners
include: Community agencies; neighborhoods and coteries; parks and recreational
facilities and staff; governmental agencies; universities; faith-based organizations; youth
centered foundations and local school municipalities.
Community Setting. The parks will be within walking distance of the targeted populations
in four neighborhoods within our community. These populations fell within healthy food or

park deserts, have underutilized green space, and/or have been identified as having a
significant percentage of underserved or high-risk populations. Programming is initiated
within the targeted population neighborhoods and then is unified within the greater
community. Programming includes community garden projects (seed to table) and
cooking classes using the grown vegetables to present information on healthy nutrition
options to encourage families to make healthier choices.
Evaluation. The project will be evaluated on participation, subjective and objective data,
pre/post summative and formative evaluations and overall “Common Unity” process. This
project is a unified community-based partnership designed to be sustainable beyond the
three years of funding.
Methods
The goal for the “Common Unity” project is based on the development of programs that
enhances the individual (Self) thus impacting the systems and structures (Society). The
specific goal is to bring together community entities (“Common Unity”) to foster the
improvement of overall health through better nutrition and increased activity for healthier
lives. Specific program activities have been designed in the methodology. The specific
areas include: Access and Opportunity to Active Living; Wellness: Awareness and
Education; Access to Healthy Foods. Listed below are the program activities planned
within each area.
Specific Program Activities and Intervention. Outreach from partner agencies will impact a
continuum of interactions between individuals (Self), systems and structures (Society) and
the community (“Common Unity”).

Access and Opportunity to Active Living
a) Safe Passageways: Pedestrian and bike passageways to park facilities located
within our targeted communities provide safe access to physical activity
opportunities.
b) Recreation and Fitness: The creation of new playground facilities, a walking trail,
and workout stations, will increase physical activity opportunities.
Wellness: Awareness and Education
a) Health Ministry Teams: Implementation of a Health Ministry Team curriculum,
based on the Faith Based Prevention/Health Promotion (FBPHP) Model, that will
promote the incorporation of various health-related activities, such as exercising to
church music, nutritional practices, blood pressure and weight
screening/referral/follow-up, etc. Congregations will be provided instruction (trainthe-trainer) on how to establish health and wellness teams, with the ultimate goal
of improving cardiovascular health.
b) Breastfeeding Education: Multiple community-based partner organizations will
participate in breastfeeding education for current clients, as well as identifying and
supporting ambassadors who will be trained (train-the-trainer) in breast feeding and
wellness education and thus be able to provide on-going breastfeeding education.
c) Maternal Case Management: Case management will be provided to members of
the targeted community who are interconceptional mothers and their families. Case

management will include breastfeeding education, nutrition counseling, referral to
project food pantries, and wellness education utilizing project-developed curriculum.
d) Teaching Gardens: will also incorporate the American Heart Association’s Teaching
Garden curriculum to establish a cohesive, comprehensive, community-wide curriculum.
e) Adult Community Wellness Education: Adult wellness education topics will include:
healthy cooking, healthy food processing, fitness education, and health status
indicators (i.e., blood pressure screening, height, weight, BMI classification).
Education sessions will be provided at multiple community-based partner
organizations, from family unit case management to organizational policy change
for implementation of wellness education into current training content.
Access to Healthy Foods
a) Seed to Table: Teaching gardens build capacity through growing, harvesting,
processing/cooking/preservation, and distribution of garden grown foods. This
project component will promote community gardens, develop networks of food
distribution, and create cooks who can prepare these foods traditionally as part of
healthy diet. Seed to Table initiatives: Gardens provide real-life laboratories in
which children/youth and adults can learn to plant seeds, nurture growing plants,
harvest and preserve produce, and ultimately understand the value of good eating
habits. The community gardens as well as the teaching garden promote an
environment of community change.
b) Access: Food pantries located in the target communities will provide healthy food.

“Common Unity“ Model Description

Self is defined as the individual impacted by the “Common Unity” outreach. Specifically
Self includes four “S”s: Spirit, Strength, Service and Support.
Spirit – denotes one’s mental and spiritual capacity.
Strength – denotes one’s physical body and physical health status.
Support – denotes one’s interaction with family (actual or assumed), a milieu of
one’s environment.
Service – denotes one’s actions of sharing learned behaviors and skills with others.
Society is defined as an environment made up of agencies which provide the resources
and outreach which help develop “Common Unity”. Specifically Society includes System
and Structure.
System- denotes local and state governments, schools and universities, agencies
(i.e., youth organizations, private and non-profit), hospitals and health providers and
Churches.
Structure – denotes infrastructures and facilities such as recreation centers, parks,
playgrounds, sidewalks, bike trails, pedestrian crossings, etc. and neighborhood
areas and coteries.
As self is fulfilled the empowered individual becomes interconnected with the community.
As systems and structures are developed, established and utilized, the community
becomes unified. The model depicted below illustrated the common unity of self,
community and society.

“Common Unity” Model

Figure 1. “Common Unity” Model.

Implementation of Project Processes
Engaging agencies with common interests together and assimilating each educational
process will change behaviors through program development, education, dissemination,
application, practice and implementation. “Common Unity” provides the method to
address obesity and physical activity by improving health behaviors, preventing health
disparities with lifespan interventions.
Specifically, this project included the following components
•

Program Development – developing the curriculum

•

Dissemination – providing training of the curriculum to society’s systems
(community agencies)

•

Education – of system leaders, agency personnel, community members and self
(individuals)

•

Application – applying learned behavior within personal lifestyle and society
practices Practice –repeating the application process to reshape self and society
norms/customs to support healthier lifestyles

•

Implementation – community outreach process is created by the change of health
behaviors at both the individual/self and society levels through service (sharing new
skill sets with others) thus achieving “Common Unity”.

Conclusions
Obesity and lack of physical activity are two major concerns across all populations of
society. Community-based interventions are avenues to change health behaviors for better
health outcomes. The challenge for professions is to find ways to meet community needs
with community resources that include the buy-in of community entities with multiple
populations and generations they serve. Partnerships help foster ownership within the
community and assist in the dissemination of wellness education while increasing the
number of participants impacted by the project. Evidence-based intervention modalities
are designed for the prevention of obesity and increase of physical activity at the
community level.

Creating “common unity” of agencies/organizations, community

members and evidence- based practices produce the conduit to achieving intervention
goals.
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Session Abstract:
A university’s ability to build and maintain an integrated global campus depends on its approach to
international recruitment and its ability to anticipate and effectively meet the needs particular to

international students and scholars. Each university’s response to globalization (i.e. internationalization)
looks different, depending on the institutional factors (e.g. strategic mission, campus resources, global
connections, academic program offerings, etc.); however, while university graduate programs rely
heavily on international student enrolments, such programs may inadvertently establish a pedagogy of
exclusion.
In this report, the presenters will detail a language-supported internationalization initiative for graduate
students at a large, public university located on the east coast of the United States that is gaining
national recognition for its strategic and comprehensive approach to internationalization. The panelists
will center this discussion on four dimensions of program design and implementation, including:
enrollment management, pedagogical/curricular innovations, student support services, and
collaboration with Writing Across the Curriculum.
Session Description:
This presentation will detail a model for a Graduate Writing in the Disciplines course, designed
specifically for international students, that has received the attention of institutional leadership for its
potential utility across varied graduate student populations. The notion of extending the course to
those beyond the originally intended population has inspired reflection on the ways in which we have
(or have not) supported graduate student writers overall, across the disciplines. The momentum
generated by this discussion has encouraged conversation around best practices for teaching writing
and a comprehensive plan for graduate student needs analysis. Opening up this course to varied
graduate writers makes it possible to extend such best practices in thoughtful programmatic and
curricular design to non-international students, cultivating a process by which a pedagogy of inclusion is
distributed.
This institutional initiative is timely in that it reflects current areas of scholarship in composition, L2
writing and writing in the disciplines (WID); namely, current research in these fields highlight the need to
more fully assess how writing courses for graduate students prepare such emerging professionals to
meet discipline-specific writing expectations put forward by graduate programs, faculty, and the public
sector. Presenters will share classroom-based research findings related to international graduate
student writing development within the context of an innovative, language-supported approach to
campus internationalization. Specifically, presenter 1 will explain where the course fits within the larger,
new internationalization initiative focused on graduate students. Presenters 2 and 3 will provide a
pedagogical perspective, detailing the co-taught, EAP-supported curriculum and showcasing specific
revisions for post-pilot year. Finally, presenter 4 will draw on previously-conducted WAC/WID research
in order to further the claim that is echoed by faculty across the disciplines: graduate students can
benefit from a tailored writing curriculum that 1) anticipates a variety of linguistic needs, and 2)
explicitly teaches the conventions of writing in their fields as well the expectations for writing in the
workplace.
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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the FRAME in improving typically
developing children’s reading comprehension. In conjunction with the Strategic Instruction
Model (SIM), the FRAME routine has been effective with improving comprehension and
increasing scores for secondary education students (KU Center for Research on Learning, 2012).
Participants for this study included 12 (5 males and 7 females) fourth and fifth grade students,
ranging from 9 years, 0 moths to 10 years, 11 months. Two passages from the Basic Reading
Inventory (BRI; Johns, 2008) were presented to each participant. After reading the passages, 10
comprehension questions were asked. A completed FRAME was explained to each participant
after the first passage reading. While reading the second passage each participant finished filling
in a partially completed FRAME. A t test analysis comparing overall scores before and after
using the FRAME showed a significant increase in performance for the participants. Further
independent analysis of each passage showed a significant difference in the no FRAME to Frame
performance. These findings suggest that introducing this comprehension strategy at a younger
age could increase reading comprehension before entering secondary grades where reading
content becomes more difficult. Further research is needed to determine if this comprehension
strategy could benefit children who exhibit academic disability.
Keywords: Strategic Instruction Model, SIM, FRAME, reading comprehension

Comprehension Improvement in Students
Using the FRAME Routine
There are two main concerns when determining a person’s ability to read: decoding and
comprehension. When a child has reached the ability to be a fluent reader, he or she has acquired
the skills needed to automatically recognize and decode words (Rasinski, Padak, McKeon, C. A.,
Wilfong, Friedauer, & Helm, 2005). Many schools today are focusing heavily on developing
fluent readers by encouraging them to segment and blend words using their knowledge of
phonemic awareness. With fluency being the primary goal for many students, often times the
importance of and skills necessary for reading comprehension are being overlooked (Opitz &
Eldridge, 2004). According to the 2011 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)
website, fourteen of the fifty states report fourth grade reading scores below the national average
for public schools (Grade 4 State Results, 2011), and fifteen of the fifty states report eighth grade
reading scores below the national average (Grade 8 State Results, 2011). These reading scores
are based on a student’s ability to answer questions about text passages – comprehend what they
have read. Research shows that this lack of comprehension often reciprocally affects critical
areas of a child’s development, particularly educational achievement and language skills (Katz &
Carlisle, 2009; Wise, Sevcik, Morris, Lovett, & Wolf, 2007). Therefore, the purpose of this study
was to determine if a specific strategy, termed FRAME Routine, could facilitate comprehension
in nine and ten year old students.
Reading Comprehension Strategies
Many strategies are available to help teachers enhance content learning for their students,
thus increasing reading comprehension. Analytic strategies require the reader to look at the word
structure or use context cues for accurate decoding that should in turn facilitate comprehension

(Katz & Carlisle, 2009). Having the reader paraphrase what is read periodically, or use a verbal
Think-Aloud (Gillam, Fargo, & Robertson, 2009), has been shown to be an effective reading
comprehension strategy, as well. Other techniques include the use of graphic organizers, which
research has shown to increase comprehension in students at both primary and secondary levels
(Akhondi, Malayeri, & Samad, 2011). Akhondi et al. (2011) found the use of such organizers
facilitated comprehension of expository text with elementary students that included identifying
different text structures, knowing and recognizing the signal words and phrases associated with
each text structure, and using a graphic organizer that best represents each text structure. In
another study, students were instructed to use partial graphic organizers or to study completed
organizers for random course content (Robinson, Katayama, Beth, Odom, Ya-Ping, &
Vanderveen, 2006). Results showed the use of organizers increased text comprehension for the
students in their study.
As part of the Strategic Instruction Model (SIM) developed at the University of Kansas,
the FRAME Routine evolved as a component of SIM to help increase understanding of content
presented to students in secondary grades (KU Center for Research on Learning, 2012). John F.
Kennedy High School in Sacramento, CA implemented SIM’s content literacy routines for their
high school students (Deshler, 2006). Throughout the first year of implementation, students
performing proficiently on state tests increased their scores from five to fifteen percent, while
students performing at a rudimentary level increased their state tests scores from 59 percent to 62
percent. In another study completed with secondary education students, (Bulgren, Schumaker, &
Deshler, 1993) scores increased from about 54 percent to at least 78 percent after learning and
applying concept mastery routines.

The FRAME Routine has historically been studied in secondary grade levels, helping to
improve educational achievement for students in higher grades (KU Center for Research on
Learning, 2012). However, no research could be found in which the FRAME Routine had been
used with primary grade children. Therefore implementing this organizer with students in these
elementary to middle grade levels may prove useful in enhancing curriculum content and
teaching students reading comprehension strategies at a younger age. The research question to be
answered in this study was as follows: Can a modified FRAME Routine be used as an effective
reading comprehension strategy for nine and ten year old students.
Methods
Participants
Two methods of recruitment were used for this study. First, 150 letters were distributed to
a local school, that agreed to send the letters home to the parents of eligible children. School
personnel were instructed that the children needed to be nine and ten-years old, have no
identified academic disability, and needed school achievement scores within the average range.
Due to a low response rate, the examiners used the University of Nebraska-Kearney’s (UNK)
announcement system for additional recruiting. A mass email was distributed asking for faculty
and staff to have their children participate if the participant criteria were met. Parent report was
used to affirm that children met the participant criteria (i.e., age and academic performance).
Twelve participants (7 females and 5 males) returned signed parent consent forms and provided
verbal consent to complete this study. The participants ranged in age from 9 years, 0 months to
10 years, 11 months, with the average age of participants 9 years, 7 months. All children were
entering fourth or fifth grade, and lived in or within 20 miles of UNK.

Procedure and Materials
Each participant attended one study session. These sessions were completed and
recorded in clinic rooms at UNK’s Speech and Hearing Clinic. Recording was completed using a
wall mounted Panasonic compact color mini dome camera and Sony high definition digital video
recorder. Each participant read two passages from the Basic Reading Inventory (BRI) (Johns,
2008) grade six form D, titled Sunflowers (SUN), and form E, titled Cave Icicles (CI). The
examiner chose these passages as they were written in expository format and were at least one
grade level above the participants’ academic standing. The reading material needed to be more
difficult to comprehend allowing the researcher to determine the effectiveness of the
comprehension strategy. The passage presentations were counterbalanced for each participant,
one reading form D first and form E second, and opposite ordering for the following participant.
Due to an examiner’s error, participants 2 and 3 both read form D first. A FRAME Routine
graphic organizer was used with each passage. The organizer included three “main ideas”
sections with four “essential details” under each main idea. (See Appendix A)
Participants were escorted to a room with a youth sized table with the examiner (i.e.,
author) present. The participant was asked to read the first passage silently, and inform the
examiner when he or she was finished. Next, the participant was asked the ten BRI
comprehension questions for the story read. The examiner used a level one scoring system to
document correct/incorrect answers according to the BRI manual administration guidelines. That
is, a correct answer was given one point, incorrect answers were given zero points, and answers
that required two elements, with only one provided was given one-half of a point. After the
participant finished the comprehension questions, the examiner presented a completed FRAME
and explained how to fill it out using the passage they had just read. The second passage was

then given to each participant. He or she was instructed to read the passage once. While reading
the passage a second time, participants were to fill out the organizer as it pertained to the second
passage read. The organizer had been partially completed by the examiner, with the “main ideas”
section included for each participant’s second passage. The “main ideas” for the SUN passage
was Location, Looks, and Grows. For the CI passage Process/How it Forms, Minerals, and
Grows were included on the FRAME. (See Appendix B for SUN, Appendix C for CI)
Once the participants finished reading the second passage and completed the FRAME
organizer, corresponding BRI comprehension questions were asked. The examiner scored the
comprehension questions during each reading session and later reviewed the recorded sessions
and checked the scoring for accuracy.
To obtain information regarding students’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the FRAME
Routine, each participant also assigned a letter grade to the FRAME on how well it helped him
or her remember the passage better. A grading system of A-F was used, which was then given a
numerical value of 1 to 5, with 5 representing A and 1 representing F. Finally, participants were
shown two visuals of sunflowers and cave icicles to end the session. (See Appendix D for
completed FRAME).
Data Analysis
Three different analysis procedures were completed to assess the effectiveness of the
FRAME for improving participants’ reading comprehension. Analyses included use of
parametric, nonparametric, and descriptive statistics. An overall mean difference was determined
using a paired-samples t-test to assess the effectiveness of the FRAME in improving the
participants’ reading comprehension scores. Visual inspection of the mean comprehension scores
indicated better overall performance for the SUN passage. Therefore, each passage (SUN and

CI) was individually analyzed using the Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon nonparametric tests for
independent samples in which the no FRAME and FRAME strategies were compared for the
specific passages. Student ratings for perceived benefit in using the FRAME were examined
descriptively using means and standard deviations as was recorded session length, reading time,
and FRAME completion times. For all parametric and nonparametric statistical procedures, the
alpha was set at .05 level of significance for a one-tail test.
Reliability
To assure reliability in scoring the comprehension questions, a second rater reviewed the
recorded sessions and re-scored 12 (50%) of the passage comprehension questions from each of
the two different stories. Rescoring occurred at least 2 weeks after all participants completed the
reading strategy sessions. To determine the level of interjudge reliability Cohen’s Kappa statistic
for categorical ratings was used.
To calculate reliability each rater’s score per question was compared for agreement, with
a 1 representing a correct response, 0 an incorrect response, and .5 partially correct response.
Each of the two stories was examined separately, and then the total questions were pooled for an
overall agreement measure. A total of 120 questions were compared in the analysis. Kappa
values between .6 and .75 are considered good agreement, with values greater than .75
representing excellent agreement (Fleiss, 1981). For the SUN passage, agreement was K = .646
(p < .001), indicating very good agreement. For the CI passage, agreement was K = .875 (p <
.001), indicating excellent agreement. The Kappa value for overall interjudge agreement was K
= .782 (p < .001), also indicating excellent agreement.

Results
The overall group mean and standard deviation for the no FRAME comprehension scores
was M=6.21, SD=2.02, and the overall group mean and standard deviation for the FRAME
comprehension scores was M=8.0, SD=1.60 (See Figure 1 for descriptive data summary). There
was a notable mean difference of -1.79 between no FRAME and FRAME performances.
Application of a paired samples t test resulted in the following: t(df=11) = -2.335, p =.02.
Statistical results show a significant difference between no FRAME and FRAME conditions,
with reading comprehension performance using the FRAME better than the no FRAME reading.
Because there was an observed difference in overall mean comprehension scores between
the CI and SUN passages (M=6 and M= 8.21, respectively), the examiner used a Mann-Whitney
Wilcoxon Test, to evaluate the effectiveness of the FRAME for each individual story, comparing
no FRAME to FRAME scores. The CI comprehension question results indicated a significant
difference, W = 25.5, z = -2.185, p = .014, with the FRAME condition providing higher
comprehension scores. Comparison of no FRAME to FRAME for the SUN comprehension
questions indicated a significant difference, as well, W = 28.5, z = -1.945, p = .045, with the
FRAME condition providing higher overall comprehension scores. Table 1 shows the means,
standard deviations, and ranges for the comprehension questions associated with the individual
stories before and after use of the FRAME.
Additional data summaries are shown in Table 2 that includes the means, standard
deviations, and ranges of the total session time, reading time for each passage, and FRAME
completion times. Results for the participants’ ratings of the FRAME organizer indicated half

gave a grade of A and half assigned a grade of B to the perceived benefit in using the FRAME.
When converted to numerical values, the mean rating was a 4.5 on a 5-point scale, suggesting a
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Figure 1. Descriptive analysis for no FRAME and FRAME usage.

CI No FRAME

CI FRAME

SUN No FRAME

SUN FRAME

M

4.92

7.08

7.5

8.92

SD

1.77

1.74

1.38

.74

2-6.5

4-9

6-9

8-10

Range

Table 1. Means, standard deviations, and ranges corresponding to the comprehension
question scores for the two text passages in the two reading conditions.
Session Time

CI Time

SUN Time

FRAME Time

M

1151.5

50.94

46.07

461.85

SD

247.03

13.12

13.83

188.32

796.8-1629.6

32.75-71.75

29.62-69.3

144-812.4

Range

Table 2. Means, standard deviations, and ranges for total session time, passage reading
time, and frame completion time reported in seconds.

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of the FRAME in improving
typically developing children’s reading comprehension. The results suggest students benefitted
by using the FRAME, thus increasing their reading comprehension scores. Despite statistically
significant overall performance, one unexpected outcome occurred. Two of the twelve
participants had no difference in scores before and after using the FRAME. Three did poorer
despite the use of the FRAME. It should be noted that this poorer performance occurred only
when the SUN passage was read first, and the CI passage included use of the FRAME. Seven
participants showed an increase in scores after using the FRAME. However, of the seven with an
increase in scores, only one participant increased her score on the CI passage with the FRAME.
This finding led the author to complete further analysis of the individual passage data. For both
the CI and SUN passages, the FRAME produced significantly better comprehension scores than
the no FRAME condition. Results for the pooled FRAME comprehension scores and individual
passage scores using the FRAME showed a clear and statistically significant advantage over the
no Frame condition.
Expository text contains complex and variable written structures that differs from
narrative text children read most often. This causes expository literature to be much harder to
comprehend. Information in expository text, such as facts, requires readers to activate
background knowledge, which helps children process information more quickly, giving them an
advantage for higher comprehension of the material. (Merkley & Jefferies 2000/2001). All
participants in this study lived in or around a rural community, where there are many sunflowers
and no caves. Having more background knowledge about sunflowers may have caused the scores
for the Sunflowers passage to be higher, and the lower scores for Cave Icicles for which the

participants had little to no background knowledge. However, the difference realized through the
use of the FRAME still produced significantly better comprehension scores. Future studies could
consider passage content in addition to readability in the story matching process. This also may
give a more accurate understanding of the effectiveness of the FRAME.
Having the students grade the FRAME showed little variability across participants as
each assigned either a grade of A or B (5 or 4). Whether their responses were accurately given or
whether they felt that was the expected response could have influenced their grading of the
FRAME. If the grading accurately reflected the participants’ perceptions, the students believed
the FRAME aided their comprehension.
Noting the session length, reading time, and FRAME completion times illustrate some
variability across participants. This data also indicates that use of the FRAME adds little time to
a reading session. However, when considering the increase in scores and comprehension, the aid
to reading comprehension by using the FRAME outweighs concerns related to additional time
needed while using the FRAME.
This is the first study to use the FRAME with children below the sixth grade. As a result,
some modifications were made to the SIM FRAME Routine. One session was completed for
each participant, giving each child only one brief opportunity to use the FRAME. In a school
setting, this method of content enhancement would be used many times instead of only one
session, creating a routine in the child’s reading comprehension strategies. One opportunity for
participants to fill out the FRAME and test its effectiveness may not provide the long term
benefit in using the strategy on multiple opportunities with different stories. Completing the
“main idea” sections offered some assistance for this age group, helping participants understand
how to organize the passage and complete the FRAME. This was another modification made

because the participants were younger than those reported in the FRAME research. Introducing
the FRAME with sections already filled in could help younger students become comfortable with
this routine, and over time, they would complete the entire organizer independently.
This FRAME graphic organizer is typically used in conjunction with SIM rather than the
only method for content enhancement. Also, the FRAME is generally used with older students,
who may have had more experience with a variety of graphic organizers. However, results
showed the FRAME was effective for use with younger students. Only a small number of
typically developing children were recruited for this study to see if this method of content
enhancement was suitable for younger students. Further studies could target a larger population
of typically developing children, include children with learning disabilities, use a more
completed organizer, and teach this method to see if children with varying degrees of ability and
disability could benefit from the FRAME Routine.
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ABSTRACTS
Typefaces express friendliness, elegance, sophistication, fun, excitement, seriousness, calmness, tradition and assertiveness that are related to personality.
Type designers say that one’s personality could be decoded into typeface. My
research focuses on the literature review that finds personalities of typeface.
Based on this research and understanding of typeface, the fun personality quiz
is created for the iPhone, which is a very popular mobile device in the current
market. My presentation will introduce the personality of typeface, the creation of Personality Quiz, and the process of iPhone App development.
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ABSTRACTS
The poster presentation on “Understanding the Brand Image Through the
Design Thinking Process” is an effective introduction on teaching branding
and the design thinking process that we would like to share with other graphic
communication teachers.
A logo represents a company’s identity. Before designing a logo, an understanding of branding is very important to the success of a logo that will represent the image of a company appropriately. There are two goals of the project
that students will accomplish: 1) students will understand branding and the
importance of “image” in the brand; 2) students will learn the importance of
the visual thinking process and the importance of research. In the classroom,
students will learn how to research, and identify the product, the product’s
service, the product’s promise and brand’s personality for their target audience.
Students will engage in the mind mapping of the design thinking process, and
build a brand image by applying research and hands-on exercises. Students,
working in groups, will locate an existing company that might be in need of
re-branding. Practicing what they have learned and studied in the classroom
for re-branding of their chosen company is effective to the students’ learning. They will apply research and design thinking to re-brand the image of the
company. Finally, they will have poster presentations displaying their research
and visuals on the re-branding of their selected companies along with image
boards representing their new solutions. Students will also compile a small
book showing the process of identification, research, application and visual
solutions to their brand’s new image.
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Abstract

The current state of the economy in the United States, and more specifically California, is
having a negative effect on the availability of jobs for beginning teachers with the
exception of those that attain special education or high demand subject area credentials
(State of California Department of Employment Development, 2010). In California,
during the years from 2006 to 2008, the average loss of jobs in the field of educational
services was 20 percent (State of California Department of Employment Development,
2010). The preponderance of news media reports provide documentation of the recent
loss of both classified and credentialed personnel in the public school system of
California. However, the prognosis for California educators finding employment in their
field is good as teachers will rank second only to in the health field industry in demand
for services in the coming years (State of California Department of Employment
Development, 2012).

To address the current problem, a pilot project that focuses on

creating a resource for National University alumni began. The components of this project
includes a review of the literature, deliverable training on the effective practices of
substitute teaching, the creation of a database of the school districts, and a survey of inservice teachers as to the most effective substitute teaching practices. A survey of inservice teachers supports the premises of the researchers regarding the need to be
proficient as classroom managers (Bond, 2007), preparation as subject matter experts

(Myers, 2002; Shepherd, 1997), and demonstrating professional dispositions as an
educator. The presentation of this paper will review the existing literature and the results
of the research conducted by the authors.
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Abstract

The types and abundance of technologies in America’s K-12 environments varies by region. However,
most school districts have been able to acquire Interactive White Boards (IWB) through Title 2 grants and
other resources of funding (Simba, 2010). The use of Smart Technologies, which includes the IWB, is one
tool that educators can use to increase engagement in the classroom (Mercer, Hennessy, & Warwick, 2010).
With the deployment of IWB comes the need for universities to train future educators in the use of this
technology (Campbell, & Kent, 2010). Currently, an action-oriented research project is underway at
National University, which seeks to implement the use of IWB in Teacher Education courses. This
implementation includes goals of increasing the use of the educational technology by the faculty as well as
the pre-service teachers.
Key words: Interactive white boards, SMART Technologies, technology, action-oriented research, preservice teachers
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ABSTRACT
CAITLIN NELMS, LARRY LOWRANCE, GINA GROGAN, LEAH WHITTEN. A
Longitudinal Study of the Relationship of Recreational Social Media Use to State Mandated
Writing Exam Scores, High School English Grades, School Attendance, and Discipline
Referrals.
Adolescents of the 21st century have been coined “digital natives” (Spires, Lee, Turner,
& Johnson, 2008). Individual presence in the technological realm has added a new dimension
to social development theories. As adolescents evolve socially in the context of technology, a
new language has developed from the use of features such as text messaging and instant
messaging (Strom & Strom, 2009). Referred to as chat acronyms or text message shorthand,
this language has left many educators with the question of how this affects ability to read and
write the English language. This research focused on these “natives” and the effects of social
media and the Internet on writing assessment scores. Data was analyzed to examine a
correlational relationship and significance was found amongst several of the factors.

INTRODUCTION
Research suggests that 95% of American teens ages 12 to 17 are online. From among
this age group, 76% have a social presence online while 77% carry cellphones with a
connection to online material (Netburn, 2012). The mark of social media has permeated
American culture. It is nearly impossible for one to drive past a shopping mall, restaurant, or
even university without the request “like us on Facebook” beaming from a marquee. Society’s
ever-present quest to adapt to cultural trends has become a struggle as technology advances at a
pace nearly impossible to pursue (Strom and Strom, 2009). One debate emerging from this
phenomenon is the question of how the use of social media will directly impact writing
achievement scores (Netburn, 2012). Though research analysis has suggested that the written
language is simply being creatively adapted, developed, and enhanced to suit the conditions of
our current age (Hamzah, Ghorbani, Abdullah, 2009), it has also been theorized that current
trends in social media usage may be resulting in loss of attention span and ability to think
critically (Netburn, 2012). With the increasing usage of Twitter and text messaging, commonly
written words are condensed into abbreviations which seem to have taken the form of a new
language deciphered only amongst its’ users. With this in mind, a deficit emerges from research
findings in the area of how social media will directly affect today’s K-12 student in the usage
and reading of the English language.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to explore the effects of social media and Internet use by
students in 11th and 12th grade on Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program (TCAP)
writing scores, English grades, discipline referrals, and school attendance.

Limitations
This study was subject to the following limitations:
1. For the purpose of this study, only students in 11th and 12th grade in a small rural
Tennessee city were surveyed regarding their use of Internet and social media.
2. The survey used in this study was peer reviewed by university undergraduate students.
3. The survey in this study was not piloted.
4. Students were asked to indicate how many hours they spend online each week and how
much time they spend using social media each week. It is felt by the researchers that
the terms social media and online should have been better operationally defined to the
students completing the survey.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In 2010, in conjunction with the Pew Research Center, Anderson and Rainie compiled
the opinions and concerns of 895 technology experts and stakeholders. An online survey was
constructed that presented each participant with 10 different “tension pairs” and asked the
participant to select the most likely choice within the given pair. Within these pairings,
participants were given the opportunity to address their beliefs on how the Internet will effect
the skills of reading, writing, and the “rendering of knowledge.” Of the participants, 65%
agreed that “by 2020 it will be clear that the Internet has enhanced and improved reading,
writing, and the rendering of knowledge,” yet 32% of the participants were concerned that “the
Internet has diminished and endangered reading, writing, and the rendering of knowledge.”
Within his research findings, Richard Forno from the Software Engineering Institute at
Carnegie Mellon University expressed his concern for the plausible lack of critical thinking in
individuals from the Information Age (Anderson & Rainie, 2010). The majority of his concern

lies in the fact printed material of low quality is readily available on the Internet. Though both
formal writing, which is used for professional work and reports, and informal writing, which is
often used in conversational writing, are present on the Internet, informal writing appears to
have a more prevalent domain. It is commonplace for individuals to misuse the application of
these differing forms of writing. On the other hand, some individuals felt that regardless of the
quality of the content viewed on the Internet, the increase in the quantity would assist in the
betterment of literacy as a whole.
In a recent interview with Anderson and Rainie (2010), Mark Edwards, senior advisor
to the dean of Harvard University Divinity School, expressed his belief that with time the
Internet will only benefit the upcoming generations.
When writing itself appeared, philosophers feared that it would weaken memory and
degrade intelligence. But it allowed for a great, albeit externalized memory and an
enlarged, albeit shared intelligence. When printing came on the scene, scholars decried
the new technology for propagating error…But printing expanded knowledge…And it
made this knowledge more broadly available than ever before. The Internet will have
similar effects, with some losses but, on balance, more gains. (p. 18)
Today’s students have been penned the “Digital Generation.” According to Larry Rosen
(2007), author of Me, Myspace, and I, teenagers between the ages of 16 and 17 who are online
spend on average three hours a day at least five days a week surfing the Internet. The Kaiser
Family Foundation reports that there has been an increase of 40 percentage points in Internet
access from home amid students whose parents have a high school education or less. Spires,
Lee, Turner, and Johnson (2008) reference Marc Prensky’s coined phrase as referring to
today’s children as “digital natives.” In their recent mixed method study, they discuss the

challenges of meeting the needs of children living in a world of communications-related digital
technologies. Quantitative analysis of the study suggests that students are significantly more
likely to use the Internet rather than a book to find information. Students significantly rated
using computers and doing research on the Internet as their favorite school activity and
significantly rated listening to teachers explain things and doing worksheets as their least
favorite activities.

METHODS
A poll recently developed at Austin Peay State University was administered to 11th and
12th graders at a rural middle Tennessee 9-12 institution. Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approval was granted by Austin Peay State University. Access to Tennessee Comprehensive
Assessment Program (TCAP) writing scores from 3rd, 5th, 8th, and 11th grade as well as high
school English grades were granted by the school district. The researchers also retrieved
informed consent from participants and parents. The researchers were allowed access to
archival data on school attendance and discipline referrals. Demographic and socio economic
data were gathered on each student including age, gender, ethnicity and free-reduced lunch
status.
The survey was peer reviewed at Austin Peay State University. University students
adapted wording and question structure to meet the reading and comprehension levels of high
school students. Juniors and seniors were selected to take the survey due to the fact they had all
taken the 11th grade TCAP writing assessment test.

RESULTS
A correlational analysis was conducted to determine the relationship of hours spent
online on the four dependent variables of writing assessment, English grades, discipline
referrals, and attendance. A follow-up pairwise comparison was conducted to find the p-values
and verify the significance of relationships. For the hours spent using social media, no
significant correlations were found, however, there were significant correlations when looking
at hours spent online. Significant differences were found among three of the four variables.
Table 1 displays the results.

Table 1
Hours Spent Online Pairwise Correlations (N = 59)
Item

Mean Difference

p

Hours Spent Online and
Writing Assessment

-.36

.01*

Hours Spent Online and
English Grades

-.34

.01*

Hours Spent Online and
Discipline

-.27

.04*

Hours Spent Online and
Attendance

-.15

.26

*p<.05.

IMPLICATIONS
Research outlined in the introduction suggests that there is an ongoing debate
concerning how social media will impact writing achievement. Although some analysis
implies that language is being enhanced and adapted to the conditions of our current age, other

research indicates a loss of abilities in the area of writing. The results of this study suggest that
as hours online increase, writing and English scores may decrease. Based on the findings of
this study, we recommend the following:
The study indicates that students spending more time online have lower scores on
TCAP writing exams and in English. This may be due to students neglecting to spend time on
academics in order to use the Internet. It is recommended that teachers design instructional
plans that will require students to use social media and online resources in order to encourage
academic activities and promote learning. The results of this study may also be attributed to
students being exposed to social media/text writing as opposed to academic writing. Teachers
are encouraged to incorporate into the curriculum instruction that will assist developing writers
in identifying the difference.
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This study documents the change in teaching practices of a group of mathematics teachers in
urban middle schools as they particiapted in a program of professional development to promote
standards-based learning environments. The teachers made a shift in their classroom practice
from a traditional, didactic lecture approach towards a role of facilitating conditions suitable for
students’ explorations and mathematizing. The stages of development the teachers experienced
are described with regard to three critical domains: Pedagogy, Use of Mathematical Tasks, and
Focus on Mathematics.
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Reports from the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM, 1980, 1989,
2000), as well as other influential organizations (National Commission on Excellence in
Education, 1983; National Research Council, 1989; United States Department of Education,
1999), recommend that teachers rethink their goals and practice of teaching mathematics.
Mathematics education has shifted away from characterizing mathematics as a discipline of
facts, procedures, and formal proofs that can be transmitted by articulate teachers to diligent
learners, towards one based on the constructive activity of learners, as suggested by NCTM
(1989, 2000) standards. However, prior research indicates that a lack of success in some efforts
to implement standards-based mathematics learning environments may be due to the fact that
teachers generally have not been prepared for this endeavor (c.f. Hiebert, 2003). How might we
educate teachers for this paradigmatic shift? Mewborn (2003) asserts that “teachers’ thinking
needs to be at the center of professional development sessions just as children’s thinking needs to
be at the center of mathematics instruction” (p. 49). Therefore, the more providers of
professional development know regarding teachers’ thinking about mathematics teaching and
learning, the better they can provide programs that facilitate teachers’ standards-based practices
in mathematics classrooms.
The purpose of this study is to contribute to a research base relating to effective teacher
development by documenting teacher change within a teacher-development program. Of key
concern when assessing the impact of a teacher-development program is whether the teachers
have actually become better mathematics teachers, and if so, how did their teaching practices
change? What pedagogical practices have evolved to support students’ learning? Do the teachers
select and make use of appropriate tasks to support students’ constructions? Are they able to
recognize the mathematics in students’ thinking and use that understanding to provoke students’
further growth of mathematical understanding and ideas? In order to understand this change,
teachers’ lessons were observed, studied, and assessed within three significant domains:
Pedagogy, Use of Mathematical Tasks, and Focus on Mathematics.
1

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This research is based on the view that building mental representations is the foundation
of doing mathematics. Rather than a discipline or body of knowledge (concepts, skills) to be
transmitted, mathematics is defined from the perspective of “mathematizing” – the activity of
interpreting, organizing, and constructing meaning of situations with mathematical modeling
(Freudenthal, 1991). Mental images formed by individuals are used in building representations of
mathematical ideas (Davis, 1984). To represent an idea, an individual may create a model or
present a notation. Although the internal, cognitive representations are not available to us, certain
features of them are made public as ideas are explained, justified, and shared with others.
The representations that students build are constantly reexamined and modified as they
participate in mathematics activities (Tarlow, 2004, 2005, 2010; Warner & Schorr, 2004).
According to Davis (1984), thinking about a mathematical situation involves cycling through a
series of steps. The first step involves building a representation of the input data. This
representation may be a concrete representation, such as building a model with physical objects.
This view is consistent with that of Papert (1980) who describes the metaphoric use of previous
concrete experiences as a basis for building abstract ideas. From the data representation, a
memory search takes place to construct a representation of relevant knowledge that can be used
in trying to solve the problem. A mapping between the data representation and a knowledge
representation is constructed. During this process, checks are made, and some representations
may be modified or rejected.
After students have built their own representations for a problem task, they seem ready to
listen to the ideas of other students (Maher & Martino, 1996). In doing so, their ideas may be
challenged or supported. The resulting interactions may lead students to reject, modify,
consolidate, or strengthen an original argument (Maher & Martino, 1991). As learners cycle
between representations in building justifications for their ideas, new knowledge is constructed.
Personal explorations combined with social interaction support the modification and refinement
of the students’ theories.
The opportunity for students to test their ideas and hear the ideas of other students also
provides a setting for the teacher to listen to and assess the thinking of the students involved in
discussion. As the teachers monitor the thinking of their students, they are better able to pose
timely questions that encourage students to build a deeper mathematical understanding (Maher &
Martino, 1996). Davis and Maher (1997) assert that it is essential for teachers to be aware of
students’ thinking about a mathematics problem and to continuously strive to estimate the nature
of children’s representations. Teachers’ knowledge of students’ thinking makes it possible for
them to challenge and extend students’ mathematical understanding. The role of the teacher
becomes one of promoting conditions suitable for students’ exploration. In this setting, the
teacher’s role shifts from conveyor of information to one of observer and moderator of children’s
thinking (Burns, 1985). Opportunities to develop mathematical reasoning and ideas and to build
convincing arguments as justifications are supported in carefully crafted classrooms with
learning environments designed to invite students to revisit, review, modify, and/or extend
earlier ideas (Maher, 1998).
Davis (1993) asserts that a teacher cannot effectively tell children how to construct
mathematical ideas or why they are important. They could tell them some sequence of words, but
the words would not elicit any meaningful representation of anything at all. “’Telling’ might give
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them some words, but it would not help them to build up the metaphoric mental imagery that is
the basis for true understanding” (Davis, 1993, p. 299). Therefore, according to Davis (1994):
If one takes seriously the various new suggestions about the teaching and learning of
mathematics--if, for example, one takes seriously the NCTM Standards (NCTM, 1989)-then one is faced with asking teachers to play a quite new role…It will not be easy for
teachers to shift to the new role—working alongside students, trying to be aware of the
student’s thinking, working to help the student modify that thinking in an appropriate
way—instead of standing in front of the class and giving a lecture. (p. 17)
The importance of building teaching practices based upon knowledge of student thinking
requires that research guide us in understanding how teacher development programs can
facilitate teachers’ development in three critical domains--Pedagogy, Use of Mathematical
Tasks, and Focus on Mathematics--in order to create learning environments that support
students’ mathematizing and construction of mathematical ideas. Just as children’s learning in
mathematics can be characterized by the process of construction, so too is the learning process
with teachers. In order to build new ideas about mathematics teaching and learning, the teachers
in this program were engaged in experiences that involved on-site teaching, reflection, and
conversations in an environment where learning is seen as constructing and mathematics is
taught as mathematizing.
METHOD
Professional Development Activities
Professional development activities took place within a model designed to deepen
teachers’ content and pedagogical knowledge and to create and sustain collaborative learning
communities. The model integrates: (1) on-site staff development in schools by the researcher,
which includes planning, co-teaching, and “debriefing” lessons in the teachers’ classrooms; and
(2) guided inter-visitations to classrooms with teachers of a similar grade level, using a form of
lesson study, in which teachers collaboratively plan, observe, and analyze actual classroom
lessons, drawing out implications for teaching and learning. The inter-visitations are designed to
build knowledge and community. To develop a truly collaborative community, teachers need to
see each other in action. Teachers are asked to empower students in their classrooms, and in
these professional development activities this approach is modeled by empowering teachers to
ask questions and to expand their thinking about best practices.
Data and Analysis
The research design1 is a case study, which took place during three consecutive years.
Thirty-six middle-grade (6-8) teachers, in two urban schools with diverse student populations,
participated in the teacher-development activities, although not all of the teachers were in the
program for all of the three years due to faculty changes. Careful field notes were taken during
all professional development activities and participating teachers kept a journal of their
1

The research design was motivated by a collaboration with Catherine Fosnot, with whom I codirected a teacher-development initiative in New York City K-8 schools for two years.
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observations and reflections. Data were coded and interpreted in order to draw conclusions and
make inferences about teacher development with regard to three domains: Pedagogy, Use of
Mathematical Tasks, and Focus on Mathematics.
RESULTS
Pedagogy
Stage 1: In the initial stages of the program, the teachers’ pedagogical practices were based
upon a transmission model. A typical lesson involved the teacher telling and showing the
students how to perform a procedure, and afterwards the students practiced using the procedure
with the goal of obtaing the correct answer, which was previously calculated by the teacher.
Questions that teachers asked the class were primarily to obtain the correct answer or to ask if
anyone had any questions. Students were not required to explain their reasoning or to provide
justification for their thinking. During the occassions that the teachers asked students to explain
how they “got” their answers, the sought-after response involved a student stating the steps
followed when perfoming the procedure. Homework generally consisted of a page of additional
problems to practice. The following day, “Do Now” activities were typically a set of problems to
provide students with additional practice, using the previous day’s procedure or reviewing
procedures from previous units for review.
Stage 2: Teachers at stage two of development began to move away from telling and
explaining towards supporting students’ constructions of concepts, skills, and ideas. However, at
this stage, the teachers were using pedagogical strategies in a routine manner, rather than in
response to assessment of where students were in their development of reasoning about the
particular mathematics being investigated. For example, teachers posed questions that asked for
students’ reasoning, but then did not follow-up the response to make the most of the opportunity
to build upon the student’s mathematical thinking. At this stage, the typical teacher response to
the student’s reasoning was, “Does anyone disagree?” or “Does everyone agree?” or “Does
everyone understand?” or “Does anyone not understand?” In addition, although the teachers
allowed more “wait time” following questions posed, the amount and occassions of wait time
were not always appropriate to the degree of complexity of the question posed. Furthermore,
when teachers planned for students to share their solution strategies, the end of the lesson was
just that: sharing, by teachers selecting random volunteers to come to the board to show their
work. The teachers did not plan and orchestrate a carefully scaffolded discussion of strategies,
models, and big ideas.
Stage 3: Teachers who progressed to stage three were teaching to support students’
constructions of mathematical ideas. The operative behavoirs of these teachers were: genuine
questioning to reveal and build upon students’ thinking; appropriate use and amount of of wait
time; and supporting class discussions in relation to students’ construction of strategies, models,
and mathematical ideas.
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Use of Mathematical Tasks
Stage 1: At stage one, teachers did not use open-ended problem-solving tasks or the tasks
chosen required predictable procedures that the students had been practicing. This behavior was
observed during both instruction and assessment. Activities required students to state menorized
facts or to perform procedures. When “word problems” were used, the task was like that of
previously practiced problems in class, such as finding the sales price of a discounted item.
Stage 2: Teachers at stage two of development used mathematical tasks, but the tasks chosen
did not support students’ mathematizing. For example, proportion tasks were not realistic: a
runner’s rate on a treadmill was given with the assumption that that rate remained constant. In
other cases, the context of the tasks did not connect to the mathematics of the problem. For
example, a problem gave the age of a child and an algebraic relation to the age of the father, but
determining the age of the father had no connection to the context of ages. In addition, tasks used
at this stage often sparked no student interest, such as a problem that required students to use the
Pythagorean Theorem to find the distance from second base to home plate on a baseball
diamond. Overheard was the comment, “Just Google it.”
Stage 3: In stage three, teachers used realistic tasks with genuinely problematic situations that
supported the students’ mathematical development. Tasks were selected or designed so that
students would have several entry points to approach the problem; there was more than one
possible strategy to find a solution, and there was no predictable path to find the solution. In
addition, the tasks could be modified to meet the needs of all learners. For example, centimeter
graph paper was available for students who needed support for drawing grids to find the solution
to the Border Problem, which requires students to predict, find, and then generalize the number
of shaded squares on an n x n grid. The tasks provoked discourse, justification, and connections.
Focus on Mathematics
Stage 1: For teachers in stage one, the teachers’ mathematical focus was on students’
acurracy in the use of teacher-modeled procedures and students’ production of teacheranticipated answers. At this stage, the teachers were not able to “see” the mathematical ideas,
misconceptions, or alternate strategies in the students’ work, in order to support the students’
development of a higher level of mathematical understanding.
Stage 2: Teachers who progressed to this stage became more aware of the mathematics in the
students’ work and began to build upon those ideas. They were sometimes able to “seize the
mathematical moment” during class discussions in order to support students’ development of
strategies and big ideas, but not consistently. When questioning about concepts, the focus was on
understanding the particular mathematical concept of the day, rather than fostering students’
connections among strategies; extending the students’ broader understanding of the mathematical
big ideas; and of supporting the development of students’ mathematical cognitive ability.
Stage 3: At this level, teachers took advantage of most of the “math moments” during class
discussions, thus actively facilitating the students’ construction of conceptual understanding and
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mathematical ideas. This was most often observed during the “sharing” portion of the lesson;
teachers at this level scaffolded the discussions from less efficient to more efficient use of
strategies or they used students’ presented models to provoke students’ justifications,
connections, and generalizations.
CONCLUSIONS
Results of this study indicate that there were significant changes in the teaching practices
of the teachers who participated in this teacher-development program in each of three domains:
Pedagogy, Use of Mathematical Tasks, and Focus on Mathematics. Initially, the teachers
primarily based their practice on teaching by telling and modeling; they seldom used appropriate
mathematical tasks to support students’ mathematizing; and they rarely capitalized on the “math
moments.” During the three years of the teacher-development program, the teachers’ practice
underwent change towards facilitating students’ mathematical growth, and the teachers
developed in all three domains. The teachers whose pedagogical practices initially involved
teaching by telling (stage one) moved towards routinely supporting students’ constructions (stage
two). Teachers who participated in all or most of the three years of the teacher-development
activities moved towards genuinely facilitating students’ construction (stage three). The teachers’
practice developed similarly in the other domains. Teachers’ pedagogy changed; they were better
able to select and use appropriate mathematical tasks; and, more often they noticed and used the
“math moments” to support students’ constructions. “Teacher turn-over” restricted some of the
teachers’ participation to one year or less, and none of those teachers exhibited stage three
behaviors with consistency.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH
Although there are limits to conclusions and generalizations that can made on the basis of
a case study, this research provides an opportunity to examine teacher change in a successful
teacher-development program, with regard to Pedagogy, Use of Mathematical Tasks, and Focus
on Mathematics. In doing so, we can gain insight into important characteristics that will be
useful in creating effective teacher-development programs that empower teachers and support
collaboration, in order to facilitate students’ mathematizing and promote student learning. This
has important implications for curricula and pedagogy for schools and teacher education
programs, as well as for college and university curricula.
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Abstract
Increasingly throughout North America, Deaf and Hard of Hearing (D/HH) children are
accessing education in their local neighborhood schools via an inclusive education model.
However, the majority of classroom teachers have had no teacher education about how to create
a learning environment that is meaningful and adapted to the visual learning and visual language
needs of D/HH students. This study reports on an on-going research and capacity building
initiative designed to identify and support the professional development (PD) training needs of
Alberta teachers working with D/HH students in inclusive learning environments. Survey data
collected from a large-scale needs assessment was used to inform the development of: a) a
Summer Institute series providing “Just in Time” training to school teams working with D/HH
students, b) a “Weekend with the Experts” PD Workshop Series, and c) a web-based educator’s
toolkit with online tutorials and educational resources. In this paper, key findings of this Alberta
initiative will be articulated and their significance to inclusive educational practices in Deaf
education will be discussed.
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Professional Development for Classroom Teachers:
Supporting Inclusive Practice for Deaf and Hard of Hearing Learners
In Alberta, many students who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing (D/HH) attend their

neighborhood school and it is the classroom teacher who is charged with daily instruction and
program planning. Many of these teachers have had little or no previous experience working
with a student who is D/HH. As well, many schools have very little understanding of the
supports and accommodations necessary to ensure the learning environment is in fact inclusive
(Kilanowski-Press, et al., 2010) for students who are D/HH. As the province of Alberta moves
forward with the Ministry of Education’s Action on Inclusion initiatives and the Setting the
Direction for Special Education framework (2010), it is critical that we develop a clear picture of
what inclusive education looks like for D/HH children and what mainstream teachers perceive as
their training needs in supporting D/HH students in inclusive learning environments.
In what follows, the results of a professional development needs assessment survey
carried out by the Minerva Deaf Research Lab (MDRL) at the University of Alberta will be
described. The Professional Development Needs Assessment Survey was developed to identify
current and future professional development needs of teachers of children and youth who are
deaf or hard-of-hearing and conducted as part of an ongoing province-wide capacity building
initiative funded by Alberta Education. A description of the key findings from the needs
assessment is outlined. The results of the needs assessment were used to inform the development
of three kinds of professional development opportunities for educators around the province of
Alberta. The remainder of the paper will briefly describe these PD opportunities which include a
Summer Institute series providing “Just in Time” training to school teams; a “Weekend with the
Experts” Workshop Series, and an online e-resource/ educator’s toolkit.
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Method
Data was collected using an online survey questionnaire developed by the MDRL. In
addition, Alberta educators participating in the 2011 D/HH Summer Institutes provided paper
and pencil feedback on ongoing PD needs in Alberta. The educators who participated in the
survey were recruited through advertisements issued through provincial school jurisdictions; the
Alberta Deaf Educator’s Network and the MDRL contact lists. The online survey was sent to 5
regions in Alberta including Northern Alberta (i.e., Grande Prairie, Athabasca, Slave Lake, &
surroundings), Central Alberta (i.e., Edson, Red Deer, Rocky Mountain House, & surroundings),
Southern Alberta (i.e., Cardston, Crowsnest Pass, Fort MacLeod, Lethbridge & surroundings),
the Edmonton capitol region, and the Calgary region. Data was collected between May and
August 2011.
In total, 191 Alberta educators provided input identifying professional development
needs and opportunities that would be welcomed and online resources that would be beneficial.
This included 110 members of teaching and learning support staff in the province of Alberta who
completed the online questionnaire, as well as 81 Alberta educators participating in the 2011
D/HH Summer Institutes.
Demographic data: Participants were asked about demographic information, including gender,
location, role, education, years of teaching experience, and years of experience working with
learners who are D/HH.
• Participants: Over ninety percent of respondents were female. The majority of
respondents were teachers (52.7%), followed by itinerant teachers and consultants
(9.1%), certified deaf education teachers (4.5%), educational audiologists (3.6%),
guidance counselors (3.6%), and early childhood special education specialists (1.8%). In
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addition, one parent completed the survey (0.9%), and 23.6% of respondents fell into the
category of ‘other’ which included educational assistants, transliterators, principals and
school administrators, special education directors, literacy coordinators, and
psychologists.
• Urban vs. Rural community: Sixty percent of respondent reported working in urban
communities, while 40% of respondents reported working in rural communities.
• Education: 42.6% of respondents reported having a bachelor of education degree, while
24.8% reported having a master’s in education, and 4% reported having a PhD.
Additionally, 11.9% of respondents reported having a bachelor’s degree other than in
education, and 16.8% reported having a master’s degree in an area other than education.
• Teaching Experience: With regard to years of teaching experience, 9.4% reported having
0-2 years of experience, 9.4% reported having 3-5 years of experience, 15.1% reported
having 6-9 years of experience, 17.9% reported having 10-15 years of experience and
48.1% reported having 16 years or more of experience.
• Years of Experience working with D/HH students: As noted above, the majority of
respondents were experienced teachers, however when respondents were asked how
many years of experience working with students who are D/HH 43.1% reported having
0-2 years of experience, 23.9% reported having 3-5 years of experience, 12.8% reported
having 6-9 years of experience, 10.1% reported having 10-15 years of experience and
10.1% reported having 16 years or more experience.
Data Analysis: Data from the survey were thematically coded. These thematic codes were
clustered around larger concepts. The goal of the analysis was to interpret information through
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the coding system in order to reveal general patterns in data. These patterns are presented as
headings in the key findings/discussion section below.

Key Findings
A number of key findings, themes, strategies and PD concerns resonated across the
responses of participants in this sample. For the purposes of this paper, the results have been
structured into two broad categories: 1) Professional Development Needs and 2) Effective Online
PD Resources and Supports. The key findings below are not ranked in order.
Professional Development Needs
Survey participants were asked to identify what kinds of information and professional
development (PD) opportunities would be most beneficial in supporting them in creating
inclusive classroom learning environments with learners who are D/HH. Responses were
categorized into 4 main themes: a desire to have PD in sign instruction; an interest in curriculum
resources and teaching strategies; strategies in classroom management; and a desire to learn
more about available technologies. Participants also elaborated on what delivery mechanisms for
PD opportunities they would like to see available.
• American Sign Language (ASL) Instruction: The greatest number of respondents noted
that they would like sign courses, in ASL. Some respondents specifically noted that they
would like information on how to balance ASL with oral instruction, and how to connect
ASL with English literacy. In the summer institutes this theme arose as well. Educators
specifically mentioned the need for learning the basics of ASL in order to facilitate more
direct communication access with their students.
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• Curriculum Resources and Teaching Strategies: In terms of curriculum and teaching
strategies, respondents expressed that they need information on several areas including:
how to modify and adapt lessons to meet the needs of students who are D/HH;
understanding the challenges of hearing loss; how to best support students language
acquisition and strategies to teach literacy; and curriculum delivery and assessment tools.
• Classroom Accommodations: With regard to classroom accommodations, respondents
identified that they would like information on classroom interaction strategies, ideas
about classroom modifications, information on how to work with educational aides and
interpreters, information on how to facilitate peer interaction, and knowledge on how to
address the social/ emotional needs of students who are D/HH.
• Assistive Technologies: Lastly, respondents indicated that they would like information on
technology and how to use available assistive technologies to better support access to the
classroom environment. Attendees of the summer institutes found this topic to be
essential as well.
Additionally, respondents identified the delivery mechanisms and types of professional
development opportunities that would be most beneficial. Opportunities for onsite PD, access to
online courses and tutorials, workshops, guest speakers, and funding for masters level training
were most frequently reported. Some participants also mentioned that they would like more
networking opportunities with other professionals, and funding to attend conferences.
Effective Online PD Resources and Supports
When respondents were asked what kinds of online resources would help support the
education of learners who are D/HH, answers fell into 5 main categories: resources for teachers
and parents; language and communication resources; curriculum-based resources; resources for
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students; and resources supporting classroom accommodations. Each category is explained
briefly below.
•

Resources for teachers and parents: Respondents noted a need for online resources
designed specifically for teachers and parents. Respondents expressed that information
on cochlear implants research, access to other schools or programs, visual aids, parent
support networks, a website with centralized and unbiased information, and speaker
podcasts would all be helpful.

•

Language and Communication resources: Next, in terms of language and
communication resources, numerous respondents identified that signing courses and
tutorials would be of value. Additionally, participants expressed that sign-word
dictionaries, Signed stories, and access to videos with closed captioning are needed.

•

Curriculum-based resources: With regard to curriculum-based resources, respondents
identified that information on language and literacy skills would be helpful, as well as
online information guiding auditory training and speech practice.

•

Student Resources: Survey respondents further identified that online resources designed
specifically for students would be beneficial. They noted that interactive websites,
networks for students, and websites with educational programming could assist learners
who are D/HH.

•

Classroom Accommodation Resources: Finally, respondents also identified the need for
online resources dedicated to classroom accommodations and supports. Specifically, they
noted that understanding the role of educational interpreters in the classroom was needed.
In addition, it was noted that strategies for differentiating language and literacy
instruction, troubleshooting strategies supporting assistive technologies, and ideas on how
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to adapt classroom activities to promote interaction and social skills development would
be valuable.

Implications for Action on PD Needs
The Minerva Deaf Research Lab (MDRL), at the University of Alberta took the
responses to Needs Assessment Survey data and used it to inform the development of three kinds
of professional development opportunities for educators around the province of Alberta. These
were: a) a Summer Institute series providing “Just in Time” training, b) an ongoing professional
development Workshop Series, and c) a web-based educator’s toolkit with online tutorials. Each
is described briefly below.
• D/HH Summer Institute Series: The Summer Institute Series is focused on providing
“Just in Time” training to school teams who will be working with a student who is deaf
or hard of hearing for the first time in the upcoming school year. Teachers
(accompanied by their school support team) participate in a one or two-day orientation
led by experienced Teachers of the Deaf, and Educational consultants from around
Alberta. Two Summer Institutes have been held to date, and the results have shown
great promise. In the summer of 2011 “Just in Time’ institutes were held in three
regions of the province with over 80 educators in attendance. In the summer of 2012, a
two-day ‘Just in Time’ institute was hosted in Edmonton, Alberta with teleconference
capabilities to several regions throughout the province. Due to the success of these
initiatives, MDRL has secured additional funding to offer additional ‘Just in Time”
training for teachers of students who are Blind and Visually Impaired (B/VI) in 2012
and 2013.
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• “Weekend with the Experts” Workshop Series: This professional development
workshop series was named “Weekend with the Experts”. These professional
development activities take place in the form of both workshops and webinars. The idea
behind the Weekends with the Experts is to enhance implementation of inclusive
practices for D/HH students in Alberta schools. The MDRL has hosted two events to
date. The first, a symposium on Dual Sensory Loss, focused on “The Emotional Brain
& Child-Guided Assessment Strategies” with Dr. Jan van Dijk (Emeritus Professor,
Radboud University, Nijmegan, Netherlands) and the second, a two day intensive
workshop on “Functional Assessment & Positive Behaviour Support in Classroom
Settings”, with Dr. Brenda Fossett (BCBA-D, University of British Columbia).
• MDRL Educator’s Toolkit: This web-based e-resource/Educator’s toolkit is a collection
of online training tutorials, tip sheets, research briefs and quick links to other resources
that provide information and helpful suggestions for creating positive learning
environments for students who Deaf or Hard of Hearing (D/HH).


Toolkit Features (http://mdrl.educ.ualberta.ca):
•

MDRL Building Brighter Futures! Tutorial Series is a collection of accessible,
brief, online trainings created by instructional leaders working in the field of
Deaf Education. The tutorials are designed to familiarize teachers with
research-based and promising practices that facilitate the inclusion of students
who are d/Deaf, hard of hearing, deafblind, or DeafPlus (deaf with cooccurring developmental disabilities) into various inclusive learning
environments.
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•

MDRL Resources is a database hosting a collection of MDRL tip sheets and
research briefs and provides quick web links to help parents and school
personnel locate provincial, national and international resources on teaching,
learning and assessment for D/HH students.

Conclusion
This paper reported findings from a province-wide professional development needs
assessment survey aimed at investigating Alberta educator’s perceptions of their teaching and
learning needs for supporting deaf students in their inclusive classrooms. Most of these
educator’s had more than 10 years teaching experience, and had little to no previous experience
teaching a deaf student. Responses to open-ended survey questions revealed that their perception
of the key professional development needs included access to information and training on sign
language supporting direct communication with their student, understanding the educational
implications of hearing loss and what curriculum-based resources and teaching strategies would
enhance their practice, alongside the need for training in the use of assistive and accessible
learning technologies that support D/HH students in the classroom.
Data from the PD needs assessment was then used to inform the development of three
kinds of PD opportunities intended to assist the capacity building efforts of educational
institutions, school, agencies and individuals who work with students who are deaf or hard of
hearing (D/HH) in inclusive learning environments in Alberta. A “Just in Time” Summer
Institute series supporting school teams working with a deaf or hard of hearing student in the
upcoming school year was developed and has been implemented throughout the province since
2010. A “Weekend with the Experts” workshop series including face to face learning
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opportunities and online webinars was launched in 2011. Finally, a web-based e-resource in the
form of an Educator’s toolkit was developed and launched in the summer of 2012. Resources for
the Educator’s Toolkit will be added to on a regular basis. Ultimately, the goal in the creation of
these professional development opportunities is to promote positive learning environments, not
only for educators, or students who are D/HH, but also for entire schools and school districts.
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Abstract
There is mounting interest in the area of adolescent literacy and how to remedy the
issue of the millions of students in North America who are unable to read and write well
enough to achieve basic academic success. Alberta is no exception. Although learning to
read and write are foundational to the early elementary school grades, often little is done
to support the ongoing growth of student literacy in grades 4 to 12. Despite this, youth are
in need of direct literacy instruction throughout their schooling, in order to master the
complex and unique texts that are presented in the various content areas such as
Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies, to name a few. Furthermore, some students
still require more basic reading interventions, for which teachers in middle and high
schools are often unprepared to provide. Clearly change is needed. Professional
development, along with improved policy, are central to remedying the problems in
adolescent literacy.
This presentation reports on an ongoing teacher professional development program
focused on building capacity of secondary educators in the area of adolescent literacy.
Through a series of summer institutes, online courses, and continued research and
development , our Advancing Adolescent Reading Initiative (AARI) project aims to
equip middle and high-school teachers with the knowledge to help foster adolescent
reading development and to become leaders of literacy within their respective schools. In
this presentation, key findings of this Alberta initiative will be articulated and their
significance to professional development practices and the conditions that make PD
successful will be discussed.
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Moving the Needle on Adolescent Literacy through Teacher Professional Development

There is mounting interest in the area of adolescent literacy and how to remedy
the issue of the millions of students in North America who are unable to read and write
well enough to achieve basic academic success. Alberta is no exception. Although
learning to read and write are foundational to the early elementary school grades, often
little is done to support the ongoing growth of student literacy in grades 4 to 12. Despite
this, youth are in need of direct literacy instruction throughout their schooling, in order to
master the complex and unique texts that are presented in the various content areas such
as Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies, to name a few. Furthermore, some students
still require more basic reading interventions, for which teachers in middle and high
schools are often unprepared to provide. Clearly change is needed. Professional
development, along with improved policy, are central to remedying the problems in
adolescent literacy. The following paper reviews the issues surrounding adolescent
literacy, provides the results of a needs assessment conducted with teachers from Alberta,
Canada and discusses the ensuing professional development program known as the
Advancing Adolescent Reading Initiative (AARI). The AARI project aims to equip
middle and high-school teachers with the knowledge to help foster adolescent reading
development and to become leaders of literacy within their respective schools.
The Issue
In the last few decades, significant concern has been raised over the state of
adolescent literacy in North America. This concern stems largely from data provided in
two American reports released in the 1980s. A Nation at Risk (National Commission on
Excellence in Education, 1983) reported that “about 13 percent of all 17-year-olds in the
United States could be considered functionally illiterate” and “nearly 40 percent cannot
draw inferences from written material; only one-fifth can write a persuasive essay; and
only one-third can solve a mathematics problem requiring several steps” (p. 11). The
1984 Report Card from the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP, 1985)
confirmed the National Commission’s statements when it indicated that gains in reading
for thirteen- and seventeen-year olds had either flat-lined or increased insignificantly
since 1971 (as cited in Jacobs, 2008).
Despite the call to pay attention to adolescent literacy, until the late 1990s, the
focus on literacy remained on developing effective primary-grade reading instruction and
materials, and addressing early reading difficulties (Jacobs, 2008). Finally, in 1999, the
International Reading Association (IRA) issued a position statement on adolescent
literacy (Moore, Bean, Birdyshaw, & Rycik, 1999) which called out the ways in which
adolescents have been short-changed and outlined seven principles to promote adolescent
literacy growth. The authors emphasized the fact that adolescent literacy problems are not
simply something that can be prevented by early literacy strategies, but that adolescents
need to be guided to advanced stages of literacy. They noted that:
The need to guide adolescents to advanced stages of literacy is not the result
of any teaching or learning failure in the preschool or primary years; it is a
necessary part of normal reading development. Guidance is needed so that reading
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and writing develop along with adolescents’ ever increasing oral language,
thinking ability, and knowledge of the world.
Early childhood literacy helps children to develop a sense of confidence and
competence in dealing with print. Children move from developing automaticity and
fluency to being able to comprehend, compose, converse, and think critically about text.
As children move to middle school, literacy becomes increasingly complex and
demanding, and adolescents must become more sophisticated in their use of language in
order to comprehend, compose, and think critically about text. Today, the possibilities for
adolescents to use literacy in print and non-print contexts are unprecedented (Vacca,
1998). With technological changes, the way we communicate and disseminate
information is transforming with the use of computers and electronic devices. Adolescent
literacy development is therefore of utmost importance because it helps to shape the core
strategies by which adolescents learn to negotiate meaning and think critically about the
texts in their lives (Vacca).
Little has been done that has changed the state of literacy among adolescents.
NAEP results from 2002 indicated that about 25 percent of eighth- and twelfth-grade
students read below basic levels and that more than six million adolescents have been
“left behind” academically (Alliance for Excellent Education, 2005). Furthermore, the
NAEP data from 2007 demonstrate that scores have changed little in the last twenty
years, with literacy achievement scores for adolescents remaining static (Jacobs, 2008).
In Canada, the current state of adolescent literacy is similar. The 2003 Adult
Literacy and Life Skills Survey indicated that while 58% of adults aged 16 to 65 in
Canada possess skills in the top three literacy levels considered necessary to meet
everyday reading requirements, about 15% of Canadians scored at the lowest level one,
indicating they had significant difficulty reading. The survey also showed an apparent
decline in literacy scores for young people aged 16 to 25 between 1994 and 2003
(Literacy BC, 2006). These results are highly concerning since our current economy
demands that Canadians have superior literacy skills. Literacy BC reports that the lack of
improvement in literacy over the years has resulted in gaps in our workforce in key
occupations. And, without intervention, the quality of life for many Canadians and the
stature of Canada in the world economy are likely to deteriorate.
Adolescent literacy differs from earlier reading, as the focus turns from learning
to read to reading to learn. As such, adolescents require more sophisticated and specific
kinds of literacy support for reading in the content-areas. Reading in content areas
presents special problems because if you do not know content you will have a difficult
time understanding the texts, and if you don’t understand the texts you are unlikely to
learn content (Lee & Spratley, 2010).
Without ongoing literacy instruction, students who are behind in reading when
they enter the middle grades likely will never catch up. And those who do read and write
at grade level can easily become students who struggle to understand their textbooks and
other academic materials. Since students must obtain most knowledge through reading,
lack of adequate literacy skills hinders academic progress in all subjects. And, once
students enter the middle school, little is offered in terms of strategies such as
scaffolding, hands-on learning, individualized assistance, or technology-mediated
instruction known to assist struggling readers (Literacy BC, 2006). Astonishingly,
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although the importance of this issue has been highlighted since the 1980’s, we are still
grappling with how to change the state of adolescent literacy in our school systems today.
Despite the current crisis related to adolescent literacy, there is research that
describes what is needed to help develop competent readers within middle and high
school systems. Literacy does not simply improve by having students read more;
strategic intervention and instruction are required (Moats, 1999). Sound instruction must
be based on an understanding of the many variables that influence literacy development
such as developmental variables; social, cultural, and linguistic variables; instructional
and assessment variables; and professional development variables (Phelps, 2005).
Research has also responded to questions about how best to instruct literacy to
adolescents. For instance, there is a substantial body of evidence that exemplifies the
success of direct instruction in comprehension (Alvermann & Moore, 1991). That is,
when teachers explicitly explain and model a comprehension strategy such as questiongenerating or summarizing, followed by guided practice and independent practice and
with continued feedback and discussion, students of varying abilities and backgrounds
have been able to learn and use the strategy with positive effect on their reading and
writing development. Despite research supporting various methods or techniques, there is
no one foolproof method or instructional strategy that will improve the literacy of all
adolescents. Instead, successful literacy instruction is tailored to the particular needs of
students, teachers, schools, and communities. It is multi-faceted and takes into account
developmental, social, cultural, linguistic, and instructional variables (Phelps, 2005). It is
critical then that teachers have the knowledge, skills, resources, and are supported in their
own ongoing development, so that they may support the growth of this critical skill in
youths.
What is Needed for Teachers
Adolescent literacy development is facilitated by experienced and effective
teachers (Phelps, 2005). Unfortunately, it has been found that many middle school
teachers do not feel prepared to meet the needs of their struggling readers (Bryant et al.,
2000). And despite the critical importance of reading for all academic success,
universities typically offer just one single course in reading to perspective teachers
(Moats, 1999). With just one lone course, teachers cannot be expected to know all there is
to know about how to effectively teach reading, with the complexities that comprise good
reading instruction, including, but not limited to motivation, language structure,
assessment, comprehension, reading psychology and development, and so forth (Moats,
1999). Additionally, few of today’s textbooks for teacher preparation contain information
about the known relationships between linguistic awareness, word recognition ability,
and reading comprehension. Nor do they explain basic concepts such as the differences
between speech sounds and spellings, or the role of phonology in reading development
(Moats). Considering these facts, it is not surprising that content-area teachers feel illprepared for the task of advancing literacy.
Furthermore, due to the way teachers have been taught and the culture of schools,
many content-area teachers resist incorporating literacy instruction into their teaching due
to the belief that literacy instruction is ‘outside of their domain’ and that there is
insufficient time to help all struggling readers (O’Brien, Stewart, & Moje, 1995).
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Positively, however, it has been found that most teachers are eager to attend
professional development opportunities to learn new strategies (Bryant et al., 2001). It is
therefore critical that these professional development opportunities are provided, and that
they are relevant, and of high quality. As recommended by Moats (1999) in Teaching
Reading is Rocket Science: What Expert Teachers of Reading Should Know and Be Able
to Do:
Teachers need ongoing professional development that has topical
continuity, practical application, and opportunities for collaboration with peers.
These professional development experiences should be linked to continuous inclass coaching.
Currently there is a lack of organized professional development opportunities for
teachers in Alberta. Although some institutions in the United States, such as the National
Writing Project and Project CRISS (Heller & Greenleaf, 2007) have started to provide
online professional development, and summer institutes, there remain insufficient
opportunities to effectively change the state of adolescent literacy in Alberta. For a
significant change to occur, professional development must be organized in an effective
and systematic way in order to raise the knowledge, skill, and expertise of all middle and
high school teachers.
Professional Development: What Works
Studies have shown that partnerships between university- and school-based
professionals are seen as effective for promoting successful use of reading strategies
(Bryant et al., 2001). The combination of teachers sharing their personal knowledge and
receiving expert knowledge leads to effective professional development. Additionally,
expert knowledge can also be provided through support meetings and in-class support
structures (e.g., modeling, coaching), which have been received favourably by teachers
(Bryant et al.). Optimistically, it has been found that when teachers receive intensive and
ongoing professional support, many content area teachers find a way to emphasize
reading and writing in their classes (Heller & Greenleaf, 2007).
Content-area teachers are tasked primarily with teaching content-specific
material, thus they need to be provided with the means to examine why and how reading
strategies can facilitate content-area learning. Following dialogues about how literacy
affects content-area learning objectives, teachers can begin to understand the symbiotic
relationship between reading and learning as meaning-making processes, and how the
learning strategies they use to teach their content also serve as a means to improve
students’ comprehension, vocabulary, and study skills without interrupting content-area
learning (Jacobs, 2008).
In a study examining professional development for content-area teachers, Bryant
et al. (2001), made several observations. First, they found that teachers reported that lowreading abilities were a dominant theme, with students struggling with basic reading
skills (e.g., decoding, vocabulary, comprehension). They found that opinions of
inservices were high, although teachers felt that they needed more time to be able to
implement learned strategies within their classrooms. It was also effective for teachers to
have a shared understanding of goals for their students, and when this was accomplished,
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teaming was an effective model for promoting collaboration and planning among general
and special education teachers. They also found that there was a strong call for buildingand district-level support to help teachers implement reading strategies programs in their
classrooms. Finally, teachers were able to see the effects of the strategies on students’
learning through overt student behaviours.
Alberta Needs Assessment
In 2011, teachers from across Alberta responded to an online adolescent reading
needs assessment survey conducted by the University of Alberta researchers. The
questions surveyed teacher needs and views on various professional development
opportunities. A total of 289 surveys were completed and 68 surveys were partially
completed. Below is a summary of the responses.
• 95.5% said that they did see students struggling in reading;
• 84.7% felt challenges in supporting struggling readers because of time
constraints due to curriculum demands;
• 34.2% reported that their school timetable had no flexibility to find the time;
• 48% reported that they lacked the knowledge regarding reading strategies to help;
• 63% reported that there where too many struggling readers to devote time to each
student, and
• 23.5 reported that there were other challenges that they faced when helping
struggling readers.
The teachers were asked if they had taken a course or in-service in adolescent reading and
29.8% reported they had taken courses beforehand while 66.8% reported that they had
not taken any previous courses. When asked what areas regarding adolescent reading the
teachers would like to know more about respondents wanted more information about, in
order of importance, teaching struggling readers, subject area reading instruction, reading
assessment and evaluation methods, understanding reading difficulties/disability, and
understanding reading acquisition and development.
When asked what would motivate participation in an intensive professional
development program to help teachers foster adolescent reading development,
participants responded that support for tuition and travel and covering topics of personal
interest were their top concerns. Receiving an increased salary for their work and being
granted university credit for their work were generally in the middle range of responses.
The lower range consisted of receiving a certificate or diploma and being able to take
non-credit courses for professional development.
In terms of suitable course delivery, participants responded most in favor for
asynchronous online delivery while synchronous online delivery came as the runner up.
Weekend courses via video conferencing and summer school at the University of Alberta
campus were similar in preference though far below the online options while weekend
courses at the University of Alberta campus were least favored.
Participants were asked what topics they would like covered in a professional
development program. The results were as follows:
• 83.8% wanted topics focused on teaching struggling readers,
• 73.2% wanted topics covering subject-area reading instruction,
• 64.3 wanted topics regarding reading difficulties and disabilities,
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62% wanted topics regarding reading assessment and evaluation methods, and
50.4% wanted topics regarding understanding reading acquisition and
development.
The respondents, reiterated that time constraints and costs associated with travel and
accommodation would be hindrances to attending sessions at the University of Alberta
campus, but 76.1% said that they could commit to a one week summer institute. In
addition, 20.6% said that they could commit to two weeks, and 3.4% said that they could
commit to three weeks.
•
•

Advancing Adolescent Literacy Initiative (AARI)
The needs assessment confirmed plans already in place at the University of
Alberta. With this information the research team developed a framework for a two-year
professional development program. AARI is a comprehensive training program that has
been developed for Alberta educators teaching in grades 7-12. Currently, a pilot program
is being offered to two cohorts of teachers from across the province. The first cohort will
complete the two-year program in June 2013 and the second cohort will be finished in
June 2014. Online delivery, weekends with the experts, and summer institutes are some
of the ways in which the AARI pilot program is delivered. Once the pilot cohorts
complete the program, AARI will be made available to all Alberta school jurisdictions.
AARI will provide teachers across subject areas with advanced knowledge on how
to: (1) teach reading skills as part of content area instruction; (2) identify students who
need additional reading instruction; and (3) implement evidence-based reading
instruction and interventions across the curriculum. In order to serve the diverse needs of
teachers in Alberta, the AARI program will be offered in a variety of delivery formats,
and during various times of the year. The goal of AARI is to close the gap on adolescent
literacy and to provide teachers with the knowledge they need to continue to teach
literacy across the subject areas.
The AARI program will be delivered in modules that will provide a step-by-step
process for teachers to obtain the knowledge and skills they require to be able to teach
literacy as part of content-instruction, identify students who need additional reading
instruction, and implement evidenced-based reading instruction in the classroom. The
modules are outlined as followed:
Module 1 – Introduction to Progress Monitoring:
This module focuses on collecting, understanding, and using literacy assessment data
effectively to inform curriculum and instructional practices across disciplines.
Module 2 – Language Foundations for Teachers
This module is designed to increase participants’ knowledge of oral language and its
importance for reading and literacy development in adolescents.
Module 3 – Word Reading and Instruction
This module provides teachers with a working knowledge of normal and abnormal
development of word reading and reading comprehension and how to improve them.
Module 4 – Reading Comprehension and Instruction
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This module emphasizes exploring reading strategies that support learning across the
content areas. It focuses on the basic principles of data-informed decision-making,
including how to collect data that is relevant for improving reading instruction for
secondary students.
Module 5 – Cultural and Linguistic Diversity and Reading: English Language
Learners (ELLs)
This module is designed to increase participants’ knowledge of effective teaching
strategies to address ELLs’ literacy difficulties and the importance of teaching and
learning strategies for literacy development in adolescent ELLs.
Module 6 – Cultural and Linguistic Diversity and Reading: First Nations,
Métis and Inuit
This module looks at the importance of relationship building to engage FNMI
students, and teaching strategies that work with different kinds of FNMI learners.
Module 7 – Discipline Specific Reading and Curricular Demands
This module examines the specific language demands and prevalent discourse for
each of the core disciplines.
Module 8 – Instructional Coaching and Literacy Leadership
This module is intended to support AARI teachers as they take on literacy leadership
roles in their schools.
Essential Conditions for Professional Development
Successful implementation of professional development is possible when
education stakeholders share responsibility to address the seven essential conditions –
shared vision, leadership, research and evidence, resources, teacher professional growth,
time, and community engagement. These conditions have been researched by Thomas
Guskey (2000), and adopted by Alberta Education. They are considered to be important
conditions for successful implementation of professional development. As outlined in the
document A Guide to Support Implementation: Essential Conditions, written by Alberta
Education (2010), these conditions imply the following.
First, shared vision means that stakeholders share an understanding of, and
commitment to, the intended outcome(s). This means that: there is a shared vision
collaboratively developed with and endorsed by stakeholders; and, the shared vision is
articulated and communicated to stakeholders, is evident in the implementation of the
plan, and is reviewed on an ongoing basis. The AARI program has involved key
stakeholders throughout and there is wide acceptance of the model.
Second, leadership implies that leaders at all levels have the capacity to champion
the shift from the current reality to the intended outcome(s). This means that: current and
future leaders are being supported and developed; leadership roles and responsibilities are
articulated; leadership activities support the vision; current and future leaders collaborate
to build their leadership capacity; leaders are working towards sustaining
implementation; and plans are in place to support leaders’ ongoing professional growth.
A goal of the AARI project is to build leadership capacity in the area of adolescent reading.
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Third, current research, evidence, and lessons learned inform implementation
decisions. This means that: data is being collaboratively and systematically collected and
analyzed for the benefit of all learners; data is being used to inform implementation
planning and evaluation at the classroom, school, jurisdiction, school board, and
provincial levels; data is being shared among stakeholders; and expertise is being
developed in terms of effective uses of data to support implementation. In AARI,
research has guided all development of content material. In addition, ongoing
evaluations are conducted with the pilot cohorts and appropriate modifications are made.
Fourth, human resources, materials, funding, and infrastructure are in place to
realize the intended outcomes. This means that: there is capacity for change, that the
budget to support change is in place; and strategies are being employed to authorize,
acquire, and/ or develop the necessary resources. The AARI project team has emphasized
to school superintendents the importance of having necessary supports in place for
participating teachers. Most of the school districts have committed resources to support
the teachers involved.
Fifth, teacher professional growth is supported so that teacher knowledge, skills
and attributes are enhanced through ongoing professional learning. This means that: the
needs of the teacher, school, system and province are being addressed through
professional learning; current research, evidence, and lessons learned are informing
professional growth planning and the design of professional learning opportunities.
Participants in the first AARI cohort are effectively implementing strategies derived from
the modules. They report changes in their classrooms and they attribute these to the
AARI program.
Sixth, time is provided to support implementation. This means that: change is
reflected in the implementation plan as it relates to the time required to affect change;
strategies are in place to ensure that each stakeholder group has the time they need to
successfully implement and sustain the change; the overall implementation timeline is
known and revisited; and the time requirements and timelines for specific tasks or events
within the implementation plan are known. The AARI program has taken a giant leap
away from one-shot professional development. The program consists of 8 modules taken
over two years. It provides foundational knowledge and the time for implementation and
reflection.
Finally, community involvement means that parents, school councils, students,
community members, businesses, industry and post-secondary institutions are partners in
supporting implementation. AARI is currently working with stakeholders in leadership
roles, but once the pilot program is complete, more stakeholders will be involved.
In Summary
The crisis in adolescent literacy today is one that has been known for decades, and
yet there has been a failure to remedy this issue. Current literacy scores among
adolescents in North America are eerily similar to those from the 1970’s. We are only
beginning to recognize the ongoing literacy development needs of our youth, and the
critical importance of addressing these needs so that students can become competitive
contenders in the highly literate global markets and workforce of the 21st Century. After
the foundational aspects of reading are learned in the early elementary grades, there is
still a great deal of discipline-specific literacy skills that must be learned throughout the
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middle and high school years. At the same time, those students who have failed to grasp
the more foundational aspects of reading must have the opportunity to learn these basic
skills, or there is little chance of their success in any of the content areas. In order for
students to be able to learn the literacy skills needed to navigate the increasingly complex
texts in the various content areas, teachers must have a solid understanding of literacy
development, and how to teach reading within their specialized subject areas. The longignored importance of adolescent literacy means that most middle and high school
teachers have received little in the way of reading instruction and often know little about
the crucial relationship between literacy and the content of their subject areas. Thus,
intervention at the level of schools and teachers is required. Professional development
must present teachers with the opportunity to increase their knowledge about reading and
writing, as well as how to teach these components to students.
Fortunately, research has demonstrated that provided the right conditions,
teachers are receptive to learning these new skills, and given the time and resources, are
able to implement learned reading interventions within their classrooms. Importantly,
teachers must be provided with the conditions that allow them to participate in
professional development and to incorporate new learnings and interventions.
The goals of the AARI project are to begin to remedy the long-neglected aspects
of adolescent literacy in Alberta. Through a series of summer institutes, online courses,
and continued research and development, the purpose of AARI is to equip middle and
high-school teachers with the knowledge to help foster adolescent reading development
and to become leaders of literacy within their respective schools. AARI will provide
teachers across subject areas with advanced knowledge on how to teach reading skills as
part of content area instruction, identify students who need additional reading instruction,
and implement evidence-based reading instruction and interventions across the
curriculum.
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Many of today’s leaders reflect on the frustration and time lost from feeling illprepared for their position, it is important to develop leadership initiatives that supplant
future leaders with the curriculum necessary to excel in their roles and support the
organization with an understanding of shared vision. In a changing educational
environment steeped with uncertainty and broad-based skills, today’s leaders require a
broad set of skills to emerge as effective leaders that can combat the ongoing internal
and external challenges to colleges. Given a diversity of pathways to leadership, it
becomes critical to provide effective programs for preparing todays leaders for the
multitude of responsibilities that they will face. With declining resources to higher
education institutions, leadership development programs of the future must be both
effective and cost-efficient. As research demonstrates, site-based programs yield
greater returns on investment. However, it is critical that site-based programs identify
measurements for their leadership programs that incorporate the needs of the
organization as well as the specific outcomes for its participants.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, I discussed design principles of a simulated teaching game for teachers to teach utilization of ways
of thinking in individual subject area. I emphasized ways of thinking because I felt the necessity of constructing
a new subject pedagogy for cultivating students’ problem-solving abilities, and I considered that they become its
core elements. As a framework to design the game, I adopted the gaming simulation technique “briefing ->
game play -> debriefing.” In this framework, the purpose of game play is to collect data to conduct a debriefing
discussion; that is, teachers learn not through the actual game play, but in the debriefing process. For this
purpose, I constructed design principles to develop the game board as follows: Teachers are provided with
lesson plan choices, both appropriate and inappropriate. The appropriateness of the choices are changed
according to the level of the learning objectives, such as knowing examples of utilization of ways of thinking or
applying them for generating solutions. To collect data for the debriefing discussion, I express a student’s model
of knowledge acquisition by the semantic network that has a name corresponding to ways of thinking as its
attribute.

KEYWORDS
Teacher Education, Secondary School Education, Pedagogical Content Knowledge, Ways of Thinking in
Individual Subject Areas, Simulated Teaching Game, Instructional Activities Game, Lesson Study

INTRODUCTION
The Need for Establishing New Subject Pedagogies
In recent years, educational reform has been progressing rapidly in many countries. The first aspect of
reform is to assure the student’s academic achievement. For this purpose, the governments of many countries
have defined a national standard, and many international associations of education have established competency
standards for different subject areas. After introducing these standards, many countries conducted nationwide
achievement tests in order to evaluate students’ degree of achievement, and some countries attempted to use the

test results for school assessment.
The second aspect of reform is closely connected with the first, reconsideration of the nature of ability and
competency that students should acquire and cultivate. Particularly, it becomes more important to carry out
problem solving by acquiring the necessary knowledge rather than simply memorizing it (OECD, 2009).
Development of information and communication technology (ICT) in our societies is deeply related to this
change (Loveless & Wegerif, 2004). In addition, several studies on learning science, instructional design,
educational assessment, and teaching or learning support systems have backed this up.
The third aspect of reform, teacher’s professional development, comes as a result of the first two aspects
discussed above. In many countries, the competency standard for teachers has been defined in the same way as
the academic competency standards for students, and they have gradually come to be used for teacher evaluation
and teacher promotions at some institutions. On the other hand, some countries, like Japan, have introduced a
teacher’s license renewal system and have even debated raising the teacher’s license qualification to a Master’s
course level (Task Force for Teacher’s Professional Development, 2012). One reason that governments require
quality assurance of teachers is the current teacher shortage in the U.S. and Western Europe (Ingsoll & Smith,
2003). However, in Japan, many candidates take the examinations for teacher employment—about six times the
number of teachers who were employed in both permanent and part-time positions in 2011 (Tabata, 2012). The
Japanese government has tried to change the teacher education system for other reasons as well. According to a
report by the Task Force for Teacher’s Professional Development, there are three main reasons for teacher
education reform in Japan: (1) the quality of university instructors who teach teacher promotion courses, (2) lack
of practical activities in teacher promotion classes, and (3) insufficient study time in relation to increasing
demands and roles for teachers in schools.
Although the situations of Japan and other countries differ, to make the three above-mentioned educational
reforms successful, I consider that it is necessary to establish subject pedagogy or pedagogical content
knowledge (PCK) and to support researchers and university instructors who take in part of this field. Although
teacher education curricula in the U.S. and Western European countries have greatly emphasized pedagogy, in
secondary school education, PCK as well as content knowledge becomes very important. Because the teacher
shortage is due, in part, to the high attrition rate of new employed teachers, promoting their PCK may support
their choice to continue in a teaching career. On the other hand, in the Japanese teacher education curriculum for
secondary schools, content knowledge of individual subject areas is emphasized over pedagogy (Stern &
Matsuda, 2010). This emphasis translates into a teacher-centered style of instruction in secondary schools;
teachers focus on instilling content knowledge and are often unable to satisfy the social demands to cultivate
students’ problem-solving abilities. Therefore, the importance of subject pedagogy (PCK) is increasing today.
However, persons who have sufficient knowledge of pedagogy and a subject area as well as practical teaching
experience are rare. According to the minutes of the Task Force for Teacher’s Professional Development, Abiko
(2012) stated that the present subject pedagogy (or teaching method of individual subject area) in teacher
education courses is no longer useful. Instead, a new subject pedagogy (PCK) must be constructed.

The Need for and Effects of Teaching Ways of Thinking in Individual Subject Areas
Although the larger picture of PCK is outside the scope of this article, I consider that ways of thinking in
individual subject area (Matsuda, 2012a) should be set as the core. This idea is connected with Bruner’s (1960)
idea of “structure.” Because Bruner’s idea is strongly influenced by Piaget’s theory of developmental
psychology, it is most likely closely connected with the idea of scheme. However, ways of thinking have
essentially different features from their corresponding ideas, because “structure” and “scheme” are acquired as a
result of learning, but ways of thinking are tools for learning and problem solving that function to gain

“structure” and “scheme.”
For example, the Computing Curricula 1991 of ACM/IEEE-CS (1991) identified 12 “recurring concepts”
that frequently emerged in the discussion of a computer science curriculum but were not included as contents of
any particular subject. These might be identified as “structures” of this field. However, I have never met any
student teachers who reported learning such concepts in their computer science classes. In fact, the informatics
curriculum for secondary education, developed by UNESCO (2002) with the cooperation of IFIP, does not seem
to intend to teach these concepts at all. “Structure” is analogous to “acceleration” in a physical phenomenon. As
force is applied to an object, the object will accelerate. However, one cannot apply acceleration directly to the
object. On the other hand, in order to observe and predict object movement, one must pay attention to the
object’s acceleration.
Bruner and modern constructivists as well as cognitive psychologists consider that learning is not mere
acquisition and memorization of knowledge but a complex process that consists of translation and re-creation of
information and reconstruction of knowledge. Based on this idea, it is important for students to be aware of a
variety of methods and tactics to perform these cognitive activities and to be able to choose the most appropriate
one in each situation. Although Vygotsky (1986) emphasized the role of language as a tool for learning,
language is too general to discuss its role in learning in individual subject area. I consider that ways of thinking
have the appropriate level of abstraction as tools for learning. As far as my colleague and I tried to teach 13
items of “informatic and systematic ways of thinking,” translated and reconstructed from the 12 “recurring
concepts,” to students, we confirmed the effect of teaching to cultivate their problem-solving abilities (Emoto &
Matsuda, 2007).
The role of ways of thinking is similar to heuristics in Bruner (1960), and various ways of thinking can be
classified into cognitive strategies according to Gangé’s classification of learning outcomes (Gangé et al., 2005).
Regarding this similarity, Bruner may oppose my idea to teach ways of thinking explicitly because he
considered that training to use heuristics hinders students’ intuitive thinking. However, our implementation of
teaching ways of thinking revealed that ways of thinking require repeated explicit instruction to promote
students’ utilization of them and to enable students to create ideas and alternatives to solve problems more easily
(Matsuda, 2012a).
Nevertheless, I am not entirely opposed to Bruner’s potential wariness of explicit instruction. There are
various issues to consider, including effective instruction methods, relevant examples, and ways of encouraging
students to utilize the ways of thinking. In addition, students must have sufficient prerequisite domain
knowledge to successfully implement the ways of thinking. With this in mind, I propose to study these issues
and construct a teacher education system based on the study outcomes.

PURPOSE
My previous work identified ways of thinking that should be taught in individual subject area, such as
mathematics, science, and history, and examined the effects of teaching them (Matsuda 2012b). The research
focused on methods of instructing students. In this paper, however, I discuss a method of training teachers to
enable them teach utilization of appropriate ways of thinking in individual subject area. Although I previously
proposed a method focused on instructional design exercises (Matsuda, 2009), this method was quite difficult
for teachers to master. Therefore, in this paper, I propose a new method that is based on the “lesson study”
approach (Stigler & Hiebert, 1999) but does not include the “planning the lesson” step. For the proposed method
to be implemented successfully, I consider the difficulty of performing lesson study in the classroom because
there are few examples of lessons in which a teacher appropriately teaches students about ways of thinking.

Therefore, I intend to design a virtual “lesson study” system based on the Instructional Activities Game (IAG)
system (Matsuda, 2005), using its Simulated Teaching Game (STG) mode.

SIMULATED TEACHING GAME OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES GAME
The IAG system can perform two game types: a Decision-Making Game (DMG) and an STG. The DMG is
an executer of game boards presented as a state-transition diagram. Although the DMG can be used as an
e-learning platform for general purposes, it was originally developed for the following purposes: (1) to develop
gaming simulation e-learning materials and (2) to provide student teachers with an exercise to create their own
lesson plans for holding virtual lessons in the STG.
The STG was developed to simulate a virtual lesson on the basis of plan data for each lesson, in order to
replace the microteaching approach of Allen and Ryan (1969). An STG game board is represented as a set of
production rules. Every rule of the game board is described by a combination of the following: (1) rule ID, (2)
conditions for rule activation, (3) questions for the user, (4) dialogue interface and options, (5) rules for updating
variables, and (6) rules for providing feedback. The game flow is controlled by a lesson plan that comprises a
sequence of steps. At each step, the system saves the data obtained in that step along with the variables, which
are used to represent the lesson situation or retain the user’s responses, in its working memory. These are then
compared with (2), the conditions for rule activation, for every rule, and if any rule is activated, its
corresponding action that consists of (3) to (6) is executed. Although lesson plans executed in the STG can be
created by a user in the DMG, as mentioned previously, it is also possible to manually create more complicated
lesson plan data embedded with several contents and methods of instruction that are used for conducting
discussions with users in order to change their concept of what constitutes good lessons.

Figure 1
Examples of a lesson simulation in the STG.

FRAMEWORK OF THE SIMULATED TEACHING GAME FOR THE PURPOSE OF
LESSON STUDY
A Framework based on Both Lesson Study and Gaming Simulation
Lesson study is a school-based method of teachers’ professional development performed in Japan for many
years and now frequently used in other countries (Villegas-Reimers, 2003). However, while lesson study has

spread in the world, its use has decreased in Japan, especially in secondary schools. One reason for this is the
reduction of the school sizes due to a low national birthrate. When schools had large student populations, each
school had two or more teachers in individual subject area. However, recently, there has been only one teacher
per subject area. This makes it difficult for teachers to discuss their instructional practices with other teachers at
the same school or to attend lesson studies held at a neighboring school, given their varied teaching schedules.
As a result, when a lesson study is held in a Japanese secondary school, its topic is often shifted from instruction
in individual subject area to ICT use for instruction, morality instruction, career education, or dietary education,
topics commonly taught by all teachers. In order to change this situation and hold a lesson study to improve
instruction in individual subject areas, it is recommended to set the lesson study topic as “method of instruction
for ways of thinking in individual subject area in order to cultivate students’ problem-solving abilities” as a
common theme for all teachers in a school.
According to Yoshizaki (1988), there are five approaches to lesson studies in Japan: self-reflection,
communication analysis, cognitive psychology, instructional design, and group discussion. Among these, the
last is most popular in Japan and has been introduced to foreign countries. According to Stigler and Hiebert
(1999), the procedure of lesson study consists of the following eight steps: (1) defining the problem, (2)
planning the lesson, (3) teaching the lesson, (4) evaluating the lesson and reflecting on its effect, (5) revising the
lesson, (6) teaching the revised lesson, (7) evaluating and reflecting again, and (8) sharing the results. This
framework resembles that of gaming simulation, repeating “briefing -> game play -> debriefing.” This fact
suggests that utilization of the IAG system designed based on the gaming simulation technique is suitable for the
purpose of lesson study.
On the other hand, if the upper framework of the IAG system is to be realized as it is, it should be noted
that the method of Matsuda (2009, section titled “Purpose”) was almost similar to the style described above:
“Designing lesson plan in the DMG” -> “Holding virtual lesson in the STG” -> “Receiving feedback from the
STG” -> “Revising the lesson plan in the DMG” -> “Retrying the virtual lesson in the STG.” However, this
approach was quite difficult for teachers to implement because they usually did not design lesson plans in such a
detailed way as to be able to simulate it on a computer. In addition, in real lesson studies, the advisory teacher
who is sufficient to provide advice on lesson planning and to reflect on the lessons usually attends the activity.
However, few teachers are qualified to take on the lead role of a lesson study on utilizing ways of thinking. In
fact, as far as I am aware, many cases of practical lessons have been introduced in magazines and books for
teachers, but none of these are appropriate for the task at hand. This means that Steps (1) and (2) of the lesson
study procedure should be omitted in this study.
Therefore, I determine to create and offer lesson plans and ask teachers to perform the virtual lessons at
Step (3) based on my plans. In this case, there is no room for a discussion at Step (4), as the teachers would
teach virtual lessons only by following my lesson plans. Thus, it becomes necessary to provide teachers with a
set of choices, both suitable and unsuitable, at important scenes. Note that the purpose of performing virtual
lessons is not to develop teaching skills but to collect data for discussions. In other words, according to the
principle of gaming simulation technique, learning should be conducted not in game play (virtual lessons) but in
debriefing (reflection). Therefore, during the virtual lessons at Step (3), the system does not return feedback to
prompt teachers to improve their instruction. To collect data that will be useful in the debriefing discussion, it is
better to utilize students’ virtual responses for examining the intentions and expectations of teacher’s actions.
In this paper, I discuss where I should ask teachers for decision-making in the lesson plan and what kind of
choices should be offered at certain scenes, in order to carry out Steps (3) and (4) under the above-mentioned
procedure. This is because different teachers may make the same selection but with different intentions or
expectations. Moreover, student responses may differ, and whether their response is appropriate or not may
depend on an action for students’ unexpected responses. Therefore, I also discuss what kind of student responses

I should offer. These points must be considered in order to design the STG game board, and the ultimate
conclusions depend on the facilitation principles of Step (4). Additionally, because design principles of the
second cycle—Steps (5) to (7)—depend on its purpose, as I will mention in “Future Perspectives,” I focus the
discussion on the above points in the first cycle.

Design Principles of the STG Game Board for Lesson Study to Teach Utilization of Ways of
Thinking
When teaching about ways of thinking, it is necessary to vary the teaching method according to the level of
the learning objectives. In this study, I posit the following objectives, from lowest to highest level: (1) to know
ways of thinking with their appropriate usages and examples, (2) to identify cases where they should be used,
(3) to apply them for generating ideas and finding clues to solution, (4) to analyze cases where they function
effectively or uselessly for finding clues to utilize them, and (5) to acquire domain knowledge by utilizing the
relevant ways of thinking as well as reconstructing knowledge to utilize ways of thinking easily and effectively.
It is important for students to choose ways of thinking themselves and to be able to utilize them
appropriately without teacher’s suggestions. In order to make this possible, instruction must be performed in an
orderly sequence corresponding to levels (1) to (5) above. Although, in an early stage, the teacher may need to
take initiative and direct students to use certain ways of thinking, the students should gradually be given
opportunities and be prompted to judge which ways of thinking are better for a certain situation. In the latter
case, teachers should choose appropriate problems and supervise student activity, paying attention to individual
differences and advising students who struggle to utilize ways of thinking appropriately. Of course, there are
many alternative methods of giving advice, ranging from explicit instruction to suggestion, and teachers should
choose which method is most suitable for each student.
It is important to consider how ways of thinking are learned in relation to the domain knowledge that
should be utilized with them. For example, Matsuda (1993) defined mathematical ways of thinking as shown in
Figure 2. I consider that, in order to effectively utilize these ways of thinking, mathematical knowledge should
be memorized in the form corresponding to them, as is shown in Table 1.

Figure 2
Mathematical ways of thinking defined by Matsuda (1993).

Table 1
Example of Expected Form of Mathematical Knowledge Appropriate to beUutilized with Ways of Thinking:
Trigonometric Ratio.
Examples in

-indirect measurement of height of a pyramid, a tree, and so on

Daily Life

-calculating the angle of slope that has ten percent inclination pitch
-calculating height of wall or distance to mountain by using length of ladder or aerial tramway
and angle of its slope

Meaning by

shape of rectangular triangle is determined by the value of an acute angle

words

(in other words, ratio of two edges in rectangular triangle is consistent unless its size)

Name

ratio of BC/AB (a/c) is called sine or “SEI-GEN” in Japanese

Formula

ratio of BC/AB, a/c, height/ hypotenuse, or opposite-side/hypotenuse is represented as sinA

Numeric

values of sin, cos, tan corresponding to 30, 45, 60 [degrees] = …..

examples
Figures

B

representing

c

rectangular
triangle

A
Range

C

B

a
b

C A

B A

C

0≦sin, cos≦1

According to this hypothesis, I express a student’s model of knowledge acquisition in the game board by
either the semantic network or frame that has a name corresponding to these ways of thinking as its attribute or
slot. Then, I will evaluate in virtual lessons whether teachers give adequate explanations and perform student
evaluations in order to make students conscious of such relationships. Moreover, in order to evaluate teachers’
actions, it is necessary to prepare a function in the game board that generates a choice for teachers to distinguish
suitable instruction based on this model and traditional (inappropriate) instructions. Furthermore, when asking
teachers to reflect on the effects of their instruction, feedback should be focused on whether students can
memorize domain knowledge in the form of Figure 3 and can utilize them with the related ways of thinking.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
This project is ongoing. In this paper, I defined the general framework and design principles of the STG
game board for lesson study to teach utilization of ways of thinking in individual subject areas. However, I need
to develop a game board and conduct formative evaluation to examine its effect on teachers’ instruction as well
as its effect on student learning. I originally developed the STG game board to train teachers to perform
problem-based instruction in mathematics (Matsuda, 2011); the original game board will become a template for
the new one. The main aim of developing a new game board is to propose a method for representing a model of
knowledge acquisition and a way of generating choices for instructional practices independent of lesson
contents, that is, embedding lesson contents into lesson plan data.
In this paper, I discussed the design principles of Steps (3) and (4) of the lesson study. The purpose of these
steps is to draw teachers’ attention to the necessity of instruction that promotes students’ utilization of ways of
thinking in individual subject area in order to cultivate their problem-solving abilities. I can consider various
purposes for conducting the second and subsequent cycles of lesson study, such as the following: to teach

lessons on various topics, to teach lessons with different levels of learning objectives, as mentioned in the
previous section, and to repeat the same lesson so that student teachers master the teaching skills. Therefore,
studies should be conducted to identify a framework to determine the effective sequential order of various
purposes of games. Moreover, although in this study I propose to carry out a virtual lesson study in an
individualized setting, I consider that it is necessary to conduct Step (8), sharing the results, in a
computer-supported cooperative learning (CSCL) setting. This will provide teachers opportunities to share their
experiences within a group in order to identify principles of improvement for their lessons. The discussions will
provide clues to improve the simulated teaching games.
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Abstract

The purpose of this stud y is to present a series of procedures that enable
beginners in info rmation literac y to learn the basic m ethods of collecting
and processing info rmation pertaining t o information literacy. Merel y
learnin g th eories on information literacy is insuffici ent for acquiring a
sense o f info rmatio n literacy. It is im portant to know whether these
theories are actuall y applied in corporations and the manner in which
they are us ed. Fo r this purpose, it is necessar y to obtain information on
the functionin g of actual corporations. Securities reports are suitable
media for determining the prevailing trends in actual corporations. In
today’s

world,

a

sophisticated

information

and

communication

environment ex ists that facilitates the collection and processing of
articles in securities repo rts from onli ne dat abas es. This study shows
how undergradu ate students who are beginners in informati on literac y
studies learn th e bas ics of the subj ect.
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Abstract
Preface
This paper aims to explore a principal’s leadership via Jürgen Habermas’ Theory
of Communicative Action (Theorie des Kommunikiativen Handelns). A qualitative
case study is presented. Data-gathering devices are in-depth interviews, field
investigation, and literature review. The study objects are assumed pseudonyms as
“the Principal Lotus,” “the Lotus elementary school,” and “the Lotus village” when
consider the ethics in qualitative research.
Principal Lotus comes from the majority in her country, voluntarily serving in a
remote indigenous elementary school. However, what she encountered is a village in
poverty. With low academic achievement, weak ethnic identity, and broken family
background, those children lead a life without hope.

Study Results
Starting her steps from “understanding”, Principal Lotus strived for
communicating with villagers every day. She wanted to know their situations. The
way that she conducted accorded with the theory of communicative action which
Habermas stated. Considering intelligibility, truth, genuineness, and rightness, she
was clever at building ideal speech situations (ideale Sprechsituation) and employing
the illocutionary component to facilitate the communication. Fortunately, Principal
Lotus and the villagers “came to an understanding.” Thus, ideology among ethnic
groups dispelled, rational consensus reached, cordial cooperation promoted, and
significantly, children’s academic achievement had greatly advanced. Furthermore,
hand in hand, they rebuilt the schoolyard and finished the project of “The
Comprehensive Community Building” which featured indigenous traditional culture.

Nowadays, the Lotus village leads a better and happier life than before. The villagers
thought that they were “subjects.” There was no “object-domination.” Therefore, the
villagers had great esteem for Principal Lotus’ “respecting the others”. They, hence,
entitled her as the 7th Chieftain. The researcher thinks that the key to Principal Lotus’
successful leadership is the way she communicated with the villagers. And it is the
point that Habermas revealed in his theory of communicative action.

Conclusion
The scholarly significance of this paper: First, it manifests that Habermas’
theory of communicative action is not a Utopia – a castle in the air. It could be
practiced as educational praxis. Second, Principal Lotus is an example to other
principals who serve in multiracial schools. Third, “Respecting the others” could
build harmonious relationship among ethnic groups. And this is the core value of
multiculturalism in this world.
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ABSTRACT
Two primary methods are used to create lecture videos for distribution on the Internet: (1) showing only a
recorded video image focusing on a teacher; (2) incorporating a synchronized lecture slide presentation into (1).
However, while both methods benefit teachers in decreasing the burden of creating the lecture videos, they have
corresponding disadvantages for students, such as poor interactivity and presence, leading to a decrease in
learners’ concentration and understanding. In order to compensate for these disadvantages, it is necessary to
develop methods of prompting learners to engage in active learning: for example, performing rehearsal activity
for memorization, interpreting information more deeply, and anticipating what will be explained, in order to
reconstruct acquired knowledge. Lecture videos require more intentional instructions than real lessons, and this
raises a dilemma for the teacher— whether to process the lecture videos already recorded, or to make new
lecture videos for distribution. In this study, therefore, we use lecture information (the results of teacher’s
speech recognition, lecture slides, and handouts, etc.) to estimate aspects such as the flow of explanation, topic
groupings, and important content, as well as to set intentions to prompt learners to perform active learning
throughout. We further propose a technique of incorporating an animated teacher, instead of a lecture video, into
the slide presentation, in order to promote learners’ active thinking.

KEYWORDS
E-learning, Distribution of Lecture Videos, Image Processing, Animated Teacher Agent, Open Course Ware

INTRODUCTION
Recently, many institutions, including universities and governments, have begun distributing lecture videos
on the Internet to support individual e-learning. Open Course Ware (OCW), initiated by Massachusetts Institute
of Technology in 2003, has proved particularly popular, because it is unique in providing free distribution and is
authorized by an educational institution. According to a survey, more than 200 institutions from 35 countries

around the world participated in OCW in the summer of 2010 (Fukuhara, 2010). In Japan, the Japan
OpenCourseWare Consortium was established in 2006, and it now has 23 out of 780 Japanese universities as
regular members.
Two primary methods exist of creating lecture videos for distribution on the Internet: (1) showing only a
recorded video image focusing on a teacher and (2) adding a synchronized lecture slide presentation to (1).
While both methods benefit teachers by reducing the burden of creating lecture videos, corresponding
disadvantages exist for students, such as poor interactivity and reality, resulting in a decrease in learners’
concentration and understanding. In addition, when (2) is used, it is necessary for learners to divide their
attention between the recorded image and the slide presentation.
To resolve the former issue, it is necessary to develop methods that prompt learners to engage in active
learning, for example, performing rehearsal activities for memorization, interpreting information for deeper
understanding, and anticipating forthcoming explanations for reconstructing acquired knowledge. For this
purpose, lecture videos require more intentional instructions than real lessons. With regard to the latter issue,
however, any method combining lecture slides with the lecture video would provide an effective solution, such
as embedding teacher animation into the lecture slide or alternating a lecture slide and teacher video at particular
time intervals. To solve both issues, one must determine whether teachers should utilize the lecture videos
already recorded or make new lecture videos for distribution. Because most Japanese universities lack support
staff for research and education, teachers are solely responsible for everything from making lecture videos to
editing and distributing their lectures online. However, ways to make some part of the process automatic can be
found be examining previous studies. For example, Onishi and Fukunaga (2004) and Yokoi and Fujiyoshi
(2005) have proposed methods for alternating teacher (narrow-angle image) and classroom (wide-angle image)
videos automatically according to lecture activities such as writing on the blackboard, presenting slides, or
delivering a speech. If a lecture slide is presented instead of a teacher video or the classroom video is changed to
the teacher video, students can pay attention to the slide effectively. In addition, Sakamoto et al. (2008) have
suggested incorporating the lecturer’s image, extracted from the teacher video, into the slide video
automatically. However, these methods increase the burden on teachers, because of the need to record two types
of lecture videos. Moreover, even when a lecture video is added, Japanese teachers rarely use animated gestures
or facial expressions when giving slide-based lectures, so learners hardly to feel presence.
Various problems exist for teachers distributing lecture videos in Japan. Therefore, few lectures on OCW
provide lecture videos. For example, although there are 1,171 lectures on Tokyo Tech OCW, only two of these
provide lecture videos.

Figure 1: One major style of lecture video distribution
Instead of using teacher videos, in this study, we propose a method of adding an animated agent on a slide.
This idea is similar to a method that uses a “pedagogical agent.” According to Chou et al. (2003), pedagogical
agents are often used for distance learning and self-learning to enhance the sense of reality and/or social
presence in the classroom environment. In addition, Lester et al. (1997) have confirmed the educational effects

of using pedagogical agents, and Takeuchi et al. (1999) have revealed that learners interact with each of these
agents as though they were human.
To our knowledge, to date, a pedagogical agent has usually been provided as a functionality of an
e-learning system, and its behavior has not been dependent on content but on the situations and responses of
learners. In contrast, this study intends to use an animated teacher that behaves like the teacher in the lecture
video. Therefore, the animated teacher’s behavior must correspond to the content of lecture slides and speeches.
Additionally, given Moreno et al.’s (2001) finding that learners prefer the agent to have a human voice rather
than an artificial one, we prioritize the use of a teacher’s voice, recorded during a lecture, as the speech data.

PURPOSE
We used lecture information (results of teacher’s speech recognition, lecture slides and handouts, etc.) to
anticipate aspects such as the flow of an explanation, topic groupings, and important content, as well as to “set
intentions” to prompt learners to perform active learning throughout. We further proposed a technique for
incorporating teacher animation, instead of lecture videos, into the slide presentation, in order to promote
learners’ active thinking.

Figure 2: Example of screen image presented by this system

METHOD FOR SETTING APPROPRIATE INTENTIONS FOR EACH LESSON
SCENE
The first step is to develop a method for setting intentions to prompt learners to perform active learning in
the appropriate part of each lecture. For this purpose, we use lecture information to estimate aspects such as the
flow of explanation, topic grouping, and important content. Figure 3 provides an overview of this method. We
use information from lecture slides, teacher’s speech recognition, and handouts, where available, as input data
for the system.

Figure 3: Overview of the system
To use lecture slide data, we assume that teachers convert lecture slide files into PDF format, and the
system then extracts textual data from it. In addition, the teacher converts lecture slides, slide by slide, into a set
of GIF/JPEG/PNG files. The teacher also inputs x-y coordinates at the top-left position of each “segment” (a
different kind of object and group of texts divided by a linefeed) in a slide. This step is performed manually in
this study, when the teacher registers files in the system. However, we expect that such information can be
automatically extracted by applying Hayama et al.’s (2009) method. When a learner uses the system’s client
software, the server software provides slide information comprising textual and position data to the client and
uses the same for specifying an adequate position, to be pointed out by the animated teacher.
To use a teacher’s speech data, we assume that he/she registers it as a file in wav. format. The system then
automatically divides the file into utterances on the basis of all long silence and conducts speech recognition and
calculates the length of each utterance using “Julius,” the open-Source speech recognition Engine (Julius
development team 2002).
To use handout data, we assume that the teacher converts handouts into PDF format; the system then
extracts textual data from it. Because handout data are not used for presenting information on the screen but for
deciding the important points in the lecture, we only extract textual information relating to captions of all tables
and figures.
In the subsequent step, the system estimates (1) important points, (2) a part where the teacher provides
explanations, and (3) required thinking activities for learners:
- Important points: Words and content are two types of important points, emphasized on each slide
by the teacher’s explanation. However, this study focuses solely on important words, estimated by
evaluating the frequency of each word’s occurrence as well as the number of slides necessary to fully
explain the intended meaning of the word. In this study, we do not count general words as important.
In addition, important sentences, consisting of general words, are not extracted automatically,
although the teacher can mark them if necessary.
- Parts explained by the teacher: We estimate these parts using the method proposed by Matsuda et
al. (2011), which uses textual data extracted from both speech and slide data segmented by long
silence intervals and spatial layout within each slide respectively. First, nouns are extracted by using
morphological analysis of the slide data and then added to a noun list on each slide. Second, the
system checks whether each noun in the noun list on the current slide appears in the current speech. If

it does, a score is added to every segment that contains it. After repeating this process for every noun
in the list, the system determines the segment that scored the most highly as the part being currently
explained by the teacher. The ratio of correct speech recognition affects estimation of this step, and
we therefore need to examine its influence on educational effects in the formative evaluation. At
present, the correct estimation ratio of positions at which a teacher explains slides is 76% when using
phonetic transcription of speech. However, its ratio decreases to 48% when using the results of speech
recognition that has a 23% accuracy recognition ratio. Because these ratios are not very high, it will
be preferable to add the teacher’s animation only to secure parts, in which it is possible to estimate the
correct position.
Table 1: Rules for Setting Required Thinking Activities and Animation/Message
Intention

Features of a Scene
• Extract instruction words
like “here”
• Match the lecture slides
and the teacher’s speech

• Look at a particular part
• Indicate the part that the
teacher is explaining

• Pointing (3 kinds)

To look at a
specific part

• Frequency of word’s
appearance
• Number of slides that
contain the word

• Take notes
• Perform rehearsal

• Suggesting that
students take notes
• Suggesting that
students memorize
• Emphasizing
important points

• Extract the teacher’s
question on the basis of
speech recognition

• Anticipate what will be
explained
• Perform rehearsal
• Answer questions
• Perform self-explanation

• Asking
• Thinking

• Extract explanation with
examples (the speech not
containing the words
written on the slide)

• Relax and listen to the story
• Understand fully, using the
examples

• Conversing

To memorize

To think for
oneself

To
concentrate
on listening
to speech

Required Thinking Activities

Animation/Message

- Required thinking activities for learners: We roughly classified the teacher’s intentions into four
categories (Table 1), as learners can clearly distinguish them from each other by the different
movements of the teacher animations. In Table 1, “Features of a Scene” refers to key factors that
appear in the current teacher’s speech or lecture slide. They are used to determine the type of
intentions. “Required Thinking Activities” are the activities that the teacher wants (or that we want) to
encourage learners to perform, and “Animation/Message” is the summary of teacher animations. The
first intention is “to look at a specific part.” It prompts learners to look at the specific word or content
currently being explained by the teacher. In this case, the teacher says the word or content, for
example, “here.” We therefore use the animated teacher, who is pointing to the specific segment on
the slide, encouraging learners to look there. The second intention is “to memorize.” Here, learners
are prompted to memorize important words or content appearing on the slide, because they recur in
the following slides. When we prompt learners to memorize words, we use the animated teacher, who
suggests that learners take notes. Otherwise, we use the animated teacher to suggest memorizing the
content, or to emphasize its importance. The third intention is “to think for oneself.” It prompts

learners to anticipate upcoming content using their knowledge, recall and consider its relationship
with previously learned content, or think how to answer questions. The fourth intention is “to
concentrate on listening to speech,” which prompts learners not to look at the slide but to listen the
teacher’s speech. This intention is set in the following scenes: (a) the teacher explains the content of a
lecture slide using simple examples to promote understanding and (b) the teacher talks informally
about a story to recover the learner’s concentration. We use an animated teacher who speaks while
using gestures and is facing the learners.

METHOD TO GENERATE MOTIONS OF THE ANIMATED TEACHER
Using the intentions estimated by the aforementioned methods, the system generates an animated teacher in
the following way. If, for example, the system set as an intention the memorization of material, the instruction
prompted learners to take notes, memorize the contents, and perform rehearsal activities. Therefore, we
incorporate into the slide animated motions, as illustrated in Figure 4. In this figure, the box on the left hand side
conveys a suggestion for taking notes, the middle box conveys a suggestion to think for oneself or to generate
one’s own ideas, and the right-hand box conveys that certain content is important.
If we set an intention to focus on a specific part, the instruction should prompt learners accordingly. On the
basis of Pozzer and Roth’s (2003) definition of four pointing motions, we adopt three patterns, as shown in
Figure 5. In this figure, the left-hand box represents the pointing out of a specific area of content, or a picture,
which Pozzer and Roth called “highlighting,” the middle box represents the pointing out of a specific word,
which Pozzer and Roth called “pointing”; and the right-hand box represents the tracing of a line of text that
prompts learners to read the content on the slide,” which Pozzer and Roth called “emphasizing.”
The information necessary to make an animation comprises type of teacher animation, length of time of
display (equal to utterance time), and position of the segment the teacher is currently explaining.

Figure 4: Example of animated motions for prompting a learner “to memorize” content

Figure 5: Example of animated motions for prompting a learner “to look at a specific part”

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study proposed a new method for distributing lecture videos. We incorporated teacher animation
instead of lecture videos into the slide presentation, in order to promote learners’ active thinking. We roughly
classified instructions into five categories and decided on representative animations for each. We used lecture
information (results of the teacher’s speech recognition, lecture slides and handouts, etc.) to estimated important
words, and the teacher explained as well as set intentions to prompt learners to perform active learning
semi-automatically.
In the future, the educational effects of this system on university students should be empirically
investigated and compared to the procedure currently in use. Furthermore, multiple experiments should be
carried out to determine the most appropriate animation expressions on the basis of an examination of whether
the current animations convey the intended meaning.
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ABSTRACT
The new Japanese National Course of Studies for upper secondary schools places a high emphasis on
problem-based learning mathematics. However, Matsuda and Masuda’s (2011) assessment of textbooks that
would be published in 2012 for use in teaching the new curriculum showed that none of the textbooks provides
problems appropriately corresponding to the recent curriculum change. In order to improve this situation, we
developed a lesson plan and e-learning material corresponding to the purpose of the new curriculum and asked
teachers to implement them in practice lessons. This paper explained the design of our lesson plan and
e-learning material and reported the results of the practice lessons. Moreover, we discussed principles for
designing appropriate lesson plans and e-learning materials for problem-based learning based on our
experiences.

KEYWORDS
Mathematics education, Upper secondary school education, Problem-based learning, Mathematical views and
ways of thinking, Instructional Activities Game, E-learning

INTRODUCTION
The Issue of “Problem-based Learning” in High School Mathematics in Japan
Recently, many countries have sought quality assuranceof students’ academic achievement.
Simultaneously, the nature of ability and competency that students are expected to acquire and cultivate has
been changed from knowledge acquisition to problem-solving ability and information communication
technology (ICT) literacy. These shifts have required teachers to master innovative instructional methods and
promote development of instructional materials and tools to support the changes.
In Japan, in order to respond to the above demands, the National Course of Studies (NCoS) was revised in
2008, for the primary and lower secondary school levels and in 2009 for the upper secondary school level. The
revisions introduced “problem-based learning” into lower secondary mathematics, “Mathematics I,” as a
compulsory subject into upper secondary schools, and “Mathematics A” as an optional subject into upper

secondary schools. Though the past revisions of NCoS focused on improvement of subject contents, the
introduction of “problem-based learning” was intended not to add new subject contents but to make time for
performing authentic learning activities (Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
[MEXT], 2008 & 2009). This means that the introduction of “problem-based learning” prompts teachers to
improve their instructional methods. One reason for this demand is the low percentage of students who replied
affirmatively to the question, “Is the mathematical content of each lesson useful in daily life?” in a survey by
theNational Institute of Educational Policy Research (2007). The percentages of students who saw the value of a
“quadratic function” and “trigonometric ratio” were 6.7% and 12.0%, respectively.
However, it is doubtful whether “problem-based learning” will play its expected role in the new
curriculum, because no textbook authorized by MEXT provides appropriate problems for this activity, and no
student teachers have been able to create appropriate lesson plans (Matsuda & Masuda, 2011). In addition, we
could not find appropriate examples created by teachers in the magazine and books on mathematics education
published in Japan.

Mathematical Views and Ways of Thinking for Problem Solving
Japanese mathematics education has established the objective of promoting students’ utilization of
mathematical thinking. However, NCoS does not provide an explicit definition of this, and the objective has not
been achieved so far (Central Council of Education, 2008). Because the objective is expected to be
achievedthrough “problem-based learning,” we will present our definition of mathematical thinking.
There have been a number of studies on mathematical thinking, such as Polya (1945), Katagiri (1988), Ball
(2007), and Stacey (2008). In contrast with these studies, which emphasize the classifications of mathematical
thinking and tend to show many examples of their application, Matsuda (1993) emphasized the relationship
among them and the importance of a holistic view. As shown in Figure 1, when people address problems in
daily life scientifically, they are likely to use a number of tactics, which can be defined as mathematical ways of
thinking. They need to recognize that mathematical thinking must be conducted as a series of utilizations of
mathematical ways of thinking. In addition, people utilize mathematical ways of thinking in a parallel manner in
both the real world and the mathematical world. Moreover, in order to help inductive, deductive, and
generalized ways of thinking, mathematical views of thinking, such as viewing phenomena as functions,
recurrence formulas, or statistics, are useful.

Figure 1: Mathematical ways of thinking defined by Matsuda (1993)

PURPOSE
In this research, we discuss design principles for lesson plans and e-learning materials for “problem-based
learning” in mathematics based on the analysis of problems in textbooks and our previous studies of developing
e-learning materials for cultivating student’s problem-solving ability. Moreover, we develop an example lesson
plan and e-learning material, and ask teachers to implement them in practice lessons. Finally, we improve the
design principles based on the results.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF LESSONS AND E-LEARNING MATERIALS
As we mentioned previously, no mathematics textbook published this year provides appropriate problems
for problem-based learning. Before developing a new lesson plan and e-learning material, we must clarify the
factors to distinguish whether lessons, problems, and e-learning materials are appropriate or not. We consider
that these become a basis to construct design principles for new lessons, problems, and e-learning materials.
First, in order to implement an appropriate lesson, appropriate goal setting is required. “Problem-based
learning” is not intended to teach new mathematical knowledge, according to the National Course of Studies.
This means that even if it becomes necessary to collect and utilize new knowledge in problem solving,
“problem-based learning” does not set the objective of memorizing the knowledge itself. Rather, the purpose of
“problem-based learning” is to cultivate abilities to solve problems mathematically in our daily lives by utilizing
mathematical views and ways of thinking in the process. Because the subject “Mathematics I” in upper
secondary schools consists of four units including “quadratic function,” “trigonometric ratio,” and “statistic data
analysis,” instruction from both a functional and statistical view is required. Moreover, given the above
objectives of “problem-based learning,” it is also necessary to include the objective of promoting students’
interest in the advantage of utilizing mathematics in daily life and cultivating a positive attitude toward doing so.
These become important viewpoints that can help distinguish a good versus bad problem for problem-based
learning.
Next, we discuss how to choose a suitable problem for attaining these objectives. Firstly, the two main
reasons that Matsuda and Masuda (2011) judged that no textbook published in 2012 provides appropriate
problems are as follows: (1) The textbook problems have one specific correct answer, or (2) the problems are
not concerned with real daily life but instead are presented only in terms of the mathematics world. The latter is
contrary to the objective mentioned above, that of promoting students’ interest in the advantage of utilizing
mathematics in daily life. On the other hand, few professional teachers or student teachers understand the former
issue, and then they tend to choose this kind of problem for class use.
For example, a frequently selected problem pertaining to quadratic function raises the topic of free-fall
motion. This problem can be formulated using a quadratic function based on scientific theory. Therefore, if the
conditions are clearly established, the problem will have one correct answer. However, this kind of problem
solving should essentially be studied in physics; there is no need to learn it in mathematics.Moreover, because
students may be able to find the answer to such a problem immediately on the Web or by asking someone else,
they cannot grasp the necessity of considering ways of problem solving on their own. Therefore, we consider
that not scientific problems such as the one described above, but technological or social-scientific problems
should be chosen. Although it is important to cultivate the ability to think quantitatively based on various data
and using mathematical ways of thinking, many data do not have a clear model; thus, it is necessary to apply a
function approximately and to carry out prediction and interpolation. Therefore, this kind of problem is suited
for utilizing a functional view as well as a statistical view. We expect that such problems will become very

familiar for students in the future society, as ICT progresses and various types of information are distributed on
the Web.
On the assumption of setting up the above problems, we need to construct principles to design lesson plans
and instructional materials for supporting teachers. Firstly, in order to express that there is no specific correct
answer, it is necessary to emphasize that there could be many different answers corresponding to different
formulations of a problem and different data used for analysis. To do this, it is necessary to provide a problem in
the form of an ambiguous expression. Moreover, in presenting the data for analysis, it is necessary to show only
two or more data items or not to show all of the data from the beginning, but instead to show them
progressively.
In order to promote problem-solving ability, teachers must encourage students to think by themselves and
give them enough time to learn by trial and error. In order to achieve this, we consider that individualized
learning is desirable. Paper-based worksheets or e-learning materials are ideal for individualized learning. At
this time, we consider that using e-learning materials is more effective because these materials can help students
perform trial and error efficientlybased on the given data.
However, teachers should employ different instructional methods according to the purpose of the lesson,
such as whether the students should be guided toward a problem-solving method or practice its utilization. In the
former case, teachers must guide students in ways of coping with various difficulties that they may encounter in
problem solving. For this purpose, it is desirable to vary the problem conditions and to focus on presenting
opportunities for students to think and make judgments in various situations that they may encounter in real life.
Therefore, instructional materials should prompt students to make an appropriate decision given a set of choices,
without spending too much time on calculations, diagrammatizing, etc. On the other hand, in the latter case,
students need to generate various alternatives and make decisions about choosing mathematical ways of
thinking, methods to use them, including methods of calculation and diagrammatizing, and ways of interpreting
the results. For example, they should choose whether they use spreadsheet software or other tools in order to
perform calculations and diagrammatize efficiently. Teachers should prepare two or more data items on the Web
and a file sharing system.
Finally, the lesson designed for Japanese upper secondary schools should be able to be completed within 50
minutes. We consider that this is adequate time for students to complete one problem-solving activity. When
students do not manage to finish problem solving during a lesson, the meaning of their individualized-learning
gradually weakens.

DEVELOPMENT OF A LESSON PLAN AND E-LEARNING MATERIAL
Based on the above discussion, we have seen that the objectives of a lesson on “problem-based learning”
do not necessarily change so much among lessons. The main difference is whether the purpose of the lesson is to
guide students’ method of problem solving or to conduct an exercise for applying this skill to new problems.
However, both of these goal settings can be assigned to the same problem, i.e., after choosing the problem.
Therefore, it is better to give priority to the choice of a problem rather than goal setting when beginning the
lesson design of “problem-based learning,” unless teachers want to teach specific ways of thinking concerned
with topics, such as functional view and statistical view.

Choice of a Lesson Topic and Re-confirming the Lesson Objectives
In this study, when we conducted trial lessons for the formative evaluation mentioned in the next chapter,

there was a constraint that students had learned only the “quadratic function” in “Mathematics I.” Therefore, we
chose a problem to develop a new lesson plan and an e-learning material. However, as we mentioned previously,
we do not intend to use only quadratic function specifically, but to use several functions based on a functional
view.
Other example lessons concerning to this topic have previously been presented. They were also intended to
be used not only for teaching quadratic function: e.g. “predicting CO2 concentration” by Yamazaki and Matsuda
(2010) and “predicting the number of infected persons of a new type of influenza” by Someya and Matsuda
(2010). In both of these lessons, students performed a problem-solving activity to approximate the obtained data
by any function to predict the value of the future. The former emphasized introducing a functional view.
Therefore, it provided students with a variety of functions to approximate the given data and prompted them to
understand that even if the functions seem to be well applied to the given data, they are not necessarily good for
the purpose of prediction. The latter asked students to compare a functional view, approximating the overall
tendency of given data, with a sequential/differential view, approximating thelogical relation between
contiguous points of data.
Considering the constraintof the trial lesson, we focus on introducing a functional view as a preparation to
apply it in many problem-solving activities. Although Yamazaki and Matsuda (2010) as well as many others
used specific functions for extrapolation, we also treat interpolation. Much of the statistical data collected by the
government was taken every three or five years, and the data often summarize groups of people, such as every
5-years-old. In order to utilize these data, we sometimes need to conduct interpolation.
The problem we adopted to develop a new lesson plan was, “Which can I gain a better profit from,
employment immediately after graduating from upper secondary school or after graduating university?” This
problem was developed for a lesson on “Information Studies” and was used for instruction on how to utilize
spreadsheet software in a problem-solving activity (Matsuda et al., 2000). However, in our lesson, we used this
topic to teach about the functional view. In addition, we added the purpose of teaching a method for treating a
problem quantitatively, although it tends to be discussed qualitatively. In this problem, we prompt students to
consider how to evaluate “profit” mathematically. For this purpose, students need to use quantification and
specialization among the mathematical ways of thinking shown in Figure 1.
This problem starts from evaluating “profit” financially, paying attention to the difference of incomes.
After that, discussion can be deepened by the following directivity: (1) Take into consideration expenditures,
such as tuition, taxes, pension, and premiums, in addition to income; (2) assume several work ranges (When will
I retire?); (3)considerdifferent job categories and types of business; (4) discuss the influence of different sources
of data as well as differences in years of surveys; and (5) discuss different views of “profit” and methods to
evaluate them quantitatively, as well as methods to integrate multiple “profits.” Our lesson plan should be
designed to deepen discussion through some of these examples of directivity while taking into consideration
class time restrictions and the appropriate level of difficulty for tenth grade students.

Determining a Flow and Method of Instruction
In order to design a lesson plan and e-learning material, we referred to Savery’s (2009) Problem-based
Learning Approach to Instruction and Reigeluth’s (1979) Elaboration Theory. Firstly, based on the former, we
made a learning process cycle of the following four sub-processes: problem understanding, generation and
assessment of alternatives, decision making, and reflection. Furthermore, based on the latter, we constructed a
lesson plan by repeating the cycles with changing situations and a range of factors from simple to complex.
Although the number of repetitions changes with individuals, we designed each cycle to be as short as possible
so that all students can finish the minimum number of required cycles during the lesson.

The flow of the e-learning material is as follows. In the first cycle, we explain the basic policy, to evaluate
“profit” by financial value, show the annual income data of workers from 24 to 40 years old, and then prompt
students to compare the sum total (lifelong wages). In the second cycle, students are prompted to consider the
income earned by workers 18 to 24 years old to examine the case of high school graduates and the tuition for
obtaining a Master’s degree at a university. Because the data we showed in the first cycle do not include the
incomes of workers aged 18 to 24 years old, we guide the method of guessing them by applying a function to
the data. As alternative functions, we provide a linear function, quadratic function, irrational function,
logarithmic function, and exponential function, which can be chosenin Microsoft Excel for approximation. In
the third cycle, we prompt students to presume the income of workers over 40 years old in a similar way. In the
fourth cycle, we prompt students to consider expenditures other than tuition. In the fifth cycle, we prompt them
to consider different views of “profit.”
Each cycle consists of the following sub-process mentioned previously: understanding the problem,
generation and assessment of alternatives, decision making, and reflection. To aid the process of
understandingthe problem, we present data and then show different alternatives for problem solving from which
students may choose. In the case of Figure 2, we do not show income data for 18 to 23-year-old workers. Then,
we show the following alternatives: predicting unknown data by using any function, searching for the data on
the Web, and using the value given for 24-year-olds. We give the feedback, “The data is not necessarily found,
and even if you can find it, it is not necessarily consistent with current data” as the second choice and “Using a
specific value is to predict data by constant function, i.e. the special case of the first choice” as the third choice.
Therefore, every student predicts the unknown data by using a function of the next step.

Show the data

Select problem solution

Figure 2: Showing income data for 24 to 40-year-old workers
In the process of generation and assessment of alternatives, we prompt students to consider which function
is suitable to predict the required part of extrapolation and interpolation. Then, we show the chart and ask
students to choose an appropriate function. Next, we ask students to read numeric values of “f(x)” corresponding
to some “x,” for both the selected function and every other function. This activity is performed because some

students choose only the functions they have already learned. We intend to provide students with occasion to
look for a better function by understanding its feature even if they are not yet familiar with it.

(1) Linear function
(2) Quadratic function
(3) Logarithm function
(4) Exponent function
(5) Irrational function

Which function is suitable to predict the required part of
extrapolation and interpolation?

Figure 3: Asking a student to choose one of five functions

Read numeric values of f(x) for x=18,20,23

Figure 4: Asking a student to read numeric values of “f(x)” corresponding to some “x”
In the process of decision making, students choose the best approximate function. In the process of
reflection, they conclude which scenario yields more “profit” by using the predicted results. Following this, we
suggest that it is necessary to consider another factor.

Choose the best approximate function.
Figure 5: Asking a student to choose the best approximate function from five functions.
In the process of evaluation and reflection, we prompt students to consider whether the specific conclusion
we show is adequate or not, and we show as well as showing alternatives to consider other factors.

Conclusion and evaluation

Figure 6: Asking a student “Is it profitable to seek employment immediately after graduating from upper
secondary school?”

FORMATIVE EVALUATION
In July 2012, we performed practice lessons using the developed e-learning material for 192 tenth-grade
students (ages 15—16) who comprised five classes at the Tokyo Tech High School of Science and Technology.
The lessons took 50 minutes each and consisted of the following steps: (1) The teacher explained the purpose of

the lesson, (2) the students learned using the e-learning material, and (3) the teacher explained their summer
vacation homework. Therefore, we needed to design our e-learning material to finish by the third cycle, that is,
within 30 minutes, for all students. However, despite our best effort, seven students could not finish in the time
allotted. Therefore, in the following analysis, we use the data of 185 students.
We evaluate our e-learning material from the following three viewpoints. Firstly, one purpose of
“problem-based learning” is to prompt students to understand the usefulness of mathematics and a functional
view. Therefore, we asked the students to complete a pre-questionnaire and post-questionnaire that consisted of
the following items rated on a 5-pointLikert scale, from 1 “I do not think so at all” to 5 “I think so very much,”
to represent their opinions before and after using the e-learning material.
<Pre-questionnaire>
Q1. I think that it is more profitable to go on to graduate school.
Q2. I think that it is difficult to solve this problem mathematically.
Q3. I think that this problem is unrelated to the content learned in mathematics during the first term.
Q4. I wonder whether solving this problem will be is useful for the summer vacation homework.
Q5. I think that mathematics is useful in daily life if this problem can be solved mathematically.
<Post-questionnaire>
Q1’. I think that it is more profitable to go on to graduate school.
Q2’. I would like to investigate not onlyincome but also other factors.
Q3’. I understand that mathematical functions are useful to explain a familiar phenomenon.
Q4’. There were too many unknown functions to understand for me.
Q5’. I could review the content learned in the first term.
Q6’. I could understand how to perform problem-based learning over summer vacation.
Q7’. I would like to consider a familiar problem using mathematics by myself.
Q8’. I think that mathematics is useful and helpful in my real life.
We analyze the data as follows. Firstly, we calculate the average score of each item and identify the holistic
tendency. Secondly, we examine the relationship between items using cross-statistical tables. We also examine
whether the students understood our intention by conducting a paired t-test to analyze corresponding items of
the pre- and post-questionnaire.
As we mentioned in the Introduction, the ratio of students who replied “quadratic function is useful in daily
life” was very low. Among students, 83% responded affirmatively to Q5 “I think that mathematics is useful in
daily life if this problem can be solved mathematically” but only 23% responded affirmatively to Q2 “I think
that it is difficult to solve this problem mathematically” (Table 1). Therefore, we can conclude that the students
thought mathematics is not useful in daily life before the lesson
Table 1: Cross Table of Q2 × Q5
Q2 difficult to solve this problem mathematically

Q5 mathematics is useful in daily life if this problem
can be solved mathematically

Answer

1~2

3

4~5

3

4

38

3 I could not say either

1

5

28

4 I think so

11

8

94

1 I don’t think so at all
~

~

2 I don’t think so

5 I think so very much

However, after the lesson, 118 and 107 of the 141 students who had responded “I think so” or “I could not
say either way” to Q2 changed to “I understand that mathematical functions are useful to explain a familiar
phenomenon” (Table 2) and “I think that mathematics is useful and helpful in my real life” (Table 3),

respectively. These results suggested that our instructional material provided them with an understanding that
mathematical views and ways of thinking are useful to solve problems in daily life mathematically
Table 2: Cross Table of Q2 × Q3’
Q2 difficult to solve this problem mathematically

Q3' understand that mathematical functions
are useful to explain a familiar phenomenon

Answer

1~2

3

4~5

1

4

39

3 I could not say either way

2

7

25

4 I think so

7

7

93

1 I don’t think so at all
~

~

2 I don’t think so

5 I think so very much

Table 3: Cross Table of Q2 × Q8’
Q2 difficult to solve this problem mathematically
Answer

Q8’ mathematics is useful and helpful in my real life
1~2

3

4~5

1

6

37

3 I could not say either

2

8

24

4 I think so

6

18

83

1 I don’t think so at all
~

~

2 I don’t think so

5 I think so very much

In addition, 69 % (128 of 185) of students responded to Q7’ that “I would like to consider a familiar
problem using mathematics by myself.” This result showed that our purpose to raise their interests in utilization
of mathematics in daily life was achieved.
Furthermore, in September, every student submitted problems that they want to solve in “problem-based
learning” as their homework during summer vacation. We examined the educational effect of our e-learning
material by analyzing the problems they proposed. We found that 60% of them chose problems in daily life
(Figure 7). Therefore, through the experience of this lesson, they became interested in solving problems in daily
life mathematically and learned how to hypothesize, collect suitable information, and perform problem analysis
for problem solving.

13%

23%

7%

Problem of loss and gain
Problem about our lifves
probability of the case
Figure

20%
37%

Others

Figure 7: Classification of proposed problems that students want to solve in “problem-based learning”

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
In this study, we developed the e-learning material in consideration of a time limitation of 30 minutes, but
some students finished in less time, for example, 15 minutes. Therefore, we must review the design of the
e-learning material and consider that it is necessary to include additional contents. Specifically, we consider that
we should include detailed instructions on how to use the spreadsheet and a more detailed explanation of the
functions. In addition, a rubric should be developed so that students can evaluate themselves, and log data
should be provided as feedback to promote students’ self-reflection. Taking this into account, we propose to
reexamine the lesson design principles by developing another example of “problem-based learning.”
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Results

Purpose of Study

Current marketing strategies for kindergartens conformed to
this order: “people strategy”, “product strategy”, “place strategy”,
“price strategy” and “promotion strategy”.
“Providing nutritious and healthy meals, and paying
attention to the need of healthy diet for children” most fit in
product strategy. “Reasonable prices by following the pricing
regulation of Education Bureau” fit in price strategy most.
“Classrooms where are spacious and well-lit ” fit in place
strategy most. “Enhance communications between parents and
kindergartens by making use of a special telephone line, email
or communication book” fit in the promotion strategy most.
“Encourage teachers to pursue further education in order to
strengthen professional knowledge” most qualified for people
strategy.
Different attributes, size, locations, history of kindergartens
and educational level, age of kindergarten principals
represented a significant diversity in price strategy of marketing.
Principals from different attributes and location of kindergartens
had reached a momentous diversity in aspects of “product
strategy”, “price strategy”, “promotion strategy”, “people
strategy” and “total operation”. Principals from different size of
kindergartens also had reached a significant diversity in “price
strategy”, “promotion strategy”, “people strategy” and “total
operation”(table 1).

1. To understand the application of kindergarten marketing
strategies in Nantou County of Taiwan.
2. To explore the diversity of kindergarten principals with different
variables in applying marketing strategies.
3. According to the conclusions of this study, some
recommendations were proposed for educational administrative
authorities, public and private kindergartens, and future
researches.

The Research Model
Variables

Kindergartens’
Marketing
Strategies

1.Educational Level
2.Years of Experience
3.Age

1. Product strategy

4.Attributes of Kindergartens

2. Price strategy

5.Size of Kindergartens

3. Place strategy

6.Location of Kindergartens

4. Promotion strategy

7.History of Kindergartens

5. People strategy

Table 1 A marketing strategy comparison of kindergarten principals with different variables.

Research Framework

Research Questions
This research is based on the current marketing strategy applied for
kindergartens in Nantou County of Taiwan. According to the research
motivation and purpose, the questions of this research are listed below:
1.What is the current marketing strategy that kindergarten principals used
in Nantou County of Taiwan?
(1)What is the product strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
(2)What is the price strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
(3)What is the place strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
(4)What is the promotion strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
(5)What is the people strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
2.What is the diversity of marketing strategy executed by principals with
different background and school variables (educational level, years of
experience, age, attribute of kindergartens , size of kindergartens,
location of kindergartens , and history of kindergartens)?

Method
The

purpose of this research was to investigate the marketing
strategies of early childhood programs in Taiwan.
The researcher used a self-adapted questionnaire, “The
marketing strategies of kindergartens”, as the major research
method.
169 out of 188 questionnaires were valid (with a return rate of
89.9%).
Collected data were presented with descriptive statistics and
analyzed base on t-test and one way ANOVA.

Variables

product
strategy

Educational
Level

-

Years of
Experience

-

age

-

Attributes of
Kindergartens

Size of
Kindergartens

price
strategy
College and
below
(M=4.13)＞
Postgraduate and
above
(M=3.63)
3.44*
NS
31-40 years old
(M=4.14) ＞41-50
years old (M=3.74);
31-40 years old
(M=4.14) ＞
51 years old
(M=3.74)

Private
(M=4.29)
＞Public
(M=4.11)

-

Locations of
Kindergartens

City
(M=4.39)＞
Hsiang
(M=4.01);
Town
(M=4.30)＞
Hsiang (M=4.01)

History of
Kindergartens

-

Private (M=4.07)
＞Public
(M=3.58)

61-100 students
(M=4.01)＞
30 students and
below (M=3.54);
101 students and
above (M=4.15)
＞30 students and
below (M=3.54)
City
(M=4.01) ＞
Hsiang
(M=3.63);
Town
(M=3.89)＞
Hsiang
(M=3.63)
11-20yrs
(M=3.96) 1~10
yrs (M=3.65)

promotion
strategy

people
strategy

Total

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Private
(M=4.45)＞
Public
(M=4.20)

Private
(M=4.17)＞
Public
(M=3.88)

101 students
and above
(M=4.53)＞30
students and
below
(M=4.17)

61-100 students
(M=4.12)＞
30 students and
below
(M=3.84);
101students and
above (M=4.21)
＞30 students
and below
(M=3.84)

-

Private (M=3.83)＞
Public (M=3.38)

-

61-100
students (M=3.71)
＞
30 students
and below
(M=3.34);
101 students
and above
(M=3.89)＞
30 students and
below (M=3.34)

-

City
(M=3.86)＞Hsiang
(M=3.33);
Town
(M=3.73)＞Hsiang
(M=3.33)

-

-

City (M=4.50)
＞Hsiang
(M=4.14);
Town
(M=4.41)＞
Hsiang
(M=4.14)
-

City
(M=4.22)＞
Hsiang
(M=3.82);
Town
(M=4.11)＞
Hsiang
(M=3.82)
-

Suggestions
1. Make a budget for marketing and advertising to early childhood
programs .
2. Have creative kindergarten marketing campaigns and help establishing
each early childhood programs’ characteristics.
3. Change the passive role and become more vigorous in marketing
strategy.
4. Make use of media to promote early childhood programs’ marketing.
5. Pay attention to “people strategy” and build up a marketing strategy for
the entire faculty and staff.
6. Establish teacher’s organization or network platform and encourage
teachers to share their experience with others.
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Abstract
Many students believe that chemistry is a collection of concepts, facts, rules, and
equations that can be memorized and applied algorithmically to solve problems. They have
difficulty connecting and transferring between the three representations (macroscopic, submicroscopic, and symbolic) on chemistry, hindering their conceptual understanding of chemistry
concepts. Traditionally, a chemistry concept is taught in one of the three representations and as a
result some students performance is based on memorization of facts and solution of problems
using algorithms without having a deeper understanding of the concept. A hands-on activity
including the three representations was implemented at an undergraduate institution to
investigate if the hands-on activity is more effective than traditional instruction in increasing
students’ understanding of redox reactions concepts. The effectiveness of the intervention was
evaluated by students’ responses to a developmental assessment constructed for this study. The
instrument centers on the idea of identifying an effective level of performance by ordering
related subconcepts in a hierarchical manner. The results suggest that the intervention
incorporating the three representations had a positive impact in promoting students
understanding of some of the concepts involved in redox reactions and interconnecting the three
representations.
Background
Chemistry requires much intellectual thought because it is very conceptual and abstract,
making teaching and learning chemistry challenging. According to Johnstone’s model,1–3
chemistry can be thought about in three representations. Macroscopic representation refers to
materials or phenomena as experienced with the senses, such as formation of gases and
precipitates in chemical reactions. Submicroscopic or sub-micro representation provides
explanations at the particulate level such as atoms and molecules. Symbolic representation
involves chemical symbols and mathematical expressions used to represent chemical phenomena.
Researchers have argued that students cannot manage the three representations1–4 and that the
connection between them should be explicitly taught.2, 5–9 Therefore, if students experience
difficulties understanding one of the representations, it may influence the others, and
consequently students will have difficulties making the connection between all the

representations.
Students generally memorize algorithms, repeat chemical equations, and solve problems
in an algorithmic fashion without conceptually comprehending or connecting the macroscopic,
sub-micro, and symbolic representations.10–14 Furthermore, studies have found that teachers have
difficulty integrating the three representations,15 chemistry instruction mostly occurs at the
symbolic representation,16 and students have difficulty visualizing, understanding and using the
three levels of representation.17–22 To improve students’ conceptual understanding in chemistry,
educators should facilitate students making the connections between the three representations.4
However, only a few studies have examined changes in students’ understanding of chemistry by
integrating the three representations in instruction.23–29
In this study, students engaged in a hands-on activity where they navigated between the
three levels of representation, exploring each one while reasoning about a redox reaction. The
purpose of this study was to investigate whether assisting students in making the
interconnections between the representations enabled them to improve their understanding of the
concepts and changes that occur during redox reactions. The study examined whether integrating
the threefold representation (macroscopic, sub-micro, and symbolic) in a hands-on instruction
activity enabled students to acquire a better understanding of redox reactions than traditional
lecture instruction. The objectives of the research project included:
1. To learn whether the intervention integrating the threefold representation is more
effective than traditional instruction in increasing students’ understanding of redox
reactions.
2. To identify whether students interrelate the macroscopic, sub-micro, and symbolic
representations before and after the hands-on scientific activity that integrates the
threefold representation. For the purposes of this article, the discussion will focus on the
first objective.
Procedure
The study was conducted during the second semester of the academic year 2011–12, with
undergraduate students (age 18–21) of three general chemistry sections (n = 56) taught by one of
the authors (Z. Medina) at an undergraduate institution in Puerto Rico. The course was taught in
a lecture format, three hours per week, with no particular emphasis on the use of the threefold
representation. In addition, students attended a laboratory session of three consecutive hours per
week with different instructors. To measure students’ understanding of the three representations
on redox, a pretest was administered to the participants, weeks before the intervention. Students
from each section were randomly assigned to one of two groups: treatment or control. Thus there
were no intact groups, which assured equivalent learning ability in each group. Before the
intervention, the professor discussed the topic of redox reactions in class. The intervention was
conducted during students’ regular class period. The control group experienced a problem
solving session (30 minutes) while the treatment group participated in the hands-on instructional
activity (30 minutes). The post-test, consisting of the same items as the pretest, was administered
to both groups immediately after the intervention.
Activity
Details about the activity can be found in the article published by the author and coworkers.30 In
the activity, each kind of representation had one station. Description of each station follows.

Macroscopic Station: At this station, students were given
two pieces of zinc solid and 5 mL of 1 M copper(II)
sulfate solution in a 10 mL glass test tube (see Figure 1,
right). Students observed the solution (blue color liquid)
and the metal (gray color and solid) and recorded their
observations. Students placed two zinc solids in the
copper(II) sulfate solution and recorded their observations.
The reaction resulted in the formation of copper (see
Figure 1, right). After the activity, the solutions were
collected in a glass bottle and labeled for disposal.
Sub-microscopic: Redox reactions are reactions in which there is a net transfer of electrons from
one reactant (reducing agent) to another (oxidizing agent). This is the fundamental idea conveyed
by our model in the sub-microscopic activity. In this station students worked on a model to
explore the redox reaction at the sub-microscopic level. The setup (Figure 2) consisted of a
beaker, and white and orange ping pong balls with white and black hook-andloop fastener dots (commonly known as “Velcro”). The white balls were
labeled as “Zn” and the orange balls as “Cu”. Two white hook fasteners were
on opposite sides of each orange ball. Each white ball had two black hooks
and loops. The same number of white and orange balls was placed inside the
beaker to ensure the stoichiometry of the reaction (1:1). The orange and white
balls represented copper(II) ions and zinc atoms, respectively. The two hookand-loop fasteners on the white balls corresponded to the two valence
electrons in zinc, and the two hook fasteners in the orange balls represented
two available energy sublevels in copper(II) ion. Students removed the loop
fasteners (two electrons) from the white balls and attached these to hook fasteners on the orange
balls. The transfer of the two loop fasteners on the white balls to the orange balls corresponded to
the two electrons lost by zinc and gained by copper(II) ion. Students used their observations to
explain that two electrons were transferred from Zn to Cu2+.
Symbolic: In this station students read and discussed the molecular equation provided on the card
shown in figure 3. Students used the information on the card to write the ionic equation and half
reactions.

Figure 3. Redox reaction information provided to students on the symbolic station.
After observations were made in the three stations, students applied the information
gathered in each station to explain the copper(II) sulfate and zinc redox reaction by
interconnecting the macroscopic properties observed with the transfer of electrons at the submicroscopic level, and learned how to write the chemical equation using symbols.
Assessment Instrument
Mastering a particular concept requires being able to organize and link together various
related subconcepts in a hierarchical manner.31, 32 The instrument constructed in this study is
called developmental assessment.33, 34 The developmental assessment centers on the idea of
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Description
GENERAL
 Student is able to connect two or three levels of representation to extract
appropriate information that leads to the best answer to a question.
 Student has a complete mastery of the concepts related to redox reactions relevant
to a particular question.
SPECIFIC
Student:
 identifies correctly the oxidizing and reducing agents in a redox reaction.
 determines correctly changes in oxidation numbers.
 recognizes that oxidation and reduction occur simultaneously in a redox reaction.
 identifies correctly the half reactions of a redox reaction.
GENERAL
 Student makes incomplete or inappropriate connections between two or three levels
of representation, leading to incorrect or partially correct answer to a question.
 Student has a basic understanding of the concepts related to redox reactions
relevant to a particular question.
SPECIFIC
Student:
 identifies correctly the oxidizing or reducing agents in a redox reaction, but not
both.
 recognizes that oxidation or reduction occur but not simultaneously in a redox
reaction.
 identifies correctly one of the half reactions of a redox reaction.
 relates redox reactions with correct transfer of electrons.
GENERAL
 Student understands individual representations, but does not make or recognize
connections between two or three levels of representation to extract appropriate
information that leads to the best answer to a question.
 Student has a basic understanding of chemical reactions in general.
 Student understands relevant chemistry concepts, but does not associate them with
redox reactions.
SPECIFIC
Student:
 identifies the spectator ion in a chemical reaction.
 relates general concepts of chemical reactions incorrectly to redox reactions.
 generalizes results obtained in previous experiences to establish incorrect
conclusions.
 identifies the species involved in a chemical reaction, but not their roles.
GENERAL
 Student is not able to extract information from a particular representation.
 Student lacks basic understanding of chemical reactions in general.
SPECIFIC
Errors:
 Does not understand the role of spectator ion.
 Cannot identify the oxidizing or reducing agents in a redox reaction.
 Relates gain (loss) of electrons with increase (decrease) in the oxidation number.
 Is not able to construct chemical reactions to identify products.
 Relates macroscopic observations with sub-microscopic level (ex. atoms change
color, magnetic properties, etc.).

Figure 4. Construct map for student understanding of “redox reactions”.
identifying an effective level of performance by ordering related subconcepts in a hierarchical
manner. The developmental assessment instrument developed in this project consists of 12
conceptual multiple-choice items that contain different combinations of the representations:

macroscopic with sub-micro, macroscopic with symbolic, sub-micro with symbolic, and items
that combines the three representations. The levels of conceptual knowledge (also known as a
construct map) developed for the study is shown in figure 4. It describes how a student’s
conceptual understanding of redox reactions progresses by level in addition to the connection
that the student should be able to make between representations. A sample item that combines
the three representations and the levels in the construct map corresponding to each answer can be
seen in figure 5. As the figure shows, a student who selects alternative D (level 1) has a novice
level of sophistication, is able to make no relevant observations or connections between
representations, and does not use chemistry knowledge to answer the assessment item. However,
a student who selects alternative C (level 4) is able to employ correct definitions and principles,
and to interpret chemical phenomena by relating the three representations. The assessment items
included distractors based on misconceptions reported in the literature.35–40
A profesor was working with two unknown compounds in a laboratory. She introduced a metal M in an unknown
nitrate (ZNO3) as shown in Figure A. After investigating the obtained products, the professor generated the image
shown in Figure B to explain the reaction that had happened.
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Figure A
Figure B
With that information we can conclude that:
A) M is the oxidizing agent, Z+ is the reducing agent and NO3– is the spectator ion.
B) M is the reducing agent, Z+ is the spectator ion and NO3– is the oxidizing agent.
C) M is the reducing agent, Z+ is the oxidizing agent, and NO3– is the spectator ion.
D) M is the oxidizing agent, Z+ is the spectator ion, and NO3– is the reducing agent.

Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Level 1

Figure 5. Sample item based on “redox reactions” construct map. (Note: the original item was in
Spanish and it was translated to English for the purposes of this paper.)
Sample
The sample consisted of 56 undergraduate students (62.5% female, 37.5% male) enrolled
in the General Chemistry II undergraduate course. Most students were majoring in Science
(82%) or in Science or Math Education (8%). Sixty-four percent of the students were juniors or
seniors, and 28.6% were freshmen or sophomores.
Analysis
This study used a mixed-model design to test the hypothesis about the effectiveness of
the experimental condition. Subjects are nested within subgroups, which in turn are nested within
the treatments, and treatments are randomly assigned to subjects. Thus, subjects and subgroups
are random effects, whereas treatment is a fixed effect. The statistical model for this design can
be represented as follows:

yijk = β1 + β2 xijk + αj + ck(ij) + eijk
where:
β1 = intercept,
xijk = pretest score (covariate),
αj = treatment (fixed) effect (j = 1, 2),
ck(ij) = group (random) effect (k = 1,…),
eijk = error (random) component
Data was analyzed using the xi: xtmixed procedure of the statistical programming
language STATA, v12. The treatment effect hypotheses were tested at 0.05 level of significance.
Analyses were conducted for the total test score (sum of twelve items), and for seven test
sections: items 1 and 2 (Subtest 1), items 3 and 4 (Subtest 2), items 5 and 6 (Subtest 3), item 7
(Subtest 4), item 8 (Subtest 5), items 9 and 10 (Subtest 6), and items 11 and 12 (Subtest 7). The
levels of representation involved per item are presented in Table 1. All statistical tests were
performed at 0.05 level of significance.
Table 1. Representations involved in the items.
Items
Subtest Representations
1 and 2
3 and 4
5 and 6
7
8
9 and 10
11 and 12

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Macroscopic → Sub-microscopic
Sub-microscopic → Symbolic
Symbolic → Macroscopic
Macroscopic → Symbolic
Macroscopic → Symbolic
Symbolic → Sub-microscopic
Macroscopic and Sub-microscopic → Symbolic

Results
Total test score
Results on the total test score are presented in Table 2. The adjusted mean score for the
students in the control group was 29.9, and for the treatment group was 33.4. The treatment
difference of 3.5 points was not statistically significant at the 0.05 level.
Table 2. Mixed-model results for the total score.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Pos |
Coef.
Std. Err.
z
P>|z|
[95% Conf. Interval]
------------+---------------------------------------------------------------Treatment |
3.505971
3.372743
1.04
0.299
-3.104483
10.11643
Pretest |
.1356686
.1905863
0.71
0.477
-.2378737
.509211
Constant |
29.90154
6.718051
4.45
0.000
16.7344
43.06868
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Subtests
The analysis of the data showed positive treatment effects of 0.10, 0.31, and 0.85 points for
subtests 1, 2 and 7, and negative treatment effects were observed for subtests 3, 4, 5, and 6.
However, only for subtest 7 the treatment effect was significant as shown in Table 3. Subjects in
the treatment group obtained an average of 0.85 points above their counterparts in the control
group.

Table 3. Mixed-model results for subtest seven.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------Subtest 7 |
Coef.
Std. Err.
z
P>|z|
[95% Conf. Interval]
-----------+----------------------------------------------------------------Treatment|
.8542261
.4338205
1.97
0.049*
.0039535
1.704499
Pretest |
.2119912
.1281411
1.65
0.098
-.0391607
.463143
Constant |
5.168108
.8296867
6.23
0.000
3.541952
6.794264
----------------------------------------------------------------------------* Significant at the 0.05 level

Discussion of Results
The effectiveness of the intervention was evaluated through students’ responses to the
developmental assessment instrument. Table 1 shows the representations that students have to
connect to answer the items of the assessment instrument. For items 1–10 students have to gather
information from one representation (shown on the left side of the arrow) to select the best
answer in another representation (shown on the right side of the arrow). Moreover, for items 11
and 12 (shown in figure 5), students gather information from two representations to select the
best answer in a third representation. In general, in the assessment instrument, two items were
constructed per set of representations, called subtest in table 1. However, after careful
examination, it was determined that items 7 and 8 did not measure similar concepts, and thus
were analyzed separately. The discrepancy on average performance obtained for those items
(3.95 for subtest 4 vs. 2.94 for subtest 5) support our decision of analyzing them separately. For
this reason these items will be excluded from the following discussion.
Items in subtest 2 involved the identification of a net ionic chemical equation and half
reactions for a redox reaction. These items required students to link the sub-microscopic
representation with the symbolic representation. The percent of correct responses for subtest 2
before and after the intervention was 78.3% and 89.1% for the control group, and 71.4% and
97.6% for the treatment group. These high percentages were expected for this subtest because
traditional instruction on redox reactions involves discussions about the net ionic equation and
half reactions linking the sub-microscopic and symbolic representations. In addition, these
concepts are explained in the textbook of the course showing figures and diagrams connecting
the two representations.
Results are not statistically significant for subtests 1 to 6, all of which involved two
representations. Differences between the control and treatment groups are statistically significant
for subtest 7 (see table 3). Students in the treatment group obtained an average of 0.85 points
above their counterparts in the control group. Items in subtest 7 involved the determination of
changes in oxidation number, and the identification of spectator ion, oxidizing agent and
reducing agent. These items required students to link the three representations (macroscopic,
sub-micro, and symbolic). The percent of correct responses for subtest 7 before and after the
intervention was 47.8% and 60.9% for the control group, and 40.5% and 69.0% for the treatment
group (see Figure 6).
The preliminary results obtained in this study suggest that the intervention incorporating
the three representations helped students increase their understanding of some of the concepts
involved in redox reactions. The activity 29 helped students in the treatment group to interrelate
the macroscopic, sub-micro, and symbolic representations to correctly choose the best answer in
subtest 7. One of the implications for classroom practice is the incorporation of the correct use of
three representations to facilitate that students obtain a deeper understanding about redox
reactions.
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Figure 7. Percent of correct responses per levels in the construct map for subtest 7.
In addition to the quantitative results discussed, a few words should be mentioned about
students’ attitudes during the intervention. Students who participated in the activity were more
engaged, active, and eager to communicate ideas with their peers than students who worked in
groups on traditional problems. This may imply that students will benefit from simple, yet
challenging activities that make them think and use the concepts introduced in class.
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a 2-3 sentence description of the study
We have found that some of the prosodic features that might lead to non-fluency from
comparison between native speakers of English and Japanese EFL learners’ production (Hirai
and Ikuma, 2011), and from speech rating by EFL teachers (Ikuma and Hirai, 2012). In this
study, we investigated what phonetic features Japanese EFL learners tend to use when they
comprehend and articulate English sentences. The data from this study reveals the relation
among pronunciation accuracy, supra-segmental fluency, and overall fluency.

Abstract
There are many previous studies that have investigated that the prosodic cues enhance native
language (L1) sentence processing. The appropriate prosodic information make sentence
comprehension easier such as accessibility to vocabulary, sentence comprehension or processing
time at the first stage of listening (e.g., Cutler and Norris, 1988; Kjelgaard and Speer; 1999). In the
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second language (L2) sentence processing by Japanese learners of English as a foreign language
(Japanese EFL learners), the results contradict among the preceding researches. Some studies
revealed that the prosodic information such as the existence of pause or intonation change played
an important role as well as in L1 speech processing (e.g., Sugito, 1996, etc.). Another research
concluded that prosodic information could be important information for primary level learners
while learners at higher proficiency level tended to rely more on syntactic information (Nakamura,
Harada and Ishizaki, 2010). And one other study, we provided evidence that Japanese EFL learners
might not be able to utilize the prosodic information when processing of English syntactic
ambiguous sentences (Hirai, Ikuma, and Yokokawa, 2010).
As for production, plenty of studies show that some phonetic aspects are highly influenced
especially on the fluency rating. Fillmore (1979) revealed that the ability to talk with minimum
pauses and/or to talk without filled pauses exert a great impact on judgments of the fluency. Hirai &
Ikuma (2011) examined the comprehension and articulation of the prosodic and phonetic features of
English sentences by native speakers of English and Japanese EFL learners. We found that some of
the prosodic features of the Japanese might lead to foreign accentedness or non-fluency. Japanese
students took much longer time to articulate English sentences and did so in a narrower pitch
range than the native speakers. The speed was one of the measurements in fluency (e.g. Kormos,
2006; Riggenbach, 2000, etc.) and this also lead to foreign accents or non-fluency. On the impression
related to fluency, major components which influence the fluency rating in the former study varied
among teachers (Ikuma and Hirai, 2012). That is, one teacher tended to place more importance on
the pronunciation accuracy of individual sounds and had rather strong correlation between the
scores of “accuracy” and that of “overall fluency” while another teacher did not have such
correlation and marked higher scores on the naturalness as a spontaneous speech rather than on
the intelligibility.
In this study, in order to separate the factor from each other, especially in order to lessen the
affection of fair or poor pronunciation to the judgment, utterances by native speakers of English and
Japanese EFL learners were re-examined. The sound files recorded in Hirai and Ikuma (2011) were
modified using low-pass filters. A low-pass filtering passes low-frequency signals and attenuates
signals with frequencies higher than the cutoff frequency. After low-pass filtering, speech sound
goes muffled, and it becomes difficult to catch the contents of utterance depending on a cutoff
frequency; however, the prosodic information are still retained. The results were discussed
compared with the former study in terms of what acoustic features Japanese EFL learners tend to
use when they comprehend and articulate English sentences. The data from this study reveals
much clearer the relation among pronunciation accuracy, supra-segmental fluency, and overall
fluency; how speakers’ intention fails toward listeners’ impression. The results suggest that
strategy training in speaking for Japanese EFL learners would be necessary.
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Marketing Strategies of Early Childhood Programs in Taiwan
Ming-Ling Yang1 and Ju-Ying Huang2
1Chaoyang

University of Technology, Tai-Chung, Taiwan
2Chaoyang University of Technology, Tai-Chung, Taiwan

Results

Purpose of Study

Current marketing strategies for kindergartens conformed to
this order: “people strategy”, “product strategy”, “place strategy”,
“price strategy” and “promotion strategy”.
“Providing nutritious and healthy meals, and paying
attention to the need of healthy diet for children” most fit in
product strategy. “Reasonable prices by following the pricing
regulation of Education Bureau” fit in price strategy most.
“Classrooms where are spacious and well-lit ” fit in place
strategy most. “Enhance communications between parents and
kindergartens by making use of a special telephone line, email
or communication book” fit in the promotion strategy most.
“Encourage teachers to pursue further education in order to
strengthen professional knowledge” most qualified for people
strategy.
Different attributes, size, locations, history of kindergartens
and educational level, age of kindergarten principals
represented a significant diversity in price strategy of marketing.
Principals from different attributes and location of kindergartens
had reached a momentous diversity in aspects of “product
strategy”, “price strategy”, “promotion strategy”, “people
strategy” and “total operation”. Principals from different size of
kindergartens also had reached a significant diversity in “price
strategy”, “promotion strategy”, “people strategy” and “total
operation”(table 1).

1. To understand the application of kindergarten marketing
strategies in Nantou County of Taiwan.
2. To explore the diversity of kindergarten principals with different
variables in applying marketing strategies.
3. According to the conclusions of this study, some
recommendations were proposed for educational administrative
authorities, public and private kindergartens, and future
researches.

The Research Model
Variables

Kindergartens’
Marketing
Strategies

1.Educational Level
2.Years of Experience
3.Age

1. Product strategy

4.Attributes of Kindergartens

2. Price strategy

5.Size of Kindergartens

3. Place strategy

6.Location of Kindergartens

4. Promotion strategy

7.History of Kindergartens

5. People strategy

Table 1 A marketing strategy comparison of kindergarten principals with different variables.

Research Framework

Research Questions
This research is based on the current marketing strategy applied for
kindergartens in Nantou County of Taiwan. According to the research
motivation and purpose, the questions of this research are listed below:
1.What is the current marketing strategy that kindergarten principals used
in Nantou County of Taiwan?
(1)What is the product strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
(2)What is the price strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
(3)What is the place strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
(4)What is the promotion strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
(5)What is the people strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
2.What is the diversity of marketing strategy executed by principals with
different background and school variables (educational level, years of
experience, age, attribute of kindergartens , size of kindergartens,
location of kindergartens , and history of kindergartens)?

Method
The

purpose of this research was to investigate the marketing
strategies of early childhood programs in Taiwan.
The researcher used a self-adapted questionnaire, “The
marketing strategies of kindergartens”, as the major research
method.
169 out of 188 questionnaires were valid (with a return rate of
89.9%).
Collected data were presented with descriptive statistics and
analyzed base on t-test and one way ANOVA.

Variables

product
strategy

Educational
Level

-

Years of
Experience

-

age

-

Attributes of
Kindergartens

Size of
Kindergartens

price
strategy
College and
below
(M=4.13)＞
Postgraduate and
above
(M=3.63)
3.44*
NS
31-40 years old
(M=4.14) ＞41-50
years old (M=3.74);
31-40 years old
(M=4.14) ＞
51 years old
(M=3.74)

Private
(M=4.29)
＞Public
(M=4.11)

-

Locations of
Kindergartens

City
(M=4.39)＞
Hsiang
(M=4.01);
Town
(M=4.30)＞
Hsiang (M=4.01)

History of
Kindergartens

-

Private (M=4.07)
＞Public
(M=3.58)

61-100 students
(M=4.01)＞
30 students and
below (M=3.54);
101 students and
above (M=4.15)
＞30 students and
below (M=3.54)
City
(M=4.01) ＞
Hsiang
(M=3.63);
Town
(M=3.89)＞
Hsiang
(M=3.63)
11-20yrs
(M=3.96) 1~10
yrs (M=3.65)

promotion
strategy

people
strategy

Total

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Private
(M=4.45)＞
Public
(M=4.20)

Private
(M=4.17)＞
Public
(M=3.88)

101 students
and above
(M=4.53)＞30
students and
below
(M=4.17)

61-100 students
(M=4.12)＞
30 students and
below
(M=3.84);
101students and
above (M=4.21)
＞30 students
and below
(M=3.84)

-

Private (M=3.83)＞
Public (M=3.38)

-

61-100
students (M=3.71)
＞
30 students
and below
(M=3.34);
101 students
and above
(M=3.89)＞
30 students and
below (M=3.34)

-

City
(M=3.86)＞Hsiang
(M=3.33);
Town
(M=3.73)＞Hsiang
(M=3.33)

-

-

City (M=4.50)
＞Hsiang
(M=4.14);
Town
(M=4.41)＞
Hsiang
(M=4.14)
-

City
(M=4.22)＞
Hsiang
(M=3.82);
Town
(M=4.11)＞
Hsiang
(M=3.82)
-

Suggestions
1. Make a budget for marketing and advertising to early childhood
programs .
2. Have creative kindergarten marketing campaigns and help establishing
each early childhood programs’ characteristics.
3. Change the passive role and become more vigorous in marketing
strategy.
4. Make use of media to promote early childhood programs’ marketing.
5. Pay attention to “people strategy” and build up a marketing strategy for
the entire faculty and staff.
6. Establish teacher’s organization or network platform and encourage
teachers to share their experience with others.
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Abstract: Professional Learning Communities: Research, Reality and Results

Research Objective:
The idea of professional learning communities as one of the most viable ways to promote student
achievement in school settings is certainly not a new one, yet many buildings and districts struggle to turn
decades of research into a plan of implementation.
Methodology:
Based on the professional learning communities work of Richard and Becky DuFour, Robert Eaker,
Michael Fullan, Douglas Reeves, Rick Stiggins, Mike Mattos, and others, the reflections of local school
districts , and a decade of supporting the implementation of PLC’s, this session will provide ten
guidelines for implementing professional learning communities and the tools and processes that have
been used to support the process.
Expected Outcomes:
•
•
•
•

Clear understanding of the pre-work, on-going support, and evaluations needed for PLC’s
Suggestion of realistic time lines and yearly expectations
Ten recommendations generated from the implementation of PLC’s across diverse populations
(rural, suburban, urban)
Tools and processes proven effective in supporting PLC development
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More Than a Spring Break:
Reflections on a Week Spent at a Struggling Urban High School
Nandini Srinivasan
B.S. Economics, B.A. Public Policy, 2014
Duke University, Durham, NC
Box 96901
Durham, NC 27708
nks8@duke.edu

Other Areas of Education – Urban Education
Poster Session

Anacostia Senior High School ranks 37th among 39 DC public high schools, with only 19% of
students meeting standards in math and 16% in reading. In March 2012, ten Duke
University students worked with Anacostia teachers to tutor and mentor these students.
We observed that though the school has the staff and resources to support the students, the
poor performance might be a reflection of a culture of apathy towards the educational
system.
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More Than a Spring Break:
Reflections on a Week Spent at a Struggling Urban High School
By Nandini Srinivasan
Abstract

When tasked with developing an Alternative Spring Break trip, I chose to focus on the field
of education. I selected Anacostia Senior High School in Washington DC, because it ranked
poorly in student achievement scores. After obtaining approval from the university, I took a
group of ten Duke University undergraduate participant volunteers to the school for one
week to work with the teachers, and to tutor and mentor the students.
My advisor and I worked with the school counselor to match participant interest with
teacher need. Pairs of undergraduates were assigned to different classrooms for each of the
four daily class periods. Some Duke participants helped the students choose classes for the
following year, while others offered individualized coaching for the entire period.
Each night, we reflected on our experience and shared our observations. Through our
discussions, we came to realize that one issue might be a culture of apathy that permeates
through the entire community.
Anacostia Senior High School is currently expanding its academic building and is also
purchasing top-of-the-line equipment and books. However, it appeared that these new
facilities were not being used to their full potential – new textbooks seemed to have been
unopened and computers unused. Anacostia’s rankings are a testament to the school’s
struggles to convert resources into consistent educational gains for its students.

Many of the students seemed apathetic towards education as a whole, and expressed that
they did not see how lessons in a classroom could translate into their world. We found, as a
result, that even though the school has the books and resources to provide for every
student, the students who showed up to class on any given day could vary considerably.
Attendance and truancy seemed to be major problems.

We learned that many of the students either live in group homes or change foster homes
frequently. Teachers informed us, in some cases, that the students lived in homes lacking in
furniture or with adults who were on drugs. We were told that a student could be absent
for days, and sometimes weeks, at a time.
In a community that is apathetic towards education, environment does not appear
conducive to school attendance or to educational advancements.
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Abstract Title:
The Nature of Instructional Practices in Effective, Secondary English as a Second Language
Classrooms (dissertation submitted to the University of Wyoming, April, 2012).
Topic:
ESL/TESL
Presentation format:
Paper session
Presentation description:
This study highlights the effective instructional strategies utilized in secondary, English as a
Second Language classrooms. Principles of practice emerge in showing that effective classroom
practice involves instruction that is dialogic, sociocultural, scaffolded, and socially
heteroglossic.The fact that teacher values and beliefs impact instructional approaches is also
emphasized.
Author:
Vicki Nilles, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor Elementary Education/Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Education
Metropolitan State University of Denver
vbevill@msdc.edu
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This study synthesizes the findings from the analyses of a seven-month observation of the
instructional practices in two secondary, suburban classrooms with English as a Second
Language teachers. These two teachers have been identified as effective through administrative
nomination, as well as through the implementation of research-supported instructional strategies
demonstrated to be effective with students acquiring English as a second language. This case
study focuses on the nature of instructional practices considered to be effective according to the
literature supporting a sociocultural perspective on how students interact, socially and
academically, in the classroom while acquiring English as a second language (Bergin & Bergin,
2009; Bernaus & Gardner, 2008; Collins & Clark, 2008; Cornelius-White, 2007; Gutierrez,
Rymes, & Larson, 1995; Lantolf, 2000; Rogoff, 1995; Tharp & Gallimore, 1988; 1991; Toohey,
2000; Vygotsky, 1978; 1981; Wertsch, 1985a; 1991a; 1991b). Principles of practice consistently
emerge in observing the instructional interactions of these teachers which support that effective
instructional practices are dialogic, sociocultural, scaffolded, and socially heteroglossic. Students
in these two classrooms are given access to various instructional opportunities that position them
as cultural and linguistic experts in their native languages and cultures while they are acquiring
English as a second language. Study findings support that instruction encouraging students to
merge their life experiences with the challenging rigor of the classroom curriculum in order to
provide learning opportunities within third space allows for learning that is meaningful and
relevant for all students (Gutierrez, 2008; Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez, & Tejada, 1999;
Gutierrez & Larson, 2007; Gutierrez et al., 1995; Gutierrez & Vissoughi, 2010; Lee & Anderson,
2009; Norton, 2006). This case study supports the principles of practice utilized in these ESL
classrooms as important and relevant in helping students to engage in learning, in a first or
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second language, while also recognizing that instructional approaches are impacted by teacher
beliefs and values (Milner, 2005; Gere, Bueller, Pallavis, & Haviland, 2009).
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Teach with Turnitin, and Reduce Grading Time by 1/3

Topic Area: Educational Technology
Format: Workshop
Workshop Facilitator: Sarah O’Hara
Communications/English/Writing
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Many schools have invested in Turnitin for its OriginalityCheck, but few teachers have
experimented with the great teaching tools available such as the e-rater for grammar
and spelling, Peer Reviews, GradeMark, Rubrics and Voice Comments, Discussions,
Class Calendars, Data for Assessment, and the really great Gradebook! Come see
what Turnitin can do for you. Go ready to set up your own classes. Reduce your
grading time by 1/3!
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Teach with Turnitin, and Reduce Grading Time by 1/3

Abstract
Many schools have invested in Turnitin for the OriginalityCheck, often referred to as a
plagiarism catcher, but few teachers have had the time or training to utilize this robust
program to its full potential. While the Similarity Checker does indeed “catch”
plagiarism,” it also provides an excellent teaching opportunity to demonstrate
appropriate paraphrasing, integration of quotations, source materials, and citations. This
ninety minute workshop will showcase these as well as other resources available to
both students and teachers. Workshop includes an overview of assignments from
essays and formal papers to quizzes and discussions. In addition, we will look at Peer
Reviews, GradeMark, E-Rater, Rubrics, Voice Comments, Calendars, Grade Book, as
well as collecting data for Assessment & SLOs. Turnitin also integrates with CMS
programs such as D2L. This workshop is taught by a teacher for teachers who are
interested in finding new ways to give students effective feedback in a timely and time
saving manner. Teachers using Turnitin find that they can reduce grading time by 1/3!
Come see how Turnitin can help you.
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DISTANCE EDUCATION, ACCESS, QUALITY, OPPORTUNITIES and CAUTIONS
Dr. Paul Jay Edelson, Stony Brook University
100 Nichols RoadSocial & Behavioral Sciences Building, N-203
Stony Brook NY 11794-4310
Paul.Edelson@stonybrook.edu
Abstract- Assessing the impact of widely distributed learning opportunities now
accessible through distance education must take into account the re-imposition of values
and motives long associated with traditional education. The expectations of new higher
education consumers should be tempered by institutional acknowledgement of preexisting value structures and economics, constituting possible limitations on the utility of
credentials thereby earned. Nevertheless, a re-affirmed confidence in higher education as
a beneficial, public good can reverse current trends of diminished state support which
will, in turn, further participation and social equality.

I. Introduction
Higher learning’s inherent tension between furthering educational attainment and
facilitating social sorting is complicated by distance education, extending the
implications of this social dynamic to still larger populations of would-be students. At the
same time, on a parallel track, the debate continues between those favoring mass
education and others who perceive it to be at the inevitable and unavoidable expense of
quality. To sum up this anomalous situation, extending educational opportunity is readily
framed into a social narrative of mass versus class.
As educators we tend to believe that expanding access to higher education is an unalloyed
good, primarily because of its beneficial effect on upward social mobility, and readily
dismiss the access/quality debate as one of elites attempting to preserve their competitive
advantages of status and power. With college tuitions continuing to rise at a rate
exceeding many wage gains and inflation, this argument gains greater traction. It is
especially valid when state support progressively and deliberately dwindles, and these
potential students whose finances are inadequate are compelled to assume levels of
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indebtedness unknown to earlier generations. More drastically, they are apt to downgrade
their expectations for success by eschewing university, period.
At the same time, it is important to recognize that the value proposition of earning a
college degree is itself undergoing re-examination (Brown, 2011). Although university
graduates continue to earn more than those whose education ceased at secondary school,
in the current recession there are still too many of the former who cannot find work, or if

so, at a level commensurate with their schooling and expectations (Vedder, 2012). One of
the consequences, for those (un)fortunate enough to incur further indebtedness or whose
families perceive this as a lesser evil than unemployment, or living at home, is a return to
graduate school, propelling the “arms race” toward still higher levels of academic
credentialing to the post baccalaureate level. Masters degrees, now in the US, serve the
same function as Bachelors degrees twenty years ago in granting preference to applicants
for white collar, professional occupations.
But, the drive to increase the number of college graduates, as an element of national
policy (Lumina Foundation for Education, 2010), particularly to enhance international
competitiveness, seems poorly timed at best (Brown, 2011, p.5). And at worse, in the
short run, it is certain to exacerbate current difficulties intrinsic to wider participation and
rising costs.
Add to this the promise of producing still more college graduates through distance
education- either a calamity or godsend, depending upon one’s perspective, must at the
very least cause us to question, as advocates for distance learning, some of the crosscurrents operating both in support of and against our actions.

II. The Expansion of Open Learning Opportunities
Should the premise that higher education will act as an automatic passport to a better life,
usually defined in financial/monetary terms, be tempered by taking into account current
economic realities? The answer to this question is relevant to the waves of new
consumers presently being brought into the higher education marketplace by means of the
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rapidly expanding network of distance education institutions and choices. These include
both formal and informal actors, profit and not-for-profit, government and corporate
providers.

While some examples of open learning, open courseware, open content such as the Khan
Academy address knowledge acquisition and represent an unbundling of higher
education, other forms still depend upon traditional forms of documentation including
degrees and certificates reflecting success in multi-course programs of study. The advent
of Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs) and the prospect of awarding “badges” of
accomplishment for individual courses, drops credentialing down to a new and lower
molecular level, bringing with it asymmetric implications of status by association with
higher priced, labor intensive full-term degrees.
In the much discussed partnership (edX) between Harvard and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) (Lewin, 2012), what is promised is not access to a rarified
level of higher education, but simulacra, the extension of branding imprimaturs and
trademarks to an entirely different educational product bearing little resemblance to the
actual degrees offered by these university titans (Mangan, 2012). While the exact
specifications of edX are at this time unknown, the investment of tens of millions of
dollars and the discussion of assessing “nominal fees” suggests that more than goodwill
is at work and that an inventive, revenue-generating model underlines this variant.

III. The Law of Unintended Consequences
Yet, for all intents and purposes, the Internet and World Wide Web, open courseware
initiatives and MOOCs are extending educational promise to potentially millions of
previously unreached students. They may even serve as a bridge to credit programs (Fain,
2012). The levels and types of new offerings are sure to proliferate as providers and
consumers adapt products to specialized needs, much as the market for consumer goods
has called forth product differentiation by staggering degrees of flavor, shape and alleged
efficacy.
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Competition for students, already fierce, will only intensify at all levels. Distance

4

education’s global reach will penetrate previously protected, regional markets. This may
be to the disadvantage of local monopolies but certainly to the benefit of previously
bypassed or underserved communities allowing them to enter a universal mainstream of
expectations hither-to denied.
The opportunity for individuals to compete at new higher levels of educational attainment
raises the prospect of disappointment and despair, much as some of today’s college
graduates languish in unfulfilling jobs, well beneath their competencies. But if the
purpose of education is to equip people with the necessary tools to thrive in their
respective environments, raising this concern as an ethical caution need not be a source of
despair, but simply a call for greater realism tempering expectations.

IV. Conclusions
It is hoped that the newly degreed and credentialed, regardless of institutional pedigree,
can now aspire to jobs from which they were excluded because of failure to surpass
required, minimum educational thresholds. They now enjoy the same opportunity for
success and, of course, disillusionment. But, most would agree that this state of affairs is
preferable, when compared to an alternative devoid of faith in securing a better life.
While it is distressing to conceive of a future of vastly under-utilized human capital, what
is equally likely to occur is quite the opposite: a fluorescence of creativity and invention
engendering still greater investment in universal further education. These developments
will add new vigor to the debate between those who view higher education as either a
private or public good (Goldrick-Rab, 2012).

The latter conviction, it may be recalled, underpinned the expansion of state subsidized,
affordable higher education for an earlier generation of college students. It may yet be
possible to believe in the resuscitation of public higher education as a government
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deliverable of the highest order, once the nexus between higher education and invention

5

are persuasively re-affirmed and demonstrated.
As continuing educators we must strive to make this cause and effect relationship more
palpable. By rejecting a common assumption that public divestment in higher education
is deterministic and is simply movement along an indisputable, downward trend-line, we
can aspire to a future that is socially benevolent and also economically rich.
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Abstract:
For many English learners in Japan, writing in English is one of the most difficult skills.
One of the main reasons can be students’ lack of knowledge that the structures of English and
Japanese are totally different and that the structural differences are strongly related to
cultural differences.
In this presentation, first, the author will explain how differently words are arranged in
Japanese compared with English. Then, some of the English sentences written by Japanese
students in the lower and intermediate level classes will be shown to help understand how
much their writing in English is affected by the Japanese sentence structure.
Next, the author will explain that the difference of structures comes from the difference
of cultures. The group-oriented culture, which may be the result of Japan’s long history of
isolation, allows Japanese people to speak vague, unclear expressions. On the other hand,
English speakers tend to come from individual-oriented cultures, where they need to speak
clearly to get themselves understood among diverse people. These differences explain the
different word order of the two languages, such as the position of verbs and nouns.
The author suggests that the students in Japan should learn the background cultures,
especially the Japanese culture, to develop the understanding of structural differences of the
languages, which can help students improve writing in English.
The students’ writing before and after learning cultures will be shown.
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Abstract
A teacher education program based upon a constructivist, student-centered perspective
includes modularized courses that integrate methods across a range of discipline areas.
One such course, EDUC 407, focuses upon the development of instructional strategies
in four disciplines: Physical Education, Information Communications and Technology,
Drama, and English as a Second Language. A final assignment in this course utilizes
Trans-Curricular Problem Sets (TCPS)—a series of problem-based scenarios that
challenge teams of pre-service teachers to develop instructional materials that integrate
learning activities across the four discipline areas. A proposed study examines the
effectiveness of this type of integrative problem-based instructional strategy.
Research Objectives
This study seeks to determine pre-service teachers’ response to the challenges posed
by problem-based learning in an integrative team context. Specifically, the study will
assess the instructional effectiveness of TCPS, whether pre-service teachers believe
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this type of instructional strategy can be transferred into other discipline areas, and how
likely they would be to implement a similar approach in their own classroom practice.
Research Methods
The proposed research method is a blended inquiry model that utilizes a questionnaire
with Likert response ratings as well as focus group techniques that assess the
instructional effectiveness of TCPS. The themes of the focus inquiry include: problembased learning, integrative methods, and team-based learning.
Expected Outcomes
When this inquiry is completed, the researchers expect to find that students responded
positively to the integrative challenges posed by TCPS, especially as a method of
overcoming the effects of the “crowded curriculum,” where there is minimal time to study
each discipline as a discrete subject area. It is also expected that the outcomes
proposed by this integrative approach will present rich and engaging instructional
activities, possibly more engaging than if each subject were studied in isolation. Overall,
it is expected that the pre-service teachers will develop skills at designing and
developing integrative units that will enrich their own classroom practice once they
complete their teaching preparation and enter into their professional careers.
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Abstract
This paper covers theoretical insights into second language acquisition (SLA) and
implications for future empirical research of written corrective feedback on second
language (L2) writing. Corrective feedback (CF) or error correction research in the field
of second language acquisition (SLA) has received much attention from researchers in
determining how feedback influences learners’ language development. The underlying
assumption is that the production of non-target like language by a learner, would be
improved in some manner by an interlocutor (i.e., a teacher or a peer (classmate)), and is
then adapted by the learner to enhance subsequent output. This approach suggests that
modification in learners’ output would lead to changes in their interlanguage, and
therefore facilitate second language (L2) learning (Mackey, Abbuhl, & Gass, 2012).
A challenge to the uncritically accepted practice of error correction on L2 writing
was made when Truscott stated that CF was ineffective and potentially harmful to L2
writing and learning from both theoretical and practical perspectives (1996). However, in
contrast, numerous studies have since provided growing evidence that CF does lead to
learning (e.g., van Beuningen et al., 2012; Bitchener & Knoch, 2010b; Suh, 2010), but its
application for a variety of proficiency levels, grammatical forms, and learning contexts
still requires further investigation (Bitchener & Ferris, 2012). This review of theoretical
and empirical literature will provide the groundwork for future L2 writing research that
will further our understanding of the provision and utilization of direct, metalinguistic,
and indirect corrective feedback.

1
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Influence of written corrective feedback on intermediate level
L2 writing for second language development

1.0 Introduction
Corrective feedback (CF) or error correction research in the field of second language
acquisition (SLA) has received much attention from researchers in determining how
feedback influences learners’ language development. The underlying assumption is that
the production of non-target like language by a learner, would be improved in some
manner by an interlocutor (i.e., a teacher or a peer (classmate)), and is then adapted by the
learner to enhance subsequent output. This approach suggests that modification in
learners’ output would lead to changes in their interlanguage, and therefore facilitate
second language (L2) learning (Mackey, Abbuhl, & Gass, 2012). The majority of the CF
research thus far has focused on the provision of oral feedback for L2 learning with much
less on written corrective feedback (WCF) for the revision of L2 writing (Bitchener &
Ferris, 2012; Gass & Mackey, 2012; Suh, 2010), where an unquestionable lack of
empirical research continues (e.g., Ferris, 2004; Truscott, 1996, 1999, 2007).
A challenge to the uncritically accepted practice of error correction on L2 writing
was made when Truscott stated that CF was ineffective and potentially harmful to L2
writing and learning from both theoretical and practical perspectives (1996). Truscott
based his position on the intricate nature of interlanguage development where steps
toward L2 acquisition of morphological, lexical, and syntactical features cannot be
advanced by the simple application of CF, but are gradual and complex. He also argued
that the acquisition of various aspects of linguistic knowledge require different forms of
CF, so its application cannot be uniformly and simultaneously made across numerous
types of errors. Furthermore, Truscott (1999, 2004, 2007) affirmed that if CF is found to
be successful, it is only so due to the simplistic nature of the error (e.g., spelling errors) or
the learner’s developmental readiness to benefit from the CF provided. However, in
2
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contrast, numerous studies have since provided growing evidence that CF does lead to
learning (e.g., van Beuningen et al., 2012; Bitchener & Knoch, 2010b; Suh, 2010), but its
application for a variety of proficiency levels, grammatical forms, and learning contexts
still requires further investigation (Bitchener & Ferris, 2012).

2.0 Theoretical framework for the study of CF on L2 writing
This study of CF on L2 writing is situated within a cognitive-interactionist theoretical
framework of inquiry into L2 learning and SLA. In particular, the Input Hypothesis
(Krashen, 1977, 1980), Interaction Hypothesis (Long, 1980, 1981, 1996), Output
Hypothesis (Swain, 1985, 1995, 2005), Noticing Hypothesis (Schmidt, 1990, 1993), the
Interactionist approach (Mackey et al., 2012), and Social Constructivism (Lantoff &
Thorne, 2006; Vygotsky, 1978) are of interest given this current study’s objective to
investigate the role of CF on learners’ language development. Although these theoretical
frameworks have their roots in oral communication, it should be mentioned that they also
serve as a foundation for understanding and researching interactions that take place when
providing WCF to learners’ L2 writing (Bitchener & Ferris, 2012).
Krashen’s Input Hypothesis (1977, 1980) led much of the research in facilitating
the notion that language input is a necessary component in language development. The
Input Hypothesis forwarded the view that language input that was comprehensible or just
slightly above a learners’ proficiency level was sufficient for L2 acquisition. It was then
argued that more than just comprehensible input was necessary for L2 development, and
thus, the role of conversational interaction was proposed as the site for L2 learning
(Hatch, 1978). This research provided the necessary background to formulate Long’s
Interaction Hypothesis (1980, 1981, 1996). Long proposed that when learners
participated in L2 conversations there would be a negotiation for meaning, and that the
negative evidence (i.e., feedback) provided in the negotiation process could promote L2
vocabulary, morphology, and language-specific syntax development (1996, p. 414).
3
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Swain (1985) then forwarded the Output Hypothesis to demonstrate that
negotiation of meaning can push learners to produce comprehensible output that is
precise, coherent, and appropriate. Afterwards, Swain (1995, 2005) elaborated on three
functions of output: noticing/triggering; hypothesis testing; and the metalinguistic
function. It was proposed that the noticing/triggering function would be brought about
when learners produce oral or written language. When learners try to produce language
they are not confident in using, they become aware of their own learning deficits, which
may then trigger L2 learning. The hypothesis testing function suggests that while learners
produce output, they have the opportunity to test their beliefs about correct language
usage. The metalinguistic function claims that reflective dialogue about the language
output produced can aid L2 learning.
Another theoretical concept that is pertinent to this study is the Noticing
Hypothesis (Schmidt, 1990, 1993). This hypothesis suggests that learners first need to
notice a gap in their interlanguage (Schmidt & Frota, 1986) and then pay attention to that
language feature to facilitate learning. In other words, the focus is on learners’ awareness
and internalization of input (Schmidt, 1990, 2001), attention on a selected portion of that
input, and subsequent uptake (i.e., the incorporation of feedback in a revised draft or new
text) for L2 development.
Furthermore, the Interactionist approach (Gass & Mackey, 2007; Mackey et al.,
2012, pp. 9-10) supports the notion that interaction between a learner and interlocutor
(i.e., either a native speaker or a more proficient language user) can lead to L2 acquisition
when engaged in negotiation of meaning to resolve breakdowns in communication (Long,
1980, 1981, 1996). Through the process of modifying input for increased comprehension,
learners can pay attention to gaps between their interlanguage and the target language and
try to assimilate correct forms into their developing interlanguage. As a result of previous
interactions, the learner may notice similar gaps in future encounters and subsequently
modify output accordingly, leading to L2 acquisition.
4
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Complimentary to the Interactionist approach is Social Constructivism. Here, the
interface between individuals for the purpose of knowledge and skill development
encompasses both social interaction and cognitive development is outlined in Social
Constructivism (Kaufman, 2004). Social Constructivism bases its foundation on
sociocultural (Lantoff & Thorne, 2006; Vygotsky, 1978) and developmental theories
(Piaget, 1970). In sociocultural theory (SCT), learning is mediated through collaborative
dialogue between a teacher and student, or between peers in the classroom. This
interaction is then expected to lead to a superior outcome when compared to an individual
effort. A key concept within SCT is the zone of proximal development. In this theoretical
zone, the distance between the learner’s current knowledge or skill base and their
potential level of development is represented. Whereas developmental theory emphasizes
the role past experiences play in order for knowledge and skill learning to take place.
From this brief summary of theoretical work above, we can see a clear
relationship between language input and awareness of that input through an interactive
feedback process. At this time, while it seems that there is ample empirical support for
the successful utilization of oral feedback in L2 learning (e.g., Mackey & Goo, 2007),
WCF for L2 writing, on the other hand, has yet to be investigated as thoroughly (e.g.,
Bitchener & Ferris, 2012). In the next section, the general features of CF will be
introduced.

3.0 Corrective feedback on L2 writing
At this present time, research is being conducted applying much of what has been learned
from oral CF investigations to WCF for L2 learning (Bitchener & Ferris, 2012). The
objective of much of the recent research on WCF is to identify where theoretical,
empirical, and methodological insights found in oral CF studies may be transferred to
written CF research. In this section, features of CF distinguishing the differences between
oral and written CF will be described, followed by an introduction to teacher CF, and the
5
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types of CF provided to L2 writers. This will then lead to an investigation of CF types
through the analysis of a number of empirical studies emphasizing direct, metalinguistic,
indirect CF on L2 writing.

3.1 Features of CF

3.1.1 Oral and written CF
Oral feedback is distinct from written feedback in a number of ways. The main
differences are depicted in Table 1. When providing oral CF to a learner, the focus of the
feedback may or may not be understood. As the learner processes the CF, they must
recall what is said in the moment, then reflect on the comment and try to modify their
output accordingly. In contrast, WCF is usually more explicit as it identifies the error and
allows time for the learner to contemplate on how to make a correction to their text.
Furthermore, oral CF is generally not limited to the learner who makes the error as other
learners can also have access to corrected language to act as input for their own L2
development. Written CF, on the other hand, is usually restricted to the individual who
makes the error. In terms of complexity, WCF involves many more linguistic features to
address than oral CF (Sheen, 2010, p. 211). For instance, the errors in a composition
involve more than just a few statements or utterances that you would find in
communicative activities.

6
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Table 1. Oral and written CF
(Adapted from Sheen, 2010, p. 210)
Oral CF

Written CF

Corrective force may or may not be clear. Corrective force is usually clear.
Immediate.

Delayed.

Students function as addressees but also
hearers of the feedback.

Students mainly function as addressees of
the feedback.

Students are exposed to public feedback
that is not restricted to their own errors.

Each student is usually exposed to
feedback restricted to his or her own errors.

In addition, writing includes a large range of cohesive thoughts structured in a manner for
a reader to understand. The main characteristics of teacher feedback will now be
introduced.

3.1.2 Teacher feedback
The application of teacher CF on learners’ compositions is seen to vary greatly. Some
studies on the effects of error correction have determined that L2 compositions benefit
from teacher CF (Anderson, 2010; Bitchener, 2008; Bitchener & Knoch, 2009, 2010a,
2010b; Ellis, Sheen, Murakami, & Takashima, 2008; Ferris & Roberts, 2001; Sheen,
2010; Suh, 2010; van Beuningen, de Jong, & Kuiken, 2008, 2012), while many other
studies indicate that teacher CF is frequently discouraging with few positive effects on
writing development (Bitchener & Knoch, 2009; Kepner, 1991; Lalande, 1982; Polio,
Fleck, & Leder, 1998; Robb, Ross, & Shortreed, 1986; Semke, 1984; Sheppard, 1992;
Truscott & Hsu, 2008; Zamel, 1985). Clearly the provision of teacher CF for the
improvement of L2 writing is quite complicated with many contributing influences that
affect learners’ textual revisions. These influences include: second language (L2)
proficiency (Bitchener & Knoch, 2010a; Hanaoka, 2007; Tsui & Ng, 2000); first
language (L1) influence on L2 acquisition (e.g., Dulay & Burt, 1974; Izumi & Isahara,
2004; Kobayashi & Rinnert, 2002, 2008); L2 writing experience (Paulus, 1999; Rinnert
7
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& Kobayashi, 2001); perception of CF (Carson & Nelson, 1996; Lee, 2003; Nelson &
Carson, 1998; Tsui & Ng, 2000); the linguistic focus of CF (Hedgcock & Lefkowicz,
1994); awareness of grammatical items and developmental readiness (Suh, 2010);
processability (Pienemann, 1989, 2011); and the types of teacher CF provided (Anderson,
2010; Bitchener, Young, & Cameron, 2005; Kepner, 1991; Pütz & Sicola, 2010; Sachs &
Polio, 2007, 2012; Sheppard, 1992).
While there appears to be many positive uses of feedback for revision of current
texts, further research is necessary to determine more precisely the factors involved in
conveying feedback that will lead to an improvement in L2 writing in the long run. One
factor that has been identified as influencing the effectiveness of feedback is the type of
corrective feedback provided. Background information regarding direct, metalinguistic,
and indirect focused or unfocused CF will be provided through empirical studies
addressing the effects of CF. This will be followed by a discussion regarding the main
factors that influence the provision and utilization of CF on L2 compositions, and the
areas in which further research is required.

3.2 Types of CF
Current research on the types of feedback on L2 writing for the purpose of improving
drafts and subsequent writing tasks is ongoing as there are still many unanswered
questions with regards to CF and its potential to help learners notice and correct linguistic
errors for the development of their interlanguage. Recently, there has been much
discussion over which type of CF (i.e., direct, metalinguistic, or indirect), the focus of
CF, and how much CF best serves the short-term and long-term goals of the learner (e.g.,
Bitchener & Knoch, 2008; Ferris, 2006). It is also argued that some errors are more
receptive to a particular type of CF than others (e.g., Ferris, 1999, 2002).

8
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Table 2. Typology of teacher WCF on linguistic errors
(Adapted from Ellis, 2009, p. 98)
Feedback characteristics

Description

Salience of feedback
a. Direct CF
i. Focus on form

The teacher provides the student with the correct form.

ii. Reformulation

b. Metalinguistic CF
i. Use of error code

ii. Brief grammatical
description
c. Indirect CF
i. Indication only

ii. Indicating and locating
the error
Focus of feedback
a. Focused CF

b. Unfocused CF

This consists of a native speaker’s reworking of the students’
entire text to make the language seem as native-like as possible
while keeping the content of the original intact.

The teacher provides some kind of clue as to the nature of the
error (e.g., the teacher writes a code in the margin which leads
to further information about the error).
The teacher writes a grammatical description of the error.

The teacher indicates that an error exists but does not provide
the location.
This takes the form of underlining or the use of cursors to show
errors in the student’s text.

The teacher attempts to correct a few specific types of errors.
Focused CF is intensive.
The teacher attempts to correct all (or most) of the students’
errors. Unfocused CF is extensive.

In Table 2, the types of WCF that teachers provide to learners are illustrated. The
main categories are direct CF, which provides the corrected version of the error to the
learner; metalinguistic CF, were a description of the error is given; and indirect CF,
which shows where an error has been made. Note that metalinguistic CF can be applied in
isolation, or be given in combination with the other feedback categories. In addition, the
focus of CF (i.e., focused and unfocused feedback) represent where specific errors are
located for focused feedback. In the case of unfocused feedback, a broad range of errors
is corrected. Thus, the focus of CF has also been identified as a contributing factor in
learners’ ability to modify errors and retain the corrected form to further their L2 learning
(Ellis et al., 2008). In this section, various features of teacher CF types have been
9
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introduced to provide background details necessary for the study of WCF on L2 writing.
The effectiveness of teacher WCF will now be evaluated using relevant empirical studies
to demonstrate gaps in the literature for future SLA research to pursue.

4.0 Effectiveness of CF on L2 writing
To demonstrate the effectiveness of CF on L2 writing, studies investigating CF types (see
Appendix) were selected that covered a wide range of L2 learning contexts (i.e., ESL,
EFL, and other second languages). This analysis of the literature will then demonstrate
areas in the research with regards to types of CF (i.e., the use of direct, metalinguistic,
and indirect CF) that require further study. Afterwards, shortcomings in research
methodology will be identified in order to guide future studies.

4.1 Effectiveness of direct teacher CF
The use of focused or unfocused direct WCF appeared to be an effective treatment for
most of the studies investigated. In Sheen (2010), the effects various forms of focused
WCF on articles were studied to determine if feedback explicitness would have an impact
on accuracy over time with intermediate ESL adult students in a community college in
North America. Treatment included direct WCF, oral CF (i.e., oral recasts), and written
and oral metalinguistic CF on narrative writing tasks. All CF groups, except for the oral
recasts, significantly outperformed the control group in the immediate and delayed
posttests. This study determined that CF explicitness is a determining factor and that
direct WCF was found to be a more effective CF strategy than oral recasts.
Suh (2010) also found that the provision of focused direct WCF on grammar
using narrative writing tasks by first-year EFL students studying in a Korean university
was successful. However, direct WCF on OPREP relative clauses did not outperform the
control group on the posttests. While analysis of think-aloud protocol data found that
direct WCF raised awareness of the grammatical items, the participants likely lacked
10
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developmental readiness to deal with this difficult form. In two similar studies (Bitchener,
2008; Bitchener & Knoch, 2010b), low-intermediate ESL students were provided focused
direct WCF on articles. Analysis of the results for both studies shows that the direct WCF
outperformed the control group on all posttests, including the delayed posttest that was
provided approximately two months later.
The use of unfocused direct WCF was also found to be sucessful by van
Beuningen et al. (2008). They investigated L2 Dutch secondary school students use of
unfocused direct WCF for L2 Dutch grammar development. In their study, content-based
writing tasks were used to assess the effectiveness of WCF on current and future writing
tasks. The results of this study indicated that the direct WCF treatment outperformed the
practice writing and self-revision control groups. Included in this treatment was CF on
content. Unfortunately, there was no control group provided for WCF on content, thus the
findings were not as robust as they might have been. In a follow-up study, van Beuningen
et al. (2012) removed the CF on content component from the data-collection protocol.
This allowed for stronger validity of the findings, confirming their previous conclusions
which found that unfocused direct CF on grammar can successfully aid L2 learning.
Similar results were seen in a study by Ellis et al. (2008). In this case, first-year
intermediate Japanese EFL students received focused direct WCF treatments on definite
and indefinite articles, and unfocused WCF on all other grammatical errors found. These
treatments were found to be successful in improving grammatical accuracy in all
posttests. Accuracy measurements were recorded through error correction tests that were
given prior to and immediately after the writing tasks. It should be noted, however, a
weaker control group may have likely influenced the successful nature of the results.
In summary, the application of direct WCF on L2 texts written in a number of
learning contexts ranging from content-based learning environments to low intermediate
ESL and EFL classrooms, for the most part, resulted in the successful incorporation of
CF. When CF was not effective, participants’ developmental readiness to cope with the
11
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grammatical items being treated was in question. The relationship between a learners’
developmental readiness and the effectiveness of CF is an important issue to consider, as
demonstrated by Suh’s (2010) research. In the next section, the effects of metalinguistic
teacher CF on L2 writing will be discussed.

4.2 Effectiveness of metalinguistic teacher CF
The effectiveness of metalinguistic CF, which guides the learner to improve the
grammatical accuracy of their writing, is seen to be beneficial by many researchers. This
can be seen in Bitchener and Knoch’s (2010a) study of advanced ESL students in a North
American university. They determined that focused metalinguistic CF on articles leads to
significant differences in accuracy after the immediate posttest. However, this
improvement at the time of the delayed posttest was not evident. Storch and
Wigglesworth’s (2010) investigation of advanced ESL students in an Australian
university also found similar results. Their analysis showed that extensive engagement
led to higher levels of uptake and that more LREs resulted when peers used
metalinguistic CF than when they used direct CF. On the other hand, at the time of the
delayed posttest, retention of the CF was not maintained. In a study with similar
participants, Ferris and Roberts (2001) revealed that focused metalinguistic CF on verbs,
nouns, articles, lexical choice, and sentence structure outperformed the control group.
Anderson (2010) also investigated the effects of focused metalinguistic CF on articles,
subject-verb agreement, and lexical items with intermediate to high intermediate ESL
students in a Canadian university. It was found that the treatment groups outperformed
the control group. In Sheen’s (2010) study of intermediate ESL adult students in a
community college in North America showed that focused written metalinguistic CF on
articles significantly outperformed the control group in the immediate and delayed
posttests. Oral metalinguistic CF was found not to be significantly different from the
control group. Whereas, Suh (2010) found that the provision of focused indirect and
12
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metalinguistic CF was unsuccessful in improving the accuracy of grammatical items that
were challenging for the learners (i.e., the past counter-factual conditional and OPREP
relative clauses). In summary, research on the effectiveness of metalinguistic feedback is
not clear. In some cases where students have higher proficiencies, metalinguistic CF is
successful for learning targeted grammatical items. However, for intermediate EFL
learners, this form of feedback appears not to be as effective. In the following section, a
description and analysis of the effectiveness of indirect teacher CF will now be covered.

4.3 Effectiveness of indirect teacher CF
In Bitchener and Knoch’s (2010a) study of advanced ESL students in a North American
university, it was determined that focused indirect CF, metalinguistic CF, and a
combination of metalinguistic CF and oral form-focused instruction on articles all led to
significant differences in accuracy after the immediate posttest. However, indirect CF on
articles could not sustain this improvement at the time of the delayed posttest. In another
study of advanced ESL learners of English in a North American university, Ferris and
Roberts (2001) revealed that focused indirect CF on verbs, nouns, articles, lexical choice,
and sentence structure outperformed the control group. Furthermore, Suh (2010) found
that the provision of focused indirect and metalinguistic CF was unsuccessful in
improving the accuracy of the past counter-factual conditional and OPREP relative
clauses. Analysis of think-aloud protocol data found that the participants lacked
developmental awareness to deal with these difficult forms with only focused indirect CF.
In an investigation of intermediate ESL students by Fathman and Whalley (1990),
utilization of unfocused indirect CF did not lead to an improvement in grammatical
accuracy of revised texts. Truscott and Hsu’s (2008) empirical study advanced Fathman
and Whalley’s research that tested the hypothesis that unfocused indirect CF (i.e., the
underlining of all grammatical errors) aided learning. However, unlike Fathman and
Whalley, they determined that the underlining of errors significantly improved current
13
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narrative writing tasks for upper-intermediate EFL students studying in a graduate school
in Taiwan. Conversely, in a new narrative writing task one week later, the CF treatment
was reported to have no influence on short-term learning as grammatical accuracy results
revealed no significant differences between the experimental and control groups.
Overall, the empirical investigations presented here had mixed results with respect
to the effects of direct, metalinguistic, and indirect WCF on revised and new texts.
However, it appears that direct WCF may have more potential as a pedagogical aid in
providing effective feedback than indirect and metalinguistic WCF, especially for
learners with lower proficiency levels. While this section included well-designed teacher
CF investigations, the next section will highlight shortcomings of some of the studies
selected.

4.4 Teacher CF studies with shortcomings in research methodology
Of the studies selected for this review (see Appendix 1), many had serious problems in
research methodology (see Appendix 4), especially studies that did not have a control
group (e.g., Bitchener & Knoch, 2008; Bitchener et al., 2005; Ferris, 2004; Storch &
Wigglesworth, 2010; Suh, 2010). The controversy relating to withholding CF from
participants has raised the ethical issue of potentially hindering participants’ writing
development if CF is not made available. However, the inclusion of a control group is
particularly important when trying to determine the efficacy of an experimental treatment
(e.g., Truscott, 1996, 1999, 2004, 2007). By not including a control group it may be
difficult to determine to what extent a CF treatment can influence uptake of CF (as in
Storch & Wigglesworth, 2010), or what had actually facilitated changes in the revised
texts. This is evident in Robb et al.’s (1986) longitudinal research where accuracy gains
should have been measured against a control group to help determine if CF rather than
the participants’ natural progression in learning was responsible for any changes reported.

14
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Another issue relating to the use of experimental controls is being able to account for the
influence of artifacts such as error correction sheets (Lalande, 1982).
In addition to the control group issue, a number of other critical methodological
problems have been identified. These research design flaws include: treatment groups that
were not comparable (Bitchener et al., 2005; Hartshorn et al., 2010; Tsui & Ng, 2000);
writing and revision tasks that were completed for homework (Chandler, 2003);
additional writing exercises similar to the treatment tasks were provided for practice, but
not reported (Hartshorn et al., 2010), additional and unreported CF and revision
opportunities (Lalande; 1982; Tsui & Ng, 2000); copied texts from outside sources
(Semke, 1982); and inconsistent time participants spent on writing tasks (Chandler,
2003). Through this brief analysis of CF studies, it is evident that robust methodological
conditions should include a control group and address numerous other experimental
design issues as an essential part of empirical inquiries for this area in the field of SLA to
advance.
This review of CF literature has lead to the detection of a number of issues that
require further research. In particular, the role of direct, metalinguistic, and indirect CF
still remains ambiguous with regards to its effectiveness in the facilitation of L2 writing
development. This leaves much room to investigate and confirm previous findings, and to
make headway probing theoretical propositions that still require further empirical support
in future studies.

5.0 Future studies
This review of theoretical background and selected empirical studies provides a clearer
understanding of the current state of WCF for L2 writing revision, learning and
acquisition. It is also apparent that the implementation of quasi-experimental research
designs is necessary to improve upon the validity and reliability of ongoing
investigations. This can be accomplished by including a larger number of participants in
15
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studies, determining initial proficiency levels, incorporating a control group, using similar
writing tasks throughout experiments, and controlling time on writing and revision tasks.
By taking these methodology design factors into account, numerous confounding factors
will be addressed, which may lead to an overall increase in the reliability of the data and
validity of the CF research conducted.
A common problem with many studies is establishing the initial proficiencies of
participants, and then relating proficiency with experimental treatments. In order to better
understand the relative proficiency levels of the participants in different treatment groups,
a receptive and productive vocabulary test (Laufer & Nation, 1999) has been forwarded
as a means to achieve this goal. This test would correlate receptive and productive
vocabulary knowledge with proficiency and writing ability. However, according to
Beglar (2010, p. 114), caution must be taken when interpreting the results, as there is
little indication of how well a receptive vocabulary test relates to writing tasks.
Furthermore, writing task design and completion of the texts should also be
standardized to ensure that they are equivalent in task type, difficulty, and task time
(Bygate, Skehan, & Swain, 2001; Robinson, 2005). Narrative writing tasks (e.g., Ellis et
al., 2008; Fathman & Whalley, 1990; Robb et al., 1986; Sheen, 2010) and opinion papers
(e.g., Anderson, 2010; Ferris & Roberts, 2001; Hartshorn et al., 2010; Sasaki, 2009) have
been widely used to elicit errors for data analysis. Similar writing tasks could then be
used for the pretest, immediate and delayed posttests, allowing for higher levels of
validity, reliability and generalizability of the results. Addressing the issues above would
raise the quality of future studies and make a stronger contribution to existing research on
the use of corrective feedback for L2 learning and writing.
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Appendix. Summary of selected teacher WCF studies

Study

Anderson
(2010)

Bitchener
(2008)

Direct CF

Indirect CF

Metalinguistic CF

Delayed
posttest

Focused CF

39 Intermediate
to highintermediate
ESL students

1: Metalinguistic
CF on articles

Written comments
on articles

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

2: Metalinguistic
CF on articles and
lexical items

Written comments
on articles and
lexical items

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

3: Metalinguistic
CF on articles,
lexical items, and
subject-verb
agreement

Written comments
on articles, lexical
items, and subjectverb agreement

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

75 Lowintermediate
international
ESL students

Unfocused CF

Immediate
posttest

Participants

1: Direct CF

Articles

2: Written and
Oral
metalinguistic
explanations

Articles

Written and oral
comments on
articles

Treatment not
successful

Treatment not
successful

3: Direct CF and
Written
metalinguistic
explanation

Articles

Written comments
on articles

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful
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Bitchener &
Knoch (2010a)

63 Advanced L2
ESL students

1: Metalinguistic
CF

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment not
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Articles

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Grammatical items

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment not
successful for
revised text

No new text

General comments
on content without
pointing out what
exactly to address

Treatment not
successful for
revised text

No new text

General comments
on content without
pointing out what
exactly to address

Treatment not
successful for
revised text

No new text

Articles

2: Indirect
(circling of
errors)

Circling of
article errors

3: Metalinguistic
CF and Oral
form-focused
instruction
Ellis, Sheen,
Murakami &
Takashima
(2008)

49 1st-year
Intermediate
Japanese EFL
students

Written comments
and oral formfocused instruction
of articles

1: Focused direct
WCF

2: Unfocused
direct WCF

Fathman &
Whalley (1990)

72 Intermediate
ESL students in
process writing
classes

2: Indirect CF on
grammar
(underline)

Underlining of
grammatical
items

3: General
metalinguistic
CF on content
4: Indirect CF on
grammar
(underline) and
general
comments on
content

Underlining of
grammatical
items
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Ferris &
Roberts (2001)

72 ESL students
(below
freshman level)

1: Metalinguistic
CF (coded CF)

Coding of
grammatical items

Sheen (2010)

1: Recasts (oral
CF)

Treatment
successful

Not conducted

Treatment not
successful

Treatment not
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Written comments
on articles

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Mixed results
regarding
retention.

Grammatical and
lexical items

More LREs
result when
peers use
metalinguistic
CF rather than
direct CF.

Recasts on articles

Oral comments on
articles

2: Oral
metalinguistic CF

3: WCF

Articles

4: Written
metalinguistic CF

1: Direct CF
(reformulation)
Storch &
Wigglesworth
(2010)

Not conducted

Underlining of
grammatical
items

2: Indirect CF
(underline)

143
Intermediate
ESL adult
students

Treatment
successful

Grammatical and
lexical items

48 Advanced
ESL students
2: Metalinguistic
CF (editing
symbols)
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Suh (2010)

81 1st-year EFL
students
studying in a
Korean
university

1: Direct WCF
(TA)

Past counterfactual conditional
and OPREP types
of relative clauses

Direct WCF
treatment on
conditional
was
successful,
OPREP not
successful.

2: Direct WCF

See above

See above

See above
Indirect CF
Treatment on
both
conditional
and OPREP
was not
successful.

3: Indirect WCF
(TA) and
metalinguistic CF

Past counterfactual
conditional and
OPREP types of
relative clauses

Past counter-factual
conditional and
OPREP types of
relative clauses

Indirect CF
Treatment on
both
conditional
and OPREP
was not
successful.

4: Indirect WCF
and
metalinguistic CF

See above

See above

See above

See above

Treatment not
successful

Not conducted

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Treatment
successful

Truscott & Hsu
(2008)

47 Upperintermediate
EFL graduate
students in
Taiwan

1: Indirect CF
(underlining)

van Beuningen
de Jong &
Kuiken (2008)

62 L2 Dutch
secondary
school students

1: Direct CF

Underlining of
grammatical
items

Grammatical items
and content
Grammatical items
and content

2: Metalinguistic
CF
van Beuningen
de Jong &
Kuiken (2012)

268 L2 Dutch
secondary
school students

Direct WCF
treatment on
conditional
was
successful,
OPREP not
successful.

1: Direct CF
2: Metalinguistic
CF

Grammatical items

Grammatical items
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When academe meets business efficiency 1
When academe meets the business efficiency of organizational flattening2, unintended
consequences surrounding mythologies of collaborative cultures emerge. This paper
explores one particular such myth, that of inclusiveness in higher education peer
administration3 praxis. One manifestation of shallow thinking is reflected in the ease with
which thinking becomes what we accept to be ‘conventional’ without first interrogating
its veracity.
Conventional belief, for instance, in the ‘myth of meritocracy’—assuming reward or
recognition is meritorious, thus commensurate with effort and ability—is pervasive. This
presumes a ‘level playing field’ with all members given equal opportunity and
competing equally (Fuller, 2003). In the competition for recognition, the greatest
impediment, Fuller argues, is rankism. The very nature of rank and recognition assures
advantages of one sort of rank translate into unrelated advantages. Consider the latitude
afforded celebrities, politicians, or executives in the face of wrongdoing or mediocre
performance, or the media’s predilection for correlating expertise with celebrity. Many
employ the abuse of power to retain unwarranted status and associated benefits from
perceived challenge, whether or not valid, by subordinates or peers. In consequence,
those deemed of lower rank by virtue of ‘rankism’ (Fuller, 2003)—a proxy for many
profoundly negative ‘isms’ in our society and organizations, the nuances of which may
not be immediately obvious, yet powerfully influence the community— have more
difficulty in improving their station than high-ranking individuals (Ibid), a phenomenon
R. Henriksen © 2012
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not lost upon those bumping against the glass ceiling. The surreptitious presence and
prevalence of rankism in academe remains generally unexamined. With economic
externalities applying financial pressures on institutions of higher learning, the natural
appeal of efficiency models championing organizational flattening requires scrutiny,
particularly in higher education where presumptions of egalitarianism prevail.
It is likely that every person has, at some time, been unfairly subjected to the brunt of
another’s power and felt its attendant humiliation. Intentional acts of subjugation—the
antithesis of goodwill—form the basis of prejudicial ‘isms:’ ageism, classism, racism, and
sexism, to name a few. Although behaviours that emerge vary, these ‘isms’ are all
manifestations of power wielded over others with the intent to humiliate (Fuller, 2003).
Rankism, a term coined by Fuller, describes all such behaviour; while essentially an
individual act, institutional cultures may also exhibit its undercurrents (Ibid). To
distinguish from ‘rank’ normally associated with hierarchy, consider that ‘rankism’ is an
individual expression of conduct that is disrespectful, inequitable, and exploitative;
rankism may be subtle or overtly bullying. Sadly, its harm is not exclusively the purview
of those in power positions; it may be perpetuated anytime, by anyone,
Fuller’s (2003) thesis looks to the predication of power associated with rank, which may
be associated with, but is not directly attributable to, appearance, gender, class, or
religion. All humans are at some time or other subjected to rankism’s mutable barbs,
poignantly described by Fuller as being ”nobodied” (Fuller, p. 4). For instance, a faculty
member may humiliate a student by virtue of authority and, in turn, may be subjected to
rankism by a colleague by virtue of race, gender, class or any other characteristic seen as
R. Henriksen © 2012
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undesirable or weak by ‘social consensus’4. The student, in an expression of frustration
may, in turn, intimidate a fellow student or sibling, thereby perpetuating rankism’s sting
(Fuller, 2003). Censure may be as capricious and trivial as condemnation of another’s
clothing, yet to some degree or other reflects an element of society’s intolerances,
reinforced by the “somebody mystique” (Ibid, p. 63)—the "psychological dimension of
the social consensus that supports abuses of rank” (Ibid). Rankist behaviour may be
intended to preserve perks or power, to reinforce dominance of the individual or group,
or to maintain the hegemony. Fear of speaking up against rankist behaviour may be born
of genuine fearfulness, of being perceived as disrespectful or not a team player, or may
reflect a misguided attempt to support a perceived spirit of egalitarianism. Regardless of
its trigger, rankism exploits a real or perceived power imbalance to exploit, humiliate,
silence, or subjugate.
While the spectre of overt bullying may come to mind, more subtle manifestations, such
as exclusion, withholding information or resources and impeding authentic discourse, or
making disparaging comments in the metaphorical ‘halls’ of academia, are equally
harmful. All derive from rankism and reach far beyond individual relationships, as is
exclusion from decision-making that severely impacts the quality of members’ day to day
existence.
When individualism is radicalized5 and becomes grasping, individuals become overly
self-absorbed, coveting their rights, freedoms, and sense of self-entitlement over others;
this, on its own accord fuels the propensity to ‘rank.’ Should such conduct present itself
and meet with tolerance, in the college environs, it becomes particularly insidious. In an
R. Henriksen © 2012
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overly flat environment in which democracy, egalitarianism, and meritocracy are
presumed to dominate and, on the other hand, the means by which to intervene or
manage are remiss, or considered intrusive, it is imperative that rankism is identified,
challenged, and eradicated. An organizational culture that tolerates rankism creates the
ideal breeding ground for undemocratic behaviour and further perpetuates rankist
behaviour. Eliminating rankism and moderating radical individualism is fundamental to
democratic practice, as we “bring the core principle of democracy—the idea of mutual
accountability and non-rankist service—to all our social institutions” (Fuller, 2003, p. 9).
This is particularly relevant in educational institutions, which bear an extraordinary level
of social responsibility for furthering democracy and thus should be mindful of their own
practices. That they significantly influence the quality of democratic deliberation and
practice in society, in part shouldering responsibility for shaping politically adroit
citizens, is widely accepted (Gutmann & Thompson, 1996; Osborne, 2001). Gutmann and
Thompson point to the contribution made by educational institutions to the quality of
governance and how we agree to be governed. In any effort to make democracy more
deliberative, the single most important institution outside government is the educational
system which, ideally, strives to develop learners' capacity to understand different
perspectives, communicate their understandings to others, and engage in the give-andtake of moral argument with a view to making mutually acceptable decisions (Gutmann
& Thompson, 1996, p. 359).
While we hold our students to such high ideals, when academe meets the business
efficiency model of organizational flattening, we may be overlooking the prevalence of
R. Henriksen © 2012
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rankism within our own administrative and faculty communities. Comfortable in one's
own worldview, replete with assumptions of individualism and meritocracy, individuals
may be blinded to others’ truths and their own actions. An overarching sense of
goodwill, in the cooperation, collaboration, and deliberation central to the success of flat
organizations, is to be valued rather than jeopardized by the vagaries of uncontested
human behaviours that weaken “webs of interdependence”6 (Homer-Dixon, 2000, p. 103)
and give rise to communities more vulnerable to modernity’s externalities7.
Authentic discourse required of peer administration—modelling democratic debate—is
neither achieved nor demonstrated by merely following process, as this “can be used to
foster democracy or to cripple it” (Osborne, 2001, p. 47). By way of example, “equality
focused teams” (Newman & Grigg, 2008, p. F6), rather than embracing diverse opinions
and addressing conflicting ideas, are observed to under-perform as individual
contributions remain unexplored, and analysis or debate is avoided in favour of quickly
reaching consensus. If little time is set aside for deliberation, even of complex issues,
decisions may be made hastily with ‘the vote’ prematurely foisted upon members, by
members. The pervasiveness of such undemocratic conduct and its efficacy in silencing
members is staggering. The self-serving behaviour of a few, under the guise of
expediency, contributes urgency to the process and brings deliberation abruptly to an
end; the vote is taken and action implemented, often to be revisited later in light of its
inadequacy.
In contrast, cultures that are inclusive and respectful set the stage for deliberation, which
may indeed be raucous providing ideas are at its centre, argues Saul8. Much is made of
R. Henriksen © 2012
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leadership civility, or lack thereof; however, Saul, and others, suggest it is not argument
to which citizens object, but the lack of substance and deliberation—the absence of
genuine debate. Although the democratic model ostensibly applies at many levels of
academe, undemocratic behaviour persists. The democratic prerogative, of which
constituents—whether in political, organizational, or educational realms—seem so
certain, appears to be a casual one if measured by levels of engagement, conduct or active
participation. With deliberation disassociated from the vote the supercilious reasoning of
politicos and faculty alike, who direct discussion through self-interest, reveals their
resistance to notions of inclusiveness. Allowed to perpetuate, such cultures foster
membership increasingly obsequious to their own and intolerant to any form of inquiry,
intentionally adopting obstructionist tones to obfuscate rather than clarify (Malloy, 2010,
p. A13). Lack of civility and caustic rhetoric, known to impact voter apathy, contributes
equally to faculty disengagement. Missing in our penchant for casting the ballot, beyond
modernity’s sway, is the critical process of deliberation that informs a sense of
accountability and reciprocity. Consider the drift towards leader-centricity so extreme in
(disparate) organizations that leaders—whether formally or self appointed— speak for
and direct the actions of those they claim to serve, obliviously or willingly rejecting
members' concerns—and their talents.
Exclusive emphasis on ‘voting’ diminishes the spirit of democracy; with direct
democracy’s emphasis on ‘the vote,’ the membership mandate appears limited to just
that—to vote and leave—with a corresponding understanding in the instrumentalism of
their leaders' or colleagues' role in snaring it. It is, therefore, necessary to distinguish
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democratic practice, reflected in deliberation, from the voting process and to revisit an
essential of democratic practice central to effective peer administration: empowerment by
inclusion, which rests on “the collective wisdom that emerges from mutual inquiry,
consultation, and deliberation” (Bai, 2001, p. 308), purposing towards the common good.
Democratically directed peer administration, devolving from democratic practice, is
rooted in interpersonal relationships, the antithesis of radical individuality (Bai, 2001); it
is community based and dialogically driven. Without these foundational qualities,
democratic practice—therefore authentic deliberation—cannot emerge and thrive. The
word ‘emerge’ is central; contrary to conventional thinking that agreement inevitably
arises out of a common goal, Bai suggests common goals emerge from the meeting and
sharing of minds. Neither democratic deliberation nor the sharing of emotions or
experiences can exist in isolation; it is a dialogic process, which requires meeting and
talking; it is essential that people “come together and undertake the process of inquiry,
consultation, and deliberation” (Ibid, pp. 309-310).
While neither goodwill nor authentic discourse can be imposed on others, the ‘coming
together’ can be facilitated by coordinating the “spaces of empowerment” (Solomon &
Allen, 2001, p. 226) so that the discourse can begin. Consider, for instance, the simplicity
of leaders assuring the practicalities—scheduling, space, and time—for meeting (not
'meetings'). Members then have a venue, a ‘space,’ for face-to-face discussions, for
communion. While indispensable to the process, it is essential that providing for the
practicalities does not instrumentally overshadow a central premise—that of inclusion.
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Conduct devoid of respect, inclusion, fairness and reciprocity, whether directed towards
individuals or identifiable groups, is destructive. An environment in which disrespectful
conduct is tolerated enables and reinforces rankism, escalating levels of discrimination
and coercion in our institutions and broader society. One’s inward understanding of self
is vulnerable to the ‘misrecognition’ and ‘non-recognition’ of George Herbert Mead’s
“significant others” (as cited in Taylor, 1992, p. 32). Taylor recognizes that “our identity
is partly shaped by recognition or its absence, often by the misrecognition of others”
(Ibid, p. 25). We signal who we are and the roles we play, as our identity emerges,
through the words we use and hear. We engage in dialogical relationships, whereby
“[w]e define our identity always in dialogue with, sometimes in struggle against, the
things our significant others want to see in us” (Ibid, pp. 32-33). Lost voice, attributable
to misrecognition and non-recognition, is invariably reflected in one’s sense of self, often
contributing to a sense of insignificance or inferiority; at times, expressed in self
depreciative or destructive behaviours (Taylor, 1992). By default, one can argue that this
presents itself as the perfect breeding ground for hegemonic sense of entitlement, and
thus power. In extreme cases, lack of dignity may be expressed in self harm or radical
forms of controlling conduct or violence which further perpetuate rankism’s downward
spiral, as individuals internalize and distort negative images of self. Our inwardly
derived identity, essential to democracy, is nonetheless dependent upon recognition,
being “socially derived” (Ibid, p. 34). The literature resounds with accounts of
individuals and communities struggling for recognition, acceptance, equality, and respect
(Tremonti, 2008; Brown, 2008; Beaton, 2008), adults’ negative self-images growing out of
R. Henriksen © 2012
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abusive childhoods (Taylor, 1992), the prevalence of rankism in schools (Rook, 2007) and
workplaces (Kakabadse, 2009; Fuller, 2003; Hallett, 2009), and the irony of atomistic and
individualistic uncooperativeness in civil societies and collaborative organizations
(Taylor, 1992).
It is essential that the academic community acknowledges individuals’ need for
inclusion; that being acknowledged for individual contributions translates into a sense of
meaning, and motivates more of the same. Further, actively denying meritorious
recognition, or access to pertinent information, or inclusion in decision-making rouses
cynicism and, at its worst, exhibits forms of malevolence that parallels rankism, far from
the sense of communion vital to collaborative workplaces.
In conclusion…
Given our collective susceptibility to unexamined presumptions, it follows that
empowered organizations must reach beyond blind confidence in the business
management flattening model. Rather than merely imposing self-direction upon
subordinates, organizational leaders are accountable for an environment that affords
dignity to its membership—to be recognized and included in the deliberation, in the
spirit of egalitarianism—the essence of empowerment and collaboration. Faculty peers
have equally important roles to play in creating an open, communicative, and trusting
environment. Disrespectfulness and the reluctance to engage in the dialectic is
problematic in organizations, departments, or committees averring peer driven
democratic systems yet whose members are unwilling to deliberate, share information, or
R. Henriksen © 2012
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hide behind their rights of expression. As peer administration self-defines as democratic,
it is essential for membership and leadership to recognize that democratic practice cannot
co-exist with unfettered radical individualism and rankism. An inexplicable irony plays
out as we share tenets of democratic deliberation and inclusiveness with the student
milieu, expecting much of them, yet functioning as if immune. It remains incumbently
our shared responsibility to ensure that we elevate, rather than discourage, authentic
deliberation demanded of newly- minted collaboratively administered academic
institutions.
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Notes
In the interest of completeness, this paper is heavily excerpted from 2010 work, by the same author,
entitled An exploration of peer administered academic departments: Towards an intersubjectively mindful leadership
paradigm.
1

To clarify the usage of the term, organizational flattening in this work, it refers to an organizational
management paradigm and broader globalism in Friedman’s sense: As observed by Friedman (2005),
“today when individuals can easily access all the tools of collaborations and superempower themselves” is
radically different from just a few years ago, when “we lived in a more centralized, and more vertically
organized world” (Ibid, p. 443). “I introduced the idea that the world has gone from round to flat.
Everywhere you turn, hierarchies are being challenged from below or transforming themselves from topdown structures into more horizontal and collaborative ones” (Ibid, p. 45). This flat world signifies shifts
from hierarchy (vertical or tall) to collaborative (horizontal or flat) occurring globally, in governance
paradigms, organizations, and society (Friedman, 2005), (Excerpt from Chapter 2).
2

Contemporary leadership models extol the benefits of empowered employees by conferring upon them
autonomy and responsibility through organizational flattening of the management hierarchy. Focusing on
the objectives (outcomes), the means (processes) appear secondary; the practice of establishing broad
organizational objectives, leaving the minutiae associated with their implementation to employees, peer
administrators, or teams for implementation is considered progressive. With little resemblance to a
traditional hierarchy, leaders at the apex (difficult to visualize in a flat organization, yet very real)
represented by boards of governors, education councils or university senates, delegate responsibility for
organizational initiatives to deans who in turn relegate their implementation to the milieu of peer
administered academic departments—faculty. Unanticipated in this paradigm are the consequences of
increasing isolation at all levels—executive, deans, faculty, and staff—exacerbated by outsourcing and
technology-based communications. Managers (academic deans included) are effectively removed from the
day-to-day realization of goals instituted by higher order, becoming increasingly unable, unaware, or
unwilling to participate. That such downloading is far from empowering is not lost on faculty peers who,
sensitive to the irony, ‘assume’ increasingly demanding roles.
3

Robert Fuller explains that ‘social consensus’ is “made up of psychology ("mindset"), politics, law” (Fuller,
2003, p. 61)
4

This term is used in the context of Charles Taylor’s radical individualism manifest in ‘shallow’
comprehension and the means-end logic of instrumental reason—focussing on efficiency and immediacy in
the pursuit of goals, irrespective of salient factors or their impact on others.

5

Homer-Dixon describes “webs of interdependence” (Homer-Dixon, 2000, p. 103), in which systems
develop, for instance organizations interact and share with each other, proliferate, grow, diversify, and thus
prosper, on the basis of quality interconnections and relationships (Homer-Dixon, 2000).

6

Modernity’s externalities—forces from outside over which the organization has little or no control, such
as demographic, political, or societal trends and economic, global, or technological transformations (Taylor,
2004).
7

John Ralston Saul’s comments, during the debate: Our Democracy is Broken: How do we fix it? Hosted by
the CPAC, Canada’s parliamentary broadcaster and Maclean’s magazine (How to fix democracy, 2009).
8
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ABSTRACT
Writing as a method of therapy is fairly common in the field of psychology, but
little research has been done on its place and purpose in the academic classroom. This,
perhaps, is due to the fact that past research across various disciplines has viewed the
topic of emotions as being too difficult to be studied as a tractable subject. With the
diverse cultural, racial, ethical, linguistic and socio-economical groups that exist in
educational classrooms, there is a great need to incorporate culturally responsive
pedegogy into the curriculum, to help recognize, understand and respect these
differences.
The Progymnasmata is a teaching method of classical rhetoric, which consists of a
sequence of assignments that integrates practices, such as the narrative, that encourage
self-disclosure. Progymnasmata exercises essentially function as a form of therapy for
students of composition, and instructors of these assignments play an important role in
facilitating a student’s therapeutic process. The research in this paper will argue that
integrating assignments from the Progymnastmata into the classroom will
psychologically benefit the student by providing them with the freedom to focus on
topics of personal importance, and encouraging self disclosure. It also discusses the
educators role in implementing such exercises. Furthermore, the information each
individual discloses can help bridge sociocultural gaps that exist between students and
instructors, thus increasing cultural knowledge that might be more difficult to expose
through writing assignments that are strictly academic.
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Meeting the Challenge: Melding Program Assessment and Good Teaching
through Action Research
Stella C. Batagiannis
Abstract

Educational leadership programs today are facing the NCATE challenge requiring program
assessments that demonstrate a positive effect on student learning at the K-12 level. Action
research is an effective pedagogy for engaging aspiring principals in their learning and melding
this component of leadership program assessment. Action research was integrated into a
practicum course of twenty cohort students to accomplish both that NCATE assessment
requirement and good teaching. Students developed and implemented an action research project
focused on K-12 student learning. By the conclusion of the semester, students had been
successful in: 1) identifying a project that would affect student learning; 2) demonstrating their
leadership skills and knowledge in developing such a project; and 3) internalizing the value of
action research for school improvement.
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Evaluation of Hip and Leg Movements in Traditional Japanese
Dance by using Motion Capture Systems*
Nao Shikanai, Kozaburo Hachimura, and Yutaro Nakamura

I. INTRODUCTION
New teaching guidelines announced in fiscal year 2008
were implemented in fiscal year 2011 in Japan. Dance is now a
part of the health and physical education requirements for first
and second year junior high school students. Expressive
movement/dance
consists
of
three
components:
expressive/creative dance, rhythmic dance/modern rhythmic
dance, and folk dance that includes traditional Japanese
dance. The program aims to help students understand the
background and characteristics of dances passed down from
Japan and other countries. The practice of these types of
dances allows students to enjoy a taste of tradition. In general,
dance and dance education are frequently considered art
forms rather than a form of physical education. Dance has
evolved at an equal pace with physical education. In Japan,
dance is viewed as a cultural form that shares the ranks with
other sports [1].
In reality, many schools include the study of rhythmic
dance/modern rhythmic dance because students have
expressed interest in this dance form [2]. The fact that students
and other citizens have become interested in dance and dance
curricula in Japan is quite a breakthrough. Yet, many teachers
believe they must teach techniques such as hip-hop. Therefore,
inexperienced teachers have focused on hip-hop dance
schools, seminars, and workshops. However, the dance
curricula for rhythmic dance/modern rhythmic dance don’t
focus on only hip-hop routines and similar techniques. Rather,
students should enjoy the experience and “get into” the
rhythm of rock, hip-hop, pop, and many other kinds of
rhythmic music. Students should freely use their entire bodies
[2]. Teachers should seriously consider the ways that students
dance and explore the kinds of support that students might
need. Teachers should attempt to develop enjoyable classes
that will inspire students’ interest in dance activities.

*Part of this research was supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific
Research No. 2230039 and No. 2355613 from the Japan Society for the
Promotion of Science.
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With respect to folk dance, it can be difficult to include
Japanese traditional dance in the average curriculum. In
reality, many Japanese individuals are intimidated by
traditional Japanese dances that include movements described
as “original skills in Japanese traditional performing arts.”
Some individuals feel that only professional dancers can
perform these dances. They may believe that the dance
movements can only be appreciated by audiences that pay
careful attention. Japanese traditional dance contains gestures
that have become obsolete. Therefore, first-time dancers or
those hoping to learn these dances may not find casual
enjoyment in traditional Japanese dance. This form of dance
may be very unfamiliar to many people. Thus, it is important
to clarify the characteristics of the key movements in
traditional Japanese dance and demonstrate them in ways that
students and beginners can understand.
The inclusion of dance in the physical education
curriculum was only recently made compulsory in junior high
schools. Therefore, research studies are limited and results are
sparse. Specifically, very few studies have been conducted
that examine traditional dances and performances. However,
the number of research studies available in digital archives
created to maintain intangible cultural heritage has increased.
In particular, efforts are being made to record experts’ spoken
word and movement performances. Great focus has been
placed on waza. Yet, we must ask, “What movements deserve
our attention?” and “What are the important characteristics of
traditional, local, and folk dances?” Previous studies have
focused on education. Currently, motion capture is being used
to make accurate recordings of human movements. The
studies hope to use the data collected for educational purposes.
For example, this data can be used to develop master teachers.
This information consists of time-series data based on
three-dimensional coordinates [3]. Some studies have
captured useful data by the use of motion capture systems.
They have also suggested ways to employ this data
[3][4][5][6][7]. Efforts have been made to reproduce the
movements of Noh Plays and other Japanese traditional
dances by the use of Computer Graphics [3]. The question
remains: What is the best way to archive, record, and display
the words, movements, skills, and waza of experts and masters
so that current students and future generations of students can
benefit. We cannot rely solely on one-directional video
cameras. As recording techniques, Computer Graphics, and
robotic techniques develop, we might expect that they will
play a role in the preservation of traditional arts and intangible
cultural artifacts. Currently, it is not possible to display results
and contributions. However, we hope that in the near future,
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these technologies will assist individuals and students to learn
and become familiar with Japanese traditional performance
arts such as Japanese traditional dance, Noh Plays, and so on.
Students learn to perform Japanese traditional dance
imitating the master’s movements [4]. Judgments of “good” or
“bad” performances depend on whether the student’s
movements are similar to the master’s movements. However,
it can be difficult to objectively judge and evaluate these
movements. It requires an audience that can alertly recognize
appropriate movements to judge the performance [4].
Imitation of the implicit elements of the master’s movements
by student dancers is an important part of performance
because this type of dance requires special techniques and
skills and is based on unique Japanese traditions.
In addition, novice dancers are frequently taught to imitate
and acquire the master’s movements surreptitiously. Novices
undergo rigorous training. Their goal is to embody the
master’s movements. Recently, students have begun to use
videos as resources for review and assessment of their abilities.
However, videos only display two dimensions. Students can
only compare their movements to their masters’ movements in
one way. Yet, they must learn challenging techniques. For
example, they must learn to control the trunks of their bodies,
to move inside their bodies, to adjust the quality of their
movements. Alternatively, masters may have difficulty
explaining their technique and teaching skills in words. In
reality, during direct choreography, novice dancers and
students train for long periods. Some rely more on the
master’s movement and some rely less.
Clarification of the differences in the quality of
movements made by experts and novices may help students
better understand these movements and facilitate their abilities
to learn techniques. There has been an increase in scholarly
comparisons of data recorded by motion capture systems.
Yoshimura et al. [5] focused on primitive movements used to
construct traditional Japanese dances. They categorized a
series of movements collected from motion caption data (i.e.,
“Ready,” “Hip Movements,” “Leg Movements,” and “Center
of Gravity”). They analyzed the differences that occur in
movements made by experts and by novices. They also noted
the differences in frequency characteristics of these
movements. Yoshimura et al. [6] extended research
performed in the previously mentioned study [5]. They
examined the distances that occur in body movements and
other spectral components, and investigated differences in
movements based on sex and level of proficiency by the use of
those components. Kuromiya et al. [7] studied the similarities
found between a master’s and a novice’s movements. Their
study also relied on motion capture data. They divided
performances into sequences of motions to evaluate the
similarities between the moves of a master and a novice. DP
matching methods were used to compared characteristics of
the master’s movements and the novice’s movements
throughout the collected performance data.
Sato et al. [9] focused on folk dances. They analyzed both
experts’ and novices’ movements. It has been said that

theatrical performers must acquire mastery in a short amount
of time. This study relied on a motion capture system to record
body movements. The goal was to clarify the process involved
in the acquisition of mastery. The results showed that
movements became larger after additional practice. The
results of interviews revealed that performers gained new
awareness and better understanding from animations created
from motion capture data. The study also indicated that
animation and capture systems were useful additions to dance
education.
Previous studies revealed positive aspects to the use of
motion capture systems in dance training. These systems can
be used to capture the processes employed to master special,
unique techniques. The use of animation and motion capture
systems can highlight the similarities and differences between
the movements of experts and novices. However, only a
limited amount of these studies have been reviewed and
evaluated by dance experts and masters prior to the analyses
of the captured data. In addition, previous studies have not
initiated many studies that are based on dance masters’
specific categorizations of good and bad movements. Of
course, many types of dance styles and schools of dance exist.
Because of this, many different viewpoints also exist that
focus on the variety of different movements and
characteristics. In the future, we hope that the results of
studies will isolate and generalize the common characteristics
and skills found in Japanese traditional dances. To begin, this
study try to evaluate and designate the important
performances and movements that require analysis.
II. PURPOSE
The purpose of this study is to clarify the important
characteristics of Japanese traditional dance for students and
novice dancers by the analysis of several important
performances selected by expert dancers.
III. METHODS
To conduct our research, we relied on motion capture to
record experiments we performed on a number movements
found in Japanese traditional dance.
A. Dancer
The subject dancer, aged 74 years, is a master of the
Nishikawa school. This school is one of several major schools
that focus on Japanese traditional dance. When this master
was 18 years old, he was apprenticed to the headmaster of that
school. At age 21, this dancer was declared a master. He has
taught many dancers and has performed frequently on the
national stage.
B. Procedure
We measured movements found in Japanese traditional
dance by using a motion capture system.
We attached thirty-seven markers (Fig. 1) to the subject
dancer’s body to capture motion data. We used Eagle-Hawk
cameras made by Motion Analysis Corp, California. This
system incorporates 14 cameras to detect the many 19 mm
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markers attached to the subject dancer as he moved in a 2 m ×
2 m area. We captured data at a sampling rate of 60 Hz. We
recorded each performance twice.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Expert Dancer’s Comments and Evaluations
We presented the figures (Fig. 2) that represent the
experimental data collected from performances to the dance
master to learn the most important aspects of Japanese
traditional dance performance. We also hoped to discover
aspects that are most important to dancers.
Table II outlines the dance master’s primary comments and
evaluations. He noted that use of the trunk of the body is
important in Japanese traditional dance. A dancer must pay
attention to the ways that he or she moves the hips and knees.
He also indicated that flexion of the hip joints and knees must
follow the moving trunk of the body (center of the body). He
noted that novice dancers often unnaturally flex their hips,
knees, and the other limbs (No. 9, below).
TABLE II.

Figure 1. Marker set

C. Intended Performance
We conducted our experiment on Japanese traditional
dance by the use of motion capture. The subject dance master
specifically identified both good and bad movements. Table I
shows the names the subject dance master provided for each
performance recorded in our experiment.
TABLE I.

INTENDED PERFORMANCE

Comments
1.

When we dance, we must be sure that our body remains in one line.

2.

Limbs must move after the center of the body (trunk of the body)
moves.

3.

If we (control) the trunk of the body, we will not become tired, even if
we move for a long time.

4.

Name of performance

1.

daughter (is tying the obi, a Japanese band)

2.

elderly woman (is tying the obi, a Japanese band)

3.

An individual (is tying the obi, a Japanese band)

5.

6.

D. Showing Experimental Data to Dancers
We edited the experimental data to (a) remove noise, (b)
correct the position of each marker, and (c) supplement the
use of markers by the use of software provided by Motion
Capture Systems. We prepared the graphics for the stick
figures. We connected each joint with a line to facilitate data
comparison by dancers. We simultaneously showed figures
performing both good and bad movements. Fig. 2 provides an
example.

Figure 2. Simultaneous presentation of good and bad movements.

DANCE MASTER’S COMMENTS ON JAPANESE TRADITIONAL
DANCE

If we dance and perform and only use our hands, it may appear that
we are dancing (it appears similar to the way other people dance).
However, if we use the trunk of our body, then we are really dancing.
If we move only our hands and limbs (without moving our trunk)
during a dance, then the length of the dance will be short and the
performance will finish early. Then, people will have time on their
hands.
If we can use/control/move the coccyx (body part in the center of the
lower back), then feminine performance and the dance itself becomes
attractive.

7.

When we walk, we must have a sense that the body moves its own
knees

8.

A “best position” exists to carry the weight of one’s own body.

9.

There should be no wasted up-and-down movements. The novice
flexed his or her own body wastefully and unnaturally.

10.

Knowledge of how to move the knees and an awareness of angles are
important for all performances.

B. Comparison of Mean Times between Good Movements and
Bad Movements in Each Performance
In comments 3, 4, and 5 above, the expert dancer stated, “if
we move only our hands and limbs (without moving our body
and the trunk of the body, then the length of the dance will be
shorter.” The performances will differ despite the fact that
they are the same performance. In other words, a difference in
time may occur between the completion of good and bad
movements during the same performance. To explore this
issue, we compared the mean times that occurred between
good movements and bad movements (Table III).
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TABLE III.

DURATION OF EACH PERFORMANCE

Name of performance

Good
movements
(mean time in
seconds)

Bad
movements
(mean time in
seconds)

1.

daughter (is tying the obi, a
Japanese band)

685

535

2.

elderly woman (is tying the obi,
a Japanese band)

697

628

3.

An individual (is tying the obi,
a Japanese band)

604

440

C. Characteristics of the Hips and Knees
Based on the comments provided by the dance master, it
appears that an understanding of the movement characteristics
of the hips and knees are important for all dance performances.
It might not be difficult for students and novice dancers to
understand this if these characteristics were clearly explained.
We calculated and quantitatively analyzed the angles of hips
and knees. In this study, the hip angle is defined as the angle
between “C7-ROOT-ROOT2,” the left knee angle is defined
as the angle between “LHIP-LKNE-LHEE,” and the right
angle is defined as the angle between “RHIP-RKNE-RHEE”
(Fig. 1).
1) Comparison by the use of DP Matching
To compare good and bad movements, we analyzed
collected data on hip and knee movements. However, we
found that the number of frames that used to capture good and
bad movements differed despite the fact that the performances
were the same. Therefore, we used DP matching [6][10] to
calculate the duration of pattern matching by the use of
dynamic programming. We matched two characteristics
patterns to compare different pattern data. In Fig. 3 through
Fig. 11, the left side of the figure shows the waveform of
angles prior to DP matching. The center image shows the
waveform of angles after DP matching. The image on the right
side of the figure shows the degree of similarity between the
waveforms. As the diagonal white line in the image on the
right side grows straighter, it denotes an increase in the degree
of similarity, Signal 1 (blue waves) signifies bad movements.
Signal 2 (red waves) signifies good movements in the left and
center sections of the graph. The vertical axis represents
angular value. If the numerical value is higher, then the
angular value is higher.
With respect to the good and bad movements in the
performance of “daughter is tying the obi,” Fig. 3 shows the
results for hip angles, Fig. 4 shows the results for left knee
angles, and Fig. 5 shows the results for right knee angles. For
hip angles, the results showed that the number of angles in
good movements was greater than number of angles in bad
movements. The line for the degree of similarity was not
straight. This means that good and bad movements did not
have the same characteristics. For knee angles, the number of
angles in good movements was greater than the number of
angles in bad movements. We found a higher number of
extensions but the number of angles in good movements was
lower than the number of angles in bad movements. We found
more examples of extreme flexion. Because of this, it can be

difficult to understand the meaning of these results based on
the transition of angular knee movements. However, we can
see that the characteristics of good and bad movements
differed in this data.
With respect to good and bad movements in the
performance of “elderly woman is tying the obi,” Fig. 6 shows
the results for hip angles. Fig. 7 shows the results for left knee
angles. Fig. 8 shows the results for right knee angles. For hip
angles, the results revealed that the number of angles
displayed in good movements was greater than the number of
angles displayed in bad movements. These results are similar
to those calculated for the data collected for the performance
of “daughter is tying the obi.” For left knee angles, we found
little difference between good and bad movements. For right
knee angles, we found little difference. However, the number
of angles in bad movements was lower than the number of
angles in good movements. This means that during bad
movements, knees were more flexed at flexion points than the
performance demanded.
With respect to good and bad movements in the
performance of “an individual is tying the obi,” Fig. 9 shows
the results for hip angles. Fig. 10 shows the results for left
knee angles. Fig. 11 shows the results for right knee angles.
For hip angles, the results revealed that the number of angles
in good movements was greater than the number of angles
displayed in bad movements in performances during which
extension points were required. For knee angles, it was
difficult to distinguish the differences between good and bad
movements. However, in some sections, a greater number of
angles in good movements were noted when knees were
flexed. Thus, these results show knee movements during good
movements did not require more flexion than those during bad
movements.
2) Comparison of Angles When Hips were Most Extended and
When Knees were Most Flexed
Based on comparisons based on DP matching, good and
bad movements were dissimilar even though they occurred in
the same performance. In addition, the number of hip angles in
most good movements during performances was greater than
the number of hip angles in bad movements. On the other hand,
the number of knee angles in good movements was both lower
and higher than the number of knee angles in bad movements.
It was difficult to judge whether knees were flexed during bad
movements at the times when they were supposed to be flexed.
At times, during bad movements, knees were flexed to the
extreme. Therefore, we compared the angle values for hips
between good and bad movements when hips were most
extended during each performance and the angle values for
knees for both good and bad movements when knees were
most flexed during each performance. Fig. 12 shows the
results for hips. Fig. 13 shows the results for knees.
Fig. 12 reveals that the number of hip angles in good
movements was greater than the number of hip angles in bad
movements when hips were most extended during each
performance. These differences were small (1-2 degrees).
However, they show that, during good movements, hips are
more extended than hips are extended during bad movements.
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Fig. 3. Transitions of hip angles and similarities found in the performance of
“daughter is tying the obi.”

Fig. 9. Transition of hip angles and similarities found in the performance of
“an individual is tying the obi.”

Fig. 4. Transitions of left knee angles and similarities found in the
performance of “daughter is tying the obi.”

Fig. 10. Transition of left knee angles and similarities found in the
performance of “an individual is tying the obi.”

Fig. 5. Transition of right knee angles and similarities found in “daughter is
tying the obi.”

Fig. 6. Transition of hip angles and similarities found in the performance of
“elderly woman is tying the obi.”

Fig. 7. Transition of left knee angles and similarities found in the
performance of “elderly woman is tying the obi”

Fig. 8. Transition of right knee angle and similarities found in the
performance of “elderly woman is tying the obi.”

Fig. 11. Transition of right knee angles and similarities found in the
performance of “an individual is tying the obi.”

As we can see in the summary of the dance master’s
comments, the knees of novice dancers are often unnaturally
flexed. Sato et al. (2010) showed that dancers can learn to
move more fully and dynamically with extensive practice [9].
Expert dancers make good extended hip movements during
every performance. This shows that it is important for dancers
to extend their hips and that they attempt to move from the
hips inside. They should also move from the trunk of the body.
Fig. 13 reveals that the angle values for knees when the
knees must be most flexed during performance. For left knees
during all performances, the number of angles in good
movements was greater than the number of angles in bad
movements. The results based on solely on DP matching were
unclear. However, these results show that, during good
movements, left knees were not more flexed when dancers had
to flex them during performances. For right knees, the number
of angles in good movements was greater than the number of
angles in bad movements during performances. The results
also showed that, during good movements, knees were not
very flexed when dancers should have flexed them during
performances. In addition, the angular SD of left and right
knees during bad movements during the performance of “an
individual is tying the obi” was high. This means that
significant variations exist in bad movement data for times
when knees should be most flexed during performances. As
we can see in the summary of the dance master’s comments,
movements will not be good if a dancer makes excess,
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wasteful up-and-down movements during a performance. The
results demonstrated that expert dancers do not flex their
knees to the extreme when the performance requires that they
flex their knees. This indicates that a number of motion
problems occur during bad movements because a number of
variations in bad movements occurred during performances.

background of these dances?,” and “How many hours of
practice are necessary for students to learn these dances?” To
answer these questions, we need dancers’ assistance and
cooperation. We need better communication between teachers
and active dancers who are not involved in schools and who
might be unfamiliar with the school environment so that we
can make use of their planning abilities and form regional
partnerships. This study is a starting point that shows the need
for accurate recording and transmission of the wonderful
movements found in traditional dance. We hope to share these
treasures with students. We also hope to support the
educational environment with the efforts of dancers and
researchers who are particularly interested in dance, culture,
and other art forms.
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6. The early years are an important time for children to development healthy eating habits. With
children spending more time in group care, there is a need to closely examine the role childcare
plays in establishing healthy eating patterns. This paper first discusses current nutrition research
on influences of young children’s diets. It then examines the nutrition guidelines of two
childcare regulatory systems, the California Department of Social Services Community Care and
Licensing Division and the National Association for the Education of Young Children. Finally,
using a case study of a university based child care center located in the greater Los Angeles area,
suggestions are made for changes in nutritional policy. Throughout, we relate some of our
personal experiences to describe the advantages, potential challenges, and suggestions for the
successful implementation of a healthy nutrition program in early childhood programs
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Abstract

Many factors contribute to the development of children‟s eating patterns. This paper examines
the impact nutrition research and early childhood education nutrition policies and practices have
on developing healthy eating habits for young children. First, nutritional research and research
examining the importance of nutritional practices are discussed in terms of their effects on young
children‟s eating habits. Second, document analysis on nutritional policy for early childhood
programs derived from the California Department of Social Services Community Care Licensing
Division and the National Association for the Education of Young Children is reviewed. Finally,
recommendations are made for child care programs to strengthen their nutritional policies and
practices to establish lifelong healthy eating habits.
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The Impact of Nutrition Research and Policy on Practice: Nutrition Practices in Early
Childhood Programs
Early childhood is a critical period for the development of children‟s eating patterns. In
the last few decades, the prevalence of childhood obesity in the United States has been rapidly
increasing leading researchers and practitioners to reevaluate their current prevention strategies
(Flegal, Carroll, Ogden, & Johnson, 2002). In the 2009 to 2010 year, over 78 million adults and
about 12.5 million (16.9 percent of all U.S. children and adolescents) children and adolescents in
America were considered to be obese (Finucane et al., 2011). Approximately 40 percent of U.S.
children ages two to five are overweight or at the risk of being overweight (Ogden et al., 2006).
To make matters worse, among other diseases, childhood obesity increases the risk of type П
diabetes, hypertension, and cardiovascular disease (World Health Organization, 2004). Once
previously limited to adult onset, today type II diabetes and hypertension are being diagnosed in
childhood, emphasizing the need for action.
Moreover, longitudinal studies have discovered that the magnitude of continuity in the
way children engage with their food environments and their eating behaviors is “comparable to
the continuity observed in longitudinal studies of temperamental characteristics such as shyness,
activity or emotionality (Asendorpf, 1992; Roberts & DelVecchio, 2000), which are widely
viewed as stable traits” (Fraley & Roberts, 2005) (as cited in Ashcroft, Semmeler, Carnell,
Jaarsveld & Wardle, 2008). Research has affirmed that “healthier choices in one stage of life are
associated with healthier choices in later stages of life” (Nicklas, et al., 2001, p. 230). The
evidence that eating behaviors once set persist throughout one‟s lifetime further emphasizes the
crucial need to focus on the early years as it is a pivotal time for the formation of an individual‟s
lifelong eating patterns. Subsequently, coupled with the knowledge that the efficacy of school-
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based nutrition education programs have demonstrated to have the potential to affect the
nutritional health of children (Unusan & Sanlier, 2007), early childhood programs offer a unique
opportunity for prevention, because they provide the most effective method of reaching millions
of young children.
Nutritional Research in Early Childhood
Diet has been identified as one of the leading factors contributing to childhood obesity
(O‟Dea & Wilson, 2006; Nicklas, Yang, Baranowski, Zakeri, & Berenson, 2003), leading
researchers and practitioners to reevaluate their current prevention strategies (Flegal, Carroll,
Ogden, & Johnson, 2002). In the United States, for instance, children do not eat the “variety of
vegetables and fruits recommended…Although several educational programs have attempted to
change these patterns intakes remain below recommendations” (Skinner, Carruth, Bounds,
Ziegler, & Reidy, 2002, p. 310). Consequently, nutrition policies need to be reevaluated to
ensure their effectiveness in implementation. Research has shown that while children have an
inborn predisposition to favor sugar laden and salty flavored foods, if they are repeatedly
exposed to healthy foods they will then develop an inclination for healthy foods (Schwartz &
Puhl, 2003, p.9). Along these lines, children also have a predisposition for fatty foods and this
predisposition can be exacerbated by coupling these foods with positive social experiences
(Schwartz & Puhl, 2003, p.9). These research findings show us that while children have an
innate preference for certain types of foods; their diet can be greatly shaped by their experiences
with foods.
Research, for example, has found that soda is a major contributor to increasing children‟s
risk for obesity by as much as 60 percent (Malik, Popkin, Bray, Despres, & Hu, 2010).
Moreover, recent statistics in the United States indicate that young children consume enormous
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amounts of sugar particularly in the form of drinks. More specifically, it is estimated that fortyfour percent of young children between the ages of 19 and 24 months drink a sugar laden
beverage daily, and 70 percent of two to five year olds consume similar amounts as well (Wang,
Bleich, & Gortmaker, 2008). This is problematic because soda and other sugary drinks replace
healthier food items which provide vital nutrients such as calcium, iron and vitamin A, in a
developing child‟s diet resulting in a poorer quality of overall diet. As a result, there should be
policies in place to ban sugary drinks in child care programs; however, as will be discussed later,
the policy monitoring beverages in pre-elementary schools is minimal at best.
This pattern is clearly not limited to the intake of beverages and applies to other aspects
of eating behaviors. Consequently, examining children‟s experiences with food will help
uncover how some of these poor eating habits develop and subsequent policies that can help
prevent them. One consistent finding has been that children‟s eating practices mirror that of their
parents (Gortmaker, Kim, Lindsay, & Sussner, 2006; Golan & Crow, 2004). For instance, Gable
and Lutz (2000) found that parents who exposed their children to fruits and vegetables in their
early years, had children who were more likely to eat a variety of fruits and
vegetables. Research also has found that a child‟s level of neophobia, a person‟s likelihood to
reject novel foods, is directly correlated with a parent‟s level of neophobia (Dovey, Staples,
Gibson, & Halford, 2008). Studies have found that from as early as four to six months of age
neophobia can be modified by repeated exposure (Dovey, Staples, Gibson, & Halford, 2008).
For instance, a nursing mother‟s dietary regimen can greatly impact her breastfeeding infant‟s
acceptance of new foods (Dovey, Staples, Gibson, & Halford, 2008). Additionally, parents are
typically the individuals responsible for purchasing groceries, cooking meals, and preparing
snacks all of which play a key role in influencing a child‟s diet and eating habits (Gortmaker,
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Kim, Lindsay, & Sussner, 2006). This research underscores the importance of policies
regulating food choices in early child care programs.
Moreover, children‟s television viewing, which is greatly determined by parents, has
been shown to have a negative inverse correlation with the development of healthy eating habits
(Maher et al., 2006). Specifically, research has found that many of the food advertisements
targeted at children endorse unhealthy sugar and fat laden foods and that the exposure to such
marketing greatly impacts children‟s preference for such products (Maher, Lord, Hughner, &
Childs, 2006). This underlines the need for child care programs to limit their usage of visual
media as it impacts both poor food preferences as well as sedentary behavior both of which
increase the risk of obesity. As the following pages will demonstrate in examining the
effectiveness of nutritional policies, it is important to note that many factors contribute to the
development of children‟s eating patterns.
Nutrition in Early Childhood Programs
In addition to the family environment and parental influences, this article asserts that
there is an equally important secondary environment to consider when examining the
development of 21st century children‟s eating habits: the environment of child care programs.
Over the last three decades in the United States, the number of child care facilities has more than
quadrupled (Smolensky & Gootman, 2000). Nationwide there are approximately 15 million
children under the age of 6 that are in non-parental childcare programs (Child Care Aware of
America, 2012). Specifically, “Preschool children enter care as early as six weeks of age and
can be in care for as many as forty hours a week until they reach school age” (Story, Kaphingst,
& French, 2006, p. 145). Subsequently, the vast majority of U.S. preschool-aged children have
two primary contexts where they are introduced to the mealtime experience: home and child care
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programs. This leads researchers to make statements such as the following: “All the ways in
which parent-child food relationships have been characterized are applicable to caretaker-child
relationships” (Nicklas et al., 2001, p. 229). Consequently, with the increasing numbers of
children attending child care, these programs contribute immensely to childhood nutrition.
Epidemiologic studies have found that preschool experiences have the potential to significantly
determine children‟s weight (Maher, Li, Carter, & Johnson, 2008). Despite this, “research has
yet to establish the potential impact of dietary behaviours learnt in preschool child care
environments that are outside the home” (Tysoe & Wilson, 2010, p. 105).
The limited research on the role child care settings play in impacting obesity finds that
not only are policies lacking or incomplete but staff are inadequately trained to implement
policies that promote healthy eating. For example, in a study conducted by Gable and Lutz
(2001) teachers were reported to rush children through mealtimes and make children finish their
food, as well as use food as a reward. Another study by Freedman and Alvarez (2010) only 39
percent of teachers reported they let children determine how much they should eat and 59
percent communicated that they enforce a rule of children completing their meal before receiving
dessert. Research has found that these exact practices are highly detrimental to establishing
healthy eating patterns for children (Gortmaker et al., 2006).
More specifically, the three dominant types of caregiver food parenting style are:
permissive, authoritarian, and authoritative. The literature on nutrition caregiving style
demonstrates that parents who are extremely controlling or authoritarian about their children‟s
food have children who are less able to self-regulate their food consumption. The literature on
nutrition caregiving style demonstrates that adults who are extremely controlling or authoritarian
about their children‟s food have children who are less able to self-regulate their food
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consumption (Gortmaker et al., 2006). Research, for instance, has shown that at least half of
American parents report using food as a source of punishment or reward. When adults offer
food as treats for good behavior, children learn to anticipate such rewards more frequently.
This counterproductive authoritarian style often leads to unhealthy food patterns including but
not limited to increasing food struggle and aversions (McConahy & Picciano, 2003). Research
has further shown that children are more likely to develop poor eating patterns and be “picky
eaters” when adults do the following: 1) Use food as a reward system or withhold food as a
punishment for behaviors; 2) coerce children to eat against their will; 3) use conditionals to
manipulate eating (McConahy & Picciano, 2003). Research demonstrates that foods served as a
reward, in a positive context, often become preferred.
On the other end of the spectrum lies the permissive caregiving style in dyadic childcaregiver food interactions. These caregivers tend to allow the children under their care to select
and prepare foods with very little to no caregiver feedback. For example, should a child request
to have numerous servings of rice the caregiver would not intervene. This type of interaction
style also results in children who have poor nutritional outcomes (Gable & Lutz, 2000).
Authoritative caregivers who give children the autonomy to make their own decisions regarding
their food intake but control what foods are introduced to children or offer children the choice to
try new foods in a positive social context were the most successful (Gable & Lutz, 2000).
Drawing from the literature above, this paper attempts to better understand the role that
early non-parental group care environments have on influencing preschoolers‟ nutrition and
developing data-driven best practices for nutrition in child care programs. In doing so, the
following section will describe the nutritional regulation policies in place for U.S. child care
programs.
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U.S. Nutrition Policy for Early Childhood Settings
In 1942, the U.S. Children‟s Bureau‟s created the first ever federal non-parental child
care standards which were revised to include more standards in 1953 (Logue & Hong, 2000).
However, there were no standards set for children under the age of three. In the 1960s, the U.S.
federal government laid the foundation for the regulatory policies of child care programs (Logue
& Hong, 2000). By 1980, the U.S. federal government, with the exception of the federal Head
Start and Early Head Start programs, decided to stop regulating policy for all non-parental child
care programs and relinquished this responsibility to the states (Logue & Hong, 2000).
Consequently, the state governments have been given the authority to design their own
regulatory standards and delivery systems which each provider is required to uphold in order to
legally operate. In the U.S., every child care program serving children must be licensed or
regulated and, thus, comply with the nutrition standards set by their state licensing regulations,
which vary widely from state to state and at best often meet very minimum nutritional standards
(Story et al., 2006).
Research, for instance, has found that only “ten states limit foods and beverages of low
nutritional value” and only “five states regulate vending machines” (Story et al., 2006, p. 159).
Story et al. (2006) report that of the 1,962 child care programs that participated in a nationwide
study 50 percent served lunches that had more than 35 percent of the calories from fat and an
average of 13 percent of the calories from all meals were from saturated fat, over and beyond the
United States‟ Departments of Health and Agriculture‟s recommended Dietary Guidelines. In
addition to the excess fat, this study also found that minimal amounts of fruits and vegetables
were served (Story et al., 2006). It is important to note the programs that participated were all
center based and were required to follow the same meal patterns that both the National
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Association for the Education of Young Children and the California state licensing standards
mandate. To make matters worse, research has found that center based child care programs are
the most strictly monitored, when compared to large group child care homes, and the least
monitored are smaller residence based child care programs (Story et al., 2006).
This demonstrates that even when programs have general guidelines in place when they
are not detailed and left open to interpretation untrained staff may inadvertently compromise the
nutritional content while still adhering to the guidelines. Research, for instance, has shown that
staff did not always understand what the nutrition guidelines stipulated and, thus, required better
training. This limited nutrition knowledge is reflected in one staff member‟s response when he
stated his reason for not providing fresh fruit to be that he didn‟t know how many apples he
needed to constitute the required serving size. He preferred to serve apple sauce because he
could easily measure the required serving size (Briley, Roberts-Gray, & Simpson, 1994).
In sum, there is no uniform policy regulating the nutritional standards of non-parental
group care settings for young children in the United States. Also, as the aforementioned
paragraphs illustrate the research available points to mediocre food and beverage quality and
overall nutritional practices in early care programs. The section to follow will include a detailed
analysis of the California state licensing requirements as an example of what states require for
nutrition policies in child care programs.
Document Analysis
The State of California Community Care Licensing
The California Department of Social Services (CDSS) Community Care Licensing
Division licenses approximately 13,000 child care centers, providing care for close to 800,000
children (CDSS, 2012). Child care centers are defined as any child care facility, except “Family
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child care home, in which less than 24-hour per day, non-medical care and supervision are
provided to children in a group setting” (1998, November 1). All child care centers must obtain
a license from the CDSS unless they are exempt from licensure. The CDSS Community Care
Licensing Division Manual of Policies and Procedures contains regulations adopted by the
CDSS, other State Departments affecting CDSS programs, statutes from appropriate Codes
which govern CDSS programs, and court decisions. The regulations apply to all child care
programs regulated by the state of California.
An analysis of the CDSS Community Care Licensing Division Manual of Policies and
Procedures contains regulations (1998, November 1) revealed that while there are licensing
regulations with detailed specifications regarding the storage of breast milk, the sanitation of
food, requirements for food components and serving size based on the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) Child Care Food Program and Code of Federal Regulations standards;
however, in reviewing these State licensing documents there is not a single guideline provided
regarding how children and teachers should be educated about nutrition or teaching training
practices affiliated with instilling healthy eating habits in children. This highlights the often
overlooked or miniscule role that nutrition plays in the overall assessment of the quality of a
child care program.
The National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) Accreditation
Regulations
A much more rigorous regulatory system to maintain quality assurance nationwide is
offered by the National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC). The
NAEYC is the world‟s largest and most widely recognized organization advocating for young
children from birth through age eight (Surr, 2004). The NAEYC first began to accredit child
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care programs in 1985, basing its criteria on current empirical research, setting the bar high for
child care programs. In 2006, the NAEYC accreditation standards were reviewed and a much
more rigorous, comprehensive, and research-based NAEYC Early Childhood Program Standards
and Accreditation Criteria took effect. The new standards include 417 criteria within 10
standards. After a comprehensive document analysis of the NAEYC accreditation criteria
(including all sub-criteria) that are used to assess child care quality, analysis revealed that 10 out
of NAEYC‟s 417 criteria are devoted to nutrition and the establishment of healthy eating habits
for young children (Ritchie, 2006). These 10 criteria were spread among the four out of the ten
accreditation standards. These four accreditation standards are: Standard 1 Relationships;
Standard 2 Curriculum; Standard 3 Teaching; and, Standard 5 Health (Ritchie, 2006).
While it is encouraging to read about these data driven standards that regulate nutrition
practices at NAEYC accredited child care programs, it is also important to note that NAEYC
Accreditation is a voluntary process and is not mandatory. As a result, only 8 percent of all child
care in the United States programs are accredited by the NAEYC (Surr, 2004). Furthermore, in
comparison to other nutrition regulations such as state licensing, NAEYC criteria—while only
comprising two percent of their total pool of standards—are often more rigorous (see Table 1).
Nutritional Policy Recommendations for Child Care Programs
The Meal
With children spending more time in non-parental group care, childcare program policies
need share in the responsibility of helping to create healthy eating habits for young children and
ensure that children get the nutrition they need. However, as this paper has revealed the majority
of child care programs are still struggling to acknowledge the importance of nutrition and
nutrition standards. As previously mentioned the importance of exposure to new foods and how
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repeated exposure can alter initial rejection to acceptance, underscoring the critical role that child
care providers play in choosing the foods presented to children.
Specifically, as mentioned earlier, research has also shown that exposure to a myriad of
different vegetables resulted in infants being more open to consuming a novel food than infants
who were only exposed to one vegetable (Gerrish & Mennella, 2001). Child care programs
should give children repeated opportunities to sample healthful foods (foods that are high in
fiber, calcium and iron-rich, and low in sodium and sugar) in positive contexts, so that some of
the foods offered will become preferred and accepted. Moreover, an often unnoticed but critical
element of a child care program‟s menu is the beverages that are served at mealtimes and
throughout the day. Based on previously cited research, this paper recommends that early child
care programs take the nutritional content one step above and beyond California State licensing
and NAEYC accreditation standards and create policies that refrain from serving children any
form of juice throughout the day and rather offer children when available fresh whole fruit
instead of juice and when unavailable water.
The Mealtime Environment
In consideration of the associative learning process, child care programs should aim to
create a positive atmosphere while offering healthy snack choices. Acknowledging that
mealtimes are a social occasion for children, child care programs should offer snack and lunch in
a pleasant, aesthetically pleasing context. While children in group care spend their days among
one another, rarely do they gather together for a shared purpose. Family style dining is an
exception to that. This way of dining, where a group of children come together to eat a shared
meal, often tends to be a more culturally accurate representation of how people eat and therefore
a very valid way to approach mealtimes in group care settings. It is recommended that children
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as soon as they are able to get into and out of a chair on their own are invited to sit at the table
together. Should children over or under serve themselves, caregivers should be seated with them
and help scaffold the process. There is only one bowl of a particular food available, hence,
children practice waiting with adult guidance as well as learn to pass the bowl to their peers
when they are done serving themselves. Among other things, this particular practice allows
children to practice their emerging abilities of perspective taking (American Academy of
Pediatrics & American Public Health Association, 2011). Children also are influenced by “peer
pressure” and tend to try novel foods more often if they are encouraged by a peer tasting the new
food (Hendy & Raudenbush, 2000). Despite the importance of family style eating, research has
surprisingly found that:
…the majority of child care programs did not use family style meal service, and in 25
percent of observations, child care providers hurried the children to finish their snack or
meal. Regulating young children‟s food intake is supposedly common practice in childcare facilities…As a result, preschool children in group settings have not learned selfcontrol, and tend to eat more at snack time if allowed to self-select than if selections were
restricted. (Nicklas et al., 2001, p. 229)
Food should also be presented to children in an appealing manner. Tablecloths, little jars
or vases with flowers, and real utensils and plates should be utilized. The mealtime experience
should mimic a collective, family dining experience more than an individualized, cafeteria
atmosphere. Consequently, program policy should encourage family style dining and pay close
attention to the context in which food is presented to children.
Staff Training
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To support the development of healthy eating habits for children, early child care
programs should give staff regular and consistent training on research based best practices for
caregiver interactions and nutritional content. For example, programs should aim to give young
children repeated opportunities to sample healthy foods in a positive, non-coercive context.
When adults coerce children to eat a food and as a result receive a tangible reward, for example,
if an adult encourages a child to eat their carrots and if they do so they will get a sticker, children
are less prone to like that food later. Accordingly, asking a child to eat other food first can create
a coercive or negative context, which can then influence the child to dislike the foods. Thus,
while caregivers should monitor the foods that the children are served, it is important to note
they should not choose the order in which the children eat them.
As cited previously, research has found that “Imposing stringent controls can increase
preferences for high-fat, energy-dense foods, perhaps causing children‟s normal internal cues to
self-regulate hunger and satiety to become unbalanced” (Gortmaker et al., 2006, p. 171).
Whereas early childhood program best practices should allow caregivers to have clearly defined
roles in offering food to the children while allowing the child to maintain the responsibility for
deciding what and how much they would like to eat. A child, for instance, may want repeated
servings of rice but a caregiver may intervene and bring attention to the fact that they have other
choices on their plate as well. “In sum, whether children learn to appreciate the role of healthy
food in their own physical and emotional well-being and to recognize their bodies‟ signs of
hunger and fullness is integrally linked to the nutrition and mealtime environment” (Gable &
Lutz, 2000, p. 294). Caregivers should strive to strike a balance between controlling the foods
that are offered to children while allowing children to choose which foods and how much they
want to taste.
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Conclusion
Early childhood programs need to heighten their focus on instilling healthy eating habits
in young children. Subsequently, it is recommended that early child care programs add the
aforementioned systemic data driven measures regarding children‟s access to high quality
nutrition in the form of menu specifications, the mealtime environment and staff training on
interactions and nutritional content to ensure that children are served healthy, nutritious food and
beverages during their time in group care. Good nutrition in school improves a child‟s learning
ability and overall welfare and, ultimately, determines the nutritional trajectory for a child‟s
lifetime.
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Table 1
NAEYC Accreditation vs. California State Licensing Standards and Criteria Pertaining to Nutrition

Standard
1.B.
Standard
1.B.10
Standard
5.A.

Standard
5.A.02

Standard
5.B.
Standard
5.B.01
Standard
5.B.06
Standard
5.B.11
Standard
5.B.13
Standard
5.B.16
Standard
2.K.
Standard
2.K.01
Standard
2.K.02
Standard
3.D.
Standard
3.D.07

NAEYC Accreditation Standards and Criteria Pertaining to Nutrition
Building Positive Relationships between Teachers and Children
Teaching staff never use threats or derogatory remarks and neither withholds nor
threatens to withhold food as a form of discipline.
Promoting and Protecting Children's Health and Controlling Infectious Disease
Unless the program participates in the United States Department of Agriculture's Child
and Adult Care Food Program, at least two times a year a registered dietitian or
pediatric public health nutritionist evaluates the menus for nutritional content; portion
sizes; nationally recommended limits on juice, sugar, sodium, and saturated fats;
special feeding needs to be met by the program; and procedures used for food brought
from home.
Ensuring Children's Nutritional Well-being
If the program provides food for meals and snacks, the food is prepared, served and
stored in accordance with the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Child
and Adult Care food Program (CACFP) guidelines.
Clean sanitary drinking water is made available to children throughout the day.
(Infants who are fed only human milk do not need to be offered water).
Teaching staff do not offer solid foods and fruit juices to infants younger than six
months of age, unless that practice is recommended by the child's health care provider
and approved by families. Sweetened beverages are avoided. Only 100% fruit juice is
recommended, the amount is limited to no more than four ounces daily.
The program does not feed cow's milk to infants younger than 12 months, and it serves
only whole milk to children of ages 12 months to 24 months.
The program serves meals and snacks at regularly established times. Meals and snacks
are at least two hours apart but not more than three hours apart.
Curriculum Content Area for Cognitive Development: Health and Safety
Children are provided varied opportunities and materials that encourage good health
practices such as serving and feeding themselves, rest, good nutrition, and exercise.
Children are provided opportunities to help them learn about nutrition, including
identifying sources of food, recognizing, preparing, eating, and valuing healthy foods.
Using Time, Grouping and Routines to Achieve learning Goals
At snack times, teaching staff sit and eat with children and engage them in
conversation. When provided meals are served family style, and teaching staff sit and
eat with children and engage them in conversation.
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1012227
1012227.a.1

1012227.2

1012227.3

1012227.4

102227.5

102227.6

102227.7
102227.10

State of California Child Care Regulations Pertaining to Nutrition
Food service
All food shall be safe and of the quality and in the quantity necessary to meet the
needs of the children. Each meal shall include, at a minimum, the amount of food
components as specified by Title 7, Code of Federal Regulations. All food shall
be selected, stored, prepared and served in a safe and healthful manner.
Where all food is provided by the center, arrangements shall be made so that each
child has
available at least three meals per day. Not more than 15 hours shall elapse between
the third meal of one day and first meal of the following day.
Where meal service within a center is elective, arrangements shall be made to
ensure availability of a daily food intake meeting the requirements of (a) (1) above
for all children who elect meal service in their admission agreement.
Between meals, snacks shall be available for all children unless the food a child
may eat is limited by dietary restrictions prescribed by a physician. Each snack
shall include at least one serving from each of two or more of the four major food
groups.
The following shall be offered daily:
(A) Full-day programs shall offer a midmorning and midafternoon snack.
(B) Full-day programs shall ensure that each child has a lunch.
1. The child's authorized representative may send meals and/or snacks for the
child.
(C) Half-day programs shall offer a midmorning or midafternoon snack.
Menus shall be in writing and shall be posted at least one week in advance in an
area accessible for review by the child's authorized representative. Copies of the
menus as served shall be dated and kept on file for at least 30 days. Menus shall be
made available for review by the child's authorized representative and the
Department upon request.
Modified diets prescribed by a child's physician as a medical necessity shall be
provided.
Powdered milk shall not be used as a beverage but shall be allowed in cooking and
baking. Raw milk, as defined in Division 15 of the California Food and
Agricultural Code, shall not be used. Milk shall be pasteurized.

Note. The National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) standards and criteria are from Ritchie
(2006) and the State of California regulations are from State of California, Health and Human Services Agency, Department
of Social Services (1998, November 1).
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Leadership and the Disposition of Care: An Inextricable Connection
Stella C. Batagiannis
Abstract

The purpose of the study was to conduct a qualitative analysis of the dispositions aspiring
principals identified as critical for teachers and school leaders based on their analyses of their
own experiences as K-12 students. Data was collected from five cohorts of aspiring principals
enrolled in the Master’s in Educational Leadership program in a university in the Midwest. The
data consisted of two reflective analytic papers of the teachers who had had the most positive and
most negative effect on their K-12 education. Graduate students: 1)identified a personal positive
and a personal negative experience with one of their teachers; 2)analyzed the dispositions
demonstrated by the teachers; and 3)explained how they have and will apply their experiences to
the development of their own leadership and teaching identity. In analyzing the data, the
consistently emerging theme in the analysis of the data was the critical value of the disposition of
care for teachers and school leaders. Aspiring principals identified the presence or absence of the
disposition of care as having had the greatest effect on them as students. A second emerging
theme was the intent of aspiring principals to emulate the disposition of care in their own
leadership.

The Community of Inquiry as a Theoretical Basis
for Research Efforts to Improve Online Learning

In the spirit of an International Conference as an opportunity for professional dialog and
collaboration, university researchers from Canada and the United States will discuss the application of
the Community of Inquiry (CoI) theory to current research efforts to improve online learning. The need
to provide quality online learning, based upon appropriate theory, transcends national and cultural
boundaries. Anyone who is teaching online or blended courses will benefit from attending this session.
The panel discussion will be richer with the participation of the audience.
Researchers from the University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA) will report the findings from a pilot study
that investigated student perceptions of pedagogical practices which improved the learning climate.
Forty‐eight students from three courses at graduate and undergraduate levels were participants in the
study. All courses were delivered using Blackboard and Elluminate Live during the spring semester of
2012. Enrolled students were asked to identify effective methods for improving climate, comfort, and
engagement. Strategies reported by students as most effective included breakout or small group
discussions, class discussion of reading material, student presentations of course content with peer and
professor feedback, professor’s organization for learning, and professor’s facilitation of the course.
Researchers found the collected qualitative data could be aligned with several different published
frameworks, such as the hallmarks of good teaching identified by Chickering and Gamson (1987), or the
indicators of quality online teaching cited by Shelton and Isenhagen (2012). However, the Community of
Inquiry (CoI) framework described by Garrison, Anderson, and Archer (2000) emerged as the most
plausible model to help understand the findings of the study. The CoI framework features three
elements (presences): the teaching presence, the cognitive presence, and the social presence. Each of
the three elements could be easily identified in the collected data.
In response to open‐ended questions, students emphasized the professor’s role in facilitation through
the use of supportive, constructive feedback, direct instruction, and other aspects of building
connections within the class. The teaching presence, as reported by students, meant that the course
was organized and structured for maximum interaction among students. The cognitive presence was
evident when students described their small group tasks and how much they learned from solving
problems through discussions with each other. Other evidence of the cognitive presence emerged from
peer reviews of student assignments in the Blackboard Discussion Board. The social presence was
indicated by students as a high level of engagement. Students reported they were fully engaged, and
enjoyed connecting to others in the course. The course was personalized, students wrote. Professors
observed the high level of engagement through students’ willingness to share personal stories and the
mutual respect students demonstrated for each other.
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The professors observed the overlap of elements. Students’ narrative responses were not always
clear as to which presence was intended. Did the students’ descriptions of engagement, for example,
speak to the social presence of the course or to the cognitive presence? The teaching presence seemed
to be the basis for the other elements, professors observed. A study of the teaching presence could
bring the focus to the specific teaching strategies which student responses identified clearly.
The UAA study reported here will be revised in the spring semester of 2013 with an expanded group
of participants, representatives of varied courses across levels and departments of the university. The
primary goal of the study will remain the same: to improve teaching and learning through the
application of the most effective pedagogical practices. The CoI quantitative survey is being considered
as an efficient method of data collection. The CoI theory will serve as the theoretical basis for the study.
In the last decade, the CoI theory has been widely applied as a theoretical basis for studies of
teaching and learning in higher education (Garrison, 2011). Although the framework was originally
created as a study of the characteristics and qualities of text‐based computer conferencing for
educational purposes, CoI has developed into a comprehensive theory, suitable for any course where
professors strive to create a personally meaningful and educationally sound learning environment.
Of particular interest to the UAA researchers are the relationships between the teaching presence
and the cognitive or social presence. If there is evidence to support a causal relationship between the
teaching presence and the cognitive presence, researchers are tempted to study the teaching presence
as the direct path to improved teaching and learning. On the other hand, those relationships are not
clearly defined. Only by studying the three presences concurrently can researchers appreciate the
complexity and interdependence of the presences as an explanation for a dynamic teaching and learning
process. These issues and others will be explored in the panel discussion.
These written remarks are intended to raise issues and start the discussion of the panel. The authors
look forward to an in‐depth discussion and to practical suggestions for applying the CoI theory to future
research efforts.
The panel discussion may include, but will not be limited to, to the following questions. Participation
from the audience is invited and encouraged.
1) What elements of course design contribute most powerfully to the development of a
Community of Inquiry?
2) How can researchers best measure the elements (teaching, social, and cognitive presences)
of a community of inquiry, as perceived by both learners and instructors?
3) The relationship among the teaching, cognitive, and social presences has been defined as
interdependent or integrative. Is the teaching presence the driver or basis for the cognitive
and social presences? Is it possible to study one presence, for example, the teaching
presence, in isolation?
The Community of Inquiry as a Theoretical Basis for Research Efforts to Improve Online Learning
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4) What kinds of empirically based research models are best suited to investigating the impact
of Communities of Inquiry?
5) If a researcher wanted to measure the development of the three presences (teaching,
cognitive, and social) over the length of a course, how could the researcher deal with the
aspects of the teaching presence which take place before the beginning of the course? Is it
possible that a strong teaching presence could be present when the course begins, through
the skillful design and structure of the course? Or is it possible that course design and
planning will eventually be separated from the active, in‐course aspects of the teaching
presence?
6) Is the ideal of a Community of Inquiry appropriate across disciplines and levels? For
example, consider advanced math or chemistry courses where traditional teaching formats
are the standard for the field.
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Second-language Learning: Identity-independent Generation and
Access of Learning Resources through Social Interactions in the
Teacher-centred Practice
Shu-Hwa Wu
Chung Yuan Christian University
By using ethnography as a method, I utilized Lave and Wenger’s community-of-practice (CoP)
as a lens to visualize the second-language learning (SLL) that occurred in the activity of
podcasting storybook writing. Unpredicted generation and access of the learning resources in
the teacher-centred practice are independent of learners’ personal identities as a result of
teacher facilitation.
In recent two decades, SLL research from a sociocultural perspective has been
increasingly popular. Some scholars, inspired by Lave and Wenger’s CoP (e.g. Lave & Wenger,
1991; Norton, 2000; Toohey, 2000; Toohey, Day & Manyak, 2007), investigated social relations,
identity development, learning contexts, practices, and the availability of and access to learning
resources for second-language learners.
Regarding how identity negotiation contributes to learners’ access to learning resources,
Harklau (2000) found that the students’ relations to the communities, first, in their high school
and later, in the ESL program of the community college, shaped their identities in a different
way, and as a result, affected students’ motivation in learning English. In Lin’s (1999) study, she
illustrated that the students’ socioeconomic backgrounds contributed to their identity
development, which in turn affected their learning behaviours and the ways they saw their
futures. In Norton’s (2000) studies, identity negotiation for Eva affected her English-practicing
opportunities over time. Toohey (2000) found that a child with positive personal identity had
better opportunities in English learning than a child with negative one. Recently, I (2012) found
that personal identity affect access to learning resources and its assignment does not stay
unchanged, but is very fluid, changeable and closely related to the social setting and the people
one encounters. As a result, personal identity is highly related to access to learning resources.
According to CoP, Lave and Wenger (1991) asserted that new concepts could be
generated through social interactions and people get access to the new concepts through meaning
negotiation. In this research, I would like to verify this assertion in the activity of podcasting
storybook writing. Hence, I would like to carry out SLL research for investigating the following
questions:
How could new concepts be generated through social interactions, how could
students get access to the new concepts through meaning negotiation, and how
might personal identity affect generation and access of the learning resources in
SLL?

1
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Theoretical Framework
I use Lave and Wenger’s (1991) CoP as a theoretical framework to visualize English
learning in the podcasting storybook writing. I paid attention to generation of new concepts
through social interactions, access to the new concepts through meaning negotiation, and
relationship between personal identity and generation/access of the learning resources in SLL.
Method
This research utilizes data collected as part of Toohey, Neufeld, and Stooke’s 3-year
(2006-2009) SILICLE (A Sociocultural Investigation of Literacy Instruction for Children
Learning English as a Second Language) ethnographic research project, where I was a graduate
student and did participant observation, especially for Michael, who was the focal student and in
the same small group with Roger, Janet and Ginny, as teachers introduced (1) picture-based
storytelling and (2) story-podcasting in three grade-6/7 English story-writing classes from
January to April of 2008 at E elementary school.
The school is located in the lower mainland of British Columbia in Canada and culturally
and linguistically diverse with the majority of the students coming from refugee families.
Approximately 60% of the school children speak languages other than English at home, and
about 60% of them are newcomers who have arrived in Canada in the past 1-5 years. The class I
observed took place in Ms. Wilson’s class.
Data Resources
Our research team members shared and review all the collected data we saved in the
computer database that included school information, community information, student
background interviews, students’ journals, audio recordings and their transcriptions, field notes,
students’ writing samples, audio recordings of the student-student interactions and their
transcriptions, and after-project interviews and their transcriptions, met periodically to debrief
our findings, and communicated with one another informally about what happened in this
activity. Through triangulating, we tried to reach a singular proposition about the phenomenon
being observed.
Results and Discussion
Access to Learning Resources: The Meaning-negotiating Moments
In the picture-based story-writing, Ms. Wilson came to Michael’s group to check their
observation for the picture (Figure 1) she provided through the overhead projector. There was
something which made this picture special. Michael was a careful observer and discovered that
the picture was actually a fantasy. However, Roger disagreed with Michael’s point of view. Even
though Ms. Wilson commented that Michael’ s observation made sense and encouraged Roger to
use his imagination, Roger was reluctant to make efforts in using his imagination. Despite of
Michael’s further detail description of the picture, Roger was not ready to accept his way of
interpretation. [Field Note 1, (FN 1)]
2
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FIGURE 1. The picture Ms. Wilson used
FN 1
1

Ms. Wilson: What things do you notice?

2

Janet: There’s a boy and a girl.

3

Ms. Wilson: Okay, dig deeper.

4

Michael: There’s a building and it is turning into a fence. And the cement turns into
water. (Roger protests what Michael thinks are nonsensical observations.)
(FN, January 22, 2008)

In the process of Roger getting access to Michael’s insights into the picture, Roger did not
agree with Michael’s answers at first. He even thought it was nonsensical observation. However,
Michael’s answers opened up a new access to the story behind the picture for Roger, and
eventually Roger was convinced. Actually, Michael’s insights into the picture already became
one of learning resources for other students, and Roger took a long way around to get access to
and to make sense of this learning resource. By examining the case of Roger who sometimes
behaved like a bully toward Michael, Roger might just overlooked Michael’s contribution and
missed the proper access to the learning resource if Ms. Wilson did not interfere with Roger and
Michael’s discussion and give her support to Michael’s answer. Hence, the teacher played an
important role for Roger to get access to learning resources in the IRE (Initiation, Response and
Evaluation) structure where teachers initiate questions, followed by students’ responses and then
it proceeds with the teachers’ evaluations on students responses (Hall & Walsh, 2002), which
may cause or start another rounds of IREs.

3
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The role of teacher in the IRE or IRE-related setting is important in facilitating Michael’s
opportunities of practicing in the learning activity. Likewise, the teacher can facilitate access to
the learning resources for all the students, not only for students with disability or less power like
Michael, but also for students who do not realize they lack access to learning resources like
Roger and perhaps other children too. In this episode, like many other formal occasions in
classrooms, the teacher in the IRE setting initiated questions and asked for students’ response,
which was similar to a brainstorming activity. The students answered the questions one by one.
As the students took turns to answer the teacher’s questions, a variety of answers came into the
public eyes. They represented different ways of children’s thinking from various perspectives
and presented different channels to approach the possible stories in that picture Ms. Wilson
provided. All of the answers from the students could become learning resources for other
students to figure out the story behind the picture. Some of the answers were straightforward,
such as “a boy and a girl”, but Michael took a bit more care on observation of the picture and
came up with a different answer from others. This finding is similar to Toohey, Waterstone, and
Julé-Lemke’s (2000) finding, where teacher and students, in the IRE setting, took turns making
written forms of words that might be new for other students. As a result, “The particular
organization of this IRE seems to make some of the linguistic resources of community members
available to all” (p. 426). According to these findings, the IRE setting works as a platform that
provides students with access to a variety of learning resources that are generated by the teacher
and/or students.
Instant and Living Learning Resources: The Students’ Interpretations of the Picture
In the picture-based story-telling, Ms. Wilson introduced the basic elements of a story
(who, what, where, etc.) to the students which they could use to set up a scene or frame for their
own stories. Hence, what the teacher provided became the first source of learning resources for
the students to access. We see the students using the picture which came, of course, with an
unspoken story the artist tried to tell. The story behind the picture was the second source of
learning resource the students could access. When the picture, as a semiotic mediator, was
presented to the students, they might have used the picture and its implicit story to structure their
own story. In addition to that, the picture might have triggered them to recall individual personal
experiences, which would be a third source of learning resource they could access. This was a
kind of refreshment of their memories. Then, they blended the artist’s story with their individual
personal experiences that came from their individual’s social, cultural, and economical
backgrounds, developing a unique way to look into the story behind the picture. Thus, various
new interpretations, which were different from the original story, were produced. For example,
Michael’s interpretation was dramatically different from Roger’s at the beginning of the class.
These various interpretations might become the fourth source of learning resources for other
students. At the time that we observed meaning-negotiating moments, the students were
experiencing and referencing other people’s insights, producing a potentially rich interpretation
of the picture, which was another round of hybridization of thoughts.
Before Roger answering Ms. Wilson’s question in the whole class discussion, he did not
think the picture was a fantasy at all. However, after the discussion with Michael and Ms.
Wilson, a new learning resource was generated mainly by Michael and provided to him, so that
he had a new understanding for the picture. One of the students might have understood Michael’s
4
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fantasy concept of the picture, so he added more descriptions to the fantasy picture when
replying to Ms. Wilson’s inquiry.
The picture Ms. Wilson provided served as a semiotic mediator, which may trigger the
students’ memories and experiences and generated their individual interpretations of the picture.
These interpretations of the picture included various perspectives, were varied through practices,
became instant and living learning resources for the students, and were regulated by the teacher
in the IRE/IRF setting. As a result, they enriched resources for the students to think and to write
in their English story-writing subsequently.
The Teacher as an Old-timer in Stimulating Production of Instant and Living Learning
Resources
In this research, I found that the teacher, as a more knowledgeable old-timer, stimulated
production of learning resources for students’ learning. Writing in correct grammar is important
for writers to deliver their stories and ideas smoothly. In the following sentence-sharing activity
(FN 2), the students contributed what they knew about the correct grammar in a sentence to the
class, while Ms. Wilson worked as a more knowledgeable old-timer in stimulating the students to
generate the correct answer to the question. The answer provided by St2A became a learning
resource for other students, especially for Ginny, and that was the result stimulated by the
teacher. What the teacher did encouraged students to produce instant and living learning
resources. As a result, the students, especially Ginny, could access the instant and living learning
resources.
FN 2
5

Ginny: Two young cute little boys that were five years old. (Ginny reads her sentence
to the class.)
(Ms. Wilson says it’s a good sentence.)

6

Ms. Wilson: Which two words are similar here, so that we can leave one out?

7

Ginny: Little and five years old. (She raises her hand and Ms. Wilson calls on her.)

8

St2A: young and little. (This answer is what Ms. Wilson is looking for.) (FN, January
22, 2008, LD)
Conclusion

Learning resources not only came from what the teacher provided, but they were also
created by the students. The students integrated what the teacher provided, including the
meaning behind the picture in the activity, with their previous memories and experiences to
generate instant and living resources (speech or writing) that might be useful for others to learn.
The quality and quantity of the instant and living learning resources the students created were
practice-dependent. What I found is that more instant and living learning resources were
5
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generated in the practice of picture-based storytelling. Access to and sense-making of learning
resources through meaning negotiation was also practice-dependent. In addition, the practice of
picture-based storytelling provided students, in all positions in term of a power structure in a
classroom, with a platform for meaning negotiation. A possible explanation for the phenomena is
that the practice of picture-based storytelling allowed all the students to learn together, to
contribute various opinions from a variety of perspectives, to resonate upon agreeing with others’
opinions, and to debate when they disagreed, causing plenty of generated learning resources and
more deep meaning negotiation. Most importantly, the teacher in this type of practice (IRE)
played an important role to secure the opportunities of participation of all the children regardless
of their personal identities in the class.
Scholarly Significance of the Study
The previous studies indicated that the access of learning resources for students is highly
related to their personal identities. However, in this research, it shows the generation and access
of learning resources in the social interaction are unpredictable and teachers in the teachercentred practice in the picture-based storytelling activity are able to secure the opportunities of
participation and the access to learning resources for all the children, regardless of their personal
identities in the classroom power structure.
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Abstract
The purpose of this longitudinal study will be to determine the effect of

participation in virtual professional learning teams and e-mentoring on the efficacy,

instructional practices, pedagogical development, and attrition rates of alternatively
certified teacher interns. Using a quasi- experimental design, quantitative and

qualitative data will be collected. The Teacher Self-Efficacy Scale, Professional

Development Needs Assessment Survey, and Danielson’s Framework for Teaching
will be the collection instruments utilized. If the results of the study indicate

significant gains for the experimental group of interns, the program’s induction and

support model will be revised to require all interns to participate in virtual PLCs and
e-mentoring.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the study was to design an effective professional development model
for the site school that would fill content literacy instruction gaps in the curriculum
and help the school to address the goals of the state’s newly adopted literacy

program. Forty- two teachers participated in a three-day training. Using an action
research design, quantitative and qualitative data were collected. A Content

Literacy Strategy Needs Assessment Survey, Content Literacy Instruction Strategy
Workshop Evaluation, and an End-of-Course Evaluation were the collection

instruments completed by attendees. The results indicated that the Content

Literacy Strategy Standards professional development model was very effective and
could be transferrable, replicable, and sustainable if implemented in other low
performing districts.
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Abstract

Concept mapping is a powerful technique used in a number of disciplines to promote meaningful
learning. Learner-generated mapping, also known as student-generated mapping, has been shown
to increase significantly student achievement in standardized tests of conceptual understanding
and problem-solving skill. This achievement is further enhanced when concept mapping is used
in conjunction with other instructional techniques such as peer collaboration and expert
mediation. Researchers attribute this heightened achievement to the Constructivist-based
principle that students learn more meaningfully when allowed to discover new principles on their
own. Expert-generated mapping, also known as teacher-generated mapping, has been shown to
be more effective in low-achieving and learning-disabled populations. In contrast to
Constructivist theories, researchers attribute the higher student achievement in expert-generated
maps to the decreased cognitive load inherent in the maps. While the research supports the use of
concept mapping to enhance conceptual understanding, the evidence is mixed as to the efficacy
of concept mapping in promoting enhanced problem-solving skills particularly in mathematicsrelated fields.

Keywords: Concept mapping, student-generated, learner-generated, teacher-generated, expertgenerated, meaningful learning, student achievement, problem-solving, conceptual
understanding
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Concept Mapping and Student Achievement: Increasing Conceptual Understanding and
Problem-Solving Skills in a Mathematics Classroom

Students are not taught how to learn, rather the burden of learning is dependent upon
the student’s own ability in organizing and structuring information into memory.
Smith & Dwyer (1995)

Concept mapping is a powerful instructional technique used in a number of disciplines to
help promote meaningful learning. Concept maps, as developed by Joseph Novak and colleagues
in the 1970s, are graphic representations of knowledge; concepts (nodes) joined together with
linking words or phrases (links) to form propositions. When related to previous knowledge,
concept maps help learners form a deeper and richer understanding of a subject area. This deeper
knowledge leads to increased recognition of the interrelationships between ideas and concepts as
well as increased facility to apply this knowledge to solve new problems. The acquisition of this
deeper knowledge has been labeled as meaningful learning (Novak, 1990).
This article will review the latest use of concept mapping in relation to student
achievement, particularly in the area of problem-solving and conceptual understanding in a
mathematics or mathematics-related setting. This author contends that after examining the
current body of research, both student-constructed and teacher-generated concept mapping, used
either singly or in joint use with other instructional techniques, leads to higher student
achievement in tests of conceptual understanding and problem-solving skills. Teacher-generated
concept mapping is more effective in certain populations (learning-disabled and low-achieving
students) while student-generated mapping, when used in conjunction with other instructional
techniques such as collaborative learning and mediated learning, promotes greater meaningful
learning and higher achievement in average and high-achieving populations. Perusal of the
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current literature reveals that most of the research on concept mapping has occurred outside the
mathematical domain, however, the evidence from these studies can suggest possible
interventions for the unique aspects confronting the math learner. This author contends that
because of this related research, concept mapping, both learner-generated and expert-generated
and in conjunction with other instructional techniques, can lead to higher student achievement in
the area of mathematical problem-solving. First, a look at the history of concept mapping.
Concept Mapping, Meaningful Learning, and Student Achievement
A long history of cognitive research has examined meaningful learning and student
achievement since David Ausubel first proposed that the mind organizes new verbal information
in a hierarchical fashion (Ausubel, 1963). In the early 1960s, Ausubel defined meaningful
learning as the relating of new knowledge (concepts and propositions) to existing cognitive
structures present in the learner. Ausubel distinguished meaningful learning from rote learning –
the memorization of facts – as two separate, though related, cognitive processes. According to
Ausubel, in order to learn meaningfully – as distinct from rote learning – three conditions must
be present: (1) the learner must have relevant prior knowledge on which to connect the new
information being learned; (2) the new information must contain meaningful concepts or insights
that substantially furthers the learner’s understanding of the content area; and (3) the learner
must choose to learn meaningfully (Ausubel, 1963). Meaningful learning can also describe how a
learner integrates that new knowledge into their existing networks of concepts and propositions
by discovering relationships not previously recognized by the learner (Malone & Dekkers, 1984).
Building on Ausubel’s theories, Joseph Novak (2006) and colleagues developed concept
mapping in the early 1970s while trying to develop visual techniques to help improve science
learning in middle school students. As envisioned by Novak, concept maps were hierarchical
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graphic representations consisting of concepts (nodes) linked to other concepts by a connecting
line or lines. Linking words or linking phrases on the individual lines indicated the relationship
between the two nodes. Together, the linked nodes formed propositions or discreet units of
meaning called semantic units (Novak, 2006).

Figure 1: Concept Map Example with Nodes, Linking Words and Propositions
Reprinted from “The Theory Underlying Concept Maps and How to Construct Them,” Novak, J.
D. & Canas, A. J. (2006). Technical Report IHMC CMap Tools, Florida Institute for Human and
Machine Cognition.
Numerous studies have supported the use of concept mapping to improve increased
student achievement in undergraduate class settings (Afamasaga-Fuata’i, 2007, 2009; Chiou,
2008; Ryve, 2004; Smith & Dwyer, 1995; Wang & Dwyer, 2006); in secondary class settings
(Kinchin, 2005; Lawson & Chinnapan, 2000; Okebukola, 1995; Ozmen et al, 2007 ); with
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learning-disabled and low-achieving students (Ives, 2007; Stull & Mayer, 2007); as well as in
post-graduate settings (Hsu, 2004; Gonzalez et al., 2008; Wheeler & Collins, 2003). In each case,
learners were able to demonstrate improved conceptual understanding of a domain by producing
larger numbers of valid propositions in student-generated maps or a significantly richer and more
nuanced appreciation of a subject area by increased scores on tests of conceptual understanding.
In other studies utilizing mapping techniques, learners were able to demonstrate greater problemsolving skills than individuals who did not use concept mapping (Lawson & Chinnapan, 2000;
Lee & Nelson, 2005; Lindstrom & Sharma, 2009; Wheeler & Collins, 2003). The preponderance
of evidence comparing learner-generated and expert-generated mapping interventions favors the
learner-generated scenario although the evidence is by no means definitive. The rest of this
article will distinguish under which circumstances and with which populations the different
techniques have proven to be more effective.
Learner-Generated Concept Mapping and Constructivism
In a case study of ten university students, Afamasaga-Fuata’i (2007) asked the question:
“How can hierarchical concept maps illustrate improvements in students’ understanding of
mathematics topics?” Afamasaga-Fuata’i followed ten students enrolled in a university research
mathematics class who constructed their own concept maps as the semester progressed. The
students were asked to create concept maps on the materials learned, then meet, discuss, critique,
and revise their concept maps twice a week for 50 minutes for the duration of the 14-week
course. The findings suggest that after initial difficulty in constructing the individual concept
maps, and after multiple critiques and revisions by their peers, students displayed a richer and
more comprehensive understanding of their topic with concept maps becoming more
differentiated and structurally complex. The majority of the participants showed an increase in
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the number and percentage of valid nodes indicating a richer and more meaningful understanding
of the topic. Although the percentage of valid nodes decreased in nearly half the participants, the
overall number of nodes increased significantly as each participant added more nuanced and
insightful concepts. Constructivist theorists argue that students learn more meaningfully and
therefore perform more effectively, when allowed to discover new principles on their own and
integrate the new information into their existing structures in ways that make sense to the learner
(Markow & Lonning, 1998; Ozmen et al., 2007). Afamasaga-Fuata’i (2007) notes that the
participants initially had great difficulty constructing their maps but with repeated practice and
critique, each participant reported that the construction of their own maps significantly increased
their conceptual understanding of the content area.
Chiou (2008) also found support for the Constructivist position. Chiou conducted a study
in an advanced accounting class in Taiwan where he examined student-generated concept
mapping as a means of advancing student comprehension in a complex domain. In his study, he
asked the questions: (1) Can concept mapping improve students’ learning achievement in an
advanced accounting course? and (2) What are students’ attitudes toward concept mapping as a
learning tool?
The participants in the study were 124 students in an advanced accounting course in a
major university in Taiwan. The participants were divided into two classes: one class of 62
students randomly assigned as a control group, and the other class of 62 students randomly
assigned as the experimental group. The instructor and learning materials were the same for both
classes in an attempt to lessen confounding variables in the experiment. A pre-test/post-test
control group design was used to measure the effect of the concept mapping intervention. A
satisfaction questionnaire was utilized to measure the attitude of the participants toward adopting
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concept mapping as an instructional tool. None of the students had previously reported
experience with concept mapping prior to the intervention.
The results of the study indicate the concept mapping intervention resulted in a significant
increase in learning achievement for the experimental class over the control group who received
traditional lecture-style instruction (t = 2.96, p < 0.01). The mean score for the experimental
class on the post-test evaluation was 73.24 while the mean score for the control class was 63.31.
The researcher notes that the result indicates that the intervention class achieved a significantly
higher achievement result than the control class. Although a large number of studies seem to
favor the Constructivist-based theory that students who create their own graphic representations
of a content area exhibit great conceptual understanding of that area, the evidence is by no means
one-sided.
Expert-Generated Maps and Cognitive Load Theory
Expert or teacher-generated map also been shown to have positive effects on student
achievement. In one of the few studies to compare student-generated mapping and teachergenerated mapping to one another, the results favored the experts. In a three-part experimental
study conducted in 2007, Stull & Mayer asked the question: “Do students learn more deeply
from a passage when they attempt to construct their own graphic organizers (GOs) than when
graphic organizers are provided?” Learners were tested on their retention and transfer of
knowledge after reading a passage and being provided teacher-provided GOs or studentconstructed GOs. In each successive experiment, the complexity of the teacher-provided GO
decreased from highest complexity to intermediate complexity to lowest complexity. In each
study, the transfer effect size favored the teacher-provided group (d = 0.24, ns; d = 0.43, p <
.05; and d = 0.84, p < .01). There were no significant differences with retention between the two
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types of GOs. The study also suggested that teacher-provided GOs lessen cognitive load by
decreasing extraneous load. The study did not support the theory which suggests that students
may learn more meaningfully by creating their own GOs. Stull and Mayer (2007) observe that
this study supports the idea, in direct contradiction to the Constructivist theories, that graphic
organizers lessen extraneous load and therefore promotes more generative processing by the
student. Ausubel’s definition of meaningful learning – the integration of new information into
previous knowledge structures – seems supported by the study’s results that show the numbers
and scope of propositions identified by the participants significantly increased after the expert
concept mapping intervention.
Lee and Nelson (2005) reach a more nuanced position in a study comparing studentgenerated maps with completed expert maps in an undergraduate class studying technology. In
an experimental study of forty-four undergraduate students enrolled in an introductory
technology course, Lee and Nelson asked the following questions: (1) Which type of concept
map – self-generated or completed – is more effective for problem-solving performance; and (2)
Does prior knowledge (high vs. low) affect the effectiveness of concept map strategies,
generative or completed, on problem-solving performance?
The results of the study found that the student-generated concept mapping group
outperformed the completed concept mapping group in well-structured problem-solving (M =
89.82, SD = 5.09; M = 80.364, SD = 3.68) although both types of intervention helped increase
student achievement. For ill-constructed problems, however, neither type of intervention proved
advantageous; the generative concept map group did not perform significantly better than the
completed concept map group. The researchers suggest that expert-generated maps as an
instructional tool is not as effective in promoting meaningful learning as student-generated maps
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because the mapping structure provided by the expert may not fit into the students’ existing
knowledge structure. Rather than decrease the cognitive load, for ill-defined problems, the
expert-generated maps cause more confusion for the learner. These results would be consistent
with a Constructivist perspective.
While student-generated mapping and teacher-generated mapping both seem to have a
positive influence on the average students’ performance, the picture is clearer as to which
intervention is more efficacious, student-generated or teacher-generated, for studies focusing on
low-achieving students and students with learning disabilities.
Graphic Organizers and Learning-disabled Students
A number of studies support that teacher-generated graphic organizers are more effective
with learning-disabled or low-achieving students for promoting meaningful learning than
students who use other instructional tools (Ives, 2007; Stull & Mayer 2007). Researchers explain
the increased performance of students using teacher-generated maps as being due to the
decreased extraneous load placed upon the students’ cognitive processing. Scaife and Rogers
(1996) explain that the graphical nature of concept maps help the learner integrate new
information more effectively by providing computational offloading (lessening the amount of
cognitive effort needed to solve problems). Kintsch (1998) describes the same effect as
offloading and maintains that concept mapping requires the externalization of knowledge thereby
offloading working memory and aiding in the ease of construction of a coherent concept
structure.
In an experimental study designed to investigate the effectiveness of graphic organizers
in teaching secondary mathematics students with learning difficulties how to solve systems of
equations, Ives (2007) found students using teacher-generated organizers showed a stronger
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grasp of the conceptual foundations needed to solve the systems than did students who were
taught in a more traditional lecture-style manner. Although that advantage did not necessarily
translate into better problem-solving scores, students did exhibit a firmer grasp of the
interconnectedness of the concepts within the concept domain. As previously cited, Stull and
Mayer (2007) found that the use of teacher-generated graphic organizers did help students with
learning disabilities understand more deeply the concepts imbedded in a passage on biological
concepts than did organizers created by the learners themselves. Stull and Mayer (2007) note that
the expert-generated mapping provided the scaffolding necessary for the learner to make the
necessary connections between the fundamental concepts without needing to organize those
concepts themselves. In both studies, the authors credited the decreased cognitive load as being
instrumental to promoting the students’ deeper understanding of the content area.
Concept mapping, learner-generated and expert-generated, both have positive effects on
student achievement in tests measuring conceptual knowledge and the interrelationships between
complex concepts. A number of the studies cited (Afamasaga-Fuata’i, 2007; Chiou, 2008; Ives,
2007) specifically deal with the conceptual understanding of mathematical concepts and each
indicated that some form of mapping was beneficial for student achievement. For conceptual
knowledge, the evidence is compelling. The research on concept mapping and enhanced
problem-solving, on the other hand, although present, provides a less clear picture.
Concept Mapping and Problem-Solving
The relationship between mapping and student achievement on tests measuring problemsolving is unclear although an increasing number of studies suggest the relationship is a real one.
Lavigne (2005) distinguishes between the general understandings of concepts (conceptual
understanding) versus the specific application of that knowledge (problem-solving) as two
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different demands on one’s cognitive understanding. Word problems, for example, call for
problem representation which requires one to connect one’s content knowledge to the specific
requirements of the problem in question before executing a procedure designed to solve the
problem (Silver & Marshall, 1990). Lavigne (2005) notes that “how an individual’s
representation of concepts in a domain applies to a particular problem” is but a “small portion of
an individual’s knowledge base, because it focuses on a subset of concepts in the domain and on
specific relationships between those concepts” (p. 40).
Quillici and Mayer (2002) describe these increased cognitive demands in terms of the
deeper principles embedded within the concepts themselves. They contend that experts are able
to solve problems more successfully than novices because novices rely more on the surface
attributes of a problem. Since the novice learner usually holds a more fragile conceptual
understanding of a content area, their ability to access that cognitive structure is less facile.
While the novice learner may be able to represent a fairly complete overall picture of the content
area, the learner’s internal mental structures may be constructed in such a way as to be
sometimes inconsistent with the content area principles needed to solve new, more complex
problems (Lavigne, 2005).
In a study designed to examine the effects of concept mapping on problem-based
outcomes, Hsu (2004) found significant differences in achievement between groups using a
learner-generated concept mapping technique versus those who received traditional lecture-style
instruction. Lau (2002) defines problem-based learning as a method of teaching that uses a
variety of different scenarios to stimulate students to apply their knowledge of a content area to
new problems. In Hsu’s study, 92 Asian college students enrolled in a 2-year nursing program at
a university in Taiwan were randomly assigned to one of two groups; a control group (n = 49)
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who received traditional lecture style teaching methods, and an experimental group (n = 43) who
received both the concept mapping intervention. The aim of the study was to examine the effects
of adopting concept mapping in a problem-based learning (PBL) scenario coupled with student
discussion in a university nursing course. Six PBL scenario discussions with student-generated
concept mapping were used to determine to what degree student-generated concept mapping
enhanced student achievement. The results of the study indicated that the experimental group
received significantly higher proposition and hierarchy scores for their concept maps than did the
control group (conceptual understanding). There was also a statistically significant difference in
the total score (which included sections on problem-solving as well as conceptual understanding)
with the experimental group outperforming the control group. Hsu notes that while both groups
drew maps adequately depicting the contents of the course content, the experimental group
showed stronger and more nuanced maps than the control group (p. 515, 2004). Hsu contends
that exposure to concept mapping strategies also helped to improve significantly the
experimental group’s final score. The control group showed no such improvement. The inclusion
of an additional pedagogical technique (peer review) does cloud the issue of which intervention,
concept mapping or peer review or a combination of both, was more instrumental in enhancing
the learner’s ability to think critically, however, although the exact mechanism is unclear, the
evidence does suggest that concept mapping nevertheless plays an important role in enabling the
learner to transfer their knowledge and skills into new areas of inquiry.
In a study more on point, Lindstrom and Sharma (2009) found that students who had
attended concept mapping classes concurrent with their physics classes also scored significantly
higher on tests measuring problem-solving skills. In a mixed-methods study, 244 first year
physics students with little to no prior experience in physics were offered enrichment classes one
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hour per week in how to construct link maps (concept maps) to organize their knowledge of class
material. By the end of the semester, 32 students who had attended at least eight of the ten
mapping enrichment sessions scored ten percent higher on a final examination than did a
comparison group of students (n = 40) who did not attend the requisite number of mapping
sessions. At the end of the study, two questionnaires revealed that students not only believed that
the concept mapping classes were helpful in gaining an overview of physics but that the concept
mapping for responsible for developing their problem-solving abilities. Researchers also found
that students attending at least eight out of ten map meetings achieved, on average, 9 points out
of 90 better in the examination emphasizing problem-based scenarios (p=0.004) than a
comparison group (n=40) with similar academic background who had not attended map
meetings.
Lindstrom’s and Sharma’s and Hsu’s results are consistent with Quillici’s and Mayer’s
observations that increased familiarity and confidence in a content area (as demonstrated by
more complex and valid cross-links in student-generated concept mapping) can lead to greater
achievement not only in conceptual understanding but in tests of problem-solving. Increased
confidence by the learner seems to increase one’s ability to apply new and novel approaches to
problem solving scenarios, at least in the domains of nursing and physics. Marshall observed that
“in problem-solving situations, schemata (knowledge organized into mental concept mapping
structures) result from experience in solving problems that share common underlying features
that are meaningful in that domain” (as cited in Lavigne, 2005, p. 40). Although the exact
mechanism connecting concept mapping and enhanced problem-solving abilities remains
unclear, the evidence strongly suggests that it exists.
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Concept Mapping Used With Additional Strategies
Mediation (Gonzalez et al., 2000), cooperative learning (Okebukola, 1992), and peer
critique (Afamasaga-Fuata’i, 2009), when used jointly with a concept mapping strategy greatly
enhances student performance. Afamasaga-Fuata’i (2009) conducted a qualitative case study in
which six university students enrolled in an undergraduate mathematics course were instructed in
the use of concept maps and Vee diagrams (maps/diagrams) to communicate their understanding
of a topic not previously encountered in their studies. Participants were required to construct
concept maps and Vee diagrams throughout the course of the semester to indicate their growing
understanding of the topic. Maps and diagrams were evaluated three times during the course of
the 14-week study. Researchers focused their study by asking three questions: (1) In what ways
did the activities of concept mapping and Vee diagramming influence students’ mathematics
learning? (2) What roles did concept maps play in learning about the structure and nature of
mathematics learning? (3) What roles did Vee diagrams play in facilitating the problem-solving
process and generation of multiple methods? Concept maps were evaluated in terms of the
structural complexity and validity of concept labels and propositions. Vee diagrams were
analyzed in terms of the extent of the appropriateness and relevance of the Vee entries. The
findings indicated that although learning a new mathematics topic and learning to use concept
maps were quite demanding, all six students found the construction of the maps, as well as the
ongoing critique and feedback from group discussions and the instructor, facilitated their
learning of the topic on an enriched and deeper level; a level that would have been difficult to do
alone or without the concept mapping intervention.
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Conclusion
Concept mapping continues to evolve into an effective tool to help learners develop a
more in-depth and expert facility with complex content areas. As an instructional tool, both
learner-generated and expert-generated mapping have their advantages and underlying rationales.
Research supports both types of intervention for helping students increase conceptual
understanding, and, under different circumstances, seems to be neutral if not beneficial for
increasing problem-solving skills. While Afamasaga-Fuata’i (2007; 2009), Ives (2007), and
Quillici and Mayer (2002) as well as others have all begun significant research utilizing concept
mapping in the mathematics domain, more work needs to be done to provide the same level of
confidence inspired by the efficacy of concept mapping in other content areas. Specifically,
studies uncovering the relationship between concept mapping and enhancing problem-solving
skills in mathematics would be beneficial to the educational community. Related studies
(Kinchin, 2005; Kintsch, 1998; Novak, 1990) hint that the relationship does exist. Designing
studies specifically to support that intuition would be helpful not only to the academic
community’s understanding of how learner’s learn, but also to the practitioner’s world of helping
students understand the relationships that exist in an increasingly complex world.
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Too often, these Children are Teaching-Disabled, not Learning-Disabled
Ron Tzur
University of Colorado Denver
Introduction
In this paper I examine a critical issue in the education of students designated by their
school systems as having learning disabilities in mathematics. My central thesis is that, too
often, this designation reflects and perpetuates years-long, cumulative effects of inadequate
mathematics teaching. I provide empirically grounded cases from successful work with such
students to argue that what they need is a student-adaptive pedagogical approach
(abbreviated as adaptive teaching, or AT). At the heart of this learning-enabling pedagogical
approach is a “Teaching Triad” (see Figure 1), which consists of: (1) conceptual diagnosis of
students’ available conceptions, (2) developmentally appropriate analysis of the mathematics
intended for students’ learning (as opposed to grade-based), and (3) tailoring—design and
adjustment—of tasks for promoting students’ transition from (1) to (2). A critical component
of AT is the daily reactivation of and building on students’ available conceptions as a
purposeful bridge (Jin & Tzur, 2011) to the intended mathematics. In the following section I
articulate this component in particular and AT in general as plausible pedagogical
implications of a constructivist perspective on knowing and learning.
The approach I argue for is distinguished from prevalent approaches in which
mathematical capacities of struggling students are assessed. One such approach is the
Discrepancy Model, which designates ‘disability’ to a student whose performance on a gradenormed mathematical test is one (or more) standard deviation lower than her or his IQ score.
Another approach is Response to Intervention (RtI), which designates ‘disability’ to a child
based on performance on mathematical problems after instruction took place. Granted, as
indicated by the first—and pivotal—component of the Triad, adaptive teaching invests
heavily and continually in assessing students’ mathematical capacities. However, it differs in
terms of the purpose of assessment. Assessing students in AT is not done for obtaining a
summative measure of the child’s performance, which can often reflect previous teaching
falling short of promoting mathematical understandings expected of normal achieving peers.
Rather, AT focuses on diagnosing conceptions underlying the child’s performance for the
purpose of deciding what and how to teach next. Simply put, in AT the purpose is not to
establish the nature of children’s ‘disability’ but to reveal, re-enable, and nurture conceptual
and procedural abilities in learning important and challenging mathematics.
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A Constructivist Conceptual Framework
Adaptive teaching (AT) as my colleagues and I use it with children and their teachers
draws on a constructivist framework consisting of general and content-specific constructs.
The general constructs draw on Piaget’s (1971, 1985), Vygotsky’s (1978, 1986), and
Dewey’s (1902, 1933) works. These giants postulated that advancing to novel (to the learner)
mathematical ideas occurs via continual transformations in learners’ available conceptions,
through reflection on goal-directed, problem-solving activities (Steffe, 1990, 2002; Steffe &
Tzur, 1994; von Glasersfeld, 1995). Recently, my colleagues and I have proposed an
expended framework that combines a mechanism of learning a new mathematical conception,
termed reflection on activity-effect relationship, with a tightly linked teaching cycle that
supports such learning (Simon & Tzur, 2004; Simon, Tzur, Heinz, & Kinzel, 2004; Tzur,
2007, 2008, 2011; Tzur & Simon, 2004). This extended framework postulates that
constructing a new mathematical concept commences with a learner’s assimilation of a
problem into the situation part of her existing schemes (von Glasersfeld, 1995). The learner’s
situation triggers her goal, which triggers a mental activity for accomplishing that goal (with
or without observable actions). The learner’s brain uses the goal to monitor and compare
actual effects of her activity, and records differences the learner experiences as a perturbation.
This first type of reflection (anticipated vs. actual effects) may yield a second type, consisting
of comparisons across records of activity-effect patterns and establishes a new, invariant
relationship that the learner both anticipates and can justify in known or novel situations.
Accordingly, to successfully and effectively promote learning, teaching needs to be
repeatedly adapted to the assimilatory conceptions a child brings to the learning situation, so
these conceptions are purposely reactivated and then transformed. Such a conception-based
pedagogy (Heinz, Kinzel, Simon, & Tzur, 2000; Simon, Tzur,
Heinz, Kinzel, & Smith, 2000; Tzur, 2008; Tzur, Simon,
Heinz, & Kinzel, 2001) consists of three central activities (Fig.
1): (a) analyzing student available conceptions (particularly

Figure 1. Adaptive Teaching Triad

goals they can set, activities they are likely to carry out), (b) specifying challenging-yetfeasible goals for the student’s learning, (c) selecting/designing goal-directed tasks/activities
that bring forth available conceptions and are likely to transform them, through orienting
students’ noticing of differences between their anticipated and actual effects and interjecting
prompts that orient reflection across the learners’ mental records of activity-effect diads.
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Two foundational content-specific constructs constitute the core in which diagnosis
and fostering of student conceptions are rooted—the units a learner uses and the operation
(mental activity) on/with these units (Steffe & Cobb, 1988; Steffe & von Glasersfeld, 1985;
Steffe, von Glasersfeld, Richards, & Cobb, 1983). A child may operate on units of one (1s)
and on number as an abstract composite unit (CUs). The latter are formed as a symbolized
anticipation of the invariant effect of counting 1s, which includes “nesting” any number of 1s
within a larger number (4 is counted before and thus nested within 5, which is nested within 6;
and 6 can be thought of as composed of six 1s and/or 4+2). Both 1s and CUs can further be
distinguished in terms of their accessibility to the learner’s perception. Tangible items can be
directly perceived, figural items are tangible items used to substitute invisible items (e.g.,
raising fingers to represent covered cubes), and abstract items can be thought of and operated
on in the absence of any perceivable items (e.g., number word stands for an imagined
quantity). Articulating the numerous operations learners can use on/with units goes beyond
the scope of this paper. For the purpose of illustrating how AT can promote learning in
students with “disabilities” suffice is to point out that the teacher focuses on unit coordination
and unit segmenting operations. Two specific operations in children’s reasoning with whole
numbers are described in the cases of successfully re-enabled learning discussed below.
Method
This paper is not an empirical study. Rather, it portrays typical cases of what von
Glasersfeld (1995) calls ‘an epistemic child’. Each case is a model—an aggregated result of
analyses of numerous children with whom my colleagues and I have worked (I use a mock
name to convey a personal sense to each case). This 2-decade work included teaching and
studying children’s construction of early number knowledge (additive, multiplicative, and
fractional reasoning) in regular, whole-class settings as well as lab-like settings (individuals,
small groups). The two cases discussed in the next section represent two foundational shifts
we successfully nurtured in 4th and 5th graders diagnosed as barely having mathematical
conceptions expected of normal-achieving 1st graders. These students seemed at a loss in the
regular 4th or 5th grade classrooms in which they were included, with teaching that focused on
multiplication and division with whole numbers, as well as fractions, decimals, and percents.
Empirically Grounded (Epistemic) Cases
For each of the two cases presented in this section, I couple brief diagnosis of the child’s
available conceptions with description of her or his learning. The case of “Joe” depicts re-
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enabled transition to a counting-on strategy, which is linked to a child’s construction of the
foundational concept of number (Steffe & von Glasersfeld, 1985). The case of “Janet”
depicts re-enabled transition to initial multiplicative unit coordination.
Case A: From Counting-All to Counting-On. After counting and placing two separate
collections of cubes on the desk, (e.g., 7 and 5), Joe was asked how many cubes were in both
collections. To figure this out, he would consistently count all items, starting from one: 1-23-4-5-6-7; 8-9-10-11-12. If we cover the first collection, Joe would try looking under it. We
asked if he could find the total without looking and, at least for small numbers, he would
count all items by raising a finger per each imagined cube. These behaviors indicated a 4th
grader’s lack of a concept of number as composite unit, a diagnosis that led to nurturing such
a conception along with the counting-on strategy for addition. To this end, we would engage
Joe in playing a game called “How Far From the Start?” Initially, the child plays this game by
actually walking (or hopping) over floor tiles from a “Start” line. Once the child is facile with
the game, playing shifts to a similar board game. In both versions, the child rolls a die (or
spin a spinner), moves so many steps from the “Start” line, and marks the last step/tile with
that digit. The child then rolls the die again and, starting from the previous stopping location,
moves so many steps and marks the second distance with that digit. At this point, the child is
asked how far (in steps taken) is the final location from the start.
The ‘bridging’ aspect of this game is seen when Joe would reactivate counting-all as
he points out to each tile to figure out the total of steps taken. Initially, we would encourage
Joe’s successful and motivating use of this strategy to solve a few tasks. Then, we would
introduce constraints and/or prompts to orient his reflection onto an invariant effect of his
counting operation of singletons of the first addend within the count of the combined, twoaddend “walk.” In the example of adding 7+5, as Joe reaches the first mark for 7 steps we
would ask, for example, if this surprised him (and why), what would be the next number he’d
say (here, 8), and why would this be helpful to notice. Later, a prompt could involve asking
Joe after he solved the task via counting-all if there was a number other than 1 from which he
could start his counting and why would such a start be beneficial.
Gradually, as Joe would begin to spontaneously start the count from the first addend,
we would block his view of the first few steps (e.g., standing on the tiles, covering the path
on the board game) while prompting him to use the same strategy. Once Joe seems to
anticipate the “start-from” component of counting-on, we would move on to promoting his
anticipation of the “stop-at” component (Tzur & Lambert, 2011). The latter requires keeping
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track of 1s in the second addend simultaneously with accruing the count of the entire,
combined quantity. By covering both addends and encouraging Joe to first use his fingers (a
strategy he used in counting-all) and later his numbers, we nurture his shift from counting-all
to counting-on. In this shift, Joe is re-conceptualizing the first quantity as a composite unit;
he could anticipate and thus refrain from actually counting the 1s that constitute that number.
In the example of 7+5, Joe would independently count: “7; 8-is-1, 9-is-2, 10-is-3, 11-is-4, 12is-5,” which indicates his conception of 7 as an abstract, symbolized number. We would then
gradually increase the first and/or second addends (e.g., 15+6, 28+3) until Joe seems to
spontaneously and invariantly use counting-on for any number within his familiar range.
Needless to say, none of this learning—the foundational concept of number—would have
been re-enabled during regular teaching Joe received ever since counting-on was taught in
first grade. In turn, this learning opened the way for Joe’s operating multiplicatively on
numbers (Tzur, Xin, Si, Kenney, & Guebert, 2010), a transition depicted in the case of Janet.
Case B: From Additive to Multiplicative Reasoning. Janet used counting-on to solve
problems that Joe solved via counting-all. But to solve a problem such as, “You have 6 bags;
in each bag you have 3 candies; How many candies do you have in all 6 bags?” she would
respond “9” and explain, “I added, 6; 7-8-9.” Using more problems in which she would have
to operate on composite units (CUs) supported our diagnosis that she have constructed
number as a CU and could operate on such units additively, but (b) she was yet to coordinate
multiplicative operations on such units. The goal for her learning was thus to establish a unitcoordination conception in which she uses the activity of distributing items of one CU (e.g., 3
candies) over the items of another CU (each of 6 bags) while keeping track of the accruing
numbers of CUs and 1s (e.g., 1-bag-is-3-candies, 2-is-6, …, 6-is-18). Steffe (1992) asserted
that this is a foundational multiplicative operation. To this end, we would engage Janet in a
pair-game called “Please Go and Bring for Me” (PGBM) (see Tzur et al., in press). Each turn
of the game, one player sends the other to produce and bring, one at a time, a specific number
of towers made of same-size number of cubes (say, 6 towers with 3 cubes each, denoted 6T 3 ).
Once production and bringing of towers is over, the “Sender” asks the “Bringer” four
questions: How many towers did you bring? How many cubes are in each Tower? How many
cubes are in all the towers? How did you figure this out? Once all questions are answered and
discussed by the two partners, they switch roles and begin a new turn.
The ‘bridging’ aspect of the PGBM game is seen when Janet would reactivate her (a)
counting of 1s to produce a CU (i.e., produce a tower), (b) counting of CUs as a different type
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of entity (i.e., towers), and (c) counting of all singletons while making sure each tower and
the 1s in it are counted only once. Initially we would encourage Janet to operate on tangible
towers and cubes via any strategy she chose to successfully figure out the total. During this
stage, she would be coordinating the three different types of units (1s-per-CU, number of
CUs, total of 1s) in action, often by operating on 1s. When she seemed to use her processes
independently, we would begin covering some or all of the towers, while encouraging her to
draw diagrams of the towers in place of the tangible objects. Drawing would first resemble
the tangible towers (showing all cubes), which we would then propose to replace by long
rectangle depictions so she shifts to operating on CUs instead of 1s. Later, we would cover
these diagrams and let her use other figural items (e.g., a finger raised for each tower, tally
marks drawn) in place of the tangible and the diagrammatic objects. Eventually, we would
replace the rectangles with short lines marked by a number on top, then with just the number,
while encouraging her to keep track of the simultaneous (coordinated) count via her numbers
(as presented in the previous paragraph for 6 bags of 3 candies each).
In addition to the gradual change of objects, we would also gradually increase the
number of 1s in each CU (i.e., the unit rate) and the number of CUs in each problem. Initially,
we constrain the game to towers of 2, 5, or 10 cubes and up to 6 towers. When Janet’s use of
the coordinated counting seems to be spontaneous and independent, we would increase to 3
or 4 cubes per tower, then to 6, 7, 8, and 9, and eventually to 11 and more cubes per tower
and, also gradually, up to 20 towers. During this gradual process, we would interject similar
problems in different, realistic contexts (e.g., 12 bags with 7 cookies each) while encouraging
the partners to use diagrams of towers as models for (Gravemeijer, 1994, 2002; Ng & Lee,
2009) the imaginary realistic items. Needless to say, none of this learning—the fundamental
shift from additive to multiplicative reasoning (Harel & Confrey, 1994; Schwartz, 1991)
would have been re-enabled during regular teaching Janet received ever since multiplication
was taught in 2nd or 3rd grade. In turn, such learning opens the way for operating
multiplicatively on whole numbers as well as on fractional quantities (Tzur et al., 2010).
Discussion
In this paper I argued for a student-adaptive mathematics teaching (AT) approach and
illustrated how it can be used to re-enable children’s learning. The two cases I presented are
but a select sample of numerous, successful progressions nurtured in students designated as
having learning disabilities in mathematics. The two cases were selected to highlight the vital
role that conceptual diagnosis, and tasks carefully tailored to students available conceptions,
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play in focusing teaching on concepts critical to the children’s mathematical future—number
and multiplicative reasoning. Our experience of working with children like “Joe” and “Janet”
suggest that in each case the learning may range from a few lessons to several weeks. But
once the children have constructed these fundamental conceptions, they were able to make
quite substantial (and often expedited) progress. Within 4-6 months of adaptive teaching
many of them could actually close the gap with their peers and resume learning in the class.
By arguing for the AT approach and providing empirically grounded cases of how it
re-enabled students’ learning of foundational mathematics, I also contend that AT provides a
viable alternative to the “learning disability” designation. Indeed, there is a small percentage
of students whose capacity to learn may be hampered. But our experience of using AT with
the majority of students who were designated this way indicated the remarkable potential to
re-enable their learning. To a large extent, the AT approach seems to realize this potential by
evading a characterization that “blames the victim,” that is, putting the responsibility for
below-normative learning on the learner’s shoulders. Instead, the AT approach is rooted in a
deeply-held conviction that every child can learn mathematics if taught in a way that
diagnoses, brings forth, builds on, and purposely transforms the child’s available conceptions.
Yes, struggling students may be slower, may need longer periods to use tangible objects, or
may need to re-learn how to reason and reflect on productive errors as opposed to doing their
best to hide these mishaps, to name just a few possible attributes. But, in my view, these
attributes entail the need to fit challenging goals for these students’ learning, and activities for
reaching the goals, to where students are conceptually—what they can do and learn.
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Abstract
This paper explores teachers’ responses to their initial reading of the standards for
mathematical practice found in the common core state standards for mathematics.
Teachers were asked to identify statements in each standard that caught their eyes and to
identify ideas in each standard they felt they would be more intentional about in their
future instruction. We share a framework for examining teachers’ responses to each of
the two prompts and include sample responses when needed to clarify the classification
schemes. Teachers’ knowledge about and reactions to the standards for mathematical
practice along with how teachers envision the implementation of the standards for
mathematics practice will be a good starting point for professional development related
to the standards for mathematical practice.
Introduction and Related Research
In this paper we report on research in progress that discusses teachers’ attempts to
understand and envision applying the standards for mathematical practice articulated in
the Common Core State Standards of Mathematics (CCSSM) (National Governors
Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010).
With great fanfare, these standards are being implemented in most states. In some states
(e.g. Hawai‘i) for some grade levels the standards for mathematical practice have been
suggested as a focal point for in-service professional development until the assessments
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being developed for the CCSSM are available. The lead sentence in the description of the
standards for mathematical practice states “The standards for mathematical practice
describe varieties of expertise that mathematics educators at all levels should develop in
their students.” (p. 6). Not only are teachers being expected to know about these
standards for mathematical practice but also they will be expected to immediately
implement them even though not all students will have the necessary prior background
assumed for success. Immediate implementation of CCSSM is envisioned as a challenge
with the standards for mathematical content, but most teachers view their job is to teach
mathematics content so they see implementing the content standards as an important
undertaking, even if difficult. However, the situation is more complicated when
examining how teachers understand and begin implementation of the standards for
mathematical practices.
When thinking about the implementation of the standards for mathematical practice,
at least two questions immediately arise: 1) what will mathematics teachers obtain from
reading about the standards for mathematical practice, and 2) how will teachers think
they are implementing or can implement the ideas described in these standards. As with
the content standards, the issue goes beyond teachers’ knowledge as not only do teachers
need to understand the standards for mathematical practice, but also need to envision the
implementation of those standards in their classrooms. This paper describes research that
sought to understand what aspects of the standards for mathematical practice teachers
noticed and to examine what action steps teachers envision for their classroom instruction
after reading them.
Methods and Findings
We have been soliciting feedback from teachers on two questions related to each
standard for mathematical practice. Specifically, after reading each standard, we asked
the teachers to respond to the following two prompts: Prompt 1 - Name one or two things
that caught your eye as you read the standard, and Prompt 2 - What is one way you are,
or plan on being, more intentional about this standard in your teaching. Given in Table 1
are the eight standards for mathematical practice to which participants were asked to
respond for these prompts.
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Table 1
Standards for Mathematical Practice
Standard

Title

1

Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them

2

Reason abstractly and quantitatively

3

Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others

4

Model with mathematics

5

Use appropriate tools strategically

6

Attend to precision

7

Look for and make use of structure

8

Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning
Data were collected from 23 teachers who represent the range from Grade 1 through

the University level. All teachers participated in a professional development experience
conducted by the lead author. The number of teachers per grade level is provided in Table
2. A little more than half of the teachers were teachers in grades 9 – 12, with five middle
school teachers and the remainder from early elementary, late elementary, and college.
Of those who teach below the university level 85% teach above the middle school level
indicating the responses will be more applicable to the secondary school teacher
population.
Table 2
Number of teachers per grade level
Grade Level

Number of Participants

Early Elementary (K – 2)

1

Late Elementary (3 – 5)

2

Middle (7 – 8)

5

High School (9 – 12)

12

College or University

3

At the time this paper was finalized, the written data collected for each prompt are
being categorized. Tentatively, the plan is to provide a separate classification for Prompt
1, Name one or two things that caught your eye as you read the standard, for each of the
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standards for mathematical practice. This will generate eight separate collections of data
to analyze for Prompt 1. The tentative classification categories for the first four standards
for mathematical practice are shown in Table 3.
Table 3
Classifications for Prompt 1 for Standards for Mathematical Practice 1 – 4
Standard
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in
solving them

Classification
Persevere
Making Sense
Checking Answers
Explaining (Ability to)

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively

(Coherent) Representations
Contextualize/Decontextualize
Abstract Thinking/Reasoning
Meaning of Quantities

3. Construct viable arguments and critique the
reasoning of others

Critique
Justify Answers/Conclusions
Distinguish Correct and Flawed logic
Listen/Read/Ask
Construct Arguments

4. Model with mathematics

Solve Problems in Everyday Life
Assumption, Approximation, Revision

Except for Standard 4, all standards had at least four categories. This is indicative of
that the description of each standard contains many ideas that are of interest to teachers.
Standard 4, Model with mathematics, had only two response classifications. Perhaps this
is either it is more concisely written with fewer descriptors, or that fewer descriptors
explaining this standard were noticed by teachers.
Prompt 2, What is one way you are, or plan on being, more intentional about this
standard in your teaching, asks for intentional actions teachers are using or planning, so
one classification scheme, with four categories, is being used to organize and analyze
data collected for each standard for mathematical practice. The tentative classification
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categories are listed in Table 4. The categories were chosen to not only distinguish
whether the prompt focused on students or teachers but were also chosen as to the type of
actions suggested in the responses.
Table 4
Classification for Prompt 2 - What is one way you are, or plan on being, more intentional
about this standard in your teaching?
Category
SOA – Student Oriented, Allowances
SOA – Student Oriented, Need, Self-Action, Student Responsibility
TOA – Teacher Oriented, Assessment
TOP – Teacher Oriented, Pedagogical/Instructional
Discussion
Our next steps are to tabulate, organize, and share the results of the number of tallies
for each category described in Table 3 and Table 4. At that point for each standard for
mathematical practice we will provide a discussion of Prompt 1 concerning the types of
response regarding ideas that stand out for the teachers. For Prompt 2 we will compare
and contrast the number of tallies per each category to describe the depth of
implementation about which teachers plan on being more intentional in their instruction.
The following statement by the writers of the CCSSM is indicative of importance of
the standards for mathematical practice for students, teachers, and others in mathematics
education dealing with implementation.
“The Standards for Mathematical Practice describe ways in which developing student
practitioners of the discipline of mathematics increasingly ought to engage with the
subject matter as they grow in mathematical maturity and expertise throughout the
elementary, middle and high school years. Designers of curricula, assessments, and
professional development should all attend to the need to connect the mathematical
practices to mathematical content in mathematics instruction.” (National Governors
Association for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010, p. 8)
Knowing how teachers react to the standards for mathematical practice and how they
envision they can implement these in their instruction will be a good starting point for
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professional development. When we have tabulated and analyzed all data, our
information will be especially important for administrators and those providing
professional development on the implementation of the common core mathematics
standards, with specific attention to standards for mathematical practice.
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Abstract
The Common Core State Standards of Mathematics describes modeling as both a practice
that spans K–12 and as a high school conceptual category. In this paper, we describe the
ongoing work being conducted by the Curriculum Research & Development Group (CRDG) on
the development of materials to be utilized in a course created to support the effort of Hawai‘i
ninth-grade students to learning algebra with understanding. Under a contract with the Hawai‘i
Department of Education, the CRDG is developing materials to address the modeling standards
in the Common Core Curriculum Standards for Mathematics and to embed these standards
within the algebra standards envisioned as the core content within the course materials. In the
paper we discuss the conceptualization and organization of the materials, describing special
features to assist teachers in the implementation process. Samples of materials for students and
teachers are included.
Introduction
Successful completion of the mathematics requirements being implemented by the adoption
of the Common Core State Standards in Mathematics (CCSSM) (National Governors
Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010) raises the
bar for most students. To be successful a student must have a solid foundational beginning on
reaching high school. Yet, there is evidence that students struggle with high school mathematics
courses, including Algebra I. In Hawaiʻi, the failure rate of students in high school Algebra I is
considered a problem (Gottlieb, Personal Communication). To address the high failure rate in
Algebra I, a course, Modeling Our World, was envisioned for students in Hawaiʻi that would
focus on modeling to provide opportunities to learn mathematics in a more investigative manner.
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As designed, the course was intended to be taken concurrently with Algebra I to support the
more formal methods learned therein. Researchers at the Curriculum Research & Development
Group were contracted to write the materials for Modeling Our World. This paper describes the
content and structures of the course materials, A Modeling Approach to Algebra (Curriculum
Research & Development Group, 2012), being developed. The clear intent was that the materials
be prepared for a course emphasizing meaningful mathematical ideas and concepts at an Algebra
I level. The new course was not to serve as a “Pre-Algebra” course, nor were the course
materials to focus on student deficiencies.
Curriculum Overview
A Modeling Approach to Algebra materials are being designed around the premise that
learning algebra requires more than memorizing formulas and finding answers. The development
of the materials is based on five conditions affecting student learning on how students solve
problems that are foundational within CRDG mathematics curriculum projects:
1. opportunities to speak, read, write, and model mathematical ideas
2. connections with prior knowledge or experiences
3. problem-solving tasks to introduce new ideas
4. time to develop concepts, generalizations, and skills
5. challenges for all students
To optimize the five conditions, the curriculum is designed to engage all students in
mathematical investigations that foster discussions and other opportunities for mathematical
communication. As students model, represent, graph, write about, and discuss their strategies for
investigating and solving problems, they begin to internalize algebraic ideas and develop an
understanding of algebraic techniques. Throughout the investigations and communication, there
is a heavy emphasis on the eight Standards for Mathematical Practices identified in the Common
Core State Standards for Mathematics. The lessons emphasize the use of models, promote the
investigation of open-ended problem solving tasks, and provide appropriate pacing for students
to develop concepts, generalizations, and skills.
The mathematical content in the materials targets specific high school Common Core State
Standards for Mathematics (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council
of Chief State School Officers, 2010), mainly from the Traditional Pathway: High School
Algebra I clusters, while also emphasizing the eight Standards for Mathematical Practice. The
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content being targeted is organized according to the five critical areas identified for Traditional
Pathway: High School Algebra I. These are listed in Table 1.
Table 1
Units for A Modeling Approach to Algebra
Unit

Description

Unit 1

Relationships Between Quantities and Reasoning with Equations

Unit 2

Linear and Exponential Relationships

Unit 3

Descriptive Statistics

Unit 4

Expressions and Equations

Unit 5

Quadratic Functions and Modeling

The 15 specific modeling standards addressed in the materials are a subset of the modeling
standards identified by a star in the high school standards. The modeling standards included in
the materials are listed in Table 2.
Table 2
Modeling Standards used in the materials A Modeling Approach to Algebra.
Modeling Standard*
N.Q.1 Use units as a way to understand problems and to guide the solution of multi-step problems; choose and
interpret units consistently in formulas; choose and interpret the scale and the origin in graphs and data displays.
A.SSE.1 Interpret expressions that represent a quantity in terms of its context.
a. Interpret parts of an expression, such as terms, factors, and coefficients.
b. Interpret complicated expressions by viewing one or more of their parts as a single entity. For example,
interpret P(1+r)n as the product of P and a factor not depending on P.
A.CED.1 Create equations and inequalities in one variable and use them to solve problems. Include equations
arising from linear and quadratic functions, and simple rational and exponential functions.
A.CED.2 Create equations in two or more variables to represent relationships between quantities; graph
equations on coordinate axes with labels and scales.
A.REI.3 Solve linear equations and inequalities in one variable, including equations with coefficients
represented by letters.
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A.REI.10 Understand that the graph of an equation in two variables is the set of all its solutions plotted in the
coordinate plane, often forming a curve (which could be a line).
F.IF.2 Use function notation, evaluate functions for inputs in their domains, and interpret statements that use
function notation in terms of a context.
F.IF.4 For a function that models a relationship between two quantities, interpret key features of graphs and
tables in terms of the quantities, and sketch graphs showing key features given a verbal description of the
relationship. Key features include: intercepts; intervals where the function is increasing, decreasing, positive, or
negative; relative maximums and minimums; symmetries; end behavior; and periodicity.
F.BF.1 Write a function that describes a relationship between two quantities.
a. Determine an explicit expression, a recursive process, or steps for calculation from a context.
b. Combine standard function types using arithmetic operations. For example, build a function that models the
temperature of a cooling body by adding a constant function to a decaying exponential, and relate these
functions to the model.
c. Compose functions. For example, if T(y) is the temperature in the atmosphere as a function of height, and h(t)
is the height of a weather balloon as a function of time, then T(h(t)) is the temperature at the location of the
weather balloon as a function of time.
F.BF.2 Write arithmetic and geometric sequences both recursively and with an explicit formula, use them to
model situations, and translate between the two forms.
F.LE.1 Distinguish between situations that can be modeled with linear functions and with exponential functions.
a. Prove that linear functions grow by equal differences over equal intervals and that exponential functions grow
by equal factors over equal intervals.
b. Recognize situations in which one quantity changes at a constant rate per unit interval relative to another.
c. Recognize situations in which a quantity grows or decays by a constant percent rate per unit interval relative
to another.
F.LE.2 Construct linear and exponential functions, including arithmetic and geometric sequences, given a graph,
a description of a relationship, or two input-output pairs (include reading these from a table).
F.LE.5 Interpret the parameters in a linear, quadratic, or exponential function in terms of a context.
S.ID.6 Represent data on two quantitative variables on a scatter plot, and describe how the variables are related.
a. Fit a function to the data; use functions fitted to data to solve problems in the context of the data. Use given
functions or choose a function suggested by the context. Emphasize linear, quadratic, and exponential models.
b. Informally assess the fit of a function by plotting and analyzing residuals.
c. Fit a linear function for a scatter plot that suggests a linear association.
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S.ID.7 Interpret the slope (rate of change) and the intercept (constant term) of a linear model in the context of the
data.

*Abbreviations are: N.Q-Number, Quantities; A.SSE-Algebra, Seeing Structure in Expressions;
A.CED-Algebra, Creating Equations; A.REI-Algebra, Reasoning with Equations and
Inequalities; F.IF-Functions, Interpreting Functions; F.BF-Functions, Building Functions; F.LEFunctions, Linear, Quadratic, and Exponential Models; S.ID-Probability and Statistics,
Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data.
Some Featured Components in the Materials
There are special features developed and included in the curriculum materials to support
student and teacher needs. To engage students, each lesson is motivated by investigations that
pose practical questions from application contexts or other interesting, non-traditional, problems
based on pure mathematics. Students use aspects of modeling to interpret problem situations;
understand the goals of a problem; represent, test and revise various approaches to solving the
problem; and report on results. In addition to these model-eliciting (Lesh and Zawojewski, 2007)
activities, the curriculum includes accompanying exercises for students to practice key skills
needed for success in the investigations and in Algebra I and beyond.
The investigative, problem-based approach used in the design of the material changes the
traditional roles of teachers and students. The suggested pedagogy is student-centered, with
students and teacher sharing ideas in the mathematical community of the classroom. To further
enhance students’ growth in using the standards for mathematical practice, they are expected to
explain their thinking, question their own and others’ ideas, and analyze suggested strategies.
The teacher is expected to help foster this growth by facilitating discussions with thoughtprovoking questions, selecting examples of student work to be shared when doing so furthers the
learning opportunity, and provide suggestions for techniques of mathematical inquiry and
discussion when students need guidance. The written materials include components intended to
enhance the roles for both students and teachers. The materials are currently being developed in
two separate bound documents. One document contains the lessons for the students and the
second document contains materials intended for teacher use. Teachers also receive an electronic
PublishView™ document that contains all project materials. Several of the features of the
materials are briefly discussed below.
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Unit Overviews
Each unit is introduced by a brief preview of the themes explored and a pacing guide. The
suggested timing for each lesson provides an estimation of the minimum number of days an
investigation should take if the class is working thoroughly on the problems and the teacher is
leading discussions that probes thinking and understanding deeply. During the piloting of the
materials, teachers are being told not to be concerned if the class needs more time than that
suggested, but rather to try and teach the lesson with fidelity so appropriate feedback on the
lessons is obtained.
Unit 0
The materials start with a beginning unit, Unit 0, introducing students to some of the types of
problems and processes used throughout the course. The unit highlights problem-solving
strategies while investigating mathematical problems. The investigations provide opportunities
for establishing a classroom environment and classroom norms that identify student behaviors
critical for establishing a productive learning environment. Unit 0 also initiates the focus on the
standards for mathematical practice that students will be expected to use with greater proficiency
as they progress through the materials. In later units, lessons were created to revisit some of the
lessons in Unit 0.
Engaging Student Lessons
The investigations introduce and develop concepts through carefully constructed problems.
The lessons come from interesting contexts with which students are familiar as well as
interesting mathematical ideas couched in a problem-solving context. The suggestions for lesson
pacing give students an opportunity to conduct the investigations and to discuss results. The
length of time allotted for a lesson should give students time to understand the problems, know
what is expected of them, collaborate to develop productive strategies for solving the problems,
and make and test conjectures about the mathematics. Suggestions for mathematical discussions
focus on the significant ideas in a lesson, including recommendations for how students should
share with each other, how to recognize alternate solutions and solution methods developed by
students, how to encourage students to share their alternative solutions and solutions methods,
how to encourage students to question the methods, results and reasoning shared by others, and
how to teach students to reflect on their own understanding. A sample student lesson is in
Appendix 1.
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Educative Teacher Notes
The teacher notes are designed and developed as educative materials for the teacher and
include annotated student pages for each lesson. As educative materials, the notes are written to
both clarify the mathematical ideas that students are expected to learn, and when appropriate
include explanations of the mathematics beyond that which the students would be expected to
pursue. The teacher notes are intended to help with pre-lesson planning by providing a summary
of the content and objectives for the investigation, highlighting opportunities to model with
mathematics, and anticipating student thinking and possible responses—including common
misunderstandings. A section lists additional materials when needed, and the section on
technology use describes ways that technology can enhance student learning as well as provide
an alternative approach to understanding the relationships within the lesson. A sample Teacher
Notes is in Appendix 2.
Annotated Student Pages
The annotated student pages comprise the respective material from the student book with
notes for managing the investigation as well as possible discussion questions to ask. The
questions are not meant to be asked verbatim but do indicate what topics and ideas are important
to the investigation. As students get used to the instructional approach, they are expected to raise
these issues themselves or pose the questions spontaneously. They are encouraged to pose
questions to extend a problem or probe its mathematical content. However, because many
students are not accustomed to asking questions beyond, “How do you do this problem?” a
suggestion is given that teachers should use the following prompt, “What questions do you have?”
instead of, “Do you have any questions?”, and to encourage students to do the same when they
finish their explanations. The first phrasing signals that there likely are questions that should be
asked after any presentation of ideas. The second phrasing makes it easy to avoid asking a
question if one is shy about revealing an uncertainty. A sample Annotated Student Page is in
Appendix 3.
Integrated Technology and Digital Materials
Technology enables the opportunity for students to interact with dynamic representations of
mathematical ideas and concepts during classroom instruction. Technology use is included in the
materials in two major ways. First, all student pages, teacher notes, and annotated student pages
are in TI-Nspire PublishView™ documents for teachers’ instructional purposes. Second, most
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lessons include a specific TI-Nspire™ document (called a .tns document) with suggestions in the
teacher materials for how to use it during instruction to enhance the delivery of the lesson. These
software documents are intended to develop the beginning concepts or enhance and extend
algebraic ideas of the lessons. Technology use is intended to focus on using graphical
representations for data, encourage conjecturing and validation, and emphasize relationships
between quantities that can lead to algebraic generalizations. In several situations, links to
websites are provided either to introduce the problem situation or to provide background
information on the topic being explored.
Projects and Reports
Many investigations ask students to write a report of their findings and make a
recommendation concerning the problem situation they have been exploring. These reports can
be scored easily by using a rubric, and a general rubric is included for teacher consideration. In
addition to the reports, major student projects are included in Units 3, 4, and 5. While the
investigations are generally 1 to 3 days long, the suggested time period for the projects is much
longer as they are designed to be more open-ended to encourage students to employ problemsolving skills to investigate a complex problem situation. The projects planned are Leaky Faucets
for Unit 3, How is Our Environment Changing? for Unit 4, and Modeling in Your World for
Unit 5. A copy of the Leaky Faucets project in Appendix 4.
Skill Development and Assessments
The materials include suggestions for exercises that can be used for skill development and
assessments for each unit. Many of these ideas have been selected from other curricula, Algebra
I: A Process Approach (Rachlin, Matsumoto, Wada, & Dougherty, 2001), The “Write” Way
Mathematics Journal Prompts & More for Algebra I (Dougherty, 2006), and Reshaping
Mathematics (Curriculum Research & Development Group, n.d.), developed and published by
the Curriculum Research & Development Group. A bank of problems from which teachers can
select items to use for assessment purposes for Units 1 to 5 are included in PublishView™. Each
problem includes the student task, a description of the relevant mathematics content, and
comments to support teachers’ judgment on the completeness of students’ responses.
Current Status
The materials development is progressing with all student pages (including projects), teacher
notes, student annotated pages, and technology files written. Schools were given the opportunity
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to offer the course, Modeling Our World, for the 2012–2013 school year. Teachers from schools
that were considering the option of offering Modeling Our World were invited to participate in
professional development on the materials, A Modeling Approach to Algebra, in July 2012, prior
to the start of school in late July. The teachers who attended the professional development and
who are using these materials meet in follow up sessions during school year 2012–2013 to
continue to learn about the philosophy and content of the materials as well as instructional
strategies that support students learning from the materials. Ten teachers from seven schools
completed the summer 2012 professional development session and are piloting the materials
during school year 2012–2013. They provide valuable feedback to the project regarding both the
way students and teachers respond to the materials being developed.
Future Plans
Revisions based on feedback from teachers piloting the A Modeling Approach to Algebra
materials during 2012–2013 will be made so that a final version of the product will be available
for teachers to use beginning school year 2013–2014. In addition to material revisions, an
updated professional development session will be conducted during the summer of 2013 for
teachers who will be using the materials for the first time in the upcoming school year. An indepth evaluation of the materials and student achievement is also being planned for 2013–2014.
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Lesson 1.3
Toothpick Problem
1. a. Without counting toothpicks one-by-one, find a way to determine how many toothpicks are needed
to make this arrangement of five squares.

b. Draw a sketch that models how you determined your answer.
c. Find other ways to determine the number of toothpicks needed. Describe your methods and model
them with diagrams. How are the various models similar or different?
2. a. Without actually building it, describe a method to determine how many toothpicks you would need
to build a row of 16 squares.
b. Ashley has built a row of squares on her desk. She can tell you how many squares there are, but
she did not keep track of how many toothpicks she used. Write directions for figuring out how many
toothpicks she used.
3. a. Make up a new problem by filling in the blanks below. Then solve your problem.
_________________ has _____ toothpicks. What is the largest number of squares in a row that could be
built with this number of toothpicks? Justify your answer.
b. Is it possible to use exactly 420 toothpicks to make a row of squares in this fashion? Explain your
answer.
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Lesson 1.3
Toothpick Problem
4. Nikki decided to use toothpicks to make a configuration of hexagons in a row.

a. Without counting, find a way to determine how many toothpicks are needed to make this
arrangement of five hexagons.
b. Draw a sketch that models how you determined your answer.
c. Find other ways to determine the number of toothpicks needed. Describe your methods and model
them with diagrams. How are the various models similar or different?
d. Without actually building it, describe a method to determine how many toothpicks you would need
to build a row of 16 hexagons.
e. Triste has built a row of hexagons on her desk. She can tell you how many hexagons there are,
but she does not know how many toothpicks she used. Write directions for figuring out how many
toothpicks she used.
f. Evelyn has 820 toothpicks. What is the largest number of hexagons in a row that could be built with
this number of toothpicks? Justify your answer.
g. Is it possible to use exactly 420 toothpicks to make a row of hexagons in this fashion? Explain your
answer.
5. a. What is the perimeter of the row of five hexagons?
b. How would you find the perimeter of any number of hexagons in a row?
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Lesson 1.3

Toothpick Problem, Teacher Notes

Suggested timing 2 days
Content and objectives
This investigation is about creating equations to explain the relationship between the
number of squares/hexagons and the number of toothpicks in the constructed arrangement.
The task begins at a level that is highly accessible and progresses to encourage students
to develop a generalized rule for solving the problem for larger quantities. Different ways
of seeing the same arrangement of toothpicks should be used to provide opportunities to
discuss equivalent expressions.

Opportunity to model with mathematics
Students are encouraged to begin by using concrete items, move to a diagrammatic
representation, and then to verbalize a rule. The kinesthetic experience of building the
squares with toothpicks may provide students with insight into patterns of the arrangement.
This work focuses on developing flexibility between the forms and provides an opportunity
for students to create an algebraic equation.
It is important for students to share how they determined the number of toothpicks by
relating their thinking to the physical patterns they see in the toothpick arrangement. The
models students describe should match the way in which they thought about the toothpick
arrangement.
A possible extension is to generalize this to any line of regular polygons. Students could find
the formula for the number of toothpicks needed for a chain of polygons with n sides, and
answer a question such as, “If you have 73 toothpicks, what regular polygon would make
a chain that uses them up exactly?” Similarly, students could use the model to critically
consider the question, “If you have 80 toothpicks, what regular polygon could make a chain
that uses them up exactly?” This would take the pattern-finding to its full generality for this
structure of problem.

Insights to student thinking/possible responses
Although one can easily count the number of toothpicks in the diagram one-by-one, students
are asked to find another way. Examples of possible models students might describe are:
•
•
•

The top and bottom rows each have 5 toothpicks and the middle has 6 (5 + 1); or
There is 1 vertical toothpick to start, then 5 squares are formed with “backward C” shapes,
each built with 3 toothpicks.
Students can carry out the counting task later to validate the model they created. Students
may need to discuss what is meant by “exactly.”

Materials
Toothpicks if desired, or paper on which line segments can be used to model the toothpicks.

A Modeling Approach to Algebra, 2012
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Lesson 1.3

Toothpick Problem, Teacher Notes

Technology
On Page 1.2 in the Toothpick Problem.tns document, students can enter the number of
toothpicks for each square being built. On Page 1.3, a graph of the relationship can be shown.
If students predict how to determine the number of toothpicks for any number of squares
with an equation, they can use Menu>Analyze>Plot Function, then enter the equation. They
can then observe if the graph of the equation goes through all points.
Pages 2.1 and 2.2 can be used for exploring the number of toothpicks in the hexagon
problem. Pages 3.1 and 3.2 can be used for exploring the problem dealing with the perimeter
of a row of hexagons.

A Modeling Approach to Algebra, 2012
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Lesson 1.3

Toothpick Problem, Annotated Student Page

1. a. Without counting toothpicks one-by-one, find a way to determine how many 			
toothpicks are needed to make this arrangement of five squares.

d. Draw a sketch that models how you determined your answer.
c. Find other ways to determine the number of toothpicks needed. Describe your
methods and model them with diagrams. How are the various models similar or
different?
Have students share their sketches. Examples of models students may share:

5 + 5 + (5 + 1)
5 + 5 + (5 + 1), because 5 across the top, 5 across the bottom, vertical has 1 more

1+5•3
1 + 5 • 3, because 1 toothpick to start and 3 toothpicks form each square
After several different ways of counting have been presented, ask students, What is the
same about all of these ways of counting?
A Modeling Approach to Algebra, 2012
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Lesson 1.3

Toothpick Problem, Annotated Student Page (Cont.)

2. a. Without actually building it, describe a method to determine how many toothpicks you
would need to build a row of 16 squares.
b. Ashley has built a row of squares on her desk. She can tell you how many squares 		
there are, but she did not keep track of how many toothpicks she used. Write directions
for figuring out how many toothpicks she used.
As the number of squares increases by 1, what happens to the total number of toothpicks?
[Increases by 3]
Use the Toothpick Problem.tns document and ask students how the increase of 3 is shown
on the graph on Page 1.3? [difference in the number of toothpicks between two consecutive
squares]
How does this graph compare to the graph from the Trapezoid Problem? The Paper
Problem?
Why does this pattern of increase tell us that the relationship will be linear? [for every
increase in x of 1, there is an increase of 3 in y]. If the equation y = 3x + 1 is generated, ask to
what the 3 and the 1 might refer?
3. a. Make up a new problem by filling in the blanks below. Then solve your problem. 		
		 _________________ has _____ toothpicks. What is the largest number of squares 		
in a row that could be built with this number of toothpicks? Justify your answer.
b. Is it possible to use exactly 420 toothpicks to make a row of squares in this fashion? 		
Explain your answer.
Here is an opportunity to initiate discussion on domain (number of squares) and range
(number of toothpicks based on the corresponding number of squares).
4. Nikki decided to use toothpicks to make a configuration of hexagons in a row.

a. Without counting, find a way to determine how many toothpicks are needed to make
this arrangement of five hexagons.
b. Draw a sketch that models how you determined your answer.
c. Find other ways to determine the number of toothpicks needed. Describe your
methods and model them with diagrams. How are the various models similar or
different?

A Modeling Approach to Algebra, 2012
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Lesson 1.3

Toothpick Problem, Annotated Student Page (Cont.)

How is this pattern different from the pattern of squares?
d. Without actually building it, describe a method to determine how many toothpicks you
would need to build a row of 16 hexagons.
e. Triste has built a row of hexagons on her desk. She can tell you how many hexagons
there are, but she does not know how many toothpicks she used. Write directions for
figuring out how many toothpicks she used.
f. Evelyn has 820 toothpicks. What is the largest number of hexagons in a row that could
be built with this number of toothpicks? Justify your answer.
g. Is it possible to use exactly 420 toothpicks to make a row of hexagons in this fashion?
Explain your answer.
5. a. What is the perimeter of the row of five hexagons?
b. How would you find the perimeter of any row of hexagons?
Pages 2.1 and 2.2 on the Toothpick Problem.tns document can be used for exploring the
number of toothpicks in the hexagon problem. Pages 3.1 and 3.2 can be used for exploring
the problem dealing with the perimeter of a row of hexagons.

A Modeling Approach to Algebra, 2012
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Lesson 3

Project Leaky Faucets, Teacher Notes

Suggested timing 15 days (includes in- and out-of-class time)
Introduction of Project: Following Lesson 3.7
1st progress check: After Lesson 3.9
2nd progress check: After Lesson 3.11

Content and objectives
This lesson is intended as a small group project on which students can showcase what they
have learned in this course over the first semester and, in particular, about concepts from
Unit 3, including regression and residuals. It is recommended that students have 15 days
outside of class to work on the project, as well as in-class days for progress checks.
The premise of this investigation is leaky faucets, but students may think of other interesting
examples of water waste as well. Whatever the situation, they must identify sources of data
and determine relevance to the context chosen. They may use proportions and estimation
in their initial work, but depending on the direction taken by the group, other concepts will
surface.

Opportunity to model with mathematics
Although this project is open-ended, students are expected to create a model(s) to describe
different aspects of the problem using data they collect. They may create an experience
to simulate their water-wasting problem. They may decide to use a regression model and
explain their reasoning for selecting that model, as well as analyze residuals to support the
implications of their findings.
The basic cycle (CCSSM, p.72) of Formulate, Compute, Interpret, Validate, and Report may be
helpful as students work on this modeling project.

Insights to student thinking/possible responses
Leaky Faucets may initially seem an overwhelming task for the students due to the
complexities that the students may foresee. It is important to allow students the opportunity
to discuss the elements that they need to consider in completing this project.
The modeling cycle may be useful in planning the progress checks. When introduced to
this investigation, students should focus on the Formulate stage of the modeling cycle. The
other components of the cycle can be used to focus project work during the two suggested
progress checks. Progress checks may not take an entire class period. They should provide
students the opportunity to reflect and discuss their progress and next steps.
Assessment criteria are included in the assessment resources for AMAA.

Materials
No special materials are needed

Technology
Students should configure tables, spreadsheets, and/or graphs for optimal display of their
data, including explanations of how and why technology supported their work.
A Modeling Approach to Algebra, 2012
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Unit 3

Project Leaky Faucets, Annotated Student Page

Have students spend a day in class to introduce the project and provide time for the
students to devise a plan for collecting data.
The Honolulu Board of Water Supply is concerned about the amount of water that is wasted
each day just by leaky faucets. They have contacted Math-R-Us to provide them with the
needed information. Devise a plan to determine how much water is wasted each day in
Honolulu County. How will you present your findings to make a compelling case for the
Board of Water Supply?
What are other examples of wasting water that could be brought to the attention of the
Board of Water Supply? If students identify interesting examples, you may decide to not
limit the investigation to leaky faucets and have some of the groups work on other waterwasting events.
What question are you trying to answer? What data do you need to collect? How will you
collect your data, so that it is reliable? What other questions come to mind and how might
these affect your work on this project?
1st Progress Check: After Lesson 3.9
Students are expected to have collected preliminary data to do an initial analysis and
interpretation of the data they have collected.
What analysis have you done on your data? What does the data tell you? What do your
results tell you so far in this process?
What trends do your data suggest?
How else might your data be represented?
What other data might be helpful to collect?
2nd Progress Check: After Lesson 3.11
Students are expected to have completed their data collection.
What models can you use to represent your data?
What mathematical generalizations can you make?
What predictions can you make based on your generalizations?
How confident are you of these predictions? Explain why.
How will you use your findings to plan for your report?
What will you include in your report?
Set aside a day at the end of the project to have students share their reports.

A Modeling Approach to Algebra, 2012
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Abstract
This paper is about the research design used to analyze the impact on the selfefficacy and mathematical preparedness of struggling learners at the Algebra I level. A
Modeling Approach to Algebra is a high school mathematics program designed to
address the Common Core State Standards by investigating a variety of mathematical
and real world situations. We will share the research associated with this project,
describe the pilot study, and share sample investigations posed to students, assessment
instruments, and preliminary findings.

Introduction
The public high schools in the State of Hawai‘i have a new mathematics course
option to support students at entry-level mathematics (i.e., Algebra I). The course design
provides students with the opportunity to explore algebraic topics in ways that promote
the development of mathematical modeling. The Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics (CCSSM) describe modeling as a conceptual category at the high school
level and as a mathematical practice that spans K–12. Instructional materials developed
for the course target a set of CCSSM standards that were identified to align the content of
algebra, particularly functions, and modeling, and promote the constructs of
mathematical practices.
1
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The University of Hawai‘i’s Curriculum Research & Development Group was
contracted to develop materials specifically for the course. The first versions of these
materials, A Modeling Approach to Algebra or AMAA (2012), are currently being
piloted during the 2012–2013 school year. The materials were developed under the
premise that, although it will be primarily used with populations of struggling learners,
the program was not remedial mathematics but rather comprised lessons with
investigations of interesting, culturally relevant topics through an algebraic lens. For
further discussion about the materials see A Modeling Approach to Algebra (2013) in this
publication.
There are ten teachers implementing the pilot materials to approximately 500 students
across the State of Hawai‘i. Participating teachers were asked to
● participate in pre-implementation professional development sessions,
● teach the program course with fidelity or consult with the development team if
there is a serious problem that prevents them from using materials as written,
● submit a brief report at the end of each unit,
● attend follow-up sessions once a quarter for continued professional development,
● provide samples of student work and teacher planning documents,
● be open to visitations by the development team,
● participate in online networking, and
● participate in data collection activities.
Initially the high school course offering was intended to be co-requisite to the
existing Algebra I course offered in the schools. This design would be particularly helpful
for students who could benefit from additional opportunities to work with the
mathematics. Most of the schools in the study have allowed students to take just one
mathematics course. In most situations the students were recommended or identified
based on teacher recommendations and prior achievement.

Theoretical Base
Bandura (1977) established the theory of self-efficacy as a person’s belief in their
capabilities to organize and execute a course of action required to produce a certain
outcome. Applications of this theory in mathematics education have been pursued by
2
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several researchers (e.g., Özyürek, 2005; Turner, Steward, & Lapan, 2004; Fouad &
Smith, 1996; Pajares & Kranzler, 1995). In a study about adolescents and gender-typing
mathematics, researchers Turner, Steward, & Lapan (2004) found that mathematics
efficacy positively affected one’s expectation that mathematics will be important in their
future career. Using structural equation modeling, Turner, et al. (2004) found the relative
magnitude of the path between mathematics self-efficacy and mathematics outcome
expectation was 0.35. This verified the relationship found in an earlier study by Fouad
and Smith (1996), where this path was found to be 0.55.
By providing students with a variety of problem solving opportunities, including
investigations that connect with real world contexts, we hypothesize that AMAA (2012)
will affect students’ self-efficacy in mathematics. For example, some investigations are
about common occurrences that have interesting mathematical relationships (e.g., how a
video goes viral, how a pattern grows, the path of a projectile), and activities to model
and analyze changes in our local and global environments (e.g., the impact of an invasive
species in the Hawai‘i ecosystem, population growth, increases in carbon dioxide). The
investigations are designed for teachers to facilitate learning and give students the
opportunity to develop expectations of how mathematics can help to model and analyze
their world. It is through these opportunities that we hypothesize self-efficacy will
increase.
The CCSSM modeling standards addressed in the curriculum materials are
presented in A Modeling Approach to Algebra (2013). This study will address two
research questions: To what extent are students’ AMAA (2012) investigations addressing
the standards? To what extent are students’ self-efficacies for doing mathematics affected
by their study of the AMAA (2012) coursework?

Measures
In a comparison study of three measures of general self-efficacy, the survey tool
developed by Chen, Gully, and Eden (2001) was found to outperform the others in terms
of item information, item discrimination, and the relative efficiency of the test items
(Scherbaum, Cohe-Charash, & Kern, 2006). These valued psychometric properties make
it a good choice for this study. Items on this assessment will be adapted by changing the
3
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descriptors from a general to mathematics-specific context. See the Appendix for a
comparison between the original items and the ones adapted for this study.
To measure mathematical preparedness we will develop and apply scoring rubrics
to students’ AMAA (2012) unit projects and unit assessments. Three coders will be used
per assessment in order to establish inter-coder reliability.
Another measure under consideration is an end-of-course exam administered after
students have completed a course in Algebra I. This measure would indicate how
successful students were at attaining the knowledge and skills of algebra. For many
students this may be one year following their mathematics coursework using the AMAA
(2012) materials.

Insights from Preliminary Finding
Teachers’ reports about the introductory unit for the course. One teacher
reported that her students, who were previously identified as have language issues, found
that her students needed additional supports to write a report about their findings. This
teacher also reported that students felt that they needed the answer in order to create their
own model.
Another teacher commented on needing to support students as they worked
through the AMAA (2012) problems. She attributed this to students accustomed to
having structure with their prior mathematics coursework. A third teacher commented on
her students not having prior experiences in thinking deeply about problems and in
providing explicit rationale for their solution methods. Furthermore, the teacher
suggested using smaller lessons for students to begin to develop.
Classroom observations. As mentioned above, students in the course have been
enrolled based on their prior achievement and their teachers’ recommendations. As a
result, the classes are tracked and students exhibit weak mathematics abilities and
tendencies to disengage from class discussions. Project developers have observed the
classroom teachers provide students with opportunities to develop understanding of
concepts that lay the foundation for the AMAA (2012) problem solving activities.
Preliminary analysis of the data indicates weaknesses in students’ problem
solving skills and general intolerance for mathematical investigations that are not
4
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designed to have obvious outcomes. It seems that the AMAA (2012) course offers
teachers with ample opportunities to support the development these skills.

Next Steps
Administering the self-efficacy assessment. This measure will be administered
during the last quarter of the school year. To analyze changes in self-efficacy, students
will be asked to respond to the survey from two perspectives, how they would have
responded at the start of the course and then again from their current perspective at the
end of the course. The rationale for doing a retroactive pre-AMAA (2012) course survey
is to give students a framework to provide information about changes in their selfefficacy. This approach generates data that helps address the validity of the measure.
Administering the mathematics assessment. These assessments are
administered by the classroom teacher after each unit. The AMAA project will collect
copies of the assessments and apply scoring rubrics to establish measures of students’
preparedness for the continuation of their high school mathematics coursework.
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Development Group at the University of Hawai‘i. She has research interests in algebraic
reasoning of young children, preservice mathematics teacher education, and inservice
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Appendix
Items from the Chen, Gully, & Eden (2001)
measure
1. I will be able to achieve most of the goals
that I have set for myself.
2. When facing difficult tasks, I am certain
that I will accomplish them.
3. In general, I think that I can obtain
outcomes that are important to me.
4. I believe I can succeed at most any
endeavor to which I set my mind.

I will be able to achieve most of the goals for
learning mathematics that I have set for myself.
When facing difficult mathematics tasks, I am
certain that I will accomplish them.
In general, I think that I can obtain mathematics
learning outcomes that are important to me.
I believe I can succeed at most any endeavor to
which I set my mind.

5. I will be able to successfully overcome
many challenges.
6. I am confident that I can perform
effectively on many different tasks.
7. Compared to other people, I can do most
tasks very well.
8. Even when things are tough, I can
perform quite well

I will be able to successfully overcome many
challenges in mathematics class.
I am confident that I can perform effectively on
many different mathematical tasks.
Compared to other people, I can do most
mathematics tasks very well.
Even when mathematics is tough, I can perform
quite well

.
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CCAB

Abstract
Canada is receiving increasing numbers of immigrants whose mother
tongues are unrelated to English or French. With the change in the Immigrant and
Refugee Protection Act, Canada now selects refugees who have little or no literacy in
their first language. These immigrants and their children often experience
significant difficulty reading in their new language. Another group with an overrepresentation of reading problems is Deaf learners.
According to Share and Stanovich (1995), “there is virtually unassailable
evidence that poor readers, as a group, are impaired in a very wide range of basic
cognitive tasks" (p. 9). Poor readers have difficulties with simultaneous and
successive processing; these cognitive processes, which are used to encode,
transform, and retain information, have been closely linked to success in reading
comprehension and spelling. English as a second language (ESL) learners face
particular challenges in developing literacy skills. Current cognitive assessments
often conflate comprehension with vocabulary, content knowledge, word reading
ability, and other reader capacities involved in comprehension. When such
assessments are used with ESL learners, they are often misidentified as learning
disabled and placed in special education.
This study reports on the development of a linguistically appropriate
computerized cognitive assessment battery (CCAB) that may promote more valid
assessment of English language learners’ reading-related cognitive processes. The
CCAB is based on Das, Naglieri, and Kirby’s (1994) cognitive model of processing.
The component processes of Das et al.’s model are associated with growth in
reading skills both within and across elementary and middle school grade-levels
(Naglieri, 2005). To address some of the linguistic challenges related to assessing
hearing and Deaf ESL students, the CCAB has graduated levels of verbal task load
(i.e., linguistic complexity). We outline the test development process and present
results from a pilot study. Our findings offer support (a) for the plausibility of
assessing ESL learners on tasks with reduced verbal load that do not underestimate
the cognitive ability of ESL learners, and (b) of the potential of a computerized
cognitive assessment battery to assist in identifying and improving the cognitive
processing strategies that underlie successful reading and learning in English.
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The Development of a Computerized Assessment of English Language
Learners’ Reading-related Cognitive Processes
Canada is receiving increasing numbers of immigrants whose mother tongues
are unrelated to English or French. With the change in the Immigrant and Refugee
Protection Act, Canada now selects refugees who have little or no literacy in their
first language. These immigrants and their children often experience significant
difficulty reading in their new language. Another group with an over-representation
of reading problems is Deaf learners for whom English is their second language.
English as a second language (ESL) learners often face exceptional challenges in
Canadian classrooms. As a result, many ESL learners are referred for special
education evaluations and are ultimately placed in special education programs. The
fact that ESL learners are often overrepresented in special education classes
(Calgary Board of Education, 2006; Coutinho, Oswald, & Best, 2002; Donovan &
Cross, 2002; Rueda & Windmueller, 2006; Woolley, 2010) suggests that there is a
need for a clearer understanding of the similarities and differences between the
struggles with language that ESL learners and students with learning disabilities
face. This also implies that these students are at particular risk for misdiagnosis
within our school systems (Lesaux, 2006; Ortiz, Wilkinson, Robinson-Courtney, &
Kushner, 2006; York-Bar, Chere, & Sommerness, 2007).
Our current understanding of the factors that need to be considered when
referring ESL students for special education is extremely limited, as it is difficult to
determine whether ESL students’ learning problems are caused by limited English
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language proficiency or actual cognitive disabilities; the lack of English proficiency
must be ruled out as the primary reason for the students’ disabilities.
Whenever students are tested in a language other than their first language
(L1), proficiency in the language of the assessment can interfere with accurate
measurement of students’ knowledge, skills, and abilities (Ortiz, & Yates, 2002;
Sireci, Han, & Wells, 2008). It is evident that most standardized tests currently used
with ESL learners are language-laden and therefore inappropriate for use with
many ESL students. In such situations, the validity of inferences derived from these
individuals’ test scores are suspect and may not be as reliable and comparable to
scores from students whose L1 is English (American Educational Research
Association, American Psychological Association, & National Council on
Measurement in Education [AERA, APA, & NCME], 1999). In other words, when ESL
learners are tested in English, their lack of English proficiency is a potential source
of measurement error and may introduce construct-irrelevant variance to the test
results (Sireci, Han, & Wells, 2008; Abbott, 2007). When such irrelevancies affect
test scores, inaccurate interpretations of ESL learners’ knowledge, skills, and
abilities may occur (Abbott, 2006).
According to Share and Stanovich (1995), “there is virtually unassailable
evidence that poor readers, as a group, are impaired in a very wide range of basic
cognitive tasks" (p. 9). Poor readers often have difficulties with simultaneous and
successive processing; these cognitive processes, which are used to encode,
transform, and retain information, have been closely linked to success in reading
comprehension and spelling. ESL learners face particular challenges in developing
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literacy skills. Current cognitive assessments often conflate comprehension with
vocabulary, content knowledge, word reading ability, and other reader capacities
involved in comprehension. When such assessments are used with ESL learners,
they are often misidentified as learning disabled and placed in special education.
More appropriate assessments for ESL learners may consist of measures of visual
ability and/or measures which reduce the amount of verbal load required to
complete the test tasks.
Task load can be defined as the extent of mental activity imposed on working
memory at any given time (Sweller, 1994). It can either be attributed to the
complexity of the material itself (i.e., intrinsic load), or the complexity due to how
the material is presented or what the output demands are (i.e., extraneous load).
Therefore, task load can be affected by both intrinsic and extraneous factors
including the linguistic complexity of the material (i.e., verbal load), how the
material is presented, and/or the complexity of the task demands.
Previous research (e.g., Abedi, 2002, 2004; Mahon, 2006; Rivera & Stanfield,
2005) exploring the impact of test accommodations on school content-based
assessments in math, science, and social sciences has found that the elimination of
unnecessary linguistic complexity in test items can decrease the performance gap
between ESL and non-ESL students. Based on these results, it is predicted that a
reduction in the verbal load of test tasks by means of decreasing linguistic
complexity and/or increasing visual support will reduce the performance gap
between ESL and non-ESL students on measures of cognitive processing. To our
knowledge, the effects of verbal load on cognitive assessment results have not been
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explored previously. By reducing the impact of verbal load on such measures, the
validity of the inferences made from the ESL learners’ test results can be improved.
Studies such as the one described below are needed to examine the effects of
reducing verbal load in measures of higher cognitive processing and executive
functioning that are commonly used with hearing and Deaf ESL learners. The
refinement of measures that allow these students to validly show what they know
and are able to do will promote more accurate identification of special needs,
placement decisions, and instruction for these particular learners. It is assumed that
measures with reduced verbal load could more accurately identify ESL learners with
cognitive and related academic weaknesses, and assist with prescriptive decisions
regarding instructional planning and intervention. The design of appropriate
cognitive assessments with corresponding instructional materials and early
systematic intervention may improve ESL learners’ learning outcomes and prevent
them from being prematurely and inappropriately referred for special education
evaluations.
The ability to improve students’ cognitive processing skills that are linked to
reading depends to a large extent on the availability of valid assessments and
associated interventions which can be used to inform instruction. The primary
purpose of our research project is to develop a linguistically appropriate
computerized cognitive assessment battery (CCAB) that can be used to validly
assess English language learners’ reading-related cognitive processes. The CCAB is
based on Das, Naglieri, and Kirby’s (1994) cognitive model of processing. The
component processes of Das et al.’s model are associated with growth in reading
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skills both within and across elementary and middle school grade-levels (Naglieri,
2005). To address some of the linguistic challenges related to assessing hearing and
Deaf ESL students, the CCAB has graduated levels of verbal task load (i.e., linguistic
complexity).
Theoretical Framework
The CCAB (i.e., computerized measures with both high and low verbal load
conditions) is currently being developed by the researchers to assess each of the
cognitive functions that correspond to the Planning, Attention, Simultaneous, and
Successive (PASS) theory of intelligence (see Das, Naglieri & Kirby, 1994). The PASS
theory stems from the neuropsychological work of A. R. Luria (1966, 1972, 1980),
which specifies the functional units of cognitive activity in the brain and their
integrated psychological processes. The PASS model proposes that cognition is
organized in three systems and four processes. The first system is the Planning
system, which involves executive functions responsible for controlling and
organizing behavior, selecting and constructing strategies, and monitoring
performance. The second system is the Attention system, which is responsible for
maintaining arousal levels and alertness, and ensuring a focus on relevant stimuli.
The third system is the Information Processing system, which employs
Simultaneous and Successive processing to encode, transform, and retain
information. Simultaneous processing is engaged when the relationship between
items and their integration into whole units of information is required. Examples of
this include recognizing figures, such as a triangle within a circle vs. a circle within a
triangle. Successive processing is required for organizing separate items in a
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sequence, such as remembering a sequence of words or actions exactly in the order
in which they were presented.
Naglieri and Das (1997a) developed the Cognitive Assessment System (CAS)
which was designed to measure the four processes outlined in the PASS theory
described above. The CAS has good to excellent psychometric properties, with all
Cronbach alpha internal consistency estimates over α =.83 (see Naglieri & Das,
1997b; Naglieri, & Rojahn, 2004). Research conducted by Naglieri and his colleagues
(see Naglieri, 2005) indicates that the PASS constructs measured by the CAS are
significant predictors of academic performance and “more strongly related to
achievement than other measures of ability” (p. 125). These findings promoted
empirical research designed to connect the PASS theory with appropriate academic
interventions, and the development of PASS approaches for remediation and
instruction. For example, Das (1999) designed the PASS Reading Enhancement
Program (PREP), and Naglieri (2003) devised the Planning Facilitation Method. Das
and his colleagues (see Papadopoulos, Das, Parrila, & Kirby, 2003; Naglieri, 2003,
2005) have demonstrated the effectiveness of the PREP in improving successive and
simultaneous processing underlying reading (i.e., improved reading performance on
word reading, word decoding, and reading comprehension tasks and improvements
in cognitive processing strategies in English).
Method
Participants
The target population for the CCAB consists of hearing and Deaf ESL students
who are at risk for being coded for special education services and are not likely to
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achieve proficiency on grade-level standards due to their low levels of language
proficiency. This is the population of students for whom modified assessments are
needed. Grade 3 students were selected as the target population in the pilot study for three
main reasons: first, because we have studied growth in grade 3 students’ reading skills
and cognitive processes extensively in previous research (see Hayward, Das, & Janzen,
2007; McQuarrie & Abbott, 2008, 2010; Papadopoulos, Das, Parrila, & Kirby, 2003);
second, grade 3 is a point which permits the study of students whose cognitive processes
are still malleable; and third, grade 3 is also the grade where children are beginning to
transition from learning to read to reading to learn. Hence students at this level of
cognitive development provided a rich and varied base to conduct this research.
Instrument - CCAB Task and Item Development
The CCAB currently consists of modified versions of four CAS subtests
(Naglieri & Das, 1997) that measure planning, attention, and simultaneous and
successive processing, along with an additional test of word reading in context. All
measures have both high and low verbal load conditions that are administered on a
PC tablet computer using a web-based interface designed to collect reaction time
and accuracy data for individual items. This will allow us to conduct chronometric
analyses that are not possible with paper and pencil versions of the CAS. Speed of
cognitive processing, which spans the four major PASS processes, provide useful
information for understanding how processing speed affects the execution of more
complex tasks, such as reading comprehension (Bonifacci & Snowling, 2008).
Planning Measures. Two planned connections tasks (e.g., connect the
numbers and letters) measure exhaustive versus serial search strategies. An
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exhaustive search takes longer than a serial search. In condition 1, using a stylus and
a touch screen computer, individuals are asked to connect the numbers starting
with the number 1 in a visual field of numbers. In condition 2, individuals are asked
to connect the numbers to letters in a visual field of numbers and letters (e.g., 1a, 2b,
3c, etc.), which automatically increases verbal load over condition 1.
Attention Measures. Two modified versions of the Stroop test have been
developed: both a Word and a Math Stroop. Our computerized versions of the test
will provide a measure of processing speed, in addition to measures of attention and
mental flexibility. In the Word Stroop, individuals are asked to touch the colour of
the word in one condition (e.g., touch the words written in the colour yellow), and
then touch what the word says in a second condition (e.g., touch the word ‘yellow’
which may be written in blue, red, or yellow). The requirement to identify the word
rather than just the colour in the second condition increases the verbal load of the
response.
In the Math Stroop, verbal load increases across 3 conditions. In condition 1,
which measures number recognition, individuals are asked to underline numbers
(e.g., all the 3s or 7s). In condition 2, individuals are asked to identify the font size by
pressing a key labelled big or small on a button box (e.g., numbers in large font are
categorized as big, numbers in small font are categorized as small). In condition 3,
individuals are asked to identify both the number and the font size (e.g., a 4 in small
font are identified as 4 small). The Number Stroop requires less semantic coding
than the Word Stroop and therefore has reduced verbal load.
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Simultaneous Processing Measures. Two verbal-simultaneous picture
identification tasks have been developed. In condition 1, individuals are asked to
touch the picture that matches the sentence from six different pictures. In condition
2, individuals are asked to touch the sentence that matches the picture from six
different sentences. Condition 2 has greater verbal load than condition 1.
Successive Processing Measures. Three successive processing tasks have
been developed. In the digit span condition, individuals are asked to recall all digits
by typing them into the computer in the correct order after seeing the digits on a
computer screen. In the digit probe condition, individuals see a number on screen 1;
then on screen 2, they are asked to fill in the missing number. This digit probe
condition is a different method for measuring retrieval than the sequential recall
required in the digit span condition. Individuals are also presented with a story that
has words in a continuous line without punctuation or spacing. The task is to place a
slash between adjacent words, and two slashes between sentences. Longer RTs for
separating words and sentences reflect a combination of word recognition and
sentence comprehension processing speed. The story condition has greater verbal
load than the digit span or probe digit conditions.
Procedures
After receiving both University of Alberta and Cooperative Activities Program
ethics approval, principals at three Edmonton Public elementary schools were contacted
and asked for their assistance in identifying potential ESL hearing, ESL Deaf, and monolingual English-speaking grade 3 students to participate in the study. Sixty-seven
information letters and background information questionnaires were sent home to parents
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of potential students to invite them to volunteer their children for participation in our
study. Twenty-eight parents completed the questionnaire, and signed and returned both
the consent form and questionnaire.
A small-scale pilot study was then conducted with 28 grade 3 students (12 hearing
ESL, 5 Deaf ESL, and 12 monolingual English-speaking hearing/control) to obtain
feedback on the CCAB task types and test design. All students were asked to read and
sign a consent form before starting the test. The principal investigator and/ or one
graduate student research assistant (one hearing and one Deaf) administered the test
battery to each student individually in a quiet room located in their school. The CCAB
was administered on a 13 inch ThinkPad laptop with a Logitech Nano cordless laser
notebook mouse. After completing each of the CCAB tasks, students were asked the
following questions:
1. Was there anything confusing in the instructions?
2. Was there anything in the task that was confusing?
3. Were there any words in the task that you did not understand?
4. Did you have enough time to complete the task?
Students’ responses to the questions were documented for later analyses.
Data Analyses and Results
Twenty-two of the students finished the entire test battery in approximately one
hour. However, due to scheduling difficulties and or fatigue, six of the students
completed the CCAB in two separate sessions, distributed over two days. Analyses of the
pilot study data have allowed us to determine (a) the practical viability of the items, and
(b) whether the proposed task types work effectively with diverse populations of grade 3
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students. We have examined the appropriateness of the range and types of topics, texts,
and computer skills to ensure that the level of difficulty of the various tasks, items and
instructions are suitable for the students. Students’ reactions to the instructions, items,
and item delivery times and methods were recorded and examined. Pilot study results
have contributed to the revision of test task types and items. Testing procedures have also
been clarified and revised where necessary. The best quality tasks and items are currently
being selected for the final field- test version of the CCAB.
Conclusion
In the future, our intention is to make the CCAB available for use in schools, as
a computerized cognitive assessment battery that does not underestimate the
cognitive ability of ESL learners may alleviate typical delays in services and special
education referrals for ESL learners, and assist in improving the cognitive
processing strategies that underlie successful reading and learning in English.
Ultimately, our goal is to ensure that immigrant and Deaf populations have better
opportunities to succeed academically and to participate in and contribute to
Canadian society.
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Mathematics has long been regarded as an important subject since in an increasingly
technologically advanced society a basic knowledge of the subject is essential to the pursuit of
many existing and emerging occupational fields (Axelsson, 2009). Unfortunately many youth in
high school and college tend to shy away from education programs that entail the learning and/or
application of mathematics. As a consequence, this avoidance of taking mathematical course
restricts the range of career opportunities, which require quantitative skills, from which they may
choose. For this reason mathematical researchers and educators have been preoccupied for years
in finding ways to improve students’ ability to learn mathematics and achieve better results.
Recently, mathematics education researchers have begun to utilize the notion of identity
to examine issues of students’ persistence, engagement, effort and achievement in mathematics
(see, e.g., Gutstein, 2003; Martin, 2000, 2006a, 2006b; Nasir & Hand, 2006; Stinson, 2008).
From this perspective, researchers consider personal and environmental factors shape student’s
participation in mathematics. The term mathematics identity refers to the beliefs that individuals
and groups develop about mathematics, their perceived self-efficacy in mathematical contexts
(that is, their beliefs about their ability to perform effectively in mathematical contexts and to use
mathematics to solve problems in the contexts that impact their lives), their perceived
mathematical knowledge, motivation and anxiety.
It is reasonable to expect that mathematics identity shapes and is shaped by performance.
In other words, there is a dialectic relationship between these two concepts in the sense that they
mutually reinforce each other. A student with a robust mathematics identity is more likely to
develop a positive attitude towards the subject and be motivated to perform well in it. On the
other hand, a student with a tarnished mathematics identity is less inclined to be interested,
engaged, persistent and successful in the subject. For this reason, it is important for researchers
to investigate how the various components of mathematics identity (math: self-concept, selfefficacy, motivation, and anxiety) can be manipulated to improve students’ cognition and
achievement in mathematics.
This study investigates the predictive and meditational role of math self-concept and
math self-efficacy on math performance. Moreover, this study examines the direct and indirect
effects of the various components of mathematics identity and gender on mathematics
achievement of college students. The participants were 190 male and female students enrolled in
a college math class, who were selected on a volunteer basis of their instructors. Data was
collected using a survey instrument. The independent t test, mulitple regression, and path
analysis techniques were utilized for analyzing the data. In addition, the path model was tested
for the goodness of fit and found to be a complete fit with the obtained data.
Results from path analysis showed that that students’ math self-concept, when controlled
for the other variables of the model, had the strongest direct predictive power for math
performance. In addition, just like Ferla, Valcke and Cai (2009) found out, the results of this
study point to the weak predictive power of math self-efficacy on math performance, which is in
contrast with a number of comparable studies (e.g., Pajares & Miller, 1994). The findings of the
present study further revealed that math self-concept mediated the effects of gender, motivation,
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and math self-efficacy on math performance. Moreover, math self-efficacy served as a strong
mediator for the effects of gender, motivation, and math self-concept on math anxiety. The
results also revealed that there was a difference in mathematics achievement between genders.
More specifically, girls did better than boys on this measure. Additionally, there were no
significant differences between genders in motivation, math self-concept, math anxiety and math
self-efficacy.
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INTRODUCTION:
When we observe young children doing hands-on science, we typically find them
eager to talk about, write about, and read about their experiences with the real world.
Observations of classrooms affiliated with our “A Head Start on Science” project
convince us that what we call “sense of wonder” science provides teachers with rich
opportunities to help children to experience science inquiry while also helping them to
meet important language and literacy goals and standards.
Some examples of behaviors which are often observed while children engage in
meaningful science activities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

describing objects and events both orally and through drawings;
counting and measuring things in very simple but effective ways;
talking enthusiastically with adults and other children about their observations;
using newly acquired words as they share their insights with others;
asking questions about what they observe, and
displaying increasing eagerness to learn more and more.

If these behaviors sound familiar, think about those typically cited as “literacy
development” behaviors!! We believe them to be remarkably similar! When a team of
experienced teachers set out to correlate the “Head Start on Science” activities with the
Head Start Child Outcomes Framework, they found that “sense of wonder” science
activities frequently “cross over” into elements of many of the “non-science” domains.
Teachers tell us that hands-on science which focuses on the child’s everyday world
connects beautifully with the development of language, math and reading skills, and as
well, with art and music.
APPROPRIATE SCIENCE FOR YOUNG LEARNERS:
“Science” means different things to different people (Worth, 2010). For too many,
“science” is remembered as something which emphasized the vocabulary one was
expected to memorize. What we call “sense of wonder” science, on the other hand,
emphasizes hands-on, active and interactive study of the child’s everyday world.
Inspiration for what our project calls “sense of wonder” science came from a wonderful
little book by noted Biologist, Rachel Carson. In “The Sense of Wonder“(1956), she
writes beautifully about how important it is to inspire a child’s appreciation of the
wonders of his/her everyday world. She emphasizes that:
It is more important to pave the way for the child to want to know
than to put him on a diet of facts he is not ready to assimilate.
(p.56)
Our view of how best to nurture children’s sense of wonder is described as a set of
“beliefs” held by the project team that created “A Head Start on Science.” They include:
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•

Doing science comes naturally to young children

•

Early childhood science teachers need to serve as "facilitators" of learning, as
opposed to "tellers"

•

As children engage in science experiences, adults need to observe their actions
and listen to their conversations so that they can follow children's leads

•

Children are intrinsically motivated when they have their own materials to enjoy
and have some control over their learning

•

Both children and adults need to feel free to “do” science, understanding that
exploration is often more important than a specific right or wrong answer

PREPARING TEACHERS FOR SENSE OF WONDER SCIENCE:
Teachers arrive at our workshops each summer telling us about their uncertainties (and
sometimes, fears) about helping children with science. Many of them believe that
teachers should know all the right answers before even starting. During the workshop we
get them to understand that no one can know all the answers in science. When answers
are not known, doors should be left open for finding out. Sometimes, it may be best to
encourage further observation or experimentation. At other times, it may be more
appropriate to look at a variety of books. The facilitator approach allows teachers to
engage kids in exploration as they themselves gain more and better understandings by
learning along with the children.
Facilitating children’s learning in science calls for skill in the conversations teachers have
with them. It is important to listen carefully to what children are saying. Their
comments and questions provide important clues about their thinking. Teachers who
“facilitate” science learning are not “tellers” who simply pass information along to young
learners – instead, they become actively involved in the explorations. They too are eager
to observe, to learn, to question, and to share.
How best to prepare teachers, many of whom are initially reluctant to engage youngsters
in meaningful science instruction? There is most certainly no one approach that can
guarantee success. However, the 5-day design of the “A Head Start on Science” project
has enjoyed considerable success in preparing Head Start and other pre-K teachers to
work effectively with young learners. The overall guiding principal adopted by the
planning group was that the workshop should model how we believe teachers ought to
work with young learners. Teachers should themselves experience “sense of wonder”
science much as we hope that young children would --- no “lectures on the evils of
lecturing!” Some other key elements of the design include:
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•

Conducting each workshop as a “learning community” in which each person’s
contributions, strengths and concerns are valued and in which a spirit of
collaboration is nurtured.

•

Insuring that key issues are addressed and emphasized during the workshop -including the improvement of questioning skills, focusing on science processes
rather than science vocabulary, improving the quality of dialogue / conversations
with young learners, and the importance of teacher self-reflection.

•

Limiting group size so as to insure personal involvement and to encourage
interaction and collaboration among participants and with workshop staff.

•

Staffing by instructors experienced in both science and early childhood education,
as well as success in working with adult learners

•

Providing genuine incentives to encourage after-workshop teaching of science by
the participants -- including earning credits for teaching, reflection and reporting;
increasing their comfort and competence by personally doing the activities;
providing a sampling of materials to use back home, and making on-line help
available.

QUO VADIS?
Our belief in the existence of helpful connections between “science well done” and a
child’s early literacy / language development are shared with others. For example,
Kathleen Conezio and Lucia French, developers of “ScienceStart!” report that teachers
using this program with children from families with low incomes “find that an emphasis
on hands-on science leads to increases in children’s level of engagement in language use
and language skills and in positive peer interactions” (2002). Karen Worth, director of
the Tool Kit for Early Childhood Science Education at the Education Development
Center has said, “We believe that children’s natural; curiosity about how the world works
is the perfect place for them to develop their intellectual abilities and skills in language,
mathematics, and other things.......Our belief is that science education can be the basis for
everything that children learn in school” (2003)
However, there still exists a great need for thorough empirical studies of the postulated
science – literacy link in the education of young children. One such effort, just getting
underway at Michigan State University (van Egeren 2011), shows great promise. Funded
by a $2.6 million grant from the National Science Foundation, this carefully-designed
five-year effort is based on the “A Head Start on Science” curriculum and teacher
education model. The study will examine teacher, student, and family outcomes related
to scientific thinking, language and math before and after the program.
This remains an opportune time to study the interface of literacy and science in the early
childhood environment, and we urge science and early childhood educators to find
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clarification of the perceived links. The educational community needs to be able to make
informed, data-based decisions to increase the quality of the education of our young
children in the various pre-school learning environments.
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Abstract
The Faculty of Education, Srinakharinwirot University, Bangkok, Thailand give the
students teaching professional experience in the last academic year of the course. The
Teaching professional experience students had to do one research per semester but the
majority of the students lacked the knowledge, understanding, and skill in doing classroom
action researches.
The purpose of this research was to study the factor that affected action research
efficiency for teaching professional experience students and to develop and examine causal
structure equation model of the factor that affected research efficiency which took action for
Teaching professional experience students
The target group that use in this research was composed of 520 Teaching
professional experience students of the Faculty of Education , Science , Humanities , and
Art Science , Srinakharinwirot University in the academic year 2554. The research
instrument was the 5-part questionnaire, with the reliability value of .942 .956 .976, .988 and
.982 respectively. The data were analyzed with descriptive statistics, employing SPSS and
confirmatory factor analysis by LISREL 8.72.
The research results showed that 5 factors: attitude, character, knowledge environment
and supporting affected action research efficiency for Teaching professional experience
students. The second order confirmatory factor analysis found that the model validated with
empirical data by Chi – square was 513.42; p = 0.00; GFI = 0.96 AGFI = 0.93. Thus,
development of action research for Teaching professional experience students should do by
encouraging 5 factors, for the correct and effective action research.
Keyword: Teaching professional experience, Action Research Competency,
Confirmatory Factor Analysis

Introduction
Teaching professional experience of the Faculty of Education, Srinakharinwirot
university, Bangkok, Thailand, were provided to the students in the last academic year of
the course. The goal is to train professional experience in authentic way, transfer knowledge,
aware of the role and responsibility that teacher should have. The Teaching professional
experience students will do a research per semester to develop ability and research skill,
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then lead the skill in researches to use in developing and adjusting instruction, moreover to
develop the quality of students and the progress of teaching professional, because most of
the students lack of knowledge and understanding in doing classroom action researches.
The results found from Teaching professional experience students that they don’t
have time to do research because of work load and many responsibilities , depreciate and
despite of the research, they are not confident enough to do research on their own , and
plagiarism that happens actually in the classroom. These problems will affect action research
conduction, research quality, knowledge, skill and the attitude of action research for Teaching
professional experience students.
From the idea and a problem above , the researcher is bound for study the factor that
affects to action research efficiency of Teaching professional experience students, for the
information to development the correctly and efficiency action research..
Research Background
Teaching professional experience of the Faculty of Education, Srinakharinwirot
university will train in last year for 2 semesters, and the goal leads the students to the
knowledge to use in real-life situation, both of the teaching and other works and will do
research about one topic per semester, moreover they were also given the seminar between
Teaching professional experience to advise and solve the problems. Teaching professional
experience is implemented by institute supervisor, school teacher school supervisor and
school director. The course is judged in formative and summative evaluation.
The majority of Teaching professional experience students lack of the knowledge,
understanding, and skills in doing classroom action researches. Action research was done the
first time in Thailand in 1977 (Vichai Vongyai, 2003), He adopted scientific approach used to
education problem solving. Kurt Lewin, who regarded as a father of action research,
mentioned the connection between concrete and abstract, which mean to takes the theory,
practice, social theory and social action accompany to solve the problems. Action research
compose plan, act , observe and reflect, as follows (1) develop the plan (Plan) , (2) lead the
plan to Action (Act) , (3) observe while acting(Observe) . (4) Result reflection (Reflect), of
this information to the base of planning next continuously through the circuit.
The Purpose
The purpose of this research to study the factors that affect to action research
efficiency for Teaching professional experience students and to develop and check causal
structure equation model of the factors that affects to research efficiency takes action for
Teaching professional experience students.
Methodology
The methodology for this research was a descriptive research by analyzing structure
equation model with confirmatory factor analysis. The target group used in this research is of
520 Teaching professional experience students of the Faculty of Education, Science,
Humanities, and Art Science, Srinakharinwirot University in 2011 academic years. The
research instrument was the 5-part questionnaire, with the reliability value of .942 .956 .976,
.988 and .982 respectively. The data were analyzed with descriptive statistics, employing
SPSS, confirmatory factor analysis by LISREL 8.72.
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Result
Correlation Analysis result between the observe variable of Action Research
Competency for Teaching professional experience students , 22 variable , meet that , the
relation between every variable has the difference from zero and significant (p<.001).
Correlation coefficient has the positive relation, be valuable 0.16 to 0.78. Bartlett' s test of
sphericity, which be the statistics tests the hypothesis of correlation matrix show that different
from identity matrix (8550.562; p<.001). Kaiser-Mayer-Olkin Index analysis result that be
valuable near 1 (0.948) show that the observe variables has high relation, and have the
suitability to analyze structure equation model with confirmatory factor analysis.
Structure equation model with confirmatory factor analysis of Action Research
Competency for Teaching professional experience students result showed that 5 factors :
Attitude, Character, Knowledge , Environment and Supporting that affect to action research
efficiency for Teaching professional experience students. The second order confirmatory
factor analysis found that the model validate with empirical data by the value of Chi – square
= 513.42; p = 0.00; GFI = 0.96 AGFI = 0.93. The factor loading for first order confirmatory
factor analysis be valuable 0.17 to 0.65 and factor loading for second order confirmatory
factor analysis be valuable 0.60 to 1.33.Squared multiple correlations for second order
confirmatory factor analysis of 5 factors : Attitude, Character, Knowledge Environment,
Supporting are 0.77 , 0.90 , 0.69 , 0.56 , 0.36 respectively. Squared multiple correlations
show that character affect to Action Research Competency for Teaching professional
experience students, more than another factors, which covariant 90 percentages, Attitude 77
percentages, Knowledge 69 percentages, Environment 56 percentages and Supporting 36
percentages. The analyzed result shows in Figure 1.
Discussion
The research result above corresponds with research framework. There are 5 factors :
Attitude, Character, Knowledge Environment, Supporting that affect to action research
efficiency for Teaching professional experience students, which has approach to develop
quality of action research, Character is highest affect to Action Research Competency for
Teaching professional experience students because of help to observe, doubt for extend to
the research question and research problem. Attitude is pertaining to feeling, the opinion
about the action research takes and tendency to doing action researches, which make
Teaching professional experience students have interests and, they are willing to do action
researches. Knowledge is a factor that helps the Teaching professional experience students do
action research correctly and effectively. Environment is knowledge place to study, search
data for action research, and the convenience in data research, moreover, the assistance from
a friend. Support from the university, supervisor, school and executive gives precedence,
encouragement, assistance, and offer the convenience in doing action researches.
Reference
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Figure 1 Structure equation model of Action Research Competency
for Teaching Professional Experience Students with confirmatory factor analysis
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ABSTRACT
With the use of paper cards and a pencil, hands-on activities for solving the Tower of
Hanoi problem were presented. Our multistep technique provides a structured basis in
the problem solving activities. The multistep technique covers: checking if need more
than one move for the first two cards in a stack, inserting two or six blank cards,
grouping the unfixed discs, making a mapping of discs in n-disc to discs in
two-/three-disc, rewriting all disc configurations for the most efficient
three-/seven-move solution and generating new disc configurations for the n-disc
problem. During the operating period and the meaning-creating period, children
explored whether this approach would achieve the most efficient n-disc problem
solution in a collaborative group setting. Children further studied the relationship
between patterns for controlling the flow of logic. The children’s problem solving
performance was investigated in the present study. The results indicated that having
experiences with the activities could facilitate understanding the concept of recursion.
Children who are more abstract thinkers can perceive the embedded recursive
structure
through
their
self-observation.
The
conclusions
were
that conceptualizing children’s practice through the activities helps them in
constructing their mental model of recursion and in transferring the problem solving
skills to new situations.
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to explore the sort problem if student score’s discrimination
were too low or the arithmetic average were equal. In advance to explore how to test
nonparametric analysis by interval fuzzy scores. The samples had three groups which had
eight scores individually and arithmetic average was equal. The application of the fuzzy
theory was used in this study in order to create a new model to solve research problems. The
results of this study was the defuzzification value of interval fuzzy scores could solve the
research problem. The key technologies were the new definition 3.1 of the interval fuzzy
scores as (a, b).In advance to calculate three types’s defuzzification sort analysis by definition
3.2 .Therefore, the results could apply for the sort problem of the same scores or low
discrimination. The key technologies could also solve the sort problem of application for
admission when 12-Year Compulsory Education is implemented in Taiwan.
Keywords: management efficiency, the sorting, scores, interval fuzzy number
1. Introduction.
Since the implementation of 12-Year Compulsory Education in Taiwan, students must
use the scores sort to apply for admission in the future. But how to overcome the comparing
problem, if the sort may lack discrimination? Did only use the sortition to decide? In this
study, we compared sort by using new definition of interval fuzzy scores to calculate the
value of defuzzification (Berlin, 2005).We could overcome the sort problem effectively.
There we often need to compare the sort in the education field. If the mean scores were
the same, we would normally design to compare other subjects. Such as an entrance
examination by five subjects of Chinese, Mathematics, English, Natural, Social, which each
subject score were 100 points. If 12 students would be admitted according to comparing the
total scores. If the total scores were equal, then they must compare with the scores by the
order of the Chinese, Math, English, Natural, Social scores. Sometime, low discrimination
exam was unable to separate the sort. For example, five students tested the same math exam
twice , the first scores were 58,62,70,92,88 points and second scores were 82,78,70,48,52.We

1
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found arithmetic average of those five students were the same as 70,70,70,70,70 .We were
unable to identify the sort. But if we calculated an advanced analysis of two scores gaps 24,
16, 0, 44, 36, then we compared the sort with the gap scores. Comparing the gap scores was
more meaningful. After all, the gap scores were also a performance value.
In this study, from the new definition 3.1of the interval fuzzy scores to discriminate
student performance. We defined student performance interval fuzzy scores as﹝a, b﹞,where
a, b were two different test scores in the same student, and a ≦ b. Further, we transformed
interval fuzzy scores﹝a b﹞to the defuzzification scores. Such strategy had two major
contributions, the first were to get defuzzification value to compare the sort and overcome to
compare with the same arithmetic average. The second were to get defuzzification value to be
nonparametric analysis and overcome the problem of the interval fuzzy scores test
nonparametric analysis. Thus we could test median or variance between groups.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Fuzzy Theory.
Since Zadeh found Fuzzy Theory (1965), this thinking could explain many practice
phenomenons. Human thinking came from the subjective awareness of the natural and social
phenomena. Since human knowledge and language came from the subjective awareness, time,
environment, so human judged things by the different fuzzy angle. Human generated fuzzy
theory due to fuzzy measurement and classification principle of the human thinking way on
the environment. Human gove a more robust description way to deal with the diverse and
complex, ambiguous and uncertain phenomenon. Therefore, the human mind had two types,
one for formal thinking, and another for fuzzy thinking. Formal thinking were logical and
sequential thinking, while fuzzy thinking were the entire and integrated thinking (Tai-Ning,
1997, Song-Lian, 1994).In fact, the fuzzy theory and probability theory were the uncertainty
(Zimmermann,1991).In the books of Heng-Jhong &Berlin (2000), Manton, Woodbury, &
Tolley (1994) indicated many of the fuzzy theory statistical analysis methods and concepts.
While Lowen (1990), Tseng, & Klein (1992), Ruspini (1991), Wu & Sun (1996), Kosko
(1993), Guarisom Rizzoli, & Werthner (1992) proposed a lot of fuzzy theory in social science
measurement of important concepts and approach. Jheng-Nan (1992) advocated that we
wanted to understand the fuzzy meaning should be reverse thinking by the opposite meaning
of the fuzzification.
2.2The sort of interval fuzzy scores.
In this study, the literatures were divided into three parts; the first was the development
of fuzzy statistical theory. Since Zadeh (1965) found Fuzzy Theory, this thinking could
explain many practice phenomenons.Recently; the theory development had been very
generous and solid. In the recent research indicated many of the fuzzy theory statistical
analysis methods and concepts.(Wu&Lin, 2002; Sun&Wu, 2007; Hung,Vladik,Wu&Gang,
2011; Wang&Chen, 2010; Hsu,Tsai&Chiang, 2009) The second, many papers of the interval
fuzzy number had enhanced the type and the way of the application.(Sengupta&Pal, 2000;
Dubois,Fargier&Fortin, 2005; Nguyen &Wu, 2006; Yager, Detyniecki&Bouchon-Meunier,

2001; Fan, 2010) The third, the sort of fuzzy numbers has made a lot of
methods.(Suleman&Suleman, 2012; Lin&Chen, 2004; Liu,Wu&Liu, 2008; Harloff,
2011; Lee& Lee-Kwang, 2001; Ravi Shankar,Sireesha,Srinivasa Rao &Vani, 2010;
Yager,Detyniecki&Bouchon-Meunier, 2001; Lin,Yi&Wu, 2006). Finally, we
proposed a new model for comparison of students' percentile scores by interval fuzzy
scores which transformed defuzzification value to sort. This study overcame the sort
problem of the same arithmetic average. Therefore, in this paper; we proposed a
defuzzification method to detect the students’ score when it had a tie.

2
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3. Research Methods
3.1 Study flow chart.
Study flow chart was showed in Figure 1.We used software MINITAB16.0 to statistic
the questionnaire by the nonparametric analysis. Why did we use the nonparametric analysis,
because this study sample was not a normal distribution? Since sample number 12 was small,
so the nonparametric analysis was higher fitness to actual situation. (Berlin&Ming-Jyuan,
2010; Hung, Vladik, Berlin & Gang, 2011; Hung, & Berlin, 2006)
3.2 Interval fuzzy number.
Definition 3.1 interval fuzzy scores.
In this study, definition 3.2 was the new definition of the interval fuzzy scores, which
been used to the discrimination analysis of student performance. We defined student
performance interval fuzzy scores as﹝a, b﹞, where a, b were two different test scores in the
same student, and a ≦ b.
For example, we defined two recent math scores of a student who got 88 points, 78
points of percentile scores by interval fuzzy scores as﹝78, 88﹞.The meaning of students’
mathematical abilities was between 78 and 88 points.Beacuse using the traditional arithmetic
mean (78 +88) / 2 = 83 points was simpler but less real. Interval fuzzy scores were closer to
real performance capabilities, because human capacity was the fuzzy description. In this study,
we would use this new definition of the interval fuzzy scores to sort and analyze student
performance.
Definition 3.2 Defuzzification of interval fuzzy number (Berlin, 2005).
Let X = [a, b] be an interval fuzzy number, c was range center, l=|b-a| was the whole
distance. Defuzzification value
xf  c 1

ln(1  X )
X

xf

of interval fuzzy number,

   equation 1

1

l n1(  X )
X

   e q u a t i o 2n

And named equation2 as defuzzification function of the interval length.
If a  b , then
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approached to the range center
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2

3.2 Calculated the doman of x f by equation 1.
In accordance with equation 1 and since the maximum value of equation 2 was 1, the
minimum value was 0.And the calculation process were
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Hence, for equation 1, the minimum value was c; the maximum value was c+1.
In this study, if student test scores was a percentage system, then the maximum value were
Min (100, c +1) points, the minimum value were 0 points. This doman definition of x f fitted
to the educational needs and habits.
3.3 Control defuzzification doman of interval fuzzy number within the smallest unit.
If student achievement scores were percentage system, the maximum score were 100
points, the minimum were 0 point. Why did we use equation 1 to transform defuzzification
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value of the interval fuzzy number? Equation 2 was called defuzzification function of the
interval length, the defuzzification value by equation 2 was controlled doman within 0 to
1.Thus, and the sort of defuzzification value could be the same with sort of the center value c.
For example, if A, B were two students' math scores by interval fuzzy scores﹝40,60﹞,
﹝50,52﹞,their mean value were (40 +60) / 2 = 50; (50 +52) / 2 = 51. Two data sort was 50,
51 in the order A <B. Especially, the smallest unit was 1 point in the percentile scores.
Because the value of the center was the main basis of the sort. In order not to change the sort
of 50, 51, A <B, so the anti- fuzzification value of equation 2 could not be greater than the
smallest unit 1 point. Otherwise, it would change the sort of A, B. Hence, we got
defuzzification score of student A was
50＋1－

ln(1  10)
＝50＋0.760210＝50.760210,
10

And defuzzification scores of student B was
51＋1－

ln(1  2)
＝51＋0.450694＝51.450694.
2

The sort of defuzzification was 50.760210、51.450694，and A＜B.It maintained the sort of
center value to 50、51，and A＜B ,which did not change the sort.Base on the above
description and proof of student achievement by percentage system, we used equation 1 to
transform anti- fuzzification scores of the interval fuzzy scores, which was very appropriative.
4. Empirical Studies.
Example4.1
12-Year Compulsory Education in Taiwan had carried out. Since students must apply for
the high school by accounting math scores of junior high school. Thus, if during the
application for admission, we found 12 students been compared with mathematics
achievement in schools .Several students sorts were the same. It would encounter trouble.
Therefore, if school must be a sort in math, but 12 students had the two recent math test
scores and arithmetic mean of c were 49,50,50,51,51,70,70,70,70,75,75,80.According to this
mean scores, their individual sort were difficult and sorting respectively by
6,5,5,4,4,3,3,3,3,2,2,1.It were difficult to discriminate. But we cconsidered the first and
second scores gap. Using interval fuzzy scores to transform to anti- fuzzification scores could
solve the sort problem of 12 students in math .Because the first math scores a be ordered by
0,100,50,50,2,40,96,44.5 ,95,75.5 ,74 ,79.5, second math scores b be ordered by 98,0,50,52
100,100,44 ,95.5,45 ,74.5,76 ,80.5. According to the new definition 3.1,we could define
student interval fuzzy scores by﹝0, 98﹞,﹝0, 100﹞,﹝50, 50﹞,﹝50, 52﹞,﹝2, 100﹞,
﹝40, 100﹞,﹝44, 96﹞,﹝44.5, 95.5﹞,﹝45, 95﹞,﹝74.5, 75.5﹞,﹝74, 76﹞,﹝79.5,
80.5﹞.Then interval length of each interval fuzzy scores was 2,100,0,2,98,60,52,51,50,1,2,1.
Finally, by substituting into the equation 1, we transformed defuzzification scores in sequence
respectively 49.4507, 50.9538, 50.0000, 51.4507, 51.9531, 70.9315, 70.9236, 70.9225,
70.9214, 75.3069, 75.4507, 80.3069.
Special note to why did take such four decimal places? Because 70.9236, 70.9225 must
compare the sort by third decimal places to district separately by sorting. The meaning was
like to the unit been divided into 10000 equal part. It was the important key of substantial
increasing in the discrimination sort .This study could enhance to identify the sort. Finally, we
got the interval fuzzy number sort respectively by 12,10,11,9,8,4,5,6,7,3,2,1 ,it solved the sort
problem of 12 students in math to apply the admission. The above calculation instructions
were summarized as following Table1.
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Selected the student’s the last two subject scores of percentile system

score a

score b

Defined the interval fuzzy scores as﹝a,b﹞,and a≦b

Transformed﹝a,b﹞to defuzzification value

The second level：(Equation 1）
defuzzification function
x f = c +1－ ln(1  X )
X

The third level：(Equation 2）
defuzzification function
1－ ln(1  X )

X

Fuzzy non-parametrictest:
Median

Wilcoxon
Rank-Sum
Test

KruskalWallis
Test

Determine
Median
Equal or not

Determine Median
Distribution
Equal or not

Score
Sort

First
level
Sort

value of
interval center
c

Fuzzy non-parametric test:
Variance

Second
level
Sort

Choose the
best sorting
Project

Figure 1. Flow chart of the study process

5

The first
level：The

Third
Level
Sort

Mood
Median
Test

Determine
Variance
Equal or not
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Table 1. Example4.1 to overcome the sorting problem by defuzzification scores
Student
code

First
math
score

Second
math
score

(a+b)/2

Sort

=c

by
c

Interval fuzzy
score

Interval

﹝a,b﹞

X

length

defuzzification
scores

Sort
by

xf

xf

a

b

1

0

98

49

6

﹝0, 98﹞

2

49.4507

12

2

100

0

50

5

﹝0, 100﹞

100

50.9538

10

3

50

50

50

5

﹝50, 50﹞

0

50.0000

11

4

50

52

51

4

﹝50, 52﹞

2

51.4507

9

5

2

100

51

4

﹝2, 100﹞

98

51.9531

8

6

40

100

70

3

﹝40, 100﹞

60

70.9315

4

7

96

44

70

3

﹝44, 96﹞

52

70.9236

5

8

44.5

95.5

70

3

﹝44.5, 95.5﹞

51

70.9225

6

9

95

45

70

3

﹝45, 95﹞

50

70.9214

7

10

75.5

74.5

75

2

﹝74.5, 75.5﹞

1

75.3069

3

11

74

76

75

2

﹝74, 76﹞

2

75.4507

2

12

79.5

80.5

80

1

﹝79.5, 80.5﹞

1

80.3069

1

4.1 Fuzzy nonparametric analysis
We used interval fuzzy scores to describe the student’s math performance. It was closer
to the real performance capabilities. After all, human capacity was fuzzy description. A single
numerical description was simpler, but it was not truth enough. Teaching process often need
to analyze the differences between class scores. For example, there are three classes, number1,
number 2; number3.The arithmetic average scores of the first and second math scores were
the same as75, 75, 75.How to compare the differences of distribution in the three classes in
math? We used definition 3.1 to compare the scores of those three classes; we could get
effective analysis of distribution differences for the three classes. It overcame the comparative
difficulties of the same arithmetic mean. Those three classes had the same mean 75, and
detailed results information was shown in Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4
This section focused on nonparametric analysis. We used interval fuzzy number to
transform to defuzzification value; it could calculate Fuzzy Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test and
compared the median between classes. The results were shown in Table 5, Table 6, and Table
7. We ccalculated Fuzzy Mood Median Test and compared the variance between classes, the
results were shown in Table 8, Table 9, Table 10.And those three classes could calculate
Fuzzy Kruskal-Wallis Test and compared the variance, the results were shown in Table 11.
4.2 The example of comparing three classes with the same arithmetic average.
Table 2. Class number 1, the math scores average of eight students was 75.

To overcome the sorting problem by defuzzification scores.
Student
code

First
math
score

Second
math
score

(a+b)/2
=c

Sort
by
c

Interval
fuzzy score
﹝a,b﹞

Interval

defuzzification

length

scores x f

X

Sort
by

deFuzzification

xf

X

a

b

1

74

74

74

2

﹝74,74﹞

0

74.0000

8

0.0000

2

65

83

74

2

﹝65,83﹞

18

74.8364

7

0.8364

3

84

64

74

2

﹝64,84﹞

20

74.8478

6

0.8478
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4

63

85

74

2

﹝63,85﹞

22

74.8575

5

0.8575

5

64

88

76

1

﹝64,88﹞

24

76.8659

4

0.8659

6

89

63

76

1

﹝63,89﹞

26

76.8732

3

0.8732

7

62

90

76

1

﹝62,90﹞

28

76.8797

2

0.8797

8

61

91

76

1

﹝61,91﹞

30

76.8855

1

0.8855

Table 3. Class number 2, the math scores average of eight students was 75.

To overcome the sorting problem by defuzzification scores.
Student
code

First
math
score
a

Second
math
score

1

79

77

2

76

3

(a+b)/2
=c

Sort
by

Interval

defuzzificatio

length

n scores x f

c

Interval
fuzzy
score
﹝a,b﹞

78

1

﹝77,79﹞

2

78.4507

4

0.4507

80

78

1

﹝76,80﹞

4

78.5976

3

0.5976

75

81

78

1

﹝75,81﹞

6

78.6757

2

0.6757

4

82

74

78

1

﹝74,82﹞

8

78.7253

1

0.7253

5

67

77

72

2

﹝67,77﹞

10

72.7602

8

0.7602

6

66

78

72

2

﹝66,78﹞

12

72.7863

7

0.7863

7

79

65

72

2

﹝65,79﹞

14

72.8066

6

0.8066

8

64

80

72

2

﹝64,80﹞

16

72.8229

5

0.8229

b

Sort
by

defuzzificatio
n
X

xf

X

Table 4. Class number 3，the math scores average of eight students were 75.

To overcome the sorting problem by defuzzification scores.
Student
code

First
math
score

Second
math
score

(a+b)/2

a

b

1

61

99

80

1

﹝61,99﹞

38

80.9036

1

0.903590

2

98

62

80

1

﹝62,98﹞

36

80.8997

2

0.899697

3

63

97

80

1

﹝63,97﹞

34

80.8954

3

0.895431

4

64

96

80

1

﹝64,96﹞

32

80.8907

4

0.890734

5

93

47

70

2

﹝47,93﹞

46

70.9163

5

0.916301

6

48

92

70

2

﹝48,92﹞

44

70.9135

6

0.913485

7

49

91

70

2

﹝49,91﹞

42

70.9104

7

0.910448

8

90

50

70

2

﹝50,90﹞

40

70.9072

8

0.907161

=c

Sort
by
c

Interval
fuzzy score
﹝a,b﹞

Interval

defuzzification

Length

scores x f

Sort
by

xf

deFuzzification
X

X

Conducting nonparametric fuzzy test may produce three-type data analysis types. The
first type test directly by the center value c of the fuzzy number. We used that equation 1 to
transform the second type test by defuzzification value of the fuzzy number value. When the
first and second type information were not different, we must use that equation 2 to calculate
the third type test by defuzzification value of the interval length. Trough comparing the three
types, we could get the most subtle differences. The results listed in Table5, Table 6, Table 7,
Table8, Table 9, Table 10, and Table 11. The last row value of those tables was significant
differences by comparing the third type test.
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4.3 Fuzzy Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test
(1) Class 1 and class 2. Row A was the first type test directly by the center value c of the
fuzzy number; the results of testing median were not significant differences. Row B used the
equation 1 to calculate the second type test by defuzzification value of the fuzzy number
value; the results of testing median were not significant differences. Row C used that equation
2 to calculate the third type test by defuzzification value of the interval length; the results of
testing median were significant differences. The total results listed in Table 5.

Type
A：
First type
B：
Second type
C：
Third type

N
8
8
8
8
8
8

Table 5. Class 1 and class 2 to do Fuzzy Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test
Median
Estimate
95.9 Percent CI
W
significant
75.000
0.000
(-3.998,3.998)
68.0
1.0000
75.000
75.862
-0.194
(-3.741,4.058)
68.0
1.0000
75.637
0.8617
0.1025
(0.0411,0.2502)
92.0
0.0136
0.7428

adjusted for is
1.0000

(2) Class 2 and class 3. Row A, the results of testing median were not significant differences.
Row B, the results of testing median were not significant differences. Row C, the results of
testing median were significant differences. The total results listed in Table 6.

Type
A：
First type
B：
Second type
C：
Third type

N
8
8
8
8
8
8

Table 6. Class 2 and class 3 to do Fuzzy Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test
Median
Estimate
95.9 Percent CI
W
significant
75.000
0.000
(-8.001,8.001)
68.0
1.0000
75.000
75.637
-0.161
(-8.080,7.545)
68.0
1.0000
75.904
(-0.3059,-0.1005)
0.7428
-0.1607
36.0
0.0009
0.9054

adjusted for is
1.0000

(3) Class 1 and class 3. Row A, the results of testing median were not significant differences.
Row B, the results of testing median were not significant differences. Row C, the results of
testing median were significant differences. The total results listed in Table 7.

Type
A：
First type
B：
Second type
C：
Third type

N
8
8
8
8
8
8

Table 7. Class 1 and class 3 to do Fuzzy Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test
Median
Estimate
95.9 Percent CI
W
significant
75.000
0.000
(-6.000,6.000)
68.0
1.0000
75.000
75.862
-0.461
(-6.044,5.956)
68.0
1.0000
75.904
(-0.0685,-0.0248)
0.8617
-0.0430
36.0
0.0009
0.9054

adjusted for is
1.0000

4.4 Fuzzy Mood Median Test
(1) Class 1 and class 2.
Row A was the first type test directly by the center value c of the fuzzy number; the
results of testing variance were significant differences. Row B used the equation 1 to calculate
the second type test by defuzzification value of the fuzzy number value; the results of testing
variance were significant differences. Row C used that equation 2 to calculate the third type
test by defuzzification value of the interval length; the results of testing variance were
significant differences. The total results listed in Table 8.
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Table 8. Class 1 and class 2 to Fuzzy Mood Median Test
Type
Overall median
Chi-Square
By the center value c of the fuzzy number
75.00
32.00
Use equation 1 to defuzzification value
75.86
32.00
Use equation 2 to defuzzification value
0.862
32.00

A
B
C

DF
1
7
7

P
0.000
0.000
0.000

(2) Class 2 and class 3.
Row A, the results of testing variance was significant differences. Row B, the results of
testing variance were significant differences. Row C, the results of testing variance were
significant differences. The total results listed in Table 9.
Table 9. Class 2 and class 3 to Fuzzy Mood Median Test
Type
Overall median
Chi-Square
By the center value c of the fuzzy number
75.00
32.00
Use equation 1 to defuzzification value
75.64
32.00
Use equation 2 to defuzzification value
0.743
32.00

A
B
C

DF
1
7
7

P
0.000
0.000
0.000

(3) Class 1 and class 3.
Row A, the results of testing variance was significant differences. Row B, the results of
testing variance were significant differences. Row C, the results of testing variance were
significant differences. The total results listed in Table 10.
Table 10. Class 1 and class 3 to Fuzzy Mood Median Test
Type
Overall median
Chi-Square
By the center value c of the fuzzy number
75.00
32.00
Use equation 1 to defuzzification value
75.86
32.00
Use equation 2 to defuzzification value
0.862
32.00

A
B
C

DF
1
7
7

P
0.000
0.000
0.000

4.5 Fuzzy Kruskal-Wallis Test
Row A was the first type test directly by the center value c of the fuzzy number; the
results of testing median were not significant differences. Row B used the equation 1 to
calculate the second type test by defuzzification value of the fuzzy number value; the results
of testing median were not significant differences. Row C used that equation 2 to calculate the
third type test by defuzzification value of the interval length; the results of testing median
were significant differences. The total results listed in Table 11.

A

B

C

N
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Table 11. Class 1, class 2 and class 3 to do Fuzzy Kruskal-Wallis Test
Median Ave Rank
Z
Overall All Overall Rank
H
DF
75.00
12.5
0.00
24
12.5
0.00
2
75.00
12.5
0.00
75.00
12.5
0.00
75.86
12.5
0.00
24
12.5
0.00
2
75.64
12.5
0.00
75.90
12.5
0.00
0.8617
11.5
-0.49
24
12.5
18.24
2
0.7428
5.5
-3.43
0.9054
20.5
3.92

P
1.000

1.000

0.000

5. Conclusion.
The study got four conclusions and contributions. First, the new definition 3.1 of the
interval fuzzy scores was the high discriminative analysis of student performance. Interval
fuzzy scores were closer to real performance capabilities, because human capacities were the
fuzzy description. Second, using the new definition 3.1 and definition 3.2 to calculate
defuzzification of the interval fuzzy scores, it could solve almost the sort problem. This study
compared the sort with dividing three types. The first type test directly by the center value c
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of the fuzzy number. Use that equation 1 to the second type test by defuzzification value of
the fuzzy number value. When the first type and second type of information were not
different, we would use that equation 2 to calculate the third type test by defuzzification value
of the interval length. Trough comparing the three types, we could get the most subtle
different sort.Third,definition 3.1 was high sorting appropriateness for percentile scores . If
student achievement was percentile. Since the defuzzification value of interval length
controlled doman within 0 to 1.Thus, the sort of defuzzification value could be the same with
sort of the center value c. Third, we transformed defuzzification value of the interval fuzzy
number by definition 3.1, and then they could do nonparametric analysis. We could calculate
Fuzzy Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test and compared the median between classes. We ccalculated
Fuzzy Mood Median Test and compared the variance between classes. Finally, those three
classes could calculate Fuzzy Kruskal-Wallis Test.
This research got three applicative suggestions. The first, only one score of learning
performance could also be used to solve effectively the sort problem of the scores. Calculated
design was dividing one score into two parts. The first part named as a and second part named
as b.Then we could use the new definition 3.1 to define interval fuzzy scores as﹝a, b﹞.The
second, if we had three scores of learning performance, it could also be used to solve
effectively the sort problem of the scores. For example, there were three test scores of the first
time as x, second as y, the third as z.The first step toke the first and second score of the scores
as ﹝x,y﹞,and then we calculated the defuzzification value scores named as a. Nest step toke
the second and third score of the scores as﹝y, z﹞,and then we calculated the defuzzification
value scores named as b. The last step defined those three scores interval fuzzy number as﹝a ,
b﹞.The third contributions, the research results could also be used to two technical
applications for 12-Year Compulsory Education in Taiwan. First, if there were eight project
scores, through the fuzzy Delphi technique to divide eight project scores into two groups. The
first groups scores named as a, the second group score named as b.According to definition 3.1
to define the interval fuzzy scores as﹝a,b﹞, and then we transformed defuzzification value
scores by the equation 1.Then we got the sort of anti--fuzzification scores could solve the
over-sorting problem .Second, interval fuzzy number could overcome exam results only been
divided into three types which lacked thee discrimination. Calculated design were the same
with definition method of the only one score. The first part score named as a and second part
score named as b. We could use the new definition 3.1 to define interval fuzzy scores as
﹝a,b﹞.In advance, we transformed defuzzification value scores by the equation 1.Finally;
we could solve the over-sorting problem by anti--fuzzification scores.
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Abstract
Introduction: The primary objective of this study was to investigate the relationship
between the perceived importance and current practices of various aspects of early
childhood transitions for special students in Nantou County. We also aimed to
determine whether transitions in special education are difficult to implement despite
being an excellent idea by using fuzzy correlation analysis and nonparametric
methods. Objectives: (1) To construct indices of early childhood transitions for
special students and calculate experts’ and scholars’ membership degrees of all
dimensions using the fuzzy Delphi method; (2) to establish the ranking of the
perceived importance and the degree of execution in all dimensions for early
childhood transitions in Nantou County using a fuzzy non-parametric analysis; (3) to
examine the difference between the perceived importance and the degree of execution
in early childhood transitions using fuzzy correlations; and (4) to recommend and
provide a reference for operational improvements within Nantou County and
academic research based on a literature analysis and the study results. Research
sample: The survey targets were first-grade special students enrolled at an elementary
school in Nantou County (including a general class, special class, and resource class)
in the 2012 academic year, who had participated in a transition program from
preschool to the first grade of elementary school, and it was the following people
answering the questionnaire including the special education administrative staff at the
preschool, preschool teachers, parents of special students. 420 questionnaires were
distributed in total. Methods: This study was conducted using a fuzzy questionnaire
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survey. The research tool was a fuzzy questionnaire surveying the early childhood
transitions of special students. The samples were determined to have non-normal
distribution; therefore, we adopted a nonparametric method to analyze the data. The
items analyzed included the median and correlation coefficients. We adopted the
definition of fuzzy correlation (Wu, 2006) to examine the “easier said than done”
condition concerning the perceived importance and implementation of current
practices using fuzzy correlation coefficient. Research outcomes: We achieved the
four objectives outlined at the beginning of this study. Innovation and contribution:
Providing the following three innovations and contributions: (1) The transition
indicators were constructed; (2) the research samples were comprehensive; and (3) the
statistical method was innovative. Examining the level of knowledge and action using
fuzzy correlation analysis better reflects the real situation.
Keywords: Fuzzy correlation, Nantou County, early childhood transition for special
students, importance perception, current practice

1. Introduction
1.1 Research Motivation and Background
Because of the trend of inclusive education, most special children attend standard
kindergarten classes (Ministry of Education, 2011). The Ministry of Education has
established a standard (2002) that children should be given at least 1 year for
preparing for transitions when they enter senior kindergarten classes.
The 2012 integration uniformly transformed various forms of pre-elementary
education facilities into “kindergartens,” which, originally governed by the Ministry
of the Interior, are now included under the governance of the Ministry of Education.
The entrance age for kindergartens was lowered to 2 years. Consequently, preschool
education can be better managed and provide enhanced services for students. Special
children have always received specialized services from the Ministry of Education,
but relevant services prior to the integration were insufficient because of restricted
time arrangements.
In fact, special education in Taiwan is well developed and has evolved in a
unique, localized manner. Nantou County, a suburban region in Taiwan, requires
further improvement and investigations for transitions. The researchers in this study
are the staff responsible for preschool transition affairs in the Nantou County Special
Education Section. By defining, researching, and utilizing fuzzy correlations, and by
evaluating current practices of early childhood transitions for disabled students, we
propose better execution procedures and enhanced directions for future
administrations and management in relevant fields.
The contributions of this study are as follows: (1) We provide information,
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including data on all dimensions of transitions, that is beneficial to administrators,
teachers, and cooperatives; (2) We acquired information from parents, who are the
most important interested parties, and compared the difference in opinions of various
roles; (3) We examined the perceived importance and degree of execution to identify
the differences between ideals and practice; (4) By using novel research methods,
such as fuzzy questionnaires and a fuzzy non-parametric analysis, we were able to
overcome limitations related to a small sample size and non-normality and to fully
present educational practices and human uncertainty; and (5) this study includes
significant breakthroughs in the construction of indices for special student transitions,
which are absent in previous empirical studies because of limited research techniques
and personnel.
1.2 Research Purpose and Problems
Based on the research backgrounds and motivation, our purpose was to elucidate
the perceived importance and degree of execution in early childhood transitions for
special students in Nantou County. We provide suggestions as references for
improving administrative affairs in the county and for academic research based on
literature analyses and results. The major questions of this study are as follows:
1. How will membership degrees be ranked by experts and scholars for all
dimensions of early childhood transition indices for special students?
2. What is the dimension ranking of the perceived importance and the degree of
execution in early childhood transitions for special students in Nantou County?
3. Is there any difference between the perceived importance and the degree of
execution in early childhood transitions for special students in Nantou County?
4. What is the correlation between the perceived importance and the degree of
execution in early childhood transitions for special students in Nantou County?

2. Literature Review
2.1 Current practices for early childhood transitions for special students in
Nantou County and Taiwan
The importance of school transitions can be observed in regulations and
guidelines established by related administrative departments. The Child Welfare
Bureau of the Ministry of the Interior edited and published the Pamphlet for Early
Intervention based on “Guidelines for Early Intervention for Children with
Developmental Delays” (Ministry of the Interior, 2009). One of the chapters in this
pamphlet is “Instructions for School Transitions.” In addition, the Ministry of
Education published the Pamphlet for Disabled Student Transition Services based on
“Guidelines for Transition Services for Disabled Students of All Educational Levels.”
In this pamphlet, the chapter “Preschool to Elementary Education Transitions”
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illustrates research on, and provides a schedule for, early childhood transitions. The
content of the transitions that are described in the pamphlet consist of an evaluation
stage, education stage, transition stage, and monitoring and counseling stage (Ministry
of Education, 2008). Furthermore, the Nantou County government has provided
“Guidelines for Transition Services for Disabled Students under Junior High School
in Nantou County,” and annual “Guidelines for Transfer, Evaluation, and Settlement
in Special Education of Preschool and Compulsory Education Stages,” which can be
downloaded on the Web site of the Special Education Resource Center.
Transition services are a series of outcome-oriented arrangements for regulatory
activities that are based on demand (Hitchings et al., 2001). However, transition
service operations encounter obstacles because teachers of standard early childhood
education lack professional knowledge in special education and school transitions
(Lin and Wang, 2011). Professional special education teams are not well supported,
and ambitious teachers have difficulty locating assistance (Wang, 2006). These
problems are gradually improving though collective efforts, but, based on the status in
Nantou County and Chen’s (2009) assertions regarding the current practices of
transitions, several issues regarding transitions remain unresolved, such as: (1) The
data in the notification and transfer system for special education student are overly
formalized or incomplete; (2) resource distribution and service quality are not uniform;
(3) preschool evaluations heavily rely on medical reports, but psychological
evaluations are mostly conducted by junior high or elementary school teachers who
possess insufficient knowledge and evaluation tools for preschool children; and (4)
parents, especially those in lower-class or remote suburban families, disregard the
importance of transition service. Furthermore, issues regarding professional service
include (1) excessive workload for transition workers, causing a lack of professionals
to perform appropriate intervention and provide subsequent monitoring services; (2)
workers with differing backgrounds, opinions, and attitudes make cross-agency
cooperation difficult; (3) relevant services are not customized to individual demands
and conforms to resource distribution; and (4) monitoring and guidance are not
performed thoroughly. Issues regarding administration include: (1) individualized
education become only a formality when participants are few; and (2) following
transitions, family and relatives show discontent with unfulfilled promises made by
schools prior to matriculation.
2.2 Relevant research on early childhood transitions for disabled students
Regarding children’s roles in transitions, McWayne, Green, and Fantuzzo (2009)
found a balance point between educational institutions and child-orientation to
analyze the presuppositions and interactions between social and cognitive skills in
early childhood. Huang and Huang (2010) promoted the development of related
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structures that focus on children.
Parents are critical interested parties in the process of early childhood transitions.
Podvey, Hinojosa, and Koenig (2010) have indicated that, instead of helping families
adapt to kindergartens environments, the essential part of the transition process is the
neutralization of parents’ apprehension regarding transitions. Communication is the
key to adaptation and reconciliation. Although existing policies endeavor to simplify
the design of transition courses, families still consider transitions to be difficult.
Therefore, discrepancies between parents and educational workers must be reconciled,
and the consequences of relevant policies should be examined.
Regarding policies and administrative matters for transitions, researchers and
policy-makers endeavor to illustrate the complexity of transitions for better
understandings of transitions and decision-making methods. This can intensify the
experiences, feelings, and degree of success for disabled children and their parents
(Rous & Hallam, 2012). Support for kindergarten teachers mostly corresponded to, or
was better than, the results of previous research (Daley, Munk, & Carlson, 2011), but
cross-agency cooperation and the comprehensives of transitional structures showed a
lower degree of validation and execution (Beamish, Meadows, & Davies, 2012).
Support from school leaders and administrative systems directly determine the result
of early childhood transitions. Carlson, Daley, and Bitterman (2009) found that active
and sufficient support for teachers from schools contributes to more successful
transition experiences for children. This is because the provisioning of a
communication platform for early childhood teachers, the continuation of enthusiasm,
and coordination in conflicts require attention and assistance from high-ranking
school officials (Sink, Edwards, & Weir, 2007).
Regarding critical variables that affect transitions, Daley and Carlson (2011)
indicated that children, family, classroom, and region variables can effectively predict
the degree of support for transitions. Children from comparatively impoverished
regions receive less support, whereas children in urban regions strive to harmonize
and reconcile the barriers of school size and poverty. The original school of transfer
and children’s capacities are critical factors for evaluating the results of placement
(Malone & Gallagher, 2008).
Regarding cross-stage transitions, Baer et al. (2011) suggested that significant
differences regarding courses and transition services are present in students of
differing school placement, genders, races, and disabilities. In addition, inferior
cooperative relationships are found more frequently between parents’ demands and
students’ goals, as well as between educational courses and transition services.
Relevant studies have shown that early proposal for transition planning facilitates a
better cross-stage connection. However, Wilder et al. (2006) argued that premature
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preparations for transitions have little effect and do not reduce the frictions and
discrepancies between participants. Balcazar et al. (2012) indicated that case
management facilitates cross-agency cooperation, and the essential functions of case
management include guidance of goal establishment, school enrollment, referrals,
emotional support, and family coordination. If transition plans are formulated and
executed by individualized-education planning teams, the parents of special students
will be satisfied with the transition process (Rehfeldt, Clark, & Lee, 2012).
Regarding services provided by professional teams, the value of therapist
intervention should be recognized. The intervention of therapists is significantly
correlated to cooperation in the transition plan and to the support from the family, and
the degree of intervention is determined by the relationship intensity between plans
(Myers et al., 2011). Early intervention by therapists in preschool education planning
enhances support, communication, cooperation, and constructs strong, positive
relationships (Myers et al., 2011). The most common participating strategies include
working with the family, participating in meetings, and communication patients
undergoing therapy. However, factors that impede participation, such as a lack of time
and weak support from service coordinators, are also correlated to intervention
(Myers, 2007).
Regarding the enhancement of teachers’ professional abilities in transition
services, on-the-job training is significantly correlated to educators’ degree of
involvement in transitions, whereas research indicates a partial correlation for
before-the-job training. To expand transition services, differences in special educators’
knowledge and degrees of involvement determine the supply of service. Therefore,
for the amelioration of situations of this type, studies have suggested that elaborate
individual preparations are required (Li, Bassett, & Hutchinson, 2009).
Regarding the role of kindergartens in transitions, three variables, including the
application of special transitions, the formation of a class, and the environment of the
kindergarten, are related to teachers’ practical applications of transition in public
kindergartens (Rous et al., 2010). Environmental factors, rather than inherent
characteristics, determine whether a disabled student is accepted or discriminated
against (Rietveld, 2008). For every environmental context, the naturalness of
relationships has greater influence on acceptance and discrimination than placement
patterns or the existence of disabilities. These relationships are shaped by a school’s
educational culture and its ambience or kernel.
During the process of life adaptation in elementary schools, special students are
susceptible to adaptation difficulties if they experience insecure attachment and
impediments to social behaviors. Attachment, shyness, and withdrawal are significant
predictive indices of the connections between school adaptations, attachment
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representations, and social behaviors (Seven, 2010). Results indicated that most
preschoolers (83%) had at least one mutual friend and, by school age, all children had
at least one mutual friend. Almost one third (29%) of preschools and school-age
children had a mutual best friend. Notably, all children made new friends in school. In
addition, a number of friendships (18%) survived the preschool to school transition.
Correlational analysis also suggested some stability in peer relationships from
preschool into the first year of school. Exploratory multiple regression analyses
showed that preschool peer variables predicted friendship status and social preference
in school. Furthermore, best friendship in preschool uniquely predicted friendship in
school, and best friend status in school was uniquely associated with social preference
in school. Practice: Results have implications for parents' and early educators'
promotion of children's friendships during the transition from preschool to school.
2.3 Construction of early childhood transition indices for special students and the
content of the questionnaires
No prestigious English or Chinese journals have addressed the construction of
early childhood transition indices for special students. Professor Chen Hui-zhen (2009)
is the only scholar who has worked on constructing these indices for compulsory child
education using the scrupulous Delphi method. Her construction participants were
normal preschool students, although definite distinctions between normal and special
students cannot be easily made. In addition, special education and normal education
are both a part of overall education. The philosophy of education, ideals, and demands
are applicable to both types of education despite differences in students’ capacities
and execution details. Therefore, Chen’s comprehensive construction of indices
possesses high referential value. After we made appropriate modifications to, and
included the dimensions of, administrative operations in the Special Education
Section in Chen’s indices, they served as early childhood transition indices for special
education students. Our indices, whose validity was examined by fuzzy Delphi
method experts, were as follows.
Regarding the dimension for special education administrative operations, (1)
proposals for transition applications must be simple, focused, and fluent; (2) transition
forums must be held with the help of communities and educational organizations
regarding early intervention; (3) placement meetings must be appraised and
evaluation experts must be consulted; (4) parents must be willing to take appropriate
actions according to professional advice; (5) professional services such as specialized
teams and relevant transitions must be provided; and (6) the appropriateness of
placement and the adaptability of students in transitions must be monitored.
Regarding the dimension for administrative support from schools, (1) transition
meetings must be arranged and hosted by the special education promotion committee;
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(2) plans for early childhood transition for special students must be formulated; (3)
procedures regarding online transition applications, transition plan formulation, and
changes and admission must be correct; (4) schools must encourage teachers to
participate in further education regarding early childhood transitions; and (5) school
supervisors must be actively concerned with the relevant affairs of early childhood
transitions.
Regarding the dimension for early childhood teacher cooperation, (1) early
childhood teachers must periodically exchange education-related ideals and course
design principles; (2) the relevant data of kindergarten graduates must be transferred
to elementary schools (e.g., IEP); (3) forums regarding life guidance and case records
must be organized by early childhood teachers; (4) early childhood teachers must
work together to research and design courses; (5) early childhood teachers must
cooperate in organizing activities related to early childhood transitions, such as
educational visits; and (6) early childhood teachers must participate in professional
courses and studies in early childhood transitions.
Regarding the dimension for course and teaching transitions: (1) Course structure
transitions; (2) educational representation transitions; (3) teaching style transitions;
and (4) evaluation transitions.
The dimension for regular training flexibility entails (1) the enhancement of
children’s self-management in everyday life; (2) improving children’s abilities to
complete assignments independently; (3) elevating children’s emotional
self-regulations; and (4) enhancing children’s compliance with regulations.
The dimension for living environment adaptability entails the adaptability to
daily routines and adaptability to learning environments.
Regarding the dimension for family and community participation, (1)
information regarding early childhood transitions (e.g., rights and obligations,
required preparations, forms of educational settlement, transitions regarding
professional services); (2) parents must be familiarized with the school’s strategies for
early childhood transitions; (3) parents must be actively invited to early childhood
transition forums organized by the school; (4) the value of early childhood transitions
must be promoted using social resources (i.e., early intervention and social workers);
and (5) children’s learning data must be transferred to elementary schools with
communal assistance (i.e., early intervention and social workers).

3. Research Method and Design
3.1 Research Structure
We designed the proposed framework based on the motivations and objectives of
this study, supplemented by literature review, as shown in Fig. 3-1.
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Participant backgrounds
1. Role
2. Gender
3. Age
4. Educational level
5. Yearly wage (parents
excluded)

A

The importance perceived in early
childhood transitions
1. Administration efficiency of special
education departments
2. Administrative support from schools
3. Cooperation among early childhood
teachers
4. Transitions of lessons and teaching
5. Extent of regular trainings
6. Adaptability to living environments
7. The participatory dimension of families
and communities

C

The environments of
Pewschools (parents
excluded)
1. Administrative regions
2. Public or private
3. Histories
4. Scale of kindergarten

B

Current practices in early childhood
transitions
1. Administration efficiency of special
education departments
2. Administrative support from schools
3. Cooperation among early childhood teachers
4. Transitions of lessons and teaching
5. Extent of regular trainings
6. Adaptability to living environments
7. The participatory dimension of families and
communities

Figure 3-1. Research structure
3.2 Research Participants
Unevenly distributed because of geographical factors, most kindergartens in
Nantou County are located in Nantou City and Caotun Township, and some are
affiliated with elementary schools. In addition, approximately 100 students in each
grade experience early childhood transitions every year. Thus, we could not apply
stratified random sampling on these students.
In Nantou County, a total of 103 special students participated in the transitional
program from kindergarten to first grade in the 2012 academic year. The participants
of this study consisted of 3 groups associated with the 103 special students,
specifically; kindergarten administrative staff specialized in special education,
kindergarten teachers, and parents. We respectively distributed 103, 103, and 59
questionnaires to these three participant groups to be returned before the graduation
ceremony. in June. A total of 137 effective questionnaires were returned and
statistically analyzed, comprising 48 questionnaires from parents, 53 from teachers,
and 36 from administrative staff. The effective questionnaire return rate was 51.70%.
The sample distribution is summarized in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Statistics of the sampled participants
June (before enrollment in elementary school)
Time period
Participants
Questionnaires issued
Effective questionnaires
returned
Effective return rate

Parents Kindergarteners Administrative staff Total
103
103
59
265
48

53

36

51.70％

3.3 Research Methods
The fuzzy questionnaire survey used in this study consisted of 32 items in 7

137
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dimensions. After defuzzifying the obtained fuzzy data, we employed the SPSS19.0
software to undergo statistical analysis. Results of the reliability and validity analyses,
as well as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, indicated that the data did not follow a
normal distribution. To understand the importance perceived and current practices of
early childhood transition in Nantou County, we analyzed the data using
nonparametric fuzzy descriptive statistics, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and fuzzy
correlations.
3.4 Research Tools
The questionnaire development process was as follows: (1) We adopted the early
childhood transition indices which were developed by the Delphi method by Chen
Hui-Zhen (2009) for compulsory early childhood education. Subsequently, besides the
original dimensions and items, we further included the“administration efficiency of
special education departments”. (2) To establish expert validity, the questionnaire was
modified according to the suggestions provided by professors of early childhood
education using the fuzzy Delphi method. Subsequently, two items were removed, and
the final version of the questionnaire comprised 32 items. (3) Factor analysis was
applied to improve the reliability and validity. (4) The weights of the dimensions were
calculated using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) and referencing the suggestions
provided by the professors. As shown in Table 3-2, the weights can be regarded as
indicators for importance analysis and membership. The final questionnaire was
issued without conducting a pretest because the number of samples was limited and
the process followed was appropriate.
Table 3-2. A comparative analysis on the mean values and importance levels
regarding the dimensions of childhood transition
Dimension
Administration efficiency of special education departments
Administrative support from schools
Cooperation among early childhood teachers
Transition of lessons and teaching
Extent of regular training
Adaptability to living environments
The participatory dimension of families and communities

Mean
4.03(5)
4.40(2)
4.68(1)
3.83(7)
4.10(4)
4.25(3)
3.89(6)

Membership
0.1381
0.1508
0.1605
0.1312
0.1405
0.1456
0.1333

Regarding the seven dimensions, the highest means in Table 3-2 are 4.68 and
4.40 for “cooperation among early childhood teachers” and “administrative support
from schools,” respectively. Additionally, mean values of 4.25, 4.10, and 4.03 were
observed for the importance of “adaptability to living environments,” “extent of
regular training,” and “administration efficiency of special education departments,”
respectively. However, the mean values of 3.89 and 3.83 for “the participatory
dimension of families and communities” and “transitions of lessons and teaching”
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were not satisfactory, yet can be considered a mild recognition. This indicates that the
participating experts held conservative attitudes toward these two dimensions.
3.5 Statistical Theories and definitions
The relevant fuzzy theories and definitions used in this study are explained
below.
3.5.1 Membership
Nguyen and Wu (2010) defined U as a universal set and u as a function of real
numbers corresponding to an interval [0,1], u : U → [0,1] . A is the fuzzy subset of
U , and the membership function of A can be expressed as uA(x) , which denotes
the membership grade of x with the fuzzy set A . Thus, a discrete fuzzy set A can
be defined as

A=

uA( x1) uA( x 2)
uA( xn)
+
+ ... +
x1
x2
xn

uA( xi )
is the membership degree of xi to fuzzy set A .
xi
When U is continuous, we can rewrite A as
u ( x)
.
A= ∫ A
x
x∈ A
where “+” denotes “or,” and

3.5.2 Fuzzy sample mean
In discrete fuzzy sample mean theory (Wu Bo-Lin, 2006), U is defined as a
universe of discourse. Let L = {L1 , L2 ,, Lk } be the kth linguistic variable distributed
in U and {xi =

k
mi1 mi 2
m
+
+ ... + ik , i = 1,2,..., n} be a fuzzy sample ( ∑ mij = 1 ). Thus,
L1
L2
Lk
j =1

the fussy sample mean is
1 n
1 n
1 n
∑ mi1
∑ mi 2
∑ mik
n i =1
n i =1
n i =1
Fs =
+
+ ... +
L1
L2
Lk

where mij is the membership grade of sample i to the linguistic variable L j .
3.5.3 fuzzy correlation
The operational definition for fuzzy correlation adopted for this study was as
follows: First, the questionnaire was designed in a traditional fuzzy answer format;
that is, the answers are categorized by their membership degree. Multiple answers are
allowed but the overall membership degree equals one. Second, the average fuzzy
membership degree is calculated from the fuzzy average (Wu, 2006); thus, the
average fuzzy membership degrees for “importance perception” and “current practice”
are obtained. Finally, the Spearman correlation coefficients for “the average fuzzy
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membership degree of importance perception” and “the average fuzzy membership of
current practice” are calculated. Correlation coefficients obtained through these three
steps are defined as fuzzy correlation coefficients in this study.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion
4.1 Analysis of the descriptive statistics for the dimensions of early childhood
transitions in relation to disabled students
In Table 4-1, we summarized the varying descriptive statistics for the importance
perceived and current practices of the seven dimensions of early childhood transitions
in relation to special students.
Table 4-1. A descriptive statistical analysis on the dimensions of early childhood
transitions in relation to disabled students
Dimension
Administration Efficiency of
special education departments
Administrative support from
schools
Cooperation among early
childhood teachers
Transitions of lessons and
teaching
Extent of regular training
Adaptability to living
environments
The participatory dimension of
families and communities

0.1381(5)

Importance Perceived
Standard
Mean
deviation
4.00(4)
0.50(2)

Degree of execution
Standard
Mean
deviation
3.38(5)
0.52(1)

0.1508(2)

3.96(5)

0.58(3)

3.68(3)

0.53(2)

0.1605(1)

3.87(7)

0.58(3)

3.09(7)

0.59(3)

0.1312(7)

3.95(6)

0.61(7)

3.14(6)

0.79(7)

0.1405(4)
0.1456(3)

4.63(1)
4.49(2)

0.47(1)
0.60(6)

3.85(1)
3.76(2)

0.63(4)
0.64(5)

0.1333(6)

4.14(3)

0.58(3)

3.52(4)

0.77(6)

Membership
grade

Regarding the importance perceived column in Table 4-1, most participants
regarded the “extent of regular training” as the most important dimension.
“Adaptability to living environments,” “the participatory dimension of families and
communities,” and “administrative efficiency of special education departments” were
regarded as important or above. However, “administrative support from schools,”
“transitions of lessons and teaching,” and “cooperation among early childhood
teachers,” which are the three major factors that directly affect the effectiveness of
transitions, were considered the least important dimensions at fairly important or
above. These results indicate that Eastern cultures emphasize the significance of
manners and life; therefore, the “extent of regular training” and “adaptability to living
environments” dimensions were regarded as the two most important factors.
Regarding current practices, all seven dimensions were graded as “fairly fit” and
above, but did not reach “fit.” The rankings for the degree of execution and the degree
of consistency were similar to those for importance perceived. This indicates that
emphasized dimensions are more optimally executed in educational venues.
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The experts considered “cooperation among early childhood teachers” and
“administrative support from schools” to be the two most important dimensions.
Compared to the ranking provided by the experts, the results of this study were
contrary, ranking these two dimensions as the least important. “Cooperation among
early childhood teachers” achieved the lowest value for the degree of execution,
contrary to the weights provided by the experts. We proposed the following two
reasons for these results: (1) Gaps between the theory and empirical results, or
between ideals and the degree of execution, increased the difficulty of transitional
cooperation. Cooperation became merely formal communication or meetings. (2) The
participants who were enthusiastic and responsive were familiar and involved in the
practices of the two dimensions. Despite the causes, regarding the practices of early
childhood transitions for special students in Nantou County, these two dimensions
require prompt revision.
4.2 Analysis of the differences between the importance perceived and degree of
execution for the dimensions of early childhood transitions in relation to disabled
students
In Table 4-2, we summarized the differences between the importance perceived
and degree of execution for the dimensions of early childhood transitions in relation
to special students in the 2011 academic year.
Table 4-2. Analysis of the differences between the importance perceived and degree of
execution for the dimensions of early childhood transitions in relation to disabled
students
Dimension

Membership
grade

Administration efficiency of
special education departments
Administrative support from
schools
Cooperation among early
childhood teachers
Transitions of lessons and
teaching
Extent of regular training
Adaptability to living
environments
The participatory dimension of
families and communities

0.1381(5)

Importance perceived versus degree of execution
Analysis using the Z statistic
Spearman's rho
and T distribution
(significance)
.000
.464***
(1)

0.1508(2)

.000

.406***

(2)

0.1605(1)

.000

.114

(6)

0.1312(7)

.000

-.010

(7)

0.1405(4)
0.1456(3)

.000
.000

.218*
.329**

(5)
(4)

0.1333(6)

.000

.376***

(3)

Through K-S tests, we found that the samples did not exhibit normal distribution;
instead, a nonparametric statistical method was used to observe the differences
between paired (related) samples. We used the “two independent samples” function of
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SPSS software to conduct statistical analysis, also known as a Wilcoxon Sign Rank
test. Additionally, the scale used in the questionnaire was a 5-point Likert-type scale
corresponded with the concept of “response levels.” When the number of samples is
large (n > 25), the distribution of the t-value tested using Likert response levels
inclines toward a normal distribution. Therefore, a standard statistical z-test can be
conducted (Wu, 2010), and significance levels under .05 extracted.
The results in Table 4-2 show that a significant gap exists between the
importance perceived and degree of execution for every dimension. This indicates that
the current degree of execution does not satisfy expectations. Nantou County is a
relatively suburban traditional area of Taiwan, and people have conservative attitudes
toward special education. In addition, information in Nantou County is somewhat
deferred, and parents exhibit less motivation to locate resources and defend their
rights. To resolve these disadvantages, administrative functions should be improved
and the public should be further educated.
Regarding the correlation between the importance perceived and degree of
execution, the “administrative efficiency of special education departments” and
“administrative support from schools” exhibited a moderately positive correlation. By
contrast, “cooperation among early childhood teachers” and “transitions of lessons
and teaching” exhibited the lowest correlation because both dimensions did not
achieve significance. The results indicated that the parents, teachers, and
administrative staff of the special students who experienced early childhood
transitions in Nantou County believed that the “administrative efficiency of special
education departments” and “administrative support from schools” were the most
satisfactorily executed, whereas “cooperation among early childhood teachers” and
“transitions of lessons and teaching” were two dimensions that urgently required
amelioration.
Compared to the views of the parents, teachers, and staff, the “transitions of
lessons and teaching” dimension received the least expert identification. This may
have been caused by various factors including the students’ ages in the two phases,
operational models, learning goals, different initially responsible government
departments, government-allocated resources, varying locations, and different
versions of the teaching material. As expected, complete lesson and teaching
transitions are laborious and taxing. Thus, according to the results of empirical
investigations, improving “transitions of lessons and teaching” is less feasible and
necessary.
4.3 Overall analysis of the importance perceived and degree of execution
regarding early childhood transitions for special students in Nantou County
Different dimensions in the same construct have varying degrees of importance.
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Table 4-3 shows the correlation degrees and differences between the importance
perceived and the degree of execution by summing the weighted dimensions of
empirical data.
Table 4-3. Overall analysis of the importance perceived and degree of execution
regarding early childhood transitions for special students in Nantou County
Importance perceived versus the degree of execution regarding early childhood transitions for special
students in Nantou County
Analysis using the Z statistic and T distribution (significance)
Spearman’s rho
.000
.216* (a significance of 0.31)

Early childhood education is the stage that requires further development. After
relevant integration, the various forms of pre-elementary school education in Taiwan
were transformed into kindergartens. Children between 2 and 6 years of age are now
included under the governance of the Ministry of Education. Regular education, such
as that provided by elementary and junior high schools, is becoming increasingly
consistent and balanced. Although mandatory education will continue to be improved,
preschool education will be the focus of educational development over the next few
years, as stated by the Special Education Unit of the Ministry of Education during the
National Education Conference.
The results in Table 4-3 show that obvious gaps exist between the importance
perceived and current practices, achieving only a low positive correlation. To match
the cities and counties in Taiwan’s urban areas, Nantou must devote significant effort
to improving early childhood transitions for special students. The overall results of
this study correspond to the focus of national education policies.

5. Conclusion and Suggestions
5.1 Conclusion
5.1.1 According to the experts, the “cooperation among early childhood teachers” and
“administrative support from schools” had the lowest identification. Additionally,
because both “family and community participation” and “course transitions” were
ranked as “fairly identified” or above, they were also considered dimensions with the
lowest identification.
5.1.2 Regarding the current practices of early childhood transitions for special
students in Nantou County, the rankings for the degree of execution and the degree of
consistency are similar to those for the importance perceived. This indicates that
emphasized dimensions are more optimally executed by educational venues.
5.1.3 The results of the investigation in Nantou County show that the “cooperation
among early childhood teachers” and “administrative support from schools”
dimensions received the lowest scores regarding importance perceived. “Cooperation
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among early childhood teachers” had the lowest degree of execution, contrary to the
weights provided by the experts.
5.1.4 Significant gaps between importance perceived and the degree of execution
exist in all dimensions, indicating that the current degree of execution has not met
expectations.
5.1.5 Regarding the correlation between importance perceived and the degree of
execution, “administrative efficiency of special education departments” and
“administrative support from schools” exhibited the most satisfying correlation and
degree of execution. However, “cooperation among early childhood teachers” and
“transitions of lessons and teaching” did not show significance, and were the least
correlated. “Cooperation among early childhood teachers” was the dimension that
most required urgent amelioration.
5.1.6 A significant gap exists between importance perceived and degree of execution,
showing a low positive correlation. Early childhood transitions for special students in
Nantou remain in the preliminary development stage.
5.2 Suggestions
5.1.1 “Cooperation among early childhood teachers” is the dimension that most
requires urgent amelioration regarding the early childhood transitions for special
students in Nantou County.
5.1.2 We recommend that efforts to promote the understanding and fulfillment of
early childhood transitions are continued. Additionally, relevant staff must increase
their understanding of individual rights and responsibilities.
5.1.3 Transitions of lessons and teaching should be improved regarding the planning
of education policies and course outlines.
5.1.4 The effects of course transitions should be monitored, and the quantity and
quality of transitional services should be expanded.
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Abstract
This study mainly explored the historical significance of the curriculum
development of Pan-Chiao model in Taiwan in the 1970’s. Since the 1980’s, western
curriculum history research underwent dramatic development. More specifically, with
the increase of new theories, the problems of “unhistory,” gradually had been resolved,
and research topics also became more diverse. However, if the field of curriculum
history would become much more active than before, some rarely understood theories
and phenomena still should been explored.
Based on the above description, to deepen and localize the theory and practice of
the curriculum history research, the study chooses the curriculum development of
Pan-Chiao model in Taiwan in the 1970’s as the topic. Currently most of existing
Pan-Chiao model-related studies are towards the analysis of political and institutional
text. Since curriculum is a dynamic human processes, neither a body of knowledge
nor a result of group interaction, therefore, this study used oral history study to
explore the lives process of the key participants.
Through the analysis of the related data, this study provided four conclusions: (1)
the curriculum development of Pan-Chiao model was affected by some incidences of
western curriculum development, (2) the curriculum development of Pan-Chiao
model has close relations with the education thoughts of the specified historical period,
(3) the formation of the curriculum development of Pan-Chiao model mainly
depended on specific key people, and (4) the spirit involved in the curriculum
development of Pan-Chiao model has affected other curriculum reforms that came
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later in Taiwan.
Keywords: Oral history, curriculum history, Pan-Chiao model.
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A study to Construct the Model of Balanced Scorecard Applying
in the Management Strategy at School —take elementary
school in Kaohsiung County
National Pingtung of Education University
Yang Chih-Ying Weng, Fu-Jung
Abstract
In twenty-first century, it emphasizes in efficiency and high quality. In order to
improve achievements of management, school needs a good structure of organization,
and it has more requirement of excellent and flexible strategy of management. Then,
school can reach the target of education and enhance the efficiency of school. In the
idea of business management, balanced scorecard can practice the strategy of
management and guide the scholastic organization to r each the goal. Therefore, it is
important to construct the model of management strategy in elementary school which
is based on balanced scorecard as the theory and lead into scholastic management in
practice.
In this study, it is mainly in the reference analyzing and questionnaire as the
research data, and there are totally 651 teachers of elementary in Kaohsiung County.
It wants to discuss with the state of play in practice and fitness of the management
strategy of elementary school in Kaohsiung County, and try to construct the model of
management strategy in elementary school which is based on balanced scorecard with
analyzing the result of induction. At last, the conclusions and suggestions list as
follow:
A. Conclusions
Ⅰ. The reality of the strategy put into practice, the educational staffs thought its
level reach ' good' .
Ⅱ. The fitness of the strategy put into practice, the educational staffs thought its
level reach 'good' .
Ⅲ. It shows significant difference in the educational staffs of personal variance with
knowing the reality of the strategy put into practice.
Ⅳ. It shows significant difference in the educational staffs of school background
variance with knowing the reality of the strategy put into practice.
Ⅴ. It shows significant difference in the educational staffs of personal variance with
knowing the fitness of the strategy put into practice.
Ⅵ. It shows significant difference in the educational staffs of school background
variance with knowing the fitness of the strategy put into practice
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B. Suggestions
Ⅰ. The suggestions to the educational administrative agencies
1.The presidents should have more drill in professional field to improve the
Intelligence in drawing up the strategy of school management; 2.The administration
should develop the available model of evaluation for strategy of school management;
3.The conformances of professional development in president take place will give
consideration to local character and the scale of school; 4.The training of president
should emphasize in the belief of school management; 5.To encourage the schools
establish active and professional culture of school, and develop well function in
strategy of school management; 6.To encourage the school draw up the strategy of
management, and regard as one of administrational evaluation; 7.The research efforts
of teachers were regard as important, and teachers must to develop the ability of
research.
Ⅱ. The suggestions to the principals at elementary schools
1.The presidents have to strengthen and do well the role of leader and manager;
2.The president should build up the professional knowledge in the strategy of school
management; 3.To place important on the innovation of idea of school management,
and be on sale the character of one school; 4.Following the true meaning of
customer-friendliness, and exceed customers' expectations; 5.To emphasis on the
design of financial structure, and creating diversified social resources; 6.Upgrading
the professional growth and development of teachers, and learning activities design
mainly for school.
Ⅲ. The suggestions to the elementary school teachers
1.In-depth understanding the connotation and spirit of balanced scorecard in
achievement of administration and education; 2.Joining the policy decision actively
and enjoy the process and result; 3.Planning self-professional development to facility
promote self-realization.
Ⅳ. The suggestions to the further study in the near future
1.Research objects; 2.Research items; 3.Research range; 4.Research methods.
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A Reading Problem or a Lexical Problem?
The Effect of Vocabulary Knowledge on L2 Reading Comprehension

Shu-Fen Lai
Applied English Department
DeLin Institute of Technology
fen1012@hotmail.com
Is poor reading comprehension performance in L2 a reading problem or a
lexical problem? Reading comprehension is a complex process which involves the
reader and many other variables. Of these variables, vocabulary knowledge plays a
crucial role in the development of L2 reading comprehension skills. The purpose of
this study was to examine the relationship between L2 learners’ vocabulary
knowledge and L2 reading comprehension as measured by the TOEFL test. A
Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT) and a TOEFL reading comprehension test were
administered to 242 intermediate university-level L2 learners. The results of this study
show that vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension are highly correlated
and that adequate vocabulary knowledge is a prerequisite for L2 reading
comprehension success. Further discussion of the results of this empirical study and
its implications for L2 reading and vocabulary instruction will be presented.
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Introduction
“As we are made of water bone, and biochemistry, we are made of stories.”
(Lambert, 2007, p. v).

Historically, stories have shaped our lives. They help us to explain our world and provide
insight into our values and understandings. Stories frequently serve as a valuable educational
tool. When used in combination with multimedia technologies, storytelling emerges as a
dynamic and powerful medium for engaging students in the learning process, allowing students
to share their personal voice with the world (Joseph, 2006). This blending of an ancient art form
with new media is known as digital storytelling.
Unfortunately, however, digital storytelling does not often make its way into the science
classroom. Despite its promising potential as a teaching tool, very little has been written about
digital storytelling especially in science education. Genereux and Thomspon (2008) discuss the
use of digital storytelling in college science teaching and Sadik (2008) includes science among
several subject areas included in a case study exploring the development of teaching and
learning. One of the reasons we believe that digital storytelling is not more pervasive in the
science classroom is that storytelling is idiosyncratic, and teachers may not have a way to assess
the content and skills for personal stories that emphasize science topics.
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The purpose of this article is to describe our Science Concept Visualization Project
(SCVP), a modification of the digital storytelling projects discussed in the literature, that was
implemented during graduate-level and undergraduate science education courses. During a
fifteen-week science education course 46 pre-service K-12 teachers completed their own
personal, science content-based digital stories. The SCVP is a unique way of capturing students’
understandings of science and technology literacies through the creation of a 3-5 minute movie.
Drawing from the growing body of literature on digital storytelling, a variety of formats can be
integrated in K-16 classrooms (Miller, 2008; Ohler, 2008). During and after the creation of the
movie, science, literacy, and technology skills of individuals are illuminated through frequent
formative assessment. This manuscript is a work in progress, and highlights this research project
in which a group of pre-service teachers’ engagement with the SCVP whereby they were asked
to create a science content-enriched movie using MovieMaker or iMovie software to launch a
science topic in their own classrooms utilizing technology. Empirical evidence is offered to
support the use of the SCVP to help teachers improve their conceptual understanding of science
content. This manuscript describes both the process that the instructor and the pre-teachers went
through, and offers a sample project created by one pre-service teacher and a rubric for scoring
that project.
Digital Storytelling
Digital Storytelling is the practice of using computer-based tools to tell stories. As with
traditional storytelling, most digital stories focus on a specific topic and contain a
particular point of view. However, as the name implies, digital stories usually contain
some mixture of computer-based images, text, recorded audio narration, video clips
and/or music. Digital stories can vary in length, but most of the stories used in education
typically last between two and ten minutes. (University of Houston, 2008, para. 1)
Digital storytelling has been studied. In fact, digital storytelling can be an effective tool
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for engaging students with the curriculum. Students tend to gain a deeper understanding of the
concepts that they are studying (Genereux & Thompson, 2008; Sadik, 2008). Students also are
likely to develop a more personal connection to the material they are studying (Dupain &
Maguire, 2007; Sadik, 2008) and generally find the experience enjoyable (Genereux &
Thompson, 2008). Orech (2009) stresses the importance of metacognition in the creation of high
quality stories. He reminds the reader to, “keep in mind that true digital storytelling is a writing
experience bolstered by images and sound.” When teachers are immersed in a setting (such as
the university graduate and undergraduate science methods courses) that requires them to learn
and work with a new form of technology it is much more likely that participants will put in the
extra time and effort to do so (Brzycki & Dudt, 2005).
Theoretical Frameworks
Interactionist Model of Learning
When research includes the integration of technology for improving science instruction, it
has been recommended that the once useful constructivist model of teaching and learning in
science education research be superseded with an interactionist model (Berge 1999). Where the
constructivist model of learning is based on the notion that students’ learning occurs within the
framework of students’ own understanding (Fosnot 1996; Wertsch & Sohmer 1995), the
interactionist model of learning suggests that learning occurs because of an interaction between
the student and the technology-enhanced learning environment. In this study, students interacted
with a learning environment where the creation of movies were used and they were provided
feedback about their own learning of the science content during their learning process.
Formative Assessment Model
Emergent from Yorke’s (2003) theoretical grounding for formative assessment, a 6 state
model of formative assessment informs this research and has been used elsewhere (Majerich,
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Stull, Varnum, Gilles, & Ducette, 2011; Stull, Schiller, Jansen Varnum, & Ducette 2008). The
six stages are summarized in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Six stages of formative assessment model with instructor and student actions
Stage of
Model

Instructor/Student Actions

1

The instructor develops a lesson and a related assessment based on
the students’ prior knowledge and skills.

2

The instructor teaches the lesson.

3

After the lesson is taught, the instructor administers an assessment
task.

4

Together, the instructor and students consider the assessment task
results, given as grades or commentary.

5

Dialogue between the instructor and students begins.

6

Thereafter, the instructor decides if reinstruction is necessary for
the lesson just taught, or proceeds to the next lesson (Stage 1)

This model is dynamic, where the active roles of the instructor and students are made explicit,
and recurs throughout the teaching-learning sequence.
Assessment in Science Education
As stated by the National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996), “assessments provide
an operational definition of standards, in that they define in measurable terms what teachers
should teach and students should learn” (pp. 5-6). What this means is that when students engage
in assessments they should learn from those assessments (p. 6). With the curriculum already
established in many university and college courses, and if assessment and learning are
considered two sides of the same coin (NRC, 1996), it would seem reasonable that frequent
assessment results could readily inform changes to instruction needed to optimize and maximize
student learning.
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In the education community two types of assessments are discussed:
•

Summative assessments are most commonly used by instructors to determine what
learning has occurred by students when compared to course expectations.

•

Formative assessments:
 are frequent, and provide feedback to instructors and students as to the level to
which course material has been learned (Majerich, Stull, Varnum, Gilles, &
Ducette, 2011).
 Have been identified as a key predictor of student achievement (Black & Wiliam,
1998).
 it have been recommended for integration into curriculum as part of the learning
process whereby students can participate and monitor their own learning (Nicol &
Macfarlane-Dick, 2006).

However, it is a combination of summative and formative assessments that should be
incorporated into the overall teaching learning sequence (Black & Wiliam, 1998).
Recent science education reform efforts also challenge faculty to replace traditional
methods of teaching in the classroom with strategies that engage students. One option available
for instructors who use science demonstrations to engage students, improve achievement, and
promote an active learning environment in the classroom is by have the students participate in
the SCVP. This study provides empirical evidence from university science methods classes in
which movie making formative assessments were used.
While formative assessment has been recommended in higher education, there is little
consensus on how often formative assessment should occur during the teaching- learning
sequence (Brown, 1999; Heritage, Kim, Vendlinski, & Herman, 2009; Yorke, 2003). Overall, the
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instructor determines the frequency of administering formative assessments, and when to modify
instruction based on conversations about assessment results toward optimizing student learning.
While it has been argued that the use of formative assessment should be given greater
prominence (Black & Wiliam, 1998), a combination of formative and summative assessment
should be practiced. In this study, the formative assessments are the movie making presentation
slides, and the summative assessments are the course essays.
The Context
The audience in this project was 46-six students from two pre-service elementary science
methods courses participated in this study. Twenty-one (21) students were in a graduate section
of the course. Twenty-five (25) students were in the undergraduate section of the same course.
The course covered philosophy, techniques, content and skills for teaching science. It was
designed to help teachers grasp essential science concepts and principles and become more
comfortable and effective in teaching science. Participants not only explored science content,
but also developed an extensive portfolio of inquiry-based activities aligned to the state
standards.
Science Concept Visualiation Project (SCVP): A Brief Summary
In order to achieve the course objectives the instructor assigned several activities,
readings, and projects. The major final project required the participants to create their own
science content enriched movie about a science topic of their own choosing. The instructor
believed this project would enable the students to deeply reflect on the natural world and as a
result create a personal connection to the science content when selected independently. This
project counted towards thirty-five percent of the final course grade.
The project was introduced during the first class meeting. As an assignment, the students
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were encouraged to learn about the movie making software that was a feature of their personally
owned computers. Students had the option to learn about and use MovieMaker of iMovie
software for their projects.
In order to prevent the inhibition of students’ ideas and creativity, the instructor
intentionally did not provide strict guidelines for the project other than that the final project
needed to be three to five minutes in length, include at least one video clip, and that the topic
must address their science theme (aligned to state standards). However, while the manner in
which the science content to be presented was left unstructured, the students received
instructions for when sets of slides for their movie needed to be submitted as a type of formative
assessment. The formative assessment was presented in the form of a novel Movie Frame
Narrative Formative Assessment Protocol. For each formative assessment, students were
instructed to list the following components:
1. Grade Level, Science Content Standards (NRC, 1996), Science Theme: (summary of the
science narrative used to support this movie)
2. Science Conceptualization Visualization Frame Narrative: (science narrative used to
support each frame).
Research Design and Methodology
The design is a pre- and post-test predicated upon quantitative and qualitative data (Miles &
Huberman, 1994). Several types of data were collected throughout this study. In brief, the data
collected were:
 Students completed pre-test and post-test science essays about their projects. (Weeks 1 &
11)
 Students completed Attitude Toward Instructional Technology survey. (Weeks 1, 6, &
15)
 Students completed Attitudes and Beliefs about the Nature of and the Teaching of
Mathematics and Science survey and the Science Teaching Efficacy Belief instrument
(Weeks 1 & 15)
 Students learned MovieMaker and iMovie as an out-of-class assignment.
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 Students received instruction on creating the SCVP during class.
 Students participated in six (6) Movie Frame Narrative formative assessments (Week 6 Frames 1-4, Week 7 - Frames 5-8, Week 8 - Frames 9-12, Week 9 - Frames 13-16, Week
10 - Frames 17-20, Week 11 - Frames 21-25)
 Students completed a midterm (Week 10) and final examination (Week 15)
 Students turned in projects. Students completed post-test narrative essay and post-tech
survey. (week 15)
 Students responded to 13 learning log prompts.
Data Analysis: Students’ Sample of Movie Making Formative Assessment and Rubric
Interrelater reliability established on scoring of essays and movie frame narratives using a fourpoint rubric (see Movie Frame Narrative Rubric below).
Sample of Student’s Movie Making Formative Assessment and Rubric
Frame	
   Representation	
  
#	
  

Type	
  

5	
  

text	
  

Student's	
  Interpretation	
  of	
  Food	
  Chains	
  &	
  Food	
  
Webs	
  
“I	
  pose	
  this	
  question	
  to	
  my	
  students.	
  	
  If	
  I	
  wanted	
  I	
  
could	
  stop	
  the	
  video	
  at	
  this	
  point	
  and	
  ask	
  my	
  students	
  
to	
  respond.	
  	
  Also,	
  this	
  slide	
  builds	
  suspense	
  before	
  
they	
  receive	
  an	
  explanation	
  of	
  where	
  energy	
  comes	
  
from.”	
  

	
  

6	
  -‐	
  7	
  
	
  

“This	
  is	
  my	
  transition	
  to	
  earth	
  and	
  how	
  earth	
  depends	
  
on	
  energy	
  to	
  exist.	
  	
  I	
  explain	
  that	
  sunlight	
  is	
  earth’s	
  
picture	
   primary	
  source	
  of	
  energy,	
  and	
  I	
  use	
  this	
  slide	
  to	
  
transition	
  the	
  focus	
  of	
  the	
  presentation	
  on	
  how	
  this	
  
energy	
  is	
  used	
  by	
  both	
  the	
  planets	
  and	
  its	
  inhabitants.”	
  

8	
  

	
  

	
  

“These	
  two	
  videos	
  of	
  the	
  support	
  the	
  science	
  theme	
  
because	
  they	
  show	
  where	
  energy	
  originates.	
  	
  Not	
  only	
  
are	
  these	
  slides	
  factual,	
  but	
  they	
  are	
  aesthetically	
  
appealing.	
  	
  My	
  students	
  will	
  be	
  held	
  at	
  attention	
  by	
  
video	
  
these	
  videos,	
  and	
  these	
  videos	
  add	
  to	
  the	
  overall	
  
clips	
  
entertainment	
  value	
  of	
  the	
  project.	
  	
  The	
  slides	
  talk	
  
about	
  light	
  energy,	
  and	
  these	
  videos	
  are	
  an	
  excellent	
  
representation	
  of	
  light	
  energy.	
  	
  I	
  grouped	
  these	
  videos	
  
together	
  because	
  they	
  serve	
  the	
  same	
  purpose.	
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9	
  

“This	
  slide	
  explains	
  the	
  process	
  of	
  photosynthesis.	
  
Students	
  should	
  have	
  already	
  learned	
  about	
  
photosynthesis,	
  but	
  this	
  slide	
  will	
  refresh	
  their	
  
memory	
  and	
  recall	
  prior	
  knowledge.	
  	
  I	
  want	
  my	
  
students	
  to	
  understand	
  that	
  energy	
  is	
  created	
  by	
  the	
  
diagram	
   sun,	
  therefore	
  when	
  plants	
  absorb	
  the	
  sun’s	
  energy	
  
and	
  are	
  eaten,	
  the	
  energy	
  is	
  transferred	
  up	
  the	
  food	
  
chain.	
  	
  	
  Photosynthesis	
  is	
  the	
  plant’s	
  process	
  of	
  
absorbing	
  this	
  energy,	
  therefore	
  it’s	
  inclusion	
  in	
  the	
  
	
  
video	
  is	
  paramount	
  to	
  building	
  a	
  strong	
  foundation	
  for	
  
the	
  upcoming	
  slides.”	
  

12	
  

“In	
  this	
  slide,	
  I	
  introduce	
  the	
  food	
  chain.	
  I	
  explain	
  that	
  
the	
  food	
  chain	
  is	
  a	
  linear	
  representation	
  of	
  feeding	
  
relationships	
  in	
  an	
  ecological	
  community.	
  I	
  like	
  this	
  
frame	
  because	
  it	
  shows	
  a	
  linear	
  progression	
  of	
  energy	
  
transfer	
  between	
  species.	
  Also,	
  this	
  diagram	
  is	
  helpful	
  
diagram	
  
because	
  it	
  shows	
  that	
  the	
  sum	
  transfers	
  energy	
  to	
  
plants,	
  and	
  plants	
  transfer	
  energy	
  to	
  animals.	
  Not	
  only	
  
does	
  this	
  diagram	
  represent	
  food	
  chains,	
  but	
  it	
  
	
  
includes	
  all	
  of	
  the	
  previous	
  information	
  from	
  earlier	
  in	
  
the	
  video	
  to	
  visually	
  recap	
  for	
  my	
  students.”	
  

27	
  

“This	
  slide	
  supports	
  the	
  science	
  narrative	
  by	
  
discussing	
  links	
  in	
  a	
  food	
  web.	
  I	
  explain	
  that	
  food	
  webs	
  
show	
  multiple	
  relationships	
  between	
  species,	
  and	
  this	
  
diagram	
  
diagram	
  shows	
  multiple	
  relationships.	
  Also,	
  I	
  have	
  
clearly	
  labeled	
  what	
  a	
  link	
  looked	
  like	
  in	
  a	
  food	
  web	
  so	
  
my	
  students	
  can	
  identify	
  them	
  on	
  their	
  own.”	
  

	
  

24	
  

music	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

"The	
  music	
  is	
  used	
  as	
  a	
  fun	
  way	
  to	
  capture	
  the	
  
students'	
  attention.	
  	
  In	
  particular,	
  the	
  video	
  ends	
  with	
  
a	
  rendition	
  of	
  ‘The	
  Food	
  Web’	
  by	
  Foody	
  Webby	
  Web	
  
where	
  the	
  lyrics	
  summarize	
  many	
  of	
  the	
  concepts	
  
discussed	
  in	
  my	
  movie	
  using	
  hip-‐hop	
  music."	
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Movie	
  Frame	
  Narrative	
  Rubric	
  
	
  Rubric	
  
Comments	
  
Score	
  
3	
  

Clear	
  connections	
  among	
  the	
  science	
  concepts	
  are	
  thoroughly	
  developed.	
  	
  Each	
  
science	
  concept	
  is	
  operationally	
  defined.	
  	
  The	
  science	
  content	
  is	
  coherent	
  and	
  
the	
  science	
  ideas	
  hang	
  together	
  across	
  concepts.	
  

2	
  

Clear	
  connections	
  among	
  the	
  science	
  concepts	
  are	
  generally	
  developed.	
  	
  Almost	
  
all	
  science	
  concepts	
  are	
  operationally	
  defined.	
  	
  The	
  science	
  content	
  is	
  developed	
  
but	
  the	
  ideas	
  do	
  not	
  hang	
  together	
  across	
  concepts.	
  	
  The	
  science	
  content	
  is	
  
disconnected	
  or	
  lacks	
  coherence.	
  

1	
  

Clear	
  connections	
  among	
  the	
  science	
  concepts	
  are	
  not	
  well	
  developed.	
  	
  Few	
  
science	
  concepts	
  are	
  operationally	
  defined.	
  	
  The	
  science	
  content	
  is	
  not	
  coherent	
  
and	
  the	
  ideas	
  do	
  not	
  hang	
  together	
  across	
  concepts.	
  

0	
  

Clear	
  connections	
  among	
  the	
  science	
  concepts	
  are	
  not	
  developed.	
  	
  None	
  of	
  the	
  
science	
  concepts	
  is	
  operationally	
  defined.	
  	
  The	
  science	
  is	
  not	
  coherent	
  and	
  the	
  
ideas	
  do	
  not	
  hang	
  together	
  across	
  concepts.	
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Results and Discussion
To understand better the effect of implementing the within-class Science Concept
Visualization process, a “value added” regression of the determinants of achievement was
estimated on those students who experienced the process. The post-test results, the final
examination score composed of 25 open-ended science content questions, was the dependent
variables and the independent variables were whether the student had prior movie making
software experience, the weighted class problem scale with missing a class weighted as a “3”and
coming to class late or leaving class early as “.5’s”, the total number of points earned on first
three SCVP assessments, the total number of points earned on the on the 13 Learning Log
Prompt assignments, and the percentage correct on the pre-test science content. The model is a
“value added” one as differences in presenting science knowledge is controlled for with the
inclusion of the pre-test scores. Thus any change in science knowledge, measured by the posttest, is explained by the other variables in the model.
On the whole the 46 students, divided into two classes (25 students in the graduate class
and 21 students in the undergraduate class) both of which were taught by the same instructor in
the same one-day a week format. The sample was overwhelmingly female and not from an ethnic
or racial minority. Most of the students (76.4%) had not had any experience with movie making
software. See Table 1 for further details.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
	
  
Student	
  had	
  
prior	
  movie	
  
making	
  
software	
  
experience	
  
Weighted	
  class	
  
problem	
  scale	
  	
  
Total	
  point	
  on	
  
first	
  three	
  SCVP	
  
assessments	
  
Total	
  point	
  on	
  
the	
  Learning	
  
Log	
  Prompt	
  
assignments	
  
Pre	
  test	
  on	
  
content	
  to	
  be	
  
covered	
  in	
  the	
  
SCVP	
  
Percent	
  
students	
  male	
  
Percent	
  
students	
  
undergraduate	
  
Percent	
  student	
  
non	
  
racial/ethnic	
  
minority	
  
Percent	
  correct	
  
on	
  final	
  exam	
  

Mean	
  (%)	
  

SD	
  

Maximum	
  

Minimum	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

2.28	
  

2.98	
  

13	
  

0	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

4.7	
  

1.74	
  

6	
  

0	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

33.68	
  

5.16	
  

38	
  

8	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

1.15	
  

0.60	
  

3.00	
  

0	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  

80.5%	
  

19.40	
  

100.00	
  

33.30	
  

	
  
23.90	
  

15%	
  
	
  
54%	
  
	
  
74%	
  

	
  
Regression	
  analysis	
  allows	
  for	
  testing	
  a	
  more	
  complex	
  model,	
  one	
  in	
  which	
  confounding	
  
differences	
  between	
  or	
  among	
  variables	
  can	
  be	
  addressed	
  as	
  predictor	
  and	
  control	
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variables	
  can	
  be	
  entered	
  (Knoke,	
  Bohrnstedt,	
  &	
  Mee,	
  2002).	
  Also	
  the	
  size	
  of	
  the	
  effect,	
  i.e.	
  
what	
  a	
  one	
  unit	
  change	
  in	
  the	
  predictor	
  resulted	
  in	
  the	
  dependent	
  variable	
  can	
  be	
  captured.	
  	
  
In	
  this	
  study,	
  regression	
  analysis	
  was	
  used	
  to	
  control	
  for	
  differences	
  among	
  
students,	
  to	
  quantify	
  the	
  effect	
  of	
  the	
  within-‐class	
  Science	
  Concept	
  Visualization	
  process.	
  In	
  
this	
  “value	
  added”	
  model,	
  variables	
  which	
  did	
  not	
  prove	
  to	
  be	
  significant	
  were	
  the	
  amount	
  
of	
  time	
  the	
  student	
  reported	
  needed	
  to	
  make	
  the	
  “movies,”	
  the	
  student’s	
  science	
  
coursework	
  history,	
  their	
  graduate	
  student/undergraduate	
  student	
  status,	
  and	
  their	
  
racial/ethnic	
  background,	
  and	
  were	
  dropped	
  from	
  the	
  analyses.	
  	
  By	
  entering	
  the	
  students’	
  
pre-‐test	
  scores,	
  the	
  analysis	
  captures	
  what	
  was	
  added	
  to	
  the	
  students’	
  post-‐test	
  results	
  
“holding	
  constant”	
  their	
  pre-‐test	
  scores	
  thus	
  addressing	
  differences	
  in	
  the	
  students’	
  
presenting	
  knowledge	
  (see	
  Table	
  2).	
  Also	
  in	
  specifying	
  the	
  model,	
  the	
  student’s	
  weighted	
  
class	
  problem	
  score	
  was	
  included	
  to	
  control	
  for	
  outside	
  issues	
  that	
  could	
  have	
  been	
  beyond	
  
the	
  student’s	
  control.	
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Table	
  2.	
  The	
  Regression	
  Analysis	
  

Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients (B) Coefficients (β)

t

ρ

Student had prior
8.469
movie making software
experience

.188

1.632 .110

Weighted class
problem scale

-.759

-.117

-.816

Total point on first
three SCVP
assessments

2.286

.205

1.744 .089

Total point on the
Learning Log Prompt
assignments

2.093

.557

3.949 .000

Pre-test on content to
be covered in the
SCVP

2.461

.076

.649

.520

(Constant)

-3.870

-.193

.848

.419

	
  
In the final analysis, two variables proved to be significant at the .09 level or better and one was
only marginally significant at the .11 level. The R Square of .515 indicates that 51.5 percent of
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the variation in the dependent variable, the post-test scores, is explained by the entered
independent variables taken together. Future research includes collecting more data and taking
into consideration the students’ attitudinal data.
Conclusions
Having students complete the SCVP in the science methods courses has tremendous
potential for learning content knowledge, science process and technology skills. It promotes
critical reflection and communication skills through readily accessible technologies. The process
of creating a SCVP forces the learner to apply their knowledge by attaching personal voice and
meaning to their experiences and, as a result, the learner demonstrates their personal level of
understanding.
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The Problems of Informal Learning in the
Emerging Web-based Learning Environments
Paul Bouchard, Ph. D. , Concordia University (Montreal, Canada)

Introduction
Online learning provides wide-ranging opportunities for self-managed and informal learning.
This paper will attempt to review some of the most significant factors that can influence the
outcomes of such review different types of informal learning; it will look at some of the
properties of networks; and it will make a case for the importance of various network
literacies.
In today’s networked world, informal autonomous learning is emerging as a promising new
paradigm in educational practice. The new communities of learners are surpassing in quality,
quantity, and sometimes usefulness the offerings of most pre-packaged institutional
programs, as well as online managed learning systems. One advantage of connected learning
is that today, learners can structure their learning in much more fluid, effective and
personalized ways than with any other previously known method. It is now possible to join
communities of learners and benefit from the power of the collective (Surowiecki, 2005).
One implication is that by all expectations, educational institutions now face the same threat
of redundancy as newspapers, and roughly for the same reasons, namely that networked
alternatives to learning provide superior value, and at a lesser cost (Shirky, 2008; Siemens,
2008; Brown, 2000; Kvavik, 2005; Oblinger & Oblinger, 2005).
However, the notion of "value" of learning carries various meanings (Kop & Bouchard,
2011). For example, one can attach value to increased happiness and well-being, or the actual
things one can accomplish thanks to the new knowledge one has acquired (including the
income that it generates). On the other hand, one can also be tied to the necessity of obtaining
formal schooling credentials, without which no real benefit can be derived from the learning,
economically speaking. Here lies the foundation of the current struggle between formal and
informal learning. This struggle is as ancient as Aristotle, but it is now growing to new
proportions with the advent of open and accessible learning networks.
The battlefield for control over the learning environment is the network itself (Mejias, 2009).
On the one hand, the appeal of the new interconnected environment is that it constitutes a
vast horizon of opportunities for learners, independently of any kind of hierarchy or
authority. On the other hand, the network creates opportunities for extreme concentration of
power and control into the hands of very few (McSherry, 2001; Castells, 2011) and this is
the Achilles' heel of the World Wide Web. The question here is not so much who will emerge
victorious from this tug-of-war (the current power concentration on the web leaves little
doubt as to that outcome), but rather this: how can informal learning be revitalized so that
persons, in their networked learning communities, benefit fully from an open and free
learning environment?

Informal learning
Informal learning is poised to challenge the legitimacy and usefulness of traditional learning
institutions. This change is largely social-political in nature, and does not represent a
quantitative shift by any measure. In fact, informal learning has always constituted the bulk
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of learning activities throughout a person's life, from birth to old age (Marsick & Watkins,
1990; Eraut, 2004). What is emerging today however, is the questioning of the role of formal
institutions in light of the growth of online informal learning. While it is largely recognized
that institutions play a crucial role in credentialing acquired knowledge, the question is: what
other usefulness can they bring in a world of networked knowledge and freely shared
expertise?
It is apparent that informal learning is growing in importance in the new environment.
However, little has been done to provide a theoretical view of informal learning itself, and in
particular on its relation to networked learning.
A first observation is that informal learning can be defined as any learning that is not
"formal" or... "non-formal". Formal learning refers to the accumulation of a sequence of
credentials from a hierarchically structured institution. This includes schools and colleges,
but also trade schools and the growing sector of technical credentialing. Non-formal learning,
on the other hand, includes all forms of organized learning that does not lead to an academic
or technical credential. It covers diverse activities such as tennis lessons or boy-scout
meetings, as well as many instances of workplace training. Some loosely organized learning
networks such as MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) can be placed in this category.
Informal learning, by contrast, is what is left after formal and non-formal are disregarded, and
it is an integral part of almost all of human experience. It comes from what we do in our
everyday lives, and it is linked to our ongoing concrete existence. Obviously, formal and nonformal learning do not constitute the entirety of the human learning experience, and informal
learning accounts for a good part of it. We learn every day from life occurrences, from our
own curiosity and explorations, and from each other, and sometimes without even realizing it.
Schugurensky (2000) proposed that there are three types of informal learning: 1) self-directed
learning; 2) incidental learning; and 3) socialization. When this typology was first published,
opportunities for learning had not yet been opened to networked interactivity, data sharing
and mining. The question is, has the networked learning environment changed the nature of
informal learning, and does it change our understanding of it?
Self-Directed learning

The first type of informal learning - self-directed learning - enables individuals and groups to
intentionally devise ways to acquire some specific knowledge or skills using methods and
tools at their disposal. Thus, the intention to learn is a first feature of self-direction in
learning. Some authors have pointed out that SDL must also include the learner's own
initiative (Candy, 1991), as a distinct concept from intention. Based on this criterion, many
instances of so-called self-managed learning are lacking the initial participation of the
learner. For example, many forms of workplace learning require that employees conform to
defined learning objectives, and subsequently are left to themselves to find the means of
doing so. While the learners display the intention to learn, it is not always at their own
initiative.
Another feature of self-directed learning is that many of the tasks normally devolved to a
teacher are left to the learners. Teachers typically set learning goals, select the sequence of
learning events, establish their pacing in time, and choose the materials the learners will need.
In a self-directed environment, these "teaching tasks" become the responsibility of the
learner. Early research in SDL showed that while some learners report that they have
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successfully accomplished these tasks (Tough, 1965), a good number describe their learning
as much more fluid, unplanned, and "environmentally determined" (Spear & Mocker, 1984).
It is expected that this is a feature of informal learning that will be boosted in networked
learning environments, where knowledge is built in communities of learners that are not
subjected to an imposed curriculum or a designed method. It is one of the features of
networked learning that radically sets it apart from other forms of learning.
Incidental learning

The second form of informal learning - incidental learning - illustrates that persons often
learn things without setting out to learn in the first place. This is one feature of incidental
learning: it is not directly linked to the intention of the learner. This type of informal learning
literally permeates our lives and is prevalent in almost all networked activity. We visit a page
or a blog and we learn something new, whether we attribute value to it or not. Sometimes it
takes the form of dialog and involves persons learning from each others' perspectives. It can
also be the result of carefully orchestrated messages placed along the path of directly or
indirectly related content. In this case, the incidental learning is not so incidental.
Incidental learning carries the possibility of being incremental, when new knowledge is
juxtaposed, or "added on" to pre-existing notions in a process described as scaffolding in
constructivist learning theory (Boud & Middleton, 2003). Since it is unintentional, and
therefore unpredictable, incidental learning can also be transformative in the sense that an
entirely new perspective can be acquired, resulting in an important paradigm shift for the
learner (Mezirow & Taylor, 2009; Fisher-Yoshida, 2009). However, the chances of
transformative learning occurring as a result of networked interaction is reduced by the fact
that people tend to aggregate in forums that confirm or support their world-view. It is a
feature of networks that they foster a form of close- knit tribalism that encourages adherence
to self- proclaimed truths (Norris, 2001; Barabási, 2003). There is currently a movement to
devise ways to automate serendipity in Web-based recommenders, as a means of
counteracting the "clan" effect (André et al., 2009).
Learning by socialization

While both self-directed learning and incidental learning in some measure find their way into
the learner's own awareness, socialization is a type of learning that often is not conscious at
all (Schugurensky, 2000). There is some controversy however in this assertion which
originates in the difficulty of defining scientifically the concept "unconscious" (Shanks & StJohn, 2010; McLaughlin, 1990). For now, let us refer to the term as meaning any acquired
perspective that goes unquestioned and unnoticed. All persons are socialized to develop a
particular world-view that is shared in their environment. The food we eat, the clothes we
wear and our opinions of others are conditioned throughout our lives by what we believe are
normal standards in the community of which we are part. These unquestioned assumptions
account at the same time for the homogeneity of beliefs within communities, and the
diversity of beliefs between each of them. Networked learning follows a similar pattern. On
the one hand, it tends to blur the distinction between community members and non-members,
since anyone with a computer can join in the communication, while on the other hand it risks
enabling communities of like-minded people to develop self-perpetuating, unchallenged
discourses that are shared among themselves and never confronted to alternate points of view.
In this way, serendipity as a useful and perhaps essential component to any learning, is
compromised in networked environments.
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Another important aspect of learning by socialization is that while it is neither intentional nor
conscious on the part of the learner, it can easily be intentional and conscious on the part of
someone else (Seitz & Dinse, 2007). It is a well-known fact that by carefully manipulating
people's cognitive and affective environment, it is possible to subliminally instill in them
beliefs, aspirations and behaviors that would not have come about otherwise (Bernays, 1928:
1965; Bernays, 1961). This principle is the central tenet of the advertisement industry, which
has become the most important motor behind Web development. It is safe to say that
subliminally acquired learning is not about to disappear from our networked environments.

Redefining Learning
One of the most interesting things about developments of new communication technologies
throughout history, is that they have repeatedly challenged us to redefine what we mean by
knowing and learning. Today we are faced with fluid knowledge being constructed in
networked environments that know no boundaries of space, time, or connectivity. This has
been said to re-define the very relationship of individuals with their own knowledge, since
there is no need in a connected world to actually use our minds and brains to ‘store’
information and ideas, as these are as easily retrieved on line as in our heads. This is what
prompted Siemens (2010) to launch the somewhat quirky idea of “external knowledge”. Even
without going as far as to say that knowledge now resides “outside” of humans, it is still
evident that with the kind of infinite information that search engines make available at our
fingertips, our relationship with “how we know” has been basically transformed.
In fact, the emerging learning theory of Connectivism does not hesitate to compare the
functions of networked information on the Web with the functions of neural cells in our
brains. Just as the Internet is depicted as holistic linking of boundless connections on the
Web, our own brains can be seen as a similar kind of network. The new learning theory posits
that network theory enables us to better understand human learning, and also that the very act
of learning is transformed by virtue of our connectedness. Therefore, the act of learning needs
to be understood as an act of networking.
Nevertheless, networks are not to be construed as omniscient depositories of infinite
knowledge, but rather as the space where understanding is constructed through our
interaction with a world of fluid and infinite possibilities.
We do not consume knowledge as a passive entity that remains
unchanged as it moves through our world and our work. We dance and
court the knowledge of others—in ways the original creators did not
intend. We make it ours, and in so doing, diminish the prominence of
the originator (Siemens, 2005, p. 49).
In other words, if they are to be applied to self-managed learning, knowledge networks must
be approached with an already well-developed notion of what it means to learn and to know,
accompanied by a reflection on the relationship between the knower and the ‘weak ties’ that
comprise the learning environment.
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Some features of networks
The interconnectedness of all objects and all people – what is most often called P2P
networking or Web 2.0 – presents some inherent characteristics and limitations, which
learners should be aware of, lest they expose themselves to the perils of disinformation,
inaccuracy, or superstition. This is one reason that Selwyn (2009) admonished that we should
“challenge the orthodoxy within the education community that Internet connectivity is
somehow leading to new and improved forms of education”.
More specifically, the access to unlimited and unfiltered sources of information requires new
definitions of what it means to learn, and what it means to know. Learners in many contexts
are turning to the interactive Web as an important learning resource. One assumption is that
the degree of familiarity of the learners with the intricacies of networked learning will to a
large extent influence the quality and the outcomes of their learning endeavors.
How we are ‘linked’ together on the Web is quite different from how we are ‘linked’ in the
real world. While I can say for example, as most people can, that I maintain a committed and
empathic relationship with relatively few persons (family, friends, colleagues), it is equally
true that because of my computer network connection, I am routinely linked, on a daily basis,
to literally hundreds of persons, organizations, and materials. While my few “strong ties” are
valuable to me on a personal basis, it is on the strength of my “weak ties” that I build my
understanding of the world each day (Granovetter, 1973). The interconnectedness of the
network provides the possibility of reaching out to, and to be reached by a quasi-infinite
number of persons and pieces of information.
A network can be understood as the potential linking of nodes in any possible – indeed an
infinite – combination between them. This means that on the network, “the distance between
two nodes – regardless of their physical location – is practically zero” (Mejias, 2007, p.2).
One mathematical property of large networks, is that a purposeful connection between two
nodes, no matter how distant they may appear, only requires a small number of steps. This is
what has been called “Six degrees of separation” referring to the idea that everyone is on
average approximately six steps away from any other person in the world, or from any node
on the network. For that reason, regardless of its size or the number of its nodes, a flat
network is also a “scale-free” network.
This feature, the flatness of the network, or its property of offering the same connectivity to
any two of its nodes, enables the “random” feature of networks (Barabási, 2003). However,
while it is true theoretically that networks can be randomly connected, in practice nodes are
almost always intentionally seeking their connections, rather than being directed at random.
This makes the network vulnerable to several drawbacks.
This description of network interactivity depicts some kind of ideal democratic environment
that provides endless possibilities for interconnectedness and ultimately can be seen as a
revolution in access to materials and persons, and a quantum leap for self-directed learning,
in particular. This is all true, but only to a certain extent.
There are some limitations to this scenario, and it is important that networked knowledge
seekers understand them. Since networks are not born from some kind of big bang, but they
grow slowly over time, each new node that appears on the network will tend to aggregate to
those nodes that already have the most connections. In this way, strongly connected “hubs”
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are reinforced, while weaker nodes are increasingly left in the background. This is
reminiscent of the Pareto law in economics, also called the 80-20 law, which explains how
for example 80 percent of the world’s wealth is owned by 20 percent of individuals. A more
recent mathematical explanation of the unexpected co-existence of very rare, extremely large
events, along with the more usual existence of average events, but which cannot be accounted
in a probabilistic bell-curve, is called the “power law” (Barabási, 2003).
As Jones (2004) wrote it,
Scale-free networks show a degree of organisation, in particular they
display a power-law distribution. Those nodes with only a few links are
numerous, but a few nodes have a very large number of links. (p. 86)
It becomes clear that some natural laws of tendency apply to networks just as they apply to
the worlds of politics and commerce, and probably affect them in a more profound manner,
as networks rise and collapse very quickly, thus circumventing many of the checks and
balances found in “real-life” economics.
As such networked learning is part of a hegemonic discourse not simply in
educational terms but as part of wider debates concerning the nature of
social processes, power and culture.
(Jones, 2004, p. 87)
In the information network, the new currency is the attention of the information seekers. This
gives rise to an “economics of attention” (Hagel, 2006), where the perceived relevancy of an
object largely outweighs its actual informational value. In this environment, “stuff” tends to
recede in importance as “fluff” increases in importance (Lanham, 2006).

The evolving learner
In the context of their previous experiences, each person entertains specific ideas about the
nature of truth, knowledge and learning. In some interesting experiments, Perry (1970) found
that college students hold four different sets of assumptions regarding the validity of
knowledge: dualism, multiplicity, relativism and commitment. Young people start out
believing that everything is either “true” or false”, and as they evolve in maturity, they
construct more complex assumptions about what criteria they should employ to estimate the
validity of propositions. In a self-directed environment such as the Web, learners run the risk
of overlooking the richness of dialectical views if they have not reached some higher point in
their epistemic development.
Another feature of the new unbounded connectivity is the deep-rooted anthropological fact
that people seek relations with those that they perceive as trustworthy. The problem with this
tendency, is that trust is often built on superficialities such as personal identification with
like-minded or similar-looking persons, and this in turn is not likely to procure diversity of
point of view. As one author admonishes, rather than shunning the unfamiliar, we should in
fact seek it out at every opportunity:
The moderating influence of diversity is not prominent when we can shape
our dialogue spaces to suit our views. Accidental diversity must now give
way to intentional diversity (Siemens, 2006).
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This “fetish of familiarity” is a basic instinct shared by all of humanity. It is at the root of
what Sen (2007) calls the "illusion of destiny" in the sense that human identity is normally
understood as something shared with others of "similar" ascent or construct. On the network,
it not only acts as a firewall against impinging competing views, it can also carry the threat of
outright deceit or agression. It is not rare, in fact, that strangers present themselves on the
network as colleagues or friends-of-friends with the purposeful goal of harming others. We
should be reminded that
… this fetish for the familiar is fundamentally tribal and resistant to
diversification. A network of trust is the real invisible hand behind every act
of deceit, fraud and betrayal.
(Stephenson, 2004, p.40)

Conclusion
We have shown how informal learning can be construed as widely different types of learning,
ranging from the purposeful and intentional, to the unconscious and manipulative.
Furthermore, successful networked learning requires a sophisticated understanding of the
properties of networks, as they can explain in great part the success of failure of a learning
enterprise.
Beyond the epistemic and the social growth that are required in order to effectively engage in
online learning, a number of "multiliteracies" need to be developed throughout one's lifetime
(Street, 2009). Online environments offer more than large amounts of information. They also
offer entirely new semiotics and communication pragmatics. For example, hypertext does not
provide a relatively fixed and linear meaning in the same way as text does. Depending on
how they are used by the learner, hyperlinks can enhance an original text, or on the contrary
spoil or damage it for its user. Hypertext can be seen as a series of useful additions to an
original item, or on the contrary as a mish-mash of poorly organized data. It can also appear
as an indicator of the credibility of the information found on a Web page, inasmuch as the
reader can assess the credibility of the hyperlinked material, as well as the original author's
intention in including them.
In a survey of required skills for effective online learning, Pegrum (2011) identified no less
than 14 different types of literacies: text, hypertext, media, technical, search, tagging,
filtering, attention, presence, networking, participation, attention, remixing and intercultural.
These sets of skills require that the learner be aware of the evolving relationship between
traditional media and Web media, master the complex skills for successful aggregating, and
develop strategies to avoid familiar Web pitfalls such as disinformation and data overload.
Furthermore, networked learning is best understood as a participation in a community of
weak ties. It is not a passive endeavor and is not limited to consuming information. The
network offers the possibility of actively contributing to the ongoing, collective building of
knowledge and understanding, and of "remixing" in new and creative forms the information
that was aggregated. This feature is perhaps what distinguishes the network best from all
other learning environments.
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Presentation Format: Workshop
HICE 2013 Abstract:
Over the past three years, 40% of the faculty in the Department of Speech-Language
Pathology and Audiology at Ithaca College are either new academic or clinical faculty
members. Given the number of new faculty, an ad hoc departmental Teaching Club was
developed to mentor these colleagues. This also provided an avenue for newly hired
faculty to share current teaching strategies or tools with senior faculty (e.g., digital tools
such as Diigo). Upon surveying the existing curriculum and performance of both our
undergraduate and graduate students, it became apparent to these new colleagues that
writing skills were not being adequately developed. For example, a lack of knowledge
regarding what constitutes plagiarism was detected in both undergraduate and graduate
writing assignments. Intermittent use of inappropriate syntax amongst graduate students
was noted which is ironic given the professional preparation for this discipline (e.g.,
Linguistics, Normal Language Development, etc.). Senior level faculty were surprised
by these observations, but also quickly realized that neither the quality nor the quantity of
writing in our curriculum had been recently evaluated. Our faculty impressions were also
consistent with perceptions of faculty nationwide noting that 40% of current students are
not adequately prepared for college level writing (Spellings, 2006). During this time of
revelation, the impact of technology on student learning (Carr, 2011; Leu et al., 2004) as
well as availability of on-line resources (e.g., TurnItIn, online plagiarism tutorials, etc.)
were obvious factors to consider when addressing this problem. Thus, it became clear
that this was the time to initiate action and that we also needed assistance outside of our
department (e.g., writing department, on-campus library, on-line resources, etc.).
This workshop will discuss specific intervention strategies and procedures this
department utilized to address both plagiarism as well development of well constructed,
mechanically sound writing. The following will be included: a) barriers to effective
college level writing (Carr, 2011); b) guidelines for development of a departmental
Teaching Club; c) use of specific on-line tools or tutorials (e.g., Turnitin, Writing Across
the Curriculum-WAC, etc.) for both students and faculty; d) departmental procedures to
screen writing skills; e) importance of using dynamic classroom discussions regarding
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content which can impact quality of writing (e.g., Anson et al., 2011; Horning, 2007);
f) provision of writing guides, templates and or exemplars (Little and Parker, 2010;
Anson et al., 2011; Bean 2011; Graff and Birkenstein, 2009); g) provision of effective
ways to provide formative feedback to students; and h) value of library resources.
Handouts will include a summary of the above as well as a template so that participants
can easily create an action plan per specific academic setting (e.g., possible questions
provided to ask site librarian regarding resources; identification of where writing
templates could be housed for student access; etc.).
This workshop will end with a facilitated small group discussion amongst the participants
sharing ‘best practices’ from their teaching experience regarding selected topics (e.g.,
number of revisions allowed; student peers reviewing written work; etc.). Information
per small group will be documented and then later electronically disseminated to
workshop participants.
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Handouts. Chapel Hill, NC: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
http://writingcenter.unc.edu/handouts/

John S. Knight Institute for Writing in the Disciplines at Cornell University. Ithaca, NY. :
Cornell University.
http://www.arts.cornell.edu/knight_institute/index.htm

Manoa Writing Program. Manoa, HI: University of Hawai’i at Manoa.
http://www.mwp.hawaii.edu/

Purdue Online Writing Lab (OWL). West Lafayette, IN: Purdue University.
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/

University Writing Center. College Station, TX: Texas A&M University.
http://writingcenter.tamu.edu/

Writing Across the Curriculum. Fort Collins, CO: Colorado State University
http://wac.colostate.edu/intro/
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2013 Hawaii International Conference on Education
January 6-9th, 2013
Title: Finding One’s Passion: Individual Service-Learning Projects
Topic Area: Higher Education
Author: Susan Durnford, M. S., CCC-SLP; Clinical Assistant Professor in
the Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology Department; 301 Smiddy
Hall; Ithaca College; Ithaca, NY 14850 607-274-1753
<sdurnfor@ithaca.edu>
Presentation Format: Workshop
HICE 2013 Abstract:
The Community Service Act of 1990, which authorized the Learn and Serve America grant
program, defines service-learning as:
“…a teaching and learning approach that integrates community service with academic study to
enrich learning, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communities” (National ServiceLearning Clearinghouse, 2012).
Colleges as well as K-12 educational programs have been offering service-learning (SL)
experiences to students which link curricular offerings with community based need. These
experiences can be completed either by a group or an individual depending upon the goals of
the course as well as the number of students involved. In the Spring 2010 semester, the
Department of Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology at Ithaca College offered seniors an
opportunity to take a one-credit SL course that allowed for creation of individual student
directed projects. This was designed as a capstone for students who were unsure about pursuing
a profession in the field speech-language pathology and opted out of taking their final ‘clinic’
course. Theoretical models and sequencing of procedures (Brownson et al., 1999; McKenzie et
al., 2009) provided a framework for student work.
Completion of this SL course provided students with an opportunity to formally assess their
skill sets and interests through career counseling. This was completed at the very beginning of
the semester which provided a foundation for selecting an individual focus to their project (e.g.,
likes adolescent children, likes to teach, fluent in multiple languages = volunteer in a high
school ESL classroom). Projects were further defined by summarizing outcomes of a
community-based assessment combined with identifying appropriate community partners.
Beyond applying skills to varied occupational settings, students recognized how their skill set
could impact their community. The students learned how they could contribute positively as a
citizen evidenced through classroom discussion and reflective journal entries (Boyte and
Skelton, 1997; Rhoads, 1997). Given future opportunities, these students would know how to
assess a community need, identify resources and work with community partners to create
needed change.
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This workshop will provide a rationale for why career counseling/testing should be considered
in conjunction with a SL project. Additionally, this presentation will include procedures and
resources in order to facilitate a short-term SL project. The following will be included: 1) an
outline of course requirements and seminar topics given the time constraints of a one-credit
class; 2) procedures utilized for career testing and how findings are integrated throughout
required course assignments; 3) provision of a framework to help students develop individual
SL projects; and 4) provision of student examples demonstrating benefit of career assessment at
the beginning of the semester as well as functional outcomes of projects. If time permits, small
group discussion amongst participants will facilitate sharing of best practices regarding SL. This
information will then be documented and then later electronically disseminated.

References:
Boyte, Harry C., and Nan Skeleton. "The Legacy of Public Work: Educating the Citizenship."
Education for Democratic Life 54.5 (1997): 12-17. Print.
Brownson, Ross C., Elizabeth A. Baker, and Lloyd F. Novick. Community-based Prevention:
Programs That Work. Gaithersburg, MD: Aspen, 1999. Print.
McKenzie, James F., Brad L. Neiger, and Rosemary Thackeray. Planning, Implementing, and
Evaluating Health Promotion Programs: A Primer. San Francisco: Pearson/Benjamin
Cummings, 2009. Print.
"National Service-Learning Clearinghouse." National Service-Learning Clearinghouse. N.p.,
n.d. Web. 20 Aug. 2012. <http://www.servicelearning.org/>.
Rhoads, Robert A. Community Service and Higher Learning: Explorations of the Caring Self.
Albany: State University of New York, 1997. Print.
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Sathya Sai Baba, The Mahabharata and Character
Education
Topic Area: Teacher Education, (also, Human Resource Development, Character
Education)
Presentation Format: Paper Session
Presentation Description: Sathya Sai Baba (1926-2011) was one of the most remarkable
sages of the past several hundred years. This paper relates three compelling stories from
The Mahabharata as told by Baba. They emphasize the immense value of gratitude, of
reverence for family, teachers and truth, and of the beauty of service to others. The paper
adds recent research confirming Baba’s insights in character education.

By

David C. Jones
Professor
jonesd@ucalgary.ca
Office of Graduate Studies
Faculty of Education
University of Calgary,
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Abstract
Sathya Sai Baba (1926-2011) was one of the most remarkable sages of the past several
hundred years. This paper relates three compelling stories from The Mahabharata as told
by Baba. They emphasize the immense value of gratitude, of reverence for family,
teachers and truth, and of the beauty of service to others. The paper adds recent research
confirming Baba’s insights in character education.
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Introduction
Sathya Sai Baba was a mystic and a sage born in Puttaparthi, India, in 1926; he died in
2011. He was characterized as a “world teacher”; schools, colleges and universities were
founded on his teachings; and hundreds of books in English alone have emerged about
him. His published discourses and books amount to at least 14 volumes of commentaries
in Summer Showers in Brindavan, 21 volumes of his Vahini (Stream) series, and 42
volumes of Sathya Sai Speaks—the last alone totaling perhaps 12,000 pages. The
discourses run from 1953 to 2010. Perhaps no other mystic in history left as rich and full
a legacy of outpourings.
For Baba the purpose of education was self-realization, and that involved recognizing
“the Atma,” the divine spirit within, as one’s essential and eternal reality. To reach that
self-knowing, character formation was necessary. He said:
Education is not the acquisition of burdensome information regarding objects and
men. It is the awareness of the immortal spirit within, which is the spring of joy,
peace and courage (Burrows, p. 128).
Another illusion is happiness consists in accumulating money or knowledge or
comforts or reputation. Trying to be happy through such accumulation is like
getting into the Madras bus and hoping to reach Bangalore (Jones, 2010, p. 100).
Wisdom flashes like lightning amidst the clouds of the inner sky; one has to foster
the flash and preserve the light. That is the true sign of the ‘educated’ person
(Burrows, p. 128).
Education without character is not only useless but positively dangerous
(Burrows, p. 128).
True education consists in the cultivation of the heart (Burrows, p. 135).
Scatter the seeds of love in dreary desert hearts; then sprouts of love will make
wastelands green with joy; blossoms of love will make the air fragrant; rivers of
love will murmur along the valleys, and every bird will beat, every child will sing
the song of love (Jones, 2008, p. 87).
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“Character is Power… Among the qualities that make up a flawless character,
love, patience, forbearance, steadfastness, charity—these are the highest, these
have to be revered” (Murty, 1985, p. 51).

Baba often used The Mahabharata, the great Indian epic, to convey his lessons. It is
roughly ten times the length of The Iliad and The Odyssey combined, and it is replete
with wisdom particularly about character. There is a saying in India that what is not in
The Mahabharata cannot be found anywhere else.
In that masterwork, the five Pandava brothers, led by Dharmaraja (also known as
Yudhisthira) are bilked out of their half of the kingdom in a game of dice by their evil
Kaurava cousins, a hundred strong, led by Dhuryodhana, whose chief fault is avarice.
Before they can recover their inheritance, the Pandavas are banished to the wilderness for
twelve years plus an extra year where they must not be discovered by anyone. When
they return to claim their rightful share, Dhuryodhana refuses them. After the divine
Lord Krishna fails in his peace mission, as he knew he would, war is inevitable.
Dhuryodhana and Arjuna, one of the Pandavas, then rushes to Krishna seeking his aid.
Krishna offers a choice—himself alone, unarmed and a noncombatant, or his armies.
Dhuryodhana chooses the armies; Arjuna, Krishna alone, as his charioteer. Just as the
epic Kurukshetra war is about to ensue, Arjuna is overwhelmed with doubt and
misgiving—how could he fight against his revered grandfather, Bheeshma, the
commander-in-chief of the Kaurava side, his equally beloved preceptor, Drona, and his
hundred cousins—intending to kill them? Answering Arjuna’s questions, Krishna
reveals to him the great Hindu scripture, The Bhagavad Gita.
Following are three stories from The Mahabharata that Sathya Sai Baba told—one
from the period of exile, one from the moment the two armies first faced each other, and
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a third from a crucial point in the war when the great archer, General Drona, commanded
the Kauravas and was sweeping the field.

Death at the Pond
In The Mahabharata the five Pandava brothers were not all full brothers. Dharmaraja,
Bheema and Arjuna were, and Kunti was their mother, but Madri was the mother of
Sahadeva and Nakula. When Madri was about to commit suttee on her husband’s funeral
pyre, Dharmaraja said, “Mother! You are about to give up your life for the sake of my
father. I shall look after your sons with even greater concern than for my uterine brothers.
Whatever differences may arise between us, I shall treat them as my own full siblings.”
This he promised Madri.
During the exile of the Pandavas before the war, four of the brothers died tragically at a
pond. Thirsty, they had drunk before answering questions of the guardian Yaksha (spirit)
of the water, and the Yaksha had killed them outright. Seeking his brothers, Dharmaraja
arrived at the benumbing scene, and thirsty, he inadvertently cupped his hand in the
water, when the Yaksha rose again, demanding answers. Respecting the Yaksha,
Dharmaraja listened, and his response so pleased the guardian that the guardian granted a
boon. He would restore to life one of the brothers whom Dharmaraja would name.
Immediately Dharmaraja suggested either Sahadeva or Nakula, his half brothers.
Puzzled, the Yaksha asked why he did not choose one of his full brothers—Arjuna or
Bheema, and Dharmaraja said that as he was the surviving son of his mother Kunti, he
wished that one of the sons of Madri should also live. He mentioned the pledge he had
made to Madri before she died.
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Touched by the large-mindedness of Dharmaraja, the Yaksha thereupon restored to life
all four brothers. You see, the Yaksha was grateful for the gift of large-mindedness. It
was a beautiful example for him—Dharmaraja’s kind and thoughtful nature. The
Yaksha’s gratitude to Dharmaraja then transformed itself into something greater,
something more—something akin to the beauty of the large-mindedness, the fullness, that
Dharmaraja had exhibited.
“Gratitude is a great virtue,” said Sai Baba (1992). “When the power of gratitude is
realized, it will be seen that it can give benefits much more than anyone can imagine….
Although Dharmaraja asked for the restoration to life of only one stepbrother, the Yaksha
revived all the brothers” (pp. 135-36).

Commentary
“Religion and philosophy have long embraced gratitude as an indispensable component
of health, wholeness, and well-being,” said Robert Emmons (Post and Neimark, p. 30).
Poets and writers have sung the blessings of gratitude. In his classic, Orthodoxy, G.K.
Chesterton wrote, “The test of all happiness is gratitude. Children are grateful when Santa
Clause puts in their stockings gifts of toys or sweets. Could I not be grateful to Santa
Claus when he puts in my stockings the gift of two miraculous legs? We thank people
for birthday presents…. Can I thank no one of the birthday present of birth?`` (Peterson
and Seligman, pp. 553-54). Only recently have researchers come to the topic of gratitude
with full blown interest and revelation. One emotions researcher considered it the most
neglected of all emotions, despite the fact that in its nature is one of life`s celebrations
(Emmons and McCullough, p. 3)
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Stephen G. Post, professor of preventive medicine and Founding Director of the Center
for Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care and Bioethics at Stony Brook University
School of Medicine, wrote: ``Celebration wells up from a state of gratitude, a state that
has been intensively studied for its health benefits. Within just a few weeks of keeping
daily gratitude journals, for instance, individuals across all walks of life, even the
chronically ill, find themselves happier, more optimistic, sleeping better and feeling more
connected to others” (p. 28).
“When we are feeling stressful emotions such as anger, frustration, or anxiety, our heart
rhythms become more erratic,” Post and Neimark reported. “When we are in states of
appreciation, gratitude, love and compassion, heart rhythms are coherent and ordered``
(p. 31). One study showed that fifteen minutes of focus on appreciation generated
significant and immediate increases in the immune antibody, secretory IgA, one of the
body`s primary defences (p. 31). A month of daily fifteen minute practice in appreciation
generated a 100 percent increase in the powerful beneficial hormone called DHEA, plus a
30 percent decrease in the stress hormone cortisol (p. 31).
Robert Emmons found a sustained and reliable increase in people`s happiness after just
a short time of keeping a gratitude journal. The idea that you could shift your set point of
happiness by a minimal intervention, by just pausing once a day to focus on the things
you`re really grateful for, was astonishing. We saw as much as a 20 percent increase in
positive mood. We even saw it in people with muscular dystrophy or post-polio
syndrome, people who have functional limitations every day and are in pain and
fatitgued`` (Post and Neimark, p. 35).
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These and other research findings support my own inner reflection after forty years of
teaching—Gratitude murmurs there is a benevolence somewhere, an uplift, a support, a
loving intention that relieves fear and stress, that reduces the sense of loss and anxiety,
that neutralizes misgiving and mistrust, and that calms calamity and soothes suffering.
Distracting one from regrets and resentments, it emphasizes satisfaction and joy.
Dissolving dismay and disease, it generates delight. When gratitude rises, every form of
negativity subsides. That is why so many therapies foster it.
Gratitude sees the nurture of the rain, the sustenance of the sun, the gift of the air. It is
what compassion calls forth, what caring elicits from itself, what love says to love. It is
the only lens through which one can see love. That is why Baba said gratitude must
come first, for it opens the eyes to beauty.
Gratitude is what one’s own Spirit feels for its Source, what the soul whispers to God
and to Joy. It is therefore one of the states of happiness. When you are cultivating
thankfulness in children or students, it is not just an etiquette, a protocol, a politeness.
You are nourishing an essence of happiness in them, for when they feel grateful, they are
happy.
To Baba character was always incomplete without gratitude.

The Opposing Armies
When only war could settle the legitimate claims of the Pandavas, Baba (1974)
described what happened next:
The agonizing years of torment, hope, and disillusion were over; the moment of
decision had come, though it was sought now by the sharp edge of the sword and
not the soft words of Lord Krishna. The armies gathered by the Kauravas from
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their kingdom and from their allies were standing face to face with the forces of
their Pandava cousins.
Cavalry, chariotry, elephantry and infantry, eager to start the destruction of the
enemy, the chief actors all dressed and equipped for the fray! Conches were
blown; trumpets rent the sky with their blare. The air was tense with hope, fear,
anxiety and anger. Blood in a million bodies became redder and warmer; hearts
pounded quicker; arms grasped weapons in deadly grip.
Dharmaraja, the eldest of the Pandava brothers, suddenly removed his
footwear; he laid aside his armour; he slid from his chariot; he walked towards the
opposing cohorts [that greatly outnumbered his], towards Bheeshma, the
Generalissimo of the enemy forces. Dhuryodhana, the eldest of the Kaurava
brothers, the cousin most responsible for the war, the unyielding opponent of the
Pandavas, saw Dharmaraja cross over to the aged Bheeshma. He was overjoyed;
he guessed that Dharmaraja had decided on surrender, for he was by nature
against bloodshed and battles.
The four brothers of Dharmaraja were astounded. Bheema, the redoubtable
hero of a hundred contests with the Kauravas, the person most eager for the battle
to begin, felt foiled of victory. He recalled the many occasions when Dharmaraja
had stood in the way of revengeful action against the Kauravas. He feared that he
would apologise and withdraw like a craven from the bloody gamble of war.
Arjuna, the formidable bowman, witnessed his brother’s defection with horror and
anger. Nakula and Sahadheva, the twins, were struck dumb at their own
helplessness.
Lord Krishna studied the situation from the seat of the charioteer on the chariot
of Arjuna, which was in the front line of the Pandava army. He signed to the four
of them to follow their eldest brother and do likewise. He said, ‘All these years
you have revered him, and trod on his footsteps. So go now. Do not hesitate; do
not doubt.’ Dharmaraja was the very embodiment of Dharma (right action); he
knew the right and he practised it whatever the consequences. He knew that
Dharma will guard those who follow Dharma. He never did a hypocritical or a
non-Vedhic act; he never took a wrong step. He went straight to Bheeshma and
fell at his feet. Standing before him with folded hands and bowed head, he
prayed. ‘Grandfather! We had no chance to experience the love of the father; he
passed away too soon. You brought us up from infancy with love and care, and
made us what we are today. We have no right to fight against you; but fate has
conspired to bring us now into battle with you. Please have mercy on us; permit
us to raise our arms against you.’
Bheeshma [himself one of the most powerful men of his time] was naturally
charmed and overjoyed at the humility and righteousness of Dharmaraja; his eyes
were filled with tears at the strange turn that destiny had taken; he blessed him
and said, ‘Dharmaraja! You have stuck to Dharma, in spite of the temptations this
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situation has placed before you. What a noble example you have set before the
world! This Dharma that you follow will itself give you victory.’
Next, Dharmaraja and the brothers moved towards General Drona, the
Brahmin Preceptor, who had taught archery to both the Kauravas and their
cousins, the Pandavas. Dharmaraja fell at his feet too and prayed. ‘Highly
revered Preceptor! We five are your pupils; how can we rightfully take up arms
against our Preceptor? The times have indeed gone awry. Pardon us, for this
wrong. Permit us to engage with you in battle.’ Drona, the Aacharya, [spiritual
teacher] was visibly moved by this appeal. ‘Ah! How great and good, this
Dharmaraja is! Even at this moment when the hounds of war are to be let loose to
spread death and fury, he is sticking to the dictates of Dharma!’ Drona was
thrilled at the thought. He clasped Dharmaraja in his arms and said, ‘Son! You
are dearer to me than Aswathaama [his own son] for, I am drawn to him only by
duty, whereas I am drawn to you by love. You are all my sons, for I love you as
such. Your right will certainly earn victory over our might.’
It is this adherence to Dharma that ensured their victory. Or else, was there any
one on earth at that time who could force the redoubtable Bheeshma to lay down
his arms? Could any one excel Drona in archery? The Kauravas, whom
Bheeshma and Drona sought to support were defeated because they trod the path
of adharma (vice), while the Pandavas never deviated from the path of Dharma.
Dharma gave them the skill, strength, courage and tenacity to defeat these great
masters of military strategy” (pp. 214-17).

Commentary
A crucial aspect of character education is the encouragement of loving support and
positive relationships. In Baba’s story, Dharmaraja extends this good will even to his
enemies. No one is left out, all are treated with reverence. Dharmaraja intuitively
understood the detriment of social isolation; he was no isolate.
From 1979 to 1994 eight massive community-based studies, from California to Finland,
examined the link between social isolation and death and disease from all causes. Dean
Ornish summarized: “Those who were socially isolated had at least two to five times the
risk of premature death from all causes when compared to those who had a strong sense
of connection and community.” In Sweden seventeen thousand men and women aged 29
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to 74 were tracked for six years. The lonely and the isolates had four times the risk of
dying prematurely in that stretch. In Holland researchers interviewed 2800 Dutch
citizens aged 55 to 85, and they found that those who saw themselves as enveloped by a
loving, supportive circle of friends diminished their likelihood of dying by half when
compared with isolates who reported feelings of emotional separation (pp. 41-48).
For students of character education, loving support and positive relationships are
nothing less than life-giving and life-affirming. If I were beginning my teaching career
again (I started in 1966), I would watch for things that are innately unsupportive or
disconnected, things I often overlooked earlier. I would watch for signs of isolation and
separation, the marginalized and forsaken, the bullied, the ignored, the outsiders, the
orphans. I would watch for those indifferent to nature and their surroundings, for those
bereft of kinship ties to other life forms, for souls without a sense of place or belonging,
for the friendless, the alienated, the beset, the dispirited. And I would not agree with their
feeling of separation, for that would consummate the separation. I would teach the
beauty and the majesty of relationships. As Neale Donald Walsh said, “Relationships are
constantly challenging, constantly calling you to create, express and experience higher
and higher aspects of yourself, grander and grander visions of yourself, ever more
magnificent versions of yourself. Nowhere can you do this more immediately,
impactfully and immaculately than in relationships. In fact, without relationships you
cannot do it at all. Relationships are sacred because they provide life’s grandest
opportunity, indeed its only opportunity, to create the experience of your highest
conception of self” (1996, p. 20).
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To Baba good character demanded reverence for one’s forbears and teachers, and that
reverence was a necessary aspect of an exalted temperament.

Dharmaraja in Hell
A third story Baba told concerned two accompaniments of real character—Truth and
“the company of the good.” Truth safeguarded those who safeguarded it, and it
overturned those who overturned it. The company of the good also safeguarded one.
“You are shaped by the company you keep,” Baba (1976) said; “a piece of iron turns into
rust if it seeks the company of the soil. It glows, it softens and takes on useful shapes if it
enjoys the company of fire. Dust can fly if it chooses the wind as its friend; it has to end
as slime in a pit if it prefers water. It has neither wing nor foot, yet it can either fly or
walk, rise or fall, according to the friend it selects” (p. 141).
Being in the company of just one enlightened soul can make all the difference, Baba
(1965) taught:
Dharmaraja, the eldest of the Pandavas, was a sincere adherent of Sathya
[Truth]. But, during the Kurukshethra battle, he was persuaded to utter a white
lie, a subterfuge which he thought was excusable, though it was not [one hundred]
percent honest. In order to kill Drona, the master archer and General on the
opposite side, they had to somehow trick him into discarding his bow; so they
planned a subterfuge. They named a war elephant after Drona’s son,
Aswathaama. Then, they killed it. Immediately, within the hearing of Drona, the
Pandava army was asked to shout in glee, ‘Aswathaama is killed—the elephant,’
which was strictly true. But, while the soldiers were repeating the words, ‘the
elephant,’ drums were beaten, bugles were sounded, trumpets pealed, so that
Drona heard only the first three words. Naturally, he took them to mean that his
son had met with his death from enemy hands. Drona was heavily laden with
grief; his hands could not wield the bow and the arrow as deftly as usual; at that
moment, he was overwhelmed and slain. For this one sin that he had encouraged,
the only one in his life, Dharmaraja had to spend a few minutes in Hell, say the
Puranas [Hindu scriptures]. Such is the consequence of departing from [Truth]
even by a hair’s breadth.
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Listen to the sequel. When the emissaries of the other world were escorting
Dharmaraja after death to Hell, for this nominal sojourn, the denizens of Hell
suddenly felt a coolness and a fragrance in the air they breathed, a strange peace
and joy, a thrill and exhilaration which they had never hoped to enjoy. That was
the consequence of the holy soul approaching the region of terror and torture.
The unfortunate sinners gathered around Dharmaraja to be soothed and comforted
by his very sight. When Dharmaraja was directed to turn back towards Heaven
(the term of his sentence was soon over) the populace of Hell cried out to him to
prolong his stay. They were reluctant to go back to the heat and the pain.
Hearing their piteous wail, Dharmaraja declared that he was surrendering to them
all the merit that had earned Heaven for him; he was willing to stay with them!
But that great act of renunciation not only benefited the suffering creatures, it
gave Dharmaraja a greater lease of life in Heaven [later] and a more honoured
place there. Life is best spent in alleviating pain, assuaging distress, and
promoting peace and joy.
“The service of man is more valuable than what you call ‘service to God,’” concluded
Baba. “God has no need of your service. Please man; you please God” (pp. 167-69).
When you serve man, you serve God.

Commentary
To Baba character was beautified by adherence to Truth, and part of Truth was
assuaging the woes of others and affirming their inner light. Full character was possible
only with the power of self-knowing, and with that power a single enlightened soul could
brighten another’s outlook, even the entire outlook of masses in torment. Not several
good people; one was enough.
Baba had much to say to teachers and students of character education about service.
“Do not serve for the sake of reward, attracting attention, or earning gratitude,” he
intoned. “Serve because you are urged by love” (Jones, 2008, p. 101) Service should not
be exhibitionistic. “Do not judge others to decide whether they deserve your service.
Find out whether they are distressed; that is enough credential” (Baba, 1970, p. 209).
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He added a caution that might prevent burnout in overly enthusiastic teachers: “… Do
not believe you can by means of service reform or reshape the world. You may or you
may not. That does not matter. The real value of service is that it reforms you, reshapes
you” (Jones, 2008, p. 96). Expanding the point, he said, “Service to children is most
sacred,” and that service was not just for them. “It is equally so for your own sake”
(Jones, 2008, p. 103).
Most intriguingly, Baba noted—“The very joy derived from service reacts on the body
and makes you free of disease” (Jones, 1997, p. 33).

Research, much of it recent,

corroborates his reflection. A potent facet of service is giving, which Stephen Post calls
“generativity”—“In essence, generativity is the act of preparing another`s garden for
spring. It’s power in the service of love. It`s an act of giving that enables another person
to manifest his or her own strengths and gifts through love. It can be as simple as
listening and giving support to others—renewing their sense of self and hope. It can be
as demanding as raising a child well, or mentoring a student in a difficult and challenging
field” (Post and Neimark, p. 47).
Service or generativity buffers health and well-being Midlarsky and Kahana
interviewed eighty-five people who had rescued one or more Jews during World War 2,
and another seventy-three who had stood aside without helping endangered Jews. The
rescuers scored much higher than the bystanders in empathy, risk-taking, social
responsibility and autonomy. Though not wealthier than the bystanders, they were more
satisfied with life and experienced greater joy in friendships and family. Having honored
their values, they were more deeply contented (Post and Neimark, p. 53).
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Carolyn Schwartz trained five MS sufferers to help other MS sufferers. The five began
to see themselves very differently, as self-confidence and self-esteem grew, and
depression faded. The love revitalized their spirit, said Schwartz, and “gave them a
refreshed view of who they were” (Post and Neimark, p. 55).
In a revealing ten-year study Zipora Magen of Tel Aviv University found that youth
who volunteered to help others experienced moments of happiness more intensely; in
fact, they had almost twice the capacity of non-volunteers for exhilaration itself (Post and
Neimark, p. 63). Said Stephen Post and Jill Neimark in collating these studies: “Teens
who actively volunteer do better in life: they have higher grades in school, use drugs and
alcohol less often, have lower pregnancy rates, and are likely to continue volunteering for
the rest of their lives” (p. 63).
A 2004 study at the University of Essex found that communities with the highest levels
of volunteerism benefited immensely, with better schools, healthier and happier citizens,
and less crime. This was true of every neighborhood studied, urban or rural. (Post and
Neimark, p. 54) Doug Oman’s University of California study found that greater
volunteering even led to substantially lower mortality rates (Post and Neimark, p. 54).
Clearly, commitment to others’ well-being is an inherent part of self-fulfilment, and that
is the grail of character education itself.

Conclusion
For Sathya Sai Baba character was always the aim of good education. In each story
Dharmaraja was his ideal. “The Pandavas, without Dharmaraja, whatever their resources,
would have been an easy match for their opponents” (Baba, nd. p. 53). The world needed
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people with his virtue and temperament, his loyalty to truth and right action, his
comforting and consoling nature, his reverence for elders, forbears, guardians and
enemies. And that reverence summoned gratitude in those who recognized it, and the
gratitude met with the love in his being, sustaining and strengthening his radiant persona.
He had a sense of oneness that made war distasteful to him. He was inherently peaceful,
but a warrior too when conflict became inevitable. Again and again, Baba reminded his
listeners, who grew into the tens of thousands, of the dignity and appeal of Dharmaraja’s
character.

Note:
I thank the Chief Functionary of the Sri Sathya Sai Books & Publications Trust for
permission to quote Baba’s stories.
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Title: Four Taiwanese Nursing Students’ Perceptions of Learning English
in Taiwan: A Multiple Case Study
ABSTRACT
This study explored and described four Taiwanese nursing students’
perceptions of learning English in Taiwan. The participants were four non-native
English-speaking Taiwanese nursing students enrolled in a junior college in Taiwan.
The study focused on how the participants describe and interpret their beliefs and
their learning style preferences about learning the English language. Data were
collected through semi-structured interviews, participants’ reflective journals, and
examination of relevant school documents and records during the Spring Semester,
2001.
Results show that all participants have their respective perceptions about
learning the English language; these perceptions are closely related with
their own backgrounds, their individual life experiences, and their respective previous
learning experiences.
Resulting recommendations for ESL teachers to enhance English learning for
Taiwanese students include: (a) the application of Howard Gardner’s (1993) theory of
multiple intelligences in ESL classrooms, (b) instructional content should be
applicable and related to the students’ daily lives, (c) instructional materials and the
English examinations should be responsive to the students’ learning style preferences
in the English classes, and (d) ESL teachers should maintain a positive teaching
attitude to motivate and facilitate the students’ English language development.
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Abstract
In the Eastern tradition, the ego is the false self. It is like an embryo—closed, fearful, blind,
sometimes “better” than others, sometimes less than others, but always prideful, incomplete,
insufficient, and ungrateful, separated from everyone and everything, including God. What can
overcome the ego? The aroma of friendliness that emanates from a love-saturated soul, the sense
of oneness, the extension of grace, gratitude and goodness.
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Introduction
In the Eastern tradition, the ego is a false self, certain of its separation from everyone and
everything, sure that its value lies in what it does and what is has, sure also of the scarcity of
what it wants and of the fierce competition required to get it. Ranging from blustering to
cringing, it never alights on love or peace. It is always overdone or underdone, never properly
done. It is either too silent or too loud, too confused or too insistent, but always too something.
A strange beast it is, alternating from funny to tragic, overblown to underblown, but always a
fabrication.
Much of history, of course, is about the ego. Samuel Goldwyn, the movie tycoon, once had a
ghostwriter draft several articles under Goldwyn’s name. When the writer grew ill, a second
penman was called. Scanning a piece from the new man, Goldwyn grumbled, “That’s not at all
up to my usual standard” (Fadiman, 1985, p. 248).
Following the disaster in Russia, Emperor Napoleon raced back to France with a bare escort,
ahead of his defeated troops. Reaching the River Neman, he asked a ferryman if many French
deserters had come that way. “No,” said the Russian, “you are the first” (Fadiman, 1985, p. 421).

Alexander the Great once noticed the philosopher Diogenes scrutinizing a pile of human bones.
“What are you looking for?” he asked.
“I am looking for the bones of your father,” answered Diogenes, “but I cannot distinguish them
from those of his slaves” (Fadiman, 1985, p. 169).
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The embryo
Many Eastern and Middle Eastern parables capture the nature of the ego. Rumi, the “whirling
dervish,” and Sufi poet, once wrote of an embryo:

Little by little, wean yourself.
This is the gist of what I have to say.
From an embryo whose nourishment comes in the blood,
Move to an infant drinking milk,
To a child on solid food,
To a searcher after wisdom,
To a hunter of more invisible game.
Think how it is to have a conversation with an embryo.
You might say, “The world outside is vast and intricate.
There are wheat fields and mountain passes, and orchards in bloom.
At night there are millions of galaxies, and in sunlight
The beauty of friends dancing at a wedding.”
You ask the embryo why he, or she, stays cooped up
in the dark with eyes closed.
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Listen to the answer.
“There is no ‘other world.’
I only know what I’ve experienced.
You must be hallucinating” (Barks, 1987, p. 10).

An embryo knows not who he is, what he can do, or what he is doing, and so he makes
mistakes, and when he makes them he doesn’t know how to correct them. In one parable a
certain merchant was hauled before a judge for selling rotten butter, a danger to health. The
judge gave him three alternatives—eat the entire lot of rottenness, take 20 lashes, or pay a fine of
a hundred gold coins. He decided on the putrid feast, but vomited after six hard swallows.
Reconsidering, he summoned the whip, but screamed “Stop” after twelve brutal blows. At last,
in agony, he paid the fine (Jones, 2010, p. 51).
T’was a common experience, for an embryo does not choose wisely…. But there is a part of
him with all the promise of fullness, an inner prompting that will whisper again and again of
wheat fields and mountain passes and orchards in bloom and friends dancing at a wedding.
Sooner or later, the embryo must see Delight and be Delight.

Better than
Despite its narrowness, indeed because of its narrowness, the ego often sees itself as better than
others.
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One day the sage Narada boasted to the divine Vishnu that no one could excel his devotion.
Vishnu suggested that Narada visit a certain poor ryot tilling his puny plot to learn the real “art of
devotion.” Humiliated, Narada went to the village to learn from the ryot. After arrival, he
watched and listened as the farmer went about his duties on the land, in his cattle shed and home,
and only three times in the day did he hear the farmer speak of God—when he woke, when he
lunched, and when he went to bed. And here Narada was singing the praises of the Lord every
hour. Incensed at the injustice of Vishnu’s judgement, Narada asked Vishnu how in the world
this paltry son of the soil could ever be more devout than Narada himself. Laughing, Vishnu
gave Narada a pot full of water to carry on his head around a certain course, without spilling a
drop. When Narada finished, Vishnu asked him how many times he had thought of the Lord,
and sadly Narada admitted that in his anxiousness to complete the task he hadn’t thought of God
once. Then Vishnu said that the ryot who carried cargo far more valuable than water on his head
without ever spilling anything or taking a false step, should be admired for remembering God at
least three times a day (Baba, Vol. 1, pp. 86-87).

Less than
Narada’s lessons were not done. A master of inconsistency, the ego is really a chameleon.
Once Lord Krishna pretended to have an unbearable headache, and he rolled on his cot, his face
contorted in seeming agony. Helpless, his servants finally called on Narada who rushed to the
sick room to consult Krishna on the drug that could heal him. Krishna muttered in pain, “Bring
me the dust on the feet of a true devotee.” Immediately Narada appeared among a group of
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celebrated devotees requesting this strange “drug,” but he was disappointed when all of them
were too humble to oblige.

“That is also a kind of egoism,” said Sathya Sai Baba (nd, vol. 3). ‘I am low, mean, small,
useless, poor, sinful, inferior’—such feelings also are egoistic; when the ego goes, you do not
feel either superior or inferior.” All refused to help because all felt unworthy.
When Narada reported his failure, Krishna asked if he had tried Brindavan where the Gopis
lived. The Gopis were simple cowherd girls, completely devoted to Krishna. The queens all
laughed at the suggestion, and Narada wondered how such simple folk could help, when they
hardly knew what devotion even meant. Nonetheless, the sage rushed to Brindavan, and the
Gopis, on hearing of Krishna’s distress immediately and without second thought shook the dust
from their feet and handed it to Narada. Said Baba, by the time Narada reached Krishna, “the
headache had gone. It was just a five-day drama, to teach that self-condemnation is also
egoism…” (pp. 27-28).
There is something funny about the machinations of the ego. The fact is, they never pan out, as
the following story illustrates:
Harry was unable to perform sexually. He went to his doctor who tried a few things. Nothing
worked, so the doctor referred him to an American Indian medicine man. The medicine man
said, “I can cure this.” He threw a white powder in a flame. There was a flash of billowing blue
smoke. “This is powerful medicine,” he said. “You can only use it once a year. You say, ‘123,’
and it will rise for as long as you wish.”
“What happens when it’s over, and I don’t want to continue?” asked Harry.
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The medicine man replied, “All you or your partner have to say is ‘1234,’ and it will go down,
but be warned, it will not work again for another year.”
Harry rushed home, eager to try out his new powers and prowess. That night, ready to surprise
Mary, he showered, shaved, and put on exotic lotion. He got into bed, and lying next to her,
said, “123.”
He suddenly became more aroused than any other time in his life, just as the medicine man had
promised. Mary, who had been facing away, turned over and asked, “What did you say 123
for?”
And that, my friends, is why you should never end a sentence with a preposition.

Prideful:
During the Kurukshetra war between good and evil, Arjuna, the master archer, had Krishna
as his charioteer. Near the end of the conflict, an argument arose over who should dismount from
the chariot first—the “servant” Krishna, or the “master” Arjuna. Pride told Arjuna to step down
last, but Krishna insisted otherwise, so the disgruntled and pleading Arjuna went first. Krishna
then dismounted, and the chariot burst afire! As Krishna explained, the incendiary arrows and
spears of the enemy were powerless as long as he was aboard, but once his protection left, the
chariot exploded into flame (Baba, Vol. 4, p. 141).

The inner meaning was that you are safe only in the Divine, in that Power and Wisdom, that
Source of Intelligence, Strength and Protection. To be self-realized one actually becomes this
inner majesty.
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In its separation, the ego thinks it can replace this majesty, even replace God. Not to hear the
voice of God, said the Indian Master, Aurobindo, “is the world’s idea of sanity” (1982, p. 91).
Not to hear it! The ego is Arjuna who would step off the chariot last, but without Krishna’s
protection, he was doomed.

Missing something:
There is always something missing in the ego, a shortage, an insufficiency, an incompletion, a
lack. In one of her parables the Mother (1978), associated with Aurobinodo, identified that
missing part.
High in the clouds, hidden from most sight, was a regal palace, the Palace of Truth where a
festival one day honored the gods and goddesses who represent the Virtues.
In the Hall of Intelligence of the Palace the light near the floor was a soft, sapphire hue,
becoming clearer and brighter toward the diamond chandeliers above. “The virtues came
separately,” said the Mother, “but soon formed congenial groups, full of joy to find themselves
for once at least together, for they are usually so widely scattered throughout the world and the
worlds, so isolated amid so many alien beings.”
Sincerity was mistress of ceremonies, and next to her stood Humility and Courage, the latter
holding the hand of a woman veiled but with searching, discerning eyes. Her name was
Prudence.
Around them passed Charity and her twin sister and inseparable companion, Justice. With
them were Gentleness, Patience, Kindness, and Compassion and others. All had arrived, or so
they thought.
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Just then, at the golden gate, a newcomer appeared. Reluctantly, the guards allowed her entry,
for they knew her not, and she looked so young and slight, her white dress so simple, almost
poor. Ill-at-ease in the glow, she wondered where to turn.
Sensing her embarrassment and consulting briefly with others, Prudence went to her. “We
who are gathered here and who all know each other by our names and our merits are surprised at
your coming, for you appear to be a stranger to us, or at least we do not recall you,” said
Prudence. “Please be so kind as to tell us who you are.”
The newcomer answered with a sigh:
“Alas! I am not surprised that I appear to be a stranger in this palace, for I am so rarely invited
anywhere.
“My name is Gratitude” (pp. 5-6).
Gratitude is nonexistent in an egoic world, the least attended to virtue of all. Its lack is the
cloud that obscures the sun, the mist that veils Love.

Solution:
In the Great Kurukshetra War between good and evil, between the good Pandava brothers, five
in all, and their corrupted cousins, the Kauravas, a hundred in all, the Pandavas are led by
Dharmaraja, the eldest. His name stands for Dharma, right action, raja, the king, the king of
right action, right thinking.
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Now the Pandavas had been illegitimately exiled into the forest by the Kauravas. One day
Krishna asked Dharmaraja where his brothers were, and Dharmaraja replied, “Some of them are
in Hasthinapura city and the others in the forest.” Krishna was visibly surprised. He said,
“Dharmaraja! What has happened to your brains? All of you, the five brothers, are here in the
forest as you know. None is in the city of Hasthinapura!” Dharmaraja replied, “Pardon me,
Lord! We are 105 brothers in all.” Krishna pretended to be puzzled. He named the five and
asked why Dharmaraja had added a hundred more. “My father’s sons are five,” said
Dharmaraja; “and his blind brother has a hundred sons. When we fight with them, we are five
and they hundred. But when we don’t, we are a hundred and five” (Baba, Vol. 14, pp. 236-37).

Abraham Lincoln had this same notion of oneness, this same reverence for everyone, friend or
foe. During the Civil War, Robert E. Lee’ s two sons were captured by Northerners, one while
wounded, and the other under a flag of truce offering to exchange himself for his disabled
brother. In reprisal for the pending hanging of two union men, Secretary of War Stanton sought
to hang the two Lee boys.
Rushing to Richmond, General Lee implored Confederate President Jefferson Davis to
intervene with Lincoln. “You need not worry,” Davis said, “because Abraham Lincoln will not
permit such an outrage.”
“Stanton will carry out this diabolical purpose,” answered Lee, “and Lincoln will know nothing
about it.”
So Davis telegraphed Lincoln.
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Nearing midnight, Stanton entered the White House, answering an obligatory call from the
president. Waving the telegram, Lincoln asked, “What does this mean?”
“Mr. President, the lives of those two Union captains are as precious to their families as are the
lives of those Lee boys to their family,” Stanton answered. “If our men are hanged in Richmond,
both sons of Robert E. Lee should be hanged.”
“Stanton, we are not savages,” said Lincoln. “Let us see what the Book says.” And opening
the Bible, he stated: “Stanton, here is a command from Almighty God: ‘Vengeance is mine; I
will repay,’ saith the Lord.”
Judgment was God’s prerogative, not man’s.
Lincoln then telegraphed the commandant of Fortress Monroe: “Immediately release both of
the sons of Robert E. Lee and send them back to their father. Abraham Lincoln” (House, 1958,
p. 195).

Conclusion:
So what is it that overcomes the ego? The aroma of friendliness that emanates from a lovesaturated soul, the embrace of oneness, the extension of grace, gratitude and goodness, the denial
of better thans and less thans, of pride and separation, of the sense of insufficiency and
inadequacy, in sum, the education and uplift of the embryo.
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Need to Create New Marketing Strategies
 The dinosaurs of higher education today:
 Brochures, flyers, catalogues.
 Reason?
 The emergence of the Internet
 Growth beyond anyone’s imagination
 Educational Institutional survival today is dependent

on the internet
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Crunching Areas for Colleges
 Student population age declining in U.S. and Europe.
 Government appropriations, benefactors, alumni

and philanthropists reducing amount of funding.
 State and government officials continuously cutting
budgets and appropriations.
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Colleges and Universities
 Result:
 Seeking new enrollees to maintain sufficient cash

flow toward existance.
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Enrollment Managers
 Need to focus on creative communications within the

media digital era.
 Must target student with favorable test scores with
not only media print but techno media.
 Cost is extensive.
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Reputation of University
 Still An Important Criteria
 Often depends on “Word of Mouth”
 Media discussion of choice: The Internet
 Today’s strategy: Using mobile and social media to

“connect” as an effective marketing strategy.
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Continuing Evolution of
Virtual and Cyberspace Communications

 Continuous surge of Social Marketing Worldwide
 Need to create innovative ways of attracting

perspective candidates on the Internet
 Web streaming: On demand or live-- social media

growing at incredible pace.
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Examples: Kaplan Global Solutions
 Enrollment members exploding to new and

innovative methods of social networking.
 Enabling traditional colleges to increase

international students: Soft wear Solutions
 Innovative education programs for lifelong learners.
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Euro RSCG Heist/ Educational Marketing
 Charlotte Feeny,: “ a good time to expand higher

education brand internationally and tailor
campaigns to international markets segmenting by
country, study level, and discipline.”
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Changing Marketization of Higher Education

 Sources of New Marketing Strategies:
 Tweets: discussing colleges while “listening” to response from

students, college administrators, professors and alumni.
 Directing students to websites, videos or live chats.
 Professors writing white papers, blogs, focusing on why college
education is beneficial and why this university will provide most
beneficial education in fulfilling one’s education.
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Changing Marketization of Higher Education
 Websites discussions admissions department

indicating benefits of attending college.
 Exchanging interests and ideas as well as changing

minds and attitudes
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Galaxy of Search Engines:
 Google, Yahoo, Lycos, Bing, Mozilla, Atavists, etc.
 Wikipedia lists over 200 social networking websites.
 Search engines classified by specialty of types:

business, people, news, multimedia, shopping
medical,
 GLOBAL Search Engines: From Anazi in South
Africa to Yodao in China.
 NOTE: All provide opportunities to reach potential
students.
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Search Engines Directions
 Potential students are focused on specific careers,

interests, and lifestyles.
 Higher Education Focus: unique programs, results-

oriented degrees, flexibility, accelerated programs,
specialty concentrations, and experienced
internationally recognized faculty.
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Webcams, Videos, Chat Rooms
 Chat lines appearing encouraging potential students






to ask questions.
Multiple languages and websites automatically
translating a conversation.
Offering higher education advice on live chat rooms,
Monitored by marketing firms securing rankings on
Google.
Alumni discussing their successful careers.
Also websites discussing the question: “Should I go
to college?”
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“Tom Copland Marketing Specials Research
 Discusses non traditional ways of marketing higher education giving

numerous examples.
 http://www.eduwebconference.com/images/upload/DemandEngineeduWeb-Best%20and%20Worst%20Recruitment%20Communications.pdf
 Personalization is most important aspect when recruiting students.
 Specifically, introducing students to admissions counselors on line,
 Discussing student specific major area of study, and
 Providing decision support materials such as letters from professors who

teach subjects which students indicated interest are most effective
strategies.
 Also the study indicated that Blogs, Facebook, etc. were
effective methods of “connecting” and encouraging students to
attend their institution.
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Matching
 Web sites indicate matching user to an institution’

Get Matched to Schools—View Programs that fit your
life.
 Some examples:
http://www.degreematch.com/get-matched/
 http://www.studentadvisor.com/match
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Video Streaming
 YouTube: Humanize student’s experiences:

Example: Typical day on campus
 Viewing classrooms, Lectures, Activities, etc.
 Websites: Displaying a series of videos from several

colleges.
 Video Marketing has no limit and continues

to expand.
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Branding
 Institutional Strategies and Positioning
 School branding proposals doubling each year. Today all

academicians hear continuously the necessity of branding.

 Examples of Branding:
 UCLA. Advertising in New York Times with quotes from

successful professors and alumni.
 Arizona State: branded as “New American University: Web
site personal experiences at the university. Support the
university’s brand. No media which does not support the
brand portfolio.
 Boston University its’ red BU logo use with everything
promotional.
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A Word About Rankings
 Again: Rankings do count during the decision-making








process.
Examples US News and World Report, Consumer Reports,
The Economist, Business Week, etc. found it profitable to
rank universities and colleges.
Global Rankings: Important. Web sites indicate worldwide
colleges and universities. Some rank according to major areas
of study. Other rank according to grade undergraduates, best
value, regions: locally and globally.
Examples: Top 100, 20 best in the world, Best Value, etc.
University of Illinions, Urbana: provides a library website
listing all websites which rank universities.
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The Final Selection?
 Just as important: What students say online.
 Most often based on their hearts rather than their

research
Influenced By:
 Peers
 Prestige name recognition
 Parents, teachers, career counselors
Through Communications:
 SOCIAL MEDIA leads as the communication of choice.:
decisions are often made based on social input.
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Today’s FREE Class Universities
 Newest Innovation in Web Marketing.
 Offer free classes from prestigue universities.
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MOOC Mania
 MOOC’s or Massive Open Online Courses are providing

interesting and informative course of instruction for free
and to the worldwide market
 Elite universities worldwide are now expanding their
global brands with the rapid emergence of MOOC’s:
Massive Open Online Courses.
 The emergence of MOOC mania is providing millions of
people an opportunity to pursue higher learning
opportunities at prestige universities and colleges .
 MOOC’s invite online communities of learning
worldwide and an opportunity for universities to be
where their perspective students are.
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MOOC’s Marketing
 Network and creating MOOC clubs consisting of

students and those within the global workplace.
 It is an event where people can get together to talk
about their passion. It is engaging, and creating
lifelong networking.

 MOOC’s provide courses, which entice prospective

students to enroll in degree grating institutions,
which participate within these MOOC consortiums.
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Neuroscience
 Is Neuroscience the future of Marketization of Higher

Education?
 Neuromarketing: neuroscience and the emergence of
neuromarketing utilize modern medicine equipment such as
Magnetic Resonance Scanners and other devises to study and
observe the brain’s functions and reactions to stimuli such as
images, sounds, and touch.
 Companies are not instituting procedures which are identified
by the AMA as brain scanning, brainwave measurement,
eyetracking, implicit association measurement, and facial
coding.
 Brain based research might provide answers to the
decision making process of the potential enrollees
who access and review digital information.
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Neuroscience?
 Neuromarketing is a new field of marketing research

that studies consumers'sensorimotor, cognitive,
and affective response to marketing stimuli. Researchers
use technologies such as functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) to measure changes in activity in parts of
the brain, electroencephalography (EEG) and Steady
state topography(SST) to measure activity in specific
regional spectra of the brain response, and/or sensors to
measure changes in one's physiological state, also known
as biometrics, including (heart rate and respiratory
rate, galvanic skin response) to learn why consumers
make the decisions they do, and what part of the brain is
telling them to do it. (Wilipedia)
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Research
How the brain interprets brand names is already
enticing advertisers to continue this research.
Companies pursuing Neuroscience:
theBrain Decision Braidot Centre in Argentina
SalesBrain
Neurosense Limited
Neuromarketing World Forum, others
Now a world forum on neuromarketing:
http://neuromarketingworldforum.com/speakers
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Present Research
Universities Pursing Research : Johns Hopkins Baylor,
Princeton, Boston University, UCSF, Beijing Normal University,
Cambridge,. University of Southampton , Copenhagen Business
School, Emory, Harvard University. Emory University:
University of Oxford, University of Massachusetts, Boston;
University of Amsterdam
Iowa State University
and many more….
 Those opposed to these practices.
 Belief information regarding how the unconscious mind

works will lead to consumer manipulation and brain washing.
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Will Neuromarketing Prevail?
 Neuromarketing can utilize the results to measure

subject’s response to specific products, services, or
ideas to adapt, change, or modify marketing
strategies.
 Implications on College and University Recruitment
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Future of Promotional Marketing in Higher
Education

 Colleges will develop highly visible services for all





those who influence students in their decisions.
Word of mouth will prevail
One on one program strategies are essential
Alumni playing a larger role in promoting
institutions .
Testimonials through the world wide web by search
engines, on line, onsite, on Youtube, and by means of
all electronic communications delivery systems.
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Interactive marketing
 “Reflecting the generation ‘s visual acuity,

sophisticated taste in media, and insatiable appetite
for entertainment” George Dehne.

 FOCUS Customization of marketing:

Undergraduates, graduates, and continuing
education learner.
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Future of Marketing in Higher Education
 Will be challenging, dynamic, creative, and being able to







coordinate communications providing world class
education and focusing on its commitment to the
student.
Shall provide interesting and compelling content
worldwide
Increase interviews with alumni, peers, professors,
students, etc. through videos, streaming, blogs, tweets,
conferencing, etc.
Shall become more personalized, while working with
other universities or with agency partners.
Increase the focus on social media and target marketing.
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Future of Marketing
 Surging into the world of internet marketing

MOOC’s, and neuromarketing
 Challenging, dynamic, creative and expanding the
mind for more critical thinking and creative
innovations.
 Invading the virtual world: Most effective method in
reaching the masses.
 Utilizing media such as smart phones, iPods, tablets,
computers, and all new mode of communication to
convey information to every person worldwide.
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Universities
 Whether in the virtual world or on site, colleges and

universities will continue to be the economic engines
of society.
 Continue to provide research and innovation to our
world while contributing to our global economy.
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Questions for Discussion
 What new strategies are needed to create an effective marketing strategies in

the digital age and the virtual world?


 Do you think Brand Identity will assist universities and colleges in competing

for college students with the global and international expansion of higher
education marketing?

 Should marketing strategies differ for local community colleges, career colleges,

and small private universities? Can you identify some successful examples?

 Where would you suggest marketing executives focus when positioning their

institution of higher education to avoid expensive mass publicity programs?

 In what ways will the expansion of digital knowledge and social media continue

to change the world of marketing higher education?

 How would you explain neuromarketing and its role in marketing higher

education? Will neuromarketing revolutionize the marketing strategies and
media in higher education?
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Abstract: Many educators have the naïve belief that constructivism as an idea is just fine for elementary
classrooms, may have some applications by middle school, but is not really relevant for adult learners.
In this paper we show how essential components of constructivism can be employed in a graduate
course on teaching elementary grades mathematics. We describe how constructivist principles can be
used (1) to expose popular misconceptions about arithmetic, (2) to deconstruct false but previously
meaningful ideas, and (3) to reconstruct increasingly valid arithmetic ideas not subject to the
contradictions inherent in misconceptions.

RATIONALE - POPULAR MISCONCEPTIONS
A fundamental level of mathematical knowledge and skill has been established in the Principles and
Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000). According to this principle,
[T]eachers must know and understand deeply the mathematics they are teaching…
They need to… be skillful in choosing from and using a variety of pedagogical and
assessment strategies… They need to know the ideas with which students often have
difficulty and ways to help bridge common misunderstandings. (p. 17)
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Constructing Misconceptions
Most preservice teachers display little change in underlying dispositions or beliefs established long
before they entered college (Zeichner & Gore, 1990). Even our graduate students, who are mostly
practicing elementary teachers, describe the basics of their own arithmetic learning as counting, basic
facts, and computing algorithms. Their arithmetic concepts and misconceptions alike originated in the
symbol-driven curriculum that emphasized learning through memorization. Ironically, the symbols of
arithmetic sometimes convey implicit information that students interpret as a rule. For example, the
basic fact 3 + 4 = 7 appears as if addition makes numbers larger. But such a misconception (i.e., false
knowledge believed to be true knowledge) could later end up in a teacher’s repertoire and ultimately
mislead one or two generations of future students. In order to advance teachers’ mathematics
understanding and improve their instructional pedagogy, mathematics educators must find effective
ways to reverse well-documented teacher misconceptions about arithmetic.
The most extensive recent work on teachers’ arithmetic misconceptions has been reported by Graeber,
Tirosh, and Glover (1989) and Tirosh and Graeber (1989, 1990a, 1990b). The significance of that body
of work is twofold. First, it clearly identified the prevalence of misconceptions, and second, it pioneered
an effective procedure for addressing the problem. Yet in over two decades since the original reports,
relatively little work on teacher misconceptions has been published (see Green, Piel, & Flowers, 2008).
Building on this small body of work, we have identified a number of popular misconceptions and
incorporated them into a series of statements and problems posed at the beginning of a graduate
elementary education course on teaching mathematics.
Moreover, such beliefs, based on experiences made meaningful years or decades earlier, have remained
dormant and unchallenged until our math class. In order to overcome the deep-seated convictions, we
must first expose the fact that our teachers do not know what they do not know! That is, they do not
even understand that their beliefs are false and incompatible with basic principles of arithmetic.
Some of the misconceptions are listed below:
•

The problem 8 ÷ 4 = has 2 for the correct answer. If referring to cookies, this “2” means “2
cookies” [false. The “2” refers to 2 sets of 4 cookies]

•

In the above problem, the 6 missing cookies are likely due to “I ate them.” [Students agree, but
recognize that action would be subtraction, not division. Most cannot reconcile the
incompatibility.]

•

Addition and multiplication increase numbers or values. [False, since the equation shows the
values are balanced within a complete equation]

•

Subtraction and division decrease numbers or values. [False, since the equation shows the
values are balanced within a complete equation]

•

Multi-column addition requires that we begin with the ones, then add the tens, then the
hundreds, etc. [False, that is what the computing algorithm does, but the operation of addition
requires only that same-place values be grouped with one another – we can do the grouping in
any place value to start]
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•

In order to add fractions, they must have the same denominator [Only true for the computing
algorithm; we can add any fraction denominators with concrete or representational
manipulatives]

•

The “invert and multiply” algorithm used with division of fractions cannot be used with division
of whole numbers [Of course it can, try it ]

•

When dividing fractions, the solution refers to a whole number ( 1 ½ ÷ 1/3 = 4 ½ wholes). The
whole number however is the fraction divisor. (in this case 4 ½ thirds).

Deconstructing Misconceptions
Popular misconceptions about arithmetic are incorporated into a simple pretest at the start of a 3-hour
masters level course on mathematics education that meets once a week during the semester. Typically
between 65 and 85 percent of our graduate students (most are practicing teachers) readily accept most
and sometimes all of the identified arithmetic misconceptions. Simply telling them that their
misconceptions constitute “false understanding” does little to correct the situation, but it immediately
begins a process of enlightened deconstruction – identifying specific beliefs that must be “undone”
before they can be “redone.” By identifying a set of core beliefs as misconceptions, we intend to
prepare a clean slate from which reconstructions can be built. Without this phase, it is possible that
newly constructed meanings could be similarly distorted in order to assimilate them into false
knowledge.
Over the past two decades, we have improved our efficiency at exploiting such situated ignorance. We
begin by reconstructing new arithmetic meanings with concrete manipulatives in order to compare new
constructions with old misconceptions.
SCOPE – RECONSTRUCTING MEANINGS THROUGH GUIDED CONSTRUCTIVISM
Tirosh and Graeber attempted to remedy misconceptions by inducing disequilibrium or reflective
abstraction through cognitive conflict. Such a remedy was labor intensive and resulted in marginal
improvement. In contrast, our primary focus has been on performing “actions on objects,” where these
objects compose a hierarchy of manipulatives. In this sense, our treatment might be called guided
constructivism (Green, Piel, Flowers, 2008). Students are guided in building an appropriate concrete
model and then guided in using the model to perform arithmetic actions embedded in problem
situations. Because our focus is “action on objects,” we teach “action language” that describes an
arithmetic arrangement to be performed for any real-world problem. With “guided constructivism,”
students reconstruct new meanings for the four arithmetic operations. That is, these operations
produce four different but related types of arrangements. In this context, basic facts get understood
anew as the outcomes of arrangements rather than as the operations themselves.
Our notion of “guided constructivism” is similar to Freudenthal’s (1991) “guided reinvention” or guided
re-construction. Our intent is to guide students through a hierarchy of manipulatives that represent
actions performed on increasingly abstract objects – from concrete to representational to transitional to
symbolic – by using manipulatives as tools for examining, constructing, seeing, and testing the
performance of arithmetic operations and studying their interrelationships. For example, addition is the
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same action of joining whether the joining is of Cuisenaire rods, steps on a number line, tally marks in a
place value chart, symbolic numerals and fractions, or even variables – joining is always the same action
no matter what the objects are that are joined.
SEQUENCE – THE MULTI-LEVELING OF INSTRUCTION
Our approach is based on an educational restatement of the assimilation-accommodation principle of
constructivism: You never learn anything completely new in the abstract; you only make adjustments
to what you’ve learned in the past. This statement illustrates how we organize and present the content
of the course, described above, so that students invent understanding of previously misunderstood
content. These inventions, developed through the use of multi-level manipulative activities are what
lead to a more robust understanding of arithmetic content. This is constructivism in action for adult
learners. The levels include action on concrete manipulatives, representational manipulatives,
transition activities designed to connect building arrangement of objects with symbolic procedures that
actually mimic the actions performed on objects. This multi-level approach to instruction allows
students, whether children or adults, to develop a more complete understanding of arithmetic
operations and algorithms as the same actions, no matter what objects are being arranged. It is through
these actions on objects, and then actions on symbols, that reconstruction of meaning occurs.
Throughout the course, our guided constructivism replaces misconceptions with valid knowledge, in part
because the misconceptions simply cannot stand up to reconstructed concepts.
CLINICAL INTERNSHIP
During the course of the semester, students perform 20 hours of internship in an elementary classroom.
They borrow manipulatives and use them to tutor individual students, or they plan and execute small
group and whole group instruction. The goals of this internship are to (1) demonstrate prowess with
instruction using a hierarchy of manipulatives, (2) engage in performance-based assessment of student
understanding using manipulatives and interviews, and (3) plan and execute small instructional
groupings based on students’ level of understanding. The clinical internship is a “game changer” for
most teachers. They discover students’ ability to learn is far easier than it had been for them. They
discover that students can solve problems, even complex problems, long before they learn basic facts.
And they come to believe that the “building blocks” of understanding are not basic facts and computing
algorithms of their own experience. Rather, modern “building blocks” are appreciated as actions on
objects, understanding how arithmetic operations build arrangements, as opposed to producing correct
answers.
For us, it is not at all ironic that misconceptions virtually disappear during the course of the semester.
Not only do our teachers reconstruct new meanings, but these meanings tend to be far more defensible
and are understood more deeply because they originate in personal reconstructions rather than
memorized meanings.
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Co-designing an Information System in Internationally Distributed
Teams

Abstract. Distance Education can have students in a course that are geographically and culturally distributed. This is also an issue resulting from common industrial practice of the use of outsourcing and corporations that are international in nature. Developing team projects under these circumstances can result in teams that
are dispersed widely in geography and culture. This paper relates the results from
a case study on the co-design of information systems by geographically distributed
teams with different cultural backgrounds. One part of each team was located in
Minnesota, USA and one part was located in Sweden. The theoretical concerns of
this paper are the contributions of co-design, Hofstede’s cultural dimensions, and
media-richness theory and the impact of these on the case. We conclude with the
lessons learned from that project and suggestions for improving the environment
in future projects.

Keywords. Co-design, media-richness theory, cultural dimensions, teamwork organization
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INTRODUCTION
The project that the international teams worked on was a study of the Innsbruck Hospital case.
The case described four areas (admission, care, discharge, and transfer) that were part of the
experience of patients in the Hospital. These areas were also important parts of keeping and
maintaining patient records for the hospital.
The project was to be done in teams that were partly located in Minnesota, USA and partly
in Borås, Sweden. The Americans were graduate students in the Masters of Management Information System program at Metropolitan State University. The course they were taking was
MIS665 Systems Design and Decision Support. The Swedish students were graduate students
in two different master programs in information systems at University College of Borås, one
with a focus on business administration, the other with a focus on system architecture. The
course they were taking was NISD01 Information Systems and Business Processes.
There were 7 teams and 6 of them had 2 from Sweden and 3 from America. One had 3
from Sweden, there were 2 from America.

Methodological considerations
Our work was performed as a multiple comparative case study. We were studying seven project teams that had the same objective of developing a certain information system with the
help of the UML (Unified Modeling Language). A team consisted of two sub-parts, one from
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each country. This allowed us to compare the communication between the sub-teams with the
communication within a sub-team to assess the impact of cultural differences on intra-team
communication. Apart from the cultural factor we also investigated how the effectiveness of
the communication is affected by the choice of media, especially when team members are
physically distributed.
The data was collected in a number of different ways. The major source was the project
documentation that each sub-team delivered at the end of the project. This was made up of a
project report and an experience report for each sub-team and an individual report for each
team member. The project report gave an account of the business strategy, business processes
and structural and behavioral models of the business. This document was mainly analyzed to
determine the success of the respective project as the important (output) variable. The success
was measured in terms of richness and quality of the models.
The experience report detailed the experiences the students made when communicating with
members of the other sub-team (i.e. in the other country). We analyzed this document to determine the quality of the inter-sub team communication from the perspective of the subteams. This represented an important input variable (factor). The individual report gave a personal account of the experiences each student made within his or her own sub-team. Also in
this case we used a qualitative approach to analyze the intra-team communication from the
perspective of the team members. This represented another important input variable (factor).
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To analyze inter-sub team communication we made use of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions
that explain differences between cultures in terms of certain characteristics. This helped us in
assessing the impact of cultural influences on cross-cultural communication. Our analysis of
intra-sub team communication was guided by media-richness theory. According to this theory
the success of communication depends substantially on the choice of media of sufficient richness. This is of particular importance in an intercultural context where the gaps that are caused
by a poor medium (e.g. email) cannot be filled by common experiences rooted in a common
cultural background.

Business Process Modeling as Systems Analysis
The projects of this class emphasized business process modeling. The new emphasis on developing business processes has come to be recognized since “the tail can no longer wag the
dog.” We are not likely to develop, under information systems, the killer application that will
force the business to change its business strategy to gain profitability. On the contrary the
business must develop a competitive strategy by modeling the business as an enterprise. Then
the information systems consequences of those business processes can to be examined and
developed.
We defined the project in terms of business modeling with UML and other business process
modeling methodologies. Such business process modeling can begin with use cases and
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follow up with class diagrams and process sequences. The textbook used was Business
Process Modeling with UML by Eriksson and Penker from Wiley. In that textbook the
business processes can be based on business extensions of UML. This allows, among other
things, for developing a process diagrams as part of UML design.
Several business process design methodologies were taught and the students were assigned to
use at least two of them in there design. Besides the lectures and training on business process
modeling the students were lectured on cultural differences based on Hofstede.

Hofstedes’ Dimensions
We also taught the students about cultural differences in communication and perception.
We categorized these differences following Hofstedes’ Dimensions.

With the assignment of the project the American students received a lecture on differences
in culture based on Hofstede’s cultural dimensions (Hofstede, 1991).

1.

Power Distance (the degree of equality or inequality that people consider normal). High power distance means they accept a great deal of inequity as normal.
Low power distance means that such a culture considers everyone as an equal.

2.

Individualism vs. Collectivism (the extent that people feel they are to take care
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of themselves or to care for and be cared for by family, corporations, and other
organizations). In an individualistic culture people tend to work better alone,
while in collectivist cultures people will tend to work better in a group.
3.

Masculinity vs. Femininity (conducive to dominance and acquisition of things;
or to people, feelings, and quality of life). The culture of acquisition is considered masculine, while a culture more concerned with feelings and quality of life
is considered feminine.

4.

Uncertainty Avoidance (do people prefer structured or unstructured situations).
Since we all avoid uncertainty to some extent, this dimension is a relative one.
Some cultures encourage risk taking more than others.

5.

Time Orientation (oriented towards the future or tradition and social obligations). This is a measure of what time is for. Does the present only lead to the
future and something new each day or is the present just a fulfillment of everything that has happened before? Are traditions more important or is newness
more important?

6.

High vs. Low Context (high context refers to a culture that depend on the context
to express much, while low context refers to cultures that express almost everything explicitly). In a high context culture much less needs to be said. Much can
be assumed from the context. In a low context culture it is assumed that others
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will only understand if all the details are expressed.

The students were also given some idea of where the Swedish culture and the American culture lie in these dimensions.

Chart of cultural dimension, comparing Sweden with the USA
Definitions:
PDI Power distance Index
UDV Individualism Index
MAS Masculinity Index
UAI Uncertainty Avoidance Index
LTO Long-Term Orientation Index
PDI
UDV
MAS
UAI
LTO
rank
score rank score rank score rank
score rank score
Sweden
47/48 31
10/11 71
53
5
49/50 29
12
33
USA
38
40
1
91
15
62
43
46
17
29
(from Hofstede, 1991).
The USA is considered at the top in individualism as compared to all other cultures. The
USA is more in the middle on all the dimensions except individualism. It appears that the
USA tries to keep the various groups that make up its culture functioning together through a
strong sense of individualism.

Sweden is very low on the Power Distance scale. The ranking is out of 53. Swedes are one
of the most democratic of cultures. Sweden is the lowest of all cultures on the Masculinity
index meaning there is more concern for feelings and quality of life. They are also very low
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on uncertainty avoidance meaning they are more accepting of unstructured situations.

How does the communication medium affect the result?
The Media richness theory says that different means of communicating methods have different
richness, meaning the amount of information that can be communicated at one time (Trevino,
Daft, and Lengel; 1990). We chose email as a media partly because we were quite limited in
communication mediums available. Telephone would not be an easy method as the time
zones make telephoning difficult between USA and Sweden. We did not have a grant for teleconferencing.
Media richness says people will choose a communication method based on the richness
needed. That means media that are poorer in information sending ability, such as email, are
more difficult to use and get the message across. But we were constrained to the use of email
which is one of the poorest of communication media. This was part of the difficulties we had
with this project. But the fact that some teams were able to overcome this difficulty meant it
did not need to be a limitation.
Project Work Development
After a lecture on Hofstede’s dimensions the American teams made their first email to the
Swedish team members. The American teams had been and still were working on the Bakery
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business process modeling project when they began working with their Swedish counterparts.
The bakery project was an analysis of the baking business from complete descriptions of both
baking and setting up a bakery business which were found on the Internet. The Americans
were finishing up the Bakery project and the Hospital project was not yet due for them to start,
but the Swedish teams needed to start the Hospital project immediately.
The American assignment was also a little different from the Swedish assignment. It included all of the UML diagrams plus an ERD. They were to start with a vision for the hospital and then work through the project based on the vision, thus they were looking at an enterprise level model. This vision was not implicit in the Hospital project description, so they
needed to extend the project a little. The Swedes were to concentrate on those UML diagrams
that can be used to model the business processes, i.e. Use Case Diagrams and Activity Diagrams. In addition to that they had to model the same case with the help of a different methodology. Static diagrams (e.g. ERD or Class Diagrams) were not part of their assignment

Co-design Team Reviews
The students were asked to hand in a paper on their experiences with the international
teams. The paper was to cover all issues that they felt relevant to the experience. The paper
was given significant points towards their grades, but they were told that the grade was based
on their honest reflection and not on some goal the teacher had. They were to particularly
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discuss what went well and what went wrong. We used these essays and interviews with students during the process as the basis for our conclusions of this experiment.

How did the groups themselves experience the distributed situation?
Four of the teams on the American side complained, after waiting a suitable amount of time,
that the Swedish teams gave very little, very inadequate, or no results. Three of the American
teams said little, but later indicated that they had fewer problems with the Swedish counterparts. The students of the weak teams did not feel they could trust the Swedish members of
the teams. To begin with, the Americans were still busy finishing the Bakery project. They
were only beginning the Hospital project in order to start communication with the Swedes.
Three of the teams were more successful in working together. The four that were unsuccessful took off into the Hospital project as pure business. The important point was to solve
the technical problems associated with the project. These teams had very little “personal”
interaction during the project development. They seem to have sent cursory diagrams that
were tests of the other half of the team. The other half viewed those test diagrams as unresponsive. After all they were not really solutions but tests of the other half of the team. It
seems this process occurred in both directions.
The successful teams began by comparing notes about themselves personally. One team,
which seemed to have the greatest success, even traded personal pictures. These teams had a
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great deal of success in working on the project together. The Americans helped the Swedes
with getting the project done early even though they did not need to hurry that fast themselves.
The Swedish teams experienced the situation in much the same way. But as they had a
shorter schedule they felt a much higher pressure. The interaction was slow in the beginning
which, apart from different schedules, was also in part due to language problems and differences in the cultural backgrounds. The communication was organized in revision cycles where
one team would suggest a model and the other would comment on it, pointing out problems
with the model and suggesting improvements. That would in turn lead to revisions by the first
team and another round of the cycle. In some cases a team had two independent revision cycles based on different initial models, one by each group, which often resulted in two different
but consolidated final versions of the same model. In other cases the team would start with
only one model and improve it in repeated revision cycles until they reached the one and only
final version. After finishing their part of the project the Swedes continued to help the Americans in their projects, which had a longer schedule.
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Fig. 1: Timeline of the co-design project

Fig. 1 shows the schedules of the American and Swedish projects. In lines 4 and 5 it can be
seen that there is very little overlap between the Hospital project phases in USA and Sweden.
This implied that the Swedish students had to start out alone and the Americans were receiving the first Swedish Hospital models already when they were still on their Bakery project so
that they could not react immediately. As a result the revision cycles proceeded very slowly.
To make matters worse the American assignment continued UML diagrams that were not required of the Swedish students. Having started earlier and having a smaller assignment, the
Swedes were always ahead of the Americans regarding the Use Case Diagrams and Activity
Diagrams. Here the Swedes often suggested the initial and revised models and the Americans
reviewed them. Concerning the other models the Americans were driving the development.

Conclusions
The project as designed was effective in teaching modern systems analysis methodology and
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that was the main goal of the classes involved. The use of international teams was a bonus to
the students in facing the global society and the global reality of systems development today.
But the co-design teams’ process was not as well worked out for affectivity. Part of the failure was a failure in communication between the two teachers. We did a lot of communication
but not enough.
We would continue to teach about cultural differences since the international project provided
a teachable moment. But we also would teach about team development through developing
rapport before getting into the work of a team project. Understanding people as people is
more important than understanding cultural details. Simple methods of getting to know other
team members seemed to have dramatic results in team affectivity.
It is interesting that the successful teams began by comparing notes about themselves personally. One team, which seemed to have the greatest success, even traded personal pictures.
These teams had a great deal of success in working on the project together. The teams that
started with personal communication considered the experience positive, while the other
teams considered it negative (and said so, clearly).
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Marketing Strategies of Early Childhood Programs
in Taiwan
Abstract
The purpose of this research was to investigate the marketing
strategies of early childhood programs in Taiwan. The researcher used a
self-adapted questionnaire, “The marketing strategies of kindergartens”,
as the major research method. 169 out of 188 questionnaires were valid
(with a return rate of 89.9%). Collected data were presented with
descriptive statistics and analyzed base on t-test and one way ANOVA.
The conclusions of this study:
1.

Current marketing strategies for kindergartens conformed to this
order: “people strategy”, “product strategy”, “place strategy”, “price
strategy” and “promotion strategy”.

2.

“Providing nutritious and healthy meals, and paying attention to the
need of healthy diet for children” most fit in product strategy.
“Reasonable prices by following the pricing regulation of Education
Bureau” fit in price strategy most. “Classrooms where are spacious
and well-lit ” fit in place strategy most. “Enhance communications
between parents and kindergartens by making use of a special
telephone line, email or communication book” fit in the promotion
strategy most. “Encourage teachers to pursue further education in
order to strengthen professional knowledge” most qualified for
people strategy.

3.

Different attributes, size, locations, history of kindergartens and
2
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educational level, age of kindergarten principals represented a
significant diversity in price strategy of marketing. Principals from
different attributes and location of kindergartens had reached a
momentous diversity in aspects of “product strategy”, “price
strategy”, “promotion strategy”, “people strategy” and “total
operation”. Principals from different size of kindergartens also had
reached a significant diversity in “price strategy”, “promotion
strategy”, “people strategy” and “total operation”.
According to the conclusions of this study, some recommendations
were proposed for educational administrative authorities, public and
private kindergartens, and future researches.

Keywords: Marketing Strategy, Early Childhood Program
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Marketing Strategies of Early Childhood Programs
in Taiwan
Ming-Ling Yang1 and Ju-Ying Huang2
1
2

Chaoyang University of Technology, Tai-Chung, Taiwan
Chaoyang University of Technology, Tai-Chung, Taiwan

Purpose of Study
1. To understand the application of kindergarten marketing strategies in Nantou
County of Taiwan.
2. To explore the diversity of kindergarten principals with different variables in
applying marketing strategies.
3. According to the conclusions of this study, some recommendations were proposed
for educational administrative authorities, public and private kindergartens, and
future researches.
The Research Model
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Research Questions
This research is based on the current marketing strategy applied for
kindergartens in Nantou County of Taiwan. According to the research motivation
and purpose, the questions of this research are listed below:
1.What is the current marketing strategy that kindergarten principals used in Nantou
County of Taiwan?
(1)What is the product strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
(2)What is the price strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
(3)What is the place strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
(4)What is the promotion strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
(5)What is the people strategy frequently applied in kindergartens?
2.What is the diversity of marketing strategy executed by principals with different
background and school variables (educational level, years of experience, age,
attribute of kindergartens , size of kindergartens, location of kindergartens , and
history of kindergartens)?

5
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Method
1. The purpose of this research was to investigate the marketing strategies of early
childhood programs in Taiwan.
2. The researcher used a self-adapted questionnaire, “The marketing strategies of
kindergartens”, as the major research method.
3. 169 out of 188 questionnaires were valid (with a return rate of 89.9%)(Table 1).
4. Collected data were presented with descriptive statistics and analyzed base on
t-test and one way ANOVA.

Results
1. Current marketing strategies for kindergartens conformed to this order: “people
strategy”, “product strategy”, “place strategy”, “price strategy” and “promotion
strategy”.
2. “Providing nutritious and healthy meals, and paying attention to the need of
healthy diet for children” most fit in product strategy. “Reasonable prices by
following the pricing regulation of Education Bureau” fit in price strategy most.
“Classrooms where are spacious and well-lit ” fit in place strategy most.
“Enhance communications between parents and kindergartens by making use of
a special telephone line, email or communication book” fit in the promotion
strategy most. “Encourage teachers to pursue further education in order to
strengthen professional knowledge” most qualified for people strategy(Table 2).
3.
Different attributes, size, locations, history of kindergartens and educational
level, age of kindergarten principals represented a significant diversity in price
strategy of marketing. Principals from different attributes and location of
kindergartens had reached a momentous diversity in aspects of “product
strategy”, “price strategy”, “promotion strategy”, “people strategy” and “total
operation”. Principals from different size of kindergartens also had reached a
significant diversity in “price strategy”, “promotion strategy”, “people strategy”
and “total operation”(Table 3).
Suggestions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Make a budget for marketing and advertising to early childhood programs .
Have creative kindergarten marketing campaigns and help establishing each
early childhood programs’ characteristics.
Change the passive role and become more vigorous in marketing strategy.
Make use of media to promote early childhood programs’ marketing.
6
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5.
6.

Pay attention to “people strategy” and build up a marketing strategy for the entire
faculty and staff.
Establish teacher’s organization or network platform and encourage teachers to
share their experience with others.

Table 1

Responses of Groups by Different Variables

Variables

Educational Level
Years of Experience
(The 100th academic
year included)

Age

Groups

N

Percentage (%)

Postgraduate

53

31.4

University

97

57.4

College and under

18

10.7

1- 5 years

77

45.6

6-10 years

52

30.8

11-15 years

17

10.1

16 years and above

17

10.1

31~40 years old

26

15.4

41~50 years old

90

53.3

51 years old and

53

31.4

Public

92

54.4

Private

77

45.6

74

43.8

31~60 students

22

13.0

61~100 students

33

19.5

101 students and

40

23.7

27

16.0

above

Attributes of
Kindergartens

30

Size of
Kindergartens

students

and

below

above

Location of

Nantou City
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Kindergartens

History of
Kindergartens

Table 2
Strategy

Product

Caotun Town

34

20.1

Puli Town

25

14.8

Jhushan Town

12

7.1

Jiji Town

2

1.2

Jhongliao Hsiang

5

3.0

Mingjian Hsiang

9

5.3

Sinyi Hsiang

19

11.2

Lugu Hsiang

5

3.0

Shueili Hsiang

5

3.0

Guosing Hsiang

7

4.1

Yuchih Hsiang

10

5.9

Ren-ai Hsiang

9

5.3

Less than 10 years

59

34.9

11~20 years

49

29.0

More than 21 years

61

36.1

Mean, Standard Deviation, and Order for all Items in Marketing Strategy
M
SD
Items
Order
1. Design learning activities for children’s interest and
developmental need.
2. Develop distinctive programs and provide children multiple
learning opportunities.
3. Take a field trip regularly and enhance children’s learning
experience
4. Consideration of educational concept and parents’
requirement.
5.Emphasize children’s ability for taking care of themselves
and build up their discipline
6. A proper choice of accomplishments in order to meet the
parents’ need.
7. A good teacher- child ratio increase educational quality.
8. Enhance teachers’ profession and enrich teaching
experience
9. Provide nutritious and healthy meals, and pay attention to
the need of healthy diet for children.
10. Provide babysitting and assistance for parents to take care
of children after school.

Average

Price

11.Reasonable prices by following the fee regulation of
Education Bureau
12. Make use of social resources, subsidies, funds for low
income families.
13. A preferential plan for enrollment of sibling and group.
14. Rational fees for talent and skill programs
15. Reduction of tuition, textbooks and lunch fees for a
disadvantaged minority.

4.39

.65

4.28

.71

4.26

.82

4.16

.81

4.62

.61

3.32

1.07

4.44

.79

4.48

.65

4.65

.60

3.34
4.19

1.29
.50

4.51

.71

4.40

.74

2.93
3.20
3.98

1.50
1.39
.88

1

1
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Place

Promotion

People

Average

3.80

.62

16. Plan a well-found environment for students and teachers’
safety and comfort.
17. Create a handicap accessible environment.
18. Modern school constructions and facilities with aesthetic
perception.
19. A spaciously outdoor environment with safe facilities
20. Classrooms where are spacious and well-lit
21. Provide substantial facilities to fulfill children’s development
and needs.
22. Be conveniently located, easy for parents to drop-off and
pick-up children.
23. School facilities are open to public and build up community
interaction.

4.36

.72

3.80
3.89
4.41
4.45

.95
.93
.76
.76

4.21
4.28

.79
.81

3.38

1.21

Average

4.10
3.62

.59
.92

4.47

.76

24. Publish a periodical, poster and newsletter of school news
and activities regularly.
25.Enhance communications between parents and kindergartens
by making use of a special telephone line, email or
communication book
26. Make use of media (such as TV, newspaper, advertisement,
radio and etc) and carry ads, achievement appearance and
school activities in publication.
27. Have a teaching attendance day, exhibition of achievement
and parent & teacher workshop to encourage parents come to
school.
28. Have a suggestion box or workshop to communicate with
each other in various ways.
29. Assist community services in order to enhance a good
relationship with community.
30. Involve in community activities in order to spread school’s
concept and achievement.
31. Provide a free probationary program for children.
32. Send hand bags, school bags and stationery supplies with a
school icon.

1
2.74

1.14

3.94

.88

3.86

.83

3.70

.87

3.69
2.91
3.36

.88
1.43
1.26

Average

3.59

.60

33. Teachers have early childhood education background and
experience.
34. Teachers have patience and treat children with respect and
care.
35. Teachers have serious attribute in teaching and are good at
classroom management.
36. Encourage teachers to pursue further education in order to
strengthen professional knowledge
37. Have administrational meetings or educational workshops
regularly to communicate with each other.
38. Social activities for the faculty and staff can relieve pressure
and enhance staff’s coherence.
39. Build up bonus plan for the faculty and staff, and the
promotion system is well established.
40. Give supports and concerns to members of the organization
for encouragement and training.

4.64

.58

4.65

.58

4.61

.56

4.66

.56

4.43

.71

3.98
3.56

.86
1.12

3.97

.82

4.31

.51

4.01

.46

Average
Total score

1

1
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Table 3

A marketing strategy comparison of kindergarten principals with different
variables.

Variables

Product
Strategy

Price Strategy

Place
Strategy

Promotion
Strategy

People
Strategy

Total

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Private

Private

College and below
(M=4.13)＞

Educational
Level

-

Postgraduate and
above
(M=3.63)

Years of
Experience

-

3.44*
NS
31-40 years old
(M=4.14) ＞41-50
years old (M=3.74);

age

-

31-40 years old
(M=4.14) ＞
51 years old
(M=3.74)

Attributes of

Private

Private (M=4.07)

-

Private

10
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Kindergartens

(M=4.29)

＞Public

(M=3.83)＞

(M=4.45)

(M=4.17)＞

＞Public

(M=3.58)

Public

＞Public

Public

(M=3.38)

(M=4.20)

(M=3.88)

(M=4.11)

61-100
61-100
students
students

Size of
Kindergartens

-

61-100 students

(M=3.71)＞

101

(M=4.01)＞

30 students

students

30 students and

and below

and above

below (M=3.54);

(M=3.34);

(M=4.53)

101 students

＞30

above (M=4.15)＞

and above

students

30 students and

(M=3.89)＞

and below

below (M=3.54)

30 students

(M=4.17)

101 students and

-

and below

(M=4.39)＞
Hsiang

Location of
Kindergartens

(M=4.01);
Town
(M=4.30)＞

City (M=3.86)
City (M=4.01)

＞Hsiang

＞Hsiang
(M=3.63);

(M=3.33);
-

Town (M=3.89)

(M=3.73)＞

＞Hsiang (M=3.63)

(M=3.33)

(M=4.01)

-

11-20yrs(M=3.96)
1~10 yrs (M=3.65)

and below
(M=3.84);
101
students
and above
(M=4.21)＞
30 students

(M=3.84)
City

City

(M=4.50)＞

(M=4.22)＞

Hsiang

Hsiang

(M=4.14);

(M=3.82);

Town

Town

(M=4.41)＞

(M=4.11)＞

Hsiang

Hsiang

(M=4.14)

(M=3.82)

-

-

Hsiang

Hsiang

History of
Kindergartens

Town

30 students

and below
(M=3.34)
City

(M=4.12)＞

-

-
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Learner-Reported Technology Use and Expectations for Technology-Integrated
Teaching in the Beginning Chinese as a Foreign Language Classrooms
Abstract
This study investigated students’ technology use in learning Chinese as a foreign
language and the kinds of technology-integrated teaching they expected to receive. A
total of 25 U.S. college students, classified as ‘digital natives’, who enrolled in the firstyear Chinese language classes took part in this study. The student-reported descriptive
survey data provided an overview of students’ current technology use in learning Chinese
and their expectations for the technology-integrated Chinese teaching. The survey
responses showed that many of the digital natives in this study did not report frequent use
of the technology tools in learning Chinese. In addition, the majority of the digital natives
were uncertain about the integration of the more newly-invented technology tools in the
Chinese class.
Keywords: Chinese language learning, technology use, technology-integrated teaching,
digital natives
Biostatement: Ko-Yin Sung is Chinese Lecturer in Utah State University. Her research
interests include Chinese as a foreign language, Chinese as a heritage language, and
language learning strategies.
Address:
Ko-Yin Sung
1651 N 400 E
Apt#133
North Logan, Utah 84341
Phone: 210-324-9390
Email: ksung124@yahoo.com
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Introduction
Since schools in developed countries began using the Internet in the mid 1990s,
computer use has become a part of many students’ daily life. For instance, Wilber (2008)
reviewed current literature on college students’ use of technology and concluded that the
college students who were born after 1983 reported high frequency use of digital
technology (Wilber, 2008). Wilber explains that digital technology comes naturally to
these young college students as they were introduced early in their lives. ‘Digital natives’
is a commonly used term to describe individuals such as the college students mentioned
above who have grown up with digital technology. The digital natives see the newly
invented digital technology, such as instant messaging and the Internet, in the same way
as previous generations view older technological inventions such as televisions and
telephones (Wilber, 2008). This means that these newly invented technologies are
probably as broadly and frequently used as older technologies in the digital natives’ lives.
Wilber (2008) gave many examples of the digital natives’ technology use in their every
day lives. In terms of computer use, the digital natives may be listening to music, surfing
the Internet, creating a blog, chatting with friends, reading emails, and using wordprocessing program to write a paper. In terms of other types of digital technology use, the
digital natives may use a cellular phone to call or text message friends, a digital music
player to listen to music, and a digital-storage device to save their academic work. The
digital natives use technology for many purposes including aiding the development of a
foreign language. For instance, the intermediate students of Polish at Stanford University
used email to correspond with pen pals in Poland to create a bilingual web site which
consisted of written and audiovisual information about their universities (Warschauer &
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Meskill, 2000).
Although the digital natives seem to actively and broadly utilize digital
technology in language learning, research is insufficient regarding this learning
phenomenon. Current research is often limited in the investigation to professors’
teaching approaches and learning outcomes while voices from students’ perspective are
often ignored (Wilber, 2008). Hence, this study views the U.S. College students enrolled
in the Chinese language classrooms who are more than likely to be digital natives, as
adaptive digital technology users whose self-reported technology use and expectations for
technology-integrated teaching in the classroom could provide inspirational information
and teaching ideas to language educators, who are more than likely digital immigrants.
Sociocultural Theory and L2 Acquisition
The cultural-historical theory proposed by Russian psychologist Vygotsky (1978)
has important influence on research into human development, language, and literacy.
Vygotsky (1978) claims that individual development cannot be separated from its social
and cultural-historical context. Hence, the sociocultural theory rooted in Vygotsky’s
cultural-historical theory views language acquisition as a social process. The key concept
in this theory is mediation, which proclaims that human development is the result of
interactions between people and their social environment (Ellis, 1999). Therefore, in
applying the theory to second language acquisition, language learning occurs when
“biologically determined mental functions evolve into more complex ‘higher order’
functions through social interaction” (Ellis, 1999, p. 17). Social interactions do not occur
only between actual people, but also involve cultural artifacts, mainly language-based
such as written languages, number systems, various signs, and symbols, which Vygotsky
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called symbols and tools (Vygotsky, 1994). Newly emerged tools that mediate between
language learners and the target language are technological inventions such as the
computer (Ellis, 1999). In this study, the theoretical concept of language learning
involving the use of technology as a learning tool guides the investigation on learnerreported technology use in learning Chinese as a foreign language.
Literature Review
Current literature on college students’ view of technology use in school learning
is sparse. Of the few studies in student learning and technology at the college level, an
instructional technology survey conducted in Harvard by Pino and Kinder (2008) in the
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures is the most current and involves
significant number of participants. This study consisted of 463 students from social
sciences, sciences, and humanities divisions in both undergraduate and graduate schools.
The survey, which asked the participants to vote on the usefulness of 16 technologyintegrated instructions, shows that there are significant differences between the view of
technology use between undergraduate and graduate students. For instance, the
undergraduates valued the use of recorded lecture videos while the graduates believed the
fact that some undergraduates use the technology as a substitute for attendance. The study
further investigated the correlation between the participants’ prior technology experience
and majors with their perceived usefulness of the 16 technology-integrated instructions.
The study concluded that the participants who had prior experience with technology
value its usefulness more than those who had no experience. Also, science majors value
recorded lecture videos more than anyone else. In sum, the participants reported
numerous benefits of using technology in education. Some of the benefits identified
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include convenience of accessing information in one place, the ability to review materials,
and the ability to connect materials with current events (Pino & Kinder, 2008).
While the survey study on college students’ perceived technology usefulness
suggests group differences in prior experience and majors, a study conducted by
Beauvois and Eledge (1996) on college student attitudes toward computer mediated
communication (CMC) in the language classroom suggests the effect of personality types
on students’ perception on the use of technology in learning French as a second language.
A total of 19 students enrolled in the third year French course in a university participated
in the study. The participants took the personality test of Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
(MBTI) in order to determine and label their personality. In addition, data from student
interviews, records of online discussions in a language computer lab, and journal entries
on students’ impressions of the technology used in class were analyzed. The findings
illustrated that the participants who were identified as the E (Extroversion) and the I
(Introversion) personality types perceived their communication online as beneficial in
learning the target language. Moreover, the participants who were identified as the INTP
personality type, which is one of the 16 personality types in the MBTI test, viewed
technology-integrated teaching they experienced in language lab less positively than did
their peers. The researcher explained that the INTP type of individuals enjoys working
independently and may be reluctant to participate in online interaction provided in the
study.
The two studies reviewed above, which investigated students’ perspectives on
technology-integrated teaching have provided information that challenges language
educators to rethink ways to integrate technology in language teaching that will serve
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different groups of students’ needs. However, the scope of the studies only focused on
students’ views on technology-integrated teaching and left out the investigation of
students’ use of technology in learning an academic subject. Teaching and learning are
two sides of a coin and should be valued equally. Knowing more about students’ learning
behaviors will enhance teaching effectiveness and vice versa. Hence, the focuses of this
study are students’ technology use in learning a foreign language, and their expectations
for technology-integrated teaching.
Research Questions
This study proposes two research questions:
1. What is the frequency use of different kinds of digital technology inventions college
students, who are digital natives enrolled in the 1st year Chinese classes in the United
States, use to develop the target language skills?
2. What kinds of technology-integrated teaching do the digital natives want to receive in
the Chinese language classes?
Methodology
The design of the research questions was descriptive. I designed a survey which
describes possible uses of digital technology in learning a foreign language and ways of
technology-integrated instructions in teaching a foreign language (see Appendix 1). The
3-page survey consists of three sections. The first section contains one demographic
question about students’ age, which helps identify if the participants are digital natives.
The second section has 12 items about students’ technology use followed by an empty
table in which the students can fill in any other technology tools they do not find in the
survey items. The third section has 10 items about students’ expectations for technology-
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integrated teaching in the Chinese language class. The empty table which followed
allows students to indicate any technology integration not described in the survey item.
The student-reported descriptive data provides an overview of students’ current
technology use in learning and their expectations for receiving technology-integrated
instruction.
In terms of the mode of conducting the survey, this study adopts the face-to-face
self-administered mode. Several advantages are identified using such data collection
method. For example, it allows simultaneous administration to all respondents and that
the administrator has the opportunity to answer respondents’ questions (Bourque &
Fielder, 2003). However, a downside of the face-to-face mode is the geographic coverage
limitation. Mail or online surveys allow for wider geographic coverage compared to
surveys that are administered in person (Bourque & Fielder, 2003). Moreover, the form
of my study is cross-sectional, which is “a group portrait at one point in time” (Fink,
2003, p. 53). The participants’ technology use in learning Chinese and their expectations
for technology-integrated teaching were surveyed in the second semester of their first
year Chinese language classes.
Reliability and Validity
In order to ensure that the survey instrument in this study is psychometrically
sound, its reliability and validity were assessed as described in the following paragraphs.
Reliability
Internal consistency reliability is one of the psychometric measures that are
commonly used to assess survey instruments. Internal consistency is “an indicator of how
well the different items measure the same issue” (Litwin, 2003, p. 20). For example, all
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items in the first section of my survey intended to solicit information related to the
amount of time every week the participants use technology for practicing the Chinese
language. Each question implies a response with 5 possible values on a Likert scale. If
the correlation of the items is strong, the first section of the survey instrument has high
internal consistency reliability. In order to ensure the reliability of the survey instrument,
I used the statistical software, SPSS, to calculate the Cronbach’s coefficient alpha for the
survey. The closer Cronbach’s alpha coefficient is to 1.0 the greater the internal
consistency of the items (Gliem & Gliem, 2003). According to George and Malley (2005),
an alpha of .7 is acceptable.
Another tool I used to assess reliability was to run factor analysis. Two factor
analyses were conducted: One on the 12 survey items in section II and the other on the 10
survey items in section III. Using a Principle Components extraction method with a
Varimax rotation, I found distinct factors that accounted for the total variance. I produced
a table which consisted of the variables, their communality, eigenvalue, percentage of
variance, and cumulative percentage. From this table, I identified which factors are the
most influential. By default, SPSS selects and rotates any factor with an eigenvalue
greater than 1.0. The goal of rotation is to achieve a simple structure, in which each of the
variables will load highly on one factor and low on all others (George & Mallery, 2005).
Finally, interpretable factors are identified and the rest are dropped.
Validity
In addition to assessing the reliability of the survey instrument, the validity of the
items, meaning how accurately the items measure what they are supposed to measure
needed assessment as well. Two types of the survey’s validity: Content and construct
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were addressed. An assessment of content validity ensures that the survey “includes
everything it should and does not include anything it should not” (Litwin, 2003, p. 33).
The content validity assessment focused on the representativeness of each item. I invited
a panel of experts which consisted of two content experts and one lay expert to evaluate
the representativeness of each of the survey item. The content validity index (CVI) value
for each item was computed based on the three experts’ ratings of representativeness. The
experts were asked to rate the representativeness of each item on a 4-point scale with 1 =
not representative, 2 = somewhat representative, 3 = quite representative, 4 = highly
representative. The CVI value of each item was calculated by counting the number of
experts who rated the item as three or four and dividing that number by three, which is
the total number of experts (see Appendix 1). Each of the survey items received a CVI of
1, which means experts’ total agreement about representativeness for each item. Hence,
the average value of the CVI is 1. Polit, Beck, and Owen (2007) recommend an average
CVI of .80 for new measures. The high level of agreement among the experts on the
representativeness of the items suggests that the items did not need to be revised. The
experts were also asked to identify any items that are representative but were absent in
the survey. The two content experts both suggested the description of the use of
PowerPoint in section III. Hence, I added the use of PowerPoint in item 1, section III,
“Teacher uploads course materials (e.g. PPT) to the course website.
In order to increase the degree of construct validity, I created items based on
current literature review, which cover all possible aspects of the underlying variables. In
addition, I paid close attention when constructing the survey items in terms of the clarity,
length, and easiness of reading. For example, each item has a simple sentence structure
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which presents a single idea. Moreover, technology terms such as wikis or blog are
defined in the definition sheet in order to ensure the participants’ comprehension. Also, I
avoided invading the privacy of the participants by providing ranges of values instead of
asking for the precise value in the demographic survey items. For example, instead of
asking for the participants’ precise age, I provided two categories for them to choose: “I
was born before or in 1983” and “I was born after 1983”. In addition, the demographic
question is limited to one variable, age, which was essential in answering the research
questions. The careful construction of the survey items helped increase the level of
construct validity of the survey.
In regard to the mode of data collection, I administered the survey in two Chinese
classrooms in April 2009. Several advantages prompted me to use the mode of selfadministering the surveys. First, it is cost- and time-effective. I was able to obtain a
sample with little expense in a timely manner. Second, I was able to answer participants’
questions or issues in regard to the survey items, which helped increase response rate.
Because of the purposely designed short length and simple format of the survey, the
participants completed the survey in 10 minutes.
Sample
A total of 27 surveys were collected in the first-year Chinese language classes at a
four-year public university in Texas. Table 1 illustrates demographic information of the
participants by age.
Table 1 Demographic Information of the Participants
Age

Participants who were born after
1983 (digital natives)
25

Participants who were born
before1983 (digital immigrants)
2
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Since this study focused on the technology use of digital natives, the two digital
immigrants were excluded in the study.
Factor Analysis
The Cronbach’s alpha for the survey was .84 with F(24, 21) = 23.731, p < .000
indicating a good internal consistency of the items being assessed. Factor analysis was
conducted to check if there was any multidimensionality within the survey items and see
which items might be varying together.
The Participants’ Technology Use
The first factor analysis was run using the 12 survey items in section II of the
survey. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was 0.70, which
supported the factorability of these data. The significance level of Bartlett test of
sphericity = .000 indicating that these data did not produce an identity matrix and were
thus approximately multivariate normal and acceptable for factor analysis. The output of
factor analysis revealed three components with eigenvalues exceeding 1. An inspection of
the scree plot revealed that two components were on the steep portion of the graph. It
was decided to retain these two components for further investigation.
A varimax rotation was performed in order to aid in the interpretation of these
components. The rotated result showed two components each showing a number of
moderate to strong loadings, with each item loading on one of the two components. The
subsequent two-component solution explained 58% of the variance, with Component 1
contributing 42%, and Component 2 contributing 16%.
As shown in Table 2, Component 1 loaded ten items that describe the use of
technology tools related to the Internet (e.g. emails, blogs, and online groups). The two
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items in Component 2 explain the respondents’ use of technology tools related to
software (e.g. MS Word and Chinese language software).
Table 2 Factor Analysis: Students’ Technology Use
I practice the Chinese language by using.....
Item-total
correlation
Internet Cronbach’s alpha = .88
6. Online groups
.774
4. Blogs (e.g. facebook, blogspot)
.708
2. Discussion lists
.555
9. Videos (e.g. movie clips)
.740
7. Online chat (e.g. MSN or Skype)
.626
10. RSSFeeds
.645
8. Media player (e.g. ipod)
.666
11. Chinese Websites (e.g. Websites in Chinese or
Chinese language teaching websites)
5. Wikis
1. Emails

Software

Factor
loading

h2

M(SD)

.917
.830
.773
.712
.704
.646
.645

.846
.690
.697
.668
.512
.562
.572

1.48(1.05 )
1.96(1.40)
1.20(.50)
2.44(1.39)
2.04(1.43)
1.48(.87)
2.40(1.22)

.510

.621

.386

2.20(1.12)

.412
.556

.605
.563

.433
.469

1.92(1.15)
2.12(1.20)

.264
.044

.820
.650

.684
.438

1.92(1.04)
1.96(1.40)

Cronbach’s alpha = .46

3. Word processing (e.g. Microsoft Word)
12. Chinese language learning software

The Cronbach’s alpha of Component 1 was 0.88 with F(24, 9) = 5.53, p < .000 indicating
respectable reliability of Component 1. The Cronbach’s alpha for Component 2 was 0.46
with F(24, 1) = 3.43, p > .05 suggesting unacceptable internal reliability of the single
factor.
The Participants’ Expectations for Technology-integrated Teaching in the Chinese Class
The second factor analysis was run using the ten survey items in section III. The
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was 0.60 indicating the distribution
of values is mediocre for conducting factor analysis. The significance level of Bartlett
test of sphericity = .000 indicating that these data did not produce an identity matrix and
were thus approximately multivariate normal and acceptable for factor analysis. The
output of factor analysis revealed two components with eigenvalues exceeding 1. An
inspection of the scree plot revealed that the two components were on the steep portion of
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the graph. It was decided to retain these two components for further investigation.
A varimax rotation was performed in order to aid in the interpretation of these
components. The rotated result showed two components each showing strong loadings,
with each item loading on one of the two components. The subsequent two-component
solution explained 71% of the variance, with Component 1 contributing 45%, and
Component 2 contributing 26%.
As shown in Table 3, Component 1 loaded six items which describe newer
technology inventions (e.g. RSS feed, blog, Wiki, and podcast). The four items in
Component 2 describe more commonly used technology tools (e.g. emails, images/videos,
and links).
Table 3 Students’ Expectations for Technology-integrated Teaching in the Chinese
Class
I would like to see the following technology
Item-total
Factor
h2
M(SD)
integration in the Chinese class.....
correlation loading
Newly-Invented Technology Tools Cronbach’s alpha = .88
10. Student collectively post documents, links, or
pictures on a blog (e.g. class blog)
8. Teacher uses RSS feeds on the course website,
with updated topical information relevant to the
course
4. Teacher posts audio files/links/feeds to podcasts
on topics related to the course
9. Students collaboratively edit a document online
(e.g. class/project Wiki)
7. Students do electronic projects (e.g. create a
short movie in Chinese)
5. Teacher posts videos of lectures given in class on
the course website

.770

.903

.826

2.80(1.22)

.756

.898

.811

2.60(1.39)

.662

.833

.694

3.72(1.06)

.741

.811

.706

2.68(1.18 )

.658

.658

.594

2.76(1.30)

.346

.656

.499

3.00(1.32)

Commonly Used Technology Tools Cronbach’s alpha = .86
2. Teacher sends informal emails on topics related
to the course
1. Teacher uploads course materials to the course
website
3. Teacher posts relevant images/videos on the
course website
6. Teacher posts links to related content online

.270

.924

.858

4.20(0.76)

.163

.804

.668

4.44(0.71)

.476

.792

.674

4.20(0.76)

.628

.776

.760

3.96(0.79)

The Cronbach’s alpha of Component 1 was 0.88 with F(24, 5) = 6.319, p < .000
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indicating respectable reliability of Component 1. The Cronbach’s alpha for Component
2 was 0.86 with F(24, 3) = 4.288, p < .05 suggesting good internal reliability of the single
factor.
Overview of Students’ Technology Use
In order to answer question 1, what is the frequency use of different kinds of
digital technology inventions college students, who are digital natives enrolled in the 1st
year Chinese classes in the United States, use to develop the target language skills?, the
frequency use of technology tools described in the 12 survey items in section II are
illustrated in Table 4. The table shows the numbers of five participant groups ranging
from people who never use the technology tool describe to those who use it seven or
more times a week.
Table 4 Frequency Use of Technology Tools
I practice the Chinese language by
using.....

Never

1- 2 times
a week

1. Emails

9
(36%)
21
(84%)
1
(4%)
11
(44%)
19
(76%)
11
(44%)
7
(28%)
8
(32%)
15
(60%)
7
(28%)

3 - 4 times
a week

5 - 6 times
a week

7 or more
times a
week

4
(16%)
1
(1%)
5
(20%)
3
(12%)
1
(4%)
3
(12%)
7
(28%)
7
(28%)
2
(8%)
3
(12%)

1
(4%)
0
(0%)
4
(16%)
0
(0%)
1
(4%)
1
(4%)
2
(8%)
0
(0%)
1
(4%)
3
(12%)

2
(8%)
0
(0%)
3
(12%)
2
(8%)
1
(4%)
3
(12%)
2
(8%)
4
(16%)
0
(0%)
1
(4%)

Internet

2. Discussion lists
4. Blogs (e.g. facebook, blogspot)
5. Wikis
6. Online groups
7. Online chat (e.g. MSN or Skype)
8. Media player (e.g. ipod)
9. Videos (e.g. movie clips)
10. RSSFeeds
11. Chinese Websites (e.g. Websites
in Chinese or Chinese language
teaching websites)

9
(36%)
3
(3%)
12
(48%)
9
(36%)
3
(12%)
6
(24%)
7
(28%)
6
(24%)
6
(24%)
11
(44%)

Software
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3. Word processing (e.g. Microsoft
Word)
12. Chinese language learning
software

1
(4%)
16
(64%)

8
(32%)
5
(20%)

10
(40%)
4
(16%)

5
(20%)
0
(0%)

1
(4%)
0
(0%)

Table 4 illustrates that the participants selected mostly the “never” or “1-2 times a week”
frequency categories in regard to their technology use related to the Internet. More than
half of the participants reported never using discussion lists, online groups, wikis, online
chat, movie clips, and RSS feeds. The second component, the use of software in Chinese
language learning, shows that almost half (40%) of the participants reported using word
processing “3-4 times a week”. On the other hand, more than half (64%) of the
participants reported never using Chinese language learning software. Some reasons the
survey participants reported low frequency use of these technology tools could be
attributed to their novice level of Chinese. For example, it could be difficult to chat
online in a target language if the participants only studied a couple hundred Chinese
characters.
Students’ Expectations for Technology-Integrated Teaching
In order to answer research question 2, what kinds of technology-integrated
teaching do the digital natives want to receive in the Chinese language classes?, the
levels of agreement on each technology-integrated teaching described in the ten items in
section III are shown in Table 5. The numbers of participants who strongly disagree,
disagree, feel neutral, agree, or strongly agree with the statement in each of the ten items
are illustrated in the table.
Table 5 Students’ Expectations for Technology-Integrated Teaching
I would like to see the following
technology integration in the
Chinese class.....

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Newly Invented Technology Tools

Agree

Strongly
agree
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4. Teacher posts audio
files/links/feeds to podcasts on
topics related to the course
5. Teacher posts videos of lectures
given in class on the course website

1
(4%)

2
(8%)

6
(24%)

10
(40%)

6
(24%)

4
(16%)

5
(20%)

7
(28%)

5
(20%)

4
(16%)

6
(24%)

2
(8%)

4
(16%)

2
(8%)

5
(20%)

1
(4%)

5
(20%)

2
(8%)

7. Students do electronic projects
6
4
7
(e.g. create a short movie in
(24%)
(16%)
(28%)
Chinese)
8. Teacher uses RSS feeds on the
course website, with updated
7
4
8
topical information relevant to the
(28%)
(16%)
(32%)
course
9. Students collaboratively edit a
6
3
10
document online (e.g. class/project
(24%)
(12%)
(40%)
Wiki)
10. Student collectively post
5
4
9
documents, links, or pictures on a
(20%)
(16%)
(36%)
blog (e.g. class blog)
Commonly Used Technology Tools
1. Teacher uploads course materials
to the course website
2. Teacher sends informal emails
on topics related to the course
3. Teacher posts relevant
images/videos on the course
website
6. Teacher posts links to related
content online

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

3
(12%)

8
(32%)

14
(56%)

0
(0%)

0
(0%)

5
(20%)

10
(40%)

10
(40%)

0
(0%)

1
(4%)

2
(8%)

13
(52%)

9
(36%)

0
(0%)

1
(4%)

5
(20%)

13
(52%)

6
(24%)

Table 5 reveals that the majority of students had a neutral opinion toward the use of the
newly invented technology in the class. This could be due to the unfamiliarity of the
technology tools and that they were unaware of their possible benefits in learning
Chinese. In regard to the second component, the majority of the participants reported
strongly agreeing the idea that the teacher uploads course materials to the course website
and sends emails related to the course. The majority of the participants also reported
agreeing that the teacher posts relevant images/videos and links on the course website.
Limitations
The sample size (N = 25) in the study is not sufficiently large to run factor
analysis for reliability check. It is recommended that the number of participants should
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be 10 times greater than the number of dependent variables (Coolidge, 2000). Since there
were 12 items in section II and 10 items in section III in the survey, there should be at
least 120 participants in the first factor analysis and 100 participants in the second factor
analysis in order to yield replicable results.
Conclusions
In regard to technology use, the majority of the participants reported never using
the technology tools described in the survey items or using them only 1-2 times a week.
The participants’ novice language level could be a reason they chose not to use most of
these tools. More research is needed to further explore the reasons influencing the
participants’ technology use.
In regard to expectations for technology-integrated teaching in the Chinese class,
the majority of the participants had a neutral expectation about the use of the technology
tools described in the first component, newly-invented technology tools. On the other
hand, the majority either agreed or strongly agreed on the four items in component 2,
commonly used technology tools. This result possibly suggests that the participants may
not be aware of the potential benefits that the newly invented technology tools bring in
language learning regardless of whether or not they use the technology for other purposes.
Implications
According to Wilber (2008), digital natives use the newly invented digital
technology in their everyday lives. However, the survey responses showed that many of
the digital natives in this study did not report frequent use of the technology tools in
learning Chinese. In addition, the majority of the digital natives were uncertain about the
integration of the more newly-invented technology tools in the Chinese class. Two
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reasons may explain these findings: the novice target language level of the participants
and their unawareness of the potential benefits of using the technology in language
learning. If the latter accounts for the low frequent use and expectations for technologyintegrated teaching, educators need to demonstrate how to use the technology in language
learning and promote the effectiveness of using it. Due to the lack of the participants’
reasons for their choice of technology use and expectations for technology-integrated
teaching, future research is needed to further explore the issues.
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Appendix 1: Student Technology Survey
Direction: The purposes of this survey are to learn about your current technology use in
learning the Chinese language, and your expectation for technology-integrated teaching
in the Chinese class. If you are not familiar with the technology terms used in the survey,
please find their definitions in the attached Definition of Technology Terms. Your
answers will not be available to anyone else, other than the researcher.
Section I: Demographic Information
1. I was born……………
( ) before or in 1983
( ) after 1983
Section II: Your Technology Use
How often do you use the following technology tools to practice Chinese?
Check the response that most accurately describes how often you use each of the
following technology tools:
I practice the Chinese language
by using.....

Never

1- 2
times a
week

3-4
times a
week

5-6
times a
week

7 or
more
times a
week

1. Emails
2. Discussion lists
3. Word processing (e.g. Microsoft
Word)
4. Blogs (e.g. facebook, blogspot)
5. Wikis
6. Online groups
7. Online chat (e.g. MSN or
Skype)
8. Media player (e.g. ipod)
9. Videos (e.g. movie clips)
10. RSSFeeds
11. Chinese Websites (e.g.
Websites in Chinese or Chinese
language teaching websites)
12. Chinese language learning
software
List any other technology tools you use that are not listed above and check the response
that most accurately describes how often you use each of the following technology tools:
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I practice the Chinese
language by using.....

Never

1- 2
times a
week

3-4
times a
week

5-6
times a
week

7 or
more
times a
week

1.
2.
3.
4.

Section III: Your Expectation for Technology-integrated Teaching in the Chinese
Class
Place a check under the response that most accurately describes your level of agreement
with the following statements:
I would like to see the
following technology
integration in the
Chinese class.....
1. Teacher uploads course
materials to the course
website
2. Teacher sends informal
emails on topics related to
the course
3. Teacher posts relevant
images/videos on the
course website
4. Teacher posts audio
files/links/feeds to
podcasts on topics related
to the course
5. Teacher posts videos of
lectures given in class on
the course website
6. Teacher posts links to
related, but not required,
content online
7. Students do electronic
projects (e.g. create a
short movie in Chinese)

Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree
disagree

Strongly
agree
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8. Teacher uses RSS
feeds on the course
website, with updated
topical information relevant
to the course
9. Students collaboratively
edit a document online
(e.g. class/project Wiki)
10. Student collectively
post documents, links, or
pictures on a blog (e.g.
class blog)

State any other technology integration you would like to see in the Chinese class and
check the response that most accurately describes your level of agreement with the
statements:
I would like to see the
following technology
integration in the
Chinese class.....
1.

2.

3.

4.

Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree
disagree

Strongly
agree
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Definition of Technology Terms
Discussion Lists: On a discussion list, a subscriber uses the mailing list to send messages
to all the other subscribers, who may answer in similar fashion. Thus, actual discussion
and information exchanges can happen.
Word processing: the creation of documents using a word processor
Blogs: a shared on-line journal where people can post pictures, video clips, and diary
entries about their personal experiences and hobbies.
Wiki: A wiki is a page or collection of Web pages designed to enable anyone who
accesses it to contribute or modify content
Online groups: A list server and a message board with file-sharing and chat
Media player: An MP3 player is a device for playing MP3 files. A digital audio file
compressed using a standard defined by the Motion Pictures Experts Group (MPEG).
RSS (abbreviation for Really Simple Syndication): A family of Web feed formats used
to publish frequently updated works—such as blog entries, news headlines, audio, and
video
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Appendix 2: Content Validity

Section I
Demographic
Information
Item 1
Section II
Tech Use
Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
Item 5
Item 6
Item 7
Item 8
Item 9
Item 10
Item 11
Item 12
Section III
Expectation for
Tech-integrated
Teaching
Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
Item 5
Item 6
Item 7
Item 8
Item 9
Item 10
CVI Average

Content Expert 1

Content Expert 2

Lay Expert 1

CVI

4

4

4

1

Content Expert 1

Content Expert 2

Lay Expert 1

CVI

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
4
3
4
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Content Expert 1

Content Expert 2

Lay Expert 1

CVI

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Developing Literacy Strategies in the PERC Classroom: Supporting Secondary Science
and Math Students
Abstract
This pilot study was part of an on-going investigation of the use of literacy-based learning
strategies with at risk secondary urban students.
The study was embedded within a 5-week intensive summer Math Science Partnership in New
York City (MSPinNYC2) project. MSPinNYC2 is National Science Foundation (NSF) funded
grant, which, over a 7-year span, has developed an innovative, and highly effective instructional
model titled Peer Enabled Restructured Classrooms (PERC). This NSF research project is
altering the way students learn science and math in secondary urban settings.
The PERC model has been developed to support underachieving and historically at risk inner
city students, many of whom are English Language Learners (ELLs), or Former English
Language Learners (F-ELLs), in schools with persistently low graduation rates. During the
summer 2012 program, the PERC model supported student learning by pairing more advanced
peer instructors called Teaching Assistant Scholars (TAS) with students who failed either the
Living Environment (Biology) or Integrated Algebra course during the previous academic year.
This pilot study targeted three distinct populations over a five-week summer program: Teachers,
Teaching Assistant Scholars, and PERC students. The specific goal of this project was to
investigate the effect of literacy strategies with PERC students.
The literacy strategies were introduced on a weekly basis over a 5-week intensive summer
program. Strategies were demonstrated and modeled in weekly professional development
sessions, and teachers and TAS were expected to plan for and implement the strategies during
the subsequent daily 4 hours teaching sessions.
Data was collected through student, TAS, and teacher interviews, and direct observation during
the teaching sessions. This paper will include a qualitative analysis of interviews and
observational data and will include excerpts of contextual quotes selected from interviews and
observations.
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The PERC Project
The PERC program was developed as a summer school remedial program pilot program five
years ago. After initial success as a summer program, it was further developed and
fundamentally altered into as a yearlong classroom based intervention program. as a program to
work with historically underperforming students in New York City public high schools, most of
whom are underachieving and underserved culturally and linguistically diverse populations,
during the academic year. The participating student population includes native English speakers,
English Language Learners (ELLs), and Former-English Language Learners (F-ELLs). Students
in the program receive small group peer instruction, support and scaffolding in Integrated
Algebra, Living Environment, and Chemistry. The ELLs and F-ELLs are given additional
language and content support. This model has been shown to greatly enhance students’ academic
success, improve students’ motivation and perception of efficacy and autonomy, while also
encouraging a more positive attitude towards math and science learning.
In 2012, the model was renewed and refunded for an additional 5 years. One goal of the new
project is to systematize the implementation of the model, both as a summer school program as
well as an academic year classroom model. Another goal is to achieve higher outcomes for the
PERC students as well as for the TAS tutors on the end of year New York State Regents exams.
This paper will discuss the addition of literacy strategies as part of the professional development
for teachers and TAS. The goal is to systemize the implementation of literacy strategies as part
of skill base for classroom instruction. It is hoped that the consistent use of literacy strategies
will improve teacher and TAS effectiveness with all students, and especially with ELLs and FELLs, and that improving teacher and TAS effectiveness will translate into higher pass rates for
PERC students.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Teachers must use effective pedagogy to be successful with second language learners, especially
in the math and science classrooms (Walqui, 2003a; Walqui, 2003b; Anghileri, 2006). Some of
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the ways that teachers and TAS can best impact their students learning of content material is
through the use of literacy strategies. According to Curtain (2009) cognitive and metacognitive
skills can be explicitly taught to students to assist in content comprehension and retention.
Research findings also show that ELLs need to develop specific literacy skills in order to be
successful in content area learning. Teachers must explicitly teach ELLs cognitive and
metacognitive strategies to help them process complex, academically challenging materials while
they are acquiring a second language.
Since content area subjects such as math and science in grades 6-12 are inextricably intertwined
with literacy, content teachers must be aware of literacy strategies and be effective literacy
teachers for all students (Antonacci, & O’Callaghan, 2011). There are many approaches to
improve literacy skills that include ways to expand and improve content vocabulary. Strategies
include the use of graphic organizers, visuals and demonstrations, cognates, and context clues.
Included in content teaching are many explicit literacy strategies that might include: making
inferences, predicting, summarizing, previewing, reviewing, comparing/contrasting, analyzing,
note taking, clarifying, interpreting, understanding relationships, identifying main idea,
connecting themes, ideas and concepts, and linking to previous knowledge are other ways
teachers and peer tutors can engage the learner and provide strategies to comprehend difficult
academic content. Improving literacy skills is seen as an effective tool in improving content
learning for all students, but especially for ELLs (Herrell & Jordan, 2012; Chamot, 2009;
Peregoy & Boyle, 2008; Meltzer, J., & Hamann, 2005).
THE SUMMER PROGRAM
Description
The summer PERC program is an intensive, concentrated time frame to assist and support
students who had failed the state Regent’s exam at the end of the academic year in June. These
students were enrolled in the summer program and were expected to attend the intensive
timeframe that the program required. The summer timeframe was a 5-week, Mondays through
Thursday daily schedule from 8:30 am to 2:30 pm. Instruction took place on MondayWednesdays and Thursdays were reserved for mock exams (previous exams that were used as
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practice). The teachers and TAS received professional development from 2:30- 3:50 each day on
various topics, including Literacy Strategies.
The purpose of this study was to provide professional development to the teachers and TAS on
literacy strategies. The goal of providing this PD was to help teachers and TAS include literacy
strategies in their daily instruction as an intervention to help all students, including ELLs and FELLs, successfully complete the summer course and pass the New York State Regents exam at
the end of the summer program. It was also hoped that the TAS and the PERC students would
continue to use these strategies in their own future learning, and that the teachers would
consistently include these strategies in their future teaching during the academic school year.
These literacy strategies were presented, demonstrated and modeled for teachers and TAS once a
week for 4 weeks. Each session lasted one hour. Each strategy was identified and explicit written
instructions for TAS and teachers were included and distributed for all activities. During each
session participants were given time to practice and apply the strategies and to brainstorm ways
that the strategies could be immediately incorporated in the follow days’ lessons. Samples of
completed activities and blank reproducible graphic organizers were included where appropriate.
Population and Participants
Students who participated in the summer 2012 program originated from large urban secondary
schools in New York City’s public education system. These students had failed either the
Integrated Algebra or Living Environment Regents exam. As such, they were at risk of
eventually not graduating from high school since graduation is dependent upon completing the
required Regents exams. High school graduation rates in New York City reflect an alarming
achievement gap for students of color: in 2009 57.8% of the Black student population and 55.9%
of the Hispanic student population graduated form High School compared to 76.5% of White
students and 80.1% of Asian students. Only 44.4% of ELLs graduated in 2009.

Overall

graduation rates of students from New York City public high school system are 20 percentage
points behind other schools throughout New York State (New York City Department of
Education, 2011). It is imperative that New York City high schools narrow this alarming
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achievement gap. Students must be provided with instruction to perform better on the end of year
state level exams.
In the summer 2012 program, there were a total of 112 PERC students. Of these, 71 were
Integrated Algebra (IA) students and 41 were Living Environment (LE) students. Students were
assigned to one of two locations for the summer course: Site “Y” and Site “H”, both in New
York City and based on their home schools.
As such, there were 4 groups in the summer literacy project: 2 groups at Site “Y” (1 LE and 1
IA) and 2 groups in Site “H” (1 LE and 1 IA). Groups were originally identified as A, B, C, and
D:

•

Group A was Site “Y”, Living Environment group (n=20)

•

Group B was Site “Y”, Integrated Algebra Group (n=27)

•

Group C was Site “H”, Living Environment group (n=21)

•

Group D was Site “H”, Integrated Algebra group (n=44)

However, at the end of the second week, teachers in Group D withdrew from the PD sessions
and their data is not included in this project. As a result, a total of 68 students were included in
the groups where the TAS and teachers participated in this professional development project.
Instruction at both sites was organized and taught according to a weekly plan. Topics were
organized and taught in similar time frames and with the same materials.
PERC Student Language Background
The PERC students self identified their language and educational program background, based on
a survey that was completed the first week of classes. Of the existing 68 PERC student pools, the
following completed a survey of language background
•

Group A: Site “Y”, Living Environment group (n=19)

•

Group B: Site “Y”, Integrated Algebra Group (n=21)

•

Group C: Site “H”, Living Environment group (n=20)
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The linguistic demographic information gathered from this survey indicated the following:
•

Of the 19 Living Environment students in Group A who completed the survey, 79%
(n=15) spoke a language other than English at home. Of these students who speak a
language other than English at home, 53% (n=10) had participated in either a bilingual or
ESL program at some point in their educational experience.

•

Of the 21 Integrated Algebra students in Group B who completed the survey, 43% (n=9)
spoke a language other than English at home. Of these students who speak a language
other than English at home, 33% (n=3) had participated in either a bilingual or ESL
program at some point in their educational experience.

•

Of the 20 Living Environment students in Group C who completed the survey, 70%
(n=14) spoke a language other than English at home. Of these students who speak a
language other than English at home, 43% (n=6) had participated in either a bilingual or
ESL program at some point in their educational experience.

While the language status of these students was not officially identified by individual student
records (this information was not provided by the NYC DOE), based on the self identification
surveys, a total of 53% (32/60) of the participating students spoke a language other than English
at home, and 28% (17/60) could be assumed to be either current ELLs or Former ELLs.
Table 1: The table below illustrates the PERC student participant language status by summer
location, and content area
Summer

Content Area

Role

Location

A
B
C

Living

PERC

Environment

students

Integrated

PERC

Algebra

students

Living

PERC

Environment

students

Total

My home

I am or have been

Number

language is other

in a bilingual or

than English

ESL Program

Yes

No

Yes

No

19

9

10

6

13

21

9

12

3

18

20

14

6

8

12
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Teacher and TAS Language Background
Teachers and TAS also self identified their language background during the first week of the
summer programs. There were 16 co-teachers and 30 TAS. Of the 16 teachers, 9 participated in
the full summer literacy strategies Professional Development (PD) program. Of the 30 TAS, 21
participated in the literacy strategy PD sessions. The teacher, PERC, and TAS populations
originated from high schools that participate in the academic year PERC program in two New
York City boroughs. Since none of the teachers was bilingual, and only seven of the TAS
reported speaking a language other than English, it was considered a high priority to provide
them with strategies that could be used to meet the needs of the ELL and F-ELL students who
were participating in this summer program.
Table 2: The table below breaks down the TAS and teacher participant language status by
summer location, and content area
Summer

Content Area

Role

Number

Living

Teacher

3

Language Status

Location
Group A

Environment

No teachers were bilingual or ESL
certified

TAS

7

2 TAS self identified as either
•

Speak a language other than
English at home

•

Have been in ESL or Bilingual
program

Group B

Integrated

Teacher

2

Algebra

No teachers were bilingual or ESL
certified

TAS

7

2 TAS self identified as either
•

Speak a language other than
English at home

•

Have been in ESL or Bilingual
program

Group C

Living

Teacher

4

No teachers were bilingual or ESL
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Environment

certified
TAS

7

3 TAS self identified as either
•

Speak a language other than
English at home

•

Have been in ESL or Bilingual
program

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This project employed mixed methods of data collection. It consisted of pre and post surveys on
the participants background knowledge of literacy strategies, intervention (professional
development), and classroom observation. This paper will discuss the results of the post
intervention focus group interviews that were conducted with the teachers, the TAS and the
PERC students.
The Research Questions
The research questions that framed this aspect of the project focused on teachers, TAS and PERC
students’ attitudes and beliefs about literacy strategies following the intensive professional
development sessions that were provided during the summer program.

These attitudes and

beliefs were discussed during focus group interviews at both locations and among the teachers,
TAS and PERC students from all three participating groups (A, B, and C).
The questions asked during these post instructional focus group interviews were:
1. How familiar were you with literacy strategies before this summer?
2. Which strategies did your students like?
3. What strategies did your students not like and why?
4. Which did you feel were most effective and why?
5. Would these literacy strategies help second language (ELL) students?
6. Would you change anything about the Literacy strategy PD?
7. Do these strategies help with Regents questions?
8. How will you use these strategies in the future?
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Over the course of the summer program, the following strategies were presented during the first
4 weeks. Professional development that included demonstrating, modeling, practicing and
applying literacy strategies were presented once a week in the two locations.
Table 3: Weekly Literacy Strategies Presented for Professional Development
Week 1

Vocabulary Maps
Word Splash
Who Am I?

Week 2

Four-Two-One
Final Countdown
Mystery Word (Scramble and Picture)

Week 3

Concept Definition Maps
Acrostic Poems
Three –Two- One
Word Rankings

Week 4

Skim/Scan/Selective Attention (S-S-S)
GIST: Generating Interactions between Schemata and Text

Data Collection
The Literacy Strategies professional development sessions were delivered during weeks 1-4.
During week 5, three sets of focus group interviews were conducted: Teachers, TAS and PERC
students were interviewed using the interview protocol questions described above. Focus group
interviews were conducted to discuss teachers’ sense of efficacy and usability of these literacy
strategies in future classroom settings Responses were recorded and analyzed for themes and
commonalities among all three participating groups..
Additionally, during weeks 3 to 5, classroom visits were made to observe teachers and TAS
implementing the literacy strategies. During these visits, field notes were taken and a checklist of
strategies was compiled. The checklist noted strategies being used during the visit, or strategies
that had previously been used based on classroom observation of students and TAS actually
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using the strategies in small groups, posted charts or graphic organizers, and student-displayed
work.
RESULTS
Interviews
Responses to the focus interviews revealed the following themes and concepts:
1. How familiar were you with literacy strategies before this summer?
Most of the interviewed TAS and PERC students were not familiar with the literacy
strategies that were presented and developed. Since some of the teachers had had some
professional development with literacy strategies, they were more familiar with them than the
students and TAS. Several TAS reported that they were familiar with strategies but did not
realize they were “literacy” strategies.
2. Which strategies did your students like?
The teachers and TAS reported that the students enjoyed the strategies that were competitive,
“fun”, not “boring”, active, engaging, and interactive. They did not like ones that had long
reading selections or long writing assignments, such as the acrostic poems and the GIST.
Who Am I, Final Countdown, Word Definition Maps, Mystery Words, 4-2-1-, Word
Scrambles, Starburst and Word Splash were among the most used and liked by PERC
students and the TAS.
3. What strategies did your students not like and why?
The strategies that were least liked were those that were more geared towards reading long
passages or writing long responses. The Acrostic poem and the GIST were the least favorite
of the TAS and the PERC students
4. Which did you feel were most effective and why?
The TAS and the teachers thought the most effective strategies were the ones that were more
active and engaging: Word Splash, Word Matching, Who Am I, ABC Brainstorming, Word
Map, 4-2-1, Pass a Problem, and Final Countdown. The PERC students and the TAS stated
that these strategies were competitive, engaging, “fun” and interactive.
5. Would these literacy strategies help second language (ELL) students?
The teachers and TAS were very positive in their responses to this question. Both groups
believed that explicit, instruction in ways to organize the material and provide ELLs with
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ways to interact with vocabulary and content was very helpful. They stated that structured
interventions are very helpful for ELLs to organize their thoughts and help them to
summarize, and associate new content information with what they have already learned.
They stated that the activities allowed ELLs to engage with peers and TAS nd to be active
learners, rather than just copying or memorizing information.
6. Would you change anything about the Literacy strategy PD?
All participants thought that more time was needed to fully develop their understanding of
the strategies. They also reported that the strategies should be introduced before the teaching
sessions were planned so as to have the strategies ready to use from the beginning of the
summer session.
7. Do these strategies help with Regents questions?
PERC students stated that the strategies were useful in preparing for the Regents. They
would use the Water Splash, Who Am I, and the 4-2-1 to help them organize their learning
for the Regents. They stated that these strategies helped them make associations. They
would also use selective attention strategies, such as underlining and circling words or parts
that were difficult to understand, while taking the Regent exams.
8. How will you use these strategies in the future?
The teachers stated that they would use the strategies in their future teaching during the next
academic year. The TAS responded by saying that they will use the strategies in their own
future learning and that these strategies would help them as they prepare for college. The
PERC students replied that they would use strategies such as underlining, highlighting
circling words as they read. The TAS and PERC students stated that they would also use the
strategies to help them organize and summarize material in the future.
This summary is only a brief outline of responses from all participants. A more detailed
publication of analysis of participant responses is forthcoming.
Classroom Observations
Literacy strategy implementation was observed during the classroom visits. It was observed that
literacy strategies were used in small group instructional settings as well as in rotational
sequences so that all students would be able to experience all strategies.
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Based on classroom visitation and observation, the most common literacy strategies that were
implemented in ongoing instruction over the summer program included:
•

Word Maps

•

Four-Two-One

•

Who am I?

•

Mystery Word

•

Final Count Down

•

Word Splash

•

Acrostic Poems

•

Word Matches

Pass Rates on the State Exams
At the end of the summer program, students took the state Regents exams in math and science.
Passing levels on these exams are required for future graduation eligibility. Without passing
scores on these exams, students will not be awarded a high school graduation diploma.
Therefore, these are high stakes exams for students. The exams were administered on the last day
of the summer program and lasted 3 hours. The exams consisted of multiple choice, short
answer, and essay questions. There were a total of 85 questions on the Living Environment
exam and 39 questions on the Integrated Algebra exam. Both exams required students to pass at
the minimum level of a scaled score of 65.
Table 4: The pass rates for this summer program were as follows:
Integrated Algebra

Living Environment

N = 69

N=39

Passing N = 61

Passing N= 35

88% Pass Rate

90% Pass Rate

These rates demonstrate that students were exceptionally successful in passing the Regents
exams. While causality between literacy strategies and pass rates cannot be inferred, the overall
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program was extraordinarily successful in meeting the students’ academic goals. Since literacy
strategies were utilized throughout the summer program, it is presumed that their inclusion into
the pedagogy yielded a positive influence in students’ ultimate high level of success.
CONCLUSIONS AND FOLLOW UP
The summer 2012 program was considered a major success in terms of student pass rates on the
end of course exams. Considering that the average pass rates for traditional summer school
programs are in the low 20-30% range, this program was significantly more successful than other
programs working with similar populations of urban, at risk students.
Since passing the Regents exams is a prerequisite for high school graduation, this extraordinary
success cannot be overstated. Graduation rates for ELLs are substantially lower than rates of
other student groups (New York City Department of Education, 2011). It is this kind of
programmatic transformation that is needed to help students, especially ELLs, and F-ELLs to
successfully pass the required exams needed to graduate from high schools in New York City,
The professional development program based on literacy strategies was considered successful.
Teachers, TAS, and PERC students responded in the focus group interviews that they believed
that implementing literacy strategies was a useful endeavor and that literacy strategies helped the
students in their overall ability to access the curriculum and be more successful on the Regent’s
exams.
The goal of this professional development program is to support teachers and provide them with
a ‘toolbox’ of effective teaching strategies. TAS will be encouraged to continue to utilize these
strategies to develop their own college readiness skills and enhance their future college learning
experiences. It is hoped that effective professional development for teachers and TAS will result
in an improved learning experiences for PERC students, ones that will provide them with the
tools needed to pass the Regent exams and ultimately graduate from high school.
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Professional development focusing on literacy strategies will continue to be provided to the
teachers and TAS throughout the next academic year. As teachers and TAS become experienced
with these strategies, it is envisioned that literacy strategies will become a more integral part of
the teaching and learning experiences of all participants.
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1
Abstract
Teacher Efficacy Beliefs: Understanding the Relationship Between Teacher
Efficacy and Achievement in Urban Elementary Schools
By
Margaret Harris
Doctorate of Education
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Sandra Hollingsworth, Chair
Within the last three decades there has been a surge of interest in how teacher beliefs
affect the teaching and learning process. A major focus of the research in teacher beliefs has
been in understanding the nature of teacher self-efficacy beliefs and how it affects the choices,
decisions, and effectiveness of teachers. Bandura's work (1982, 1986, 1993, 1996, 1997),
developed and defended the idea that our beliefs in our abilities affect our behavior, motivation,
and ultimately our successes and failures. Bandura, (1986), Dewey (1997) and Pajares (1992)
suggest beliefs are the best predictors of individual behaviors and that beliefs influence teachers’
perceptions, judgments and practices.
This study, a cross-sectional design experiment, examines key variables that might
influence teacher expectations. To that end, this study seeks to: (a) provide a limited overview of
teachers’ self-reported efficacy beliefs; (b) examine the influence of these beliefs on student
groups; and (c) understand which efficacy beliefs may influence teacher practice.
Offered, is a discussion of understanding teacher self-efficacy beliefs and the variables particularly locus of control - that may influence teacher expectations, thus, how teacher efficacy
beliefs may contribute to the choices teachers make in their instructional practices which may
subsequently affect student academic outcomes. While significant limitations restrain the
strength of the findings, the study will begin to provide a basis for modifying teachers’ sense of
self-efficacy beliefs and to understand how stated beliefs affect practices that may subsequently
affect student academic outcomes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Why do good ideas about teaching and learning have so little impact on the educational
outcomes of certain student groups? While student academic gains in urban schools have been
apparent in some cases, the surge of reform programs that were meant to close gaps in student
academic achievement, have been sporadic and short-lived. For the past 44 years, educational
policy and practices have been driven by the on-going attempt to provide answers to the question
of why some students, particularly African America, Latino, and low-socioeconomic status
students, who attend urban public schools, achieve so little as compared to their White
counterparts.
In previous decades, we witnessed numerous reform efforts that were supposed to lead to
equitable student outcomes. The first wave of reforms were driven by public policy and
mandates characterized by adherence to the Industrial Age model. This model of education
sorted students according to their likely place in the job market through the use of traditional
academic subjects. However, this rigid competitive model provided little change to the function
and nature of schooling (Cuban, 1990).
When the publication, A Nation At Risk (1983), propelled the movement in education to
reshape our schools, the second wave of reforms were viewed as a one-time event that would fix
the problems with regards to student academic achievement. During the 1980s, educators began
to shift their interest in academic motivation and achievement to cognitive processes and
information processing. In this back-to-basics period, reforms were accompanied by an effort to
dictate curricular practices according to their success in raising student achievement. Until 1988,
some progress was made in narrowing the academic achievement gaps between student groups
(Corley, 2003). However, the numerous approaches to curriculum and instruction, intensive
teacher training, mandatory after-school programs and summer school for struggling students,
were shown to close the academic achievement gaps only slightly (Jencks & Phillips, 1998).
The third wave of reforms emphasized capacity building and system changing activities
that addressed fundamental transformations of the infrastructure of schools. Examples of these
reforms include the effective schools movement, school choice and privatization plans, sitebased management, school restructuring, and attempts to implement culturally-relevant curricula
and instruction (Ablemann & Elmore, 1999; Ancess, 2000; Delpit, 1995; Deschenes, Cuban, &
Tyack, 2001; Spillane, 2002). Once again, there was little change in the academic outcomes of
students, particularly those student groups that had been marginalized in society, namely,
African American, Latino, and low-socioeconomic status students.
Currently, we are, once again, in the midst of a surge of reform programs to find the
“silver bullet” that will improve the academic achievement of low-achieving students and lowachieving schools. However, these reforms have paid little attention to how educators’ beliefs
affect their effectiveness, and how this has a direct impact on student academic achievement.
Despite the very best intentions and rhetoric about serving all students, the cycles of reforms that
have been implemented thus far still have not rectified the inequities between various student
groups. Even though the gap in academic achievement between student groups has many causes,
the assumptions teachers make are often directly related to perceptions they have of the learning
capacities of student groups in urban schools, particularly African American, Latino, and low-
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socioeconomic students (Ogbu, 1982).
A key construct of teacher beliefs has been self-efficacy. Defined as a judgment of one's
ability to perform a task within a specific domain. Pajares (1992) asserts that cluster of beliefs
around a particular situation forms attitudes, and these attitudes become active agents.
Bandura’s research (1977, 1997) on the study of self-efficacy in education identified the
importance of teacher beliefs and how these beliefs affects their ability to perform the task of
educating each student. Thus, a key factor in educational reform effectiveness must include
educators’ beliefs and attitudes and its central role in educational reform. However, little is
known regarding the connection between teachers’ sense of self-efficacy and their effectiveness.
When I first began teaching in 1972, it was with a passion that was born of the civilrights movement. The vision I began to develop then was not about the external changes of
school reform, but about internal changes needed by educators to ensure that all of our students
were getting the kind of education they needed in order to compete within the mainstream
segments of society. After years of self-examination and reflection, it has remained clear that
teachers' beliefs and attitudes were neither peripheral nor incidental to students’ academic
achievement. The challenge I faced then remain my challenge now: how can I help teachers to
realize that all students can achieve equal outcomes, and to see themselves as catalysts for that
achievement?
I suggest, based on my professional observations as a teacher and administrator, that
teachers treat African American, Latino, and low socio-economic student groups differently.
Thus, to create a challenging, non-stigmatized learning environment that meets students’ needs, I
propose that significant changes in the beliefs and attitudes of educators are needed. Thus, as a
part of my research journey, I am going to take you on a walk through some of the issues that I
believe might contribute to the way teachers treat students – and how that treatment may lead to
gaps in achievement between various groups of students.
Statement of the Problem
“Teachers are at the heart of any meaningful change in the way
schools educate our children. Some of the unconscious underpinnings
of education is a result of individual and institutional beliefs
and metaphor.” - Yero, 2002

Regardless of the rhetoric that all children can learn, the belief that many groups of
children cannot learn at high levels still persists (Ferguson, 1999). Even with the very best
intentions and rhetoric about serving all students, cycles of educational reform have not rectified
the educational outcomes of inequity between various student groups. Thus, under what
conditions is it possible to examine and alter long-standing assumptions, attitudes, beliefs, and
practices about school, teaching, and student achievement?
Despite prior research (Bandura, 1977, 1994, 1997, 2001), and despite the interest in this
construct, gaps still exist in our understanding of teacher efficacy beliefs. First there are the
potential inconsistencies in the way teacher efficacy has been defined and the variability in the
manner in which it is measured. Second, it is known that efficacy is related to a number of
important variables, but we do not fully understand the nature of the relationship between
efficacy variables and teacher practices. While several studies have documented a strong link
between perceived teacher self-efficacy beliefs and differences in student achievement (Ashton,
& Webb, 1986; Bandura, 1994; Berlak, 2001; Dilts, 1990; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968) a
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number of unresolved issues continue to perplex researchers working in the area of teacher
efficacy. Thus, in what ways do teacher’s efficacy beliefs influence teaching behavior?
(Tschannen-Moran, Woolfolk Hoy, & Hoy, 1998).
Because beliefs do not occur in isolation and are affected and influenced by other
systems, it is very difficult to change teacher beliefs (Hollingsworth, 1989). To begin to look at
how to change teachers’ beliefs, a number of factors still need to be studied in an attempt to
ferret out reasons for this lack of success. Dilts (1990) provides a framework for the mental
constructs that educators use. This framework is based upon educators’ beliefs about students'
environment, behavior, perceived capabilities, beliefs, and identity.
Limited research has been conducted on the multiple determinants that comprise a
teacher’s sense of self-efficacy. In addition, few studies have been conducted on how the
conscious beliefs of educators affect their practices. There is also a need to further explore the
interaction between educators' pedagogical beliefs, self-efficacy beliefs, and the way in which
their perceptions of students’ learning capacities underlie their actions. Because teacher beliefs
and teachers’ attitudes can impact their effectiveness in improving student academic
achievement, it becomes critical that educators intentionally have opportunities to confront and
change the beliefs that they hold that guide their thinking and actions.
Examining the components that may contribute to teacher efficacy beliefs may help to
uncover what constructs affect teacher efficacy beliefs that may undercut teacher’ practices. The
temptation is to oversimplify the reasons for the academic achievement gap. The reality is that
the academic achievement gap that exists between student groups is the product of complex
interactions among the many school variables. I can think of no more appropriate place to step
back to explore the issues that might underpin teacher’s self-efficacy beliefs regarding student
academic achievement.
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Chapter 2
Review of the Literature
Overview
As a construct, teacher efficacy is an integral aspect of the teaching process and has
become the pillar in the research on teachers’ beliefs. Based on the understanding developed by
Rotter’s (1966) and Bandura’s (1977) foundational theories, and the work of many researchers
that followed, the construct of efficacy continues to evolve to gain a better understanding of its
meaning and role in teacher efficacy and student outcomes. The following review of the
literature will explore the research that is relevant to understand the development of and
interpreting the results of this study.
Theoretical Origins of Teacher Efficacy Beliefs
Teacher efficacy has evolved from two theoretical frameworks - locus of control and selfefficacy - and assesses two distinct components of the teacher efficacy belief systems. The first
area of research on self-efficacy is grounded in Rotter’s (1966) social learning theory of internal
versus external control. Rotter’s social learning theory - Locus of Control (1966) - predicts that
expectancies develop most quickly and are most susceptible to change when an individual has
relatively few life expectancies and that these internal and external dimensions are separate and
act independently (Guskey, 1988). Thus, locus of control refers to the degree an individual
believes that the perceived cause or causes of an outcome are within or outside of one’s control.
According to this theory teachers who believe that they are competent to teach difficult or
unmotivated students are considered to have internal control. Conversely, teachers who believe
that environmental factors have more influence on student learning than their teaching are
considered to have external control.
The second area of research on teacher efficacy is grounded in Bandura’s social learning
theory research (1963), in which he introduced the construct of self-efficacy in 1977, thus giving
prominence to the concept of self efficacy in 1986. Bandura stated behavior is acquired and
regulated through a central cognitive mechanism and individuals possess a self system that
enables them to exercise control over their thoughts and actions. Suggesting that the mind is an
active force that constructs one’s reality and selectively encodes information, Bandura’s Social
Cognitive Theory (1977) explains human behavior in terms of a continuous reciprocal interaction
between cognitive, behavioral, and environmental influences. Hence, factors such as
socioeconomic status, educational, and familial structures do not affect humans directly, but they
influence peoples’ self-efficacy beliefs, and other self-regulatory influences (see Figure 2.1).
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Rotter
Theoretical
Locus of Control: the degree an individual
believes that the perceived cause(s) of an
intended outcome are within his/her control
(1966)
Teacher Efficacy
Teachers’ beliefs in their ability to control
factors in order to achieve desired outcomes

Bandura
Framework
Self Efficacy: the conviction that one can
successfully execute the behavior required to
produce outcomes (1963; 1977; 1986)
Conceptualization
Teachers’ beliefs in their ability to organize
and execute courses of action in order to
achieve desired outcomes

Figure 2.1. Theoretical Framework.

Based on the understanding developed by Rotter’s (1966) and Bandura’s (1963, 1977,
1986) foundational theories, these reciprocal interactions impact teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs,
however, this interaction does not imply that all sources of influence are of equal strength.
Pajares (1997) summed up self-efficacy as an individual being both products and producers of
their own social systems and teachers view events and interpret them on the basis of information
to which they attend.
Definitions of Construct of Teacher Efficacy
Bandura defines self-efficacy as “peoples’ judgment of their capabilities to organize and
execute courses of action required to attain designated types of performances” (Bandura, 1977, p.
7). Incorporating Bandura’s self-efficacy theory to the teacher efficacy construct, McLaughlin
and Marsh (1978), researchers with the Rand corporation, define teacher efficacy as “the extent
to which the teacher believes he or she has the capacity to affect student performance” (Guskey
& Passaro, 1994, p. 628). Many other researchers (Gibson & Dembo, 1984; Hoy & Woolfolk,
1990; Tschannen-Moran et al., 1998) also incorporated Bandura’s theory, but because
individuals function collectively as well as individually, surmised that self-efficacy can be both a
personal and social construct, thus transforming the definition of teacher efficacy to the extent to
which a teacher believes he or she can affect student performance (Hipp & Bredson, 1995).
Definitions of general teacher efficacy tend to focus on the ability of teachers to help students
beyond the external factors that may impact the learning process. Definitions of personal
teaching efficacy focus on the individual teacher’s ability to perform actions and these actions
influence student learning (McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978) (see Figure 2.2).
Key definitions based on Rotter’s framework
McLaughlin & Marsh (1978): The extent to which the
teacher believed he or she had the capacity to affect
student performance
Rose & Medway (1981): The extent to which a teacher
believes that he or she can control student outcomes
Guskey (1981): A teacher’s belief or conviction that he
or she can influence how well students learn even those
who are difficult or unmotivated

Key definitions based on Bandura’s framework
Ashton, Buhr, & Crocker (1984): A teacher’s belief in
his or her ability to have a positive effect on student
learning
Gibson & Dembo (1984): A belief that teachers can help
even the most difficult or unmotivated students
Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy (2001): A judgment
of a teacher’s capabilities to bring about desired
outcomes of student engagement and learning
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Figure 2.2. Evolution of the definition of teacher-efficacy.

For the purpose of this study, I will use efficacy defined as: clusters of beliefs around a
particular situation form attitudes and these attitudes become action; and by one’s belief in one’s
ability to perform to a task within a specified domain.
Measurement and Development
Research on teacher efficacy beliefs has been conducted for more than 40 years, and
self-efficacy has been measured in a variety of ways with instruments developed to assess
teacher efficacy based on Rotter’s and Bandura’s areas of research. While much has been
discovered about this construct, the search for the proper assessment tool has been well sought
after.
Fundamental to Rotter’s social learning theory (1966) – the study of causal perceptions –
Rotter developed the Internal-External Locus of Control (I-E) scale to account for and measure
individual differences in causal perceptions (Pajares, 1992; Tschannen-Moran et al., 1998). The
I-E construct relating to whether or not individuals feel that they have control over events that
happen to them, has been applied to a wide variety of educational problems. It was discovered
that teacher efficacy was a significant predictor of student achievement - more internally
controlled teachers produced higher levels of achievement in their students than do more
externally oriented teachers. Even though researchers have used the I-E scale in studying the
relationship between locus of control and student achievement, this scale was never designed to
measure experiences such as those associated with classroom teaching, nor were it intended to be
predictive of classroom variables and teaching outcomes (Pajares, 1997).
The introduction of locus of control generated considerable research focused on
identifying antecedents of generalized control expectancies. Using the work of Rotter (1966) as a
theoretical base, McLaughlin and Marsh - Rand researchers - conducted a study in 1976, of
teacher efficacy in an attempt to link teacher efficacy with student achievement. With the focus
of locus of control and teachers’ perceived role in effecting student outcomes, they created a
tool, the Rand efficacy questions, to look at the impact of locus of control. Teachers were asked
to respond to two items, which measured reflecting internal and external control described as
personal (PTE) and general (GTE) teaching efficacy in order to identify a teacher’s level of
efficacy. This study sought to refine the notion of teacher expectations and began to reveal that
teachers form expectations for student performance and these expectations influence student
performance (Pajares, 1992; Tschannen-Moran et al., 1998). The results of this study indicated a
definite link between teachers’ sense of efficacy and student success, but only in reading.
Later, specific expectancy scales generated considerable research in the 1980’s and was
considered more extensive than the original two questions of the Rand measure. While keeping
the meaning and measurement of teacher efficacy close to Rotters’ theory, Rose and Medway
(1981) developed a 28-item measure called the Teacher Locus of Control (TLC) which assessed
teachers’ feelings of an internal or external locus of control for student outcomes. Teachers were
asked to assign responsibility for student success or failure. Participants had to choose between
two competency explanations for situations described by choosing between two competing
explanations for described situations in which half of the items described student success while
the other half described student failure. For each success situation and for each failure situation,
one explanation attributed the positive outcome internally to the teacher (1+) and the assigned
(1-) for responsibility outside the teacher. Scores have been weakly but significantly related to
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the individual Rand items with correlations ranging from .11 to .41. Rose and Medway found
that the TLC was a better predictor of teacher behaviors than the original Rotter’s scale because
it was more specific to a teaching context. They also found that teachers with high efficacy on
both measures had more internally-oriented scores on the TLC for both student success and
student failure than teachers who scored low (Rose & Medway, 1981). However, this measure
never received wide acceptance, in part, because of the ambiguity regarding the significance of
the impact of teacher efficacy.
Guskey’s locus of control theory (1981), also rooted in Rotter’s (1966) conception of
locus of control, developed a 30-item instrument (Responsibility for Student Achievement)
which added to the locus of control framework. Consisting of two subscales, participants were
asked to distribute 100 points between two alternatives: one stating that the event was caused by
the teacher (personal teaching efficacy - PTE) and the other stating that the event occurred
because of factors outside the teachers’ immediate control (general teaching efficacy - GTE).
Guskey’s scale measured the amount of responsibility for student learning a teacher felt and the
subscale scores reflected the degree of responsibility felt for student success and the degree of
responsibility felt for student failure. These positive and negative outcomes indicate these
dimensions operate independently in their influence on perception of efficacy. Later, Guskey and
Passaro (1994) suggested that the two dimensions, general teaching efficacy (GTE) and personal
teaching efficacy (PTE) had internal and external distinctions, instead of efficacy expectations.
This scale defined efficacy as the beliefs teachers have that they can influence how well students
learn. Because Guskey’s 100 point scale was considered cumbersome, this scale was not widely
used by researchers.
To further explore the construct of locus of control (LOC) and expand the Rand efficacy
questions to increase their reliability, Ashton, Olejnik, Crocker, & McAuliffe, developed the
Webb Efficacy Scale (1982) as an attempt to extend the measure of teacher efficacy while
maintaining a narrower conceptualization of the construct. This forced-choice format was created
to reduce the problem of social desirability bias and to increase the reliability of the Rand items.
Even though this measure was never widely accepted, it, however, revealed that teachers who
scored higher on this scale had less negative affect in their teaching style. But, this measure, also
failed to gain wide acceptance and no further studies were found that utilized the scale.
Subsequently, Ashton, Buhr, & Crocker (1984) developed the Ashton Vignettes to address the
assumption that teacher efficacy is context specific. Describing situations a teacher might
encounter, these scenario-type items were categorized into six different areas: discipline, work
with parents, playing, socialization, motivation, and evaluation. Testing two situations, the
vignettes required teachers to make judgments as to their effectiveness in handling situations.
The first vignette resulted in a judgment (extremely ineffective to extremely effective), and the
second requiring teachers to make a comparison (much less effective to much more effective).
Even though this measure was correlated with Rand items, it has not been widely accepted by
researchers (see Figure 2.3).
Researcher(s)
McLaughlin & Marsh (1978) – Rand
Researchers

Definition
The extent to which a teacher
believed he/she has the capacity to
affect student performance

Measurement
Rand efficacy questions: Two item
measure reflecting internal and
external control, described as PTE
and GTE

Rose & Medway (1981)

The extent to which a teacher
believes he/she can control student
outcomes

Teacher Locus of Control Scale
assesses teachers feelings of
internal/external LOC for student
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outcomes
Guskey (1981)

A teacher’s belief that he/she can
influence how well students learn

Responsibility for Student
Achievement Scale assesses teachers’
responsibility for student success
and/or failure

Ashton, Olejnik, Crocker, &
McAuliffe (1982)

A teacher’s belief in his/her ability to
have a positive effect on student
learning

Webb Efficacy Scale assesses beliefs
about teaching efficacy and personal
abilities

Ashton, Buhr, & Crocker (1984)

(see above)

Ashton’s Vignettes assesses outcome
and efficacy expectations

Figure 2.3. Research trends based on Rotter’s theoretical framework.

Specific expectancy scales have generated considerable research in the area of LOC
resulting in confusion about what factors are and are not related to individual differences in what
Rotter originally defined as locus of control. Bandura concluded that a measurement should
focus on specific knowledge areas, asserting that a teachers’ sense of efficacy encompassed not
only instruction, but the ability to manage class, build a learning environment, and motivate
students. In an attempt to provide a multi-faceted picture of teachers’ efficacy beliefs, Bandura
constructed his own Teacher Efficacy Scale (unpublished) instrument of 30 items with 7
subscales. Each item, measured on a 9-point Likert scale anchored with: nothing, very little,
some influence, quite a bit, and a general deal, led Bandura to argue that perceived self-efficacy
results from diverse sources of information and these sources of information must be processed
and weighed through self-reflected information such as vicarious experiences, social persuasions,
and psychological and emotional arousal (Bandura, 1986). While this unpublished work was
circulated, the reliability and validity information about the measure is not well-known.
In 1984, Gibson and Dembo expanded research on teacher efficacy by using a combined
conceptual framework from Bandura and from the Rand researchers. Gibson and Dembo
developed The Teacher Efficacy Scale (TES), to assess what teachers perceived to be outcome
expectations (general teaching - GTE) and efficacy expectations (personal teaching efficacyPTE). Measuring teacher efficacy to a two-factor dimensional construct, this scale of 30-items
was scored on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree.”
Because only 16 of the 30 items produced acceptable reliability coefficients as indicated by
Cronbach’s alpha, Gibson and Dembo eventually narrowed the efficacy scale to a 16-item
instrument. This modified instrument has been in use widespread and, as a result, the working
definition of teaching efficacy has come to be understood as the combination of GTE and PTE
(Woolfolk & Hoy, 1990). The outcome of this study supported Bandura’s hypotheses that people
with a high sense of efficacy perform better than those who doubt their capabilities.
To better clarify and understand the salient entities within the teacher efficacy construct,
Guskey and Passaro (1994) randomly selected efficacy items from the Gibson and Dembo’s
scale (1984). By rewording selected items, they sought to see if items thought to reflect a
personal internal orientation remained the same or were altered to reflect a general external
orientation. They used the same method for the general teaching efficacy items. Upon close
review, Guskey and Passaro questioned the true meaning of the factors found by Gibson and
Dembo. Their analysis found that the two dimensions of efficacy that exist fell into the
categories of internal and external control orientations rather than GTE and PTE. Since both the
referent and locus of control were altered, their work demonstrated the need to better clarify and
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understand the meaning of teacher efficacy from both the theoretical and measurement
perspective.
Rooted in Bandura’s construct of self-efficacy, Tschannen-Moran et al. (1998), proposed
a new model of teacher efficacy, The Teacher Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES). The TSES is a
measure of efficacy that assesses tasks associated with teaching in the domains of engagement,
classroom management, and instructional practice. The three-factor structure of this measure
enabled them to identify specific areas of concern in teachers’ relationship between the domain
of teaching tasks, teacher performance outcomes and student achievement. Tschannen-Moran et
al. (1998) contend that teachers’ sense of efficacy is cyclical – the higher one’s efficacy is leads
to greater effort and persistence, thus, improved teaching and learning. At the same time, this
cycle applies to the belief that lower efficacy leads to less effort and persistence, thus poor
teaching performance (see Figure 2.4).
Researcher(s)
Bandura (unpublished)

Definition
People’s judgment of their
capabilities to organize and execute
courses of action to achieve desired
outcomes

Gibson & Dembo (1984)

Teacher efficacy is the combination
of GTE and PTE

Guskey & Passaro (1994)

(Add clarity to teacher efficacy)

Tschannen-Moran &Woolfolk-Hoy
(2001)

Teachers’ judgment of his/her
capacity to bring about desired
outcomes of student engagement and
learning

Measurement
Bandura’s Teacher Efficacy Scale
attempts to provide a multi-faceted
picture of teacher efficacy beliefs
Teacher Efficacy Scale (TES)
assesses general teacher efficacy and
personal teaching efficacy
Utilized Gibson & Dembo scale to
demonstrate the need to better clarify
and understand teacher efficacy from
both a theoretical and a measurement
perspective
Teachers Sense of Efficacy Scale
assesses teacher beliefs in their ability
to organize and execute courses of
action to achieve desired outcomes

Figure 2.4: Research trends based on Bandura’s theoretical framework.

Research Trends on Teacher Efficacy Beliefs and Student Achievement
While a myriad of studies focus on teacher efficacy and the predictors of teacher efficacy
beliefs, McLaughlin and Marsh (1978) were among the first researchers to put forth the extended
causal chain from teacher efficacy to student achievement by proposing that a teacher’s level of
efficacy influences his or her behaviors which in turn affect the behavior of students. In my
experience, many educators are unaware that one’s expectations can eventually lead students to
behave and achieve in ways that confirm their expectations. Lortie (2002) noted that teachers’
beliefs create filters through which they process teaching experiences, and in most studies, a
teachers’ sense of efficacy has been assessed with two factors: personal efficacy, which refers to
an individual’s assessment of their own competency; and teaching efficacy, which refers to
teacher expectations that he or she can influence student learning. However, the majority of the
research has been correlation or comparative in nature, and typically, teachers’ expectations and
perceptions are based on teacher reports on factors such as students’ academic ability. Further
compounding the issue is significant long term research has not been done to examine the impact
of many of the determinants of teachers’ efficacy beliefs. Researchers have sought to validate
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these two strands which suggest that students tend to fulfill their teachers’ expectations. This has
given rise to criticism directed at this research.
The temptation, however, is to oversimplify the reasons for the differences in student
achievement. Because our system of education is largely built on negative beliefs and practices,
Weinstein (2002) posits that the application of expectancy theory to education is complex and
researchers continue to debate the methodological flaws of single studies. As evidence that the
phenomenon has not yet been proven, researchers sample thin slices of time and then aggregate
these results, thereby, failing to capture the specific conditions or risk factors that maximize or
minimize the potential for negative self-fulfilling prophecies (Weinstein, 2002).
Because teachers’ beliefs and attitudes may influence the learning capacities of students,
I suggest that teachers’ expectations give rise to the learning outcomes of students. In 1974,
Brophy and Good documented how teacher expectancies and beliefs influence student
motivation and achievement. They noted that much of the research was correlational, but many
of the links were also validated experimentally. In reviewing a large number of research studies,
they concluded in some cases teacher/student interactions created a self-fulfilling prophecy by
communicating expectations to their students. By cataloging student attributes (social class, race,
gender, etc.) that may affect teachers’ interactions with their students, Brophy and Good found
teacher’s efficacy beliefs guides their actions and communicates with students, influencing their
motivation and achievement. It is these conscious and unconscious beliefs that are considered to
be prevailing determinants of one’s intentions and actions (Bandura, 1977) that leads to the
metaphors and language teachers’ use. These not only reflect their beliefs, but shape their
thinking and practice in education (Cook-Sather, 2003) and offers insights into the way people
conceptualize and understand their world. Weinstein (2002) states, “expectancy processes do not
reside solely in the minds of teachers, but instead are built into the very fabric of our institutions
and our society” (p. 273).
Both quantitative and qualitative studies have documented a strong link between
perceived teacher self-efficacy beliefs and differences in students’ academic outcomes
(Alderman, 1999; Bandura, 1977, 1994; Cook-Sather, 2003; Delpit & Rozendal, 2003; Jones,
2003; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968; Rosenthal, 1973; Tschannen-Moran, Woolfolk Hoy, & Hoy,
2004), and there is compelling evidence that the beliefs that teachers hold regarding their
students have a powerful influence on their teaching (Fordham, 1996; Gordon, 2003; Haberman,
1991; Jones, 2003; Ogbu, 1982; Pang & Sablan, 1998). In most of these studies, teacher’s sense
of efficacy was assessed again with two factors: personal teaching efficacy and teaching efficacy.
Pang and Sablan (1998) focused on teacher efficacy beliefs of teaching African American
students. Adapting items from the work of Gibson and Dembo (1984) and Woolfolk and Hoy
(1990), Pang and Sablan used a 49-item questionnaire that was guided by what seemed to be
important issues to survey based on this past research. They compared the efficacy beliefs of preservice teachers to in-service teachers. Respondents were generally committed to multicultural
instruction, but varied in their reported instructional practices and perceived levels of
preparedness, effectiveness, and needs. Pang and Sablan noted a higher personal efficacy mean
for the pre-service teachers and concluded that teachers in general believe that they felt
inadequately prepared to teach African American students because they might not be able to
reach these students. This has led them to suggest that their results are an assessment of locus of
control or outcome expectancy rather that of self-efficacy, and is rooted in the individuals’
beliefs about their own abilities. Pang and Sablan also concluded that a critical dimension of
teacher-efficacy has not been investigated - the impact of teachers’ beliefs about race.
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Pettus and Allain (1999) argued that the rapidly changing demographic make-up in
schools requires teachers to be more responsive to diverse student populations. The purpose of
their investigation was to develop a viable survey questionnaire for assessing prospective
teachers’ attitudes and perceptions concerning multicultural education issues. They also wanted
to test the efficacy of their instrument for identifying attitude differences among prospective
teachers. They initially developed positive and negative position statements about the cultural
and educational issues that might serve as indicators of attitudes and predictors of instructional
behaviors. With the goal of collecting information regarding the consistency of the questions and
to determine if each item contributed sufficiently to the total instrument, a Likert-scale format
questionnaire was administered as a pre and post test to 62 teachers. Pettus and Allain’s
investigation assumed that “prospective teachers with positive attitudes and opinions are more
prone to behave appropriately and constructively in actual teaching situations” (p. 652) in a
multicultural classroom setting. However, caution must be used because it is questioned if
teachers responded to their opinions or to what they perceived to be a more socially acceptable
response by others.
Some beliefs educators hold are a result of historic belief systems. Pohan and Aguilar
(2001), in their search for measures to assess teachers’ efficacy beliefs about issues pertaining to
the diversity of historically marginalized socio-cultural groups, concluded that studies of
teachers’ beliefs about diversity using empirical measures, reliability and validity data were
seldom reported and the data derived from these empirically based measures were interpreted
with limited or no discussion on instrument reliability and validity (Pohan & Aguilar, 2001).
Pohan and Aguilar found that race and/or ethnicity were frequently associated with the concept
of diversity. This approach to diversity, however, excluded the socio-cultural discrepancies
associated with social class and languages which was more in alignment with the more
contemporary approaches to multicultural education. Finding several studies that used both
quantitative and qualitative measures, they determined that there was a need for the development
of sound instrumentation on diversity research. Because their intent was to provide guidance for
the development and design of educational and professional development programs to better
prepare teachers for being more effective with diverse student groups, one scale, The
Professional Belief About Diversity Scale (2001) consisted of 25 items measuring diversity and
the educational context of instruction. The other scale, The Personal Belief About Diversity
Scale (2001), consisted of 15 items measuring issues relating to diversity of race and social class.
Both scales used a 5-point Likert Scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” with
several items on both scales worded negatively to avoid a response set and then reversed keyed
to establish attitudes and predictors of instructional behaviors. Data was pooled to the two test
conditions and an analyses of variance (ANOVA) test did not reveal significance differences. It
is also suggested that these scales might be useful as initial gauges of beliefs about diversity and
its significance to effective teaching. Pohan and Aguilar intended for these scales to be used for
the purpose of investigating the relationship between a person’s beliefs and variables that might
affect educational policies or interventions (see Table 2.5).
Researcher(s)
McLaughlin & Marsh (1978)

Research Trend
Causal chain from teacher efficacy to
student achievement

Note
Teacher’s level of efficacy influences
his/her behavior which affect students’
behaviors

Weinstein (2002)

Preventive Intervention – create
“buffering” opportunities and close
relationships for children that can instill

Expectancy processes resides not only in
the minds of teachers, but are built into the
fabric of our institutions and our society
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high expectations, teach strategies to meet
these goals, and advocate for unmet needs
Brophy & Good (1974)

Teacher expectancies and beliefs
influence student motivation and
achievement

Pang & Sablan (1998)

Adapted Gibson & Dembo (1984) and
Woolfolk & Hoy (1990) scales and found
the assessment to be that of LOC rather
than that of self-efficacy

Pettus & Allain (1999)

Purpose to develop a viable questionnaire
for assessing prospective teacher attitudes
and perceptions concerning multi-cultural
education issues

Pohan & Aguilar (2001)

Search for a measure to assess teacher
efficacy beliefs about issues pertaining to
the diversity of historically marginalized
socio-cultural groups

Inequities are related to the history of
inter-group relationships and student
attributes creates self-fulfilling prophecies
Questions guided by what seemed to be
important issues to survey educators
Goal to collect information regarding the
consistency of the questions

Professional Belief About Diversity and
Personal Belief About Diversity assesses
issues relating to diversity of race and race
and to be a useful tool as an initial gauge
of beliefs about diversity and effective
teaching

Table 2.5. Research trends on teacher efficacy beliefs and student achievement.
Since Bandura (1977) introduced the construct of self-efficacy, researchers have been
successful in demonstrating that an individual’s self-efficacy beliefs influence how people
behave and can often be better predicted of the beliefs they hold about their capabilities. Through
the years, the concept of teacher efficacy has been connected with many educational variables.
The focus on teacher efficacy beliefs has ranged from its impact to outcomes (Bandura, 1977,
1986; Pajares, 1997; Guskey & Passaro, 1994; Gibson & Dembo, 1984; Hoy & Woolfolk, 1990;
Tschannen-Moran et al., 1998), the characteristics of efficacious teachers (Alderman, 1999;
Cook-Sather, 2003; Delpit & Rozendal, 2003; Jones, 2003; Rosenthal & Jacobson, 1968;
Rosenthal, 1973), to its measurement and development (Bandura, 1977, 1994; Guskey, 1981;
Rose & Medway, 1981; Gibson & Dembo, 1984; Woolfolk & Hoy, 1990; Guskey & Passaro,
1994; Tschannen-Moran et al., 2004). While research has established teachers’ differential
expectations for students and these expectations may influence student achievement, researchers
have not highlighted the basis upon which these differentiated expectations are formed or how
they are manifested within the classroom. Absent in the literature reviewed are cross-sectional
snapshots of teacher perceptions of their capabilities and the interplay between teachers’
pedagogical beliefs and self-efficacy beliefs and the way in which these perceptions underlie
their actions.
Summary
Research has provided some understanding to the complex role that teacher efficacy
beliefs play in the academic achievement of students, and research has suggested there is little
difference in how these variables influence teacher practices. Despite the interest in this
construct, there are still gaps in our understanding of teacher efficacy. Thus, the following
observations and implications from the literature review can be made:
1. The meaning and definitions of teacher efficacy construct are continuing to evolve and be
developed.
2. Researchers have acknowledged the problems of measuring teacher efficacy.
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3. Investigations and analyses of studies are based on the theoretical perspective of
individual researchers.
4. The nature and degree of teacher efficacy beliefs are likely to vary among teachers as a
result of teachers’ beliefs about teaching and their students.
5. The need to discover the correlates relating to teachers’ sense of efficacy and beliefs they
hold and how these beliefs influence educational practices.
6. Teacher efficacy is cyclical in nature and evolves as experiences are encountered.
7. Despite the fact that teacher efficacy beliefs and expectations have been investigated in
educational settings, few studies have directly investigated the relationship between
teacher efficacy beliefs and teachers’ perceptions of their instructional practices towards
their students.
Purpose of the Study
Perhaps, the most compelling reason for my interest in the salient aspects of teacher
efficacy beliefs is the probable link between teacher efficacy beliefs and student academic
success. Research findings have generally supported Bandura’s (1986) contention that efficacy
beliefs mediate the effect of skills or other self-beliefs on subsequent performance attainment of
people (Bandura, 1997). This reciprocal interaction indicates that there is a need to use a more
multi-dimensional indicator to get a more nuanced picture of how teacher efficacy beliefs might
influence teacher practices. This investigation expects to identify the multifaceted beliefs that
teachers may use to inform their thoughts and actions. Subsequently, teacher efficacy has been
built on two theoretical frameworks – locus of control theory and self efficacy theories. It is my
hope that this study will contribute to the development of a more inclusive pedagogy for
educators seeking to improve the manner in which they think and act.
Specifically, this study will be a design experiment to use a redesigned and more
effective instrument to explore the construct of efficacy in more detail as a precursor for
determining the types of interventions that might be effective for impacting efficacy in ways that
reduce the achievement gap. Thus, this investigation will seek to unpack aspects of self-efficacy
by uncovering teacher efficacy beliefs that drive practice, and to: (a) provide an overview of
teachers' self-reported efficacy beliefs; (b) examine the beliefs of this construct that may
contribute towards differentiated student outcomes; and, (c) understand which efficacy beliefs
may impact teacher practices.
Research Questions
The following research questions have guided this investigation:
1. What is the nature of variations of efficacy perceptions and its sub-constructs?
2. Is self-efficacy unitary or is it multidimensional?
3. Which self-efficacy scales appear to be the most related to differential forms of
student achievement?
4. What are the specific expectancy beliefs that may contribute more to differences in
learning outcomes?
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Significance of the Study
A major challenge confronts us – the gaps in academic achievement exist among students
by: ethnicity; socioeconomic and socio-demographic status; and the cultural differences within
schools. Additionally, there is evidence that key components of teacher effectiveness are the
belief systems that may impact teacher practice and, thus, student outcomes. Most of the
discussion to date about the causes of the academic gap in student achievement has focused on
the curriculum and instructional issues, with little analysis of how the culture of teacher beliefs
may contribute to the academic gap by propelling some students towards success and hindering
others.
It also suggests that we need to have ways for teachers to make their beliefs explicit
before they can hope to reflect upon them, much less change or modify them before change
efforts are likely to improve student achievement. If we learn how our attitudes and our thinking
influences our emotions and behaviors we can possibly alter our way of thinking as a means to
develop effective new philosophies for interacting with various student groups and make that a
critical component of school reform.
Given the importance of self-efficacy as a construct to understand teacher practice and
student achievement, and given the previously noted deficiencies in the analysis of it to date, it is
important to develop a more detailed profile of this construct as it relates to differences in teacher
practice and student achievement. This is critical for both theory and for designing an
appropriate intervention.
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Chapter 3
Method
Overview
Through the use of quantitative and qualitative methods of analysis this study was
designed to: examine teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs and to better understand teachers’ selfefficacy perceptions of their capabilities and responsibilities in urban elementary schools; and
examine the association between these perceptions and teacher practices. The analysis was
designed to provide insights into the possible relationship between teacher self-efficacy and
expectancy beliefs and teacher practices which may influence differences in student academic
outcomes (see Figure 3.1).
All data were exported from surveymonkey.com into MS Excel. Data were then imported
from MS Excel into SPSS version 15.0. Once in SPSS the data were merged with the student
data. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 15.0.
Question

Hypothesis

Methodology

1. What is the
nature of variation
of self-efficacy and
its sub-constructs?

Teachers selfefficacy beliefs
affect their
practice.

Modification
of Bandura’s
Instrument:
Teacher SelfEfficacy Scale
(1997)

Type of
Variable
Independent

4. What are the
specific expectancy
beliefs that may
contribute more to
differences in
learning outcomes?

Exploratory
data analyses
Pearsons
correlations
Descriptive
statistics

2. Is self-efficacy a
unitary concept or
is it
multidimensional?

3. Which efficacy
scales appear to be
the most related to
differential forms
of student
achievement?

Analysis

Justification

Teacher perceived
beliefs are
multidimensional
that operate
independently

Multiple tables
to view raw
data and to
show various
kinds of
relationships
Teacher selfefficacy
perceptions
have
significance on
student
academic
outcomes.

Student data
analysis

Open-ended
responses

Dependent

Descriptive
statistics
Pearsons
correlations

Teachers’ perceived
beliefs may influence
practice and make
significant
contributions towards
student academic
success or failure

Exploratory
data analysis
Associations
Pearsons
correlations

Figure 3.1. Methods and Analyses of teacher beliefs and expectations affects on student academic results.
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Sample
This study took place in a small urban school district in northern California that included
10 elementary schools, which ranged from low socioeconomic Title 1 schools to high
socioeconomic schools, with varying student demographics. Each school was labeled by an
identifying code to protect the anonymity of the participating teachers, schools, and the district.
While, there were no prior definitions of the population and the group that had taken the survey,
it was not known what the effect of having to use volunteers who were willing, would have on
the results. In addition, participants received no inducement or reward to be a part of the study.
The survey was sent by e-mail to 100 teachers at the end of the school year after the
administration of the 2007 state’s norm reference tests. Working jointly with the district’s
Educational Services Department, teacher participation was solicited from all elementary
teachers in the district. Teachers were notified (via e-mail) that their input is critical in providing
information needed to design and develop a district-wide professional development program that
will focus on teachers as adult learners with individual learning styles and needs.
Each school had a teaching staff of at least 10 classroom teachers. The 37 teachers who
voluntarily participated in the study were asked to complete the modified Bandura instrument,
posted on surveymonkey.com, and to provide their demographic information which included
their school, grade level taught, and their years of teaching. They also completed three openended questions about the relationship of their beliefs to their practices and student outcomes.
It is important to note that an efficacy scale is typically given to several teachers in the
same school, with the results aggregated to determine one score. In this study, the self-efficacy
scale was completed only by individual participants and was the participating teachers’
perception of their efficacy and not that of the school. In Table 3.1 (see below), each school’s
percentage of teachers participating in this study is presented and the percentage of the grade
levels represented. Of the participants, 12 teachers chose not to identify their school. What is
known of those teachers who declined to state school affiliation, four teachers taught multiple
grades (two in grades K-5 and two in grades K-8); two teachers stated other as their grade level;
one teacher worked with students with disabilities; one teacher worked as an intervention
teacher; and three teachers worked at multiple school sites.
Table 3.1
Teacher Background Characteristics
Variable

N

% of survey
participants

School
unknown

12

32.4

H

10

27.0

B

3

8.1

W

3

8.1

O

1

2.7

P

2

5.4

L

2

5.4
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J

1

2.7

OK

1

2.7

C

1

2.7

special
education

1

2.7

Total

37

100.0

1st

4

11.8

2nd

5

14.7

3rd

7

20.6

4th

2

5.9

5th

6

17.6

K

4

11.8

K-5th

2

5.9

K-8

2

5.9

other

2

5.9

Total

34

Grade

100.0

Three variables were used to represent the teacher demographic characteristics: grade
level taught; years of teaching and years in the district; and teacher and school demographics. On
average, teachers indicated that they worked in the district for 13.89 year (SD = 10.99) and had
been teaching for an average of 18.26 years (SD = 11.26) (see Table 3.2). It is important to note
that the efficacy beliefs on experienced teachers may be quite stable, and according to research,
well-established and resistance to change.
Table 3.2
Teacher Background Characteristics: Years in District; Years Teaching.
N

Min.

Max

M

SD

How many years have
you worked in the
district?

31

1

38

13.79

10.99

How many years have
you been teaching?

37

2

38

18.26

11.26

Because of the small percentage of teacher respondents in this study, each school, along
with the number of teacher respondents and school characteristics, is represented (see Table 3.3).
While this sample is only a representation of the district’s population, it has the same general
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characteristics of the district’s population. The data in the table also indicate that the results will
be limited by the number of teachers in each school and in each grade level who responded to the
survey. However, these results are intended to be neither all inclusive nor to represent all
teachers. Instead, this is intended to be a useful way to begin to think about the ways teachers
and schools may influence teacher efficacy beliefs and teacher effectiveness. In addition, since
student data is reported by grade level, school, and district, teacher efficacy results will not
reflect their beliefs as to the performance of his or her students. Rather, they will be related more
indirectly to overall school and grade level results and can only be generally suggestive given
that there are generally differences in teacher effectiveness within schools. Thus, the composite
school score may not be reflective of any specific teacher scores.
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Table 3.3
Teacher Participants by School (where known) and Student Characteristics
# of Teacher
Respondents

% of African
American
Students

% of ELA
proficiency of
AA

% of Latino
or Hispanic
Students

B
H

3
10

3
14

33
32

3
24

81.8
47.0

16
43

55.2
55.1

% of School
Free and
Reduced
lunch
6
53

W

3

16

25

17

47.2

40

42.3

58

41.5

O

1

7

64.7

5

53.1

22

60.0

19

56.5

P

2

16

36.1

9

36.1

28

45.5

41

41.9

L

2

12

47.2

13

61.0

35

56.5

33

44.2

J

1

12.2

8.3

70.3

13,6

67.2

12.1

91.3

12.9

OK

1

multi-schools

C

1

Multi-schools

Special educ

1

multi-grade;
multi-schools

School

unknown

12

various grades

% of ELA
proficiency
of L or H

% of English
Learners

% of ELA
proficiency
of ELs

% of ELA
proficiency
of FRL
54.2
45.5
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While it is unclear as to the ethnicity of each teacher respondent, the district data
is representative of each school’s average teacher population and student population. This
information may be useful in understanding the self-reported efficacy perceptions of
teacher respondents and its possible relation to students’ demographics. It is suggested
when differences exist between the students’ and teachers’ demographics, this may result
in teachers misreading the styles of language and patterns of social interactions. There is
also evidence in the literature that teachers tend to base their expectations on the group
performance of students rather than on the performance of an individual child (Good,
1987) (see Table 3.4).
Table 3.4
District’s certificated ethnic breakdown and student ethnic breakdown
Staff ethnicity

% of certificated staff

% of student population

African American

3

13

American Indian

0

1

Asian

7

31

Filipino

2

9

Hispanic

5

12

White

83

31

It has been well established that teacher expectations are influenced by the race
and ethnicity of students. However, the nature and degree of teacher expectations effects
in a particular school or classroom are likely to vary among teachers as a result of teacher
beliefs about teaching and learning.
Data Collection Procedures
To guarantee confidentiality of teacher respondents, teachers’ names were not
solicited. Instead, teachers were asked to identify themselves only by their school
(optional), grade level, years of teaching, and years in the district. Data were grouped by
grade levels and schools. Student data were grouped by schools, grade levels,
socioeconomic levels (free and reduced lunch status) and socio-demographic areas (e.g.
students’ ethnicity, language). In this way the confidentiality of students, teachers,
schools, and the district was guarded.
Our confidentiality policy was discussed with all teacher participants. To assure
participants that their responses remained confidential, they were coded by the above, to
protect their anonymity. Teacher participants, however, may have experienced feelings of
discomfort when answering questions about their experiences. In order to mitigate this
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risk, teacher participators had the option not to answer a question or discontinue
completing the survey.
All data collected was entered into surveymonkey.com by each participant.
Supervised by me, a data expert entered all data into the SPSS 15.0 format. I assumed the
responsibility for the on-going monitoring of the data collection process, confidentiality
of the investigation, and data interpretation. However, there may be measurement errors
due to the occurrence of an item being misread within the instrument. This may
contribute to the variability between samples that is not related to the purpose of this
study.
Instruments
In order to focus on the two areas of research, Rotters’s social learning theory of
locus of control and Bandura’s social cognitive theory, the instrument used to collect data
for this study on teachers’ efficacy beliefs was developed by adapting items from the
work of Bandura’s Teacher Efficacy Scale (1997) and Guskey’s Responsibility of
Achievement (1981) (see Figure 3.2).
Researcher
Bandura
(1997)

Definition
A judgment of a teacher’s
capabilities to bring about
desired outcome of student
learning; teachers’ beliefs that
their efforts will have a
positive effect on student
achievement.

Measurement
Teacher Self-Efficacy Scale:
seven subscales assess efficacy
to influence decision-making;
influence on school resources;
instructional efficacy;
disciplinary efficacy; enlisting
parental involvement; enlisting
community involvement; and
creating a positive school
climate.

Guskey
(1981)

A global measure of
responsibility.

Responsibility for Student
Achievement: two subscales
reflect the degree of
responsibility for student
success and responsibility for
student failure.

Figure 3.2. Research Trends.
It is suggested that a valid measure of teacher efficacy is not simply beliefs about
ability, but the actions that follow from these beliefs. Merged as a single instrument (see
Appendix A), the first part of this instrument was used to examine teacher self-efficacy
perceptions, and to identify the efficacy perceptions and the extent to which teachers
believe themselves to be capable of supporting their students’ learning. The Bandura
Modified Teacher Scale consists of seven sub-scales (see Figure 3.3).
Efficacy Sub-scale
Efficacy to influence decision-making (DM)
Instructional Efficacy (I)

Definition
To make or have an impact on decisions
and policies that may affect student
outcomes.
Instructional decisions.
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Disciplinary Efficacy (D)

Ability to control student behaviors and
attendance.
Efficacy to influence parental involvement (PI)
Ability to engage parents in supporting
their child’s learning and outcomes.
Efficacy to create a positive school climate (PSC) Ability to motivate students and build
self-esteem.
Efficacy to build a culturally relevant learning Ability to connect to students’ home and
environment (C)
cultures.
Efficacy on internal locus of control (LOC)
Responsibility for student success and
responsibility for student failures. Ability
to execute actions that lead to success.
Figure 3.3. Bandura’s Modified Teacher Efficacy Scale.

The second part of this instrument, three open-ended questions, were used to
identify teachers’ perception of personal control over their responsibility for student
outcomes and describe the salient beliefs about and the relationship between teachers’
perceived efficacy to student academic achievement. The three open-ended questions
were formulated using Guskey’s scale of internal-external locus of control to assist in
uncovering and describing the relationship of teachers’ efficacies to teacher practices and
student outcomes. These questions were used to solicit responses from teachers to better
determine their beliefs about student achievement that underlie each of the components of
efficacy (see Figure 3.4). Using correlational evidence with the established constructs
contributes to reasonable validity, thus allowing for qualitative analyses.
Question

Efficacy sub-scale

1. What do you think are the major obstacles that
prevent students from reaching the levels of
proficiency or advancement?
2. What do you think are the causes of these
obstacles?
3. How have you changed your practices to better
fit these needs of your students?

Efficacy to build a culturally
relevant learning environment.
Efficacy to build a culturally
relevant learning environment.
Instructional Efficacy.

Figure 3.4. Open-ended survey questions.

Reliability and Validity
Many factors impact the degree that a given test will yield reliable scores for a
given administration. Although, the present study involved an extensive quantitative
method, the qualitative study is important to the overall study. To improve the
comprehensibility of the instrument used, the response format in the questionnaire was
used to check comprehensibility and clarity of the items, and to gauge the validity of the
responses to the 9-point Likert scale. Table 3.5 shows the respective teacher efficacy
scales of this study, the corresponding survey items and the scale reliability measured
with Cronbach’s alpha for the Bandura’s Modified Teacher Efficacy Scale part 1.
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Table 3.5
Reliability for the Teacher Scales
Scale
Efficacy to influence decision making

Survey Items
1, 8

Cronbach’s Alpha
.84

Instructional efficacy

19, 22, 25, 26, 28,

.76

Disciplinary efficacy

3, 11, 20

.76

Efficacy to enlist parental involvement

7, 19

.76

Efficacy to create a positive school
climate

5, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18

.70

Cultural efficacy

4, 10, 13, 15, 21, 23, 27

.50

Efficacy on internal locus of control

2, 6, 24

.70

Construct validity relates to the appropriateness of the measure. Using Cronbach’s
alpha, a coefficient of consistency, measures how well a set of variables or items
measures a single, uni-dimensional latent construct (reliability), and is used to estimate
the proportion of variance that is consistent in a set of test scores. In this study the range
is from 00.50 (cultural efficacy) to 00.84 (efficacy to influence decision making). These
statistics are influenced by the small sample size. With the exception of the indicators for
cultural efficacy construct, all correlations related to teacher efficacy beliefs show a high
to moderate significant association, thus the correlations lend some support to the
hypothesis that teacher self-efficacy beliefs may affect their practice.
While there is no previous reliability and validity data for this instrument, the
reliability and validity for the two instruments, Bandura’s and Guskey’s, on which it is
based, are as follows (see Figure 3.5).
Instrument

Scale

Reliability and Validity

Bandura’s Teacher
Efficacy Scale (1977)

Attempts to provide a multifaceted picture of teachers’
efficacy beliefs

Guskey’s
Responsibility for
Student Achievement
(1981)

Rooted in Rotter’s (1966)
conception of locus of
control this 30-item
instrument measures the
amount of responsibility a
teacher felt for student
success or failure

Reliability and validity
information about the measure
have not been available.
However, instrument validity
has evolved from the use of
Bandura’s scale as the basis
for further research.
Guskey reported intercorrelations ranging from .
72-.81 between overall
responsibility and
responsibility for student
success and student failure
while the subscales for student
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success and student failure
were only weakly related (.20)
or not at all. The use of this
measure has served as the
basis for further studies in
LOC. No published studies
were found in which other
researchers had adopted this
measure.

Figure 3.5. Instrument Reliability and Validity.

Student Data
Student data were collected from the spring 2007 California Standards Test
(STAR) scores. Non-confidential data results were accessed from the California
Department of Education web site, and through the district’s non-confidential
accountability reports on student achievement. Students’ data was identified and grouped
cumulatively by: grade level, school, ethnicity, language, free and reduced lunch status;
student background variables for student ethnicity, socioeconomic status; and student
proficiency results from California’s state standardized tests. The data was then
aggregated by school, grade level, and socio-demographic information. Reference to
individual students was not made, nor was there any contact with individual students.
Procedure
The goal of this investigation was: to better understand teachers’ self-efficacy
perceptions of their capabilities and responsibilities in an urban elementary school
setting; to examine the association between teacher’s self-perceptions on teacher
practices; and to estimate their effect on student academic achievement.
Key Question 1
What is the nature of variation of self-efficacy and its sub-constructs?
The first element of this investigation was to examine teachers’ self-efficacy
beliefs and to identify their efficacy perceptions. The perceptions teachers have towards
school and schooling was elicited from teachers using the modification of Bandura’s
Teacher Self-Efficacy Scale (see Appendix A and B). This scale was designed to gather
participants’ self-perceptions of their efficacy beliefs in which they were asked to
indicate their degree of agreement with each item by responding on a 9-point Likert scale
from 1 (Nothing) to 9 (A Great Deal). The first element of this investigation was to
examine the relationship between teachers’ perceived efficacy and student outcomes. A
variety of statistical methods were run using SPSS version 15.0. Results were analyzed
through descriptive statistics and Pearson correlations to explore correlations between the
independent variables (DM, I, D, PI, PSC, C, LOC) to dependent variables (student
demographics and academic achievement). I examined the hypotheses generated by what
I believed are the salient belief factors that helped or hindered teacher effectiveness and
explored the associations with student data results. First, I computed the variations of
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academic achievement of students within schools and between schools. To create this
distribution, I compiled the average achievement scores attained by students based on the
socioeconomic and socio-demographic levels. Next, the variations of this distribution
indicated how much the average achievement of students differed from school to school
considering only students’ socioeconomic and socio-demographic information.
Correlations and other basic descriptive statistics were used to determine the degree of
interrelatedness among the seven efficacy subscales and to determine the varying
attitudes teachers have towards the many different types of tasks that they are asked to
perform. The goal is to determine which of the scales seems to operate independently.
Key Question 2
Is self-efficacy unitary or is it multidimensional?
To answer Key Question 2, the average scores on each of the seven subsections
were used to create variables based on the participants’ responses to the modified
Bandura’s instrument by each teacher, grade level, and school. Teacher efficacy scores,
were computed on each respective factor and it was determined what subsets have the
greatest to least efficacy scores. A factor analysis was completed to examine the
interrelationship among the items because these measures have an inherent
multidimensionality.
It was also important that I determined how teachers responded to the questions
and which factors teachers feel they have influence over the most. As part of the
quantitative data analyses, this analysis provided me with an explanation of items in
terms of their common underlying dimensions. While I examined the entire sequence of
responses by each participant, I also distinguished between those categories by coding the
data using the coding categories suggested by the identified subscales that were presented
in both measures. Finally, I analyzed the data by describing each of the results in order to
provide a multi-faceted picture of teachers’ efficacy beliefs. In addition, I examined the
data through Pearson Correlation to determine the degree of association between the
teacher efficacy scale and teacher data and to see if there were highly significant
correlations that do and do not respond to my stated hypotheses. An Analyses of
Variance (ANOVA) was run to examine differences across the seven subscales. Analysis
of Variance is a family method for testing hypotheses that involves the measures of more
than two groups. I then isolated those beliefs, which I believed are indicative in
predicting academic achievement. This variety of statistical methods was conducted
using the SPSS Version 15.0 computer statistical analysis package and results were
analyzed through correlations and descriptive statistics.
The next element of this investigation was to examine teacher’s efficacy
perceptions and the extent to which teachers believed themselves to be capable of
supporting students’ learning. In order to answer key question two, the average scores on
each of the seven subscales of Bandura’s modified instrument were determined. The
seven subscales include efficacy to influence decision-making, instructional efficacy,
disciplinary efficacy, efficacy to enlist parental involvement, efficacy to create a positive
school climate, cultural efficacy, and efficacy on internal locus of control.
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Because of the survey nature of this investigation, teachers’ perceptions were
assessed in terms of teacher self-reported effort, the short answer portion of the modified
Bandura’s scale provided qualitative data by assessing teachers’ salient beliefs in relation
to student outcomes. I began a detailed analysis with a coding process by organizing the
written responses by text data and finding the most descriptive words in each response for
each question. These categories (chunks) were labeled with a term based on the actual
language of the participants. Information was then coded by labeling categories with a
term in the actual language of teacher participants, thus creating themes. These themes
were then interconnected into the seven subscales.
Key Question 3
Which self-efficacy scales appear to be most related to differential forms of student
achievement?
To determine the extent to which teacher self-efficacy beliefs affect and/or
influence student academic success, the goal is to uncover and describe the relationship
of teachers’ efficacy to student academic outcomes. Teachers’ efficacies were compared
with students’ academic outcomes. In order to examine the associations between
perceived teacher efficacy beliefs and student outcomes, the data were subjected to a
series of correlation analyses to determine the interrelationships among a number of
factors. To examine the relationship between the perceived self-efficacy beliefs of
participating teachers and that of student outcomes, a Pearsons correlation was
conducted. I examined the correlations between the various efficacy subscales of teachers
and various achievement averages of students. In looking at the correlation coefficients I
was able to see if they were significantly different from 0. Significance, where found,
established correlation. Where there where no significant correlations, this has
implications for the usefulness of the instruments because of my sample size. Once the
contributions of the independent variables (teacher efficacy beliefs) were determined,
these outcomes were triangulated with student outcomes.
Due to the small sample size, a regression analysis could not be performed.
Therefore, the R-square change and its test of significance could not be examined for
exclusion of each predictor to determine the unique contribution of the predictor.
Key Question 4
What are the specific expectancy beliefs that may contribute more to differences in
learning outcomes?
Ultimately, this study proposes to describe the salient beliefs about teachers’
perceptions and the relationship between teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs to determine, if
any, where influences might lay. Exploratory data analyses provided viable interpretation
of the open-ended responses to the questions.
Tables were used for viewing the raw data and to visually display the
interrelationship among the independent variables (teacher efficacies) and the dependent
variables (student outcomes), and to show all allowable data through the use of these
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tables to reveal the associations between teacher efficacies and the academic results of
various student groups (see Appendix C). The results of this analysis reveal significant
effects on teachers’ sense of self-efficacy and its unique variables that may influence
teachers’ stated beliefs and the relationship to their practices. This also demonstrates the
possible interdependence of teacher efficacy in relation to student outcomes.
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Chapter 4
Results
Overview
Elements of this investigation were to identify teachers’ sense of self-efficacy
beliefs; explore teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs and what factors could be predictive of
students’ academic success and/or failures; and explain the possible relationship between
teachers’ self-reported beliefs and student outcomes. This chapter presents the results of
the data analyses conducted in this study. However, the data will be limited by the
number of teachers in each school and in each grade level. In addition, since student data
is reported by grade level, school and district, teacher efficacy results will not reflect their
beliefs to the performance of his or her students.
The research questions, as indicated in Chapter 2, were used to frame the results
with the goal of measuring teachers’ self-efficacy perceptions and to estimating the
overall magnitude of teacher effect on student academic achievement. In general,
comparisons between teacher self-efficacy and student groups are displayed first,
followed by further statistical analyses of the variables. Teacher efficacy results will be
related more indirectly to overall school and grade level results and can only be
suggestive given that there are generally differences in teacher effectiveness within
schools and grade levels. Descriptive statistics for the variables in this study are shown in
this chapter.
Key Question 1
Is self-efficacy unitary or is it multidimensional?
To determine the nature of variation of self-efficacy and its sub-constructs, the
average scores on each of the seven subscales of the modified Bandura’s instrument were
determined. The seven subscales include efficacy to influence decision-making,
instructional efficacy, disciplinary efficacy, efficacy to enlist parental involvement,
efficacy to create a positive school climate, cultural efficacy, and efficacy on internal
locus of control. The descriptive statistics for the seven subscales can be found in Table
4.1. The means and standard deviations, which are broken down by the seven sub-scales,
are the primary variables of the study.
Table 4.1
Descriptive Statistics for Bandura’s Modified Instrument
Subscale

N

Min

Max

M

SD

Efficacy to influence decision making

32

3.50

9.00

6.26

1.71

Instructional efficacy

27

3.80

8.20

5.86

1.17

Disciplinary efficacy

29

4.33

9.33

7.12

1.24

Efficacy to enlist parental involvement

30

3.00

8.00

5.18

1.28
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Efficacy to create a positive school climate

29

3.83

8.17

5.72

1.00

Cultural efficacy

25

4.86

7.29

5.91

.75

Efficacy on internal locus of control

27

4.00

9.00

6.17

1.28

Teachers had the highest scores on the Disciplinary Efficacy subscale (M = 7.12,
SD = 1.24) and lowest scores on the Efficacy to Enlist Parental Involvement subscale (M
= 5.18, SD = 1.28). There is some variation across all measures ranging (M=5.18 to
M=7.12) suggesting that there are some differences in the beliefs that teachers hold,
particularly in Efficacy to Influence Decision Making (M= 6.26, SD=1.71), but not a
dramatic amount in relation to the mean. The interpretation of these findings will be
discussed in conjunction with other findings below.
Next, an analysis was done to see whether self-efficacy attitudes are related to the
length of time that teachers have spent in the profession. However, because this is a
cross-sectional study, these results may only indicate that the length of time differences
of teachers entering the profession may be impacted by other variables outside the scope
of this study. Pearson correlations (see Table 4.2 and Table 4.3) were examined to
determine the degree of association between the efficacy scales and years in the district
and years teaching. There was a positive significant correlation between years teaching
and disciplinary efficacy (r =.39, p = .03). As the years of teaching increased,
disciplinary teaching efficacy increased. There was also a positive significant correlation
between years teaching in the district and disciplinary efficacy (r =.40, p = .04). As the
years of teaching increased, disciplinary teaching efficacy increased. The connection
between years of teaching and disciplinary teacher efficacy could be explained by the fact
that as one gains more experience, one develops techniques of control. None of the other
correlations of interest were significant. It therefore appears that other than for discipline,
self-efficacy attitudes tend to be established early in one’s career and become deeply held
beliefs that do not change over time.
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Table 4.2
Pearson’s Correlations for Self-Efficacy Subscales (N = 37)
Years in
the
district?

Years the district?

r

Years teaching

r

Efficacy decision
making

r

Instructional
efficacy

r

Disciplinary efficacy

r

Efficacy parental
involvement

r

Efficacy school
climate

r

Cultural efficacy

r

Efficacy locus of
control

r

Efficacy
decision
making

Years
teaching?

Instructional
efficacy

Efficacy
Parental
involvement

Disciplinary

efficacy

Efficacy
school
climate

Efficacy
locus of
control

Cultural
efficacy

.902(**)

-

-.031

-.212

-

.320

.375

.125

-

.394(*)

.403(*)

.337

.645(**)

-

-.192

-.100

.213

.489(**)

.323

-

.379

.251

.472(**)

.585(**)

.710(**)

.518(**)

-

-.074

.131

-.017

.531(**)

.336

.637(**)

.390

-

.118

.214

.441(*)

.675(**)

.774(**)

.665(**)

.748(**)

.616(**)

-
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Table 4.3
Pearson’s Correlations for Self-Efficacy Subscales Values of p
Years in
the
district?

Years the district?

p

Years teaching

p

Efficacy decision
making

p

Instructional
efficacy

p

Disciplinary
efficacy

p

Efficacy parental
involvement

p

Efficacy school
climate

p

Cultural efficacy

p

Efficacy locus of
control

p

Efficacy
decision
making

Years
teaching?

Instructional
efficacy

Disciplinary

efficacy

Efficacy
Parent
involvement

Efficacy
school
climate

Cultural
efficacy

Efficacy
locus of
control

.000

-

.873

.244

-

.127

.054

.1535

-

.046

.030

.074

.000

-

.337

.598

.257

.010

.088

-

.056

.189

.010

.001

.000

.004

-

.742

.531

.934

.006

.101

.001

.054

-

.581

.283

.021

.000

.000

.000

.000

.001

-
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Next an effort was made to determine the belief systems within a school. To
better understand the influence of the largest identified group of respondents and the
other identified group, to those who did not identify their work site, Table 4.4 gives a
picture of the cluster of responses and its influence on the statistical outcomes. The
response, “Quite A Bit”, was randomly selected to provide a snapshot of some of the
responses to the randomly pulled survey questions. These questions were then grouped
according to their efficacy sub-scale: “efficacy on internal locus of control” (LOC),
“efficacy to build a culturally relevant learning environment” (C), and “efficacy to
influence parental involvement” (PI) (see Table 4.4). Since only one school (school H)
had a larger number of respondents, a comparison was made with others who identified
their work site.
Table 4.4
Filtered % with response “quite a bit” in randomly pulled questions
Efficacy

Survey Question

sub-scale

LOC

C

PI

How much do you feel you
can influence the learning
of underachieving
students?
How much can you do to
get students to believe they
can do well in schoolwork?
How much do students’
socio-economic and/or
cultural backgrounds
influence your expectations
of them?
How much do you
understand the cultural and
social forces that impede
student learning?
How much can you do to
understand the attitudes
and beliefs of your students
and families that may
impact student
achievement?
How much can you do to
get parents to become
involved in their children’s
learning?
How much can you do to
promote learning when
there is a lack of support
from home?

School H %
answered “quite
a bit”
(n=10)

Other Schools %
answered “quite
a bit”
(n=15)

Total % of
identified
schools
(n=25)

All
respondents
% of scores
(n=37)

30

23.1

26.1

21.9

40

23.1

30.4

31.3

0

22.2

10.5

7.1

20

55.6

36.8

29.6

11.1

55.6

33.3

33.3

10

23.1

17.4

15.6

10

20

15

17.2
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To examine if there are differences between variables, Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) was used to examine differences across the seven subscales by teacher grade
level, but the sample size is too small to interpret significance tests in ANOVA. Due to
the small number of cells in certain grade levels and lack of statistical power for this
analysis, teacher grade was combined into two levels for all further analysis. Because of
the number of respondents, the decision to cluster grade level groups was based on that
number. Teacher self efficacy dimensions do not appear to vary by grade level. The
distribution of this recoding can be found in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5
Teacher Grade Recoded
Grade

N

%

grades 1-4

18

52.9

all other grades

16

47.1

Total

34

100.0

The results of the ANOVA indicated that there were no significant differences by
grade level in teacher efficacy perceptions (see Table 4.6 and Table 4.7). Once again, the
small sample size is too small to interpret significance.
Table 4.6
Descriptive Statistics by Teacher Grade Level
Subscale

Grade

N

M

SD

Min.

Max.

Efficacy to influence decision making

grades 1-4

15

6.10

1.56

3.50

9.00

other grades

15

6.73

1.75

3.50

9.00

Total

30

6.41

1.66

3.50

9.00

grades 1-4

14

5.94

1.33

3.80

8.20

other grades

12

5.76

1.06

4.60

7.80

Total

26

5.86

1.19

3.80

8.20

grades 1-4

15

7.26

1.34

4.67

9.33

other grades

12

7.00

1.21

4.33

8.67

Total

27

7.14

1.27

4.33

9.33

grades 1-4

15

5.00

1.32

3.00

7.50

other grades

13

5.42

1.30

3.50

8.00

Total

28

5.19

1.30

3.00

8.00

grades 1-4

15

5.61

1.14

3.83

7.33

Instructional efficacy

Disciplinary efficacy

Efficacy to enlist parental involvement

Efficacy to create a positive school
climate
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Cultural efficacy

Efficacy on internal locus of control

other grades

12

5.91

Total

27

5.74

grades 1-4

13

6.05

other grades

11

Total

.919

4.33

8.17

3.83

8.17

.720

5.00

7.29

5.72

.82

4.86

7.14

24

5.90

.76

4.86

7.29

grades 1-4

14

6.21

1.32

4.00

8.00

other grades

12

6.16

1.35

4.00

9.00

Total

26

6.19

1.31

4.00

9.00

1.04

Table 4.7
ANOVA for Teacher Efficacy Subscales by Teacher Grade Level
Subscale
Efficacy to influence decision making

Instructional efficacy

Disciplinary efficacy

Efficacy to enlist parental involvement

Efficacy to create a positive school
climate

Cultural efficacy

Efficacy on internal locus of control

SS

df

MS

F

p

Between Groups

3.00

1

3.00

1.09

.30

Within Groups

77.03

28

2.75

Total

80.04

29
.13

.71

.28

.59

.72

.40

.56

.45

1.08

.30

.00

.92

Between Groups

.20

1

.20
1.48

Within Groups

35.62

24

Total

35.82

25

Between Groups

.47

1

.47
1.66

Within Groups

41.60

25

Total

42.07

26

Between Groups

1.24

1

1.24

Within Groups

44.92

26

1.72

Total

46.17

27

Between Groups

.62

1

.62
1.10

Within Groups

27.56

25

Total

28.18

26

Between Groups

.64

1

.64
.59

Within Groups

12.97

22

Total

13.61

23

Between Groups

.01

1

.01
1.788

Within Groups

42.91

24

Total

42.92

25
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Grades 1-4 had higher efficacy scores in instructional efficacy, disciplinary
efficacy, cultural efficacy, and efficacy of locus of control. This could be a result of selfcontained classrooms and class-size reduction in grades K-3. The “other grades” held
higher efficacy beliefs in efficacy to influence decision making, parent involvement, and
school climate. This might be indicative of the structure of the upper grades or the
support roles of those who worked with multiple grades.
Key Question 2
Is self-efficacy a unitary concept or is it multidimensional, with constituent’s subconstructs (scales) that operate independently?
Are the sub-constructs of self-efficacy distinct components of self-efficacy or are
they highly interrelated? To determine the multi-dimensionality of this construct,
correlational analyses were conducted for all subscales (see Table 4.2 and Table 4.3).
Because total score variance is a central component to internal consistency reliability
estimates, it is suggested that the different subscales are related to different study
characteristics, suggesting the study characteristics may have had differential impact on
reliability estimates. It is important to note that these results are tentative and limited by
the scope of this study and the reliability estimates reported for data in hand. The
correlations in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 also show that there was a significant correlation
between efficacy for internal locus of control and the following efficacy subscales:
efficacy to influence decision making (r = .44, p = .02), instructional efficacy (r = .67, p
= .00), disciplinary efficacy (r = .77, p = .00), efficacy to enlist parental involvement (r
= .66, p = .00), efficacy to create a positive school climate (r = .74, p = .00), and cultural
efficacy (r = .61, p = .00). These may suggest teachers who believe they have more
autonomy have higher efficacy beliefs.
There was a significant positive association between efficacy decision making and
efficacy for school climate (r = .47, p = .01). Efficacy decision making was not
significantly correlated with any other efficacy scale. However, teachers who believe
they can influence decisions that are made in the school have overall higher efficacy
beliefs only for school climate efficacy.
There was a significant positive correlation between instructional efficacy and the
following efficacy subscales: disciplinary efficacy (r = .64, p = .00), efficacy parental
involvement (r = .48, p = .01), efficacy to create a positive school climate (r = .58,
p = .00), cultural efficacy (r = .53, p = .00), and efficacy on internal locus of control
(r = .67, p = .00). Thus, this suggests teachers who can connect learning to students’ lived
experiences have higher efficacy beliefs.
What has been learned about variation of self-efficacy beliefs is that internal locus
of control efficacy was significantly related to all other efficacy beliefs. Therefore, the
results indicate that the locus of control was indeed an influential factor in teachers’
beliefs. In addition, efficacy of school climate is significantly related to five of the six
other scales: years in the district (r=.379, p=.056), efficacy decision making (r=.472,
p=.010), instructional efficacy (r=.585, p=.001), disciplinary efficacy (r=.710, p=.000),
efficacy parental involvement (r=.518, p=.004). The significance may suggest that these
are the most central of the scales or there are only two distinct scales. In addition,
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efficacy subscales are strongly and positively inter-correlated. These findings underscore
the importance of looking at the totality of teachers’ efficacy beliefs, and isolating those
beliefs most critical in the current study, and the effects that they might play on teacher
effectiveness and student academic outcomes. It becomes clear that teacher efficacy
beliefs are multi-dimensional with sub-constructs that operate both dependent and
independent.
Key Question 3
Which self-efficacy scales appear to be the most related to differential forms of student
achievement?
To determine which efficacy scales appear to be most related to differential forms
of student achievement and related demographics, this part of the investigation is to
describe the salient beliefs about teachers’ perceptions and the relationship between
teachers’ perceived efficacy to student academic achievement. In addition this
investigation was to determine, if any, the correlations between various efficacies for
teachers. In order to answer key question three, a variety of statistical methods were used
to establish a correlation between the independent variable (teacher beliefs) to the
dependent variable (student outcome).
The descriptive statistics for the school-wide English Language Arts (ELA) and
Math (MP) proficiency test scores, as well as various student background factors for the
teachers who participated in the study can be found in Table 4.8. School-level data were
only available for 25 of the teachers who participated in the study. The average schoolwide ELA score was 58.56 (SD = 11.91) and the average school-wide MP score was
67.79 (SD = 8.76).
Even though African American (M = 12.18), Native American (M = .54), and
Pacific Islander (M = 2.04), students represent a small percentage of students in the
schools’ population, their presence has a great significance on a school’s proficiency
levels in both ELA and MP. Asian (M = 28.79) and White (M = 23.18%) students
represented the largest percentage of ethnic groups in the teachers’ schools and they have
the highest numbers who are proficient in both ELA and MP.
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Table 4.8
Descriptive Statistics for Test Scores and Student Socio-demographic Variables
Min.

Max

M

SD

Schoolwide ELA Scores

48.3

81.6

58.656

11.91

Schoolwide MP Scores

61.7

87.1

67.79

8.76

% African American

3

16

12.18

4.43

% Native American

0

1

.54

.50

% Asian

20

49

28.79

8.99

% Filipino

5

22

12.71

5.46

% Hispanic

3

24

16.00

7.67

% Pacific islander

1

3

2.04

.88

% White

15

46

23.18

9.71

Free/reduced lunch %

6

58

40.32

18.16

% English learners

16

43

34.00

10.31

Parent average
education

2.8

4.2

3.199

.51

Results of these analyses and others below reveal that teachers’ beliefs could have
an effect on various student groups and these beliefs could have an effect on their
practice. At the same time it appears that various student demographic groups have
differential outcomes. However, one could speculate that various student groups may
influence teachers’ efficacy beliefs, and this may possibly lead to teacher self-efficacy
beliefs which foster high academic attainment for certain groups of students and not for
others.
Correlations for Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions and Student Ethnicity
To explore the relationships between student outcomes by percentage of ethnic
group in school, language (ELL), socioeconomic status, and teacher efficacy subscales,
Pearson correlation was used. Results may suggest a pattern in which efficacy beliefs are
lower in schools with a higher proportion of students who have been identified as African
American, Latino, Filipino and Pacific Islander. Having limited experience with diverse
student groups may contribute to the limited views of student of color and this difference
could possibly result in differences in teacher efficacy beliefs. There was a significant
negative correlation between percentage of African American students and efficacy to
enlist parental involvement (r = -.40, p = .04). There was a significant negative
correlation between percentage of African American students and efficacy on internal
locus of control (r = -.49, p = .01). As the percentage of African American students in the
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school increased, teacher self-efficacy in these areas decreased (see Table 4.9 and Table
4.10). There was also a significant positive correlation between percentage of Asian
students and efficacy to influence decision making (r = .54, p = .00). There was also
significant positive correlation between percentage of Asian students and efficacy on
internal locus of control (r = .49, p = .01). As the percentage of Asian students in the
school increased, teacher self-efficacy in these areas increased (see Table 4.9 and Table
4.10).
There was a significant negative correlation between percentage of Filipino
students and efficacy to influence decision making (r = -.44, p = .02), efficacy to create a
positive school climate (r = -.45, p = .02), and efficacy on internal locus of control (r =
-.54, p = .00). As the percentage of Filipino students in the school increased, teacher selfefficacy in these areas decreased (see Table 4.10).
There was a significant negative correlation between percentage of Hispanic
students and disciplinary efficacy (r = -.43, p = .02), efficacy to enlist parental
involvement (r = -.54, p = .00), efficacy to create a positive school climate (r = -.43, p = .
03), and efficacy on internal locus of control (r = -.52, p = .01). As the percentage of
Hispanic students in the school increased, teacher self-efficacy in these areas decreased
(see Table 4.11 and Table 4.12).
There was also significant negative correlation between percentage of Pacific
Islander students and efficacy to enlist parental involvement (r = -.45, p = .02), efficacy
to create a positive school climate (r = -.40, p = .04), and efficacy on internal locus of
control (r = -.42, p = .04). As the percentage of Pacific Islander students in the school
increased, teacher self-efficacy in these areas decreased (see Table 4.11 and Table 4.12).
Finally, there was significant positive correlation between percentage of White
students and efficacy on internal locus of control (r = .45, p = .03). Thus, the notion that
teachers’ self-efficacy perceptions vary according to the socio-demographic levels of the
schools in which they teach is supported.
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Table 4.9
Correlations between Student Ethnicity and Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions
% African
American

% Native
American

Decision
making

% Asian

Instructional
efficacy

Disciplinary
efficacy

Parental
involvement

School
climate

Locus
of
control

Cultural
efficacy

% African
American

r

% Native
American

r

.334

1

% Asian

r

-.930(**)

-.193

1

Efficacy to
influence
decision making

r

-.375

.237

.546(**)

1

-.332

-.046

.314

.125

1

-.345

-.167

.343

.337

.645(**)

1

-.401(*)

-.308

.383

.213

.489(**)

.323

1

-.343

-.109

.330

.472(**)

.585(**)

.710(**)

.518(**)

1

-.035

-.018

-.002

-.017

.531(**)

.336

.637(**)

.390

1

-.499(*)

-.167

.493(*)

.441(*)

.675(**)

.774(**)

.665(**)

.748(**)

.616(**)

Instructional
efficacy

r

Disciplinary
efficacy

r

Efficacy to
enlist parental
involvement

r

Efficacy to
create a Positive
school climate
Cultural
efficacy
Efficacy on
internal locus of
control

r

r

r

1
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Table 4.10
Correlations between Student Ethnicity and Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions-continued
% African
American
% African
American

p

% Native
American

p

% Asian

p

Efficacy to
influence decision
making

p

Instructional
efficacy

p

Disciplinary
efficacy

p

Efficacy to enlist
parental
involvement

p

Efficacy to create
a positive school
climate

p

Cultural efficacy

p

Efficacy on
internal locus of
control

p

% Native
American

% Asian

Decision
making

Instructional
efficacy

Disciplinary
efficacy

Parental
involvement

School
climate

Cultural
efficacy

.082

.000

.325

.054

.233

.003

.121

.836

.145

.535

.091

.425

.093

.074

.000

.047

.134

.059

.257

.010

.088

.093

.604

.107

.010

.001

.000

.004

.876

.938

.993

.934

.006

.101

.001

.054

.015

.448

.017

.021

.000

.000

.000

.000

.001

Locus of
control
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Table 4.11
Correlations between Student Ethnicity and Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions-continued
Decision
making

Instructional
efficacy

Disciplinary
efficacy

Parental
involvement

School
climate

Cultural
efficacy

Locus of
control

%
Filipino

% Hispanic

% Pacific
Islander

Efficacy to
influence decision
making

r

1

Instructional
efficacy

r

.125

1

Disciplinary
efficacy

r

.337

.645(**)

1

Efficacy to enlist
parental
involvement

r

.213

.489(**)

.323

1

Efficacy to create
a positive school
climate

r

.472(**)

.585(**)

.710(**)

.518(**)

1

Cultural efficacy

r

-.017

.531(**)

.336

.637(**)

.390

.
1

Efficacy on
internal locus of
control

r

.441(*)

.675(**)

.774(**)

.665(**)

.748(**)

.616(**)

1

% Filipino

r

-.440(*)

-.339

-.377

-.341

-.451(*)

-.027

-.546(**)

1

% Hispanic

r

-.231

-.246

-.438(*)

-.542(**)

-.435(*)

-.088

-.527(**)

.509(**)

1

% Pacific islander

r

-.020

-.133

-.351

-.452(*)

-.405(*)

-.006

-.421(*)

.417(*)

.936(**)

1

% White

r

-.074

.154

.297

.325

.379

-.063

.454(*)

-.583(**)

-.770(**)

-.897(**)

%
White

1
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Table 4.12
Correlations between Student Ethnicity and Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions-continued
Decision
making

Instructional
efficacy

Disciplinary
efficacy

Parental
involvement

School
climate

Cultural
efficacy

Locus of
control

%
Filipino

% Hispanic

Efficacy to
influence decision
making

p

Instructional
efficacy

p

.535

Disciplinary
efficacy

p

.074

.000

Efficacy to enlist
parental
involvement

p

.257

.010

.088

Efficacy to create
a positive school
climate

p

.010

.001

.000

.004

Cultural efficacy

p

.934

.006

.101

.001

.054

Efficacy on
internal locus of
control

p

.021

.000

.000

.000

.000

.001

% Filipino

p

.022

.113

.063

.095

.024

.905

.007

% Hispanic

p

.246

.257

.029

.005

.030

.698

.010

.006

% Pacific islander

p

.920

.545

.086

.023

.045

.978

.045

.027

.000

% White

p

.714

.482

.150

.113

.062

.781

.030

.001

.000

% Pacific
Islander

.

.000

%
White
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Correlations for Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions and Language
Students’ language may be a factor in teacher efficacy beliefs. There was a
significant negative correlation between percentage of English language learners and
efficacy to enlist parental involvement (r = -.42, p = .03), efficacy to create a positive
school climate (r = -.41, p = .03), and efficacy on internal locus of control (r = -.47, p = .
02). As the percentage of English language learners in the school increased, teacher selfefficacy in these areas decreased (see Table 4.13). This may suggest that teachers may
construe language or speech patterns, other than their own, as deficiencies. Therefore,
language may be a factor in making judgments about the potential of students which may
lead to negative perceptions of a student’s academic ability.
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Table 4.13
Correlations for Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions and Percentage of English Language
Learners
%
English
learners

Decision
making

Instructional
efficacy

Disciplinary
efficacy

Parental
involvement

School
climate

Cultural
efficacy

Locus
of
control

% English
learners

r 1
p

Efficacy to
influence
decision
making

r .210
p .292

1

Instructional
efficacy

r -.203
p .352

.125
.535

1

Disciplinary
efficacy

r -.364
p .074

.337
.074

.645(**)
.000

1

Efficacy to
enlist
parental
involvement

r -.427(*)
p .033

.213
.257

.489(**)
.010

.323
.088

1

Efficacy to
r -.418(*)
create a
p .038
positive
school climate

.472(**)
.010

.585(**)
.001

.710(**)
.000

.518(**)
.004

1

Cultural
efficacy

r .047
p .834

-.017
.934

.531(**)
.006

.336
.101

.637(**)
.001

.390
.054

Efficacy on
internal locus
of control

r -.473(*)
p .023

.441(*)
.021

.675(**)
.000

.774(**)
.000

.665(**)
.000

.748(**) .616(**) 1
.000
.001

1
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Correlations for Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions and Student Socioeconomic
Indicators
There was a significant negative correlation between percentage of students
receiving a free/reduced lunch and disciplinary efficacy (r = -.42, p = .03), efficacy to
enlist parental involvement (r = -.47, p = .01), efficacy to create a positive school climate
(r = -.45, p = .02), and efficacy on internal locus of control (r = -.57, p = .00). As the
percentage of students receiving a free/reduced lunch increased, teacher self-efficacy in
these areas decreased (see Table 4.14). There was a significant interplay between
teachers’ efficacy perceptions and the socio-economic status of students. Teachers may,
in general, have lower efficacy beliefs for students based on socio-economic status (SES).
Thus, teachers may expect more from higher SES groups from those of lower SES
groups. This may suggest that teachers’ self-efficacy perceptions vary according to the
SES levels of the schools in which they teach and that teachers may have lower efficacy
beliefs of those students of lower-class backgrounds.
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Table 4.14
Correlations for Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions and Students Receiving a Free/Reduced Lunch

Free/reduced lunch %

r

Free/Reduced Decision
lunch %
making
1

Instructional
efficacy

Disciplinary
efficacy

Parental
involvement

School
climate

Cultural
efficacy

Locus of
control

p
Efficacy to influence
decision making

r
-.361
p

1

.064

Instructional efficacy

r
p

-.317
.140

.125
.535

1

Disciplinary efficacy

r

-.425(*)

.337

.645(**)

p

.034

.074

.000

-.473(*)

.213

.489(**)

.323

.017

.257

.010

.088

-.458(*)

.472(**)

.585(**)

.710(**)

.518(**)

p

.021

.010

.001

.000

.004

r

-.046

-.017

.531(**)

.336

.637(**)

.390

p

.838

.934

.006

.101

.001

.054

-.571(**)

.441(*)

.675(**)

.774(**)

.665(**)

.748(**)

.616(**)

.004

.021

.000

.000

.000

.000

.001

Efficacy to enlist parental r
involvement
p
Efficacy to create a
positive school climate
Cultural efficacy

r

Efficacy on internal locus r
of control
p

1

1

1

1

1
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Correlations for Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions and Student Achievement in English
Language Arts
There was a significant positive correlation between student achievement in
English Language Arts (ELA) at the school level and disciplinary efficacy (r = .41, p = .
04), efficacy to enlist parental involvement (r = .46, p = .02), efficacy to create a positive
school climate (r = .42, p = .03), and efficacy on internal locus of control (r = .56, p = .
00). As the student achievement in ELA at the school-wide level increased, teacher selfefficacy in these areas also increased (see Table 4.15).
There were also significant positive correlations between student achievement in
ELA at the district level and efficacy to enlist parental involvement (r = .46, p = .01),
efficacy to create a positive school climate (r = .40, p = .04), and efficacy on internal
locus of control (r = .55, p = .00). As the student achievement in ELA at the district-wide
level increased, teacher self-efficacy in these areas also increased (see Table 4.15).
It is suggestive that teachers who believe they can promote learning when they
believe there is a lack of support from the home have greater student academic outcomes;
teachers who believe students improve because of their ability to motivate them achieve
higher student achievement; teachers who believe they have greater classroom control
results in higher academic achievement of students; and teachers who assume
responsibility for student success results in higher student outcomes were supported.
These results may suggest that teachers who perceive they can influence their own
expectations for students based on race, ethnicity, and culture have higher student
achievement was not supported.
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Table 4.15
Correlations for Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions and Student Achievement in English Language Arts
District
ELA
Scores

Schoolwide
ELA Scores
Schoolwide ELA Scores

r

Decision
making

Instructional
efficacy

Disciplinary
efficacy

Parental
involvement

School
climate

Cultural
efficacy

Locus of
control

1

p
Efficacy to influence
decision making
Instructional efficacy

Disciplinary efficacy

Efficacy to enlist parental
involvement

r

.329

.276

p

.100

.163

r

.344

.333

.125

p

.117

.120

.535

r

.413(*)

.391

.337

.645(**)

p

.045

.053

.074

.000

.463(*)

.466(*)

.213

.489(**)

.323

.023

.019

.257

.010

.088

.425(*)

.404(*)

.472(**)

.585(**)

.710(**)

.518(**)

p

.039

.045

.010

.001

.000

.004

r

.063

.080

-.017

.531(**)

.336

.637(**)

.390

p

.785

.723

.934

.006

.101

.001

.054

.567(**)

.555(**)

.441(*)

.675(**)

.774(**)

.665(**)

.748(**)

.616(**)

.006

.006

.021

.000

.000

.000

.000

.001

r
p

Efficacy to create a
positive school climate
Cultural efficacy

Efficacy on internal locus
of control

r

r
p

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Correlations for Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions and Student Achievement in Math
There was a significant positive correlation between student achievement in Math
at the school level and efficacy on internal locus of control (r = .44, p = .03). As the
student achievement in Mathematics Performance (MP) at the school-wide level
increased, teacher self-efficacy in these areas also increased (see Table 4.16). This may
suggest that teachers who assume responsibility for student success results in higher
student outcomes in math. There appears to be no other correlations that were significant.
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Table 4.16
Correlations for Teachers’ Self-efficacy Perceptions and Student Math Achievement

School MP
Scores
Schoolwide MP Scores

r

Efficacy to influence
decision making

r
p

Instructional efficacy

r
p

Disciplinary efficacy

r
p

Efficacy to enlist parental
involvement

r
p

Efficacy to create a positive
school climate

r
p

Cultural efficacy

r
p

Efficacy on internal locus of
control

r
p

District MP
Scores

Decision
making

Instructional
efficacy

Disciplinary
efficacy

Parental
involvement

School climate

Cultural
efficacy

Locus of
control

1
.342

.398(*)

1

.087

.040

.271

.291

.125

.222

.177

.535

.326

.270

.337

.645(**)

.120

.192

.074

.000

.377

.215

.213

.489(**)

.323

.069

.302

.257

.010

.088

.317

.272

.472(**)

.585(**)

.710(**)

.518(**)

.132

.189

.010

.001

.000

.004

-.041

-.071

-.017

.531(**)

.336

.637(**)

.390

.860

.752

.934

.006

.101

.001

.054

.449(*)

.403

.441(*)

.675(**)

.774(**)

.665(**)

.748(**)

.616(**)

.036

.057

.021

.000

.000

.000

.000

.001

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Correlations for Ethnicity and Student Achievement
The correlations between the various student ethnic groups and the students’
average school-wide ELA and MP scores were examined (see Table 4.17). There were
several significant correlations between percentage of racial/ethnic groups in the schools
and school-wide ELA and MP scores.
ELA Scores and Ethnicity
There was a significant negative correlation between percentage of African
American students and ELA school-wide scores (r = -.95, p = .00). There was a
significant positive correlation between percentage of Asian students and ELA schoolwide scores (r = .83, p = .03). This suggests that African American students are not
achieving as well as other ethnic groups, particularly, as compared to their Asian
counterparts.
MP Scores and Ethnicity
There was a significant positive correlation between percentage of African
American students and MP school-wide scores (r = .93, p = .00). There was a significant
positive correlation between percentage of Asian students and MP school-wide scores
(r = .90, p = .01). There was a significant negative correlation between percentage of
Filipino students and MP school-wide scores (r = -.89, p = .01). There were no other
significant correlations for the school-wide test. This suggests that student groups that are
marginalized in society perform less proficiently then their Asian (minus Filipino) and
White counterparts.
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Table 4.17
Correlations between Percentage of Ethnic Minority Students and School-Wide ELA and MPA Scores for Seven Schools

% African American

r

African
Native
American American
-

Asian

Pilipino

Hispanic

Pacific
Islander

White ELA Schoolwide

p
% Native American

r

.275

p

.551

r

-.862*

-.023

p

.012

.960

r

.842*

-.114

-.745

p

.017

.807

.054

r

.585

.479

-.654

.488

p

.168

.277

.111

.266

r

.423

.510

-.361

.451

.846(*)

p

.344

.243

.426

.310

.016

r

-.546

-.512

.254

-.613

-.587

-.840(*)

p

.205

.240

.583

.143

.166

.018

r

-.955**

-.361

.834(*)

-.898(*)

-.762

-.701

.727

p

.003

.482

.039

.015

.078

.121

.102

r

-.937(**)

-.452

.902(*)

-.752

-.762

-.640

.592

.940(**)

.006
.368
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

.014

.085

.078

.171

.216

.005

% Asian
% Filipino
% Hispanic
% Pacific Islander
% White
ELASchoolwide
MPSchoolwide

p

MP Schoolwide
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Key Question 4
What are the specific expectancy efficacy beliefs that underlie the scales most related to
differences in learning outcomes?
The exact nature of the process of how teachers’ self efficacy beliefs are formed is
not within the scope of this current study. However, to determine the specific beliefs that
may underlie the scales that may be most related to differences in learning outcomes,
qualitative data were exported from surveymonkey.com into MS Excel. Data were then
organized by each teacher’s response(s) to each open-ended question. Next, the seven
subscales, which include efficacy to influence decision making (DM), instructional
efficacy (I), disciplinary efficacy (D), efficacy to enlist parental involvement (PI),
efficacy to create a positive school climate (PSC), cultural efficacy (C), and efficacy on
internal locus of control (LOC), were used to categorize teachers’ responses. Key words
were extracted from these survey responses to look at the salient beliefs of teachers and
these key words assisted in determining the placement within the seven subscales of the
modified Bandura’s instrument (see Appendix B). The goal was to provide a viable
interpretation of the qualitative data. Upon the results, I was then able to speculate as to
possible underlying causation and sort out some plausible patterns of causation for future
studies.
The systematic collection of data – open-ended responses – describes how
teachers who responded to the survey (percentages), view their work. A constant
comparative method was used to identify the ways that teachers understood their work
and to generate plausible categories that would capture their efficacy beliefs. Systematic
comparison was made between responses and efficacy subsets. To explore the
relationships between student outcomes and to reduce the possibility of bias by the
researcher, responses were given to outside administrators and professors which
functioned as a form of triangulation that balanced potential bias in any one source.
I content-analyzed (see Figure 4.1) teachers’ responses to the following questions:
What do you think are the major obstacles that prevent students from reaching the levels
of proficiency (Q1 obstacles); What do you think are the causes of these obstacles (Q2
causes); In reference to your answers above, how do you change your practices to better
fit the needs of students who are not proficient or advanced? Explain (Q3 practices). This
analysis consisted of examining what teachers stated in relation to how they defined and
described students’ academic failure; what they believed are the causes of these students’
failures; and how they change their teaching practices to better fit the needs of students.
With regards to the overall picture detected, it is interesting to note, in terms, the possible
interrelationship between teacher beliefs and practice. In order to provide a possible
interpretation and which of the correlated teacher belief dimensions might have the
largest contribution to explaining variance in teacher efficacy beliefs and learning
outcomes, Figure 4.1 presents a comparison of results as to the possible obstacles and
possible causes and the direction of the relationship for teacher practices.
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Figure 4.1
Open Ended Response Summary
Efficacy Subscale
Efficacy to influence
decision making
Instructional efficacy
Disciplinary efficacy
Efficacy to enlist
parental involvement
Efficacy to create a
positive school
climate
Cultural efficacy
Efficacy on internal
locus of control

Q1 major
obstacles
3

Q2 causes

2
0
5

1
0
8

19
0
4

3

1

2

4
27

9
26

3
2

2

Q3 change in
practices
0

Perhaps the most encouraging - yet discouraging - findings from this study suggest
the metaphors teachers use reflect their beliefs; as shown earlier, teachers’ beliefs have
the power to shape not only their efficaciousness but also their practice. Teachers’
responses to the open-ended questions reflect a consensus among teachers that the major
obstacles they face rest solely on parents’ ability and/or inability to provide academic,
social, and emotional reinforcements needed for students to be successful learners. The
causes and obstacles that are rooted in teachers’ minds center on their perceptions of
students’ abilities and inabilities (LOC), the responsibilities of parents (PI), and cultural
(C) emphasis on socioeconomic status, as the major causes of student failure. In the
analysis, locus of control (LOC) – whether teachers have the ability or inability to
address the obstacles and causes that prevent students from reaching high levels of
proficiency - account for the major efficacy beliefs in response to questions 1 and 2.
There was also a significant interaction between teacher efficacy between the obstacles
(Q1) and causes (Q2). This suggest that locus of control is significantly related to student
outcomes. What was not revealed in this study is the degree to which the metaphors
teachers’ hold may help them to make sense of the disparity in the differences of
demographics of students and themselves. However, based on the limited number of
teacher respondents, there is strong reason to believe that their beliefs about students’
socio-demographic and socio-economic status play a vital role in their perceptions of
students and their effectiveness. Loci of control (LOC) variables were significant in terms
of its unique contributions to teachers’ efficacy beliefs.
In examining teacher responses to question 3, on how they have changed their
practices, teachers did modify or adjust their practices. However, the modifications
made, as indicated by this study, were accomplished by developing more patience and
tolerance towards students they perceived to be failures (see Appendix 2). A different
range of responses may have been obtained if question 3 was asked in a more neutral way
(i.e. Does the knowledge of Q1 and Q2 affect your instructional practices?).
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There is strong reason to believe that teachers’ belief about students who do not
achieve proficiency plays a vital role in teachers’ practices, thus their effectiveness. In
looking at the various ways in which teachers sum up their perceptions, teacher selfefficacy beliefs influence students’ learning experiences. With the limited number of
respondents, it becomes clear that teachers face many challenges to be efficacious and
impact student learning. The developments of their attitudes are influenced by both
internal (their beliefs about students) and external factors and conditions (student
ethnicity, language, parent involvement, etc.). Moreover, perceived self-efficacy is a
strong predictor of behavior, whereas, locus of control is basically concerned with causal
beliefs about the relationships between actions and outcomes, not with personal efficacy.
Based on the consensus of teachers’ responses to the three open-ended questions, 27
teachers stated:
• The major obstacles that prevent students from reaching proficiency is due to:
ineffective parent involvement in their child’s learning; inability of parents to
support literacy and conceptual development of their child; student esteem issues;
and too much academic rigor (curricular requirements and pacing) is being
demanded as the factors in low student achievement.
• The causes of these obstacles are due to differences in social status and cultural
practices of families.
• Actions taken by teachers to change their practices rest on their ability to cope
with students’ deficiencies along with repetition of established practices and
remediation.
• The relationship between teachers’ efficacy, teacher metaphors, and teacher
practices remains a mystery.
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Chapter 5
Discussion, Conclusion, and Cautions
Has low academic achievement among certain groups of students come to be
accepted and expected? It comes as no surprise – not all students are learning and
succeeding in school. The primary purpose of the present study was a cross-sectional
design experiment to learn more about the nature of teacher self-efficacy beliefs and its
components and more detail about how teacher efficacy beliefs may relate to student
academic achievement. Even though this study has interesting findings, there are features
that limit the generalization of these findings. The strongest limitation is the use of crosssectional data to test my hypothesis because the data set only had information from a
small sampling of teachers at one point in time. While the sample of teachers was small,
and there were other major limitations, such as the results can only be suggestive given
that there are generally differences in teacher effectiveness within schools and grade
levels, the following is a series of potential key findings with implications for follow-up
research and for designing interventions.
Based on the theoretical framework of two areas of teacher efficacy research
examined – Rotter’s (1966) social learning theory of internal vs. external control, and
Bandura’s (1977) social cognitive theory of the reciprocal interaction of beliefs and
behaviors - this multi-method of data collection sought to uncover teacher efficacies
which may contribute to student academic success or failure. In determining the extent to
which teachers’ beliefs and expectations influenced student success, the small sample of
teachers’ responses indicated there may be reason to believe that teacher’ beliefs and
expectations about their students play a critical role in their practice. Student outcomes
were linked to the self-perceptions of this small sample of teachers by comparing the
composite score of teachers’ perceptions with student demographic and academic
achievement. However, based on this present research, the reasons why some students are
not achieving are diverse and complex. With this in mind, the purpose was to generate
new insight for the purpose of informing future studies and providing guidance for
administrative practices.
It has been established in the previous chapters that beliefs about whether one can
produce certain actions (perceived self-efficacy beliefs) are not the same as beliefs about
whether actions affect outcomes (locus of control). Bandura (1997) showed that
perceived self-efficacy and locus of control bear little or no empirical relationship with
each other. Yet, the construct of teacher efficacy is an integral part of the teaching
process because of the possible link between teachers’ beliefs and how these beliefs may
enable teachers to perform the actions necessary to teach students. Thus, the expectations
that the teacher respondents have may affect student outcomes. However, this study is
intended to be neither all inclusive nor to represent the concerns of all groups of teachers.
Instead, results may be a useful way to begin to think about the ways it may inform their
practices.
The results of the present study can lead to two major conclusions. First, teacher
self-efficacy beliefs may emerge as the significant predictors of student success and
failure, suggesting that teachers’ concepts about teaching are in part due to both efficacy
beliefs and the students they teach. Second, the effects of these beliefs on teachers’
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confidence about teaching may indicate that their effect vary towards the students they
teach. With this focus, my view of the results of efficacy will be through the lens of both
Rotter’s and Bandura’s work.
Offered is a discussion to better understand teacher beliefs and the possible
variables that may influence teachers’ beliefs and expectations; and to present action
steps for confronting self-efficacy beliefs and expectations. The temptation is to
oversimplify the reasons for teacher efficacy beliefs. The reality is that teacher efficacy
beliefs are the product of complex and multi-dimensional interactions among the many
variables which exist in schools. Using teachers’ responses to the efficacy survey, these
two theoretical models will be used to provide a perspective that may assist to explain the
underachievement of students who have been marginalized in our schools and possible
remedies for understanding teachers’ affecting attitudes on teaching:
1. Locus of Control – Conflicting priorities and diverse student needs,
contributes to the inability to disrupt the cycle of teacher efficacy beliefs
and instructional practices that reinforces a deficit-thinking model.
2. Self-Efficacy Perceptions – Socio-economic and socio-demographic
factors of students affect teacher effectiveness and may contribute to
minimal changes in educational pedagogy and practices, thereby
unknowingly employ instructional strategies, which reinforce teachers’
perceived beliefs.
Locus of Control
Although this research does not explicitly answer why some teachers may form
different expectations for students based on their socio-demographic and socio-economic
status, it is clear that there is a relationship between teacher expectations and student
outcomes. Lortie (2002) noted that teachers’ beliefs create filters through which they
process teaching experiences. Because of the complexity of the teacher efficacy
construct, teachers’ responses to the survey statements seems to imply that student failure
and the gap in the academic achievement between student groups is not a teacher failure,
but are a result of the external factors that are beyond their control (see Appendix C).
Over the past two decades, demographic changes have altered the profile of the
educational needs of children. According to the data collected in this study, teachers
overall had the lowest self-efficacy scores on efficacy to enlist parental involvement. The
collected data also shows there is a significant correlation between locus of control and
efficacy to enlist parent involvement. Many of the teachers surveyed have concluded that
certain families lack sufficient reading materials in their homes and students enter school
without knowing certain basic skills. Thus, these results may contribute to the lack of
success of students’ to reach proficient levels in academics, particularly English
Language Arts (ELA) and Mathematics Performance (MP). Surveyed teachers also feel
that families do not place appropriate value on education and more importantly, families
suffer from other social and economic problems which interfere with their ability to
support their children to attain high academic levels. According to the qualitative
analyses of this study, teachers link student success to parents’ abilities or inabilities to
provide positive supports for their children. With this in mind, teachers may have
unconsciously released themselves from the accountability and responsibility of the lack
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of academic progress of some students. This may suggest that teachers believe that the
lack of involvement of the parent leads to the negative outcomes of students. I suggest
that this link affects teachers’ behaviors and the nature of this may influence teachers’
perception of students’ abilities. Bridging the chasm between these differences requires
fundamental changes in the ways teachers’ think.
Teachers may face many challenges that could hinder their ability to be
efficacious and impact their students positively. This present study has shown that
teachers may have varying self-efficacy perceptions based on a school’s demographics.
There is a significant correlation between the ethnic make-up of a school and the
proficiency scores in ELA and math of these students. There is also a significant
correlation between teachers’ self-efficacy perceptions and the percentage of various
ethnic student groups, particularly, African American, Latino or Hispanic, Pacific
Islanders, and Filipino students. As the percentage of students increase in schools, teacher
self-efficacy perceptions decrease. According to the data in this study, different groups of
students do have different academic outcomes. I surmise that the barriers teachers
perceive may begin to seem insurmountable. As a result, teachers may begin to believe
that educational improvement for certain students cannot happen until such social
inequities are alleviated. It becomes clear, teachers who assume responsibility for student
success results in higher student outcomes. Conversely, teachers who do not assume this
responsibility results in lower student achievement.
Often the gap in academic achievement accompanies differences between groups
of students based on families’ income, as well as culture. The relationship between the
socio-economics/socio-demographics of schools, and the metaphors and language that
teachers use, may be linked to the achievement of various students groups within schools
has been shown in this investigation. It becomes clear that teachers’ self-efficacy
perceptions play a critical role in the choices they make and goals they set regarding the
teaching of various student groups. These differences may suggest that teachers may
unwittingly create and contribute to student failures, because what teachers do and think
ultimately creates, changes, and sustains the fabric of a schools’ culture. Teachers with
more positive attitudes and opinions may be more likely to behave more constructively in
teaching situations. This cyclical factor may allow the culture of the school to become a
mismatch with the culture of its students. The results of these differences may not
effectively serve its students (Deschenes et al., 2001). While some teachers have adopted
some degree of change in their practices and self-efficacy beliefs, these changes have
come in alarming ways. Although this study does not explicitly answer why some
teachers may harbor certain beliefs and expectations and adopt practices based on a
deficit model, according to the present study, many of the changes that teachers have
made in their practices have been relatively small in nature and subsequently have not
resulted in significant changes in the teaching practices necessary to change teachers’
practices from this deficit-model of thinking. I hypothesize that this indirect link may
affect teachers’ behaviors and it becomes apparent that there is a relationship between
LOC and student outcomes.
This limited investigation has revealed there was a significant correlation between
locus of control and instructional efficacy. I surmise to better support students who have
not reached high levels of academic proficiency, teachers become “passive” in their
attack to put in place more effective instructional strategies. Instead teachers placed value
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on being more understanding and patient; they praised students to make them feel good
about themselves, but not of their accomplishments; and they skipped over areas in the
curriculum and adjust the curriculum because they believe students do not possess gradelevel skills required to do grade-level work. This empathy that teachers show may
complicate issues in the cycle of teacher self-efficacy beliefs. Empathy may justify
teachers to make choices based on their assumptions and beliefs they have, either real or
imagined. These efficacy beliefs, particularly internal and external locus of control
beliefs, have become so pervasive, that they have greatly determined teachers’
perceptions about various student learning capacities. The lack of consciousness of their
self-efficacy beliefs may contribute to teacher practices that do not lead to high student
motivation, high leverage practices, and high academic attainment. This “mismatch”
between teaching practices and students’ needs may contribute to low academic
achievement of certain student groups.
This limited investigation has also shown there is a significant correlation
between locus of control and cultural efficacy. Many teachers are not aware of how they
treat students and are unaware of the descriptors that they place on students, which may
place certain students at risk of failure in their classroom and in the school. Bandura
(1989) suggests that the symbols teachers use serves as mechanisms of thought and these
thoughts lead to the formation of words. An individual’s thought pattern and reactions are
influenced by the strength or weakness of their efficacy beliefs, particularly, their locus
of control self-efficacy beliefs which, often creates a self-fulfilling prophecy. This in turn
gives meaning to teachers and, subsequently, their behaviors and actions. Problems with
the use of words, or metaphors, that teachers use to organize their experiences may arise
when this language serves to justify decisions to withhold opportunities from students
who are perceived to have lower abilities or capacities to learn. The belief systems that
teachers generate may, in part, be determined by their need to justify and/or explain their
efforts in ways that gives them a sense of accomplishment. Once again, teachers may
unconsciously build a wall between themselves and their students by using language that
reinforces historic beliefs about certain student groups. This way of naming embodies
and reflects specific underlying values that may prevent teachers from accessing other
avenues of thought (Cook-Sather, 2003). This effect can happen under various
conditions. It can occur when a teacher forms different expectations for students based on
some student characteristic, when a teacher treats certain students differently, or when a
teacher’s behavior tells students what level of achievement is expected of them. I surmise
that the remarks and thoughts that teachers hold not only convey negative messages to
students, but teachers communicate low expectations to students (Brophy, 2004;
Weinstein, 2002). Yet, this study does not uncover the extent teachers may choose
activities that may be inadequate in increasing student achievement. Teachers’
expectations then can become a self-fulfilling prophecy, especially when educators
believe that they can predict how certain students are likely to achieve.
Teachers’ responses indicate their locus of control beliefs regarding their
responsibility for student success or failure may be conditional to their success with their
students and that some teachers appear to maintain a belief that is externally oriented.
This investigation has revealed that the schools that have higher percentages of students
who qualify for free and reduced lunch, as well as schools with a higher percentage of
students of color, have lower teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs in locus of control. A
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significant factor could be that teachers in these schools do not resemble their student
populations (see Table 3.5). Thus, expectations that arise out of this incongruence may
contribute to a misunderstanding of the needs of their students and more appropriate
actions to address the needs of some student groups. This incongruence may also have
significance on labels that teachers assign to students subsequently, determining not only
how they perceive students’ abilities, but how they respond to students’ needs
(Deschenes et al., 2001). I suggest teachers generate their belief systems because of their
need to explain their efforts in ways that may give them a sense of accomplishment and
these unexamined presuppositions may lead to errors in judgment. Whether conscious or
unconscious, teacher expectations, which are influenced by their sense of locus of
control, may likely be factors in creating, maintaining and sustaining the academic
achievement gap between various student groups. This might underscore the concern
about the unexamined ramifications of teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs.
Self-Efficacy Perceptions
Research has shown that teacher self-efficacy beliefs influence students’ learning
experiences and academic outcomes. According to this limited investigation, teachers
may treat students differently depending on students’ socio-demographic and socioeconomic status; therefore, much needed attention should be given to the persistent and
perplexing problem of the academic underachievement among various student groups.
Influenced by certain self-efficacy perceptions, the forces that cause certain groups of
students to be marginalized and to experience unequal and limited access to schools’
instructional program are forever present. I hypothesized that teacher self-efficacy
beliefs, and teacher self-efficacy perceptions, have significance on student academic
outcomes. However, the findings of this study do not support that teachers have varying
attitudes towards the many different types of tasks they are asked to perform and this
study does not support that teachers believe they can influence their own expectations for
students. The findings in this study do however support: teachers who can connect
learning to students’ lived experiences have higher efficacy beliefs; teachers who can
influence decisions that are made in the school have a higher efficacy belief in school
climate efficacy; and teachers who have more autonomy have higher efficacy beliefs.
The findings in this limited study also reveal teachers’ self-efficacy perceptions
do vary according to the socio-demographic levels of the schools in which they teach.
The higher the percentage of African American, Hispanic, and Filipino students there are,
the more negative correlations there are between teachers’ self-efficacy sub-scales and
student outcomes. Conversely, the higher percentage of White and Asian students, there
are more positive correlations. Upon examining both the quantitative and qualitative data,
this dissonance that might be created and exist between teachers and that of certain
student groups may also be a primary reason why some students continue to suffer lower
academic achievement. Teachers who believe students improve because of their ability to
motivate them have higher student achievement, and teachers who believe they have
greater classroom control results in higher academic achievement of students. Yet, as the
percentage of students of color increase, teachers’ self-efficacy perceptions decrease.
There were also significant negative correlations between the percentage of students
receiving free and reduced lunch and teacher self-efficacy beliefs. This may suggest that
the socio-demographic status of students may not fully explain the large academic
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achievement gap between student groups, but this becomes a significant factor. It was
also revealed, as the percentage of students who receive free and reduced lunch increase,
teacher self-efficacy perceptions decrease. This may suggest that the socio-economic,
coupled with certain socio-demographics status of students may explain the consistent
gap in student achievement is because teachers’ beliefs may be ritualistic, and have come
to be intrinsic. These perceptions have a tendency to become pervasive and may
determine teachers’ perceptions about student learning capacities. This can create a
culture of beliefs and these beliefs may determine what self-efficacy beliefs and
expectations may prevail in any particular school or district setting.
Spradley (2000), states that culture refers to people’s systems of meaning for
perceiving and interpreting what they believe is real and these beliefs, ideas, and ideals
guide people in their endeavors (Butts, 1947). Because the culture of a school is
composed of a set of complex relationships among people within the school, it may often
be difficult for teachers to acknowledge that a change in how they perceive events are
needed (Jones, 2003). There are no mechanisms in schools to ensure students of differing
cultural and social backgrounds have no race-based achievement gaps. This might
suggest that structural inequalities contribute to the lack of educational success of
students whose backgrounds are diverse from the teacher, subsequently, the school, thus
unwittingly create foundations for student failure. However, according to the limited data
in this study, teachers do not view themselves as having lower expectations for various
student groups. This misconception may be conscious or unconscious and may reflect
societal biases that are ingrained in the society at large. Kagan (1990) suggests that
factors in the classroom and schools transform students into “discrete subcultures” that
may result in students feeling estranged, thus accounting for academic failures for some.
As discussed in the literature review, Bandura (1977) hypothesized that an
individual’s expectation for success determines the behavioral responses in one’s ability
to successfully engage in behaviors within a given environment. Based on the assumption
that the beliefs that educators create, develop, and hold to be true about themselves and
their students, influence their perceptions and judgments and are critical forces in
students’ success or failure. Because teachers make decisions based on their beliefs, the
belief systems that teachers generate are, in part, determined by their need to explain their
efforts in ways that give them a sense of accomplishment. Factors in this study can
suggest that teacher efficacy may influence practice. Even though there are many
variables that appear to influence teacher self-efficacy, this study did not reveal
significant variation within various teacher groups across the sub-scales. Beliefs that
affect how teachers behave were not the focus of this research, but it is clear that
teachers’ behavior is based upon their perceptions of what is occurring in the classroom.
The reference frames that teachers develop may help them to categorize the information
they receive. These could factor into teachers’ self-reported perceptions towards the
socio-demographic, the socio-economic, and the familial structures of students. Behavior
determines which of the many environmental influences come into play, even though this
investigation has been concerned with the relation of teacher efficacy beliefs to student
outcomes.
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Conclusions
In a number of years, academic success has remained elusive for various student
groups. We have come to learn many reasons why certain groups of students possibly do
not succeed in school. The central idea generated by this limited study is that teachers’
self-efficacy beliefs become reinforced and guided by normative beliefs, control beliefs,
and behavioral beliefs. Teachers in this limited study concluded that certain families lack
the skills, as well as educational materials in their homes, when their children enter
school. They also feel that families do not place appropriate value in education and suffer
from other social problems. Yet, many teachers believe educational improvement for
certain student groups cannot happen until such deficits are alleviated. Therefore, teacher
practices may result from their judgments from the expectations they have formed for
certain groups of students and communicated overtly and implicitly. In addition, it has
been shown that the socio-demographic and socio-economic status of students has an
influence on teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs and the assumptions that teachers hold may
unwittingly introduce conditions for continued academic failure for certain student
groups. Therefore, it becomes critical for teachers to have opportunities to examine the
impact of their self-efficacy beliefs on their attitudes, perceptions, and practices. This will
require a shift in thinking and break pedagogical traditions that now exist.
According to Dilts (1990), teachers’ beliefs are so ingrained that teachers often
confuse belief with reality. It might be useful for a teacher to be aware of their beliefs and
the fact that each time they size up or size down a student, they are, in effect influencing
that student’s future achievement attainment (Tauber, 1998). The negative impact of this
can be lessened if educators become diligent in understanding their beliefs and if they
better understand the self-fulfilling prophecy concept (Cooper, 1980).
With the premise that teacher belief constructs may be primary to the academic
success of students, what percentage of the variance in scores of students and that of
teacher self-efficacy belief constructs must be considered in order to successfully
implement educational reforms that effectively target the instructional beliefs and
practices that eliminates the academic achievement gap between student groups? Clearly,
this study has attempted to establish a relationship between teacher efficacy beliefs, locus
of control beliefs, and student outcomes. Yet there still remains a lack of clarity about its
antecedents. I suggest there is a correlation between teachers’ beliefs about the nature of
their ability and their teaching approaches and these beliefs may hold significant
influence on teaching and the learning that takes place in the classroom. An integrated
model of teacher efficacy shows the interplay of sources of efficacy information that this
investigation revealed (see Figure 5.1).
If this study can establish that such beliefs are indeed critical to producing student
success, this suggests that regardless of whatever programmatic reform schools
implement, it becomes critical to have teachers intentionally confront the beliefs they
hold that guide their thinking and actions in order for the reform to have a chance for
success.
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Figure 5.1. An Integrated Model of Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy (Adapted from Tschannen-Moran, Woolfolk Hoy, and
Hoy, 1998; Procter, 1984).

The construct of teacher efficacy is an integral part of the teaching process. The
self-efficacy beliefs that teachers hold can enable them to perform actions necessary to
teach all students, particularly students who have been marginalized by social and
cultural practices. Therefore, there is a need for teachers to realize how their self-efficacy
beliefs can serve as obstacles to the implementation of more successful pedagogy by
moving away from using socio-demographic and socio-economic backgrounds of
students as an excuse for the academic underperformances of certain student groups.
There is little disagreement that teacher self-efficacy beliefs are associated with these
students’ academic failure. It becomes critical that we explore how teachers’ beliefs
shape the culture in which students are educated.
The argument has come full circle – teachers’ attitudes and self-efficacy beliefs
about their students are reflected in the kind of teaching they undertake and student
academic outcomes. Bandura (1997) contends that the primary role of self-efficacy
beliefs is that people’s actions are based more on what they believe to be true than what
is objectively true. Ultimately, this investigation is about transforming the self-efficacy
beliefs, expectations, and behaviors of teachers who are currently present in our schools.
Without a doubt, how teachers interact with students transmits messages for success or
failure.
Limitations of the Study
This study has several limitations. First, in the absence of a robust data system
capable of tracking teacher self-efficacy beliefs, the major goal of this analysis was to
ascertain the importance of the expectations of the teacher in relation to students’
academic achievement in urban elementary schools. Beliefs are rooted in the
subconscious memory and most teachers learn cumulatively from experience making the
development and change of beliefs personal and subjective. Because beliefs can change
as a result of experience, there are potential inconsistencies in the way teacher efficacy
was defined and the variability in the manner in which it was measured. Therefore, it is
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difficult to arrive at pure classifications because the research has been found to be heavily
weighted toward process evaluations.
Another limitation of this study was the fact that all of the data were collected via
self-report measures. Therefore the data collecting process became a challenge because
there was not another way to collect data that isolated teachers’ attitudes and beliefs.
Self-selection was another possible limitation. Of the total number of elementary teachers
in the district, only a small fraction completed the survey, thus volunteering to participate
in the study. It is possible that those teachers volunteered in the study because they were
more efficacious to begin with. In addition, I was limited to the existing measures of
related variables and constructs and correlation coefficients demonstrate the direction and
strength of the relationship among factors of the self-efficacy scale and student outcomes.
Despite the interest in teacher efficacy construct, there are still gaps in our full
understanding of teacher efficacy beliefs.
Third, the difficulty with people as research subjects is that they vary on many
dimensions. In addition, the status of individuals on those dimensions affects their
responses. Attitude scales often yield lower alpha coefficients than test of intelligence or
other non-attitudinal constructs (Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001). The
variability in the manner in which teacher efficacy beliefs are measured, and the number
of variables in understanding the nature of the relationships between efficacy and those
variables is problematic.
To further ascertain the question of instrument validity, researchers have found
that educators are more strongly associated with professional beliefs than with personal
beliefs in both personal and professional contexts. It is also possible that the complexity
of the classroom cause teachers to do what is most convenient or efficient instead of what
their personal beliefs suggest is best for children (Pajares, 1992). Therefore, the reliance
on teacher survey data for information has probably produced gaps that are evident in the
body of evaluation of work surveyed.
Finally, the sample size was small. Having a small sample size may seriously
limit the generality of the results. The design of this study does not enable one to
conclude causal inferences regarding the relationship among variables at hand.
The meaning and measure of teachers’ sense of efficacy have been the subjects of
considerable debate among scholars and researchers (Ashton et al., 1982; Gibson &
Dembo, 1984; Guskey, 1981; Pajares, 1996, 1997; Tschannen-Moran et al., 1998).
Initially, measuring teachers’ sense of efficacy was two dimensional consisting of
personal teaching efficacy and general teaching efficacy. It now appears to be
multidimensional, and little is known regarding the effect of teachers’ efficacy beliefs
and the variables within urban schooling. The focus on teacher efficacy beliefs has
ranged from its impact to outcomes, the characteristics of efficacious teachers, to its
measurement and development in which research has been both quantitative and
qualitative. Dependent upon certain context variables, few investigations have sought to
determine the nature of these variables or their effects on measures of teacher efficacy
(Guskey, 1987).
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Implications for Future Research
While the limitations mentioned do make the results tenuous, it should be clear
that future studies should formulate their research design to take into account the possible
change in scores that occur when treatment is intervened. Given the potential educational
value of the teacher efficacy construct, efforts to impact changes in teacher efficacy
beliefs is valuable. However, a number of issues continue to perplex researchers working
in the area of teacher efficacy. A critical question that constantly surfaces is in what ways
a teacher’s sense of self-efficacy influences his or her teaching behaviors and how these
beliefs influence student achievement. Of all the factors discussed, self-efficacy beliefs
provide the foundation for teacher motivation, and unless teachers believe that their
actions can produce or influence positive student outcomes, they have no or little
motivation to initiate or proceed with a task (Pajares, 2002). Yero (2002) believes that
significant change in education will not likely happen until we examine how teachers’
beliefs about teaching and learning influence what occurs in the classroom. Teachers
need to know how they formulate their beliefs and how these beliefs influence their
practice and how these cannot remain in separate domains. Significant change, however,
will require teachers to have the time needed to create the changes in their mindsets that
result from the opportunities needed for them to understand and discuss the conflict of
thinking that has permeated our schools.
Implications for Practice
As daunting as this may seem, educator’s beliefs and expectations should be
viewed as a critical factor for meaningful change to occur in creating equitable
educational opportunities for various groups of students. This current study has attempted
to reveal that the beliefs teachers hold does frame classroom practices, yet, more research
is necessary to better understand the conditions among the contextual factors and the
collective efficacies of schools. If attitudes and beliefs of teachers influence practice, it is
possible to help teachers move towards more effective teaching by providing them with
opportunities to understand their current practices and consider a rationale for a change in
practice with students who have been marginalized in their school. The challenge now is
in helping teachers move to beliefs that are supportive to teaching students at risk and to
more supportive beliefs that enables them to embrace more effective practices.
Encouraging teachers to consciously probe their underlying assumptions about their own
efficacy may enable them to extend and broaden their inherent capacities in thinking and
perceiving, and to motivate all students to reach their fullest academic capacities. Once
teachers are aware of these issues, it is my hope that they can begin to self-examine their
beliefs and expectations to ensure that their interactions with students will lead to
progress in learning and achievement.
How then do we began to facilitate discussions that are needed to reshape school
and district culture toward the systemic examination of the attitudes and beliefs that have
driven practices that have not eliminated the academic achievement gap between student
groups and fostered the systemic changes that are critical to effectively educate all
students? An action plan must be created to: ensure the implementation of an on-going
professional development program that effectively addresses teachers’ self-efficacy
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beliefs; use this plan as a tool district-wide; and continually assess the effectiveness of
such plan.
Administrators then must create professional interventions that support highly
effective beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors in teachers because teachers’ actions directly
impact student high attainment and high engagement in learning and to share theories that
help communicate relevant implications to practitioners. “Instead of using our beliefs to
incapacitate ourselves or students, we can use [these beliefs] to positively capacitate
them” (Dilts, 1990, p. 3). Thus, a teacher who is aware of deficits in his or her beliefs and
practices, under certain circumstances, will be able to have beliefs about how those
deficits can be addressed. The next step in this line of research will be to try to bridge the
gap between beliefs and practice. This should involve a careful examination of areas that:
• Provide and stimulate opportunities for teachers to talk with others about their
experiences;
• Provide opportunities for teachers to examine issues that are critical to successful
and effective teaching practices;
• Recognize the need to cultivate tools and dispositions for teachers to explore their
own biases and personal experiences;
• Visit and revisit assumptions on a continuous cycle;
• Focus on factors within the system (school-wide and district-wide) that create
barriers to more effective practices;
• Provide opportunities for skill and knowledge acquisition that are impacted by
teachers’ efficacy beliefs;
• Provide opportunities for parents, particularly those who have children who are
least successful, to become well-informed and articulate in order to become
effective agents for change.
Research has demonstrated that efficacy is related to outcomes, however, little work
has looked at our ability to influence teacher efficacy. It now becomes educators’ jobs to
investigate different interventions to help teachers make the needed changes consonant
with the capacity to ensure all students, particularly African American, Hispanic, and
low-socioeconomic status students to achieve high levels of academic performance. The
need for a continuum of sustained learning opportunities for teachers is clear. The task of
building such a system may appear daunting. Yet there has never been a better time to
tackle the problem. Without exception, we want our children to emerge from this
tumultuous journey well educated. A new paradigm calls for on-going study and problem
solving among teachers to promote more powerful teaching to transform schools. With
the premise that teacher belief constructs is primary to the academic success of students
and that teacher belief constructs should be considered in order to successfully implement
educational reform recommendations, there is little disagreement that teacher efficacy
beliefs are associated with students’ academic success or failure. This study posits that
without changes in the belief systems and culture they engender, students’, particularly
African American, Latino, and low-socioeconomic students, academic success will
continue to be inconsistent and short-lived.
Further research should examine the locus of control ideologies to determine to
what degree they are related to teacher effectiveness, particularly with students whose
cultures differ from that of their teachers. This next step in this line of research will help
to develop an intervention to assist teachers to assess and reassess their self-efficacy
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beliefs, in particular locus of control beliefs, to help reduce, if not eliminate, the
achievement gap in urban elementary schools.
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Appendix A
Staff Survey
Completion of this page and survey indicates consent of participation.
Thank you for taking time to complete the following questionnaire. The questionnaire is
designed to help us gain a better understanding of the kinds of things that create
difficulties for educators. Please indicate your opinion about each of the statements by
circling the appropriate number. Your responses will provide the district with important
data that will be used, along with other information, to determine program areas needing
improvement, professional development, and/or support services.

Work Site:
Position:
Grade level (if applicable):
Number of years teaching in district:
Number of years total teaching:
Information gathered will not be use for personal evaluative purposes.

To honor the confidentiality of staff, students, schools, your responses will be kept confidential and
will not be identified by name. Data will be presented in whole-district group format. Identifying code
will be kept separate from identifying teacher information. Survey results will be kept for future
studies.
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Appendix B
Teacher Efficacy Survey
Directions: Read each question carefully. Consider each response from your own teaching
experiences. Please indicate your frank opinion by circling the appropriate number. Your
responses will remain confidential.

1.

How much can you express your views freely on important school matters?

1
Nothing
2.

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

How much do you feel you can influence the learning of underachieving students?

1
Nothing
3.

2

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

How much can you do to get students to follow classroom rules?

1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

4.

How much do you connect learning to students’ cultural backgrounds?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Nothing
Very Little
Some Influence
Quite a Bit
A Great Deal
5.

How much can you do to make the school a safe place?

1
Nothing
6.

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

How much can you influence the decisions that are made in the school?

1
Nothing
9.

4

How much can you do to get parents to become involved in their children’s learning?

1
Nothing
8.

3
Very Little

How much can you do to get students to believe they can do well in schoolwork?

1
Nothing
7.

2

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

How much do you help students to question ideas based on their own cultural backgrounds?

1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal
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Appendix B
Teacher Efficacy Survey - continued
10. How much does student disciplinary issues interfere with instruction?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

11. How much do you know and understand the cultural practices and beliefs that are in your
immediate school community?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

12. How much can you help other teachers with their teaching skills?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

13. How much do you have your classroom environment reflect students’ cultures?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

14. How much can you do to reduce school absenteeism?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

15. How much can you do to make students enjoy coming to school?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

16. How much can you do to enhance collaboration between teachers and the administration to make
the school run effectively?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

17. How much can you do to promote learning when there is a lack of support from the home?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

18. How much can you do to get through to the students with the most disciplinary issues?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

19. How much can you do to have your curricular materials reflect your students’ cultural
backgrounds?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Nothing
Very Little
Some Influence
Quite a Bit
A Great Deal
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Appendix B
Teacher Efficacy Survey - continued
20. How much can you do to keep students on task on difficult assignments?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

21. How much do students’ socioeconomic and/or cultural backgrounds influence your expectations
of them?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

22. How much can you do to provide students with more individualized methods of instruction?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

23. How much can you do to effectively utilize instructional strategies that promote positive selfimages in students?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

24. How much can you do to maximize all learning experiences for struggling students?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

25. How much do you understand the cultural and social forces that impede student learning?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

26. How much can you do to motivate students who show low interest in schoolwork?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

27. How much can you do to understand the attitudes and beliefs of your students and families that
may impact student achievement?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal

28. How much can you do to understand the historical and cultural aspects of your immediate school
community?
1
Nothing

2

3
Very Little

4

5
6
Some Influence

7
8
Quite a Bit

9
A Great Deal
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Appendix B
Teacher Efficacy Survey - continued
Please reflect on the following questions:
29. What do you think are the major obstacles that prevent students from reaching the levels of
proficient and/or advance?

30. What do you think are the causes of these obstacles?

31. How have you changed your practices to better fit these needs of your students? Explain.
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Appendix C
Open-Ended Response
What do you think are the major obstacles that prevent students from reaching the levels of
proficient and/or advanced?
Teachers’ Response(s)

Key Words

Efficacy Subscale

Family ability to work with child on a
regular basis. There are also
undiagnosed learning issues.

Family inability
Undiagnosed learning
issues

PI
LOC

Students who do not have high selfesteem seem to do poorly in school.

Low self-esteem

LOC

Parents cannot support students in the
more complex skills needed to be
proficient.

Parents cannot support
complex skills

PI
LOC

Poor academic skills especially in
reading.

Poor skills

LOC

Lack of preschool and early learning
experiences

Lack of preschool, early
experiences

LOC

Poor reading skills and poor math skills.

Poor skills

LOC

Lack of parents able to support
homework completion and read
regularly.

Parents unable to
support

PI
LOC

Lack of self esteem and motivation

Lack of self-esteem and
motivation

LOC

Poor reading and comprehension skills

Poor skills

LOC

Parents do not provide a language
enriched environment at home.

Lack of language
enriched environment

Lack of home support. Poor habits.

Lack of home support
Poor habits

C
PI
LOC
PI
LOC

Not knowing English vocabulary
Processing problems
Poor organizational skills

Not knowing English
vocabulary. Poor
organizational skills

C
LOC
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Appendix C
Open-Ended Response – continued
Absences from school and the school
board require 40 minutes/day of
homework at fourth grade. Some
teachers just have students complete
class work. I think the value of
homework is in planning time,
organizing, etc., though I know research
isn’t clear on this. It seems that our 3-4
hours of homework a night during high
school are now down to one hour/night
for “B” students at the high schools,
depending on the learner.
Parents are not included in the
allocating of responsibility for student
achievement.
Managing routines better and having
wisdom about student discipline. With
discipline under control, students could
have more free choice or group activities
wherein they can get much more
practice and learning rather than mainly
relying on whole class instruction.
Reading and comprehension along with
critical thinking skills and writing

Absences
District policies

DM
LOC

Management of routines.
Lack of discipline and
instructional control

I
LOC

Skills

LOC

The child’s socio-economic status is the
major obstacle for reaching levels of
proficiency. Standardized tests are
culturally biased.

Socio-economics
obstacles
Cultural bias

C
LOC

Lack of attention and focus and time
spent to acquire deep understanding.
The curriculum is a mile wide and an
inch deep.
Lack of practice or interest in academic

Lack of attention and
Focus. Curriculum issues

LOC
DM

Lack of practice and
interest
Lack of foundation. Lack
of academic support at
home. Insufficient time
and insufficient supports.

LOC

1. Not having a strong foundation built
during their lower grade school years.
2. Lack of academic support at home.
3. Insufficient time available for teachers
to work with individual students during
school day.
4. Insufficient support given to teachers
with struggling students, especially in
the cases where a small percentage of
students are not meeting proficiency or
beyond.

LOC
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Appendix C
Open-Ended Response - continued
Poor study skills. Lack of motivation.
Discipline problems; defiance; lack of
respect towards adults and peers;
violent behaviors. Poor attendance.

Poor study skills. Lack of
Motivation. Lack of
discipline and respect.
Violent behaviors. Poor
attendance.
Inequity of access. Lack
of supports; Limited
customization

PSC
LOC

For special ed kids - the amount of
paperwork and federal guidelines
influences how much time and creativity
we can use to work with the kids.
Privilege Socio-economic status

Special Education issues

LOC

Socio-economics issues

The amount of time spent in the
classroom. Teachers that are not
adequately trained. Districts that are
consistently changing the goals and
objectives for teachers and students.

Time spent
Inadequate training
District goals/objectives

C
LOC
LOC
DM

The programs that we use and the
pacing of these programs do not give us
the chance to teach for understanding.
We have so much to cover that we only
teach for exposure and not for mastery.

Inability to teach for
understanding. Poor
program implementation

LOC
I

Behavior and self-esteem issues

Behavior and self-esteem

Students come to school angry and
emotionally distraught

Angry and emotionally
distraught

PSC
LOC
PSC
LOC

Inequity of access to information, lack of
direct support of instruction after school
hours, limited customization of
instruction and follow up

LOC

What do you think are the causes of these obstacles?
Teachers’ Response(s)

Key Words

Efficacy Subscale

We are not able to provide students
and families with the supports that they
need.
Social and emotional issues at home
and school.
Lack of parent training and/or
motivation.
Ability to read critically. Poor vocabulary
development.

Unable to provide
student/family supports

LOC

Social/emotional issues

LOC

Lack of parent training
And motivation
Poor reading skills and
vocabulary development.

PI
LOC
LOC
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Appendix C
Open-Ended Response - continued
All students' families do not make the
same income.

Income

C
LOC

Low expectations of teachers, parents,
and/or students and lack of time spent
to practice and absorb new concepts.
Scattered curriculum that is trying to
cover too much lightly instead of major
concepts well.
Time, resources, history of education
as being a priority; Language barriers

Low expectations.
Curriculum issues

LOC
I

Resources, history and
language

LOC
C
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Appendix C
Open-Ended Response - continued
Teacher, parent, and community failing
to work as a team to provide success
for all students. Perhaps in some cases,
lack of funding and lack of professional
development for teachers to build upon
their skills first taught in their
credentialing programs. Also, lack of
support for parents to understand their
rights and understand how they can
influence their child’s success at home.
Additionally, expectations of district
offices placed upon their teachers to
cover so much curriculum (the school
day and school year are only so long),
and complete on-going testing that
subtracts from teaching time causes
some children to not truly learn the
material taught. And the speed at which
teachers are expected to teach material
does not benefit student learning for
the long-term. Lastly, the inability of
our educational system (greater
community) to wake-up and realize that
not all children are being educated
equally. When every school site does
not reflect positive and healthy
environments, and not all districts
receive equal funding, it is clear there is
an inequity. It becomes clear that some
children are valued more than others by
our educational system. When you
begin with a disadvantage (whatever it
may be), your efforts to be successful
have to be 100% stronger than your
counterpart who began on the “right”
foot.
Lack of or no positive family support at
home with their child. Parents do not
agree with the benchmarks and state
standards, making excuses for their
child and degrading the teachers for it.
Parents not sending their child to school
due to poor weather, no transportation,
siblings or parents not feeling well,
going on regular family vacations during
the school year, etc.

Failure to work as a
team. Professional issues.
Educational inequalities

LOC
C

No positive family
supports and lack of
Agreements and
responsibilities

PI
LOC
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Appendix C
Open-Ended Response - continued
Economic differences, educational
differences and expectations, use of
extended time, limited access to
technology and books.
Income

Economic and
educational differences
and expectations.

C
LOC

Income

Districts need to ensure that low
performing students have high quality
faculty and the resources they need in
order to succeed. Students in high
poverty neighborhoods are just as
smart as students in more affluent
neighborhoods. They lack experience
and opportunity.
Mandated reading and math programs

District resources.
Poverty vs. affluent

C
LOC
DM
C
LOC

Inconsistency in discipline policies. 4th
and 5th graders have had too many
prior failures at school
Family and personal issues get in the
way of students learning

Mandated programs
Discipline policies and
Prior failures

DM
LOC
LOC
PSC

Family and personal
issues

PI
LOC

In reference in to your answers above, how do you change your practices to better fit the
needs of students who are not proficient or advanced? Explain
Teachers’ Response(s)
I try to be more patient and
understanding.
I try to praise students to make them
feel good about themselves.
I try to communicate with parents on a
regular basis.
I try to provide students with strategies
that they can use across the curriculum.
I give students a lot of homework to give
them more practice in reading and math.
I try to use different strategies.
I try to provide opportunities for small
group instruction.
I try to be sensitive to students needs
Small group learning opportunities and
pull-outs for reading lab
Provide a language enriched day.

Key Words

Efficacy subscale

Patient and
understanding
Praise

LOC

Communicate

PI

Provide strategies

I

Homework

I

Different strategies
Instruction

I
I

Sensitive
Learning opportunities

C
I

Provide language
enriched

I

LOC
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Appendix C
Open-Ended Response - continued
Parent Education. Late afternoon/early
evening workshops. Empowering
students by helping them set reachable
goals using rubrics to guide.

Parent education.
Empowering students

PI
I

Teach vocabulary constantly. Get kids
talking. Directly instruct organizational
skills
Trying to individualize instruction as
much as possible and bring in adult
volunteers 5 hours/week to give students
support with their reading. I am this
year going to give out stickers whenever
I see positive learning behaviors
Read up on discipline practices during
the summer and prepare routines and
"things to say" to teach the students.
I am trying to send home work activities
that cover these areas. I try to have
opportunities to talk about our class
work.
I try to understand the students' cultural
and socio-economic status. I don't
blame the student(s) or their family for
not being middle class. I realize that
proficiency is an abstract and subjective
ranking put on students, schools, and
teachers to keep us all in our places.
Using proficiency to determine anything
is so outdated. We should be looking at
student growth over time. We should be
asking, "Is the student learning? Is
s/he make good progress in learning the
basic skills. How much growth does the
child show over time. Expecting second
language students and children of
poverty to be at the same proficiency
level as middle class white students is
not only absurd, it's unrealistic. Look at
growth over time - not proficiency
rankings on a standardized test once a
year.

Vocabulary and
Organizational skills

I

Individualize instruction.
Volunteers support.
Solicit positive learning
behaviors

I
PSC

Discipline practices

LOC

Homework and
Opportunities to talk

I

Understand students’
status

C
I
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Appendix C
Open-Ended Response - continued
Take time to go over concepts until
mastered. Talk with students about
goals, expectations, set realistic goals;
get students to put forth effort to work
as hard as needed. More practice of and
repeated exposure to concepts with
rewards for information learned.
Lots of communication with
parents/guardians alternative resources
during the school day extended day
tutoring best practices in classroom to
ensure good use of time; assessment
often to target areas that are difficult
1. Try to incorporate time to work in
small group with struggling students.
2. Make myself available during recess,
lunch, and after school (with no
additional pay).
3. Provide re-teach opportunities as often
as needed.
4. Review all material prior to testing.
5. Completing district testing when I feel
my students are prepared to take the
test.
Practices vary depending on the student,
family and the situation.
I try to provide motivational activities
and those that key to interest levels as a
“hook” to get them into the tasks at
hand. I actively listen to their needs and
wants and interests and customize
instruction to support them. I also
provide higher level thinking activities to
promote deeper knowledge and
understandings
Few of my students are proficient or
advanced, and all of my practices are
designed to work with them.
Students need more proficient adults in
the classroom. They need psycho-social
services in order to help them focus on
academics. Parent education is a must.
High poverty areas need the best
resources.
I just try to do my best and I sometimes
have to skip over some things in the
programs.

Mastery of concepts.
Student expectations and
Exposure. Rewards

I

Communication with
parents. Use of
alternative resources.

PI
I

Instruction

I

Practices dependent
Situation
Motivation
Hook
Higher level thinking

I
C
I

Change in practices

I

Psycho-social services
and parent education

PI

Skip over

I
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Appendix C
Open-Ended Response - continued
I have been trying to adjust the
curriculum because many of my students
do not have grade-level skills.
I tend to do a lot of one-on-one
counseling and student motivation
incentives. I also try to do actives that
students can do well in.

Adjust curriculum.
Grade-level skills lacking

I

Counseling and
motivation incentives

PSC
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The prevalence of autism spectrum disorders is increasing at an alarming rate of 1 out of every
88 children (Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2012). The purpose of this study was to
conduct a systematic review of the literature that identify evidence-based practices (Bouffard &
Reid, 2012; Jin & Yun, 2010) on effective modeling techniques for teaching individuals with
Asperger syndrome in inclusive settings. The review which spans from 1990 to 2012 utilized a
search for publications in a variety of search engines (e.g., SPORT Discus, Academic Search
Premier, MEDLINE). Studies were rated independently by four reviewers using predetermined
criteria: (a) Asperger syndrome; (b) at least one modeling intervention apparent (visual, verbal,
tactile); (c) age range 5-21 years; (d) promote motor skill acquisition or physical activity; and (e)
include individuals without disabilities. Inter-rater agreement for reviewers was set a priori at 80
percent (Fleiss, 1981). An analysis of the literature was developed into a matrix detailing the
nature, scope and focus of the modeling interventions in the inclusive environment. Systematic
review identified 37 studies meeting the predetermined criteria. The results indicated visual and
verbal modeling techniques ranked higher than tactile techniques. Adapted and general physical
educators may utilize visual, verbal, and tactile modeling techniques in inclusive settings, to
assist individuals with Asperger syndrome in acquiring a higher level of functioning in motor
skills and patterns. The systematic review suggests that further research is needed for integrating
topics of modeling techniques and individuals with Asperger syndrome.
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Autism spectrum disorder, evidence-based practices, inclusion
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In the class of learning the "History of Computers", slides were distributed to students as written materials, and
lectures were given according to the slides. At the end of the lesson, a mini-examination was conducted and students were
requested to describe the course of history. As an assignment, students investigated a historical character in computer
history and made a presentation in the form of a report. E-learning that allows lecture–slide learning was made available
so that students were able to perform preparation and review in addition to the lesson. Students were requested to present
their assignment in a PowerPoint file that was then mutually evaluated. Additionally, students who scored highly in the
evaluation were requested to deliver a presentation for characters they investigated. At that time, the other students were
requested to describe points to be improved in the report by a student who made the presentation. In this manner, blended
learning was performed by introducing numerous interactions among students. At the beginning and end of this lesson, the
degree of term recognition and consciousness learned during the lesson were checked. It was identified that the students '
amount of knowledge was increased and that awareness was improved. This paper reports these findings.
Keywords: History of Computers, recognition degree of terms, consciousness related to capability, Blended learning,
Interaction

1. Introduction
At present, blended learning has been promoted primarily in higher education institutions [1], [6], [7], [8], [9], [12], [14].
As one specific measure for securing and improving the quality of higher education in the new era, the Central Education
Council recommended that the following approaches be investigated after information and communication technology is
introduced aggressively in line with the objectives of educational research, education method is improved and teaching design
is made adequately [3]. They recommend remote education using e-learning, promotion of prior learning and post learning
using a learning management system, and introduction of blended learning.
For the realization of those objectives, the author has been conducting blended learning for introduction to computer
science. It has been reported that lessons in which media such as lecture notes, e-learning, and mini-examinations are fused
together are effective [4]. Reportedly, introduction of a questionnaire about the degree of understanding, which increases
interactions with a teacher, was able to boost effectiveness [5].
Takeshita et al. (2008) showed that different effects of synchronous type e-learning depend on the groups of learners who
are classified according to learning status and that learners with an increased number of interactions tend to achieve higher
scores [13]. Toda et al. (2006) reported that the satisfaction level and motivation are increased by setting group sessions and
increasing interaction in the training of teachers where learners themselves play a leading role in mutual discussion [15].
This paper deals with the lesson of "History of computers" performed by blended learning in which several media
including e-learning are combined to increase interactions [10], [11]. E-learning was made available, reports presented were
mutually evaluated, and students were requested to correct it based on the evaluation and perform mutual evaluation again.
Furthermore, student representatives were requested to give a presentation of the report. Other students evaluated them. The
lesson was modified to increase interactions as described above. Effective lessons were deployed to identify increases in
knowledge amount and the degree of consciousness improvement.
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2. Teaching design and lesson contents
As blended learning, a 90 min lesson was performed seven times for "History of computers", an optional course for the
Department of Information Science, University A. To improve this lesson, the media to be used were added and practiced.
Table 1 shows the teaching design and lecture plan. A final examination was held after the lesson for motivating learning
and for checking the level of understanding. In all, 49 students participated.
Table 1. Teaching design and lecture plan of history of computers

2 History of computers
History of
microprocessors
History of personal
4
computers
3

5 History of software

16
17
21
20
24

Presentation of historical
6
characters
7 History of networks

Mini23 Chapter
exam 6

Miniexam 1
Miniexam 2
Miniexam 3
Miniexam 4
Miniexam 5

Quest Distribu
Before Before
ion 1
tion
Quest
ion 2
Quest
ion 3
Quest
ion 4
Quest
ion 5

Quest
ion 6

8 Final examination

After

Access to answers
for mini examination

Learning using
lecture slides

Evaluation sheet

Report of historical
character

Presentation

Consciousness
research

e-learning
Survey of recognition
degree of terms

Explanatory sheet for
lecture plan and
method

Miniexam 1
Miniexam 2
Miniexam 3
Miniexam 4
Miniexam 5

Questions of course
of history

Chapt
er 1
Chapt
er 2
Chapt
er 3
Chapt
er 4
Chapt
er 5

Explanation of
answers for mini
examination

History of calculation and
calculating machine

Mini-examination

1

Materials distributed

Lesson contents

No. of slides used in
the lecture

Week

Lesson

Consciousness
(before)

Chap
ter 1
Submis
Chap
Self-evaluation
sion
ter 2
Chap
ter 3
Mutual
Chap
evaluation
ter 4
Peer
Evaluation by Chap
assessment
others
ter 5
Resub Mutual
After
mission evaluation
Consciousness Chap
(after)
ter 6

Miniexam
Miniexam
Miniexam
Miniexam
Miniexam

1
2
3
4
5

Miniexam 6

2.1 Objective and target of lesson
The purpose of this lesson is to review the path by which human beings have progressed to escape from cumbersome
calculations and to ascertain the greatness of modern computers. If the steps of development of computer-related technology
are known, we can learn the orientation of information related technologies. We intend to acquire data for creation of new
information-related technology by looking into the past. In addition, we will foster thinking ability and problem-solving
ability through the activities provided in this lecture.
As the objective, students will understand the path that modern computers have taken so far and reconfirm information
related technologies used at present, which students have already learned. If technologies developed in the past are positioned
from a historical viewpoint, then each of the technologies might be evaluated.

2.2 Teaching design
The teaching design shown in Table 1 is explained. In the first week of the lesson, an explanatory sheet is distributed to
explain the lecture plan. The degree of term recognition and consciousness are surveyed in advance. Contents of the lecture
are distributed with each lesson as the data and the lecture are given using lecture slides. Following this, a mini-examination is
held and questions related to the course of history are given. After the lesson, students can browse the lecture slides using
e-learning.
Students are requested to investigate a historical figure related to computers and to submit a report summarizing their
investigation in the form of PowerPoint slides by the third week. Using the e-learning function, students are requested to
browse them after the lesson before the fifth week, to perform mutual evaluation and to present an evaluation sheet inputting
evaluation results in the form of an Excel file. The teacher gathered and sorted these evaluations together as evaluation by
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others for each student. Then the teacher registers them to enable downloading. Referring to these evaluations, students are
requested to correct the reports introducing historical figures and to resubmit them by the seventh week. Five representatives
of the students will give a presentation at the sixth week. At the seventh week, surveys assessing the degrees of term
recognition and consciousness are conducted.

2.3 Deployment of lesson
For deployment of the lesson, answers for previous mini examinations are explained and comments on student's questions
and impressions of the lecture are given. Next, slide materials with blanks into which important matters of the lecture slide on
that day should be filled are distributed. The lecture lasts for about 65 min while lecture slides are projected on the screen. At
the end of the lecture, historical characters related to lecture contents are introduced as an episode. At the end of the lesson, a
mini-examination, including 1–4 questions that are presumed to be points of the lecture, is given for about 10 min. Students
are permitted to refer to textbooks and materials to solve these questions. The last question of the mini-examination is
intended to check the level of understanding and to elicit students’ impressions. Finally, students are requested to describe the
course of the history including 2–4 designated keywords lectured on that day within 200 characters in a manuscript format (20
characters x 11 lines) in about 10 min.

2.4 Contents of assignment
As the assignment of this lesson, students were requested to draft a report to introduce a historical character. As the
format of the report, students downloaded a PowerPoint file, filled in their contents and submitted it. Contents consist of the
following eight items:
(1) Name of person in whom a student is interested
(2) History of the person from birth to death
(3) Matters related to that person in terms of computer history
(4) Reasons why a student became interested in that person
(5) Achievements of that person recognized in computer history
(6) Influences of achievements of that person in computer history on other matters
(7) Items which deepened understanding in computer history
(8) References cited
Reports thus submitted were stored in Web format and registered in the server. As one function of e-learning, reports of
all students become accessible. Using e-learning functions, students downloaded an Excel file for an evaluation sheet and
made evaluations. After mutual evaluations, students uploaded the sheet. Their evaluations were sorted out individually and
were registered in the “Evaluation summary” file. This file is now accessible by e-learning.
In addition, during the sixth week, five students who received high evaluations were requested to give a presentation to
introduce the person whom they investigated uniquely. At that time, they evaluated the same items as those assessed in
peer evaluation. They were asked “To improve the report which the student presented, how would you correct it?” for each
item. They replied in the right column next to each question item.
By the seventh week, students corrected the report, resubmitted it, registered it to allow for browsing, and performed
mutual evaluations again. Contents of the lecture were deepened or expanded by introducing report modification/correction
activity as described above. Consequently, much mutual interaction took place among students.

3. Analysis results and discussion
For terms related to the lesson, the degree of recognition was surveyed before and after the lesson to ascertain changes in
the amount of knowledge. Students entered consciousness related to the capability in the evaluation sheet before and after the
lesson to ascertain changes in consciousness. After the lesson, students also entered activities presumed to be helpful for
improving consciousness to ascertain activities that are helpful for consciousness improvement.
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In the following description, it is considered that for results of significant difference test, a significant difference is
recognized for significance level of 5%. Symbols m, SD, t and p respectively denote the mean, standard deviation, t-value,
and significance probability.

3.1 Changes in recognition level of terms related to the lesson
For 50 terms related to contents of the current lesson shown in Table 2, the survey of recognition degree [7] was performed
twice before (first week) and after (7th week) the lecture. 50 terms regarded as important were selected from terms that
appeared in the lecture. However, a “proxy server” was added for checking purposes.
The degrees of recognition of terms are classified into three: 1. I do not know; 2. I do not know details, but I have heard it;
and 3. I know. Averages (mpre, mpost) of the recognition degree of terms before and after the lecture were (1.9, 2.5). The
number of students who responded twice before and after the lecture was 34.
For the recognition degree of all 50 terms before and after the lecture, a Wilcoxon rank-sum test was performed. Results
are shown in the lowermost level of Table 2. A significant difference was found, as shown in the bottom line. Results show
that the recognition level of terms had increased after the lecture, meaning that the amount of knowledge increased overall.
For the degree of recognition of each term before and after the lecture, a Wilcoxon rank-sum test was performed. Results
show that a significant difference was recognized for 41 terms among 50 terms between before and after the lecture. It was
Table 2. Results of Wilcoxon rank-sum test of recognition degree of terms
No
5
15
1
14
4
7
3
6
40
39
46
26
42
21
22
12
23
16
17
36
41
18
25
32
20
43
8
2
30
24
11
34
10
38
31
9
13
19
35
47
48
49
37
33
45
44
28
50
29
27

Terms
Wind up calculator
Time-sharing system

Mechanization of four arithmetic operations
Family thought
Development of electronic technology
Analytical engine
Automation of calculation procedures
Statistic machine
ALGOL
FORTRAN

ARPANET
Moore's Law
Pascal
8-bit ＣＰＵi8008
16-bit ＣＰＵi8086
Program built-in type
32-bit CPU80386DX
On-line real-time system

Decentralized processing system
Cybernetics
COBOL
Down-sizing
MIPS
Handy personal computer
4-bit ＣＰＵi4004
Operating system
Vacuum tube
Encoding of information
Mechatronics
Operation clock
ENIAC
Dedicated Japanese word processor
IC
BASlC language
OA
Transistor
Binary notation
Microprocessor
Software for Japanese word processor
Internet
WWW
Browser
Programming language
Spreadsheet software
Network
Database
Personal computer
Proxy server
Television game
USB
Average
*** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05, + p<.1
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Before
ｍ SD
1.4 0.5
1.4 0.6
1.8 0.7
1.2 0.5
1.6 0.6
1.3 0.5
1.6 0.6
1.3 0.6
1.4 0.5
1.7 0.7
1.7 0.8
1.1 0.4
1.5 0.5
1.6 0.5
1.6 0.5
1.7 0.7
1.6 0.5
1.5 0.6
1.8 0.7
1.3 0.5
1.7 0.6
1.8 0.8
1.8 0.7
1.7 0.7
1.8 0.7
2.3 0.6
2.1 0.8
2.1 0.7
1.6 0.6
1.9 0.8
1.5 0.8
1.9 0.8
2.3 0.7
2.1 0.6
1.7 0.7
2.2 0.6
2.6 0.7
2.1 0.7
2.2 0.8
2.7 0.5
2.6 0.7
2.6 0.7
2.6 0.6
2.6 0.6
2.7 0.6
2.6 0.6
2.8 0.4
2.0 0.8
2.8 0.5
2.8 0.5
1.9 0.3

After
Wilcoxon
ｍ SD z
ｐ
2.4 0.6 4.9 ***
2.3 0.6 4.7 ***
2.5 0.5 4.7 ***
2.1 0.6 4.7 ***
2.5 0.5 4.6 ***
2.2 0.6 4.6 ***
2.3 0.6 4.5 ***
2.3 0.6 4.5 ***
2.2 0.6 4.4 ***
2.5 0.6 4.4 ***
2.7 0.5 4.4 ***
1.8 0.6 4.4 ***
2.2 0.6 4.3 ***
2.3 0.6 4.1 ***
2.3 0.6 4.1 ***
2.4 0.7 4.1 ***
2.3 0.6 4.1 ***
2.4 0.7 4.1 ***
2.5 0.6 4.0 ***
2.0 0.6 3.9 ***
2.4 0.6 3.9 ***
2.3 0.6 3.8 ***
2.5 0.6 3.7 ***
2.4 0.7 3.7 ***
2.4 0.6 3.6 ***
2.7 0.5 3.5 ***
2.6 0.6 3.4 ***
2.6 0.5 3.3 ***
2.1 0.7 3.3 ***
2.4 0.7 3.2 ***
2.0 0.6 3.2 **
2.6 0.6 3.1 **
2.7 0.6 3.1 **
2.5 0.6 3.0 **
2.1 0.7 2.8 **
2.6 0.6 2.7 **
2.8 0.5 2.5 *
2.4 0.7 2.5 *
2.7 0.6 2.4 *
2.9 0.3 2.1 *
2.8 0.4 2.1 *
2.8 0.4 1.9 +
2.8 0.4 1.9 +
2.8 0.4 1.7 +
2.9 0.4 1.6
2.8 0.4 1.5
2.9 0.3 0.7
2.1 0.5 0.4
2.8 0.4 0.4
2.8 0.4 0.3
2.5 0.4 5.0 ***
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noticed from this that the amount of knowledge increased for these terms. Consequently, a significant difference was
recognized for almost all terms.
Terms for which no significant difference was recognized were the six terms of network, database, personal computer,
proxy server, television game, and USB. Of those, [proxy server] was not a term explained in the lesson. This term was
embedded intentionally to ascertain whether the respondent replied without any actual reflection on the course. Therefore, the
recognition degree of this term should not change. The result showed no significant difference. The remaining five terms were
well known before the lecture. The recognition level was high before the lecture. The values did not increase greatly, showing
nearly equal values before and after the lecture. No difference was recognized.
Students accessed the reports and performed peer evaluations. All evaluations thus made were reviewed. The reports were
corrected according to peer assessment. Then students were requested to submit the report again. In addition, five students
who received high evaluations in peer assessment were requested to give a presentation, and performed question and answer
sessions to increase their interactions. Results show that it was recognized to increase knowledge for almost all terms.

3.2 Changes in rating scale values of attitude related to capability
For the 30 items of consciousness related to capability shown in Table 3, a prior survey was made initially in the first
lesson. A post survey was made at the end of the sixth lecture [6]. The rating scale includes the following nine levels: 1. Has
none, 3. Has slightly, 5. Has a little, 7. Has considerably, 9. Has greatly. The number of students who responded twice before
and after the lecture were 49.
For all 30 items, the average rating scale value before and after the lecture was (3.8, 4.5). For all 30 items, no significant
difference was noticed with results of the paired t-test of prior and post rating scale value. Results show that, overall,
consciousness related to the capability was improved.
Rating scale values before and after the lecture for every item of consciousness related to the capability were subjected to a
t-test. Results of the test are shown in Table 3. Significant improvement was recognized for the following 17 items: (7)
Deepening of understanding of learned knowledge, (27) Capability of composing knowledge and creating knowledge, (13)
Table 3. Tests of significant difference of consciousness related to capability
Consciousness related to capability
( 7)
(13)
(15)
( 4)
(27)
(17)
(28)
( 2)
( 3)
( 9)
( 8)
(22)
(18)
(23)
(12)
(21)
(11)
(29)
(14)
(24)
(19)
(20)
(10)
(25)
( 5)
( 6)
(16)
( 1)
(30)
(26)

Deepening of understanding of learned knowledge
Capability of expressing own thought other than in sentences
Presentation capability
Computer utilization method and expansion of scene
Capability of composing knowledge and creating knowledge
Communication capability
Capability to think independently
Understanding of computers
Computer operating skill
Information collection capability and investigation capability
Capability to study and learn independently
Capability to perform, practice and execute
Capability to self-evaluate properly what is figured out by oneself
Capability to co-operate and to learn concertedly
Capability to express one’s own thought by sentences
Capability to pursue things thoroughly and spirit of inquiry
Information analysis capability
Creativity and capability to create
Capability to talk to and explain to others comprehensively
Sense of fulfillment and satisfaction
Capability to evaluate properly what has been figured out by others
Capability to correct and improve what has been figured out by oneself
Capability to sort out and sum up information and data
Sense of accomplishment and sense of achievement
Capability to set a theme and problem finding capability
Capability to plan and to project things
Capability to listen to others and to raise questions to others
Interest and concern with computers
Interest and concern with this field
Problem-solving capability
Average
*** p<.001, ** p<.01, * p<.05, + p<.1
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Before
m SD
3.6 1.3
3.1 1.5
3.0 1.6
3.8 1.7
3.7 1.5
3.7 1.3
3.8 1.6
3.9 1.3
4.0 1.3
4.0 1.4
3.7 1.3
3.8 1.5
3.7 1.6
3.7 1.5
3.5 1.7
3.7 1.5
3.8 1.5
3.5 1.6
3.2 1.7
3.9 1.6
3.7 1.5
3.8 1.5
4.0 1.4
4.1 1.7
3.6 1.3
3.7 1.5
3.8 1.6
5.3 1.5
4.6 1.4
4.1 1.4
3.8 1.1

After
m SD
4.6 1.4
4.0 1.2
4.0 1.5
4.8 1.5
4.5 1.5
4.6 1.6
4.7 1.7
4.6 1.3
4.8 1.5
4.8 1.7
4.5 1.5
4.5 1.3
4.4 1.5
4.5 1.7
4.3 1.5
4.3 1.3
4.5 1.4
4.3 1.5
3.9 1.5
4.6 1.6
4.4 1.5
4.3 1.4
4.6 1.8
4.6 1.6
4.1 1.3
4.2 1.5
4.3 1.8
5.7 1.7
5.0 1.8
4.4 1.7
4.5 1.1

t-test
t
p
3.3 ***
2.7 **
2.5 *
2.4 *
2.4 *
2.3 *
2.3 *
2.2 *
2.2 *
2.2 *
2.2 *
2.1 *
2.1 *
2.0 *
2.0 *
2.0 *
2.0 *
1.9 +
1.8 +
1.8 +
1.7 +
1.7 +
1.6
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.9
2.6 **
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Capability of expressing own thought other than in sentences, (12) Capability to express one’s own thought by sentences, (15)
Presentation capability, (17) Communication capability, (18) Capability to self-evaluate properly what figured out by oneself,
(21) Capability to pursue things thoroughly, (9) Information collection capability, (11) Information analysis capability, (8)
Capability to study independently, (28) Capability to think independently, (22) Capability to perform, and (23) Capability to
co-operate. Furthermore, as for items related to computers, it is recognized that significant improvement was made for (2)
Understanding of computers, (3) Computer operating skill, and (4) Computer utilization method and expansion of scene. In
addition, a significant trend was recognized for items (14), (19), (20), (24), and (29). From these findings, in an activity where
a person is evaluated and a report introducing this person is written, many items result in higher consciousness related to the
capability because many interactions are given.
One objective of the present lecture is "To foster thinking ability and problem-solving ability through various activities
involved in the present lecture". A significant difference was recognized for the evaluation item “(28) Thinking ability”,
which corresponds to this object. It might be said that "Thinking ability" was improved.
Another objective of the lecture is to improve problem-solving ability. 17 items (more than half) in Table 3 will be
improved. Although evaluation item "(26) Problem-solving capability" itself was not improved, much consciousness
supporting the problem-solving ability was improved. Therefore, it might be said that such consciousness related to the ability
has been improved.

3.3 Activities that are helpful for improvement of capabilities
In all, 45 activities were listed. The number of activities enumerated was 1,614. 36 students responded. Therefore, the

average number of activities enumerated per person was 44.8.
Consciousness and activities were subjected to cross tabulation. Activities that were enumerated by many students were
“to listen to the lecture (450), to complete the report (168), to prepare the report (162), to review the lesson (111), and to study
for the final examination (81)”. These results show that requesting the students to study a person and preparing a report for
introduction of this person are greatly helpful for improving the degree of terms recognition and consciousness.

4. Conclusions
For the lesson of "History of computers", lecture slides were distributed. Then a lecture was given using these slides, a
mini-examination was held at the end, and students were requested to describe the course of the history of computers. As the
theme of this lesson, students were requested to study a historical character and to submit a report describing this person in the
form. This lecture system was designed so that students were able to study using lecture slides in the form of e-learning. After
the lesson, students were able to prepare and review the materials repeatedly. Additionally, five students who scored highly in
mutual evaluations were requested to give a presentation of the person they studied.
Practices of such blended learning revealed the following items:
(1) A survey of recognition degree of terms identified that the amount of knowledge increased as a whole. An increase in the
amount of knowledge was recognized for almost all terms.
(2) A survey of consciousness related to the capability revealed that consciousness was improved overall.
(3) As for activities helpful for improvement of the capability, activities related to "listen to the lecture" and "prepare the
report" are particularly helpful for improvement of consciousness related to the capability.
We intend, in the future, to use media using our ingenuity and to study the role of each medium for improvement of the
effects so that everyone can understand the history of computers through lessons, historical character, mutual evaluation, and
correction and improvement of the report and can be able to explain the history of computers to others.
The author appreciate the support of the Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research, foundation study (C 22500949) given by
the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology, of Japan for this research.
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The study concerning the problems of Taiwan's non-urban land
development and the public participation - A Case Study of the
Central Taiwan Science-based Industrial Park Phase 4 Development
Project
Hsinyu Kno

1

Chapter I. Foreword
In recent years, Taiwan has successively established science parks in
response to the rapid development of the high-technological electronics
industry. However, high-technological manufacturing techniques evolve daily,
making it difficult to monitor completely the byproduct contents emitted during
high-technological manufacturing processes. During the entire process of land
development projects, disputes ensued repeatedly because of the pressures of
manufacturer expansion deadlines and the external demand for participation in
the evaluation process (Tu, 2011:59). This study explored Stage IV of the
Central Taiwan Science Park (CTSP-IV) land development project to provide a
typical example of such disputes.
The CTSP-IV land development project was primarily based on the
photoelectric industry. An estimated NT$1.2 trillion was invested into this
project, providing 30,000 job opportunities and intending to create NT$900
billion in annual revenue. The project was a major government public
construction project in Taiwan. Throughout the land development project, the
most controversial issues involved “the occupancy of agricultural water for
developmental use” and “the methods for wastewater discharge” These
controversial issues were discussed during numerous public participation
forums; however, the problems were not clarified and did not receive complete
answers. In addition, protests against the project were particularly intense
because the land development project required the expropriation of private
lands.
Article 164 of the Administrative Procedure Act has prescribes procedures
for the administrative plan confirmation hearing. Therefore, the question
remains why the land development case has yet to implement the hearing
process and address the problematic issues. During the legislative process of
this provision, the government believed that the present land development
programs and confirmation procedure prescribed by the Administrative
1
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1
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Procedure Act constitute “a large gap between the administrative system and
administrative culture.” During the formulation and confirmation procedures of
the provision to authorize the Executive Yuan to establish an administrative
plan, the Ministry of Justice was unable to effectively promote feasible
protocols, thus indicating that implementing the administrative plan
confirmation procedure will be unrealistic within the foreseeable future. This
study investigated the administrative cultural gaps between the administrative
plan confirmation procedure and the CTSP-IV land development procedure.
Furthermore, we explored the public participation issues and related provisions
of the CTSP-IV land development project, to elaborate on the history and
changes of the land in Taiwan as well as the differences in the legislative
background of the Administrative Procedure Act, and propose related opinions
and suggestions.
Chapter II. CTSP-IV Land Development Public Participation
The CTSP-IV land development project is part of the sixth new industrial
innovation corridor for the “i-Taiwan 12 Projects” proposed by President Ma
during the 2008 presidential election campaign. After President Ma was elected,
this proposal was included as part of the “major public construction programs
of the government.” The lofty mission of the development of the science park
was to recreate an economic miracle. The Changhua County forest was voted to
be the base for the land development. The design and planning for the entire
land development process was verified by the Executive Yuan. In addition, the
project passed the Environmental Impact Assessment Review, obtained the land
development and land expropriation permits.
The public was permitted to participate in the environmental impact
assessment and the land development permission stages to express their views.
The main points of the debate were “whether the wastewater discharge would
affect coastal fisheries and the livelihood of fishermen,” “whether water
required for the development would occupy agricultural water,” “whether
excessive pumping of groundwater would cause severe subsidence problems,”
and “whether the land expropriation and compensation would cause major
housing, living, and work-related problems for the citizens.” Among the points
of the debate, the most controversial issue was the problem of wastewater
emission. These controversial issues were questioned by the people numerous
times and still have not received a complete answer, which led to public
protests that became even more intense during the land expropriation stage.
2
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The following phenomena can be observed in the CTSP-IV land
development and citizen participation process: 1) The crux of the problem has
yet to be identified. 2) In the public policy dispute over land development, no
plan for debate or interaction to clarify the issues has been engaged, and all
decisions have been decided by the government unilaterally. 3) no standardized
decision-making mechanism have been placed, and once a policy is questioned,
the government cannot effectively resolve the dilemma.
The phenomenon of public participation indicated that the land
development project had created a “procedural disorder” in public policy. In
this study, we sought to determine the relevant provisions for public
participation in non-urban land development projects.
Chapter III. Relevant Provisions for Public Participation in Non-urban
Land Development Projects
The entire procedure for non-urban land development is as follows: 1)
approving the preparation plan; 2) examining and approving the environmental
impact assessment; 3) obtaining land development permission) 4) approving
land expropriation; 5) registering land-use changes; 6) applying for
miscellaneous licenses; and 7) applying for construction licenses. In this study,
we explored the public participation-related issues during the stages of
preparation planning, environmental impact assessment, land development
permission, and land expropriation. The provisions related to public
participation are described as follows.
During the environmental impact assessment stage, the public in not
notified for participation if projects are only required to undergo the first stage
of the environmental impact assessment, and notification are only sent after
project approval (Environmental Impact Assessment Act, Article 7). Pursuant
to Article 20 of the Non-urban Land-use Control Regulation, during the land
development permission stage, when a development permit is issued to the
applicant, the local government is to be notified and the local government
should then post the content of the permit at the public offices of the local
government for 30 days. At the land expropriation stage, the shall hold a public
hearing to hear the views of the land owners and stakeholders prior to the
submitted business plan being approved by the competent authority of the
industry. However, those who have already held public hearings or briefings
are exempt from this provision (Article 10 of the Land Expropriation Act).
3
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The following opportunities are afforded to the public to participate in the
land development procedure:
1. The public has the opportunity to participate in the public hearing during the
preparation plan approval stage.
2. During the environmental impact assessment stage, the public has only the
opportunity to be notified after the assessment has been passed.
3. The public does not have the opportunity to participate during the land
development approval stage.
4. The public does not have the opportunity to participate during the land
expropriation stage.
Based on the entire land development process, we found that the public
has only the opportunity to participate in public hearings during the preparation
plan approval stage. No public hearing opportunities are afforded to the public
during other stages. During the CTSP-IV land development project, the most
controversial issues were the source of water and wastewater discharge.
Although there were dozens of public participation and discussion
opportunities, the crux of the problem was not identified because of the
numerous interests involved. This situation indicated that neither the public
participation hearing nor briefing method could resolve the controversy of land
development public participation. If Article 164 of the Administrative
Procedure Act prescribes provisions for administrative plan confirmation
hearing procedures, then the question remains why such hearing procedures
were not implemented to clarify the controversial issues during the land
development process.
Chapter IV. Reasons for Public Participation in Non-urban Land
Development and the Lack of a Practical Administrative Plan
Hearing Procedure
The Taiwanese government’s various administrative actions often have no
unified standard procedures. Numerous organizations have often customized
standards or formed unique administrative practices through accumulated
habits to achieve their own policy ends. Although such practices have been able
to maintain operations, the primary purpose of the written and unwritten
standards was to ensure the smooth progression of the administrative actions of
political authorities, hence the multifarious procedural designs. Although the
public has the right to participate in the administrative agency briefings and
hearings, the participants of the hearing speak in an unorganized manner
4
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because there is no set standard for public speaking during the process of such
hearings. Ultimately, the decisions are made by the competent authorities based
on their own evaluations. Public participation appears to be much more
significant in form rather than in substance, and can be described as lackluster
in protecting the interests of the people (Tang, 2008:5). Therefore, when the
Administrative Procedure Act was implemented in 2001 to standardize the
procedures that administrative agencies must follow in making various
decisions, the primary goal was to ensure that all of the governmental
procedures are legitimate and constitutional. Protecting the fundamental rights
of the people cannot be ignored, especially during administrative procedures.
The Administrative Procedure Act, Article 164, Section 1 states, “The
ratification of an administrative plan concerning the specific use or
establishment of major public facilities of a specific area or land that involve
numerous different interested parties and administrative authority permissions
shall be subjected to public hearing procedures to achieve the effect of power
centralization.” Section 2 from the same Article states, “The procedures for
formulating, confirming, revising, and rejecting the aforementioned
administrative plan shall be separately established by the Executive Yuan.”
During the legislative process, those who oppose having the plan confirmation
procedure incorporated into the administrative process believed that, “there is
presently a great gap between the administrative system and the administrative
culture” that may cause implementation difficulties in the future (Liao,
2003:1777). After its passage in the legislation, because the attributes of
various departmental administrative plans differ too significantly, the Ministry
of Justice has been unable to effectively promote a feasible general protocol for
the various administrative organizations to follow. Therefore, finalization
procedures for administrative plans have always created a legal void after the
implementation of Administrative Procedure Act, which has greatly reduced
the concept of practical public participation, and a feasible system is still
nowhere in sight.
This study explored the cultural background differences between the
CTSP-IV land development procedures and the procedures established by the
Administrative Procedure Act to determine the “great gap between the
administrative system and the administrative culture.”
Chapter V. Historical Changes in Taiwan’s Land Regulation and the
5
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1. Historical Changes in Taiwan’s Land regulation
Since the retrocession of Taiwan in 1945, the population of the country
has continued to increase. Taiwan has also experienced rapid economic growth
and social changes. The original agricultural land-use model has gradually been
transformed into a commercial and industrial land-use model, and the land
regulation has continued to evolve. Taiwan’s changing land regulation trends
and economic development trajectory can be divided into three stages: The first
stage was the land rights legislation reform in the 1950s. The second stage was
the land-use legislation reform in the 1960s and 1970s. The third and current
stage is the land conservation and environmental protection legislations since
the 1970s (Wen, 2006:64).
The first stage was the legislative reform on land ownership in the 1950s.
After the Nationalist government moved to Taiwan, agriculture was the
backbone of Taiwan’s economy, and the core of land use was agriculturally
based. The land reform at this stage focused on land ownership reform of
agricultural lands; for example, the 37.5% Rent Reduction Act (1951), the Act
for Fostering Tillers by the Sale of Public Farmland in Taiwan Province (1951),
and the implementation of the Land-to-Tiller program (1953).
The second stage was the land-use legislation reform in the 1960s and
1970s. This stage of reform focused on Taiwan’s land-use policy primarily
because Taiwan had received economic aid from the United States to support
its economy in the early stages of the Nationalist government’s move to Taiwan.
American influence began to wane gradually in the 1960s until 1975, when the
United States cut all diplomatic ties with Taiwan. To promote economic
development, the government enacted the “Investment Incentive Act” in 1960
to provide tax relief and land expropriation for business use as rewards. The
government also enacted the Agricultural Development Act (1972), the
Regional Plan Act (1974), and the Urban Land Readjustment Method (1979).
The third and current stage is the land conservation and environmental
preservation legislation since the 1970s. Taiwan has experienced rapid
economic growth during this stage, leading to a high or even overuse of land,
resulting in problems such as pollution, subsidence, soil erosion, and
topography changes. This has led to a focus on land conservation legislation.
6
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Examples include the Non-urban Land Development Review Act for
Upgrading Industries (1990); the Tidal Land Development Management
Approach (1993); and the Soil and Water Conservation Act, Environmental
Impact Assessment Act, and the Hillside Development Construction
Management Approach (1994).
Assessing the various stages of land regulation reform in Taiwan indicates
that, in response to the different needs for land use at these stages, land rights
reform legislation has transitioned into land-use reform legislation, and this
legislation has transitioned into conservation legislation. Assessing the second
stage indicates that, to sustain economic development, laws related to land
development have tended to favor investors. Assessing the third stage shows
that, because of the rapid economic growth caused by land overuse, the
environmental consciousness of the public has heightened; and land
development must consider public welfare issues, such as environmental
protection, and incorporate public participation mechanisms. This leads to the
question of what legal changes are related to the CTSP-IV land development
project.
2. Legal Changes Related to the CTSP-IV Land Development Project
1. Act Governing the Establishment and Management of Science-Based
Industrial Parks:
In 1979, the government promulgated the Act Governing the Establishment
and Management of Science-Based Industrial Parks.
2. Environmental Impact Assessment Act:
The Environmental Impact Assessment Act was promulgated in 1994, and
its third revision in 2003 changed the word “hearing” mentioned in Article 13
to “public hearing.” The reason for the revision was that, prior to the enactment
of the Administrative Procedure Act, the participation, subject, and meeting
method of the “hearing” provided by the Environmental Impact Assessment
Act were identical to a “public hearing” after revision. Its objective was to
collect and record a broad range of opinions. This hearing was different to the
“Hearing Procedures” according to the legal language in the Administrative
Procedure Act. Therefore, to avoid misunderstandings in the application of the
law, the word “hearing” was changed to “public hearing” to facilitate
implementation.

7
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3. Non-urban Land Development Permit
Taiwan’s rapid economic growth has significantly intensified land
developments. The “Urban Planning Act” of 1973, the “Non-Urban Zoning
Rules” of 1976, and the “Hillside Development Construction Management
Approach” of 1983 are examples of the spirit of developmental approval. The
“National Comprehensive Development Plan” was enacted in 1995,
specifically prescribing the full implementation of the developmental approval
system. This allowed Taiwan’s land-use control methods to transition gradually
from the land-use zoning control method to the approval based system with
developmental approval connotations. In addition, the “Major Investment Plan
Recognition Standards and Non-urban Land-use Change Consideration
Process” was passed in 1998.
4. Land Expropriation Act
Taiwan revised and promulgated a land expropriation system in 1946. In
2000, related but diverged laws, such as the industrial upgrade and science park
establishment regulations, were integrated into the Land Expropriation Act as
the governing laws for land expropriation. In 2012, the Land Expropriation Act
was amended to safeguard the property interests of the people.
In summary, legal changes to the CTSP-IV land development have
indicated that, aside from the environmental impact assessment at the third
stage that emphasizes land conservation and the design of public participation
mechanisms, the remaining stages of the science park management ordinances
and land development permit belong to the second stage. Because the focus of
that era was land development oriented toward economic growth, these
provisions had no public participation mechanisms. Although the land
expropriation stage belongs to the first stage legislation, this stage also tended
to focus on land development for economic growth and did not have public
participation and public interest consideration mechanisms to account for the
implications of land development use and environmental protection until
subsequent revisions. The trend of the legal system of the entire land
development process has tended to show preference for land development
oriented toward economic growth, and has neglected the public participation
procedures.
3. Transformation of the “procedural disorder” in Taiwan’s public policy
formation
8
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Since the 1980s, Taiwan has faced substantial pressure in its political,
economic, and social transformations. On the track of rapid transformation and
change, the legal mechanisms have not been able to keep up with the pulse of
society and have prevented the procedural mechanisms of governmental
administrative actions from changing effectively. This has caused numerous
social protests outside the system, such as the Fourth Nuclear Power Plant
Project and the fifth and sixth naphtha Naphtha clarifying plant controversies.
Determining the crux of these disputes has revealed that many problems have
occurred in the decision-making process, leading to public policy “procedural
disorder” phenomena. Phenomena of procedural disorder include the
unspecified crux of the problem, unorganized discussion and unclear
controversial public policies, a lack of centralized dialogues, and a lack of
common consensus mechanisms. On the lifting of martial law, social
constraints were suddenly removed and the public then had a venue for
expressing their grievances against these procedural disorder phenomena.
However, the government has failed to establish a decision-making
participation system, causing civil servants to recognize the public participation
mechanism insufficiently, thus creating the procedural disorder phenomena
(Yeh, 2002:15).
4. Background Environment Transforming the Development of the
Administrative Procedure Law in Taiwan
The enactment of a law is typically influenced by certain background
factors. The legislative background factors for Taiwan’s development of the
Administrative Procedure Act are as follows (Yeh, 2002:15):
(1) Technical bureaucracy: Taiwan’s governmental structure is considerably
influenced by the technical bureaucracy in shaping the direction of national
development. When faced with an uncertain situation, the technical
bureaucracy-based government adopts two operational extremes:
technological myth and political operation. These extremes cause the
procedural rationality to become extruded.
(2) Unprecedented economic transformation pressure: To sustain the economic
development since the 1960s, the economy of Taiwan has faced harsh
transformation pressure. Under internationalization and liberalization,
economic controls have continued to be lifted. The consequent pressure for
domestic economic transformation after joining the World Trade
Organization has become even greater. Under this pressure, the
transformation process has caused various interests and values to conflict.
9
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The government’s procedural rationality has thus faced an arduous task in
the administrative decision-making process.
(3) Disorder in public participation and a surge in social movements: Because
of the gradual political liberalization in the mid-1980s, social constraints
were removed. Long-standing grievances, such as those related to
environmental protection, labor, and women’s rights, created a wave of
social movements. The public has conducted demonstrations, marches, and
containments to express its dissatisfaction with the government.
(4) Interest group political draft model: Because of economic development,
diverse social background conditions, and liberalization of the media,
interest groups have formed the foundation of domestic politics. These
interest groups have represented various interests and values, and, through
participation, have influenced the connotation and direction of policies.
(5) Income distribution has continued to deteriorate and monetary politics have
prevailed: Since 1986, the money game based on land and real estate in
addition to the government’s unsound fiscal and economic development
policies have caused an average income crisis. The income gap has
continued to rise, thus contributing to monetary politics. The administrative
procedures have been deeply affected by “canvassing,” which is
synonymous with being dirty. This is the background of the Administrative
Procedure Law that requires administrative transparency from the
government.
Amid the background of the Administrative Procedure Act legislation, the
government’s administration has been required to transform to ensure the
procedural value of transformation. In other words, governmental
administration must consider views from various parties by being procedurally
transparent, and must reconstruct the profit distribution and value system to
gain more trust from the public.
5. Changing Trends that Transformed the Development of the
Administrative Procedure Law in Taiwan
Since the 1980s, Taiwan has been in a highly transitional stage. The nation
has developed toward democratization, liberalization, legalization, and
internationalization. The Administration Procedure Act was enacted because of
this national development structure and direction. Changes in this regulatory
environment are as follows (Yeh, 2002:32):
(1) Broader Democratic Participation
10
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The Administrative Procedure Act have indicated that related procedures
are concentrated in the various forms of public participation and trends, and
public participation mechanisms can influence or determine the connotation
of an administrative decision.
(2) Trend for Comprehensive Liberalization
The outbreak of a series of social movements before and after the lifting of
martial law in 1987, such as the environmental, peasant, labor, or women’s
movements, all involved problems related to the rationality of
administrative regulations.
(3) Requirements for Universal Legalization
Legalization is one of the main directions for national development that has
transformed Taiwan. The primary function of legalization is to eliminate the
willful manipulation of the state departments and to gradually transition the
unilateral domination of the administrative agencies from the past into an
institutionalization guided by a rational decision-making model, and to
eliminate the government agencies’ arbitrary whim from the
decision-making process to protect human rights.
6. Legislative Purpose of the Administrative Procedure Act and Guidance
for the Administrative Action Procedure
Article 1 of the Administrative Procedure Act states, “This law is
formulated to ensure that the administrative actions comply with the principles
of justice, that democratic procedures are disclosed, and to ensure the principle
of lawful administration to protect the rights of the people, enhance
administrative efficiency, and improve the people’s trust of the administration.”
Therefore, the ultimate legislative purpose of the Administrative Procedure Act
is to protect the rights of the people, increase administrative efficiency, and
improve the people’s trust in the administration. The “basis for the due process
of law” is achieved through just administrative actions, transparent and
democratic procedures, and the principles of lawful administration.
There are others who believe that the legislative objective of the
administrative procedures is to pursue the interests of the public, and that the
purpose of the executive power is to protect the rights of the people. These
people believe that, based on the belief in the right to happiness for all citizens,
the purpose of the administrative procedure is to protect the rights of the people.
According to these definitions, the objective of the administrative procedure is
to guide the administrative agencies to pursue public interests through
11
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procedural mechanisms. Some people even believe that the purpose of the
administrative procedural legislation is to provide a communication platform,
and to position administrative procedures as a fair competition system and
mechanism for various interested parties. Each of the two interpretations has its
own logic. Based on this legislative background, the goal of the legislation is to
emphasize the function of guiding social transformation while legitimizing
administrative power (Yeh, 2002:32).
The interactive relationship between the government and the people as
structured by the procedural mechanisms is organized into the following
orientations (Yeh, 2002:126):
1. Transparency:
This is the foundation of all of the procedural requirements. Without
transparency as the foundation, the provisions of participation can neither
exert its function nor allow debates.
2. Participation:
The function of the participation policy is to introduce the spirit of public
participation into the administrative decision-making process. The factual
basis of decision-making is strengthened through the process of
communication and interaction between the administrative agencies and the
public, and mutual trust between the two sides is established in the process to
reduce administrative and compliance costs for policy implementation in the
future.
3. Debate:
Debates are focused on the presentation of opinions. Conducting debates
between the authorities and the interested parties on controlling matters can
function to strengthen debates, facilitate fact finding, and integrate various
perspectives. Replacing the unilateral dominance decision-making method
with the debate communication method can protect the rights of the people
and strengthen the legitimacy of the decision-making process of the country.
The objective of debate orientation is primarily to protect the fundamental
rights of the people and to eliminate the unilateral dominance of
administrative agencies in the traditional administrative climate. Other
crucial characteristics of the procedural mechanisms involve the rigorous
emphasis on the features of discussion and reasoning to allow various
interested parties to debate against opposing parties from equal positions and
enable a more rational administrative decision-making process.

12
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7. Hearing Procedures Confirmed by the Administrative Plan
Under Article 163 of the Administrative Procedure Act, “Administrative
planning means the previous design and planning of methods, steps, or
measures related to the fulfillment of a concept implemented to enable such
concept to be achieved within a specific period in the future.” Administrative
plans cover the majority of administrative content for modern regulatory
countries. National policy for the vast majority of countries has the
characteristics of “achieving a specific purpose or concept within a certain
period in the future.” The implementation of this purpose or concept depends
on “the design and planning of the related methods, steps, or measures prior to
achieving the objective or realizing the concept.” Therefore, the Administrative
Procedure Act incorporated the administrative plans into the scope of
procedural control, which shows positive significance in the rationalization and
institutionalization of modern national decision-making procedures.
The confirmation of the administrative plan has the following
characteristics: (1) The specification of the administrative planning process for
“the specific use of a given area of land or the establishment of major public
facilities that involve numerous different interests and executive authorities”
shall proceed according to the Administrative Procedure Act. (2) The
adjudication process for confirming an administrative plan is most stringently
regulated in the Administrative Procedure Act among the various
administrative action procedures. Hearings are mandatory in the adjudication
process for confirming an administrative plan, and the executive authorities no
longer have room for discretion.
Based on the requirements provided by Article 164 of the Administrative
Procedure Act, it is evident that the primary objective of the legislators was for
the administrative planning process to resolve Taiwan’s endless “plant
establishment and protest” problems. The plan confirmation process can
resolve disputes and breach the traditional pattern of apathy in the “internal
administrative law.” The process can also transcend existing laws, have an
administrative planning legislation that focuses solely on protecting the rights
of the people, welcome rational and institutionalized procedures for
construction programs, achieve an integrated administrative planning process
for the objective of administrative reform and government transformation, exert
the integrated decision-making function, and strengthen its own fundamental
legitimacy and normative effects.
13
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Chapter VI. The Necessity of Public Participation in Administrative Plan
Confirmation Procedures for the CTSP-IV Land Development
Project
According to public participation of the CTSP-IV land development
project, the most controversial issues are water resources and waste water
emissions. The public has presented numerous questions and petitions, but has
not received a complete answer. This indicates that the crux of the problem has
yet to be identified. The lack of a strict discussion and reasoning procedure has
created the opportunity for various interested parties to contend against the
grounds presented by each other, and lack the procedure to integrate
perspectives presented by different stakeholders. If the CTSP-IV land
development had a practicable administrative plan confirmation hearing
process to clarify the issues through the debate method (as well as to collect,
communicate, and coordinate the views of the various stakeholders, and to
consider public interests practically), then the unilateral dominance of the
government throughout the entire land development process could be avoided.
Therefore, it is necessary for an actual practicable administrative plan hearing
procedure during public participation of the CTSP-IV land development.
Chapter VII. Conclusion
Based on the CTSP-IV land development protest case (2008) and the
history of Taiwan’s land regulation transformation, the provisions related to the
CTSP-IV land development began in the 1980s. In other words, the
government placed more emphasis on economic development and neglected
the recognition mechanisms of public participation in land development. The
government had unilaterally dominated the land development policy, leading to
incessant public protests. However, the administrative plan confirmation
procedure provided in Article 164 of the Administrative Procedure Act
implemented in 2001 was designed to address such a problem. This indicated
that the implementation of the Administrative Procedure Act had not resolved
the public participation procedural issues for non-urban land development
cases.
Although Taiwan enacted the Administrative Procedure Act during its
transformation, public participation procedures for land development projects
have not changed. This has prompted the public to request transparency,
participation, and explicitly prescribed debate procedures in the Administrative
14
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Procedure Act after the transformation. However, the government still
maintains the land development concept of the 1980s. In other words, the
government maintains a unilateral dominance based development concept. The
civil officials hold a negative view for public participation and would not apply
the Administrative Procedure Act unless it is absolutely necessary, and would
adopt the most abridged procedure to circumvent the process. This has caused
Taiwan to have one foot in the zealous procedural zone and the other foot in the
passive zone, leading to a crippling state of land development procedural
disorder. Consequently, the public and government have great differences in the
value of administrative procedures for public participation.
This study determined that the opponents’ argument that Taiwan’s current
land development program and plan confirmation procedures provided by the
Administrative Procedure Act constitute a “great administrative cultural gap.”
In other words, Taiwan’s existing public participation policy in land
development is constrained by the “unilateral government domination” model
of the 1980s, as compared to that of the plan confirmation procedure of
“transparency, participation, and debate” pursued by the Administrative
Procedure Act implemented in 2001, indicating that both have had significant
differences in cultural background. This means that Taiwan’s existing
non-urban land development is processed under the “unilateral government
domination” decision-making model. This is perhaps the most formidable
obstacle to public participation in the CTSP-IV land development project.
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Introduction
Authenticity (1) is of as great an interest to us in our daily lives as it is to us in our
teaching. In the teaching context, particularly in that of second-language (L2)
teaching, authenticity implies teaching which is both credible and real in its
treatment of the target culture (C2). If this observation appears to be selfevident, it is worth noting, as the expression suggests, that ‘all that glitters is not
gold’. Accordingly, as a researcher and theoretician, I have been compelled to
study this concept of authenticity in more depth with a view eventually to helping
bring about a renewal in our teaching through there being greater authenticity in
our treatment of the C2 in L2 classes.
Before we delve into this, though, let me be clear in positioning this as a
theoretically reflective paper as opposed to one focused on things to do
tomorrow morning in the L2 classroom. All the same, as with all theoretical
reflection, its end purpose is to inform and guide daily teaching practice in that
setting.
Authenticity and Culture as Concepts in Search of Definition
In the L2 teaching context, as I have just indicated, authenticity understood in its
broadest sense implies the teaching of a language in such a way that the related
culture is brought alive as authentically as possible. On one hand, this helps us
come to a general understanding of authenticity. On the other hand, for the
particular understanding of authenticity needed to help guide our everyday
teaching activity, we must look for more specificity in way of operational
definition. I will return to this in due course. First, I let us focus on the notion of
culture.
As it is culture as it relates to a L2 being studied that is at the heart of this
discussion, we cannot arrive at a clear picture of authenticity in relationship to
culture without first coming to a clear understanding of culture in the L2
classroom. We need an operational, pedagogical definition of culture.
More than 60 years ago, the anthropologists Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952), in a
remarkable work, identified literally hundreds of definitions of culture, based on
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two centuries of reflections on the part of anthropologists, historians and
philosophers on this subject. Many more related definitions have appeared in the
literature. Consequently, researchers and theoreticians as well as classroom
practitioners have had to work on their own their operational or functional
definitions of culture in L2 teaching/learning settings. Among L2 teaching
practitioners, some do this consciously; most do so intuitively. In fact, there is
nothing troubling about this; this kind of theorization on the run and as you go is
pretty much typical of theorization as it occurs across disciplinary areas in
teaching.
Those definitions of culture emanating from sources such as Kroeber and
Kluckhohn, inter alia, fill the particular need for an operational definition of
culture for the kinds of settings in which anthropologists, historians and
philosophers, for example, work. For the educator, however, as Heffernan (1995)
discovered, such definitions most often do not meet the needs of our pedagogical
setting. Indeed, in my earlier research activities in this area, especially given their
particular focus, I narrowed things down to ‘culture historique’ (historical culture)
for my heuristic purposes, which operational definition served me well in that
context. In the same vein, theoreticians, researchers and teachers working in the
L2 teaching/learning context require an operational definition of culture that
works specifically for them in that environment.
Two excellent definitions of culture emerge from my review of the pertinent
literature (those of Labadie, 1971; and of Alvarez, 1986). Though others exist
dating from before and since the appearance of Labadie’s and Alvarez’s works, I
consider these two the most appropriate in operational terms and for our
purposes.
Labadie (1971), in his summative presentation made on behalf of the delegates
attending the Symposium held in Santiago, Chile, which brought together
researchers from France as well as several countries in South America, proposes
an approach to teaching/learning culture at three levels (explaining that the
proposed levels are for operational reasons and are not meant in any way to
imply a hierarchy). Table 1 (below) presents this operational definition of culture.
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Table 1
Operational Definition of Culture for the L2 Teaching/Learning Setting (Labadie,
1971)
Level 1 – Objects or factual information representing the target culture (for
example: demographic data relative to the C2, the state of the economy, the type
of government, the musical proclivities of the youth, and so forth)
Level 2 – Observable Manifestations of the Culture being Studied ( for example:
the accomplishments and/or habitual behaviours observed in individuals
representative of the culture’s varying sub-systems – its differing social classes,
differing generations, varying trades and professions, urban versus rural, and so
forth)
Level 3 – The Culture as a System (that is to say, as a coherent, global entity unto
itself, unique for each collectivity, which so-called outsiders, and even insiders,
can come to understand more or less well, though perhaps never fully, by way of
observation, analysis and synthesis, derived from studying overt manifestations of
the culture)
This definition’s strength resides in its seeking varying ways to expose L2 learners
to diverse cultural phenomena, while at the same time avoiding filling their heads
with a kind of encyclopedic set of facts (i.e., what Seelye (1984, and in subsequent
editions) referred to as “filling Freddie Farkle full of fickle facts”). As well, it seeks
to avoid idealizing the culture through reduction to stereotypes, however positive
they might be presented. Au contraire, this schema for the study of the C2 invites
the teacher as well as L2 learners to observe the culture at progressively deeper
levels so as to come to an informed understanding of habitually observed
behaviours within that culture understood as a system unto itself. Although
Labadie did not refer specifically to the use of so-called ‘authentic documents’ (2)
to facilitate the implementation of this pedagogical approach, he did indeed open
the door to such an interpretation by his observation that such an approach could
contribute to “a more natural harmonization of linguistic and cultural course
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contents and to the possibility of a combined treatment of the study of a
language and of its related culture” (Labadie, 1971:11, my translation).
Alvarez (1986) also proposes an interesting operational definition of culture for
the L2/C2 teaching/learning setting. His schema is presented on four levels. The
following table provides an overview of this.
Table 2
Operational Definition of Culture for the L2 Teaching/Learning Setting
(Alvarez, 1986)
1) Non-observable levels
a) Level of cultural manifestations/images
b) Attitudes level
2) Observable levels
a) Level of objects/facts
b) Behavioural level
Alvarez’s proposal has similar strengths to Labadie’s. Moreover, Alvarez goes
further in his overt promotion of greater use of authentic documents in L2
classrooms. Of course the devil is in the details. For the most informed, effective
deployment of authentic documents, Alvarez suggests that L2 teachers must of
necessity have a solid initial teacher preparation combined with regular
participation in ongoing professional development activities throughout their
careers so as to keep current respecting the living, ever evolving target culture
and to help them in their selection of documents well suited to the interests and
abilities of their students. As for what can be decoded even if not fully observable,
an apparent oxymoron, Alvarez invites L2 teachers to become familiar with
communicative decoding techniques inspired by enunciation theory (in particular,
what is enunciated overtly in discourse, that message’s narrative schema and the
line of argument being pursued). Since Austin (1962), if not intuitively before that,
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we have come to understand that all oral and written discourse passes on
messages at both explicit and implicit levels (that is: What is the text saying? And
what is the text really saying? Or what message is the text conveying at differing
levels of our ‘reading’ of that text?). To be able to ‘read’ such a message as fully
and competently as possible, one must be able to ‘read’ the winks/nudges, the
cultural innuendoes, the shared historical references, the cultural ‘double
entendre’ appearing here or there, and so forth. The effort expended in coming to
comprehend and interpret texts (authentic documents) at varying levels, including
the overt and underlying message(s) specific to a given cultural setting that they
convey, leads students to a more realistic ‘reading’ and appreciation of l’Autre
(the Other) as well as of target culture bearers’ values and beliefs seen in the
context of a cultural system which is both unique and complete in itself.
Sartre has suggested: “L’autre est indispensable à mon existence ainsi qu’à la
connaissance que j’ai de moi” (“one needs to understand the Other in order to be
able to know oneself truly”, my translation). Alvarez too, in his proposal, suggests
that L2 learners, while exploring authentic documents, not only investigate, as if
observing through a microscope, the target culture but also reflect simultaneously
back on their own culture so as to enable (empower?) themselves to take some
distance, as would scientists, not only from the Other but also from themselves,
thereby seeing the target culture as being real, just as real as theirs, and also
seeing it in its relationship with theirs and theirs in its relationship with the target
culture. This approach is at the heart of what we have come to know as
intercultural theory (Heffernan, 1996).
Much of what Labadie and Alvarez proposed has been actualized in today’s
programs of studies and texts for the teaching/learning of languages. All the
same, just as there is many a drip between cup and lip, so too is there an
observable gap between theory and practice in many of today’s L2 classrooms.
Indeed, L2 teachers continue to thirst for practical applications of such ideas
which, as far as they are concerned, remain overly vague and removed from
classroom realities. Whatever the case, language acquisition retains pride of
place, with culture treated as a distant and very poor cousin, in many L2
classrooms. As well, on the ground (that is, in classrooms and in schools) where it
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matters most, and I state this without in any way diminishing the worthy efforts
and generally good will on the part of practitioners, much of what is presented as
teaching of the C2 trivializes or limits itself to the presentation of stereotypes of
the culture of the Other and achieves very little in way of authenticity as that
term is understood in this paper.
Cultural Authenticity in the L2 Classroom
In this section, I will provide examples of what I call: inauthentic L2 culture,
stereotypical culture and authentic L2 culture. Just as we have looked briefly at
overviews of Labadie’s and Alvarez’s definitions of culture, we will now review key
points of my operational, pedagogical definition of culture, presented in Table 3.
Table 3
Operational Definition of Culture for the L2 Teaching/Learning Setting
(Heffernan, 2012)
Inauthentic L2 Culture – Facts and behaviours attributed to a target culture,
which are in reality manifestations of the mainstream culture of L2 learners
(derived from an ideology of: “We’re all really just the same, aren’t we?”)
Stereotypical Culture – Manifestations of the target culture which trivialize it,
if the study of that culture is limited to the presentation of stereotypes (derived
from an overemphasis on such things as folklore and history, which activity often
results in a kind of ‘folklorisation’ of the culture by reducing it in its complexity
and to one period in time)
Authentic L2 Culture – Examples of oral and written texts, documents,
behaviours, values and so forth, which originate in the target culture and which,
in an intercultural model, observe and consider the culture of the Other while
simultaneously observing and reflecting upon the L2 learners’ mainstream culture
(derived from intercultural theory)
For brevity’s sake, I will only provide in way of overview a few examples of each,
taken from the context of English-language, mainstream Canadian youngsters
learning French-as-a-second-language. While this is a Canadian example, I believe
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it can be applied broadly in other L2 teaching/learning contexts. This overview
follows, in Table 4.
Table 4
Examples of Inauthentic, Stereotypical and Authentic L2 Culture for
the L2 Teaching/Learning Setting (Heffernan, 2012)
Inauthentic L2 Culture –
• A history manual in a bilingual (French immersion) program translated from
English mentioning young Francophones getting up on Saturday morning
knowing that this evening is ‘hockey night in Canada’ and that they all want
to be there wearing their favorite team’s sweater, that of the Toronto
Maple Leafs, who will be playing their arch-rivals, the ‘Canadiens’, the
entire situation completely ludicrous. Evidently, in an English-language
program, the text works, but not in French (Heffernan, 1995)
• A program of gestures (A.I.M.) used in L2 programs in Canada (3), and
possibly also in the USA, notwithstanding its success in developing upon
and extending T.P.R. and the so-called ‘Natural Approach’ (4), provides
students very few, if any, gestures authentically used in the target language
culture
• Songs which are invented as adaptations of L2 originals but given different
lyrics entirely with the gaol of reinforcing specific language learning
outcomes (which can confuse L2 learners when they eventually hear the
original song in the target language in a natural setting and wonder why its
words are so different from those they learned in their L2 classroom)
• Even if one suggests that some cultural facts are universal, this position can
be over-stated (for example: Halloween is not a celebration in the
francophone world, though something similar arises shortly thereafter with
‘the day of the dead’ in Hispanic cultures; French-second-language learners
who land on October 31st in a francophone setting will be surprised to find
that Halloween is little celebrated in that environment, except perhaps as a
wash-over effect from Anglo-dominant culture in North American settings.
So, no Halloween celebrations in bilingual program settings? By my
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observation here, am I becoming a kind of Halloween Scrooge? I am being
misread then. Of course, if Halloween is widely celebrated in contemporary
North American culture, L2 teachers can also celebrate this with their
students, but it behooves them also to put the whole thing in context.
Stereotypical Culture –
• An L2 program which limits itself in its treatment of the target culture to
such representations as folklore dances, actors posing as lumberjacks and
fur traders who are both amusing and talented (who have their role to play,
no doubt, in a L2 program but which the L2 teacher must contextualize and,
above all, must avoid presenting as exclusive images of the target culture).
• School announcements made exclusively or predominantly in English,
rarely in the target language, which can lead L2 learners to believe that
what is important or ‘real’ takes place in English and that what takes place
in the target language is for the apparently ‘artificial’ setting of the
classroom.
• Teachers from the target language program at the school, who rarely, if
ever, use that language in their informal exchanges outside the classroom
(for example: in the corridors, on the playground during supervision, and so
forth), thereby relegating the L2 being learned to second-tier status and
fixing it in the minds of youngsters as not being for the so-called, real
world.
• All Québécois are a bunch of ‘séparatistes’ (notwithstanding consistently
appearing statistical evidence to the contrary).
• ‘Real’ French is spoken only in France or ‘real’ or the important Spanish
only in Spain (thereby reinforcing an uninformed, indeed erroneous view
which overlooks another ‘inconvenient truth’, that sociolinguistic variability
is an observable, documented sociolinguistic fact transcending any one
language and applicable to all).
Authentic L2 Culture –
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• Documents which are both from the original target-language environment
and authentic, which are made directly subject to analysis and decoding in
the L2 classroom (for example: advertisements, comic strips greeting cards,
community bulletins, clips from radio broadcasts or weather forecasts,
texts translated with care by continuously taking into account genuine
respect for those ideas being communicated and the linguistic/cultural
environment in which they are being passed on, and so forth).
• In way of specific example, French-language calendars in Canada which
indicate on the third Monday in the month of May the feast day of Dollarddes-Ormeaux and not the birthday of long-deceased Queen Victoria, of
British imperial times.
• The national holiday for French Canada, particularly for Québécois, occurs
on June 24th and not on July 1st (though French-Canadians living outside
Québéc tend to celebrate both).
• And so forth (examples all of which are derived from an ideology of
differentiation as opposed to one focused exclusively on bringing about
uniformity).
Discussion
As I have suggested while discussing the relative merits of Labadie’s and Alvarez’s
proposals, so too do I suggest now that the proposal I have presented here also
has several strengths. In Canada, given the general success of its French
immersion program in particular, one still finds a remarkable timidity in
philosophical statements and in the goals identified for that and other L2
programs, when it comes to how the full intercultural potential inherent in such
programs might be realized, or not (Heffernan, 1995: 9-17). An ideology of
uniformity (in the way of: “We’re all just the same, aren’t we?”) prevails among
Anglo-dominant elites, even among those who are part of the community of
specialists dedicated to the conduct of research on bilingual education programs
in Canada (see, for example, Canale and Swain, 1980: 5). I suspect this
observation might hold some weight, perhaps even more, in the USA. Indeed, as
the American Hall (1977: 54) suggested: “Any time you hear someone say, ‘Why,
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they are no different than the folks back home – they are just like I am’, even
though you may understand the reasons behind these [perhaps even wellintended] remarks, you also know that the speaker is living in a single-context
world, (his [or her] own), and is incapable of describing either his [or her] world or
the foreign one”.
Such a way of thinking has impacts not only on the cultural component of L2
programs but also on many related things in life and in our interactions with
others. Lepiq (1980) as well as, more recently, O’Brien and Rollin (forthcoming)
have shown us in their research studies that native speakers exposed to the
discourse of L2 learners of their language are least accepting of such students’
poor pronunciation practices as well as their lack of attention to the most basic
forms of sociolinguistic nuance (for example: tu/vous or tu/usted distinctions in
French or Spanish, among other things). If we receive the advice from specialists
that discourse in English or discourse in French in Canada is essentially the same,
as Canale and Swain (1980: 5) appear to suggest, we can understand to a point
why things are as they are. It seems indeed that our underlying theoretical
foundations are due for some fundamental updates.
Conclusion
In this reflective paper, I have suggested that a curricular (and societal) emphasis
on uniformity does not bring L2 learners to a deeper understanding of the Other;
rather, it risks leading them into a kind of cultural ‘no man’s land’, where they
know neither the Other nor themselves. Such a result is unwarranted in our world
become so much smaller and so inter-connected and in our society become so
multicultural. We must hold out for culturally authentic results via renewed L2
teaching/learning programs. Imagine where such a philosophical and curricular
turn might take us.
Notes
(1) Much of the author’s original research for this paper has been completed
in the French-language in Canada. This paper is derived from an earlier of
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his publications in that language, which appeared in Le Journal de
l’immersion 34(1), Spring 2012, pp. 42-47.
(2) Authentic ‘documents’ are oral or written documents first developed for
and aimed at an audience made up of native speakers/native culture
bearers (for example: radio broadcasts, advertisements, weather forecasts,
and so forth).
(3) Accelerative Integrated Methodology (A.I.M.) is a program developed by
Wendy Maxwell, which uses gestures as a primary building block in the
early (and continuing) phases of L2 learning.
(4) Total Physical Response (T.P.R.) is a program developed by James Asher,
further developed by Tracy Terrell and Stephen Krashen in the ‘Natural
Approach’, used widely as a means of getting L2 learners actively, physically
active in the L2 classroom, much as young people have picked up new
languages this way on the playground over the years. This approach was
popularized in the 1980s.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reviews the development of nursery education in Nigeria from 1842 when the
Christian missionaries came to Nigeria through Badagry. However, the establishment of
various schools by these missionaries greatly paved way for early infant(s) education.
Secondary sources were used to gather information on the historical development of early
childhood in Nigeria and suggestions were made to improve the situation in order to
make early childhood education meaningful and affordable to all children.
Key words: Historical development, Early childhood.
Paper session: Early Childhood Education.

INTRODUCTION
Early childhood education has been defined by scholars in different terms such as nursery
education, preschool education, kindergarten, day care centre and many others
(Maduewesi, 1999; Ejieh, 2006). The Nigerian National Policy on Education (NPE 2004)
defines early childhood education as the education given in an educational institution to
children prior to their entering the primary school. It includes the crèche, the nursery and
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the kindergarten. Plato who lived from 427 to 348 B.C was the first person to classify
formal education into levels according to appropriate age and curricular contents. He
classified formal education into the following levels: nursery/kindergarten for children
aged 3-6 years; elementary stage aged 7-10 years; secondary level for aged 11-17years
and higher level stage for aged 20-35 years (Akinpelu, 1981).
Aristotle’s contribution to the development of early childhood education was meaningful
as he suggested that parents should be involved in the education of their children and that
up to the age of 5 years, the children’s education should be centered around healthy play.
Quintilian in Akinbote et al (2001) was another philosopher who advised that children
must not be exposed to any kind of punishment and that they must not be forced to learn
a thing which is against their interest.
This paper discussed the development of nursery education in Nigeria from 1842 when
the Christian missionaries came through Badagry. However, the establishment of various
schools by these missionaries greatly paved way for early infant(s) education.
Historical Background of Early Childhood Education in Nigeria
The beginning of Western education in Nigeria can be traced to 1515 when the Catholic
mission established a school for the children of Oba of Benin in his palace at Benin
(Akinbote, Oduolowu and Lawal, 2001). Another school was established for the children
of the Oba’s chiefs particularly the converted christians; unfortunately, the Catholic’s
attempt towards introduction of education into Nigeria failed due to the activities of slave
traders.
The 1842 incursion of Christian Missionaries in Nigeria through Badagry paved way for
formal education in Nigeria. The Wesleyan Methodist led by Thomas Birch Freeman and
William de Graft arrived Badagry on the 24th September 1842 where they established the
first primary school named “the Nursery of the Infant Church” (Akinbote et al, 2001).
Other missions that followed included the Church Missionary Society (CMS),
Presbyterian mission, Church of Scotland Mission, American Baptist Missionaries. The
Catholic mission established the first church and school in Lagos in the year 1868.
The Beginning of Nursery Education in Nigeria
The beginning of nursery education dated back to the missionary era when most schools
were managed and controlled by various missions particularly by the wives of
missionaries for their children and the children of other members of the church. This
arrangement later developed into Sunday school classes where children of the members
of the church put their children while they attend church service. Sunday schools were
formalized and classes were held between Monday and Friday like other formal schools.
Such formalized nursery schools did not only admit the Christian children but also the
children of the non-Christians were equally admitted.
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The awareness of nursery education by Nigerians began after independence and many
Nigerians started to participate in the establishment and funding of nursery education in
the country (Onibokun, 1981). The oil boom in the Nigerian economy in the 1970’s made
it necessary for women to look for white collar jobs and this compelled them to keep their
children in day care centres where the children will be catered for during the period when
mothers will be at work.
The development of nursery education got another boost when the Universal Primary
Education (UPE) was launched in 1976. This led to many house helps who have been
assisting mothers in looking after the children while the mothers were at work resigning
from such domestic work to enroll into primary schools to acquire formal education. This
situation compelled Nigerian women to send their children to nursery schools while they
were at work. The increase in the number of children sent to the nursery schools also
brought about an increase in the number of nursery schools established all over Nigeria.
Initially, the establishment, management, supervision as well as funding of nursery
schools were in the hands of few private individuals but the Federal Government of
Nigeria’s bold step in the production of the National policy on Education (NPE, 1977,
1981 and 2004) signaled the involvement of the government in the regulation of nursery
and other levels of education in Nigeria.
In order to realize the objectives of the pre-primary/nursery education, the National
Policy on Education (NPE, 2004) states that the government will:
• Encourage private efforts in the provision of pre-primary education.
• Make provision in teacher training institutions for student teachers who want to
specialize in pre-primary education.
• Ensures the medium of instruction will be principally the mother tongue or the
language of the immediate environment.
• Ensure that the main method of teaching in the pre-primary institutions will be
through play, and the curriculum of Teacher Training colleges is appropriately
oriented to achieve this.
• Regulate and control the operation of pre-primary education as well as ensure that
the staffs of preprimary institutions are adequately trained and that essential
equipment is provided.
In many countries, there has been growing concern for the education of the young ones
and it is common practice in most societies to make provisions for early childhood or
preschool education programs of various sorts for children below the official school
going age (usually six years) mainly to prepare them for education in primary schools.
The importance of this level of education cannot be overemphasized as some research
evidences show that early childhood has positive influences in children’s affective,
cognitive and psychomotor development in subsequent years (Baker, 1973; Featherstone,
1986; Gormley, Gayer, Phillips & Dawson, 2005; Jersild, Telford and Sawrey, 1975;
Rolnick & Grunwald, 2003).
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Positive influence of Early Childhood education on the child
This section discusses the factors affecting the child positively in early childhood
education. These factors include the affective, cognitive and affective development of the
child and the implications of these factors to early childhood education..
•

Affective Development

The affective development in early childhood education includes objectives which
describe changes in interest, attitudes and values, and the development of appreciations
and adequate adjustment in the child. At the least level, the child is merely aware of the
fact that other people have particular attitudes and values. As child progresses through
personal experience, he slowly develops affective ideas which are uniquely his own. It
should be noted that teaching should be directed towards this end rather than merely
indoctrinating the child with the attitudes and values held by the teacher. This domain
relates to objectives concerned with interest, attitudes and values.
An emotional stable child achieves better in class when his needs are urgently met by the
nursery school teacher. This reduces frustration and makes him attentive. The teacher can
encourage the child to bear the feelings by providing him with interesting activities and
also establishing a close relationship with the child.
•

Cognitive Development

The cognitive domain has to do with those school activities which might be otherwise
described as intellectual. In this domain are knowledge, comprehension/understanding,
application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. In general, teaching should be directed to
the areas of application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation rather than towards only the
acquisition of knowledge and understanding, This domain relates to objectives concerned
with knowledge and intellectual skills. Piaget’s provides a useful theory for
understanding and promoting cognitive development which he divided into 4 stages
namely, sensory motor stage (0-2 years), pre-operational stage (2-6 years), concrete
operational stage (7-11 years) and formal operational stage (12-17 years).

•

Psychomotor Development

The psychomotor domain includes physical and motor skills. This means much more than
the gaining of skills in games and physical education. Every act has a psychomotor
component. It contains the fine motor skills and the gross motor skills. The fine motor
activities include drawing, cutting, tracing, writing, painting and weaving. The gross
motor activities include jumping, running, dancing, climbing, walking and skipping. The
early childhood education centers should provide items of large durable equipment which
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encourage the children to engage in physical activities. For example crawling through
large concrete tunnels or drums and many others.
Implications for learning
An emotionally stable children in class relate to teacher and peers in positive ways
thereby identifying emotions in themselves and others.
The child’s stability in emotions can make him enjoy learning and approach it
enthusiastically; thereby making him to pay attention to lessons taught and works
independently or cooperatively with peers in a structured environment (class).
Piaget states that cognitive structures are developed in an invariant sequence which
means that the course of cognitive development is the same for all children. The ages at
which they develop structures vary with intelligence and the social environment. The
child can only be ready for learning cognitively if the curriculum, teaching methods and
instructional materials are consistent with his level of conceptual development.
However, psychomotor learning leads to an all-round development of the child
(Maduewesi 1999). The child’s involvement in play activities helps to shape his muscles
and bones as well as make him alert and ready for learning.
Challenges facing Early Childhood Education in Nigeria
Early childhood education in Nigeria is facing a lot of challenges. These challenges are
outlined below:
Lack of awareness of the policy by stakeholders has an effect on early childhood
education. Teachers are not aware of the stipulations of the policy regarding early
childhood education because the policy documents are not available to them.
Lack of establishment of Early Childhood Development Centres to accommodate the
teeming millions of children in desperate need of material, emotional, nutritional and
stimulation care. For children between 3 and 5 years alone, the expected enrolment is 22
million whereas the actual is 2.02 million leaving a shortfall of 19.98 million out of
school. ( FME, 2001).
Provision of Infrastructure, equipments, facilities and play materials for such centres are
lacking.
Lack of professional Early Childhood Education teachers to cater for the system as well
as absence of in-service training for teachers.
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Quality control is absent in most of the pre-primary/early childhood institutions in
Nigeria. On the part of the government, there is no proper inspection and supervision of
schools. There are so many mushroom and unapproved schools. On the part of the
proprietors, most of them are interested in profit making at the expense of quality
teaching and learning. Thus the facilities and qualified teachers needed are not available.

Recommendations
There is no educational system that can rise above the number and quality of its teachers;
hence, it is imperative to embark on a massive training of ECD teachers as was done
under the Universal Primary Education (UPE) Programme by some States and also as
done by the Federal Government of Nigeria in the 80’s when they desperately needed to
train Guidance Counsellors for the School System (Ejieh 2006).
The prestige of the teaching profession particularly at the pre-school level and below
should be boosted by funding the training and in-service training of teachers at
government expense. It is also important to carve out a career structure for them and
create an attractive salary scale which will provide incentives that would retain the best
minds in the profession.
There should be regular inspection and supervision of early childhood institutions and
pre-schools by the ministry of education. This will ensure proper quality control in terms
of human and material resources.
Government should intensify efforts at establishing in each Geo-Political zone, one
Federal and one State University whose Faculty of Education should have a full-fledged,
autonomous and degree awarding Early Childhood Education Department.
Conclusion
The historical development of Early Childhood Education in Nigeria has both negative
and positive implications which have been discussed in the paper. Suggestions on how to
improve the situation was mention.
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Abstract :
This research focuses on social capital theory and efficacy in African American college students
in the Puente Project. Specifically, this research analyzes the effects of the Puente Project high
school program on the college success of African American students. The research questions that
guided this study included the following. What are the experiences of African-American Puente
students? Does the Puente model of inform the efficacy of African-American student? How will
exposure to Latino based learning environment relate to African- American student college
success? Utilizing mixed methods, a descriptive, attitudinal study will be conducted. Once
conducted, this research will show that Puente’s Latino based high school environment relates
directly to the college success of African American students.
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6. Abstract:
“We do not write this way” was one of the students’ comments in the introduction of structural legacies
of academic literacy. Topic sentence, controlling idea, attention grabber, thesis statement, concluding
sentence/paragraph, and plagiarism are the buzzing words in the course of academic literacy. Students
tend to make fun of hegemonic academic literacy skills required for success in an academic
environment. In the age of banking education (Freire, 2009), helping multicultural students develop
academic literacy could be challenging as culture and tradition tend to shape the learning process of
most learners. Freire (2009) says, without “problem posing education”, we cannot expect learners to
think differently to make a difference in the society. This paper reports how 25 under-graduate students
of a university in Bangladesh experience progress in academic literacy skills through the engagement in
problem based projects. This study was done in a four-month period of time in the early 2011, and the
methodological approaches for collecting and analyzing data were ethnography and grounded theory
respectively. This study reports that learners can develop academic literacy without following rigid
formal instruction if they are placed in context-rich situations. The main problem of this study was to
support learners if they might have encountered power and political pressure. I argue that creating
context in teaching academic literacy through problem based projects could be phenomenal as it
provides learners with opportunities to be independent. This approach of facilitating academic literacies
through problem-based projects may help make a strong bond between learners and community which
could eventually make a sustainable society.
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A Cognitive (Motivation) Treatment Intervention to Facilitate
the Transition from High School to College
Raymond P. Perry, Steve Hladkyj, Kiana Wiebe,
Judith G. Chipperfield, Jeremy M. Hamm, Patti C. Parker
Department of Psychology
University of Manitoba
Attributional Retraining (AR) is a cognitive treatment intervention designed to foster
motivation by encouraging students to attribute academic failure to controllable causes and by
discouraging the use of uncontrollable causes. AR is based on Bernard Weiner’s attribution
theory of motivation and emotion (1985, 1995, 2006), one of the foremost motivation theories in
education and psychology. The research literature consistently shows that AR treatments
improve motivation, goal striving, and performance (Perry et al., 2005), but gaps exist in our
understanding of the cognitive and affective mechanisms underpinning AR efficacy (Haynes et
al., 2009). In response, a research program at the University of Manitoba (Haynes et al., 2008;
Perry et al., 2010) has attempted to elucidate such mechanisms based on the following analytical
model:
AR => Attribution => Emotion (enjoyment; boredom) => Cognition (cognitive
elaboration) => Motivation => Performance (percent, GPA)
The presentation introduces a novel AR treatment intended to restructure students’
maladaptive explanatory thinking about academic successes and failures using direct feedback
over repeated trials. The Causal Attribution Mapping (CAM) task is an interactive, computerbased exercise that requires students to provide causes (attributions) to explain hypothetical
achievement outcomes for multiple scenarios. It is administered via the Internet and intended to
improve students’ transition from high school to college and to reduce high first year attrition
rates (30%). The student identifies specific causes (effort, ability, test difficulty) of success or
failure in each scenario which are converted into a 2 X 2 CAM attribution matrix (cognitive
map) on the computer screen to create a visual data profile in the form of a radar plot.
Radar plot feedback is presented over multiple scenarios (trials) with the goal being to
encourage the student to identify functional (controllable) causes rather than dysfunctional
(uncontrollable) causes of performance. The AR CAM task is designed to accompany AR
treatment interventions and is administered via the Internet to first-year students as a course
assignment in a two semester introductory psychology course. Students’ causal attributions are
assessed in Semester 1 immediately after they received feedback on their first test and prior to
receiving an AR treatment. The attributions are converted to 2 X 2 matrix radar plots to portray
the geometric structure of students’ explanatory thinking pre-and post-AR treatment. Students’
attributions are again assessed in Semester 2 six months after receiving the AR treatment. The
goal is to have the student produce radar plots (matrices) over multiple trials that visually portray
adaptive forms of explanatory thinking about success and failure instead of maladaptive forms.
Preliminary results show that the pre-AR radar plot for all students in the course depicts a
maladaptive psychological structure of explanatory thinking that features uncontrollable internal
and external causes. In contrast, the post-AR radar plot reveals a highly adaptive structure of
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explanatory thinking in which controllable internal and external causes were emphasized.
Clearly, the AR treatment encourages an adaptive psychological mind-set denoted by
explanatory thinking in which students attribute academic performance to causes that can be
controlled.
For students most at risk due to inexperience with learning conditions in university
classrooms (first-year students), the pre-AR radar plot portrays a highly maladaptive structure of
explanatory thinking. Specifically, an undifferentiated, ill-defined structure emerged in which
academic performance is attributed to varied causes, depicting a dysfunctional psychological
mind-set. Notably however, the post-AR radar plot revealed a much more adaptive mind-set
emphasizing controllable internal and external causes of performance similar to the post-AR
radar plot for all students. These results are especially significant because they highlight the
importance of AR for university students who are most academically vulnerable and at risk.
These results highlight causal attributions in the relationship between AR interventions
and academic motivation and performance in keeping with Weiner’s attribution theory (1985,
1995, 2006). They suggest that AR benefits academic performance by fostering adaptive mindsets that feature explanatory thinking denoted by controllable attributions. Especially important
is that the findings are based on a longitudinal pre-post treatment experimental design and on a
psychological intervention expressly designed to foster controllable causal attributions in
students most academically at risk. The results also point to the feasibility of integrating CAM
radar plots with standard AR treatments to enhance the efficacy of such interventions.
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Pei-Chia Chang
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Abstract:
This paper explores the applications of adopting portable data-processing devices, particularly
tablets or iPad (tablets will be used hereafter), to increase workflow efficiency and
competitiveness in the settings of educational evaluation, training and classroom interaction, etc.

Problem statement:
Educational research projects often include conducting experiments for classroom interaction and
collecting environmental data for evaluation. The methodology used in these projects sometimes
requires real-time interaction with participants and data collection simultaneously. For example,
in the setting of evaluating a childcare provider, an evaluator may observe and score how a child
care provider greets children. Observation details to be recorded, such as “is the child’s name
being called by the provider,” “does the provider sanitize hands before holding an infant,” or
“does each child have a cabinet or storage for personal items that the parents bring in?” may be
difficult to note while interactions take place in the setting.
Current Status:
Currently, most evaluators use the paper-and-pencil format to record notes or scores of an
evaluation assessment, which requires much recall and memorization. If the observation or
assessment requires a child care provider to walk the evaluator through the classroom, the
memorization burden is even heavier to collect environmental data while the evaluator is on the
move. An alternative approach is to set up a camera (or camcorder) and laptop. This approach
may make the provider and children feel being observed, which results in unnatural acting
potentially. Furthermore, the operation of such equipments may reduce the mobility or slow down
the evaluator’s workflow. Last but not least, analyzing and integrating the video tapes or photos
into the assessment score sheet may be time-consuming as well.
Proposed Solution:
This paper proposes the use of tablets as a solution to increase productivity and capacity in
educational research projects that involve data collection and evaluation. This can be
implemented by developing project-specific mobile applications to facilitate field trainings,
technical assistances, and assessments for classrooms or family child care homes etc. Figure 1
summarizes the tablet applications for the purpose of improving efficiency and capacity in
educational settings.
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Figure 1 Tablet Applications to Improve Efficiency and Capacity in Educational Settings
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The use of tablets not only impacts the productivity of a research project’s principle investigators,
coordinators, specialists and evaluators, but also improves the performance of computer
programmers and data analysts. In terms of changes in research workflow or measurement,
tablets:
• Allow real-time data entry with high mobility.
• Enable onsite photos or multimedia memos embedded in assessment notes or training logs to
denote or to justify any environmental concerns for further investigation or improvement.
• Provide training participants or students an interactive platform to complete survey forms like
self-assessments by themselves and minimize staff’s assistance. The touch screen of a tablet
tends to be more accessible or intuitive than a mouse or keyboard input.
• Provide location specific tutorials or demonstrations to better assist a training process. (e.g.,
using a tablet to display multimedia videos or tutorials explaining the venue, or display
hazard warnings in a play room setting, or display dinning manners and reminders next to the
dining table). The smaller size of tablets accommodates the environmental setting better than
laptops.
In addition, customized applications designed for tablets enable:
• Error checking and value validation during data entry and provide higher accuracy and
consistency;
• Dynamic questionnaires based on the environmental setting or answers from previous
questions to enforce the logic of data collection, such as the student enrollment status (size,
age group, gender, etc.) determines the space requirement;
• Real-time automation and aggregation of answer summary or reports.
For data analysts who provide data processing and support to faculty and staff, tablets:
• Facilitate and ease the data cleaning process, due to real-time data validation;
• Provide a transparent communication platform through the applications installed in tablets
and through synchronization, avoiding numerous emails exchange and version control;
• Log changes and serve as an archive platform.
In terms of research purposes other than measurement and evaluation, it is worthwhile to study
the use of mobile devices in the pedagogical domain given the similarity of various classroom
settings, which may potentially benefit and support similar research projects. This helps to inform
the research community with improved knowledge and understanding of use of technology in
education. Tablets will also serve as an experimental platform for (a) developing interactive and
multimedia materials or tutorials for children, (b) delivering information for parents, educators,
and the general public, and (c) designing policies regarding the use of mobile devices to support
education.
To divert from the main discussion, it is imperative to optimize the user experience with tablet
devices, given the popularity of tablets among the general population. More and more people use
tablets to visit research websites or web-based applications. In order to achieve the optimization,
websites or applications need to be customized or enhanced according to specific configurations
of various tablets and ensure platform compatibility.
In summary, this paper highlights the research directions of using tablets to improve workflow
efficiency and capacity in educational evaluations and settings. Research projects may
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incorporate tablets into methodology design to reduce the time and efforts spent on data
collection or analysis as well as to ensure data accuracy and consistency. This paper also calls for
the awareness of developing more mobile applications in the above directions in order to study
the influence of adopting mobile devices in the educational setting. Future research is definitely
recommended.
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Intellectual Feelings in a Whiteheadian Understanding of Education: A Proposal for Conceptualizing
the Foundations of Contemplative Pedagogy
Educational Foundations
Paper Session
Department of Educational Foundations
University of Robert Regnier
Saskatchewan
Robert.Regnier@usask.ca
Vanderbuilt University Center for Teaching website states “Contemplative pedagogy involves teaching
methods designed to cultivate deepened awareness, concentration, and insight. Contemplation fosters
additional ways of knowing that complement the rational methods of traditional liberal arts education.”
In his philosophical work, Alfred North Whitehead has proposed the foundations of an organic approach
to human knowing and learning which challenges approaches that bifurcate experience including into
mental and physical parts. What is it that makes contemplative education possible? This presentation
locates “intellectual feelings” in Whitehead’s broader theory of experience as “feelings;” and uses this
analysis to consider preliminary considerations of how a conceptual foundations for contemplative
pedagogy might be formulated.
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Abstract
The purpose of this presentation to examine the research and the documents of narrative
experiences that focuses on the factors that have contributed to the success of African American
students who qualify for special educational services as students with learning disabilities. The
research suggests that minority children with learning disabilities often experience inadequate
services, low quality curriculum and instruction and unnecessary isolation in spite of school
laws requiring IEPS, supportive services, and parental and or significant other family
involvement . In addition statistics show that inappropriate school practices may result in the
careless identification and over representation of African American students, in particular, in
special education programs focusing on learning disabled children. Other studies show that
African American children have developed a resilience that enables them to address the
challenges of schooling. Perry 2003 in her book, Young, gifted and black, promoting high
achievement among African American students states that many African American children
possess a historical need to achieve and excel in education based on ancestral and cultural role
models However, this self-motivation is often stunted by teachers and school personnel who
perceived of the children as lazy, emotionally retarded and unable to perform at the level of their
white counterparts who also may qualify as demonstrating aspects of learning disabilities. These
educational disparities based on race and ethnicity factors contribute to lower self-concept and
self-esteem for African American children. In addition, cultural incompetence and stereotyping
by teachers, administrators, and school counseling and social services personnel may further
impact negatively upon the African American students with learning disabilities. If in fact those
African American students are low academic achievers and performing poorly, perhaps
educators may want to look to teacher education programs and professional development for
successful models as well as assessing the school setting and compliance to existing school laws
governing learning disabled students. Further, this presentation may assist the audience
participants to reflect upon whether the educational disparities between African American
children with learning disabilities and their white counterparts; and other students of color still
exist in 2012? Are African American children still over represented in practice among special
education populations of students with learning disabilities? What can school educators,
counselors and parents learn about working with African American children with learning
disabilities and their families in terms of strengthening special education services? In what ways
can parents and significant others become more involved with the school and their children’s
academic life surrounding learning disability issues and academic success?
1
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Full Text Paper
Introduction
This is paper is a work in progress to review the current research literature and empirical
studies from historical and sociological perspectives concerning the persistent and complex
issues in the field of education related to African American students with learning disabilities.
Over subsequent decades, researchers have focused on the overrepresentation in categories of
mental retardation, emotional disturbances and multiple disabilities as compared to Caucasian
American students and other students of color (Dunn, 1968; Finn, 1982; Losen & Orefield,
2002; Harry & Anderson, 1994). In addition to over representation in certain categories and
underrepresentation in others, African American educational disability the issues have
focused on the location and types of educational services, benefits of classroom inclusion,
general academic functioning of students, preparation and competence of teachers and
administrators and what can be termed a perception of racist reduction behaviors and
attitudes of personnel involved in the schooling environmental climate of African American
students with disabilities by some educators and parents. Increasingly, parents have become
more aware of the issues surrounding their children with what they term as “learning
differences”. Parental involvement in collaboration with educators and researcher can only
enhance the academic education and services for African American students with learning
disabilities.
Vignette
For the first fifteen years of his life, Billy Hawkins was labeled by his teachers as
"educable mentally retarded." Billy was backup quarterback for his high school
football team. One night he was called off the bench and rallied his team from far
behind. In doing so, he ran complicated plays and clearly demonstrated a gift for the
game. The school principal, who was in the stands, recognized that the "retarded boy"
could play, and soon after had Billy enrolled in regular classes and instructed his
teachers to give him extra help. Billy Hawkins went on to complete a Ph.D. and is
now Associate Dean at Michigan's Ferris State University." (Testimony of
Representative Chaka Fattah to the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on
Education and the Workforce, October 4, 2001 in Losen & Orfield, 2002, p. xviii)
The case of Billy Hawkins is a poignant example of the complexity of issues
surrounding minority identification, placement and progress in special education.
Billy Hawkins is an exception in public education in the United States. What are the
factors present in the United States that created an educational circumstance such as
2
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that experienced by Billy Hawkins? What are the success factors evident in Billy
Hawkins' life experience that are germane to all African Americans found eligible
for special education services? The purpose of this paper is to examine research about
factors that have contributed to the success of African American students who qualify
for special education services as learning disabled.
What is the context of Billy Hawkins' story in the educational arena, and what are
the important parameters? Losen and Orfield (2002) provide some of the answers.
They state that "the benefits of special education are not always extended equally to
students with disabilities, despite the best intentions of the law" (p.ix). "Minority
children with disabilities all too often experience inadequate services, low-quality
curriculum and instruction, and unnecessary isolation from their peers who are not
labeled as disabled. Moreover, inappropriate practices in both general and special
education classrooms have resulted in over-representation, misclassification and
hardship for minority students, particularly black children" (p. xv). Losen and Orfield
explain further that, although high school graduation rates for students with
disabilities are still lower in comparison to their non-disabled peers, graduation rates
for students with disabilities have increased since the implementation of special
education law. Statistics show also, however, that post high school outcomes for African
American students with disabilities are still negative as compared to white
students with disabilities. African American graduation rates are comparatively
lower, their employment rates are lower, and the rate at which African Americans
with disabilities are arrested in areas related to societal maladjustment is higher.
Issues of Identification and Overrepresentation

Prior legislation named the Individuals with Disabilities
Education Act (IDEA) guaranteed "a free and appropriate education to all students with
disabilities." The legislation was passed in the U. S. Congress in 1975. From 1975 to the
present there continues to be public concern over the disproportionately large numbers of
minority children identified for services in the high incidence categories of mild mental
3
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retardation, emotional disturbance and learning disabilities. The Individuals with Disabilities
Improvement Act of 2004 (IDEIA) mandated that students with disabilities be served in the
least restricted environments (LRE) that is appropriate for their needs. According to
researchers, Skiba, Poloni-Staudinger, et al (2005), disproportionality in access to LRE may be
more important than disparities’ in disability category for African American students.
Donovan and Cross (2002) defined disproportionate representation in special and
gifted education in the following manner: "the number of students of each race/ethnicity
identified for special and gifted education [in comparison to] their representation in the
student population" (p.35). They referred to three categories, MMR, LD and ED (mild
mental retardation, learning disabilities and emotionally disturbance) in special education
as "judgmental" categories in that the characteristics of these three categories are not
readily observable (p.37) Gifted and talented was also referred to as a judgmental
category. Donovan and Cross (2002) indicated that African American students were
overrepresented in the MMR, LD and ED categories, and underrepresented in the gifted
and talented category. "In 1998, approximately 1.5 million minority children were
identified as having mental retardation, emotional disturbance or a specific learning
disability .... more than 876,000 of these were black or Native American, and black
students were nearly three times as likely as white students to be labeled mentally
retarded" (p. xix). 2000-2001 U.S. Department of Education data revealed that on a
national level approximately 0.75 percent of whites were labeled as mentally retarded
whereas 2.75 percent of all blacks enrolled in thirteen states were given that label. In
1979, the National Research Council described this as the "southern phenomenon" - the
majority of states with higher percentages of blacks labeled as mentally retarded were in
the southern United States. Although more recent data show a decrease in the percentage of
blacks labeled as mentally retarded in those same southern states the higher rates of
identification continue to exist.
According to Donovan and Cross (2002) other special education categories those termed low incidence disabilities - were not termed judgmental because the
characteristics of the low incidence disabilities are more readily apparent and
quantifiable. Vision, hearing and orthopedic impairments are examples of low incidence
disabilities that can be diagnosed and quantified, usually by medical professionals.
4
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Donovan and Cross found that minority students across the country were represented in
proportion to their percentage in the general population in the low incidence disabilities
categories. They also found, however, that minority students were overrepresented in the
high incidence categories (LD, ED, MR). Additionally they found that there was
substantial variation across states in the identification rates for high incidence categories.
MacMillan and Reschly (1998, in Donovan and Cross, 2002) found that "Massachusetts
identified 3 times as many children as LD than did Georgia; New Jersey identified 3
times as many children with SLI than did Georgia; Alabama identified 10 times as many
children with MR as did New Jersey; and Connecticut identified 41 times as many
children with ED as did Massachusetts" (p.37).
Data showing positive educational outcomes for minority students in special
education would temper the concern about overrepresentation. However, the current data
shows a relative lack of positive benefit for the majority of minority students in special
education (Patton, 1998 in Losen and Orfield, p.219). According to a 2010 National Center for
Educational Statistics Report , African American children make up approximately 16.6 % of
public school enrollment , yet the data ( (2009-2010 Tables) from the Data Accountability
Center , funded by the U.S. Office of Education programs show that the representation of
African Americans in special education continues to hover around 30% for mental retardation
( named most recently as intellectual disability), 28% for emotional disturbances and 21% for
specific learning disability. It appears that although the disproportionate representation of
African American in special education has received attention from national educators,
policymakers and researchers, not much has changed over the past decade.

What we know about how special education benefits all students who are identified as
having a disability (not specific to race/ethnicity)

Donovan and Cross described the research regarding the question of how special
education services benefit students. They indicated that interventions which had positive
results for special education students also had positive benefits for regular education
students. Specific effective interventions were:
5
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"[ 1] explicit instruction ... students with disabilities reach mastery more quickly
when overt strategies for completing tasks are identified and taught; [2] interactive
dialogue between teacher and student and between students is a feature of effective
reading and writing programs; [3] basic or fundamental elements of reading and writing,
such as sounding out words in reading and handwriting in writing are essential elements
for students with LD; [4] small group instruction and pairs are connected with improved
outcomes in reading and writing; [5] motivation to learn, task difficulty, and task
persistence influence intervention effectiveness .... planning instruction around task
difficulty to ensure students experience success and persist in learning activities has long
been recognized as a critical feature of effective instruction for students with LD; [6]
explicitly taught procedural facilitators or strategies help student develop a plan to guide
their learning in the areas of reading comprehension, written expression and general
higher-order processing" (pp.325-328).
Kavale and Forness (2000, in Donovan and Cross, 2002) conducted a metaanalysis of special education interventions and determined that "computer assisted
instruction .... peer tutoring ... direct instruction .... behavior modification .... reading
comprehension .... and mnemonic strategies" (p.329) were effective in helping students
with disabilities be more successful. Specific to students with reading disabilities, metaanalyses of research on reading problems yielded several interesting results. Instruction in
groups of four or less students was found to be effective for students with reading disabilities.
Ross et al (2001 in Donovan and Cross, 2002) summarized research about class size
for students with disabilities and found that as group size decreased, student engagement in
the academic task increased, "regardless of age or type of disability" (p.3 31) A meta-analysis
of phonological awareness training R.K. Wagner, 2002 ( in Donovan and Cross, 2002)
indicated a positive effect in seven areas of reading related outcomes: word attack, word
identification, word level decoding, fluency, comprehension, spelling, and phonological
awareness (p.331)
Donovan and Cross (2002) explored the data available on the extent to which the
previously mentioned educational interventions are actually implemented in classrooms.
They noted that low parental status and lack of education and experience on the part of
school personnel did not support the incorporation of research based strategies into the
special education classroom. Donovan and Cross (2002) suggested that to date there has been
no rigorous research on "features of cultural sensitivity" (p.335), and how these features might
6
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impact learning for minority students.
Overrepresentation and data on negative outcomes notwithstanding, what helps
the successful minority students who are in special education be successful? What factors
helped youth like Billy Hawkins become successful? Are there elements of Billy
Hawkins life that might give us clues on how to create positive benefit in the lives of
other African American special education students? Are there elements in Billy Hawkins
life that might give us clues of how to create benefit in the lives of African American
students in regular education? A review of research on resiliency (protective factors)
among children with learning disabilities, and a review of the research on African
American children with disabilities may offer some insights.
Resiliency Theories
Following are findings of several researchers in the area of the risk/resilience.
Werner and Smith (1982) conducted some of the earliest research on resilience. They
conducted a longitudinal study in which they tracked the cognitive and psychological
development of 72 individuals born in 1955 on the island of Kauai. These individuals
had perinatal problems and were born into adverse conditions: extreme poverty, parental
alcoholism and or mental illness. They were evaluated at ages 1, 2, 10, 18, 31, and 40.
The researchers found stressors or risks during the different stages of development of this
group. They also found protective factors - factors which enabled individuals to remain
resilient in spite of their adverse conditions. Werner and Smith concluded that growing
up in adverse conditions did not necessarily equate to adverse outcomes in adulthood.
Sixty percent of the males and seventy percent of the females in the group of 72
individuals demonstrated resiliency in adulthood: job satisfaction, marital stability, a
personal sense of self efficacy, and general psychological health.
The Search Institute, headed by Peter Benson (2003), is another group of
researchers who identified resilience factors which could influence healthy behavior. The
Search Institute surveyed teenagers across the United States. Benson's research resulted
in the identification of external and internal developmental assets which had significant
influences on student behavior. The research results from his studies were that the
7
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presence of these developmental assets (resiliency factors) could protect young people
from problem behaviors and could promote positive attitudes and behaviors. The Search
Institute compiled a list of 40 developmental assets such as: a) adult relationships: young
person receives support from three or more non-parent adults; b) homework: young
person reports doing at least one hour of homework every school day; c) planning and
decision making: young person knows how to plan ahead and make choices; d) personal
power: young person feels he or she has control over "things that happen to me".
Developmental assets were defined as both external and internal. Many of the Search
Institute's developmental assets are similar to the resilience factors researched by Werner
and Smith.

Research on resiliency (protective factors) among learning disabled children, African
American children, or African American children with disabilities
Children with learning disabilities
Werner (1993) investigated risk/resilience in relation to learning disabilities.
Twenty-two of the 72 individuals studied by Werner were diagnosed with learning
disabilities at age 10 based on the federal criteria: a significant discrepancy between
ability and achievement as well as the presence of a psychological processing disorder.
The twenty-two individuals diagnosed with learning disabilities were compared to a
control group chosen from the original group of 698 individuals from which the 72
subjects were chosen. Resilience indicators (involvement with the law, scores on
academic tests and psychological measures) were much poorer for the individual with
learning disabilities than for the individuals in the control group. However, when the
learning disabled individuals were evaluated at age 32, the researchers found a significant
change in the resilience indicators. The group was found to have jobs, be in successful
marriages (they had the same divorce rate as the non-learning disabled control group),
and they accepted themselves and were content with their lives. It appears from Werner's
findings that there is an interaction between risk/resiliency factors and learning
disabilities.
8
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Researchers at the Frostig Center, (Raskind, 1999) evaluated success factors. The factors
that resembled the risk/resilience factors investigated by Werner and Smith, and
the developmental assets studied by the Search Institute. A 20 year longitudinal study
was conducted by the Frostig Center - a center for children with learning disabilities The study identifies the factors that lead some learning disabled children to become successful
and others to be failures. Forty-one participants were followed over the period of 20 years.
Success was defined in a multidimensional variables such as (life satisfaction,
educational attainment, employment position/status, psychological health, nature of
family and social relationships) Predictors of success were determined to be self-awareness,
pro-activity, perseverance, goal setting, presence and use of effective
support systems, and emotional stability. These characteristics were determined as better
predictors of success than other variables such as IQ, academic achievement, life stressors,
age, gender, socio-economic status, ethnicity and other background variables.
Surveys conducted by Peter Benson's Search Institute, a school for empowering student
to reach their potential yielded data suggesting that the higher the number of developmental
assets possessed by students, the lower the likelihood of becoming involved in at-risk
behavior. Although there was no data that referred specifically to students with learning
disabilities, the research findings addressed issues involving the unique strengths, shared
strengths and developmental assets among youth of color. Scales, Bensen & Lefferts (2003)
outlines some of their research finding concerning the developmental aspects of adolescent
student behaviors. The data had trnsferabiltiy implication for African American student with
learning disabilities.
African American children identified as mildly mentally retarded
Researchers Frison, Wallander and Browne (1998) studied the impact of three
culturally relevant factors (ethnic identification, intergenerational support and church
support) on the risk factors of being African American and of being classified as mildly
mentally retarded. The subjects of the study were 147 adolescents enrolled in EMR
special education classes in urban settings. Adolescents as well as their parents were
given measures to determine maladjustment. Exposure to risk was measured in three
domains: personal, social and community. The results of the research were that the
9
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presence of cultural factors was generally associated with better adjustment. Resilience was
the theoretical construct upon which the study was based.
Frison et al (1998) decided to focus on ethnic identity as a personal resiliency
factor, intergenerational support as a social resiliency factor, and church support as a
community factor. The researchers studied 147 African American adolescents (ages 13-17)
enrolled in four different schools in a southeastern state. Adolescents were classified based on
specific criteria as “educable” mentally retarded.
Results were that a higher ethnic identification factor score was associated with
lower levels of adolescent reported maladjustment (both externalizing and internalizing
problems). "Ethnic identity moderates the relation between overall risk and adolescentreported internalizing problems." (p.6) Next, intergenerational support was associated
with lower levels of parent and adolescent reported maladjustment (externalizing
problems). Thirdly, church support was associated with lower levels of parent reported
externalizing problems.
Resilience/protective factors among African American students - three studies.
Floyd (1996) interviewed 20 African American 11th graders from low
socioeconomic status backgrounds who attended an urban high school. The purpose of
her study was to determine internal as well as external factors contributing to the
resilience of this group of students. The risk factors faced by all 20 students had to do
with difficulties or problems caused by "socioeconomic insecurity" (p.183). Floyd
determined that the academic success of the 20 students could be attributed to three
protective mechanisms: " a supportive, nurturing family and home environment; the
youths' interactions with and the involvement of committed, concerned educators and
other adults in their lives; and the development of two key personality traitsperseverance and optimism" (p.183).
Gayles (2005) conducted 12 months of ethnographic interviews with three male
African American high school students during the spring semester of their senior year.
The purpose of the interviews was to examine factors contributing to resilience. Gayles
defined resilience as academic success. The three seniors who were studied had the
10
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following commonalities: they were the first in their families to graduate from high
school with honors and attend college; they all had been awarded college scholarships,
their families were defined as having lower socioeconomic status. They all attended "one
of the most violent and lowest-achieving high schools in the city" (p.250). Analysis of the
interviews showed two resilience factors. First, the boys "diminished the significance of
their own academic achievement [and in so doing] they decreased the possibility that the
basis of their primary identification within the school would be their achievement." (p. 3)
Second, they identified academic achievement not "as an end in itself but as a means to
an end." (p. 5). Gayles concluded that although the three males were exceptions in their
high school in terms of academic achievement they were able to mitigate possible
negative social consequences by separating their academic achievement from their social
status.
Bronkhurst (1997) conducted a qualitative study in which he examined factors
contributing to the development of motivational patterns in 7 African American and
Hispanic high school students enrolled in advanced placement courses. Bronkhurst
specifically examined student motivation in relation to: "achievement goals, implicit
theories of intelligence, perceptions of ability perceptions of the role of effort in academic
success, the influence of parents, teachers and peers, the influence of race and ethnicity
and the use of self-regulated learning strategies" (p. v)
Analysis of data in this study yielded the following: "successful students (a)
developed an adaptive motivational pattern, (b) appreciated the relationship of effort to
academic success, (c) developed a 'raceless persona', (Fordham, 1988), adopting
characteristics traditionally considered to be white, middle class, and (d) were less likely
to be negatively influenced by 'oppositional' peers" (p.182). Parent and teacher influence
was not a significant factor; counselor influence appeared to have a negative impact
(counselors were a barrier to enrollment in the advanced placement classes).
Arroyo and Zigler (1995) used the "racelessness" theoretical construct (Fordham
and Ogbu, 1988) as a basis for examining the relationship between racial identity and
personal psychological functioning of academically successful African American
students. The Racelessness Scale was developed as a means of exploring the above
11
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mentioned relationship. The research sample was 389 adolescents between ages 13 and
20. One finding was that behaviors and attitudes described by Fordham and Ogbu are
common among high achieving adolescents and are not specific to African Americans.
Another finding was that racelessness as an attitude may contribute to negative
psychological consequences for African American students (depression).
Research on African American academic performance:
According to Rovai, Gallien, and Wighting, (2005) a review of the research
literature on "the minority achievement gap" pointed to numerous contributing
factors. Research indicated that "the transmission of knowledge by schools in cultural
codes, mismatches between teaching styles and African American learning style
preferences, weak institutional support for minority students, a fragile racial climate
on predominantly White campuses, racial stereo typing, peer influences, low
expectations and weak study habits" resulted in lower achievement for African
American students at the college level (p.367). The college graduation rate for
African American students across the United States was 40% compared to the 61 %
graduation rate of white students.
A controversial area of research reviewed by Rovai, Gallien and Wighting in 2005
identified the perceptions of black males, in particular in the following ways: successful school
performance was equated both with being ostracized from the black community and also with
not being accepted in the larger white community. Some studies suggested that African
American students don't perform well in school because they don't want to be seen as "acting
white", while other studies suggested the African American students believe in the value
of education even if they are not performing well academically (Fordham & Ogbu 1986,
Ainsworth-Darnell & Downey, 1998).

The following is an excerpt from a convocation address given by a Black graduate of
Columbia University
"I can summarize my life's path by noting that in the perception of society, my
athletic talents are genetic, I am a likely mugger-rapist, my academic failures are
expected, and my academic successes are attributed to others. Ladies and gentlemen,
12
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to spend most of my life fighting these attitudes levies an emotional tax that is a form
of intellectual emasculation. It is a tax that I would not wish upon my enemies. As of
this afternoon, my Ph.D will bring the national total of Black astrophysicists from 6 to
7 (out of 4,000 nationwide in 1991). Given what I experienced, I am surprised there are
that many." (de Grasse Tyson, in Rovai, Gallien & Wighting, 2005, p.36l).
Although this PhD. astrophysicist successfully completed his education, the student
obviously struggled against what Inzlicht (2004) defined as stereotype vulnerability:
"the tendency to expect, perceive, and be influenced by negative stereotypes about
one's social category" (p. 829-830). The experience of this black man demonstrated
that institutional support was weak, and that the race played a role in his college
experience.
The research conducted by Nasim, Roberts, Harrell and Young (2005) may
identify some of the factors that impacted the astrophysicist described above. They
surveyed 250 African American college students from two predominantly white
institutions (PWI's) and two historically Black colleges and universities (HBCU's) to
determine non-cognitive predictors of academic achievement among the students. At
PWI's the "availability of academic support persons, [and the] ability to understand and
deal with racism, and humanist attitudes" appeared to reliably predict academic success.
For students attending HBCU's "positive self-concept was the only non-cognitive factor
that surfaced as a good predictor of academic achievement for African Americans."
(p.344). The success predictor evidenced in the address given by the Columbia student
appeared to be the ability to understand and deal with racism.
Theresa Perry (2003) in Young, Gifted and Black, Promoting High Achievement
Among African-American Students, stated that successful achievement is not the same
task for Black students as it is for white students. She described an African American
narrative tradition that was powerful enough to help African Americans conquer the
challenges they faced in order to achieve and excel in education. Perry described the
narrative in the following terms: "freedom for literacy and literacy for freedom" (p.10).
She gave numerous examples of narratives in which this philosophy was articulated. She
researchers reviewed the life experiences of Frederick Douglass, Harriet Jacobs, Malcolm X,
Ben Carson, Joycelyn Elders, Gwendolyn Parker, Don L. Lee, Septima Clark, and Maya
Angelou. All of the narratives were of African Americans descent who had pursued and
13
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accomplished excellence in education, and who had distinguished themselves in their
particular careers.
Each person was supported by and "intense, persistent.. .. explicit and
continually articulated belief system" (p.9) that had originated during slavery when
blacks sought to educate themselves as the most powerful way to gain and exercise their
freedom. Perry stated that "the explicit, continually articulated belief system functions as
a counter narrative, one that stands in opposition to the dominant society's notions about
the intellectual capacity of African Americans ... " (p. 9). All of the persons whose life
experiences were reviewed by Perry had family, teachers and community members who
pushed them to be successful. According to Ben Carson "My mother had such a faith in
us, we didn't dare to fail. Her unbounded confidence nudged me into starting to believe
in myself." (p.10) Perry asked the question of whether or not such a powerful counternarrative could play a role in helping today's African American children become
successful.
In the same book, Claude Steele wrote about stereotype threat and its impact on
student achievement. Steele defined stereotype threat as "the threat of being viewed
through the lens of a negative stereotype or the fear of doing something that would
inadvertently confirm that stereotype." (p.111) Steele cited several research studies in
which the academic performance of African American students was positively or
negatively impacted depending if the students thought the negative stereotypes about
Black people were being applied to them. Steele's recommendation for addressing the
dilemma of stereotype threat was to create settings in which there was "identity safety"
(p.125). In this regard he described a program for first year African American college
students at the University of Michigan. Significant components of the program were
weekly workshops where academics were emphasized, and there were ongoing
opportunities for talking about the personal side of the college experience and for
creating trust across racial lines. According to Steele, the academic achievement of the
African American students in the University of Michigan program was positive, they didn't
experience stereotype threat, and their underperformance was reduced.
Asa Hilliard, the third contributor to the book, Young, gifted and Black,
promoting high achievement among African-American students, argued essentially
14
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that the problem of achievement is not within the African American child, but the
problem is an inequitable educational system where children are not afforded the best
opportunities to learn with quality instruction. One solution he offered to address the
issue of poor achievement of African American students was for teacher training
programs across the United States to train teachers using models of successful
educational programs where Black students achieve.
Summary and Conclusions
An initial review and analysis of the historical and sociological research in the areas of
resiliency and success factors for students with disabilities and for African American students
suggests that success strategies exist within the complex picture of overall underachievement for
African American students.
Billy Hawkins, the student described in the vignette was successful because he
demonstrated some of the resilience factors mentioned in the review of research.
Hilliard's comments (Perry, Steele & Hilliard, 2003) certainly apply to Billy: the problem
of achievement was not within the child, but within an inequitable educational system.
Billy had talent that was recognized. He had the support of a significant adult (his
principal).The educational system labeled Billy "retarded" which, by definition,
translated into an educational environment of low expectations. Yet Billy's principal, by
his recognition of Billy's athletic talent, promoted a counter narrative of the type
described by Perry (Perry, Steele & Hilliard 2003). Although we don't know more of the
details of Billy's educational experience it is possible that the principal or other teachers
or Billy's family told Billy stories about the literacy for freedom concept (Perry, Steele
and Hilliard, 2003). We assume that Billy's teacher gave him extra help in school. It is
possible that Billy's teacher utilized some of the successful educational interventions
mentioned earlier in this paper (Donovan, Cross, 2002). Billy was a leader on his football
team, and as associate dean he became an academic leader at Ferris State University.
Leadership is one of the developmental assets described by Peter Benson (2003). The
writer has a bias against the research that indicated a need for students to develop a sense
of "racelessness" (Arroyo and Zigler, 1995) in order to be academically successful. It
appears that neither Billy Hawkins nor the Columbia University astrophysicist quoted
earlier in this paper had to distance themselves from their racial identity in order to be
successful, however their stories do seem to indicate their susceptibility to - and thus
need to struggle against - "stereotype vulnerability" (Inzlicht, 2004).
In the aforementioned Inzlicht paper , the researcher describes special education
15
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eligibility is a complex concept, and that overrepresentation of African Americans in special
education continue to be an issue in need of solutions. Also, the researcher informs the reader
that the strategies of how an African American can be successful within the education system
and bureaucracies are complicated in terms of breaking down barriers into problem solving
entities. While race, class and identity is not discussed per se, it may be a factor in in
addressing the problems . Skiba & Poloni-Staudinger (2006) “teacher skill in classroom
management behavior is a clear predictor of minority disportionality in specula education as
pointed out in the Harry,( 2002) et al research . It may be possible that that a will must exist
among all stakeholders to address the issues. There is some evidence of positive initiatives
among educators and higher education institutions to address the issues through faculty
development, applied research, and community collaboration, further empirical research needs
to be conducted about the African American population in areas of race, cultural identity, class
and health within the U.S. as a multicultural society. There is a paucity of recent research that
specifically examines African American students with learning disabilities, emotional literacy,
life skill development and student resiliency.
The research information on the general population of African Americans students,
families and schooling appears to be a starting point by providing context. However, students
with learning disabilities have additional internal and external challenges. This researcher has
begun to identify studies after 2006 that begin to address issues of cultural context, effective
education for African American exceptional learners from new and varied perspectives such as
teaching methods, disability identification, family involvement, parent school relationship,
health issues, ability identification, school emersion strategies, gifted identification among
disabled students and theories and best practices. For example social-emotional context and
resiliency may influence the academic learning patterns. In addition, research studies related to
how technology can promote academic success with African American exceptional students is
being explored and will be addressed in future reviews of the literature. Thus, how to insure
academic and life skills success for African American students like Billy Hawkins is a crucial
area that still needs to be investigated for future research endeavors and social/educational
policy decision-making. In addition, The National Association for the Education of African
American Children with Learning Disabilities (AACLD) a non-profit organization that promotes
awareness in minority communities about learning differences and promotes parent advocacy
16
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can be effective in providing resources and opportunities for all stakeholders who are interested
in promoting success among African American children with learning disabilities.
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ABSTRACT. Have you ever taught to university students? If you have, you realize that it is
important to create meaningful ideas to make a successful teaching. In this paper the importance
of higher education is detached for the present time in order to face new perspectives related to
the improvement of the teaching and learning processes. The paper collects a series of reflections
on what has been the experience as successful professors in higher education classrooms.
Emerged from the daily experience in public and private Colombian universities, this paper
suggests that teachers should take an active role inside their classrooms. A broad conclusion
confirms the assumption that successful teachers are able to understand the concept and practice
of active leaning, to transfer pedagogical principles as well as to transform their teaching
practices and contribute to the advance of knowledge from a particular context which is the
classroom.
Purposes
Playing the role of successful university professors, the purpose of this paper intends to
understand, to a certain extent, pedagogical methods used especially in our teaching practice, in
order to promote self-reflection and decision making aimed at solving our problems and
improving our teaching practices.
Identifying broad Problem areas
Increasingly in Colombia and other Latin American countries, practitioners within academic
settings are being pressed to qualify education. During the last 20 years, Law 30 governs the
higher education system in Colombia. Quite often the national policies focused on quality,
autonomy, relevance, coverage, modernization and internationalization are not easily transferable
in the field of practice. In order to understand the position of various sections of the so-called
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university based communities on the issue of autonomy and the social role of the university in a
changing world, a series of debates, workshops, analysis, agreements and disagreements have
risen among the academic community, which include unions, associations, Vice-Chancellors,
officers, authorities, government officials, representatives of management, college teachers,
students, parents and other persons who could contribute their views on the issue of higher
education.
What does higher education mean in less-developing countries? Do educators play a crucial role
in the quality of higher education? What can you say about the relationship between theory,
pedagogy and practice at the university?
Nowadays, one of the most important aims in higher education is to prepare new generations of
professionals in a changing world such as educators, lawyers, veterinarians, farming experts,
medical doctors, sociologists, geologists and other professionals that face the construction of the
national, regional and local cultural identity. Teaching practices at the university are undergoing
significant changes. Instead of a mechanical practices based on step by step procedures,
successful professors are becoming a process whose pedagogical principles will be defined
primarily by theoretical and useful principles. However, considering the importance of the term
‘autonomy’ and the related issues emerging in the recent past, professors feel that it is necessary
to go deeper in an effort to connect theory and practice as an effective way to contribute to the
growth of pedagogical knowledge overcoming its limitations and critical points of view.
Several problems in higher education classrooms emerge from the following type of constraints.
The list given below has been observed during the teaching practice at higher educational
programs of Colombian universities:
-Traditionally, scientific communities, researchers and politicians in Colombia believe that there
is a gap between pedagogical theories and the field of practice.
- At present, Colombian students complain that they are trained through theory based courses and
extremely specialized terminology of scientific issues. Researchers and experts employ
sophisticated terminology and procedures.
-The backgrounds of the current curricular reformation show that the results do not satisfy the
institutional policies of change and academic improvement.
-Universities are facing serious processes of academic planning that demand permanent
evaluation of academic developments as far as their reaches, limitations and contributions.
-Contradictions and confusions arise from objections centered on financial issue facing the
growing deficit of public universities.
-In the technological era, marked by privatization and globalization, private and public
universities have to face the race for competition.
-Universities may pretend to exist outside the conflicts or internal and external policies, but they are
always shaped by the political structures around them.
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-Curriculum is not recognized as an important road of professional growth.
-Participatory principles move away from the objectives that have been reached today. Those
principles have not been transferred into practice.
-The academic community recognizes that professors and students have been summoned through
their representatives, but the answer has been shy and scarce.
-Diversification of alternatives, academic renovation, flexibility, efficient use of resources,
interdisciplinary approach in agreement with the national necessities are purposes that need a
better articulation and justification.
-The reformation process has been slow and not very productive in terms of favourable results.
-Lack of research support in the curriculum reformation. Academic reformations have ignored
research processes almost completely.
-Most academic practitioners do very little research, and they do not feel the research methods
can be integrated easily enough within their pedagogical practice.
-The required theoretical insights, and the ways that scientific findings should be transferred into
academic processes to attain institutional goals are issues that have not yet been solved.
-Despite the fact that Colombian universities have taken lead in granting autonomy, teachers
usually adopt what other experts suggest is the best.
-Lack of conviction on the part of the academic actors. They believe that problem solving process
and production of knowledge are not necessary in the educational institutions.
-Certain adverse conditions such as: overcrowded classrooms, strong emphasis on control
mechanisms, deficient funding and facilities, marked lack of incentives and motivation, lack of
institutional policies, lack of changes and innovations, time consuming, inadequate instructional
materials, instruments, equipment, strategies and didactic resources; rigid methodologies, and so
on.
- In graduate and undergraduate programs most teachers are unaware of recent theories, epistemic
paradigms, principles and research methods.
- Hundreds of teachers engaged in research projects have been and still are being criticized for
inadequate training.
-It is necessary to bridge the gap between pedagogical practice and research processes.
In short, the above list presents the most outstanding limitations in order to qualify teaching and
learning processes. As just noted, it is a source of practical obstacles that emerge during the time
that teachers teach and students learn. These problems are derived from the low quality of the
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educational system. Teachers, students and educational researchers may be able to identify those
strengths and weaknesses that are most closely related to their own particular situations. In this
commitment, it is important to construct an integrated body of pedagogical knowledge. What
works, where, how and why?
Rationale
The idea of improvement has become increasingly prominent during the last few decades. It is clear
that higher education can be re-created, autonomous, and sustainable renewed not by fiat, command
or regulation, but by taking a scientific orientation.
All over the world, teaching and learning have been understood as a factor of change and
qualitative improvement of educational institutions; autonomy and construction of knowledge
have been conceived as the core of improvement programs, self-improvement and the
professional's vocational training.
The lens of educational research helps bring into focus why some institutions succeed and why
others must strain to succeed against overwhelming odds. “Like any organization, universities are
places of ongoing struggle over meaning values, assumptions, the construction and dissemination of
knowledge (“who decides what is taught?”), classroom practices (“who decides how it is taught?”),
and interpersonal relations among staff members, students, and people from the outside community
(“who decides who decides?”) (Senge, et al, 2000, p. 207).
It may be said that, in economic, political, social and cultural tendencies, progress has brought all
over the world. Scientists describe an information and technology revolution which is leading
towards the creation of knowledge society and at the same time, it has made a significant impact
on learning and teaching practices. Nonetheless, Latin American countries have emerged from
underdevelopment towards emancipation, autonomy and freedom (Frèire, 1993). It is mandatory
to promote educational research processes into practice in order to face new perspectives of
higher education bearing in mind the new concepts of science, technology, society, culture, as
well as teaching-learning processes. In this sense, the notion of reflective teaching is meaningful
and potentially helpful to educators at large.
Over the years, researchers and educational policies emphasize strategies in order to face:
•
•
•
•

The advances in science and technology and the growing importance of knowledge
The new perspectives related to the development of science, technology, society, culture,
and teaching-learning processes.
A new generation of teachers involved in the construction of an integrated body of
pedagogical knowledge considering the crucial role in the quality of education.
The implications derived from technological progress and modernization and the growing
pressure upon privatization, unemployment, competition among nations, uneven
distribution of opportunities, poverty and violence.

Accepting their limitations and the real situations, Colombian professors need a type of training
that helps them solve their daily problems, improve their teaching practice and increase
pedagogical knowledge. This type of knowledge also provides reasons justifying why it is
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particularly appropriate in education. Today, we can discuss that the University has a clearly
defined pedagogical model according to its educational purposes. Besides the general trends,
values, and conditions in the changing world, there are other important questions to consider in
order to understand the social, political economic and cultural context in which the institution is
being developed. According to Senge et. al. (2000, p. 7), “team learning can be fostered inside
classrooms between students and teachers, among members of the community, and in the ‘pilot
groups’ that pursue successful school change”.
The goals of pedagogical processes are twofold: to enhance students’ learning and to develop
students’ autonomy as well as social skills such as decision making, conflict management,
interaction and communication.
A successful teacher deals with a successful teaching and learning process which cannot continue
being just a mechanical and isolated requirement to fulfill a curricular plan, anymore. Successful
teaching depends on the designing and implementation of a set of materials and goals; then,
teachers and students have to be conscious of what they want to achieve inside and outside the
classroom. In this sense, it is important to consider the following conditions:
-The teacher should reflect about the real goals expected according to the institutional educational
project –IEP.
-The teacher should have enough clarity about the meaning and the purpose concerning the
institutional philosophy and the pedagogical model that illuminate human actions.
-Pedagogical practice has to be learner-centered, not content or teacher-centered
-How to work in groups sharing their goals, expectations and frustrations.
-Reading skills by using strategies such as interpreting, summarizing, criticizing, and
disseminating scientific literature have to be fostered.
- It is necessary to keep in mind that active learning should be related to the goals and students’
context, abilities, learning style, attention, motivation, interests, pacing, likes and dislikes, needs,
age, social stratum, classroom environment, etc.

New and effective models of teaching
An effective model is implicit in the concept of education and provides a detailed description of
how education can be understood. According to Delors (1996, p. 21) the following is one of the
most meaningful concepts all over the world:
Education throughout life, is based on four pillars: learning to know, learning to do,
learning to live together and learning to be. In this context, “nothing can replace the
formal education system, where each individual is introduced to the many forms of
knowledge. There is no substitute for the teacher-pupil relationship... It is the
responsibility of the teacher to impart to the pupil the knowledge that humankind has
acquired about itself and about nature and everything of importance that it has created
and invented”. Humankind sees in education a fundamental role to play in personal and
social development.
The National Ministry of Education (Law 115/1994) defines education as:
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A permanent, personal, cultural and social process grounded in an integral formation of
human beings, of their integrity, their rights and their duties. It indicates the general
norms to regulate the Public Service of Higher Education that fulfills a social function
according with the needs and interests of individuals, the family and society.
Colombian higher education is regulated by Law 30 /1992. According to the National Council of
Accreditation (CNA), the most relevant characteristics (see http://www.cna.gov.co/1741/article191497.html) of this Act are:
•

It is considered a public service that can be provided by the State and by the private
sector; it follows middle education.

•

Various types of institutions have been defined according to their nature and objectives
(Technical Professional Institutes for Professional Technicians, Technological Institutes,
University Institutions, and Universities).

•

There exists a National System of Quality Assurance.

•

The State guarantees the quality of the educational service through the practice of
rigorous inspection and supervision of Higher Education.

•

CONACES and its rooms organized by fields of knowledge, is the body in charge of
studying the compliance with the minimum quality standards and handing in their report
to the Ministry of Education in order to grant the Qualified Registry certificate to the
programs.

•

There is a National System of Accreditation in which the National Council for
Accreditation participates (ww.cna.gov.co), created by Act 30 of 1992, which has the
responsibility of publically attesting to the high standards of quality of institutions of
higher education and their academic programs.

•

Plans and policies for the development of higher education are, firstly, proposed by the
National Council of Higher Education (CESU), a body with functions of coordinating,
planning, recommending, and advising, made up of representatives from entities related
to higher education.

Nowadays, the structure of the Colombian Educational System covers different levels in which
educators are situated: “preschooling, basic (primary and secondary) and middle, non-formal
education for children and youth of school age, adults, peasants, ethnic groups, persons with
physical, psychological and sensory disabilities, with especial skills and persons who need social
rehabilitation” (see http://www.cna.gov.co/1741/article-197026.html). Higher education in the
country is the most advanced level, including doctorate and master programs.
Institutional accreditation is based on three reliable sources: 1) the results of the global ranking
which classifies the top universities in the world, 2) the accreditation criteria on quality of
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education used by CONACES 1, 3) the international indicators used by COLCIENCIAS 2 to
measure the visibility of research groups worldwide. The main criteria for accreditation
(www.colciencias.gov.co) are:
• Articles published in indexed journals. The journals are sorted by PUBLINDEX mainly in
categories A1, A2, B and C.
• Research Books
• Full-time teachers with master's degree and doctorate research groups associated with active
projects
• Efficient processes of administration, management and control
• Interaction with scientific and educational communities
• Patents, software, alliances and foreign funding (national or international)
• Satisfactory state tests and exams
According to educational reform, educators in Colombia have begun to rethink new models of
active learning, which would lead to integrate theory and practice. It is necessary to improve the
conditions and the quality of learning of an increasingly large number of students taking into
account the advantages of autonomy which according to the National Ministry of Education (Law
115/1994) “is grounded in the principles of the Political Chart on the rights that every individual
has to education, freedom of teaching and learning, research and chair in its character of public
service” (see http://www.cna.gov.co/1741/article-191497.html)
The participatory approach adopted from the Political Constitution in 1991, was very well
interpreted and it strengthened the teleological intentions of higher education.
It is necessary to bear in mind that participatory strategies involve the educational community as
a whole, which includes directors, coordinators, head-teachers, and students. All these people
have to participate in and reflect on the whole process, finding strengths and weaknesses. The
participatory research has been understood as a social action process that combines three activities:
research, education, and action. “It sees no contradiction between goals of collective empowerment
and the deepening of social knowledge. The concern with power and democracy and their
interactions are central to participatory research” (Hall, 1997:199).
Concepts and approaches such as hermeneutics, human inquiry, constructivism, reflective
teacher, educational rese arch, pedagogical research, participatory approach, collaborative
learning, active learning, critical thinking, science, technology, solving problems, innovation,
qualitative and quantitative paradigms and so on, have begun to take place on schooling settings
and discourses. Issues from all over the world report that in the earlier days of academic reforms,
teachers and students can apply the principles of active learning, quantitative methods, classroom
research which are oriented more towards professionals which are described as having interest
and motivation with the purpose of understanding and improving educational practices.
Concerning active learning it is defined as anything that “involves students in doing things and
thinking about the things they are doing” (Bonwell, & Eison, 1991, p. 2).
1
2

National Council of Accreditation of Higher Education
National System of Science, Technology and Innovation
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Though the term ‘active learning’ has never been precisely defined in educational
literature, some general characteristics are commonly associated with the use of
strategies promoting active learning in the classroom: Students are involved in more than
listening. Less emphasis is placed on transmitting information and more on developing
students’ skills. Students are involved in higher-order thinking (analysis, synthesis,
evaluation). Students are engaged in activities (e.g., reading, discussing, writing). Greater
emphasis is placed on students’ exploration of their own attitudes and values (p. 2).
Scientific issues have concerned some theorists all over the world. Recent theories must help
educators to illuminate new pathways that lead toward new concepts and redefinition of
educational goals.
Concerning the relationship between pedagogical practice and educational research, Weinert
(1997, p. 266) says:
"The practical application of research consists of more than the instrumental use of
research findings. In addition, science and research have an educational function; that is,
they provide individuals with knowledge about themselves and the world, and allow
individuals to act rationally".
Keeves (1997, p.1) states:
Educational research not only involves the construction of a body of knowledge, but it also
involves the investigation of the processes by which all knowledge is passed on to successive
generations and by which the skills of inquiry are acquired, as well as the processes by
which social action is initiated.
Walker & Evers (1997, p. 22) clarify that:
In educational research there are different methods of inquiry, ranging from controlled
laboratory experiments through participant observation to action research, from historical
studies to logical analysis. These have been organized in different research traditions, such
as “quantitative” and “qualitative”, or associated with different theoretical positions, such
as behaviorism and critical theory.
It can be said that updated pedagogical models have been taking into account in academic
reformation providing a great deal of contributions. To support this assumption, Stenhouse
(1983) states that learning theories contribute to the society transformation since they reflect
historical and social changes.
Professors have tried to make both theoretical principles and methodological procedures available
as a mean to support a successful teaching. The literature review provides a wide framework
which links theory and practice in education. Theoreticians agree that knowledge is constructed by
creative minds. Dewey (1960) explains that problems arise from the practical experiences of living.
Bonwell & Eison (1991, p. 38) say that:
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A variety of techniques for solving problems have been based on a decision making model
espoused by John Dewey. The process has four steps (1) defining a problem; (2)
diagnosing possible reasons for the problem; (3) searching for alternative solutions; and
(4) evaluating the alternatives and choosing the most appropriate solution. This schema
has served as the basis for two popular instructional approaches to solving problems case studies and guided design.
Kemmis & McTaggart, (1988:92) confirm that:
Action research is a form of collective self-reflective enquiry undertaken by participants in
social situations in order to improve the productivity, rationally, and justice of their own
social and educational practices, as well as their understanding of these practices and the
situations in which the practices are carried out.
Ebbutt (1985, p. 156) confirm that:
The combination of action and research renders that action a form of disciplined inquiry, in
which a personal attempt is made to understand, improve and reform practice.
These are the steps of action research, adapted from Lewin (1946):

-A general idea: A difficult problem requiring resolution
-Planning: How to solve the problem
-Acting: Action refers to the implementation of the strategic plan. A field change experiment
focusing upon the plan.
-Observing: Collecting data on the effects of the changes. It includes an evaluation of the action
by appropriate methods and techniques.
-Reflecting: Evaluating regarding the effectiveness of actions. Reflecting on the results of the
evaluation and on the whole research process. Identification of a new problem and a new cycle.
Conclusions
Most research in education is conducted with the explicit or implicit goal of directly or indirectly
improving educational practice.
After analyzing its advantages, it is important to highlight that active learning, problem solving
and reflective approaches are necessary and useful for professors who are engaging in teaching
and learning processes. Colombian teachers, researchers, practitioners, and experts are interested
in creating and developing pedagogic activities in order to improve their own practice in a
systematic way on the basis of their concrete and practical experience.
These approaches are useful to comprehend deeply the reality of academic settings. Professors
want to be more reflective and assertive in decision-making concerning the specific field work at
school settings as well as in the educational institution as a whole. Rather than starting from
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isolated theories on students’ skills, professors deal themselves with educational research
approaches that could be applied inside the Colombian higher educational settings.
Having in mind the real needs and perspectives set out before, professors consider of particular
importance for Colombian settings to make of research approaches an important part of academic
reforms. Reflecting and solving real situations are competences to be gradually included as a
routine in the teacher’s daily work. Despite of several strengths and weaknesses of their own
particular situations according to their perceptions about research processes, their experience and
reflections involved in their pedagogical practice, they could be aware of the importance of
research processes to improve real teaching contexts.
There are serious time constraints. Reflecting about pedagogical situations in higher education is
not a simple task. Professors often complain that they don’t have enough time to accomplish what
they want to investigate in their academic life. Nonetheless, several attempts to derive practical
applications from research approaches have emerged in order to qualify educational practice
promoting a successful teaching.
Educational researchers agree in overcoming the existent divorce between theory and practice;
between epistemic referents and methods. The professor needs to understand the reality where he
acts, to change it, to make decisions, to produce knowledge, to use the research results, to assume
a critical position in front of the theories, science and technology; to face the more and more
rapid information. Understanding the educational reality is the starting point to act, to transform,
to improve academic processes and to become a successful teacher.
Although academic processes and pedagogical practices have changed substantially, the question
of how academic reforms in higher education can actually contribute to the solution of real
problems continues to be controversial.
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"We, the people of South Africa,
recognise the injustices of our past; honour those who
suffered for justice and freedom in our land; respect
those who have worked to build and develop our country;
and believe that South Africa belongs to all who live in it,
united in our diversity ……"
From the Preamble to the Constitution of South Africa,
1996
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Background

• Constitution (Act 108 0f 1996) - everyone has the right to
basic & further education.
• Education White Paper 6 (EWP6, 2001) - acknowledges
that all learners can learn with effective support.
• EWP6 promotes Inclusive Education.
• Previously assistance of learners with learning barriers
was only done by individuals with special training e.g.
remedial teachers, psychologists, therapists etc
(UNISA:2004).
• Now classroom teacher’s have a responsibility to do
that-hence the appointment of LSTs in Gauteng to assist
in this regard.
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Background cont-

Learning Support Teachers (LSTs) employed by
selected Districts in Gauteng to support schools in the
implementation of IE in the Foundation phase.
• LSTs provide support to learners identified as having
difficulties (academic & social).
• Learners identified as having barriers are referred to
LSTs by the school for intervention (Ladbrook,2009).
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Problem Statement

• Currently absence of specific support strategies in the
policies of Inclusive Education to address the needs of
Learning Support Teachers in order to ensure the
successful implementation of Inclusive Education in
South Africa with reference to Gauteng.
• Need to strengthen support services at National,
Provincial, District (DBST) & Institution (ILST).
(EWP6,2001:29).
•
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Research question

• What are the experiences of LST’s in the Foundation
Phase with reference the implementation of Inclusive
Education in Gauteng?
The following sub questions are posed to explore the study
further:
• What are the factor affecting the implementation of
Inclusive Education in the Foundation Phase in
Gauteng?
• What strategies could be used to enhance the
implementation of Inclusive Education by the Learning
Support Teachers in the Foundation Phase?
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Theoretical framework

Bronfenbrenner (1979) ecological theory which demonstrate how
the different levels of the system affects one another.
Macro level- National Department of Education, education policy,
legislation, matters relating to education are decided.
-Staffing, curriculum,overaged learners, multigraded teaching,
financing.
Meso level- Provincial level, responsible for policy implementation
which is devised at macro level.(DBST, networking with other
departments, stakeholders).
Micro system- school level, practical implementation takes place.
Teacher’s task in the classroom (use of appropriate methods
&strategies, accommodating all learners)
Chrono system - interactions between the systems.
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Literature review

• Literature was reviewed on developed & developing countries on
issues of support in an inclusive settings.
• Literature was reviewed on developed & developing countries.
• The Salamanca statement by the World Conference in Spain in
1994- right to education, all children are unique & therefore
education should be designed to accommodate characteristics
&needs.
• UN- all children have the right to be educated, valued, respected &
treated with human dignity& to be educated together.
• USA ,UK- inclusion is also practised.
• Canada- inclusion replaced integration in 1998.
• Uganda ,Zambia-making progress- inclusion
• SA- IE is a process, edu.policies
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Research methodology

• Qualitative - understanding the situation from
participants perspective.
• Data Collection: Observation, interviews &
document analysis.
• Purposive sampling- 7 LST’s who were initially
employed in 2003.
• Semi-structured interviews, observe what they
are doing at schools, documents pertaining to
their practices.
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Data analysis

Techs' method (Creswell,2003) was used , reading all
the data and then dividing all the data into smaller
meaningful units.
• Data segments or units was organized and refined into
categories which were then modified.
• Validity of the findings in qualitative research is judged
by its trustworthiness (Cohen, 2007) - Credibility
Transferability, Dependability , Conformability,
Authenticity.
•
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Ethical considerations

• Permission to conduct research was granted by the Dept
of Education(GDE).
• Permission was requested from the Ethics Committee of
the College of Education (UNISA).
• Principles of research were adhered to, informed
consent, voluntary participation, assurance of safety in
participation, privacy , anonymity & trust.
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Findings

The following major themes were identified:
Management factors: Inadequate district support
Learning Support Teacher’s financial support
Lack of emotional support
Domestic factors of learners included:
Life experiences
Lack of parental or caregivers support
Denial of parents
Classroom factors included:
Overcrowded classrooms
Classroom teachers attitude
Inappropriate language of learning and teaching
Strategies: Resources & Collaboration
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Conclusion

• Implementation of IE is still in its early stages.
• Gauteng Department has a structured plan for the
implementation of IE.
• Greater care should be taken in assuring the needs for
LSTs.
• Provinces are still trying to find out what will work and
what will not work.
• include traditional leaders and healers to assist in the
implementation of IE.
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Abstract
The purpose of this case study was to shed light on the pedagogical practices of an instructor
who shared power and responsibility with graduate students and analyze how the students
responded to such sharing power and responsibility. Four Master level students participated in
this case study. Data were gathered from observations in a graduate educational technology
course, students’ interview, analyzing students’ course work and course syllabus. The findings
revealed that the students shared the decision-making power in four areas: course textbook
decisions, course content decisions, students’ talk, and assignment decision-making. The results
suggest that sharing power with students had positive effects on students’ learning, and how the
participating students developed awareness necessary to function as active responsible learners.
Implications for the scholarship of teaching and learning are discussed.
Keywords: Sharing power, shared responsibility, decision-making power, graduate educational
technology course, scholarship of teaching and learning.
Introduction
Sharing power and responsibility with college and university students is an essential
practice in teaching. Professors’ unilateral power to educate and to produce learning has negative
effects on students. Manor, Bloch-Schulman, Flannery and Felten (2010) illustrate two problems
that occur when students perceive professors as having the majority of power and responsibility
to educate. First, the assumption that professors possess all the course-related knowledge and
that students have none contributes to a misunderstanding that learning essentially is the transfer
of knowledge from professor to students, rather than a process that allows making meaning from
knowledge. Second, the students’ perceived powerlessness in their own education translates into
a lack of their taking responsibility for their own education (Manor et al., 2010). Students’ lack
of taking responsibility for their own education results in students’ passivity and lack of interest
(Weimer, 2002).
In contrast, sharing the instructor power and assuming teacher roles benefit students and
their learning. Weimer (2002) argues that with sharing power in a class, there are no longer
passive, uninterested, and disconnected students. If students are engaged, involved, connected
with a course, they are motivated to work harder in the course and devote more efforts in their
work (Weimer, 2002). The effort that students invest in the learning process greatly influences
the quality and quantity of their learning (Blumberg, 2009). In other words, sharing power and
responsibility with students not only effects how much students learn in a course but also, and
even more important, how well they learn (Blumberg, 2009). They become able to transfer the
knowledge and skills they learn in their courses to their professional and personal lives (Shor,
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1992; Schultz & Oyler, 2006; Price, 2008). Sharing power and responsibility with students not
only benefits students and their learning but also benefits professors and their teaching. Weimer
(2002) argues that the positive consequences of sharing power with students including students’
energy and motivation to learning motivate and drive instructors to “prepare more, risk more,
and be rewarded more by the sheer pleasure of teaching” (p. 31).
Several studies have suggested that sharing power with college and university students
translates into greater motivation and engagement in the course (Bovill, Cook-Sather & Felten,
2011; Delpish et al., 2010; Weimer, 2002) and more significant learning (Bovill et al., 2011;
Gutman, Sergison, Martin & Bernstein, 2010; Delpish et al., 2010; Mihans , Long & Felton,
2008). However, there are few in-depth studies of how instructors go about creating classrooms
in which they share power and responsibility with students. Although advices for faculty to
create such sharing of power and responsibility with students abound in the professional
literature, few writers have addressed how students responded to such sharing power and
responsibility. Given the importance of sharing power and responsibility with students, with the
ultimate goal of improving teaching and learning, this investigation aimed to shed light on the
pedagogical practices of an instructor who shared power and responsibility with graduate
students and analyze how the students responded to such sharing power and responsibility, with
the purpose of adding to the current knowledge base on this topic, and informing future practice,
in this regard.
Purpose of the Study
Drawing on critical pedagogy with its emphasis on the importance of sharing power with
students as a tool to effective teaching and meaningful learning, this study acknowledges the
importance of creating spaces for students to share power and responsibility with the instructor.
This study aimed to explore these questions: 1) How the instructor power and responsibility can
be shared?, and 2) How do students respond to such sharing of power and responsibility?
Theoretical Framework
This study is grounded in the theoretical framework of critical pedagogy. Paulo Freire
(1993), the father of critical pedagogy, critiques the “banking” approach to teaching and learning
in which educators are the primary decision makers and sole deliverers of knowledge. Freire
rejects the “banking” approach to teaching and learning in which educators control students’
thinking and action, leading to students’ passivity and inhibiting their “creative power” (p. 58).
Rather, in this pedagogical model, teachers shift from control of knowledge to creation of
process whereby students “share the power over knowledge” (Aronowitz, 1993, p. 21). Critical
pedagogy considers putting students in control of their own learning as essential to meaningful
learning. Critical educator Stanley Aronowitz (1993) argues, “No genuine learning can occur
unless students are actively involved, through praxis in controlling their own education” (p. 9).
Freire (1993) emphasizes the partnership between educators and students. Freire
describes such partnership as one in which both students and the educator learn from each other
in a way that “they become jointly responsible for a process in which all grow” (p. 61). To
accomplish such partnership between the instructor and students, there should be a horizontal
relationship-“A with B” relation between the educator and students (Freire, 1993, p. 74) in which
the role of the educator is “to create, together with students” the conditions of learning (p. 62).
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Much in line with Freire’s ideas, Ira Shor (1992; 1996) emphasizes mutual faculty-student
authority so that students experience education as something they do, not as something done to
them. Shor (1992) argues that education can “socialize students into critical thought or into
dependence on authority, that is, into autonomous habits of mind or passive habits of following
authorities, waiting to be told what to do and what things mean” (p. 13). If the aim of education
is to socialize students into autonomous habits of mind, Shor (1996) asserts, there is a need to
“restructure education into something done by and with students rather than by the teacher for
and over them” (p. 148). In other words, there is a need to share power with the instructor to
make “knowledge with the students, not handing it to them” (Shor, 1996, p. 3). By sharing power
and assuming teacher’s roles with students, they “take greater responsibility for their education,
which can translate into a more intense relationship between them and the learning process”
(Shor, 1996, p. 199).
More recently, scholars in education such as Weimer (2002), Moreno-Lopez (2005),
Price (2008), Mihans et al. (2008), and Blumberg (2009) assert that sharing power with college
and university students is necessary in order to achieve effective teaching and meaningful
learning. Weimer (2002) argues that professors’ exercise of power where they make all or even
most of the decisions about learning for students affects students’ learning. She asserts,
“Students’ motivation, confidence, and enthusiasm for learning are all adversely affected when
teachers control the processes through and by which they learn” (Weimer, 2002, p. 23).
Therefore, professors should share decision-making power with students about all components in
the learning process: course activities and assignments, classroom policies, learning methods
course content, evaluation activities, and deadlines (Weimer, 2002; Blumberg, 2009).
Encouragingly, a new stand of the scholarship of teaching and learning embraces “a commitment
to more shared responsibility for learning among students and teachers, a more democratic
intellectual community” (Hutchings & Huber, 2010, p. xii). Such shared responsibility requires
new notions of power that in turn “mean greater ability to act and thus a greater sense of
responsibility” (Manor et al., 2010, p. 10).
Sharing power and responsibility with students does not mean that faculty abdicates
authority (Oyler, 1996; Schultz & Oyler, 2006). Kreisberg (1992) agues, “Power with is not a
zero-sum proposition where one person gains the capacity to achieve his or her desires at the
expense of others” (p. 71). Rather, “power with” relation is manifest in relationships of “coagency”; in which “individuals and groups fulfill their desires by acting together” (Kreisberg,
1992, pp. 85-86). Therefore, sharing power with students does not mean that the instructor
moves out of the students’ way to “the soft place of abdicated authority” (Oyler, 1996, p. 24).
Rather the instructor should remain a member of the classroom as decisions are being made
(Schultz & Oyler, 2006). So, too, has Shor (1992) argued that sharing power with students does
not mean students can do whatever they like in the classroom, neither can the teacher do
whatever she or he likes. Rather, “the learning process is negotiated, requiring leadership by the
teacher and mutual teacher-student authority” (p. 16). In other words, the instructor “leads and
directs the curriculum, but does so democratically with the participation of the students,
balancing the need for structure with the need for openness” (Shor, 1992, p.16).
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Method
The purpose of this study was to examine the extent of power sharing by an instructor in
a graduate educational technology course, and analyze how students react to such sharing of
power. This study employed a case study approach. Miles and Huberman (1994) refer to the unit
of analysis as a “case.” They “define a case as a phenomenon of some sort occurring in a
bounded context” (p. 25). In other words, according to Stake (1998), a “case study is not a
methodological choice, but a choice of object to be studied” (p. 86).The unit of analysis/case in
this study was a graduate educational technology course at a college of education in the
southwestern US. This class has subunits or sub-cases embedded within, four Master level
students. The primary data gathering instruments were semi-structured interviews conducted
with four graduate students for approximately 60 minute, classroom observations for 2:30 hours
per week for one semester (15 weeks semester), analyzing students’ course work and reviewing
the course syllabus to give a better idea of the course structure. The participating students were
given the following pseudonyms: Ham, Brown, Janie, and Belinda. The data analysis utilized
cross-case analysis techniques to unearth common relationships among cases (Yin, 2009).
Results
How Power and responsibility Have Been Shared:
In a graduate educational technology course at a college of education in the southwestern
US, the instructor shared with students the decision- making power about the knowledge to be
learned in the course, the process to reach this knowledge, and the procedures to evaluate this
knowledge. The students shared the decision-making power in four areas: course textbook
decisions, course content decisions, students’ talk, and assignment decision. In the following,
descriptions of how power and responsibility were shared in each area will be discussed.
Course Textbook Decisions:
The instructor shared the power of choosing the course textbook with his students.
However, he did not put students in complete control of choosing the course textbook. The
instructor selected three textbooks about the main course subject and asked students to choose
from them. The instructor scanned the introductions and tables of contents of the three textbooks
and posted them in the course learning management system. During the first class meeting, he
asked students to read the scanned materials for 15 minutes and make decisions about which
textbook they preferred to use in the course. After students read the scanned materials, the
instructor asked students to explain which textbook each chose and why. Based on the discussion
about each of the three recommended textbooks, each student made the final decision about the
textbook he or she wanted to use in the course. In addition to the textbook of student choice,
there was a required textbook of instructor choice.
Course Content Decisions:
When choosing the course content, the instructor tried to honor the students’ needs while
maintaining the integrity of the course content. The instructor did not come to the first day of the
class with a detailed syllabus and detailed descriptions of the topics and technology tools that
students should study in the course. Rather the instructor invited the students to choose the topics
and technology tools they wanted to learn from the four chosen textbooks. Once students chose
the topic and the technology tool, they would be responsible for reading more about them. They
would then create PowerPoint presentations explaining the important ideas of the reading,
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prepare an activity related to their topic and technology tool, and lead class discussion about their
topic and technology tool. In doing so, students would take responsibility for making decisions
about the topic and technology tool they were interested in, making decisions whether they
would like to choose these items from the recommended textbooks or from outside resources,
and making decisions about the activity they would design to engage their classmates in the topic
and technology tool they selected.
Class Schedule:
The instructor shared with the students some decisions about the course schedule.
Students were allowed to choose the day they wanted to present their topic and their educational
technology for class discussion. The instructor made a blank table entitled “Tentative Schedule”
and asked students to choose the day they preferred to present their topic and activity. This
approach did result in assignments (the presentation and activity) being submitted at different
dates, but this made the grading task easy because there was no imposing stack of assignments to
be graded all at once. During the semester, a conflict happened in the class schedule. Two
students were expected to collaboratively work on two self-selected topics and present these
topics at two different class meetings. However, the students presented the two topics at the same
time during one class meeting. The instructor let the presenter students present their topic, then
he explained to them that they were expect to prepare two separate power point presentations for
the two topics and present them in different days. This misunderstanding of the presenter
students would result in class meeting without any planned activities. The instructor did not
simply hand over control of the schedule, revise it, and plan other activities for that class
meeting. Rather he negotiated with students the conflict that happened in the schedule and asked
them for their recommendation for that class meeting.
Students’ Talk:
The class was run much like a round table discussion. The instructor and students sat
around a long oval table in a way that made it difficult to recognize who was the student and who
was the instructor. Every week, the instructor posted an article via the course learning
management system. The instructor did not give lectures on topics explained in the text, but he
let students decide what content would get worked on during a class period. The instructor asked
students to work with the text content before they came to class. He asked students at the
beginning of each class to determine what they were having trouble with, and what they wanted
to talk about. In line with Shor’s (1996) suggestion that the instructor should control his
“authoritative academic voice”, the instructor said as little as necessary, so he could listen to as
much student speaking as possible, from which he drew out further questions to pose. During the
class discussion, the instructor, as Shor (1992) suggests, offered questions, comments, structures,
and academic knowledge while patiently listening to students’ thoughts and ideas. Each student
participated in the discussion addressing the problems he or she was having with the topic,
clarifying and explaining, or providing examples from his or her own experiences. The instructor
did not call on students to share their ideas and experiences, rather the discussion smoothly went
from student to student without the instructor intervening in the student flow of speech.
Students took a large role in running the class with some facilitation from the instructor,
thus much of the traditional power and responsibility were shifted. Every week, one student lad a
presentation of a self-selected topic or a self-selected technology tool. At times during students’
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presentation of their topic and activity, the instructor became the learner and the students became
the instructor (Freire, 1993; Decyk, Murphy, Currier & Long, 2010). When leading the
presentation and activity for their self-selected topic, the presenting student became the teacher
explaining the main ideas about his or her topic, responding to classmates’ questions, and asking
questions of all class members including the instructor. When students had questions, they asked
the presenter student, not the instructor. Even the instructor asked the presenter student about the
tool instruction. The instructor learned from the student; it was not just the student learning from
the instructor (Freire, 1993). The instructor became the learner by asking for the required
directions for the activity: “what are the directions of this activity”, and asking about the amount
of time required for the activity: “How much time do WE have to work in this activity”, the
instructor asked. By using the pronouns “we”, the instructor embodied what Freire (1993)
describes as the horizontal relationship that should exist between teacher and students-“A with
B” relation where both the instructor and student learn from each other.
Assignment Decision-Making:
The instructor put his students in control of the course assignments by allowing them to
decide what assignment they would complete. He structured the final project so that there was a
multitude of choices to select from. In the final project, students were given the choice to
conduct an interview, submit an annotated bibliography, or submit a real lesson activity (see
Appendix A for more details). Instead of leaving students on their own during the selection
process, the instructor asked students for a proposal in which they were to identify the major
steps necessary to complete the assignment they chose to work on. The proposal would be
submitted before the submission of the final project. The instructor reviewed each student
proposal and gave them feedback and recommendations to start their project. Each assignment in
the final project was highly structured, with detailed descriptions of the assignment direction, the
expectations of the students and instructional support materials. As Weimer (2002) suggests, the
key component of how to share power is the careful design of assignments that help students use
the power they are given effectively. Each assignment was graded against specific criteria and
had the same amount of points.
Where Power was Not Shared:
In the educational technology course, there were some decisions not turned over to the
students. Weimer (2002) recommends that ethical sharing of the decision-making process entails
limiting students’ decision-making as they learn to make good decisions and assume
responsibility for their learning. For example, the instructor did not give the students complete
freedom to choose the textbook; rather he gave them some choices to choose from beside a
required textbook. The instructor gave the students some space to decide the topics they were
interested in learning from the course without letting them be completely in charge of the course
content. In choosing the topics that students were interested in learning about, the instructor
limited the scope of students’ decisions by asking them to choose from the topics suggested by
his recommended textbooks. Additionally, the instructor decided the approach that students
should use to present their topic for class discussion. Similarly, in the assignment decisionmaking process, the instructor let students decide which assignment they would complete in the
course, but he set the parameters of those assignments. Although students selected a particular
assignment, they did not decide what that assignment should entail or when it was due.
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How Students Have Responded to Such Shared Power and Responsibility:
In the following, I summarize the participants’ responses separately in relation to each of the
decision-making areas.
Ham:
Ham was an adjunct professor with 17 years of experience teaching college level students
at a community college. Ham was in his last year of the Master’s program in education.
Course Textbook Decision: Ham believed that the instructor is more knowledgeable than
students and “students may choose the incorrect textbook for the class”. Ham expressed his
appreciation of giving students some freedom to choose the textbook, but at the same time, he
emphasized the importance of not giving students complete freedom in that respect. He said:
I like the idea that there are three textbooks and I need you to pick what works for you.
This gives students the direction to focus on. There should be some structure in the
classroom because students may choose the incorrect textbook for the class.
Content Decision Making: In choosing the topic that the student was interested in
learning in the course, Ham spent some time deciding what he wanted to study in the course.
When Ham started this course, he did not know what he wanted to learn from the course.
Reading about the topics in the instructor recommended textbooks gave Ham the direction to
find what he could focus on. His feeling of ownership and responsibility for the topic motivated
him to spend a lot of time preparing a creative presentation and preparing an innovative activity.
Ham believed that allowing him to make decisions about the topic he wanted motivated him to
have a sense of responsibility and ownership of the work he did, which motivated him to do a
creative work. He explained:
In my graduate work, I like that [choosing the course topics] because it let me be creative,
have a lot of ownership of the class, a lot of responsibility to do the work and do the work
well.
Students’ Talk: Ham developed the awareness necessary to function as a responsible
learner. Before the week of his presentation of the self-selected topic, Ham scanned a chapter of
the textbook of his choice and attached it to his classmates’ emails to give them an overview of
his topic. The week before his presentation, Ham gave his classmates and the instructor a well
written activity in which he created a story called “Dinner Party” and asked his classmates and
the instructor to apply critical thinking tools to solve the dilemma in his story. On the day of his
presentation, Ham came early to the class, uploaded his PowerPoint presentation to the class
computer, and loaded the YouTube video that he chose to explain his ideas. During his
presentation, Ham was obviously an expert about his topic. He was comfortably moving from
idea to idea in his presentation, explaining, and giving examples from his own experience.
Changing the power dynamic between Ham and the instructor was clear. At the end of his
presentation of the self-selected topic, Ham asked his classmates to work on the “Dinner Party”
activity and apply critical thinking tools to solve its dilemma. Ham became the instructor by
asking his classmates and the instructor questions and responding to their questions. Ham
confidently asked the instructor, “What do you think Doctor?”. The instructor became a learner;
he engaged in Ham’s activity by analyzing the situation and applying the critical thinking
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elements that Ham discussed in his presentation to solve the dilemma. Ham’s feeling of
ownership of the topic and his knowledge about his topic empowered him to treat the instructor
like other students in the class and ask him to participate in the activity and solve the dilemma.
Assignment Decision Making: In his final project, Ham chose to conduct an interview
with a K-12 teacher. Ham did a great job in creating interview questions and writing a reflection
highlighting the necessary teacher practices and strategies when it comes to critical thinking, and
connecting the findings to the readings he has done in the course. In asking Ham about the
reasons behind his creative work, he explained:
Giving options allows me to focus my work in the area I feel I am very comfortable in or
very knowledgeable. It gives me ownership of that assignment. By giving ownership of
the assignment, this motivates me to do a good job, not for the grade, but because it is
something I believe in, and reach the level of creativity in completing the assignment.
Janie:
Janie was a 10th-12th grade teacher with eight years of teaching experience. Janie was in
her first year in the Master’s program in education.
Course Textbook Decision: In choosing the course textbook, Janie preferred that there
was more time to choose the textbook than choosing it in only one class meeting. She said:
It seems it is nice to have a choice to pick a textbook. But I don’t think that picking it in
that class period was enough time. So if we have a week to look at them, I think that
experience will be more present and more enjoyable.
Course Content Decision: In choosing the topic that each student was interested in
learning in the course, Janie knew her needs well and decided quickly the topic she wanted to
learn in the course. Janie expressed her appreciation for allowing students to choose the topic
they were interested in learning from the course. She said:
I love that freedom because I know my needs. If he assigned that [the topic] for me, he
would not have that knowledge. He would not know if it would be better for me to learn
about Glogster or Google Paint, for instance.
Janie explained that allowing her to choose the topic she was interested in motivated her
to be an active learner and to devote more effort to her work. She said:
I think by giving choices to me, the student, I have to put more effort on it. Because I got
to choose it, I got to study it, and it is something I am interested in. Had my topic been
“what are the standards of critical thinking” for instance, probably I will not be interested,
and probably I will be more passive.
Students’ Talk: Janie took the responsibility to come to class with an understanding of
her self-selected topic and took complete responsibility for the class discussion. In her
presentation of her topic, Janie spent 30 minutes scholarly explaining her topic and responding
her classmates’ questions. Janie took the responsibility to prepare a well-written discussion sheet,
search for different video games websites, and create a well-written evaluation sheet to engage
her classmates in her topic. Janie’s feeling of responsibility toward the topic she has chosen
encouraged her to do the work as best as she can. Janie explained: “If we are in charge of
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creating our own education, and in this class it is kind of we are, then you want to give them the
best you can”. Janie explained that allowing her to choose the topic and the technology tool and
then teach her classmates what she learned made her an active learner. She said:
When the professor is in front of you and just talking, you can just take notes and you are
kind of passive, passive learner. But here it makes me an active learner because you have
to know what you are talking about if you are talking in the front of your classmates and
your professor.
Janie experienced change in the power structure between her and the instructor. In her
proposal for the final project, Janie explained that she would develop a lesson plan in which she
would ask her students to use a Voki tool. But, the instructor asked her to use another technology
tool other than voki. During a meeting between Janie and the instructor. Janie confidentially
defended her choice of voki tool and explained why she chose it. As a result, the instructor
convinced by her debate about her technology tool and agreed that she could use it in her lesson
plan. Janie’s perception of the instructor as “a colleague” and his “open mind” played a role in
changing the power dynamic between her and the instructor to the degree that allowed her to
disagree with him about the benefit of voki tool to herself and her students. She described the
instructor as “a colleague more than someone who over you”. Janie explained, “The structure of
the course and the interaction and the conversation between students and the instructor” made
her “feel very comfortable talking about anything … very comfortable debating or disagree with
something”.
Assignment Decision-Making: In her final project, Janie chose to develop a lesson plan
activity because of her feeling that she would “benefit the most from it as a teacher”. Janie did a
great job creating a lesson plan of an educational technology tool that could foster critical
thinking in the students. In asking Janie about the reason of her creative work, she explained that
her interest in learning something she wanted motivated her to put great effort on it. Janie said:
“The more interested I am the more efforts I will put on my work.” Janie expressed her
appreciation of giving students choices about the assignment because of the fact that people are
different, she said:
You know people learn in different ways, people are interested in different things, and
people go in different directions in their live. When you give them choices, they can
tailor them to what it is important to them. When you do that you benefit the students
because you are allowing them to king of growing in the direction they want to go.
Brown:
Brown was a technician in public TV. Brown was in his second year in the Master’s
program in education.
Course Textbook Decision: Brown liked the idea of choosing the course textbook from
the instructor recommended list because of “time constraints” and because of his belief that
“students do not have enough knowledge about the discipline”. Brown expressed his
appreciation that the instructor allowed students to choose the textbook from some options rather
than asking students to read one required textbook or leaving students to choose the textbook on
their own. He said:
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I liked the idea that he gave us choices to pick the textbook. I prefer an open topic class
with some kind of structure. You have 4 to 5 choices, which narrow it down so you do
not feel that you left the field. But you still have options of taking it.
Course Content Decision: Brown did not choose the topic that he wanted to learn in the
course; the instructor controlled his choice. The instructor chose a book chapter and asked
Brown to study it and lead a presentation and class discussion about it because the instructor
thought that “topic was important and nobody covered it”. In asking Brown about the impact of
the instructor enforced choice on his performance in the course, he said, “I do not think it is
really imperative if I did chapter 3 or 5. I do not think it will do much difference”. Brown
preferred much more freedom to choose the course content, rather than choosing from the
instructor list. While Brown did not choose the topic he wanted to learn in the course, he did
choose the technology tool he wanted to learn in the course.
Students’ Talk: Brown’s presentation of the topic that the instructor chose for him was
not as creative as his presentation on the technology tool of his choice. In his presentation of the
topic, it was clear that Brown was not excited about the topic. He enthusiastically read his slides
without giving time for his classmates to ask questions. It was clear that he did not digest his
topic. In contrast, in his presentation of the technology tool he chose, it was clear that Brown
digested the content. He comfortably went from slide to slide explaining and discussing. He
successfully brought up important concepts about his technology topic to the degree that
motivated the instructor to say “great point” at different points of his presentation. Although
Brown had no background with video games before this course, he took the responsibility to
research different simulation websites for his classmates to evaluate. In asking Brown about the
reason that his presentation of the technology tool was better than his presentation of the topic,
he said: “I think that having more choices, more options, gives you more freedom to be
creative”. Brown expressed his desire to give students more control over the way they want to
present their work rather than controlling them with a PowerPoint presentation (PPT). He said:
I found PPT really discouraging. I prefer if the instructor makes it open to choose how to
present our topics. The activity was very much open, we can do what we want to do, but
it was tied to the PowerPoint presentation.
In leading a hands-on activity based on the technology tool of his choice, Brown
effectively played the role of the instructor. Brown showed six website simulations and asked his
classmates to pick one to play with and then evaluate it in terms of how it may work in their
classroom. Brown went through explaining to his classmates how to use the simulation website
and professionally responding to their questions. Not only did Brown teach his classmates how
to use the simulation websites, but he also taught the instructor. Here is part of the dialogue
between the instructor and Brown:
Instructor: Brown, what are the directions of this activity?
Brown: 15 minutes playing with the game and then we will discuss it for 10 minutes.
Instructor: Could you show us one of them to see how it works. I did not get inside those
before.
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Assignment Decision Making: In his attempt to choose one of the three options for the
final project, Brown found that conducting an interview “works best” for him. Brown expressed
his appreciation to give students options in assignments when he said:
Giving options in assignments is good because not everybody is good in writing papers, not
everybody is good in conducting interviews, and some people may find creativity in creating a
lesson plan. The project is better if you work in something you are interested in otherwise it is
Belinda:
Belinda was a 5th grade teacher with seven years of teaching experience. Belinda was in
her second year of the Master’s program in education.
Course Textbook Decision: Belinda believed that the instructor was “more
knowledgeable” than students and choosing from the instructor recommended textbooks would
“save time”. Belinda expressed that giving students choices to pick the course textbook is a good
idea so students can choose the one related to their philosophy of teaching. She said:
I like to have choices in terms of textbooks and pick from them. Different textbooks
represent different philosophy, different ideas. With different philosophy I can make
connections with and find my teaching style with a different philosophy.
Course Content Decision: In choosing the course content topic for herself, Belinda
struggled to decide what she wanted to study in the course. The instructor, as a facilitator,
engaged in an individual discussion with her to help her find out the topic that can serve her
needs. Based on her discussion with the instructor, Belinda chose a specific chapter from the
textbook to present. Belinda explained that she preferred if the instructor told her what could be
of benefit to her. She said:
I believe in the little push in the right direction. I know how I am and I sometimes like to
be told, “do this this, that can be helpful because it is a great website”, so I go and do it
because that how I am, may be because I am young.
Students’ Talk: In leading her presentation, Belinda took the responsibility to prepare an
informative presentation. She effectively discussed her topic concepts by providing examples
from her own experiences. She took the responsibility to search for a video related to her topic
that explained the concepts she presented. At the end of her presentation, Belinda prepared a
game for her classmates. Belinda played the role of the instructor well; she explained, asked her
classmates’ questions, called on them to talk, and responded to their questions. Belinda believed
that the instructor was an expert on the course subject by saying, “He has a lot of information. He
has a variety of websites that I have never heard about”. Therefore, she preferred if the instructor
taught rather than students taught each other. She stated,
I can see how what you get from the instructor can be more beneficial because he is more
familiar with the technology more than the students. Even if we present to each other, we
still learn, but the instructor knows more about it.
Belinda experienced considerable transformation in the power dynamic between her and
the instructor. At the beginning of the class, Belinda perceived the instructor as the “authority”,
that his role is to deliver knowledge and ask students questions. For example, in her first
presentation on the self-selected topic, which was in the second week of the class, Belinda felt
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uncomfortable engaging the instructor in her activity and to ask him questions as she did with
other students in the class. During her presentation, she called on her classmates to share their
thoughts and comments. When it was the instructor’s turn to explain his view, Belinda skipped
him and said with a smile, “Oh, yea, you are the instructor.” However, during her activity
presentation, in the ninth week of the class, she felt comfortable to ask the instructor to share his
thoughts as a member of the class. In asking Belinda about that transformation in her relationship
with the instructor, she shared;
It is the openness of it … having a safe environment to be able to talk. Some professors
have an invisible wall, and you cannot go and talk to them, but he is not like that. The
ways he engages students and talks to them makes him different than other professors.
Assignment Decision-Making: In her final project, Belinda chose to develop a lesson
plan activity because she believed that a lesson plan would benefit her as a teacher. Belinda did a
great job creating a lesson plan of an educational technology tool that could foster critical
thinking skills in the students. Belinda expressed her appreciation of giving students choices
about the assignment. She said:
Having choices in assignments benefits all of us. We are different kind of learners,
different kind of learning styles too, so it is supposed that our role as educators to support
our students … By giving choices, students take ownership.
Cross-case Comparisons:
Ham and Janie appreciated giving students some choices regarding the course textbook,
content, and assignments. They liked the idea of involving students in choosing the course
textbook, content, and assignment because it inspired them to have a sense of responsibility and
ownership in the course. Ham and Janie believed that their sense of responsibility and ownership
of the course motivated them to be creative producers.
Brown and Belinda similarly appreciated giving students choices regarding the course
textbook, content, and assignments. However, their presentations on their topic and technology
tool were not as creative as Ham and Janie’s presentations. Belinda wanted more direction and
guidance from the instructor. She explained that she would learn better when she had directions
and needed “to be told”. Therefore, Belinda struggled to find the topic she wanted to learn about
in the course. In contrast, Brown explained that he would be “more creative” when he would
have more control over his learning. Brown wanted more freedom in regard to choosing the
course content and more freedom in presenting his work.
Across all four cases, students believed in the importance of having some freedom in
choosing the course textbook. They did not prefer that students have complete freedom or no
input at all in choosing the course textbook. All four cases experienced transformation in their
relationship with the instructor. All four cases appreciated giving them options in the final
project. They believed that giving options in the assignment allowed them to be creative in
completing the assignment. All four cases took the responsibility for their own learning and their
classmates’ learning.
Discussion
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In the educational technology course, the instructor shared with the students the decisionmaking power in teaching and learning. The students shared power in choosing the course
textbook. However, the students were not given complete freedom to choose any textbook they
wanted; the instructor controlled their decision by asking them to choose the textbook from his
recommended list (Shor, 1996; Weimer, 2002). Furthermore, sharing power and responsibility
was visible when students were invited to select the topics and educational tools they wanted to
learn and lead class discussion based on their choices. This fits perfectly with Auerbach’s (1992)
notion that the content should be contextualized in terms of student-determined interests and
goals. Auerbach emphasizes, “What is important to students is at the heart of the instructional
process, the direction of which is from the students to the curriculum rather than from the
curriculum to the students” (p. 18).
Additionally, students were allowed to choose from different forms of assignments.
Weimer (2002) suggests that the most efficient way of sharing power is giving students power
over the assignments needed to be completed in the course. Furthermore, the students and the
instructor shared power and responsibility for the classroom process and knowledge. Rather than
seeing the instructor as an external force imposing instructions on his students (Freire, 1993;
Gutman et al., 2010), the students were in control as they developed their presentation of the
self-selected topic and technology tool and led class discussions. By allowing students to teach
each other about their topic and their technology tool, the instructor’s role was redefined to do
less and the students’ role was redefined to do more (Gutman et al., 2010).
The results of this study support existing literature on the positive effects of sharing
power with students in student learning. Through class observation and student interviews, it was
clear that student learning was enhanced. Ham, for example, said, “For me this is a great course.
I learned so much since January. I find it is amazing how much I learned about critical thinking
[one of the course topics] and the technology tools”. It was noticed that students were motivated
to spend a greater amount of time and effort in preparing the presentation of their topics and
hands-on activities. It is known from studies that time on task results in more learning (Weimer,
2002) and that learning is mainly achieved through persistent effort and can only come from the
heart of the individual learner (Blumberg, 2009). Allowing students to choose the topic and
technology tool and then teach their classmates what they learned produced active learning.
Cook (1992) argues that student active involvement in classroom decision-making and in the
enactment of the decisions results in more effective learning than does the passivity that attends
the performance of a teacher imposed pedagogical pattern.
The participating students developed awareness necessary to function as active
responsible learners. They took the responsibility to come to class with an understanding of their
self-selected topics, become experts about their technology tools, and take complete
responsibility in leading class discussion. For example, some students prepared innovative
activities to engage their classmates during the class discussion. Other students provided their
classmates with well-written papers explaining how to use their technology tool. Other students
searched for websites about their topic and provided their classmates with these websites as
resources for their future use. The students assumed the responsibility for teaching their
classmates about their topic and the technology tool of their choice. They took the responsibility
to explain how to use the tool to their classmates and professionally respond to their questions.
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Including students in making meaningful decisions about their learning motivated them to have a
sense of responsibility and ownership of their work, which motivated them to do creative work.
Implications for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL):
This study’s findings have several implications regarding SoTL. First, inviting students to
share power and responsibility with the instructor in choosing the course textbook, course
content, students’ talk, and assignments offers a practical example of SoTL in graduate
education. However, this sharing power and responsibility with students does not mean that the
instructor abdicates his or her power. It means shared responsibility to work and learn together; it
means active and authoritative collaboration between the instructor and students, thus
challenging traditional hierarchies and roles (Bovill et al, 2011). This suggests the need to
facilitate new relationships between students and instructors.
Inviting students to teach each other and teach the instructor offers another practical
example of SoTL. Inviting students to share power over the classroom process and knowledge
resulted in active responsible learners. This result suggests that instructors change their role from
being the main disseminator of information to one of facilitating students to teach and understand
the information. The relationship between sharing power with graduate students and producing
active responsible learners suggests that academic staff find ways through which both the
instructor and students take more responsibility for teaching and learning. However, it is
recommended that instructors find a way to balance the need of giving students responsibility for
their learning without giving them much responsibility or not giving them any responsibility at
all. Schwartz and Sadler (2007) argue that situations where students have too much responsibility
or no responsibility at all are less supportive to learning.
The findings also suggest that faculty members teaching in graduate education programs
may tailor their teaching activities to match their students’ needs and interests. Utilizing
students’ needs and experiences is particularly important in higher education. Auerbach (1992)
asserts, “Adult education is most effective when it is experience-centered, related to learners’
real needs, and directed by learners themselves” (p. 14). Therefore, Rather than abstract, decontextualized instruction focusing on isolated skills or generic topics, content must be
contextualized in terms of student-determined interests and goals (Auerbech, 1992). This study
results revealed that allowing students to have control over the topics they were interested in
learning in the course cultivated students’ sense of ownership of the work they did and
responsibility toward it. This sense of ownership and responsibility for their work motivated
students to be creative producers. As Shor (1996) explains, “When you have intentions, power,
responsibilities, and purposes, you are more connected to what you do and focus more
intelligence on your experience” (pp. 75-76). As Ham stated:
By reaching graduate school, I think students have a good idea about what they want to
do. Guide me in this way, do not tell me what I have to do, but give me a guide, assist me
to reach my goals, but not to tell me do this or that, especially [since] most of graduate
students are actively working teachers.
Recommendations for Future Research:
It is important to consider, however, that sharing power and responsibility with students
in terms of making decisions about their learning raises the question of how much power is
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enough for student motivation. In this educational technology course, Belinda explained that she
would learn better when she had directions and preferred “to be told”; in contrast, Brown
explained that he would be “more creative” when he had more control over his learning. Thus,
this study identifies numerous questions that warrant further investigation. Questions about how
much power and freedom can motivate students and whether it is practical to give some students
more power in terms of making decisions than others, give good reason for further investigation.
Additionally, the results of this study indicated the positive effects of sharing power and
responsibility with graduate students through involving them in the decision-making process in
an educational technology course. Future studies need to focus on the possibility of sharing
power and responsibility with undergraduate students in different courses.
In conclusion, sharing power and responsibility with students in the decision-making
process can motivate meaningful learning and produce individuals who can assume
responsibility for their own learning. Therefore, to support learning over time, faculty must find
ways to help students in sharing decision-making power. Decisions about what students should
learn in the course, how to learn it, and how they should be evaluated should lie in the hands of
the instructor but also the responsibility should be shared equally by students. Yet, creating
classroom environments where decision-making is shared is a difficult task. However, doing so
is an integral step to improving learning and teaching, and thus work in this area should continue.
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Appendix A
EDLT 573: Final project
Please, select one from the following assignments:
Interviews (30 minutes)
Description:
A student will interview ONE k-12 in-service teacher about his/her ideas / approaches regarding
critical thinking and whether he/she uses technology to foster critical thinking. For the proposal
you will submit interview questions and the teacher’s profile that you want to interview
including grade level, content, etc. And for the final project you will submit interview questions,
typed interview notes, a reflection that captures the meaning of the experience. This reflection
should contain:
1. Write a reflection paper (8-10 pages)
2. An individual profile that highlights the most important aspects of this teacher’s vision
and practice(s) when it comes to critical thinking,
3. Examples of his/her practice,
4. A discussion of this teacher that connects the findings / examples / strategies to the
readings you have done.
5. This must be written in APA format.
6. Students make 15-minute presentation about his/her work.
Annotated Bibliography
In relation to technology and critical thinking research and your individual line of study or
inquiry/research, you will submit a self-generated list of references. This list should include at
least of 15 references from the following sources:
● At least 1 book—not older than ten years
● Recent work that might help you grasp issues central to your study or inquiry focus (at
least 14 articles). Make sure to include articles from 1-2 major peer reviewed journals
that inform your focus directly and/or are in your field of study. I highly recommend that
you do an early search of the journals available electronically via the NMSU’s Zuhl
library system. Include in your search at least TWO journals with technology focus such
as International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) (www.iste.org), Research in
Learning Technology (http://www.researchinlearningtechnology.net/index.php/rlt
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·

For the proposal you will submit the main topic you want to search about it. Provide at
least 2 references that you would like to include in your annotated bibliography.

·

For the final project you will submit a document with an annotated bibliography on
EACH of the references summarizing the study and including what you find interesting
or compelling (at least 200 words for each reference). Students make 15-minute
presentation summarizing his/her findings.

·
Real Lesson Activity
Students will design and develop a lesson activity where they include the use of an educational
technology that foster critical thinking in the students. For the proposal, you will submit the
educational goal of your lesson, the educational tool that you want to use in your lesson and a
description how your lesson fosters students’ critical thinking. For the final project you will
develop your lesson having your classmates as your students, and submit a lesson plan. Please,
follow the guidelines from this websites:
http://education.nmsu.edu/otcp/elementary/lesson-plan-templates.html
http://web.nmsu.edu/~gustav/lessonplan.pdf
The lesson activity should be between 30-40 minute long.
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Abstract: This paper critiques college teacher unilateral authority where the instructor makes all
and even most of the important decisions about learning for students and discusses the passive
effects of the instructor unilateral authority on student learning. This paper suggests that students
should be involved in the decision-making process so they learn to successfully make decisions
in their education and continue to make successful decisions so when their formal education is
complete.
Introduction:
In The World Is Flat (2005), Thomas Friedman argues that in the Twenty-First century
the world got “flattened”; many people from different corners of the planet can now collaborate
and compete with many other people. Thanks to the World Wide Web and the spread of
commercial Web browser, more people can communicate and interact with more people
anywhere on the planet than ever before. In addition, Friedman maintains, the combination of the
PC, the Internet, and fiber-optic cable has allowed any service or knowledge work that can be
digitized to be done thousands of miles away by the cheapest, smartest, and most efficient
provider. As a result, Friedman asserts, in a flat world, people are challenged by, competing
with, and/or collaborating with people with whom they have never challenged, competed, or
collaborated before. This global technology puts demands on higher education to respond to the
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needs of the growing demands for competent and high skill performance in the workplace
(Cleveland-Innes & Emes, 2005).
This growing demands for competent and high skill performance in the workplace
requires that higher education produces much higher numbers of individuals prepared to learn
their way through life (Cleveland-Innes & Emes, 2005). For students to be able to work and
compete in a flat world, they need to be lifelong learners and learn to learn. Friedman (2005)
asserts that learning to learn is the central ability required for students to be effective lifelong
learners in a flat world. Friedman emphasizes that the ability to learn how to learn is the first and
the most important ability that should be developed in a flat world because what one knows
today will be out-of-date soon. Since knowledge now advances rapidly, students need not only to
learn at classrooms but also to develop the abilities and behaviors that can enable them to
continue learning throughout their adult life (Black, McCormick, Jams & Pedder, 2006). When
students learn to learn, they can be lifelong, independent learners who can learn well at school
or/and college and throughout life, as well.
Greene (1988) asserts that the achievement of autonomy and sense of responsibility can
empower students to reach out to learn to learn. Holec (1981) defines learner autonomy as the
“ability to take charge of one’s own learning” (p. 3). Dickinson (1987) defines autonomy as “the
situation in which the learner is totally responsible for the decisions concerned with his/her
learning and the implementation of these decisions” (p.11). Bacon (1990) defines autonomy as
the student's potential for making meaningful decisions about learning to the extent that students
feel they have genuine control over what they are doing in the classroom. Likewise, Ebata (2010)
argues that autonomic learners are independent conscientious learners able to create their own
learning goals, plan the way to accomplish those goals, and review and evaluate their
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assumptions about their learning, not just sit passively waiting for their teacher’s directions.
From this perspective, autonomic learners cannot be achieved in a classroom where the instructor
enjoys an unilateral authority to makes all (or even most) of the important decisions about
learning for students.
In this paper, I am arguing that higher education curriculum is a one-way curriculum
dominated by the instructor unilateral authority, which cannot prepare students to be lifelong
learners who able to work and compete in a flat world. If there is a need to prepare students with
appropriate knowledge and skills to be lifelong learners able to maneuver a changed and
changing society, students need to be independent, decision makers, and take the responsibility
for their learning. This paper is divided into four parts: first, I explain what I mean by instructor
unilateral authority as it manifests in the course syllabus. Second, I discuss the passive effects of
the instructor unilateral authority on student learning. Finally, I suggest that students should be
involved in curriculum decision making, such that they learn to do so successfully and continue
to do so when their formal education is complete.
College Teacher Unilateral Authority:
The instructor unilateral authority is visible in college classrooms where the instructor
makes all (or even most) of the important decisions about learning for students (Weimer, 2002).
The tradition in a college classroom is that the instructor has unilateral authority to lead and
direct the course and students have no say about what and how they are educated (Shor, 1992).
Usually, students have not been asked what they think or want, but rather for educators to design
the course curriculum by themselves, using their "superior" knowledge and experience. The
instructor is the only one who decides the content students learn in the course, who determines
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assignments and tests through which the material will be mastered, who grades the students, who
controls and regulates the flow of communication, who decides who gets the opportunity to
speak, when, and for how long, and who decides the classroom rules (Weimer, 2002). In these
contexts, the instructor enjoys unilateral authority in the classroom; s/he alone “defines the
knowledge to be dealt with, prepares the medication, and disperses the knowledge according to
the prescribed dosage” (Boomer, 1992, p. 4). Freire (1993) describes teacher unilateral authority
in the classroom as following:
a) the teacher teaches and the students are taught; b) the teacher knows everything and
the students know nothing; c) the teacher thinks and the students are thought about; d) the
teacher talks and the students listen-meekly; e) the teacher disciplines and the students
are disciplined; f) the teacher chooses and enforces his[her] choice, and the students
comply; g) the teacher acts and the students have the illusion of acting through the action
of the teacher; h) the teacher choose the content and the students, who were not
consulted, adapt to it. (p. 54)
A course syllabus is one of the first places the instructor asserts his/her unilateral
authority and power. Baecker (1998) writes of the syllabus, “All of these issues of power and
authority come together in this document, the creation of which, it is important to note, is a right
reserved for the instructor. Our students certainly don’t come to us on the first day with a written
list of their demands and expectations” (p. 6). I see a course syllabus as a code to the instructor
unilateral authority to determine what should be covered in the course and how to cover it (Shor,
1996). I see a course syllabus as a code to the instructor control of knowledge-making where s/he
decides the content of the course by himself/herself using his/her "better-quality" knowledge and
experience without consulting students or asking them what they think or want.
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In a course syllabus, lines of the instructor authority and power are well defined. The
syllabus prescribes the knowledge to be learned and the rules to be followed. The syllabus states
the instructor unilateral authority; the instructor makes it clear: how I will determine your grade
and what policies I expect that you will follow (Baecker, 1998). Indeed, the syllabus clearly
states students’ subordination to the instructor who has the right to govern alone, to decide the
purposes of the course, the class format, the required textbooks, the course learning and teaching
philosophy, students’ activities and productions, attendance rules, paper deadlines, and
performance criteria.
The course syllabus states the objectives of the course from the instructor point of view.
The instructor uses his/her knowledge and experiences to decide the course objectives without
asking students what they want or interest. Nevertheless, “when people are not consulted about
policy and process in their experience, they are denied citizen status as members of a
democracy” (Shor, 1996, p. 31). When it comes to democratic education, Dewey (1938) was
clear about student involvement:
There is, I think, no point in the philosophy of progressive education which is sounder
that its emphasis upon the importance of the participation of the learner in the formation
of the purposes which direct his activities in the learning process, just as there is no
defect in traditional education greater than its failure to secure the active cooperation of
the pupil in construction of the purposes involved in his studying. (p. 67)
Dewey saw collaboration between teacher and students as essential to democracy. That is,
without formal participation in the decision-making process, students develop as authoritydependent subordinates, not as independent citizens (Shor, 1996).
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The course syllabus usually serves the instructor interests, not students’ interests. The
instructor alone formulates the syllabus and the activities that students should engage in based on
his/her interests, which may be different than students’ interests and needs. Tyler (2009) argues,
“Some of the common activities engaged in by adults are not in themselves interesting to
[students] nor of concern to [them]” (p. 73). Reid (1992) found what he wanted students to learn
was different from what students interested to learn; he wrote:
What I thought the students would want to learn was in fact astonishingly different from
what they decided they wanted to learn ... I was astounded by the differences between
what I had anticipated the areas of study would be and what the students themselves
decided they needed to know. (Reid, 1992, p. 103)
What Are the Opposing View Points?
What are faculty viewpoints about directing students learning via a course syllabus?
Weimer (2002) argues that faculty may accept that they do exercises considerable leadership
over student learning but believe they do so for good reasons. The first reason is that they cannot
trust students’ ability to make decisions and take the responsibility of their learning. Weimer
argues that faculty exercise considerable power over student learning because they cannot trust
students to make decisions about learning; some faculty may say: students “cannot be trusted to
make decisions because they lack intellectual maturity, do not have good study skills, are not
well prepared, do not like the content area, take courses to get grade and do not care about
learning” (Weimer, 2002, p. 25). Second, faculty members make the decisions about student
learning because of concerns about the obligation to meet high standards on a subject matter.
Cleveland-Innes and Emes (2005) argue, “Concerns about the obligation to meet high standards
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on specific academic requirements are holding back any curricular changes that give more
decision-making and responsibility to students” (p. 91). However, the instructor may have
covered the entire planned syllabus by the end of the semester, but have the students uncovered
it? Unfortunately, objectives and outcomes of curriculum arranged separate from and outside of
the voices of the learners to suit requirements within a discipline or those of a specific
accreditation will not prepare students for life after college. Indeed, the contexts, where the
instructor has unilateral authority in leading and directing learning process and where students
have not much say about what and how they are educated, have passive effects on students.
The Passive Effects of Teacher Unilateral Authority in the College Classroom:
Faculty-centered approach to curriculum, as it is manifested in faculty unilateral authority
to design and develop the course syllabus, often places responsibility for learning on the
instructor, not students, resulting students’ passivity and lack of interest (Jacob & Eleser, 1997).
Jacob and Eleser argue that most college students are the product of an educational system that
has historically placed the responsibility for learning on the instructor and consequently they
expect to play the role of passive learners; they attend without presence and participate without
contribution. Unintended consequences of the faculty unilateral authority include what Beane
(1997) identifies as three conditioned learning styles: the avoidance style, characterized by
irregular attendance and refusal to participate in discussion; the dependent style, characterized by
the student’s seeking security by doing whatever he or she is told; and the competitive style,
characterized by the student who focuses entirely on the end product of good grades and views
other students as competitors. That is, as Charles (1992) states, a basic need of students is sense
of power-the ability to control one's own destiny and achievement. If this need is not met,
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students may demonstrate the mistaken goal of inadequacy and may become content with
passive learning (Charles, 1992).
On the other hand, the instructor unilateral authority in the classroom “arouses in many
students a variety of negative emotions: self-doubt, hostility, resentment, boredom, indignation,
cynicism, disrespect, frustration, the desire to escape” (Shor, 1992, p. 23). That is, “students’
motivation, confidence, and enthusiasm for learning are all adversely affected when teachers
control the processes through and by which they learn” (Weimer, 2002, p. 23). Moreover,
Kreisberg (1992) argues that teacher unilateral authority “cultivates passivity, conformity,
obedience, and unquestioning acceptance of authority. It “makes objects out of students, it
dehumanizes, it denies students’ experiences and voices, it stifles creativity, it disempowers” (p.
8). Additionally, it cultivates and maintains a culture of dependency –dependency on the
textbook, dependency on the instructor to tell them what to do to, resulting in passive habits of
following authority, waiting to be told what to do and what things mean (Shor, 1992)– which is
largely disconnected from the world that awaits students.
In these traditional college classrooms, where the instructor has unilateral authority in
leading and directing learning process and where students have not much say about what and
how they are educated, students are “confined to places where they are told, and too often accept,
that someone else knows what is good for them, where someone else controls their daily choices,
and where their voice is patronized or ignored” (Kreisbery, 1992, p. 6). They come to believe
that they did not have the wherewithal to think for themselves. Unfortunately, students who
cannot manage their own affairs, think independently, assume responsibilities, confront life's
challenges, make decisions, and rely on themselves when circumstances are difficult or complex,
are in a big trouble. In viewing education as a preparation for life, then the end-product of all
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education should be an independent learner able to make decision, not a learner who follows the
instructor direction and waits to be told what to do.
Student Active Participation in the Decision-Making Process:
Shor (1992) argues that education can either socialize students into critical thought and
autonomous habits of mind or into dependence on authority and passive habits of following
authorities, waiting to be told what to do and what things mean. If the aim of education is to
socialize students into autonomous habits of mind and to, as Rousseau argues, “produce
individuals who will think for themselves ... and become whatever they are able and willing to
become (as cited in Noddings, 2009, p. 430), there is a need to a “new view of the [student], not
as a complex machine but as a growing organism who ought to participate in planning his own
educational program” (Eisner, 2009, p. 108). In other words, there is a need to “restructure
education into something done by and with students rather than by the teacher for and over
them” (Shor, 1996, p. 148).Therefore, the course should be seen as a mutual authority between
the instructor and students where students decide what they want to study, read, or write about,
and how they might do it, to decide on aspects of their learning and be responsible for them. That
is, students are responsible and trustworthy people who if allowed to use their sense of
responsibility in a meaningful way they do become independent learners (Reid, 1992).
When faculty members allow students to be active participants in the decision-making
process, worthwhile outcomes occur. Schultz and Oyler (2006) argue that students who are given
this type of responsibility devote themselves to not only the products of the classroom, but also
to “the inherent processes of what it takes to get things done. Students can then take this attitude
and approach beyond the classroom and understand that they are capable decision makers who
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are able to make sense of their world” (p. 44). Additionally, when learners are given a voice in
their own learning and opportunities to build knowledge, they become engaged in learning
(Cook, 1992). Gilland, and Schultz (1997) found that student participation in the course decisionmaking had a great effect on students’ engagement in the course; one participating student said,
“the more I saw that [the instructor] was incorporating my ideas and suggestions, the more
involved I wanted to be” (p. 90). That is, “When you have intentions, power, responsibilities, and
purposes, you are more connected to what you do and focus more intelligence on your
experience” (Shor, 1996, pp. 75- 76).
It is important that the instructor makes knowledge with the students, not handing it to
them (Shor, 1996). It is important that an instructor allows students to discover what they need to
learn rather than to give them what s/he thinks they need to know. When higher education seeks
to maximize students’ participation in the decision-making process, they develop intellectual
curiosity, scientific thinking, cooperative relations, social habits, and self-discipline (Shor, 1992).
Therefore, “instead of the teacher presenting a situation of ‘received knowledge’, the teacher and
students can discover the knowledge and experiences together” (Schultz & Oyler, 2006, p. 44).
Accordingly, the course should not be designed “for” students, instead designed “with” them.
The course should be designed, therefore, in a way that is shifted away from directing the
students, towards engaging them, in a way that will not depend exclusively on what the educator
thinks best for the students (Schwartz, 2006) . In other words, the course should be chosen by
students and instructor to address issues they consider important. That is, students who make
their education with the instructor have a chance to develop autonomous habits and sense of
responsibility needed for their life after college.
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Conclusion:
In a flat world, students need to be lifelong learners and need to learn to learn to be able
to work and compete in an changing world. Preparing students to be lifelong learners and
preparing them to learn their way through life require that students take the responsibility for
their own learning and be autonomic learners, which cannot be achieved by the top down
teaching methods dominated by the instructor unilateral authority. Faculty unilateral authority, as
it is manifested in a course syllabus, puts the responsibility for learning on faculty, not students.
Indeed, faculty unilateral authority to direct and lead the course curriculum socializes students
into dependence on the instructor and passive habits of following the instructor directions,
waiting to be told what to do and what things mean, which are habits disconnected to the world
that waits them after college/school.
Students’ active participation in the decision-making process can socialize students into
critical thought and autonomous habits of mind and produce individuals who can think for
themselves, which are habits required in a flat world. Therefore, to support learning over time,
faculty must find ways to help students to share the decision-making power. However, situations
where students have too much responsibility (in identifying the goals and choosing the
procedures to reach those goals) or no responsibility at all (in choosing classroom goals or the
methods to meet those goals) are less supportive to learning (Schwartz & Sadler, 2007). Yet,
creating classroom environments where decision-making is shared is a difficult task.
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Learner-Centered Teaching: Preparing Students to De Independent Responsible Learners
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Abstract: This paper discusses features of learner-centered teaching. The balance of power
between the instructor and students, involving students in making decisions about their learning,
helping students to accept the responsibility for their learning, and valuing students’ interests,
perspectives and speech are key features for producing a learner-centered environment. This
paper suggests that instructors should take into consideration these elements to consciously
create a learner-centered environment with which to prepare students to be independent
responsible learners.

Introduction
Taking responsibility for one’s own learning is an essential practice in higher education
classrooms. Blumberg (2009) argues that students become independent learners and assume
responsibility only when they have various opportunities to practice these skills and consistently
receive formative feedback to help them to improve. College and university students should
practice taking responsibility for their learning, so they take this stand during their formal
education and throughout their personal life (Weimer, 2002). Especially, the skills students
acquire during their formal educational experiences will be used throughout the course of their
professional and personal lives (Weimer, 2002). For that reason, the development of independent
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learners who assume responsibility for their own learning should be the inevitable outcome of
formal educational experiences in higher education (Blumberg, 2009). The development of
independent responsible learners cannot be achieved by the instructor-centered approach to
teaching and learning, in which the instructor is the primary decision maker and sole deliverer of
knowledge. Rather, preparing students to be independent responsible learners can be achieved by
learner-centered environments in which students practice these skills (Weimer, 2002; Kramer et
al., 2007; Blumberg, 2009; Ongeri, 2011).
The Instructor-Centered Pedagogy
Shor (1992) describes instructor-centered pedagogy in a traditional classroom as “one
way transmission of rules and knowledge from the teacher to students” (p. 12). In a traditional
classroom, the instructor has “unilateral authority” to lead and direct the course, and students
participate minimally (Shor, 1992). The instructor alone “defines the knowledge to be dealt with,
prepares the medication, and disperses the knowledge according to the prescribed dosage”
(Boomer, 1992, p. 4). As Weimer (2002) notes, in the instructor-centered classroom, the
instructor is the only one who decides the content students learn in the course, determines
assignments and tests through which the material will be mastered, grades the students, controls
and regulates the flow of communication, decides who gets the opportunity to speak, when, and
for how long, and decides the classroom rules. Likewise, Blumberg (2009) describes the
instructor-centered classroom:
In a typical instructor-centered course, the instructor determines everything that will
transpire in the course, including all the content, how it is learned, the perspectives
expressed, the assessment methods, deadlines, and all of the course policies. There is no
discussion with the students over these decisions; they are just mandated. (p. 187)
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In sum, in the traditional model of an instructor -centered classroom, the instructor is the
primary decision maker and the sole deliverer of knowledge. The instructor is seen as having a
majority of power to educate, while students most likely see themselves as having secondary or
no power (Manor, Bloch-Schulman, Flannery & Felten, 2010). The instructor enjoys unilateral
authority to define the knowledge to be learned, decide the process to reach this knowledge, and
describe the rules to be followed. Students have not been asked what they think or want, but
must accept that educators design the course by themselves, using their knowledge and
experience. As a result, education is structured into something done by the instructor for and
over students (Shor, 1996).
The instructor’s power to educate is not a negative. Professors evidently have much
greater proficiency and knowledge in their discipline than the students. Their power is important
for a classroom and for student learning; they know what challenges students and what the
practices are for quality work (Manor et al., 2010). However, most students come to see
themselves as powerless in their own education and see professors as having a majority of
responsibility to educate and to produce learning (Manor et al., 2010). Manor and his colleagues
illustrate two problems that occur when students perceive professors as having the majority of
responsibility to educate. First, the assumption that professors possess all the course-related
knowledge and that students have none contributes to a misunderstanding that learning
essentially is the transfer of knowledge from professor to students, rather than a process that
allows making meaning from knowledge. Second, the students’ perceived powerlessness in their
own education translates into a lack of their taking responsibility for their own education (Manor
et al., 2010).
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Placing the responsibility for learning on the instructor, not students, results in students’
passivity and lack of interest (Jacob & Eleser, 1997). Jacob and Eleser (1997) argue that many
college students are the product of an educational system that has historically placed the
responsibility for learning on the instructor. Consequently, they expect to play the role of passive
learners; they attend without presence and participate without contribution (Jacob & Eleser,
1997). Student’s passivity and lack of interest are results of their lack of the sense of control over
their learning. As Weimer (2002) explains, “student’s motivation, confidence, and enthusiasm
for learning are all adversely affected when teachers control the process through and by which
they learn” (p. 23).
The instructor-centered pedagogy, in which the instructor is the primary decision maker
and the sole deliverer of knowledge, makes students dependent learners. Shor (1992) argues that
the instructor’s unilateral authority in the classroom cultivates and maintains a culture of
dependency on the instructor to tell students what to do, resulting in passive habits of following
authority, waiting to be told what to do, and what things mean. As Weimer (2002) notes, “the
more we decide for students, the more they expect us to decide … . The more responsibility for
learning we try to assume, the less they accept on their own” (p. 98). They come to believe that
their place in the college and society is subordinate and they did not have the ability to think for
themselves and make decisions (Shor, 1996). The product of this dependency on the instructor is
“students who have little commitment to and almost no respect for learning and who cannot
function without structure and imposed control” (Weimer, 2002, p. 98). Unfortunately, students
who cannot manage their own affairs, think independently, assume responsibilities, confront
life’s challenges, make decisions, and rely on themselves when circumstances are difficult, are in
a real trouble.
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The Learner-Centered Pedagogy
Barr and Tagg (1995) assert that higher education institutions need to emphasize a
learning paradigm in order to succeed in the 21st century. They argue that the mission of a
college should not be delivering instructions; instead, the mission of a college should be
“producing learning with every student by whatever means work best” (Barr & Tagg, 1995, p.
13). In Barr and Tagg’s view, educators would be much more effective if, instead of focusing on
their teaching, they focused on how and what their students were learning. In other words,
educators need to adopt a learner-centered approach to teaching.
Learner-centered approaches emphasize the importance of creating learning opportunities
that improve students’ learning. Kramer et al. (2007) argue that learner-centered approaches
focus on student learning and the learning process and on the extent to which learning is
achieved. Doyle (2008) explains that learner-centered teaching means subjecting all teaching
activities to the test of the question: “Given the context of my students, course, and classroom,
will this teaching action optimize my students’ opportunity to learn” (p. 4). Indeed, in learnercentered teaching, attention is given not only to what the student is learning, but how the student
is learning and whether the student is able to retain and apply this knowledge (Weimer, 2002).
Therefore, in learner-centered approaches, the emphasis shifts from what the instructor does to
what the student do to learn (Blumberg, 2009). As a result, learner-centered teaching does not
use a single teaching method; rather it emphasizes different types of methods that shift the role of
the instructors from givers of information to facilitating student learning or creating an
environment for learning (Blumberg, 2009).
One feature of learner-centered teaching is what Weimer (2002) calls “the balance of
power” between the instructor and students. Weimer (2002) argues that when teaching is learner-
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centered, students share the decisions-making power for some of the policies and methods of
learning and assessment. Much in line with Weimer’s ideas, Blumberg (2009) emphasizes that in
learner-centered approaches, “the balance of power” shifts so that the instructor shares some
decisions about the course with students. Learner-centered instructors share control of the course
with the students, such as the instructor and students collaborating on course procedures or/and
the instructor allows students to express their perspectives and their methods of learning
(Blumberg, 2009). Likewise, Doyle (2008) argues that learner-centered classrooms are
environments that allow students to take some real control over their educational experiences and
encourage them to make important choices about what and how they learn. Therefore, learnercentered instructors involve students in making some decisions about the content of their courses
(i.e., what they learn), the ways in which the course topics are learned (i.e., how they learn), and
the ways in which students’ learning is evaluated (Yilmaz, 2009).
Learner-centered approaches emphasizing a balance of power in a way that gives students
some control over their learning shifts the responsibility for learning from the instructor to both
the instructor and the student. As Barr and Tagg (1995) put it:
Students, the co-producers of learning, can and must, of course, take responsibility for
their own learning. Hence, responsibility is a win-win game wherein two agents take
responsibility for the same outcome even though neither is in complete control of all
variables. (p. 14)
This to say, in learner-centered classrooms, responsibility for learning is shared with the
students. Blumberg (2009) asserts that with learner-centered approaches, “the students take
increasing – or at least some – responsibility for learning, under the guidance and support of the
instructor” (p. 131). A learner-centered instructor helps students to accept the responsibility for
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learning by creating conditions and developing policies and practices that enable them to
understand their responsibility and empower them to accept it (Weimer, 2002). Consequently,
the learner-centered pedagogy shifts a student from a subordinate role, resulting from the
instructor-centered teaching, to the role of a participant in a shared journey of learning where
both the instructor and students are responsible for learning.
Orienting subject matter to student needs, interests, speech, and perceptions is another
feature of learner-centered teaching (Shor, 1992; McCombs, 2000). McCombs (2000) argues that
“learner-centered is the perspective that couples a focus on individual learners (their heredity,
experiences, perspectives, backgrounds, talents, interests, capacities, and needs) with a focus on
leaning” (p. 4). Therefore, in a learner-centered approach, the focus on content must be balanced
with a focus on individual learners and their learning needs in an increasingly fast-changing
world (McCombs, 2000). Ongeri (2011) asserts that considering what students are interested in
studying in a course is one principle of learner-centered teaching. His argument is based on the
belief that “people are motivated when they work on issues that are of interest to them” (Ongeri,
2011, p. 28). Therefore, learner-centered instructors consider students’ needs and interests when
choosing the course content. Indeed, considering students’ needs and interests when choosing the
course content is important because sometimes what the instructor decides students need to learn
may be different from what students want to learn. As Reid (1992) found, “I was astounded by
the differences between what I had anticipated the areas of study would be and what the students
themselves decided they needed to know” (p. 103).
When a learner-centered instructor creates the environment that brings students to make
decisions about their learning based on their needs and interests, valuable outcomes occur. The
involvement of students as partners in the decision-making process inspires students to
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experience an increased sense of responsibility (Ma & Gao, 2010; Bovill, Morss & Bulley, 2009;
Shor, 1996). That is, students’ recognition that they have a choice regarding the nature of their
participation in their education contributes to their taking more responsibility for their own
learning (Weimer, 2002) – a recognition that leads to more motivation and engagement in the
learning process. Indeed, having the opportunity to share decision-making power inspires
students to experience an increased sense of motivation and engagement in the course (Delpish et
al., 2010; Blumberg, 2009; Campbell, Beasley, Eland & Rumpus, 2007; Weimer, 2002). This
motivation and engagement results from an openness to study what interests them in the course.
Blumberg (2009) argues that when students perceive a course to be relevant to their interests or
their careers, they are more likely to be engaged and motivated to excel in the course.
Conclusion
In viewing education as a preparation for life, the end-product of higher education should
be independent responsible learners able to live and work in a changing world. Therefore, faculty
should create learning environments that promote students’ growth and movement toward taking
responsibility for their learning, so they can transform this skill to their personal and professional
life after college. Instructors should engage in a critical reflection to understand the dynamics of
power in the classrooms and to uncover hegemonies that drive the practices of adult educators
(Brookfield, 1995; 2005). Weimer (2002) argues that in order to become “truly learner-centered,
we must begin with greater insight into the role of power in our classrooms: who exerts it, why,
and with what effects and what benefits” (p. 28), especially if educators need students to take
responsibility for their learning. Manor et al. (2010) argue that there is a strong relationship
between power and responsibility: “Greater power means a greater ability to act and thus a
greater sense of responsibility to do so. Similarly, less power (or worse, powerlessness) equates
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to less ability to act and less responsibility” (p. 10). This correlation between power and
responsibility suggests the necessity that higher education courses should be seen as a mutual
authority between the instructor and students. Or, to put it another way, power and responsibility
should be shared between the instructor and students; both are to negotiate and decide aspects of
the course and be responsible about them.
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Abstract

Pre-service teachers’ perceptions of the how to teach were challenged by the process of
classroom rounds in this study. Classroom rounds were defined as pre-conference,
classroom observations, and post-conference with evidence-based discussions focusing
on school-based practices. The pre-service teachers shared their observational data and
beliefs about teaching with an experienced classroom teacher to learn the context of
pedagogical practices in a classroom setting. Rounds in combination with clinical
experience extended the pre-service teachers’ awareness of research-based practices, the
importance of these practices, and how to implement these practices in their classrooms.
Post student teaching surveys revealed the impact these observed practices had on the
pre-service teachers’ classroom procedures.
Keywords: Pre-service teachers, folk pedagogy, pedagogical practices, rounds.
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Bridging Theory to Practice through Classroom Rounds
Many pre-service teachers enter senior year of college with the belief that they
have mastered educational theory, all pedagogical techniques, and ascertained sufficient
content knowledge to teach in a classroom setting. Their desire to be in a real classroom
rather than sitting in another college class is palpable. The dilemma for teacher
educators is how to change the pre-service teachers’ reliance on intuitive/ tacit, teaching
as they were taught, knowledge about teaching to implementing the concepts and
practices learned in university courses (Torff, 1999).
Purpose of the Study. One approach used at a Midwestern university to dislodge and
reorganize the pre-service teacher’s intuitive approach to teaching was the use of
classroom rounds. The term “rounds” here represents a method similar to the medical
model where residents observe practicing doctors examining patients, posing questions,
and receiving responses based on data presented by the doctor. In the educational rounds
model, pre-service teachers pre-conference with a classroom teacher, observe and collect
data on the teaching episode, and post-conference to engage in professional reflection.
To examine the impact of rounds, we posed the research question: What influence do
rounds have on pre-service teachers’ perception of teaching? Data provided in this study
should benefit educational researchers and schools of education methods faculty.
Classroom Rounds. Grand rounds are an integral feature of physician training. During
rounds, medical residents learn clinical reasoning skills and develop knowledge of
specific pathologies through observations and discussions pertaining to patient cases with
experienced physicians. The medical model may be structured in a variety of ways.
Traditionally, rounds were conducted bedside and included clinical examinations of
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patients. Today, rounds include presentation of data on particularly intriguing cases with
no patient interaction (Thompson & Crooner, 2001).
The term “rounds” has been drafted into the educational professional development
lexicon from medical education. There are various strategies incorporated into rounds.
Each strives to develop professional knowledge through analysis of data from specific
clinical cases. Previous work by Virtue (2009) found the rounds’ strategy had benefits in
challenging assumptions about English language learners and suggested incorporating
rounds into teacher education programs. Thompson and Cooner (2001) documented
rounds working with pre-kindergarten through 4th grade professional development
schools. They found rounds improved educational practice by providing “first-hand
experience in observing, questioning and reflecting on the ‘best practice’ strategies of
master teachers in a collaborative and supportive environment” (p. 87). Thompson and
Cooner also noted that mentor teachers found questions from pre-service teachers as
helpful in reflecting on their personal instructional practice.
During rounds sessions at Project Zero, classroom teachers closely examine
student work and discuss issues about project-based learning (Blagg, 2009). In another
variation of rounds, superintendents observe classrooms and engage in collegial
evidence-based conversations on pre-identified problems (Rallis, Tedder, Lachman &
Elmore, 2006). Based on Elmore’s work, groups of Scottish teachers and administrators
have commenced “learning rounds,” classroom observations followed by evidence-based
discussions to learn about and from school practice (Graham, 2008).
The National Council of Accreditation of Teacher Education Professional
Development School (PDS) standards call for learning opportunities for all stakeholders.
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Rounds have the potential to provide collegial learning opportunities which are often
lacking in schools (Lortie, 1975; Sarason, 1996), create a channel for communication
about educational practice between school and university faculty, and provide all
participants with occasions for situated learning in context of practice (Lave & Wenger,
1991; Thompson & Cooner, 2001, Ladson-Billings, 2008).
During the freshmen year, all pre-service teachers begin their first field
placement. They have focused field observations related to teacher standards, reflective
papers based on observations of teaching and learning, and investigate the concept of
teaching and student learning through specific assignments. The field placement during
sophomore year involves the connections of class readings and assignments to the field
placement, tutoring, and a case study conducted at the partner school. The junior year
field experience engages pre-service teachers in the process of teaching. They prepare
lesson plans, tutor small groups, co-teach, and solo teach one class session. Pre-service
teachers enroll in content methods courses during the fall of senior year. These courses
are content specific with the emphasis on research-based strategies and methods and preservice teachers incorporate these elements into units of study.
The progression from freshmen year of focused observations to developing a
teaching repertoire involves many steps: one-on-one tutoring, small group tutoring,
whole group teaching, simulations, and micro-teaching. All experiences lead to student
teaching. The fall semester of the senior year engages the pre-service teacher in half-day
teaching for six weeks. The pre-service teacher co-teaches lessons and moves to solo
teaching, and progresses to student teaching for fifteen weeks the following semester.
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All the time spent in preparation finally comes to fruition for the pre-service teacher with
the connection of theory to practice taking center stage in the classroom.
During senior fall semester, Rounds 1 occurs early in the methods class at an
urban partner school. It is followed by a 90 hour field placement that lasts for six weeks.
Pre-service teachers, then return to the methods courses and participate in Rounds 2
scheduled at the same urban school.
Figure 1. Adolescence to Young Adult Program
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4-Fall

Entry to
program

1
Education
course

2
Education
courses

Data
20
hours of
clinical
experience

30 hours of
clinical
experience

40 hours of
clinical
experience

Year 4-Spring

2
Education
courses
(one is
Content
Methods)

Student
Teaching

15 weeks –
full semester

Data
Rounds 1

90 hours of
clinical
experience

Data

University
Faculty

Classroom
Teacher

Rounds 2
Pre-Service
Teachers
Data

PreService
Teacher
data and
reflection

University
Faculty

Classroom
Teacher

PreService
Teacher
data and
reflection

The researchers sought to learn if the Rounds visits had impacted pre-service
teachers’ perception of teaching.
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Methods

The best known pre-service rounds model was developed by Del Prete (1997,
2006) at Clark University in Massachusetts. The model includes a pre-observation
discussion of the planned lesson, an observation, and a post-observation discussion
among pre-service teachers, teachers, and college faculty. For this study, Del Prete’s
model was used along with ethnographic methods for data collection..
This ethnographic study investigates the impact of rounds before and after a
clinical experience, and post student teaching to learn if rounds can diminish the
intuitive/tacit knowledge of teaching held by pre-service teachers in favor of researchbased practices. A qualitative design was chosen as the methodology for this research.
Because substantive theoretical questions provide the basis for generating formal theory
(Bogdan and Biklen, 1992), the formal theoretical question was what influence does
rounds have on pre-service teachers’ perception of teaching?
After each rounds visit to schools, the pre-service teachers completed a set of
questions asking about observations of teaching and pedagogy during the visit. At the end
of student teaching, the pre-service teachers completed a survey asking what pedagogical
practices observed during Rounds were used during student teaching. The main research
question guided the document review and interviews with key informants. The interviews
elicited perceptions of the key informants as they participated in the rounds episodes. Key
informants included: classroom teachers who taught the rounds episodes, pre-service
teachers who observed and collected data of the teaching event, and university faculty who
taught methods courses. From the document reviews and interviews, case studies were
developed. Qualitative research in the form of case studies was chosen because of “its
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usefulness in making human actions and interventions more effective and by its practical
utility to decision makers, policy makers and others who have a stake in efforts to improve
the world” (Patton, 1990, p. 12). Qualitative research best captured the voices of the key
informants.
Participants
In the first year of the rounds model, the Adolescence to Young Adult (AYA)
program had seven mathematics pre-service teachers: 4 female and 3 male students who
participated in Rounds I and Rounds II at an urban high school. One high school
mathematics teacher was observed in Rounds 1 and Rounds 2 who had 8 years of
teaching experience.
Setting. The school is an urban charter high school associated with a large, urban
school district and a Midwestern university. The mission of the school is to prepare
inner-city students, who would be first generation to attend college. One hundred percent
of the graduates are accepted at either a two year or four year college. Enrollment is
sustained year to year at a 90 to 95% rate. The ratio of students to teachers is 8 to 1. The
composition of the student population is 83% African American, 12% Caucasian, 2%
Hispanic, 2% Asian, and 1% other populations.
Procedure
Design of the Study. To prepare the pre-service teachers for active participation in the
rounds observations, seminars were conducted in which ethnographic data methods were
introduced. These observation methods included : selective verbatim, verbal flow, timeon-task, question typography, class traffic, interaction analysis, and global scan.
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The selective verbatim technique scripts one aspect of classroom discourse
tracking either what the teacher is saying or student responses. In verbal flow, the
purpose is to keep track of who is participating in classroom discussions. No scripting is
done, rather a symbolic classroom seating chart is used with arrows showing the flow of
questions/responses or discussion of the teacher and students. Engagement time uses
letters (on = o; off task = ot) to represent student actions in class during a specific time
frame. For questions, the observer records all questions posed by the teacher during the
designated time and then analyzes the questions according to categories. Class traffic
follows the movements of the teacher on a seating chart noting where the teacher stops to
work with students. When using the Interactive Analysis method, the teacher and
observer determine a list of coded categories that represent the teacher’s classroom
behaviors when interacting with students. The observer tracks the teacher’s behaviors
within given timeframes. The Global scan method involves the observer writing
anecdotal notes as events happen within the classroom. During the training seminar,
students practiced each method to ensure they could use each method effectively.
The content methods faculty employed a three part process for rounds: a preobservation conference, followed by classroom observation, and a post conference.
During the pre-conference, the pre-service teachers and university faculty meet with the
classroom teacher to review the lesson plan, ask questions about the content of the lesson,
explanation of the planning process, identify lesson objectives, and discuss rational of
pedagogies selected. The teacher usually requested that the pre-service teachers observe a
specific aspect of his/her teaching to assist the teacher’s professional growth. For
example, one teacher requested that preservice teachers record data of whether every
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student was engaged through the questioning process. After a 55-minute observation and
data collection, a post conference was conducted.
In addition to these observational techniques, the mathematics content methods
faculty created a set of questions completed by the pre-service teachers when they
returned to their methods class the week following rounds. The purpose of the questions
was to provide a focus for the pre-service teachers’ reflection on data from the
observations. These questions included:
1. What did you learn about teaching from your observation of the classroom
lesson at the urban charter high school?
2. What did you learn about students in a classroom?
3. What new pedagogical methods/practices did you observe?
4. How are you planning to incorporate student-centered teaching into your
classroom?
Data Collections
Data collections occurred at five points during the academic year. The first data
point was the pre-service teachers’ observation notes, the university faculty’s notes, and
the classroom teachers’ comments from Rounds 1. The second data point involved preservice teachers written reflections from guided questions. The third and fourth data
points were from Rounds 2 respectively in the same order and with the same three
participant groups as Rounds 1. The fifth data point was a questionnaire following
completion of a 15-week student teaching experience at the AYA Capstone seminar
(Author 1 & Author 2, 2011) regarding the impact of the Rounds sessions on their
student teaching experience and on their future teaching.
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Data were collected from two sources: pre-service teachers and university faculty.
Notes and reflections were used for categorizing the foci of the pre-service teachers’ data,
as well as categorizing the notes taken by the university faculty. During the observation,
pre-service teachers collected data responding to the teacher’s request and focused on the
questions from the methods class. These were collected for the researchers’ data review
of trends regarding what was noted by the pre-service teachers. Following the rounds,
pre-service teachers completed a reflection paper that was given to the professor.
Reflections were collected for data sorting.
After the pre-service teachers’ five week intensive clinical experience, where the
pre-service teachers taught contiguous lessons, the second rounds observation of the same
teachers and their practices took place. The procedure was the same, a pre-conference at
which time the pre-service teachers received the lesson plan, questions prior to the
observation, the classroom observation, a questionnaire, and a reflection paper completed
for the next class. The questionnaire’s responses and reflections were collected to review
and examine for common observation themes.
Data Analysis
Sensitizing concepts have been regarded by researchers as being useful for
providing a focus to guide qualitative methods (Blumer, 1979; Denzin, 1989; Patton,
1990). In this study, our knowledge of content, pedagogical methods, strategies and the
relevant research served as sensitizing concepts and influenced our data analysis. Card
sort techniques of the pre-service teachers’ responses on the observation sheets and their
reflections were conducted to identify categories and if differences existed between the
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pre and post observations. Each of the five sets of data were analyzed and examined for
common terms and themes.
Results
Examining the data and reflections following Round 1, three categories emerged
(presented in order of the number of times mentioned): classroom management
techniques, strategies used to present content, and fast assessment techniques. Preservice teachers identified elements of classroom management that were covered in their
university classes. Their data identified when students were on task or off task defined
by the pre-service teachers’ interpretation of what on task required , i.e. correct responses
to questions.
The pre-service teachers identified and recorded many of the instructional
strategies used by the in-service teachers. These included the use of smart boards,
advanced organizers, collaborative learning, use of visual aids, and video games.
The formative assessment methods used by the in-service teachers were identified
by the pre-service teachers as “easy assessment methods.” These methods included using
thumbs up for understanding the presented information, thumbs down for not grasping
the information, and thumbs turned sideways for not fully understanding the information.
Colored cards were implemented in one classroom with three differing colors
representing the same three levels of understanding as the thumb turning. The use of
yes/no slips to indicate understanding was a third method included in this list.
Reviewing the university faculty’s data from the pre-observation with the preservice teachers and the classroom teacher, found few questions asked of the teacher by
the pre-service teachers following the explanation of what would be taught. The teacher
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asked that the pre-service teachers observe to whom she was asking the most questions,
where she focused her instruction, and did she work with one group of students more than
the rest of the class. This in-service teacher wanted a neutral party observing her
classroom practice in order to improve her practice.
Rounds I. In the mathematics classroom, the teacher requested that the pre-service
teachers observe and collect data on engagement of the students based on the questions
asked by the classroom teacher and students. The pre-service teachers each selected their
own coding system and tracked as many students in the classroom as possible. The
coding defined behaviors and interactions with classmates and the teacher. The preservice teachers took notes on what was happening in the class during instruction which
produced the listing of classroom practices that had been taught and applied in their
university classes. Their reflection papers summarized their data collections into readable
form based on their observations.
How to manage students in the classroom while presenting abstract concepts was
a concern noted in the mathematics methods classes and reflected in their papers.



It’s not new, but having the day’s schedule on the board (although never
discussed) kept the students on track and informed.
The teacher was moving quickly through the bell work on grammar errors
and the group presentation forced students to pay attention.

There were several observations regarding teaching strategies used by the
classroom teacher.



I learned about having to pay attention to those both with questions and
those ‘without.’ I saw an actual example of using scaffolding to help a
student get the right answer instead of just telling them.
Questioning strategies are vital to a student’s ability to learn a concept w/o
the teacher giving an answer.
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Assessment techniques were noted by only one pre-service mathematics teacher.



By giving prior knowledge quizzes and surveys that test what my students
already knew about a topic being introduced, I will start my lessons where
the majority are and I can differentiate the instruction.
I also saw another example to adapt the use of exit slips when time is not
as planned.

In the post conference discussion, the pre-service teachers asked many questions
that concentrated on the “why” of strategy selection. Each pre-service teacher wanted to
know details about how the lesson was structured and planned. The pre-service teachers
asked for the purpose of the lesson beyond fulfilling state mandates. The teachers were
very open and explained their rationale for selecting the pedagogical strategies and
practices. One teacher noted that “In prior years, I delivered the content by lecture and
my students failed to master the content. I wanted to use something different this time
that was related to their world to test if this engagement would help them grasp the
concept.” The pre-service teachers were awed that this experienced teacher would share
her failure to help students learn and her attempts to improve her instruction.
The review of the pre-service teachers’ notes and reflections found that the
majority reported what they saw, but no reference to any connections to their practice.
The pre-service teachers stated that rounds were an opportunity to see someone in their
field teaching and to see some different ways to present content.
Rounds II. The categories found in the card sorting of the classroom notes and
reflections produced after Rounds 2 were the same as the pre-clinical experience,
however in a different order of concern: teaching strategies, classroom management,
and assessment techniques. These responses moved teaching strategies as the most
frequently noted area and classroom management into the second place. The nature of
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the notes was more detailed and gave suggestions for what could be done in the future or
when they used the technique. These descriptive details noted the pre-service teachers’
new ability to analyze and synthesize the strategies they observed.
One example occurred during a pre-conference interview with the mathematics
teacher following their 5-week clinical experience, the pre-service teachers were very
wary about asking questions regarding mathematical terminology being used for Rounds
2 lesson even though they did not understand it. The university faculty recognized the
blank stares of the pre-service teachers and asked the teacher to explain what a “dot
product” was and how it was calculated. After the explanation, the pre-service teachers
had many questions for the teacher focused on what to do when you are required to teach
new content with which you are not familiar. The teacher noted resources to use and
cautioned the pre-service teachers about terminology changing from one textbook to
another. Then, the teacher requested that the pre-service teachers engage with the
students to assist them in their practice with the mathematical process during Rounds 2.
With this engagement, the pre-service teachers were very surprised that the teacher took
their suggestions and began to understand that they were viewed as colleagues by the
teachers.
The reflection papers from Rounds 2 presented a broader view of the observed
classroom. The pre-service teachers identified methods and strategies of the teacher and
discussed how these supported student learning. They added the rationale for using the
selected methods and strategies in their responses. The responses were in-depth noting
how they would use the strategy or how they used it during their clinical experience with
detailed reasons. The pre-service teachers during Rounds 2 asked more questions of the
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teachers concerning practice and theory than the first rounds session. They were now
asking “Why” and “How” questions of the teachers. They were connecting theory to
practice in reference to the observed teaching episodes. Examples cited “Why did you
select that strategy?” “I do not understand how this fits with the content standards.”
Teaching strategies noted by the pre-service teachers were the most frequent
comment in Rounds 2. Following are two examples of pre-service teachers’ responses.




The importance of questioning and examples especially to correct
students’ misconceptions. Relate math concepts to actual life to grab
students’ attention. The importance of being able to think on your feet,
and when to ask the students WHY problems are solved in a certain way.
Student-centered classrooms are essential for learning. By focusing on
students and taking on the role of facilitator in the room, allows them to
lead discussions and pose questions.

Comments made by the pre-service teachers regarding classroom management
included:



Time management is an issue and seemed to know when to move on,
when to help the student and when to just give information.
Class traffic is something that I observed in classes. It is interesting
because I never thought how important it is to move around the classroom
not only for classroom management, but to make sure students know you
are there to help.

Regarding assessment techniques, the pre-service teachers only noted one
observation:


Pop quiz bell ringers can serve as a formative assessment and give
students an idea of how much they need to study the material.

In the post conference discussion, the pre-service teachers were more at ease with
the teachers. They shared data, identified difficult elements of the lesson and discussed
how teachers were building on students’ prior knowledge to assist them with the new
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content knowledge being introduced. The pre-service teachers noted the scaffolding used
by the teachers to help students construct meaning.
Post Student Teaching
The AYA mathematics pre-service teachers were asked two questions in their
summative program evaluation:
1) List any ideas/techniques that you observed during Rounds that you used during
your student teaching.
2) Identify two methods/strategies that you observed during Rounds that you intend
to use in your teaching practice.
The areas identified, by order of frequency included: teaching strategies, assessment
techniques, classroom management, and technology. The high impact memories that the
pre-service teachers held and used in their student teaching focused on teaching strategies
and how to engage students in their content areas. During the observations and use in
their student teaching, classroom management was the second most important concern.
There was a switch between observed and used assessment techniques from student
teaching to what they will use in their own practice. Assessment issues were of greater
concern for implementation when these pre-service teachers are in their own classrooms.
Technology use was not mentioned in the observations, nor how they implemented it in
their student teaching; however, several mentions were made about how to use
technology in their own classrooms in the future. At the conclusion of student teaching
surveys provided information regarding impact of rounds on the practices used by the
pre-service teachers during student teaching and what they plan to do with information
learned during the rounds observations.
Discussion
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During Rounds I, pre-service teachers identified elements of classroom
management, teaching strategies, and easily identified assessment techniques recently
covered in their methods course. During the mathematics rounds, the pre-service
teachers were looking for correct answers to the mathematics. Their concerns about
classroom management, teaching strategies, and assessment techniques were at a very
novice level. The pre-service teachers were at the very basic levels of Bloom’s
taxonomy. They knew and recognized techniques of classroom management, teaching
strategies, and assessment when the elements were in front of them. However, preservice teachers had never applied them in a classroom. That experience was to come in
their clinical experience. The methods faculty were encouraged that the pre-service
teachers did know these pedagogical areas when they observed them. It meant that they
were aware of these practices. After reading and analyzing their notes and reflections, it
was apparent that the pre-service teachers could interpret what good teaching practice
included.
Following the five week field experience, Rounds 2 produced data that were at a
higher level of Bloom’s taxonomy. The notes were written by pre-service teachers who
had experienced planning and conducting classes for five weeks. The pre-service
teachers were now recognizing the research-based practices of the teachers. These were
identified in the statements that noted why strategies about pop quizzes could be used as
formative assessment, and using questioning to identify student misconceptions. Their
vocabulary changed to use more academic language and pedagogical terminology. They
were concerned about implementing content standards, time management, scaffolding,
and student-centered classrooms with teachers as facilitators. Their skill at analysis and
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synthesis of classroom teaching with the pedagogical concepts taught in methods class
came together in the reflection papers.
The use of rounds for pre-service teachers helped the university faculty determine
where the pre-service teachers stood in their professional growth before an extended
clinical experience and after that same experience. While the pre-service teachers
believed that they were ready to teach in any classroom prior to the clinical experience,
their reflections noted new understandings of the depth of pedagogical strategies needed
in the classroom today.
The reflection papers from these pre-service teachers support Del Prete’s (2006)
model for linking practice experiences with theoretical learning about teaching. These
case studies extend the work of Thompson and Crooner (2001) providing evidence that
when placed in a collaborative and supportive environment, pre-service teachers do
experience the real world of teaching with students and classroom issues present. They
learn to work with colleagues and to use academic language on the job. Pre-service
teachers can debrief asking the teacher being observed the why questions about selection
of lesson content and responses to students. Immediate feedback during the debriefing
meeting following rounds classroom observation helped the pre-service teachers learn the
why of planning and classroom management.
The end of student teaching surveys demonstrated the long term impact of rounds
on pre-service teachers. Four categories emerged from the responses: strategies,
assessment, classroom management, and technology. The responses detailing various
strategies that they observed during rounds noted how they employed the strategies
during student teaching and that these strategies helped to focus the work of students on
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specific content. Which areas will these pre-service teachers use in their practice? They
identified the research-based teaching strategies as of prime importance for their own
classrooms. Assessment techniques and technology were noted for use in their own
classrooms. The importance of assessment dropped for these pre-service teachers from
the semester prior to student teaching. The area of technology was noted as being
important to their own classrooms. These pre-service teachers are very familiar with
social media. How they use technology in the classroom to help students generate
knowledge products will be the new arena in which to create teaching strategies.
Future studies should be done on more extensive use of rounds in a methods
curriculum. Can a methods course cover all the aspects of teaching required by the
learned societies with just rounds visits? Do the rounds visits have the same impact
without a clinical experience? Studies in the future can test these elements for
effectiveness.
What is the impact of rounds on pre-service teachers’ perception of teaching?
Rounds used as defined in this study served as a means by which the pre-service teachers
were able to share their thoughts with an experienced classroom teacher and observe how
pedagogical practices could be used in a classroom. Rounds in combination with the
clinical experience extended the pre-service teachers’ awareness of research-based
practices and the importance of these practices. Rounds served as a model for the preservice teachers on the “how” of applying instruction, classroom management and
assessment to authentic classrooms. Lastly, rounds were a means of demonstrating theory
and practice at its best, working together, the university and the school, as a means to
prepare pre-service students for future classrooms.
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Synopsis: This session highlights factors that relate to why many students continue to fail to
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12, 2012. Additionally, a second edition is also in the works that will include additional research.

e. Abstract
Brief Abstract
Teaching Strategies and Student Achievement in the College of Education
Ralph E. Johnson Ed.D.
The literature is abundantly clear that minority students are overrepresented in Special Education
programs (Messick, 1984; Irvine, 1990; Harry & Anderson, 1994; Office of Civil Rights, 1992; Alter &
Gottlieb, 1997; Artiles & Trent; and Horner, Maddux, & Green, 1986). There are many factors believed to
contribute to this problem. They include gender, student behavior, low socio-economic status, teacher
perceptions of naturally occurring characteristics, and low achievement. This presentation, will focus on
how variables [(culture, parental involvement, communication style (language), teacher expectations and
external pressures placed on teachers from administrators) are significantly related to the variable (the
number of African American and Hispanic students referred to Special Education programs)].
Handouts for participants will include:
1
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1. Primary factors causes of failure
2. Possible solutions to solve this ongoing phenomenon
3.

A reference sheet
**At the end of this session, participants will have an increased awareness of the history of this
phenomenon, see the importance of academic intervention and walk away with possible solutions to
address this issue from their work environment.

Full Abstract

Teaching Strategies and Student Achievement in the College of Education
The literature is abundantly clear that African American students are overrepresented in Special
Education programs. There are many factors believed to contribute to this problem. The conceptual
framework for this presentation is based on possible causal factors related to the number African
American students referred to Special Education programs. These factors include gender, student
behavior, low socio-economic status, teacher perceptions of naturally occurring characteristics, and
low achievement. This presentation, however, will more specifically focus on teacher perceptions of
African American students in relation to culture, parental involvement, language, teacher
expectations and external pressures placed on teachers by administrators.
This presentation will also discuss the relationship between teachers' perceptions of African
American students and the number of African American student referrals made to Special Education.
A large amount of research indicates that there is a long history of concern about minority students
in general and African American students in particular that make up a disproportionate percentage of
students in Special Education programs. In fact, as early as 1968, attention was called to the
disproportionate numbers of minority students placed in segregated classrooms for students with
educable mental retardation. Other researchers have introduced a critical mass of evidence which
clearly indicates that African American children are too numerous in Special Education programs.
The conclusion reached is that too often there are proportionally more African American students in
these programs than there should be.
Renowned researcher Asa Hilliard, (1991) has stated that "when culture is ignored, or is
misunderstood due to ignorance, or is looked upon in a condescending manner because of
preconceived thoughts, teacher expectations are usually lower." Moreover, there is a large mass of
research on this phenomenon which concludes that there are far too many African American students
inappropriately and unnecessarily referred to Special Education. While there may be students that
experience academic problems and low performance, it is apparent that there needs to be more
support given by the classroom teacher, administrator and support staff as well as assistance to the
student in need. This should not, however, mean an automatic referral to Special Education.
2
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It will be made clear to the participant that if there have been several documented attempts with
academic intervention and if an educational need still exists and has been identified, then a Special
Education referral may be warranted. The forced implementation of No Child Left Behind
legislation, in addition to organizations such as the National Academy of Science, the National
Longitudinal Transition Study on Special Education and the Panel on the Selection and Placement of
Students in Programs for the Mentally Retarded, has brought much needed attention to this issue.
Contributions to the field of education will be when audience members walk away from this
presentation with an increased knowledge level and awareness of this issue as well as receive
possible solutions to take back to their prospective work environments.
Hilliard, A. G. III. (1991). Do we have the will to educate all children? Educational Leadership,
9, 31-36.

3
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Reflective thinking is important for improving classroom instruction. In a
Professional Development School setting, one reflective sequence involved preservice teachers teaching NCTM model lessons to young children. In a second
reflective sequence, social studies pre-service teachers used ICivics computerbased games to teach citizenship information. Prior to teaching the pre-service
teachers were coached by faculty in the process of reflective thinking. Guided
reflections based on anecdotal notes, scripted observations, video recording
summaries, responses to the games, and candidate lesson plans contribute to the
pre-service teachers’ implementation of best practice in content and pedagogy.
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Abstract
Best Practices: Improving Instruction Through Candidates’
Reflection

Pre-service teachers need reflective thinking to analyze and improve
their teaching. The use of guided reflection can influence teachers’
instructional practices. Two approaches we have included in research
involve teacher candidates in field experiences that develop content
knowledge and pedagogical knowledge through an understanding and
implementation of various forms of reflection.
In one formal research project in mathematics, faculty planned with
undergraduate candidates involved in assessment, differentiated
instruction, and data collection. A major component of candidates’
learning is the guided reflection that is the metacognitive portion of their
evaluation. In 2007 a team of faculty and graduate students developed a
research study using NCTM standards, and graduate candidates designed
the assessments and assisted in managing the study.
Undergraduate candidates used hands on math manipulatives in
curriculum intervention to study students’ early math learning processes.
Candidates responded to lessons by keeping anecdotal notes on student
performance and completing responses to a variety of reflective
questions designed to elicit thought. Examples of some questions are
following:
“What concepts did the teacher need to know to teach the lesson?”
“What was challenging for the students to understand? Why?
“Did you have a ‘teachable moment?’” Describe the situation.
“Did you customize the learning for individuals in your group?
How?”
“What best supported the students’ development of concept skills and
procedures?”
“How could you improve your performance as a teacher?
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A second reflective focus included the use of the ICivics computerbased games by undergraduates to teach students. Through playing
online games, young people were involved in citizenship vocabulary and
concepts. Pre-service teachers facilitated the lessons and developed
extension activities. Their reflections showed high levels of excitement
and learning among the pre-service teachers and their students.
Hatton and Smith (1995) said that “the essential quality of reflection
is thinking about practice in order to improve.” From a historical
perspective, John Dewey (1933) noted in the late 1920’s and 1930’s that
“…the teacher must spend reflective time to enable us to know what we
are about when we act.”
Candidates reported that their involvement in writing reflections
improved their understanding of the content and pedagogical knowledge
and enhanced their understanding and use of research. They commented
in reflections that they now know how to let assessments guide
instruction.
The success of the research model is found in collaboration; the
success of the reflection model is found in personal analysis of
classroom performance.
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Abstract
Retention is a critical part of the first year experience for all students, but for many at-risk
students, it goes beyond the first year. At-risk students include first generation, students with
disabilities and transfer students. Engaging in their academic studies and extra-curricular
activities can be daunting if they do not possess the skills for managing the balance effectively.
Establishing programs and/or systems to build the relationships between at-risk students and
university/college professionals is critical to the success and retention of these students.
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ABSTRACT

Building relationships with your at-risk students, retaining them and helping them succeed.
Pamela J. Starr, Ph.D., CRC

Retention is a critical part of the first year experience for all students, but for many at-risk
students, it goes beyond the first year. At-risk students include first generation, students with
disabilities and transfer students. Engaging in their academic studies and extra-curricular
activities can be daunting if they do not possess the skills for managing the balance effectively.
Establishing programs and/or systems to build the relationships between at-risk students and
university/college professionals is critical to the success and retention of these students.
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Alternative Interventions Used to Help Students Improve Academic Achievement
in Grades 9 - 12

Cross-disciplinary area on Holistic Style in Education to Improve Academic
Achievement in Grades 9 – 12

Paper session presentation on qualitative research study employing a cross-case
analysis on previous case studies was used to better understand the engagement of
students in a small number of cultural sensitivity programs and the teaching practices
that are factors in the development of their academic achievement. In sum, in the crosscase analysis of the 21 case studies, various features emerged across the cases that
were categorized into three general themes: (a) alternative interventions, (b) caring, and
(c) culturally responsive teaching/pedagogy.
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Abstract
The purpose of this qualitative research study employing a cross-case analysis on
previous case studies is to better understand the engagement of high school students in a
small number of cultural sensitivity programs and the teaching practices that are factors
in the development of their academic achievement. In the traditional infrastructure of
public schools, assimilation is built on fundamental values aligned with the U.S. political
establishment rather than on the value of adaptation to the demands and conflicts of other
cultures. Thus, less-empowered groups are at a disadvantage resulting in subgroups
abandoning their ideas and reducing their contributions to human capital. In this paper,
the focus is alternative programs, specifically programs in which there is a balance in the
learning process between the teacher and student emphasizing the development of
enhanced understanding of the cultural contexts an integral part of academic learning for
High School students. Also included in the case studies innovative intervention programs
that used holistic styles to help students improve academic achievement in Grades 9–12,
especially those students who are below grade level. Empirical literature revealed a
deeper understanding of the relationship between student learning styles and the
dominant Eurocentric traditional academic culture within classroom practices. In sum, in
the cross-case analysis of the 21 case studies, various features emerged across the cases
that were categorized into three general themes: (a) alternative interventions, (b) caring,
and (c) culturally responsive teaching/pedagogy.
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Abstract:

This case study describes a time period of 6 years in the history of a
school, a period marked by crisis recovery and organizational response to a
mandated large-scale reform. Despite its challenges, when speaking of this
period a number of the staff reflected on it as a kind of magical moment in time.
Twenty years later, I began to wonder what forces and factors were in play that
had evoked these memories of the period.
The research questions that directed the study asked participants what
their experience was and the factors they saw as contributing to the school’s
success, if the crises, the reform or the somewhat simultaneous presence of the
two, played a role in the school’s development. I also sought to understand my
own role of principal in the development of the school. The goal of this
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dissertation was to ascertain how the responses of those both internal and
external to the school facilitated and impeded the school’s ability to recover and
restore its legitimacy in the eyes of its community and the school district within
which it operated.
The research findings revealed significant themes in the collected stories
and determined that both crises and reform played a role in the school’s
development. This research has implications for educators seeking to resolve
crises and increase the capacity of schools to better meet their future—one sure
to bring change, reform, and perhaps even crises.

Introduction

In 1988, I received my first assignment as principal to a small rural school
in a school district situated on the coast of British Columbia. As I walked across
the gravel playground to the school’s brilliantly painted front entrance, I was filled
with excitement, unbounded energy, and fear. At 36 years of age, I was one of
the youngest and least experienced staff members. As such, I was acutely aware
that my professional toolbox was sparsely filled: I had no formal training in
leadership or school administration. Shored by only a 5-day̶ short course on
school administration taken that summer, I remember noting that my hand
trembled on the door handle as I entered Oceanside School 1 to meet the staff,
many for the first time. I felt tremendous relief as several staff members warmly
greeted me and instantly my confidence grew. Thus began my 6-year journey.
Had I been more experienced, wiser, and more knowledgeable about the
school’s history, my fears and apprehensions wouldn’t have been so easily
assuaged.

1

Oceanside School is a pseudonym for the actual school name.
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Two years prior to my appointment as Principal, disclosure of sexual
abuse in another British Columbia community revealed a trail of further
unreported abuses of children that led back to Oceanside’s Grade 2 classes of
1982 and 1983. Upon investigation, it became apparent that the classroom
teacher, known hereafter in this study by the pseudonym of John Doe, had
abused several students in these classes. It was ultimately discovered that
Oceanside Elementary was only 1 of 5 jurisdictions in the province in which he
had victimized students.
Oceanside School is located in the small community for which it is named
situated on the southern end of the Windy Coast. Traditionally it has been home
to families of mill workers and commuters traveling to the province's major city for
work. The neighbourhood school has always been small, enrolling between 75
and 175 students and it is the central gathering place for the community. Most of
the school staff members did, and still do, live close to or inside the school
catchment area. The school and its community are deeply, and in many respects,
mutually embedded. Oceanside Elementary parents and other community
members viewed the staff as caring, ethical, and trustworthy, or did until the
firestorm that raged after a criminal investigation revealed that the teacherpaedophile had also victimized children in their community.
Because I lived in the area at that time, I knew of the charges and criminal
proceedings and observed the shame of the known victims. Perhaps it was my
naivety or self-centered determination to have an unhindered, successful first
principalship that caused me to enter the assignment without consideration of
this history and with the belief that the catastrophe was past. Others, including
my superiors, may have shared my belief as I don’t recall receiving any
cautionary advice about the school’s history, its culture or how its relationship
with the community might have been affected by the crisis.
In retrospect my lack of concern seems almost absurd although it seems
to have been grounded in the facts that the offender was incarcerated and that 5
years had passed since he left the school. Further, the students in both his
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Grade 2 classes were now attending high school, the local and provincial papers
had stopped covering the story, and the fury that erupted in the province
following his arrest and hearing had subsided. I also held the belief that once
past, crises and upsets are better left alone and that talking about them would
only keep the feelings alive and potentially hinder recovery.
However, within months, I was to learn that the pain of the whole crisis
remained active for many in the school and the community. It was revealed when
triggering events occurred such as an accusation of sexual touching brought by a
student against another teacher or a photocopier malfunction that caused the
school secretary to dissolve in tears and tell me that the students believed that
she and others knew of and condoned the actions of John Doe. After all, she had
walked into the classroom when, unbeknown to her, he was fondling a child
sitting on his lap during story time. Students thought she must have seen and
must have known about the offensive behaviour, and because she didn’t say
anything, she must have thought it was acceptable. Throughout this school year
my naivety was revealed as one incident after another erupted and I came to
realize that the crisis was not yet past.
Juxtaposed with this dark period is the history that was created by the staff
and community in the ensuing 6 years. In the post-crisis period Oceanside
Elementary staff initiated a number of significant developments. Some initiatives
were associated with the implementation of the provincially mandated
educational curriculum change initiative known generally as the Year 2000
Program (British Columbia Ministry of Education, 1989c). Others were staff
designed extrapolations of the Year 2000 Program. I believe that others were
innovations in response to the outrage and guilt that people experienced when
they learned of John Doe’s activity in the school. The initiatives were represented
by a number of actions. Student peer mediators co-supervised the playground
during break times and parents offered an array of arts and cultural activities to
release teachers to work with parents and students in a Three-Way Reporting
process. Parents, teachers, support staff, and students developed vision and
mission statements that were to have profound effects in the time ahead.
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Because the school took referrals of both regular and high-needs students, it saw
significant student intakes from neighbouring schools. One participant who is
now Director of the Curriculum and School Services, in the Territory of Nunavut,
commented recently: “I still try to implement some of the approaches you were
working on.”
Even people from outside the school's immediate community also
commented positively about Oceanside Elementary. I recall that a teacher from
the local secondary school remarked that he could always tell when students
came from Oceanside because of their strong sense of themselves as people
and learners. Others found that the students were not afraid to lead, even in their
early years at the secondary level. In 1995, a year after I left the school to
assume a principal's role at another District school, the Chair of the External
Accreditation Team that had assessed Oceanside came to visit me in my new
school. She commented that although visiting former principals of assessed
schools was not part of the accreditation process she wanted to tell me how
impressed the Team was with Oceanside School, and she wanted to
acknowledge my part in that success. I later received a copy of the report and
noted terms like “standards of excellence,” “ethic of care,” “overwhelming sense
of unity,” and “truly a place of learning.” I recall the Team Chair saying that she
found Oceanside to be extraordinary in terms of its strong sense of community
and effectiveness.
Memorable too, is a long ago conversation with the District’s Primary
Program Coordinator in which she initially planted the seed for this research. As I
recall, her words to me were: “You've got to figure out what's going on at
Oceanside…you really have to start articulating what this is because if you don't
it’s not reproducible anywhere.” She encouraged us to determine the factors that
were contributing to the success she perceived at Oceanside.
These many positive perceptions of the school signalled to me that
Oceanside had managed to make the transition from crisis to recovery and to
move on to become an effective and innovative school organization. These
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perceptions were the inspiration that led to the thesis research reported here. I
wanted to understand how Oceanside School survived and ultimately flourished;
what aspects of our response to 2 significant challenges of crisis and a largescale, externally mandated educational reform made the difference?
General Question
Oceanside Elementary School's staff felt that the school was a good one.
Parents expressed a similar regard for the school, and colleagues in the School
District also noted its success. An External Accreditation Report conducted in
May 1995 confirmed these feelings and thoughts about the school stating that,
not only was the school successful at meeting its educational goals, it was also a
nurturing place for children.
Yet, for some, its history of crisis and the challenge of implementing largescale curriculum reform might predict turbulence and disorder. I believe that
organizations, like people, respond to change events, such as crisis, and to
challenges, such as large-scale reform, in a variety of ways. The nature of their
responses likely depends on a number of factors. While some may become
seriously dysfunctional, or show important symptoms of distress, others are
energized and focus their efforts to reach their goals, overcome challenges, or
recover from the crisis. This study addressed three forms of change; school
development, reform, and crisis.
The central research question was: What factors allowed Oceanside
Elementary school to become strong and effective despite experiencing a
significant crisis somewhat concurrent to a subsequent provincially mandated
educational reform initiative? Extending this question, I asked what the
experience could offer in the way of knowledge and understanding of crisis
recovery, the building or rebuilding of organizational culture and school
leadership?
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Method

This case study used three methods: interview, survey and the
examination of historical records and documents. The centre-piece of the study
was a set of semi-structured interviews designed to allow the 16 teachers,
support staff, parents and others who participated in the events that were the
focus of the case to tell their stories of occurrences in the 6-year period
examined in this study. The survey and related historical records helped to clarify
and substantiate the outcomes of the interviews. The study was structured in the
manner of a grounded theory inquiry, such that the development of or connection
to theory related to the case was largely conducted after data collection.

Findings

Based on the participants’ stories as told in their semi-structured
interviews, the following themes emerged:
•

Fellowship in a community of shared purpose

•

Focus on student learning

•

Commitment

•

Culture and morale

•

Team work and cooperation

•

Leadership

•

Communication

•

Building and creating
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•

Year 2000 (large-scale, externally mandated reform)

•

Crisis

These finding were then triangulated with other data and analyzed in light
of predominant social theory as well as theory related to educational leadership
and crisis recovery. The overall conclusion was that school culture is vitally
important and that significant cultural markers do exist. These markers contribute
not only to school development and success at meeting its goals, but also to
resilience and response in a crisis. These markers are as follows:
•

Fellowship in a community of shared purpose and values. School
leaders must seek to create deeply committed, caring and focused
school communities committed to a common purpose and values.

•

The freedom to build and create towards a common vision. School
leaders must attend to organizational learning through sense-making,
knowledge building, and by developing the organization’s ability to learn.
Building and creating curricular experiences as well as determining
directions for the school is central to community members’ sense of
engagement, satisfaction, and commitment to the school community and
its purposes.

•

A focus on student and life-long learning as the central purpose of
schools. This means attending to all learners’ needs, social-emotional
needs included; student learning must be acknowledged in all areas, not
just the academic arena. Skills and attitudes necessary for life-long
learning are also important. Meta-cognition (knowing how to learn and
understanding oneself as a learner) is another important feature of this
theme.

•

A positive culture and strong morale form the context necessary for
student and organizational learning. Positive personal and professional
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relationships matter and are formed through respect, appreciation,
acceptance, trust, safety, humour and fun. Being recipients of an ethic of
care supports staff and student learning. Learning is a largely a social
endeavour. As such, team-work and cooperation are essential features
of the organization of schools. Leaders must seek to build a sense of
team—even family—where responsibility is shared.
•

Communication among all members of a school community is essential.
Collaborative processes will move the school towards its goals and
enable it to realize its purposes. No single individual can achieve what
many people focused on a common vision can achieve. Leaders must
strive to create a culture marked by open and responsive
communication. A meta-organizational understanding is important. A
school must articulate itself: its culture must be defined including its
legitimate processes and practices that allow for its success, and
support its future directions.

•

Distributed leadership allows all members to step into leadership roles. It
honours the talents and professional skills of its people. Leaders don’t
own leadership; they are formally positioned to give and to share
leadership.

•

Leaders should consider the larger system within which the school
operates, understand the reciprocal impact of the system’s elements and
the whole system; they should also understand the impact of the
school’s context, including its historical context. Accordingly, they
understand the need to address individual and organizational healing
and learning as well as to address external forces that might provide
support for or impinge on that healing and learning;

•

Leaders who understand that as crises and large change events such as
reform, threaten and disorder the school’s culture and very foundation, in
response, the school is called to redefine and recreate itself.
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These markers are common to the literature examined in this study and to
literature related to successful schools. However, it is more often the case that, to
our peril, we have underplayed the importance of some essential
understandings.
The demands of the system have school leaders acting more from the
system world and less often from the lifeworld 2. The building blocks of a rich and
meaningful school culture (common vision, values, shared goals, and
collaborative processes) are often set aside. Leaders must understand the
critical importance of school culture, its building blocks, and the impact of their
absence on school development, reform, and crisis recovery.
In an attempt to develop culture and build towards these elements, school
leaders are tempted to tackle them as they might a shopping list. And, while it is
important for school leaders to focus on developing these characteristics, the
process by which they are achieved matters equally. Leaders need to be armed
with the knowledge that this is a long walk, a complex process that cannot be
prescribed. It does not follow a set of discrete, sequential steps, nor is it arrived
at only once; rather the process will circle back on itself whenever threats or
crises of any proportion arise.

2

Jurgen Habermas’ theory of communicative action rested on an understanding

of the terms system world and lifeworld. The system world gives society order and
direction; it is a fully rationalized, quantifiable system operating on principles such as
efficiency, control, and predictability. Lifeworld is that which provides meaning; it is the
world of shared understandings, values, beliefs and sense of ‘who we are’. Lifeworld is
acted out in terms of communication and language. Habermas maintained that a
balance between the two worlds is essential: a system view without lifeworld is to live
without meaning; a lifeworld without the system world is disordered and directionless.
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Communicative action 3 will support the development of a strong school
culture and its important elements. In fact, I believe it is the only thing that will.
When attributed the important place it deserves in schools, communicative action
will allow collective wisdom, knowledge, and ethical understandings to have an
affirmative effect on the school’s development, problems, crises, or other system
demands. To the extent a school relies on communicative action, the school’s
capacity for such action will grow.
Crisis and reform bring their own set of demands. Each by definition,
draws into question past practice and other foundational aspects such as core
values, visions, shared purpose, and relationships. The choice facing leaders
and other participants is to hunker down and protect what was or to see the crisis
or reform as an opportunity to examine the very foundation of the school. To
accomplish this, leaders can rely on the practical wisdom (phronesis) of its
members to examine the situation, then to draw on relevant theory and their own
experience to make the changes required for rebuilding and recreating
(communicative action). I make a single proposition based on the findings of this
study. School culture matters. A rich and meaningful culture built through

Habermas’ theory of communicative action is based on the idea that linguistic
reproduction ensures cohesion between tradition and new knowledge, socialization
of individuals, legitimization of institutions and relationships, maintenance of
cultural obligations, generation of a sense of belonging, and a sense of accord
(Eriksen, 2007). Speech acts between community members constitute
communicative action whereby common understanding and coordinated action are
achieved. Habermas emphasized, like Taylor, the need for an articulated society:

3

Society will inevitably disintegrate if we do not make room for actions
oriented to reaching understanding, which can take care of the
symbolic reproduction of society. Therefore, we must…operate a
lifeworld which is communicatively integrated, and which establishes
the necessary symbolic foundation on which the system is built.
(Eriksen, 2007, p. 86)

Symbols carry meaning and language enables the understanding necessary for the
cohesion and reproduction of society. In this way, society is communicatively integrated.
Communicative action occurs and society becomes articulated in the meaning-making
and symbolic lifeworld.
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communicative action, establishes fertile ground for development and reform.
Additionally, it will enable the school organization to meet crisis and to learn and
grow beyond it— to rebuild the social imaginary and seek a new normal.

Summary
What I once regarded as a magical mix of exceptional people brought
together by happenstance, I now understand differently. This is not to deny the
magic or the exceptionality of these people; it was a magical time, in a place filled
with exceptional individuals. Particular factors and processes were at play,
becoming apparent only when mined for years later, through the stories of the
participants. I might have seen it then had we examined our circumstances
reflexively. We conversed about the school, our choice of directions, and the best
means of meeting our desired outcomes; we talked about the students’ needs,
the programs and best approaches, and how they were working; and we asked if
we were doing things right and if we were doing the right things (Flood & Romm,
1996). What we neglected to talk about was why our actions were successful. In
essence, we failed to apply phronesis and act reflexively to build our metaorganizational understanding; we did not put it to use sufficiently to gain the selfunderstanding and self-regulation vital to replication of the successes. Instead,
we were content to view it somewhat nostalgically as a magical time. Dunne
asserts that in order for practice to move “beyond the merely haphazard,
knowledge needs to made the object of theory” (1999, p. 715). In so doing,
important patterns emerge, allowing practice to advance and potentially be
applied to new situations. Dunne calls for empirical work backed by thickly
descriptive studies described as follows:
Let it suffice to say that these studies will embrace a variety of
narrative modes and be strongly hermeneutical in character....They
will tell stories about particular projects or episodes in the history of
an organization…they will do so with the kind of interpretive skill
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that can bring out the nuances of plot and character, the dense
meshing of insights and oversight, of convergence or contrary
motivations and interests, of anticipated or unanticipated responses
from the internal environments (or irruptions from the external one),
all conspiring to bring relative success or failure. (p. 717)
In this study, I have attempted to provide thick description and the
interpretation necessary to answer the question of why this school was
successful. Because it is limited to an in-depth study of one school and a long
ago circumstance, my study might be classified as an “account condemned to a
narcissism of the particular” (Dunne, 1999, p. 717). Alternatively, readers of this
work might find significance in the depicted setting; it may illuminate other cases
having “greatest potential effect for those most deeply in the throes of the very
particularity of another setting” (p. 717). For me, this study has provided an
understanding of what made that magical mix. In the words of T.S. Eliot:
We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.
“Little Gidding”
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Research objectives:
- to evaluate the current misconceptions we have while teaching a language
- to stimulate critical thinking with the use of new structures of the taught language
(jokes for example)
- to establish a common language program that can be used internationally
- to frame our lesson plans with the diplomacy that is (or should be) behind learning a
language

Description of the Presentation:
The workshop will put forth activities towards developing lesson plans that are
diplomacy-oriented, instead of being focused around one objective, like a traditional
lesson plan is. Topics such as current affairs, art, and cooking will help participants
engage in the establishment of lesson plans that can be used internationally. The aim is
therefore cultural communication that is a framework to work within to ensure students
master the language “culturally”.

Proposed methodology:
Working in groups after brainstorming, we will be asked to develop one perspective of a
diplomacy-oriented teaching. We will move from the conventional division: Grammar,
Vocabulary, and Composition to a thematic division which will include all three. Working
with specific themes, we will suggest exercises to be used in class, in all languages.
These exercises will include all language components, and one basic ingredient: critical
thinking.
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Discussion of expected outcomes:
After we look at the errors we make in our lesson plans, and the misconceptions we are
bound to use in language teaching for the sake of time, or laziness, we will move
forward with a different plan, one that is convenient to all as it presents itself as general
and content-free. Once we focus on critical thinking, methods like questioning for
example put forth a frame that can be international and therefore valuable in our
modern philosophy of education. As the world moves towards language teaching and
more globalization, educators can also work on one educational framework that will
result in the establishment of one assessment system. The concrete effect of the
workshop will be the production of lesson plans that guide the students towards the will
to learn more, and to know more.

Abstract:
Teaching is an optimistic mission. Language teaching suggests that teachers can link
students to a new language. Traditionally, Vocabulary, Grammar and Writing have
made it possible to learn a language. But learning a language is above all a cultural
experience, a communication between two cultures. Being Lebanese, I can testify that
we learn many languages and we change the languages we learn. The question is
therefore if we are living in an open world, where anyone can go anywhere he or she
wishes (with the proper visa requirements), where anyone can and wishes nowadays to
learn a new language because of the market pressure and/or for tourism, then we can
certainly agree that learning a language is the one major link between cultures, and one
important pillar for diplomacy.
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Language teaching, when culturally-oriented, is an opportunity for peaceful international
relations. Therefore, the idea of one scheme in which language teaching can be tackled
is only one step towards cultural communication. Following this path, concrete activities
will give the opportunity for teachers to establish lesson plans to follow when teaching a
language. In these plans, Vocabulary, Grammar, and Writing will not be separated for
the sake of skills to assess. Lesson plans will be developed in a cultural frame relying
on thematic understanding of the “other” that is the object of our lessons. We are, after
all, getting to know another culture. For example, we will look more for the
understanding of jokes and less for the meaning of words.
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Teachers’ qualifications and pedagogical skills: Exploring the challenges
facing the provision of quality free secondary education in Kenya.

Abstract
Provision of quality secondary education is very important in the creation of opportunities
and socio- economic development benefits to the country as a whole. Therefore provision
of quality education becomes a very critical tool. Education has been recognised as the best
anti-poverty strategies. Secondary education provides a vital link between basic education,
and tertiary and the world of work, on one hand and further training on the other. It is
therefore very strategic in terms of connecting primary education, tertiary education and
the labour market. Free secondary education was introduced in Kenya in January 2008 and
resulted in an increase in enrolment by more than 300,000, but the increase in enrolment
did not correspond with the increase in the number of qualified teachers. This article
reports on the findings of a study conducted in three counties in Kenya. The study utilised a
survey design and comprised of 100 principals drawn purposively from 100 secondary
schools. Data was collected through the use of both closed and open-ended questionnaires.
The data collected was analysed using SPSS (Statistical package for social sciences) resulting
in descriptive data. The study focused on the qualifications and pedagogical skills of
teachers. The study found that in every school a significant number of teachers were not
trained and therefore lacked appropriate qualifications and pedagogical skills. The situation
raised serious implications in terms of providing quality education.
Key: Free secondary education, quality education, Kenya and pedagogical skills and teachers
qualification.
Andrew Makori: andrewmakori@hotmail.co.uk: Reading Gap International CIC:UK
HenryOnderi: HenryOnderi@yahoo.com : Bondo University: Kenya
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The sponsor or principal or both: Understanding the role conflict and
tensions in leading and managing sponsored secondary schools in Kenya
Abstract
Secondary schools in Kenya are either public or private. Public schools are government
supported, while private schools are diversely supported. For instance, private
entrepreneurs, companies, churches, trusts and other recognised bodies. The proprietors
finance and manage the schools through school fees and other contributions from sponsors.
Therefore within private schools are sponsored schools. The Education Act 1968 and revised
1980 makes provision for the appointment of sponsors in school management. The
Education Act empowers religious organisations and other sponsors to participate in the
management of schools or colleges that they sponsor. Therefore the sponsor is perceived to
have greater influence on school management within the provision of the Education Act.
This article reports on the finding of a study conducted in three counties in Kenya. The study
utilised a survey designed and comprised of 100 principals drawn from 100 secondary
schools. The schools were purposively sampled. Data was collected through the use of
questionnaires. The resulting data was analysed using SPSS (Statistical package for social
sciences) resulting in descriptive statistics. The study mainly focused on role of secondary
sponsors and their relationship with the principal. The study reports that some school
principals had excellent relationship with their sponsors, while others the relationship was
poor. The principals blamed sponsors on a number of areas: undue interference with the
running of the schools, harassment and intimidation of the principals and also promoting
unnecessary transfer of school principals. Other principals felt that some of the people
nominated by the sponsors to serve in the board of governor lacked exposure, skills and
knowledge.
Key: Secondary school, Kenya, Sponsors, principals, Education Act 1968 and 1980.
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5.) E-mail Address of the Author: ctyler@nu.edu
6.) Abstract
School leaders have been ethically challenged to make difficult decisions while coping with high
stakes pressures from political leaders and the public, along with school accountability
legislation. More recently, leaders’ traditional high codes of ethics are found to compete with
conflicting state and federal standards, legislation signed into laws, landmark state and federal
supreme court cases, community/ student interests, and special interests groups for decisionmaking. The objective of this paper will be to will define and summarize standards, leadership
ethics, nature of pressures creating leaders’ dilemmas of making the best decisions that balance
these conflicting elements. Following this discussion, the audience will be involved in real life
decision-making situational scenarios emphasizing ethics.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to develop an understanding of the relationship The Nursing and
Allied Health Department of Cuesta College and the use of iPod touch technology. The college
offers ten certificate courses and degree training programs in the education of nursing and
healthcare professionals to prepare students for the work force.
Recently, Cuesta College was awarded a federal HRSA grant and AB 70 funds for
technology in the Nursing and Allied Health courses. In an effort to meet the expanding
modalities of technology in higher education, the college has used this funding to purchase
Apple iPod Touch devices, applications, and training for RN, LVN, Paramedic students and
faculty throughout the 2010-2011, 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 academic years.
By the end of iPod Touch project, students should be able to demonstrate the benefits of
the technological course aid by conducting patient diagnosis research in an efficient way,
complete clinical preparation with good performance, and enhance the patient care. Students in
the Nursing and Allied Health Department at Cuesta College were interviewed and surveyed to
gain insights to their experiences utilizing the IPod Touch in clinical settings, thus expanding our
understanding of technology use. The rationale for the research report can be a significant model
for future universities, colleges, high schools and schools to apply.
A mixed methods approach was used for the purpose of this study. At the end of each
academic year students were asked to voluntarily participate in evaluating the use of iPod Touch
technology. The Nursing and Allied Health students periodically participated in an anonymous
evaluation survey, evaluating their experience with the iPod Touch and Skyscape Applications
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pilot project. The survey consists of two parts and thirteen questions: the first seven questions
concern students' satisfaction with Skyscape - both the webinar and the support staff (e.g.,
borrowing the device, setting up the device, getting technical support), and the last six questions
evaluate the use of the iPod Touch technology in classrooms and clinical settings during the
program (see appendix A). Responses were entered into an electronic database with password
protection. Their responses were only accessible to the Director of Institutional Research Staff
and were not available to any other faculty or staff member. After a written request to Cuesta
College, the researchers obtained the raw data of Spring 2011 under the promise of
confidentiality (Krathwohl, 2009). Eighty-one students completed the Spring 2011 survey
representing a participation rate of 84.37 % although not every student responded to each
question. The researchers also used a qualitative design and interviewed 9 students who
participated in the program to better understand the learning experiences students shared
(Glesne, 2011).
The fundamental questions driving this study are:
● Will Students be able to expedite drug, lab, diagnostic test and patient diagnosis research
in an efficient manner?
● Will students be able to complete clinical preparation in a more time efficient way while
maintaining accuracy and thoroughness?
● Will students be able to more efficiently implement effective teaching plans for patient?
● Will students be able to utilize the device in the field to enhance effective patient care?
● Will students be able to receive immediate in-class feedback through use of a clicker
application?
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The impact of the iPod Touch technology in the classrooms and clinical settings on
enhancing nursing students educational experience was analyzed in two ways. First, the
researchers used one-sample t-test in order to find out whether the device enhanced class
learning and whether the students supported its use (See Tables 2 & 3). Second, the researchers
correlation analysis in order to find out why the students did not strongly agree that the program
was useful, (see Table 4). Using analysis the study questioned (1) whether there was a
relationship between item 13 and any other item, and if so, (2) how strong or weak that
relationship was (Huck, 2000). Interviews were also conducted with participants who went
through the program. The qualitative data was coded and used to determine the relationships
between the survey data. The over all response of the students to the new iPod touch technology
was positive.
Introduction
Cuesta Community College first opened its doors in San Luis Obispo (SLO) County,
California on April 16, 1963. Today, the college offers sixty-four degree programs (thirty four
Associate of Arts degrees and thirty Associate of Science degrees), ninety-five certificates, and is
considered one of the best community colleges in the State for its commitment to academic
excellence and community service. In 1996, Cuesta College received a Silver Medal Eureka
Award for education quality and service excellence. The campus is home to more than eleven
thousand students and five hundred faculty, maintaining a student/instructor ratio of 1 to 34,
which ensures small class sizes and intimate learning environments. The campus also enjoys one
hundred and fifty beautiful green acres, six miles from the beaches of the Pacific Ocean and six
miles from the city’s historic downtown. In 2009-2010, the budget of Cuesta College was $60.9
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million, a foundation to assist and support the college and community in the important fields of
education and cultural development.
The certificate courses and training programs servicing the community’s diverse needs
include: Acute Care Nurse (ACNA), Certified Nurse Assistant (CNA), Emergency Medical
Technician (EMT), EMS Supplemental Courses, Licensed Vocational Nursing (LVN), Medical
Assisting, Paramedic, Phlebotomy, Psychiatric Technician, and Registered Nursing (RN).
Recently, Cuesta College was awarded a federal HRSA grant and AB 70 funds for technology in
the Nursing and Allied Health courses. In an effort to meet the expanding modalities of
technology in higher education, the college has used this funding to purchase Apple iPod Touch
devices, applications, and training for RN, LVN, Paramedic students and faculty throughout the
2010-2011, 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 academic years. By the end of the iPod Touch project,
students should be able to demonstrate the benefits of the technological course aid by conducting
patient diagnosis research in an efficient way, complete clinical preparation with good
performance, and enhance the patient care.
The Nursing and Allied Health department at Cuesta College will be entering a five
semester pilot project to implement and evaluate the small handheld, touch screen devices for
use in the Nursing and Allied Health classrooms and clinical settings at no cost to either general
fund or the students. The Student Learning Outcomes (SLO’s) for the iTouch project include:
1.

Students will be able to expedite drug, lab, diagnostic test and patient diagnosis
research in an efficient manner.

2.

Students will be able to complete clinical preparation in a more time efficient way
while maintaining accuracy and thoroughness.
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Students will be able to more efficiently implement effective teaching plans for
patients.

4.

Students will be able to utilize the device in the field to enhance effective patient
care.

5.

Students will be able to receive immediate in-class feedback through use of a
clicker application.

6

This 1-3 year pilot project will provide the college with the opportunity to evaluate iPod
Touch technology before investing in equipment and resources for a standard college platform.
The expectation is that students will check out the devises from the college’s library and return
them upon leaving the program. Appropriate student policies will be developed to ensure the
safe and rightful use and return of the technological aid. Once returned, a consultant, hired by the
Nursing and Allied Health Department, will restore the iPod Touch devices to factory settings
for re-distribution to incoming students.
As each program concludes, a survey will be distributed to students and faculty in order
to evaluate the effectiveness of the device and guide changes in process or applications as
needed. The survey results and project assessment will be written into a report, which will be
shared with the college’s computer services department. In addition to the stated SLOs, this pilot
project will also help identify issues that will need to be addressed before other handheld touch
screen devices are used as teaching tools at Cuesta. The following items have been identified as
areas to be evaluated and assessed throughout the project—noting items will be added to this list
as they are identified:
●

A “student/faculty driven” model will be used in which each student and faculty
will be responsible for the iTunes account that is tied to their device.
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●

Each faculty and student will be responsible for loading the require applications to
their device.

●

Unforeseen issues that arise due to the student/faculty driven model will be noted
and analyzed to determine viability for future projects.

●

If the student/faculty driven model doesn’t work, alternative models will be
evaluated for future use.

●

Students will be given download access to the apps. Purchased by the Nursing and
Allied Health Department, through their Cuesta email address. This system of
distribution will be evaluated and alternatives will be explored if deemed
necessary.

●

The importance or necessity of faculty and students utilizing the same devices and
versions of all applications and will be assessed.

●

Improvements and recommendation for future projects will be discussed and
noted in the final report.

●

The ‘enterprise’ processes, tools for loading apps on devices, and refreshing of
devices will be evaluated to determine efficiency and best practice. The use of
fee-based apps used in this environment and student vs. Cuesta incurred app costs
will be assessed and evaluated.

●

The availability of Wi-Fi necessary to support the apps and their usage will be
evaluated.

●

Policies that need to be created and enforced will be discussed and ways to best
implement them will be explored. The importance of students having full access
to the functionality of the device, including areas that may not be directly related
to instruction will be explored and evaluated.

●

The need for the apps to be prescribed by faculty will be assessed.

●

Information regarding additional apps downloaded by individual students for a
cost or free will be collected and students’’ perceptions of such apps will be
noted.
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●

The process and cost of replacing damaged or lost devices will be noted.

●

The initial and on-going time needed to support the devices will be tracked.

●

Compatibility and/or other issues pertaining to using the devices as clickers in the
classroom will be explored.

Literature Review
Wikipedia The Free Encyclopedia (2010) referred to the iPod touch as a portable media
player. In 2003 Steve Jobs changed the course of technology information distribution by
introducing the iPod Touch. At first the reactions were confused and hostile as critics lambasted
the four hundred dollar price tag. Although the device faced great scrutiny forward thinkers saw
the potential besides music and entertainment (Isaacson, 2011). Today the technology supports
information transfer of books, music, webcasts, and recordings.
History of iTouch Technology in the Classroom and in Health Care
Several colleges and universities have already implemented the use of iPod touches or
iPads in their Nursing and Dental hygiene programs. For example, the University of Rhode
Island’s College of Nursing received a grant of $423,700 for their project from the Health
Resources and Services Administration. The grant provided students with a 120-seat classroom
with state-of-the-art technology; the new classroom featured interactive TV screens, smart
boards, a power lectern, and ceiling projectors. In addition, the grant was also used to purchase
iPod Touches for faculty and PEPID, medical software for PDA's. The iPod Touches provide an
effective place to hold and share relevant medical and patient care information. The PEPID
software uses wireless technology to deliver large amounts of information instantly, important in
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situations that require rapid attention. The software is complete with medical and dosing
calculators, prescription interactions and programs for specific medical fields. (Kingston, 2010,
http://search.proquest.com/docview/472500204?accountid=25355)
The University of California, Los Angles Nursing program has implemented iPod touch
technology. Graduates of the program utilized the iPod Touch to reach their core goals. The
school giving the students the iPod Touches to improve their learning experience and to give
students continuous access to health care related content located within the iPod Touches
applications. The program collected data on 118 nursing students. Also vital to this interplay of
learning was the crucial nexus between knowledge exchange and changes in practices (Eraut,
2001).
The nursing student of the University of California, Los Angles program use the devices
and applications in clinical settings, classroom and helping to prepare for the nursing board
certification, the same use as the Cuesta College students. The device provides students with
mobile applications that give them information they'll need in the classroom and at the bedside,
as well as an app to help them prepare for the nursing board examination.
Applications provided to students include, assessment, protocols, diagnoses, procedures,
textbooks, drug guides, lab guides, diagnostic tests, diseases and disorders reference, Taber's
Medical Dictionary and a Medline Journal citation and study-abstract explorer (UCLA Press
Release 2010).
http://0search.proquest.com.leopac.ulv.edu/docview/817408060?accountid=25355).
The innovating state-of-the-art technology of iPod Touch has not only been implemented
in nursing programs but also in other medical fields, such as Dental Hygienist programs as well.
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Rebecca Rakoczy ( explains, Georgia Perimeter’s “first-year [Dental Hygiene] students-and their
instructors-will be handed 64GB iPod Touches, while second year students will receive 64GB
iPads.” The pilot program loans mobile devices, which have special health science applications,
classroom lectures available for download, videos, and podcasts, to students for one year.
According to the author, dental hygiene instructor Joanne Weir states, “Physicians and dentists
are also beginning to adopt them for their practices.” For this small pilot program, two nursing
instructors with 10 iPod Touches after receiving a $3,000 technology grant from Duke
University. According to the author, “All students who participate in the voluntary pilot will
also be required to participate in the college's Office of Institutional Research study, which will
track student success in the classroom and their use of the devices” (University System of
Georgia of Georgia Perimeter College news release, 2010,
http://0search.proquest.com.leopac.ulv.edu/docview/749463641?accountid=25355)
Technology in education
Wireless devices such as the iPod Touch may change the current education system.
These technologies are capable of expanding current, creating new, and bridging multiple ways
of teaching and learning to seed cultural change (Crichton et al., 2011). Today, technological
pocket devices are more powerful, better connected and easier to use than desktop computers or
laptops. These devices enable individuals to do different things at once like listen to audio,
watch videos, message others, or access the internet from virtually anywhere (Forsyth, 2007).
Teachers and students can use these pocket devices at school as support technologies, as
multi-media options for real-time content delivery in the classroom, and as spaces to store and
access course notes, materials, rosters or syllabi. Teachers and students are most comfortable
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and can increase the motivation of education (Murray, 2010). Technology supports learning, and
teachers determine which technology tools they need to use in their classrooms based on student
need and their individual teaching styles. The iPod Touch, a device that can be individualized,
allows students to access and use audio and video lessons at their own pace (Keengwe et al.,
2009).
Teaching and Learning
The current student generation is being exposed to technology at both formal and
informal levels. For example, the different technological devices are used for text messaging,
instant messaging, and accessing e-mail both in personal life and in professional life. According
to Nicholas (2008), in a nationwide survey of 1,171 college students, 97% of Millennial’s owned
cell phones, and over two-thirds have sent text-messages on them. Over half of the students in
the study said ‘instant messaging was their top choice of communication’ (McCasland, 2005,
p.8). They download podcasts and music and can take photos with their phones… ” (p.28). It
seems that technology brings and keeps people together in an easy and fast way. People have
learned to collaborate through technology, and “The experience of connectivity through text
messaging, instant messaging, blogging (Web logs, My Space, Facebook) and video gaming are
familiar to most Millennial’s” (Nicholas, p. 28). To a certain degree, the new generation can be
considered to be technologically literate.
In the traditional learning environment of the classroom there has been very little
technology use other than Blackboard. Gertz (1983) reflects on student teacher relationships
regarding technology and emphasizes that in three decades little has been accomplished.
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In many classrooms today, students are allowed to use technology while in class, even if
“there may… be a question whether the student is truly taking notes on the shielded, black box
that sits on his or her desk or simply checking on the plans among friends for the evening’s
activities” (Nicholas, p. 27). It is also the case many young people can multitask with
technology, and sometimes they are ahead of older cohorts in terms of understanding how
devices, programs, and software work. This can make it difficult for instructors to keep control in
the classroom environment; however, it has been said that e-learning has some practical
advantages. “Practical advantages,” explains Irving and colleagues, “include the fact that
students do not have to be in a room all at one time as with traditional education approaches”
(Irving et al., 2009, p. 16).
Triggs, and John (2004) research supports the concept that implementation of technology
can help reduced faculty and students’ sense of isolation, “contact with others who share your
professional interests and concerns; interaction that involves knowledge exchange as the basis
for knowledge transformation; encouragement to take risks combined with support in analyzing
why things go wrong and how they might improve” (p. 428).
E-learning has been implemented more in the education system (as mentioned before)
because of the practical advantages, including serving the needs of diverse student populations.
Black and Watties-Daniels (2006) argue, “factors can influence potential nursing students to
consider learning via technology are lack of time, workplace demands and family obligation”
(2006, p. 103). Perhaps e-learning can also be implemented to accommodate and improve the
instruction delivery for programs like those. Additionally, according to Irving et al. (2009), “‘Elearning is being increasingly used in the curricula of healthcare providers (Bloomfield et al.,
2008; Levinson et al., 2007, Ridgeway et al., 2007; Roy et al., 2006; Ruiz et al., 2007; Tse et al.,
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2007)” (p. 16). As a matter of fact, there are educational games for some carriers to enhance
new ideas. Irving et al. (2009) expressed that “games provide the opportunity for learners to
discover new ideas and solutions to clinically relevant problems through semi-structured
experiences (p.16). E-teaching and e-learning nursing programs have implemented different
technology usage; for example, “Web-enhanced Instruction, Smart Classrooms, Blackboard
Learning System, Tegrity Learning System (notepad – note-taking in CSU nursing faculty in
2005, students were offered the pens and notepads at a discount price)” are some examples.
(Black and Watties-Daniels, 2006, p. 104-105). Research conducted by Irving et al. explains:
… the idea was conceived to create an interactive virtual learning program to improve
delirium detection and management; in fact, an e-learning module which can be used by
healthcare providers on the unit during working time (e.g. free time). Such a programme
will be developed and tested in a three-year research project. (Irving et al., 2009, p. 17)
The purpose of this three year research approach was done “to improve … skills and
expertise of nurses and doctors in delirium prevention, screening, detection and management, in
order to have a positive impact on healthcare workers’ recognition and management skills as
well as on patients’ delirium status in practice (e.g. occurrence, duration, and severity of
delirium)” (Irving et al., 2009, p. 17). In addition, this e-learning program, according to the
authors, could help with time and pressure on the floor in the health system (Irving et al., 2009,
p. 17). This pilot-tested program can demonstrate the e-learning delirium in the clinical
practices. The college created a mindset that students will personalize their learning through the
use of technology. Dweck (2006) shares the importance of a growth mindset to continue to learn
and grow from our experiences.
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The Edwards and O’Connor research project ‘Passport Project for Nursing Success’ was
conducted, they explain, “to assess the skills, knowledge, and informatics comfort level of
students, while providing computer training and teaching for beginning nursing students in an
undergraduate nursing program in Central Illinois” (Edwards and O’Connor, 2011, p. 1). On the
Passport Project for Nursing Success, students’ first nursing course focused on the basic skills of
on-line learning software, etc (Edwards and O’Connor, 2011, p. 1). The Passport Project for
Nursing Success research results found improved retention rates of first semester nursing
students. Additionally, the research revealed that students found significant value in the learning
modules. At the beginning of the project, the barrier or challenges of the implementation of the
Passport Project were primarily faculty resistance and academic support.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine and determine if a relationship exists between
iPod Touch technology and the Cuesta College Nursing and Allied Health student satisfaction
with the iPod Touch and Skyscape technologies used both in the classroom and clinical setting.
Through a mixed methods study both “quantitative and qualitative” the study will
examine the relationships and identify possible impacts on enhancing nursing students’
educational experience in clinical and classroom settings.
Significance of the Study
The quality of technology for nursing students has never been more important than it is
now. With the tremendous need for new nurses who are qualified to use the latest technology,
the profession needs to direct its attention to programs that use such. Steps have been taken in
California to provide a comprehensive approach to addressing this issue, and efforts have been
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made to recruit competent individuals into the profession, provide them with the best possible
preparation, and give them ample support during their early years in classroom and clinical
settings.
Studying the contribution that iPod Touch and Skyscraper applications can make to the
effectiveness of beginning nurse induction can help to determine if the process is an effective
part of new support. The study can also help answer the question of whether or not nursing
students find the iPod Touch technology has a positive effect on their practices.
History of iPod Touches and iPads in the classroom and in Health Care
Several colleges and universities have already implemented the use of iPod touches or
iPads in their Nursing and Dental hygiene programs. For example, the University of Rhode
Island’s College of Nursing received a grant of $423,700 for their project from the Health
Resources and Services Administration. The grant provided students with a 120-seat classroom
with state-of-the-art technology; the new classroom featured interactive TV screens, smart
boards, a power lectern, and ceiling projectors. In addition,
The grant was also used to purchase iPod Touches for faculty and PEPID, medical
software for PDA's. The iPod Touches provide an effective place to hold and share relevant
medical and patient care information. The PEPID software uses wireless technology to deliver
large amounts of information instantly, important in situations that require rapid attention. The
software is complete with medical and dosing calculators, prescription interactions and programs
for specific medical fields. (Kingston, 2010),
http://search.proquest.com/docview/472500204?accountid=25355)
The University of California, Los Angles Nursing program has implemented
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iPod touch technology. Graduates of the program utilized the iPod Touch to reach
their core goals. The school giving the students the iPod touches to improve their
learning experiences and to give students continuous access to health care related
content located within the iPod touches applications. The program collected data
on 118 nursing students. Also vital to this interplay of learning was the crucial
nexus between knowledge exchange and changes in practices (Eraut ,2001).

The nursing students of the University of California, Los Angles program use the devices
and applications in clinical settings, classroom and helping to prepare for the nursing board
certification, the same use as the Cuesta College students. The device provides students with
mobile applications that give them information they'll need in the classroom and at the bedside,
as well as an app to help them prepare for the nursing board examination.
Applications provided to students include, assessment, protocols, diagnoses, procedures,
textbooks, drug guides, lab guides, diagnostic tests, diseases and disorders reference, Taber’s
Medical Dictionary and a Medline Journal citation and study-abstract explorer (UCLA Press
Release 2010).
http://0search.proquest.com.leopac.ulv.edu/docview/817408060?accountid=25355).
The innovating state-of-the-art technology of iPod Touch has not only been implemented
in nursing programs but also in other medical fields, such as Dental Hygienist programs as well.
Weir, Dean of Students and instructor (2010) explains, Georgia Perimeter’s “first-year studentsand their instructors-will be handed 64GB iPod Touches, while second year students will receive
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64GB iPads.” The pilot program loans mobile devices, which have special health science
applications, classroom lectures available for download, videos, and podcasts, to students for one
year. According to the author, dental hygiene instructor Joanne Weir states, “Physicians and
dentists are also beginning to adopt them for their practices.” According to the author, “All
students who participate in the voluntary pilot will also be required to participate in the college's
Office of Institutional Research study, which will track student success in the classroom and
their use of the devices” (University System of Georgia of Georgia Perimeter College news
release, 2010,
http://0search.proquest.com.leopac.ulv.edu/docview/749463641?accountid=25355)
Conditions for iPod Touch success at School
iPod touch can play a significant role in learning improvement and expand student and
teacher knowledge if the fowling conditions are found at the learning places:
1.

iPod Touch oriented infrastructure to inform individuals on the device’s themes like
wireless network, appropriate school use, guidelines, etc.

2.

technology training programs for teachers in order to create learning, using devices such
as iPod Touch (Crichton et al., 2011).

3.

Create online collaboration about iPod Touch and other mobile learning. Students and
teachers have opportunities to educate themselves about learning devices from anywhere
and at anytime.

4.

For iPod Touch implantation in classrooms, schools should allow time for teachers to
become familiar with the new technology (Murray, 2010).
iPod Touch Advantages and Disadvantages
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There are many advantages to using the iPod Touch as an academic support technology.
Its versatility can improve student attendance, participation in class, completion of assignments,
and enjoyment in learning activities. The device can also help to motivate students and improve
their engagement. And perhaps most importantly, the technology can be made to fit individual
student’s needs—offering him or her multiple learning modalities like reading, listening, or
watching lessons (Skylar, 2008). For instructors, the iPod Touch can improve and innovate the
practice of teaching as well as assist in the logistics, such as sending attendance logs to school
administration or enabling real-time communication between instructors (Murray, 2010). The
iPod Touch also helps instructors to access additional sources for teaching and course materials
(Keengwe et al., 2009). Finally, the iPod Touch has many useful, free, and low-cost support
applications such as; notes, a clock, calculator, map, and live weather reports (Banister, 2010).
According to Baker, “Enhancement of learning through the use of technology is
increasingly important in education for the health professions” (2011, p.1). Currently,
technology is taking a very important role in education, and studies have shown the positive
impact of technology in the Nursing department. Some of the benefits for students include:
checking outbreak maps, symptoms checklists, information on how to avoid the flu, and how to
treat illnesses. Some devices can be used to fill in prescriptions and check on drug references.
The students of the University of Alabama’s Computer-Based Honors Program are currently
developing a program for iPhones and/or iPod touch applications that could send blood sugar
reminders to patients and provide resources for diabetic people, so they can better manage their
disease. Additionally, Purdue University has developed an application for mobile devices called
Hotseat. This application allows students to participate in discussions, ask questions, and
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respond to teacher questions through various social media tools, such as Facebook and Twitter
(Skiba, 2010, p.2).
Another benefit of implementing the iPod Touch is for collecting clinical outcomes from
patients who participate in a survey of basic yes/no and multiple-choice questions. This will
save patient time and clustering to the clinics. The iPod Touch survey app has a screen where
nurses can enter the patients’ weight, height, and smoking data, etc. Finally, another benefit of
the use of the devices is that it has been used to “measure a three-dimensional linear acceleration
vector (with X, y, and z components” (Chan et al., 2010, p. 128). The device makes measuring
patient’s forward flexion angle easy. Thus, devices could be used to obtain subjective outcome
data as well as objective data from patients.
Studies have demonstrated the use of touch-screen technology frees nurses, so they can
spend more quality time with their patients. “Patient status information is updated constantly on
the specially designed interactive whiteboards and touch-enabled displays,” explains Davis
(Davis, 2010, p.6). Because of this, there are fewer interruptions, and nurses can spend more
time with their patients. Additionally, patient information is accessible to all doctors and nurses
anywhere in the hospital where there is access to a computer or smart device. Staff at the
emergency department, for instance, can check the system for bed availability and easily can add
patients’ names before the patients are actually admitted (Davis, 2010, p.6).
Banister (2010) believed, even though wireless connection allows students and teachers
access to Web content, the Safari browser does not give more possibilities for classroom use.
This browser cannot open some media files such as Flash video and audio. Also, one of the iPod
Touch challenges could be data retrieval. If the device that contained all the learning materials
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and files were to be lost, there would be no way to retrieve them. Most of the apps available to
the iPod Touch export in a read only PDF like format; that does not allow students or teachers to
share the data (Crichton, et al., 2011).
Adaptive Structuration Theory
DeSanctis and Poole (1994) indicated that Adaptive Structuration Theory describes
individuals interacting through advanced technology. The theory argues that advanced
technology will create new social interaction, and this interaction will lead to adaptive structures.
In other words, Adaptive Structuration Theory explains the connection between technology,
social structure, and human interaction (DeSanctis & Poole, 1994). The iPod Touch, suggested
in this research project, is exactly such a kind of advanced technology with the ability to lead to
adapted structures. Bostrom, Gupta, and & Thomas (2009) studied the impact of information
systems and the meta-theory within the organizational context. The chart below describes the
context the technology plays in the role of the student. The device can create social interaction
through its instant communication abilities as well as its connection to larger bodies of social and
educational networking; it and can enhance social interaction (thus creating new adaptations of
interaction) through its interactive teaching tools and analysis of patient or student data.
Table 1. Mapping Adaptive Structuration Theory Constructs to a Research Context
AST Constructs translated to

Organizational Learning System

Spirit

Learning Goals,
Epistemological Perspective

Structures

Learning Technology/IS
Learning Techniques
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Teams

Actors

Learners

Context

Learning context/environment

Appropriation

How learners use the system;
Patterns of learning technology in the
Learning process

Reciprocal

Impact of learning technology, techniques
and the teams on leanrers’ moves and
actions in the learning process
Learners’actions to change the usage pattern
of learning technology, nechniques, and
teams in the learning process
(Bostrom, Gupta, & Thomas, 2009).

Mixed Methods Study
Four major themes emerged from the interviews from 9 students in the Nursing and
Allied Health Department at Cuesta College. The interviews gave insights to their experiences
utilizing the IPod Touch in clinical settings, thus expanding our understanding of technology use.
The interviewers utilized a standardized, open-ended interview format for acquiring the story
behind the participant’s experiences. Additionally, standardized open-ended questions deter the
interviewer from deviating or adding any extra remarks into the interview (Krathwohl, 2009).
The interview consisted of a list of specific questions asked to all interviewees. The interviews
were recorded and transcribed. 145 pages of documents were coded to analyze themes from the
interviews. The researchers inquired into the social structures, individual experiences, and/or
relationship between them (Glesne, 2011).
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The nursing students also described their feelings toward the IPod Touch. Of 39
excerpts, 29 described positive feelings as shown in the following statement, “I am pretty happy
with it” (personal communication May 1, 2012). The negative included doctor’s perception of
the IPod as a recreational device.
Data Triangulation
The qualitative data matched the survey results. The survey data showed a positive
impact on enhancing nursing students’ educational experience in clinical settings. Furthermore,
students’ responses showed they believe the iPod touch technology enhanced various aspects of
their work, such as the ability to answer patient’s questions.
The qualitative data also agreed with the Adaptive Structuration Theory proposed in this
study. The Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) was used to study the role of advanced
information technologies in organizations (Desanctis, G. & Poole, M. S., 1994). The study
utilized the Adaptive Structuration Theory to analyze and show how the introduction of the IPod
Touch made its way to educational and medical system and how those systems in turn, adapted
the innovations' original purpose to a resource and a reference.
A qualitative research was conducted to determine the student’s feelings and perceptions
in the Nursing and Allied Health Department at Cuesta College. They were interviewed to gain
insights to their experiences utilizing the IPod Touch in clinical settings, thus expanding our
understanding of technology use. The interviewers utilized a standardized, open-ended interview
format for acquiring the story behind the participant’s experiences. Additionally, standardized
open-ended questions deter the interviewer from deviating or adding any extra remarks into the
interview (Krathwohl, 2009). The interview consisted of a list of specific questions asked to all
interviewees.
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The interview data suggested three common themes in relation to the IPod Touch, its
benefits, concerns, and feelings toward it. In addition, the benefits outnumbered the concerns.
The nine interviewees described the IPod Touch as accessible 40 times, as a reference 32 times
and as a resource, 29 times as emphasized by the following excerpt;
“It was a benefit to have everything at your fingertips” (Perry, personal communication,
May 2, 2012). At first I was reluctant to use the device, but once I was accustomed to the iPod
touch I couldn’t foresee not having this in the program.” She recommended the use of the
technology with future students entering the nursing field. “Not only did I use this during trials
and studying I found a way to listen to music, play games, and download books.” Advanced
Structuration Theory supports the ability to access information anywhere and anytime through a
process of dynamic learning. “My favorite place to study was at the coffee shop. I would go late
at night to take a break and I found myself reading and studying the materials for school.” The
theme if accessibility emerged form the interviews. The practice of studying throughout the day
became a benefit to the students. Students were able to access the information throughout the day
totaling 2-3 hours with 15-20 minute intervals while in comfort. The learning would move to
recreational activities and casual conversations with colleagues or loved ones. Learning did not
have to be in a one-time 2-3 hour sitting block per day.
A valuable resource for learning was the 2nd theme that emerged from the study. An
interviewee stated, “When I did not have the answers I could easily use the device as a reference
guide to look up information” (R. Ali, personal communication, April 16, 2012). The 9
participants all stated the ease of access to the information during clinical settings and on the job
training. However, while in class students preferred the expertise of the professor to correlate the
knowledge with the instrument. In fact the students rated the use of the iPod touch technology
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the lowest while in the classroom. Some participants reported negative perceptions from the
professor when the device was used in class. Although this was not a major theme, it becomes
note worthy to understand the context of the setting and the device.
Hesitancy with the use of the iPod touch was the third theme that emerged from the
study. Students expressed concerns regarding the ability to sync the device to everyday usage.
Underlying themes of doubt and unknowns surfaced before students received the technology.
Although the device’s benefits outnumbered the concerns, the interviewees found fault with its
battery life, “It doesn’t seem like the battery lasts as long as it should,” and “There were times I
didn’t bring my charger with me then I couldn’t use it (Perry, personal communication, April 10,
2012). Concerns with the program on the device also surfaced. The interviewees stated they
purchased extra nursing applications, which the IPod did not include. They recommended
Cuesta College conduct research into standard nursing applications to include in the device.
All participants reported feelings of satisfaction. A Nursing student summarizes his
feelings toward the iPod Touch while in school. “I thought the school provided a great service
by allowing us access to the device. At first I couldn’t believe I was going to get one for free. I
wasn’t sure how this would work in school, but when I learned how to use the technology, I used
the device almost everyday. I studied with it, but the greatest impact came from the clinical visits
I made. If I didn’t know the answer I was able to look up the information at the tip of my
fingertips” (Mike, personal communication, April 13, 2012). Mike would add the challenge of
managing other classes and wondered how the device would look in other classrooms. The
benefit students gained came from the process of experiential learning with the device (Bandura,
2002) .
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Of 39 excerpts, 29 described positive feelings as shown in the following statement, “I am
pretty happy with it” (personal communication May 1, 2012). The negatives included doctor’s
perception of the iPod as a recreational device.
Data Triangulation
The qualitative data matched the quantitative survey results. The survey data showed a
positive impact on enhancing nursing students’ educational experience in clinical settings.
Furthermore, students’ responses showed they believed the iPod touch technology enhanced
various aspects of their work, such as the ability to answer patient’s questions.
The qualitative data also agreed with the Adaptive Structuration Theory proposed in this
study. The Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) was used to study the role of advanced
information technologies in organizations (Desanctis, G. & Poole, M. S., 1994). The study
utilized the Adaptive Structuration Theory to analyze and show how the introduction of the iPod
Touch made its way to educational and medical system and how those systems in turn, adapted
the innovations' original purpose to a resource and a reference.
The current study utilized a survey developed by the nursing and allied health faculty (not
a validated tool), which had been implemented to all NR, LVN and paramedic students in the
years; 2010, 2011 and 2012.
Participants and Procedure
In Spring 2011, 96 Nursing and allied health students enrolled in the Nursing and Allied
Health programs at Cuesta College. The college is located in the central coast of California
where the target population for the current study is located. As part of a five semester (20102011, 2011-2012, and 2012-2013) pilot project to implement and evaluate the use of iPod touch
technology in the Nursing and Allied Health classrooms and clinical settings, students are
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regularly directed and asked to voluntarily participate in evaluating the use of iPod Touch
technology at the end of each semester. More specifically, the Nursing and Allied Health
students periodically participated in an anonymous evaluation survey, evaluating their
experience with the iPod Touch and Skyscape Applications pilot project. The survey consists of
two parts and thirteen questions: the first seven questions concern students' satisfaction with
Skyscape - both the webinar and the support staff (e.g., borrowing the device, setting up the
device, getting technical support), and the last six questions evaluate the use of the iPod Touch
technology in classrooms and clinical settings during the program (see appendix A).
The students were encouraged to participate on voluntary basis and notified that their
responses would be kept strictly confidential. They were clearly informed not to state their
names or any information that might disclose their identity. Their responses were entered into an
electronic database with password protection. Their responses were only accessible to the
Director of Institutional Research Staff and were not available to any other faculty or staff
member. After a written request to Cuesta College, the researchers obtained the raw data of
Spring 2011 under the promise of confidentiality (Krathwohl, 2009).
Eighty-one students completed the Spring 2011 survey representing a participation rate of
84.37 % although not every student responded to each question.
Measures
Each item was presented with a six-item Likert-type response format ranging from
Strongly disagree to Not applicable
Results
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The impact of the iPod Touch technology in the classrooms and clinical settings on
enhancing nursing students educational experience was analyzed in two ways. First, we used
one-sample t-test in order to find out whether the device enhanced class learning and whether the
students supported its use (See Tables 1 & 2). Second, we used the correlation analysis in order
to find out why the students, who did not strongly agree that the program was useful, felt that
way (see Table 3). We tried to see (1) whether there was a relationship between item 13 and any
other item, and if so, (2) how strong or weak that relationship was (Huck, 2000). However, the
over all response of the students to the new iPod touch technology was positive.
Before testing the hypothesis of the current study, the statistical assumptions for the onesample t-test were assessed. The normality was not violated, and the outliers were not present.
For each of the items concerning impact of the technology on enhancing nursing students
educational experience (see Table 1), a two-tailed, one-sample t-test was used to determine if the
mean responses were statistically distinguishable from randomly distributed answers. In both
cases, we rejected the null hypotheses with more than 99% confidence (t-value = 9.07> pvalue=0.001; t-value=14.03>p-value=0.001). These results overwhelmingly show that students
support the use of iPod touch technology. We can therefore conclude that the students found that
the iPod touch technology had a positive effect on their practices.
TABLE 2. Analysis of the impact of iPod Touch Technology
Item

Expected
Mean

Actual
Mean

SD

n

tvalue

5. Use of the iPod touch and Skyscape apps
has enhanced my in class learning
6. Cuesta Nursing and Allied Health Dept
should continue to promote the use of
handheld touch screen devices and nursing

pvalue

0.00
3

4.30

1.12 61

9.07
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apps in the classroom and clinical settings.

0.00
3

4.68

0.93 60 14.03

Note: P-value =0.001
As shown in Table 2, items one through six address the impact of the technology on the
students. Although students' responses show that they believe the iPod touch technology
enhanced various aspects of their work, the strongest impact is seen in patient care (M= 4.57),
and the weakest for in-class learning (M= 4.30). These results suggest that the iPod Touch
Technology is most helpful when it is used directly in patient care and less useful as a classroom
aid. Items one and two, which measure efficiency, both have strong positive responses to the
iPod technology.
TABLE 3. Analysis of the impact of iPod Touch Technology on the students’ practice.

Item
1. Use of the iPod touch and Skyscape apps
has helped me to be able to expedite drug,
lab, diagnostic test and patient diagnosis
research in an efficient manner
2. Use of the iPod touch and Skyscape apps
has helped me be able to complete clinical
preparation in a more time efficient way
while maintaining accuracy and
thoroughness.
3. Use of the iPod touch and Skyscape apps
has helped me be able to more efficiently
implement effective teaching plans for
patients.
4. I am able to utilize the device in the field
to enhance effective patient care.

N

tvalue

Objective

Mean

SD

Drug/Lab/ Diagnostic
Efficiency

4.48

1.07 61 10.73

Efficiency with
Accuracy &
Thoroughness

4.51

1.01 59 11.51

Teaching Plans for
Patients

4.32

1.07 59

Patient Care

4.57

0.96 60 12.60

9.46
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6. Cuesta Nursing and Allied Health Dept
should continue to promote the use of
handheld touch screen devices and nursing
apps in the classroom and clinical settings.
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In-class Learning

4.30

1.12 61

9.07

Overall
Recommendation

4.68

0.93 60 14.03

Note: For all of the above data, the results are statistically distinct from a random sample.
As shown in Table 2, the final item addresses the students' opinions of the overall
advisability of continuing to use and promote the iPod Touch Technology. The responses
showed a high mean (M= 4.68 out of 5) and low variability (SD= 0.93). On the other hand, items
one through five have lowest score and highest variability. Thus, even though students like the
iPod Touch Technology, it is more for efficiency reasons than learning reasons. Although the
responses to each item were highly correlated with the other items, a few of the correlations
stand out for their relatively low coefficients (See table 3). Prior to analyze the data, the
statistical assumptions for the correlation analysis (e.g., linearity of the relationship between
dependent and independent variables, independence of the errors, homoscedasticity of the errors,
and normality of the error distribution) were assessed (Huck, 2000).
Indeed, students who found the process difficult at the beginning were the most likely to
not recommend it later. As shown in Table 3, item 1, about the process of borrowing the iPod
touch and item 13, about the students’ overall recommendations have the strongest positive
linear relationship with a correlation of .94. Interestingly, item 4, about the information session,
had a correlation of only 0.47 with item 13, about the students’ overall recommendations. This
result, combined with the relatively low mean score for this item (M= 4.1), suggests that
although some students found the information session unhelpful or inefficient, this did not
strongly impact their ultimate impression of the technology.
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As shown in Table 3, the correlation between item 12, about enhancing students’ learning
in classrooms, and 13, about the overall recommendation, was 0.75. Surprisingly, the correlation
is not higher. Indeed, most likely students who believe that their experience was enhanced by the
technology would recommend its continued use.
TABLE 3. Correlations among study items.
1

2

3

4

5

1. The process
of borrowing the
iPod touch from
the library was

1.00

2. Getting the
iPod touch set
up and
functioning was
easy

0.74

1.00

3. Technical
support was
available and
easily
accessible when
n

0.56

0.81

1.00

4. The
information
session to set
up the iPod
touch was
helpful

0.52

0.71

0.92

1.00

5. The process
of accessing
and
downloading
Skyscape
application

0.57

0.78

0.81

0.80

1.00

6. The
Skyscape
webinar training
session was
helpful and
inform

0.56

0.55

0.81

0.89

0.84

6

1.00

7

8

9

10

11

12

13
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7. Skyscape’s
support staff
was easily
accessible
responsive an

0.57

0.63

0.86

0.80

0.85

0.95

1.00

8. Use of the
iPod touch and
Skyscape apps
has helped me
to be

0.85

0.84

0.74

0.65

0.69

0.64

0.72

1.00

9. Use of the
iPod touch and
Skyscape apps
has helped me
be abl1

0.80

0.87

0.77

0.69

0.67

0.56

0.61

0.97

1.00

10. Use of the
iPod touch and
Skyscape apps
has helped me
be abl2

0.70

0.70

0.65

0.59

0.55

0.58

0.49

0.86

0.86

1.00

11. I am able to
utilize the device
in the field to
enhance effect

0.87

0.88

0.78

0.61

0.68

0.60

0.68

0.91

0.92

0.76

1.00

12.Use of the
iPod touch and
Skyscape apps
has enhanced
my in c

0.78

0.72

0.67

0.58

0.59

0.58

0.42

0.80

0.81

0.78

0.76

1.00

13. Cuesta
Nursing and
Allied Health
Dept should
continue to pro

0.94

0.83

0.65

0.47

0.65

0.56

0.55

0.89

0.87

0.68

0.92

0.75

1.00

Summary
The swift pace of technology in higher education is changing the way instructors

and students conduct the business of learning today, and many college departments are
meeting this swift pace with the implementation of technologies that can expand and

support course and program curricula. The Nursing and Allied Health department of San
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Luis Obispo County’s Cuesta College is currently conducting a pilot program on the iPod
Touch, a technological device the department hopes will give students solid interactive
learning support in the classroom and clinical setting. Current research shows support

technologies, like the iPod Touch, have a positive effect on student engagement, motivation,
information absorption, retention, and overall success. Academic support technologies can
also meet the needs of diverse student populations, facilitate educational networking,

innovate teaching, and streamline the data collection of student learning outcomes, course
materials, records, and other information.

Final Thoughts
The impact ranging from the micro, meso, and macro level can be felt if technological
devices, such as the iPod Touch are used in the classroom. The research highlights the impact
from the clinical application and current practices of the device. The students at Cuesta College
benefited from the technology when out in the field of study. Although used appropriately,
doctors felt uneasy with the recreational capabilities the device offered. Students found some
purpose in the classroom, and utilized the technology to reach their goals, but most of the
responses showed impact out in the field. The characteristic of technological innovation arising
from globalization, and the implications for those who are skilled as a result of this innovation
marks the social adaptation students are making personally and professionally. The question
posed was whether cost considerations should be the deciding factor when schools implement
technological devices for students.
Sharma (2011) believes globalization of the world and the skills needed in the workforce
impacts how colleges, universities, and school systems train students for the work force. An
interesting question to address concerns the timing and flexibility of the leader using technology
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to drive change. Leadership must adjust to more complex and demanding roles (Norton, 2010).
Understanding what is reasonable, appropriate, and when to emphasize flexibility becomes a
challenge for organizational leaders. Future studies of understanding group performance and the
high versatility leaders apply when working with groups and technology was not addressed in
this research project.
Another area to consider is the strategies and fixed skills teachers apply on a large scale
in college settings. The interest would focus on the developmental strategies applied to learning.
The ability to clarify and integrate different perspectives in a robust assessment tool and the
related practice would give the researcher and understanding of some leadership challenges.
This study revealed that students use technology in a variety of ways as in education. The
findings conclude the personalization of learning supported the learning and the potential
usefulness to learn beyond the classroom. The research also showed the ability for students to
adapt quickly and a higher level of engagement when learning.
The study has limitations due to less than 10% of the participants were interviewed in the
program. There is always a novelty affect when introducing new technology in a program, so the
survey may show a higher level of interest. Another limitation also comes from the use of the
University Survey to determine student interest.
The downside of the technology came from the hesitancy of starting something new,
limited battery life and the limited access to applications to download created some doubt in
students. Due to the university constraints, students paid to purchase applications to support their
learning. Updates were installed on one occasion and left students feeling confused when the
technology did not receive the current updates.
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Abstract
Researchers have long suggested that reasoning is the core of all higher order thinking. When
one examines the component processes involved in reasoning, induction—generally defined as
extending knowledge from known instances to new instances—becomes critical to learning in
that it plays a key role in the acquisition and transfer of knowledge. Although inductive
reasoning has been studied in the literature, empirical investigations have been framed in either a
psychometric or cognitive approach, thus limiting a comprehensive understanding of this
important construct. This study attempted to bridge these paradigms through an integrated
approach to measure and shed insight into this construct.
This study derived a framework of knowledge based variables from the cognitive literature
(domain knowledge, knowledge beliefs, and expertise) expected to influence inductive reasoning
and developed an instrument to measure inductive reasoning ability. Specifically, the research
question examined if inductive reasoning ability (as indicated by scores on the new instrument)
varies between academic domain (math vs. English students); expertise (undergraduates vs.
graduate students); and knowledge beliefs.
A pilot study was conducted on a sample of college students (N = 108) in which a 20-item
inductive reasoning instrument evidenced support for content validity and internal consistency
(Cronbach’s alpha = .74). In the main study, the new instrument assessed inductive reasoning
ability on a sample (N = 95) of college students but results from the ANCOVA analysis found
only a significant relationship between inductive reasoning and knowledge beliefs.
Results are discussed with regard to limitations of instrumentation, theoretical concerns
regarding the complex nature of inductive reasoning, and the challenges of integrating the
psychometric and cognitive approaches.
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The “Gainful Employment” Regulation: Lobbying for the Public Good?
Donnell G. Bayot
The International School of Hospitality and University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The Obama administration announced in 2011 steps to protect students from ineffective
for-profit college programs with a set of regulations designed to better prepare students for
“gainful employment.” This set of regulations was spurred along by a United States Government
Accountability Office (U.S. GAO) report that found rampant engagement of “deceptive and
questionable marketing practices that encouraged fraud“ at for-profit colleges (United States
Government Accountability Office, 2010). The regulations initially proposed were stringent and
caused major uproar within the for-profit education industry and the associations that represent
them, with the most prominent being the Career College Association (CCA). Through lobbying
that cost the for-profit colleges $8.1 million in 2010, the regulations were significantly watered
down to a fraction of the original form. The success in the lobbying effort thus makes this a good
review as to whether in this instance, lobbying caused the end result of the regulation to be one
that heavily benefits one side to the detriment of the public good.
Introduction
According to Craig (2008, as cited in Fried, 2009), the American higher education market
has 18 million students and generates over $400 billion in revenue annually. The industry is very
fragmented with multiple levels of education operated by different business models. Selling
knowledge for profit is a concept that originated from early Greece, from as early as when Plato
operated the Academy. For-profit education in the United States began its growth in 1972 when
the Higher Education Act allowed for profit entities to access federal student aid funding (Fried,
2009). The staggering growth attracted attention when private equity funding entered the market.
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An example of this growth is Grand Canyon Education, an entity that purchased a small private,
evangelical college in Arizona. The private equity partners grew its ground enrollment from 700
to 6,000 in 2012, but also built an online education system that enrolled 37,765, with $386
million in revenue in 2010 (Grand Canyon Education, 2010).
Students at for-profit institutions account for 12 percent of the higher education student
population in United States but also account for 26% of all student loans and 46% of student loan
dollars in default status (United States Department of Education, 2011). It is the combination of
the rapid and high profile growth of for-profit institutions combined with the appalling loan
default rate that has caused public scrutiny and the birth of the Obama regulations.
Literature Review
A Pew Research Study (2011) survey of the general public found that a majority of
Americans (57%) say that the higher education system in the United States fails to provide a
good value for the amount of money spent by students and their families. Further, a record
number of students leave college with a substantial debt burden, with 48% saying that the debt
makes it difficult for them to afford paying other bills. These findings corroborate further
findings in the report that financial consideration is the primary barrier to higher education. This
finding helps point to the fact that growth in higher education is in large part due to the
availability of federal student tuition funding. For-profit institutions traditionally derive the lion’s
share of their revenue straight from the government by way of student financial aid. It can be
said therefore, that the growth of the entire for-profit education industry is funded by the
government and transferred large wealth from government coffers to private hands. This would
not draw scrutiny except for the high default rate of students in such schools and the amount of
the funding in question. The U.S. Department of Education (2011) further pointed to reports that
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demonstrated widespread evidence of waste, fraud and abuse, such as the damning report by the
U.S. GAO in 2010 testified before the Committee on Health Education, Labor, and Pensions of
the U.S. Senate.
In July 2010, Field (2011), reported that the gainful employment regulations appeared in
draft form. The draft called for programs whose students carried debt-to-income ratios of less
than 20% of discretionary income or 8% of total income or where >45% of all students (who
graduated or not) were paying down their principal would qualify the program for continued
federal aid. Those programs with debt-to-income ratios >30% of discretionary income or 12% of
total income and where <35% of all students (who graduated or not) were paying down their
principal would have been ineligible for continued federal aid. Those programs that fall in the
middle would face some restrictions on enrollment on growth. All of which are measured on a
program-by-program basis as opposed to measurement of the entire college as a whole.
Since the publishing of the draft, the U.S. Department of Education registered 90,000
comments, held over 100 meetings with proponents and opponents of the measure over 18
months. The negotiations with the stakeholders centered around 14 proposals that aimed at
strengthening the integrity of the federal student aid program.
The final regulation added additional transparency to consumers by requiring full cost
breakdowns and ratios to be made public. It also removed the category of programs that fell in
the middle of the eligibility range in the draft. The regulations would consider a program to lead
to gainful employment if the program meets any one of three metrics: >35% of former students
repaying their loans; the estimated annual payments of a typical graduate is not >30% of their
discretionary income; the estimated annual loan payment of a typical graduate is not >12% of
their total earnings. It also provided colleges more time to comply, included interest-only loans
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in the calculation, and allowed colleges a choice of data sets to use to calculate the debt-toincome ratios. Programs who fail to comply have to fail three times in a four-year period before
they are removed from eligibility in federal student aid funding. All in all, it was a significant
victory for the for-profit education industry in watering down the regulations.
This victory for the for-profit educations sector is often credited to their successful
lobbying campaign. Lobbing is a long standing part of politics that migrated from literally the
lobbies of Parliament in Britain, where special interest groups enter discussions to try to
influence MP’s as they walk by. In fact, lobbying is a worldwide phenomenon amongst all
democratic governments. Lobbyists do not seek to merely influence, but rather to write and
determine policy at local, state, national and international levels, often with operations hidden
from public view (Baird, 2011).
Amongst special interest groups, of which the for-profit education sector is one of, the
role of lobbyists is technically to provide specialized information (Lopipero, 2007). Such
information provides the basis to shape policy. As such, there is much reason for lobbyists to
twist facts and to manipulate data to their advantage. In general, most literature found that it is
unlikely for special interest groups to deliberately deceive lawmakers, but in certain instances
presenting inaccurate information or misrepresenting evidence is deliberately done to further
their interests (Lopipero, 2007). Despite the 1995 Lobbying Disclosure Acts and other attempts
to control lobbying behavior, the area is still gray and marked with the gamesmanship cynics
often view as a hallmark of politics.
Methodology
This paper will focus on the role of the for profit colleges as lobbyists and the extent of
their influence in this particular regulatory process. In doing so, it will also review in detail the
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lobbying process from which the gainful employment regulations reached its final form. The
author hopes to glean a reasonable conclusion as to whether the lobbying process led to a
resolution that benefits the public good.
Discussion
Stone (2002) in her book, the Policy paradox: the art of political decision-making, talks
about the public interest. One of the characteristics of public interest is that they are things that
everyone wants for themselves, that they are goals on which there is a consensus but where there
is virtually never agreement on public interests. How true this is especially in the case of the
gainful employment regulations.
Penny Lee, head of an industry coalition for the for-profit education sector with ties to
Democratic politics described the proposed regulation changes as a “demonization of our sector”
(Lichtblau, 2011). The popular press reported in detail the results of the GAO study leading most
to believe in this “demonization”. However, there is another side to the story that arguably makes
a decision on the public interest even more murky. As discussed, the issues at first glance seem
damning to the for-profit education industry. The for-profits however do have valid, convincing
arguments in their defense particularly in the areas of the target markets (primarily an
underprivileged, riskier demographic) they serve and in the broadened availability of education
outside of the traditional offerings of their not-for-profit peers. There is also ample evidence that
for-profits advanced education technologically as well as in areas where one would expect the
private sector to be able to streamline operations in terms of productivity.
This issue is a policy analysis topic since it clarifies the causes, effect and consequences
of public issues and in using policy to address them. In this instance, politics came into play with
the heavy influence of lobbying. Politics often overrules policy analysis and this is another
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example (Kraft & Furlong, 2007). According to the New York Times, the success of for-profit
colleges in their fight against tougher federal regulations is a case study in Washington power
brokering. The lobbying efforts by the for-profit education segment increased from $3 million a
year to $8 million in 2010 for the battle with the regulation. In total, the industry spent $16
million in two years. A significant portion of the expenditure was spent on an “all-star list of
prominent figures, particularly Democrats with close ties to the White House” (Lichtblau, 2011).
This included top lobbyists such as Richard A. Gephardt, the former House majority leader and
Tony Podesta, whose brother ran President Obama’s transition team. They also solicited personal
pleas from noted and well-connected investors such as Donald E. Graham of the Washington
Post.
The high publicity lobbying effort was not pleasant with the for-profit side accusing the
U.S. Department of Education of colluding with short sellers who stand to gain from a drop in
price on the stock value and with the proponents being accused of using form letters to build an
appearance of opposition from students across the country. In addition to the 100 plus meetings
held by the Department of Education, the White House Office of Management and Budget held
16 meetings with the lobbyists and chief executives of the top for-profit colleges to hammer out
the new regulations.
The lobbyists for the for-profit sector employed a number of tactics outside of the
ordinary. In one particular example, they sponsored a student group called “Students for
Academic Choice”, a student group comprised of for-profit school students to give them a voice
(Gorski, 2010). Attacked by the press, the tactic seemed blatantly obvious as a public relations
stunt, but was well defended by the lobbyists as a way to support the oppressed as for-profit
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students, unlike their not-for-profit counterparts, have truly no representation as a recognized
group.
According to the National Review, “lobbyists are the most amazingly productive workers
in society” (Hassett, 2010). The Review’s own research by graphing the number of lobbyists per
year to the number of congressional approvals, show a distinctly positive correlation. Lobbyists
are very expensive but they are known to get the work done. Although lobbyists may benefit the
public good in their work, it is often a by-product as their actions are primarily dictated by the
desires of their clients. Lobbyists often twist the attention of legislators away from the nation’s
problems and funnel taxpayer resources towards narrow interests (Hassett, 2010). Western
Michigan University in 2003, spent $148,500 on contract lobbyists in addition to an undisclosed
for lobbyists on staff (contract lobbyists are tasked with apprising staff lobbyists of trends and
upcoming changes.) The following year, they reaped $3-million in earmarks on an appropriations
bill that provided a nanotechnology laboratory, research center and computational center. Some
of their peers performed even better, with the University of Southern Mississippi having spent
$240,000 on two lobbying firms in Washington DC and the following year having reaped $6.5
million in earmarks. Comments from both universities presidents confirmed that they believed
that lobbying efforts was a means to becoming a Carnegie doctoral research institution (Field,
2004).
Lobbying is a big business with over 1,900 firms in Washington DC employing over
11,000 lobbyists in 2010 and earning over $3.49 billion (Brill, 2010). Lobbying is less
conspicuous in this decade with most lobbyists texting, calling behind the scenes and only a
handful pigeonholing Congressional staffers in the hallways. “Complexity is the modern
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lobbyist’s biggest ally” (Brill, 2010) with the goal to complicate and add to build in to bills what
they need for their clients.
The role of lobbyists is to monitor their issue areas constantly and being attuned to the
cues of possible future action towards their issues through multiple sources (Bykerk, 2008). The
proliferation of interest groups, lobbyists and the like, has increased dramatically since the
1970s. Their roles gradually took a front seat from behind the scenes to regularly participating in
presenting testimony at hearings and openly contacting members of Congress (Bykerk, 2008).
They share their expertise, but also share their learned, yet biased opinions.
Conclusion
Although the regulations are in place, the fight is not over, with the for-profit colleges
now vowing to review the regulations with a fine toothcomb and not ruling out judicial action.
U.S. Senator Tom Harkin, a critic of the for-profit colleges, said he will push for additional
regulations (Post, 2011). He acknowledged however, that it will face stiff resistance.
In the end, an Education Department spokesperson said the original framework “would
have unnecessarily eliminated many, many good schools along with the bad” (Lichtblau, 2011).
This is quite a change in sentiment for the Department. With only a maximum of 5% of schools
possibly affected in the for-profit sector and penalties pushed back to 2015, this points to the
success of the lobbying effort to water down the current regulations and to diminish the
prospects of more regulations on the horizon.
Like most subjects of controversy, lobbying can be both good and bad. It can be used to
protect the non-competitive by stifling competition or be for a quest for alms (Feder, 2000). On
the other hand, it can be for self-preservation (Feder, 2000). In our competitive world where
human beings are cutthroat political animals, lobbying is thus somewhat of a necessary evil.
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Abstract
This study explored Taiwanese students’ perceptions on the effectiveness of summer internship
experiences in Japan. The purpose of the study is to: a) ascertain if students positively evaluate the
internship experiences; b) know what is learned during internship; c) provide insight into students’
perception of the effectiveness of the internship experiences. The hotel summer internship program
was offered by the Department of Japanese Studies, National Taichung University of Science and
Technology in Taiwan. The data of this study was collected through a survey questionnaire which
included survey questions measured on a 5 point Likert scale and open-ended questions which were
used to gather qualitative data about students' conceptions of the effectiveness of their internship
experiences. This study provides insight into students’ learning outcomes after undertaking the
internship program and helps our understanding of the effectiveness of the overseas internship.
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Abstract
The main purpose of this study is to: a) describe Taiwanese students’ internship experiences in Japan;
b) provide insight into students’ self-reported challenges and struggles faced as interns in Japanese hotels;
c) present challenges and suggestions concerning implementing summer internship programs in Japan.
The data of this study were collected through survey questions measured on a 5 point Likert scale,
open-ended questions used to gather qualitative data from thirty students, and in-depth interviews
conducted with eight of them. The findings extends our understanding of students’ challenges and
struggles faced in the internships and presents questions and answers concerning implementing
internship programs in Japan. Other institutions offering similar overseas internship programs can
benefit from the information and findings discussed in this study.
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Abstract
In Taiwan, there is a growing population of older adult learners studying Japanese in formal
educational programs. However, no research has been done regarding older adults’ Japanese
learning experiences in the field of Japanese language education in Taiwan. Therefore, based on a
qualitative analysis of four older adult learners’ narratives regarding their Japanese learning
experiences, this study aimed to answer three questions:
1. Did the select group of adult learners encounter difficulties in learning Japanese in their older
adulthood? If so, what difficulties did they encounter in learning Japanese?
2. What learning strategies did the select group of older adult learners adopt to acquire Japanese
language?
3. How did the select group of older adult learners’ Japanese learning experiences impact their
development of self-identity and cultural identity?
This study focused on Japanese acquisition by four older adult learners and presented some
suggestions for educators of Japanese language. By looking at Japanese learning experiences from the
older adult learners’ viewpoints, this study provides a frame and context for their experiences to be
shared and understood. One of the most significant findings is that the participants’ Japanese
learning experiences did not appear closely tied to their cultural identity development. Neither did
the participants’ Japanese learning experiences appear closely tied to their self-identity development.
Thereby, disagreeing with Schumann’s (1978) argument that ego threat may be significant in
explaining difficulties in adult second language learning (p. 106), this study suggests that second
language learning experiences may not always have a significant impact on older adult learners’
earlier-established self-identity.
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American Higher Education, High Tuition, and High Student Loans:
The Debt Implications for Students During and After College
Case Studies at the University of Hawai‘i
Helen O. Au, Ph.D., Assistant Director of the Curriculum Research & Development
Group (CRDG) in the College of Education at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Abstract

The purpose of this research study was to document and analyze the affordability and
student loan implications of American higher education. The rapid tuition increases and
expensive fee costs and the trend to heavily rely on loans to gain access to higher education
have affected students’ choice of institution, their commitment to persist in college, and
their financial well-being during and after college over the past two decades. This study
was intended to examine the inner voices behind the students’ choices of higher education
and their persistence in college in relation to financial factors, especially the student
financial aid programs and their debt burdens during and after their academic journey. This
study provided the loan bearing students with a voice to tell their real life stories and
hopefully to spread greater awareness so future students and their families to make
informed choices regarding the use of loans for financing higher education.
A review of the literature for this study examines past research on cost and loans in relation
to students’ persistence, degree attainment, and investment in and outcomes of higher
education. This study used a qualitative approach to answer the research questions. Case
studies were used to answer the three research questions: 1) What are students’ perceptions
on the affordability of American higher education in the 21st century (2000–present)? To
what extent are students and their families relying on loans to gain access to higher
education? 2) What are the debt implications for students and their families during and
after college? And 3) How do educational attainment and wages affect students’ personal
and professional satisfaction? Do they perceive education as a worthwhile investment for
life? How so and in what way?
Purposeful and snowball sampling were employed in this study. To execute case studies,
interviews were conducted with nine participants on a one-on-one basis. The participants
are all students and graduates from the University of Hawai‘i System. Four of them
enrolled in two-year community colleges and five of them enrolled in university
undergraduate and graduate programs. The participants’ real life stories were developed
into categories, themes, and deep and rich descriptive dialogs for within-case analysis and
the cross-case analysis, and ultimately they were used to answer the research questions.
Implications are discussed in relation to students and society; K–12 and higher education
institutions; policy and practice, and future research study.
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The findings of this study revealed that American higher education is costly and is not
affordable in the 21st century. Cost was a primary factor of students’ college going decision.
The majority of students had to rely on financial aid, loans in particular, to gain access to
and persistence in 2-year or 4-year higher education institutions. Study results indicated
that students must have satisfied their human basic needs, e.g., food, shelter, transportation,
etc., in order to seek education, otherwise, they would not have been able to pursue, attend,
nor persist in their academic journey. Furthermore, the study also revealed that students
believed that higher education does provide higher personal satisfaction, in terms of getting
valuable skills and knowledge, but does not necessarily guarantee higher earning because
of differences in their program of study and other uncontrollable variables such as
economy. Moreover, the study results indicated that there was a lack of in-depth personal
financial counseling prior, during, and after college for students. Students had no idea of
the different types and choices of financial aid programs during the initial entrance. In
particular, they had no knowledge of or guidance on loan consequences. During college,
students generally could manage the debt burden as long as financial aid continued to be
available for them, but not after college. Students reported heavy debt burdens after college.
The alarming trend of high student loan debt, and even low debt when compounded with
low earnings or unemployment, can really handicap graduates with unmanageable
payments that can risk their ability to have a satisfactory life and to provide for the basic
needs for their families, and subsequently can increase the possibility being delinquent or
default on their loan. When students depart from college with a rock-heavy debt, they carry
heavy burdens that prohibit or delay them from making critical decisions and important
steps towards improving their lives, decisions that will not only benefit them but also to our
society and economy as a whole, such as buying a home, saving for emergencies, getting
marry, starting a family, starting a business, and saving for retirement. While not
generalizing to large populations, the results from this study can be used to inform
individuals, schools, and governments of the severe impact of high costs and high loan debt
to students’ well-being; and to inform the establishment of new policies and programs to
better construct student financial aid assistance programs.
Keywords: loans, financial aid, debts, access, persistence, cost, affordability
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Abstract

they give higher scores (than actual scores) to
lower students; we call this jack-up. Using
the allotment optimization, we have found that
the jack-up causes higher allotments to easier
problems in the CTT.
Keywords: ability evaluation; classical test
theory; item response theory; allotment optimization; jack-up; least square; gradient descent.

The superiority of the item response theory
(IRT) over the classical test theory (CTT) is
known to IRT researchers from the detailed
test evaluation view-point. However, teachers
are still reluctant to use the IRT as a daily testing tool. The primary objective of this paper is
to ﬁnd the diﬀerence between the CTT and the
IRT. In particular, we focus on the diﬀerence
of ability evaluation.
We compared the CTT abilities and the IRT
abilities using the hypothetically assumed abilities which are mimicked to a real case. By using a simulation study, we have found that the
IRT is superior to the CTT to some extent.
The CTT uses the pre-assigned allotments
contrary to the IRT with no allotment concept.
However, if we regard the ability evaluation by
the IRT as a standard, we can ﬁnd the most
appropriate allotments in the CTT so that the
total scores of the CTT are adjusted as close
as to the abilities obtained by the IRT. This
is a kind of allotment optimization problem.
We show this methodology in this paper. By
applying our methodology to some simulation
cases which mimic the real data case, we have
found an intriguing feature with respect to the
pre-assigned allotments. If teachers want to
raise the examination pass rate, we guess that

1

Introduction

For eﬀective evaluation of students’ abilities,
the item response theory (IRT) [3, 4, 9] is useful because it gives us the diﬃculties to the
test problems and the students’ abilities together. The IRT may also enhance the students’ skills and evaluate their abilities more
accurately if several adaptive e-learning systems [11] and test methods are appropriately
used [5, 7, 12, 13, 15]. A student self-learning
system embedded in the e-learning system using an adaptive test method [14] is also eﬀective to perform the optimal test in the sense of
time costs.
The IRT has been widely used in oﬃcial
test systems such as the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL) and TOEIC (Test
of English for International Communication),
1
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and it has been considered to be a preferred
method to the development of high-stakes tests
such as Graduate Record Examination (GRE)
and Graduate Management Admission Test
(GMAT). The superiority of the IRT over the
classical test theory (CTT) is valid for many
subjects in universities and high schools. One
of the reasons why this method has often been
used in tests for English is that examinees can
solve many items in a certain time period, e.g.,
in two to three hours, and thus the method can
eﬀectively and easily be applied in such kinds
of tests. However, even in tests for mathematics such as analysis or linear algebra, where students cannot solve as many problems in such
a short time, the IRT is still eﬀective to assess the accurate students’ abilities as long as
the preparation for test problems is appropriate [6]. That is, inclusion of high and low level
test items together makes assessment accurate
and fair to a variety of students altogether.

2

The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. In the next section, the CTT and the
IRT is brieﬂy reviewed; section 3 discusses the
relationship between the score and the ability; in section 4, we compare the CTT abilities and the IRT abilities using the hypothetically assumed abilities; in section5, we introduce the methodology of allotment optimization, and show the results using this methodology; section 6 is the discussions; and section
7 summarizes the conclusions for this study

2.2

2.1

Classical Test Theory and
Item Response Theory
Classical Test Theory

Classical test theory assumes that each person
has a true score T . However, this cannot be
observed directly on a test. We only observe
the score value X which consists of T and the
error component E [10]. That is, X = T + E.
The reliability of the observed test scores is
deﬁned as the ratio of true score variance to
the observed score variance such that ρ2XT =
2 = σ 2 /(σ 2 + σ 2 ).
σT2 /σX
T
T
E
We usually measure students’ abilities by
summing up scores of problems where allotments to each problem are given in advance.
If we assign many problem items in testing,
having equally likely diﬃculties, the reliability
for true scores will increase according to the
central limit theorem.
We set student identiﬁer as i (total number
is
n),
and problem identiﬁer as j (total number
However, even now, the IRT is not used to
teachers in universities and colleges. One rea- is m). In the CTT, the total score to student
son may be due to custom behaviors. Another i is given by
m
m
reason may be that the diﬀerence in the abil∑
∑
ψi =
ti,j =
qj δi,j ,
(1)
ity evaluation between the CTT and the IRT is
j=1
j=1
not correctly known. Therefore, in this paper,
we will shed light on this matter by comparing where ti,j is the score that student i obtained
the ability evaluation in testing between these to problem j, δi,j denotes the indicator functwo methods, and will show the results by us- tion such that δ = 1 for success and δ = 0 for
ing typical simulation studies.
failure, and qj is the weight to each problem.

Item Response Theory

In the IRT, we assume a student i having ability θi takes a problem j. If the student is successful in giving the correct answer with probability P , such that
Pi,j (θi ; aj , bj ) =

1
, (2)
1 + exp{−1.7aj (θi − bj )}

the likelihood for all the students, i =
1, 2, . . . , n, and all the items, j = 1, 2, . . . , m,
2
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will become

are correctly answered or incorrectly answered,
the Bayes technique is applied [1]. Some other
δi,j
L=
Pi,j (θi ; aj , bj )
method such as the Markov Chain Monte Carlo
i=1 j=1
Method is also useful to estimate the parame1−δi,j
×{1 − Pi,j (θi ; aj , bj )}
,
(3) ters. The errors for the estimates of students’
abilities θi and item parameters aj , bj are obwhere aj and bj are constants in the logis- tained by using the Fisher information matrix
tic function, and they are called the discrim- corresponding to Equation (3).
ination parameter and the diﬃculty parameter, respectively; the larger the value of aj ,
the more discriminating the item is, and the 3 Score and Ability
larger the value of bj , the more diﬃcult the
item is. In a statistical sense in common, Pi,j As Lazarsfeld and Henry say [8], it is known
in Equation (2) is a logistic probability distri- that the person parameter represents the magbution function with unknown parameters aj nitude of latent trait of the individual, which
and bj ; the random variable is θi . However, aj , is the human capacity or attribute measured
bj , and θi are all unknown here. By maximiz- by the test. It might be a cognitive ability,
ing L in Equation (3), the maximum likelihood physical ability, skill, knowledge, attitude, perestimates may be obtained. Figure 1 shows sonality characteristic, etc. We deal with this
an item response theory estimation procedure. person parameter as student ability here.
In the ﬁgure, the 0/1 response matrix for inTraditionally, the student’s ability can be ascorrect/correct answers is substituted into the sessed by the total score on a test where many
likelihood function (3), and by solving the log- test problems have primal scores (allotments)
likelihood equations corresponding to Equa- assigned in advance by teachers. This is based
tion (3), aj , bj , and θi are numerically ob- on the CTT. In the IRT, the ability evaluatained.
tion is interpreted in a very diﬀerent manner
However, it is not easy to obtain the item as compared to traditional scores like numparameters and the students’ abilities together. ber or percent correct. The individual’s total
There are 2 × m + n unknown parameters to be score is not the actual score, but is rather comestimated. Therefore, the item parameters are puted on a likelihood principle using the points
ﬁrst estimated by using the marginal likelihood for each correct/incorrect response. Thus, the
function by eliminating the students’ abilities scoring methodology is totally diﬀerent from
such as
each other in the CTT and the IRT; summing
n ∫ ∞
m
∏
∏
up the correct scores in the former, and in the
L(δ|a, b) =
[
g(θ)
L(δi,j |aj , bj )dθ], (4) latter assuming the individual’s ability.
i=1 −∞
j=1
While scoring is much more sophisticated
where g(θ) denotes the ability common to all with IRT, for most tests, the (linear) correthe students (usually a standard normal distri- lation between the θ estimate (which may be
bution) and δ denotes all the patterns of δi,j , identiﬁed to the ability of a student) and a trataking the value of 0 and 1. The EM algorithm ditional score is very high. This is well known
[2] is often used in such a case [1]. Then, the to IRT researchers but unknown in public. A
students’ abilities are obtained by maximizing graph of IRT scores against traditional scores
the corresponding likelihood function. To cir- shows an ogive shape implying that the IRT escumvent the ill conditions so that all the items timates separate individuals at the borders of
n ∏
m
∏

3
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Figure 1: Item response theory estimation procedure.
abilities between the CTT and the IRT are
strongly correlated as shown in the ﬁgure, we
can see an ogive shape and some deviations to
the CTT and the IRT abilities; when θ = 0.5
in the IRT, the deviation is about 3 points, and
when point = 20 in the CTT, the deviation is
about 0.5. This means that the ability ranking in the CTT can be disturbed if we accept
the IRT ranking, and vice versa. However, we
do not know which one of the CTT and the
IRT is close to the true ability. Thus, we next
investigate this by a simulation study using hypothetically assumed abilities.
We generate many response patterns according to the parameters obtained from a real case
shown in Figure 2. Actually, we use Equation
(2) with known parameters θi , aj , and bj , and
determine that δi,j = 1 if P ≥ 0.5 and δi,j = 0
if P < 0.5. Then, we obtain the total scores
ψ̂i in the CTT and abilities φ̂i in the IRT to
each response pattern. We know now the true
ability to each student by the seeds θi in the
simulation. We can compare the abilities between the CTT and the seeds, and between the
IRT and the seeds. For comparison, we made
a linear transformation from θi to ξi appropri-

the range more than in the middle. This fact
might be regarded that the IRT has an ability
to discriminate the person’s ability much more
than the CTT has. We will show this in the
next section.
Sometimes, teachers have to lower the baseline points so that the majority of students
pass the examination when the problems were
rather diﬃcult. This will cause the evaluation
distortion, and the true evaluation may not be
attained. We will show this eﬀect in section 5
by using typical examples.

4

Comparison of Abilities between the CTT and the
IRT Using the Hypothetically Assumed Abilities

Comparisons of abilities between the CTT and
the IRT have been introduced using many testing cases up to now. Figure 2 shows such an
example case; number of students is 439, and
number of problems is 33. In the CTT, one
point is assigned to each problem. Although
4
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triplicate ranks in the CTT. Therefore, we can
conclude that the IRT is superior to the CTT
to some extent.

5

Comparison of Abilities between the CTT and the IRT
Using the Allotment Optimization Method

In this section, we compare the ability evaluation between the CTT and the IRT in testing from another perspective. First, we describe the motivation why we want to pursue
this theme. Next, we introduce a methodology
to compare the ability evaluation between the
CTT and the IRT when we regard the ability
Figure 2: Simple comparison of abilities be- evaluation by the IRT as a standard, and then
tween the CTT and the IRT.
we show typical simulation study results which
mimicked the real data case.
ately.
We here consider the following three statistics to each response pattern:
∑
1) SCTT = ni=1 (ψ̂i − ξi )2 ,
∑n
SIRT = i=1 (φ̂i − ξi )2 , where S expresses the
square error for abilities,
∑
2) U = ni=1 ([i] − (i))2 , where U expresses
the square error for disturbed ranks; (i) means
the rank for φ̂i , and [i] means the corresponding rank for (i) in ψ̂i .
3) V = #([i] = (i)), where V expresses
the number of identical orders. For S and V ,
the lower the better, and for U , the higher the
better.
By using 100 simulation cases, we compared
these three statistics as shown in Figure 3;
each point in the ﬁgure expresses the values
for (SIRT , SCTT ), (UIRT , UCTT ), (VIRT , VCTT ).
For almost all the points, we can see that
SIRT ≤ SCTT , and VIRT ≥ VCTT . As for U ,
we see that UIRT and UCTT are almost the
same. However, this might be caused by the
phenomenon that there are many duplicate or

5.1

Motivation

Using the IRT, we can estimate the ability θi to
each student. This estimated value θ̂i can be
ﬂuctuated by various testing conditions such
as physical conditions or contents of the test.
However, θ̂i is uniquely determined by Equation (3) to one testing.
On the contrary, in the CTT, teachers can
assign the allotment distribution to the test in
advance. This means that the total score ψ̂i
can be changed by teacher’s will. Sometimes,
he wants to highly evaluate those who could
solve the diﬃcult problems. In some cases, he
wants to lower the border in order to raise the
pass rate of the test. We feel a sort of unfairness to the CTT. This is true, but not deﬁnitely so. Take a look at Figure 4; in the ﬁgure, in one case, the allotments are uniformly
randomly (discretely from U [1, 5]) given to 33
problems and 346 students, and in the other
case, they are are all the same value (3 points
to each problem); we can see that they diﬀer
5
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Figure 3: Comparison of abilities between the CTT and the IRT by regarding the hypothetically
assumed abilities are standard.
to some extent, but not deﬁnitely so. We next ation by the IRT as a standard, we can ﬁnd
check if this tendency also holds to other cases. the most appropriate allotments in the CTT
so that the total scores of the CTT are adjusted as close as to the abilities obtained by
the IRT.

5.2

Allotment Optimization Method

We assume that the IRT results provide the
accurate students’ abilities. That is, we regard
the IRT abilities as the standard. Our primary
objective here is to ﬁt the total scores ψ̂i in the
CTT to the IRT abilities θ̂i . The problem is to
minimize the following R.
R=

∑n

i=1 (ψi

− φi )2 .

(5)

Here, for comparison, we made a linear transformation from θ̂i to φ̂i appropriately. To solve
this problem, we used the gradient descent
method. The number of unknown parameters
is m − 1 when the total score is restricted, and
Figure 4: CTT scores vs IRT abilities by the
m when not restricted. The method requires
random allotments and the same value allotthe iteration such as,
ments to each problem.
(k+1)
(k)
qj
= qj − λ(∂R/∂qj )(k) ,
(6)
∑
To compare the IRT abilities with the CTT
(∂R/∂qj )(k) = c ni=1 (ψi − φi )δi,j , (7)
scores in which the teacher’s will is incorporated, we developed an allotment optimization where, λ is a tuning parameter, and c is an
methodology. If we regard the ability evalu- appropriate scale.
6
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5.3

For appropriate problem setting, we mimicked some test results which were oﬃcially
performed. The problems are exactly the same
as in Figure 2. To do so, as mentioned before,
we ﬁrst obtain the estimates for the IRT parameters, aj , bj , and θi . Then, using these values, we generated the response matrix δi,j for
many cases, say 100 cases. Using these simulated response matrix, we estimate φi , ψi and
qj .
As mentioned earlier, teachers often raise
scores superﬁcially so that the majority of the
students passes the examination, e.g., 60 %
score inﬂation; this means that teachers make
lower the border of the pass rate. We assume
three cases for that: (1) no jack-up, (2) 25
points jack-up, (3) 50 points jack-up. Here, 25
points jack-up means that the lowest score goes
to 25 points upper-side and full score is staying
100 points. In addition to this, we computed
the case of inversely jack-up; that is, the lower
the diﬃculty of bj , the lower the allotment as
shown in Figure 5. Teachers may want to use
this kind of allotment because this is intended
to make highlight smarter students. However,
we often give the similar points to all the problems.

Comparison of the Results

First, we introduce a typical example case using a simulation data case. Figure 6 shows a
comparison between the abilities by using the
IRT and the total scores using the CTT. In
the ﬁgure, square dots represent the relation
between the abilities in the IRT (appropriately
transformed from θ to scores of (0 - 100)) and
the total scores using the (evenly) pre-assigned
allotments, and circle dots mean the relation
between the abilities in the IRT and the total scores using the optimized allotments (to
the abilities in the IRT). The optimized total
scores in the CTT show the much more linearity to the IRT results. We can observe, in the
ﬁgure, the ogive shapes as mentioned earlier.
The corresponding allotments are shown in
Figure 7. At a ﬁrst glance, we cannot understand what happened in the optimization for
the allotments. However, the next example
case reveal the information more clearly.

Figure 6: Comparison of scores between the
IRT and the CTT.

Figure 5: Inversely jack-up allotment

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the
7
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qj , which are shown in Figure 11 in the case
of no jack-up. In the ﬁgure, the RMSE (root
mean
√ square error) provides the values scaled
by R/n.
Figure 12 shows the comparison of abilities
between the IRT and the CTT to four cases
mentioned above in addition to the case of raw
score (without adjustment by optimization of
Equation (4)).

Figure 7: Relationship between the original
problem diﬃculties (bj ) in the IRT and the allotments in the CTT for original and optimized
cases.
original problem diﬃculties bj and the optimal
allotments for three cases of (1) no jack-up, (2)
25 points jack-up, (3) 50 points jack-up. We Figure 8: Relationship between the original
can see that the problem with lower diﬃculty problem diﬃculties (bj ) and (1) no jack-up, (2)
results higher allotments. We do not know now 25 points jack-up, (3) 50 points jack-up.
the exact reason why this tendency holds. This
may be caused by the smaller number of problems assignment to extremely easy and diﬃcult
problems. This can be suggested by Figure
9 in which uniformly distributed problems are
allocated. The expected total score si can be
computed by
si =

m
1 ∑
Pi,j (θi ; aj , bj )
m j=1

1
→1−
6

∫

3
−3

P (θ; a, b)dθ,

(8)

and this results can be illustrated in Figure 10
(when aj = 1), where the ogive shape is seen.
However, because of the least square problem Figure 9: A typical example case where unisolving, we can conﬁrm the validity of the esti- formly distributed problems are allocated.
mates by looking at the convergence of R and
8
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6

Discussions

We have developed the methodology to compare the ability evaluation between the CTT
and the IRT by searching for the optimal distribution for allotments. Are there any ﬁndings to persuade teachers to use the IRT after we have compared the ability evaluation
between the CTT and the IRT in simulation
study? The answer is yes.
First, the similarity between the total score
by the CTT and the ability by the IRT will
make it easy to change the evaluation method
for teachers without obstacles. The superﬁcial
evaluation for ability using the CTT is not so
diﬀerent from the IRT results as long as we
do not use the jack-up. In addition, the IRT
provides us the problem diﬃculties (by bj ) as
well as accurate estimates for students’ abilities
(by θi ).
Second, we have revealed the relationship
between the problem diﬃculties in the IRT
and the optimal allotments in the CTT, when
we regard the ability evaluation by the IRT
as a standard. By applying our methodology to some simulation cases which mimic the
real data case, we have found an intriguing
feature with respect to the pre-assigned allotments in the CTT. To adjust the allotments in
the CTT to the IRT abilities, the total scores
may be distorted by inﬂation (in the cases of
positively jack-up), which may disturb the accurate evaluation for students. Teachers can
understand this phenomenon theoretically (for
the ﬁrst time, maybe) by the beneﬁt of the
proposed methodology.

Figure 10: Expected total score si with uniformly distributed problems allocation.

Next, we show the 100 simulation cases result. Figure 13 shows the relationship between
the original problem diﬃculties bj and (1) no
jack-up, (2) 25 points jack-up, (3) 50 points
jack-up. We can ﬁnd an intriguing feature to
these ﬁgures. To adjust the allotments to the
IRT abilities which may be distorted by inﬂation (in the cases of positively jack-up), we
have to assign the higher points to the easier problems. This phenomenon is understood
because the students with lower abilities can
solve only the easier problems and they must
be beneﬁtted by the inﬂated scores (jack-up
scores).
Figure 14 shows the comparison of abilities
between the IRT and the CTT to four cases
mentioned above in addition to the case of raw
score (without adjustment by optimization of
Equation (5)). In the ﬁgure, we can observe
that the adjusted scores by the jack-up are
much more unreliable than those without the
jack-up. It would be the ﬁrst time that this
kind of relationship is mathematically provided
using the optimized allotments.

7

Concluding Remarks

It is known that the item response theory
(IRT) is superior to the classical test theory
(CTT) with respect to the ability evaluation.
However, the IRT is not used by teachers as
9
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Figure 11: Convergences of RMSE and allotments

Figure 12: Comparison of abilities between the IRT and the CTT with optimal allotments (1
case)

10
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Figure 13: Relationship between the diﬃculties bj and the optimal allotments for (1) no jack-up,
(2) 25 points jack-up, (3) 50 points jack-up (100 cases).

Figure 14: Comparison of abilities between the IRT and the CTT with optimal allotments (100
cases).

11
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a daily testing tool in universities and colleges
even now. Many teachers still use the CTT
according to custom behaviors. In this paper,
we shed light on this matter by comparing the
ability evaluation in testing between these two
methods.
We ﬁrst compared the CTT abilities and the
IRT abilities using the hypothetically assumed
abilities which are mimicked to a real case. By
using a simulation study, we have found that
the IRT is superior to the CTT to some extent.
We next compared them by regarding the
ability in the IRT as a standard. As the CTT
uses the pre-assigned allotments contrary to
the IRT with no allotment concept, we can ﬁnd
the most appropriate allotments in the CTT so
that the total scores of the CTT are adjusted
as close as to the abilities obtained by the IRT.
We have shown this methodology, and applied
this to some simulation cases which mimic the
real data case. Then, we found an intriguing
feature with respect to the pre-assigned allotments. If teachers want to raise the examination pass rate, we guess that they give higher
scores (than actual scores) to lower ability students; we called this jack-up. Using the proposed allotment optimization, we found that
the jack-up causes higher allotments to easier
problems in the CTT.

8
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Abstract
Introduction and research objectives: In Vietnam education, education and training as
top-priority policies is explicitly mentioned in Article 35 in the Vietnam Constitution 1992
where its educational administration is characterized as centralized in terms of control, funding,
and governance. At the central government level, the Ministry of Education and Training plays
the top role in the education system. At the provincial level and its equivalent administration,
Department of Education and Training of the province is in charge of administrating (1) high
schools, including regular, gifted, and techincal schools, and (2) Bureau of Education and
Training of dictricts which are in charge of preschools, elementary, and middle schools. The
purpose of this research study is to identify recent updates in K-12 school governance in
Vietnam. It aims to address the major madates that seem to be influencing public education in
Vietnam. This study also looks for how centralized or decentralized each level to be and how
education is financed.
Methodology: The study uses a case study research design in order to review policies
related to recent changes in K-12 school governance in Vietnam. Documentary analysis will be
used to inquire the phenomenon of critical changes. Different types of documents, such as legal
proceedings and reports, will be used for reviewing policies. Three main types of legal
documents will be used to collect data: Education Law, Regulations of Schools, and documents
at provincial levels. Ultimately, the law can only be fulfilled when the government enacts
Decrees, Circulars, and Decisions relevant to the law.
Discussion: The fact that Vietnam wishes to become a modernized and industrialized
nation in 2020 in terms of the socio-economic development has pushed critical changes in
educational policies which aim to improve educational quality and administration. A mass of
legal documents related in professional standards have been issued in order to raise the quality of
teachers, administrators, and schools. Projects with different types of funding have been
introduced accordingly.
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Abstract
Recently, there have been a spate of educational policies toward teachers and English
competence in Vietnam. Two of these are requirements on proficiency in English competence of
teachers in English subject and teacher professional standards. In 2008 the Vietnam Government
approved the project of the Ministry of Education and Training of Vietnam titled "Teaching and
learning foreign languages in the national education system 2008-2020 periods". According to
the Project, foreign languages, mainly English, were mandatory to be taught from Grade 3 to
Grade 12, aiming to reach 70% to 100% schools during school year 2015-2016 and 2018-2019,
respectively (§I, ¶2a). Due to low student performance and graduation rates, Mekong Delta was
highlighted in terms of training teachers to fulfill the project (§III, ¶2). In order to fulfill the
Project, teachers were required to meet English competency, which is described by the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages and defined in six levels on a scale from A
(A1, A2), B (B1, B2) up to C (C1, C2). However, recent testing results on English competency
of teachers of English showed the number of English subject teachers who were tested and met
English competence was extremely low.
This study aims to explore attitudes of teachers, school principals, and administrators
toward improving English competence by (1) recognizing necessities to improve English
competence, (2) identifying the most beneficial ways to improve English competence, and (3)
exploring expectations toward educational policies to improve English competency, particularly
among female teachers of English subject at secondary schools in Mekong Delta, Southwestern
Vietnam which was considered the area with low educational quality. Education in Mekong
Delta needed support in order to catch up with other areas of the country. Five schools, which
were representative of schools in the rural areas, small towns, and city in the province, were
selected to conduct interviews with teachers and school principals or vice principals. Fifteen
teachers of English, and five administrators to conduct semi-structured interviews with guided
questions. Participants were expected to be diverse enough to represent the rest of teachers in
the area. Pseudonyms were used to represent participants and protect their private information.
As a researcher and a teacher in Mekong Delta, I played a role as an insider and outsider.
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2
This study aimed to provide findings with in-depth descriptions on attitudes of teachers,
school principals, and administrators in the critical situation that needed further studies to
suggest solutions or propose more implementations. More importantly, English competence and
teaching competence should be compared and contrasted to see the need for improving English
competence of teachers in English. Furthermore, it examined differences in attitudes about
competency between male and female teachers. It also aimed to show expectations from
teachers, principals, and administrators to higher education institutes which were in charge of
training teachers of English subject in order to address the situation within their teacher training
programs. The study hoped to spread implications from the situation to policy makers,
educational policy practitioners (teachers, principals, and administrators), and the public.
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Abstract
Introduction and theoretical framework: In the United States of America, the advent of
A Nation at Risk in 1983 urged a call for reform of its educational system. The “standards
movement” started in 1980s and its standards-based teacher evaluation and its implementation
were introduced and have been reviewed in several aspects. In Vietnam, the Ministry of
Education and Training has recently promulgated a set of new professional standards which were
adapted from foreign countries, including the United States of America.
Methods and data: This project aimed to investigate the perceptions of 285 (n=285)
participants, including 218 teachers (76.49%), 54 principals and vice principals (18.95%), and 13
administrators (4.56%) in Dong Thap province of Vietnam toward social capital and the
professionalism standards of teachers and types of evaluation in schools. The means and
standard deviations were used to show the attitudes of participants, whereas Analysis of Variance
was utilized in order to determine if there was a significant difference among the means.
Results and implications: Data shows that there are high social capital and agreements of
participants towards the new policy in schools—lowest and highest means are at 2.6 and 3.2 over
five item scales, respectively. There was significantly different among positions of teachers,
school principals, and administrators. Principals and administrators had high expectations on
teachers in terms of their professional improvement while they did not trust the motivation of
communication in terms of speed, quantity, and quality from teachers. Administrators and
principals demonstrate higher agreements on impact on teaching (mean=3.35 and 3.88,
respectively) than teachers (mean=3.09) while means of norms from administrators and
principals (mean=2.84 and 2.96, respectively) are lower than teachers (mean=3.28). Teacher
professionalism was suggested to be reviewed in the context of the capacity of the school and
community.
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Cyberbullying can be defined as a repeated act performed through the use of communication
technology, such as instant messaging, and social networking sites, with the intent of hurting a
specific person or group of people (Ang & Goh, 2010). Victims of cyberbullying may
experience fear of their peers, anxiety, depression, hostility, and even suicidal thoughts and
ideations. Some suggest that this new form of bullying is often more damaging than bullying in
its traditional form because the torment does not end once the school day is over. Technology
allows children to bully others during school, on the bus, and while at home. This reality has
earned cyberbullying the moniker “non-stop bullying” (Ang & Goh, 2010; Tokunaga, 2010;
Gradinger, Strohmeier, & Spiel, 2009). Although cyberbullying does not occur exclusively
within the school environment, when school is viewed as unsafe, healthy academic and social
learning is likely to be impeded (Tokunaga, 2010). Although researchers within the social
sciences are vigorously investigating the issue of cyberbullying, little is greatly understood about
this recent phenomenon. In an attempt to better understand cyberbullying, and to become better
equipped to brave its existence, researchers must come to understand how it is perceived by the
adolescents who experience it. As adolescents, perception of violent behaviours is dictated by
various determinants such as gender, age, experiences as victims and perpetrators, and who they
believe they can turn to for resources. Implications for intervention and prevention will become
clearer as adolescents’ perceptions are further explored (Tokunaga, 2010; Ang & Goh, 2010;
Owens, Shute, & Slee, 2005). To better understand how youth perceive and experience
cyberbullying, a comprehensive survey was administered to 28 secondary schools within the
Southwestern region of Ontario. Large scale surveys such as these allow researchers to
generalize not only how the average Canadian youth experience cyberbullying, but their ideas
surrounding implications for potential change within the school system, along public
understanding of the cyberbullying phenomenon. However, to allow youth to elaborate on, and
further explore their feelings towards cyberbullying, focus groups were conducted within a
single Southwestern Ontario high school. This paper discusses the preliminary findings of both
the large-scale survey and focus groups in an attempt to allow researchers, parents, and teachers
comprehensively understand and appreciate how youth perceive the painful realities of
cyberbullying.
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Abstract

The Learning Assistant Program at the University of Colorado Denver:
Pipeline to Science Teaching Licensure and Knowledge Development

The Learning Assistant Program (LA Program) at the University of Colorado
Denver was started in spring 2012 based on the successful University of Colorado
Boulder model. The LA Program places talented undergraduate students into large
enrollment (50-300) science courses. The Learning Assistants (LAs) work with faculty to
integrate and facilitate interactive teaching and learning into their courses. LAs work
with students during lecture, recitations, and outside of class using a variety of curricular
and instructional strategies. LA recruitment is selective and LA’s must demonstrate both
high levels of content knowledge as well as some motivation for teaching, broadly
defined. LAs must concurrently take a course in Teaching and Learning Science while
they are serving as LAs. This study investigates the effect of participating in the LA
program on the LAs interest in obtaining secondary science teaching licensure, and on
their pedagogical and content knowledge. Using semi-structured interviews and an
open-ended survey, we specifically focus on two research questions: 1) What effect
does participation in the LA program have on the LA's interest and motivation to obtain
a secondary science teaching license? and 2) What effect does participation in the LA
program have on the LA's science content and pedagogical knowledge? Preliminary
findings from beginning of the semester interviews indicate that LAs are very confident
in their content knowledge and find teaching to be a rewarding experience. Many
commented they would like to pursue a secondary teaching license or would like to
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teach on the college level. We hypothesize that their self-report of confidence in content
knowledge and interest in obtaining science teaching licensure to increase as they gain
more experience as LAs. We further hypothesize that the LAs pedagogical knowledge
(as measured by an open-ended survey) will increase from pre to post-semester
administrations.
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Do Qualifications Matter? Exploring Art Teacher Education in Singapore.

Introduction
This research sets out to investigate if initial teacher preparation (ITP) at NIE makes a
difference in beginner art teachers’ knowledge base as exemplified through their instructional
practices. The research intends to answer this question by examining beginner art teachers
from two different programmes in NIE, which differ significantly in the length of their
training.
Two research questions are formulated to address the aim of the study:
1. What impact do art teachers’ qualifications have on their knowledge base for
teaching?
2. How do art teachers with different qualifications make decisions on classroom
teaching practices and how are these decisions a result of their knowledge base?
The question as to whether teachers differ in their instructional practices and therefore, their
effectiveness, is vital to educational research. Pertinent to this question is if teacher education
makes a difference in teachers’ instructional practices, hence influencing the types of learning
students receive.
Literature Review
Teacher education has gained prominence across the globe and a country such as the USA
provides many different teacher certification programmes. Unlike the USA, Singapore does
not have many alternative teacher certification programmes by different organisations.
Majority of the teachers in Singapore undergo ‘certification’ and training in NIE before they
embark on their teaching career but there still exist different types of ITP programmes within
the institution itself. This critical issue of teacher education is highlighted by Arthur Levine,
previous president of Teachers College, Columbia University. He (2006) laments the lack of
standard approach to teacher education, unlike law and medicine. Curriculum in teacher
education programmes is often in disarray and the period of teacher education has no
minimum requirement. Period for teacher education can range from one year to five years.
His comments reflect the situation in art teacher training in Singapore. This research study
which explores teaching practices of recently graduated art teachers from NIE’s BA and
Diploma programme is a case in point. In Singapore, there is no government stipulation as to
which levels the different groups of art teachers should teach. Both groups of teachers
(diploma and graduate teachers) are expected to teach art across all the levels in secondary
schools. Therefore, with regards to art teacher training, Galbraith and Grauer (2004) suggest
that there should be more careful research into the various programmes that prepare art
teachers and help shape their development. Indeed, as mentioned by Day (1997), cited by
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Galbraith and Gruer (2004), there will always be more successful programmes than others
and that it is therefore important to differentiate between them.
In line with Galbraith and Gruer’s (2004) view, the main purpose in researching art teacher
education is to find out if teachers from different programmes in NIE develop different levels
of knowledge base for teaching art. Are our art teachers well-prepared to take on the
challenges in the classroom? Are our programmes in NIE rigourous? Is our degree
programme stronger since the length of the programme is longer than the diploma
programme? What are the implications of the shorter diploma programme in preparing art
teachers? Or is there no difference in the knowledge base and teaching practices between
these two groups of recently graduated art teachers? These questions have direct implications
for NIE initial teacher training as well as policies regarding teacher education.

Current Conceptions of Teacher Education and Teacher Knowledge Base
Teacher education has been a central concern in Singapore and the latest policy, stated in
Primary Education Review and Implementation Report (PERI), indicates the government’s
commitment to bring about quality teaching in the classrooms by requiring the hiring of only
graduate teachers for English, Maths and Science in primary schools from 2015. Mckinsey’s
report (2007) on high-performing education systems aptly captures the beliefs of many
policymakers when it wrote that the “quality of the education system cannot exceed the
quality of its teaching” (p.19). Policy makers who believe education is the key to a nation’s
survival are ready to invest large amount of resources, usually monetary, to ensure that the
country’s teaching force is well qualified to educate its future generations.
Darling-Hammond (2000) having conducted extensive literature review on teacher education
concludes that teacher education does makes a difference in teachers. Based on the evidence
gathered from numerous studies on teacher education, they suggest that teachers who have
undergone more and longer training are more confident and successful with students than
teachers who have little or no prior teacher training at all. Darling-Hammond (2000) explains
that the demands of teachers are increasingly greater as they have to teach for ‘problem
solving, invention, and application of knowledge’(p. 167) and this calls for
teachers with deep and flexible knowledge of subject matter who understand how to
represent ideas in powerful ways can organize a productive learning process for
students who start with different levels and kinds of prior knowledge, assess how and
what students are learning, and adapt instruction to different learning approaches.
(ibid )
She believes that an ‘important contribution of teacher education is its development of
teachers’ abilities to examine teaching from the perspective of learners who bring diverse
experiences and frames of reference to the classroom.’ (p.166). This belief in the importance
of teacher preparation is supported by Shulman (1986) when he explained the role of
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pedagogical content knowledge, which is often developed in a well-designed Initial Teacher
Preparation programme. Boyd, Goldhaber et al.(2007) while studying the effects of features
of teachers’ preparation programmes, found that preparation that is grounded in the practice
of teaching have positive effects on teachers’ first year of teaching. This finding is significant
as the beginning of a teaching career can be daunting and newly graduated teachers will need
to be well-prepared for the challenges in the classrooms. Initial teacher preparation is
therefore important in building teacher’s confidence, competence and motivation.(Lim-Teo,
Low et al. 2008).
But in order for teachers to become competent and skilful, there needs to be ‘a solid body of
knowledge’ (Darling-Hammond and Baratz-Snowden 2007) that serves as a foundation for
the judgment and analytic ability to be developed. We shall now examine what are some
essential knowledge components that competent and skilful teachers should possess.
Subject matter knowledge and PCK
A number of researches have shown that teachers’ subject matter knowledge correlates with
student learning and achievement (Mullens and et al. 1996; Carlsen 1997; Hill, Rowan et al.
2005). In these studies, it is found that when teachers have weak subject matter knowledge,
they are less able to choose appropriate examples and activities to challenge their students,
ask critical questions to engage students in discussion and participation (Haciomeroglu,
Haciomeroglu et al. 2007). In other studies that investigated subject matter knowledge and
PCK (Kapyla, Heikkinen et al. 2009; Kaya 2009), it was found that subject matter knowledge
has strong effects on pre-service PCK. For example, Kaplya, Heikkinen et al. (2009) study
examined 10 primary and secondary student-teachers’ content knowledge in photosynthesis
and plant growth and how content knowledge influenced PCK. Their study showed that it
was difficult for teachers who were considered as content-novice to recognise students’
misconceptions in science when they did not even realise their own. Their findings parallel
Kaya’s findings on pre-service science teachers in Turkey. Using both quantitative and
qualitative methods, Kaya’s (2009) study found that there are strong relationships between
pre-service teachers’ content knowledge and PCK.
However, not all these researchers agree on how PCK should be taught or developed in
teacher education. For instance, despite the fact that student teachers who are considered
content experts (because they took more content modules in their pre-service programmes
than student teachers who are considered as content novice) and were more able to handle
content structure and students’ conceptual problems (Kapyla, Heikkinen et al. 2009), they
were not much better in producing topic-specific teaching methods than the content novices.
Kaplya, Heikkinen et al. therefore argued that PCK is a separate domain that should be
explicitly taught and that content knowledge will have an effect on PCK but only to a certain
extent. Contrary to Kaplya et al., Lederman, Gess-Newsome et al (1994) do not think that
PCK should be taught as a separate set of knowledge to be learned. In fact, they believe that
pre-service teachers’ tendency to compartmentalise the two types of knowledge might
indicate their level of PCK. They opined that perhaps over time, the blurring of subject matter
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knowledge and PCK will occur with more teaching experience and continuous use of
knowledge structures in the subject.
Subject matter knowledge and PCK in art teachers
Meeson (Meeson 1974), Eisner (1994), Goodman (1978) and Siegesmund (1998) have
argued extensively that art is one of the many ‘forms of representations’ (Eisner, 1994, p.17).
Such forms of representation could be ‘auditory, visual, kinaesthetic, and gustatory; they
manifest themselves in music, art, dance, speech, text, mathematics and the like’. All these
representations have meanings found in their own content and therefore, perform ‘unique
epistemic functions’. Art, existing in general education context, as Eisner argues, should
therefore help students understand the meanings embedded in these forms of representation.
Education should also enable the young ‘to learn how to create their own meanings through
these forms’ (p.19).
Eisner (2002) lists the following skills and knowledge that art teachers need to know to teach
well (p. 52-53):
- Knowledge of technical requirements
- Knowing how to engage students’ imagination
- Knowing how to demonstrate or model the kind of language and skills students are
expected to learn
- Knowing how to give constructive comments regarding students’ works
- Knowing how to set up tasks that allow for both personal space and interpretation;
tasks have clear focus for students to understand the why
- Knowing how to make connections between earlier and current work and also the
world outside the classroom
- Knowing how to organise materials in the art studios
The aforementioned view on art requires art teachers to know the ‘language’ of art: knowing
how to express through art, and interpret this form of representation. Likewise, Levi and
Smith (1991) argue that art should be taught as a humanity as it has become a norm to
‘utilise the example of language as a source of our basic metaphors of analysis.’ (p.180).
They refer to the painter’s palette as ‘alphabet of colours’ (p. 180) and concepts such as lines,
shape, colour, texture etc. that are used in the organisation of the language of art. They
explain that teaching art as a humanity involves ‘explaining the ways in which art exhibits
life concretely, stimulates the imagination, integrates the different cultural elements of a
society, and presents models for imitation or rejection.’ (p.181). Using their proposed
discipline-based art education (DBAE) framework, they believe that the general goal of art
education in school is to ‘cultivate percipience in matters of art by teaching the concepts and
skills of art conceived as a humanity’ (p. 206). The content under such a curriculum entails
Arts of Creation (artistic creation), Arts of Communication (art as language), Arts of
Continuity (art history) and Arts of Criticism (aesthetics).
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However, a constant challenge that confronts art teacher education is the narrow conception
of knowledge base required for teaching. Knowing how to draw and paint are often
considered the pre-requisites of an art teacher and therefore, many art teachers think that
making art equates learning art. Unfortunately, such is a narrow conception of art learning.
Chapman (1982) cautioned that making art is not the only valid way to learn about the
subject. She highlighted that it is unfortunate that many studio courses in art are not wellbalanced with in-depth studies in history of art or art theory. Day (1969) in his study
attempted to find out if ‘the study of art history provide positive impetus for art activities at
the junior high school level’ and if ‘pupils gain as much knowledge of subject matter and
intellectual concepts of art history in an art history-activity integrated program as in a more
traditional lecture-slide art history program?’ (p. 57). His findings showed that art history (on
Cubism) when integrated with related studio art activities helped students gain more
knowledge in the subject matter. The students who underwent the integrated approach of
teaching performed better in their written test as well as produced better quality art works
than students who received traditional lecture-slide art history that is segregated from their
studio activities.
If we believe that art education is not just about making art but also involves the
understanding of art in relation to historical, social and cultural contexts, art teachers must
necessarily possess such knowledge base and integrate it meaningfully with related art studio
activities. The current Singapore’s Visual Arts Syllabus for Primary and Lower Secondary
defines ‘art content’ to involve art making and art discussion. Art discussion being naturally a
part of teaching and learning is a relatively new concept in Singapore classrooms. This
mention of art discussion was only introduced into the syllabus in 2009. MOE has avoided
using the term ‘Art History’ as it might give art teachers the idea that they have to structure
their lessons separately from studio activities. MOE’s advocated approach to art education
parallels Day’s (1969) view.

Art as Ill-structured Domain
Art, could be seen as an ill-structured domain ‘as there are few things about art that are
factually true or false’ (Koroscik 1993). Therefore, research on art learning is all the more
difficult to pursue as compared to other domains such as Physics or Maths. Spiro et al. (1988)
define ‘ill-structuredness’ as ‘that many concepts (interacting contextually) are pertinent in
the typical case of knowledge application, and that their patterns of combination are
inconsistent across case applications of the same nominal type.’ (p. 4). Their research reveals
the types of problems faced by biomedical students when learning in an ill-structured domain.
They found that these biomedical students, who are considered as advanced learners still
encountered obstacles in apply their knowledge in their practice. One main issue in the
teaching and learning of ill-structured domain is known as ‘reductive bias – the pervasive role
of oversimplification in the development of misconceptions’ (p. 5). They further identify
several forms of bias in the teaching and learning of ill-structured domain:
1. Oversimplification of complex and irregular structure
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2. Overreliance on a single basis for mental representation
3. Overreliance on ‘top down’ processing
4. Context-independent conceptual representation
Efland (1995), discussing how knowledge in art is acquired, cautions the potential risk in
DBAE curricula - the temptation for teachers ‘to develop ideas of content from each field
independently despite the fact that there are overlapping ideas among them. Teachers who
adopt DBAE curricula framework may tend to treat each sub-discipline in isolation when in
fact there are deep connections among them.’ (p. 149). In order to understand art in depth and
avoid reductive bias, art teachers must form numerous connections between studio studies, art
history, aesthetics, and art criticism. This means that art teachers who only attend to the
formal elements of an art work and neglect the historical and cultural contexts within which
the art work is created are artificially compartmentalising art knowledge.
In teaching and learning in art, Koroscik (1993) cautions that ‘filling-the-head’ approach that
gives exclusive attention to expanding the student’s knowledge base rarely leads to higherorder understanding. She suggests that instead, good teaching in art should have a balanced
focus on broadening the learner’s knowledge base and increase the repertoire of knowledgeseeking strategies. This balance could be seen when students display curiosity because they
recognise a gap in their own knowledge base. She calls this ‘cognitive discomfort’ (p.23).
Such a teaching approach requires that teachers have a good knowledge base in the subject
matter so that they could draw connections between students’ existing knowledge and new
ideas in students’ works and recognise gaps in students’ knowledge and give attention to
developing knowledge-seeking strategies.

Art Teacher Education
There is a belief that university training imparts in-depth knowledge and working methods
that allow pre-service teachers to stay current with the developments in their discipline.
Higher level subject matter competency for teachers through an undergraduate programme is
therefore considered desirable. However, scepticism abounds over the frequently fragmented
curricula that lead to superficial understanding of structure in the subject matter (Martin
1999).
Short, (1995) in her study of 18 pre-service teachers specialising in visual arts who had
advanced learning status and visual arts specialization, found that these pre-service teachers
still displayed overly simplistic thinking. The pre-service art teachers had ‘shallow
understandings and superficial domain knowledge’ (p. 167). These teachers instructional
making, reflected in their lesson plans, exhibited similar characteristics. She cautioned that
satisfactory completion of university coursework does not necessarily guarantee domain
understanding. Her study has serious implications for pre-service teacher education,
especially for NIE which has even shorter programmes such as the two-year diploma ITP. If
pre-service art teachers in Short’s study displayed superficial understanding of subject matter
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despite their extensive training in an undergraduate programme, what could we expect from
art teachers who graduate from a even short Diploma programme? Would students be
receiving different quality of teaching due to their teacher’s different academic background?
Methodology
Qualitative research design was used for this study as the objective of the research is an indepth exploration into the relationships between teachers’ academic qualifications and their
knowledge base as exhibited through their classroom practices. Literature review on studies
related to teacher characteristics, teaching practices and their relationships on students
achievement revealed a heavy reliance on quantitative research methodology (Goldhaber
1996; Clotfelter 2007; Vu, Jeon et al. 2008). However, these quantitative studies often failed
to answer how and why teachers’ academic qualification or professional training (as shown in
Bonnet, 2008) exert null, negative or positive impact on student learning. Quantitative studies
do show patterns and correlations between variables but they cannot always explain the
causal mechanism since most of these variables are social processes (Hage and Meeker
1993). On the other hand, qualitative studies such as those by (Haciomeroglu, Haciomeroglu
et al. 2007) and (Carlsen 1997) provide depth in helping us understand the possible reasons
behind teachers’ subject matter knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge, and their
influence on teachers’ teachings in the classroom. The details in these case studies provide
rich details to help us interpret the complex relationships among teacher preparation, their
knowledge base and their teaching practices. This is important as qualitative research in
education, if anything, is about trying to understand what teachers and students do in
educational settings (Eisner 1998). This study shares the same spirit and goes beyond
questionnaires and interviews to include lesson observations on newly graduated art teachers.
Eisner associates educational criticism with art criticism - where art connoisseurs or art critics
are able to discern special qualities that make art great and are skilled in helping others see
these qualities that the works of art possess; educational critics, he believes, should be able do
the same for education (Eisner 1998; Hatch 2002). His framework of educational criticism
was used in the case studies of two art teachers, each with different initial teacher preparation
in NIE. Eisner’s educational criticism framework consists of description, interpretation,
evaluation and thematic, and is particularly relevant for this study (p. 88).
In describing the educational setting, such as school, classroom, art room or a process being
studies, researcher is reminded to capture the ‘emotion’ of the situation that help readers
envision what the place or process is like. Selectivity in describing the scenario is inevitable
but such can be seen as providing a focus for the readers; only what counts for the purpose of
the research is described instead of an attempt to describe everything and risk losing the focal
point for the readers. In my study, description was focused on teachers’ teachings, the
classroom/art room environment and the interviews. The intention of the description was to
help readers understand how these art teachers planned and taught and get a sense of what is
happening in the classroom/art room.
Closely related to description is interpretation. Interpretation can be seen as ‘accounting for’
what is observed following description. Interpretation is critical in giving meanings and
reasons for what is experienced and to place in context that experience or observation. I view
Eisner’s interpretation as similar to data analysis. For my research, teachers’ explanation on
the way they planned their lessons and teach, their actual classroom teachings and interview
were analysed and given sense. During this activity, theories might be used as guides where
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applicable to account for what was observed. The issue of validity is important on data
analysis. How do we know that the researcher is not seeing things he or she wants to see? In
order to make my interpretation and other aspects of my criticism valid, three sets of data was
collected and described: lesson plans, video recordings of actual classroom teachings and
interviews. The multiple sets of data were triangulated and provided validity to my
interpretation, as well as insights to my work (Ball 1993).
The next aspect of educational criticism can appear controversial. Eisner believes that
educational criticism is not about adopting a distant, detached observer stance. Educational
critics are actively involved in the task of appraising what is observed and this act of
assessment and evaluation involves value judgements. When evaluation is carried out, there
exists in the evaluator a conception of what is educationally virtuous. As underlined by
Eisner, ‘There may not be standards for measurement, but there are criteria for judgement’ in
educational evaluation. Criteria for evaluation in this study were anchored in the ways art was
represented by the newly graduated art teachers, how art lessons were planned and the
reasons for them, how concepts were explained to the students, the types of activities being
designed and the types of questions asked by the teachers provided the basis on which my
evaluation was carried out.

Methods
Schooling is a broad concept and can include components such as the environment of the
school/classroom, how time is allocated for the different subjects or how students are
assessed. Eisner refers to the intentional, structural, curricular, pedagogical and evaluative as
all the possible dimensions of schooling (Eisner 1998p. 73-81) that can be studied. For this
research, the curricular and pedagogical issues served as ‘prefigured focus’ (p. 176) for the
study. The curricular aspects included subject content, the learning objectives of the
curriculum and the activities planned while pedagogical issues consisted of how subject was
represented by the teacher. The following were the methods used.
Classroom observations
Instead of relying exclusively on interview data or survey data as second-hand accounts to
learn about teachers’ instructional practices, classroom observation was the preferred method
as it provided ‘live data’ from naturally occurring settings (Cohen, Manion et al. 2007).
Classroom observation is an analytically filtered method (Gibson and Brown 2009) where the
practices of teaching is being researched and that the practice is data itself to be selected to
answer the research question. Some of the strengths of observational data include
researcher’s ability to see things that might be taken for granted by participants and therefore,
left out during interview. Sensitive information that participants might not bring up during
interviews may also be learned during observations (Hatch 2002). Data collected from
classroom observation in this study was further triangulated with interviews with the
teachers.
A total of two art teachers (one teacher with diploma and one graduate) were involved in this
study. Two lessons per teacher were video-recorded and analysed. The observations were
‘semi-structured’ as I went into the classrooms with prefigured focus on issues to look out for
and the observation data served to provide illuminations on these issues.
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A typical duration of art lesson in a government secondary school is between 1 hr to1 hr 30
min. Teachers participating in the study were informed of the classroom observations. Videorecording of the lessons were done in a manner that ensured as little disturbances as possible
to the normal functioning of the class. Most of the recording was carried out at the back of
the classroom or art room and excess movement of the researcher was avoided.
In-depth Interviews
Interview data affords another dimension to our understanding of why teachers do what they
do in class on top of the observation data. In-depth interview moves beyond the surface to
probe participants’ thoughts and feelings (Maykut and Morehouse 1994). The interview in
this study was semi-structured with questions that addressed issues about the teachers’
instructional practices and their prior training in NIE. Although some interview questions
had been identified prior to the interview, I was still able to ‘probe beyond the answers and
thus enter into a dialogue with the interviewee’ (May 2001). There was no time limit to the
interview sessions, thereby ensuring prolonged engagement, establishment of rapport and
trust with the interviewees (Maykut and Morehouse 1994) .
Interviews with the two groups of teachers (diploma art teachers and graduate art teachers)
were conducted individually, audio recorded and transcribed. The interviews were conducted
in the respective schools at a place conducive for the purpose. Having the interviews done in
schools gave teachers a sense of familiarity and ease, thereby reducing possibilities of stress
or discomfort that might have affected the interview data. Interviews with the teachers were
conducted after the two lessons observations, and in the two cases right after the last
observation was completed. This had prevented any memory lapse by the teachers when they
discussed their lessons.

Data analyses
Observation, interview and document data were reviewed to suggest explanation for the
phenomena observed. Since this research was exploratory in nature, which was to discover
the relationships between teachers’ academic qualifications and their subject knowledge, and
if the relationships between these two variables influenced teachers’ teaching practices,
qualitative content analysis (QCA) was used (Schreier 2012). QCA focuses on selected
aspects of the materials and this practice is in-line with the framework that was adopted for
observing teachers’ practices in the classrooms. For instance, only certain aspects of
schooling were observed. All collected data that was of interest and was relevant to the
research question was sorted into categories of a coding frame. Categories under which the
data was coded provided the space for this research to capture the ‘complexity and
interconnectedness of everyday actions’ and ‘take into account of apparent inconsistencies,
contradictions, discontinuities and relatedness in actions’ which I suspected might occur
frequently between the two set of data and even within each set of data itself (Cohen, Manion
et al. 2007; Schreier 2012). QCA also provides the flexibility that allows data to be
scrutinized for categories to emerge through coding, or ‘patterns’ (Strauss and Corbin 1998)
to be discovered in the process and new information on how the different sets of data
compare (Schreier 2012).

Issues of Reliability and Validity
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Educational criticism, as with all other qualitative inquiries, is not without its detractors.
Issues of subjectivity never cease to confront qualitative researchers. Subjectivity versus
objectivity often dominates concerns of reliability in qualitative study. Maykut and
Morehouse (1994) suggest that instead of calling researcher’s views in qualitative research
‘subjective’, ‘perspectival’ will be more fitting. Being perspectival means that qualitative
researcher include different perspectives, not just his or her own. ‘Structural corroboration’
(Eisner, 1998, p. 110) where sources of evidence are triangulated further afford credibility
and trustworthiness. Another characteristic of qualitative inquiry is the emphasis on discovery
rather than proof. Discovery made in qualitative research is not meant for sweeping
generalizations but should be viewed as ‘contextual findings’ (p.21) and this statement is
consistent with my position in this study.
Limits of research
The small sample size for this research was its biggest limitation. While the size might have
limited the generalizability of the research’s result, especially across different institutions, the
research was still useful in reviewing NIE’s initial teachers training programmes and
understanding its own graduates. However, Guba and Lincoln [(1981) as cited in
(Hammersley 1993)] argue that instead of thinking about generalizability, the concept of
‘fittingness’ will be more useful in qualitative research. To ensure this research’s
‘fittingness’, extensive information on the teachers, the setting and methods were provided so
that others can make ‘informed judgment about whether the conclusions drawn from the
study … are useful in understanding other sites’. This research was designed with the aim to
create further ‘resources’ so that others who are also interested in teacher education can
utilise in thinking about similar situations.
Findings
Alice and Debbie were focusing on rather two different aspects of art learning. Debbie was
teaching her secondary one students an ‘art technique’ which was drawing while Alice was
trying to develop in her secondary two students ‘process’ skills through fashion illustration.
Students in Alice’s class were given the theme “Vegetables” for their illustration works.
Alice’s students were tasked to explore with the vegetables’ forms and shapes in their fashion
illustration activities. Alice wanted students to learn how to explore what the various
mediums (such as markers, paint, colour- pencils) and techniques (such as printing,
stencilling, ink-and-wash) could achieve in fashion illustration.
This study did not surface significant pedagogical differences between the two teachers. Both
teachers gave predominant attention to studio practice with little emphasis on art discussion,
which was specified as content in the national syllabus. When asked about the influences of
ITP on their own teachings, both beginner teachers identified ‘practical classes’ being the
ones that they found most useful. However, Debbie, the graduate art teacher, displayed a
more mature view of her role as a teacher and her training in NIE. All these findings will be
discussed individually in more details.
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Designing curriculum
Students’ needs and interests were the two common considerations for beginner teachers’
planning. Debbie’s lessons on drawing were a result of a school project between departments
to improve students’ learning. It had been identified by the Design and Technology
department that students in Debbie’s school were able to design but unable to translate their
ideas through drawing in D&T class. Therefore, in order to address the problem, it was
decided that drawing should be taught to students during their Art lessons. Besides what had
been identified during meetings prior to Debbie’s planning, Debbie also felt that most of her
Secondary 1 students were not confident in art and thought of themselves as being ‘hopeless’
in art class. Therefore, she believed that empowering students by teaching them the basic
studio techniques such as drawing, they will be interested in art:
In a way, we are trying to plant this interest in them because a lot of students have
difficulties, mentality that, oh yeah, art hopeless, I can’t draw, I don’t have the talent.
So we are trying to prove to them that if you follow instruction, you don’t need the
talent, you can do it. Give them, plant them this hope.
…we realise that it’s the technique that is scaring them off.
Similarly, Alice recognised both the needs of the students as well as designing lessons that
might be of interest to her students. She was given freedom by her department head to decide
on what she wanted to teach in her lessons. She felt that process involved in art making was
important and especially so if students were to be offered art at ‘O’ level exam. Her current
Secondary 3 students who were offered art were considered weak in their processes:
So I like the process and I think that at Secondary 2, it helps them a lot especially
when they are going to take Secondary 3 art.
We are facing a lot of problem with our Sec 3 batch. They simply do not know how to
develop [ideas]. And that’s why I told my Sec 3 openly that you are now learning
what I’m teaching the Sec 2s.
…so throughout the process it’s very meaningful for students.
Alice identified fashion illustration as a topic that might be interesting to her students as she
was teaching in an all-girl secondary school:
… they have not touched fashion design before and being in a girls’ school they can
quite like it but they do not know how to do it
Besides considerations of students’ needs and interests, another factor that impinged on
beginner teachers’ planning was their familiarity with the topics. For instance, Debbie applied
what she learned in ITP to teach her students:
Yeah, I use some of the things I did in first year to teach the students…That one is
actually a modification of what I did in NIE.
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Debbie captured some key reasons why teacher’s knowledge on a chosen topic was critical in
teaching:
Basically, I like to teach them what I have done before, be it at NIE or somewhere I
have tried out. You know, I can teach it better, I can understand the process better as
well. And it’s also better delivery when you explain things or when students ask you
things….there’s a different feel than when you have really tried it yourself.
However, what was considerable different between Alice’s and Debbie’s rationale for the
selected topics was authenticity. Alice attenuated the concept of fashion illustration as a valid
art form and emphasized instead on dispositions in art. Although concepts, skills, knowledge
and dispositions were all valid and critical components in well-planned lessons, artificially
planning lessons to ‘teach’ these dispositions did not allow students to acquire genuine art
skills. In comparison, Alice focused on imparting her students basic drawing skills and
techniques which she thought would also helped her students be more observant in the
process.
The common weakness in the beginner teachers’ design of units of lessons for the year was
the lack of integration among the different art disciplines. For instance, Alice devoted two
weeks to the introduction of Southeast Asian artists and where she taught students formalistic
criticism. There was no continuity to the lessons after or prior. Debbie introduced students to
pointillism history and artists associated with the technique but this was brought in to teach
students techniques with no attempt to provide broader understanding of the artists or
historical contexts.

Pedagogical Practices in the Classroom
There are certain instructional practices that lend themselves more readily to the teaching of
art. Burton (2001) in his study on how art teachers taught art summarised some main
instructional practices used by art teachers. The teaching strategies/styles included direct
presentation, demonstration, one-to-one coaching, small group work, exploration of mediums
and techniques, students developing their own project with little teacher influence, group
discussion and interaction dialogue (p.135). Delacruz (1997) identified teaching methods
such dialogue, peer group discussion and critique and inquiry training. Both art teachers used
a variety of teaching strategies such as demonstration and one-to-one coaching although they
were focusing on different aspects of art learning. For Debbie, she demonstrated contour
drawing, grid drawing and shading to her students in class so that they could use the same
techniques to draw a realistic portrait. Alice provided live demonstrations on the different
mediums used for fashion illustration, as well as examples of what the explorations of
mediums could look like for her students.
At a glance, Alice’s approaches contained some characteristics of ‘higher order’ (Kowalchuk
1993 p.14) teachings, where ‘uncertainty’ and ‘self-regulation’ ( p. 14) were present in the
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students’ learning. However, as mentioned earlier, Alice’s lessons lacked authenticity. There
was no integration of the various art disciplines in her approaches that would have provided
depth in students’ understanding of fashion illustration as design. The lack of integration was
also present in Debbie’s teaching approaches where there was only emphasis on acquisition
of skills. This lack of integration was also observed in other studies of novice art teachers
(Kowalchuk 1993; Bain, Newton et al. 2010). Both teachers in this study failed to
contextualise the lessons where students would achieve ‘enduring understandings’ of the
discipline (Wiggins 2005). For instance, Debbie could have investigated portraits and the use
of portraits among artists where she could then move to teach skills so that students could
explore representing their own identity through self-portraits. Alice could have designed her
lessons based on the theme of fashion and explored with students on how fashions differed in
different cultures and different periods of time. There could also be a study of how world
renowned fashion designers developed their ideas so that students could learn about ideas
development and appreciate the relevance of fashion design. Unfortunately, integration across
the various disciplines of art was absent to help students recognise the significance of art.

Perceptions of ITP and their own teachings
Both beginner teachers had mixed feelings towards their ITP. They felt that ‘practical
lessons’ such as studio classes during ITP were the most useful as they could apply what they
learned in their own classroom teaching. Alice included classes where she was taught to plan
a unit of lessons useful as well.
NIE…informs me about how the structures of art go. For example, you need to know
the basics…Because before we go into NIE, although we know skills, we know artists,
we know techniques but we don’t know how to package them into lessons. Not as if
NIE make us sit down and do lesson plan, but I feel that the lesson that we go through
right, make us more aware of what this technique is or what this particular technique
is for. You can use it to do what, you can use it to teach what.
(Debbie)
Maybe like, Mr J’s lesson, for example, he gives us…actually this exploration part, is
part of what I did in NIE also.
Interviewer: So that part you find it very valuable?
Yeah, this exploration part. Like for example, my Sec 3s, because what I did different
with my Sec 3 is that I get them to explore, same thing - things around the art room…
I think it does help. Especially the practical part, like your assignment.
(Alice)
Negative comments of ITP courses included the design of assignments, the perceived
unrealistic case scenarios given in ITP and weak links to practice:
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Those essay writing, I don’t think every assignment, write an essay is necessary.
I wouldn’t rate it as most important, it will be like, erm, good to know, yeah, but
assignments, writing essay types, I think it really kills because maybe, because when
you are an art person or creative person, you do not like to write essays also. Maybe
that’s part of the reason but really, if now I sit back and think, those essays that I
write I don’t remember as well.
(Alice)
In a way, I’m well-prepared for the topic but I don’t think I am short-changed of any
techniques or anything but non-art side, like pedagogies, classroom management, all
these is really trained on the job. If you are saying if those things are applicable,
those things are not applicable because things that they teach are perfect class
situations. It doesn’t apply here.
Some things are useful but of course not everything. Depends on how you use it and
things like that. I’m not rejecting everything that they teach as not useful but because
when I teach I won’t go back to, ok, which theory and who I should use this, er, no,
this come as in (being) reflective, whatever the students do and then how I reflect and
react.
…Who will think of Piaget while teaching, I have enough names to remember…
(Debbie)
The criticisms by both beginner teachers inherently reveal the urgency of courses in ITP to
have stronger linkage to classroom-based experiences (Martin 1999; Prentice 2002).
Therefore, it was not surprising that Debbie talked about how she valued her teaching
practicum and saw the usefulness of it:
I think the best is still practicum, seriously.
For the teachers, there is mentor to teach you.
(Debbie)
In relation to practicum, Debbie also found that professional development workshops for
beginner teachers by STAR, a body of MOE, to be extremely helpful as:
I guess what STAR is having now, the beginner teachers camp or workshop, it’s not
bad because it’s realistic, tested and proved techniques or lesson plans or whatever
they have.
Since the workshops were conducted by ex-teachers or experienced teachers, she felt that
such workshops where teachers shared their teaching strategies and stories gave her ideas for
her own practice.
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One distinction between Debbie and Alice that arose from the interview was Debbie’s
disposition and efficacy belief – there was a firm sense of ownership of her own practice and
students’ learning. Her comments on her own responsibility to draw links between what she
learned in ITP and her own teachings implied a recognition that as a professional, reflective
practice was important:
…I think teachers coming from NIE, you have to find your own links. Because for us,
we enter at adult age, so we do things differently.
NIE is like a jar of ink, you immerse yourself and then when you come out, you are
still black, and then like how I am going to take myself and then diffuse other jars of water to
make it black.
When asked if she felt that there was enough pedagogy of the subject taught to her, Debbie
acknowledged that ‘a lot is still based on trial and error in school. Like I say, teach and you
learn along with the students’.
Such dispositions found in Debbie could be due to the undergraduate programme in NIE that
instilled in her critical thinking, developing beliefs and values across the different courses
over four years as university has often been regarded in educating its students these
characteristics (Roth 1999). A study by Williams, R. (2009) also corroborates with Debbie’s
self-efficacy. The four years of graduate programme, compared to the two years of intensive
diploma programme, could have provided more opportunities for Debbie to cultivate these
dispositions and the whole degree experience could have contributed to her personal selfefficacy.
Despite Debbie recognising that a lot of her knowledge in teaching was gained in the
classroom, one shortcoming she felt of ITP was the perceived lack of training in teaching the
exam syllabus. She thought that a beginner teacher’s reputation, as well as practical issues
such as performance bonuses, was at stake if the beginner teacher could not prepare her
students well for the exam. When I asked her if her own studio classes in ITP could help her
in teaching students the processes in art, that were similar to ‘O’ level coursework, she did
not think so:
Yes, it’s (studio classes in ITP) more free. There’s no boundaries. Our lecturer won’t
tell us – no, you can’t do this. No you can’t do that. You should develop it this way.
They don’t out us on a leash. For ‘O’ level students, there are some things they have
to keep to although it is not stated anywhere. Oh, your students can do anything that
they want, they say that…but in fact, we are human beings and this is not what they
want. I don’t know how to explain it but this is not what they want.
Her ‘suspicions’ were confirmed by her school senior art teacher, who happened to have
experience in assessing ‘O’ level works. As a result, a module in ITP to prepare beginner
teachers for the teaching of exam syllabus would be useful in her opinion. Although Alice did
not talk about the need for learning to teach exam syllabus, her concern in teaching her
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students the processes in art making was motivated by the required preparatory works in the
‘O’ level coursework.

Implications of Findings and Recommendations
The findings from the study did not show a clear difference in the teaching approaches by
both beginner teachers with different qualifications. The teaching approaches were narrow,
lacking of integration among the different art disciplines which as a result, failed to offer
students a deeper understanding of art.
Although Debbie’s delivery of lessons was narrow but it was authentic in the sense that such
teaching approaches are common of an arts school, where integration of the various
disciplines is hardly known. Fine arts schools tend to expect their students mastery of the
different art techniques in different studio classes; art history and theory classes are often
taught separately and distinctly from one another. Debbie seemed to be applying what she
learned in her own fine arts training during ITP where she was concerned about teaching her
students the technique of drawing. This could be a reflection of the apparent contradictions of
the roles of ITP in NIE, where students are treated both as art students as well as future
teachers. This could have resulted in a ‘disjuncture between the subject matter needs of
teachers and what they study as undergraduates’ (Thornton 2000 p. 6). The findings could
also be an indication of the lack of pedagogical content modules in NIE ITP where the
‘disjuncture’ could be addressed or the finding simply points to insufficient time within 4
years to learn both the subject matter and pedagogy (Darling-Hammond 2000).
The findings, though limited for the purpose of generalising, may suggest a slightly better
grasp of subject matter knowledge by Debbie as compared to Alice, the diploma teacher,
whose delivery of lessons was unclear as it was muddled with the teaching of fashion
illustration with the ‘teaching’ of processes in art. Debbie’s objectives for the lessons, on the
other hand, were straightforward and the activities designed were relevant to the objectives.
This finding is consistent with research that shows the positive relationship between teacher
subject matter knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge (Carlsen 1987; Carlsen 1997;
CanbazoĞLu, DemİRellİ et al. 2010).
Unexpected was the observed sense of self-efficacy in Debbie which was absent in Alice.
This is an interesting observation that calls for us to question the differences in experiences
between pre-service teachers in the graduate and diploma ITP which are both housed within
the university setting. There is considerable discussion on the advantages and disadvantages
of teacher education programmes in universities (Martin 1999; Roth 1999). Advantages of
teacher education within university included the intellectual setting that often encourages
inquiry and reflective thinking which was glimpsed in Debbie’s interview (Reiman 1999) but
somehow absent in Alice’s. Is it the degree experience or sheer length of time for more
intellectual rigour in the degree programme that helps develop this sense of self-efficacy?
This warrants more probing into in the next stage of research with more participants.
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Both beginner teachers’ appreciation for more direct application of knowledge and skills
learned in ITP calls for closer collaborations among university, the Ministry and schools. For
instance, university lecturers could be more involved with latest happenings in schools.
Although some university lecturers at NIE are invited to sit on the syllabuses review
committees, they are not actively involved in designing the syllabuses or involved directly
with setting assessment standards to really know what are expected of students, and therefore
of teachers in schools. Often, there is a theory and practice disconnect where much of what is
taught during ITP has no direct links to practice of teachers in classroom. The fact that most
lecturers in NIE have no teaching experiences or even if they have, the experiences have
become obsolete in the fast changing classroom environment is often the cause of such a
situation. A more integrated relationship with the Ministry and schools will allow better
continuity of professional development after teachers’ completion of their ITP (Martin 1999;
Murray 1999). Currently, there is limited communication between schools, NIE and the
Ministry.

Conclusion
Initial Teacher Preparation is often regarded as critical in imparting beginner teachers with
the required knowledge, skills and dispositions for the profession. ITP in NIE included a
variety of programmes such as degree and diploma programmes which have different length
of training. This study did not see a contrasting difference in the instructional practices
between the two beginner teachers from the two different ITP programmes. However, the
findings did suggest that better integration between subject matter knowledge and
pedagogical content knowledge in ITP would be needed for a more comprehensive
representation of the subject by the teachers. The issue of self-efficacy and degree experience
was not expected and would be sensible to be pursued in future studies.
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Abstract:
During the summer of 2012, Dr. Patricia Kopetz’s Center for the Research and Study of Disability,
Education, and Culture (CRSDEC) sponsored and supervised a study that measured iPad applicationsbased, communication skill gains during a three-week, full-day, summer Variety St. Louis Adventure
Camp, sponsored by Variety St. Louis, of St. Louis, Missouri, and attended by children with complex,
multiple disabilities. Prior to the start of camp, the university research team acquired Apple iPads, each
loaded with the Proloquo2go App, and received university IRB approval to conduct the study to
introduce iPad communication strategies to children with complex, multiple disabilities, and measure
their progress via operations counts. Parental consents were requested and provided prior to working
with each child; and each child provided consent to participate in the study, as well. Per camp week, of
three weeks total, three research assistants worked (each) with 5 children/week who historically
experienced marked communication limitations. Reports of progress data recorded per child are
individual case studies, some demonstrating remarkable gains over the course of one, two, and/or three
weeks of summer camp. The presentation offers data analysis and short videoclips of the children during
the tutorials held during camp days, with assistance of designated graduate research assistants;
conclusions and an overall report identified significant gains demonstrated by the children who were
taught 1:1 the iPad communication strategies. Skill reports and gains will be displayed via graphs placed
on Powerpoint slides.
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ABSTRACT:
Teacher Educators have the responsibility to lead their pre-service teacher candidates to
prepare themselves to have the knowledge, skills, and dispositions of a culturally competent
educator. There are an ever increasing number of people in the American population who are of
the Muslim faith, and whose children attend public schools, charter schools, and/or are home
schooled. However, full time Islamic parochial private schools, similar in purpose to Catholic
and Jewish parochial schools, have been established in America to convey their religious and
cultural worldview to their children. Appropriate grounding in the foundations of American
education for practitioners is critical in this multiethnic society. Therefore, an analysis of the
contemporary contexts of the curricula in Islamic parochial private schools may serve as a
starting point toward that goal.

Section One Introduction
RATIONALE FOR CHOOSING THE TOPIC
The author is responsible for infusing diversity issues and curriculum content about
national/state/local, multicultural, global, and comparative education into the courses that she
teaches at Western Connecticut State University, in Danbury, Connecticut:
1. Introduction to the Foundations of American Education [undergraduate]
2. Adolescent Development [undergraduate]
3. Integrating Language (in the Secondary School) [undergraduate]
4. Curriculum of the Elementary School [graduate]
5. Curriculum of the Secondary School [graduate]
6. Contemporary Educational Issues [graduate]
The pre-service teaching candidates [and practitioners] will be [are] teaching History,
Geography, Social Studies, Language Arts, Mathematics, Biology, and Cultural issues in their
own classrooms It is important for the pre-service teacher candidates and practitioner to address
professional issues about American education, applying a variety of perspectives. Therefore, this
paper, “An Introduction to the Curricula of the Islamic Parochial Private Schools in America”
should provide a body of knowledge for educators to transition from knowledge about public
schools to knowledge about Islamic parochial private schools.
The objective of this research paper is to [1] create readily accessible knowledge about
the Islamic philosophy of education and world view, [2] enable teacher candidates and
practitioners to be prepared to teach Muslim students who may transfer from the Islamic
parochial private schools to public schools, [3] teach the preponderance of Muslim students in
attendance at American public schools, and [4] engage in conversation with Muslim families
about the education of their children if and when they transfer to public schools.

THE PROBLEM
American public schooling historically aimed at affecting students’ values, habits, and
behaviors. Intermittent support for that priority, followed by concern about apparent out of
control youthful behavior, led to reawakened interest in systematically infusing curricula with
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character building programs. A steady increase in the number of parochial Islamic private
schools, established to satisfy Muslim families who do not want their children influenced by the
excesses of western culture, represent their preference for the Islamic worldview as the basis for
formal education.
The learner, knowledge, and means of instruction are necessary components of the
Islamic philosophy of education. Muslims believe that there is a dual nature in humans, the spirit
and the body, according to Associate Professor of Education Rosnani Hashim of the
International Islamic University, Malaysia. The former can raise humans to noble levels and is
composed of the soul [ruh], mind or intellect [‘aql], emotions [qalb], and self [nafs] The latter
can sink to lower levels of debasement, and relates to the physical senses. The learner, a central
figure in the philosophy of Islamic education, seeks God, engages in inquiry, is open to change,
and can be molded from a young age.[Qur’an 95:4, Qur’an 89.25, Qur’an 95.5]. This belief is an
important factor for the content of this paper, which focuses on full time Islamic parochial
schools.
In the Islamic worldview, there exists a hierarchical structure to knowledge, and,
just as there exists a dual nature in mankind, there exists two categories of
knowledge, the ‘ilm alnaqliyah (revealed)—some of which is fard ‘ayn, individual
duty—and the ‘ilm alnaqliyah—which is fard kifayah, which is a communal duty.
These correspond to the different degrees of certainty of knowledge and the
means of procuring it. [Hashim, Rosnani]
Curriculum choices in the Islamic parochial private schools reflect the distinction
between individual [fard ‘ayn] and communal [fard kifayah] obligatory knowledge. A
combination of both types of knowledge “ensures that every individual is anchored to his faith
while exploring new horizons.” [Hashim, Rosnani]
Fard ‘ayn knowledge is finite, certain, and obligatory for every individual Muslim
to acquire. It includes the knowledge about the pillars of the religion, the articles
of faith, and the Shari’ah. On the other hand, fard kifayah knowledge is obligatory
upon the community……. essential for the survival of the society, such as
medicine, mathematics, natural and applied sciences, and social sciences. …..
[Hashim, Rosnani]
Hashim refers to the works of S.M. Naquib Al-Attas, Yedullah Kazmi, and Wan M. Nor
Wan Daud to explain how knowledge becomes the central focus in the Islamic philosophy of
education: [1] It is integral in the religious and secular spheres aimed at strengthening faith and
the real world of man and nature; and, [2] It is central to the curriculum for action, spirituality,
and ethics. Disciplining, upbringing, the proper way or virtue are construed as the educational
content that is instilled in humans. Acknowledgement of the Creator, demonstrated by
obedience and adherence to the eternal’s commandments, forms the educational priority in Islam.
The unified result of Islamic education is expected to be a God-fearing servant of Allah who
interacts with humanity as a “good being.”[Hashim]
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The Islamic worldview of “tawhid” [the Oneness of Allah] pervades the curriculum in
parochial Islamic schools, according to Rosnani Hashim. Muslim teachers are required to infuse
that worldview in all subjects. Specific Islamic ideas must be reinforced in the curriculum:
1. The Islamic view of the Creator (tawhid, iman or faith, and God's attributes);
2. The creation of man and his purpose, namely, to worship Allah, to be His khalifah, to
promote good and forbid evil, and to spread the message of Islam;
3. Man's relationship with the Creator, that is, his consciousness of Allah, accountability to
Allah, to do good deeds, to worship and supplicate;
4. Man's relationship with others, which is to establish justice, to have respect for life,
property, and dignity, to develop sound akhlaq (character traits), and to show religious
tolerance;
5. Man's relationship with the environment which emphasizes his role as God's vicegerent, to
work with harmony with all of Allah's creations, and to recognize or discover Allah through
his creation;
6. Self-development, which provides room for self reformation and learning from past
mistakes;
7. Man's destination, that is, to promote accountability by evaluating our role,
understanding the Last Day and the Hereafter and their implications; and
8. Development of an Islamic ethos so as to create an environment conducive to Islamic
practice. http://www.readingislam.com/servlet/Satellite?c=Article_C&pagename=ZoneEnglish-Discover_Islam/DIELayout&cid=1153698300134

An Islamic educational institution’s curriculum framework has the priority of instilling a
dual body of knowledge to Muslim youth; one that has a central core of revealed knowledge, and
the other one integrated with society’s acquired knowledge. This duality in Islamic parochial
4
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education differs from secular public school curriculum, which does not require revealed
knowledge to be taught to the learner. Herein lies the difference between Islamic and secular
curriculum, and the decision encountered by Muslim parents concerning where their children
should be educated: in secular public or Islamic parochial schools.

Section Two Selected Review of the Literature
The preponderance of internet sites consulted for this paper included information authored by
Muslim believers about the fundamentals of Islam, the philosophy of Islamic education, the
curriculum content of Islamic parochial schools, and studies about Islamic education. Samples
of especially significant internet websites that were consulted for contextual information for this
paper were:
1. ISNA Depth Study of Full Time Islamic Schools in North America: Results
and Data Analysis 1989
2. Zahidah, Faruk (August 2008) SCHOOL APPROACHES: DESIGNING A
CURRICULUM FOR MUSLIM STUDENTS
3. ISPU Karen Keyworth Profile of Islamic Schools 2011
4. Hashim, Rosnani, Dr., The Islamic Philosophy of Education
5. Huus, Kari, (6-13-2011) Islamic schools on the rise in US, struggle for
acceptance :Anti-Muslim attitudes in public schools contribute to growth, but
so do improving academic standards
6. Gilani-Williams, Fawzia The Purpose of an Islamic School
and the Role of an Islamic School Teacher
7. Islamic School League of America [ISLA] [variety of links within the
website]
8. Information learned at several conferences [e.g. ISNA summer 2011 National
Conference, Chicago, Ill; ICNA May 31, 2012, Hartford, CT
A significant body of information was obtained from the writings of Rosnani Hashim on
the website IslamOnline.net. The various articles on the website focused on the connection
between the Islamic philosophy of education and its impact on the curriculum of Islamic
parochial schools:
1. Islamization of the Curriculum [e.g. curriculum design is important for the
moral and social well-being of individuals as well as societies; education
serves a dual purpose; it is a lifelong process; curriculum is a reflection of the
educational philosophy of the institution concerned]
[http://www.islamonline.net/servlet/Satellite?c=Article_C&pagename=Zone-EnglishLiving_Shariah/LSELayout&cid=1158658475207

2. Curriculum [the work of Ralph Tyler, covers the whole process of instruction
educational objectives, contents, methods, and evaluation.]
http://www.islamonline.net/servlet/Satellite?c=Article_C&pagename=Zone-EnglishLiving_Shariah/LSELayout&cid=1177156204983
3.

Islamization of the Curriculum Determining and Selecting: Educational
Objectives [What is the nature of the learner, and what are his or her goals and
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needs in life?; , if a society holds moral values highly, then it is important to
emphasize objectives that aim at the development of moral values.; if a
society cherishes democratic ideals, it would naturally highlight these ideals in
its educational aim.]
http://www.islamonline.net/servlet/Satellite?c=Article_C&pagename=Zone-EnglishLiving_Shariah/LSELayout&cid=1177156205425

4. Islamization of the Curriculum, The Islamic Philosophy of Education [three
important elements that are necessary ingredients in the formulation of a
philosophy of Islamic education - namely, learner, knowledge, and means of
instruction; Islam believes in the possibility of obtaining knowledge of Truth
and Reality.] http://www.islamonline.net/servlet/Satellite?c=Article_C&pagename=ZoneEnglish-Living_Shariah/LSELayout&cid=1177156206207

5. Islamization of the Curriculum Problems with Existing Curriculum in Muslim
Educational Institution [Institutions in Muslim countries tend to subscribe to a
curricular framework borrowed wholesale or partially from the West. In most
cases such models are secular, do not possess a core or a center, and do not
reflect the true nature of man or knowledge; most Muslim educational
institutions provide Islamic religious instruction. Sometimes, …. the approach
is rather theoretical and neglects the practical; Both sexes have been treated
"equally." Had the Qur'an and Sunnah been our reference point, female
modesty and roles would have been emphasized in the curriculum, as would
have been the male roles as the family breadwinners and protectors of women;
Western curricula are better well-rounded than Islamic curricula.]
http://www.islamonline.net/servlet/Satellite?c=Article_C&pagename=Zone-EnglishLiving_Shariah/LSELayout&cid=1177156206376
6.

Islamization of the Curriculum, Steps Toward the Islamization of Knowledge
[The first major step toward the Islamization of the curriculum is ensuring that
the sources of educational purposes are drawn from the Islamic worldview;
The Holy Qur'an and the Sunnah of the Prophet should be the primary
references in understanding the nature of the learner and knowledge; The next
step is the formulation of a clear philosophy of education based on the Islamic
worldview; Knowledge, subject matters, or courses offered in the curriculum
must be free from secular and Westernized elements that are alien to Islam;]
http://www.readingislam.com/servlet/Satellite?c=Article_C&pagename=Zone-EnglishDiscover_Islam/DIELayout&cid=1153698300134

The urgency among Muslims to retain their children within the Islamic faith, amid the
non-Muslim temptations of American culture, was represented in the article “Keeping Muslim
Teens Muslim: 22 Tips for Parents; what does it take for parents to get a teen to become a
practicing Muslim,” authored by S.M.Masum on the Sound Vision.com website.
Tip #1: Take parenting more seriously than you would a full-time job
Tip #2:Reduce or change work hours and exchange them for time with the family
Tip #3: Read the Quran, understanding its meaning, for five minutes every day
Tip #4: Attend a weekly Halaqa [parents striving to learn about Islam]
6
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Tip #5: Respect your teen
Tip #6: Take an interest in what they do
Tip #7: Be aware of problems and address them straightforwardly
Tip #8: "Date" your teenager
Tip #9: Don't just be your teen's parent, be his or her partner
Tip #10: Build a Masjid in your home
Tip #11: Don't practice "men's Islam" [don't exclude wives or daughters]
Tip #12: Establish an Islamic library and choose a librarian
Tip#13: Take them out.....to Islamic activities…. to Islamic camps and
conferences
Tip #14: Move to a racially and religiously mixed neighborhood in your city
Tip #15 Help teens start their own youth group
Tip #16: Establish a TV-free evening and monitor TV watching in general
Tip #17: Have weekly family meetings
Tip #18: Have "Halal Fun night" once a month
Tip #19: Provide the right role models-What would Abu Bakr have done?
Tip #20: Read books on Positive Parenting
Tip #21: Get them married early
Tip #22: Make Dua [prayer of supplication to Allah] for your teens in front of
them. This reminds them how much you love them and your concern for them.
Sound Vision is the Muslim community’s first multimedia company, established in 1988
for the purpose of saving “our identities and those of our children.” Sound Vision has the goal of
designing Islamic educational materials for North American consumers that “range from the
basics of Islam to complicated socioeconomic issues.”
RESEARCH QUESTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Why were the Islamic parochial private schools established in the United States?
Where are the Islamic parochial private schools located? How many are there?
How are Islamic parochial private schools structured?
What stage of development are Islamic parochial private schools experiencing:
How do the curricula of the Islamic parochial private schools compare to public schools?
What challenges do Islamic parochial private schools encounter?

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The method used to conduct the research for this study was a qualitative one. Qualitative
research is a method that seeks insights through verbal and written, rather than statistical and
measurable, data. Qualitative research is used when there is an exploratory study that seeks to
identify the dimensions of a problem, draw assumptions based on collected data from documents
and a variety of primary and secondary sources, and attempts to understand the motivations of
the stakeholders involved with the problem.

7
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Two forms of qualitative methodology were applied in this paper: collection and analysis
of data from the internet, and observation. Most of the sources included were found on the
internet.
Therefore, the author had to make sure that the information secured from the various
websites was credible, truthful and reliable. Specific questions were asked about each of the
sources in order to determine the quality of the information secured from the websites:
1. Who are the authors responsible for the information?
2. Is there an “about us” link on the website to evaluate who authored the information?
3. Is there proof of the author’s qualifications to put out the information on the website?
4. Is there information on the website that validates the legitimacy of the author,
organization, or agency sponsoring the site?
5. Does the URL align with the content of the website?
6. Can the information on the website be substantiated by cross-referencing and
checking linked sources?
7. Is the information on the website credible and impartial, or suspect of being biased
and forwarding a specific agenda?
8. Is the writing on the website balanced and fair, or favorable to a point of view that is
prejudiced?
9. When was the page updated?
10. If there are advertisements on the website, are they separated from the content?
A second form of methodology depended upon the use of a variety of qualitative research
observational techniques to collect data when observing students during class sessions:
1. The direct observer’s role
2. Defining the research question(s)
3. Identifying the theory that drives the inquiry
4. Selecting the qualitative research tools
5. Analyzing and reporting data
6. Writing the research report
The short term observation that will be used for this research paper will take place in the
natural setting of public and Islamic parochial private schools. The period of short term
observation probably will last for three months [October-December 2012], even though six
months to two years are considered appropriate amounts of time. This will be the case,
considering that this paper will be reported in January 2013. Follow-up observation after the
latter date will allow for more data collection from the short term observation.

Section Three Analysis of Data and Findings
1.Why were the Islamic parochial private schools established in the United States?
“Building a school, mosque, water well, and other such structures is considered charity
that continues after death”(sadiqah jariah)
http://www.4islamicschools.org/

Five major factors have led to the establishment of Islamic parochial private schools in the
United States: Islam as a way of life to be practiced in the educational environment; following
8
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the Islamic ideal; belief that educational excellence is more likely to occur in Islamic private
parochial schools than in public secular ones; immigrant Muslims prefer Islamic private
parochial school climate for their children; public schools are less willing to make
accommodations for Muslim children to practice their faith during the school day than Islamic
private parochial schools; negative aspects of American life are more likely to impinge on public
schools’ climate than that of Islamic private parochial schools; and sheltering Muslim youngsters
from discrimination in the public schools, especially since 9/11.
1.1 ISLAM IS VIEWED AS A WAY OF LIFE
Islam is considered by Muslims to be more than just a religion, but rather, a way of life.
In fact, teaching this way of life to Muslim youth is one of the purposes of establishing Islamic
schools. [M. Musa Moes, Guide for Non-Muslims Working in Islamic Schools]
1.2 FOLLOWING THE ISLAMIC IDEAL
“The purpose for which this corporation is organized is to operate a school to provide
school age individuals with an atmosphere as close to the Islamic ideal as possible, in
which these individuals can grow and learn as whole individuals, intellectually,
spiritually and physically. To offer academic excellence so that school age individuals
can be prepared to take an active and dominant role in the world in which they live. To
enable school age individuals to enhance their understanding of the Qur’an and Sunnah
through instruction in the Arabic language. The corporation shall not be formed for
pecuniary profit or financial gain, and no part of the assets, income or profit of the
corporation is distributable to, or ensures to the benefit of, its directors or officers.”
[Sample by-laws of an Islamic parochial private school: Noor-Ul-Iman School, New
Jersey, Article II, Purposes 2
1.3 BACKGROUND OF CLIENTELE
Students in Muslim schools may come from the Middle East, North Africa, South Asia,
Southeast Asia, and other places. Their families speak a variety of languages and dialects. Ties
with their home countries usually still are intact, and families feel quite strong about the
importance of keeping the heritage and culture alive in their children. [M. Musa Moes, Guide for
Non-Muslims Working in Islamic Schools]
The Muslim demographics in the United States indicate that foreign born Muslims
dominate the Islamic segment of the population.
All U.S. Foreign
Muslims Born
%
%
Generation
First 65
100
Second
7
-Third + 28
-Born in..
United States
Arab region

35
24

-37

All U.S. Foreign
Muslims born
Year of Arrival
2000-2007
1990-1999
1980-1989
1979 and earlier
Native born
Reason for

9

18
21
15
11
35

28
33
23
16
--
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All U.S. Foreign
Muslims Born
South Asia

18

27

Iran

8

12

Europe
Other Africa
Other

5
4
6

8
6
10

8
8
4
4
4
3
3

12
12
7
6
6
5
4

3

4

Country of birth
Pakistan
Iran
India
Lebanon
Yemen
Bangladesh
Iraq
Bosnia and
Herzegovina

All U.S. Foreign
Muslims born
emigrating
Educational
opportunity
Economic
opportunity
Family reasons
Conflict/persecution
Other
Don't know
U.S. Citizen
Yes
No

--

26

--

24

-----

24
20
3
3

77
23

65
35

This CAIR pie chart reveals that the largest Muslim ethnic groups in the United States are
composed of South Central Asians, African-Americans, and Arabs.

Ethnicity of Muslims in America:

http://www.nvcc.edu/home/lshulman/Religions/Islam/index.html
12/31/2010 rvsd
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“The foreign-born population consists largely of recent immigrants. Most foreign-born
Muslim Americans arrived in the United States either in the 1990s (33%) or in this decade
(28%). Immigrants from the 1980s account for an additional 23%, while immigrants from
previous decades account for just 16% of the total foreign-born population. Successful
naturalization of these groups is higher among earlier immigrants: more than three-quarters of
the total Muslim American population have American citizenship. Of those who arrived before
1990, 92% are naturalized; those arriving during the 1990s, 70% are naturalized. Only 22% of
more recent arrivals (2000 and later) have become citizens.7.” [Euro-Islam.Info, Islam in the
United States]. See Appendix K about patterns of Muslim immigration to the United States.
In addition to looking into countries of origins of Muslims in America, it is helpful to
check into which of the Islamic sects are present in the Muslim American population. The
October, 2009 study of the size and distribution of the world’s Muslim population conducted by
the Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life, aligned with the CAIR pie chart about Muslim
ethnicity in America, indicates that the Sunni population is the predominate population. This is
validated by the work of Garbi Schmidt in her book Islam in Urban America, in which she
reveals the cultural differences among the Muslim population of Chicago. She reported that
…..the most recent studies estimate that Muslims make up 2 million to 7 millionor 0.7 to 2.4 percent-of the U.S. population. The majority represents Sunni Islam,
with a small number of Shi’ites and others belonging to different Muslim sects,
some of which are indigenous to America…..Although Shi’ites form the majority
in countries such as Iran and Bahrain, most of the world’s Muslims are Sunnis,
including those in the United States.
There are differences between the Sunni and Shi’ite belief systems that are known to cause
tensions between the two sects, as reported in a 2007 USA TODAY news article.[grossman2007]
EXCERPT FROM “Welcome to MuslimHope.com”
http://www.muslimhope.com/SectsOfIslam.htm
Sects of Islam
January 2009 version
Pillar / Doctrine
Statement of Faith

Vast majority of Sunni

Vast majority of 12’er Shi’ite

"No God but Allah, and Mohammed is his
"No God but Allah, and
prophet". Sunnis also belief that Mu’awiyah was Mohammed is his prophet".
a rightful caliph.
Shi’ites also believe that ‘Ali is
Allah’s vice-regent.

Fasting, Alms, and Fasting, both required zakat and optional alms.
Flagellation
No flagellation.

Same on fasting and alms. Differ
among Shi’ites on flagellation.

Prayer direction
Pilgrimage

Toward Mecca for both
Should travel to Mecca once in their life. Should travel to Mecca once in their life.
Hadiths forbid pilgrimages to tombs.
They also travel to holy shrines and
tombs too.

Jihad
Qur’an

Same for both
From Allah but uncreated: no errors
Created. Sunnis have invented
things about it though.

Hadiths

People live or die based on what they say.

Sunni hadiths have some errors,
including anti-Shi’ite bias. They
also have other traditions.

Temporary
marriage

Was OK until Khaibar, but most Sunnis say
forbidden since then.

Is permissible today.

Additional
tradition
Final Prophet /
Messenger

No more added traditions valid

can add traditions later

12/31/2010 rvsd

Mohammed was the final prophet. Shi’ites and
others are wrong if they say there are any more.

Mohammed was the final
prophet. The 12th Imam, the
Mahdi, will return; he is no
Path to Cultural Competence
prophet though.
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It is important to know that there are multiple sects [73] in Islam, and that their belief
systems vary. [Correct Islamic Faith Foundation] Apparently sects have been founded
throughout Islamic history as a result of anger and disagreements among the faith’s believers.
This is something to consider when planning curricula for Islamic parochial private schools.
EXCERPT FROM “Welcome to MuslimHope.com”
http://www.muslimhope.com/SectsOfIslam.htm
Sects of Islam
January 2009 version
• Successors and traditions have prominence in Shi’ite Islam.
• Cultural Muslims know little about Islam, and may not care.
• Human traditions of Mohammed and others (the Hadiths) are
paramount in Sunni Islam. [Traditionalists]
• Inventors of new beliefs. [e.g. some "Muslims" say it is fine to drink
wine] [Ghulat Sects - The Most Innovative Ones]
• Spiritual mysticism, called Sufism, teaches one can be absorbed in
the divine, and be God themselves.
• Modern Muslims are liberals who, personally "abrogate" things in
the Qur’an they disagree with, even if neither Mohammed nor any
early Muslim ever said they were abrogated.
• Wahhabi sect is a strict, conservative sect that tries to follow the
original teaching of Mohammed.
• Kharijites only wanted the pure, original teaching….. fought against
both Sunnis and Shi’ites.
12/31/2010 rvsd
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1.4 CHALLENGES GETTING RELIGIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS
Families encounter the challenge of getting religious accommodations in public schools. The
Dawa Method is a recommended approach to achieve that aim. Shabbir Mansuri is founding
director of the Council on Islamic Education in Fountain Valley, California and supports the
Dawa Method for Muslims to follow whenever any Islamic obligation needs accommodation at a
public school. He advocates practicing Dawa in a proper manner, remaining polite and nonconfrontational. [DawaNet Writer, How to get religious accommodation in public school: a sixstep guide”]
Step #1: Know the laws about religious freedom
Step #2: Get the support of a teacher
Step #3: Leave a paper trail, but first, be really nice
Step #4: Writing to the supportive teacher
Step #5: Meeting a second time with the principal
Step #6: (If it's really necessary) repeat these steps with the school district
Providing Hallal food for students in the cafeteria is an example of one such
accommodation. Families turn to the Islamic private parochial schools when the Dawa Method
does not succeed for their children. The main focus of Dawa is to convince non-Muslims of the
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positives in Islam, and for the non-Muslims to accept the truth of the Islamic faith. Muslim
students in public schools are encouraged to practice Dawa as individuals interacting with their
classmates. http://www.dawanet.com/methods/publicschool.dawapublic.asp
The NEA has issued an “Educator’s Guide to Islamic Religious Practices” on the
organization’s website, authored by the Council on American-Islamic Relations [CAIR]
http://www.nea.org/home/42528.htm.

Ramadan fast

Mark pork and pork by-products with a red
dot or a picture of a pig.
Provide vegetarian options.
Schedule exams and other major events
around holidays.
Don’t mark students absent.
Allow students to study in the library, or
elsewhere, during lunch.

Physical education

Discuss clothing requirements with Muslim
parents

Prayer

Allow Muslim students to pray in unused
rooms.

School meals

Muslim holidays

Fairness in
classroom and text
presentations
Gender relations

Check textbook for religious bias.
Invite Muslim speakers to social studies and
world religion classes.
Don’t extend hand first for handshake with the
opposite sex.
Avoid touching when comforting students and
parents of the opposite sex.

1.5 NEGATIVE CONTEXTS OF AMERICAN SOCIETY
Muslim families are concerned about the effect of American society on their children, and favor
the environment of the Islamic private parochial school to envelope them in a school climate of
aligned with Muslim values, beliefs, and behaviors. Dr. Ibrahim B. Syed, Ph.D, listed the
societal concerns of Muslim families in his article “Education of Muslim Children - Challenges
and Opportunities.’’
•

Crime

•

Guns and violence including rape

•
•
•

•

Sexual promiscuity and immorality

•

13

Single parent families
Children traumatized emotionally
and psychologically as a result of
broken families
Disrupted upbringing
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•

Drugs

•

•

Homosexuality

•

One million teen-age pregnancies of
unmarried mothers per year
Sexually abused children

•

Poverty

•

Spousal abuse

•

Divorce

•

Child abuse

Connectedness with Muslim believers and American society is limited to some extent, as
demonstrated by the fact that Muslims only celebrate the holidays specified in Islam which are
called “Eid”….. Other non-Islamic holidays such as Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas,
Valentines, Easter, and Birthdays are not to be celebrated in the school, according to the Guide
for Non-Muslims Working in Islamic Schools authored by M. Musa Moes. Additionally,
Muslims have been forbidden from sculpting or drawing animals and people or displaying such
imagery. Some Muslims may even object to having their picture taken for this reason.
1.6 SHELTERING YOUNGSTERS FROM DISCRIMINATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Families seek to prevent their children from discrimination in public schools by sending
them to Islamic parochial private schools. However, tuition costs mitigate the use of that
alternative to protect students. Events such as racial profiling after the Arab terrorist attack of
9/11 have had reverberations in the nation’s public schools in the form of discrimination against
students of the Muslim faith. Cases recounted on the National Education Association’s [NEA]
website refer to the “Perfect Storm for Bullying” that has erupted in public schools towards
students of the Islamic faith. [Holcomb, Sabrina, NEA, Bullying Meets Religion].
The Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) reports the number of bullying
incidents against Muslim students has spiked in the wake of a perfect economic and political
storm: severe economic distress and anti-immigrant sentiments, continued wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, the conflation of Islam with terrorism, even the misidentification of President
Obama’s own religion. Add to the mix the tragic memory of 9/11 and a proposed Islamic
center near Manhattan’s Ground Zero, and you get children, many just babies on
September 11, 2001, indicting their classmates as the enemy.
How do rising tensions affect the nation’s Muslim students, the majority of whom attend
public schools? School-related civil rights violations have increased by 31 percent in just one
year, according to a 2009 CAIR study. The study also found that a student’s ethnicity/
religion, a “Muslim-sounding name,” or the wearing of hijab were some of the primary
factors triggering discrimination. A separate study by Wayne State University in Michigan
found that 43 percent of Arab-American teens in the study were depressed. [Holcomb]

Where do teachers enter the scene? According to an NEA study, “98 percent of educators
believe it’s their duty to address incidents of bullying. Little more than half, however, have
received training to deal effectively with this behavior, which occurs not only on school grounds
but in the corridors of cyberspace.”
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2. Where are the Islamic parochial private schools located? How many are there?
“There has been a remarkable growth of private Islamic Schools in America during the past
20 years. In a study done in 1987 by the Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) and the
International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT), there were about 50 verified schools in
America. Now, in 2010, there are approximately 240, with the vast majority of those schools
being established in the 1990s. Because communities continue to open new schools - albeit at a
slower rate than in the 1990s - the ISLA felt that it is important to provide some resources that
communities can refer to in the planning stages of opening a new school.”[ISLA, Start an
Islamic School].

12/31/2010 rvsd
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The ISPU report’s information is very recent [May 2011] and comprehensive about the
number of Islamic parochial private schools. It includes information, too, about the physical
plant of the schools and how the Muslim community is coping with the aging buildings.
Data on Islamic schools are very difficult to obtain. ……. However, no national studies other than
the ISNA study and this study [ISPU] are known to have been conducted. This
research is critical for establishing and identifying community, professionalism, standards, and
shared educational philosophies, as well as for providing the American Muslim community
and the larger American society with a crucial understanding of full-time Islamic education
based on fact rather than conjecture.
……………………………………………………….
When people in a community decide to start an Islamic school, they have no idea that the most
important issue they will have to face is the physical space. Lack of sufficient and attractive
physical space will present a larger barrier to a school’s growth than even its actual academic
performance. No matter how many students a school is able to attract, if it does not eventually
acquire sufficient space for the children to run, play, conduct science experiments, and so
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on, the school cannot grow.
The data indicate that slightly under half of the schools are in fairly young buildings: ten years or
younger (figure 1.3). However, slightly more than half of them are in buildings ten years or older,
and approximately 25 percent are in buildings of 30 years or older. The most telling statistic
regarding the future of the schools is that fully 66 percent of these schools either are currently
involved in building improvement or have written plans to do so. This indicates a willingness
and ability to invest in the school’s future. If these schools were not growing, there would not
be such a large percentage of community members making such capital investments.

3. How are Islamic parochial private schools structured?
“Although there is no ‘right’ way to open a new school, an Islamic school is typically
community based and supported and is created to meet the needs of the community it serves.
Some schools evolve out of a home-schooling effort; some are initiated and supported by a
community masjid; and others are founded by a group of parents who share similar educational
goals for their children. Many schools begin with just two or three grades, typically Pre-K4
through 1st, and expand a grade each year.”[ISLA, Start an Islamic School]
Accreditation is a concern for administrators of Islamic private schools. ISLA’s website
refers to the pros and cons of accreditation in September, 2011 as a series of questions: Is it
necessary? Why seek accreditation? What is the cost of accreditation? What is the process? How
long does it take? http://www.theisla.org/staticpages/index.php/Accreditation Faculty qualifications are
one of the issues related to accreditation. The 2011 ISPU study looked into teacher certification
in Islamic parochial private schools.[Keyworth, p. 17]. See Appendix J for want ad samples.
Schools were to select the most appropriate response to the survey statement stem: Our
teachers are all state certified (to teach) in the United States. In addition to indicating overall
certification percentages, the response choices also allowed the schools to indicate whether
all academic teachers were certified and Arabic/Islamic studies teachers were not certified—
a very common occurrence. According to the data, in 10 percent of schools all teachers are
certified, and in 36 percent of schools all academic teachers are certified (figure 1.4). Thus, in
46 percent of Islamic schools, all academic teachers are certified.
On the one hand, this is very positive in that academic teachers constitute the vast majority
of teaching staff in the schools, and the data show that these teachers are certified. On the
other hand, a troubling figure for Islamic schools is that 36 percent indicated that the
Arabic/ Islamic studies teachers are not certified. When that figure is added to the 13
percent of schools indicating that no teachers are certified, the number of schools with
uncertified Islamic studies and Arabic language teachers increases to 49 percent. As these
teachers help define the very essence of an Islamic school, their lack of certification or the
resulting perception of beingsomehow less professional than their colleagues becomes more
significant.

Finances and fundraising are issues of deep concern for full time Islamic schools. The ISLA
website cautions “Most Islamic schools are long on dedication and short on money. The lack of
money can and will kill your school.” Links on the website provide advice for questions raised
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by ISLA for organizers of private Islamic schools to address: “How can you set up a waqf (trust)
to support your school? What have other successful Islamic schools done to meet the rising costs
of staff salaries, insurance premiums, utilities, and more?”
http://www.theisla.org/staticpages/index.php/FinanceFundraising

Governance, or the decision making system, at Islamic schools is a critical factor in their
success and eventual survival. Improper financial decisions about the use of funding resources is
a huge challenge. ISLA’s advice about how to maintain Islamic schools as healthy institutions
include:
1. Parents should play a role in the school’s decision making
2. Board membership for the Islamic school should include one or two professional
educators with some administrative experience;
3. An American trained teacher should be an advisor on the Board
4. The current Director or Principal should be in an advisory role on the Board
5. The Masjid or any othe controlling body should not mitigate the Board’s independence
6. A person with demonstrated financial expertise should be a voting member of the Board
Data from the ISPU report indicate that the Islamic parochial private schools are more likely
to be independent schools than connected to masjids. [Kenworth, p. 18]
Finally, the data regarding governance address a misconception about Islamic schools—the
assumption being that full-time Islamic schools are controlled by their local mosques. The
data show that fully 45 percent are completely independent entities (figure 1.6). Another 29
percent are connected to a mosque but make decisions very autonomously. Only 21 percent
of Islamic schools are actually governed by a mosque. Overall, almost 75 percent of schools
indicate that they are operating either independently or autonomously.

Multiple problems and challenges plague the structure of the Islamic parochial private
schools, according to Dr. Ibrahim B. Syed, Ph.D, in his article “Education of Muslim Children Challenges and Opportunities.”
• Governance is the big reason why most Islamic schools suffer
• Schools do not develop an autonomous and unique decision-making (governance)
structure
• School Boards require training in how to run a school
• School Boards rarely include women
• Parents do not play a part in Governance structure
• There are no qualified administrators
• Some parents worry Islamic schools offer an inferior quality of education.
• Children are not prepared to face competitiveness and the challenges of the modern
world.
• There is a serious lack in Muslim literature and culture.
• For many Muslim families, Islamic schools are not affordable.
• In sparse Muslim population areas, Islamic schools are not financially viable.
• There are very few trained Muslim teachers in special education or none
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4. What stage of development are Islamic parochial private schools experiencing?
There are an estimated 240 to 250 Islamic parochial private schools providing instruction
in Kindergarten through 12th grades in the United States. Enrollments in these schools are
increasing because families do not want their Muslim children to suffer the discomfort of
discrimination in public schools. [Huus, Kari]. This June 2011 MSNBC report, based on data
from ISLA, indicated that there are an estimated 40,000 students enrolled nationwide in Islamic
parochial private schools, and that the figure is a 25% increase from 2006. ISLA expects the
number to increase as existing schools expand their school plant, and as Muslim communities
open new schools.
The Islamic parochial private schools follow a pattern of starting schools with a few
grade levels and an enrollment of about 25 students. The MCC Full Time School outside of
Chicago had a similar history and anticipates an enrollment of 450 students by this year, 2012.
Grade levels are added to the schools as the enrollments increase, until the institution contains
students from Kindergarten through 12th grade.
An interesting stumbling block for the growth of Islamic parochial private schools is the
post colonial penchant for immigrant Muslims to favor Western style schools that will prepare
their children for ivy league college and university education. There is a cautious approach to
Islamic parochial private schools that offer the dual curricula of Islamic Studies/ Arabic language
and traditional American courses. The article refers to Karen Keyworth, a founder of ISLA, who
supports the Islamic parochial private schools for their national and state accredited statuses.
Apparently, some of the Islamic parochial private schools are incorporating nontraditional teaching methods, such as the Montessori system of education. There are those
families who shy away from these modernizing aspects for the Islamic parochial private schools,
and those schools are losing out on enrollments.

5. How do the curricula of the Islamic parochial private schools compare to public schools?
5.1 Curricula of the Islamic schools
• A standard definition of curriculum is defined as what is taught, its scope, and sequence.
Instruction covers how, where and by whom the curriculum is taught. Education
philosophies, attitudes, values and appreciations may be informal or hidden aspects of a
curriculum.
• Most curricula are sequential, meaning they build on the previous lessons and subjects.
• The development of a standard curriculum is a lengthy task normally done by an entire
curriculum team.
http://www.theisla.org/staticpages/index.php/CurriculumTarbiyah#What_Is_Curriculum

•
•

Curriculum is the entire body of knowledge that a school has decided a student should
learn at each level/grade.
Because curriculum is based on what we think should be taught, curriculum is based on
our values – what we believe is important. This creates tension as we all push and pull for
our vision of the world.
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•
•

Textbooks oftentimes will cover much of the knowledge we decide to offer children, but
never all of that knowledge
Administrators need to facilitate teachers’ understanding the skills/concepts that the
curriculum calls for but that are not in the chosen textbooks.

5.2 Tarbiyah: the concept and the implementation
The Tarbiyah Project was developed by Br. Dawud Tauhidi in 2001. The document
proposes “a framework for reform of Islamic education for school-age children and youth,
particularly those growing up under the influence of Western culture. It anticipates dialogue
among Muslim educators to resolve the two issues addressed in the twenty pages document
dealing with what and how to teach curricula to Mualim students. The Tarbiya Project is a
combination of vision [what Islamic education is supposed to be], framework [to design and
structure the curriculum of Islamic education], program [a set of programs that focus on the
teaching of Islamic values], and strategic plan [developing curriculum, staff and parental
training, and resources for Islamic education in North America].
http://www.theisla.org/filemgmt_data/admin_files/Tarbiyah%20Overview%20-%20Dawud%20Tauhidi.pdf

Tarbiyah includes nurture, care, guidance, upbringing, growth, and more in Islamic
education. It has the goal of lofty growth that encompasses the physical, spiritual, intellectual,
emotional, and moral aspects of child rearing. The study of various subjects in the Islamic
school are entwined with looking at the Muslim students’ responsibilities to incorporate religious
concepts [e.g. khalifah].
5.3 ISLA recommendations for academics
“Even though the Islamic Schools League of America supports an integrated approach,
we have organized Academics by subject area in order to more easily connect with
current and past work in education. We kindly ask that you overlook this segmented
presentation. For information on integrated curricula, check out Curricula &
Tarbiyah.”[Islamic Schools League of America]

http://www.theisla.org/mediagallery/mediaobjects/orig/7/7_academics_honeycomb_copy_with_text.jpg
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The Academics section of the ISLA website details what is recommended to be included in the
Islamic schools for Reading, Islamic Studies, Writing, Arabic Language, Social Studies, and
Math.
1. Reading: Students are encouraged to ponder, comprehend, deliberate, think, and
recite.There is a Reading List of more than 30 pages of “annotated and vetted books for
children. http://www.theisla.org/staticpages/index.php/ReadingList The Philosophical Foundation
of the list “, is to prepare a list of books that in some way furthers Islamic values, while
containing no un-Islamic values,” and “our students need to have read the ‘classics’ if
they are to compete on standardized tests and in universities with students from public
schools.” The list focuses on five concepts: [1] Family is important, [2] Family is
comprised of humans, [3] Best friends should be of the same gender, [4] . Witches and
magic have a minor role, and [5] Working for the good of others is important
This book list, for and by Muslim educators, hopes to offer an alternative
to the other lists in mainstream society that do not evaluate a book for
undesirable values. In addition, this list will give educators in Islamic
schools a quick look at what other Muslim educators are using in the
classroom. The ISLA hopes to make educators’ work just a little easier by
creating and maintaining this list.
http://www.theisla.org/staticpages/index.php/ReadingListHowItWasCreated
2.

Islamic Studies: According to Freda Shamma, “Islamic schools suffer from lack of a
comprehensive curriculum of Islamic Studies.”
http://www.theisla.org/staticpages/index.php/CurriculumTarbiyah#What_Is_Curriculum

“Most Muslim educators agree that Islam should be integrated into all
studies-…..Islam across the curriculum……ISLA strongly supports this
approach.”
The main components of Islamic Studies in all full time Islamic schools include:
Memorization and recitation of Qur'an; History specific to Islam; Biography of the
Prophet (pbuh); and, Traditions of the Prophet (pbuh). See Appendices A-G samples of
Islamic Studies content. “The ISLA supports and encourages schools to teach Arabic as
a complete language” and “not just as a mechanism for understanding Islam.”
The crisis of modern-day Islamic education is rooted, in large part, in the way we teach
our children about Islam. This approach, which focuses primarily on conveying
“information” about Islam, has failed to capture the hearts and minds of our youth. A
renewed approach is therefore needed – one that addresses the real needs and concerns
of students themselves. The field of Islamic values education – with its focus on beliefs,
values, manners, feelings, attitudes, and moral literacy skills – should be the focus of
contemporary Islamic education, as it was in the time of the Nobel Prophet
(pbuh).” Dawud Tauhidi in The Tarbiyah Project (2001)
http://www.theisla.org/staticpages/index.php/IslamicStudies

3. Writing: The ISLA website provides six links for teachers to follow in order to teach the
writing process to the students in full time Islamic schools: steps in the writing process;
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grammar and mechanics; brainstorming; conferencing; PBS Teachers; and, Online
Writing Lab. http://www.theisla.org/staticpages/index.php/Writing
4.

Arabic Language: This subject is taught in private full time Islamic schools to enable
students to be familiar with the Qur’an. Fundamental questions are posed by each Islamic
school about the teaching of Arabic Language: Do we want to limit Arabic to its role
as a critical tool in the study of Islam? Do we want to teach Arabic as a fully developed
second/foreign language? http://www.theisla.org/staticpages/index.php/Arabic

5. Social Studies: The ISLA website posts a “lesson of the month,” as well as two links to
Susan Douglass’s website ACMCU Workshops, Teaching about Religions, Islam and the
World www.cmcuworkshops.net and Aramco World website www.saudiaramcoworld.com.
6. Math: The ISLA website is a work in progress that only mentions the long time heritage
in Math for Moslems. http://www.theisla.org/staticpages/index.php/Math

5.3Samples from the Islamic parochial private schools
•
•

For Islamic schools, or home schools, an Islamic view is the best to establish.
Remember, you do not have to reinvent the wheel. The internet, the library, and your
local community all offer a wide array of materials and resources for educators, home
school parents and students.
• Take the time to do the research and properly plan. Your curriculum, and the result it
produces, will be enhanced tenfold.
[ZahidahFaruq, Tips for New Educators: Preparing a Standard School Curriculum; Research and
plan properly.]
While the subjects non-Muslims may be hired to teach are so-called “secular” subjects, the
belief that Islam is a way of life means that religion permeates even the secular subject matter.
[M. Musa Moes, Guide for Non-Muslims Working in Islamic Schools]
•

The standard primary level curriculum concentrates on
– language development,
– phonics,
– sight words,
– phonemic awareness,
– spelling rules,
– reading fluency and comprehension;
– beginning mathematics,
– introduction to science and social studies;
– introduction to the Arabic language,
– teaching the stories from Holy Qur’an,
– stories about the life of the Holy Last Messenger, Muhammad, peace be upon
him, known as seerah, and stories of other Holy Messengers (Joseph, Noah,
Moses and Jesus, among others, peace be upon them all) and Islamic etiquette,
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among other things.
Standard Elementary Level
[ZahidahFaruq, Tips for New Educators: Preparing a Standard School Curriculum; Research and
plan properly.]
•

The standard elementary school curriculum concentrates on subjects such as:
– Quranic studies,
– memorization or hifz;
– the Islamic belief system, termed aqidah;
– the life story of the Holy Last Messenger, peace be upon him, which is known as
seerah;
– Islamic history and law;
– calligraphy,
– Arabic reading and writing;
– mathematics,
– science,
– social studies, and
– English language arts with emphasis on writing development.
[ZahidahFaruq, Tips for New Educators: Preparing a Standard School Curriculum; Research and
plan properly.]
•

The Intermediate level continues to concentrate on the same subjects, but at a more
technical level:
– Quranic studies and commentary,
– hifz of longer ahaadith, which are the traditions of the Holy Last Messenger
Muhammad (peace be upon him) as well as Holy Qur’an;
– more detailed classes in aqidah, seerah, Islamic law and history;
– calligraphy, and
– Arabic reading and writing.
– pre-algebra and algebra,
– literature analysis,
– life science,
– physical and earth science;
– history (global and American), and
– English language arts with an emphasis on writing skills choose electives.
[ZahidahFaruq, Tips for New Educators: Preparing a Standard School Curriculum; Research and
plan properly.]
•

The High school level,
– all of the core subjects are still taught
– the curriculum becomes specialized and technical.
• Advanced science,
• math and English are taught for a year at a time.
• Islamic law,
• science of ahaadith,
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•

in depth study of Holy Quranic commentary and commentary of ahaadith
are introduced.
• Electives are now a part of high school credit-earning.
• Advanced courses prepare the student for entrance into college, trade
school, or employment
[ZahidahFaruq, Tips for New Educators: Preparing a Standard School Curriculum; Research and
plan properly.]

5.4 Sample Links of Curricula in the secular public schools: CT as the example
The following materials about curricula in the State of Connecticut are based on the CSDE
websites and their links.
Connecticut Curriculum Frameworks
The Connecticut State Department of Education is currently in the process of creating a
comprehensive Connecticut Framework document
http://www.sde.ct.gov/sde/cwp/view.asp?A=2618&Q=320860

Teaching and Learning
The Connecticut State Department of Education supports its school districts with the
development of rigorous and relevant curriculum, PK-12. Curricular development takes
place at the district level through meaningful, ongoing, data-informed discussions involving
districtwide educators. http://www.sde.ct.gov/sde/cwp/view.asp?a=2618&q=320954
Supporting district-based curriculum development, the state provides resources to include
frameworks with standards and grade-level expectations, templates for curriculum, and
sample lessons and assessments. State-provided professional development, supplementary
resources, and Bureau of Teaching and Learning staff are also available to assist.
COMMON CORE STATE STANDARDS
http://www.sde.ct.gov/sde/cwp/view.asp?a=2618&q=322592

CURRICULAR CONTENT AREAS

ARTS

MATHEMATICS

CAREER &
TECHNICAL
EDUCATION

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

HEALTH

SCIENCE
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INFORMATION
&
COMMUNICATION
TECHNOLOGIES
LITERACY/
ENGLISH
LANGUAGE
ARTS

SOCIAL
STUDIES

WORLD
LANGUAGES

EARLY CHILDHOOD LEARNING STANDARDS


Connecticut Preschool Framework [PDF]



Connecticut Preschool Assessment Framework [PDF] Flip Chart [PDF] Appendices
[DOC] (includes blank forms from the Assessment Framework)



Connecticut Standards for Early Learning [PDF]



Connecticut Preschool Learning Standards Crosswalk [PDF]

PK-16 CONTENT AREA SUPPORT PROGRAMS
Advanced Placement * Carl D. Perkins * Connecticut Virtual High School
College Credit Opportunities * Early Childhood * English Language Learners
Know How to Go * Gifted and Talented * Special Education

6.What challenges do Islamic parochial private schools encounter?
According to Dr. Ibrahim B. Syed, Ph.D, “Education of Muslim Children - Challenges and
Opportunities, the following challenges are being faced by Islamic parochial private schools.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No Adaab or Islamic etiquette or behavior [all the good things a Muslim must do]
Parents want teachers to be lenient
Some girls and boys meet secretly in the basement.
They have girl-friends and boy-friends
They do smoke
Profanity is written on the walls, desks, blackboards, etc.
Behave roughly: laughing, talking, screaming, rip off their Hijab on the buses.
Discipline: Behavior is no different from the Public Schools.
Teachers are not fair. Spoiled kids as their parents are rich or important
Less school activities for girls. Little opportunity to interact with other students.
Islamic schools are running without an Islamic curriculum, often without a syllabus
No textbooks.
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•
•
•
•

Chronic shortage of space, science labs, auditoriums, gyms, playgrounds, libraries,
bathrooms.
High turnover rate (30 to 40 percent annually) of teachers.
Parents' fear Islamic schools trade off academics for Islamic environment.
Organization, planning and discipline -suffer most in Islamic schools.

Section Four Summary
BRIEF REITERATION OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The focus of this paper, “An Introduction to the Curricula of the Islamic Parochial Private
Schools in America” incorporated six research questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Why were the Islamic parochial private schools established in the United States?
Where are the Islamic parochial private schools located? How many are there?
How are Islamic parochial private schools structured?
What stage of development are Islamic parochial private schools experiencing:
How do the curricula of the Islamic parochial private schools compare to public schools?
What challenges do Islamic parochial private schools encounter?

FINDINGS
1. The curricula of Islamic parochial private schools reflect the world view of
Islam
2. The components of the values embedded in character education programs
infused in the curricula of public schools are similar in some respects to the
Tarbiyah Project curriculum found in Islamic parochial private schools.
3. Muslim students attending Islamic parochial private schools experience an
environment that reinforces their Muslim identity.
4. Methods of instruction in some Islamic parochial private schools have been
modernized, and are similar to those utilized in public schools in America
5. Standard core courses will be present in public and Islamic parochial private
schools, in addition to religious and spiritual courses in the latter.
6. Immigrant Muslim populations prefer to have their children attend Catholic
schools and universities, instead of public and Islamic parochial private
schools, because they have confidence in the moral environment and subject
matter of Catholic parochial schools and concern that the Islamic parochial
private schools do not meet the same quality of education.
LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
1.
2.
3.
4.

The focus of the study is a narrow one
The data sources used to answer the research questions are internet based
There were no actual visits to Islamic parochial private schools.
Interviews were not conducted with administrators and/or teachers at Islamic parochial
private schools.
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NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
It appears that it would be valuable to continue research about the following items:
1. Deeper aspects of the Islamic parochial private schools
2. Weekend Islamic schools
3. Clara Mohammad schools
4. Gulan schools in America
5. Religious charter schools set up by Muslims
6. Comparison of Catholic, Jewish, and Islamic parochial schools
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APPENDIX A

The Muslim creed in English:
"I believe in God; and in His Angels; and in His
Scriptures; and in His Messengers; and in The Final
Day; and in Fate, that Good and Evil are from God,
and Resurrection after death be Truth.
"I testify that there is nothing worthy of worship but
God; and I testify that Muhammad is His
Messenger.“www.falsemessiahs.com/.../islam/beliefs.htm

lā ilāhā illā-llāhu; muhammadur-rasūlu-llāhi
www.baydenocuu.org/Islam.htm
12/31/2010 rvsd

Path to Cultural Competence
L.G.Stambler, P.h.D.
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APPENDIX B
BASIC BELIEFS SHARED BY ALL MUSLIMS

http://pwentworth1965.tripod.com/thesocietyformetaphysicalstudy/id177.html

Six Basic Beliefs Shared By All Muslims:
“Belief in God, the one and only one worthy of all worship. God is
described in Sura al-Ikhlas, (chapter 112)
Belief in all the Prophets and Messengers (sent by God).
Belief in the Books sent by God.
Belief in the Angels.
Belief in the Day of Judgment (Qiyamah) and in the Resurrection.
Belief in Destiny (Fate) (Qadaa and Qadar in Arabic). (Note that this does
not mean one is predetermined to act or live a certain life. God has
given the free will to do and make decisions.) “
www.baydenocuu.org/Islam.htm
12/31/2010 rvsd

Path to Cultural Competence
L.G.Stambler, P.h.D.
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APPENDIX C

CONCEPTS FROM THE QUR’AN
http://islamislife.org
•

•

•

•

Purpose of Religion
– “The purpose of our lives is to please God; which leads us to Paradise”
– “Successful is he who has cleansed himself.” (87:14).
The Concept of Guidance
– “Human beings have not been created blind and ignorant”
– “Have we not shown him the two ways [that he could understand the
good and the evil]? (90:10).
Source of Religion
– “The Prophet or messenger of God is the solitary source of the religion”
Authority of the Qur’an
– “The Qur’an is the fountainhead of religious authority.”
– “And to you (O Prophet pbuh), we have revealed a Book with the truth
confirming what the previous scriptures (say about it) and it stands as
Guardian over them……… (5:48)
12/31/2010 rvsd

Path to Cultural Competence
L.G.Stambler, P.h.D.
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APPENDIX D
THE SUNNAH and ISLAMIC LAW

THE SUNNAH and ISLAMIC LAW
“The Quran also tells us to obey the Prophet Muhammad (Surah an-Nisa
verse 59), to take what he allows and refrain from what he prohibits
(Surah al-Hashr verse 7), to follow his judgments (Surah an-Nisa verse
65), and to abide by his decisions (Surah al-Ahzab verse 36).”
“It also tells us that some of its verses are ambiguous in meaning (Surah
Ali Imran verse 7), and that the Prophet Muhammad will explain the
meaning of the revelation (Surah an-Nahl verse 44). All of this is the
domain of the Sunna.”
“The Sunna records what the Prophet Muhammad said, did, and silently
allowed. It shows us how he put the Quran into action. It tells us what he
commanded, allowed, prohibited, judged, and decided. And it informs us
how he explained the Quran.”
“The Sunna is an important and necessary source of Islamic law.”

http://smma59.wordpress.com/2006/11/02/quranic-verses-abouthijab
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APPENDIX E

THE HADITH
EXCERPT FROM “Jihad in the Hadith”
http://www.peacewithrealism.org/jihad/jihad03.htm

•

“Muslims naturally felt a need to preserve traditions about the
Prophet from the time of the earliest witnesses. However, over
the years since Muhammad's death some of these traditions
became embellished and others were fabricated. In the ninth
century a number of Islamic scholars undertook the task of
sifting the genuine traditions from the spurious and of
gathering the former in written collections.”

•

In Sunni Islam six of these collections in particular are
considered sahih ("reliable").

•

These compilations of hadith are voluminous, and they have a
lot to say about jihad.
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APPENDIX F
THE PILLARS OF ISLAM

http://knowyourdeen.webs.com/
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The 5 - 6 pillars of Islam
http://facweb.furman.edu/~ateipen/islam/overhead-pillars.html
•
•

1: Shahadah
∙“There is no God but God, and
Muhammad is a messenger of
God.”

•
•

2: Salat
∙Five daily prayers: [set prayers
are: Fajr (Morning), Zuhr
(Noon), Asr (Afternoon),
Maghrib (Sunset) and Isha
(Night)]∙
in addition to that, Muslims can
approach God at any time in
du'a (invocation)

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

5: Hajj
∙Once in a lifetime (if financially and
physically able) undertaking
pilgrimage to the Ka'ba in Mecca
during pilgrimage season,
performing pilgrimage rituals that
reconnect the pilgrim with sacred
history
[NOTE: JIHAD AS A PILLAR OF ISLAM
IS A SUBJECT OF DISPUTE AS
PART OF THE HADITH]
• 6: Jihad (struggle)
• ∙(Lesser Jihad: armed struggle,
usually of the defensive type.∙
• Muhammad: “Today we have
returned from the lesser Jihad to
the Greater Jihad.”)∙
• Greater Jihad: struggle against
one's own evil inclinations

3: Fasting
(during month of Ramadan)
∙no food, drink, or bodily
pleasures during daylight
hours; pregnant women,
travelers, the sick, etc. do not
have to fast

12/31/2010 rvsd

4: Zakat
∙wealth - tax: 2.5 % of surplus
wealth given to orphans, wayfarer,
widows, the poor and needy...
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APPENDIX G
QUOTE FROM AHMED NIZAR KOBEISY’S TEXT

The Islamic Shahadah, or
testimony of faith, carved in
wood on the wall of a
masjid

Kobeisy p. 22
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APPENDIX H
“PILLARS OF FAITH FOR THE ABRAHAMIC RELIGIONS”
http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20081025171602AAEQuNw
5 PILLARS of ISLAM

7 PILLARS of JUDAISM

Shahadah (profession
of faith)
Salat (ritual prayer)
Zakat (alms giving)
Sawm (fasting during
Ramadan)

Election: the people of Israel
are "chosen" by G-d [to carry
the burden of bringing the
word of G-d to the world]

The virgin birth of Jesus

Land: the "Holy Land" was
"promised" by God to be theirs
forever

The blood atonement of
Jesus

Monotheism: there is only One
God

The bodily resurrection
of Jesus

The deity of Jesus

Law: 10 Commandments, the
Torah, and the whole Bible

Hajj (pilgrimage to
Mecca)

The second coming of
Jesus

Monarchy: the Davidic dynasty
should reign as kings over
Israel forever

[NOTE- There is controversy
about Jihad as the 6th Pillar of
Islam]

12/31/2010 rvsd

5 PILLARS of CHRISTIANITY

Temple: the "House of God"
should be in Jerusalem
Messiah: when the covenants
are broken, God will raise up an
"anointed" leader
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APPENDIX I
Comparison Table among Christianity, Islam, and Judaism:
http://christianityinview.com/xncomparison.html
Topic

Christianity

Islam

Judaism

Origin of the Name

From the
Greek:christos,
'Anointed' - referring
to Jesus Christ.

Derived from an
Arabic word for
'submission'. Also
related to the Arabic
word salaam, 'peace'.

From the
Hebrew:Yehudim,
'Judah'.

Founder

Jesus Christ
(c. 4 B.C. - 30 A.D.)

Mohammed
(570 - 632 A.D.)

Abraham (First
Patriarch, born c.
1800 B.C.)

Three main groups:
Orthodox, Protestant
and Roman Catholic.

Two main groups:
Sunni and Shia (The
division occured due
to a dispute as to the
legitimate successor
of the prophet
Mohammed). There is
also a
mystical/ascetic
movement in Islam
known as Sufi.

Several divisions,
including Hasidic,
Conservative and
Reform Judaism.
Ethnic groupings
include Ashkenazi
(The majority) and
Sephardi Jews.

Divisions
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APPENDIX I continued
Comparison Table among Christianity, Islam, and Judaism continued
http://christianityinview.com/xncomparison.html
Topic

Christianity

Islam

Judaism

Nature of
God

One God (Arabic:
One God, who exists
Allah), who is not a
in three distinct
trinity. The Islamic
persons (The Trinity): view of God is
Father, Son and Holy
called strict
Spirit (Matthew 28:19). Monotheism (Quran
112:1).

One God (known in
English as 'Yahweh' or
'Jehovah') - "...Hear
Israel, the Lord is our
God, the Lord is one."
(Deuteronomy 6:4).

Holy
Book(s)

The Bible (from the
Greek:Biblos,
'books'), given by God
to man. The Bible
writers were inspired
by God in their
writings. Thus
Christians refer to the
Bible as the Word of
God (2 Timothy 3:16).

The Hebrew Tanakh,
similar to the
Christian Old
Testament, comprised
of the Torah (Hebrew:
'Law'), Nevi'im
('Prophets') and
Ketuvim ('Writings').

12/31/2010 rvsd

The Quran or Koran
(Arabic: 'recitation'),
revealed to the
prophet Mohammed
over a period of
about 20 years. The
Quran is the final
revelation given by
Allah to mankind.
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Comparison Table among Christianity, Islam, and Judaism continued
http://christianityinview.com/xncomparison.html
Topic

Other
Traditions

Christianity

The writings of the early
church fathers and
ecumenical councils,
including the Creeds.

Islam

The Hadith, a
collection of
traditions/sayings of
the Prophet
Mohammed. The
Hadith functions as a
supplement to the
Quran, giving
guidance to Muslims
for daily living.

The Sacraments,
Five important rituals
including Baptism and
(known as the pillars
Holy
of Islam):
Communion(Eucharist).
1. Shahadah - A
In Orthodoxy and
profession of faith.
Roman Catholicism, five
2. Salat - Prayer five
more are added, viz:
Examples
times daily.
Confirmation
of Rituals
3. Zakat - alms giving.
(Chrismation), Marriage,
4. Sawm - Fasting
Penance, Holy Orders
during the Holy
and Anointing of the
month of Ramadan.
sick.
5. Hajj - Pilgrimage to
Prayer
is
also
an
12/31/2010 rvsd
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Judaism

The Talmud, an oral
tradition explaining and
interpreting the Tanakh.
It includes the Mishnah a code of Jewish law.

Rituals include the
Circumcision of newly
born Jewish males,
Barmitzvah - a ceremony
marking the 'coming of
age' of Jewish Boys and
observation of the
Sabbath (Shabat). As in
the other faiths, prayer
is important. The Jewish
prayer book is called the
87
siddur.
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APPENDIX I continued
Comparison Table among Christianity, Islam, and Judaism continued
http://christianityinview.com/xncomparison.html
Topic

Sin

Christianity

Islam

We inherit a sinful
nature through our
common ancestor
Adam, who rebelled
against God. Jesus
Christ atoned for our
sins through his death
on the Cross (Romans
5:12-17).

There is no concept of
original sin, nor
vicarious atonement. All
Humans are born
sinless, but human
weakness leads to sin.

Achieved through
good works, thus
By grace through faith
personal
Salvation
in Jesus Christ
righteousness must
(Ephesians 2:8-9).
outweigh personal
sin (Quran 23:101103). Competence
12/31/2010 rvsd
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Judaism

Judaism rejects the
doctrine of orginal sin.
Atonement for sins
commited is made
through seeking
forgiveness from God
in prayer and
repentance. In addition,
the day of atonement
(Yom Kippur) is set
aside specially for this
purpose.

Through good works,
prayers and the grace
of God. There is no
parallel to the Christian
view of substitutionary
atonement.
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APPENDIX J
WANT ADS FOR TEACHERS and ADMINISTRATORS
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APPENDIX K

Office of International Information Programs
U.S. Department of State

http://infousa.state.gov/education/overview/muslimlife/immigrat.htm

Patterns of Muslim Immigration
By Jane I. Smith
Jane I. Smith is professor of Islamic Studies and co-director of the Macdonald Center for the Study of Islam and
Christian-Muslim Relations at the Hartford Seminary in Hartford, Connecticut. She is co-editor of the Muslim World, a
journal dedicated to the study of Islam and Christian-Muslim relations. Among her recent publications are Islam in
America; "Islam and Christendom" in the Oxford History of Islam; Muslim Communities in North America; and
Mission to America: Five Islamic Communities in the United States.

Many Syrian families settled in New York City during the latter part of the
19th century. At left, the drawing by W. Bengough, depicts everyday life
and occupations in 1890 on Washington Street in Lower Manhattan in a
Syrian immigrant neighborhood in the city. (North Wind Picture Archives)
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Muslims
living in the
United States
today
represent a
great many
movements
and
identities:
immigrant and
indigenous,
Sunni and
Shi'ite,
conservative
President Lyndon B. Johnson signs a new immigration bill on Liberty
Island in New York Harbor on October 3, 1965. (AP/WWP)
and liberal,
orthodox and
heterodox.
While exact
figures for the
current
number of
Muslims in the
U.S.
population are
difficult to
determine,
well over half
are members
of first-,
To mark the weekly Sabbath, these ethnic Albanian refugees sit on
second-, or
prayer rugs to celebrate Muslim prayer services outside their dining hall
at Fort Dix, New Jersey, in May of 1999. (AP/WWP)
thirdgeneration immigrant families.
While there were some Muslims among the African slaves who came to
work in plantations in the American South in the 18th and 19th
centuries, very few retained an Islamic identity. Most scholars of Islam
focus, then, on the immigrant Muslims who arrived in the West from
the Middle East in the latter part of the 19th century. These Muslim
migrations to America have taken place in what can be seen as a
series of distinguishable periods, often called "waves," although
historians do not always agree on what constitutes a wave.
The earliest arrivals came between 1875 and 1912 from the rural
areas of present-day Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, the Palestinian Authority,
and Israel. The area, then known as Greater Syria, was ruled by the
Ottoman Empire. The majority of the men coming from this area were
Christians, though some were from Muslim groups. Economically
motivated single men for the most part, they worked as laborers and
merchants, intending to stay only long enough to earn enough money
to support their families back home. Some were fleeing conscription
into the Turkish army. Gradually, they began to settle in the eastern
United States, the Middle West, and along the Pacific Coast.
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U.S. LAW AND WAVES OF IMMIGRATION
After the end of the World War I, the demise of the Ottoman Empire
resulted in a second wave of immigration from the Muslim Middle East.
This was also the period of Western colonial rule in the Middle East
under the mandate system created to "govern" Arab lands. The war
had brought such devastation to Lebanon that many had to flee simply
to survive. Significant numbers of Muslims decided to move to the
West, now for political as well as economic reasons. Many joined
relatives who had arrived earlier and were already established in the
United States.
A new U.S. immigration law, passed in 1924, soon curtailed this
second wave of immigration by instituting the "national origins quota
system" - which set immigration limits according to the national origin
of the foreign-born population of the United States in 1890 (later
changed to 1920). During the 1930s, under this system, the
movement of Muslims to America slowed to a trickle. Immigration
during this period was limited largely relatives of persons already
resident in America since they had preference under the system. Many
of those living in the United States were now beginning to realize that
their dreams of returning home probably would not be fulfilled and
that they needed the support and structure provided by their families.
The third identifiable period of immigration, from 1947 to 1960, again
saw increasing numbers of Muslims arriving in the United States, now
from countries well beyond the Middle East. The U.S. Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1953 had revised the quota formula assigned to
each country of origin. Because the law was based on U.S. population
percentages in the United States in 1920, immigrants during this
period were primarily from Western Europe. Still, Muslims began to
come from such areas of the world as Eastern Europe (primarily from
Yugoslavia and Albania) and the Soviet Union; a few emigrated from
India and Pakistan after the 1947 partition of the Subcontinent. While
many of the earlier Muslim immigrants had moved into rural as well as
urban areas of America, those in this third wave tended to be from
urban backgrounds, and they made their homes almost exclusively in
major cities such as New York and Chicago. Some were members of
former elite families abroad. They were generally more Westernized
and better educated than their predecessors, and came with the hope
of receiving more education and technical training in America.
The fourth and most recent wave of Muslim immigration has come
after 1965, the year President Lyndon Johnson sponsored an
immigration bill that repealed the longstanding system of quotas by
national origin. Under the new system, preferences went to relatives
of U.S. residents and those with special occupational skills needed in
the United States. The new law was a signal act in American history,
making it possible for the first time since the early part of the 20th
century for someone to enter the country regardless of his or her
national origin. After 1965, immigration from Western Europe began
to decline significantly, with a corresponding growth in the numbers of
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persons arriving from the Middle East and Asia. In this era more than
half of the immigrants to America from these regions have been
Muslim.
Until the last several decades of the 20th century, then, most Muslims
have chosen to come to the U.S. for purposes of economic betterment
or education, with some emigrating after World War I because of
political turmoil. But political turmoil in their home countries has been
a primary motive for much of the recent Muslim arrival in America.
Among the specific events that have brought immigrants and refugees
to the West seeking escape and asylum were the military defeat of
Arab states by Israelis in 1967 and the civil war in Lebanon and its
aftermath.
The Iranian Revolution and ascent to power of Imam Khomeini in
1979, followed by nearly a decade of debilitating war between Iran
and Iraq, brought some Iranians westward. Many have settled in
America, with significant numbers relocating in California. It is
estimated that there are nearly a million Iranians in the United States
today. Since the Iraqi occupation of Kuwait and the Persian Gulf War,
large numbers of Kurds have come to this country. Also newly arrived
for reasons of political strife and civil war are Muslims from Somalia,
Sudan, and other African nations, and Afghanistan, as well as Muslim
refugees of ethnic cleansing in the former Yugoslavia.
For decades various forms of strife in India and Pakistan have
encouraged many from the Subcontinent to seek a calmer
environment in the West. England and the United States have been
especially popular destinations. While Pakistanis, Indians, and
Bangladeshis have been a small part of the Muslim immigration to
America all through the 20th century, in the last several decades their
ranks have grown significantly and today probably number more than
one million. Pakistani and Indian Muslims, many of whom are skilled
professionals such as doctors and engineers, have played an important
role in the development of Muslim political groups in America and in
lay leadership of mosque communities. Today more and more Muslims
are arriving from countries such as Indonesia and Malaysia; many of
these immigrants are also highly trained and often assume positions of
leadership in American Islam.
A COMPLEX COMMUNITY
Arab Muslims, both Sunni and Shi'ite, continue to comprise a
significant proportion of the Islamic community in America.
Increasingly, they are highly educated, successful professionals who
are also leaders in the development of a transnational, transethnic
American Islam. In addition, Turks, Eastern Europeans, and migrs
from numerous African nations including Ghana, Kenya, Senegal,
Uganda, Cameroon, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Tanzania, and
many others are highly visible members of the complex community
that constitutes the American umma. Not only are immigrant Muslims
working out how to relate to and work with each other effectively, but
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they also face the question of how to coalesce with members of
various African-American Muslim movements. Recent African
immigrants sometimes find the mix of religion and ethnicity
particularly complicating.
In the early days of Arab immigration to America around the turn of
the century, many Muslims - like first-generation immigrants of all
nationalities - often seized the opportunity to better themselves
through menial work such as migrant labor, petty merchandizing, or
mining. Many Arab Muslims became peddlers, a trade requiring little in
the way of language skill, training, or capital. Others served as
laborers on work gangs such as those involved in the rapidly
expanding business of railroad construction in the West. As Muslim
women began to join male immigrants in America, they often found
employment in mills and factories, where they worked long hours
under very difficult conditions. These early years were hard for
Muslims in America; many suffered from loneliness, poverty, lack of
English, and the absence of extended family and co-religionists.
Gradually, however, as they stayed longer, more and more Muslims
realized that returning home was no longer a viable possibility, and
they began to settle into the American context. They married one way
or another - young men who could not find Muslim partners imported
their brides from their home country or, in some cases, married
outside the faith. They began to find employment in more permanent
kinds of businesses, often relying on traditional skills to begin
restaurants, coffeehouses, bakeries, and grocery stores. They learned
English, began to become more economically independent, and sought
out other Muslims for the formation of communities in which they
could begin the religious education of their children.
Seldom, however, did Muslims find life in America to be easy. The
United States is often said to be "a nation of immigrants," a "melting
pot" for all races and ethnic identities, but racial prejudice, particularly
in the era before the civil rights movement of the 1960s, certainly
existed.
For many years, then, the response of many Muslim immigrants was
to attempt to hide their religious and ethnic identities, to change their
names to make them sound more American, and to refrain from
participating in practices or adopting dress that would make them
appear "different" from the average citizen. Gradually, as the Muslim
immigrant community became much larger, much more diversified,
much better educated, and much more articulate about its own selfunderstanding, attempts to blend into American society have given
way to more sophisticated discussions about the importance of living
in America but, at the same time, retaining a sense of one's own
religious culture. Part of the context for such discussions has come
from the formation of Muslim communities, Sunni and Shi'ite, across
rural and urban America, and in more recent years of national Islamic
organizations representing religious, political, professional, and social
forms of association.
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SETTLED ACROSS THE LAND
Today there are few places in the United States where one does not
find Muslims living, working, and sending their children to public
schools; recognizable facilities for Islamic worship (mosques,
renovated houses, even storefronts) are common.
The first Muslim communities in America were in the Middle West. In
North Dakota, Muslims organized for prayers in the very early 1900s;
in Indiana, an Islamic center was begun as early as 1914; and Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, is the home of the oldest mosque still in use. Dearborn,
Michigan, outside Detroit, has long been home to both Sunni and
Shi'ite Muslims from many parts of the Middle East. Many were drawn
by the opportunity to work at the Ford Motor Company plant, and
having formed a community, they have been joined by other Muslims.
Together with Middle Eastern Christians, these Michigan Muslims form
the largest Arab-American settlement in the country.
Other major American cities have figured prominently as favorable
locations for Muslims immigrating to America. The shipyards in Quincy,
Massachusetts, on the outskirts of Boston, have provided jobs to
Muslim immigrants since the late 1800s. The current Islamic Center of
New England, the dream of a small group of families who settled there
in the early part of the 20th century, is now a major mosque complex
serving business people, teachers, and other professionals as well as
merchants and blue-collar workers.
Islam has been present and visible in New York City for over a
century. For most of its history the largest city in the United States,
New York has been home to a rich variety of ethnic groups, and its
Muslim population has included merchant seamen, tradesmen,
entertainers, white-collar professionals, and owners of major
businesses. Muslims in New York represent a broad spectrum of
nationalities from virtually every country in the world. Mosque-building
activity has flourished in New York. National Islamic organizations find
the city a particularly fruitful place to extend their activities, and a
large number of elementary and upper-level Islamic schools, as well
as Muslim stores and businesses, are springing up all over the city.
Another early home to immigrant Muslims was Chicago, Illinois, which
some claim had more Muslims in residence in the early 1900s than
any other American city. Today Muslims in Chicago are from the
Middle East, India, Central and South Asia, and many other parts of
the world. They are active in promoting their faith, providing a range
of services to the Islamic community and interacting with one another
as well as with non-Muslims. More than 40 Muslim groups have been
established in greater Chicago.
Similarly, Muslims in the California cities of Los Angeles and San
Francisco have found an agreeable climate in which to flourish. They
too represent most areas of the Muslim world, most recently Afghans
and Somalis and citizens of other African countries. The Islamic Center
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of Southern California is one of the largest Muslim entities in the
United States, its well-trained staff widely known for their writings and
community leadership. The center's impressive physical plant provides
virtually every service that the immigrant Muslim community might
possibly need.
Modern-day immigrant Muslims continue to face challenges as
residents of the United States, and they are addressing these in a
variety of ways. Questions of identity, occupation, dress, and
acculturation are particularly significant for many American Muslims.
Other major issues include the relationships among different racial and
ethnic Muslim groups as well as with other American Muslims; how
and where to provide an Islamic education for one's children; and
appropriate roles and opportunities for women. Many are moving from
a phase of dissociation from mainstream American life to much more
active participation in political and social arenas. American Muslims
appear to be moving into another stage of identity in which these
kinds of issues are being confronted and resolved in new and creative
ways. The result may well be that a truly American Islam, woven from
the fabric of many national, racial, and ethnic identities, is in the
process of emerging.

POPULATION FIGURES
It is very difficult to estimate the precise
number of Muslims currently living in the
United States. Muslims tend to put the
number somewhat higher than nonMuslim scholars and demographers; the
estimated figures range widely - from
around two million in one study to as
many as seven million. There are several
reasons for the varying estimates. First,
because the U.S. Constitution mandates a (Chart based on information from the Hartford Institute for
separation of church and state that is
Religious Research)
reflected in American law, U.S. Census
Bureau survey forms do not ask recipients about their religion. Neither does the U.S.
Immigration Service collect information on the religion of immigrants. Many mosques in
the United States do not have formal membership policies, and they seldom keep
accurate attendance figures. In the words of University of Chicago religion scholar
Martin Marty, "Counting noses has come to depend on two sources. One source is polltakers calling during the dinner hour to ask, `What is your religious preference?' The
other source is religious leaders, on both the local and the national scene. People who
respond to telephone interviewers may have all kinds of motives for declaring
themselves as part of this or that group, or no group at all. And people who report on
the size of their congregations, denominations, and cohorts also have a variety of
motives." The end result is that there is no official count of Muslims in the United States
nor is there a number that is commonly accepted by all who have studied the question.
Where Do American Muslims Live? »
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Civics Education Leads to Civics Engagement

ABSTRACT:
Pre- and in-service teacher candidates develop their civic skills as a precursor for their
future civic engagement activities. Civic skills include personal communication skills,
knowledge of political systems, and the ability to critically think about civic and political life.
Pre-service students in courses devoted to learning the foundations of American
education, methods of secondary teaching, and integrating language in the content areas
participate in activities that foster their acquisition of skills that are civic in nature: (1)
intellectual [e.g. understanding educational issues]; (2) participatory [e.g. working with diverse
groups]; (3) research [e.g. tracking legislation]; and (4) persuasion [e.g. writing position
statements on issues].
In-service teachers enrolled in the course Contemporary Educational Issues apply their
civic skills when they attend and report on a meeting of a district’s Board of Education; and,
prepare analytical group presentations about education issues for their “Final Experience” of the
course. In both instances, students use their intellectual, participatory, research, and persuasive
civic skills to accomplish the requirements of the tasks.
Section One Introduction
RATIONALE FOR CHOOSING THE TOPIC
Multiple findings, conclusions, and recommendations addressed in a variety of studies
and reports pertinent to the teaching of civic education in the K-12 public schools influenced the
author to select the topic for this paper. A major factor was the recommendation in the 2002
report The Civic Mission of Schools, which suggested a mandate for teacher preparation
programs to upgrade their civic education work with pre-service teacher candidates and
practitioners:
Schools of education should strengthen the civic dimensions of pre-service and in-service
education for teachers and administrators. Those who are already working in schools
should also be offered the opportunity to acquire continuing education credits related to
civic education so that they can become more skilled at inculcating the civic knowledge,
skills, and attitudes students need to become responsible and engaged citizens.

The author’s background as a secondary level Social Studies Educator is a second factor
that contributed to sharing methods of infusing the principles of civic education in teacher
preparation courses. Strand X Civic Ideals and Practices set out in the standards of the National
Council for the Social Studies strongly influenced the author to share with her pre-service
teaching candidates and practitioners how educators are expected to prepare K through 12th grade
learners to practice their civic responsibilities. This model is one that the author has
implemented for the past twenty years as a Teacher Educator at Western Connecticut State
University, Danbury, Connecticut. Classroom teachers, according to the NCSS’s Strand X, are
expected to:
1. assist learners to understand the origins and interpret the continuing influence of key
ideals of the democratic republican form of government, such as individual human
dignity, liberty, justice, equality, and the rule of law;
2
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2. guide learner efforts to identify, analyze, interpret, and evaluate sources and examples
of citizens’ rights and responsibilities;
3. facilitate learner efforts to locate, access, analyze, organize, synthesize, evaluate, and
apply information about selected public issues—identifying, describing, and
evaluating multiple points of view;
4. assist learners to understand the origins and interpret the continuing influence of key
ideals of the democratic republican form of government, such as individual human
dignity, liberty, justice, equality, and the rule of law;
5. guide learner efforts to identify, analyze, interpret, and evaluate sources and examples
of citizens’ rights and responsibilities;
6. facilitate learner efforts to locate, access, analyze, organize, synthesize, evaluate, and
apply information about selected public issues—identifying, describing, and
evaluating multiple points of view;
The author’s Teacher Educator experiences strongly have been influenced by her
background as a secondary level Social Studies practitioner, and the sense of responsibility to
implement the recommendation of The Civic Mission of the Schools to “strengthen the civic
dimensions of pre-service and in-service education for teachers and administrators.”
The not so spectacular record of civic education achievement among school children
since the 1990’s influenced the author to infuse civic education principles in her higher education
teaching. Values education was a significant part of American education until the 1950’s, when
it disappeared from the school curriculum, only to be revived in the 1960’s and 1970’s. Later on
in the 1990’s, society refocused its concern for American youth’s character development to that
of young people’s education for civic responsibility.
The publicized results of the 1998 NAEP tests validated a lack of proficiency in
American students’ knowledge base about civics and government. Consequently, there was a
movement by state departments of education and legislatures to mandate the teaching of civics in
the public schools’ curricula. For example, the Connecticut State Department of Education set
out requirements for K-12 teachers to instruct their students about character development and
their civic responsibility as thinking American citizens. (Connecticut’s Common Core of
Learning, 1998) Thereafter, character and civics education programs and courses were included
in varying degrees within the curricula of Connecticut’s 169 districts. Students are required to
know about moral, ethical, and legal conduct as they attempt to balance their individual rights
with concerns for the common good of society. They need to learn that the foundations of
democracy are supported by responsibility and integrity, and citizenship and a sense of
community.
Passage of the No Child Left Behind Act [NCLB] in 2001 has led to reduced teaching
time in the K through 12th grade classrooms for civic education because of the Act’s “emphasis
on reading and mathematics, driven by the law’s testing and accountability requirements.” [Nora
3
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Fleming, Student Mastery of Civics Ed. Goes Untested October 16, 2012 Education week] A
concomitant development has been the deteriorated status of subjects other than literacy and
numeracy, as demonstrated in the lack of testing of students’ civic education knowledge.
A report last week from the Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning and
Engagement, or CIRCLE, at Tufts University, in Medford, Mass., found only eight states
have standardized tests specifically in civics education at the high school level, and Ohio
and Virginia alone require students to pass them to graduate.
It also says only 21 states mandate that students take a social studies test—the broader
discipline that includes history, geography, and civics—and only nine require that they
pass it to earn a diploma. That number is down from 34 states that conducted regular
assessments in 2001.
And most of those tests, according to the findings, are weakly linked to state standards
and do not test deeper knowledge of the subject matter at hand.
[http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2012/10/11/08civics.h32.html?tkn=WRUFul3OG%2
BSt1DBoEkONKfEjRbvdUA4j6ywk&cmp=ENL-CM-NEWS1&intc=EW-CC0412-ENL

Eight years after the 1998 NAEP Report in 2006, the condition of civics education in the
nation’s schools was shown to be no better than it was originally revealed. The release of the
2006 National Assessment of Educational Progress Civics Report Card, indicated “that the vast
majority of our young people are either not taught civics and government at all, or they are
taught too little, too late, and inadequately. The results confirm the fact that the past several
decades of educational policy and practice have focused more and more on developing the
worker at the expense of the citizen.” (Center for Civic Education, 2007)
THE PROBLEM
The focus issue of this paper and power point presentation is on the infusion of civic
education into teacher preparation courses as a path to civic engagement for pre-service teaching
candidates and practitioners. SEE PATHS TO HOLOCAUST
Education for civic responsibility includes knowledge, skills, and dispositions that ought to be
applied by the individual to his/her role as a citizen in society.
Training teachers in both content and skills, through preservice,
in-service, and other programming, is required to ensure that civics
instruction is both consistent and high quality. Only effective teacher
professional development can cultivate effective civics teaching,
guaranteeing that a solid grounding in civics is a reality for every child
and not dependent on variables specific to a given teacher, school, or
community. [Guardian of Democracy, P. 38]
Implementation of civic knowledge, skills, and dispositions during preparation as an
educator in the K-12 educational system allows students to reflect on personal and collective
applications of the lessons that they learn. First, civic content refers to the ability to have core
4
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knowledge [e.g. past historical events and principles essential to constitutional democracy].
Second, necessary skills in civic education are made up of (1) intellectual skills for the
understanding of historical issues; (2) participatory skills to work with diverse groups of people;
(3) research skills to track the legislative process and its outcomes; and, (4) persuasive skills to
write letters to citizens’ government representatives. Finally, civic dispositions that encompass
intra and interpersonal values, virtues, and behaviors complete the package that is known as
civics education. (Stambler, 2007)
Attributes of intellectual civic skills are significant when studying and knowing how to
identify, assess, interpret, describe, analyse, and explain matters of concern in civic life. Critical
thinking, perspective taking, understanding and interpreting the media and various points of
view, expressing the individual’s informed opinions, active listening, and identifying public
problems are vital for teacher education candidates (Stambler, 2007) Critical thinking skills are
important ingredients in the mix that allow students to apply the principles of civic education
toward their civic engagement.
Civic education’s knowledge, skills, and dispositions clear the path for civic engagement
by individuals and groups. Two components of civic engagement are “Working to make a
difference in the civic life of our communities and developing the combination of knowledge,
skills, values, and motivation to make that difference;” as well as “promoting the quality of life
in a community through both political and non-political processes.”(Ehrlich, 2000)
Specific democratic and educational values contribute to the underpinnings of civic
engagement. There are three categories of citizens who practice civic engagement and combine
educational values with those values of a democratic society. (Westheimer and Kahne, 2003)
Integrity, respect, and hard work are the educational values that produce the personally
responsible citizen who pays his/her taxes, obeys the laws of society, and helps those in need.
The participatory citizen, active in civic affairs, has learned the educational values and skills that
promote communication and group decision-making. Lastly, it is the justice-oriented citizen
who seeks to address unfair root causes of situations, because of his/her ability to assess social,
political, and economic structures while considering collective strategies for change.
(Westheimer and Kahne, 2003) “We must help students examine their thoughts and
feelings……we must teach them to value their rights as citizens and take responsibility for their
actions….”(Strom, n.d.)
The better educated our citizens are, the better equipped they will be to preserve the system of
government we have. And we have to start with theeducation of our nation’s young people.
Knowledge about our government is not handed down through the gene pool. Every generation
has to learn it, and we have some work to do. [Judge Sandra Day O’Connor, Guardian, p. 14]
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Section Two Selected Review of the Literature
The preponderance of internet sites consulted for this paper included studies and reports
funded and conducted by non-profit and government agencies. Their findings and
recommendations pointed to the necessity of increasing the role of schools in delivering civic
education throughout students’ 13 years of education. The significance of strengthening civic
education knowledge, skills, and dispositions to pre-service teaching candidates and practitioners
was not overlooked as part of the reports’ recommendations. The following websites are
categorized as [a] selected literature about studies of students’ civic education achievement in
their knowledge, skills, and dispositions; [b] recommendations for changes that are needed for
civic education curriculum; and [c] examples of civic education sites for educators’ classroom
use..
[a] Selected literature about studies of students’ civic education achievement in their
knowledge, skills, and dispositions
The Civic Education Study (CivEd), conducted in 1999, provides information on U.S. ninthgraders' knowledge of democratic practices and institutions and on how it compares with the
knowledge of students in 27 other participating countries. In addition, CivEd provides data about
U.S. ninth-grade students’ attitudes toward democracy, national identity, international relations,
and social cohesion and diversity. http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/cived/
What Democracy Means to Ninth-Graders: U.S. Results From the International IEA
Civic Education Study
“This report presents an analysis of U.S. data from an assessment of the civic knowledge and
skills of 14-year old students across 28 countries and their attitudes toward civic issues. The
Civic Education Study assessment was conducted by the International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA). In the United States, the assessment was
administered to a nationally representative sample of ninth-graders in October 1999. The report
includes the civic achievement of U.S. students compared to other countries; the school and
classroom context of civic knowledge; the demographic, socioeconomic, and out-of-school
context of civic knowledge; the students’ concepts of democracy, citizenship, and government;
their attitudes toward civic issues; and their current and expected political activities.”
http://nces.ed.gov/pubsearch/pubsinfo.asp?pubid=2001096
Civic Knowledge, Attitudes, and Experiences of Ninth Graders in the United States:
Results from the IEA Civic Education Study. ERIC Digest. This Digest discusses the main
findings of the United States portion of the IEA CivEd study. http://www.ericdigests.org/20022/civic.htm [Second report location: What Democracy Means to Ninth-Graders: U.S. Results
From the International IEA Civic Education Study U.S. Department of Education National
Center for Education Statistics; Statistical Analysis Report, April 2001],
http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2001/2001096.pdf]
“Twenty-eight countries participated in the large-scale international study, which was
carried out in two phases. In Phase 1, researchers developed case studies of civic
education in their particular countries (Torney-Purta and Others 1999). The United States
case study drew upon a variety of data sources (Hahn 1999). The researchers conducted a
6
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literature survey and a textbook analysis. Additionally, they surveyed the 50 states,
conducted focus groups with teachers and students, and interviewed experts in civic
education. In addition to contributing to the case studies, information from Phase 1
provided the basis for developing instruments in Phase 2 of the study.”
“Phase 2 tested nationally representative samples of 14-year-old students on their civic
knowledge (including both content and skills), concepts, attitudes, and experiences. The
sample for Phase 2 in the United States consisted of 2,811 ninth graders from 124
nationally representative public and private schools (Baldi and Others 2001).
Questionnaires were administered to American students in October 1999. At the same
time, an administrator in each of the selected schools completed a school questionnaire.”
Findings in the report are significant to understand how the students’ scored on their civic
knowledge, skills, and dispositions:
1. Knowledge: The mean score of U.S. students on the knowledge test was
significantly above the international mean (Baldi and Others 2001; TorneyPurta and Others 2001).
2. Attitudes: Nine out of ten U.S. students supported women's political rights and
agreed that women should run for office and have the same rights as men
(Baldi and Others 2001).
3. Experiences: Ninth grade students reported participating in a variety of civicrelated activities, and they expected future participation as adults. Close to 60
percent of students said that they discuss national government and politics
with teachers and adult family members (Baldi and Others 2001).
4. Conclusion: Students from low-income families and communities and African
American and Hispanic students do not do as well on civic knowledge tests as
their more affluent and white peers, a finding that is consistent with much
other research in the United States (Lutkus and Others 1999, 50-53).
Civic knowledge and engagement: An IEA study of upper secondary students in
sixteen countries. Amsterdam: IEA.
“The International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement, known as
IEA, is an independent, international consortium of national research institutions and
governmental research agencies, with headquarters in Amsterdam. Its primary purpose is
to conduct large-scale comparative studies of educational achievement with the aim of
gaining more in-depth understanding of the effects of policies and practices within and
across systems of education.”[p. 8]
“In 1994 the General Assembly of the International Association for the Evaluation of
Educational Achievement (IEA) decided to undertake a study on civic education. It was
not the first time that IEA had focused on this issue. As early as 1971 it had taken its first
look at civic education, in the context of the so-called Six Subject Study. But the
decision, in 1994, to look again at the subject was a sound one given the huge changes by
then facing many countries as a result of the events of the late 1980s and early 1990s. The
considerable task of establishing or re-establishing democratic governments in
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a number of countries highlighted even more the need to develop citizenship and the role
that educational systems could play in meeting that aim. Assessing civic education was
important not only for those countries, however, but also for societies with longestablished democratic traditions. In general, it could be said that changes in the political,
social, and educational scenes of many countries suggested the timeliness of this new
study, particularly in terms of its potential to make a substantial contribution to an
understanding of these changes.” [Foreword, p.9]
http://www.terpconnect.umd.edu/~jtpurta/UpperSecondary_files/Civics%20Booklet%20J
A.pdf
Amadeo, J.A., Torney-Purta, J., Lehmann, R., Husfeldt, V., and Nikolova, R. (2002)
[Second location: Citizenship and education in twenty-eight countries: civic knowledge
and engagement at age fourteen. Amsterdam: IEA.
http://www.terpconnect.umd.edu/~jtpurta/interreport.htm Torney-Purta, J., Lehmann,
R., Oswald, H., and Schulz, W. (2001)]
[b] Recommendations for changes that are needed for civic education curriculum;
Background Paper entitled Developing Citizenship Competencies from Kindergarten
through Grade 12 provides policymakers and education leaders with information on how to
incorporate civic knowledge, skills and attitudes into policies that support effective citizenship
education from the early elementary grades through high school (by Judith Torney-Puerta and
Susan Vermeer, Education Commission of the States, August 2004)
http://www.ecs.org/clearinghouse/51/35/5135.pdf
Representatives at the school, district and state levels, as well as scholars and researchers,
have been working with the Education Commission of the States’ National Center for
Learning and Citizenship (ECS/NCLC) to define citizenship education in terms of three
strands forming “a braid” of civic competencies.
Beginning with the rationale and recommendations presented in the Civic Mission of
Schools report,1,this paper:
1. Explores the existing research and professional work in the area of civics and
social studies standards
2. Explains how ECS/NCLC developed these competencies
3. Outlines detailed examples of how these competencies might be used across
grade spans
4. Provides recommendations for state policymakers.
The paper is designed to help state policymakers incorporate civic skills, knowledge and
dispositions, along with a developmental approach beginning in the early years of
schooling, into state policies that support citizenship education.
The strands represent themes of accepted sets of standards, such as those of the Center for
Civic Education (CCE) and the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS), as well
as a number of state standards. The three strands are considered equal in importance and
connected to one another. NCLC believes the balance between the three strands is a
critical component of any systematic approach to citizenship education. Strands of civic
competency addressed in the report include:
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1. Civic-related knowledge, both historical and contemporary, such as understanding
the structure and mechanics of constitutional government, and knowing who the
local political actors are and how democratic institutions function.
2. Cognitive and participative skills (and associated behaviors), such as the ability
to understand and analyze data about government and local issues, and skills that
help a student resolve conflict as part of a group.
3. Civic dispositions (motivations for behavior and values/attitudes), which can
include support for justice and equality and a sense of personal responsibility.
Students will not necessarily connect knowledge and skills to their civic
dispositions without experience or a reason to believe their participation is
worthwhile.
The Civic Mission of Schools. Executive Summary. BACKGROUND.
“In late 2002, the Center for Information and Research on Civic Learning and Engagement
(CIRCLE) and Carnegie Corporation of New York, in consultation with the Corporation for
National and Community Service, convened a series of meetings involving some of the nation’s
most distinguished and respected scholars and practitioners in this area to determine, based on
solid data and evidence, the components of effective and feasible civic education programs.
Representing a diversity of political views, a variety of disciplines, and various approaches, these
individuals disagree about some aspects of how civic education should be conducted, but
nevertheless share a common vision of a richer, more comprehensive approach to civic education
in the United States. This report is a powerful statement of their vision.”
1. Goals of Civic Education: Civic education should help young people acquire and learn
to use the skills, knowledge, and attitudes that will prepare them to be competent and
responsible citizens throughout their lives.
2. Competent and responsible citizens: Schools are important venues for Civic
Education: Forty state constitutions mention the importance of civic literacy among
citizens, and 13 of them state that a central purpose of their educational system is to
promote good citizenship, democracy and free government.
3. An important time to focus on Civic Education: Schools can help address disturbing
trends related to youth civic engagement…. Numerous factors work against even the best
intentions educators may have to promote civic engagement among young people.
4. Six promising approaches to Civic Education: Provide instruction in government,
history, law, and democracy. Incorporate discussion of current local, national, and
international issues and events. Design and implement programs that provide students
with the opportunity to apply what they learn through performing community service that
is linked to the formal curriculum and classroom instruction. Offer extracurricular
activities that provide opportunities for young people to get involved in their schools or
communities. Encourage student participation in school governance.
5. Recommendations: Civic Education curricula based on combinations of the six
promising approaches should be parts of every student’s school experience at every grade
level.
a. Increase the amount of federal funding available to states for civic education.
b. Standards should be implemented for civic education.
9
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c. Schools of education should strengthen the civic dimensions of pre-service and
in-service education for teachers and administrators.
d. Researchers should develop and implement more rigorous studies (including
longitudinal research) about effective service-learning and other civic education
approaches.
e. Funders should support efforts to build national and state coalitions of educators,
policymakers, parents, young people, and community leaders to advocate for
better and more civic education in schools.
"Guardian of Democracy: The Civic Mission of Schools," [2003] report provides a
comprehensive look at the role civic learning plays in maintaining our democracy, examines the
major problems confronting civic learning, shows six proven practices in effective civic learning
and provides recommendations for policymakers, educators and all citizens.
http://www.civicmissionofschools.org/the-campaign/guardian-of-democracy-report
The Sandra Day O'Connor Civic Learning Act of 2011 is a vital first step to improving
civic education in our nation's schools and would establish a grant program for civic learning at
the US Department of Education, stressing innovations and serving under-served school
populations. The legislation still has the status of a bill. Its underlying goal, if it is passed as an
Act, is “To authorize the Secretary of Education to award grants to promote civic learning and
engagement, and for other purposes.” In addition, the bill provides for more extensive NAEP
testing. “It is the sense of Congress that the Commissioner for Education Statistics, in
administering the National Assessment of Educational Progress, should increase the sample size
of students tested to improve disaggregation and analysis of data regarding progress in history
and civics.” http://www.civicmissionofschools.org/action-center/write-your-representative
Sandra Day O'Connor Civic Learning Act
http://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/112/hr3464/text
[c] Examples of civic education resources and sites for educators’ classroom use.
Center for Civic Education: Resources This is a valuable website the provides
teachers, policy makers, and government officials with online curricular materials, and the
National Standards for Civics and Government.
http://www.civiced.org/index.php?page=civic_education_resources&print=true&goback=0
Selected online curricular materials include:
1. National Standards for Civics and Government Entire Text
2.

3.

These K - 12 standards specify what students should know and be able to
do in the field of civics and government.
Res Publica: An International Framework for Education in Democracy
Entire Text
This document represents an international effort to develop a resource
that can be used in the creation of curricular programs designed to
develop educational programs to prepare young people and adults for
citizenship in a constitutional democracy. Participation in this project is
open to any individual or organization. PDF version
Education for Democracy: CALIFORNIA CIVIC EDUCATION SCOPE &
SEQUENCE Entire Text
A comprehensive multifaceted curriculum guide designed to aid school
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administrators, curriculum developers, and classroom teachers in
integrating civic education in a systematic way. It shows how teaching
civics can meet state and national standards, and provides lesson ideas
and suggested resources for use by students and classes. PDF version
CIVITAS: A Framework for Civic Education - Executive Summary
A comprehensive model framework for civic education in the nations elementary and
secondary schools, designed as a resource tool for curriculum developers, school
administrators, teachers, and scholars.
Comparative Lessons for Democracy
A resource book for high school teachers with lessons that feature
comparative analyses of emerging democracies in Central and Eastern
Europe. Sample lesson
Interdisciplinary Strategies
A work in progress comprised of prompts and strategies in literature,
reading, writing, and math that use We the People: and Foundations in
Democracy curricular materials as a base. This work was compiled as a
project of the Allentown School District, Pennsylvania, and the Center's
School Violence Prevention Program as a means to address state
standards and testing in reading, writing, and math. PDF version
We The People: The Citizen and the Constitiution Resources
Project Citizen Resources
Quotations for Use in Civic Education
Civics Syllabi
Civic Education Links

The Leonore Annenberg Institute for Civics presents Annenberg Classroom: Resources for
Excellent Civics Education. This website is a treasure trove of the best civics websites for
educators. Annotations about the websites were created by the Annenberg Institute for Civics.
Examples from the website include:
American Bar Association
For teachers and students, the American Bar Association offers a resource guide on how to organize a Civics and
Law Academy, which engages middle and high school students in learning about law and society. The ABA accepts
submissions for lessons and practices from local, state, and national law-related and civic education programs for its
free resource guide. Most material is free. Level: Middle and high school
Bill of Rights Institute
The Bill of Rights Institute provides a trove of online educational resources for teachers and students as well as
constitutional seminars around the country for teachers and the Constitutional Academy, a summer program for high
school students. Students can play interactive games, watch videos or get help writing a paper. Resources for
teachers include free lesson plans in e-newsletters and webinars. Materials on the website are free. The Bill of
Rights Institute also has an online bookstore with many resources for purchase. Level: High school, middle school
and elementary school. Highlights include: interactive Founding Documents; Constitutional Resources; Bill of
Rights in the News; Americapedia.
Campaign for the Civic Mission of Schools
The goal of this coalition of 40 organizations is to improve civics education in schools. Among its many resources,
Civic Learning Online provides free, public materials for educators. Lesson plans and practices for all grade levels,
professional development and related resources, and whole school or district models are available online at the
website. The Civic Learning Database may searched by grade, state and civic learning approach (i.e., Instruction in
History, Government, Law or Democracy, Guided Discussions of Issues and Current Events).
Center for Action Civics
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The Center for Action Civics, the professional development branch of Mikva Challenge, provides the tools and
strategies needed to engage young people in high quality Action Civics programming and experiential learning. The
center’s website includes a database of free lesson plans and resources on a variety of civic education-related topics;
Mikva's Action Civics curricula for purchase; examples of Action Civics projects; and more. Level: Middle and high
school.
Center for Civic Education
The Center for Civic Education is an independent, nonprofit organization based in California. A network of program
coordinators throughout the United States and more than 70 other countries administers a range of curricular,
teacher-training and community-based programs. Some materials free; other material available for purchase. Level:
Elementary, middle and high school. Highlights include:
We the People: The Citizen and the Constitution: An instructional program on the history and principles of
American constitutional democracy for all grade levels. The program is based on curricular materials developed by
the Center for Civic Education. A simulated congressional hearing is the culminating activity.
We the People: Project Citizen: This program for middle, secondary, and post-secondary students, youth
organizations, and adult groups is designed to develop interest in public policy as well as the ability to participate in
state and local government.
Resource Center: For high school students: links to biographies, historical documents, images and firsthand
accounts of historical events. For teachers: free professional development opportunities, free lesson plans, classroom
activities.
Podcasts: Users can subscribe to four different podcasts, 60-Second Civics and quiz, Talking Civics, Conversations
on Civics and Education for Democracy. Also a series of podcasts supplement text of We the People: The Citizen
and the Constitution.
Center on Congress at Indiana University
Directed by former U.S. Rep. Lee Hamilton, the center and its site cover all aspects of the legislative branch and
civic involvement. Interactive learning activities are aimed at the general public as well as schools. The online
material is free; books available for purchase. LEVEL: Middle and high school. Highlights include:
Interactive Learning Modules: These activities teach students about topics such as How a Member Decides to
Vote, The Impact of Congress, The Importance of Civic Participation, The Dynamic Legislative Process, The Many
Roles of a Member of Congress, and Federal Budget Allocation.
Virtual Congress: This is a fully functional online replica of Congress in which students become lawmakers and
propose ideas for legislation, discussing them in-world with other students, and working in realistic 3-D locations
that include the House and Senate chambers.
Facts of Congress: For middle school students, 60-second videos all about Congress and how students can
participate.
Constitutional Rights Foundation
The CRF is a nonpartisan, nonprofit community-based organization that focuses on law and government and civic
participation by young people. Its site pulls together resources for curriculum and professional development. Its
outreach programs include a Mock Trial competition and other academic competitions and Courtroom to Classroom
outreach. Free lesson plans are available on U.S. history, world history and government. Some materials are free;
others available for purchase. Level: Primarily for middle and high school, but also some material for younger
students
Companion websites include:
Educating About Immigration: An information clearinghouse on topics of U.S. immigration, its history and
current controversies.
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Civic Action Project: A practicum for high school students in civics and government in which they integrate the
content of a government class with hands-on learning about public policy in the real world.
Judges, Courts and the Law: Activities, games and stories instruct students on the courts’ role in our government.
CFR Blog: This site features discussion and information for all social studies educators.
CRF Forum: A site for young people who want to voice their opinion on current events.
Constitutional Rights Foundation Chicago
This nonprofit and nonpartisan organization provides resources for teachers to develop critical thinking skills, civic
involvement and commitment to the rule of law by young people. Among its many resources, the CRFC offers a
multi-grade (1-8) curriculum called Educating for Democracy that develops democratic knowledge as well as
reading, communication and cooperative problem-solving skills. Single and multi-unit classroom lessons focus on
basic constitutional principles, democratic procedures, and law-related education strategies for elementary and
middle school students. Other resources include public policy programs, teacher development and mock trial
materials. Resources: Some are free; others are for purchase. Level: elementary, middle and high schools
Courts in the Classroom
Created by the State of California’s judicial branch and the Constitutional Rights Foundation, this site uses animated
story videos and quizzes to teach students about Big Ideas, such as due process, free expression and checks and
balances; the Third Branch, what courts and judges do; Landmark Cases related to the First, Fourth and Fourteenth
Amendments. A teacher’s guide is provided. The site is free. Level: Middle and high school
C-SPAN Classroom
The cable channel’s site features a wealth of audio and video clips, both current and historical, related to
government, history, other civics topics, and news abroad. Teacher registration is required to access free forums,
lesson plans and Constitution Clips. Links to other C-SPAN resources for educators include: American History TV,
American Presidents, Politics, Economic Stimulus, Presidential Libraries, Radio Specials, the Capitol, the Supreme
Court, the White House and U.S. Economy. Each of these sites features extensive resources on the topic. Tutorials
explain how teachers can use C-SPAN resources. Congressional Chronicle follows lawmakers and bills on a daily
basis. A daily compilation of news about education is featured as well. All resources are free.
The site also contains TV and radio programs that feature, among other resources, recordings of past presidents and
oral history interviews with presidents; Supreme Court oral arguments in landmark cases and videos of justices; and
interactive Supreme Court timeline. The resources are free. Level: Middle and high school
Dirksen Congressional Center
Named for Everett Dirksen, who served in the U.S. House and Senate, the site promotes civics engagement by
providing a better understanding of Congress and its members. Extensive information covers modern and historical
information, the legislative process, the current Congress’ activities, and lawmakers’ duties. The site has
comprehensive coverage via Congress Link, which provides up-to-date information about the current Congress;
About Government, which lists links to more than 50 sites about Congress as well as other branches of government.
Congress for Kids helps elementary school students understand government, the Constitution and voting, and
includes an online learning module Democracy Kids. The site provides an extensive number of lesson plans, an
interactive Congressional Timeline; webquests; online textbooks; an online civics/government course called
Congress in the Classroom; and interactive activities for younger students. Level: Elementary, middle and high
school
First Amendment Center
A Vanderbilt University site funded by the Freedom Forum, the First Amendment Center provides current news and
information about First Amendment issues in the court and Congress, summaries of court cases and expert
commentary and analyses of events. Lesson plans, videos, RSS feeds, podcasts and an interactive glossary are
provided. The content is free. Level: Primarily for middle and high school, but also some resources for younger
students.
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iCivics
An initiative of retired Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, this site features online lessons covering the
three branches of government and interactive games that cover citizenship and participation, the Constitution and
Bill of Rights, separation of powers, budgeting, and the executive, judicial and legislative branches. Online
discussion forums allow teachers and students to give feedback on various topics. Teacher resources include
curricula that complement the games, webquests, lessons and activities. Resources are free. Level: Middle and high
school
Library of Congress
America's Library
“America’s Library” provides classroom materials from a vast array of primary sources – documents, photos,
objects – about events and significant figures in U.S. history. Two sections are particularly relevant for educators:
America’s Story from America’s Library and for Teachers. The resources are free online, and some material is
downloadable. Lesson plans on American history are supplemented with primary sources from the Library of
Congress collection. Class starters include Today in History and American Memory Timeline. Interactive learning
activities are available for younger children. Several professional development programs for teachers are offered.
The content is free. Level: Elementary, middle and high school.
National Archives
The National Archives and the Center for Civic Education partnered to create Docs Teach, a series of lesson plans
that use primary sources to teach about different periods of U.S. history and the Constitution. It also provides
numerous links to state and regional primary sources and presidential libraries as well as professional development
for teachers. The material is free. Level: Middle and high school.
National Center for State Courts
The National Center for State Courts is an independent, nonprofit court improvement organization founded at the
recommendation Chief Justice Warren E. Burger. The center has created a series of graphic novels has been
developed to educate the public and students about how the courts work and their role in a democratic society. The
three novels created address Internet piracy, stolen identify and jury duty. The novels are downloadable online or
available for purchase with accompanying lesson plans. Level: Middle and high school
National Constitution Center
The National Constitution Center site addresses topics related to the Constitution as well as civic participation and
responsibility, and the executive branch. Printed materials include lesson plans. Online resources are interactive
games, videos, webcasts, primary and secondary sources, Constitution Fast Facts, biographies of Constitutional
Convention delegates, and an interactive Constitution guide. The Exchange is a public forum for high school
students to discuss important current events issues. For teachers, it offers professional development programs.
Resources are free. Level: Elementary, middle and high school
National Endowment for the Humanities
The organization’s EDSITEment project provides comprehensive lesson plans on American history, social studies
and civics, government and society, among others. Its Introduction to Advanced Placement U.S. History Lessons
contains scholar-reviewed website and primary sources; lesson plans focused on the Document Based Questions in
the AP exam; and lesson plans based on active learning, mastery of content and engaging the student. Resources are
free. Level: Kindergarten through 12th grade.
New York Times Learning Network
The New York Times’ content, current and historical, is the basis for teacher and student resources on this site. The
Teaching Topics page is a living index page of links to resources on frequently taught subjects. For each topic,
collected resources include lesson plans, related articles, multimedia, themed crosswords and archival material.
Lesson plans cover numerous topics, including social studies, current events, civics and American history. The site
also provides a daily news quiz, Word of the Day, Student Crossword, Today in History, and more. An online forum
invites students to post their opinions on issues in the news. Resources are free. Level: Middle and high school
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Online Newshour Extra: For Students and Teachers
This PBS site uses current events as the basis for educational content revolving around news categories such as
health, science, U.S. and history. Lesson plans based on current events contain videos, audio and photo essays; a
forum for students to post essays, articles or comments on issues in the news. The material is free. Level: High
school
PBS Teachers
The Public Broadcasting Systems’ site for teachers covers all subject areas, including civics participation,
community, the three branches of government, politics, economics, current events, the courts and history. Lesson
plans are free, with some material downloadable. Videos and audio recordings supplement lesson plans; interactive
activities for younger children are available in the Democracy Project. Teachers have access to discussion forums,
online professional developments courses, and an archive of webinars. Most of the content is free; teacher courses
available for purchase. Level: Preschool, elementary, middle and
high school
Street Law
Street Law and the Supreme Court Historical Society partnered to create Landmark Cases of the U.S. Supreme
Court, which explores 17 key cases. In-depth information about each case, related activities that involve interactive
teaching strategies and external resources are provided. The material is free. Level: Middle and high school
Sunnylands Classroom
A project of the Annenberg Foundation Trust at Sunnylands, this website hosts a multimedia curriculum on the
Constitution containing award-winning documentaries, videos with Supreme Court justices, interactive games and
downloadable books. Many of the materials have been close-captioned in 14 languages. The material is free. Level:
Middle and high school
U.S. Courts
This government site focuses on Court Literacy, featuring free, downloadable in-depth resources to help students
understand how the courts work, key amendments to the Constitution, federal court basics and fast facts, legal
concepts, legal landmarks and Supreme Court cases. Classrooms to Courtrooms provides real-life teen-related
scenarios to stage in-class or in-court simulations of trials with accompanying scripts. You Be the Supreme Court
features comprehensive material for a class to simulate Supreme Court deliberations. Sections on the First, Fourth
and Sixth Amendment gives teacher a variety of formats to present to a class, including Oxford-style debate or a
Supreme Court case conference. Homework Help is a set of links to related websites. Videos and podcasts are also
provided. Material is free. Level: Middle and high school
U.S. Government Printing Office
This comprehensive site, called Ben's Guide to U.S. Government for Kids, features information about all aspects of
government, citizenship, elections and voting. It also provides links to kids’ sites for most government agencies.
Activities include print games, interactive games and activities; information pages; links to other government
agencies’ curriculum; and a glossary. Content is free. Level: Elementary, middle and high school
Youth Leadership Initiative
The University of Virginia Center for Politics’ Youth Leadership Initiative has created three interactive simulations.
E-Congress, a free, interactive, national online simulation lets students play the part of a member of the House. They
research issues, write legislation, debate bills in committee and work to move their bill to the House floor. Students
use innovative technology to interact with their legislators and to connect with their peers around the country. Mock
Election is conducted each fall by the Youth Leadership Initiative for students around the nation using electronic
ballots designed for each student’s home district. A More Perfect Union simulates an actual campaign for Senate.
The site also provides teacher-developed lesson plans and a service-learning program called Democracy Corps.
Level: Middle and high school
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS:
1. What types of activities, that embed civic knowledge, skills, and dispositions in them,
may be implemented in Teacher Education courses?
2. What types of assessment tools allow students to practice civic skills in the Teacher
Education classroom?
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Two forms of qualitative methodology were applied in this paper: collection and analysis
of data from the internet, and observation. Most of the sources included were found on the
internet. Therefore, the author had to make sure that the information secured from the various
websites was credible, truthful and reliable. Specific questions were asked about each of the
sources in order to determine the quality of the information secured from the websites:
1. Who are the authors responsible for the information?
2. Is there an “about us” link on the website to evaluate who authored the information?
3. Is there proof of the author’s qualifications to put out the information on the website?
4. Is there information on the website that validates the legitimacy of the author,
organization, or agency sponsoring the site?
5. Does the URL align with the content of the website?
6. Can the information on the website be substantiated by cross-referencing and
checking linked sources?
7. Is the information on the website credible and impartial, or suspect of being biased
and forwarding a specific agenda?
8. Is the writing on the website balanced and fair, or favorable to a point of view that is
prejudiced?
9. When was the page updated?
10. If there are advertisements on the website, are they separated from the content?
A second form of methodology depended upon the use of a variety of qualitative research
observational techniques to collect data when observing students during class sessions:
1. The direct observer’s role
2. Defining the research question(s)
3. Identifying the theory that drives the inquiry
4. Selecting the qualitative research tools
5. Analyzing and reporting data
6. Writing the research report
In many ways, this paper incorporated methods compatible with action research. Action
research may be described as having the purpose of improving practice, understanding the
practice, and the situation in which the practice takes place. It may be seen as a form of
professional inquiry; whereby, “a decision is taken that a particular action may either yield
improvements or provide information as to the nature of the teaching situation.”[ S. WatersAdams, 2006]
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Section Three Analysis of Data and Findings
Question 1.
What types of activities, that embed civic knowledge, skills, and dispositions in them, may be
implemented in Teacher Education courses?
The publication Guardian of Democracy: The Civic Mission of Schools, authored by
leading civic learning scholars, researchers, and practitioners, offers various recommendations
for post secondary schools that could rstore the essential civic mission of American schools.
[p.41] The second recommendation on the list speaks to the purpose of this paper, to improve
civic education for pre-service teacher candidates and practitioners. .
1. Require all students, regardless of major, take at least one engaging civic
learning course
2. .Strengthen teacher preparation by including all of the proven practices in this
report, and ensure that every prospective civic learning/social studies teacher
has competencies in the use of each practice.
3. Ensure that all graduates of each school of education possess civic knowledge
and skills.
4. Help K–12 schools in their areas develop and implement civic learning
programs through partnerships with K–12 schools and by encouraging
postsecondary students to volunteer as “civics mentors,” especially in
disadvantaged K–12 schools
5. Provide work-study credits for civic learning or community service activities.
6. Encourage meaningful student participation in school governance to build
student civic competencies. This can occur through organizations such as
student senates, student led courts, and campus-wide referenda on major
issues of concern to students.
The recommended six proven practices in civic learning were validated by extensive
research and are explained in detail in Guardian of Democracy.[pp. 26-34] Teacher
preparation programs need to encompass courses that provide opportunities for pre-service
teacher candidates and practitioners to develop the civic knowledge, skills, and dispositions
required by educators to implement in their K through 12th grade classrooms.
1. Provide instruction in government, history, law and democracy.
2. Incorporate discussion of current local, national, and international issues and
events into the classroom, particularly those that young people view as
important to their lives.
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3. Design and implement programs that provide students with the opportunity to
apply what they learn through performing community service that is linked to
the formal curriculum and classroom instruction.
4. Offer extracurricular activities that provide opportunities for young people to
get involved in their schools or communities.
5. Encourage student participation in school governance.
6. Encourage students’ participation in simulations of democratic processes and
procedures.
“Currently teachers are sporadically using the six practices of effective civic learning in
their classrooms. A study conducted in 2004 by the Center for Information andResearch on Civic
Learning and Engagement (CIRCLE) demonstrates the need for professional development in the
specific areas of the promising practices. In surveying 80 teachers from across the nation, the
study shows a large amount of variation in teachers’ classroom practices with
regard to instructional practices around civic skills, civic engagement, and awareness of civic
issues and concepts.122 [Guardian of Democracy, pp. 37-38]
The Guardian of Democracy Report indicates that professional development programs
should include specific components in order for the results of the programs to be successful.
“Sustained, high quality professional development, as defined in this section, is critical to
ensuring that teachers are prepared toincorporate the promising practices on a consistent basis in
all classrooms.” [p. 38] The programs must be:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Content focused;
Active;
Ongoing;
Connected to Curriculum and Standards;
Collaborative.

The following slides dating from the June, 2007 presentation Developing Civic Skills
Among Pre-and In-Service Teachers as a Precursor for Their Civic Engagement at the
American Democracy Project, AASCU Annual National Meeting in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania are visual evidence of civic education activities the author embedded in her
teacher preparation courses [e.g. foundations of education, integrating language, methods of
teaching secondary education, and curriculum of the secondary school] at Western
Connecticut State University, Danbury, Connecticut. The photos were taken and updated
between 2003 and 2012. The activities belonged to these civic education categories:
1. Civic content/core knowledge,
2. Civic skills [e.g. intellectual, participatory, research, and persuasion], and
3. Civic dispositions as a citizen [e.g. personally responsible, participatory, justiceoriented]
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According to the Guardian of Democracy Report, “Several studies demonstrate that
teachers’ skills and understandings are directly related to the degree that professional
development experiences focus on subject-matter content. It has been found that when teachers
have a deep knowledge of content, they are more comfortable and likely to engage students in
discussions and inquiry.124 [p. 38]

CIVIC CONTENT KNOWLEDGE
Civic content includes both core knowledge and the ability to apply
knowledge to different circumstances and settings.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Key historical periods, episodes, cases, themes, and experiences of
individuals and groups in U.S. history
Principles, documents, and ideas essential to constitutional democracy
Relationship between historical documents, principles, and episodes and
contemporary issues
Structures, processes, and functions of government; powers of branches
and levels of government
Political vehicles for representing public opinion and effecting political
change
Mechanisms and structure of the U.S. legal system
Relationship between government and other sectors
Political and civic heroes
Social and political networks for making change
Social movements and struggles, particularly those that address issues as
yet unresolved
Structural analyses of social problems and systemic solutions to making
change

L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

Civic Skills as Precursor
for Civic Engagement

3

One example of the core knowledge taught in the educational foundations courses is the
connection between American Education and the Constitutional structure of the American
government. A venn diagram is used to explain federalism, separation of powers, the various
powers delegated to the national government [enumerated], reserved to the states [residual],
inferred by the national government [implied], implemented jointly by national, state, and local
governments [concurrent].
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CORE KNOWLEDGE:
THE U.S. CONSTITUTION
DIVISION OF POWERS or
FEDERALISM

DELEGATED or
ENUMERATED
POWERS

NATIONAL or
CENTRAL or
FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT

50 STATES’
GOVERNMENTS

ARTS. 1, 2, 3

1OTH AMENDMENT

SEPARATION OF POWERS

L
S

E

J

CONCURRENT
POWERS

RESERVED or RESIDUAL
POWERS

HR
IMPLIED POWERS
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
Civic Skills as Precursor
for Civic Engagement
from the Elastic Clause

4

Issues in American Education provide a springboard for students to learn about the
various topics that require civic education knowledge. Understanding of segregation in the
history of American Education requires students to learn foundations of 17th through 20th century
history [e.g. pre-Civil War sectionalism, the post-Civil War dual education system, the American
court system and cases such as Plessy v. Ferguson and Brown v. Topeka Board of Education.]
Students analyze how the NAACP used the courts to undo the educational inequalities intrinsic
to the dual education system in the southern states.. Decisions written by Supreme Court justices
are read, discussed, and questioned. Structure of the national, state, and local courts are
examined and critiqued. Current issues pertaining to religious oriented charter schools are
discussed as to the principle of separation of church and state, and taxpayer funding.
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APPLICATION OF CORE KNOWLEDGE OF THE U.S.
CONSTITUTION TO ISSUES IN AMERICAN EDUCATION
GAINING EQUAL ACCESS TO PUBLIC EDUCATION
[ppt for ED 206, ED 500]

The issue: Does the Constitution allow states to
segregate schools or other public facilities on
the basis of race or sex?
Compiled and organized By L.G. Stambler, Ph.D.
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

Civic Skills as Precursor
for Civic Engagement

6

Events in American History form the contextual cement for students to learn core
knowledge applicable to civic education while they create units and lesson plans appropriate for
implementation in their student teaching field experiences [e.g. how to interpret photos about the
Japanese-American Internment in 1941 as part of the literacy skill of viewing; how to teach
reading primary sources, such as President Roosevelt’s WWII speech, to students who are
English Language Learners (ELL)]

From COLORS OF CONFINEMENT: RARE KODACHROME PHOTOGRAPHS OF JAPANESE
AMERICAN INCARCERATION IN WORLD WAR II edited by Eric L. Muller. Copyright © 2012 by the
University of North Carolina Press. Photographs by Bill Manbo copyright © 2012 by Takao Bill Manbo.
Published in association with the Center for Documentary Studies at Duke University. Used by permission
and
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/articleof the publisher. www.uncpress.unc.edu
2189057/Bill-Manbo-Colors-Confinement-Rare-Kodachrome-photographs-bleakness-beauty-lifeJapanese-American-prison-camps-World-War-II.html
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CIVIC CONTENT KNOWLEDGE
Civic content includes both core knowledge and the ability to apply
knowledge to different circumstances and settings.
Teacher candidates in ED 440 secondary education professional semester learn how
to teach grades 7-12 students who are ELL. FDR’s Four Freedoms speech and Norman
Rockwell’s posters are used as the content for this task in Oct. 2012. [Williams group]

ELL STUDENT ANSWERS:

• Who is in the
painting? What is
happening?

• Ell student understands
short phrases and short
sentences;

• How does the
painting make you
feel?

• Can communicate
limited information in
everyday situations;

• What freedom is
this painting about?

• Can use selected simple
structures correctly, but
with basic errors.
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

Civic Skills as Precursor
for Civic Engagement

• Is it a freedom to
do something? Or a
freedom from
7
something?

Teacher preparation students in the author’s classes learn to identify and implement four
civic skills that are vital to eventually teaching civic education skills to their classes.

Definition of Civic Skills
•Intellectual Skills –ex: understanding the
history of issues
•Participatory Skills –ex: working with
diverse groups
•Research Skills –ex: tracking legislation
•Persuasion Skills –ex: writing letters to
representatives
http://www.calstate.edu/csl/resource_center/documents/sl_for_ce.pdf
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

Civic Skills as Precursor
for Civic Engagement
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The Guardian of Democracy advocates, based on research, that “effective professional
development should engage participants with the content and practices in order to help them
understand how to incorporate these components into their own instruction. ‘Active learning
encourages teachers to become engaged in meaningful discussion, planning, and practice as
part of the professional development activity.’”[p. 38]
CIVIC SKILLS: INTELLECTUAL
Group Work Reflection Chart
CHECK YOUR CLASS: ED 206 __ ED 385 __ ED 420 ___ED 440 ___ ED 515 ___ ED 530 ___ EPY 204____

“THINK, PAIR, SHARE”
EXIT TICKET
LEAVE THIS PAPER WITH DR. STAMBLER BEFORE YOU LEAVE CLASS
NAME ___________________________________________

DATE ____________

CLASS TOPIC ______________________________________ WEEK # _________
1.

THINK ABOUT AND WRITE YOUR RESPONSE TO THE PROMPT GIVEN TO THE CLASS
BY THE PROFESSOR. ABOUT ……………………………

2. INTERACT WITH YOUR NEIGHBOR OR ASSIGNED PAIR PARTNER[S]. WHAT DID YOU
LEARN?

3. SHARE THE RESULTS OF YOUR PAIRED INTERACTION WITH ANOTHER PAIR. WHAT
DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES DID YOU HEAR/LEARN?

4. DEBRIEF THE RESULTS OF PAIRS DISCUSSING TOGETHER WITH THE ENTIRE
CLASS. WAS THERE CONSENSUS ABOUT THE PROMPT? WHY? WHAT WAS
IT? WHY NOT?

____________________________________________________________________
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The heart of intellectual civic skills is critical thinking. An immediate goal of
contemporary education focuses on teaching the nation’s students to become effective thinkers in
order to: become lifelong learners; keep up with a rapidly changing technical society, put into
practice appropriate choices and decisions to support democratic government, and exist in a
global environment where, as Thomas Friedman tells us, “the world is flat.” (Friedman, 2007)
Given these provocative conditions, American students must acquire the thinking skills that they
need for making appropriate individual and collective decisions and choices about a variety of
alternative actions, their education, careers, lives in general, and roles as citizens of the nation
and the world. (Beyth-Marom, Novik, and Sloan, 1987)
Perhaps most importantly in today's information age, thinking skills are viewed as
crucial for educated persons to cope with a rapidly changing world. Many
educators believe that specific knowledge will not be as important to tomorrow's
workers and citizens as the ability to learn and make sense of new information.
(Gough, 1991)
Critical thinking may be understood as “the active intellectual process of conceptualizing,
applying, analysing, synthesizing, and/or evaluating data collected during an individual’s
observation, experience, reflection, reasoning, or communication.” (Paul and Elder. 2006)
Reasoning is an important part of the critical thinking process, and as such has multiple
functions: (1) all reasoning has a purpose; (2) it is an attempt to figure something out, to settle
some question, solve some problem; (3) it is based on assumptions; (4) it is done from some
point of view; (5) it is based on data, information, and evidence; (6) it is expressed through, and
shaped by, concepts and ideas; (7) it contains inferences or interpretations by which we draw
conclusions and give meaning to data; and (8) it leads somewhere or has implications and
consequences. (Paul and Elder, 2006) All of these attributes of critical thinking are transferable
to solving dilemmas of a civic nature, decision-making about issues of social injustice, and
evaluating governmental action against individuals and groups. The essential value of critical
thinking in the contemporary world is related to the educated individual’s “ability to engage in
careful, reflective thought” and that is obligatory “for responsible citizenship in a democratic
society.” (Cotton, 1991)
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“Schools are best equipped to address the cognitive aspects of good citizenship — civic
and political knowledge and related skills such as critical thinking and deliberation.” According
to the Civic Mission of the Schools.

CIVIC SKILLS: INTELLECTUAL
Understanding, interpreting, and critiquing different points of
view;
Active listening about American Education and Local Government
ED 206 (Oct. 2012)
STUDENTS
ANALYZE ISSUES
RELATED TO
TEACHERS’
UNIONS: e.g.
Chicago Teachers’
Strike
News: In Standoff, Latest Sign of Unions Under Siege
“The teachers’ unions are on the defensive on many more fronts than
they used to be,” said Chester E. Finn Jr., a longtime education analyst
who heads the Thomas B. Fordham Institute, a conservative-leaning
education policy group in Washington. ………………………………………………
“Clearly the teachers’ unions are under attack and under siege,” said
Diane Ravitch, an education historian at New York University who often
defends the unions. “There is almost this full-court press by the right
against the teachers’ unions.”
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

Civic Skills as Precursor
for Civic Engagement
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Civic education skills that prepare students for personal and social responsibility, and
respect for other people’s perspectives, facilitate active citizenship in this contemporary diverse
society. The Civic Mission of Schools advocates civic education as a way to make America’s
youth “Competent and responsible citizens: [who] are informed and thoughtful… and enter into
dialogue among others with different perspectives.”

Civic Skills: Intellectual
SKILLS: PERSPECTIVE-TAKING, ACTIVE LISTENING,
and IDENTIFYING PUBLIC PROBLEMS
FALL 2005 ED 440
TASK FOR THE TEACHING OF
ORAL CIVIC LITERACY THROUGH
THE USE OF PHOTOGRAPHS.
PART OF AN INTERACTIVE PPT
CREATED BY L.G.STAMBLER,
BASED ON THE 2004 ELECTION.

WRITE THE SCRIPT FOR A
DIALOGUE BETWEEN MRS. BUSH
AND MRS. HEINZ-KERRY. WHAT
WOULD THEY AGREE ON AS
WOMEN? WHAT WOULD THEY
DISAGREE ON AS WIVES OF
POLITICAL ADVERSARIES?
PARTICIPATE IN A MOCK DEBATE
BETWEEN THE TWO WOMEN.
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

Civic Skills as Precursor
for Civic Engagement

14

Participatory civic skills are valuable and are connected to civic dispositions for learning
how to cope in groups and organizational settings, interface with elected officials and community
representatives, communicate perspectives and arguments, and plan strategically for civic
change: Participatory civic skills include: (1) engaging in dialogue with those who hold different
perspectives; (2) communicating through public speaking, letter writing, petitioning, canvassing,
lobbying, protesting, (3) utilizing electoral processes, and (4) implementing strategic networks
for public ends. (Stambler, 2007
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CIVIC SKILLS: PARTICIPATORY
Civic participatory skills encompass knowing how to cope in groups and
organizational settings, interface with elected officials and community
representatives, communicate perspectives and arguments, and plan
strategically for civic change.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engaging in dialogue with those who hold different perspectives
Active listening
Communicating through public speaking, letter writing, petitioning,
canvassing, lobbying, protesting
Managing, organizing, participating in groups
Building consensus and forging coalitions
Community mapping
Utilizing electoral processes
Utilizing non-electoral means to voice opinion (protest, petitioning,
surveying, letter writing, boycotting, and so on)
Planning and running meetings
Utilizing strategic networks for public ends
Organizing and demonstrating

L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

Civic Skills as Precursor
for Civic Engagement
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Students in ED 440 prepare participatory rubrics and assessments for when they will be
teaching their discipline based content lessons during their field experiences. This sample of a
group work reflection chart was created by a Health Education pre-service teacher candidate.
Group Work Reflection Chart
Participatory Skills –ex: working with diverse groups:
ED 440 secondary education teacher candidates plan for and
create rubrics for grades 7-12 students to work in groups
Group Work Reflection Chart
This chart is used to evaluate your group member’s participation in your group. Write each group
members name in a column including your own (Circle your name). Give a number for each group
member based on the scale below in each of the five categories. The points will be added together
for a grade.
1-Strongly Disagree
2-Disagree 3-Agree
4- Strongly Agree

Member’s Name

20-16 Points=
Target Range

Respected others
opinions and thoughts
Participated in the
group work the whole
time
Helped other
members when
necessary
Was on task the whole
time
Contributed thoughts
and knowledge to the
group work
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

15-11 Points=
Acceptable
10-5 Points=
Unacceptable
Created by
Amy Ouellete
Oct. 2012
Civic Skills as Precursor
for Civic Engagement
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CIVIC SKILLS: PARTICIPATORY
how to cope in groups and organizational settings,
communicate perspectives and arguments
WCSU TEACHER CANDIDATE
STUDENTS INTERACT WITH
ATTORNEYS FROM THE CT
STATE DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION AND CHRO AT A
CONFERENCE FOCUSED ON
LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO
BULLYING, HOW TEACHERS
MAY COMBAT BULLYING, AND
CREATE SAFE SCHOOL
CLIMATES FOR K-12
STUDENTS. STUDENTS PLAN
AND PARTICIPATE IN A SKIT,
ASK QUESTIONS AT THE
CONCLUDING SESESSION,
AND DISCUSS SCHOOL
CASES BROUGHT FOR LEGAL
ACTION .
[October 16, 2012]
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

Civic Skills as Precursor
for Civic Engagement
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Students learn the processes of how a bill becomes a law on the national and state levels.
This assists students with their research skills and comparison of similarities between state and
national law making. Students need to learn the “Sevem Steps of the Research Process,” as
outlined on the Cornell University library website. [http://olinuris.library.cornell.edu]
STEP 1: IDENTIFY AND DEVELOP YOUR TOPIC
STEP 2: FIND BACKGROUND INFORMATION
STEP 3: USE CATALOGS TO FIND BOOKS AND MEDIA
STEP 4: USE INDEXES TO FIND PERIODICAL ARTICLES
STEP 5: FIND ADDITIONAL INTERNET RESOURCES
STEP 6: EVALUATE WHAT YOU FIND
STEP 7: CITE WHAT YOU FIND USING A STANDARD FORMAT
28
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Research Skills –ex: tracking legislation Students in ED 206 learn how a bill becomes a
law to better understand legal cases in American Education.
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Students learn that one way to use their civic education to become civically engaged is to
write persuasive letters. A blog in Education Week, authored by Michele McNeil on November
7, 2012 addressed the “Five Issues Facing Arne Duncan in a Second Term:” NCLB waivers;
Race to the Top; NCLB reauthorization; Fiscal issues; and, Implementation of the Common Core
of State Standards. [Education Week] Pre-service teaching candidates learn about the interaction
between the national government and state and local education agencies. Students consider their
perspectives about educational issues and write sample persuasive letters and/or persuasive
essays about how they would contact public officials to address their views.
Project Citizen has been demonstrated at annual civic conferences held at WCSU with
the former Connecticut Council for Law and Civic Education [CCLCE], as well as being infused
in the author’s classes.

Teaching Civics in the Classroom:
Mandates, Standards, and Strategies
MS. LORNA
GALLAGHER,
MIDDLE SCHOOL
SOCIAL STUDIES
TEACHER IN THE
LISBON, CT PUBLIC
SCHOOLS,
DEMONSTRATES
USE OF THE
PROJECT CITIZEN
RESOURCES TO
TEACH 7TH AND 8TH
GRADERS ABOUT
THEIR
ENGAGEMENT IN
FORMULATING
PUBLIC POLICY AND
INFLUENCING
LEGISLATION.
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
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Students in a lesson focused on contemporary educational issues during the Spring 2012
semester viewed the Center for Civic Education website, studied the teacher’s guide and the
student book, and discussed how they would use the student gext to encourage civic engagement
in their classes. [ http://www.civiced.org/index.php?page=pc_sample_tg]
The online power point about Project Citizen was well received by the students, whose
written reflections indicated that they were impressed with the method followed in the text to
teach students how to become civically engaged. They noted that they would use the Project
Citizen text as educators.. http://www.civiced.org/index.php?page=pc_sample_sb
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1. Identify a problem to study. You will begin by identifying a problem in your
community that you think is important and determine which level of government
is most directly responsible for dealing with the problem.
2. Gather information. When your class has decided upon the problem you want to
study, you will need to gather and evaluate information about the problem from a
variety of sources.
3. Examine solutions. Next, you will examine public policies that now are being
used by your government. You also will examine policies being suggested by
other people.
4. Develop your own public policy. Next, you will develop a public policy that you
think your government should adopt.
5. Develop an action plan. Finally, you will develop a plan of action to show how
you might influence the appropriate government or governmental agency to adopt
your proposed public policy.

Collaboration among teachers requires attitudes that favor cooperation and lead to the
development of civic dispositions. “Research has shown that giving teachers the opportunity to
build collaborative relationships around common content, skills, and issues of implementation
can highly impact the implementation of best practices in a classroom.” [Guardian of Democracy
p. 38]

CIVIC DISPOSITIONS
Civic dispositions encompass interpersonal and intrapersonal
values, virtues, and behaviors.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tolerance and respect
Appreciation of difference
Rejection of violence
Concern with the rights and welfare of others
Commitment to balancing personal liberties with social
responsibility to others
Personal efficacy
Sense of belonging to a group or polity
Readiness to compromise personal interests to achieve
shared ends
Desire for community involvement
Attentiveness (to civic matters, the news, etc.)

L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
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CIVIC DISPOSITIONS
Civic dispositions encompass interpersonal and intrapersonal values,
virtues, and behaviors.

ISSUES ADDRESSED WITH STUDENT
TEACHER CANDIDATES AT THE WCSU
CONFERENCE WITH CT STATE AND
CHRO ATTORNEYS OCT. 16, 2012.
CONCERN WITH THE RIGHTS AND
WELFARE OF K-12 STUDENTS WAS A
SIGNIFICANT FOCUS.
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

Civic Skills as Precursor
for Civic Engagement
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CIVIC DISPOSITIONS
Concern with the rights and welfare of others

Issues Concerning American Education and the Courts
-Religion and Students’ Rights in Public Schools

Fall 2006 Final
Experience PPT
Jackie Orsino
Assisted by
Tom Demers
ED 500-71
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STUDY THIS POLITICAL CARTOON ABOUT THE 2004 ELECTION CAMPAIGN.
WRITE AN EDITORIAL ABOUT THIS CAMPAIGN THAT EMBODIES ALL OF THE
IMAGES IN THIS CARTOON. DRAW A STICK FIGURE CARTOON THAT
DEMONSTRATES YOUR VIEW OF THE 2004 ELECTION CAMPAIGN. RESEARCH
CAMPAIGNS CONDUCTED IN EARLIER ELECTIONS.
WRITE AN EDITORIAL
ABOUT ONE OF THOSE EARLIER ELECTION CAMPAIGNS. HOW DID IT DIFFER
FROM THE 2004 ELECTION CAMPAIGNS?
FALL 2005 ED 440
TASK FOR THE
TEACHING OF
WRITTEN CIVIC
LITERACY
THROUGH
POLITICAL
CARTOONS.

PART OF AN
INTERACTIVE PPT
CREATED BY
L.G.STAMBLER,
BASED ON THE 2004
ELECTION.
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
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Definition of Civic Engagement
“Working to make a difference in the civic life of
our communities and developing the
combination of knowledge, skills, values, and
motivation to make that difference”
“Promoting ” the quality of life in a community
through both political and non-political
processes.
Thomas Ehrlich, Ed. Civic Responsibility and Higher Education 2000
http://www.calstate.edu/csl/resource_center/documents/sl_for_ce.pdf
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
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The anticipated results of infusing civic education into teacher preparation courses is the
enhancement of democratic and educational values that will produce citizens who will engage in
activities for the amelioration of society.[Westheimer and Kahne, 2003] Three types of citizens
are identifiable when looking at civic engagement:
1. Personally responsible citizen obeys laws, pays taxes, and helps others in need.
Education based virtues like integrity, respect, and hard work
2. Participatory citizen is active in civic affairs. Educational programs on learning
how public institutions work and on building skills, such as communication skills
and group decision-making
3. Justice-oriented citizen assesses social, political, and economic structures and
considers collective strategies for change that challenge injustice and address root
causes

Research Question 2.
What types of assessment tools allow students to practice civic skills in the Teacher Education
classroom?
The author of this paper depends on students’ final experience projects and reflections as
significant assessment tools for the pre-service teacher candidates and practitioners in the teacher
preparation courses that she teaches.
2.1 Final Experience Projects

FINAL EXPERIENCE PPTs

GRADUATE PRACTITIONERS
ORGANIZE THEIR RESEARCH
GROUPS AND DEMONSTRATE
THEIR MEMBERS’ WORK TO
COLLEAGUES IN OTHER GROUPS.

L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
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FINAL EXPERIENCE PPTs

GRADUATE PRACTITIONERS
WORK IN JIGSAW GROUPS,
AND PRACTICE CIVIC
DISPOSITIONS AS THEY
FULFILL SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITIES TO
THEIR COLLEAGUES.

L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
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FINAL EXPERIENCE PPTs
GRADUATE
PRACTITIONERS DISPLAY
CIVIC PARTICIPATORY
SKILLS WHEN THEY ARE
ATTENTIVE TO EACH
OTHER DURING THEIR
PRESENTATIONS.

L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
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FINAL EXPERIENCE PPTs

GRADUATE PRACTITIONERS IMPLEMENT
CIVIC INTELLECTUAL SKILLS WHEN
THEY INTERPRET AND CRITIQUE
VARIOUS MEDIA TO DRAW
CONNECTIONS AMONG DATA.

L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
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SECONDARY EDUCATION PRE-SERVICE
TEACHING CANDIDATES USE CIVIC SKILLS
DURING CLASS TEACHING/LEARNING SESSIONS
SCIENCE
EDUCATION
STUDENTS IN THE
FOREGROUND, AND
MATH EDUCATION
STUDENTS TO THE
LEFT, UTILIZE
MANAGING,
ORGANIZING, AND
PARTICIPATORY
CIVIC SKILLS TO
CREATE STRATEGIC
SUBJECT CENTERED
NETWORKS IN ED
385.
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
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SECONDARY EDUCATION PRE-SERVICE TEACHING
CANDIDATES USE CIVIC SKILLS DURING CLASS
TEACHING/LEARNING SESSIONS
SECONDARY
ENGLISH PRESERVICE STUDENTS
ENGAGE IN CIVIC
INTELLECTUAL
SKILLS WHEN THEY
ACTIVELY LISTEN TO
EACH OTHER,
EXPRESS THEIR
OPINIONS, AND
IDENTIFY PUBLIC
PROBLEMS IN THE
TEACHING OF
LITERACY.

L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
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SECONDARY EDUCATION PRE-SERVICE TEACHING
CANDIDATES USE CIVIC SKILLS DURING CLASS
TEACHING/LEARNING SESSIONS
SECONDARY
SPANISH
EDUCATION
STUDENTS
DISPLAY CIVIC
PARTICIPATORY
SKILLS AS THEY
COMMUNICATE
THEIR
PERSPECTIVES
ABOUT THE
IMPORTANCE OF
USING BEST
METHODS OF
TEACHING ELL
STUDENTS.
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
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SECONDARY EDUCATION PRE-SERVICE TEACHING
CANDIDATES USE CIVIC SKILLS DURING CLASS
TEACHING/LEARNING SESSIONS

L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

Civic Skills as Precursor
for Civic Engagement

SECONDARY
HISTORY/SOCIAL
SCIENCE STUDENTS
UTILIZE CIVIC
INTELLECTUAL
SKILLS TO IDENTIFY
PUBLIC PROBLEMS
THAT ARE USEFUL
FOR THEIR
STUDENTS TO
DRAW
CONNECTIONS
BETWEEN
DEMOCRATIC
CONCEPTS AND
ONE’S OWN LIFE
EXPERIENCE.
62

2.2 Students’ Reflections
Several quotations help to clarify the importance of students’ reflections:
Reflective learners assimilate new learning, relate it to what they already
know, adapt it for their own purposes, and translate thought into action. Over
time, they develop their creativity, their ability to think critically about
information and ideas, and their metacognitive ability (that is, their ability to
think about their own thinking).
Effective Pedagogy, NZ Curriculum p. 34
http://assessment.tki.org.nz/Assessment-in-theclassroom/Assessment-for-learning-in-practice/Reflection-on-thelearning
Reflection is about students becoming aware of their own thinking
processes, and being able to make those transparent to others. It
enables assessment of the ‘why’ and ‘how’ of the learning and what to
do as a result.”
http://assessment.tki.org.nz/Assessment-in-the-classroom/Assessmentfor-learning-in-practice/Reflection-on-the-learning
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2.1.1 SAMPLES OF STUDENTS’ REFLECTIONS FALL 2006

STUDENTS’ RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ABOUT
THE CCLCE CONFERENCE, FALL 2006
• a. I learned that controversial issues are important
because it gets the students engaged, it works in a
classroom because it enables the students to think
critically and have great discussions/debates, and it
matters in the classrooms because that is what they will
face in the real world…. I learned that the speech clause
does not protect vulgarity and that a school can stop a
"disruption" if it affects the school's mission.
• b. …….as an English teacher, the students will face
controversial issues that are found within a text. I want to
let my students know that it is healthy and important to
discuss them, so long as it is not disruptive to their
learning…….
by Virya Sar

L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

Civic Skills as Precursor
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STUDENTS’ RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ABOUT
THE CCLCE CONFERENCE, FALL 2006

• a….Controversial issues [in Science] can greatly
enrich the learning experience letting students to
see multiple aspects of an issue. This would
allow them to draw conclusions and make
connections that they might otherwise not
have…..
• b…. There are many controversial issues that
could greatly deepen the learner’s [Science]
understanding and it is vitally important to
consider the appropriateness of a topic as well
as to know our rights.
By Tim deJulio
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.
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STUDENTS’ RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ABOUT
THE CCLCE CONFERENCE, FALL 2006

• a….controversial [Social Studies] issues can be
great for use in the classroom because they are
interesting to students, they promote critical
thinking, and they matter because they help shape
students into informed adults…..
• b….a teacher's speech is protected outside the
classroom so long as it has to do with public
concerns. Inside the classroom, speech is more
scrutinized and personal opinions should be kept
private. You are speaking on behalf of the school,
so watch yourself with what you choose to say…..
By Amanda Lusk
L.G.Stambler, Ph.D.

Civic Skills as Precursor
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2.1.2.SAMPLES OF STUDENTS’ REFLECTIONS OCT. 17, 2007
• Task A. “What three items did you learn at the CCLCE conference that you can apply to your
knowledge/skills/ dispositions base as a future educator and American citizen?”
• Task B. “Why did you make those choices?”
• Student A “. . . The last thing we as educators want to do is discourage participation or
have the students feel they are unimportant. I chose this topic from the conference
because controversial issues are important for students to learn about in the schools . . .”
• Student B “. . . Controversial issues prepare students with communication skills, help
them to do well in the community, and teach them to be democratic citizens by practicing
with debates in class . . .”
• Student C “. . . students can make a difference in their communities, as evidenced by the
successes of Project Citizen . . .”
• Student D “. . . When controversial issues arise in a mathematics class, the best way I
can handle them is to associate them to the topic (if possible). If not, direct the student to
the best possible avenue to find the answer . . .”
Stambler, Leah G.[ June 2007] Civic Engagement through Civic Education;
© Copyright 2007 American Association of State Colleges and Universities
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2.1.3 SAMPLES OF STUDENTS’ RELFECTIONS AFTER THE OCT. 16, 2012 EVENT
• Task A. “What did you learn at the CHRO panel conference that you can apply to your
knowledge/skills/ dispositions base as a future educator and American citizen?”
• Task B. “Why did you make those choices?”

K.C. [Secondary English Major, ED 440,female, lower senior]
The CHRO Conference was an excellent opportunity for future teachers.
Bullying, sexual assault, and both physical and mental violence are big issues in schools
today. As future teachers it is our job to prepare ourselves to deal with these difficult
situations before stepping into the classroom.
What I liked most about this conference was the amount of new information it
provided. Every other bullying seminar I’ve been able to attend gives accounts from
students, teachers, superintendents, and other faculty about issues in the schools with no
real ways to fix them. Often I would leave these seminars knowing that something is
wrong in our schools but with no idea how to fix any of the issues presented. The CHRO
Conference provided a variety of speakers who had hands on experience with how
bullying cases are dealt with legally. It was wonderful to receive direct answers for how
to handle any bullying or sexual harassment issues should they crop up when we begin
teaching. The presenters also provided us with a variety of ways to stop bullying before it
becomes a legal issue. Maintaining a respectful classroom begins on the first day of
school and no inappropriate or disrespectful behavior should be tolerated.
I definitely feel more prepared in dealing with bullying issues in the upper grades.
If I need any other information on bullying situations in the future I won’t hesitate to use
the information provided during the conference.

A.D. [Secondary Health Education Major, ED 440, female, lower senior]
I learned from the conference that people are taking more bullying cases to court.
I feel that people are just not sitting back and letting discrimination, bullying, harassment
and abuse go anymore. I think that people are fed up and that they are getting lawyers
involved because of how the schools are handling reports of bullying, discrimination and
harassment.
I think I learned that as a future educator I need to make sure that I am taking the
right steps to report bullying, discrimination, harassment and abuse because I can be an
accomplice if I see the violation and I don’t do anything about it. I also learned about the
people I can talk to and where I can go if I see bullying, harassment, or abuse.
I learned that the laws against bullying, discrimination, harassment and abuse are
becoming stronger amongst each state so it’s important to look at the state’s laws
regarding bullying, discrimination, harassment and abuse because they vary among
states. Also that I should document everything that I see or hear because if I were to ever
go to court it could be years before the case goes to trial and it’s important to document
because you might not be able to remember everything.
41
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I also learned that it’s important that if the parents come to me as a teacher it’s
important to take their claims seriously and to try and come up with a solution amongst
the other teachers, principals, guidance counselors that way we can let the child have the
chance to be successful. I also learned that bullies do not do well academically in school
and that they actually do have a high self-esteem. Also that bullies later on in life are
more likely to commit a crime as an adult.
I also learned that it is very important that me as a future educator it’s my job to
make sure that my classroom is safe for every single student that walks into my job
because I could be held responsible even if it’s one student that doesn’t feel safe.
E.T. [Secondary History Major, ED 440, male, lower senior]
The presentation given on bullying and its effect in schools was very educational
and will help me navigate through these issues as I student teach as well as becoming a
life long educator. It gave me the skills to recognize bullying, who to contact if bullying
is occurring, and the protected classes along with legal ramifications if bullying is being
tolerated in a school system.
Recognizing bullying in a school setting is one of the important jobs as a teacher
in a public school. Every student has a right to an education in a violence-free
environment. Bullying or even the threat of bullying would hinder a student’s ability to
receive his or her education. This would be seen in attendance patterns and a student’s
ability to concentrate while in class. Bullying is also not just in school during class time
and anything that happens outside the school that affect a student’s ability to attend and
perform in the classroom in a normal circumstance falls under the bullying term.
As a teacher it is not just enough to recognize when a student is being bullied, as a
mandatory reporter, a teacher has a duty to report the bullying actions to the person who
is in charge of that particular department about what was seen and or heard. From there
the head of the “bullying” department will complete an investigation as to if the bullying
claims are warranted. If the teacher or students parents are not satisfied or the bullying
continues, it is then reported to the commission on Human Rights and Opportunities.
They are able to do an in-depth investigation and bring lawsuits against teachers, school,
or school systems if things are not investigated properly.
The Commission on Human Rights and Opportunities did a great job presenting
different scenarios and the legal ramifications if things are not done properly when it
comes to bullying in and out of the schools. They can be used as a resource to parents
that feel like the school isn’t doing a good job on investigating bullying claims. They also
explained how title IX and schools civil rights compliance also plays a part in bullying as
well.
Overall the conference was a great experience and gave a wealth of knowledge to
a room full of soon to be educators. It helped me realize that not only educating the
students is important, but making sure my classroom is a safe environment for learning. It
also had me realize I have a duty to protect my students from harm and make sure they
receive the education they deserve.

K.McN [Secondary Math Major, ED 440, female, lower senior]
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As a soon to be teacher, I found this seminar on bullying to be very insightful and
informationative about things that as a teacher I really should know. Something that I was
unaware of was the Title IX which states, “No person in the United States shall, on the
basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected
to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance.” This statement I found to be very important for me as I am going to
hopefully get a job in a high school teaching math and high school students tend to be the
ones affected by their sex. Students in high school can be harsh to their fellow classmates
and that is where Title IX comes into play. An example that I thought about was what if a
school only had a boys’ basketball team but a really good girl basketball player wanted to
try out. Under Title IX she can. She cannot only try out, but also be a part of the team.
The main point of this seminar was bullying. Bullying can happen with students
as early as elementary school but it really gets into a rare form in middle and high school
ages. As a teacher it is our job to eliminate the bullying in our classrooms and if we can’t
get it under control we need to bring it to a high positions attention because no student
should be uncomfortable in a safe environment which is what school is supposed to be
for them. Bullying is a very big problem in school systems because even the smallest
bullying can harm the learning of the student that the bullying is affecting. As teachers
we want all our students to be able to learn and learn the same materials even if it means
teaching the same material different ways so all can understand. But what about teaching
students that are too afraid to come to school, we still have an obligation to teach them
and the only way to teach them is to diminish the fear they have about coming to school
and that means having to find the rout of the problem which can mean addressing a
bullying situation.
In this seminar, I learned about the kinds of bullying that can take place and
although I did know many of the forms of bullying it was good to hear about them and
know how you can tell that it is happening in your classroom. Sexual, physical, and
emotional harassment are all forms of bullying and they are all equally harmful to
students learning abilities. This seminar was extremely helpful as a perspiring teacher and
I am glad I got the chance to attend this.
M.S. [Secondary History Major, ED 440, male, lower senior]
The workshop that I attended in the banquet hall was significant because it
enlightened my perception to how serious bullying in school really is. Bullying is an
epidemic and as a teacher, one must handle the specific situation with the best use of
judgment. All students are different and all bullies are different as well. I learned that
bullying can come from almost any student in various ways in today’s lifestyle utilizing
technology. The most important thing that I learned about bullying is that it is defined by
committing repeated actions of abuse. Repeated is the key word to understand that
bullying cannot be a one-time incident.
Bullying can still take the usual form of verbal abuse such as name-calling or
constant verbal hazing. Physical abuse is prevalent daily in most schools such as beating
somebody up or throwing things at students. The new issue today that is becoming more
and more prevalent is using technology to bully in and out of school. Now students can
post written verbal abuse on Facebook or Twitter, as well as post pictures of other
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students and make fun of them via Internet applications. Technological forms of
harassment are just as hurtful and harmful to victims as physically bullying a student.
When a student is bullied, they cannot focus on their grades and studies because
they are constantly preoccupied with thinking about being embarrassed and harassed by
the bully all day long. It is unfair for anybody to be a victim of a bully or group of
bullies. Every student should be able to go to school and have a worry – free day
everyday.
I enjoyed the convention because the speakers had a variety of great things to say
and facts to share. The most significant fact that stood out to me was that not every bully
is a big huge kid that will pummel you. Most bullies are now the small kids with the big
friends that like to humiliate and harass the more studious and less athletic, less popular
students to impress his friends.
It is sad how so many students commit suicide each year because they were
harassed and bullied so repeatedly on a daily basis. It is disgusting how young students
should have to endure something as heartless as bullying, that would drive them to take
their own lives. Nobody should have to live a life looking over their shoulder in fear of
being harassed and embarrassed.
Overall the convention was a success. The refreshments of coffee and juice were
essential and the pound cakes treats were delicious. The speakers talked about valid
points and they were also entertaining as well. I think that this workshop should be done
every year for candidates to be future teachers because the information presented is
essential for any student who wants to teach. One must know how to handle a bullying
situation if witnessed, and one must know how to talk to a student who may be a victim
of bullying, and how to help them when they are in need. As well as properly executing
the process to communicate with bullies the correct way. You cannot just send everyone
down to the office, that is embarrassing and the teacher can look foolish if they do not
know all the facts. Bullying is an area that needs proper understanding by teachers.
M.H. [Secondary History Major, ED 440, male, lower senior]
Bullying is a very serious and real problem in schools across the country. As
teachers it is our responsibility to constantly be on the lookout for any and all kinds of
bullying. This can include verbal abuse, physical abuse, or bullying over technology.
During the conference and when we broke into our smaller groups we talked about these
things. Our goal as teachers should be for students to enjoy their time in school. They
should not fear going to school because of the possibility of being bullied.
Teachers are responsible to report any bullying that they may see or hear of. This
can include something that a teacher may hear in the hallway or in the lunchroom. The
key is that in order to report a student for bullying the incident must occur more than
once. If one student calls another student names one time they cannot be reported
bullying. They can still be disciplined according to school rules, but it is not considered
bullying. If a teach sees bullying happen and does not report it and the bullied student
does report it, that teacher who did nothing can held responsible for allowing the bullying
to happen. This can result in disciplinary action or possibly being fired depending on the
circumstances.
Besides the fact that it is required for teachers to report the bullying it is also the
right thing to do. Bullying is anything that affects the student’s ability to learn. Every
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student deserves the same chance to learn and come to school. While in school they
should also feel safe and not have to worry about how they are going to be treated.
Students who are bullied typically start to do not as well in school. This can be for a
couple of reasons. One may be that they are scared to come school. The student may start
to skip school or constantly call out “sick” when really they are just scared to come to
school. This is because they do not want to have to deal with the bullying they receive in
school. Other students may still come to school, but still may not do as well in school.
They may lose confidence in themselves, start to feel like an outcast, or be more
concerned about avoiding being bullied than succeeding in school. Teachers need to
make sure students are not affected like this.
The advances in technology have increased the scale of bullying. Bullying can
now be done over social media or texting. If a student hears about bullying in this form
they are still responsible to report it even if it is outside of school. A very common place
where bullying now occurs is Facebook. Even though the bullying is not done in school,
it will still affect the student’s ability to learn. This is why the teacher and school are still
responsible to report it.
When a teacher sees bullying, they should try to step in and stop it to the best of
their ability without causing physical harm to their self. An example would be a fight. If a
teacher sees a fight, they should try to stop it. If they are not physically able to by
themselves, they should make sure they get other school staff to help. When resolving the
bullying it is important that a teacher does not try to set up a face to face between the two
students who were involved to try and talk it out. This used to be a popular way to try and
resolve bullying issues, but it is no longer seen as being effect. Overall bullying can ruin
a student’s school experience and ability to learn. Bullying must be stopped.
N.D. [Music Education Major, ED 206, male, junior]
My overall experience at the CHRO conference at the Westside Student Center
ballroom area on Tuesday, was one that I will not soon forget. I purposefully made an
effort to attend this event because of my desire to pursue education and to foster an
understanding on dealing with one of the biggest problems the American school system is
dealing with. This problem is bullying, harassment, and sexual misconduct among
students and their peers, and in some cases their teachers.
As a child growing up in the Newtown public school system, I was fortunate to be
one of the lucky few who somehow found myself rarely at the butt of jokes, or teased for
some feature. There were even times when I found myself teasing some of my friends. It
has taken many years of maturation and insight to realize that what may have seemed
funny to me then, may not have been to the other person. Since then, I have tried to be
more introspective on how my humor may be coming across to the other person.
Another aspect that was brought to my attention was a newer category of “cyber
bullying.” It is somewhat of a new category for even my generation to deal with since
the computer was not as much of a mainstream social tool in the 90’s as it was a device
for actually computing for business and work. This really began in the late 90’s and grew
to be a big problem in 2007, when smartphones took on a new form and made it easier
and faster to send pictures with the click of a button. As a hopeful teacher in the near
future, these are the issues I will now be dealing with, more so, as students are having
easier and direct access to social networking 24/7.
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Bullying will never go away, in fact as we have seen over the years with smart
phones and computers, it will find ways to manifest as technology advances in the
coming years. Being prepared to deal with such problems that come my way will need to
be addressed immediately. There are two reasons for this. The first being for the sake of
the victim, because the more that I wait to act, the more he/she has to deal with it. In the
conference I learned that there have been cases of teachers putting these issues on the
back burner while the student/victim is left to suffer in silence only to develop anxiety
and other mental health issues. Problems are never to be overlooked. The second reason
would be for protection of my job. I learned that it looks bad to my administrators if they
have discovered the problem had happened a long time ago, for the reason being that time
is every person’s enemy. The situation will be fresh in everyone’s mind and the story
may not be as accurate if told a month later.
The Public Act II-232 has several features to note. Students must be able to make
anonymous reports to a designated location or person. School employees must notify the
school climate specialist within one day. Both student and bully must receive
intervention, and not necessarily together. In some cases, it is noted that they should be
separate. School staff must be able to recognize and intervene in any misconduct
regarding cyber bullying, especially in the classroom. However, teachers are not advised
to “friend” students and should not be following them on facebook or twitter. School staff
must receive annual training, and finally – consequences must be dealt with accordingly
and strictly in accordance with school policy.
B.H. [Elementary Education Major, ED 206, female, junior]
The presentation about bullying and providing a safe environment in schools was
very informative and I learned many things that I had not previously known before
attending. If you had asked me to define bullying before I attended this presentation, I
would probably just describe if someone is getting picked on or made fun of at school
because they might not “fit in”. However, it is much deeper than that. Bullying is a huge
problem in today’s schools and the means that students use to bully another student may
be endless. The definition of bullying has now gone on to include a more modern form
of bullying- cyber bullying, and isn’t limited to just within the classroom. Now that
social media is being used by people of all ages including children, bullying frequently
occurs online and often transfers over into school after everyone has seen the picture or
commented on it. From the presentation, I learned that bullying is not only written or
oral comments directed towards another student but it now also includes if someone puts
“reasonable fear or harm” to a person or their property or even if they create a hostile
environment at school for another student. This presentation opened my eyes to the
many things as educators that we may overlook as being a gender role or stereotype and
to really decide if we are “teaching” the student all aspects of learning, not just
academically.
As a future educator I will definitely benefit from attending this conference and
will be able to use and apply some techniques that were mentioned in this presentation. I
now know that it is my responsibility to report any problems to the School Climate
Coordinator so that they can try to figure out the best solution to the problem. In our role
play during our breakout groups, Ms. Sharp had a situation where a student was asking
another student to take an embarrassing picture off the internet that the bully had posted.
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She explained that if you notice that your students are acting weird or stop talking around
you to get involved in the conversation to figure out what is really going on. From
working in a before and after school program, I can tell when my kids are doing
something wrong by the look on their faces or if they stop talking when I walk by. Older
students are the same way, if you should have a positive relationship with them they
should feel comfortable telling you if they have a problem, but also create an atmosphere
in your classroom where bullying is not tolerated.
In our class we have discussed tolerance and acceptance, in order to foster a
positive environment for children and everyone in your school building you do not just
tolerate them you accept them for who they are and respect them as an individual. Since
children are in school for majority of their day, it is our job as educators to make sure that
each child has a positive learning environment and educational experience. As a teacher,
I will always take a child’s complaint seriously if they tell me they are being bullied and
follow through to make sure that something gets done about it. It is also our job to do
what we can to make sure that it doesn’t happen again. We have to be attentive every
day to these issues and make sure that we don’t let those little “digs” slide or say “it’s just
girls being girls”. It is our duty to make sure that we not only teach the child
academically but teach them the right way to treat people and respect one another. One
way to do this is by modeling the behavior you want them to accomplish themselves. If
someone is expressing their culture or religion by wearing a headpiece or certain garment
as a tradition or holiday, as a teacher you can model to your students that they should
always be accepting not tolerant of other people’s differences. You can educate your
students about the different religions or cultures of the children within your classroom
and incorporate that into your lessons by letting the student share their traditions or
customs with the class and then ask the remaining students about their traditions on
holidays or holy days. The acceptance of student’s differences should start at a young
age and as a future elementary educator it will be especially important that I foster
acceptance and a positive environment within my classroom. I know that I will not
tolerate any type of bullying in my classroom and that bullying is not only defined to
verbal words said to a person or confined to only school grounds. As a teacher it will be
my job to make sure that I bring to attention any concerns or issues with the School
Climate Coordinator and to keep a keen eye and ear to anything happening not only
within my classroom but the entire school building.
3. THE GUARDIAN OF DEMOCRACY’S ANALYSIS OF CIVIC LEARNING
ASSESSMENT: Advantages and Disadvantages of Four Assessment Schemes [p. 36]
MULTIPLE CHOICE TESTS
Advantages
�� Simplicity and transparency in grading
�� Easier to align curriculum with tests
�� Relatively low cost, though development and
validation may be expensive
�� If the test uses national norms, ability to
compare school/district/state to others
�� Appropriate for evaluation of basic civic
knowledge, and in some cases, civic climate

Disadvantages
�� These tests may not be valid assessment tools
for students’ understanding of the concepts
(i.e., beyond memorizing concrete facts)
�� Quality of instructions may be compromised
(i.e., teaching to the test)
�� Potential bias against socioeconomically
disadvantaged
�� May be inappropriate for civic skills/dispositions
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THE GUARDIAN OF DEMOCRACY’S ANALYSIS OF CIVIC LEARNING
ASSESSMENT: Advantages and Disadvantages of Four Assessment Schemes [p. 36]
CONTINUED
SHORT ANSWER/ESSAY TESTS
Advantages
�� Can evaluate students’ thought processes and
indepth
understanding of important concepts
�� Can be designed so that students’ integrated
knowledge, skills, and disposition may be tested at
the same time
�� May guide curriculum reform toward applied
skills
and knowledge, beyond concrete facts
�� Can assess each student’s strengths and
weaknesses

Disadvantages
�� Significant resources (time/money) required to
grade
�� Standardization of grading rubric and definition
of
“proficiency” may be difficult
�� Some concerns about reliability and validity of
grading and test contents
�� Grading and scoring may not be as transparent
and
understandable to consumers such as parents and
stakeholders

PERFORMANCE TESTS
Advantages
�� Some researchers argue that performance
evaluation is the best way to assess students’
true acquisition of skills founded on solid
knowledge
�� Performance evaluation can easily be integrated
into instructions and curriculum
�� Performance evaluations may be particularly
useful in predicting students’ future behaviors
�� Research evidence suggests ultimately a link
between performance-based testing and higher
test scores
�� May enhance civic climate of classrooms

Disadvantages
�� Difficulty with standardization and reliable
grading, although exceptions exist
�� Teachers/observers may be biased raters,
depending on their motivations and roles
�� Cannot provide a measurement of student
engagement and civic behaviors outside of
school

PORTFOLIO ASSESSMENTS
Advantages
�� Can be tailored to each student’s needs
�� Gives students who perform lower on traditional
tests a chance to demonstrate authentic civic
proficiency
�� Can assess civic learning and engagement
outside of
school
�� Promotes student involvement in learning
process
�� May improve school-community relation,
depending
on the nature of student and schoolwide projects
�� This method seeks to identify strengths in each
student rather than weaknesses

Disadvantages
�� Time-consuming for teachers, making
implementation difficult
�� The “strength” approach may not be useful if the
purpose of assessment is to identify students who
are in need of additional instructions
�� Some question usefulness, since course grades
are
based partly on students’ progress and collection of
projects and classroom work
�� No clear standards/guidelines about how to
integrate
portfolio evaluation results with other testing results
�� No consensus on what should be included, how
they
should be graded, and used in future instructions
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Section Four Summary
BRIEF REITERATION OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The focus of this paper, “Developing Civic Skills among Pre- and In-Service Teachers as a
Precursor for Their Civic Engagement” incorporated two research questions:
1. What types of activities, that embed civic skills in them, may be implemented in Teacher
Education courses?
2. What types of assessment tools allow students to practice civic skills in the Teacher
Education classroom?
Teacher educators are supposed to ensure that their pre-service candidates and practitioners
are equipped with the content knowledge, pedagogical skills, and dispositions that will help to
create effective classroom teachers who serve as models of civic engagement for their students.
Civic engagement is understood as being the act of making a difference in the political and
nonpolitical civic life of a community. In essence, it allows citizens to implement, in the daily
operations of society, the democratic and educational values they hold and learned in schoo
FINDINGS
The courses that the author has taught to pre-service teacher candidates and practitioners
have been infused with a variety of activities that enable students to expand their civic education
core knowledge, practice civic skills, and demonstrate their civic dispositions. The following
information about infusing civic education in teacher preparation courses is based on the writer’s
findings in 2007, and appear to have been replicated in the past five years with civic education
activities until 2012.
1. Undergraduate and graduate students engaged in discourse, critical thinking, and problem
solving of contemporary educational policy issues recognize the importance of learning
the principles of civic education in order to teach their elementary and secondary level
students the process of civic engagement and citizenship responsibilities. This especially
is visible among students whose discipline majors are English, History, and Social
Science.
2. Students who are preparing to teach secondary level English, History, Social Studies, and
Science welcome the infusion of civic education topics in the teacher preparation courses
described in this paper, because they make connections between their discipline and the
practical content of civics education (e.g.the October 16, 2012 CHRO panel conference
focused on legal problems and the “how to” of addressing bullying issues in the public
school classroom).
3. It is more of a stretch, but not impossible, for secondary math teacher candidates than
history/social studies teacher candidates to make the same connections between their
discipline and civic education.• 37 •
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4. Students’ reflections about civic engagement issues are positive when they are
participants in civic education events [e.g. October 16, 2012 CHRO panel conference].
5. Teacher preparation programs can prepare pre-service candidates and practitioners to
teach for civic engagement if the knowledge, skills, and dispositions of civic education
are incorporated in the explicit and implicit curricula.”
6. Research supports specific methods of teaching civics education to pre-service teaching
candidates and practitioners, and to their Kindergarten through 12th grade students.
7. The contemporary trend to strengthen civics education in the nation’s schools seeks to
move beyond the traditional curriculum of just teaching how a bill becomes a law in
civics courses, and move students into the area of service learning during their years of
schooling to expand their adult involvement with national politics in the form of civic
engagement.
LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
This paper focuses on the practices conducted by the author in her classes between 2003
and 2012 for the purpose of bringing civics education knowledge, skills, and dispositions to preservice teaching candidates and practitioners who may not have what is necessary to prepare
their students for civic engagement in American society. Under those circumstances, this paper
is a limited form of action research.
Studies conducted by various governmental and non-governmental agencies provided
contextual background for reporting about the activities and practices used in the author’s
courses to observe their effects on students’ knowledge, skills, and dispositions about civics
education.
NEED FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The author has suggested the following continued research in her writings. It would be
valuable to conduct a longitudinal impact study to ascertain the effect of the civic mission of
higher education on the teaching of civic education and engagement among public school
teachers. This study would investigate the impact of the infusion of civic education concerns in
teacher preparation courses on whether or not, and how, pre-service teacher candidates turned
practitioners implement the concept of teaching for civic engagement in their classes. The
measures of success would be an examination of the practitioners’ use of civic education content
[materials] and processes of students’ involvement [participatory interaction] in their planning,
instruction, and assessment of students’ work.
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APPENDIX A:
Program /Initiative Description
The importance of civic engagement among the nation’s youth has been catapulted
into the forefront of curriculum concerns. Publication of the 1998 NAEP tests’ results
attested to a lack of proficiency in American students’ knowledge base about civics and
government. Society’s concern with the apparent out of control behavior of American
youth has led to a reawakening of interest in having schools systematically infuse public
schools’ curriculum with civic education as a school responsibility. Consequently, there
has been a movement by state departments of education and legislatures to mandate the
teaching of civics education in the public schools’ curriculum (e.g. Connecticut).
The Connecticut Common Core of Learning (CCCL) mandates the teaching of civics
and character education in the kindergarten through 12th grade classes of public schools
in Connecticut. Students are expected to “apply knowledge of the U.S. Constitution,
how the U.S. system of government works and how the rule of law and the value of
liberty and equality have an impact on individual, local, state and national decisions,” as
well as “demonstrate knowledge of the rights and responsibilities of citizens to participate
and shape public policy and contribute to the maintenance of our democratic way of
life.” Education institutions have been recognized as having “a civic mission to prepare
informed, rational, humane, and participating citizens committed to the values and
principles of American constitutional democracy,” according to the National Standards
for Civics and Government. It is the responsibility of 21st Century Teacher Educators to• 35 •
prepare pre-service teacher candidates and practitioners for their role in the curriculum
reform movement that envisions civic education as a conduit to producing thinking
citizens.
Three components of Western Connecticut State University’s mission address this
responsibility by emphasizing the teaching of “strong skills in communication, problem
solving, and critical thinking,” “opportunities for experiential, cooperative, and
internship experiences,” and “a strong sense of commitment to public service.” Course
offerings for which the author is responsible in the Teacher Preparation Program at
WCSU align their goals with the aforesaid missions.
The methods of teaching and environment for learning that the author implements at
Western Connecticut State University seek to encourage civic engagement through civic
education understandings and outcomes across the disciplinary lines of History, Social
Science, and Philosophy in a variety of courses: ED 206 Foundations of Education; ED
440 Integrating Language in the Secondary School; ED 385 Methods of Teaching in the
Secondary School; ED 500 Contemporary Educational Issues and ED 530 Curriculum
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of the Secondary School.
Curricular focus on civic education, the exploration of key U.S. Supreme Court cases,
and analysis of the U.S. Constitution, for the purpose of encouraging critical thinking
about contemporary educational policy issues, are infused in ED 206 and 500, using a
variety of essential questions, such as:
• How is American education linked to the nation’s governmental structure? Why?
• Who is getting how much of the educational pie? Why? What are the consequences?
• What are the consequences of educational policy decisions related to curriculum?
• How do the establishment and free exercise clauses interact with public education
practices? What are the differences between the clauses?
• How does due process interact with educational issues? What are the policy
consequences for stakeholders in public education?
• How has equality of educational opportunity in American education been
implemented for various ethnic groups? What are the implications?
Curricular focus on civic education leading to civic engagement also is incorporated in
ED 440, 385, and 530 in the form of a task requirement to create units and lesson plans
that infuse civic education principles and/or topics in the secondary curriculum.
Topics included in the three courses’ syllabi include methods of teaching diverse populations
and Problem Based Learning. The Secondary Professional Semester students in ED 440 and 385
attend the annual teacher conference conducted by the Connecticut Consortium for Legal and
Civic Education (CCLCE), where they obtain Project Citizen and We The People resource
materials, and participate in workshops that enable them to plan and teach for civic engagement
with their public school students. See samples of students’ comments after references.
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APPENDIX B

WHAT EVENTS HAVE SHAPED CIVICS EDUCATION IN THIS COUNTRY?
The following national laws and initiatives have influenced conceptions of the need for civics
education and the ways it is delivered:












In 1906, a statute was enacted that required citizenship applicants to demonstrate ability
in speaking English (Nixon & Keenan, 1997). This was during a period in U.S. history of
unparalleled immigration (nearly 10% of the population was nonnative born). In
response, community organizations such as settlement houses and labor unions organized
classes in English and citizenship.
Until the mid 1900s, immigration officials themselves decided who spoke English well
enough to gain U.S. citizenship. Often, the sole requirement for citizenship was proof of
lawful U.S. residency for five years. In 1950, a federal law mandated reading and writing
skill levels that made it more difficult for immigrants to become citizens (Becker, 1993).
In the late 1980s, adult ESL programs responded to the requirements of the Immigration
Reform and Control Act (IRCA) of 1986. IRCA granted limited amnesty and permanent
residence to undocumented immigrants (many of whom were displaced by unrest in
Central America) who followed a specific application process and received at least 40
hours of instruction. Programs developed materials and curricula that included elements
of both English and basic U.S. history and civics. See, for example, the Handbook for
ESL/Civics Programming (Arlington Education and Employment Program [REEP],
1989) and ESL/Civics Integration: A Guide for Curriculum Development and Lesson
Planning (Stiles, 1990).
In 1996, changes in federal law limited some rights that immigrants had previously held,
such as access to food stamps and other government services (Personal Responsibility
and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, PL #104-193). These changes have
renewed interest among immigrants in seeking citizenship, as they can protect their
interests more fully by becoming citizens (Mitchell, 1998).
Although some of the 1996 measures have since been eliminated or amended (National
Immigration Law Center, 1998), obtaining citizenship remains a goal for many adults
learning English. Benefits that are available to U.S. citizens include the right to vote in
elections, to hold a U.S. passport, to sponsor family members for immigration, and to
receive full social security benefits when they retire. Citizenship status also allows easier
access to public benefits such as Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and protects
immigrants from being deported for committing a crime (Becker, 2000).
In 2000, the U.S. Department of Education's English Literacy/Civics Education initiative
allocated money to 32 states and 12 demonstration grant recipients to help adults learn
English while also learning about civil rights, civic participation and responsibility, and
obtaining citizenship (U.S. Department of Education, 2000). It is anticipated that
curricula and resource materials on civics education will be developed and made
available by these projects.
SOURCE:
Center for Adult English Language Acquisition
Civics Education for Adult English Language Learners bt Lynda Terrill
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National Center for ESL Literacy Education (NCLE)
November, 2000
http://www.cal.org/caela/esl_resources/digests/civics.html
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Brief Description:
The university general education is based on the concept of the service-learning in
Taiwan. In the elder service-learning program, aging places much more emphasis on
the innovation of the teaching strategies.
It is necessary that university students
provide services for the elders to understand demands of the elders, to facilitate
positive attitudes toward the elders, and to promote altruistic competence of university
students.
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Abstract
The elder service-learning program is necessary on standard design of
general education for university students in Taiwan. The university
general education is based on the concept of the service-learning. The
elder service-learning program, aging is designed the preparation, service,
reflection, and celebration of innovative teaching strategies. The aim of
this study is to understand university students' attitudes changes toward
the elders because of participation in the elder service-learning program.
Data were primarily collected from 40 university students’ class reports.
The study brought out several important points regarding the university
students’ opinions with participation in the elder service-learning program.
Three of these findings are presented as follows: (a) to understand
demands of the elders; (b) to facilitate positive attitudes of university
students toward the elders; and (c) to promote altruistic competence of
university students. To conclude, this study may be of importance in
explaining the relationship between service-learning concepts and
teaching strategies, as well as in providing teachers with a better
understanding of how university students’ attitudes changes toward the
elders about service-learning program relate to their innovative teaching
strategies use.
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Brief Description:
This study has two purposes: (a) to explore the spiritual world and life adaption of the
older students; and (b) to transform the reflection and perspectives of the older
students. Data were collected by adopting the in-depth interview on 6 older students
participating in painting course. The findings are presented: (a) to understand older
students’ spiritual needs, self-concept, and emotions; and (b) to help older students
with positive life attitudes, relationships, and transformative learning.
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Abstract
A recent surge of research on transformative learning for the older students has given
us new perspectives and reflection in Taiwan. This study has two purposes: (a) to
explore the spiritual world and life adaption of the older students; and (b) to transform
the reflection and perspectives of the older students. For purposes to be achieved,
Data were primarily collected by adopting the in-depth interview on 6 older students
participating in painting courses. The data collection sessions were conducted
individually and were recorded for later coding and analysis. These findings are
presented as follows: (a) research has contributed considerably to the older students
understanding of spiritual needs, self-concept, and emotions as a psychological
process; and (b) it is an important that the older students learn positive life attitudes,
transform perspectives, and improve interpersonal communication with participating
in painting courses. The findings lead us to believe that more art courses should be
used in order to design the novel teaching strategies to transform perspectives of the
older students.
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Abstract
In Taiwan, the aging population is growing rapidly and the total fertility
rate has been down to the lowest in the history. The changes of
population structure lead the universities to concern about the issue of the
elder extension education at the same time. The goal of the paper is to
deepen our understanding of the university elder extension education in
Taiwan. The paper is structured as follows. Firstly, the developments of
university elder extension education with origin and status quo in Taiwan
is described. Secondly, the policies and practice of elder extension
education are explored. Thirdly, the future trends and challenges of elder
extension education are analyzed. To conclude, some strategies for
implementing university elder extension education are presented.
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The paper discusses a model of pedagogy inspired by Jacque Rancière’s concepts of intellectual
emancipation in the Ignorant School Master (1991). The paper explores the emancipatory
possibilities afforded by inquiry through interactions with science texts. It describes an
intervention that adopts a dynamic view of science inquiry that focuses on reading, the
development of student’s personal growth, and students’ creation of their own knowledge and
learning experiences.
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Background/Context
According to Norris and colleagues (Norris et. al., 2007; Phillips & Norris, 2009) being
able to read (i.e., analyze, critique, and interpret text) science is what is required “to use
scientific information to make life choices,” and “to engage intelligently in public discourse and
debate about important issues that involve science and technology” (Norris et al., 2007, p. 769).
However, much of the science reading in school is not critical reading or interpretation and is
usually done in the context of language arts instruction (Norris et. al., 2007; Phillips & Norris,
2009). For example, in elementary (grades 1 – 6) school environments across Canada, language
arts instruction occupies the highest proportion of instructional time in contrast to the 10% for
science instruction (Norris et. al., ibid). Within this allotment, elementary school science is often
perceived as ‘hands on’ and reading in science is often used to understand isolated technical
terms (Norris et. al., ibid). Romance and Vitale (2010) note that a substantial body of research
(Klentschy & Molina-De La Torrre, 2004; Norris & Phillips, 2003; Romance & Vitale, 2010;
Webb, 2010) suggests that there are few opportunities for elementary students to engage in the
form of content-area reading that enables them to border cross between everyday languages and
the discourses of science. Researchers such as Chall (2003), Duke (2010) Guthrie et al. (2002),
Pearson et al. (2010), and Snow (2002) have advocated for the integration of “literacy” with
science.
The focus on hands on activity in school science has renewed calls from some researchers
in the science education community to re-focus on the aspects of science literacy such as,
reading. I believe this to be especially important for English language learners who learn
science content and language simultaneously through content-based language instruction.
Content-based language instruction along with targeted instruction to develop skills in the
language of instruction is a popular approach used for ELLs in Canadian schools. Content-based
instruction is an umbrella term referring to instructional approaches that make a dual, though not
necessarily equal, commitment to language and content-learning objectives (Stoller, 2008).
Additionally, differentiated instruction, that is, instructional strategies, teaching/learning
materials, and adjusted expectations in science, often place even less emphasis on reading for
analysis, critique, and interpretation.
Aligned with the perspective of Phillips and Norris, (2009), I believe that strong
emphasis on hands-on activity in school science potentially de-emphasizes the centrality of
reading to the fundamental sense of science literacy and its role in inquiry. The intent of the
study is not to diminish the importance of authentic hands on inquiry in science. Indeed, there is
great support for the benefits of experiential learning starting from Dewey. Many authors,
including Cuevas, Lee, Hart, Deaktor (2005), Kelly and Breton (2001) and Amaral, Garrison,
and Klentschy (2002) suggest that inquiry based science is a powerful instructional context that
integrates academic content and language development for English Language Learners (ELLs). It
is not surprising then, the prolific use of inquiry as a teaching method in science for both English
speaking students and ELLs. The problem is the one-dimensional perception of inquiry in
school science, which is often viewed and described as a “hands-on activity”. In addition, this
correlation between science inquiry and “hands-on-activity” is an association that does not
reflect the importance of learning to read and write in science for meaningful learning and
science literacy.
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My research study presupposes that school science can be a stultifying environment
where knowledge is heavily controlled by the teacher. Within this context, learning through
inquiry is too often conducted with an emphasis on ‘hands-on’ activities. This overemphasis
leaves little room for the development of inquiry through reading and therefore, implicitly deemphasizes the importance of reading for the development of independent, autonomous thinkers
for a scientifically literate populace.

Purpose /Focus of Study:
The purpose of the study was to conceive and perform a pedagogical response to Rancière’s
notion of ‘intellectual emancipation’ in the practice of reading as a form of science inquiry. The
experiment is set within the context of teaching science to English Language Learners (ELLs).
From a stance of a “teacher/researcher” (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993), I conducted an action
research study with multilingual and multiethnic grade six students within an urban elementary
classroom setting. This formed a case study (Stake, 2005;Yin, 2009) in which I investigated
changing my classroom practices to foster greater ‘intellectual emancipation’ through the use of
reading as a form of science inquiry.

Setting:
My research study was conducted in Ontario, Canada, an educational context where
English and French are the only official languages of instruction in schools. In English-language
schools, such as this research setting, French is studied as a subject. The participating school
was an elementary school (K-6) in a large urban setting. The school reflects the growing
multilingual and ethnic diversity within the school board with an enrolment of 763. The teaching
faculty of 52 permanent staff is ethnically diverse with 9 teachers who spoke one of the top ten
first languages apart from English.

Population/Participants:
The linguistic makeup of the student population was represented by 43 different languages. The
ten most prominent first languages of students are as follows: 24% Urdu, 20% English, 9.8
Tamil, 9.4 Arabic, 6.3 Gujarati, 5.6% Hindi, 2.9% Bengali, 2.3 Pashto, 1.8% Mandarin, and
1.3% Dari, Punjabi, Vietnamese, and Malayalam. The context is a class of 27 sixth grade
students (age 10-11). The class was designated “ESL rich” and therefore consisted of a mixture
of ELLs at various stages of English language acquisition and non-ELLs.

Intervention/Program/Practice:
I interpreted elements of Rancière’s work as a framework from which to develop a
pedagogical model for my classroom practice. I evaluated this model by observing and
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describing any influence the intervention may have had on students’ learning experiences,
specifically, behaviours associated with expressions of intellectual emancipation as they learned
science.

Data Collection:
The qualitative data was obtained by video observation of student/teacher conferences,
video interviews, documents, and field notes.
Video observation of student/teacher conferences
Student/teacher conferences were randomly digitally video recorded to document the
learning context. As a participant fully engaged in the experience, this was the most accurate
and efficient way to observe interactions and discussions.
Video Interviews
Unstructured and informal interviews were used for data collection.
Documents: journal reflections/ questionnaire reflection/ journal work/ /research process
rubric
In this study, the personal documents consisted of student reflections of their learning,
artifacts of their work from the science journals, the Questionnaire Reflection sheet and the
Research Process Rubric that they completed at the end of the study.
Field Notes
As I participated in the study as a teacher/researcher I recorded reflections on what I
observed and experienced.

Analysis:
I adopted an emerging design with a constant comparative analysis due to the nature of
the qualitative data I collected. Since I was analyzing my class as the case, I included all students
in the analysis. I selected to start with the documents, specifically students’ journal reflections,
to identify codes to develop themes. Themes are similar codes aggregated together to form a
major idea in the database” (Creswell, 2002). Each student journal is comprised of several
different reflection comments, each produced at different points and times throughout the term.
As suggested with the constant comparison approach of an emerging design, I kept the texts of
earlier students in mind while reviewing and coding other student’s reflections. Therefore, I
compared each student’s reflections to another (one reflection data set to another reflection data
set). Subsequently, for each student, I compared the data set of their reflections to the data sets
of their Journal work, Questionnaire/Reflection, Research Process Rubric and video to
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triangulate each student’s own database to enhance the accuracy of the themes. Comparison was
also conducted across students’ datasets.
With respect to the video observation of student/teacher conferences and the video
interviews data, I went through a three-part process to determine appropriate segments. First, I
viewed the videotapes of student interviews and student/teacher conference in their entirety to
get a sense of their content and context. Second, I described the video data by writing brief
descriptive notes of the content. Third, the descriptive notes and video were reviewed to identify
for significant events that corroborated the themes.
I developed the themes to the point of saturation, that is, where no new information can
add to its detail. I used a thematic analysis approach of layering the themes for the advantages
described by Creswell (2002). “Layering themes builds on the idea of major and minor themes,
but organizes the themes into layers from basic elementary themes to more sophisticated ones.
Layering the analysis means representing the data using interconnected levels of themes. Minor
themes are subsumed within major themes and major themes lead to broader themes. The entire
analysis becomes more complex as the researcher works upward toward broader and broader
levels of abstraction” (p. 273).

Findings/Results:
The results of the study and the interpretation of the results add to the discourse of
emancipation, inquiry, and learning science. The results can be categorized as student behaviours
or themes that emerged from the data that I associated with expressions of intellectual
emancipation. They are: a) will/motivation, b) metacognition, and c) students’ awareness of
accessing and applying their own intelligence to learning. Associated with each major theme are
subthemes that represent their expression during the course of the study.

Conclusions:
This action research study reflects my desire for continued professional growth. Over the
years I have sought to improve my teaching practice in order to deepen the learning experiences
of my students. Looking at science inquiry in my practice through the lens of Rancière’s (1991)
concepts of ‘intellectual emancipation’ in the Ignorant Schoolmaster offered an alternative way
to theorize inquiry and rethink the role of science literacy in my classroom. As inquiry is widely
advocated in practice, research and policy, a study such as this supports classroom teachers to
challenge the dominant approach to inquiry in school science as ‘hands-on’ and to recognize the
value of inquiry as ‘minds-on’ and for the development of the whole learner.
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Transnational Curriculum and Global Literacy
By Mabel Deane Khawaja, English Department, Hampton University, Virginia
ABSTRACT: My pedagogical model has evolved from my lifetime research on crosscultural literature and communication. My recent research spans over a wide range of
resources and interactive learning and teaching strategies that foster internationalization
of curriculum in higher education. In the past few years, my academic conversations
with international scholars, my firsthand international research, my study abroad course
offering, and my hybrid method of teaching --that pairs digital tools with students’
personal experience --has enriched my publications with new perspectives that
deconstruct stereotypes and explore obscure contents through collaboration with
international academics.
Digital media opens new venues for cross-cultural research and internationalization of
curriculum in the English classroom. Integrating web tools for academic assignments can
empower students to engage in global literacy through independent research, evaluation of
sources, and synthesis of divergent viewpoints. English classrooms can invite students to
examine socio-historic constructs that reveal familial bonds of diaspora generations across
national and cultural boundaries. Examining global connections allows students to liberate their
minds from traditional barriers of stereotyped images and false perceptions; they explore
differences with fresh lenses in new light to recognize plurality of perspectives and to discover
and create new knowledge. Fostering transnational curriculum can promote global literacy
across disciplines as student assignments explore both tensions and connections across
international borders. Acknowledging diversity of perspectives allows students to identify
cultural parallels and analyze paradigms of differences that are linked to historical contexts.
Transnational Scope of Literary Studies
At Hampton University, I routinely teach American literature emphasizing its transnational scope
and divergent perspectives embedded in its multicultural landscape. Many American authors
provide us thresholds to study the intersections of cultures and variations of value systems. The
transatlantic beginnings of American literature mark the emergence of hybrid voices and texts
that open doors to international connections across barriers of language, culture,. and national
boundaries. Often students gloss over cultural intersections due to geographical distance, preexisting stereotypes, or homogenous perspectives.
Pairing authors who represent different cultural backgrounds teaches students the value of
diversity and importance of social justice within national boundaries. For example, pairing Walt
Whitman (1819—1892) and Langston Hughes (902—1967) provides a frame for historical
contexts and cross-cultural analysis. Walt Whitman, the renowned American poet, celebrates the
multi-racial diversity of America when he states in his Preface to Leaves of Grass “America is a
race of all races… a nation of nations.” Whitman’s poem Passage to India seeks global
connections and transnational bonds:
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Lo, soul! seest thou not God’s purpose from the first?
The earth to be spann’d, connected by net-work,
The people to become brothers and sisters,
The races, neighbors, to marry and be given in marriage,
The oceans to be cross’d, the distant brought near,
The lands to be welded together..
Whitman invites the reader to reclaim historical contexts of global diversity:
The tale of Alexander, on his warlike marches, suddenly dying,
On one side China, and on the other side Persia and Arabia,
To the south the great seas, and the Bay of Bengal;
The flowing literatures, tremendous epics, religions, castes,
Old occult Brahma, interminably far back—the tender and junior Buddha,
Central and southern empires, and all their belongings, possessors,
Likewise, The traders, rulers, explorers, Moslems, Venetians, Byzantium,
the Arabs, Portuguese,
The first travelers, famous yet, Marco Polo, Batouta the Moor,
Doubts to be solv’d, the map incognita, blanks to be fill’d,
Similar to Whitman’s journey across continents in Passage to India, in “Negro Speaks of
Rivers,” Langston Hughes relies on rivers to traverse across continents for global connections:
I bathed in the Euphrates when dawns were young.
I built my hut near the Congo and it lulled me to sleep.
I looked upon the Nile and raised the pyramids above it.
I heard the singing of the Mississippi when Abe Lincoln
Went down to New Orleans….
I’ve known rivers:
Ancient, dusky rivers,
My soul has grown deep like the rivers.
I bathed in the Euphrates when dawns were young.
I built my hut near the Congo and it lulled me to sleep.
I looked upon the Nile and raised the pyramids above it.
I heard the singing of the Mississippi when Abe Lincoln
Went down to New Orleans….
I’ve known rivers:
Ancient, dusky rivers,
My soul has grown deep like the rivers.
While my students are impressed by the images of the poem, they rarely know the location of the
rivers in foreign lands. However, digital media makes it easy to access maps and scenes from
distant lands that can draw attention to important links with the global reality. In fact, the
backdrop of information available with maps, images, and videos can transform figurative
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language in literature into meaningful connections, offering teachable moments for global
literacy across disciplines.
Study Abroad Courses: Field Research
Transnational Curriculum is certainly fostered by Study Abroad courses. These courses are eye
openers for research that promotes global literacy and exposes both professors and students to
new information. In 2011 (June 5--July 9), I taught a Study Abroad Course in Bath, England,.
The course was entitled “Borderland Settings: Graham Greene Meets Toni Morrison.” Pairing a
British and an American author was not only an intellectual site for cross-cultural literacy, it was
a real life experience of borderland living. We juxtaposed divergent perspectives to examine
pleasant places where boundaries disappear, and we also appreciated the importance of borders
as necessary signifiers of differences. The website for this Study Abroad Program is
www.studyabroadbath.org
I returned from England with a wealth of new visuals, videos, reference materials that have
enhanced the transnational scope of all my courses. Students who participate in Study Abroad
courses now enrich my courses with their first hand testimonials and presentations, encouraging
their peers to appreciate the value of transnational experiences.
Digital Presentations in a Student-Centered Model
Although my international research informs my pedagogy, the student-centered model of my
freshman composition courses at Hampton University inspires me to engage my students in
research that raises their global awareness. In March 2012, I participated in a conference for
English faculty at Virginia Tech University on “Internationalizing the Curriculum: Finding the
World in English.” Since English is an international language, it is reasonable to assume that
English is also the medium for global literacy. Particularly, the global platform provided by
Internet gives access to “limitless flow of information…more expert information than any single
faculty member can provide” (Wilen-Daugenti 130). In my hybrid courses I complement
traditional research papers with digital presentations. Experts suggest that “students will learn
better and develop new and unique skills when teachers create a learning environment that
includes Web 2.0 social networking tools” (Solomon and Schrum 85).
In my Written Communication course, the scene from Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet “What’s
in a Name?” inspires the students’ research assignment on identity, discovery, and
communication as they explore the origin and meaningful connections across the globe through
social media. Students are asked to submit a summary of their research plan and their findings
for 50% grade. Then, for 50% grade, they make short individual presentations using digital
media to share their research on “What’s in a Name?” Their presentations include maps, visuals,
and videos, and graphs, showing connections to international settings and celebrities.
Interdisciplinary Humanities Course: The Planet & the People
Alexis de Tocqueville, a French aristocrat with his matchless interest in American democracy
and pluralism, has been a significant source of support in my efforts to internationalize the
3
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curriculum. In 2010, I received a Tocqueville grant from University of Richmond to develop a
transnational interdisciplinary humanities course “The Planet and the People.” The course
explored enduring human values in western and non-western cultures with the aim to show the
interrelatedness of cultural legacies through the study of works of art, history, music, philosophy,
and literature from the seventeenth century through the twenty-first century. Readings and
research focused on transnational cultural parallels and differences of historical contexts and
geographical settings.
When I was developing my course, Tocqueville grant subsidized my travel to Singapore, a multiracial city-state, yet united in pursuit of economic growth. In Singapore, I visited five
universities in Singapore and returned to integrate fresh perspectives and untold stories into my
transnational course. I was happy to incorporate in the humanities course my own research as a
Fulbright senior scholar to Tunisia. Additionally, I invited international guest speakers including
a Fulbright Fellow from Yale who shared his research on Samuel Beckett from a Chinese
perspective. For this course, I also prepared a customized text and created special digital media
assignments. In the end, the evaluations were indicative of satisfaction on my part and a
resounding success on the part of the students.
Conclusion
I plan to use the Tocqueville seminar model to transform another course into a multidisciplinary
transnational course, especially after I go back from the international Conference on Education in
Hawaii. I look forward to opportunities for international collaboration and pedagogical research.
This conference is a global platform and professional site to brew new ideas and gather new
information on global literacy that would help define and refine the concept of transnational
curriculum in higher education.
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Abstract:
Preservice teachers in certain consecutive BEd programs have only nine months to
complete all program requirements. Because of the intensity and demands of the program,
some preservice teachers may experience difficulties, causing them to struggle during their
studies. This paper is a sequential mixed-methods study investigating the causes of
preservice teacher s’ struggles; identifying types of struggles, their severity, and
prevalence; and surveying the actions taken by program instructors and teacher candidates.
The data from the first qualitative phase allowed us to create a taxonomy of struggles that
was then used to develop a survey instrument to assess the prevalence and severity of
different types of struggles and available support systems. Because struggles may have
direct or indirect consequences for preservice teachers and for the students taught by these
teachers, the results of this study will enable us to better understand and identify struggles
and to implement effective support systems.
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The purpose of this study was to examine the use of research and non-research based materials from
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analyzed the download usage across 13 websites using Google Analytics to extract the data. We found
that on average only 11.6% of visitors download products; research products were downloaded more
than non-research products; and the average time spent on pages with downloads on them was 3
minutes. Our findings suggest that educational researchers and organizations should not rely on
websites as best vehicles for promoting and communicating educational research.
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Abstract
The University of Colorado Denver’s science education program utilizes numerous
field sites as living classrooms for our students who are classroom teachers. These
experiences are academic in nature and generally incorporate inquiry or research
components. This paper describes the philosophy behind the program design, the
considerations in planning the activities and the resulting outcome we hope to
obtain with each experience. We suggest that program activities and experiences
within these experiential site, if properly designed will impact both a participant’s
sense of professional self and content understanding resulting in improved
classroom practice. The methods used in these experiences include a combination
of implicit, informal and formal activities.
Experiential Education

Experiential learning theory draws on the work of a number of educational scholars
who placed experiences in a central role in their theories of human learning and
development. Included in this group were John Dewey, Jean Piaget, William James
Carl Jung, Paulo Freire and Carl Rogers among others. John Dewey (1938) called
experiential learning a “theory of experience” that needed a strong theory to guide
its conduct. In 1984 David Kolb developed a model of the experiential learning
process. This theory is based on six propositions shared by the scholars listed
above.
1.
Learning is best conceived as a process, not in terms of outcomes
2.
All learning is relearning
3.
Learning requires the resolution of conflicts between dialectically
opposed modes of adaptation to the world
4.
Learning is a holistic process of adaptation to the world
5.
Learning results from synergetic transactions between the person and
the environment.
6.
Learning is the process of creating knowledge
(Kolb & Kolb, 2005: 194)
Experiential education is best understood as a philosophy of education, in contrast
to learning methodologies such as didactic or rote learning that are mostly
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concerned with knowledge delivery. Experiential education involves learning from
direct first-person experience and incorporates a holistic perspective that goes
beyond content to include the construction of knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, and
transfer of learning. These ideas and Kolb’s model have directly influenced the
philosophy of experiential travel as we practice it.
Experiential Travel

For many years the University of Colorado Denver (UCD) has offered courses
through its Experiential Science Education Program, that take teachers on field
studies to Africa, South America, through the Pacific, and many U.S. destinations.
Within those field settings, teachers gain direct, first person experiences of unique
and often challenging environments and multidisciplinary science. Similar
professional development opportunities for teachers are widespread as summer
programs through many other organizations nationwide. Philosopher John Dewey, a
founding scholar of experiential learning, recognized that experience alone did not
produce learning. He emphasized that learning involved “reconstruction or
reorganization of the experience that adds to the meaning of that experience and
which increases ability to direct the course of subsequent experiences” (1944: 74).
However, there is currently a lack of in-depth understanding of how to design and
manage such experiences in ways that not only impact a learners content
understanding but also to understand the personal processes that make them
extraordinary and valuable to the learner’s professional identity.

In the UCD program, experiences are structured to require the learner to take
initiative, make decisions, and are accountable for the results. The consequences of
the experience are personal and self constructed, preparing for and leading to future
experiences and learning. Kegan says “people grow best where they continuously
experience an ingenious blend of challenge and support (1994). Relationships
within the experience are developed and nurtured. Lave and Wenger (1991)
suggest that individuals learn as they participate by interacting with a community,
its history, assumptions and cultural values, rules, and patterns of relationship; the
tools at hand, including objects, technology, language and images; the moment’s
activity, its purposes, norms, and the practical challenges. Activities that involve
professionals in open and dynamic discussion, mutual problem solving and/or
collaborative learning draw the participants into a community of learners or
professional cohort and contribute to a deeper shared understanding of an
experience. Creating these opportunities for learners to take control of and assume
responsibility for the learning can greatly enhance their ability to learn from the
experience (Kegan, 1994; King, 2003).
In our program the goal is for the learner to own the experience, make choices and
validate them in the experience. When they do this they take charge of their
learning and other aspects of the experience. “Many programs are more focused on
impressing information on the minds of the learner than on the opportunities for
the learner to express and test in action what they have learned” (Kolb & Kolb,
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2005: 208). In such programs, the instructor leads the learners through guide walks,
roadside stops, and field lectures. Learners dutifully take notes, draw pictures and
record observations. Certainly there is opportunity for the participant to learn
some content but in our perspective that is not the only goal of the experience. In
designing an inquiry-based approach to our trips, the experience is something the
participants do, not something that is done to them. As a result they must actively
construct knowledge by making connections with and building on prior knowledge,
and working with and using science ideas and concepts. As such, scientific ways of
communicating, thinking, evaluating evidence, constructing arguments, and
problem solving become central aspects of the experience. We feel this leads to
increased content understanding, new process skills, and enhances the professional
efficacy of the participant resulting in more confident practice (Marlow, 2011,
2009).

The visit must be well planned, the participants well prepared for the content to be
explored and there needs to be an over arching theme to the experience. Zull
(2002) suggests that the action may be the most important part of the learning since
it closes the gap by bringing the pre trip development of a content base into contact
with the outside world of experience created by the trip plan. Figure 1 shows the
overall approach to transferring the learning and meaning making from the trip
leader to the trip participants used in our model. During the experience the
participant must be in control of their learning. We do not prescribe to the old
model of the trip leader being the ultimate dispenser of meaning and interpretation
during the experience does not, in our view, lead to the participant making the
experience their own while helping them clarify and enrich prior content
understandings. In our view the trip leader becomes another voice in the group
discussion not the only authority to be accepted without question.
Trip Participant
Trip Leader
Both

Pre-Trip

Develop content
Base and clarify all
trip information
Build cohort
through trip prep

Trip
Apply content base
Add new content

Post Trip
Apply learning to
classroom in content
and pedagogy

Discuss classroom
Application

Fig. 1 Transferring Learning and Meaning Making from Trip Leader to Participant

The choice of a field site considers this theoretical base in planning meaningful
activities. The field experience is designed to meet all of following program
objectives.
A) Increased understanding of science content and concepts through first-person
experience.
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B) Extraordinary experience as determined by participant as extraordinary
C) Learning - personal and self constructed
D) Challenging, high stakes with possibility of failure
E) Participation within a cohort as part of a community of learners
Assessing the Experience

Certainly an experience model suggested by the above philosophical base would
require ongoing assessment of the impacts to determine if it accomplishes the
project goals. However as Summers has stated and in which we agree ‘the only
true measure of a successful educational model is the students’ experience of it”
(2003). Thus the assessments center on capturing the participant’s sense of the
experience and how it plays into future academic efforts. With that said we do a
number of assessments pre, during, and post experience to both determine the
content gain and impact on the participant’s professional identity.

A number of tools are used to assess participant’s content gain and professional
identity Impacts. These include, teacher journals, participant made digital movies,
curriculum units developed as a result of the experience, roundtable discussions of
the content and standard content assessments.

The assessment of professional identity impacts is grounded in both social learning
theory and social cognitive theory. The experiences are designed to develop an
enhanced professional identity. The assessments generally utilized a multi-method
design that focuses on teacher’s attitudes on professionalism —Likert-type
questionnaires, in combination with interviews are used (Peterson, Fennema,
Carpenter & Loef 1989). This comprehensive approach to assessment would be
more likely to capture the complex aspects of the teachers’ sense of professional self
and whether this had been accomplished by the experience’s activities and being
part of a cohort. Kagan (1990) supports this position.
Research involving the participants continues after the experience both in their
classrooms and in professional settings. For example the educators from an Africa
experience may prepare and present in teams at a future NSTA Conference. This is
an important aspect of the post experience -- the opportunity to lead, communicate
and disseminate science content to peers. It also continues and strengthens the
collaboration of the cohort.
Organizing and Managing a Trip- Considerations

A

Know the Location To be Used

The experience (trip) leader must know the sites to be used. This generally requires
a great deal of prior reading, discussing with experts about the site and most
importantly visiting the site before planning the experience. Depending on local
guides or docents to determine what needs to be seen, how it is discussed and how
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much time is necessary at each site may or may not match the theme and overall
goals set by the instructor. This does not mean that local guides/docents are not
used in an experience but rather the group leader needs to clearly understand how
their contributions fit into the overall plan. Final decisions about locations, order of
activities, and time on site are determined by the experience trip leader, not by a
travel agent. These decisions are all made prior to the finalizing actual travel
arrangements.
B

Developing an Overarching Theme

The first step in any field experience is to identify the connecting theme for all the
activities. Visiting a site or series of sites without a connecting theme and pre
determined activities results in unpredictable learning. Unifying the activities
through such a theme allows the content to transfer from a base knowledge of
definition and description to complex understanding of interactions and
relationships. The theme used for Hawaii Volcanoes, one of our field experiences is
“change from newest lava on the Big Island to oldest on Kauai.” This theme looks at
the rock chemistry, plant adaptation, surface feature and human interaction. The
flow of activities reinvestigates these four components at each new site. Observing
new land formed through eruption and later the chemical breakdown of these lavas
into clay and sand sediments becomes the conceptual base for the activities. While
at Hawaii Volcano National Park, participants visit numerous locations at the
summit caldera; hike out to PuuOo (the present eruption site) and later down to the
ocean to view lava entering into the ocean (newest land). While on Kauai (much
older material) the group visits Waimea Canyon and the Na Pali Coast for chemical
breakdown and soil studies. The order of the trip assures better understanding of
the process.
C.

Identifying Appropriate Site Resources

In this model a great deal of content material is presented to the participant prior to
going into the field. Group discussions, lectures, readings are provided to help
participants develop a content base to begin understanding what they will see and
experience on the trip. In this way content knowledge is laid down before the trip
so participants are able to ask their own questions during the field experience and
truly absorb the moment, reaching a deeper level of understanding.
•

Pre-trip planning of field experiences

Site information and other resources are extensive and available for most sites. Site
websites provide a great deal of this information. However, the understanding of
this content by the instructor/planner is obtained during a site visit prior to the
group field study. Utilizing trail guides and maps, study sites are identified based on
the study objectives, local experts provide specific information through suggested
sites and resources, GIS and contour maps are identified for the field site. Without
the onsite planning the educational objectives will be difficult to address.
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A content-analysis procedure is used to evaluate on-line and written content
selected for the field study. The procedure is based on the learning objectives
determined for the field study. The steps include:
•
•

Make a preliminary review of the materials to determine if they address the
targeted learning objectives.
Analyze the materials for the alignment between content and the theme of
the field study. Important criteria considered in this step of the analysis
include the following:
1)
Materials support the field study theme
I.1)
Can the materials be used to support an overall sense of
purpose and direction that is understandable and motivating
to students?
I.2)
Can the material be used to support the purpose of each
activity and its relationship to others?
I.3)
Can the materials be used to involve students in a logical or
strategic sequence of activities (versus a collection of
activities) that build toward understanding of a concept(s)?
2)
Materials support the student’s prior knowledge
2.1)
Can the material be used to support specify prerequisite
knowledge/skills that are necessary to the learning of the
content?
2.2) Can the materials be used to explicitly address commonly held
ideas the teachers may bring into the experience?
3)
Materials engage the students with phenomena
3.1) Do the material provide multiple and varied science
phenomena to support the field study theme?
3.2) Do the materials support activities that promote first-hand
experiences?
4)
Materials develop and use scientific ideas
4.1) Can the materials be used to develop an evidence-based
argument in support of the field study theme?
4.2) Can the materials be used to introduce technical content
knowledge in conjunction with the experience that facilitates
thinking and promote effective communication?
4.3) Do the materials include accurate and comprehensible
representations of scientific ideas?
4.4) Do the materials explicitly draw attention to conceptual
connections?
4.5) Can the material be used to provide tasks/questions for
students to practice skills or use of knowledge in a variety of
situations?
5)
Materials promote student reflection
5.1) Can the material be used to develop tasks and question
sequences to guide student interpretation and reasoning about
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6)
6.2)
D

the experiences?
Materials enhance the learning process
Can the materials be used to explicitly draw attention to
appropriate connections to other content?

Adjust in the Field

Although a well thought out and designed experience is the goal in our courses,
unforeseen opportunities may arise offering unexpected opportunities. To create a
successful experience, the planner must both plan ahead and react to the
unexpected. Since relevant information may become available at any point, even
while a plan is being executed, a trip leader must be prepared to alter plans to
reflect the new information. This adjustment process must however resemble the
original plan. With this said, it is necessary to anticipate in advance as much as
possible and plan appropriately so that the same knowledge and processes can be
applied. We argue that planning in advance can be viewed, as a matter of
anticipating opportunities, while responding to the unexpected should be seen as
reacting to opportunities when they arise.

It is necessary for trip leaders to consider all potential dangers prior to the trip and
plan accordingly. At the same time be able to recognize novel opportunities that
enhance the experience. Leaders need to notice these possible alternatives to the
plan and modified their current planning so as to take advantage of these
opportunities. Hayes-Roth and Hayes-Roth described this behavior as
‘‘opportunistic planning,’’ in which participants appeared to spontaneously take
advantage of unforeseen opportunities to achieve their goals. During a summer
2012 experience to climb Kilimanjaro, the group visited the Leakey archaeological
site at Olduvai Gorge. While at the archaeological site we learned that a university
group was digging nearby and would be open to a visit. Adjusting that day’s
schedule we visited the site and interacted with the scientists. Our teachers left
with a very different understanding of what goes on during a dig than they would
have if only viewing a stone monument to the Leakey find.

Sometimes adjustments to the travel are much more dramatic. In this same summer
of 2012 another one of our groups was in Nepal ready to enter Tibet for a trek to the
Everest Base Camp. China closed the border due to unrest in Tibet and the group
changed to an Annapurna Circuit Trek within Nepal. With onsite adjustments to the
plan, the teachers were able to complete the overall trips objective. We trekked in a
different location but the experience turned out to be wonderful for the participants
although a harder trek than anticipated. The alternative would have been to return
to the USA without trekking in the Himalayans.
E

Post Experience Activities
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It is extremely important in the establishment of true understanding that the
learner design and implement a means of explaining their understandings. The
process of doing so forces clarification and deepens understanding. During the
actual field experience this reporting is done verbally and/or in a written journal.
Following the field experience the reporting is presented in a more formal way
utilizing such technologies as teacher made digital movies, presentations to the
group and/or presentations at educational conferences, websites for students, or
articles for practitioner journals. It is felt that reflective journals kept in the field
and any associated materials should be formalized into one of the above products.
As argued by Heron and Reason (1997, p. 283) ‘‘having a critical consciousness
about our knowing necessarily includes shared experience, dialogue, feedback, and
exchange with others.’’ Communicating in the public arena has been an important
part of the learning process. Preparation and writing crystallize ideas. The public
exchange also brings in new ideas that subsequently shape the future conversation
about the experience.
Conclusion

Successfully organizing and leading an experiential learning field trip requires a
number of considerations. The amount of time and thought giving to each of these
considerations impacts the success and value of the experience. The key is to be
organized to the extent that participants do not feel all decisions and content
understandings are in the leader’s hands leaving the participant with no
responsibility to creating personal understandings and be accountable for their own
learning. If the organization of the trip has been properly carried out participants
will not recognize when something unforeseen happens but rather it will fold into
the predetermined plan seamlessly.
In utilizing this plan we find that the experiential learning participants discover an
increase in content understanding and personal identity that ignites an internal
spark. This spark helps our participants better teach and engage students in their
own classroom.
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Young children with an autism spectrum disorder (ASD) need specialized support to
accelerate their progress in both language and social skills. Success in the use of assistive
technology interventions during early childhood with children who have autism is widely
documented and recommended (Judge, Floyd & Jeffs, 121-6; Mazurek, Shattuck, Wagner, &
Cooper, 1-11; Moore & Wilcox, 15-23; Shane & Weiss-Kapp, 3). This may because children
with autism apparently learn best through visual materials (Hayes, Hirano, Marcu, Monibi,
Nguyen, & Yeganyan, 2010; Shane & Albert, 1499-1508.; Shane & Weiss-Kapp, 2007). The
Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) and the National Autism Center both report that using
visual assistive technologies with young children with autism spectrum disorders is
recommended as evidence-based practice because of the large body of research on successes
with social skills, emotions, augmentative communication, as well as other common goals for
children with autism.
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VizZle® (Visual Learning for Autism and Special Education), and online media program,
takes advantage of the inherent interest children with ASD have in electronic media, who often
choose to spend more time with it than with all other play combined (Mazurek, Shattuck,
Wagner, & Cooper, 1-11, Shane & Albert, 1499-1508.). VizZle® can be used on computer
screens or mobile devices. Lessons are interactive, easily personalized, and media-rich. Teachers
create playlists of lessons for individual children or draw from previously created lessons in the
online library of thousands of lessons. With “Magic Media”, pictures of children’s favorite
objects or family members can be uploaded to increase motivation. Reinforcing activities that
follow each of the lessons can be customized. VizZle® can provide progress reports on learning
objectives (Stafford, 30).
Weighing about 250 pounds, the “Touch Accessible Platform Interactive Technology”
(TAP-It®) is on wheels, features a durable 42-inch liquid crystal display (LCD) screen in a
“Barney-purple” frame, and shatter-resistant, low glare glass that resists mars and scratches. It is
basically a large touch screen, which connects to any computer system. It recognizes only
“intentional” touch, meaning that you must actually “tap” it. Stray leans or other unintentional
movements won’t trigger responses. The screen can be tilted using an electronic lever, to be
oriented between 0 and 90 degrees, and it can be raised or lowered, making it accessible to
individuals in wheelchairs and small children.
The purpose of this study was to measure effectiveness of using the TAP-It® with the
VizZle® program for accelerating progress of preschool-aged children with autism on selected
Individual Education Plan (IEP) objectives. Evidence of the effectiveness of each of the two
individual devices combined with the needs of the students provided the basis for testing the
technology combination.
The research question was whether the combined use of TAP-It® and VizZle® would
accelerate acquisition of short-term learning objectives for a group of eight preschool children
with autism over no technology classroom practices.
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IRB consent for the research was obtained, and information and consent forms were sent
home to the children’s homes that described the study and requested permission for their child’s
involvement. Eight participants were randomly selected from the group of 20 children with
parental consent. There were 6 boys and 2 girls. Six participants had been diagnosed with autism,
and 2 had “autistic-like characteristics” but were still labeled “developmentally delayed”.
The study took place in a preschool center. Seven of the participants were served in a
self-contained classroom setting, while one child was being served in an inclusive preschool
classroom with typically-developing peers. Once the sample was selected, the TAP-It® was set
up in a speech therapy room at the school.
A review of records included the assessment data and the current IEP for the children.
The result was the selection of one social and one academic goal as well as two objectives for
each of the goals to use as a focus for individual lessons. Researchers conducted observations of
the children in their classrooms and surveys were sent to teachers and parents for information
about each child’s strengths, needs, and interests. Lessons were created for each child in
VizZle® , based on the information collected. Disposable cameras were sent home in order to
for the parents to take pictures =of the family, pets, home and favorite items. The pictures were
used to create individualized “All About Me” books within the Magic Media program on
VizZle®. Books were used to promote communication skills.
An electronic folder was created for each child in VizZle® and the “All About Me”
books as well as selected individual lessons based upon the IEP goals and objectives were
placed in each one. Additional “paper” data collection forms were developed to allow for the
daily collection of qualitative information as well as the percentage of accuracy (number of
trials) and levels of assistance needed for completion of the activities. Because the level of
assistance that a child needs to complete a task should decrease over time in order to show
progress, a numerical system was used to designate the five specific levels of assistance used
during this study. These will be explained in a figure. Research assistants were trained in how to
use the forms, and took online training on implementation of VizZle® features.
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The children were used to using the Picture Exchange System in their classrooms to assist
them with transition, so a picture card of the TAP-It® was shown as the children were taken
from the classroom and a picture of the child’s teacher was handed to them before returning to
their classrooms. Research sessions were coordinated around schedules for each classroom in
order to have consistent times for the children to participate.
A two-week pilot study was conducted. The first week of the pilot study familiarized the
children with the researchers and the TAP-It® and how to touch the screen to select items.
Errorless learning activities were used during this period of time in order to assure success. The
VizZle® online program was introduced to the children during the second week, and individual
lessons were sampled from the VizZle® library.
Information from the pilot study was used to make changes to the data collection format
and activities. The data collection forms were useful because the VizZle® program collected
progress information in the form of percentage of accuracy but did not record information about
the level of assistance needed to complete the activities which was included on many of the IEP
objectives. The daily sessions were delivered and data recorded by three research assistants and
the primary researcher. All 10 daily sessions were recorded on video for use in inter-rater
reliability checks. After 10 sessions with each child, the study ended, and data were summarized
and analyzed.
The results of the study exceeded expectations of the researchers. Because of the
individual characteristics of each child with autism, a single-subject method (A-B) was used. In
the results, each child’s data is reported as a single-subject study, and numerical changes show
acceleration in objective achievement as well as reductions in necessary prompting. Rich
anecdotal comments and descriptions also accompany each child’s story that in some cases, point
to areas of suggested further study. For example, with one child, there was little attention to task
until a classroom peer was with her, and she began to be engaged in the activities.
We believe that this study, though conducted on a small group, adds to the literature on
the effectiveness of assistive technologies with young children with autism. We hope to study the
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powerful effect of the “peer coaching” aspect of the study. We also hope to work further with
developers at VizZle® in the development and testing of their new record-keeping device, which
adds the possibility of tracking levels of prompt.
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Internationally Educated Nurses (IENs) Experience with Entry to
Practice Competency Assessment in Canada
Little is known about the challenges and barriers the competency assessment process poses for IENs in
their quest to meet the requirements to be a Registered Nurse (RN) in Alberta, Canada. Exploration of
the barriers and facilitators that affect IENs throughout the assessment process is the focus of a study
currently underway at Mount Royal University, in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. The assessment is a means
of determining the IENs readiness to enter the health care workforce at the entry to practice level for
Registered Nurses (RNs) in Canada. There is federal and provincial government support to promote
processes that increase access for immigrant workers into Canada’s health care workforce. But, the
number of IENs who follow through with the assessment process does not reflect the number of IENs
who are recruited to work in the provincial health care system.
The competency assessment process developed by Mount Royal University and the provincial nursing
regulator focuses on an accurate understanding of the IENs knowledge, skills and values as well as the
IEN’s patterns of thinking and ways of practicing nursing. The research of this assessment process is
meant to identify why IENs chose not to complete the assessment process and for those who do
complete, what helped or did not help them get through the process. Moreover, a comparison of the
factors that differentiate the non-completers and the completers is being examined. The information
gleaned from the study will be used by the Mount Royal University (MRU) IEN Assessment Centre to
develop strategies that help IENs to prepare for and complete the assessment in a timely way.
The umbrella research question is: What are the barriers and facilitators IENs experience when booking,
preparing for, and completing the competency assessment process?

Background:
The number of IENs, who have been referred by the professional RN regulator for an assessment and
who actually follow-through is significantly less than desired to support the health care workforce. Little
is known about IENs decision to go forward with the assessment and how many choose not to followthrough and remain stalled in the system, unable to move forward with the application process and
practice their profession.
An IEN assessment may take one to five days to complete depending on the type of assessment the IEN
requires. Generally, it takes MRU an average of 3 weeks to complete and send the final report of the
assessment performance to the regulator. Once received by the regulator, the assessment report along
with documentation that accompanied the IENs RN application is considered by the regulator to
determine next steps in the eligibility process for registration. This determination could entail
acceptance or refusal of an application or indicate the need for bridging education. The average time
for the regulator to review and notify IEN applicants is approximately 2-4 weeks.
Research is needed to understand the flow-through of IENs referred by the regulator to Mount Royal’s
IEN Assessment Centre, the barriers that exist for IENs, and the means to help them through to
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completion of the assessment. The research is a prospective, exploratory, descriptive study that uses
self-administered questionnaires. Understanding the IEN’s journey through the assessment will inform
strategies to improve efficiency and effectiveness through this phase of the RN ‘Recruitment to
Employment Funnel’ (Hendrickson, 2010). Barriers to licensing and employment have been reported in
areas such as: immigration, language fluency, content of nursing education, costs and anxiety related to
the SEC assessment process (McGuire, 2004; McGuire & Murphy, 2005). Research is needed to better
understand points of decision for individual IENs about the assessment and factors that prevent them
from initiating the process as well as those that support them to complete the process.
The presentation will focus on the work in progress and generate discussion about human resource
development in a time of nursing workforce shortage.
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The North Carolina Elementary Mathematics Add-on License Project (NC EMAoL):
Building the Infrastructure to Support a Systemic and Sustainable Statewide Implementation
Sid Rachlin
East Carolina University
Department of Mathematics, Science, and Instructional Technology Education
Greenville, North Carolina 27858
rachlins@ecu.edu
The North Carolina Elementary Mathematics Add-on License Project is a coordinated effort
between the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction (NCDPI), the University of North
Carolina General Administration (UNCGA), statewide LEA representation at the school and district
levels, and university faculty representation from colleges of education and arts and science. The
collaborative statewide effort began spring 2008 when, through funding from the Burroughs
Wellcome Fund and the Cisco Learning Institute, the NCDPI co-sponsored a weeklong retreat to
design an Elementary Mathematics Specialist Program-of-Study for the North Carolina State Board
of Education consideration. This initial effort gained focus and direction through the leadership of
the UNCGA.
North Carolina Elementary Mathematics Add-on License

Unlike other licensing areas where individual universities establish a program of study to meet
state licensing objectives, the NC State Board of Education charged the University of North Carolina
System (UNCGA) with the establishment and maintenance of the program of study to support the
Elementary Mathematics Add-on License. A consortium of seven UNC universities designed and
piloted the program of study from 2009-2011. In 2011-2012 the consortium added an eighth
university as they redesigned and piloted a blended online synchronous and asynchronous
implementation model and had the series of six graduate courses approved for offering at each
university. Each university is using the catalog descriptions and, as much as possible, the same
course syllabi. A common end-of-program assessment system is used. While the information cited
here is from the East Carolina University Graduate Catalog, similar results have already been
approved at the North Carolina State University, University of North Carolina – Chapel Hill,
University of North Carolina – Charlotte, University of North Carolina – Greensboro, Appalachian
State University and the University of North Carolina – Wilmington. The program approval for
North Carolina A & T State University is expected to be completed later this academic year.
1. The educational objectives of the program.

On July 9, 2009, the North Carolina State Board of Education approved a proposed program of
study for an Elementary Mathematics Add-On License. The online program of study (six graduate
level courses totaling 18 hours) focuses on the mathematical knowledge needed for successfully
teaching mathematics at the elementary level (grades K through 5). Currently, elementary school
teachers are considered generalists. The majority complete only one or two mathematics courses
as part of their teacher preparation programs; therefore, they need additional coursework to build
an essential understanding of mathematics, the process of learning mathematics, and children's
mathematical thinking, thus giving them the knowledge and skills to be strong mathematics
teachers. The coursework from the add-on licensure program also provides a foundation for
additional graduate coursework since the credits may also be applied toward a master's degree at
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the collaborating universities. The NC EMAoL project supports the design and implementation of a
delivery model that will sustain the add-on licensure program and provide data to answer critical
questions about the impact of the program on teachers and their students.
2. How the EMAoL courses meet the stated educational objectives.

The proposed program of study was developed by the UNCGA through a carefully crafted
curriculum research and development process. In January 2009, the UNCGA established a statewide
Advisory Board, charged to support the design and implementation of a graduate program of study
(four to six courses) leading to an elementary mathematics license focused on the mathematical
knowledge needed for successfully teaching mathematics at the elementary level. This included
facilitating the design of a program-of-study, advising the UNCGA on its curricular content and
communicating with mathematics and mathematics education faculty regarding the
implementation of the program-of-study to meet the requirements for a NC State Board of
Education elementary mathematics add-on license. The Advisory Board included Alan Mabe & Alisa
Chapman (UNCGA), Sid Rachlin (ECU), Sarah Berenson (UNCG), Tyrette Carter (NC A&T), Jere
Confrey (NCSU), Susan Friel (UNCCH), Katie Mawhinney (ASU), Kitty Rutherford (NCDPI), and
Wendy Rich (Asheboro City Public Schools).

After a series of weekly meetings, the Advisory Board agreed that all courses in the proposed
program of study would:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Include graduate level expectations & accountability that balance direct instruction with
project-oriented teaching methods
Stress mathematical content needed to support the teaching of elementary mathematics,
illustrating how a deeper understanding of subject matter can actually enhance problem
solving, critical thinking, and other 21st century skills. Mathematical content strands
include: number systems and operations; rational numbers and operations; spatial
orientation and visualization; measurement and data analysis; fostering the development of
algebraic reasoning including patterns structure, conjecture, generalizations and proof; and
algebraic operations as generalized arithmetic. Courses stress the mathematical
connections and representations across content strands.
Provide connections to practice and the NC Standard Course of Study (currently this is the
Common Core State Standards) with a focus on a thorough development of basic
mathematical ideas and skills, with an emphasis on understanding the sequential nature of
mathematics and the mathematical structures inherent in the content strands.
Balance the needs of K-2 and 3-5 teachers with links to the mathematics content and skills
students need to successfully learn middle grades mathematics.
Enable 21st century professional learning communities for teachers that model the kinds of
classroom learning that best promotes 21st century skills for students
Cultivate teachers’ ability to identify students’ particular learning styles, intelligences,
strengths and weaknesses
Help teachers develop their abilities to use various strategies (such as formative
assessments) to reach diverse students and to create environments that support
differentiated teaching and learning
Encourage knowledge sharing among communities of practitioners, using face-to-face,
virtual and blended communications
Support the use of technology to improve teaching and learning mathematics.
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A statewide focus meeting was held in February 2008 to review and revision the program of study
and to have the proposed program-of-study finalized later in the spring of 2009. The focus group
totaled over fifty individuals and represented university mathematicians and mathematics
educators from twelve UNC institutions, mathematics specialists from NCDPI and from school
districts across the state. Participants at the meeting provided input on the design of the program of
study, recommended curriculum writers and reviewers and advised the UNCGA on its
implementation.
The proposed program of study recommended by the focus group includes six graduate courses.
Each course is distinguished by a focus on a high-leverage teaching practice, a primary area of
mathematics necessary for successfully teaching elementary school mathematics and a secondary
area of mathematical content. The primary content area provides the context for exemplifying the
high-leverage teaching practice. The secondary content area provides the context for
demonstrating the transfer of the high-leverage teaching practice to other content strands. For
example, the understanding and applying knowledge of learning trajectories is initially developed
for rational numbers and their operations. The generalization of the role and application of learning
trajectories is modeled using measurement as its secondary curriculum area. Each course also
identifies the profound understanding of fundamental mathematics teachers develop and
demonstrate through the program of study. The following chart provides an overview of the six
courses.
HIGH-LEVERAGE MATHEMATICS
TEACHING PRACTICES

Selecting, Designing, and Using Mathematical
Tasks
Understanding and Applying Knowledge of
Learning Trajectories
Orchestrating Classroom Interactions

Fostering Reasoning through Discourse and
Questioning

Assessing Student Knowledge (Diagnosis and
Intervention)
Helping Teachers Develop as School-based
Leaders

MATHEMATICAL CONTENT

Primary (80%): Number Systems & Operations (Place
Value)
Secondary (20%): Number Theory and Rational Numbers
Primary (80%): Rational Numbers and Operations
Secondary (20%): Measurement
Primary (80%): Measurement
Secondary (20%): Data Analysis
Primary (80%): Algebraic Reasoning; Including Patterns
Structure, Conjecture, Generalizations and Proof
Secondary (20%): Number Systems & Operations
Primary (80%): Spatial Orientation And Visualization
Secondary (20%): Early Number Concepts
Primary (80%): Connecting, Relearning, and Integrating
Content Areas—Mathematical Modeling
Secondary (20%): From Number to Algebra

Number Systems and Operations: Selecting, Designing, and Using Mathematical Tasks in the K-5
Classroom. Teachers build on their content knowledge of elementary school mathematics while exploring
mathematical tasks through the lens of a practitioner. Teachers explore the role of effective mathematical
tasks in teaching number systems and operations, emphasizing place value topics, and in teaching basic
number theory and introductory rational number topics. As the first course in the program, the course
focuses on the instructional role of constructing, analyzing, and/or selecting appropriate mathematical tasks
to support student learning of mathematical concepts. The instructional activities – tasks, problems, and
materials – with which students and teachers engage are a central component of mathematics instruction.
How instructional activities are designed, with what mathematics potential, scope, and adaptability, matters
for the work students do and their opportunities to learn. Teachers explore and implement specific researchbased mathematical tasks with their students. This allows them to see how different types of mathematical
tasks elicit different types of mathematical thinking in their students. These activities also provide teachers
with opportunities to examine the depth of their own understanding of mathematical ideas and to build on
The NC EMAoL Project: Building the Infrastructure to Support a Systemic and Sustainable Statewide-Implementation—3
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that content knowledge. Teachers learn how to construct effective mathematical tasks and how to analyze the
nature and quality of instructional activities found in mathematics curriculum and resource materials. They
also learn how to select and construct mathematical tasks for assessment purposes.
Rational Numbers and Operations: Understanding and Applying Knowledge of Learning Trajectories
in the K-5 Mathematics Classroom. This Elementary Mathematics Add-on License Course is distinguished
by its focus on understanding and applying knowledge of learning trajectories. Working with learning
trajectories develops an awareness of how to think of the complex interaction of mathematical concepts and
how they deepen across grade levels. Rational number and measurement are the primary and secondary
content topics addressed with an emphasis on how related concepts build across the elementary grades.
Participants learn about the concepts of equipartitioning, fractions, ratio and rate, decimals and percents,
proportional reasoning, and measurement through the lens of learning trajectories. They participate in
problem-solving situations and explore basic principles related to how their students might approach such
problems. Teachers learn to identify the prior knowledge necessary to support students' problem solving and
how to push the students toward new levels of understanding. The teachers' profound mathematical
understanding allows them to make connections among concepts and procedures that their students are
learning, accept and encourage multiple solution strategies, stress basic ideas and dispositions in
mathematics, and identify the coherence of their subject area within the elementary curriculum.

Data Analysis and Measurement: Orchestrating K-5 Mathematics Classroom Interactions. The course is
designed to increase the statistical literacy of elementary teachers and to enable them to promote statistical
literacy in the classroom. Statistical literacy is the ability to read and interpret data, the ability to think
critically about statistics, and to use statistics as evidence in arguments. Utilizing the recommendations of the
NCTM’s Data Analysis and Probability Standard, elementary teachers learn to work with students to collect
data, organize their own or others’ data, and display the data in graphs and charts that is useful in answering
questions. The course also includes learning methods for analyzing data and ways of making inferences and
drawing conclusions from data. The basic concepts and applications of probability are also addressed, with an
emphasis on the way that probability and statistics are related. Because measurement is a tool for data
analysis, it is a secondary focus in the course. Numerical measurements are collected as data for many of the
questions that need to be answered. Consideration of the important concepts related to measurement within
the applied context of data analysis provides opportunities for developing understandings in both content
areas. The course is conducted in a problem-based setting that emphasizes multiple methods of orchestrating
classroom interactions.

Algebraic Reasoning: Fostering the Development of Algebraic Habits of Mind through Discourse and
Questioning in the K-5 Mathematics Classroom. Algebra in the elementary grades or early algebra lays a
foundation for all learners of mathematics. This course focuses on early algebra as generalized arithmetic and
functions along with pedagogical practices centered on the importance of questioning in the mathematics
classroom. Close attention is given to content knowledge in early algebra, how this knowledge relates to
teaching, and the importance of early algebra in connection with both the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics Principles and Standards for School Mathematics and the North Carolina Standard Course of
Study. The course is conducted in a problem-solving manner that emphasizes multiple representations of
algebra, analysis of student thinking in algebra, and the processes of reversibility, flexibility, and the ability to
generalize.

Geometry and Spatial Visualization: Assessing Student Knowledge (Diagnosis and Intervention) in the
K-5 Mathematics Classroom. Teachers deepen their knowledge of geometry while exploring the high
leverage teaching practice of assessment. Geometry topics include: properties of two and three-dimensional
shapes, congruence, similarity, geometric transformations, spatial relationships, and visualization. A focus is
placed on analyzing students' thinking using the van Hiele Levels of Geometric Thinking and the SOLO
taxonomy. The use of clinical interviews to gather in-depth information about students' geometric thinking is
introduced to teachers and is a key feature of one of the major projects for the course. Teachers also learn
how to diagnose and correct common student errors by analyzing student work samples and video clips of
students solving geometric tasks. Formative assessment strategies that include designing and modifying tasks
that build on and respond to student thinking as well as traditional and non-traditional summative
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assessment techniques are applied in the context of the learning and teaching of geometry and number
concepts in K-5 classrooms.

Mathematical Modeling: Helping Teachers Develop as Elementary School-based Leaders in
Mathematics. The leadership course serves as the capstone course in the Elementary Mathematics Add-on
License (EMAoL). Mathematical content and pedagogy designed to equip elementary teachers to become
mathematics teacher-leaders in school settings are provided. Pedagogical emphases include study of national,
and state standards for mathematics teaching and learning; use of both large-scale and formative
assessments to make instructional and curricular decisions; exploration of models for working with teachers
as individuals or in groups; examination of curriculum and ways to modify tasks to meet state standards;
examining teacher learning in mathematics education, including facilitating workshops, coaching and
working with adult learners; critical issues such as mathematics reform, parent education and grant writing.
As a capstone, the course models the integration of mathematical concepts and the integration of
mathematics teaching throughout the elementary curriculum. Mathematical emphases include topics that are
integrated within mathematical strands and with other curricula and the real world; a mathematical
modeling approach to mathematics; curriculum that is modified to become more cognitively demanding; and
tasks at the elementary level and beyond the elementary level.
3.

The need for the proposed program.

A growing number of national reports call for the placement of mathematics specialists in elementary schools.
These reports (The Mathematical Education of Teachers, 2001; Adding It Up: Helping Children Learn
Mathematics, 2001; National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Principles and Standards of School
Mathematics, 2000; No Common Denominator, 2008; and Foundations for Success: The Final Report of the
National Mathematics Advisory Panel, 2008) have converged around this common idea. Each report calls for
qualified Elementary Mathematics Specialists to be placed in schools as a resource for improving instruction.
States such as Virginia, Georgia, and Ohio have already established statewide licensure programs for
elementary mathematics specialists. Projects such as the North Carolina Partnership for Improving
Mathematics and Science (NCPIMS) have demonstrated that school-based Elementary Mathematics
Specialists can serve as a resource in professional development, teaching, curriculum development and
implementation, mentoring new teachers, and parent and community education. Some see this movement as
paralleling the national Reading First Initiative with a mathematics initiative. But unlike reading, there is no
infrastructure in place to support this effort in mathematics. Most elementary teachers are much less
prepared to teach mathematics than they are to teach reading.
At the national level, this need has been recognized in a 2010 joint position of the Association of Mathematics
Teacher Educators (AMTE), the Association of State Supervisors of Mathematics (ASSM), the National Council
of Supervisors of Mathematics (NCSM), and the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM).
The AMTE, ASSM, NCSM, and NCTM recommend the use of Elementary Mathematics Specialists (EMS) in
PK–6 environments to enhance the teaching, learning, and assessing of mathematics in order to improve
student achievement. We further advocate that every elementary school have access to an EMS.
Districts, states/provinces, and higher education should work in collaboration to create: (1) advanced
certification for EMS professionals and (2) rigorous programs to prepare EMS professionals.
EMS professionals need a deep and broad knowledge of mathematics content, expertise in using and
helping others use effective instructional practices, and the ability to support efforts that help all PK–6
students learn important mathematics.
Programs for EMS professionals should include foci on mathematics content knowledge, pedagogical
knowledge, and leadership knowledge and skills.
The Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators went further and published a 2010 set of Standards for
Elementary Mathematics Specialists: A Reference for Teacher Credentialing and Degree Programs. The
objectives provided in the MATE course proposals have been linked to these standards.
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4.

The EMAoL Curriculum Research & Development Team.

During the summer of 2009, the UNCGA commissioned fifteen graduate faculty members from seven UNC
universities to coordinate the design of the six courses. By the end of that academic year, course syllabi were
reviewed and finalized. Funding to support the development and pilot of the program of study was provided
by the Cisco Learning Institute, the Burroughs Wellcome Fund, the UNC General Administration, the US
Department of Education, and the North Carolina Model Teacher Education Consortium.

The EMAoL Curriculum Research and Development Team was established in the summer of 2009. Each
course was developed by a team of two faculty members. Each faculty member piloted his/her course with
one of two pilot cohorts of K-5 teachers. When possible the pilots for a course occurred during different
semesters to enable the developers to revise and test two versions of their curriculum. One pilot was offered
in the Guilford County Schools by graduate faculty from UNCG, UNCC, and ASU. The other was offered in the
Cumberland County Schools by graduate faculty from UNCH, NCSU, ECU and UNCW.

A team of three evaluators (including math specialists from Asheboro City Schools, Randolph County Schools
and NC PDI) participated as students in all six courses offered to the Guilford County teachers. After each
class session they submitted a written evaluation including their sense of how well the lesson was meeting
both course and program objectives. They also suggested ways that the material might be revised to make it
provide a better fit with the NC Standard Course of Study. The Cumberland County Schools K-5 Math
Specialist also served as an evaluator. She reviewed the session evaluations prepared by the others and
discussed similarities and differences in the implementation in her cohort. Each of the four evaluators holds a
masters degree.

From 2009-2012, the EMAoL Curriculum Research and Development Team met two to three times per year
to coordinate efforts, consider revisions to their courses, work on the design of the end of program
assessments, develop recruitment plans, and correlate campus offerings. The evaluation team participated in
these discussions and added the perspective of someone who has completed all six courses in the program of
study.

Students participate in the EMAoL program in 15-25 member cohorts at each partner university. The first
ECU cohort began Fall 2011 and will end their program of study in Fall 2012. The courses were offered in the
following sequence:
Fall 2011—MATE 6058
Fall 2011—MATE 6059

Spring 2012—MATE 6060
Spring 2012—MATE 6061

Fall 2012—MATE 6062
Fall 2012—MATE 6063

Over half of the teachers in the ECU cohort extended this coursework to earn a masters degree in
mathematics education and extend their license to the teaching of middle grades mathematics.

5.

A statement of how the effectiveness of the EMAoL Program of Study is evaluated.

The consortium promotes opportunities for professional development of participating faculty to strengthen
and enhance the program and its course offerings. Every sixth year, the consortium will conducts a self-study
and review its operating procedures by surveying participating departments, faculty, students, and program
administrators. This review is reported to the University of North Carolina-Office of the President.

At the time of each six-year review of the operating procedures, the program of study is reviewed. Since the
program-of-study was designed with the NC Department of Public Instruction and approved by the NC State
Board of Education to meet a specific licensing need, the consortium continue to work with NC DPI to review
and when necessary update the approved program-of-study. This review is reported to the NC State Board of
Education.
In order to receive an Elementary Mathematics Add-On License, an applicant must:
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•
•

•

•

6.

Have a minimum of three years teaching experience (i.e., hold a Standard Professional 2 NC Teaching
License).

Successfully complete an approved Elementary Mathematics Add-On License Program-of Study. The
Program-of-Study is developed and offered by the University of North Carolina System in collaboration
with the NC Department of Public Instruction. To assure consistency of program, any university approved
by the UNC System to offer the program-of-study need to include all six courses. Credit for the six courses
is transferable among the participating UNC institutions. The successful completion of the program-ofstudy will require grades of B or better on all courses.

Earn a passing grade on a comprehensive exam of their understanding of mathematics fundamental for
the teaching of elementary mathematics, of the process of learning elementary mathematics, and of
children's mathematical thinking. The exam draws on national models and is aligned with challenging
state academic content standards and student achievement standards and developed in consultation with
core content specialists, teachers, principals and school administrators. The comprehensive exam, was
developed by George Bright, with the EMAoL Curriculum R&D Team, and piloted spring 2011 with the
two cohorts of teachers. The intent is for a common exam to be administered at each UNC consortium
university.
Complete a series of journal entries that give an overview on what the candidate has learned and how it
has affected his or her teaching.
A quality enhancement plan addressing how deficiencies are managed.

Unlike other programs where individual universities establish a program of study to meet state licensing
objectives, the UNCGA has been charged with the establishment and maintenance of the program of study to
support the Elementary Mathematics Add-on License. Therefore, it is the charge of the UNC Consortium of
Universities to monitor the program of study and assure that it continues to meet state needs. This is
accomplished at annual meetings of program coordinators from each participating institution and SEA
Leaders for the NCDPI. The common end of program assessments will also help with suggesting any needed
revision.
7.

The faculty associated with or contributing to the EMAoL pilot and implementation, either by teaching one
or more of the courses associated with the program or participating in the design of the course sequence,
include:

Appalachian State University
Tracy Goodson-Espy
Kathleen Lynch-Davis

East Carolina University
Ron Preston
Katie Schwartz
Sid Rachlin*

UNC-Wilmington
Tracy Hargrove
Shelby Morge

NC A&T State University
Tyrette Carter

UNC–Chapel Hill
Susan Friel

UNC-Charlotte
Drew Polly
David K. Pugalee

North Carolina State University
Karen Hollebrands
Temple Walkowiak
UNC-Greensboro
Kerri Richardson
Carol Seaman

* EMAoL Coordinator
8.

The NC EMAoL Implementation Timeline.

The UNCGA plan for designing and implementing the program of study required for the North Carolina
Elementary Mathematics Add-On License (EMAoL) is divided into four phases. In the first phase (Designing
the Program of Study) fifteen faculty members from seven UNC universities collaborated on the development
and pilot of the six graduate courses that make up the program-of-study.
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PHASE ONE—PART I (2009-2010) was funded by the ECU QUEST VII Supplemental K-5 Mathematics Project,
the UNC General Administration and the North Carolina Model Teacher Education Consortium (MTEC). This
funding supported the development and pilot of four of the six courses in the Elementary Mathematics Addon License Program of Study.

PHASE ONE—PART II (2010-2011) was funded by the ECU QUEST VIII Supplemental K-5 Mathematics Project,
the UNC General Administration and the North Carolina Model Teacher Education Consortium (MTEC). It
supported:
1. The development and piloting of the remaining two courses in the Elementary Mathematics Add-on
License Program of Study.
2. The design and pilot of a comprehensive exam of the understanding of mathematics fundamental for the
teaching of elementary mathematics, the process of learning elementary mathematics, and children's
mathematical thinking.
3. The development and pilot a portfolio assessment that provides an overview on what the pilot teacher
has learned and how it has affected his or her teaching, and
4. The demonstration of the link between the successful completion of the Elementary Mathematics Add-on
License Program of Study and teachers' interest in and willingness to extend their studies to the
completion of an MAEd in Mathematics Education that extends their specialized mathematics content
knowledge from grade 5 to grade 9. The Praxis II test on Middle Grades Mathematics provides evidence
of the successful completion of this objective.
PHASE TWO (2011-2013) builds the infrastructure to support a systemic and sustainable online statewide
implementation of the EMAoL Program-of-Study. The goals of Phase Two include:
1. Creating a statewide cadre of Lead Teachers who can assist university faculty in the offering of the
graduate courses. In order to assist in the offering of the graduate courses, a Lead Teacher will need to
earn the NC Elementary Mathematics Add-on License and to have completed a master's degree in an
appropriate field.
2. Designing the delivery system for implementing the program of study statewide. This includes both the
design of a DE model for offering the courses and the creation of a consortial agreement for the shared
offering of the program of study by NC universities..
The NC EMAoL Project: Building the Infrastructure to Support a Systemic and Sustainable Statewide-Implementation—8
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Because the additional MTEC funding was added to the support provided by ECU’s Quest VIII Supplemental
K-5 Mathematics Award, it was possible to initiate Phase Two with a new cohort of teachers. In order to test
both the appropriateness of the delivery system for reaching teachers across the state and the nature of the
role Teacher Leaders play in course offerings, the teachers in the new cohort were drawn from four sources:
Asheboro City Schools (ACS), Randolph County Schools (RCS), Cumberland County Schools (CCS) and across
the state. The K-5 Mathematics Specialists from ACS and RCS provided models for the role of Teacher Leaders.
Each completed the EMAoL and holds a masters degree. These teachers responded to a general call submitted
through the NCDPI Elementary Mathematics List Serve. Twenty-five teachers were selected to participate in
this cohort. Of the original teachers, 16 completed two of the six EMAoL online courses. Shelby Morge
(UNCW) was one of the original developers of the Rational Number Course. She assisted Sid Rachlin in
teaching the course in fall 2011. Susan Friel (UNC-CH) is one of the developers of the Number Course. She is
assisted Katie Schwartz in teaching the number course in fall 2011. The courses were offered in a blend of
two face-to-face classes and a mix of synchronous (Centra) and asynchronous (Blackboard) online classes.

PHASE TWO—PART I (2011-2012) was be supported through the QUEST IX funding. It continued to address the
Phase Two components. Two additional courses were reformatted and piloted with 14 of the original
participants in a blend of synchronous and asynchronous instruction. The Algebra Course was taught by Katie
Schwartz (one of the original developers). The Data/Measurement Course was team-taught by Shelby Morge
(UNCW), Susan Friel (UNC-CH) and Sid Rachlin (ECU). A UNC-CH cohort of 14 teachers joined with the ECU
cohort. Two CCS K-5 Math Specialists served as project evaluators through their role as Lead Teachers. Since
they completed the courses with faculty from ECU and UNCW in a face-to-face format, they were able to
contrast the two learning environments. As Lead Teachers they evaluated the online interactions of the 15
QUEST IX teachers. Two face-to-face Saturday meetings were held with the teachers in January and April.
A CCS cohort of 13 ECU masters degree students completed their coursework including the six courses
required for the EMAoL. With their May graduation they became available to support the scaling up the
EMAoL offerings.

PHASE TWO—PART II (2012-2013) is being supported with QUEST X funding. The last two courses are
currently being reformatted and piloted in a blend of synchronous and asynchronous instruction. The
Geometry Course is taught by Katie Schwartz (with Susan Friel, UNC-CH). THE UNC-CH cohort of 15 teachers
is again participating in the class with the ECU cohort to verify that the DE format can support classes of
thirty teachers.

The Leadership Course is being taught by Sid Rachlin (with Susan Friel, UNC-CH). Two CCS K-5 Math
Specialists continue to serve as Lead Teachers. Since they completed the courses with faculty from NCSU and
ECU in a face-to-face format, they were able to contrast the two learning environments. As Lead Teachers
they evaluate the online interactions of the 14 QUEST X teachers. Two face-to-face meetings will be held with
the teachers in October and December. The Lead Teachers will also monitor the extent to which the courses
help teachers to implement the Common Core State Standards.

Phase Two also includes a statewide review and dissemination of the EMAoL program of study at the K-12
and university levels. QUEST X teachers will present separate sessions at the 2012 Annual meeting of the
North Carolina Council of Teachers of Mathematics, documenting their implementation of what they've
learned in their EMAoL courses. The 2012-13 EMAoL Curriculum Research and Development team of sixteen
faculty members from eight UNC institutions will provide a working meeting for LEA leadership to review
and disseminate information about the EMAoL Program of Study..
PHASE THREE (2013-2015) involves the pilot of a scale up model for a statewide implementation of the online
Program of Study leading to the NC Mathematics Add-On License. This pilot will build on the development
and implementation of a UNC Collaborative Agreement that supports teams of universities offering the
EMAoL Program of Study. The successful implementation of this statewide effort is dependent on financial
support for the teachers seeking to complete the EMAoL Program of Study.
PHASE FOUR (2015- ) involves the establishment of an annual replication of the statewide implementation
model. The number of teachers completing the Program of Study each year is dependent on the university
triads that will offer the courses. Each year an additional 120-200 teachers can earn the Elementary
Mathematics Add-On License.

The NC EMAoL Project: Building the Infrastructure to Support a Systemic and Sustainable Statewide-Implementation—9
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Brief Abstract
Effective Classroom Discipline Strategies That Work
Ralph E. Johnson Ed.D.
Participants will learn how to dramatically increase the amount of time they spend on instruction and
decrease the amount of time they spend giving multiple warnings and repeated requests for misbehavior.
One of the greatest misconceptions in education is that students come to school knowing how to behave.
Learn how investing extra time in your students at the beginning of the year will increase the amount of
time you have for instruction throughout the year. This approach will reduce the stress level of you and
your students create a working relationship that is built on respect and exponentially increase the amount of
time you spend on task. It really is true that, “Your students don’t care how much you know until they
know how much you care”.

1
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Abstract
The Alberta Association of the Deaf (AAD) advocates for rights for all Deaf Albertans,
including equal access to social services, education, and employment. The purpose of this
awarded research project is to collaborate with Deaf members of the Alberta Association of the
Deaf (AAD) by using Community-Based Research (CBR) to explore current issues related to
experiences of Deaf students in educational settings in Alberta.

Full paper
Historically, Deaf adults have had opportunities to participate in establishing their local and
regional clubs and organizations once they graduated from Deaf schools, colleges, and
universities. Some of these organizations flourished in terms of increased membership and the
amount of federal and provincial funding they received. Deaf people have long had control over
what activities take place within the walls of their meeting rooms. The Canadian Association of
the Deaf (CAD), founded in 1940, is the national community action organization that protects the
rights and addresses the concerns of Canadian Deaf people. The Alberta Association of the Deaf
(AAD), as a provincial affiliate of CAD, describes itself as “a consumer and advocacy
organization representing thousands of deaf Albertans since 1972” (Mason, 1989). In 1987, for
example, the Association, in collaboration with the University of Alberta’s Western Canadian
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Centre for Deaf Studies (WCCDS), undertook a research project “A Partnership in Advocacy
and Networking” for the improvement of communication among Deaf people across Western
Canada (Carver, 1989).
Hehir (2006) stresses that the Deaf community is deeply concerned about issues related to
barriers to language development and communication access for Deaf students in regular classes
and the consequences of state/provincial budget cuts to Deaf education in the US and Canada.
One of the most worrisome consequences of the budget cuts is the closure of Deaf schools (for
example: Saskatchewan and Newfoundland and Labrador). As a result, mainstreaming Deaf
children/students in regular classes is becoming the only option available to parents and
educational decision makers.
This research study “Approaching Deaf Education Issues in Alberta: Building a Partnership
with the Alberta Association of the Deaf (AAD)” employs a community-based research (CBR)
approach. Ibáñez-Carrasco and Riaño-Alcalá (2011) indicated that “CBR engages communities
and individuals as agents (not subjects) of activities, products, and knowledge production……to
advance an understanding of an issue and its implications for policy, practice, program delivery,
and planning” (p. 74). Hence, CBR helps to raise highly meaningful awareness about current
issues related to educational settings.
In June 2012, the Alberta Association of the Deaf (AAD) was approached to engage in a
community-based research (CBR) partnership and, through that process, dialogue about the
current issues that AAD is facing in relation to Deaf children’s/students’ well-being and their
sense of belonging in educational settings in Alberta. The objective of this research was to
initiate a community-based research partnership with the Alberta Association of the Deaf (AAD)
in Edmonton in order to explore the following research questions:
1. What are the issues that the Alberta Association of the Deaf (AAD) is currently facing in
regard to Deaf children/students, their well-being and sense of belonging in educational settings
in Alberta?
2. How prepared is the Alberta Association of the Deaf (AAD) in Edmonton to engage in a
community-based research (CBR) process to explore some of these current issues?
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Data Collection: The researcher provided a presentation which included an introduction to CBR
and the proposed research for the AAD board members. He also used participant observation
while attending 15 formal and informal meetings with the leaders and members of the AAD
between May and September 2012 (five months). During this period, he took notes, observed
meeting dynamics and asked questions about participants’ experiences and ideas in relation to
the research topics. In addition, one-on-one, semi-structured interviews were conducted with
three key informants, who were members of the AAD. Interviews explored in detail
participants’ experiences, beliefs, and perspectives regarding current issues facing Deaf children
and students in educational settings. The data consisted of field notes, meeting minutes, and
interview data. The research employed the conventional approach to qualitative content analysis.
According to Hsieh & Shannon (2005), this type of design is usually appropriate when data is
collected through interviews and open-ended questions. The researcher focused on partnership
building and co-learning and knowledge development and sharing with the AAD to identify Deaf
education issues.
Results: Following are topics identified as being of mutual interest for both the researcher and
members of the AAD to explore more deeply in the future:
1) Lack of literacy development

The Alberta education system and parents are oblivious to how Deaf students develop
literacy skills. This is an issue for a number of reasons. Deaf students typically start off
their schooling with a language delay. This could be due to many different factors such as a
lack of language exposure in the home or hearing parents who try to teach their Deaf
children to use speech as opposed to American Sign Language (ASL). As a result, these
Deaf children arrive at school behind their hearing peers and they now have to play catch up.
2) Relationship between the Alberta Association of the Deaf (AAD) and the education

system
AAD is the advocate, the consumer, the Deaf community, but is not connected to education.
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AAD continues to address literacy issues, but for Deaf adult learners only. It does not
address the issue at its source. AAD is not involved in literacy issues within the Alberta
education system at the school level regarding to Freedom of Information and Privacy
(FOIP) restrictions.
3) Limitation of understanding

AAD is affiliated with the Alberta Disabilities Forum (ADF), which is comprised of 42
different organizations in Alberta, but their focus is more specifically on the quality of life
for people with special needs than on students or schools overall. In addition, the AAD
members who are Deaf have a different perspective on inclusive education than do the other
disability groups. For those groups, inclusion means being fully integrated in the regular
classroom setting. For Deaf members, inclusion is specialized. Thus, AAD has explained
that inclusion means something different for spoken language users than for those who use
sign; hence they have suggested that there be two different terms to represent what inclusion
is. However, the Alberta government’s plans regarding inclusion are already well underway.
4) Lack of “voice” to express thoughts and opinions

American Sign Language (ASL) is a visual language. The ‘voice’ of Deaf community
members is manifested through ASL and the communication process must be facilitated by
interpreters whose services cost money. What greatly concerns community members is what
is happening in inclusive settings, especially in small town schools outside of Edmonton
where interpreters are often under-qualified. These interpreters frequently misunderstand
and misinterpret what a Deaf person is expressing.
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5) Limitation of access to Deaf role models/adults

Most Deaf youth, who study in inclusive settings, have no access to Deaf role models/adults,
and their hearing parents do not communicate in ASL with them. Therefore, these Deaf
students have minimal social and communication skills, no team leadership experience, and
inadequate literacy skills to take on the advocacy role. In addition, most teachers do not have
the skills to encourage Deaf students in the area of respectful debate techniques.
Consequently, these students miss out on opportunities to learn about mutual respect and how
to discuss and work through matters successfully.
Conclusion: The researcher and Deaf members of the Alberta Association of the Deaf (AAD)
identified five topics as being of mutual interest. The community-based research (CBR)
approach encourages Deaf members to learn and reflect more about these topics. The majority
of members identified “Lack of literacy development” as the most critical issue for most Deaf
children/students in Alberta today. They would like to see this issue addressed in educational
settings. They put forward some research questions related to this topic for further exploration,
for example: “How do Deaf role models/adults achieve critical literacy skills?”
The researcher recognized that it had been challenging to forge relationships with members of
the Alberta Association of the Deaf. For this reason, the researcher found a community mentor
who was Deaf and more familiar with the characteristics of Deaf community members. This had
a profound impact on the process of the research. The researcher learned a great deal from this
mentor about the importance of having a facilitator within the community. This helped the
researcher develop his understanding of the process of mutual co-learning and partnership
building with Deaf members of the Alberta Association of the Deaf (AAD). Ideally, however,
the building of a partnership with the Alberta Association of the Deaf as a Deaf community
requires a longer term commitment of time than the four month scope of this research study.
In conclusion, the researcher who is Deaf, stresses that the community-based research (CBR)
approach allows members of the Alberta Association of the Deaf (AAD) as a Deaf community to
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voice their concerns in a safe and trusted research environment. CBR is most certainly a viable
approach to take in research related to Deaf education.
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Abstract:
This presentation will feature findings from my recently published book:
Richardson, S. (2012). eleMENtary School: (Hyper)Masculinity in a Feminized Context.
Boston: Sense Publishers.
Introduction:
Sex, women, sports, beer, technology…these are some of the things that consume
the lives of men. Or at least, this is what we (society) expect should inhabit male minds
and influence their actions. What we expect of elementary school teachers, however, is
usually quite different. We want sensitive, thoughtful teachers who care deeply for our
children and their colleagues—to possess perceived “feminine” qualities. Men who teach
elementary school are “caught in-between” and become confused as to whether their
primary role should be that of a man or of a teacher. eleMENtary school is a multi-year
ethnographic/composite non-fiction/narrative inquiry that unearths the complicated space
of multiple and (in)flexible masculinities in the primary setting. This work invites readers
to witness an unfiltered look at the inner-workings of male relationships, to examine their
own experiences with patriarchy, and to reconsider the familiar practice of commodifying
(hyper)masculinity.
Male elementary school teachers who chose to perform hypermasculinity
loosely organized themselves into groups who socialized mostly with one another. I call
them “Boys’ Clubs.” Boys’ Club members fought against being perceived like their
female colleagues and men who they considered “the Others”—those who “take teaching
too seriously,” “act like women,” and “are gay.” They also revolted against the “overfeminized” physical and social environment of the elementary school. Though many
consequences resulted from the Boys’ Club’s performances, two of the most devastating
were the subordination of the Others, and the self-sabotaging of their own careers. The
Others experienced extreme isolation, intimidation, confusion, and hurt. Their school
environment became unpleasant, even hostile, and it deeply impacted their ability to
focus on their work as teachers. Boys’ Club members self-sabotaged their professional
development by consuming the majority of their time with “being masculine”—“fucking
around,” “not worrying too much,” and allowing (the expected narratives of) sex, women,
sports, beer, and technology to dominate the majority of their conversations. This resulted
in missed opportunities to understand their students, learn from their colleagues, discuss
curricula, plan lessons, and so on. Because of these on-going antics, women and the
Others avoided professional collaboration with the Boys’ Club. They perceived it as “an
uncomfortable waste of time.”
My research provides detailed descriptions about performances and
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consequences of hypermasculinity. But since socially constructed forms of
(hyper)masculinity are deeply engrained in our schools and society, I avoid providing
oversimplified quick fixes. Rather, the work ends with a complicated conversation that
wonders if schools might be successful in socializing male teachers to abandon
hypermasculinity and acquire dispositions of care.
This text is full of stories. It chronicles intersections of masculinities and
elementary schools through characters—myself, Owen (a friend), Alex (a new teacher),
Dru (a librarian), and our colleagues. I was fascinated in the performances of
masculinities and wondered how we changed, reacted, and responded; how we socialized
ourselves, and how others socialized us masculine, within elementary school.
From Owen’s story and my own, I provide insight into the operations of men,
their factions, and how masculinity was constructed within and by our elementary school
faculties. Then, I consider the beginnings of a new teacher—Alex. In great detail, we
follow him throughout his first year of teaching. Dru’s story, like many of Alex’s
colleagues, is found woven throughout. And in the end, Dru becomes special for me, and
I think, for all of us.
These narratives relate directly and indirectly to the stories of others, including
your own. I have attempted to illustrate the multiple differing and similar experiences of
these narratives so that you, the reader, may map that of your own in relation to what is in
these pages. In writing this work, I have kept in mind (y)our “multi-perspective as
integral to the research project’s transformative potential” (Sameshima 2007, 284). And
as the writer I depend on it. Representative realism is what we, you, I, Owen, Alex, Dru,
and other characters will engage in throughout this reading.
I provide many examples, conversations, and observations, and stay as close as
possible to the actual words and events so that we may consider these stories seriously.
However, it is important to note that with such sensitive work, I have been careful and
utilize pseudonyms for the names of all people (but my own) and places. I engaged in
composite nonfiction (Sizer 1984): I altered and/or blended details of people, places, and
events, in ways that further protects the anonymity of my site and participants. I even
employed this method in writing autobiographically. Composite nonfiction enabled me to
fairly and clearly represent necessary themes of masculinity and schooling without
jeopardizing individuals’ reputations.
This text makes known many gendered operations of elementary school teachers.
My work is framed within the context of elementary schools, and with individuals who
are teachers; however, these “masculine” and “feminine” themes can be found
everywhere. All of us are continually at work, individually and within groups, trying to
understand the social constructions of gender. But sense-making typically happens in
fleeting moments. It happens on subconscious and surface levels and we have become
desensitized to the elaborate ways we organize, label, and determine gendered meanings,
thoughts, and actions. We “perform” gender on a daily basis without critically thinking,
let alone talking, about it. Considering the formidable force of gender in our lives, we
devote very little safe space to examine it. I hope that my work will generate reflection
and conversation. We are all important in and to this text, but because Alex, Dru, their
male colleagues, and other men are teaching, we should be especially concerned for them
and their students. We need to think through how men are socialized, how they perform
masculinity, and how we may support them as teachers—people who care for children.
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Reviews:
Scott Richardson gives us a finely detailed experiential account of how gender
and teaching are woven together in public schools. Through his own memories
and the narrativized experiences of his research subjects, Richardson
demonstrates both the institutional benefits associated with being male and the
fragility of masculinity. Membership in the “Boys’ Club” of hypermasculinity
requires constant checking, surveillance, and choices that fit within the narrow
range of dominant masculinity (so well detailed by R. W. Connell).
Richardson’s causal style parallels the ease with which men in leadership and
teaching positions articulate their allegiance to gender norms and one another,
and in effect, set critique of such gender norms above comment: it’s just the
way things are done.
- Cris Mayo, Associate Professor of Education Policy, Organization and
Leadership & Gender and Women’s Studies, University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign; Faculty Director of the Odyssey Project; author of Disputing the
Subject of Sex: Sexuality and Public School Controversies.
Scott Richardson has written a provocative work that lifts the veil and explores
a secret space hiding in plain sight in every school in America. The taboo is
gender, and for teachers who often feel bound and gagged, unseen and
unheard, Richardson’s efforts offer a life-altering experience that will change
the way we understand classrooms. eleMENtary School: (hyper)masculinity in a
Feminized Context is both forbidden fruit and a small masterpiece.
- William Ayers, Distinguished Professor of Education and Senior University
Scholar, University of Illinois at Chicago (retired); founder of the Center for
Youth and Society; author of To Teach: The Journey of a Teacher, and coauthor-editor of The Handbook of Social Justice in Education with T. Quinn
& D. Stovall.
eleMENtary School tells the important and untold story of teachers’
enactments of normative masculinity. Through vivid and compelling accounts
of male teachers like Dru, Alex and Owen we learn about how contemporary
definitions of masculinity prevent teachers from fulfilling their potential as
educators, as colleagues and as role models. Only by reading carefully a
documented analysis like these can we begin to critically examine the way in
which we can encourage male teachers to develop what Scott Richardson calls
an “ethic of care,” that supports gender equality, rather than allowing them to
continue to engage in damaging practices of normative masculinity.
- CJ Pascoe, Assistant Professor of Sociology, Colorado College; author of
Dude You’re a Fag: Masculinity and Sexuality in High School.
Scott Richardson's eleMENtary School: (hyper)masculinity in a Feminized
Context is a remarkable innovative contribution to teacher lore, narrative
inquiry, and gender studies. Readers cannot experience this book without
pondering, questioning, rethinking, and reconstructing their perspective on
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education and its socio-sexual and political milieu. Surely, that is one of the
most laudable consequences of a scholarly contribution in education. I urge
educators at all levels to let this book have impact on their outlooks.
- William H. Schubert, Professor Emeritus, Dept. of Curriculum &
Instruction, University of Illinois at Chicago; former Director the Teacher
Lore Project; co-author-editor of Teacher Lore: Learning from Our Own
Experience with W. Ayers, and author of Love, Justice and Education.
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For the past 50 years we have been experiencing the aggravation of human-caused environmental changes. We
live a critical moment in the History of Earth, in a century of rapid changes on ecosystems and inappropriate
and abusive use of water resources. Environmental Education (EE) has an outstanding position in the attempt to
control the abuses of the past decades and to avoid their repetition by next generations. We understand EE as a
process in which we intend to raise individual and collective awareness towards environmental issues, assuring
access to qualified information, in order to contribute to the development of a critical consciousness and to
stimulate the confrontation of social-environmental problems (MOUSINHO, 2003).
In Brazil, EE is a right assured to all the people by means of Law No 9795, which institutes the National
Environmental Education Policy (BRASIL, 1999). EE programs must be properly grounded, reinforcing the
importance of new environmental diagnosis as a basis for actions that may effectively address the specificity
and needs of each region (BERNARDES et al., 2004).
The first goal of this work is to classify land use cover in the catchment basin of Araruama Lagoon, adopting a
comparative approach with water quality, generating support for the identification and delimitation of areas
under potential ecological risk, characterized by a greater population density and the consequential increase in
the discharge of urban waste water. The final product of this approach will provide scientific subsidies both for
technical proposals of restoration and monitoring of the lagoon, and for an EE Program to be offered to regional
schools.
Araruama Lagoon is categorized as a “suffocated” coastal lagoon, due to its morphology, to the limited water
exchange with the sea, to the reduced influence of fluvial waters, to the long residence time of the water, and to
the strong influence of the prevalent NE winds in its circulation, which makes it the largest hypersaline lagoon
in the world (KJERVE et al, 1996). The lagoon and its catchment basin spreads over seven municipalities of the
State of Rio de Janeiro Rio Bonito, Saquarema, Araruama, Iguaba Grande, São Pedro d’Aldeia, Cabo Frio and
Arraial do Cabo. The region, known as the “Sun Coast”, suffers intense environmental impact, as the touristic
cities have their population tripled in the high season.
The variable analysis resulted in 9 different classes of land use and cover around Araruama Lagoon, the most
representative being the fields (5099 ha) and the urban areas (3153 ha), followed by forest and salt work areas
(1487 ha) (SILVA, 2008). The inner region of the lagoon, in front of the municipality of Araruama, showed
relevant fonts of organic matter and nutrients that are mineralized in the center of the lagoon and incorporated
by the planktonic metabolism, with a high biomass (chlorophyll up to 398 ug/L) and an important
dissolved organic carbon stock (3093 uMol) in the central region. Besides the densely populated areas in
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Araruama, the urban areas of Iguaba and São Pedro d´Aldeia also contributed as nutrients sources and for the
high metabolism of the lagoon.
The region of Cabo Frio, despite its high urban density, is located next to the channel that opens to the sea,
intensifying water renewal. Nevertheless, the channel silting at some critical spots limits water renewal, and the
high deposition of organic matter puts the system at risk of distrophical crisis and the resulting fish mortality at
the channel and the center of the lagoon.
Studies that propose the use of innovative tools such as the integrated environmental analysis, interrelating
water quality data and land use and cover, are thus essential and must provide the understanding of pollution
sources; restoration and management of natural systems must be developed on the basis of this knowledge. The
results obtained in this work make it possible for the schools of each municipality to draw and execute their EE
programs and activities taking into account their real environmental situation, and consequently to address the
most severe impacts and needs.

BERNARDES, M.C., L.A. MARTINELLI, A.V. KRUSCHE, J. GUDEMAN, M. MOREIRA, R.L. VICTORIA,
J-P.H.B. OMETTO, M.V.R. BALLESTER, A.K. AUFDENKAMPE, J.E. RICHEY, J.I. HEDGES. 2004.
Organic matter composition of rivers of the Ji-Paraná basin (southwest Amazon basin) as a function of land
use changes. Ecological Applications, LBA-Special Issue. 14 (4): S263-279
BRASIL, Lei No 9795, de 27 de abril de 1999.
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We are Happy to Bridge the Gap: Student-Teacher Identity Construction
through Language Socialization
Abstract
Increasing attention has been paid to examining language teachers’ professional
identity construction, yet relatively less research has been done to understand how
student-teachers, who are currently students taking teaching positions and acting as
bridge between teachers and students, develop their identities. This case study, drawn
from a socio-cultural perspective, investigates the complex and dynamic nature of the
student-teacher’s identity development by demonstrating two teaching English as a
Second Language (TESL) graduate students’ experience of serving as teaching
assistants (TAs) in a Canadian university. Based on data selected through emails,
questionnaires, an online forum, self-reflections and observation notes, the authors
argue that student-teacher’s professional identity construction in communities of
practice (CoPs) through language socialization is socially and historically situated.
The findings suggest that student-teachers’ identity is co-constructed by instructors
and students they work with, and their changing perceptions of who they are in
different discourses across time and space. Hence student-teachers need to be
conscious of the dynamics of their identity construction process. The authors strongly
suggest that instructors of such teacher education program need to create
opportunities

for

the

student-teachers

to

reflect—both

individually

and

collectively—on the dynamics of their identity development. Such opportunities could
consist of classroom dialogues about their identities, reflective journaling assignments,
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or an ongoing portfolio project
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One of the most important issues development of the information society is the question of
increase of computer literacy people and first of all employees in education. The article is
devoted to the experience of use of system of certification computer literacy and ICTcompetence in educational as a tool for evaluation computer literacy of employees in education,
examples of introduction of system certification in the regions of Russia on centers for
certification. The article presents statistical information of certification and options for
cooperation.
System of certification of computer literacy in education is a complex project aimed at the
confirmation of the knowledge and skills of employees of the system of education in the field of
computer literacy and Internet technologies.
Certification system combines the mechanisms and activities, allowing to carry out testing of
the participants with the purpose of obtaining an independent assessment of their knowledge.
System of certification of computer literacy in education:
•

registered as a system of voluntary certification «INFORMIKASERT»;

•

is recognized by the European centre for quality as the system of voluntary certification
of personnel in the field of quality;

•

recognized as the best development in the nomination "Training of trainers in the use of
ICT in the educational process" at the forum «Educational environment-2009»;

•

has the certificate of state registration of the computer program on the program
complex testing;

•

has the certificate of state registration of a database of test tasks.

Certification system is being developed in 2008 for 4 years from the beginning of the project
performed a large number of different activities on the development, improvement and
popularization of certification system. We do not stand still and constantly introduce new
technology for the convenience of the participants of certification, develop new test tasks and
improve the existing and create new areas of certification, looking for ways of cooperation, and
much more.
The certification is held in 9 directions:
•

compliance with requirements to computer literacy in the education system;

•

compliance with qualification in the field of ICT teachers of natural-scientific and
mathematical profile;
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•

compliance with qualification in the field of ICT teachers of Humanities;

•

compliance with qualification in the field of ICT officer administrative staff of
educational institutions;

•

compliance with the requirements of the ICT-competence of the teacher.

•

conformity with qualification requirements in the field of ICT teacher dual education
system natural-scientific and mathematical profile;

•

compliance with qualification requirements in the field of ICT teacher dual education
system humanitarian profile;

•

compliance with qualification requirements in the field of ICT officer of the
administrative-managerial personnel of the institution of the dual education system;

•

compliance with requirements to the ICT-competence of the teacher of the dual
education system.

Certification is carried out in the form of testing with the use of web-testing system, which
allows you to organize as a full-time, and distance testing.
Certification testing will be done at the regional centres for the certification, created on the
base of educational institutions and centres of excellence. Now established 33 center for
certification in 26 regions of Russia, but in the near future there will be more, now received
another 4 recommendations from the regional education authorities of the Novosibirsk Oblast,
Republic of Mordovia, Ulyanovsk Oblast, Vladimir Oblast, offering to organize centers of
certification in specified subjects of the Russian Federation.
As a confirming document on the results of testing is issued a personal certificate, certifying the
level of knowledge party certification.
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ABSTRACT

American education is being revolutionized by the advent of significant public funding for religious
affiliated public charter schools and vouchers for private schools. This public support for religious based
education for Christians, Jews and Muslims, is a transformational reversal of America’s previous
emphasis on church-state separation in education and society.
The assimilation and unifying civic missions of education, which previously resulted in a melding
of diverse ethnic, racial, and religious groups into an American unity , are now are being undermined by
the stealth invasion of religion into public education. The consequential religious transformation is
philosophically supported by concepts of “schools of choice,” and “multiculturalism,” and is being
advanced by governmental support and judicial decisions. The resulting consequences are a balkanization
and fragmentation of education through ethnic and religious segregation which lack a common and
cohesive set of core American civic values. Possible effective responses to this ongoing and nonreversible educational transformation should include developing an acceptable broadly based national
civics education required at all schools funded by the public. This common civic focus could help shape a
contemporary American civic identity with supports for American democratic , liberal core, and
constitutional values.
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1. IN WHAT WAY IS AMERICAN EDUCATION BEING
TRANSFORMED BY THE REVOLUTIONARY INCLUSION OF
SIGNIFICANT PUBLIC FUNDING FOR RELIGIOUS-AFFILIATED
PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC FINANCING OF
VOUCHERS FOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS?

2. HOW HAS THIS PUBLIC FINANCING OF RELIGION-BASED
EDUCATION OVERTURNED

THE PREVIOUS EMPHASIS ON

CHURCH-STATE SEPARATION IN EDUCATION?

3. WHAT IS THE EXTENT OF PUBLIC FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR
CHRISTIAN, JEWISH AND MUSLIM RELIGIOUS CHARTER
EDUCATION?

.4 WHAT ARE CONSEQUENCES OF THIS EXPANSION AND
ACCEPTANCE OF RELIGIOUSLY AFFILIATED CHARTER SCHOOLS
AND PUBLIC PROVISION OF VOUCHER FUNDING FOR PRIVATE
SCHOOLS AND THE POTENTIAL FOR ISSUES OF AN AMERICAN
CIVIC IDENTITY?

5.WHAT MAJOR INTERVENTION IS NEEDED TO REDUCE THE
NEGATIVE IMPACT OF THIS EDUCATINAL TRANSFORMATION?
2
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1. IN WHAT WAY IS AMERICAN EDUCATION BEING
TRANSFORMED BY THE REVOLUTIONARY INCLUSION OF
SIGNIFICANT PUBLIC FUNDING FOR RELIGIOUS-AFFILIATED
PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOLS AND PUBLIC FINANCING OF
VOUCHERS FOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS?

The Democratic education revolution of American Public High schools during the 1890’s1920’s social activist Progressive Period, was a Revolutionary institutional expansion for greater
educational inclusiveness in American society. The earlier Comprehensive School educational
framework for elementary education proposed by Horace Mann during the agrarian period of the
1840’s, was expanded in the urbanization period by John Dewey and other Progressives to
include the then revolutionary democratic expansion of public secondary education. The last
rungs on the ladder leading to the college, were now included by the Progressive Movement
into the organizational framework of a Comprehensive high school, thereby advancing American
democratic values in the urbanizing economy , and also providing a vital model for other
societies to increase fluidity between their vocational and college preparatory streams. In the
U.S., this expansion was accomplished in the environmental context of a democratic
inclusiveness fostered by increased Eastern European immigration and the need to assimilate
this immigrant populations into a melting pot of American core democratic values. This modern
American identity was to be shaped under a broad democratic concept expressed by Emma
Lazarus in her 1883 poem New Colossus and engraved in 1903 in a plaque mounted in the
Statue of Liberty, "Keep ancient lands, your storied pomp!" cries she With silent lips. "Give me
your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, The wretched refuse of your
teeming shore. Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me, I lift my lamp beside the golden
door!" and this expanded but unified American melting pot identity was being enhanced by the
expressed assimilation view of secondary education. (The author’s 1964 dissertation :The
Democratic Revolution American Public High Schools at the turn of last century was a
revolutionary landmark in the recorded the turn of the century revolution of greater inclusiveness
in New York City )

A comprehensive public high school, despite the initial division of two
3
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educational streams, would now serve as a unifying umbrella for the great American experience
of “e pluribus unum.” Although private religious schools and private social class schools
continued to flourish alongside the introduction and advance of comprehensive public high school
education, this central American identity connected to the publicly funded comprehensive
school experience provided a common core and major source of unity to the American
experience.
Currently, a stealth counter-revolution is taking place through financial support of divisive
ethnic and religious education into our public education system . This religious support
challenges the comprehensive inclusiveness of public education and the common core
experience shaping American identity. It moves from a shared national inclusiveness to a
multi-cultural salad bowl concept which justifies and encourages a society with multi centers and
diminished strength to commonly accepted core values. This divisive approach relies heavily for a
commonness on media and economic market to provide a sense of unity for our contemporary
experience, and lacks the rigor of common American core value and common civic
commitments.
Traditional American funding for public secular education is being transformed by the
advent of significant public funding primarily for religious-affiliated public charter schools and
vouchers for private schools. This is leading to a Balkanization and fragmentation of our school
system into religious , ethnic and segregated groupings. Under the broad philosophical terms of,
“Schools of Choice, ” and

“Multiculturalism,” this revolution is being advanced through the by-

passing of traditional church-state separation . The attack on the principle of public education is
twofold, a direct assault using a voucher system to provide public funding for private which
includes religious schools, and an indirect assault of including essentially religious education
within the public school system as a stealth charter school.
Public voucher funding for Private Schools

in contrast to public support for

religious affiliated charter schools is a more distinct and clearly obvious
circumvention of church-state barriers in education , and consequently less of a stealth
threat. Public charter schools however, have clearly entered the public domain and pose a greater
potential threat to the separation of church and state. They are “blurring the lines” between a clear
division of the public and private realms
4
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Private schools currently account for about 24 percent of all elementary and
secondary schools, 11 percent of all students and 12 percent of all full-time teachers.
Private schools are primarily religious with Seventy-six percent of private schools
having a religious affiliation, while the remaining 24 percent are nonsectarian. (U.S.
Department of Education, NCES, 2008)
The Democratic education revolution of American Public High schools during the 1890’s1920’s social activist Progressive Period, was a Revolutionary institutional expansion for greater
educational inclusiveness in American society. The earlier Comprehensive School educational
framework for elementary education proposed by Horace Mann during the agrarian period of the
1840’s, was expanded in the urbanization period by John Dewey and other Progressives to
include the then revolutionary democratic expansion of public secondary education. The last
rungs on the ladder leading to the college, were now included by the Progressive Movement
into the organizational framework of a Comprehensive high school, thereby advancing American
democratic values in the urbanizing economy , and also providing a vital model for other
societies to increase fluidity between their vocational and college preparatory streams. In the
U.S., this expansion was accomplished in the environmental context of a democratic
inclusiveness fostered by increased Eastern European immigration and the need to assimilate
this immigrant populations into a melting pot of American core democratic values. This resulted
in the Democratic Revolution in the public High Schools of New York City from 1898-1917
(Stambler,1964) The modern American identity was to be shaped under a broad democratic
concept expressed by Emma Lazarus in her 1883 poem New Colossus and engraved in 1903 in
a plaque mounted in the Statue of Liberty, "Keep ancient lands, your storied pomp!" cries she
With silent lips. "Give me your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore. Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me, I lift
my lamp beside the golden door!" and this expanded but unified American melting pot identity
was being enhanced by the expressed assimilation view of secondary education. A
comprehensive public high school, despite the initial division of two educational streams, would
now serve as a unifying umbrella for the great American experience of “E pluribus unum.” (out of
many,one)

Although private religious schools and private social class schools continued to flourish
alongside the introduction and advance of comprehensive public high school education, this
5
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central American identity connected to the publicly funded comprehensive school experience
provided a common core and major source of unity to the American experience.
The unique American tradition of church-state was a response to a religiously diverse
society. The sovereign’s religion which provided unity in other societys , was replaced by the sovereignty
of the people who belonged to many faiths -- Congregationalist, Anglican, Presbyterian, Baptist, Quaker.
This diversity of religion required a new type of church-state relationship where there was no state religion
and the national government would be the unifying element.
Not only did the Constitution prohibit any religious test for holding office, the First
Amendment stated that ''Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof.''
“…too many religious denominations would be in competition to make theirs the official
choice, and none could prevail without coercing dissenters to support a church other than their own - a violation of the liberty of conscience that Americans had come to believe was a God-given right.
Establishment of religion at the national level was prohibited. Religious diversity had ensured it.”
(Feldman, 2005)
Religious diversity has been the name of the game in America. “At the same time, we strive
to be a nation with a common identity and a common project. Religious division threatens that unity,
as we can see today more clearly than at any time in a century in the disputes over stem-cell
research, same-sex marriage and end-of-life issues. Yet almost all Americans want to make sure that
we do not let our religious diversity pull us apart.” (Feldman, 2005)
Currently, a counter-revolution is taking place to this essential American separation
of government’s function from that of religion. Although faith based social services have
been traditionally been accepted through the fiction of an independent social service
monitored by the religious faith ( Stambler , 2007) current direct financial support by
public education for ethnic and religious themed and associated charter education poses
a significant problem.
This religious support challenges the comprehensive inclusiveness of public
education and the common core experience shaping American identity. It moves from a
shared national inclusiveness to a multi-cultural salad bowl concept which justifies and
encourages a society with multi centers with consequential diminished strength to
commonly accepted core values. This divisive approach relies heavily for an American
commonness on media and economic market to provide a sense of unity for our
contemporary experience, and lacks the focus of of common American core value and
civic commitments.

Traditional American funding for public secular education is being transformed by the
advent of significant public funding primarily for religious-affiliated public charter schools and
vouchers for private schools. This is leading to a Balkanization and fragmentation of our school
system into religious , ethnic and segregated groupings. Under the broad philosophical terms of,
“Schools of Choice, ” and

“Multiculturalism,” this revolution is being advanced through a by6
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passing of traditional church-state separation . The attack on the principle of public education is
twofold, a direct assault providing public funding through public provided vouchers for private
schools including the religious, and supporting a stealth assault of support for religious and
ethnic-based related charter education within the public school system . Public voucher
funding for Private Schools

in contrast to public support for religious affiliated

charter schools is a more distinct and clearly obvious circumvention of church-state
barriers in education , and consequently less of a stealth threat. Public charter schools
however, have clearly entered the public domain and pose a greater hidden threat to the
separation of church and state. They are “blurring the lines” between a clear division of the public
and private realms.
Private schools currently account for about 24 percent of all elementary and
secondary schools, 11 percent of all students and 12 percent of all full-time teachers.
Private schools are primarily religious with Seventy-six percent of private schools
having a religious affiliation, while the remaining 24 percent are nonsectarian.
(U.S. Department of Education, NCES , March 2008)
Vouchers for religious private schools present a more overt and visible challenge to the
concept of public education than religious affiliated. This religious affiliation presents a less
visible and stealth invasion of secular public education. Under the increasingly acceptable
philosophical concept and category of “schools of choice” the lines have been blurred and
present a less visible

invasion and undermining of the traditional idea of public

education.(Mulvey, 2010)
Voucher-ed private schools are an identifiable and visible challenge to public education.
For private schools, cash and tax rebate vouchers originally were offered to special needs
students whose districts could not meet their special needs.) Eligibility of students of students for
vouchers was expanded however with court support with the June 27, 2002, United State
Supreme Court 5-4 decision in Zelman, Superintendent of Public Instruction of Ohio, et al, v.
Simmons-Harris et al.. In that decision, the Supreme Court declared that vouchers did not
violate the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment, and vouchers acceptable for any
students because they are given directly to parents and not to schools. (Legal Information
Institute) This led the way for expanding voucher programs throughout the United States with
7
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supporters contending that voucher programs allow low-income children in poor performing
schools the opportunity to attend private schools. Critics argue that these options weaken the
public school system by diverting resources to non-public schools and pose a threat to the
separation of church and state.” (National conference of State Legislatures Chicago, August 7,
2012) , JULY 3, 2005 In most cases, vouchers can be used for private school of a religious or nonreligious nature.
For Parents seeking a choice, Charter schools prove more Popular than Vouchers. Both
vouchers and charters are viewed as cutting edge for educational reform, heralding the
expansion of schools of choice, but because voucher programs divert tax dollars from public to
private schools they are generally less acceptable to the public and less supported.
Public support for vouchers has been more direct with the enactment of the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) declaring that all special needs students have a right to a
free and appropriate education, school districts have occasionally turned to non-public schools
that can better meet the educational needs of certain special needs students. In a number of
cases, voucher programs were established as scholarship programs to by-pass the stigma of
vouchers for private education (Saul, 2012) . Eight states, Arizona , Florida, Georgia, Indiana,
Louisiana, Oklahoma, Ohio, and Utah. have offered to fund all special needs students that wish to
attend a non-public school. (National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) 2011)
“The school choice movement gathered phenomenal momentum in 2011, a
year that saw school choice legislation introduced, passed or signed into law in 41
states. In all, seven new school choice programs were enacted and 11 programs were
expanded.”
Louisiana’s Gov. Bobby Jindal has approved legislative support for religious voucher
schools. including religious education and home schooling are eligible for vouchers and /or tax
credits” As of October 2011, Louisiana, Indiana, Ohio, Wisconsin (Milwaukee), and the District of
Columbia offer low-income students vouchers, and Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Oklahoma, Ohio, and Utah offering vouchers to all special needs students. (national conference of
state legislators (NCSL), 2012)

8
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decompressor
are needed to see this picture.

Note: Figure comes from ‘School Choice Now: The Year of School Choice. School
Choice Yearbook 2011-12’
. Anna M. Jacob.

Nineteen states and Washington D.C. do have vouchers or scholarship programs in place
that enroll about 220,000 students but “Voters aren’t buying school choice snake oil,” and voters
have rejected vouchers 2 to 1 in 27 statewide ( U.S.A. Today, June 27, 2012):
Yet despite their limited reach vouchers are controversial. Parents with vouchers use them
to enter private education, and so detractors argue they drain finance from public school and
“privatize” education . Another concern is that vouchers can be used at religious schools and
therefore erode the barrier between church and state. The Economist (2012, August 18-24),
There has been less public less sympathy to the “…voucher program which direct tax
dollars from public to private schools, most of which are religious, than they are to charter schools
which have has some teacher and union supporting the fall of 2012. Louisiana is scheduled to
begin its program where 380,000 poor and middle class students wil be eligible to receive
9
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vouchers for the full cost of tuition and fees in more than 120 schools across State of Louisiana.
However, it is the acceptance and rapid growth of the charter schools that has gained greater
public acceptance and which threatens the survival of religion free charter schools”In 2012, it was
estimated there were about 30,000 students with disabilities using vouchers to attend private
schools” (Shah , April 5, 2012)

2. HOW HAS THIS PUBLIC FINANCING OF RELIGION-BASED
EDUCATION OVERTURNED

THE PREVIOUS EMPHASIS ON

CHURCH-STATE SEPARATION IN EDUCATION?

HISTORICAL CONTEXT FOR PUBLIC SUPPORT FOR RELIGIOUS EDUCATION..
The current reality religious affiliated public charter schools is a revolution from recent public educational
practices of church-state separation , yet it has its roots in the early American experience and the
historical context of American education
One of the essential functions of formal education is the transmission of cultural and group values, which
are, in many cases, is religion based. We should not infer that separation of church and state was
characteristic of American education. The connection of public education to religion though prior to te
1830’s is clearly characteristic of that linked relationship which characterized early America.
In the American Colonial period , the establishment of religion characterized community supported
schools, and maintained and reflected the reality that religious values and continuity were an essential
ingredient for culture and society. Education in different geographical regions was tied to the dominant
religious practices of the regions, and were left in the hands of the community, and the resulting different
establishment religious reflected community religion. New England Puritan Congregationalism was
expressed in the religious ties and supports for public education in Massachusetts, Connecticut and New
Hampshire while Rhode Island under Roger Williams was the exception as a case of intentional
disestablishment. \\
In many of the colonies, a common religious identity was provided by the New England
Primer(1690) and later by the McGuffy Readers (after 1836). Homogeneous religion–based cultures in
each of the Colonies provided public taxes for the established religion and maintained formal education for
the children. It wasn’t until 1833, that the last establishment state, Massachusetts, disestablished its tax-

10
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supported schools from the Congregational Church, the official religion it had maintained since the
original settlement of the Puritan Colony. (Church and State Timeline of Important Dates )
In the Middle Colonies, the Church of England was the established Church and education was
subsidized by the Anglican Church.

Virginia, and later Maryland, Georgia and the Carolinas,

Pennsylvania and Delaware lacked a clear religious establishment. N.Y., New Jersey, Maryland and
Georgia had changing religious establishments reflecting changes of religious population . After 1791 only
four states continued to use public funds for religious support of schools within their borders It wasn’t until
1833 ,that religious establishment education finally ended, when the state of Massachusetts became the
final American state to disestablish itself from the Church. (Kunzman, 2006)
In the mid Nineteenth Century, after official disestablishment of schools from religion, , the
Common School movement associated with Horace Mann , reflected a commoness of Unitarian
Protestantism, emerging in response to the challenges of continuing waves of immigration, the extending
frontier and national ideals of individualism. Political leaders and educators felt the need for shapng a
unifying ethos to respond to the growing diversity of the American population- and a need for a storng for a
strong acculturating mechanism. (Kunzman, 2006, p.17) . In the mid-Nineteenth century the Common
School movement crystallized by Horace Mann with a civic identity based on Unitarian Protestant
religious values provided this essential core for national identity. In the early 20th century, this common core
foundation for John Dewey and the Progressive educational movement to focuson the child’s experience
as the basis for value and ethical identification.
There clearly is a need to consciously and transparently advance the dialogue about our
educational system which will provide for civic cohesion between different ethnic and religious groups.
The civic cohesion is particularly needed in this post-Unitarian multi-ethnic and pluralistic society,
buffeted by non-European immigration, cultural differences, globalization and clashes of civilization. A
multi-cultural approach based on changing American demography is realistic but there also is need for a
common civic identity in American in schools which can overcome potential obstacles of fragmentation
based on religion and ethnicity. Religious affiliated charters and public funded vouchers tend to reinforce
divisiveness and diminish the shaping of a common education base and a national civic ethic.

The current fragmenting trend of supporting religion-affiliated charters poses a challenge to
the traditional unifying concept of the public Common School advanced by Horace Mann in the
1850’s and by John Dewey and the Progressive Education movement in the early 1900’s. That
unifying common school formulation was directed to shape a culturally uniting national American
experience in the face of diverse immigration from Europe , and transforming urbanization which
was essentially operational thru the unifying national cold-war environment of U.S.-Soviet
11
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relations in the late 20th century . (Stambler, 1964) That unifying context is no longer operational.
The current formulation of a faith linked charter school is taking place in a contemporary social
environment of globalization and multiculturalism, challenging national identity, and a
fragmentation of values. The expansion of the faith connected charter schools in this different
social without a clear core civic value system context has the potential for increasing divisiveness
in American society

3. WHAT IS THE EXTENT OF PUBLIC FINANCIAL SUPPORT
FOR THE CHRISTIAN, JEWISH AND MUSLIM RELIGIOUS CHARTER
EDUCATION?

Growth of Charter Schools
Charter schools are both primary and secondary schools of choice which receive public
money (local and or federal)and are not allowed to charge tuition, although they may receive
private donations. Whe enrollment is oversubscribed, they may provide a lottery-based admission
for all students. Some charters provide curriculum that specializes in a special field. There are
state authorized and district authorized charters and they may be managed as chains by
corporations. The percentage of students in charters varies by district but in New Orleans, the
majority of students are educated in charters. (Wikkipedia, “Charter school”) Charter schools

are able to hire and fire teachers, administrators and staff and avoid control by
education department bureaucrats and the teachers unions The first charter school
opened in St. Paul, Minnesota • the first state to have a charter school law - in 1992.

Beginning with two charter schools in Minnesota in 1991,by 2004 there were almost
3,000 charter schools operating in 37 states plus the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico,
and enrolling approximately 750,000 students.
Public funding for those charter schools with religious affiliation has been expanding nd is
radically transforming the secular nature of American public education, challenging the traditional
value and practice of religion-state separation, and by- passing what had become an essential
educational role to Americanize, assimilate and integrate youth of different cultures into American
society.

12
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“Today there are 5,600 charter schools, and they serve more than 2m pupils in 41 of
America's 50 states. This number has grown annually by 7.5% since 2006 , but is
still tiny: charters enroll less than 4% of the country's public-school students. Some
places have taken to charter schools particularly enthusiastically: in Washington, DC,
44% of public-school students attend a charter school.
(Charting a Better Course, July 7, 2012)

The range of charter schools which have ethnic and/or religious relationships is very wide
and growing but difficult to pin down with exact numbers because they generally retain nominal
separation from the religious grouping in order to secure public funding and the central charter
agencies are allied in attempting to project independent rather than ethnic-religious associated
schools. For a number , the term “cultural immersion” is the preferred term of identification rather
than religious affiliation. These groupings include Protestant evangelicals, with more than 20
percent of charter schools in Texas having close links to religious institutions, Catholic schools
which have converted to Charters, Jewish and Hebrew affiliated charters, Muslim religious
connected charters, Charters which have converted from Greek orthodox schools, Hmong ethnic
charters (7 in the St. Paul Minnepolis cities), Hawaiian Charters , Chinese culture charters,
Waldorf administered charters, those run by , Scientology and their of home schooling and
cyberspace.
“…while these charter schools do not claim to be religious, the influence of their mission helps to
provide a program and atmosphere that are culturally relevant to that religious group. Even though they
have a particular religious identity, these charter schools do admit children and hire teachers from other
faiths and cultures. Since these charter schools teach the values of religion -- but do not require prayer or
Bible/Koran/Torah teaching -- they apparently do not as yet violate the 1st Amendment of the US
Constitution -- and are therefore being publicly aided under various states’ charter legislation. But the
concept of a private, religiously-related school receiving public funding can be a delicate and controversial
one, as these schools walk a fine legal line separating Church and State.” (Harr Bailey , 2008)
The issue of whether it charter schools should be able to have links to religious groups is a
controversial issue and a debatable point . My concerns in this paper are not with the constitutional issues
but with the implications for bringing about the transformation of the common American public schools
and the consequent need to consider alternative ways to have education function to bind and shape our
national purpose. A section in the Book Opposing Viewpoints by Margaret Haerens (2012) deals with the
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legality and legitimacy of religious affiliation of charter schools. The article headings for the section on
religious charter schools suggests some of the controversial issues involved:
ARE RELIGIOUS CHARTER SCHOOLS A VIABLE CHOICE?
.1 Religious Charters Are Constitutional in Most Circumstances , Benjamin Siracusa Hillman pp. 7482.
.2 Religious Charters Are Unconstitutional by Susan Jacoby, pp.83-88
3. Religious Charters Can Provide a Secular Education, Grace Rauh, pp.89-93
4. Religious Charters Do Not Serve the Common Good, Charles C. Haynes, pp. 94-98
5. Failing Catholic Schools Should Become Charter Schools, Chester E. Finn Jr. and Michael Petrilli, pp.
99-107
6. Catholic Schools Should Be Saved Through Vouchers and Tax Credits, Matthew Ladner pp.107- 112
In New York City, debates took place over the relationship of religion to some of the charter
schools (Robinson, 2009)
“The former Catholic schools would join other charter schools and some conventional
public schools that seem to cater primarily to a single religious or ethnic group. The city has more
than 60 dual-language schools, the vast majority offering instruction in both English and Spanish,
with many located in largely Latino communities. By one count, in 2007, the city had 11 "culturally
themed” charter schools”
However, those schools which catered to Jews and Muslims reportedly raised more
controversy than Spanish language and Catholic related schools on the issue of church and
state separation.

“…with people wondering whether they are madrassas or yeshivas masquerading as schools of
language, history and culture.” (Robinson, 2009)

. The Protestant evangelical, Catholic, Jewish and Muslim are most numerous and easily
discernable and the religious affiliated groups discussed in this paper.
These three different religious affiliations, are only the more explicit tip of a religious iceberg of
church-state infractions which herald the major revolutionary change engulfing nearly all
religious groups. (Myron et. al, 2012)
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Criticism of culturally and religiously associated schools were made by Jeffrey Wiesenfeld, a
trustee of the City University of New York. He noted (Gootman, 2009) ,
“I don’t think it’s the business of a public board of education to be creating these segregated,
hermetically sealed schools with specific cultural adaptations…You want a special school for that;
you can go to an archdiocese school, you can go to a school under the aegis of the Greek Orthodox
Church, you can go to a yeshiva.”

The Hellenic Classical Charter School in Brooklyn focuses
on the “classical study of the Greek and Latin languages, as well as history, art and other
cultural studies,” according to its Web site. Throughout the city, there are 81 schools run
by the Education Department that offer dual-language programs in Chinese, Russian,
Korean and Haitian Creole, for example.” (Gootman, 2009)
In this paper, I focus on the limited charters of Catholic, Jewish and Muslim religiousethnic related charters which illustrate the nature of my concerns
Charles Haynes (2008) , noted how religious organizations were jumping on bandwagon
and setting up religious affiliated charters to secure funding. He referred in 2008 to , “…a
hot new trend in education: creating faith-based schools without the faith.”
He notes that seven Roman Catholic schools in Washington, D.C., had been transformed
in June into seven public charter schools and accepted by the D.C. Public Charter School
Board
He notes other religious groups also are setting up charters “…opening Arabic charters
without Islam and Hebrew charters without Judaism. Not to be left behind, a Protestant
minister in Harlem is pressing to start what he claims will be a religion-free charter in his
church building.
Haynes notes that this type of religious affiliated charter, “…requires shedding overt
religious identity because “religious charter school” is a First Amendment oxymoron.
Although free from some regulations that apply to traditional public schools, charters are
still public schools. That means they must be nonsectarian — neither promoting nor
denigrating religion.” (Haynes, 2008)

The number of charters and consequently the number of religious charters currently is
increasing, encouraged by President Obama’s Race to the Top education program
Among these public supported charter schools are culture based schools of Christian,
Jewish, or Muslim religious affiliation . Of special importance to this issue of civic
identity are religious affiliation of 150 Gulen Turkish Affiliated Muslim charter schools
reportedly connected to the Turkish Islamist Fethullah Gulen movement which have
public support public funding in 20 states. These Gulen Movement affiliated schools
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enroll more than 45,000 students and comprise the largest charter network in the USA
(Ravitch, 2012)
Ahlert noted that , Stealth Islamist Charter Schools are under investigation. That these Muslim
religious affiliated charters pose a unique problem for the principle of separation of
church and state and the public financial support for schools. If an objective role of
schooling is Americanizing, assimilating and integrating youth of different cultures into,
their support with public funds becomes a questionable practice” (Ahlert, 2012)
CATHOLIC SCHOOLS- CONVERSION TO CHARTERS The availability of public
funding for religious affiliated charter schools has opened up a new potential for private
religious schools to respond to their particular economic crises. Under the category of
“conversion” which is not permitted in all states (i.e, N.Y. ) , some Catholic religious
schools have been converting their designations from private parochial schools , and
adjusting their organizations to meet many of the requirements for public school funding.
Seven former Catholic schools in Washington , D.C. have been converted and started
their new lives as charters.
A number of factors have been pressing Catholic religious
schools to convert to charters. A Fordham (Frrdham , 2008) report " indicated that the
decline of inner-city Catholic schools has been hastened by Catholics moving to the
suburbs, the employment of more lay teachers, and paying principals at higher salaries,
and rising tuition that priced out the poor and minority families that the schools sought to
educate.
America's urban Catholic schools are in crisis. This report finds that over
1,300 schools have shut down since 1990, mostly in our cities. As a result,
some 300,000 students have been displaced--forced to attend other public,
private, or parochial schools. The school closures have cost taxpayers more
than $20 billion to accommodate the additional students that public schools
have had to absorb.( Scott, 2008)

“… many times when a Catholic school becomes financially untenable, which has become
increasingly frequent, it reopens as a charter school. Such conversions have occurred in
New York, Florida, Texas, Maryland and the District of Columbia. Often, administrators,
teachers and students at the schools remain the same, while religious instruction and
symbols are supposedly removed… As a result, some question whether Catholic teaching
really goes out the door along with the crucifixes. It’s a common issue, and AU has
wondered whether church schools can truly change their stripes when they become public.”
(Americans United, 2012)

In the D.C. area, conversion of Catholic private schools to public charter schools
provided a rapid fix for religious education. Faced with an alternative of closing schools down,
seven former Catholic schools across the District of Columbia were approved in mid-June 2008 to
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become public charters. Catholic school conversion in D.C. was rapid and unlike that of new
public charters which spend 12 to 15 months finding a building, hiring staff members and enrolling
students, the conversion involved a set of existing schools ready to re-open as secular institutions
in the fall. (Washington Post, 2008, June 29) Thomas Nida, the chairman of the District of
Columbia Public Charter School Board, said he has been hearing from Catholic officials around
the country who are keenly interested in that type of conversion effort, given that many urban
Catholic schools have closed in recent years. "I know they're watching it," he said. It may be the
start of something you see popping up in due course elsewhere.” (Nida, 2008, Sept, 8 ) The seven
Catholic schools in D.C. were converted into public charter schools because “… it's all about the
bottom line. As Archbishop Donald W. Wuerl told The Washington Post, "We simply don't have
the resources to keep all those schools open." (2008, June 23)”
The conversion school retained an emphasis on moral education
“ Although conversion to charters moved from designation of religious schools to public charters,
the archbishop felt there would be a significant continuity in the religious tradition despite the
conversion to public charters. He noted, "They will have the same teachers, the same kids, the
same environment. There will still be a level of value formation."
By 2012 the philosophy of conversion had gained momentum “ Many diocesan leaders are now
considering—and wrestling with—questions related to proactive and cooperative leasing to charter
school operators, and converting some existing parochial schools into charters. (Stelle , 2012)
In Philadelphia in 2012, the closing of 34 Catholic has resulted in conversions to public and
charter schools
“With the closing of 34 Catholic schools in the Archdiocese this year, scores of
families have moved their children into public or charter schools this fall. For some
affected parents, tuition increases and new payment plans were too much of a
financial stress.” (Medina, 2012)
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INDIANAPOLIS — There is, “ a plan to create what could be the first U.S. public charter schools
run by a Roman Catholic archdiocese. This is meeting resistance from those who worry about
whether religious messages and icons will really stay out of the classrooms and hallways.”
. Archdiocese officials saw an innovative opportunity to keep the two Catholic schools open
despite a growing budget deficit.

The city of Indianapolis, “ approved the conversion plan to convert St. Anthony's and St. Andrew
& St. Rita Academy . This would qualify the schools for nearly $1 million in state funding in the
first year.” Changes required would be removal of Crucifixes and statues of saints from every
classroom and office and removal of Bibles sitting on display tables in hallways and the saint
statues in stairwells at St. Anthony would have to be removed .
(Huffington Post , April 14, 2010)
Connie Zittnan, director of the Mother Theodore Catholic Academies, which currently runs the
city's six urban Catholic schools would be involved in removal of Catholic symbols, and
both schools will end religious education classes during the school day
“A national group that authorizes charter schools and management officials say the plan would
mark the first time in the country that an archdiocese would run public charter schools. Catholic
church leaders in New York, and Washington, D.C., have converted parish schools into charter
schools, but those were operated by secular organizations.”
… The Mother Theodore Catholic Academies will continue to manage the day-to-day operations
of the two Indianapolis charter schools, but it will do the bookkeeping offsite so that there is no
confusion between the finances of the private and public schools, which require different levels of
accountability to the government.
To meet separation requirements, two schools were scheduled to be renamed and teachers
reapply for their jobs in the charter school operation.
CHRISTIAN EVANGELICAL SCHOOLS , 2010
A majority of religiously affiliated charter shools are run by right-wing evangelical Christians and
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many continue to defy church-state separation.
According to Susan Jacoby editor of the spirited atheist, " … charter school promoters with
specific religious and cultural agendas around the country are using every possible means to skirt
the First Amendment and obtain public support for private aims.”
At the Duncansville advantage academy in Texas, Students,
“…follow biblical principles, talk openly about faith and receive guidance from a gregarious
former pastor who still preaches when he speaks…Allen Beck, the academy's founder and
a former Assemblies of God pastor, hopes to instill morals and ethics in students as they
learn to count and read. "America is in a battle between secularity and biblical thinking," he
said. "I want to fuse the two together in a legal way."
Religiously affiliated charters like Beck's tend to emphasize similar themes of developing
character and shaping values.
The Christian affiliated Charter schools in Texas, have clear Christian religious affiliation are
taught in English and by design

have a clear religious orientation (Meyers, 2010)

But religious affiliated charters can take a less evident tie religious affiliation. The skirting of the
church-state issue takes place where the religious charter schools are justified on the basis of
language and/or cultural immersion. When that cultural immersion language also carries
religious identification as does Hebrew with Judaism, or Arabic with Islam or Greek with Greek
Orthodoxy, separation of religion from cultural immersion schooling becomes even more difficult .
It is a very difficult slippery slope issue to separate teaching A religion, a first amendment issue,
from teaching about a religion, a valid educational objective.

JEWISH CHARTER SCHOOLS
Traditionally, Jewish groups have been supporters of the separation of
Church and State. However, with Hebrew language charters now open to
securing public funding, a split has taken place within the Jewish community.
The Orthodox Jewish groups strongly support Jewish affiliated charters, while
traditional organizations such as the anti-defamation League have continued
their strong separationist Jewish view on church state relations.
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This split is being encouraged by the public tax support for charters. "Tuition
at American Jewish schools averages $14,000 a year…(and) Jewish schools
rarely have significant endowments or first-rate facilities, and teacher salaries
are generally low. Thus Jewish parents are often asked to pay top dollar for
schools with makeshift gymnasiums and antiquated science labs when they
can send their children to the best private schools for the same amount of
money, or the best public schools for almost no money." (Lerner 2012)
The Jewish tradition in America includes strong support for church-state separation.
However, within the Jewish religion there also has been consideration to expanding to Jewish
culture charter schools as a way to cope with the high cost of Jewish parochial education often
amounting to app. $14,000 per year, through tapping public schools funding.
The Issue of Vouchers
Vouchers are clearly a more direct assault on church-state separation. However, after the
Supreme Court Zelman v Simmons-Harris decision of 2002 allowing for publicly supported ,
public support for vouchers can go to private religious schools either through direct funding or
for tax abatements.
Vouchers or tax abatements for private religious schools are now being more positively viewed
as acceptable and constitutional. "Tuition at American Jewish schools averages $14,000 a year
and, especially outside the Orthodox community, schools are often fledgling. ..Jewish schools
rarely have significant endowments or first-rate facilities, and teacher salaries are generally low.
Thus Jewish parents are often asked to pay top dollar for schools with makeshift gymnasiums and
antiquated science labs when they can send their children to the best private schools for the same
amount of money, or the best public schools for almost no money." (Dickter, May 4 2012)
A solution is for the government to pay for students being educated in Jewish day schools
through Jews beginning to back private school voucher plans. This is in accord with the U.S.
Supreme Court decided years ago in the Zelman decision that it is constitutional for private school
vouchers to be utilized for private institutions.
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The Jewish Press asked in a rhetorical way, “Is voucher opposition eroding? And noted, that
“Jewish organizations (are) willing to advocate for tax cuts and other governmental benefits that
could benefit day schools” ( Dickter, 2012) This certainly is an about face for the Jewish
community which was a strong supporter for church-state separation.

The August 2007 establishment of the Ben Gamla public charter school in Holywood,
Florida, with a mission statement to advance Jewish culture, was a controversial enterprise
between public and private groups and between Jewish groups which have long supported
church-state separation. The Ben Gamla school has been teaching Hebrew language and
culture as well as Israeli studies, but not officially the Jewish religion. It represents an attempt by
Jewish groups to use the public charter format to advance Jewish culture, with public support. An
announcement by philanthropist Michael Steinhardt backed an effort to bring a Hebrew-language
charter school to New York — together with talk of a possible national network of similar
institutions — and consequently raised the question about whether such schools violate the
separation of church and state.
Jewish groups are split on this issue. On the one hand retention and survival of Jewish
identity in the U. S. currently will require effort with an increasingly assimilating Jewish population.
Schools focusing on this language and cultural identity would, it is claimed, bolster survival
potential of Jewish identity. However, does the process of establishing Jewish charter school,
betray the traditional underlying purpose of public education? Historically, Jewish immigrants in
the United States gave significance to separation between religious education taking place in
the synagogues and public education, and social welfare services by agencies from religion in
the synagogues as a way of assimilating into American society and culture. “Jews had a strong
need to integrate into America and a strong interest in a tolerant, unbiased America… The public
schools were seen as vehicles … to make Jews American, and to make America a tolerant
place.”( Cohen, 2008) This split was part of the effort to separate the ethnicity of Jews from the
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religion of Jews. Concerns have been raised on the use of public funds to make Jews more
Jewish. Would charter schools built on language, culture, and values be able to avoid teaching
support for the Jewish religion? Proponents argue that if the schools are to accept all comers and
if their curricula are tailored so as to avoid religion — both points to which the Steinhardt team
seems to have given careful attention — the new institutions will pass constitutional muster.
Hebrew charter schools have emerged as a potential strategy for building Jewish identity,
as they are both cheaper and less parochial than day schools, but the voucher situation for
religious private schools already has entered the fray. Mainstream Jewish groups such as
the Reform synagogues, have argued that this strategy is, if not illegal, then is at least
inappropriate. This is in sharp contrast with the views of Michael Steinhardt, who is seeking
to mix Jewishness and public education .
In an interview with the Anthony Weiss (2008, June 12), Rabbi Eric Yoffie, President of
the Union for Reform Judaism, argued that widespread Hebrew charter schools would be
“a disastrous approach.” The recent announcement that mega-philanthropist Michael
Steinhardt is backing an effort to bring a Hebrew-language charter school to New York —
together with talk of a possible national network of similar institutions — seems certain to
revive debates about whether such schools violate the separation of church and state. But
the proposal raises a second, more elemental question: Would the schools serve to sever
young Jews from the American mainstream and, in the process, betray the underlying
purpose of public education?”
One part of his critique was that the premise of charter school advocates that they can separate
Jewish culture from Jewish religion is unrealistic and unsustainable. Yoffie also took aim at the
notion of using public charter schools for private identity-building. “We have this bizarre
phenomenon where people promoting this have an agenda that says, ‘Let’s build Jewish identity,
but they can’t talk about it. They have to deny that it’s their motivation.” (Weiss 2008)
“In the time since the first Hebrew charter school, the Ben Gamla Charter School, opened
in Hollywood, Fla., in August 2007, a consensus on the church-state issue seems to be
emerging. Proponents argue that if the schools are to accept all comers and if their
curricula are tailored so as to avoid religion — both points to which the Steinhardt team
appears to have given scrupulous attention — the new institutions will pass constitutional
muster. But observers say the possibility of a national network of Hebrew charter schools
could signal a fundamental shift in Jewish attitudes toward religion, civic values and public
education — attitudes that have historically lain at the heart of American Jewish identity.

(Weiss 2008)
Evidently the Rabbi sees Jewish charter schools , multiculturalism of charter schools , as a
threat to the traditional Jewish support for church state separation, and as a challenge to Jewish
identity as Americans in a free society..
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“A Hebrew language charter school won approval last week to open in Harlem(NYC) In April,
Washington, D.C., approved its first Hebrew language charter school. In March, San Diego
approved one for a September 2012 opening. There is a Hebrew language charter school
movement afoot. When I wrote my last post, on teaching identity in traditional public schools, I had
no idea how current the Hebrew charter school issue would turn out to be.” Barry, 2012

Notes how the concept of language immersion, has become the vehicle for the formation of
Jewish Charter schools
Hebrew is the latest addition in the movement for early foreign-language study in order to
promote fluency rather than mere proficiency. After an initial tremor of anxiety over
church/state separation — Can Hebrew be taught outside a Jewish context? What is the
curriculum in a Hebrew language school if not Bible? — the idea is taking hold.
A handful of such schools exist in North America today: the Hebrew Language Academy in
Brooklyn; Hatikvah International Academy in East Brunswick, N.J.; Ben Gamla, in Broward
County, Fla., and an immersion program embedded in a public school in Manitoba,
Canada. In the next three years, Hebrew immersion charter schools are expected to open
in Harlem and in Los Angeles, San Diego, Minneapolis, Atlanta, San Francisco and
Fairlawn, N.J. Like the others, they are expected to be secular, public and entirely focused
on normative education, with a thrust on creating Hebrew fluency in the student body, not
on Jewish identity. (Wildman , 2011, Aug. 22)

The Jewish Council for Public Affairs, an umbrella group that convenes the major Jewish
denominations and organizations, was unable to agree on this issue of using the Charter schools
for Jewish culture and identity at a 2008 meeting at the San Antonio Jewish Community
Relations Council (Weiss, 2008) but moved in the direction for lowering the educational barrier
between church and state.(Associated Press , Jan.2009), Debate rages over opening of Hebrew
public school in NY Critics of the new school question whether public schools should celebrate one
particular culture.” "They're trying to transmit cultural values and identity, and that's not the
purpose of a public school," said Michael Meyers, executive director of the New York Civil Rights
Coalition. (Haaretz)

Diane Ravitch, a professor of education at New York University and a senior
fellow at the Brookings Institution, said in an op-ed piece in New York's Daily
News that she objected to the Hebrew school for the same reasons she objected
to the Khalil Gibran school ( Arab Language School) , because a public school
should not be centered on the teaching of a single non-American culture.
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"We don't send children to public schools to learn to be Chinese or
Russian or Greek or Korean," Ravitch said. "We send them to learn to be
American."
"They're trying to transmit cultural values and identity, and that's not the
purpose of a public school," said Michael Meyers, executive director of the New York
Civil Rights Coalition. (Haaretz, 2009)

By the fall of 2012, the Ben Gamla Jewish charter school system will have five schools
operational in south Florida. The schools are based on a Hebrew-language curriculum, system.
Former U.S. Rep. Peter Deutsch (D-Fla.), instrumental in founding these Hebrew Charters,
estimates that as many as 80 percent of the students at some of his schools are Jewish( The
Jewish Week.) They also reported that three of the schools rent space from Jewish organizations.
One of the schools uses a building that formerly housed a Jewish day school, and the majority of
the students from that school simply transferred to Ben Gamla, along with seven of its 10
teachers.
The school generated great controversy among the 240,000 or so Jews living in Broward County.
Supporters of the school say it could serve as a regional and national model for providing families
with a financially accessible option at a time when the overwhelming majority of non-Orthodox
households are opting not to send their children to Jewish day schools. Some critics, on the other
hand, worry that the school's main contribution will be to serve as a road map for religious
communities seeking to lower the wall separating church and state.
Ben Gamla's director, is a 37-year-old Orthodox rabbi named Adam Siegel, he notes students
will learn Hebrew, Jewish culture and Jewish history for two hours a day—though faculty will be
forbidden from teaching Torah or prayer.
The Ben Gamla schools have been controversial even in the Jewish community, in part
because concern that they are undercutting church-state separation a major former
principle among the Jewish community .In opposition to this new approach Rabbi Bruce
Warshal in the Florida Jewish Journal said,
“I’m not sure the real objective of Ben Gamla schools is the teaching of the Hebrew
language, but rather the infusion of this ‘Hebrew culture,’ which is really Jewish culture,
which is really Judaism in another guise.”
To meet church-state separation objectives, Ben Gamla Charter School says it will offer
two hours of instruction a day in Jewish-related topics, but not religion the school's
chairwoman, Sara Berman said, “… the charter school will not promote the Jewish religion,
instead using secular texts to teach modern Hebrew.”
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(Associated Press , 2009)

The Broward School Board, which rejected Ben Gamla's original curriculum, which utilized
textbooks replete with menorahs, Stars of David and other religious symbol which were
inappropriate for a public school but in responses to changes s made for compliance with the law
the Broward Board accepted the charters. “The Ben Gamla school is not religious in nature at all,”
the school board official said. “We do not fund public religious schools in the state of Florida.”

Diane Ravitch, a professor of education at New York University and a senior fellow at the
Brookings Institution, said that she objected to the Hebrew charter school for the same reasons
she objected to the Khalil Gibran school, because a public school should not be centered on the
teaching of a single non-American culture.
"We don't send children to public schools to learn to be Chinese or Russian or Greek or Korean,"
Ravitch said. "We send them to learn to be American."
(Associated Press, 2009)

MOSLEM AFFILIATED CHARTERS
Both Christianity and Judaism have worked through a commonly accepted concept of church
state separation (Mark 12:17) “Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and to

God the things that are God’s , ” and Judaism. the law of the land is the law, “dina
demalchuta dina hu ”) (Rabbi Shmuel Herzfeld)
.

Historical Islam has not undergone a historical struggle between Church and State as

experienced in the West by the Reformation. Islam has not been shaped by
the modernizing influence of secularization, and “…no separation exists between
mosque and state.” Islamic doctrine or sharia is viewed by traditional Muslims
as controlling all aspects of a Muslim’s existence. (Levy, 2012)
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Islam has not developed a concept of clear division between Church and State and
therefore for schools there is consequently no internal directive for the value of separation.
Muslim religion-affiliated charter schools have the significant potential for violating church-state
separation traditionally practiced in the United States. This has resulted in tension and conflict
between Moslem religion- affiliated charters and secular boards of education and government
officials. At a school which shares its campus with a mosque, there is little separation between
the mosque and that school .
Charles Haynes, senior scholar with the First Amendment Center in Washington and an
expert on religion in schools, said. "At issue is, are the materials (used at the school) educational
and not devotional?" Haynes says Arabic is closely linked to Islam, it is a sacred language, and
therefore there is an organic linkage of language and religion. It is difficult to draw the line
between teaching about a specific culture and teaching a specific religion (Messina , 2007)
Moslem-affiliated charter schools are operational in numerous states in addition to California
including Minnesota, Michigan, Louisiana, Ohio, and New York and have mission statements
verbally blending Arabic and American cultures.

A number of Islamic academies are involved

in being converted into religion-affiliated charter schools . In Ohio, The Central Academy of Ohio
is operated on the former site of the Toledo Islamic Academy. The Toledo Islamic Academy, a
private school founded in 1995, had between 150 and 200 students enrolled from prekindergarten to high school at the location where the converted charter school now operates.
Global Educational Excellence of Ann Arbor is a Michigan company which runs five
duplicate Arabic-themed schools in Michigan where the majority of children - close to 80 percent
– of those who attend have an Arabic background. Their school pattern includes school dismissal
at 12:30 p.m. every Friday giving students time to be go to the mosque, with school activities
including on -site religious prayer. One typical school located in Secor, Michigan , established as
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a charter school, expects to receive almost $620,000 in basic state funding and $665,000 from
other sources, including $300,000 in federal start-up funds.
A school in Inver Grove Heights, Minnesota the Tarek ibn Ziyad Academy (TIZA) is a
charter school and as such receives government money and some financial support from Islamic
Relief USA. The school is being accused of teaching Islam, but the school’s director contends
the school does not endorse any religion. A former substitute teacher at that school tells a
different story saying the school has washing rituals , prayers, and ritual activities. Katherine
Kersten a Star Tribune reporter has reported increased tension and conflict between school
officials and Moslem authorities in her article, “Storm brewing between state officials and TiZA
school as New Minnesota charter schools heading into a legal minefield.” (Kersten, 2008, Sept.)
In a recent article, Kersten raises questions regarding the separation issue at Moslem affiliated
charter schools by raising the question, “Are taxpayers footing bill for Islamic school in
Minnesota?”
Kersten notes:
TIZA uses the language of culture rather than religion to describe its program in public
documents. According to its mission statement, the school “recognizes and appreciates the
traditions, histories, civilizations and accomplishments of the eastern world (Africa, Asia and
Middle East)… But the line between religion and culture is often blurry. There are strong
indications that religion plays a central role at TIZA, which is a public school financed by
Minnesota taxpayers. Under the U.S. and state constitutions, a public school can
accommodate students’ religious beliefs but cannot encourage or endorse religion. (Star
Tribune , Oct. 26, 2008 )

Kersten also notes, that Asad Zaman, the school’s executive director, is a Muslim
religious leader (imam). “The school shares a building with a mosque and the Minnesota chapter
of the Muslim American Society, which the Chicago Tribune has described as the American
branch of the Muslim Brotherhood -- "the world's most influential Islamic fundamentalist group."
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Tarek ibn Ziyad Academy (TiZA) and the Minnesota Department of Education (MDE)
appeared to have reached a working understanding in the controversy, but there is disagreement
over whether Islam is being promoted at this public school, and there is conflict behind the
scenes on this issue. Kersten notes,
In a report issued in May, the Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) concluded that
TiZA's Friday prayer event violated the law and since then has been working with the school
to make changes. "We wanted TiZA to do Friday prayers the way all other public schools"
handle similar activities -- "as release time, under state law," said Anderson. In a releasetime arrangement, students move off-site for religious activities. But TiZA said no, according
to Anderson. Instead, the school will continue to hold Friday prayer on its premises.
Students will lead prayer and staff will be present only "to ensure student safety," said
Zaman in a letter to the MDE. (Star Tribune , Oct. 26, 2008 )

In New York City, the Khalil Gibran International Academy in Brooklyn is New York's first publicly
funded Arabic-language school. It opened, defying critics who warned it could foster anti-American
Islamist extremism or even just include Islamic teachings in the curricula. A group named "Stop
the Madrassa Community Coalition" called for it to be closed, and noted, “…it would be impossible
to monitor a public school to be sure it doesn't include Islamic teaching alongside Arabic. (Beilke,
2012)

Sharon Higgins, the independent researcher and blogger who helped found Parents
Across America, reported in the Washington Post (Higgins,2012) that the largest charter
school network in the United States,

“… is operated by people in and associated with the Gulen Movement (GM), a
secretive and controversial Turkish religious sect.”
The Gulen Turkish Muslim connected movement had 135 schools enrolled more
than 44,727 students in 26 states . This network was substantially larger than
Knowledge is Power

(KIPP) the well-known secular charter management

organization with only 125 schools in 20 states with enrolling 39,000 students.
Eleven new charter schools were added to the Gulen movement’s U.S. network at the
beginning of the 2011-2012 school year. (Higgins, 2012)
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The United States is the only country where the Gülen Turkish connected Muslim
movement has been able to fully fund schools with taxpayer money. In all other nations,
Gülen schools are what one would expect they would be: private religious schools.
The Gülen Movement is a secretive and controversial Turkish group that
nonetheless has more than 135 schools in the United States -- often operated by
Concept Schools or other companies -- and enrolls more than 45,000 students in
at least 26 states. Concerns have been raised about Gülen's hiring, labor, business
and admissions practices, political connections and curriculum. That has not
stopped state governments and education commissioners from approving the
company's applications to run charter schools.

Under the radar of the American public, the Gulen movement has been quietly
advancing its presence in the U.S. via the establishment of charter schools, "cultural
centers", and "interfaith dialogue" centers. Politicians, reporters, academics,
community leaders, and charter school families have been strategically targeted,
influenced, and given gifts, as the Gulenists have steadily built up their political
cover. But how many of these Americans have an understanding of the
controversies which surround this secretive movement and its worldwide political
ambitions? And how would the public respond to finding out that such a movement is
opening more and more charter schools, supported by their tax dollars as part of the
GM's primary global project, without being willing to admit (Charter School Scandals
, 2012)

There was a segement on on CBS 60minutes in which the Gulen movement was
questioned and discussed.
Dove Science Academy Elementary, (is) an Oklahoma City charter school funded
with state tax dollars, run by a nonprofit organization, and free to students admitted
through a lottery.
It is one of four Oklahoma charter schools run by the nonprofit
Sky Foundation, which was founded in 2000 by five graduate students at Oklahoma
State University. Most were members of the Turkish Student Association. In 2009,
Sky Foundation reported nearly $8 million in revenue.
More than 120 charter
schools nationwide were founded by Turkish nationals, beginning in 1999. The
schools have excelled academically. They also have brought thousands of workers
into the country on temporary visas.
And today the schools are part of a brewing
controversy that touches on religion, Middle Eastern politics, the growing school
choice movement and immigration.”(CBS NEWS 60 minutes , 2012)
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Of particular concern is the basic philosophy of the Gulen movement which explains
its secrecy in incursion into the American religiously associated charter school
movement.

Gulen oversees a worldwide network of businesses, schools, foundations and
media outlets, with an estimated budget of 25 billion dollars. What makes Gulen
islamist objectives and particularly dangerous is his strategic and tactical means
to achieving islamization. Here’s what Gulen had to say in a sermon in 1999
aired on Turkish television:
You must move in the arteries of the system without anyone noticing your
existence until you reach all the power centers … until the conditions are
ripe, they [the followers] must continue like this. If they do something
prematurely, the world will crush our heads, and Muslims will suffer
everywhere, like in the tragedies in Algeria, like in 1982 [in] Syria … like
in the yearly disasters and tragedies in Egypt. The time is not yet right. You
must wait for the time when you are complete and conditions are ripe, until
we can shoulder the entire world and carry it … You must wait until such
time as you have gotten all the state power, until you have brought to your
side all the power of the constitutional institutions in Turkey … Until that
time, any step taken would be too early—like breaking an egg without
waiting the full forty days for it to hatch. It would be like killing the chick
inside. The work to be done is [in] confronting the world. Now, I have
expressed my feelings and thoughts to you all—in confidence … trusting
your loyalty and secrecy. I know that when you leave here—[just] as you
discard your empty juice boxes, you must discard the thoughts and the
feelings that I expressed here.” (ACT for America, 2009)

Simply put, he is brilliantly and patiently employing taqiyya on a global
scale, because this strategic approach is not confined to Turkey… Our
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readers may be familiar with the numerous emails we have released
regarding the operation of the Tarek ibn Zayed Academy (TiZA), a
publicly funded charter school in Minnesota that is so blatantly Islamic in
nature that the Minnesota Department of Education issued two citations
against it and the ACLU is suing it. FGC schools appear to be very
different, and reflect the Gulen’s exhortation to “move in the arteries of the
system without anyone noticing your existence until you reach all the
power centers…”
“Indeed, the fact that so little has been written about the FGC schools here
in the U.S., as well as the accolades that have been accorded the FGC as a
model of “moderation” by some in our government, would appear to
confirm that the FGC and its schools are doing an excellent job of heeding
Gulen’s exhortation and masking their true intent.”

Aside from TIZA, with overt Muslim religious practices, the Muslim affiliated charter
schools run by the Gulen movement have not been reported to overtly practice nor
indoctrinate in the Muslim i faith affiliated religious schools. Evidently taqiyya is

practiced by hiding long-range-objectives of the Gulen movement objectices
.
The issues raised about Moslem religion-affiliated schools currently are dwarfed by
priorities of America’s economic crisis, but the issue of ‘charter-izing ’ religious schools
remains and will intensify. The administration’s federal Department of Education is clearly
supporting the ‘charteriz-ing’ of religious-affiliated schools and has provided urban faithbased schools with a protective and instructional umbrella. However, acceptance of blatant
violations of church-state separation by any of the religion- affiliated groups are contributing
to the revolutionary undermining of the traditional public education in America and will
probably return to haunt us.

In addition to issues with Christian, Jewish, and Moslem religious affiliated charter schools, there
are some tensions with other groups, as well, over issues of church-state separation. Kahlenberg
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referred to 30 ethnic charter schools in Minnesota alone, catering to groups such as Somali,
Ethiopian and Hmong immigrants. (Kahlenberg, Jan. 15 2009)

The following are additional religion-affiliated charter schools which should be followed:
1. Church of Scientology charter schools concern expressed by Los Angeles district officials
of 1st Amendment issues
(Helfand, 1997);
2. Ethical culture charter schools;
3. Hawaii culture charter schools where issues of naturalistic religious teaching have
emerged ;
4. Waldorf charter schools where the theosophical philosophy of Rudolph Steiner has been
questioned on public schools teaching occult religion?
5. Church operated schools. A report by Karen Hughes ( 2007) that a Harlem church that
wants to run a charter school has sued New York State officials, in a challenge to a law
preventing religious entities from operating such institutions.
LANGUAGE, ETHNIC, CUTURAL, RELIGIOUS CHARTER SCHOOLS
Wikepedia notes that 113 out of the more than 4600 nationwide charters, have mission
statements specifying ethnic and cultural themes. I feel this is a serious underestimation and
does not consider the number of religious affiliated and value themed schools, Christian,
Jewish, Muslim and other that should be included in the count, but which intentionally avoid
public view and identification. Wikepedia refers to language /culture based schools which
have developed , many of which I feel, l mask the expansion of religion-affiliated education.
These include the Amber Charter School in the Washington Heights neighborhood of
Manhattan, the Eugenio Maria de Hostos Charter School in Rochester, New York, both of
which feature instruction in Spanish and in Hispanic cultures, the Ben Gamla Charter
School, the country’s first Hebrew language charter school, which opened in Hollywood,
Florida, in 2007, the Tarek ibn Ziyad Academy, the Pioneer Valley Chinese Immersion
Charter School, where by grade six all subjects except English language arts will be taught
in Chinese, and the Hellenic Classical Charter School in Brooklyn, New York.

Wikipedia notes that,
A language/culture based charter school is similar in many respects to a religious
charter school. Lawrence D. Weinberg, in his book Religious Charter Schools:
Legalities and Practicalities, argues that a charter school can be religious in many
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ways and that charter schools may accommodate religious beliefs, but not endorse
religious beliefs.[4] Religious charter schools would include Catholic schools that
converted to charters as happened in Washington, D.C. and some Hebrew or
Arabic language schools. (Wikipedia, Language/culture based charter school)

Khalenberg notes there are,
A growing number of ethnocentric or culturally oriented niche charter schools have
opened around the country. These ethnic or culture-oriented models raise legal and policy
concerns about church/state entanglement as well as concerns about diversity. Indeed,
there has already been litigation focused on racial and ethnic aspects of charter schools
as well as religious influences. Despite the litigation in these areas, the constitutional
tensions to which ethnocentric charter schools give rise have not been fully explored in
the literature.”
Kahlenberg rises the question on the use of public schools for instilling pride in their ethnic and
religious heritage ,
… when the public schools were designed to counterbalance that individual preference
tendency and to teach children what united us as Americans not focus on religion or ethnic
origins which divide us.
He notes,
Americans once had two institutions that served as glue in our diverse population – the military
(for males) and the public schools. Once the military went to an all-volunteer force, we lost that
source of cohesion. We would be wrong to forfeit it among public charter schools as well.”
(Khalenberg, On The Problem with Ethnic Charter Schools, 2009)
The Christian, Jewish and Muslim religious affiliated charter schools referred to in this paper
are the tip of an iceberg, and portend a ground swell of religious , ethnic and theme schools
which will be taking advantage of poorly regulated local and state money available for
charter schools. The breakdown in the traditional church-state separation characterized by a
Common School is a given financial, legal and philosophical reality associated with the
concept of “schools of Choice.”

(Wikipedia, language/culture based charter school)
The American Jewish Committee also has expressed concern about the development of single
religion and ethnic identity schools in their Resolution on Identity-Based Public School
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Adopted by the Board of Governors. They note,
As American cities and suburban communities become increasingly linguistically, ethnically and
culturally diverse, the role of public schools in teaching mutual respect and shared values,
essential for social cohesion in a pluralistic society, grows more critical…Charter schools

contribute to the further fragmentation of American society, because they are frequently designed to
serve homogenous student populations… Controversy has surrounded these schools, particularly
regarding their constitutionality with respect to church-state separation where the beliefs and
practices of a single religion permeate the curriculum, and the wisdom of an educational policy
which we believe is likely to encourage ethnic balkanization and discourage social integration
because it accentuates ethnic and cultural identity at the expense of our common American
culture… AJC believes one of the primary purposes of public education is the inculcation in every
student of a strong sense of American civic values and acculturation of societal norms founded
upon mutual respect and understanding. Therefore, AJC resolves to endorse choice and
innovation within public education, but opposes the use of public funds or other public resources
for dual language/culture schools whose curriculum furthers an educational agenda that promotes
a particular religion, ethnicity, or national identity."
(American Jewish Committee , 2008)

Very clearly, the mission of public education in society has changed over
time: from that of the Colonial period with focus on m oral and
establishment religious education, to education for citizenship during the
1850’s, and later in response to immigration from similar culture and
religious affiliations centers in Eastern and Western Europe. In this
contemporary period, of globalization and economic challenges,
especially shaped by the current economic downturn and competition
from China, a major emphasis has become economic to promote
student achievement and preparation for global competitiveness by
fostering educational excellence and ensuring equal access. Citizenship
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education and civic values appear to be missing.

CONCLUSION
The walls of separation between religion and education have been breached by Christian, Jewish
and Muslim schools and to a lesser degree by others as well in three main ways: 1) the 2002
Supreme 5-4 Court decision Zelman v Simmons Harris case allowing voucher support for private
schools with a declaration that vouchers for private schools did not violate the Establishment
Clause of the First Amendment, and that vouchers were acceptable for any students because
they were given directly to parents and not to schools;2) the accepted inclusion of religious
affiliated charter schools in the educational reform charter school movement ; and 3) the
advance of the philosophical concept of “schools of choice” which equates freedom to choose
schools with individual freedom. These three breaches now have built institutional support and
represent a revolutionary change from the public common schools as formulated by Horace
Mann in the 1850’s and reinforced by the pragmatism of John Dewey at the turn of 20th century.
Since the education genie cannot be put back into the former secular education bottle we should
try and shape the direction of this revolution by longer range updating our schools to take this
revolution into account. Civic education to be added to school curricula for all schools has the
potential to respond to this systemic education breakdown

“Traditionally, in free democratic societies, schools are meant to develop
children who will grow up with critical minds to be productive employees
and tolerant, independent-thinking citizens. “…But because of the
diversity and cultural pluralism of American society public schools have
a special rationale: to provide a common education to children from all
backgrounds that teaches not only skills but also American history,
culture and democracy…” (American Jewish Committee, 2008)
Schools should not be about promoting the narrow values and culture of the students’
families, but exposing students to diverse ideas.
As “ Shanker said: “If public schools become places where children learn that,
fundamentally, they are not American, there will be no reason for taxpayers to continue
supporting them. And there will be little to hold society together.”(Kahlenberg, 2009) “
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Unlike in other nations, Americans are not united by race or religion, but rather by a shared
commitment to a set of core civic ideals and we should focus on these core values. Our vision of
pluralism, of E Pluribus Unum, is only possible with civic learning to confirm in all citizens a
shared knowledge of and commitment to American democratic ideals. We should aim our civic
learning not only to to teach immigrants the tools of citizenship, but also to teach them to also to
teach them to Americans. Civic learning and loyalty to national ideals should be included in the
curricula as a core subject,, and emphasized at the federal, state, and local levels.

There are a number of civic education proposals to crystallize a common core of identity for our
increasingly multicultural and balkanized society.
One of the more prominent organizational responses to the focus on multicultural religious
and ethnic differences as the basis for education is : A Crucible Moment which notes:
A socially cohesive and economically vibrant US democracy...require[s] informed, engaged, openminded, and socially responsible people committed to the common good and practiced in ‘doing’
democracy.... Civic learning needs to be an integral component of every level of education, from
grade school through graduate school, across all fields of study (A Crucible Moment: College
Learning and Democracy’s Future)
A second prominent organizational response of civic education movement is the Leonore Annenberg
Institute for Civics of the Annenberg Public Policy Center at the University of Pennsylvania and the
Campaign for the Civic Mission of Schools. They note,
“At a time when the nation is confronting some of the more difficult decisions it has faced in long time, a
lack of high- quality civic education in America’s schools leaves millions of citizens without the
wherewithal to make sense of our system of government.”
(Guardian of Democracy: The Civic Mission of Schools )
Both of these organizational proposals deal with civic responses to the major transformation
taking place in our educational system and should be considered as one of the ways of coping
with the breakdown of unity of vision associated with our contemporary culture.
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ABSTRACT
Bridging the Gap: A University and Public School Collaboration - The Good the Bad and
the Ugly
In 2009, an education course at Whittier College led to the development of U.P.L.I.F.T. an
afterschool literacy program, held at a high academic need middle school in Los Angeles
County. This paper discusses the benefits and complications of developing and implementing a
program for academically “at-risk” students of color. Specifically, it focuses on working with
undergraduate students, the district, school, and ultimately the program itself. A three year
qualitative study, the program worked with over 30 middle school students and 15
undergraduates. Findings highlight the benefits of bringing in a culturally relevant curriculum,
working with small groups, as well as the conflicts of teaching philosophies, mix matched needs
and too much choice.
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Preservice Teachers’ Growth in Understanding Divisibility using Tools and Reasoning
Terri L. Kurz
Arizona State University, Polytechnic
7271 E. Sonoran Arroyo Mall
Santa Catalina Hall, Room 350B
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Abstract:
This paper presents a case study of three preservice teachers who collectively
investigated divisibility and prime decomposition using prime factor tiles and reasoning.
The results showed that the activities helped the preservice teachers explain their
reasoning and allowed them to holistically explore divisibility with an emphasis on prime
decomposition.

Prime decomposition can be defined as the multiplicative deconstruction of a number into
its primes. It is usually taught using factor trees; the number is broken down into its factors until
the prime numbers are reached. While prime decomposition seems like a simple task to
mathematics educators, it often gives preservice teachers great difficulty. Procedurally, they can
decompose and make a factor tree, but then have difficulty when they are expected to interpret
the significance of the factors or use the factors in any meaningful manner (Zazkis, 1999; Zazkis
& Liljedahl, 2004).
Because preservice teachers have such difficulty with prime decomposition, it is
important that they are provided with fruitful activities that allow them to experience meaning in
relation to prime decomposition (Brown, 1968). With that in mind, a framework was developed
to guide preservice teacher in interpreting prime decomposition with the support of tools
(manipulatives). It was the hope that this framework would provide preservice teachers with the
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opportunity to move beyond procedures and focus instead on the meaning of the prime
decomposition with a particular emphasis on multiplicative structure. The research questions
were: After investigating various divisibility activities, how do preservice teachers describe and
make sense of divisibility within prime decomposition structures? What do their descriptions
(both verbal and written) reveal about their understanding of divisibility? The emphasis was on
making sense of prime decomposition rather than focusing on the procedure (Cooney, 1999).
The tools the preservice teachers used were prime factor tiles. These prime factor tiles are
movable tiles with the prime factors written on them. They support the reform movement in
mathematics because they move beyond procedure and allow the participant to manipulate and
learn through discovery. Lesson plans for grades third through eighth that describe how to use
the tiles are available (see Kurz & Garcia, 2010; 2012). These lessons were also used with the
preservice teachers in this study.
Methodology
Participants
Three female preservice teachers were collectively analyzed. All were enrolled in a
mathematics course for elementary school teachers in the southwest United States. Two were
studying to be elementary school teachers; the third was studying to be an early childhood
teacher. The data were collected over the course of a semester. The preservice teachers had not
entered their education courses; they were still working on their general education requirements.
Data Sources
Data were collected from a multitude of sources. Students participated in class evaluating
a variety of tasks based on prime decomposition and divisibility (See Kurz & Garcia, 2010).
These interactions were transcribed. Lab activities were provided to the preservice teachers in
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which they had to multiplicatively analyze certain numbers in relation to prime decomposition
and divisibility (see Kurz & Garcia, 2012). Finally, an exam was given to the students to see if
they could individually apply prime decomposition in similar settings. Prime decomposition tiles
were provided for most activities. The preservice teachers investigated activities that focused on
the following topics: divisibility, prime numbers, composite numbers, factors, greatest common
factor (GCF), and least common multiple (LCM). While all of these topics were discussed,
divisibility received the greatest quantity of time. The emphasis on divisibility included
evaluating the ways in which divisibility can support knowledge about other factors in relation to
composite numbers.
Guidelines for Analysis
The data were evaluated with particular attention on the mathematical reasoning behind
the participants’ statements. How the preservice teachers reasoned through the mathematics was
of utmost importance. Because there were only three cases, they were collectively analyzed. I
was particularly interested in their analysis of concepts and how they explained their reasoning.
Responses to four particular questions will be considered with an emphasis on sense making.
Results
These preservice teachers were able to articulate divisibility using prime decomposition
both verbally and in written form. Responses to four divisibility questions are provided below.
Question 1
“If you know the prime factors of 10 and15, do you know the prime factors of 150? What
are they? This strategy can help you to find the prime factors of large composite numbers. What
would the prime factors of 15,000 be?” (Kurz & Garcia, 2012, p. 55)
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Stephanie: “Yes, Since 10 X 15 = 150. The prime factors of 10 and 15 combined
(multiplied) are the prime factors of 150. The prime factors of 15,000 would be the
factors of 15 x 10 x 10 x 10 or 54 x 3 x 23.”
Question 2
“20x15=300 is divisible by 6. However, neither 20 nor 15 are divisible by 6. How is this
possible? If 300 is divisible by 3, is it always true that either 20 or 15 is divisible by 3? Why is
this different for 6?” (Kurz & Garcia, 2012, p. 55)
Lorie: “3 is a prime number but 6 is a composite number. So since 6 is a factor, 20 has a
factor of 2. 15 has a factor of 3 so there is 6 in the result. It is true that 20 or 15 is
divisible by 3 because 15 is divisible by 3. 6 is not because it is composite.”
Question 3
The students were asked to come up with divisibility rules for all numbers 2-10, except 7.
Then, they were asked to analyze why some rules were similar to each other. Molly was asked
why the divisibility rules for 3 and 9 are similar.
Molly: “9 is a multiple of 3. Every third multiple of 3 is a multiple of 9. Every third
multiple of 3, if the digits are added together, is divisible by 9.”
She was also asked why the divisibility rule for 6 works.
Molly: “2 and 3 are not multiples of each other, but 6 is a multiple of both numbers.
Therefore, if both 2 and 3 go into a number, 6 must go into it as well.”
Question 4
“Find the least divisible number by each natural number less than or equal to 12.”
(Billstein, Libeskind and Lott, 2010, p. 312)
The students had been working for about 5 minutes and were having difficulties.
Instructor: “How would you start?”
Molly: “I think the wording is strange.”
Stephanie: “You find a number that 1-12 will go into. I started with the primes then…”
Molly: “You ran into a problem.”
Stephanie: “Yea, 1, 3, 12 and 6. 12 covers all of those. I could cancel some of out.”
Molly: “Would you need to add more twos for the 8?”
Stephanie: “I’m confused.”
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Molly: “You can put the whole 8 into in it.”
Stephanie: “You have to use 12 and 11.”
Molly: “10, that would be the 2 and 5?”
Instructor: “One of you is working from the bottom up and the other is working form the
top up.”
Stephanie: “I see. It makes more sense to start from the bottom up.” [She was working
from the top up (starting at 12) While Molly was working from 1 up.]
Students begin to work collectively from the bottom up.
Molly: “Prime factors of 12, 4 and 3 meaning 2, 2, and 3. It is just a pattern. Last 2 for 4,
last 3 for 8, last digit for 2.”
Instructor: “Start your list over and try again.”
Students write the numbers 1-12 across their paper.
Molly: “1, 2, 3, for 4 we need...”
Stephanie: “Another 2.”
Lorie: “Just one 2.”
Stephanie: “We need another 2 for the 8.”
Students continue this process and come up with the correct answer. They are crossing
out the numbers on their list as they write prime numbers down that are divisible by the numbers
in their list. The add primes numbers to their list as needed.
Discussion and Conclusion
These three women were able to articulate divisibility within a context when given the
opportunity to do so. Their descriptions provide insight into reasoning and allowed them to
analyze what divisibility means in relation to prime decomposition. The difficulties preservice
teachers have with divisibility in relation to prime decomposition are not well documented in
terms of the number of studies. However the few studies that have been conducted show that
preservice teachers do have many difficulties and misconceptions. Zazkis and Campbell (1996)
found that preservice teachers have problems applying logic and reasoning to determine
divisibility. If a number was divisible by 3 and 5, preservice teachers were unable to deduce that
the number would also be divisible by 15, for example. The preservice teachers in this study
were able to move beyond some of these difficulties, as shown. Perhaps the tools helped. In
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addition, they may have benefited from the multiple activities that asked them to analyze the
connectedness of factors and prime decomposition.
Because we know that preservice teachers have difficulty with prime decomposition and
divisibility, we must then address it. The activities provided to the preservice teachers in this
study helped them better articulate the application of divisibility within contexts as compared to
other study results studies (Zazkis, 1999; Zazkis & Campbell, 1996; Zazkis & Liljedahl, 2004). It
is the hope that activities such as these continue to be integrated into teacher preparation in order
to help address the discrepancies that preservice teachers have. The problem does not occur
within the preservice teachers’ reasoning, rather the problem probably occurs within the
curriculum they are taught (or not taught). We need to provide explicit opportunities to apply
divisibility rules within a context of prime decomposition. This allows the preservice teachers to
question what divisibility means in relation to numbers. It allows them to rationalize and reason,
making sense out of the multiplicative structure. When provided with an opportunity to analyze
divisibility within a context, it appears that the preservice teachers were able to move beyond the
difficulties documented. We need to continue to develop curriculum that helps address
preservice teachers’ difficulties in order to increase their mathematical sense making and
multiplicative understanding.
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Overview and Purpose of the Research
Keyano College has experienced a 17% increase in enrolment during the 2010-2011
academic year. Many of these students are younger students, accustomed to using technology in
every aspect of their lives. Therefore, in the current research, we wanted to explore the use of
technology within the classes at Keyano College.
The purpose of the study is two-fold. We first sought to learn about the characteristics of
Keyano students and their habits around the use of technology in class. Many of the students in
the University Studies Programs are often seen using their laptops during lectures. Other students
frequently use their cell phones during lectures. Are they on task or bored and texting friends or
surfing the internet? Should students be encouraged to bring their laptops to class? How and why
are students using laptops and cell phones during class? These are the types of questions we
sought to answer.
The current research is important and significant in four ways. First, it is relevant to
students and faculty who are encouraged to use technology such as Moodle, PowerPoint and
Smart Board to enhance instruction and engage learners. In addition, Faculty is repeatedly told
that today’s students need technology in order to relate to course content and to learn more
effectively. This research will help to clarify whether students are using technology
appropriately and whether technology increases learning and engagement. Moreover, one of the
three high schools in Fort McMurray is being named the Science and Technology School of the
region and students will be exposed to a variety of existing and emerging technology. When they
begin attending Keyano College they will be expecting to use similar technology. Hence, the
College and Faculty need to know how we can best implement new technologies within the
classrooms. In addition, this study is significant because Keyano College has as one of its goals
and strategic initiatives; “to enhance student recruitment, success and retention”. When students
are engaged as learners, they will be successful and will continue in their chosen areas of study.
If the use of technology facilitates student learning then it is important that students have access
to many types of technology.
Part 1: Student’s Use of Technology and Perceptions about Online Course
In this first part of this study, we sought to explore two research questions. First, what
types of technology are students using and how are they using it in the classroom?, and second,
what are student’s perceptions of online courses? Are they interested in learning via online
courses?
Past research regarding the use of laptops within the classroom and their effects on
learning has revealed mixed findings. Some research finds that laptop use can be a significant
2
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and useful learning aid and can increase engagement, participation and student-instructor
interactions (Fitch, 2004; Stephens, 2005). Research has also found that laptop use can increase
student motivation, academic performance (Mackinnon & Vibert, 2002; Siegle & Foster, 2001),
interest in learning and motivation (Trimmel & Bachmann, 2004). However, other researchers
have pointed to the drawbacks associated with laptop use, such as distraction and inappropriate
uses (Fried, 2008). Indeed, one study found that, of those who used their laptop during class,
81% reported using email, 68% used instant messaging, 43% browsed the Internet, 25% played
games and 35% engaged in “other” activities (Fried, 2008). In addition, some studies have
revealed that laptop use is negatively linked to learning, attention, understanding of course
material and recall for the material (Fried, 2008; Hembrooke & Gay, 2003). Given these mixed
findings, we wanted to understand the types of technology Keyano students were using within
the classrooms, how they were using the technology and the impact on student learning.
Method
Procedure and Materials
To explore students’ use of technology during class time and their perceptions of online
courses, students completed seven online questionnaires. University Studies students were
emailed a recruitment letter which included the link to the online questionnaires. All responses
were confidential and anonymous. In exchange for participation, students entered a draw to win
an Ipad.
As mentioned, students completed online questionnaires. Students were first asked to
complete a demographics form. This was followed by questionnaires pertaining to the frequency
with which students bring technology (i.e., laptops, cell phones) to class, and how they use the
technology during class. Last, students were asked to complete questionnaires regarding their
experience with and thoughts about online courses (see Appendix A for questionnaires).
Profile of the Participants
Eighty-eight University Studies students (61 females, 27 males) took part in the study,
indicating a response rate of 38%. The average age of participants was 21.40 (SD = 4.35). The
vast majority of students were full time students (93%). Few students worked full time (8%)
while attending the College, however, a substantial percentage worked part-time (44.3%). Fortytwo percent did not work. Ethnicity was as follows; 71.6% were Caucasian, 6.8% were
Aboriginal, 3.4% were East Indian, 6.8% were Asian, 2.3% were Middle Eastern, 2.3% were
Black, and 3.4 were categorized as “Other”.
Results
Research Question: What types of technology are students using and how are they using it
in the classroom?
Laptop Use: What percentage of students are bringing a laptop to class?
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Overall, 63% of students reported bringing a laptop to class with them. More men (74%)
than women (57%) brought a laptop to class, although this comparison was not statistically
significant, t(86) = 1.49, p = .14.

Laptop Use: How are students using their laptops in class?
Overall, students reported using their laptops primarily for course-related purposes (See
Figure 1). Indeed, 71% of students indicated that they use their laptop for Moodle, 64% used it
for working on class tasks, and 55% reported using it for note-taking. However, it is important to
recognize that students also reported using their laptop for activities not related to course-work;
52% of students indicated that they read/write emails during class, 50% access blogs or
Facebook, and 46% browse the Internet. Moreover, 38% engage in communication (i.e., instant
messaging), 20% of students reported playing games on their laptop during class time. A
substantial percentage of students (38%) reported that, although they were doing work, it was for
a different class.
Interestingly, there was a trend in the data that indicated that more men were using their
laptops for word processing and research purposes. In addition, more men also reported using
their laptops for gaming and internet browsing (See Figure 2).
Cell phone Use: What percentage of students are bringing a cell phone to class?
The vast majority of students bring a cell phone to class; 88% percent of students
reported bringing one with them to class. Similar numbers of men and women brought their cell
phone to class (88% of men, 89% of women).
Cell phone Use: How are students using their cell phone in class?
Students primarily used their cell phones during class time for communication purposes
(67%) (See Figure. 3). Students also used their cell phones to access blogs or Facebook (40%),
read/write emails (31%), and look at pictures (27%). Approximately 27% reported using their
cell phone to access Moodle, and 18% reported working on a course task. However, very few
students used their cell phones for other educational purposes; only 7% reported taking notes,
8% reported word processing. Overall, the primary use of cell phones during class was social in
nature.
There appeared to be few gender differences in cell phones use. Men reported a greater
frequency of gaming, whereas women indicated a greater use of word processing (note however,
that the percentage of students engaging in word processing was quite small).
Other Technology: Are students using other types of technology in the classroom?
Few students indicated that they use additional types of technology in the classroom. Five
students indicate that they bring an Ipod to class with them (5.68%), 2 students reported bringing
4
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an IPad (2.27%), and 1 student reported bringing a calculator. Given these small frequencies,
these data were not further explored.

Research Question: What are students’ perceptions of online courses? Are they interested
in learning via online courses?
Students were first asked to indicate whether they had taken an online course in the past
six months, and, if so, the number of courses taken. Overall, 22.7% of students reported taking
an online course, and, on average, students took one online course. Students also reported
whether they had taken an online course in the Winter 2011 semester. Overall, 21% of students
reported that they were enrolled in an online course. On average, students reported taking 1
course online.
The issues of primary interest involved students’ perceptions of online courses, and their
interest in taking online courses. Overall, it appeared that students were mildly uninterested in
taking online courses; when asked to whether they were interested in taking online courses right
now, the average response on a 7-pt scale was 3.26 (SD = 1.76), reflecting a response of
“somewhat disagree”. When asked whether they would be interested in taking an online course
in the future, the average response was 4.10 (SD = 1.81), reflecting a “neutral” attitude.
Importantly, results also revealed that students felt they would learn less in an online course than
in an on-campus course (average response: 2.84, SD = 1.55) and that they prefer to take oncampus courses (average response: 5.72, SD = 1.65).
However, the data also indicated that students who have taken an online course in the
past held more positive attitudes about taking additional online courses (See table 1 for means).
Students who had previously taken an online course expressed greater interest in taking another
online course in the future than those who had never taken an online course, t(86) = 3.31, p =
.001. Moreover, students who had experience with online courses reported a greater desire to
take online courses right now than those who had not taken an online course, t(86) = 2.36, p =
.02.
Interestingly however, there was no significant difference in the extent to which students
who had and had not taken an online course viewed the content of online courses. Both groups of
students believed that that they would learn more in an on-campus course, p = .58. Importantly,
both groups of students reported that they would prefer to take on-campus courses, p =.93. This
suggests that students who had taken online courses, and who are interested in taking more
online courses, may chose to do so because of circumstance (i.e. child care, work schedules etc.),
rather than pure interest in online courses.
Implications and Conclusions
The findings presented above suggest a number of implications for Keyano students,
faculty and for the College as a whole. Given that students are using their laptops primarily for
work-related tasks (i.e., note-taking, Moodle), it is suggested that students be encouraged to
bring laptops to class with them to facilitate learning. However, given that students also reported
5
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using their laptops for non-course related activities, it is imperative that students be made aware
of the implications of inappropriate laptop uses. Students need to be instructed on how to become
better “digital citizens” –that is, they should be educated on the policies surrounding laptop use,
and the ethical and appropriate uses of laptops during class. Moreover, students need to be made
aware of the consequences of inappropriate use – 47% of participants in our study reported being
distracted by another students’ use of a laptop. While laptops were used primarily for educational
purposes, the primary purpose of cell phones was communication, and students reported that cell
phone use during class (texting, ringing) is very distracting (56% of students have been
distracted by a cell phone during class). Hence, based on this data, it appears that cell phone have
no place within the classroom – they should remain out of reach (i.e., in schoolbags) during
class.
For faculty, these data suggest that Instructors should be making technology available
during class time, and that Instructors should be encouraging the use of laptops to increase
learning. We know that this generation of students have extensive experience with technology
and that students are comfortable using it. Therefore, students should be encouraged to use their
laptops to take notes, and access Moodle. However, this addition to the classroom means that
Instructors must now be very vigilant, and monitor students’ laptop use. Therefore, Instructors’
classroom management strategies may require modification. Instructors’ should also inform
students of the appropriate and inappropriate uses of technology within their individual
classrooms, and include a policy regarding the use of technology in their syllabi.
At a broader level, the College has a responsibility to steward to this younger generation
of students. The College should continue to promote and encourage the use of technology within
the classrooms at Keyano College, but it should also be recognized that technology cannot, and
should not, replace active learning within the classrooms. That is, technology should not be used
to replace active learning activities and exercises within the classrooms. It is also important that
the College require that Instructors include a policy regarding technology within the classroom,
so that both Instructors and students are informed of appropriate and inappropriate uses.
The findings pertaining to online courses indicate that students’ attitudes towards online
courses appear to improve after having taken an online course (i.e., they are interested in taking
additional course). Hence, it may be important for the College and Instructors to encourage
students to take an online course. More importantly, students reported that they prefer to take oncampus courses, and that they would learn more in an on-campus course. This points to the
importance and the desire for face-to-face contact, and interaction involved in on-campus
courses. Additionally, given that both groups of students (i.e., those who have and have not taken
an online course) reported that they prefer on-campus courses, it may be that students taking
online courses are limited by their current situation or circumstances (i.e., work schedules, child
care). Online courses certainly have a place in this College, but it is important for the College to
recognize that not every student is ready to take an online course, or wants to take an online
course. Therefore, it may be most beneficial to have dual offerings, where courses are offered
both in an on-campus format and in a corresponding online format. By offering both
opportunities, students can choose the format that best suits their needs and interest.
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Part 2: Exploring the Role of Personal Response Systems in Student Engagement and
Performance
Part 2 explored the impact of the personal response system (i.e., clickers) on student
engagement and performance. The clicker technology is a system that allows students to respond
anonymously to questions posed by the course Instructor. Responses are immediately tabulated
by the software, and can be instantly displayed in graph-form. This allows the students and the
Instructor to have a clear idea of whether students understand the material being taught. Each
student is given a clicker, and uses their clicker during class time to answer various questions
asked by the instructor. In large classes (30+ students), this technology allows students to
respond to questions and be involved in classroom activities without feeling intimidated by class
size. Some students, particularly students for whom English is a second language or who are shy,
may not feel comfortable actively participating in class. Given the diversity of students at
Keyano College, clickers may offer an opportunity for all students to actively participate in the
classroom.
Past research has revealed the benefits of personal responses systems. Researchers have
found that the use of personal response systems increases lecture attendance (Elliot, 2003).
Moreover, the use of personal response systems has been found to help students assess their
understanding of the material (Elliot, 2003), encourage classroom discussion and increases
communication between Instructors and students (Draper & Brown, 2004). In a review of the
research (literature) exploring the advantages of personal response systems, Fies and Marshall
(2006) state that the most frequently-found benefits of the systems include increased attendance
and participation, and more interactive, engaging and enjoyable classes. Other research (e.g.,
Morlong, McAuloffe, Cohen and DiLorenzo, 2008) have found small, but significant, increases
in performance (i.e., exam grades) as a result of the use of personal response systems, and some
research suggests that students with the lowest performance may benefit the most from using the
clickers (e.g, Gauci, Dantas, Williams, Kemm, 2009). Based on this research, it was anticipated
that the use of the clickers would increase student engagement and performance (i.e., grades on
midterm exams).
Method
Procedure and Materials
To explore the benefits of using clickers during lectures, the researchers randomly
assigned one section of Introduction to Psychology to use the clickers and act as an experimental
group, and the other to act as a control group (this group did not use the clickers). In February
2011 (Time 1), students in both classes completed various questionnaires pertaining to
demographics, classroom preferences, comfort with technology, classroom engagement and selfesteem. In mid-February, the students completed their first midterm. Then, the clickers were
7
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introduced to the experimental group. The clickers were used for 5 weeks. After the 5 weeks,
students completed various questionnaires regarding engagement and involvement, and the
experimental group completed additional questionnaire regarding the clickers (Time 2). Students
completed their second midterm at the end of March. The first midterm therefore acted as a pretest measure of student performance and the second midterm will serve as a post-test measure of
student performance. Note that midterms consist of multiple choice exams, which helped to
increase objectivity among the researchers and were identical for both classes. Note also that the
principal researcher, Vanessa Buote, did not tabulate student grades across exams to prevent data
contamination and bias. See Appendix B for Time 1 questionnaires completed by both the
control and the experimental group. See also Appendix C for the Time 2 questionnaires
completed by the control group, and Appendix D for the Time 2 questionnaires completed by the
experimental group.
As compensation for participation, students taking part in the experimental group were
provided with a pizza party during a portion of the last class of the semester; however, this
information was not disclosed to students until the study was completed.

Profile of the Participants
Participants included 27 (22 female, 4 male, 1 other) Introduction to Psychology students.
The average age of participants was 21.96 (SD = 4.37). Ninety-six percent of participants were
full-time students. One third of participants worked part-time (33.3%), approximately one tenth
(11.1%) worked full-time, and over half of participants did not work (55.6%). Eighty-five
percent of participants were White and 11% of participants were Aboriginal.
Results
Results indicated no significant differences between the control group and the
experimental group in terms of involvement/engagement, F(1, 25) = .123, p = .73, and
performance, F(1, 25) = .57, p = .46.
Opinions regarding the personal response system (clickers)
Overall, student’s attitudes towards the personal response system were quite positive.
Students felt that the clickers were fun, helped them learn the material, made them feel involved
and increased their participation. However, while attitudes were positive, it did not translate to
increased performance on midterms.
Open-ended qualitative responses corroborated quantitative findings. Student reported
that the clickers were fun, interactive, helped them pay attention in class, and helped them to
identify the material they may be having difficulty with. Some student comments’ are presented
below.

8
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The clickers were very helpful in the way that they tested your knowledge in the form of
actual exam phrased questions, this made remembering specific terms easier when put
into phrases. I really enjoyed using them
I found it very interesting and was glad they are introduced. They made it easier to learn
the material and I felt more interested in the class because it felt like it was a hands-on
course. Also, I enjoyed going to class more because I wanted to see what questions she
would use with the clickers.
I enjoy the clickers. I feel that they give me feedback on what I know without fear of
losing marks. They are interactive and fun to use. The clickers allow me to see what I
know and see what I need to work on.
I thought it was great to be able to test my knowledge of the material being taught.
They were easy to use and helped us to learn the material because I thought I knew an
answer but then it helped me realize why another answer was right.
The clickers helped me participate in class more effectively and made activities to be
more organized and faster. It also helped me learn material and understand it better.
Conclusions
While the students enjoyed using the personal response system, they had no significant
effect on student engagement and performance. These findings contrast past research revealing
that the use of the systems increased engagement and performance (e.g., Fies and Marshall,
2006). Given that the students enjoyed the clickers, that there was no negative impact on
engagement and performance and past research has found numerous positive outcomes, the
addition of the clickers in classrooms is encouraged.
As mentioned, there were no significant effects on students’ engagement and
performance. It is possible that time period in which the clickers were used (5 weeks) was too
short to effectively influence performance and engagement. In future research, it would be
beneficial to employ the clickers for an entire semester. Moreover, it is possible that the clickers
were not used often enough in each class. During a fifty minute lecture, students used the
clickers for approximately 4-5 questions, yet some students commented that they could have
been used more often. It is also important to note a limitation of this study. Given the
circumstances, one of the classes was a day class (experimental group), while the other was a
night class (control group). Although the researchers made every effort possible to ensure that
the two groups were treated equally, it is possible that there were inherent differences between
daytime and evening classes that affected the data. In future research, it would be beneficial to
ensure that the experimental class and the control class are held at similar times. Future research
might also seek to pilot and refine the questionnaire prior to administration. It is also important
to note that the class sized were relatively small, and that the majority of participants were
female. Although the Introduction to Psychology classes are among the largest in the University
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Studies Department, the research could be improved by using a large sample. It may also be
advantageous to explore the use of the clickers in other departments (e.g., Nursing).
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Figure 1. Percentage of students who reported using their laptop for each task.

Figure 2. Percentage of male and female students who reported using their laptop for each task.
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Figure 3. Percentage of students who reported using their cell phone for each task.
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Figure 4. Percentage of male and female students who reported using their cell phone for each
task.

Table 1. Means (averages) and standard deviations for students’ perceptions of online courses.
Item

Overall

Students who
have taken an
online course

Students who
have not
taken an
online course

4.07 (1.81)

4.90 (1.71)

3.84 (1.79)

2.55 (1.60)

1.85 (1.04)

5.76 (1.69)

3.26 (1.76)

4.35 (1.98)

2.94 (1.58)

4.52 (1.70)

5.25 (1.25)

4.31 (1.77)

2.84 (1.50)

3.40 (1.51)

2.67 (1.47)

5.72 (1.64)

5.70 (1.52)

5.74 (1.69)

5.63 (1.52)

5.70 (1.17)

5.61 (1.59)

I would consider taking an online course in the future.
I do not feel comfortable enough with computers and
technology to take an online course.
Right now, I am interested in taking an online course.
I would feel comfortable taking an online course.
I would learn just as much in an online course as I would
in an on-campus course.
I prefer to take on-campus courses.

I would learn more in an on-campus class than I would
though an online course.
I think online courses are less demanding than on-campus
courses.
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3.98 (1.59)

4.15 (1.76)

3.92 (1.54)

Note: The response scale for this questionnaires was 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree).

Appendix A. Questionnaires for Part 1.

Please answer the following questions.
Gender: Male
_____
Female _____
Other _____
please specify _____________________
Age: ______
Ethnicity:
_____ Aboriginal/Native
_____ East Indian
_____ White

_____ Asian
_____ Hispanic
_____ Black

_____ Middle Eastern
_____ Other

Program/Major: _________________
Student status:
I am a full-time student ______
I am a part-time student (taking less than 3 courses) ______
Do you work while attending Keyano College?
Yes, part-time ____
Yes, full-time _____
No ______
15
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The following questions ask you about your interest in using technology within your on-campus
classes at Keyano College. Note that “on-campus” courses refers to courses in which you must
come to the Campus to take the course. Note also that the “iclicker” technology is a technology
that allows students to respond to question posed by the Instructor via a handheld device.
Please rate the following statements on the 5-point scale provided below.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutral

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I prefer to use a laptop computer during
class for note-taking
I would like to use “iclickers”/personal
response systems during class
During class, I prefer to take notes by
pencil and paper, rather than on a laptop
computer
When the Instructor uses technology in
the classroom (Smart Boards, laptops,
videos), it makes class more fun and
interesting
I have been distracted by another
student’s use of a laptop computer
I would feel more engaged in the course
if my Instructor used more technology
in the classroom (Smart Board,
iclickers, videos etc.)

16
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My learning would be enhanced if my
Instructor used more technology within
the classroom
I find Moodle to be a useful addition to
my courses
I do not enjoy when my Instructor uses
technology in the classroom (i.e, Smart
Board, iclickers, videos etc.)
In general, I would like to use more
technology during class
I have been distracted by another
student’s use of cell phones or
Blackberries during class
I would prefer that my Instructor NOT
use Moodle
Taking notes by laptop computer allows
me to take notes more efficiently
I find that when my Instructor uses
Powerpoint presentations in class it
helps better learn the information being
taught

The following questions ask you about the technology that you might already be using during
class. Please complete the following questions. All questions are confidential, so please answer
honestly.
How often do you bring a laptop computer to class with you?
1

2

3

4

5

6

Never

7
Always

When you bring a laptop to class with you, how often do you use it for the following tasks?
Never
1

Occasionally
2

Sometimes
3

Often
4

Frequently
5

Almost
Always
6

Note-taking
Communicating with others
(instant messaging, msn, chat
rooms etc.) in class
Working on a task the
Instructor asked the students to
work on
Accessing
Moodle/course
website
17
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Browsing Facebook, Blogs
etc.
Watching
videos/movies/television
shows
Browsing websites/surfing the
internet
Writing/reading emails
Conducting research
Doing work for a different
course
Playing games
(arcade games, word games)
Looking at pictures
Word processing
other _________
please
specify
____________________

How often do you bring a cell phone/Blackberry/iPhone to class with you?
1

2

3

4

5

6

Never

7
Always

When you bring your cell phone to class with you, how often do you use it for the following
tasks?
Never
1

Occasionally
2

Sometimes
3

Often
4

Frequently
5

Almost
Always
6

Note-taking
Communicating with others
(instant messaging, msn, chat
rooms etc.) in class
Working on a task the
Instructor asked the students to
work on
Accessing
Moodle/course
website
Browsing Facebook, Blogs
etc.
18
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Watching
videos/movies/television
shows
Browsing websites/surfing the
internet
Writing/reading emails
Conducting research
Doing work for a different
courses
Playing games
(arcade games, word games)
Looking at pictures
Word processing
other _________
please
specify
____________________

Other than a laptop computer and a cell/phone or Blackberry, do you bring any other type
of technology to class with you?
Yes ____

please specify _______________________

No ____
If you answered yes to this question, please complete the following questions in regards to the technology
you identified. If you answered no to this question, go to the next page.
How often do you bring this technology with class with you?

1

2

3

4

5

6

Never

7
Always

When you bring this technology with you to class with you, how often do you use it for the
following tasks?
Never
1

Occasionally
2

Sometimes
3

Often
4

Frequently
5

Almost
Always
6

Note-taking
Communicating with others
(instant messaging, msn, chat
rooms etc.) in class
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Working on a task the
Instructor asked the students to
work on
Accessing
Moodle/course
website
Browsing Facebook, Blogs
etc.
Watching
videos/movies/television
shows
Browsing websites/surfing the
internet
Writing/reading emails
Conducting research
Doing work for a different
courses
Playing games
(arcade games, word games)
Looking at pictures
Word processing?
other _________
please specify _____
The following questions ask you about your past and current enrolment in online courses.
In the past 6 months, have you taken online courses through Keyano College?
___ Yes
___ No
Please indicate the number of online courses and on-campus courses (i.e., you physically came to
the campus) you have taken in the past 6 months.
Online course ______
On-Campus courses ______
Are you taking any online courses this semester (Winter 2011)?
___ Yes, please specify the number of online courses you are currently taking _______
___No
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The following questions ask you about your thoughts regarding online courses. Please indicate
your agreement with each of the following statements. Note: “On-campus” course refers to
courses where you must come to the college campus.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Somewhat
Disagree

4
Neutral

5
Somewhat
Agree

6
Agre
e

7
Strongly
Agree

I would consider taking an
online course in the future.
I do not feel comfortable enough
with computers and technology
to take an online course.
Right now, I am interested in
taking an online course.
I would feel comfortable taking
an online course.
I would learn just as much in an
online course as I would in an
on-campus course.
I prefer to take on-campus
courses.
I would learn more in an oncampus class than I would
though an online course.
I think online courses are less
demanding than on-campus
courses.
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Appendix B. Questionnaire for Part 2 Time 1
Please answer the following questions.
Gender:

Male
_____
Female _____
Other _____
Age: ______
Ethnicity:
_____ Aboriginal/Native
_____ East Indian
_____ White

please specify _____________________

_____ Asian
_____ Hispanic
_____ Black

_____ Middle Eastern
_____ Other

Program/Major: _________________

Student status:
I am a full-time student ______
I am a part-time student (taking less than 3 courses) ______

Do you work while attending Keyano College?
22
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Yes, part-time ____
Yes, full-time _____
No ______

The following questions ask you about your preferences regarding classroom format. Please
answer each question using the provided scale.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
3
Disagree Somewhat
Disagree

4
Neutral

5
6
Somewhat Agree
Agree

7
Strongly
Agree

I prefer to work on coursework
independently.
I do not enjoy participating in
group work during class.
Oftentimes, I want to ask a
question during a lecture, but I
am too shy to actually do so.
Being more involved in small
group discussion during class
would enhance my learning.
In class, I prefer to listen to the
Instructor, rather than do group
activities.
I like to feel engaged and
23
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involved in the lectures.
I like to participate in small
groups activities during class.
Even when I know the answer
to a question asked by the
Instructor, I am too shy to
answer by raising my hand.
The thought of having to
participate in classroom
discussion makes me nervous.
I am comfortable asking
questions in class by raising
my hand and verbally asking
the question.
I am uncomfortable verbally
sharing my ideas with other
students during class.

1
Strongly
Disagree

2
3
Disagree Somewhat
Disagree

4
Neutral

5
6
Somewhat Agree
Agree

7
Strongly
Agree

I am comfortable answering
questions asked by the
Instructor by raising my hand
and verbally answering the
question.
I like to be actively involved in
classroom discussions during
class.
I would like to be more
involved in small group
activities or classroom
discussions, but I am too shy.
Being more involved in
answering questions asked by
the Instructor during class
would enhance my learning.
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The following questions ask you about how involved and engaged you feel in this class. Please
answer your questions honestly. PLEASE NOTE: Your instructor will have NO WAY of linking
your responses to you.

1
Strongly
Disagree

2

3

Disagree Somewhat
Disagree

4
Neutral

5

6

Somewhat Agree
Agree

7
Strongly
Agree

I feel engaged in this course.
This class is interesting.
I find this class boring.
I do not feel involved in this
class.
I look forward to coming to this
class.
I feel that the Instructor involves
the students in class activities
and/discussions.
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The lectures in this course are
enjoyable.
I actively participate in this
course.
This class is not exciting.

Please complete the following questions. Please rate each statement on the 5-point scale provided below.
Please circle your responses.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

1

3

4

5

While using technology (computers, cell phones), I worry that I
may do something wrong (e.g. push the wrong buttons, insert
the wrong commands) that will cause problems with the
technology.

1

2

3

4

5

I like experimenting with new technology and electronics
(computers, cell phones, Ipads etc.).

1

2

3

4

5

I am comfortable using technology (computers, cell phones,
etc.).

1

2

3

4

5

When I have a problem with technology, I use trial and error to
try and fix the problem myself.

1

2

3

4

5

I avoid using technology (computers, cell phones, electronics)
whenever possible.
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I seek assistance when I need to fix a problem with technology.

1

2

3

4

5

Computers, cell phones and other electronics make me nervous.

1

2

3

4

5

I find computers, cell phones and other electronics fun to use.

1

2

3

4

5

Instructions: Below is a list of statements dealing with your general feelings about yourself.
Please read each item carefully and indicate how you generally feel about yourself.

Strongly
Disagree
1

Somewhat
disagree
2

3

4

Neither
agree nor
disagree
5

Somewhat
agree
6

1.

On the whole, I am satisfied with myself.

2.

At times, I think I am no good at all.

3.

I feel that I have a number of good qualities.

4.

I am able to do things as well as most other people.

5.

I feel I do not have much to be proud of.

6.

I certainly feel useless at times.

7.

I feel that I’m a person of worth, at least on an equal plane with

7

Strongly
Agree
8

9

others.
8.

I wish I could have more respect for myself.
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9.

All in all, I am inclined to feel that I am a failure.

10. I take a positive attitude toward myself.

To match your data from this testing session with data from the next testing session, as well
as your grades from midterm #1 and #2, the researchers will use your ID number. If you
agree to allow the researcher to match your data in the consent form, please provide your
ID number below, so that the researchers may match all pieces of information.
ID number: ________________________

Appendix C. Questionnaire for Part 2 Time 2 – Control Group

The following questions ask you about how involved and engaged you feel in this class. Please
answer your questions honestly. PLEASE NOTE: Your instructor will have NO WAY of linking
your responses to you.

1
Strongly
Disagree

2

3

Disagree Somewhat
Disagree

4
Neutral

5

6

Somewhat Agree
Agree

7
Strongly
Agree

I feel engaged in this course.
This class is interesting.
I find this class boring.
I do not feel involved in this
class.
I look forward to coming to this
class.
I feel that the Instructor involves
28
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the students in class activities
and/discussions.
The lectures in this course are
enjoyable.
I actively participate in this
course.
This class is not exciting.

To match your data from this testing session with data from the previous testing session, as
well as your grades from midterm #1 and #2, the researchers will use your ID number. If
you agree to allow the researcher to match your data in the consent form, please provide
your ID number below, so that the researchers may match all pieces of information.

ID number: ________________________
Appendix D. Questionnaire for Part 2 Time 2 – Experimental Group
The following questions ask you about how involved and engaged you feel in this class. Please
answer your questions honestly. PLEASE NOTE: Your instructor will have NO WAY of linking
your responses to you.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Neutra
l

Somewhat
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I feel engaged in this course.
This class is interesting.
I find this class boring.
I do not feel involved in this
class.
I look forward to coming to this
class.
I feel that the Instructor involves
the students in class activities
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and/discussions.
The lectures in this course are
enjoyable.
I actively participate in this
course.
This class is not exciting.

The following questions ask you about your opinion of the clickers. Please answer all questions
honestly, using the scale provided. PLEASE NOTE: Your instructor will have NO WAY of
linking your responses to you.
1
Strongly
Disagree

2
Disagree

3
Somewhat
Disagree

4
Neutral

5
Somewhat
Agree

6
Agree

7
Strongly
Agree

The clickers were fun to use.
The clickers distracted me and
made it difficult to learn during
class.
The clickers made me feel more
engaged and involved during the
lecture.
The clickers made it hard to
focus on the material being
taught.
The clickers were unpleasant to
use.
The clickers helped me learn the
material being taught.
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I did not enjoy using the
clickers.
The clickers helped me identify
the material I was having
trouble understanding.
The clickers contributed to my
learning.
The clickers increased my
participation in class.
I feel that the clickers did not
increase my knowledge of the
course material.
I would like clickers to be used
in more courses at Keyano
College.
The clicker technology was a
useful addition to this course.
In your own words, please describe your experience with and thoughts about the clickers.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

To match your data from this testing session with data from the previous testing session, as
well as your grades from midterm #1 and #2, the researchers will use your ID number. If
you agree to allow the researcher to match your data in the consent form, please provide
your ID number below, so that the researchers may match all pieces of information.

ID number: ________________________
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C. Presentation format
Poster session

D. Description of your presentation
We will introduce the status quo of preretirement education program in Taiwan in
this session. In addition, we will help the participants of this conference to know
how to successfully prepare for their retirement by our research findings.

E. Abstract
As the population of aging population increases, it comes with the problem of
aging, low fertility rate and inflation. These potential retirement risks make
personal retirement preparation more important than before. Therefore, the aim of
this study is to examine the reasons for people who attend the preretirement
education program and understand how they prepare for retirement successfully.
The data will be collected from 8 Baby Boomers (1946-1964), who are preparing
for their retiring, by individual interviews. These findings will be provided for
public or private sector to improve their present preretirement education program
and encourage employees to early prepare for retirement.
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Abstract

Pragmatics has been one of the hardest parts in language teaching and learning.
Generally speaking, speakers from the same speech community share similar communicative
strategies with each other in communication; however, not all these strategies are universally
shared in different cultures as well as in different languages. As a complex social-cultural
phenomenon, the concepts or realization of speech acts varies from culture to culture. For
English as a Second Language (ESL) or English as a Foreign Language (EFL) teachers,
making efforts to facilitate ESL Learners' cross-cultural communication awareness and to
teach them how to effectively communicate both sociopragmatically (using appropriate
meaning) and pragmalinguistically (using correct linguistic forms) is essential in that native
speakers of English can often tolerate linguistic errors (grammatical, phonological,
morphological, and lexical) than sociolinguistic errors. In other words, as many researchers
pointed out, sociolinguistic errors are often regarded much more negatively as being impolite,
rude, and even offensive to the native speakers.
Many researchers in this field have found both differences as well as similarities in
using pragmatic speech acts by ESL/EFL learners and native speakers of English. As expected,
sociolinguistic transfer exists in the speech acts in English produced by ESL/EFL learners
according to previous studies. However, a comprehensive literature review shows that not
many empirical studies have examined ESL/EFL learners’ production and perception of the
speech acts in English; therefore, not to mention ESL/EFL teaching materials in classroom
settings. This workshop idea started with the background knowledge illustrated above.
Several researchers have been discussing the importance of using implicit and
explicit instructions when ESL/EFL teachers teach speech acts (Rose & Kasper, 2001, Koike
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& Pearson, 2005, Soler, 2005). Some speech acts such as greetings or apology does have the
basic sentence formula to include in ESL/EFL lessons so that explicit instructions can be
easily implemented. On the contrary, other speech acts such as request,
compliments/compliment responses, and refusal differs based on the speakers’ language
background and their social norms due to the fact that the nature of speech acts deeply
instilled in each language culture. Therefore, implementing corpus data in ESL/EFL class
materials might add the authenticity into the lessons and even benefit learners’ language
acquisition.
In this workshop, presenters first introduce a model lesson that was created by using a
corpus-data. The lesson was based on a pilot study that was conducted in Fall, 2012. The
purpose of this pilot study was to analyze the ESL students and native English speakers use of
speech acts and elicit possible approaches and methods to include speech acts in ESL
classrooms. Based on the differences that were observed in the pilot study part one, we
applied series of lessons to ESL students in order to enhance their sociopragmatic and
pragmalinguistic knowledge which was focused on request. Part one of this workshop will be
the application of corpus-based data to ESL classroom settings in order to teach learners how
to request with authentic materials. Second part of this workshop is divided into two sections.
First, we use corpus-data to create possible lessons and activities to teach
compliments/compliment requests and refusal. After participants of this workshop become
familiar with several corpus data, presenters introduce how to implement corpus-data into
several ESL/EFL teaching materials. Participants of this workshop will have series of handson activities and they will receive a set of lesson plans and activities at the end of this
workshop.
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My presentation will present the adaptation process of older widowed persons by
drawing flow chart and showing some examples.

D. Abstract
The older widowed people need more concerns than other older people because
they have many problems, including physical, psychological, cognitional, and
behavioral problems, need to be adapted. Therefore, the purpose of study is to
explore the influence of elder learning activities on the older widowed people by
understanding their adaptation process. The method to carry out this study was
conducting a semi-structured interview on the older widowed person participating
elder learning activities. To conclude, this study may be importance in explaining
the relationship between learning and life adaptation, as well as in providing the
older widowed people with a better understanding of how elder learning activities
relate to their life adaptation.
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A. Title of submission
A Comparison of elder learning demand in participants and non-participants— a
case study of Penghu Island

B. Presentation format
Poster session

C. Description of your presentation
I will describe the status quo of implementing elder education in Penghu in
Taiwan. In addition, the aim of my presentation is to show the different learning
demand of participants and non-participants.

D. Abstract
Penghu is one of the highest aging index counties in Taiwan so it highly devoted
to promote elder learning activities. The aim of this study is to explore learning
demand by comparing the difference between participants and non-participants.
First, the situation of developing elder education was introduced. Then, analyze
the differences of learning demand between participants and non-participants.
Additionally, Data were collected primarily by means of questionnaire conducted
on 400 participants and 350 non-participants. Finally, according to research
findings, some suggestions will be presented for local government and elder
institutions to implement elder learning activities in the future.
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Abstract
The research is intended to discuss the awareness of the importance and current
implementation status of the multicultural leadership of preschool directors and multicultural
education by preschool directors and teachers. The theoretical basis of this study was formed
by literature review, and the research tool is “questionnaire of multiculturalism of preschool
directors”. The subjects were sampled from the population of present directors and teachers of
public and private preschools from all cities and counties in Taiwan, using a stratified random
sampling method. There were 700 preschools and 2100 persons sampled for the questionnaire
survey. The valid sample includes 511 preschool directors and 1004 teachers, making the
valid sample size 1515 in total.
According to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test, the data from the questionnaire survey
were not normal distribution. In addition to descriptive statistics, reliability analysis and the
Chi-square Test of homogeneity, we conducted the nonparametric Mann-Whitney Test, the
Kruskal-Wallis Test, the Wilcoxon Sign Rank Test and Spearman Correlation Coefficient to
approximate the reality and came to the following conclusions about preschool directors:
1. For the awareness of the importance of the multicultural leadership, people who are 29
years old and under, people who have 30 or more years of service, people who work in
preschools with fewer classes, are aware that the multicultural leadership of preschool
directors is of greatest importance.
2. For the degree of current implementation status of the multicultural leadership, people
with a full-time administrative position, people who are over 50 years old and 29 years
old and under, people who have more than 30 years of service, people who work in
preschools that have been set up for 10 ~ 19 years, are aware of the best implementation
of multicultural leadership of their preschool directors.
3. For the awareness of the importance of the multicultural education, people who have a
full-time administrative position, people who are over 40 years old and 29 years old and
under, people that have more than 20 years of service, people who work in private
preschools, people who work in preschools that have 10 or more classes, are aware the
multicultural education of their preschool directors is of greatest importance.
4. For the degree of current implementation status of the multicultural education, people
who have a full-time administrative position, people who are over 40 years old and 29
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years old and under, people who have more than 30 years of service, people who work in
private preschools, people who work in preschools that have been set up for 10 ~ 19 years
and more than 30 years, people who work in preschools with 4 ~ 6 classes, are aware of
the best implementation of multicultural education of their preschool directors.
5. Regardless of the multicultural leadership or the multicultural education, their awareness
of the importance and current implementation status are significantly different. This
shows that there are obvious gaps between knowledge and implementation of the
multicultural leadership and education of preschool directors.
6. The degrees of both the awareness of the importance and current implementation status of
the multicultural education are higher than that of the multicultural leadership. Moreover,
directors and teachers have a more consensus view about the awareness of the importance
and current implementation status of the multicultural education of preschool directors
than that of the multicultural leadership of preschool directors. This shows that directors
and teachers are aware that the multicultural education of their preschool directors is of
greater importance. The degrees of the directors and teachers’ implementation of
multicultural education are also more consistent.
7. For both the multicultural leadership and multicultural education, there is a moderately
positive correlation between awareness of the importance and current implementation
status.
8. Directors and teachers with different backgrounds are aware of the different degrees of
overall importance and current implementation status of the two dimensions of
multiculturalism. Each background variable is related to the overall importance awareness
and current implementation status of the two dimensions.
According to the above conclusions, we proposed the following suggestions:
1. Directors and teachers should enhance their understanding of knowledge and competence
of multicultural leadership.
2. Preschool directors should improve the guidance and practice of multicultural leadership
and education.
3. The professional development of education reform, curriculum transformation in
multicultural education and the implementation of knowledge are the most in need of
strengthening.
4. Directors should devote more efforts to improve the inequality of the organizational
structure and difference on multicultural leadership.
Keywords: multicultural leadership, multicultural education, nonparametric statistics,
awareness of the importance, current implementation status

1. Introduction
1.1 Research Motivation and Background
The preschool education and care law, promulgated in June 2011 and entered into force
in January 1, 2012, is an important legal basis for the integration of kindergarten and daycare
center. In the second chapter of this law, concerning the establishment of preschools and its
education and care services, it is clearly stated in Article 7 that the education and care services
offered by preschools should put focus on preschool children, and moreover, the schools
should not only follow the children-based spirit but also work on maintaining gender, ethnic
and cultural equalities, balancing up the education and care components, and respecting the
parents of preschool children. In Article 11, it is stipulated that the implementation of
education and care services in preschools should be closely linked to the families as well as
the communities. These notions are important for achieving the eighth of a total of nine goals,
i.e., stressing the building of cultural identity in preschool children. It can be found that both
the essence of as well as the practice of preschools will be student based. Moreover, there is a
need for stressing the importance of multiculturalism and equality in response to time and
social changes in the big environment.
Preschool education in Taiwan is voluntary education. That is, the parents are fully
autonomous in determining the education philosophy and selecting the teachers and facilities
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of preschools for their kids. They can also choose the preschools based on the personality of
their kids or the schedule of their family(Kang-Lin Chao,2006). Most preschool education is
private and belongs to a free competitive market; therefore, the administrative management of
preschool directors is critical. Preschool education is an important stage for personality
development. Exploration of curriculum flexibility and integration if far more valuable than
the exploration of topics such as the livelier implementation or the pluralistic culture of
preschool directors at other stages of education.
To avoid the issues encountered in previous studies, such as, the self-satisfaction and
poor understanding of the participants; both the directors and teachers were required to
complete a questionnaire survey. For example, in the self- and mutual-assessment section of
the questionnaire, the role of the director and implementation conditions item was completed
by both the director and the teachers. Thus, we can understand the overall conditions and
compare the different background variables to provide a significant reference by presenting
and comparing the importance awareness and current practice conditions. Most previous
studies have often automatically assumed a normal distribution when conducting statistical
analysis. However, educational studies often use a particular ethnic group as survey
participants, despite the fact that responses to psychological intentions and perceptions of
actual situation may not have a normal distribution. Therefore, for this study, we applied the
small sampling technique instead of normal distribution. Additionally, we appropriately used
the statistical method to obtain the nonparametric statistics that reflect the actual educational
scenes.

1.2 Research Purpose and Problems
According to the research motivation and background explained previously, this study
discusses preschool directors’ and teachers’ awareness of the importance and current practice
conditions of preschool directors’ multicultural leadership and education. The main research
topics included (1) whether educational staff with varying background variables perceive the
importance of preschool directors’ pluralistic culture differently; (2) whether educational staff
with varying background variables perceive preschool directors’ current pluralistic culture
practice conditions differently; (3) the relationship between the perceived importance and
current practice conditions of preschool directors’ multicultural leadership and education; and
(4)what are the important background variables on this issue.

2. Literature Review
2.1 The Current Development Status and Dimensions of Pluralistic Culture
Professor Chin-Tien Tsai (2010) analyzed and summarized the important issues of
leadership development proposed by various scholars from 1993 to 2006. That study
proposed four leadership issues as the fundamental development issues for current and future
leadership theories, that is, partner relationships, human resources management, pluralistic
culture, and colleague relations. Subsequently, the educational field should emphasize and
work toward the social equilibrium of pluralistic culture. In this study, we defined and applied
pluralistic culture in three stages. The first stage involved determining the significance of
pluralistic culture and identifying the differences between pluralistic culture and cultural
pluralism. Subsequently, we highlighted two multicultural levels for research, namely,
multicultural leadership and multicultural education, through the extended application of
pluralistic culture to school ecology content.
2.1.1 The Definition of Pluralistic Culture
The evolution of the pluralistic culture concept, also known as the “furnace” assimilation
concepts, implied superiority to mainstream values. Subsequently, the concept of pluralistic
culture has evolved into advocating the return of mainstream societies’ democratic nature,
also known as the “salad bar” concept, where the culture and values of various ethnic groups
are acknowledged and multicultural discussions, such as those admitting differences and
emphasizing specific subjects and recognitions, are fostered.
Jordan and Weedon (1995) proposed five criteria to identify “real pluralistic culture,”
namely, (1) a non-hierarchical understanding of culture and tradition; (2) the actual dialogues
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among cultures based on the exchange and blending of language and artistic skill, rather than
separate applications; (3) a thorough non-racial orientation, preventing the confusion of race
and culture; (4) traditional culture is not prioritized before popular culture, instead refined
culture is valued before new culture and technology; and (5) full multi-ethnic participation is
required for the entire structure of the cultural system (quoted from Tang et al., 2010).
Professor Sofia Wen (2008) identified the differences between the nature and
characteristics of pluralistic culture and cultural pluralism, as shown in Table 2.1 Significantly,
cultural pluralism advocates a dictatorial cultural outlook, which hinders the development of
globalization. By contrast, pluralistic culture advocates the autonomy and development of
culture, which not only promotes globalization, but also facilitates “local globalization and
global localization.” Under the general trend of globalization, to avoid resulting in another
form of domination, education should not be developed toward the hegemonic style of
cultural pluralism. Instead, we should reflect how to avoid unknowingly losing subjectivity in
the pursuit of globalization.
Table2.1. The Nature and Characteristics of Pluralistic Culture and Cultural Pluralism
Pluralistic Culture
many, extensive
1. inclusive
2. difference
3. independent local cultural development without
Characteristics
mainstream
4. multi-subjectivity
5. free development of diversity or mainstream
Source: Sophia Wen (2008)
Nature

Cultural Pluralism
single
1. exclusive
2. difference
3. mainstream strong cultural subjectivity
4. mainstream subjectivity
5. controlled diversity, replacement-style mainstream

2.1.2 Multicultural Leadership
The process of becoming a great multicultural leader is a journey rather than a goal. In
leadership, possessing a keen awareness of community conditions is an important factor.
Subsequently, various multicultural leadership abilities should be applied to increase students’
learning effectiveness, increase organizational performance, and enhance profits.
Regarding the importance awareness aspects of multicultural leadership, the two
important terms mentioned consistently are “cultural competency” and “diversity.” Cultural
competency is the ability that enables individuals and organizations to appropriately and
effectively operate in cross-cultural or diverse-grouped situations. Additionally, the value of
diversity is to remind multicultural leaders that, although the people under their leadership
may appear similar, they may have different cultural backgrounds (Wu, 2006).
In terms of viewing multicultural leadership as a journey, a great multicultural leader can
inspire goodwill from any cultural background and promote firm interpersonal relationships
among similar groups, or even among groups with extreme differences (Crozier, 2009).
Multicultural qualities are the abilities, views, and attitudes that allow people to learn from
others and in various environments. Additionally, multicultural leaders can create an
organizational environment that encouraged both teaching and learning, and support one
another in their multicultural journeys (Wilson, 2011).
2.1.3 Multicultural Education
Post-modernism
emphasizes
deconstruction,
decentralization,
anti-authority,
anti-establishment, and opposes the universal rationality and collectivism of identity.
Post-modernism also emphasizes differentiation strategy, content confrontation, and memory
confrontation.
In recent years, the integrated curriculum resulting from educational reform reflected an
image of post-modernism deconstruction. This image emphasizes integrating knowledge and
learning experiences, and that this curriculum should cultivate ideals such as equality and
democracy. The outline specifically mentioned “humanistic sentiments,” which include
aspects such as understanding oneself and respecting and admiring others and different
cultures. Additionally, of the 10 core competences proposed in this curriculum, “cultural
learning and international understanding” is one of the abilities emphasized in multicultural
education.
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Multicultural education considers issues such as promoting the quality of educational
opportunities, enhancing the academic achievements of disadvantaged groups, understanding
and supporting cultural diversity, promoting intergroup relationships, and cultivating capacity
development and social mobility. Banks (1996) contended that multicultural education in
schools possesses five cultural aspects, as shown in Fig 2.1 These cultural aspects included
content integration, knowledge construction, bias reduction, educational quality, and capacity
development. These five cultural aspects are not fully independent; instead, they overlap and
are closely related.
Summarizing the results of previous studies, most of the preceding descriptions of the
ideals, concepts, and directions of multicultural education are relatively abstract. Therefore, to
achieve the related educational goals, we must return to the fundamentals of implementing
education. Additionally, referencing most classification methods for curriculum, we divided
multicultural education into four practical aspects, including course conversion, teaching,
assessments, and school environment construction. We considered these four aspects when
analyzing related studies to formulate questionnaire items.
Content integration
Teachers using examples and
content from a variety of
cultures during instruction to
illustrate concepts, principles,
or theories in subject areas or
disciplines

Equity pedagogy
Teachers employing various
teaching methods to improve
the academic achievement of
students from diverse
cultural backgrounds

Knowledge construction
Facilitating students to
understand how knowledge
is created and how cultural
assumptions, viewpoints, and
biases within a discipline
influence the ways in which
knowledge is constructed

Multicultural
Education

Prejudice reduction
Teachers applying various
strategies to reduce students’
prejudices toward different
cultural groups

Empowering school culture
Overall reformation of the
entire school environment to
build a school culture that
empowers all students from
diverse cultural groups

Figure 2.1. The Five Aspects of Multicultural Education (Banks, 1996)

2.2 The Current Multicultural Conditions and Demand of Preschools
The importance of multicultural education in preschools is training and enhancing the
ability to communicate with different ethnic groups, model cultural recognition, promote the
development of positive sentiments, and cultivate a knowledge-sharing attitude (Cheung,
2009).
Ngo(2010)discovered something contradictory about the practice of multicultural
education at school; it alleviates as well as worsens relevant issues. As a result, teachers, to a
certain degree, reject the idea of multicultural education. Current multicultural education in
Taiwan trends toward celebrating diversity and reducing stereotypes. Celebrating diversity is
undoubtedly a basic element of recognizing diversity; however, it is also easy to immobilize
differences. Thus, assimilating others into false aggregates to diminish differences and
contradictions can contribute to making celebration of diversity a service tool for the new
world order. Therefore, fair justice, which is emphasized in multicultural education, has
become even more difficult to achieve. Hong(2010)suggested that teacher development
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curricula should be revised for cultivating teachers with cultural competence. This
modification will have a detrimental impact on the future of multicultural education.
Moreover, educators in the Asia-Pacific region should work collaboratively on exploring
possible multicultural education plans because it is wrong to unconditionally implement those
theories and practices derived based on Western experience in the Asia-Pacific region.
Berthelsm and Karuppiah(2011)considered that preschool teacher cultivation programs should
be more focused on developing critical and in-depth understanding of multiculture.
Multicultural education should be an actual curriculum reform, not merely an amendment.
Additionally, the interaction between people and culture, not only cultural research, should be
emphasized during multicultural education (Asfaw, 2008). Most importantly, the entire
curriculum should be a type of multicultural curriculum model that orientates social mobility
(Rice, 2012).

2.3 The Research of Pluralistic Culture
2.3.1 The Relevant Research of Multicultural Education in Domestic Educational
Institutions from 2006 to 2011
The study participants were primarily recruited from elementary and junior high schools.
Additionally, by reviewing previous studies published in journals for nearly five years, we
found that all previous master’s, doctoral, and journal publications on multicultural education
were based on attributes such as multicultural education, teaching, literacy, attitudes, belief,
learning, multicultural curricula, and environment. A number of topics contained similarities,
and some topics possessed overlapping attributes. Therefore, we only roughly classified the
various studies, and the inductions are explained below. (1) Studies on multicultural education:
Earlier studies proposed theoretical introductions and discussed the revelation of multicultural
education, whereas later studies focused on teachers’ awareness and current practice
conditions regarding multicultural education. (2) Studies on education, teaching, and learning:
We identified the application of multicultural education concepts in various educational fields,
and determined the influences that multicultural education had on the teaching competency of
teachers. (3) Studies on literacy, attitudes, and beliefs: The attributes of these studies were
considered similar and, thus, classified into one group, for which we investigated the
psychology of teachers and their practice conditions. (4) Studies on multicultural curriculum:
We emphasized curriculum reform combined with various learning fields and investigated
participants of different gender and ethnic race. (5) Studies of conversion, teaching,
assessments, and school environment construction: We used these four attributes to explore
multicultural education and found that very few studies have explored the construction and
assessment of learning environments. Overall, most studies have merely investigated the
awareness and current conditions; empirical and application studies are lacking. Thus,
research of these aspects is urgently required.
2.3.2 The Research of Multicultural Leadership of Educational Institute Executives
Domestic and foreign studies into multicultural leadership are rare. Although the concept
of multicultural leadership may not be theoretically complete, its can enhance the leadership
context. Multicultural leadership could be implemented in teachers’ leadership of students, or
the leadership of educational institution executives. To accord with the studies reviewed
previously, we emphasized on the investigation of multicultural leadership of educational
institution executives. We referenced the few available studies: (1) Lin-Yen Chen (1999) titled
Hualien Elementary School Principals’ Awareness and the Realization of Multicultural
Education; (2) Chiang-Sung Chen (2003) titled The Perception and Practice of Elementary
School Principals in Taipei City and County on Multicultural Education; and (3) Chi-Fun
Chung (2007) titled The Concepts and Practice of Multicultural School Management – A
Female Administrator’s Narrative Inquiry.
Gardiner, Mary and Enomoto, Ernestine (2004) indicated four nationally accredited
programs were used to develop the multicultural leadership abilities of pre-service
administrative executives. Their study contended that confirming the diversity of the school
and social changes when defining multicultural leadership was essential, and that the
responsibilities of school leadership are based on satisfying the demands of students,
especially those that are traditionally marginalized.
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The four major principles of multicultural leadership are (1) to confirm the family
culture of every child; (2) to eliminate racism and cultivate inequality and diversity; (3) to
acknowledge the importance of culture during teaching and learning; and (4) to advocate
reform, connect with reform agendas, and pursue academic excellence and equality.
The results of this study indicate that a common leadership method for both social justice
and pluralistic culture has yet to be established, that people may still have doubts, and that the
scope and changes of this issue depend on the each teacher’s competency and their
commitment to multicultural leadership. On the other hand, Canen (2008) pointed out that
lacking multiculturalism leadership will end up in organization clashes. Although the idea and
the skills for cultivating multicultural leadership in administrative managers is not an
all-purpose solution for all the educational and social problems the society suffers from, it can
definitely improve our understanding about multiculturalism and encourage the practice of
social justice (Arredondo, 2008). Multicultural education is challenged by the fact that
students come from different ethnic groups, and consequently, their cultural thinking,
immigration history and experience, as well as viewpoints on their new schools vary (Kleyn,
2011). The directors of preschools also experience similar problems when implementing
multicultural leadership. A solution here is to provide bilingual teaching and multicultural
education. Implementing exchange programs and learning for students and teachers can also
encourage them to work collaboratively on general goals. In addition, this approach is also
excellent in stimulating student-teacher interaction (Schuitema, 2011). Integrating
environment into education can effectively minimize racial attitudes (Okoye-Hohnson, 2011).
2.3.3 Multicultural education in preschools
We listed studies on preschool multicultural education in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2. Studies on Multicultural Education in Preschools
Researcher
Time
Research Topics
Wan-Fei
(2011)
The Relationship Between Preschool Teachers’ Multicultural Personality, Experience, and
Lee
Multicultural Teaching Competence
Hui-Ling
(2011)
An Inquiry of New Taipei City Public Preschool Teachers’ Multicultural Education Literacy
Lin
Pei-Yu
(2011)
A Case Study of Multicultural Curriculum Design and Implementation for Preschool Children –
Chou
Based on Indigenous Education and Immigrant Education
Chih-Huei
(2010)
An Action Research on Incorporating Multicultural Education into Art Courses for Children
Wu
Ya-Ling
(2009)
Developing Multicultural Social-Class Program for Young Children
Wu
Hui-Wen
(2008)
An Action Research on Constructing a Multicultural Environment for Early Childhood
Wang
Classrooms
Jon-Wei
(2008)
A Course Research on the Multicultural Learning of Infants during Multicultural Curriculum
Tong
Implementation
Yu-Chen
(2008)
The Percipience and Practice of Multicultural Education by Preschool Teachers in Hualien
Wen
Source: Arranged by the researcher (starting with the most recent)

Preschool is generally the first time people encounter cultural differences; it is also an
important stage in the development of children’s personality and awareness. Therefore,
pluralistic culture-related issues should be valued at this stage. Reviewing domestic studies,
they varied considerably, covered a wide scope, and included various participants, such as
new residents and aborigines. The flexibility of the curricula, teaching, and school
management of current preschool education far exceeds that of other educational stages.
Therefore, we should be more committed to the development, design, and implementation of
multicultural concepts in preschool education. Subsequently, through research, we can refine
and share the results.

3. Research Method and Design
3.1 Research Participants
The participants in this study were sampled from a population of directors and teachers
of public and private preschools in Taiwan in 2011. Considering the sample population and
structural characteristics, we applied a stratified random sampling method according to the
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scale of public and private preschools and the administrative areas of the various townships.
One director and two teachers were selected from each preschool. Referencing the 3114
public and private preschools listed in the summary of education “Statistical Yearbook of
Preschool Education 2011” of the Ministry of Education (2011), 2100 people from 700
preschools were sampled for this questionnaire survey, including 341 public preschools and
359 private preschools. The valid samples included 511 preschool directors and 1004 teachers,
for an overall valid sample size of 1515. The valid questionnaire response rate was 72% of the
overall response rate.

3.2 Research Tools
We conducted a literature review as the theoretical basis of this study, and formulated a
questionnaire regarding the pluralistic culture of preschool directors as the research tool.
Additionally, the questionnaires underwent expert content validity procedures, such as
construction, pre-testing, and formal testing.
The questionnaire employed a 5-point scoring scale. In the importance awareness section,
each item had five possible responses, that is, “very unimportant,” “unimportant,” “fairly
important,” “important,” and “very important.” Regarding the current practice section, the
response items included, “very inappropriate,” “inappropriate,” “fairly inappropriate,”
“appropriate,” and “very appropriate.” Additionally, the individual and background variable
section included items such as job title, subject(s) taught, gender, age, years of teaching
experience, educational background, administrative area, management form, school history,
the current number of preschool classes, etc.

3.3 Research Methods
The obtained data was analyzed using the SPSS 18.0 program. According to the results
of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test, did not exhibit a normal distribution. In addition to
employing various methods, such as descriptive statistics, reliability analysis, Spearman
correlation coefficient, and chi-square test of homogeneity, we also conducted tests, such as
the Mann-Whitney test, the Kruskal-Wallis test, and the Wilcoxon Sign Rank test, to process
the data and approximate a result that was close to the actual conditions.

3.4 Credibility and Effectiveness
According to the theoretical research results, the dimensional framework of the scale was
identified and tested using expert validity procedures. Professor Ming-Ling Wu (2010) stated
that all items in the scale were not required to be included in the factor analysis. Instead, a
“sub-level” analysis process could be applied by combining selected items from each level
into a formal questionnaire scale. However, this type of scale was inappropriate for
aggregating all items and the various scale levels were considered dependent variables during
comparisons; thus, the variable obtained after aggregating the levels was inappropriate for use
as a test variable. Referencing the factor loading judgment standard proposed by Ming-Ling
Wu (2010), we primarily selected “very good” and “excellent” items with a factor loading that
exceeded.63 as the formal questionnaire items.
3.4.1 Validity Analysis
The awareness of the importance of multicultural leadership was accounted for 64.30％
of the variance, .802 of KMO value; the current implementation of multicultural leadership
was accounted for 56.97％ of the variance, .806 of KMO value; The awareness of the
importance of multicultural education was accounted for 63.690％ of the variance, .822 of
KMO value; the current implementation of multicultural education was accounted for 56.95
％ of the variance, .818 of KMO value.
Through principle component analysis, we applied sub-level analysis processes to
perform factor analysis, subsequently producing a formal questionnaire scale by combining
selected items from the various levels. Table 3.1 shows the factor loading results for the
various dimensions of importance awareness and the current pluralistic culture practice
conditions of preschool directors.
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Table 3.1 The Factor Loading Values for the Various Dimensions of the Importance
Awareness and Current Practice Conditions of Pluralistic Culture by Preschool
Directors
Levels

Formal
Item
No.

Topics of Pluralistic Culture

The director understands the cultures and backgrounds of staff, and
recognizes their individual differences.
The director can integrate and exploit the individual abilities and
2.
cultural differences of staff to motivate them to achieve the
Multicultural
organizational goals.
Leadership
The director strives to eliminate racism and reduce the
3.
preconceptions of different ethnic groups.
The director understands the inequality and differences of
4.
organizational systems, and implements improvements.
The director understands and emphasizes the importance of
1.
considering culture when teaching and learning.
The director advocates educational reform and curriculum
conversion as the organizational response to current social demands,
2.
pursuing student excellence, and providing equal education
Multicultural
opportunities.
Education
The director can create a diverse, open, and fair school environment
3.
and atmosphere.
The director can encourage teachers to focus on individual
4.
differences and implement appropriate adjustments during
educational assessments.
Bartlett’s sphericity test values = .000
Source: Organized by the researcher
1.

Factor Loading (Formal)
Importance
Current Practice
Awareness
Condition
.797

.792

.816

.824

.789

.816

.822

.804

.811

.811

.722

.750

.779

.783

.737

.741

3.4.2 Reliability Analysis
Regarding the “importance awareness” aspect of preschool directors’ pluralistic culture,
the Cronbach’s α coefficient obtained for “multicultural leadership” and “multicultural
education” was .876 and .836, respectively. Additionally, regarding the “actual
implementation” aspect, the Cronbach’s α coefficient for “multicultural leadership” and
“multicultural education” was .875 and .841, respectively. We found that the reliability
coefficients for the various levels were between .836 and .876; therefore, we inferred that the
consistency and reliability of the questionnaire survey were excellent.

4. Result Analysis and Discussion
4.1 Differences in the Importance Awareness Background Variables and Current
Practice Condition Background Variables Regarding the Pluralistic Culture
of Preschool Directors
Targeting educational staff with varying background variables, we summarized the
importance awareness and current practice conditions regarding two multicultural levels of
preschool directors, namely, multicultural leadership and multicultural education, as shown in
Table 4.1 below.
Through K-S tests, we found that the nonparametric statistical method must be adopted
to observe the differences in the various levels of the same construct because the samples did
not meet normal distribution. Because each set of answers for the various background
variables were independent samples, when the background variables were divided into two
groups, we used the SPSS software to conduct “two independent sample” statistical analysis,
also known as a Mann-Whitney test. However, when the background variables were divided
into three or more groups, we used the “K independent sample” statistics produced by the
SPSS software, also known as a Kruskal-Wallis (K-W) test. Significance must be below 0.5 to
exhibit a difference, and Mann-Whitney tests were applied for post hoc comparisons.
The results of this study indicated that, regarding the importance awareness of the
multicultural leadership of preschool directors, the individuals with the following
characteristics were perceived positively: (1) were less than 29 years of age; (2) had over 30
years of teaching experience; (3) were serving in a preschool that had 4 to 6 classes under.
Regarding the importance awareness of the multicultural education of preschool
directors, the individuals with the following characteristics were perceived positively: (1) had
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the job title of director; (2) were full-time administrative personnel; (3) were over 40 and
under 29 years of age; (4) had over 20 years of teaching experience; (5) were serving in a
private school; (6) over 10 classes.
Regarding the current practice of multicultural leadership by preschool directors, the
individuals who educational personnel perceived to be superior in this regard had the
following characteristics: (1) had the job title of director; (2) were full-time administrative
personnel; (3) were over 50 and under 29 years of age; (4) had over 30 years of teaching
experience; (5) were serving in a preschool that had been established for 10 to 19 years.
Regarding the current practice of multicultural education by preschool directors, the
individuals who educational personnel perceived to be superior in this regard had the
following characteristics: (1) were full-time administrative personnel; (2) were over 40 and
under 29 years of age; (3) had over 30 years of teaching experience; (4) were serving in a
private school; (5) were serving in a preschool that had been established for under 10 to 19
years and over 30 years; (6) were serving in a preschool that had medium 4 to 6 classes.
Table 4.1 Significant Differences in Background Variables in Relation to the Importance
Awareness and Current Implementation Conditions Regarding the Two Pluralistic
Culture Levels by Preschool Directors (N = 1515)
Background
Variables
Position
I
n
d
i
v
i
d
u
a
l

P
r
e
s
c
h
o
o
l

Subject(s)
Taught

Importance Awareness
Multicultural Leadership
Multicultural Education
Director > Teacher
Full-time administrative
personnel > Full-time teachers
Full-time administrative
personnel > part-time teachers
with administrative duties

Current Practice Conditions
Multicultural Leadership
Multicultural Education
Director > Teacher
Full-time administrative
Full-time administrative
personnel > Full-time teachers
personnel > Full-time teachers
Full-time administrative
Full-time administrative
personnel > part-time teachers
personnel > part-time teachers
with administrative duties
with administrative duties

Gender
Age
Educational
Background
Years of
Teaching
Experience
Administrative
Area
Management
Form
Year of
Establishment
No. of Classes

Under 29 > 30 to 39

Over 30 years>10 to 19 years

Under 29 > 30 to 39
Over50, 40 to 49 > 30 to 39

Over 30 years>10 to 19 years,
under 9 years
20 to 29 years >10 to 19 years

Under 29 > 30 to 39
Over50>40 to 49, 30 to 39

Over 30 years>20 to 29
years ,10 to 19 years, under 9
years

Private > Public

Over 10 classes >7 to 9 classes

Over 30 years>10 to 19 years

Private > Public
10 to 19 years>20 to 29 years

1 to 3 classes, 4 to 6 classes > 7
to 9 classes

Under 29 > 30 to 39
Over50, 40 to 49 > 30 to 39

10 to 19 years >20 to 29 years
Over 30 years >20 to 29 years
4 to 6 classes >1 to 3 classes

Overall, we found discrepancies in their perspectives regarding multicultural leadership
and multicultural education in the context of importance awareness, the importance of
multicultural leadership was rarely significant recognized by certain background variables
populations. Educational staff with differing background variables had fairly consistent
perspectives regarding multicultural leadership and multicultural education in the context of
current practice.
The background variables that resulted in the most significant differences in the
participants’ perspectives of importance awareness and the current practice conditions of the
two multicultural levels of preschool directors were individual subject(s) taught, age and
years of teaching experience, and number of Classes. Educational personnel who were
full-time administration, under 29 and over 50 years of age and having over 30 years of
teaching experience had higher and more consistent perspectives regarding the importance
awareness and current practice of multicultural leadership and the education of preschool
directors; however, there was obvious discrepancy on the number of classes of background
variables. Regarding multicultural education, their importance awareness and the current
practice of private preschools were all higher than public ones, the current practice of
preschools that had been established for 10 to 19 years were the best, the teaching experience
for 10 to 19 years of teachers perceived the multiculture of director significant minimum.

4.2 Variance Analysis of the Two Major Multicultural Levels of Preschool
Directors and the Perceived Importance and Practice Extent for the Various
Items
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Table 4.2 shows the differences in importance awareness and current practice of
multicultural leadership and education by preschool directors, and Table 4.3 shows a
comparison of the various items regarding importance awareness and the practice extent.
Table 4.2 Variance Analysis between the Importance Awareness and Practice Extent for the
Two Major Multicultural Levels of Preschool Directors
Levels
Multicultural
Leadership

Multicultural
Education

Paired Items
Importance
Awareness
Extent of
Practice
Importance
Awareness
Extent of
Practice

Mean Value

Standard
Deviation

4.30

0.58

3.65

0.72

4.33

0.54

3.74

0.66

Distribution of t-value. Tested with
z-value.

Correlation

26.57***

.318**

27.41***

.395**

Table 4.3 Variance Analysis between the Importance Awareness and Practice Extent of the
Various Items of Pluralistic Culture by Preschool Directors
Level
Multicultural
Leadership

Multicultural
Education

Item
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

Importance Awareness
Standard
Standard
Deviation Deviation
4.32
0.69
4.35
0.65
4.35
0.68
4.26
0.69
4.29
0.68
4.26
0.68
4.44
0.63
4.42
0.63

Extent of Practice
Mean
Standard
Value
Deviation
3.71
0.84
3.66
0.82
3.76
0.86
3.49
0.86
3.75
0.79
3.59
0.81
3.85
0.80
3.80
0.80

Importance Awareness versus Extent of Practice
Distribution of t-value. Tested with
Correlation
z-value.
43.24***
.32**
46.81***
.28**
41.46***
.34**
47.62***
.25**
41.14***
.34**
47.68***
.37**
43.59***
.32**
46.02***
.36**

Through K-S tests, we found that the samples did not exhibit normal distribution; instead,
a nonparametric statistical method was used to observe the differences between paired
(related) samples. We used the “two independent samples” function of SPSS software to
conduct statistical analysis, also known as a Wilcoxon Sign Rank test. Additionally, the scale
used in the questionnaire was a 5-point Likert-type scale corresponded with the concept of
“response levels.” When the number of samples is large (n > 25), the distribution of the
t-value tested using Likert response levels inclines toward a normal distribution. Therefore, a
standard statistical z-test can be conducted (Wu, 2010), and significance levels under .05
extracted.
As shown in Table 4.2, the importance awareness and practice extent of the two main
multicultural aspects by preschool directors varied significantly, and the levels of importance
awareness were all higher than actual practice. The correlation coefficients were a low
positive correlation, which indicated that there was a positive relationship between knowledge
and action, however, it seemed to be two different things, and that practical methods and
enforcement strategies did not entirely conform to cognitive levels.
The item cognition and practice conditions presented in Table 4.3 showed that the results
differed significantly for the general and overall level, and that knowledge and action were
two differing things. The item response results for samples from the entire country had a
moderately positive correlation, and using the intention and perceived awareness, the current
practice condition remained predictable.

4.3 Variance Analysis between the Importance Awareness and Current Practice
of the Two Major Multicultural Levels by Preschool Directors and the
Various Questionnaire Items
Table 4.4 shows the differences in the importance awareness and current practice for the
two major multicultural levels of preschool directors. Additionally, Table 4.5 shows the
differences between the various items. The application of the statistical method and the
theoretical basis were identical to that described in a previous section where the Wilcoxon
Sign Rank test was applied.
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Table 4.4 The Descriptive Statistics for the Various Multicultural Levels of Preschool
Directors
Pluralistic
Culture
Importance
Awareness
Current
Practice

Level
Leadership
Education
Leadership
Education

Minimum
Value
2.25
2.75
1.00
1.00

Maximum
Value
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Mean Value (order)
4.30（2）
4.33（1）
3.65（2）
3.74（1）

Standard Deviation (sorted
from smallest → largest)
0.58（2）
0.54（1）
0.72（2）
0.66（1）

Table 4.5 The Descriptive Statistics for the Various Items of Pluralistic Culture of Preschool
Directors
Pluralistic
Culture

Level

Leadership
Importance
Awareness
Education

Leadership
Current
Practice
Education

Item
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4

Minimum

Maximum

2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Mean value (order)
4.33（3）
4.36（1）
4.36（1）
4.27（4）
4.29（3）
4.27（4）
4.45（1）
4.42（2）
3.71（2）
3.66（3）
3.77（1）
3.50（4）
3.76（3）
3.59（4）
3.86（1）
3.81（2）

Standard Deviation (sorted
from smallest → largest)
0.69（4）
0.64（1）
0.68（2）
0.69（4）
0.67（3）
0.68（4）
0.63（1）
0.63（1）
0.84（2）
0.82（1）
0.86（3）
0.87（4）
0.79（2）
0.81（4）
0.81（4）
0.80（1）

Regarding the importance awareness and current practice aspects, the multicultural
education mean values of preschool directors were higher than that of their multicultural
leadership, and exhibited greater level of consensus toward the multicultural education level.
The perceived important of both levels received an “important” response, and the current
practice of both levels received a “fairly appropriate” response.
In the context of the descriptive analysis of the various items, the average sequencing for
both the importance awareness items and current practice items of multicultural education
were more similar to those of multicultural leadership, where consensus orders were more
consistent with the mean value orders. The item which achieved the highest perceived
importance and the greatest current practice for multicultural education was “the director can
create a diverse, open, and fair school environment and atmosphere,” whereas the least
important and worst performing item was “the director advocates educational reform and
curriculum conversion as the organizational response to current social demands, pursuing
student excellence, and providing equal education opportunities.”, which indicates that
spiritually leading multicultural education is easily implemented and the most important,
whereas the professional development and implementation competency, such as educational
reforms and curriculum conversion, must be strengthened.
The mean value orders for both the importance awareness items and current practice
items for the multicultural leadership of preschool directors was broadly similar. Additionally,
the consensus orders slightly matched the mean value orders. The item that had a generally
lowest perceived importance and current practice ranking of multicultural leadership was “the
director understands the inequality and differences of organizational systems and implements
improvements,” whereas the item that received a best ranking was “the director strives to
eliminate racism and reduce preconceptions of different ethnic groups.” This indicates that the
preschool directors can recognize and improve more obvious system and bias issues; however,
inequality and variation in organization structure are mingled with the internal cultural of the
organization, organization operation in reality, and hidden human nature. In other words, it is
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not easy to attain true fairness and uniformity.

4.4 Variance Analysis of the Results for Various Preschool Background Variables
For every sampled preschool, one director and one or two teachers were selected to
answer the questions regarding the pluralistic culture of preschool directors. Their responses
were then compared to determine whether any differences existed. Finally, we applied a
chi-square test of homogeneity to determine whether the scales for the response points were
homogeneous for the various groups of background variables.
Table 4.6 Results Complied to Conduct a Homogeneity Test of the Various Questionnaire
Items for the Pluralistic Culture of Preschool Directors
Importance Awareness
Background Variables

Multicultural Leadership
1

Individual
Preschool

＊
Job Title
＊
Teaching
＊
Gender
＊
Age
Educational
＊
Background
Years of
＊
teaching
experience
Administrative
＊
Area
Management
＊
Form
Years of
＊
Establishment
Number of
＊
Classes
＊: Indicates significance

Current Practice

Multicultural Education

Multicultural Leadership

Multicultural Education

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

＊
＊

＊
＊
＊

＊
＊

＊
＊

＊
＊

＊
＊

＊
＊
＊

＊
＊
＊
＊
＊

＊
＊

＊
＊
＊
＊
＊

＊
＊
＊
＊
＊

＊
＊
＊
＊
＊

＊
＊

＊
＊

＊
＊
＊
＊
＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊
＊

＊

＊
＊

＊
＊

＊
＊

＊
＊

＊
＊
＊
＊
＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

＊

The standard of significance was determined by the statistical software using Pearson’s
chi-square tests and asymptotic significance values (two-tailed) of .05. The chi-squared test
was applied to the various levels, and a significance value of .000 was obtained. This
indicated that the different background variables for different groups are different in the
perception of overall importance and the answers on status of actual implementation for the
two levels.
Subsequently, the chi-square test was applied to each questionnaire item; the results are
shown in Table 4.6. Based on the results in Table 4.6, we can determine that the perspectives
of the directors, teachers, and various groups divided according to background variables for
items such as “the director understands the cultures and backgrounds of staff and recognizes
individual differences” in the importance awareness aspect of multicultural leadership, “the
director can integrate and exploit the individual abilities and cultural differences of staff to
motivate them to achieve the organizational goals” and “the director understands the
inequality and differences of organizational systems and implements improvements” in the
current practice aspect, and “The director can encourage teachers to focus on individual
differences and implement appropriate adjustments during educational assessments” in the
importance awareness aspect of multicultural education,“The director advocates educational
reform and curriculum conversion as the organizational response to current social demands,
pursuing student excellence, and providing equal education opportunities”and “the director
can create a diverse, open, and fair school environment and atmosphere” in the current
practice aspect of multicultural education all had varying distributions.
Based on the rows in Table 4.6, we can determine that the various groups for background
variables such as “position,” “subject(s) taught,”“age,” “educational background,” “years of
teaching experience,” and “number of classes” had the largest differences of opinion
regarding the questionnaire items. This indicates that “position,” “subject(s) taught,”“age,”
“educational background,” “years of teaching experience,” and “number of classes” were the

＊
＊
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most important background variables in this study. Additionally, the views of participants of
both genders were fairly consistent, which indicates that gender was a less significant
variable.
Regarding the assessments of directors and teachers with varying job descriptions on
pluralistic culture by preschool directors, their opinions for 15 of the 16 items differed
significantly. This indicates that the self-assessments of the director and the
mutual-assessments of the teachers differed considerably, and has a gap compared to differed
groups with different background variables.

5. Conclusion and Suggestions
5.1 Conclusion
5.1.1 In the context of the perceived importance of the multicultural leadership of
preschool directors, directors and teachers who to be of significant importance typically
had the following characteristics: (1) were under 29 years of age; (2) had over 30 years of
teaching experience; and (3) were serving in a preschool that had less number of classes.
5.1.2 In the context of the current practice of the multicultural leadership of preschool
directors, directors and teachers who to be of significant importance typically had the
following characteristics: (1) had the job title of director; (2) were full-time administrative
personnel; (3) were over 50 and under 29 years of age; (4) had over 30 years of teaching
experience; and (5) were serving in institutions that had been established for 10 to 19 years.
With an increase in administrative experience, age, and work experience, educators often
understand more about and better accept those preschool directors with a background similar
to theirs as well as the multicultural leadership of these directors. Educators also tend to be
better at recognizing the importance of multicultural education led by their preschool
directors.
5.1.3 In the context of the perceived importance of the multicultural education of preschool
directors, directors and teachers who to be of significant importance typically had the
following characteristics: (1) had the job title of director; (2) were full-time administrative
personnel; (3) were over 40 and under 29 years of age; (4) had over 20 years of teaching
experience; (5) were serving in a private school; and (6) were serving in institutions that
had been established for over 10 years.
With an increase in administrative experience, age, and work experience, educators also
tend to be better at recognizing the importance of multicultural education led by their
preschool directors. For teachers under 29 years old, since these teachers themselves are the
generation born after Taiwan started embracing democracy in the 80s and shifting into a
multicultural nation, they are better at recognizing the importance of multicultural education.
5.1.4 For the level of the implementation of multicultural education by preschool directors,
those directors who are full-time administrative personnel, age either above 40 years old or
below 29 years old, with more than 30 years of work experience, and working in preschools
that are private, established for either 10-19 years or more than 30 years and with 4 to 6
classes are more likely to be considered by teachers and employees as good at implementing
multicultural education.
With an increase in administrative experience and age, educators often understand more
about and better accept those preschool directors with a background similar to theirs as well
as the multicultural education of these directors. Those preschools that have been established
for longer time tend to have more matured school and course operation, and as a result, they
are not only more capable of but also having more resources for revising their courses to meet
changes and trends. For preschools with 4 to 6 classes, these schools are medium-scale
schools. According to theories related to organization administration, these medium-scale
schools are highly flexible and better at attaining overall effects. This may be why their
school directors are better at leading the implementation of multicultural education.
5.1.5 For both multicultural leadership and multicultural education, significant differences
exist in preschool directors between the recognition of the importance of multicultural
leadership and multicultural education and the actual practice of multicultural leadership
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and multicultural education. This finding indicates a significant gap between knowing and
taking action.
The degree multicultural education/leadership is practiced is far behind the degree their
importance is being aware of. There are also significant differences between preschool
directors in practicing multicultural education/leadership. Therefore, it is not only important
to encourage the practice of multicultural education/leadership so knowing and taking action
can be more consistent, but also critical to close the gap between schools so students can
receive equal education. These two ideas are the directions we should work on in the future.
5.1.6 Regarding the perceived importance and current practice aspects, the multicultural
education mean values of preschool directors were higher than the multicultural leadership
mean values and exhibited greater consensus toward the multicultural education level.
That indicated educators valued higher levels on multicultural education of directors and
more consistent degree of implementation.
The averages of multicultural education including perceived importance and current
practice were higher than them of multicultural leadership, and the standard deviations were
below than them of multicultural leadership. It showed educators are more familiar with
multicultural education and practice it more consistently. The perception and practice of
multicultural leadership need to be strengthened.
5.1.7 There is a weak and positive correlation between the recognition of the importance of
multicultural leadership/education and the implementation condition of multicultural
leadership/education in both the multicultural leadership and the multicultural education
of preschool directors.
There are significant differences in numerous issues related to these two aspects,
indicating that it is not easy to observe an overall trend from individual aspect alone. On the
other hand, within each aspect, there is also inconsistence in terms of the viewpoints on
numerous issues as well as the implementation. Therefore, the most important task for
multicultural leadership as well as multicultural education is to review the components that
need to be enhanced and to implement the ideas and essence of multicultural leadership and
multicultural education in order to provide students with the greatest benefits while pursuing a
sustainable preschool development.

5.2 Suggestions
5.2.1 Comprehensive concepts of pluralistic culture should be included in educational
behavior
Multicultural levels include multicultural education and leadership. These applications
can be applied to microscopic and macroscopic systems, class management, and preschool
management structures. Therefore, all educational personnel should understand and embody
the intentions of pluralistic culture, regardless of whether they are a director or teacher.
5.2.2 Continuous refresher courses to truly implement pluralistic culture in leadership and
education
Under conditions where perceptions of importance and current implementation differ
significantly, intentions are not clearly acknowledged, or strategies are unfamiliar, only by
continuously participating in individual or group refresher courses and by respecting diversity
and varying concerns, can pluralistic culture be truly implemented in leadership and
education.
5.2.3 Professional development and implementation competency, such as educational
reform or curriculum conversion, are the areas that most require improvement
Regarding multicultural education, the questionnaire item “the director advocates
educational reform and curriculum conversion as the organizational response to current social
demands, pursuing student excellence, and providing equal education opportunities” achieved
the lowest scores for perceived importance and current practice. This shows that professional
development and implementation competencies, such as educational reform or curriculum
conversion, must be enhanced.
5.2.4 Directors should devote more efforts to improve the inequality of the
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organizational structure and difference on multicultural leadership.
Regarding multicultural leadership, the questionnaire item “The director understands the
inequality and differences of organizational systems, and implements improvements”
achieved a lowest score for perceived importance and current practice. This indicates that the
preschool directors are hard to recognize and handle the inequality and differences within the
organization, they also need to spend further efforts on details, potential concept and
understanding.
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ABSTRACT: This project develops and researches undergraduate mathematics materials based
in the culture and mathematics of Native American Peoples for integration into undergraduate
courses. Mathematics topics include probability, number theory, transformational geometry,
and pre-service elementary and secondary education-related content. These materials--both
paper and electronic--are classroom-ready, and were developed and piloted in consultation with
Native American Tribes in the Pacific Northwest, the Rocky Mountain Plains, the Pacific
Northwest, and the Southwest. It will also discuss the philosophy behind the materials and the
need for them. This is an NSF DUE TUES Type 2 funded project.
The session will include the following topics:
1. The background and need for the project.
2. The relationship between culture and mathematics for Native American peoples.
3. The mathematics of Native American people that may be of interest to teacher educators and
teachers of grades 9 – 12.
4. Examples of the classroom-ready materials selected from probability, number theory,
transformational geometry, and pre-service elementary and secondary education-related
content.
5. Possible connections between these materials and other select groups of students.
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d. Description of the presentation:
This presentation will describe the findings from research that spanned over a 2 year
period and explored the question, “To what extent do teacher attitudes, norms, values,
basic assumptions, and behavior influence authentic inclusion, infusion, and embedding
of First Nations, Métis and Inuit perspectives in the curriculum?” Non-Aboriginal teachers
from three school districts were asked to reflect on their practice at the affective level
(including the level of quality relationships) in relation to Aboriginal education.
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Faculty of Education: Leadership Specialization
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Abstract
First Nations, Métis and Inuit Perspectives:
Influencing Educational Thought and Practice
Ottmann, J., Pritchard, L., Cressman, E.

Aboriginal peoples are an important part of Canada. With approximately 72 languages and 614
First Nations reserve communities, there is a richness of knowledge, tradition and customs, and
depth in epistemological and ontological understanding that can add to the wealth of this
country. However, with so much potential for reciprocal learning, why is “something not right” in
education for so many Aboriginal students? Studies and statistics continue to indicate that First
Nations, Métis and Inuit students continue to struggle in the current educational system.
To gain a deeper understanding of the educational experience for First Nations, Métis, Inuit
students, the affective domain of teaching was explored. This study investigated the question:
“To what extent do teacher attitudes, norms, values, basic assumptions, and behavior influence
authentic inclusion, infusion, and embedding of Aboriginal perspectives in the Social Studies
Program?”
The knowledge and skills preparation of a teacher influences the quality of teaching in the
classroom along with ‘what’ is being taught; however, the researchers went beyond knowledge
and skill development and explored ‘how’ teacher attitudes influence the delivery of content and
ultimately influence student learning. In this session, the relationship between teacher
perspectives and the teaching of Aboriginal perspectives, and the effects that this interaction,
along with the possibilities for teacher development for the purpose of positively impacting First
Nations, Métis and Inuit student academic achievement and overall wellbeing, will be discussed.
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1. Title
The Relationship between Mental Health and Cultural Self-Construals: The Differences
Depending on the Image of Inclusion of Other in the Self
2. Author:
Kimihiro SHIOMURA
3. Affiliation:
Ferris University, Faculty of Letters
4. Address:
4-5-3, Ryokuen, Izumi-ku, Yokohama, 245-8650 Japan
5. E-mail address
shiomura.kimihiro@ferris.ac.jp
6. Abstract:
The present research examined the relationship between mental health (in concrete,
hopelessness) and culture related traits, i.e., cultural self-construals and self-monitoring
traits. The study formed a hypothesis that the inclusion of Other in Self (IOS) has an
intervening effect for this relationship. Participants are 234 female university students.
The IOS scale is a five-point scale (ranging from 1 = Self and Other are separate
concepts, 2 = Self and Other are not separate concepts but have no overlap, 3 = Self and
Other have a slight overlap, 4 = Self and Other have a moderate overlap, to 5 = Self and
Other have a strong overlap). According as the level of the inclusion of Other in the Self
(IOS) scale, participants are divided into 4 groups (segments). The segment A
corresponds to choice 1 and 2, the segment B corresponds to choice 3, the segment C
corresponds to choice 4, and the segment D corresponds to choice 5. A multiple
regression analyses is conducted. Dependent variable is the hopelessness. Independent
variables are cultural self-construals (independent self-construal and interdependent
self-construal) and self-monitoring traits (3 sub-dimensions, i.e., extraversion, acting,
and other-directedness; Snyder, 1974). The main findings are as follows. Both in the
segment A respondents and in the segment C and D respondents, high independent
self-construal significantly predict low hopelessness of the respondents. However, in the
segment B respondents, who have an image of slight overlap between Self and Other,
there are no significant relationship between independent self-construal and
hopelessness. On the contrary, interdependent self-construal has no relationship with
hopelessness in all segments (groups of the respondents). In sum, it is a noteworthy fact
that both in the respondents who have an image of no overlap between Self and Other,
and, in contrast, who have an image of moderate or strong overlap between them,
independent self-construal have a significant relationship with hopelessness. In further
research, collecting data besides Japanese would be productive in order to investigate
cultural implications.
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Abstract
The Research Experience for Teachers program at Central Michigan University, funded by the
National Science Foundation, allowed pre-service teachers and in-service teachers to work
alongside engineering faculty in the Department of Science and Technology in order to align
science and engineering practices in the secondary education classroom. Time was spent on
the Next Generation Science Standards helped one to be able to address inquiry based
learning, as well as bridging the gap between science thinking and engineering skills in the
classroom. This specific project allowed fabrication of an autonomous waste sorter in
collaboration with CMU faculty members Dr. Daniel Chen and James Brian Hancock, II. One of
the future goals of this project is for small and affordable waste sorters to be placed in schools
and homes to encourage recycling and emphasize the importance of reusable and renewable
resources. Working on this project as a pre-service teacher also has been a tool to network and
establish relationships for a future science classroom.
Introduction to RET
The Research Experience for Teachers program was established by the National Science
Foundation and is intended to provide professional development for pre-service and in-service
science educators. There is emphasis on incorporating STEM education curriculum providing
students with a multidisciplinary education that focuses on Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Math. RET is a unique opportunity to integrate research and education in the same
program. As a participant, time was split between research project collaboration and education
development. During educational development, there was emphasis on broadening student’s
problem-solving skills, focusing on individual discovery, and exploratory learning. This requires
students to be more accountable for finding their own solutions in science. This change has
also been supported by the Next Generation Science Standards. NGSS is a collaborative effort
to strengthen student science understanding across the nation. Following the three dimensions
of practice, crosscutting concepts, and disciplinary core ideas, the National Research Council
hopes this new framework for K-12 Science Education will provide students with sound
knowledge in physical science, life science, earth/space science, and engineering.
Working with secondary science educators it was interesting to see the different
approaches each will take in their own classroom to implement these new standards. As a preservice student it is invaluable to have an inside look at the curriculum I will be accountable for
in my own classroom. Also, networking with in-service teachers has been helpful as I start to
envision how I will plan, organize, and prepare for a future classroom. Since emphasis of these
new standards is on engineering it has also been important to work with CMU Engineering
faculty and see their thought process compared to a science teacher. Incorporating engineering
thinking skills in the classroom will be necessary and this program has helped to bridge the gap
between science and engineering.
Project Description
The research team’s task was to design an autonomous waste sorter able to distinguish
between the materials: glass, tin, plastic, and aluminum. The waste sorter uses LEGO
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MINDSTORM NXT 2.0 sensors and motors allowing the system to run autonomously. First, an
ultrasonic sensor detects an object and a motor is initiated to start a plunger. If the item is tin, a
magnet pulls the item and it releases. The same plunger pushes any other material forward
onto the turntable. If the touch sensor is activated, the turntable rotates for glass removal. If the
touch sensor is not pressed, the light sensor distinguishes between aluminum and plastic based
on translucency. After using this system in the RET program, it is conceivable that it would be a
success within the K-12 classroom as an effective teaching tool in the science classroom.
Future Goals and Reflection
The Research Experience for Teachers has been an irreplaceable experience as a pre-service
secondary education student. Working with in-service science teachers, education
professionals, and CMU engineering faculty has been helpful to begin planning for my future in
the classroom. I have enjoyed interacting with teachers and exploring different classroom
management tactics as well as seeing many possibilities for organizing lesson plans, planning
guides, and student assessments. Also, becoming familiar with the Next Generation Science
Standards has been extremely beneficial in understanding what will be expected in the years to
come in the classroom. In the upcoming year I am excited to attend conferences around the
state of Michigan as well as around the country in order to share this experience with other
faculty members, teachers, and pre-service students. Exposure to the engineering thought
process and NGSS help better prepare future science teachers to teach students in classroom.
Conclusion
In conclusion, involvement in a research based project as a pre-service student is a special
opportunity. I am so happy to have been part of an experience where I can talk with educators
in the field of science. The chance to strengthen my involvement and further my knowledge in
inquiry based learning and the engineering thought process should help me as I head into
student teaching. Having exposure to NGSS before classroom implementation is definitely
beneficial for future lesson plan preparation. I look forward to continuing this program during the
school year and next summer as we continue to practice research skills and better prepare
ourselves in science education.
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Hawaii International Conference on Education
Confirmation for Paper Presentation
Title: Supporting Teacher Induction: Elements of a Successful Program
Topic Area: Educational Administration
Presentation Format: Paper presentation
Effective teachers make a difference in student achievement, and therefore it is important to ensure
that new teachers entering the field have the necessary supports in place to become successful. This
paper presentation will provide information on teacher induction, beginning teachers’ stages of
development and the challenges they incur as they enter the classroom for the first time. Practical field
experiences will be discussed and a model for a successful induction program will be presented.
Author:
Tracy Dollansky
Doctoral Student
Educational Administration
University of Saskatchewan
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada
tdd118@mail.usask.ca

Abstract
Effective teachers make a difference in student achievement, and therefore it is important
to ensure that new teachers entering the field have the necessary supports in place to become
successful. Effectively implemented induction programs provide the basis for that support. This
paper provides background and description on teacher induction together with a summary of
research findings related to the topic. Induction is defined and the goals of induction are
presented. Beginning teachers’ stages of development and the challenges that they incur are
discussed. After reviewing and consolidating research data a new model of an effective induction
program is presented, and the components and structure of the program are outlined and
explained. Teacher attributes required for the success of the induction program are discussed,
and connected to the framework of the induction model. The paper concludes with a summary of
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the program outcomes and a discussion of my perspectives from personal experiences in the
field.
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1. Title of the submission.
The Impact and Transformation of Reverse Mentoring toward Traditional Mentoring
Functions
2. Name(s) of the author(s)
Yin-Che Chen
3. Affiliation(s) of the author(s)
Graduate Institute of Human Resource Development, National Hsinchu University of
Education
4. Address(es) of the author(s)
521 Nanda Rd., Hsinchu City, Taiwan 30014
5. E-mail address(es) of the author(s)
yinchechen@mail.nhcue.edu.tw
6. Abstract and/or full paper.
With Generation X & Y’s coming to the forefront in the workforce and the
progress in technology, reverse mentoring, which meant junior employees guiding
senior ones, has been implemented in multinational corporates like IBM. This study
then explored the effect of reverse mentoring on traditional mentoring functions given
the professional characteristics of Generation X & Y. Through the purposeful
sampling, 14 participants, who worked in various hi-tech companies, were divided
into 7 pairs. All of them practiced reverse mentoring, and semi-structured interviews
were conducted. The findings showed that Generation X & Y displayed some
changing professional characteristics different from their previous generation. They
generally had advanced skills in information technology, motivations and abundant
resources for learning, innovative thinking and ambitions for challenges, teamwork
spirit, and last the collaboration and coordination skills. Workforce of Generation X &
Y was also capable of influencing each other in a positive way to enhance learning
outcomes. Meanwhile, three traditional mentoring functions largely remained in
reverse mentoring with alternations in some respective aspects. In the end, the
researcher hoped HR practitioners take notice of reverse mentoring given the findings
presented in this study. With the assistance from the HR department, reverse
mentoring was suggested to be systematized to help alleviate the difficulties in
1
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management among different generations with an organization.
Keywords: reverse mentoring, mentoring functions, semi-structured interview
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A Study of Supporting Strategies on the Teaching of Calculus
Chen, Jung-Chih ; National Chiayi University, Taiwan
E-mail: jcchen@mail.ncyu.edu.tw

Abstract
This study will explore the potential of integrating the question-based teaching
and the open-ended approach in the calculus classroom to enhance students’
conceptual understanding. First, students are encouraged, based on their
pre-knowledge, to express their thinking and understanding in class. Thus, through
interactive communication, this may help overcome their misconceptions because
of cognitive contradictions. Secondly, teacher will often ask open-ended problems
to stimulate their thinking and elicit a deeper discussion.

Samples will be selected from two classes of freshmen, and each class has
about fifty students. Both of quantitative and qualitative data will be collected and
analyzed. Two strategies are involved in this study: (1) Questioning teaching, based
on the reports of Mason(2000) and Resnick (1995), can be classified into three
models (focusing, inquiring and testing) and four kinds of questioning
techniques(repetition, re-voicing, close questioning, and challenging). In addition,
(2) Open-ended approach including those steps of lesson plans, developed by
Becker and Shimada(1997), might be critical for students’ learning. In fact, these
strategies may be viewed as attempts to promote students’ understanding in the
calculus classroom.
Key words and phrases: Meaningful learning, Questioning teaching, Open-ended
approach, Learning motivation.
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1. Title:
The Nature of the Changes in Self/Other Evaluations Caused by Enhancing Conversations
2. Authors:
Kimihiro SHIOMURA
3. Affiliations:
Ferris University, Faculty of Letters
4. Address:
4-5-3, Ryokuen, Izumi-ku, Yokohama, 245-8650 Japan
5. E-mail address:
shiomura.kimihiro@ferris.ac.jp
6. Abstract:
The purpose of the study was to investigate the nature of the changes that caused by two
types of enhancing conversations (mutual enhancement, and self-enhancement
conversations) between close friends. Female Japanese university students participated in
this experiment as a pair of friends. Two experimental conditions (mutual enhancement
and self-enhancement) in enhancing conversations were arranged. The procedures of the
experiment are as follows. 1) Computer task (IAT/GNAT), 2) Self-Esteem Scale rating
(Rosenberg, 1965), 3) Enhancing conversation, 4) Computer task (IAT/GNAT; second
round), 5) A set of questionnaire rating (including Rosenberg Self-Esteem scale (second
round), Self-Effacement expression to members of the group, and Mutual
Self-Enhancement Scale rating), 6) debriefing. The experiment investigated the nature of
the changes that caused by two types of enhancing conversations between close friends.
The results of the analyses showed that implicit Self-Other evaluations measured by
IAT/GNAT have not been significantly changed. By comparing the results in implicit
evaluations with explicit evaluations, the findings suggested that the changes in
evaluations for Self-Other were suggested not as internalized changes, but as strategic
changes. The results were different from our own previous research, Shiomura (2002). In
Shiomura (2002) study, the participants were asked to disclose a negative content of their
own, and then the participants received a positive or negative attitude toward their own
self-disclosure. The difference of these studies might reflect the level of ego-involvement
for the tasks.
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4. Description of the presentation
The authors will focus their discussions on the results of the implementattion of the city
The paper is focused on the implementation of the city plan via video presentations that will
showcase Balanga City administration project that addressed the present environmental concern of the
twenty five communities (25) but with equal attention on their socioeconomic development. It installed
a program to show a balance between economic requirements and ecological concern. The city
administration proved that the people may meet their satisfactions without compromising the needs of
the future generations
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From the Multicultural leadership Perspective
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Abstract
In such a modern multicultural society, leadership and management of primary school
principals will face a rigorous test and great challenge. The factors that result in school
success is very complicated, one of the most important is school management ideas of the
principals. Therefore, the school manager should understand the advantage and
disadvantage as well as the threat and opportunity of school development, i.e., the SWOT
analysis. Moreover, the school leader should have a clear vision of education, educational
goals, and appropriate school management ideas..
The purposes of study as following:
1.To understand the school management ideas of primary principals..
2.To view the the current difficulties and challenges of the principals in
the operating school in a multicultural environment.
3.To afford the helpful suggestions for primary principal’s school management
The data analysed in this study were collected from the 12 objects selected by means
of group measuring with purposive sampling.The main statistic methods applied in this
study are fuzzy mode and fuzzy expected value. These two methods are used to
investigate the school management ideas of primary principals.
There are three recommendations in this study as following:
1.To improve the quality of primary school principal’s leadership and school
management;
2.To promote primary teacher’s professional development in Multicultural and to
improve the teaching quality;
3.To construct a high quality campus in order to improve student’s learning achievement
and to develop their potentiality, and finally to put the whole-person educational
objective into practice.
Keyword: School management, leadership style, multicultural
1
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1. “Let me show you…”: An applied model for the effective use of demonstrations in
teaching
2. Jenny O, Penny McCullagh, & Amanda Rymal
3. Department of Kinesiology, California State University, East Bay
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6. Abstract: Motor skills and movements are a required aspect of everyday life. Although
some skills and movements are learned without the aid of outside intervention, many are
taught to learners by some type of teacher, model, or expert (e.g., skills to be performed
in the classroom, job-specific skills, sport and exercise skills, skills and movements
related to leisure time activities, etc.). A common teaching strategy to increase the
effectiveness and efficiency of teaching is the use of demonstration (a.k.a. modeling,
observation, or observational learning). The general goal of demonstration is to provide
the learner with a visual representation of the skill or movement to be learned or
performed. This goal, however, is quite vague, and thus, demonstrations structured with
this simplistic goal in mind may leave the learner feeling confused and possibly
overwhelmed by the many visual and auditory stimuli presented during demonstration. A
recent and extensive review of the motor skills demonstration literature indicates that the
manipulation of various features of a modeled action can influence the subsequent effects
of using demonstrations when teaching (Ste-Marie et al., 2012). This interactive
workshop will present a summary of the current state of knowledge regarding the use of
effective demonstration for teaching motor skills and movements followed by the
introduction and overview of the Applied Model for the Use of Observation. Attendees
will be given the opportunity to work in small groups to structure an effective
demonstration and to compare the perceived effectiveness of this guided method of
demonstration to the more traditional method whereby demonstrations are not structured
based on learner- and task-characteristics and intended outcomes.
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The Case for Integrating Sustainability Education into Engineering and
Engineering Technology Education
Patricia Fox, Department of Technology Leadership and Communication, Purdue School of Engineering
and Technology at Indiana University Purdue University at Indianapolis
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and
Charles McIntyre, Department of Construction Management and Engineering, School of Engineering and
Architechture, North Dakota State University
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Abstract
The world is changing rapidly and likewise, so is the workforce. The new engineering and
technology workforce complexion is changing rapidly. All over the world and even in the US,
there are large installations of sustainable, renewable, and clean alternative energy generation
sources, which in part have been feeding these changes. There are US government and industry
plans for environmental, energy, and economic transformation, which include initiatives in the
areas of green energy, sustainability, and advanced manufacturing. These, along with politically
driven mandates, are changing the type of environment that engineers and technologist of the
future will face. In his 2011 State of the Union Address, President Obama mentioned an
ambitious goal of achieving 80% of electricity from clean energy sources by 2035 (The White
House 2011), however, according to the US Power and Energy Engineering Workforce
Collaborative, there will not be enough talent in those technical areas to sustain the growth in the
industry spurred by the initiatives of this type (IEEE Report, 2009). There are several exciting
challenges ahead in higher education.
This paper examines the current state of the workforce today; what types of changes are expected
in the future; why sustainability education is an important component to engineering and
engineering technology education; what are the pros and cons of adding sustainability
components to engineering and engineering technology education, and what are the
consequences if we don’t take action to educate a new technological workforce to be greener,
more sustainable?
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Experiencing Teaching and Learning as a Secondary School Librarian: A Whiteheadian Analysis
Educational Foundations/secondary Education
Paper Session

Sylvia Regnier
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and
Robert Regnier
Department of Educational Foundations
University of Saskatchewan
Robert.Regnier@usask.ca

In his philosophy of education and in his cosmology, Alfred North Whitehead suggests that learning be
understood in terms of cycles of growth which he refers to in terms of romance, precision and
generalization. He fits his idea of education into a larger cosmology in which he understands reality as
a continual process of becoming and perishing, each event of which he refers to as an actual occasion
of experiencing, and in which human beings including librarians are part of the much wider universe.
In this distinct world view, he argues that experience is constituted of prehensions (cognitive and non
cognitive apprehending) or five distinct kinds of feelings: physical feelings, conceptual feelings,
transmuted feelings, propositional feelings and intellectual feelings. Although conventional notions
may regard school librarians through stereotypical ideas, this session proceeds in two parts to
appreciate the complexity of school librarian experience and to provide a Whiteheadian framework
for appreciating these experiences.
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This presentation proceeds in two parts to appreciate the complexity of secondary school librarian
experience in a school committed to building learning through student experiences of resilience. The
presentation begins with a firsthand autobiographical recounting of a librarian’s selected teaching and
learning experiences as they are relate to supporting the school’s commitment to the idea of building
on student resilience; and the second part recommends a Whiteheadian framework for appreciating
these experiences.
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Model of practice of principal’ distributed leadership
in the primary school
Li-Huei, Chen
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Doctoral student of department of educational policy and administration,
National Chi Nan University, Taiwan
1. Introduction
Distributed leadership might appear to be the leadership ideas of the moment but its
genesis can be traced back to the field of organizational theory in the mid-1960s.
Distributed leadership beyond those in formal leadership or administrative posts,
represents one of the most influential ideas to emerge in the school. There are many
studies have underlined the importance of distributed leadership as a potential
contributor to positive organizational change and improvement.
The conception of distributed leadership is far from new, but it has provided a new
lens on a familiar theme, as well as provoked as much attention, debate and
controversy, in the school. There are many studies just focus on that what distributed
leadership is, but the most importance is, we need to know distributed leadership
makes a difference to organizational outcomes rather than continually seeking more
confirmation that it does. Therefore, this study may lead to better understanding of
leadership interactions of both formal and informal, occur within a school.
The article is structured as follows. Firstly, to analyze the theory of distributed
leadership so that understanding its essence theory and core values. Secondly, through
the discussion of distributed leadership of principal, understanding of the orientation
of contemporary research and results. Thirdly, to analyze the status that is the leader
practice of principal in school. Research methodology is presented, with full details of
the participants in the research, and of the instrument and procedures used. Fourthly,
results are then presented, with a through description of the practice of distributed
leadership to construct a model that is the leader practice of distributed leadership of
principal. Finally, results are discussed and conclusions are drawn.
2. Research objective
This study aims to provide clearer description of the distributed leadership in theory,
as well as to construct the model of practice of distributed leadership within the
school. Therefore, the research objectives are:
(1) to investigate the circumstance of distributed leadership of school principals;
(2) to compare distributed leadership of principals of different school sizes;
(3) to construct a distributed leadership model for school principals.
1
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3. Literature review
3.1 Development background
Before discussing the distributed leadership, we should talk about as opposed to
distributed conception that is the heroic leadership. Recently, the heroic leadership has
gradually been questioned. Badaracco (2001) indicated that heroic leadership is
simply a failure, because of idealizing the human, and of ignoring the essentially
defective nature (Li, Li-chen, 2011).
Spillane (2006) considers that there are some questions on the heroic leadership as
follows. First, School leadership identify with the principals leadership, other leaders
in the school, just only play a minor and supportive role. Second, most discourse less
attention to the practice of leadership, but focus on the people, structure, function,
regulation and role, and only pay attention to what the leaders do rather than how to
do it. Third, Leadership practices were not comprehensive monitoring, merely states
one or more great leader. Thus, it focused on the individual action rather than the
interaction among the people. Fourth, the definition of leadership mainly depended on
its results, but sometimes leadership can occur in even without results or evidences
(Li, Li-chen, 2011).
Therefore, the current discourse about educational leadership has shifted towards a
focus upon multiple sources of influence. Barnard (1968) indicated that distributed
leadership might appear to be the leadership idea of the moment but its genesis can be
traced back to the field of organizational theory in the mid-1960s (Tony, 2009). While
the idea of shared, collaborative or participative leadership is far from new, distributed
leadership theory has provided a new viewpoint on a familiar theme.
Spillane, Halverson and Diamond (2001) have sparked renewed interest in
leadership as practice focusing particularly on the interactions between leaders,
followers and their situation. Simultaneously, distributed leadership reinforces that
there are multiple sources of influence within any organization and has refocused
empirical attention on ‘leader-plus’ aspect of leadership work (Spillane, 2006)
3.2 Definition
According to the analysis of related literatures, there are many similar terms on
distributed leadership theory. For instance, Macbeath, Oduro and Waterhouse (2004)
consider that leadership terms such as authorized, distributed, shared, cooperative,
democratic, and teachers’ leadership are similar. Arrowsmith (2005) consider that
leadership terms such as shared, cooperative, democratic and distributed leadership
are similar. Spillane (2006) consider that leadership terms such as cooperative, shared,
democratic, collective, collaborative and situated leadership are often staggered using
with distributed leadership, sometime might be considered the use of transformational
2
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leadership (Li, Li-chen, 2011).
Despite the above-mentioned conception of similar terms, it is worth noting that
distributed leadership may differ in several ways but not a reproduction. What were
the features of distributed leadership contrasting with others similar conception of
leadership? According to Lai, Chih-feng (2010) synthesizes related literatures to
summarize the five propositions. First, distributed leadership is the integration, and as
the synthesis of existing various shape of leadership. Second, take into account both
the importance of single leader and the coordination of leader-plus. Third, in pure
administrative operation, the effectiveness of single leader is better than the
leader-plus. By the contrast, in complex administrative operation, the effectiveness of
the leader-plus is better. Fourth, describe the present situation of school leader in order
to point the possible ways of effective leadership. Fifth, the different schools may
show the varying degrees of difference on distributed leadership.
In summary, according to the above-mentioned, we can analyze the core concepts
of distributed leadership in order to draw the ways of school leadership practice. The
following sets out a number of scholars for the definition of distributed leadership in
order to further clarify the core concepts of the leadership.
National College for School Leadership (2003) indicated the three conceptions of
distributed leadership in the report of distributed leadership as follows. First,
emphasize the leadership as the emerging property of teamwork or the interactive
network of among individual. Second, suggest the openness of the leadership
boundary. Third, demand most members with multiple specialties rather than
concentrated in a small number of people (Ho, Chien-Lin, 2009).
Spillane (2006) considers that there are three factors on distributed leadership
perspective. First, leadership practice is the focus of concern. Second, leadership
practice is the interactions between leaders, followers and situation. All three impacts
are important for leadership. Third, the situation defined leadership practices vice
versa the situations of leadership are defined.
Huang, Zhong-Xian (2008) considers that distributed leadership emphasize the
leaders and followers that who can exchange the role of leadership were given
through the power of the leader or staff elected within different contexts as that maybe
is based on professional demand or problem resolution. Therefore, create the multiple
styles of leadership in order to facilitate the growth of members, and increase the
organizational accountabilities.
Wang, Li-Ya (2011) considers that there are four main core concepts on distributed
leadership. These include the culture of teamwork, the flow of leadership role, shared
power and responsibilities, and focused leadership practice etc.
Li, Li-chen (2011) defined that leadership stand in the cooperative, trust and free
3
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environment, the main leader usually uses the concept of empowerment to allow the
leader-plus to participate and mutual dependence between the leaders. With the
different situations, the leader of organization translates into the different role of either
leader or follower, and further to assist colleagues to achieve responsibilities. The
main leader should establish the climate of mutual trust, and the followers should
contribute their own wisdom and ability in order to achieve the collective goal.
Distributed leadership includes the dimensions of shared power, created trust culture,
enhanced leadership energies and emphasized accountability etc.
Summarized the discourse of the above, we can generalize the central definition
that should contain members, situations and practice contexts. Simultaneously, with
the different situations, the leader of organization translates into the different role of
either leader or follower. The progress of leadership practice emphasizes the impact of
interaction. The results of leadership tend to advance the growth of individuals and
organization. Despite the definition of leadership mainly depended on its results, but
sometimes leadership can occur in even without results or evidences. We should
particular note that the key point of the success on leadership practice is that the
organizational culture such as sharing, trust, respect and collaborative teamwork, as
well as members of multiple specialties.
3.3 Basis of theory
According to the perspective of Spillane (2006), distributed leadership based on two
dimensions that is both the leader-plus and the leader practice.
The dimension of the leader-plus emphasize the lead of multiple leaders that consist
the collective leadership of sharing and shared responsibilities in the process of school
management (Gronn, 2003). Spillane et al. (2004) and Harris (2005) also consider that
the leader-plus collectively share the responsibility of distributed leadership. The
leaders must be interdependent and mutual collaborative. In addition, the leader-plus
are not only focusing on the performance of more official position, but still be
focusing more on the leadership role of both official and non-official who can take the
responsibility in the activities of leadership (Shyu, Ji-Chun, 2008: 72).
The dimension of the leader practice involves the results of interactions between
leaders, followers and their situation. The role of leaders and the followers might
move in the various sets of different leadership situations and different time. Thus,
both leaders and followers must cooperate with situation to produce the tangible
interaction (Spillane, 2006).
Consequently, that is to say, distributed leadership is the concept of decentralization,
and stated the leadership is a phenomenon of flowing, emerging and non-fixed. This
does not mean that everyone should be a leader, but that every person could become a
4
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leader of the possibility by more democratic way (Harris, 2003).
4. Related research
According to above the definitions of distributed leadership, further reflect the
practice of principal’ distributed leadership within the field of education. Principals
distributed leadership is not just assigning the responsibility of the principal to other
members, that do not reallocate the work, but that is the fundamental change in the
organizational thinking. Therefore, school leadership is defined as the common
responsibility of all members in school. Whatever, the principal still plays an
important role that is the architect of leadership even if he/she is not the chief doer
(Lashway, 2003). In recent years, regarding the related studies of principal’ distributed
leadership continually be taken into account in the research areas of educational
leadership. Through discourses of the related study of principal’ distributed leadership
in Taiwan, in order to understand the orientation of contemporary studies is listed
below.
TABLE 1
Related Study of Principal’ Distributed Leadership in the Primary School in Taiwan
Researcher（year）
Main findings
Research theme
Ho, Chien-Lin (2009).
The educational staffs of the perception of distributed leadership in
A study of distributed
school are medium-high degree that the dimension of ‘organizational
leadership, teacher’s
culture’ is highest and ‘leadership practice’ is lowest. The teacher
collegiality and student’s
colleagues of the perception of professional share in school are
learning achievement in
medium-high degree that the dimension of ‘instructive affairs’ is highest
elementary schools
and ‘instructive cooperation’ is lowest. The educational staffs of the
perception of student achievement in school are medium-high degree
that the dimension of ‘student attitude and behavior’ is highest and
‘student learning outcome’ is lowest. ‘School distributed leadership’,
‘teacher colleague professional share’ and ‘student achievement’ have
been shown to be positively correlated with one another.
Lyuw, Zuy-Cuw (2010).
The perception of the educational staffs of the distributed leadership
A study on the relationship are medium-high degree that the dimension of ‘confident and humility
of elementary school
principals’ is highest and ‘clear structure and accountability’ is lowest.
principal’s distributed
The perceptions of the educational staffs of organizational citizenship
leadership and teacher’s
behaviors are medium-high degree that the dimension of ‘patient and
organizational citizenship
responsible’ is highest and ‘self-driven’ is lowest. The perceptive
behaviors in Hsinchu
degree of the advisor of distributed leadership is higher than teachers.
The perceptive degree of teacher who more than the age of 45 of
County
distributed leadership is higher than under the age of 45. The
educational staff percept both ‘distributed leadership’ and
‘organizational criticism of teacher’ were strongly correlated. The
influent degree in various dimensions of distributed leadership
describe below in sequence: Appropriate timing of the change, built
trust culture, clear structure and accountability, investment of leader
energy, confident and humility principals. The correlated degree in
both various teacher organizational citizenship behaviors with the
distributed leadership describe below in sequence: initiative help
others, respect the institution, emphysema school effectiveness,
self-driven, patient and responsible.
next
5
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Researcher（year）
Research theme
Wong, Chyun-Man (2010).
A study on the impact of
elementary school
principal’s distributed
leadership and teacher’s
organizational citizenship
behaviors on the student’s
learning achievement
Wang, Li-Ya (2011).
A Study on the
Relationship between the
Distributed Leadership of
the Principal and Teacher
Morale in Elementary
School: Teacher Locus of
Control as a Moderator
Li , Li-chen (2011).
A Study of the Relationship
between Elementary
School Principals’
Distributed Leadership and
School Effectiveness

Main findings
Principal’s distributed leadership can effectively predict with the
student’s learning achievement by the teacher’s organizational
citizenship behaviors. Overall findings found that principals’
distributed leadership prompted teachers more active to the
development of favorable educational behaviors that have a positive
impact on the students' learning achievement.

The Distributed Leadership of the Principal in Elementary School
showed more than medium degree. Teacher Morale in Elementary
School showed more than medium degree. The Relationship between
the Distributed Leadership of the Principal and Teacher Morale in
Elementary School showed the medium related. The behaviors of
support and feedback of principal can most predict with the service
morale of teachers.
Teachers of the perception of principal’ distributed leadership in school
are more than medium degree that the dimension of ‘constructed trust
culture’ is highest. Teachers of the perception of school effectiveness
are more than medium degree that the dimension of ‘the quality of
teaching’ is highest. The teachers who also have an administrative
position of the perception of principal’ distributed leadership in school
are high degree. The principal practice the distributed leadership has
been shown to be positively correlated with the school effectiveness
that the dimensions of ‘emphasized accountability’ can effective
predict with the school effectiveness.

Summary above related studies, there are a number of discourses about the situation
of the distributed leadership theory in current school. There were more discussions
focusing on the analysis of distributed leadership theory as well as relationship
between the distributed leadership theories with school effectiveness. School
effectiveness contain teacher behavior and student outcome. But there were less
discourse about the model of the distributed leadership practice. There are many
studies just still focus on that what distributed leadership is. However, the key issue
here is how rather than whether leadership is distributed. We should need further to
deeply analyze the model of practice of principal’ distributed leadership in school.
5. Methodology
A two-phase study was designed to explore the identification, classification, and
application of the model of practice of principal’ distributed leadership. First phase is
qualitative research in order to construct the items of questionnaire, and second phase
is quantitative research in order to map the interactive network of distributed
leadership practice.
Participants: The participants for this study were selected from the population of the
principals, administrators, as well as teachers who currently employed in the Primary
school of Nantou County in Taiwan during the academic year 2012, which included 3
6
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schools in different scale.
Sample: A sample of 3 principals, 6 administrators and 6 teachers was studied.
Instrumentation: The instrumentation used by the principal distributed leadership
questionnaire consisting of 6 items.
Data analysis: Data were collected primarily by means of the questionnaire. The
analysis of data is carried out by means of nonparametric method.
6. Analysis
Both qualitative and quantitative data analyses were performed. First, data analysis for
each participant interviewed consisted of utilizing and categorizing the data collected
during 1 semi-structured interview averaging 2 hours once. When asked to comment
on the materials in the semi-structured interviews, the responses were generally
positive. Second, according to the semi-structured interviews data analyses designed
the Fuzzy-Questionnaire of practice of principal’ distributed leadership. Third, the
subject was asked to fill out the membership grade α of the Fuzzy-Questionnaire
which elicited information concerning his/her perspective. Fifth, the analysis used the
Fuzzy statistical software package. Used Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Mode were computed.
Next, the best significant α were selected in order to exhibit the mostly perspective
of all subjects (Tien-Liu, T-K et al., 2012).
7. Results
Results of the research of objectives are describing as follows:
Objective 1
Objective 1 was to investigate the circumstance of distributed leadership of school
principals. Based on the perceptions from the principals, administrators, as well as
teachers of primary school, Computed by a formula as below:

{Pi }15i =1

{L }

6
j j =1

=｛A、B、C、D、E、F、G、H、I、J、K、L、M、N、O｝
=｛entry 1、entry 2、entry 3、entry 4、entry 5、entry 6｝

The results of the 6 items of Fuzzy-Questionnaire are listed below.
Membership grade of per question are as Table 2, Table 4, Table 6, Table 8, Table 10
and Table 12. The Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Mode of per question are as Table 3, Table 5,
Table 7, Table 9, Table 11 and Table 13.
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Table 2
The perspective of which cultures are important on the progress of distributed leadership.
entry
leadership
multiple
share
respect
collaborate
empower
response
flow
specialty
1(p)
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.1
2(t)
0.7
0.3
3(t)
0.6
0.4
4(a)
0.4
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
5(a)
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
6(p)
0.5
0.3
0.2
7(t)
0.4
0.4
0.2
8(t)
0.6
0.3
0.1
9(a)
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.2
10(a)
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
11(p)
0.3
0.5
0.2
12(t)
0.4
0.5
0.1
13(t)
0.5
0.1
0.3
0.1
14(a)
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
15(a)
0.8
0.2
sum
6.7
0.6
4.3
0.3
1.3
1.8
p = principal t = teacher a = administrator
Table 3
The perspective of which cultures are important on the progress of distributed leadership.
entry
leadership
multiple
membership
share
respect
collaborate
empower
flow
specialty
grade
sum
6.7
0.6
4.2
0.3
1.3
1.8
reorder
1
5
2
6
4
3
Table 4
The perspective of which group has to demand for the distributed leadership in school.
Teacher
Staff
Student
Parent
Community Sponsored
entry
professional administrative
learning
committee
group
union
response
development
section
group
1(p)
0.7
0.2
0.1
2(t)
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
3(t)
0.5
0.3
0.2
4(a)
0.5
0.5
5(a)
0.3
0.6
0.1
6(p)
0.8
0.2
7(t)
0.5
0.5
8(t)
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
9(a)
0.4
0.6
10(a)
0.6
0.3
0.1
11(p)
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
12(t)
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
13(t)
0.5
0.3
0.2
14(a)
0.4
0.5
0.1
15(a)
0.7
0.3
sum
7.4
5.3
1.2
0.4
0.4
0.3
p = principal t = teacher a = administrator
Table 5
The perspective of which group has to demand for the distributed leadership in school.
entry
Teacher
Staff
Student
Parent
Community Sponsored
membership
professional administrative
learning
committee
group
union
grade
development
section
group
sum
7.4
5.3
1.2
0.4
0.4
0.3
reorder
1
2
3
4
4
5
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Table 6
The perspective of which groups have the most positive influence from distributed leadership in school.
Teacher
Staff
Student
Community Sponsored
Parent
entry
professional administrative
learning
group
committee
union
response
development
section
group
1(p)
0.5
0.3
0.2
2(t)
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
3(t)
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.1
4(a)
0.5
0.4
0.1
5(a)
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.1
6(p)
0.5
0.2
0.3
7(t)
0.4
0.4
0.2
8(t)
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.1
9(a)
0.4
0.6
10(a)
0.5
0.3
0.2
11(p)
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
12(t)
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
13(t)
0.5
0.3
0.2
14(a)
0.4
0.5
0.1
15(a)
0.4
0.3
0.3
sum
6.3
5.2
0.6
2.4
0.3
0.2
p = principal t = teacher a = administrator
Table 7
The perspective of which groups have the most positive influence from distributed leadership in school.
entry
Teacher
Staff
Student
Parent
Community Sponsored
membership
professional administrative
learning
committee
group
union
grade
development
section
group
sum
6.3
5.2
0.6
2.4
0.3
0.2
reorder
1
2
4
3
5
6
Table 8
The perspective of which dimensions have observed progress from distributed leadership in school.
entry
Administrative
Teacher
Student
Parent
School
Community
response
management
profession achievement participant
feature
assistance
1(p)
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
2(t)
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
3(t)
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.1
4(a)
0.5
0.4
0.1
5(a)
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.1
6(p)
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.1
7(t)
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.2
8(t)
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.1
9(a)
0.4
0.5
0.1
10(a)
0.5
0.3
0.2
11(p)
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.1
12(t)
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
13(t)
0.5
0.3
0.1
0.1
14(a)
0.4
0.5
0.1
15(a)
0.4
0.3
0.3
sum
6.0
5.2
1.3
1.9
0.5
0.1
p = principal t = teacher a = administrator
Table 9
The perspective of which dimensions have observed progress from distributed leadership in school.
entry
Administrative
Teacher
Student
Parent
School
Community
membership
management
profession achievement participant
feature
assistance
grade
sum
6.0
5.2
1.3
1.9
0.5
0.1
reorder
1
2
4
3
5
6
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Table 10
The perspective of what mechanisms are necessary in the process of the distributed leadership practice.
entry
administer
adjust
correct
reflect
control
manage
response
1(p)
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
2(t)
0.5
0.3
0.2
3(t)
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
4(a)
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
5(a)
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
6(p)
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
7(t)
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
8(t)
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
9(a)
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.1
10(a)
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
11(p)
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
12(t)
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
13(t)
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.1
14(a)
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
15(a)
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
sum
4.3
3.6
3.3
2.6
0.1
1.1
p = principal t = teacher a = administrator
Table 11
The perspective of what mechanisms are necessary in the process of the distributed leadership practice.
entry
membership
administer
adjust
correct
reflect
control
manage
grade
sum
4.3
3.6
3.3
2.6
0.1
1.1
reorder
1
2
3
4
6
5
Table 12
The perspective of who might be the potential leaders in school.
entry
parent
staff
teacher
student
response
1(p)
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.1
2(t)
0.4
0.4
0.2
3(t)
0.3
0.5
0.1
0.1
4(a)
0.4
0.5
0.1
5(a)
0.3
0.4
0.1
6(p)
0.3
0.4
0.2
7(t)
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.2
8(t)
0.3
0.4
0.2
9(a)
0.5
0.5
10(a)
0.3
0.5
0.1
11(p)
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.2
12(t)
0.3
0.4
0.2
0.1
13(t)
0.5
0.3
0.1
14(a)
0.4
0.4
0.2
15(a)
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.1
sum
5.3
6.1
0.9
1.8
p = principal t = teacher a = administrator
Table 13
The perspective of who might be the potential leaders in school.
entry
membership
staff
teacher
student
parent
grade
sum
5.3
6.1
0.9
1.8
reorder
2
1
4
3
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community

sponsor

0.1

0.1
0.1

0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.8

0.1

community

sponsor

0.8
5

0.1
6
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According to above those Table, Utilized the Fuzzy Sets to induce the best Fuzzy
Mode, and selected the significant α in order to cognize the practice of principal’
distributed leadership in school, so that to construct the model of the practice of
principal’ distributed leadership, explained as follows:
Item 1: which cultures are important on the progress of distributed leadership?
The best Fuzzy Mode is ‘share’, significant at 6.7. The reorder sequence of
collaborate, multiple specialty, leadership flow, respect, empower.
Item 2: which group has to demand for the distributed leadership in school?
The best Fuzzy Mode is ‘Teacher professional development’, significant at 7.4. The
reorder sequence of staff administrative section, parent committee, student learning
group, community group, sponsored union.
Item 3: which groups have the most positive influence from distributed leadership in
school?
The best Fuzzy Mode is ‘Teacher professional development’, significant at 6.3. The
reorder sequence of staff administrative section, student learning group, parent
committee, community group, sponsored union.
Item 4: which dimensions have observed progress from distributed leadership in
school?
The best Fuzzy Mode is ‘Administrative management’, significant at 6.0. The reorder
sequence of teacher profession, parent participant, student achievement, school
feature, community assistance.
Item5: what mechanisms are necessary in the process of the distributed leadership
practice?
The best Fuzzy Mode is ‘administer’, significant at 4.6. The reorder sequence of
adjust, correct, reflect, manage, control.
Item 6: who might be the potential leaders in school?
The best Fuzzy Mode is ‘Teacher’, significant at 6.1. The reorder sequence of staff,
parent, student, community, sponsors.
Objective 2
Objective 2 was to to compare distributed leadership of principals of different school
sizes. As indicated in Table 14.

11
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Table 14
List the diversities of principals’ distributed leadership between the different schools’ scale.
item
membership
item 1
item 2
item 3
item 4
item 5
grade
1
share
Teacher
Teacher
Administrative administer
professional professional
management
development development
2
share
Teacher
Teacher
Administrative administer
professional professional
management
adjust
development development
correct
reflect
3
collaborate
Teacher
Teacher
Administrative
adjust
professional professional
management
correct
Teacher
development development
profession

item 6
teacher

teacher

staff
teacher

School scale: 1=under 12 of classes 2=13-24 of classes 3=more 25 of classes

According of above, the results describe as below. There are same results in Item 2 to
item 3. In item 1, the best Fuzzy Mode is ‘share’. Addition, ‘collaborate’ is significant
in the school of more 25 of classes. In item 4, the best Fuzzy Mode is ‘Administrative
management’. Addition, ‘teacher profession’ is significant in the school of more 25 of
classes. In item 5, there are different results in the school of different scale. In item 6,
the best Fuzzy Mode is ‘teacher’. Addition, ‘staff’ is significant in the school of more
25 of classes.
Next to compare the diversities of the situation of principals’ distributed leadership
between the different schools’ scale. As indicated in Table 15.
Table 15
List the diversities of situation of principals’ distributed leadership between the different schools’ scale.
item
membership
item 1
item 2
item 3
item 4
item 5
item 6
grade
1
share
Teacher
Teacher
Administrative administer
teacher
professional professional
management
adjust
development development
2
share
Teacher
Teacher
Administrative administer
teacher
professional professional
management
adjust
development development
correct
3
Share
Teacher
Teacher
Administrative administer
staff
collaborate professional professional
management
adjust
development development
correct
School scale: 1=under 12 of classes 2=13-24 of classes 3=more 25 of classes

According of above, the results describe as below. There are same results in Item 2 to
item 4. In item 1, the best Fuzzy Mode is ‘share’. Addition, ‘collaborate’ is significant
in the school of more 25 of classes. In item 5, Totally contain ‘administer’, ‘adjust’,
and ‘correct’ in both 2nd and 3rd schools, but just there are both ‘administer’ and
‘adjust’ in 1st school. In item 6, the best Fuzzy Mode is ‘Teacher’ in both 1st and 2nd
schools, but ‘staff’ is significant in the school of more 25 of classes.
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Objective 3
Objective 3 was to construct a distributed leadership model for school principals. As
shown in next section.
8. Discussion
This study is mainly based on the above of the theory of principal’ distributed
leadership. Integrated the data to further construct the model of practice of principal’
distributed leadership in the primary school, please see Figure 1. This model mainly
explores the dimensions as comprehend from both the theory of literature and the
analysis of data. Results indicated that the dimensions include the progress of
leadership practice by interaction between leaders, followers and situation. For Figure
1 presented as follows:

L: Leader

F: Follower

P: Position

Trust

Respect

Collaboration

L1

Leadership
Practices

L2/F4

L3/F1

P1

L4/F2

P2

P3

(Timeline)
F1

F2

F3

F4/L2

F5/L1

F2

F3

F4/L2 F1/L3

F5/L1

F3

F5/L1

administer、adjust、correct

Multiple-specialties

Leadership flow

Share power

Share responsibility

Figure 1
Model of practice of principal’ distributed leadership in the primary school
Source: This study
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Summary above figure 1 to explain the core concepts as follows:
Multiple sources of influence: the practice of distributed leadership emphasizes the
multiple sources of influence in internal organization. Multiple sources of influence
include the organizational culture such as sharing, trust, respect and collaborative
teamwork, as well as members of multiple specialties.
Interaction of leadership experiences: Distributed leadership practice focused on
the leadership experience of the excellent leaders in the work of leadership, but still
taking into account both of the importance of all single leaders and the coordination of
the leader-plus. Consequently, Emphasized the leadership practice is a network via the
interaction between the individuals.
Flow of leadership role: Distributed leadership practice advocates the openness of
leadership limits. The leaders and followers can exchange the leadership role that is
given through the power of the leader or staff elected within different contexts that
may be based on professional demand or problem resolution. Therefore, create the
multiple styles of leadership.
This study Expect the construction of model of principal’s distributed leadership
practice to more clearly provide a new viewpoint that is thinking about the interactive
network of leadership practice, according to improve the effectiveness of school
leadership, and thus enhance the performance of school education.
9. Conclusion
Distributed leadership emphasizes the conceptions that there are sharing, collaborative
teamwork and respect, trust and leadership role flow. In the field of leadership theory,
provided another new vision of leadership. In terms of school organization feature that
is an open system, undoubtedly provided more responsible strategies of school
leadership to social status that is the rapidly changing and professional division.
Distributed leadership simultaneously focuses on the interactions between leaders,
followers and their situation. Through the results of this study analyze the model of
practice of principal’ distributed leadership in the primary school so that provide the
valuable new information for principals. Moreover, the results suggest as below:
First, principal should reinforce the vision of school contributing to collect the
centripetal force of members, and then construct the teamwork of high quality school
culture.
Second, principal should emphasize the accountability to agglomerate the common
consensus of members in order to create the lofty peak of school performance and
students achievement.
Third, principal should pay much attention to the professional development of
school members, and encouraged the school members to explore their multiple
14
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specialties as well as supply the opportunities of decision-making in order to
gradually shape the leadership culture of the flowing role of leader.
Fourth, principal should bear in mind that have to uphold the attitude of both the
trust and respect with the sharing power, contributing to increase the willingness and
enthusiasm of the members work.
Limitations of this study are that since the study involved only three primary
schools, thus, the generalization of the results to other schools with different contexts
may be limited.
10. Contribution of the study
This study may contribute greatly to international literature in several ways. First,
international researchers and practitioners may have a clear model of practice of
principal’ distributed leadership in the primary school. Second, this study sheds light
on an important aspect of the interactions between leaders, followers and their
situation. We expect that there is opportunity to build above those into the
development programmers of leadership in the future. The results of this study may be
imperfect but, in thinking about contemporary leadership, it offers one place to
develop.
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Introduction
Throughout the United States, teacher preparation programs at many colleges and
universities have been at the forefront of academic discussions as the issue of accountability has
risen. Teacher education programs are designed to be effective in readying teachers to help k -12
learners meet high academic standards (Dean, Lauer & Uruquhart, 2007). Each of these
programs must be equipped with specific structures and processes to ensure its effectiveness.
Teacher education programs must be committed to devising and employing an evaluative system
for monitoring and evaluating their levels of effectiveness. Most importantly, programs must
have five key elements for creating effective teacher education programs: licensure
requirements, standards, accreditation p – 12 partnerships and continuous improvements. The
commitment to data-driven evaluation for programs and implementation of the aforementioned
elements allows colleges and universities to make necessary improvements and closely monitor
when new changes are needed in their academic environments.

In short, there is a drive for

graduate schools across the United States to be more accountable (Kirylo & McNully, 2011).
Now more than ever, there is a need for graduate programs to make a solid commitment
to systematic evaluation and advocate for needed changes that support data collection and usage
(Dean, Lauer & Uruquhart, 2007). Program evaluation is an intricate part of making sure
teachers are receiving the highest quality education in their graduate programs. Program leaders
and administrations must remain focused on providing graduate students with the best
knowledge and experiences. According to Katherine Merseth, senior lecturer on education and
director of the teacher education program at Harvard University, there are 1300 graduate
programs in teacher education, however, 100 of these programs will effectively prepare teachers
for classroom practices (Kirylo & McNully, 2011). It is essential educators begin to take a more
2
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critical look at their graduate programs and means to offer high quality education to the
thousands of students who will enter graduate school each semester.
There has been a call to teachers to bring change in their communities and to pursue
advanced degrees as a step towards change. An increased number of teachers in k – 12
classrooms are returning to a wide range of graduate programs at universities and colleges
throughout the United States to obtain their Master’s degree.

By earning a graduate degree,

teachers expand their knowledge, build their teaching repertoire and become leaders in their
schools. In fact, these teachers are at the core of the classroom where they can make an
enormous impact on student learning (Abadiano, Turner & Valerie, 2009). There is an
academic power of those teachers who have been provided with the best instructional practices in
their teacher education programs. In the midst of high stakes testing and accountability, teachers
must exuded a level of leadership at all professional levels. In essence, teachers enter graduate
programs inspired to learn while gaining applicable and research based skills beneficial to k – 12
learners.
Teachers have a variety of motivation and purposes for returning to graduate programs to
pursue their degrees. Some rationale stems from their life-long dream of obtaining a doctoral
degree, following family legacy of educators, sharing knowledge with students and serving
others. While others have chosen education as a secondary career with the intention of applying
the skills they have learned in the business world, some new students in graduate programs in
teacher education need the coursework to obtain licensure. Please note, some of the best
teachers are just “called” to teach. These exemplary individuals are dedicated to education and
have a burning passion for acquiring an absorbent amount of knowledge in their specific content
area enter programs for professional growth, increase pay and sheer dedication to helping k – 12
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children obtain academic achievement. Regardless of the intention for applying to graduate
programs, it is important for colleges and universities to remain committed to program
evaluation. Graduate teacher education program must allot the time, money and effort to making
changes to modify existing graduate programs and to develop new programs to attract these
teachers looking for programs that meet their authentic needs (Dean, Lauer & Uruquhart, 2007).

An Overview Graduate Reading Programs
Teacher education programs at many college and university settings works to provide
accredited and/or nationally recognized programs that meet the needs of its graduate students.
Standards guide decisions and actions (Dean, Lauer & Uruquhart, 2007). Teacher education
programs must be in alignment with standards. Specifically in the field of reading, the goals for
many teacher education programs are to reflect on state guidelines and/or to meet standards of
accrediting agencies such as the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) and International Reading Association (IRA). In essence, program goals set up the
framework for evaluation, drive the decision-making process and outline the type of data
collection needed. Because the past few years, NCATE and other national organizations have
focused on evidence of candidate subject-matter knowledge and teacher effectiveness, many
programs collect and use this pertinent information to improve the quality of their teacher
education programs.
There are quite a few Graduate Reading Programs (GRP) offered throughout the United
States that prepare knowledgeable and competent practitioners who are dedicated to serving the
literacy needs of all k – 12 learners. These programs engage candidates in an array of course
work that promotes professional development and leadership in reading and literacy
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communities. Upon completion of the Master’s program in Reading and Literacy, individuals
will qualify for leadership positions such as reading teacher, Literacy Coach, Reading Specialist
and/or Literacy Liaison. Over the past five years, the field of reading/literacy has been quite in
occupational demand. In fact, with statewide endorsements and reading professions expanded in
2003, there has been a need to offer a variety of courses not only for obtaining the Master’s
Degree in the Teaching of Reading, but to offer other service courses for reading teachers
seeking endorsements (Program Review, 2003). According to Abadiano, Turner & Valerie
(2009), there has been a much needed call for teachers as literacy leaders. With the emphasis on
the strengths of teachers, these teachers are considered experts in literacy who can take on the
expanded literacy demands of technological society.

Many university academic programs,

public, private, commuter and residential institution are committed to meeting the needs of their
immediate communities. In the end, Graduate Reading Programs are designed to meet an array
of academic and professional needs for its graduate candidates/reading professionals.
As aforementioned, GRPs throughout the United States produce and train literacy
coaches, reading specialists and/or reading teachers. These programs must prepare teachers with
high quality teacher education programs and conduct program evaluations as a means to help
students and to monitor high academic standards (Dean, Lauer & Uruquhart, 2007).
Consequently, graduate reading programs must be held accountable for preparing master reading
teachers and knowledgeable reading specialists and literacy coaches. As these graduate students
advance in the program, they begin to develop themselves professionally and understand the
research behind their classroom practices.
With the new programs developing year to year, many graduate program leaders and
assessment coordinators as well as reading teachers are beginning to take a more critical look at
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the specific program format and timelines for completing the graduate program. Most
importantly, teachers wanting to go return to their studies need various modalities (traditional,
hybrid and on-line). Prior to enrolling in a graduate program, it is pertinent that aspiring reading
teachers and literacy coaches (new students) carefully select and understand which route to take
as they pursue their Master’s degree.
As a long time advisor for a graduate program that had different options for enrollment, I
know it is significant for classroom teachers to pay close attention in the program selection. I
spent many hours in my office meeting face to face with potential students, talking to them on
telephone and emailing back and forth on the best program to enroll. On the other hand, I have
also seen students matriculate in a program and need hours of guidance on their chosen career
paths. Regardless of their goals, I am certain teachers must question what works best for them
just as I have for them! As aforementioned, there has been a much needed call for teachers as
literacy leaders. With the emphasis on the strengths of teachers, these teachers are considered
experts in literacy who can take on the expanded literacy demands of technological society
(Abadiano, Turner & Valerie, 2009). Any teacher contemplating entering a Master’s program
needs to reflect on their life and the format of instruction: traditional, online or hybrid.

Traditional Graduate Programs - Traditional Students
Traditional educational setting remains a constant for academic discourse in many
colleges and universities due to its ability to disseminate the information quickly to students
(Shelley, Gunter & Gunter, 2012). These traditional brick and mortar sites refer to the physical
buildings, classrooms, libraries and offices for professors and their students to gather. In many
cases, students must attend a set amount of hours per week, typically 2.5 to 3 hours of seat time
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per course throughout their matriculation at the university. In addition, registration and
advisement is conducted in person and there must be a series of phone calls to schedule the most
appropriate time for all parties to meet face-to-face. All discourse is in-person and there is little
focus on using technology other than to provide information such as syllabi, handouts, articles
and guidelines for assignments. Attendance for class lectures or group assignments are
imperative and mandatory. Historically, this type of traditional instruction was the only the only
option for teachers.
As a product of traditional graduate program, I agree traditional settings have some
inconveniences. Traditional settings are intricate experiences. I sat for hours in classrooms
taking notes from lectures/presentations, listening to pedagogical debates and participating in
cooperative learning activities. I also waited in long registration lines and walked from building
to building for signatures from the “right” person. During my matriculation in a graduate
program 18 years ago, I was a part of a traditional setting where if a student made the decision to
attend graduate school then your studies were the priority! Students were students. Nevermind
the fact, there is a hungry two - year old waiting for you to tuck them into bed when you get
home or that you have an elderly family member who needs medical supervision during that
night. In some cases, I have even witnessed peers hide the fact they had other pressing priorities
in their lives (spouses, children, family, jobs). Traditionally, students were not faced with the
hardships of today’s society. Today, there is a slight more different experience for working
graduate students and addition of new options for those students who are a midst a series of
overwhelming priorities available to them to further their educational goals.
In today’s busy society, there are a myriad of students balancing a variety of priorities
and doing it successfully. The student population in scores of university graduate programs is
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quite different. Many students simply do not have the hours in their schedule to daily or weekly
attend classes face-to-face and meet with their advisors. With the economic downsize,
everybody is working. In essence, it is necessary for everyone to clock in and there is no one left
at home to supervise children while Mommy and/or Daddy go to school at night to help the
family pay bills. In the past, numerous candidates enrolled in graduate programs had the luxury
of going to class with a selection of family caregivers supervising their children at home while
Mom and Dad go to school. Although in the past, traditional instruction may appease some
university graduates in teacher education, now more than ever, students have to their balance
many different priorities and need to pay close attention to activities in their lives that fosters
academic, professional and person equilibrium.
In the current economically challenged society and technologically infused candidates
(students), graduate programs are in the hunt to offer the “best fit” programs for its graduate
population. Students are beginning to take a closer look at the programs that not only provide
the best educational practices that lead to better professional and economic lives, but offer
stability in their personal lives. More and more students are driven to graduate programs
offering an array of formats. In fact, numerous colleges and universities have become extremely
competitive with neighboring universities for enrollment. As graduate programs strive to meet
academic guidelines as well as the conveniences of the world, administrators of these graduate
programs in teacher education are forced to take an extensive examination of innovative ways to
attract these teachers (new students). Even though, traditional instruction allows information for
quick delivery, students’ comprehension can be decreased when this is the only teaching method
used to address the course syllabi objectives and program standards (Shelley, Gunter & Gunter,
2012).
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Exploration of On-line Instruction
Web-base instruction has exploded in the past few years at many colleges and
universities (Shelley, Gunter & Gunter, 2012).

Web-base instruction (online classes) are

available in many different disciplines. Graduate reading programs everywhere have started to
offer online courses each semester and in some cases, some programs have developed a complete
online advance traditional courses and doctorate programs.

In fact, there are also number of

fully accredited universities no longer offering. 100% of their courses are online
(www.walden.edu, 2012). Teachers seeking convenience in their schedule may find these online
universities and/or one or two online courses suitable to balance their lives.
These virtual academic experiences offer advantages for those graduate students who
matriculating in research based courses that need individual hours to research and complete their
assignments. Online learning provides a more flexible access to content and instruction at any
convenient time not limited to the boundaries of the classroom (Castle & McGuire, 2010).
“Web-based courses offer many advantages for students who live far from a college or university
campus, work full-time, or have scheduling conflicts” (Shelly, Gunter & Gunter, 2012, p. 285).
Students enrolled in a graduate reading program and other disciplines throughout various
university programs can take classes anywhere and anytime.

Those students who cannot and

choose not attend traditional face to face sessions are participating in a deeper learning that
involves self reflection while ensuring a higher degree of student satisfaction (Castle &
MCGuire, 2010). The eLearning allows students to become more collaborative, reflective and
versed on virtual training tutorials to help using technology to acquire the information conducive
to deep learning.
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According to Feistritzer (2005), almost every state has post baccalaureate programs
offered universities and colleges. In graduate reading programs, many programs are introducing
a few online courses, while others are developing exclusively offered online programs to
accommodate teachers’ schedules and individual needs. More and more faculty and program
administrators are working to develop academic programs to satisfy students and offer more
accessible paths to enroll in teacher education programs (Harrell & Harris, 2006).

In fact,

colleges and universities are providing a multitude of web-based trainingWeb-based training that
involves uses the technologies provided on the Internet and the World Wide Web along with
webinars, online tutorials and online workshops to attract students to the university and to help
them make the transition to online instruction (Shelley, Gunter & Gunter, 2012). Furthermore,
teacher education programs must remain vigilant in consistent program evaluation as a means to
provide curriculum structure to meet the immediate needs of teacher education students (Harrell
& Harris, 2006).

Graduate Reading Programs Blend!
There has been a rise in blended learning in colleges and universities. According to
Shelley, Gunter & Gunter (2012), blending learning, also referred to as hybrid learning or mixed
mode learning, integrate online content and activities with traditional classroom activities. In a
college setting, blended learning courses have a decrease face to face hours. For example, a
traditional course that normally meets three times per week, would now meet once a week. In
the universities surveyed for this article, Graduate Reading Program classes that meet weekly
(one time a week on a Monday) now meets once a month. In between meetings, the professor
posts activities and discussion board topics for online interaction between peers. Academic
discourse that traditionally occurred in brick and mortar classrooms are now online.
10
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Consequently, professors have limitless possibilities of the instructions methods and strategies
that can be used in their pedagogical learning environments.
There are a variety of eLearning instruction occurring at colleges and universities. Many
educators welcome the arrival of hybrid learning and classes completely by using videos, virtual
field trips, webcast and webinars, curriculum specific apps, mobile devices, collaborative
software, social media, broadcasting, multimedia projects and websites (Shelley, Gunter &
Gunter, 2012). As aforementioned, hybrid learning is on the increase globallly. According to
Shelley, Gunter & Gunter (2012), there is the prediction that by the year of 2013, more and more
educators will welcome its presence in their teaching repertoire.

Methodology
The sample for the study consisted of 53 course evaluations in a Graduate Reading
Program. Five of the 10 courses offered in the GRP were identified by graduate faculty, the
program coordinator and the department chair and deemed appropriate for transition from
traditional to online and/or hybrid instructional models. At the end of each semester, students
were given a course evaluation for all the courses offered each semester, however only the
course evaluations for the five identified courses from reading faculty and administrators were
dissected.

For three years, the course evaluations were closely analyzed for the best

instructional format. Academic years 2008 – 2011 for a Graduate Reading Program were
investigated. Graduate faculty took on the task of devising and implementing new formats when
cited in the course evaluations.
The responses taken from the course evaluations focused primarily on student comments
and the one additional question, Which instructional format did you prefer (traditional, online or
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hybrid)? The findings focused on course evaluations’ student comments and the additional
research question. The data from the course evaluations were summarized and analyzed. The
trends between the instructional preferences were identified.

Findings
The results for the Graduate Reading Program used in this study found hybrid courses
identified as the format of choice for teachers enrolled in a Graduate Reading Program. Prior to
2008, there was only one course offered in the Graduate Reading Program offered in an online
format while the additional courses remained in traditional formats. With the increase of hybrid
demand from students and trends in education, there was a need for the Graduate Reading
Program to offer more courses. In academic year 2008 – 2009, the GRP offered the first hybrid
graduate course. According to Figure 1, the GRP had two additional courses offered in the
hybrid instructional format. By the end of the third year, 50% (5 out of the 10) of the courses in
the GRP were available in hybrid formats.
Figure 1. The number of graduate reading program courses offered in traditional, online or
hybrid instructional formats
Academic year

2008 – 2009
2009 – 2010
2010 – 2011

Number of
courses offered
face-to-face
(Traditional
format)
8
6
3

Number of courses
offered online

Number of
courses offered
in hybrid format

1
1
2

1
3
5

Total Number of Course Evaluations

Number of
students
evaluations
analyzed per
year
24
18
11
53

According to the findings, each academic year courses in the graduate reading program were
revised and offered in hybrid models. Initially, one course was originally offered as hybrid
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course was developed into an online course by year 2010 – 2011. While three courses remained
in its traditional formats, two of the three remaining courses were identified as Clinical
Supervision Courses. The GRP has designed appropriate clinical experiences for students to
assess (formal and informal) reading deficiencies of k-12 learners, to identify effective learning
materials for appropriate reading instruction of the learner, to develop long range plans for
instruction and to write case studies to share with parents, teachers and colleagues. They also
use assessment instruments and tutor k-12 learners according to their assessment results noted in
written case studies. The Graduate Reading Specialist Program requires all candidates to
complete a minimum of 100 supervised clinical hours. Regardless of the last three courses
remaining as traditional format, the GRP has implemented the hybrid models for graduate
students seeking the Master of Science in the Teaching of Reading.
Faculty from the university worked diligently to meet students’ demands for more
accommodating instructional formats. In the hybrid setting, students participated in class
discussions, posted reflective responses online and led online forum presentations and attended 4
class sessions as outlined in the syllabi and presented their final presentation in class. They also
keep digital reflective journals shared with the professor and classmates online. According to
one students course evaluations, “These blended assignments were exciting for students and it
took the monotony of sitting and taking notes in class from students being actively involved and
engaged in their learning and academic experiences” (Field notes, AY 2008-2009).
Faculty fully participated in sharing ideas and learning artifacts with graduate students
online and in class. According to course evaluations, many students were pleased in faculty
expertise and format of instruction. The following are some key comments from students.
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Course Evaluations from Traditional Instructional Courses
• There is a lot work that we needed to do with our groups in class, but we could have met
off campus and not come to class. We need a hybrid course like the other I am just
taking now.
• This was a challenging course and at times a bit intimidating. However, as time
progressed, I actually, grasped many of the concepts taught. I thoroughly enjoyed the
class.
• This course should be a hybrid course.
• The course was fun! I learned a lot! I do like the hybrid better in my other course this
semester.
(Field notes, AY 2008 – 2009)
•
•
•

They are offering a new style. I could have used this type of class. Hybrid something, I
know they are offering it, but not for this course. Hybrid next time.
I don’t like the class time and getting out of class late and its dangerous.
I would like a hybrid course so I can take care of my baby.
(Field notes, AY 2009 – 2010)

Course Evaluations from an Online Course
• I loved, loved, loved this course! The 5-week course really helped and went by quick.
• At first I was kind of scared because this was my first on-line course, but the readings
where great and the professor helped me with my Blackboard assignments
• Just awesome
• More courses are needed at this university for 5 weeks and on-line.
• The professor always gives a lot of work and this was a real challenge, but I made it.
(Field notes, AY 2009 – 2010)
•

When I came to this university, I was running red lines and panicking to get to class ontime, but after taking the newly offered online courses in my program, I led a less
stressed life and I am not worried about being late. They should offer more courses
online.
(Field notes, AY 2010 - 2011)

Course Evaluations from a Hybrid Instructional Course
• Nice course. I could work at a steady independent study pace.
• I am happy its over. I didn’t know how I was going to make it taking all of these courses.
I didn’t know how to juggle my schedule and work too. I never thought I could do this,
but I did! I liked taking some of my courses online and then coming to class to talk to my
professor.
• It was new for me, but I learned Blackboard and it was great!
• Our professor helped us and we learned together.
• LOVE IT!
(Field notes, AY 2008 – 2009)
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•
•
•
•

LOVE IT AGAIN!
It was hard to upload the documents, but I got through it, my computer slow.
I was able to work and come back to school.
I wanted all my classes hybrid.
(Field notes, AY 2009 – 2010)

Overall, students welcomed online and hybrid instruction and did not mind attending
webinar initially as the technology was tested at the university. In the end, more hybrid and
online courses were requested.
The second part of the course evaluation focused on the question: Which instructional
format did you prefer (traditional, online or hybrid)? Students simply identified which was their
most favored instructional format. The data findings are outlined in Figure 2 and explained in
the next paragraph.
Figure 2. The results of student evaluation of the identification of which instructional formats
were deemed the best (traditional, online and hybrid)
Academic year

Number of students
who preferred –
Traditional format

Number who
preferred –
Online Courses

Number of
students who
preferred –
Hybrid Courses

2008 – 2009
2009 – 2010
2010 – 2011

13
2
1

4
4
2

7
12
8

Total Number of Course
Evaluations

Number of
students
evaluations
analyzed per
year
24
18
11
53

These results show an increase of hybrid preferences each year for the last two years and
a decrease for traditional instructional formats. Initially, in academic year 2008 – 2009, over
half, 54%, of the students who were surveyed preferred traditional formats. By 2010 – 2011, the
desire for traditional instruction dwindled to 9%. This is a 45% lower than the number of
students who initially wanted traditional academic discourse in the graduate reading program.
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The data for online remained consistent from year to year. In 2008 – 2009, almost 17% of the
students polled identified online instruction as the format choice. In 2009 – 2010, 22% favored
online with comparable numbers in 2010 – 2011 of 18% of the students desired online
instruction. Although the results in Figure 2 show the first year only 29% of the students
preferred hybrid courses, by the end of the review 72% of the students in the graduate reading
program had increased preferences for hybrid instruction. Overall, hybrid instruction was highly
preferred by students enrolled in the evaluated graduate reading program. According to
conversations and field notes, these students were able to balance their personal and professional
lives, while taking two classes towards their Master’s degree.
Teachers who attended Graduate Reading Programs possess knowledge of standards,
strategies and coaching practices required to be effective practitioners and researchers, however,
they must be aware of the opportunities, fields and formats to obtain their education. By
providing graduate candidates in a program with different educational experiences promotes
professional growth. Essentially, an array of educators aspiring to become more technologically
savvy can expose k – 12 learners to a new world in their classroom environment. In short,
candidates in college/university programs who want to be exposed to different teaching models
outside of their routine. Diverse formats in graduate reading programs are the new normal.

Hybrid - Changes in Today’s Graduate Reading Program
Reading professionals enrolled in graduate programs need the exposure to pedagogical
environment that allows them to acknowledge their authentic lives and promotes diversity.
Graduate programs that do not offer provide an array of programs that afford its graduate
candidates with innovative formats can expect to be on the decline of enrollment (Harell &
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Harris, 2006). The focus on national efforts of teacher education programs remains on
recruitment issues and innovative programs that attract high quality reading teachers and literacy
coaches. Teachers as potential graduate students should not have to sacrifice their careers and
life dreams because of the lack of convenience. In fact, an increased number of students are
opting away from antiquated programs that focus on manipulating schedules, standing in long
registration lines and attending hours on “seat-time” in university classrooms. Furthermore,
more and more students are in need of programs that accommodate their authentic lives and
represent the new normal of society.
The new and changing faces in Graduate Reading Programs are apparent. Students
newly enrolled in this specific content area graduate program are balancing career, family,
economic hardships and/or issues of self-awareness. According to the 72% of students who were
surveyed in 2010 – 2011, hybrid courses are greatly needed to help students managed academic,
personal and professional lives. Because, there are new sets of factors students encounter in their
lives. Numerous students reveal an array of external situational factors conflicting with their
continued matriculation in the Graduate Reading Program. These identified factors are listed as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Child Care Responsibilities
Elderly Parental Care/Illnesses
Spousal Support
Personal Health Issues
Financial Mitigating Circumstances
Diversity Issues

As these correlates have been identified, it is pertinent that Teacher Education Program continue
provide a diverse format where these students can be successful and complete their goals of
earning a Master’s Degree with convenience.
Unique instructional formats that incorporate hybrid and on-line formats in Graduate
Reading Programs grant students with options for matriculation that will added to their list of
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programs offerings that takes them one step closer to their specific goals. As represented in the
data findings, traditional instruction was initially favored 54% in 2008 – 2009. As time
progressed and more and more students were exposed to hybrid instruction, traditional
instruction decreased to 9% and hybrid instruction preferences rose to 72%, the highest
percentage for any year. Consequently, colleges and universities who have graduate programs in
teacher education and more specifically, graduate programs in reading and literacy studies, must
play close attention to these data findings as a means to investigate the most appropriate and
favored instructional practices (traditional, online and hybrid) offered at their respective
universities. In essence, students can have an authentic experience and discover work academic
program works for them!

The Conclusion
In today’s economic hardship ridden society, surprisingly, many Graduate Reading
Programs continue to enroll more and more classroom teachers as students becoming literacy
professionals. As aforementioned, upon completion of a Graduate Reading Program, candidates
are not only qualified, but also employed in leadership positions such as: Literacy Coaches and
Area Reading Coaches; Reading Specialists; Literacy Liaisons; Reading Teachers; Reading
Clinicians; Reading/Literacy Consultants. While some continue working in the school district,
others enter doctoral programs in Reading and Literacy and become some of the leading literacy
experts, researchers and authors in the field. Regardless of which professional and/or academic
path chosen by the graduate student, the most critical information is finding the right format that
meets the authentic needs of your life.
It is essential for college educators to know and remain cognizant of curriculum changes
that have the most positive impact on teachers as graduate students in their content area
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programs and program standards (Dean, Lauer & Uruquhart, 2007). As this paper explores the
importance of finding the right format for reading practitioners and professionals enrolling in
graduate programs, it is essential for university faculty and administrators to use these findings to
foster student success in the university setting. In fact, some programs may even begin to use the
data provided as a means to attract new faces to their programs. In the end, Graduate Reading
Programs are creating a new normal in education through hybrid instruction. Now more than
ever is there an importance to investigate; traditional, hybrid & online classroom models for
reading practitioners and professionals in order to make the right decision to get the best
information.
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Putting Science Back in the Schedule; Keeping All Students Invested and Engaged
Malinda Jones, Ph.D.
Dennis Corash, Ph.D.
Vicki Nilles, Ph.D.

The Demise of a Discipline
Many children fall in love with science at an early age. The long loved classroom undertaking of planting
seeds and watching them grow, exploring critters, gears, and pulleys, and creating chemical reactions has
fascinated generations of young students. The 2011 National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP) showed that 68% of students were rated as not proficient in science, compared with 70% in 2009.
The assessment includes practical applications of concepts rather than just scientific knowledge.
Performance exercises were interactive, hands-on tasks, requiring students to reason through complex
problems and use the applications in real life situations (NCES, 2012). The scores, although showing
improvement, were deeply disappointing, said Gerry Wheeler, Interim Executive Director of the National
Science Teachers’ Association. “This performance won’t get us where we need to go to create the science
literate work force we need.”
One possible cause for the lack luster scores, sited by the many groups, is the “narrowing of the
curriculum.” In many schools across our nation, science in the elementary classroom is relegated to the
back burner as other curricular areas have become more important in the eyes of many teachers, parents,
schools, and districts. Science is not currently evaluated under No Child Left Behind (NCLB), which has
caused many schools to drop or limit science education at the elementary level (Banchero, 2012). This has
become a trend of tragic proportion across the nation.
The rationale for this perspective is to increase time spent preparing for skill areas tested by NCLB,
primarily reading comprehension. Efforts, however, have been counter-productive. By reducing the time
children have during the school day to actively engage in the investigation of science content, schools are
actually decreasing opportunities for children to develop several of the most critical components of
successful reading comprehension; receptive language, background (content) knowledge, academic
language, and mind/brain capacity.
Learning through Science Positively Impacts Reading Comprehension
A reader’s background knowledge and receptive language strongly impact their ability to understand text.
The ever widening gap between the vocabularies of children from various social classes has been reported
for decades. The longitudinal research of Hart and Risley (1995) confirmed in shocking detail, the 30
million word gap between middle class and low income children by the age of 3, a gap that remained
constant or increased when children were tested years later. What were some of the qualitative differences
between the language environments of the various socioeconomic groups? Time and attention allotted to
reciprocal conversations, opportunities to develop critical thinking, scaffolding of oral language and
conceptual understanding, and the sheer number of words heard on a daily basis. The question becomes
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how we replicate these rich language opportunities in the classroom so that all students may benefit.
Inquiry-based science instruction is the answer.
It is widely understood and accepted that, when taught well, science learning will increase elementary
students’ concepts and vocabulary (background knowledge which is positively correlated to reading
comprehension), reasoning ability, and perhaps even creativity.
Inquiry-based Science Learning
Inquiry-based teaching is designed to help students learn to think independently about science content and
to gain life-long thinking and problem-solving skills. Through active engagement in scientific
investigations, students develop the ability to analyze, discuss, and share their scientific findings with
others. Teaching students to raise questions and find answers for themselves is a primary goal of science
instruction (Colburn 2004). It has also been argued that teaching science may preserve right hemisphere
imagery and prevent the “Torrence drop in creativity… caused by over teaching of the left hemisphere
activities…” Gifted Child Quarterly Editorial, 1979)
The foundation of inquiry-based learning is the active exploration and investigation of science
phenomenon and materials to support the development of science concepts, vocabulary, and habits of
thinking .	
  The 5E Learning Cycle for Learning is an instructional approach that incorporates the basic
tenets of an inquiry-based science curriculum. The 5E Learning Cycle guides students to become engaged
with and informed problem-solvers of science content (Bentley, Ebert, & Ebert, 2000. An adaptation of
the original 5E Learning Cycle by Bybee (1989) provides more details specific to the interactive roles of
both the learner and the teacher (see below). In a study by Fries-Gather and Lightle (2011), when young
students (grades K-3) were taught to use the 5E Learning Cycle concomitant with the integration of
literacy skills and hands-on, inquiry based science instruction, students showed an increased motivation to
learn about science and to use reading and writing as tools to learn about science. Students also showed
academic improvement in utilizing the academic language of science and incorporating science
vocabulary through the sharing of their personal experiences becoming members of the science
community. The 5E’s include the following:

1) Engagement – In order to engage the student in learning there must be a need to know
for the student. They must take a personal interest in determining which questions should
be asked about the topic and how certain issues or problems relates to their world
personally.
a. Student Involvement: The students share their personal background with the
science subject and express their personal interest in the topic as well as asking
important questions. The questions presented may also create doubt or
disequilibrium as to how to approach the study of the topic. They begin to identify
possible problems to solve and begin to plan how to explore or investigate the
topic.
b. Teacher Involvement: The teacher begins to work parallel with the students and
to pose possible problems for resolution. Continual questioning allows for the
students to consistently revisit their original ideas and address the scientific
doubts they will encounter.
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2) Exploration – The learner begin to gather information relating to their particular
questions of interest. Through exploration students will collect, organize, interpret, and
analyze data.
a. Student Involvement: The students hypothesize and begin to make educated
guesses and predictions about the topic at hand. A design and plan is put into
place and models are built and manipulated in order to collect the necessary data
in seeking possible answers to the questions.
b. Teacher Involvement: The teacher models and provides hands-on opportunities
for students to observe the scientific phenomenon being studied. Consistent
questioning and feedback allows the teacher to assess the students’ understanding
of the scientific content and processes.
3) Explanation - The learners clarify understandings discovered, reach conclusions or
generalizations and communicate in varying forms.
a. Student Involvement: Students begin to clarify their understandings by
communicating their ideas with each other and with the teacher. They begin to
form generalizations, which lead to new explanations and additional questions to
be answered.
b. Teacher Involvement: The teacher continues to offer feedback and to pose new
questions in reaching an understanding of the science topic at hand. Students’
explanations are assessed and alternative explanations are offered and a continued
use of hands-on modeling provides investigative support.
4) Elaboration – The learners apply these conclusions or generalizations to solve problems,
make decisions, perform tasks, resolve conflicts or make meanings.
a. Student Involvement: The students begin to apply new knowledge in order to
solve the scientific problem and to offer new ideas. New tasks may be necessary
in resolving conflict and asking new questions. Students will pose new questions
in seeking further clarification.
b. Teacher Involvement: The teacher continues to ask new questions, provide
models and other resources and to make further suggestions in completing the
scientific process.
5) Evaluation – The learners assess their own knowledge, skills and abilities. Activities
permit evaluation of students’ development and lesson effectiveness.
a. Student Involvement: Students demonstrate their understanding of the science
knowledge and concept through various project or demonstration options.
b. Teacher Involvement: This is the ongoing diagnostic stage of determining
whether students have gained an understanding of the science concept as well as
the problem-solving process at hand. An assessment process may include use of
rubrics, teacher observation, portfolio components, hands-on projects, student
interviews, journal entries, drawings and models, and performance tasks.
Types of Inquiry-based Learning: A Continuum
Effective teaching of science requires an understanding of the differences among the types of inquiry
approaches. The teacher must decide which approach is the most advantageous for the situation and for
the individual learners. Colburn (2004) recognizes three types of instruction: Structured Inquiry,
Guided Inquiry, and Open Inquiry. Each of these approaches to inquiry has characteristics that
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distinguish it from the others. The key difference in these approaches is the amount of learner control in
the approach. Dependent on the specific content, the objective, and the learners’ experience with both the
science content and the process of scientific investigation, the teacher must carefully choose the type of
inquiry recognizing that a variety of types will likely be required throughout the school year. The release
of responsibility is given to students only after appropriate modeling by the teacher and guided practice of
the process.
In Structured Inquiry, the teacher sets clear expectations for what must be accomplished and how it
should be done. This type of inquiry is typically conducted at the beginning of the year or with unfamiliar
content. The learner may be limited in exploration by the structure of the investigation. This inquiry has a
clear beginning and a clear ending for the learner. Directions to the learner are clear and concise. Learners
have a feeling of safety as they know exactly what to do and how to do it. The process of investigation is
explicitly modeled prior to and during students’ investigation.
Guided Inquiry is similar in that a goal is provided, however, there are more opportunities for problem
solving, which may lead to a variety of solutions. The teacher encourages the students to take more
responsibility for the investigative process and to solve problems they may find challenging. Classroom
discussion often leads to a greater understanding of the content, process, and learning goal.
Learners chart their own learning path in Open Inquiry therefore; the learner has a greater ownership in
the outcome. Constantly interacting with students, the teacher’s role is that of an active facilitator.
Students and teachers tend to be very engaged and collaborate throughout the investigation sharing
scientific findings along the way.
Addressing the Needs of Culturally and Linguistically Diverse
Children become effective problem-solvers by appropriately navigating their way through new learning
experiences. They use language as a tool for asking questions and learning new information. Through
access to inquiry-base learning opportunities, a child’s language grows and develops from their personal
experiences and their ability to use their language to communicate their understanding of the world
around them. As young children are learning the subtleties of language acquisition in their first language,
the thought of transitioning them into the mainstream language of English can present extreme challenges
both for the students and the classroom teacher.
Research supports the benefit of instruction for young learners in their native language first while they
are acquiring basic literacy skills through study of the content areas (Collier & Thomas, 1995; Tabors,
2008; Wong Fillmore, 1991). Frequently, effective native language instructional resources are not
available to students therefore requiring a premature transition into English instruction. Utilizing a handson, context-embedded, inquiry based approach to instruction in the area of science is a recommended
approach given that science concepts are those involved in learning about the world around us and can be
taught through a universal hands-on approach to understanding (Chamot & O’Malley, 1994: Echevarria,
Vogt, & Short, 2008a).
The ability to adequately differentiate between cultural and linguistic discrepancies between the students’
native languages and that of the mainstream culture can create obstacles in providing appropriate
instructional opportunities. Fradd, Lee, Sutman and Saxton (2001) found in their Promise Project, which
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included 502 culturally and linguistically diverse fourth graders studying science, that several
modifications had a positive impact on their ability to learn science concepts. Those modifications were
included as part of a hands-on inquiry based science program and included use of the native language in
instruction when possible, the integration of students’ native culture and unique linguistic features in the
science lessons, direct instruction of science vocabulary in the native language and English, and having
teachers with similar cultural and linguistic backgrounds as the students. All of these modifications
contributed to the increased academic achievement and motivation in learning science.
Addressing the Needs of Gifted Students
Gifted children often digest science content on their own. They are hungry for it, curious about the natural
world and how it works. They are often able to take concepts to qualitatively different levels and often at
an accelerated pace. Opportunities for Open Inquiry often help students stay connected and engaged with
their classes and prevent boredom. Pull-out programs that include science are not enough to sustain their
scientific interest. The study of the world through science education must become a significant part of the
curriculum, demonstrating and supporting scientific habits of mind that come so naturally to gifted
children. The pedagogy should begin in early childhood and continue throughout children’s formal
education.
Benefits for All
When students are truly engaged in learning, amazing things are happening in the brain. Engagement
increases the ability of the brain to remember; adrenaline created through emotional involvement
activates the amygdala, a part of the brain that decides which information is important enough to retain
(Helm, 2008). As the brain is hardwired to eliminate the unnecessary clutter of information gathered
through daily interaction, the brain is specific in holding onto the information that has relevance and
specific meaning to the learner, motivating the learner to want to know more about a specific subject
(Willis, 2008).
As students are motivated to learn more in science they are also more interested in using the necessary
tools of literacy such as reading, writing, listening and speaking about science. The real “doing” of
science initiates the hands-on inquiry approach that stimulates cerebral engagement as opposed to the
reading about science in a textbook based format. The real “doing” of science, is a highly effective
avenue by which many students stay engaged and motivated to learn throughout their formal education;
remaining passionate to learn the worlds’ secrets and solve the world’s problems. Students develop
greater conceptual understandings, receptive and expressive language, higher level thinking and process
skills, and mind/brain capacity. Schools that are concerned about the low standardized test scores of
reading comprehension need to consider reinstating inquiry-based science learning as an integral part of
the daily school schedule.
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A Peek into the Classrooms of Indiana’s Best Performing Charter Schools:
Phase 2 Research Project
Marilynn (Marks) Quick, Amy L. Conrad, and Valarie M. Scott
Dept. of Educational Leadership, Ball State University, Muncie, IN

Barr, Sadovnik, and Visconti (2006) pointed out that some charter schools in Newark
performed better than expected, but other charter schools did worse than predicted. "Thus,
charter schools are not simply a magic bullet, but rather they warrant further investigation to see
which practices work and which don't…” (p. 1). When Quick (2004) was first charged to form
an evaluation team to observe all of Ball State University's charter schools, she concluded in that
report, “The challenge for many of these charter schools will be to fully implement their planned
goals using sound, research-based instructional strategies.”
The Context of Indiana Charter Schools
Although 41 states and the District of Columbia have enacted charter school laws,
Indiana’s method of authorizing charter schools is somewhat atypical in practice. According to
the 2011 survey report from the National Association of Charter School Authorizers (NACSA,
2012), there were an estimated 957 charter school authorizers nationally as of Fall 2011. These
authorizers oversee more than 5,600 schools serving more than two million students. Most of
these authorizers (859 or 89.8%) were categorized as school districts or local education agencies.
According to the Indiana Department of Education (IDOE, 2012) website, the 2001 Indiana
charter school statute1 included local education agencies as possible charter school authorizers.
However, only two Indiana school districts chartered a total of three schools during this study.
1|Page
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Nationally (NACSA, 2012) only two authorizers are categorized as “Mayor/Municipalities.”
One of these is the Indianapolis Mayor’s Office in Indiana. The Mayor’s Office currently
oversees 23 of Indiana’s 65 charter schools. Only 46 (4.6%) of the authorizers nationally are
categorized as “Higher Education Institutions.” The largest authorizer in Indiana is Ball State
University, which has chartered 39 of Indiana‘s charter schools (IDOE , 2012).
In addition, Indiana’s charter school context varies from the national picture (NACSA,
2012; and IDOE, 2012) in terms of the portfolio size of its authorizers. Nationally, 86% of the
authorizers oversee 5 or less schools; 5% oversee 6-9 schools; and 9% oversee 10 or more
schools. Both of the major players in Indiana’s process oversee 20 or more schools.
The demographics of each of the selected schools further provide context. We gathered
walk-through data from all grade levels kindergarten through eighth grade because of the pattern
of state testing and the limited number of classrooms above the eighth grade. If the school
included ninth through twelfth grades, we did not include those walk-throughs in this study.
School A has fewer than 500 students (K-10) in its urban setting, and 91% of its students
receive free or reduced lunch. Approximately 50 students are enrolled at each grade level. The
majority (62%) of the student body is classified as a minority. Special education students make
up 13% of the school’s population. School A has 200 instructional days with 84% of its students
enrolled in the summer program the school offers. The student to teacher ratio is 18:1 (IDOE,
2012).
School B has fewer than 150 students (K-8) and is located in a suburb; students receiving
free or reduced lunch at this school is 2%. The majority of this school is Caucasian as 24% are
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minorities. Nine percent of the students at School B receive special education services. The
student to teacher ratio is 18:1 (IDOE, 2012).
School C has fewer than 500 students (grades 6-12 with 66% enrolled in the middle
school and only 13 in 12th grade), and like School A, is also in an urban setting. The school has
63% of its students receiving free or reduced lunches, and 97% of School C is classified as a
minority. Seventh period is from 3:00 – 5:00 p.m. and students meet with teachers for additional
assistance during this time. Students receiving special education services are 5.6%. The student
to teacher ratio is 20:1 (IDOE, 2012).
Many charter schools in Indiana have not enjoyed success and a disproportionate
percentage of charter schools are amongst the worst performing schools in the state. As evident
in Table I, data from the 2011 state’s accreditation or school improvement results revealed that
12 (21.05%) of the 57 charter schools received an “F: Academic Probation Category” compared
to 99 (5.55%) of other Indiana public schools with that low designation.
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Table 1: 2011 IN Improvement Results
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Some explanations for why charter schools often struggle with student achievement stem
from the inherent difficulty in creating a brand new school and the diverse reasons why parents
choose to move their children from neighborhood public schools. From our own work with
charter schools, we have informally detected a pattern that licensed leaders may be associated
with schools enjoying higher achievement compared to leaders in struggling schools without the
background in curriculum and instruction. This area may be interesting to investigate in future
studies.
Methodology
This 2012 study focused on learning how the most successful charter schools
implemented their planned goals and how their instructional strategies supported sound,
research-based practices for improving student achievement. The sample drew from all 65
schools chartered by Ball State University (BSU), the Indianapolis Mayor’s Office, or other
4|Page
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Indiana chartering authorizers. After identifying the four schools meeting the academic
performance criteria, which were consistently earning Indiana’s academic designation of
“exemplary progress2” over a three year period, we then implemented two phases of data
gathering.
First, Quick and Conrad conducted classroom walk-throughs in each of these schools.
We adapted the classroom walk-through model created by Downey, Steffy, Frase, and Poston
(2004) to focus our observations. The walk-through model consists of brief two to five minute
observations in classrooms focusing primarily on three key components to improving student
achievement; these include student engagement, the curriculum or content being taught (and the
level at which it is being taught), along with the instructional practices that are employed in the
classroom. Downey’s et al. (2004) walk-through model expands those three categories into these
concrete steps: student engagement, curriculum content, curriculum context, cognitive level,
generic teaching practices, instructional practices that aligned with the school’s goals, and best
content area practices (Zemelman, Daniels, & Hyde, 2005). When observers use this model as a
formative assessment, it is possible for them to detect emerging patterns after several visits to
classrooms have been conducted. For the purposes of this research, patterns in each school were
sought, not only patterns within an individual classroom. The analysis of that observational data
illuminated the factors that most contributed to these schools’ effectiveness.
Second, the team of Jarman and Scott conducted separate focus groups at each school
with faculty in one group and parents in another for a total of approximately 140 participants.
Drs. Del Jarman and Valarie Scott conversed with each principal and scheduled meetings with
school focus groups. Anyone associated with the school was invited to attend these. At each
school, the focus group facilitators first met with the teaching staff. These meetings lasted
5|Page
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approximately 45 minutes. Parents were invited by the principal to attend the focus groups
following the teacher session. The format remained the same with identical questions posed to
parents as teachers.
The data we collected from the two phases of the research study are summarized and
presented in this paper.

Because our focus was on “best practices or what works,” external

reports that were shared with the schools or other publics omit any comments that may be
perceived negatively. For research purposes, in some cases, our understanding of what worked
across the four schools became better understood through comparisons with what didn’t work.
Quick and Conrad visited almost all of the kindergarten through eighth grade classrooms
twice3 in each of these schools. Our initial data collection categories mirrored Downey’s et al.
(2004) steps from their walk-through model. Per the Downey framework, we stayed in each
classroom until data had been recorded for each step. Typically each observation lasted five
minutes. We collected the observational data on a form we created and stored on our iPads.
Highlights of this observational data are captured in Table 2. Each category simply
provides the mean percentages for each category of the walk-through. Observers calibrated the
criteria during the first several walk-throughs at each school to maintain inter-scorer reliability.
“Student On Task %” was determined by noting the level of student engagement at the beginning
of each observational slice and then determining the numerical mean. School focus was judged
as either true (evident) or false (not evident) for each observation. The content of each
instructional slice was compared to common score standards to determine if the instruction was
above, at, or below the grade level standards. Content at or above grade level standards is
reported in Table 2. The cognitive level of what students were expected to do during the lesson
slice we observed was categorized according to Bloom’s Taxonomy as High, Medium, or Low.
6|Page
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Cognitive levels from Medium through High are reported on Table 2. Based on Zemelman,
Daniels, and Hyde’s (2005) chart of content area best practices, observers designated the
instruction as exemplary, emerging, or needs improvement. The percentage of practices defined
as emerging and exemplary are provided on the table.

Table 2: Summary of Classroom Walk-Through Data
Schools

# of
Student
Classroom
On Task
Observations %

School
Focus %

Content at
or above
grade level
Core
Standards

Cognitive
Level
(Bloom’s
Taxonomy
Medium to
High

Exemplary
or
Emerging
Best
Practices

School A

56

82.9

51%

81%

69%

71%

School B

38

88.7

97%

91%

88%

88%

School C

54

81.95

96%

100%

81%

85%

What Works?
SERC (State Education Resource Center), with support from the Connecticut State
Department of Education and the Connecticut Vanguard Schools Initiative, identified practices
found in effective schools that improve student performance. Several of these elements of best
practice initially served as the focus of our study. In order to address some elements that were
not as readily observable from classroom walk-throughs, such as excellence in leadership and
parent and community involvement, our larger research team focused on those aspects through
interviews.
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After analyzing our walk-through data, we discovered that several SERC elements of
effective practice captured all of the emerging themes: a clear and common school focus, high
standards and expectations for students and staff, a focus on researched best practices in
curriculum and instruction, and evidence of excellence in teacher and/or administrative
leadership. Three of the four schools in the study exhibited several strengths. One school
appeared to be at a different stage of development with emerging evidence of best practices.
Therefore, the common threads, which illustrate best practices, are only representative of three of
the schools.
A clear and common school focus. Before we began the classroom visitations, we first
reviewed each school’s charter information, including the vision and mission of the school. Then
as we conducted the corresponding walk-through step, we specifically looked for evidence of
that focus in the classroom learning environment. From a total of 148 classroom observations in
the targeted three schools, the foci were clearly observed in 123 (84.8%) of these brief
observations. For example, at a school with the slogan “College or Die” these inner-city students
(called “scholars”) demonstrated in many ways the school’s charge that “academics always come
first, no exceptions, no excuses.” While the “die” portion of this slogan may seem extreme, it
demonstrates the commitment the school had to its focus about all students succeeding. For
example, students who struggle academically are assisted through additional required class
periods immediately following each school day, as well as weekend sessions. Common language
abounded in classrooms with each class period beginning with a prescribed routine to “call to
order” that maximized instructional time and students demonstrating their “SLANT” strategies
(Sit up straight, Listen actively, Activate your thinking, Note key information, and Track the
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speaker). Some middle school math students chanted “I’m a math diva” as part of their call to
order.
Another school’s cornerstone states “Teach cooperative learning, conflict resolution, and
self-correction skills.” As the teacher interacted with individual students and small groups in her
kindergarten classroom, we observed a young girl and boy, with exasperated expressions on their
faces, quietly discuss that they “better get the rose.” After securing the long-stemmed plastic
rose from the shelf, the students sat in a designated area and passed the rose back and forth as
they discussed and solved their problem. Neither other students, nor the teacher noticed this
interchange as the two kindergarteners independently demonstrated conflict resolution, replaced
the rose on the shelf, and returned to their work plan.
Data gathered by focus groups supported the observational from the walk-throughs.
Faculty members from one school say that they “sweat the small stuff.” The attention to detail
throughout their planning, assessment, and teaching has resulted in recognition for the school.
The school’s parents are proud that “people from all over bring their kids here.” This school is
“the best” and parents believe they are “a part of something great.” Parents perceive that all
faculty and staff care about the children.
All participating stakeholders at the third school agreed that the “Montessori way” is
evident throughout the school: hands-on learning, use of manipulatives, process writing, ongoing
assessment, student choice, focus on individual needs, etc. Focus group participants at one
charter verified that their teachers KNOW every student and create a sense of family. The staff
retention (at 91% last year) affirms this level of buy-in and parents assist in training new teachers
to the “Montessori way.”
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High standards and expectations for students and staff. A first glance, as we entered
classrooms, provided consistent reminders of the high standards and expectations held in each
school. Teachers adhered to rigorous curriculum in most classrooms. Typically the Indiana
standards were posted. In one school, the daily instructional objectives were posted everywhere
as “I can” statements. A first grade spelling list for one student included these words:
civilization, question, and multiplication. The child confidently spelled all of these correctly and
seemed puzzled that we’d even ask if she could spell the words yet. Second graders in another
school studied these vocabulary words: exaggerate, moist, and wistful. Teacher prompts in a
school included a verbal check for expectations as part of each class period.
Data drove the instructional process in these schools. Teachers frequently conferenced
with individual students, who expressed intense interest in their assessment results. Teachers
used the data to guide students toward their next learning outcome.
In the two inner-city schools, teachers were expected to stay daily after the regular
instructional day to provide extensive individualized tutoring for students who did not reach the
criteria on their progress reports from the week before. Teachers were also assigned to Saturday
and Sunday tutoring sessions on a rotating basis. None of this extra time or work resulted in extra
pay. Teachers consistently expressed high standards for their students and themselves in their
verbal and non-verbal communication. As one teacher noted to her class, “We take it up a
notch.”
All three data sources at one school, faculty, parents, and walk-through data, confirm that
high standards and expectations are exemplified by the commonly shared vision. Parents sign a
covenant that shows their commitment to the school’s high expectations. The current mastery
level for student work is 80%, but teachers wish it were even higher at 85% mastery. Students
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are continually pushed to aim higher. Observers overheard teachers telling students, “Can you
score a 100% on every vocabulary test?”
The data from the faculty and parent focus groups at the second school, as well as walkthroughs, suggest that high standards and expectations are exemplified by the use of teacher
conferencing to quietly assess student progress and guide students toward their next learning
outcome and the student responsibility for their behavior because of the intrinsic focus and social
aspects of the Montessori program.
At the third school, focus groups indicated that high standards and expectations are
exemplified in the school because of the student/teacher relationships and accountability. The
faculty and parents agree that teachers expect students to complete assignments. A faculty
member stated, “We don’t allow kids to fall through the cracks.”
Focus on researched best practices in curriculum and instruction. During each
classroom observation, we classified the instructional practices as “exemplary,” “emerging,” or
“needs improvement.” These classifications were derived from the best practice charts in
Zemelman, Daniels, & Hyde (2005). We classified approximately 62% of the practices observed
as exemplary; another 22% were either emerging or a combination of emerging and exemplary;
and only 16% fell into the categories of needs improvement or a combination of needs
improvement to emerging.
A few examples among the wide range of “best practices” we observed follow:
•

Rich strategies for literacy teaching through teacher modeling, embedded grammar
instruction in the writing process, integration with story boards, graphic organizers
for story development, and teaching to students’ multiple intelligences;
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•

Use of hands-on manipulatives to support learning, i.e. story dice pictures for
syllables and wooden sets to manipulate place values in ones, tens, hundreds, and
thousands;

•

Students’ excitement about project-based, immersive learning such as a field trip to a
Greek restaurant when a unit about Greece was being taught;

•

Use of technology, such as smart boards for instant student feedback;

•

Higher order thinking required for activities such as “compare and contrast,” and
students completing essay tests from a protagonist perspective;

•

Varied instruction groupings, such as stations, centers, partners, and individual
teacher conferences, which included extensive student and/or teacher collaboration;

•

Whole body learning by students including mirroring gestures used by the teacher to
remember and reinforce content concepts; and

•

Rubric use by students for peer and self-assessment.

Focus group responses mirrored the observational data gathered during the classroom
walk-throughs by Quick and Conrad. Teachers and parents responded nearly identically when
describing their school’s focus on curriculum and instruction. One school focuses on
accountability, not just ISTEP, giving students second chances to retake credits. A second school
assumes a “whatever it takes” attitude (parents report) and never lower the bar. The Montessori
curriculum focused on the whole child and involved hands-on learning utilizing a wide variety of
manipulatives.
Evidence of excellence in teacher and/or administrative leadership. Because so many
of the classrooms in these schools exhibited a consistent focus of rich literacy learning, common
language and procedures, and enthusiasm on the faces of student and staff, we left the schools
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believing that leaders had engendered strong buy-in among the staff. It was obvious to us that
most teachers in these schools were committed to authentically integrating the school’s focus and
vision through the use of content best instructional practices.
Conclusions
Extensive experiences with charter schools through evaluation processes or consulting
roles provided us a backdrop to informally compare the themes from these charter schools with
their less successful counterparts. Fullan (1996) suggests an important lesson that appeared to
separate these three charter schools from some others: “You cannot mandate what matters” (p.
496). Fullan suggests that when leaders attempt to mandate change, only superficial compliance
will likely be achieved by the organization. We’ve been involved with charter schools that
exhibit superficial compliance as leaders try to force-feed policies and demand that teachers do
not deviate from scripted curricula. In these three charter schools, we sensed that the staff and
formal leaders were bound together by a common vision. Each school’s stated vision shined
through in most classrooms with a sense of ownership and pride by students and teachers.
Another lesson from Fullan (1996) indicated that individualism and collectivism should
be balanced in effective change processes. Indeed, individualism and collectivism seemed to
have equal power in these three charter schools that are making exemplary progress. The schools
collectively implemented the stated philosophy with fidelity. However, each student and each
teacher in most classrooms enriched the experience through the diversity of their interests and
talents.
The themes that emerged in these top performing schools are not unique to successful
charter schools, of course. As Marzano (2003) reminded us, over 35 years of school
effectiveness research can be distilled into five factors: viable curriculum, challenging goals and
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effective feedback, parent and community involvement, safe and orderly environment, and
collegiality and professionalism. Our study provides further support for those factors. Focus
group highlighted the level of parent and community involvement. In one school parents sign a
contract promising 50 hours of school volunteerism and every parent is involved in PTO. The
safe and orderly environment in these schools included students walking with one hand behind
their backs and taking responsibility for their own behavior.
In this era of continued high stakes testing and accountability, traditional public schools
and charter schools can learn from each other to better provide an exemplary education for all of
our students. As we peeked into these charter school classrooms, we realized the charge to
create a new school may be a double-edged sword. On the one hand, there are no policies,
traditions, or institutional memory to guide even routine practices. On the other hand,
establishing a new school from scratch requires a commitment and collective effort that may
energize the school community and create a lasting spirit of collaboration. What may set these
schools apart is passion towards their work. Educators serving in long-established schools may
need to reflect on how they can extend that first-day-of-school excitement throughout the school
year. These three charter schools taught us the importance of gaining buy-in and deep-down
commitment to a school’s vision. This glimpse into these charter school classrooms has shown
us the power of a shared vision and commitment to excellence. Our call to action is to challenge
all schools to clearly identify their dreams and to join hands to make those dreams a reality.
Recommendations

We gained several insights based on the walk-throughs and focus groups at these charter
schools. Also, informal observations and comments from staff, parents, and students contributed
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to our understanding of these schools. Based on our experiences with these four schools, we
would like to recommend the following:

1. Charter schools should be encouraged to “deprivatize.”
As explained in Fullan’s (2008) guidelines for principals, deprivatization opens
classrooms to others. Within a school setting, faculty should visit each other’s
classrooms to develop transparency and build upon the spirit of cooperation that exists in
exemplary learning environments. In addition, teachers should visit other schools and
open their doors to visitors in order to support other schools in their quest for excellence.
A cross-school collaboration can benefit all involved.

2. All charter schools should be provided quality on-going professional development
and technical assistance as requested.
Because these schools expect continuous improvement, they value professional learning
opportunities. One principal also confided that the school needs much more technical
assistance to improve teaching and learning.

3.

Future research is recommended to ascertain the type of leadership needed to
foster best practices in charter schools.
This study did not focus on leadership per se. Yet, the fidelity to the schools’ visions and
the high-level of teacher buy-in in the most effective schools lead us to believe that these
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leaders could provide valuable insight to other charter schools. Future research might
address questions, such as:
•

What experiences and background training helped prepare these effective leaders
for the challenges of creating a new school?

•

How did the leaders create a culture of high expectations and a passion about the
school’s visions among the faculty?

•

Knowing that a high level of teacher turnover created some problems for the
schools studied, what policies or leadership behaviors cause talented teachers to
continue their service at the school?

4. In order for authentic change to occur, leaders should strive for buy-in, rather than
trying to “mandate what matters”
An unintended finding from this study occurred when we excluded the data from one
school because the results did not align with the best practice themes from the other three
schools. More study on this topic is recommended, but during our analysis a strong,
negative theme emerged from this school. Our observations revealed that teachers were
complying with the principal’s directives. However, the teachers’ behaviors reflected this
lesson of change from Fullan (1996): “If you try to mandate certain things…your
attempts to achieve change start to break down. Where change is mandated, policies at
best are likely only superficial compliance”( p. 2).

1

Indiana 20-5.5-1-15
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2

Note: “Exemplary progress” as defined by Indiana Department of Education’s (IDOE) Public

Law 221 (P.L. 221).

3

In a few rare cases, classrooms were not observed because a substitute teacher was in place or

the regular teacher was not engaged in direct instruction during the times an observer was
available.
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Effect of aromatherapy on women’s menstrual cramps: the results from
Auracom-Biofeedback Device
Tzu I Chiu, Shiou-Fen Cheng
Abstract
OBJECTIVE:
The purpose of this study are to explore the effect of aromatherapy on menstrual
cramps by using high tech device-Auracom, Biofeedback Device.
DESIGN:
This study is a quasi experiment nonequivalent control group pretest-posttest design.
SUBJECTS:
The subjects of this experiment will include 60 college women with menstrual cramps.
They will be randomized by 30 for the experimental group and 30 for the control
group. The included criteria include: students who rated their menstrual cramps to be
greater than 6 on a 10-point visual analogue scale, who has no systemic or
reproductive diseases, and who do not use contraceptive drugs.
INTERVENTION:
Subjects will be randomized into two groups: (1) an experimental group (n = 30) who
received aromatherapy, (2) a control group (n = 30). Aromatherapy will be applie
topically to the experimental group in the form of an abdominal massage using two
drops of lavender (Lavandula officinalis), one drop of clary sage (Salvia sclarea), and
one drop of rose (Rosa centifolia) in 5 cc of almond oil. The control group will
receive no treatment.
OUTCOME MEASURES:
The Auracom-Biofeedback Device will be use to measure the result for this study.
Through this Device, the study can analysis: (1) Energy distribution characters of
menstruation cramps women (2) Comparison between before management and after
The bio-information signal of a person immediately changes after the aromatherapy
treatment. Data collection will include menstrual cramps, dysmenorrhea, the change
of symptoms(low abdominal pain, lumbago, headache, nausea, fatigue, edema).
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Menstrual cramps, dysmenorrhea and general, menstrual characteristics of subjects
will be measure the first day of the pre menstrual period before treatment (pre-test),
menstrual cramps, dysmenorrhea, the change of symptoms will be measure the first
and second day of post menstrual period after treatment (posttest).
RESULTS:
This study is an ongoing process, the menstrual cramps will expect to be significantly
lowered in the aromatherapy group than in another group. Dysmenorrhea will expect
to be significantly lower in the experimental group. Data will be analyzed by t-test,
Chi Square test, repeated measures ANOVA, Cronbach's alpha with SPSS 17.0
Program.
CONCLUSIONS:
The researchers expect to suggest that aromatherapy using topically applied lavender,
clary sage, and rose is effective in decreasing the severity of menstrual cramps.
Aromatherapy can be offer as part of the nursing care and education to women
experiencing menstrual cramps or dysmenorrheal in the future.
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Development of Science Education Material for Global Education to Enhance
Scientific Literacy

Kyunghee Choi1, Sung-Won Kim1, Hyunju Lee1, Joseph Krajcik2, Kongju Mun1, Hyo-Suk Ryu1
1

Ewha Womans University, Korea

2

Michigan State University, U.S.A

Abstract
The purpose of this study is to develop global science education material to enhance scientific literacy.
Firstly,scientific literacy for global citizen is re-conceptualized by developing a new framework
utilizing five dimensions and its key elements respectively. The five dimensions are 1) content
Knowledge, 2) Habits of Mind, 3) Character and Values, 4) Science as Human Endeavor, and 5)
Metacognition and Self-direction.
Secondly, based on the re-conceptualization of scientific literacy, science education material for global
education was developed to enhance scientific literacy. For this, 10 essential scientific issues that need
comprehension were identified. The issues include climate change, environmental impacts, natural
disasters, development of renewable energy, depletion of natural resources, health, biotechnology,
development of new materials, information society, and space development. Additional scientific
concepts and social implications/actions related to each issue were further suggested.This
educationalmaterial primarily aimed to cultivate global scientific literacy of students and teachers. We
adapted CCD(Construct-Centered Design) model(Shin, Stevens, &Krajcik, 2011) to facilitate
systematic material development process.CCD model has defined key ideas and comprehensive
science concepts, called constructs and utilized the concept of construct in developing education
process, teaching-learning methods, and evaluation tools. CCD model has six steps: 1) define
construct, 2) unpack construct, 3) develop claim, 4) define evidence, 5) design situations and task, 6)
review product. Using CCD model, we developed a book for students and a teaching manual for
teachers. The book was uploaded on the web-site(http://www.gise21.net) of the Global Institute for
STS Education. Teachers can easily use thison-line book through the internet. We suggest that science
teachers could adapt and utilize these educational materialsfor students’ scientific literacyliving in the
global society. The developed science education material will continue to be polished to bring
heightened science literacy.
1
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1. Title of the submission: Brain activity during deceptive responses: An Event-related potentials
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6. Abstract and/or full paper.
Research objective: Standardized low-resolution electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA) analysis
and equivalent current dipole (ECD) approaches were employed to investigate cortical source activity
in the P300-based guilty knowledge test (GKT) using sentences. To our knowledge, there was no
GKT study computed cortical source of each crime-relevant sentence element such as a complement
or a verb, despite many previous studies on GKT reported prefrontal and parietal activation during
guilty knowledge processing.
Methods: Guilty participants (n=15) and innocent participants (n=15) performed a guilty or an
innocent scenario, and took the GKT with 64 channels electroencephalogram (EEG). During the EEG
recording, target, probe, and irrelevant sentences were visually presented. Each sentence consisted of
3 elements, and each element was presented separately. Target sentence was a task-relevant stimulus
presented infrequently and induces P300. Probe sentence, also presented rarely, was not task-relevant
but crime-relevant stimulus such that a guilty participant would respond to it as to target. Irrelevant
sentence was frequently presented, and it was not related to the experimental task or to the crime.
sLORETA analysis and ECD methods were applied to find event-related potentials (ERPs) generators
of guilty knowledge processing.
Results: P300 amplitude elicited by probe stimulus was higher than irrelevant in the bilateral
frontoparietal region in the guilty group. Also, sLORETA analysis for probe showed significant
activation increases in frontal and parietal region in the guilty group in comparison to the innocent
group. In the guilty group, ERPs and current densities showed parietal maximum with regards to the
complement and the object element, while they showed frontal maximum for verb elements. Further,
ECD analysis for probe showed that dipole distribution in the guilty group for verb element in the task
1 was more rightward than in the innocent group.
Discussion: It appears that the guilty and innocent groups use different cognitive mechanisms when
processing the crime-relevant knowledge. The frontal activation for verb elements seems to reflect a
working memory process, episodic memory retrieval, and response inhibition, while parietal
activation for complement and object elements seems to reflect selective attention and target
discrimination. This study also shows hemispheric asymmetry during crime-relevant sentence
processing.
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Exploring Avenues of Grammar: From Lexical Meaning Analysis to New Grammatical Categories
Vladimir Pavlov
Department of English
University of Wisconsin-River Falls
410 S. 3rd Street, River Falls, WI 54022, USA
vladimir.pavlov@uwrf.edu
Abstract
Teachers are expected to know the subjects they teach, and ESL/EFL teachers’ subject is
language, traditionally described in terms of pronunciation, grammar (morphology and syntax),
and vocabulary. The paper demonstrates how analyzing lexical meanings of words may lead to a
better understanding of grammar and to discovery of previously unidentified grammatical
categories. The analysis of lexical meaning carried out simultaneously with the analysis of
functions of lexical items in the sentence structure resulted in identifying categories and
subcategories of adverbs that are not mentioned even in the three most authoritative reference
grammars of the English language. The semantico-functional approach discussed in the paper is
believed to enhance ESL/EFL teachers’ understanding of the subject they teach.
An Oppressed Part of Speech and an Outcast Branch of Linguistics
I chose adverbs to exemplify the method of semantico-functional analysis for two
reasons. First, “because of its great heterogeneity, the adverb class is the most nebulous and
puzzling of the traditional word classes” (Quirk et al., 1985, p. 438), and, second, because the
adverb, according to Sidney Landau, is an “oppressed part of speech:” even when an adverb is
used as widely as its corresponding adjective, it is not defined and is only indicated at the end of
a dictionary entry (Landau, S.I., 1984, p. 78). This sad plight of the adverb may seem strange,
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particularly given the fact that adverbs were identified as a separate word class as early as in the
2nd century AD by the Greek grammarian Apollonius Dyscolus, one of whose treatise is entitled
“On Adverbs” (Apollonius). The exclusion of the study of meaning from linguistic investigation
may be one of the reasons why adverbs have not been fully described since they were first
singled out as a word class centuries ago. Weinreich writes about “the paralysis of semantic
interest which caused most scholars during the Bloomfieldian period of linguistics in the United
States to abdicate all semantic investigation to other (intellectual) sciences” (1963, p. 60). The
study of the word and lexical meaning is within the scope of another victim of oppression, an
outcast branch of linguistics, lexicology. Defined by Noah Webster in his 1828 American
Dictionary of the English Language as “the science of words; that branch of learning which
treats of the proper signification and just application of words” (Noah Webster’s), neither the
term lexicology, nor the area of scientific study of “proper signification and just application of
words” is new. Why then was lexicology neglected? James McMillan of the University of
Alabama offers the following explanation:
Since the beginning of the study of the English language in America, the lexis has been
the component most extensively and most frequently treated. Lexicographers and
philologists, both professional and amateur, have diligently catalogued general
vocabulary, slang, dialect, jargons, argots, and neologisms, and have attempted
generalizations about lexis and social correlates. However, structural linguistics in the
years 1925-1965 excluded the lexis from its purview, accepting the dictum of Bloomfield
(1933, p. 274) that “the lexicon is really an appendix of the grammar, a list of basic
irregularities.” (1978, p. 141)
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Butler (1985) expresses a similar opinion and when referring to Bloomfield’s Language (1963),
states that “one important consequence of this position was the rejection of the study of meaning
as being outside the scope of contemporary linguistics” (p. 2). The analysis of “proper
signification,” i.e. meaning, and of “application,” i.e. functions of adverbs, which, as we have
seen above, belongs to the field of lexicological investigation, is capable of making a significant
contribution to grammar.
Parts of Speech and Their Subclasses
Traditionally, words are classified into parts of speech on the basis of
a their meaning (e.g. a verb is the name of a state or event: go)
b their form (e.g. a verb has an –ing-form, a past tense, and a past participle: going, went,
gone)
c their function (e.g. a verb may form or be part of the predicate of a sentence: They went
away) (Richards J.C. & Schmidt R., 2010, p.423)
Meaning, listed first above, is the most important of the three criteria. We do not have to know
the meaning of the word ending in –ness (e.g. happiness) to identify it as a noun or the word
ending in –ize (e.g. energize) as a verb. However, even in highly inflectional languages there are
words that do not have any morphological markers at all. For example, the nouns pal’to (coat) or
kakado (cockatoo) in Russian do not take any affixes and are invariable in form in positions
where other Russian nouns take affixes according to the appropriate case, number and gender. In
English, too, there are words that are invariable in form, e.g. now. How then now is identified as
an adverb? The reason is obvious: because of its meaning “at the present time or moment” (other
uses of now are also possible and are explained by the word formation process known as
conversion, functional shift, or zero derivation).
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Meaning and function are, therefore, the most important features of words that are used to
classify words into parts of speech, grammatical categories known since the ancient times.
Numerous attempts to offer better classifications of words have not been very successful, and
despite some minor discrepancies, such classes as noun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition,
conjunction, etc. are accepted by most linguists.
Within parts of speech grammarians identify subcategories, e.g. verbs may be transitive
and intransitive, nouns – common and proper, adjectives - attributive and predicative, and so on.
Despite the long tradition of identifying such subcategories, a consistent theory of part-of-speech
subclasses does not, to my knowledge, exist. The research that I have been conducting for a few
years now demonstrates that the application of the criteria used to distinguish parts of speech to
the classification of these word classes into subclasses will result in identifying subcategories
within parts of speech that would be based on a non-contradictory theory of part-of-speech
subclasses. Because this approach is based on the analysis of meanings and functions of words, it
seems logical to call it a semantic-functional approach. The consistent application of the
semantic-functional approach to the study of English adverbs has resulted in identifying some
subclasses of adverbs that are not described or even mentioned in the three most authoritative
reference grammars, A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language (Quirk, R. et al.
1985), Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (Biber, D. et al. 1999), and The
Cambridge Grammar of the English Language (Huddleston, R. D. & Pullum, G. K., 2002), that,
according to David Crystal, “give students a foundation for the study of English grammar that
they have never had before” (2002, p. 109).
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Classifications of Adverbs in Reference Grammars
The authors of all the three grammars describe adverbs through their functions. Here is,
for example, how Quirk et al. begin the chapter on adverbs: “The adverb functions as the head of
an adverb phrase, with or without modification…” (1985, p. 438). Quirk et al. identify four
“functions of the adverb as the clause element adverbial:” adjuncts, subjuncts, disjuncts, and
conjuncts (1985, p. 440). Adjuncts (Slowly they walked back home) and subjuncts (Would you
kindly wait for me) are relatively integrated within the clause structure, whereas disjuncts
(Frankly, I’m tired) and conjuncts (All our friends are going to Paris this summer. We, however,
are going to London) “have a more peripheral relation in the sentence” (1985, pp. 440-441). The
four classes of adverbials are then classified into the subcategories, but because of the conference
time constraints, this paper focuses on adjuncts and subjuncts only.
Quirk et al. distinguish the following categories within adjuncts: adjuncts of space:
position (He kept it in the safe), direction (He put it on(to) the table), distance (They ran two
miles in ten minutes); adjuncts of time: position (She arrived at nine fifteen), span and duration
(The performance lasted until 2 a.m.; She writes for an hour everyday), frequency (Committee
meetings take place weekly), relationship (Did she first see him when he was a child?); process
adjuncts: manner (She spoke to him coldly), means (He decided to treat the patient surgically),
instrument (He examined the specimen microscopically), agentive (He was killed by a terrorist);
adjunct of respect (She’s advising them legally); adjuncts of contingency: cause (She died of
cancer), reason (She helped the stranger out of a sense of duty), purpose (He bought the book so
as to study metaphysics), result (He read the book carefully, so he acquired some knowledge of
metaphysics), condition (If he reads the book carefully, he will acquire some knowledge of
metaphysics), concession (Though he didn’t read the book, he acquired some knowledge of
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metaphysics); adjuncts of modality: emphasis (She has certainly been enthusiastic about her
work), approximation (She has probably been enthusiastic about her work), restriction (She has
been enthusiastic only about her work); adjuncts of degree: amplification (I badly want a drink),
diminution (She helped him a little with his work), measure (She had worked sufficiently that
day) (1985, pp. 479-566).
Quirk et al. “apply the term SUBJUNCTS to adverbials which have, to a greater or lesser
degree, a subordinate role (…) in comparison with the other clause elements” (1985, p. 566). The
authors classify subjuncts into the following categories: viewpoint subjuncts (Architecturally, it
is a magnificent conception); courtesy subjuncts (He kindly offered me a ride); subject
orientation general (Resentfully, the workers have stood by their leaders); subject orientation
volitional (Intentionally, they said nothing to him about the matter); verb phrase (She is really
intelligent); predication time relationship (I can still see him); predication time frequency (They
should sometimes give their dog a bath); emphasizers (He really may have injured innocent
people); intensifiers-amplifiers-maximizers (They fully appreciate our problems); intensifiersamplifiers-boosters (They greatly admire his music); intensifiers-downtoners-approximators (I
almost resigned); intensifiers-downtoners-compromisers (I’m sure you’ll like her enough to
invite her to your party); intensifiers-downtoners-diminishers (We know them slightly);
intensifiers-downtoners-minimizers (She scarcely knows me); focusing restrictive exclusives (I
was simply taking my dog for a walk); focusing restrictive particularizers (The girls especially
objected to his manners); focusing additive (We bought some beer as well) (1985, pp. 566-612).
Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (Biber et al., 1999), like the grammar
by Quirk et al. (1985) indicates that adverbs can “be integrated into an element of the clause” and
“serve as modifiers” (Biber et al., p. 538) or “function themselves as an element of the clause”
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serving as adverbials. Within adverbials, Biber et al. distinguish three classes similar to the
classes distinguished by Quirk et al., but Biber et al. use different terminology: they use
circumstance adverbials to refer to adverbs that Quirk et al. call adjuncts, stance adverbials
correspond pretty much to what Quirk et al. call disjuncts, and the term linking adverbials
corresponds to disjuncts in Quirk’s et al. terminology (Biber et al., p. 549).
This paper focuses on adjuncts (or circumstance adverbs), and the comparison of the
subcategories distinguished within that group of adverbs by Biber et al. shows that the authors of
the Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English identify similar groupings: place, time,
manner, degree (amplifiers/intensifiers, diminishers/downtoners), additive/restrictive adverbs
(Biber et al., pp. 552-556).
The authors of The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language take a different
approach to adverbs. First, they exclude many words traditionally classified as adverbs from
their word class of the same name. For example, outside in The basket is outside, is, according to
Huddleston & Pullum, prepositions, as are yesterday, today, tomorrow, and tonight (2002, p.
565). Second, Huddleston & Pullum use the term adjunct to refer to the four major classes of
adverbs distinguished by Quirk et al. and to the three classes distinguished by Biber et al.,
modifying the term adjunct with words that correspond to adverbial categories and subcategories
found in the other two grammars. For example, manner adjuncts, adjuncts of frequency, domain
adjuncts, modal adjuncts, connective adjuncts, etc. (2002, pp. 663-784).
Without doubt, all the three grammars are excellent reference sources that provide a
wealth of information about the structure of the English language that would benefit any
ESL/EFL teacher or any advanced ESL/EFL student. All of them are based on corpora that
contain millions of instances of word usage. The next section of this paper shows that despite
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extensive computer databases, none of the grammars mentions some adverbial categories that
include adverbs frequently used both by native and non-native speakers of English. The approach
to the analysis of adverbs that helps identify these categories is semantic-functional analysis.
Unidentified Adverbial Categories
The semantic-functional analysis, as the name suggests, focuses on the study of meaning
and function. Most words are polysemous, it is impossible, therefore to identify a word’s
meaning and function without a context. The word back, for example, can be a noun, verb,
adjective or adverb, and in each instance it will have a different meaning and function. Even a
minimal context helps identify the multiple usages of back: on his back (noun), to back
somebody (verb), back door (adjective), to go back (adverb). Similarly, to identify meanings and
functions of adverbs, we need to see them in context, i.e. to identify the element of a sentence
they refer to.
Let’s consider specific examples. Largely is identified by Quirk et al. as a focusing
subjunct that belongs to the subcategory of particularizers, that “restrict the application of the
utterance predominantly to the part focused” (1985, p. 604). Other particularizers include chiefly,
especially, mainly, mostly, notably, particularly, primarily, principally, specifically, at least, in
particular (1985, p. 604). Now consider the use of largely in the following sentence:
(1) He ate largely, and the maiden lady noticed the enormous mouthfuls he took and the
heartiness with which he drank his beer (Maugham, 1975, p. 89).
Clearly, largely in (1) is not a focusing subjunct like largely in (2):
(2) The visit to Yellowstone National Park was largely a successful venture.
Largely in (1) expresses the idea of quantity, and its meaning can be defined as “in a large
quantity.” Other adverbs denoting quantity or number are numerously, plentifully, amply,
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copiously, abundantly, profusely, bountifully, liberally, lavishly, luxuriantly; their quantitative
usage is obvious in the following examples:
(3) Numerously expressed complaints have achieved no results.
(4) The laboratory is plentifully supplied with materials.
(5) She really enjoyed reading this copiously illustrated book.
(6) They were fascinated by the flowers growing abundantly on the hillside.
(7) He was bleeding profusely.
(8) They were bountifully rewarded.
(9) The road was liberally sprinkled with potholes.
(10) Next to the office there was a lavishly equipped treatment room.
(11) This tree flourishes luxuriantly here.
The meanings of the adverbs in the above examples can be expressed as “in a large quantity,
number or measure” which is clearly different from the meanings of focusing adverbs or
intensifiers. Quirk et al. do mention the fact that some intensifiers “are also used to denote a
measure of quantity or of duration or of frequency in time” calling the appropriate adverbials
quantifiers, frequentatives, and duratives (1985, p. 602). The authors use a lot to contrast the
different categories:
I like them a lot. [‘to a great extent’ – booster intensifier]
I paid him a lot for his work. [‘a large amount’ – quantifier]
I see him a lot. [‘often’ – frequency]
I slept a lot last night. [‘a long time’ – duration] (1985, pp. 602-603).
The categories of intensity and quantity are different, as plants grow intensively and
plants grow abundantly mean different things, therefore intensifiers and adverbs denoting
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quantity or number should be regarded as two separate categories of adverbs. Quantitative
adverbs, however, are not distinguished in either of the three grammars.
Another category not mentioned in the three grammars is qualitative-circumstantial
adverbs. One of the grammars, Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (1999), uses
the term circumstance adverbials to denote adverbials that “add information about the action or
state that is described in the clause, giving details about factors such as time, manner, and place”
(Biber et al., 1999, p. 549). Grouping adverbs of time, manner and place in one category does not
seem well justified as the three types of adverbs differ substantially in meaning, usage, and
elements they refer to. In my classification of adverbs I use the term qualitative to refer to
adverbs that denote properties inherent to the action or state (e.g. They were working
energetically; The dog barked noisily). The term circumstantial seems to denote adverbs
expressing characteristics that are external to the action or state, such as time, place, conditions
and other circumstances (e.g. They were working energetically yesterday, but today…; The dog
barked noisily outside). Adverbs of time and place are distinguished in the three grammars;
Huddleston, R. D. & Pullum, G. K. though regard some adverbs as prepositions, e.g. outside in
The basket is outside, or pronouns, e.g. yesterday, today, tomorrow, tonight (2002, p. 564).
There is a category of adverbs that cannot be placed in the category of qualitative adverbs
or circumstantial adverbs. Let’s consider the following example:
(10 He proceeded to walk backwards towards the sea.
Backwards in (12) is neither a qualitative adverb (denoting inherent properties of the action or
state) nor a circumstantial adverb (denoting external characteristics of action or state, such as
time, place, conditions). Backwards in (12) means ‘with the back first’, but the posture expressed
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by the adverb modifies the action rather than the agent of an action. Because posture involves
some special characteristics, it seems logical to call such adverbs qualitative-circumstantial.
The category of qualitative-circumstantial adverbs is not distinguished in the three
grammars either. The subcategories of qualitative-circumstantial adverbs include items that
involve some spatial characteristics:
•

Adverbs denoting position or posture (vertically, horizontally, diagonally, obliquely,
steeply, etc.);

•

Adverbs denoting position or posture in movement (headfirst, head-on, sideways,
endways/endwise, etc.);

•

Adverbs denoting two objects or groups of objects in relation to each other (together,
jointly, alongside, abreast, separately, apart, aside, collectively, individually, etc);

•

Adverbs denoting order of several objects (alphabetically, chronologically);

•

Adverbs denoting correspondence in parts (symmetrically, harmoniously, proportionally,
proportionately);

•

Adverbs denoting a direct or circuitous course (directly, straight, point-blank,
circuitously);

•

Adverbs denoting many or few components in a certain space or area (compactly,
densely, sparsely);

and some temporal characteristics:
•

A little at a time or outright (gradually, progressively, successively, piecemeal, outright);

•

Adverbs expressing unpreparedness for or unexpectedness of an action (impromptu,
extempore, off-hand, suddenly, abruptly, unexpectedly, unawares.
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Conclusion
The semantic-functional approach to the study of vocabulary suggests that the researcher
should first focus on the lexical meaning of the word that in many cases determines the function
of the word in the sentence: how else can use use and identify now as an adverb of time
functioning as an adverbial of time? The analysis of the meaning should be based on the study of
the context in which a lexical item is used. These ideas are obvious, but sometimes they are not
implemented to the full degree. One way to make grammatical classifications of adverbs, and not
only adverbs but other parts of speech, more accurate is to use a bottom-up approach: to start
with the analysis of individual words, to determine which words have similar meanings, to make
generalizations regarding features that those meanings have in common, to identify elements
modified by adverbs, and to identify functions of lexical items in a sentence or clause. Following
these steps, we can develop a consistent theory of subclasses of parts of speech and make sure
that grammatical classifications cover all appropriate categories, thus enabling ESL/EFL teachers
to better understand the grammar of the language they teach.
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6) Abstract
Throughout generations, parenting practice has experienced changes on some dimensions
and stood stable on other dimensions. This paper will examine the shifts and steadiness of
parents’ practical behaviors in the context of Vietnam. In the frame of educational psychology,
this paper can contribute to the base knowledge of parental influences on children’s academic
and psychosocial outcomes in an Asian country. Thirty Vietnamese parents will be recruited.
These parents will reflect on the ways they were parented and share their experiences in raising
their own children. This study will look into different parental behaviors. The study aims to find
out the changes that today parents have made and the factors that have motivated parents to make
those changes. At the same time, the study looks for the ways in which Vietnamese parenting
practice has not changed, and the factors that have motivated parents to be stable with traditional
practices. Data will be collected in two phases using a survey with thirty parents and audiotaped
interviews with eight parents chosen from the group of thirty parents based on their survey
answers. Finding, discussions and recommendations will be provided. The research expects
participants’ sharing on how their parents’ parenting was like in terms of emotional caring,
expectations, control and interaction. The study also expects the participants to share stories on
their own child-raising. Finally, this paper looks forward to those parents’ beliefs, insights and
efforts in providing their children the type of caring they are doing.
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ABSTRACT
Economically disadvantaged, African American students demonstrate a poorer academic
performance than all other racial demographics. Parental involvement in education is an
effective way to raise student achievement however; economically disadvantaged, African
American parents are least involved in their children’s schooling than other demographics. This
qualitative, phenomenological study examined the general problem of persistently poor academic
performance of economically disadvantaged, African American students and the specific
problem of significant lack of parental involvement in education among economically
disadvantaged, African American parents. The research consisted of an exploration of the
experiences of 20 economically disadvantaged, African American parents related to their own
education background and their involvement in their children’s education. Through reflective,
face-to-face interviews, a stratified sample of participants provided insight related to their
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experiences that influence their willingness or ability to participate in their children’s schooling.
Results revealed most participants had a positive perception of their children’s school faculty and
wanted to be involved, but their socioeconomic circumstances hindered their ability to
participate in their children’s schooling. An unexpected discovery was half of the study
participants had difficulty understanding one or more of the study questions, though none of the
participants acknowledged that difficulty. The discoveries made in this study could help leaders
in education understand the life circumstances and communication issues that may be hindering
active parental involvement among this at-risk demographic, and help leaders develop effective
parent involvement programs that considers the needs of the population it serves.
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Abstract
This study aims to identify the rights of children concepts practiced by
primary stage pupils and how far these concepts are dealt with in the social and
national educational programs through some real analysis of the fourth grade
textbooks.
To achieve the objectives of this study, the analytical and descriptive
method is employed; this method depends on content analysis. List of twenty
one concepts related to the rights of children have been chosen after it has been
judged by a group of specialized and academic people in social studies, children
rights and curricula, which has been confirmed that it is valid and reliable. Also
as units of analysis, paragraph and subject have been used .
Also, the results of the study reveals that some concepts are used in
direct way in the content of the textbooks of the social and national subjects
studied by fourth grade pupils, some of those children rights concepts are their
rights to breastfeed, good naming, family care, spending, playing with their
friends and finally the concept of education has a huge concentration on these
textbooks.
Moreover, the study recommends some reconsideration of the social and
national educational textbooks; the content of the textbooks should cope with
the children rights and should deal with them with deeper insight, so that pupils
can acquire some positive behaviors towards these rights. Finally, the study
recommends a special concentration on activities, workshops and seminars that
help in enhancing the children rights concepts.

3
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Introduction:
As childhood represents half of the present and the hope the future,
Islamic Law (Sharia) greatly pays great attention to child rights. Islamic Law
always cares for children's rights from pregnancy to the age of maturity. Islam
grants children their full rights. The most important rights of all are: the rights
of the child in (choosing his mother, choosing a good name, breastfeeding,
family care, shelter, sound education, healthy food, good housing, compulsory
education, as well as enjoying playing with friends).
Therefore, the regime of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia provides all
possibilities that can help children live in respect and dignity from birth to youth
by the care of their families, relatives, schools and all the places they are
supposed to live in. The Saudi regime also takes into account child rights in
living with their parents and families or with any alternative families in case of
their parents' death. Moreover, it enables children to get their rights in
education, medical care, housing . . . etc. Article X of the basic system of the
government states that (the government exerts great efforts to keep the family
strongly united with its Arab and Islamic values, and it should take care of all its
members and provide them with proper conditions
Saudi Arabia has joined the International Convention on the Rights of the
Child, emanating from the United Nations General Assembly in 1989, with a
reservation to articles that are incompatible with the provisions of Islamic Law
(Sharia). The National Committee of Childhood has been assigned to follow up
the items of the Convention.
Also, the Saudi government has taken a great deal of procedures that
prevent children from work at an early age, including the working system
articles that prevent employing children. Besides, the government has specified
the age of fifteen as the age of children's labour, as article (162) states.
Among the so many international conventions and conferences
tackling child rights are: The Declaration of Child Rights in 1959, The
Convention of the Development of Childhood and Motherhood in 1988, The
Convention of Child Rights in 1989, The Universal Declaration for Keeping and
Protecting Children in 1990.
Some studies have also dealt with child rights. The following are
examples: Mohammed Mahmoud in 2009, Lee in 2008, Wafa Kafafi and Amal
Sweedan in 2005, Paulo David in 2002, Gamal Abu-Alwafa , Mohammed
Rasmi 1990, and Thomas Hammerberg, in 1989 whose results show the
weakness of the status of child rights in the contents of the social studies in
dealing with child rights. This remarkable weakness results in preventing
children from practicing their rights.

4
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The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia gives special importance to developing
curricula in order to cope with the local and international developments in all
fields of life. Therefore, it has initiated the Comprehensive Project of
Developing Curricula that aims to develop all dimensions and elements of the
educational process: curricula and teachers, teaching strategies and technical
educational environment which copes with the most recent scientific
developments as well as the modern social and economic changes. The learner
is the basic axis of the educational process guided by the values, principles, and
objectives stated in Islamic Law and assigned by the educational policy of the
Kingdom. (The Comprehensive Project, 2012)
Of course, social study courses in general and the national study courses
in particular help in spreading the principles of human rights in Islam and
provide students with the concepts and principles of these rights. Yet, it has
been noticed that human rights in Islam is a human necessity that man cannot do
without. It is not a mere right that man can ignore. It is a must for the individual
as well as the mass.
In fact, the educational courses of the national and social studies play an
important part in forming primary students' thoughts and attitudes. They also
direct students' conduct towards the local, Arab and Islamic society. They
introduce the individual to the family and the region where he is brought up.
Besides, they help him acquire values, traditions and knowledge. His attitudes
towards himself, towards his nation, and towards other communities are created
through these courses.
A survey of previous studies shows that there has been no study that deals
with the status of the social and national study courses assigned for fourth year
primary students and their relationship with child rights in The Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. Therefore, there is a dire need for investigating the status of child
rights in the developed social and national study courses presented for the first
time to fourth year primary students in 2012.

5
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Problem of the Study:
This study deals with how far the social and national study courses
assigned for primary students tackle the concepts of child rights and principles
in Islam.
This study attempts to answer the following basic question:
How far do the contents of the social and national courses assigned for
fourth year primary students cover the recommended concepts of child
rights?
This question leads to the following questions:
1. What are the child rights which must be included in the contents of
the social and national study courses recommend by Islam?
2. How far do the social and national study courses cover the concepts
of child rights recommended by Islam?

Objectives of the Study:
It is expected that this study will reach the following significant results:
1. Identifying the concepts of child rights in Islam.
2. Introducing an objective technique for analyzing the contents of the
social and national study courses of primary level students.
3. Throwing light on the reality of the status of the concepts of child
rights in the contents of the social and national study courses.

Importance of the Study:
This study is important for the following reasons:
1. Preparing a suggested list of the concepts of child rights in Islam to
be included in the contents of the social and national study courses
of fourth year primary students.
2. Pointing out the status of the concepts of child rights in Islam in the
contents of the social and national study courses of fourth year
primary students.
3. Preparing a technique for analyzing the contents of the social and
national study courses.
4. Informing the staff who teach the social and national subjects to
primary students in Saudi Arabia of the significance of including the
concepts of child rights in Islam in the contents of the courses.

6
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Limitations of the Study:
1. The contents of the social and national study courses of fourth year
primary students.
2. The recommended child rights in Islam in the light of Islamic Law
(Sharia).

Terminology of the Study:
Content Analysis:
Rushdy Tuaimah defines content analysis as one of the scientific research
methods which aims at the objective, systematic and quantitative description of
the apparent content of one of the courses of communication. It is a systematic
technique for analyzing the content of a certain message. It is a technique for
observing and analyzing the apparent behavior of communication among a
specific communicating group of individuals (Rushdy Tuaimah, 1987).
Ahmed Allakani and Ali Gummah define content analysis as one of the
objective techniques employed in describing the educational subjects, either
written, spoken or seen in quantitative forms (Ahmed Allakani and Ali
Gimmah, 1999).
However, the researcher experimentally defines content analysis as "a
technique that aims at an objective and systematic description of the content of
the social and national courses studied by fourth primary students in order to
investigate the inclusion of the recommended concepts of child rights and
environmental rights in the present research.
Child:
A child in Islamic Law (Sharia) is the person who is under fifteen. Yet,
the child under investigation is meant to be the fourth year primary child who is
about ten years old.
Child rights:
This term refers to the civil, educational, cultural and social rights
provided by Islam. It also indicates The declaration of Child Rights in 1959,
The Convention of Developing Childhood and Motherhood in 1988, The
Convention of Child Rights in 1989, and The Universal Declaration for Keeping
and Protecting Children 1990.

7
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Tools of the Study:
A card for analyzing the contents of the social and national study courses
of fourth year primary students in the light of child rights recommended in
Islam. This card has been prepared by the researcher.
Research Method:
The research depends on the analytical survey which relies on Content
Analysis.
Procedures of the Study:
1. Review of previous researches and other studies related to the present
study.
2. Identifying the criteria of analyzing the contents of the national and
social courses studied by fourth year primary students.
3. Preparing a list of the concepts of child rights recommended by Islam,
and checking its suitability by specialists in curricula and methodology
of social and national studies and Islamic education .
4. Preparing a technique for Content Analysis.
5. Employing the technique of Content Analysis in analyzing the contents
of the national and social courses studied by fourth year primary
students, attempting to recognize how far the contents deal with the
concepts of the recommended Islamic child rights.
6. Presenting the results of analyzing the contents of national and social
courses studied by fourth year primary students.
7. Investigating the results, recommendations and suggested studies.

Previous Studies:
The researcher has organized the previous studies in three basic points:
1. Studies that Deal with Child Rights:
Mahmoud Ahmed's study, 2009:
This study aims at identifying the availability of contents of the social
child rights in the social courses studied by fifth year primary students. It also
aims at preparing a plan for these social studies in the light of the social child
rights. This study has reached the following results.

8
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•

The analysis of the first term shows that the items which apply to the list
of the social child rights is 22.2%.

•

The analysis of the second term shows that the items which apply to the
list of the social child rights is 16.67%.

Lee's Study, 2008:
The researcher finds out that the convention of child rights is mere
goodwill of the parents towards their children. This right has been considered
lost as it has been only written on paper and it has not been put into action; it
should have considered the specialized organizational structure for educating
children as well as the basic structure of primary education.
Wafa Kafafi and Amal Sweedan's Study, 2005:
This study aims at pointing out how far kindergarten teachers are aware
of the convention of child rights and their ability to apply them to the real
educational process. The results of this study show that 95% of the sample
know nothing about this convention and they show a dire need for recognizing
and putting into action the items concerning human and child rights. The results
also show that 90% percent agree on the importance of the application of child
convention; they agree on the following:
• Child rights in education and good learning as well as equal
opportunities.
• Child respect and good treatment
• Life skills practice
• Free thinking and self problem solving
• Child right in playing and satisfying human needs
• Child right in love and care.
Paulo David's Study, 2002:
This study aims at pointing out the causes that make child rights a
permanent challenge. It also throws light on the Convention of Child Rights
approved by 191 countries in 1989, and disapproved by 69 countries for six
reasons:
1. The child is a human being who has a complete list of rights; the child
is not a mere thing or tool in the family or society. He is a human
being who has his full rights acknowledged by the governmental
9
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authorities. These authorities have to make sure that children enjoy
their rights.
2. Child rights must comprehensively reconsidered; his civil, political,
economic, social and cultural rights must be taken into account. All
these rights must be dealt with in an overall manner.
3. The majority look at the convention of child rights. Child civil rights
are seen as challenges in front of all countries and societies. People
who acknowledge that the child who is a partner in society enjoys
these rights. The child has some real rights like the right to express
himself, the right to think, the right to believe in a certain religion, the
right to have his own privacy, and the right to get information.
4. The convention has stressed some fields concerning children, like
health, education.
5. Child rights is part of human rights. Liberating the child and giving
him his independence is considered a disapproved, critical problem.
Some see that protecting children is a must, but giving him complete
freedom and full rights is not acceptable especially to those like
teachers, political parties, and religious organizations.
6. Although 69% of the countries have disapproved the Convention,
they do not have the right to violate child rights.
Thomas Hammarberg, 1998:
This study aims at showing the importance of the Convention of the
United Nations of Child Rights and the adherence of developing countries to
it. This study also shows that schools at developing countries may not adopt
the visions of this significant convention.
Gamal Abu-Alwafa, Mohammed Rasmy's Study, 1990:
This study aims at initiating an educational strategy for protecting
Egyptian children in the light of twentieth century challenges and specifying the
prerequisite educational needs.
The results of studies done by Mohammed Mahmoud (2009), Lee (2008),
Paulo David (2002), Thomas Hammerberg (1998) refer to a weakness in the
content in dealing with child rights, and a low level of the availability of child
rights in the courses.
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The results of Wafa Kafafi and Amal Sweedan's study (2005) show that
kindergarten teachers know nothing about the Convention of Child Rights.
The researcher has acquired the following benefits from the previous
studies:
1. Structuring the technique of the analysis
2. Identifying the items of the analysis
3. Finding a method for analysis

Theoretical Study
The Comprehensive Project of Developing Curricula:
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, 2012: Ministry of Education
This is a national project that aims at developing all the elements of
curricula due to the most recent educational and scientific theories and methods.
The Ministry of Education together with firms of experts, educational and
academic institutions (national and governmental) have to plan, perform and
evaluate this project.
The Comprehensive Project of Developing Curricula aims at achieving a
qualitative change in education. This change will be achieved by a
comprehensive and qualitative development in curricula in order to cope with
the quick local and international developments of the age. It also aims at
providing an effective way to achieve the goals of the educational policy
through the following:
1. Curricula must include Islamic values and positive knowledge, skills
and attitudes needed for good education, healthy citizenship,
productive work and interactive participation in order to achieve
developing programs, and keep security, peace, health and human
rights.
2. Curricula must include the most recent positive instructions like
thinking skills, problem solving skills, self-learning skills, cooperative
education and good communication with all sources of knowledge.
3.

Improving the level of basic primary and intermediate education
attempting to provide the individual with the competencies necessary
for his academic, scientific and social life.

4. Developing practical skills by focusing on learning from work and
actual practice of skills.
11
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5. Finding out an effective interaction with the most recent technology
and revolutionary knowledge and information.
6. Achieving integration of subjects in all the different stages of
education.
7. Giving opportunities to students to choose activities suitable for their
abilities, preferences and needs.
8. Applying information and education to real life and modern
technology by concentrating on the experiences of real life.

Causes of the Comprehensive Project of Curricula:
Comprehensive Project of Curricula in the Kingdom of Saud Arabia
includes the following principles:
1. Local developments
2. International developments
3. Scientific developments and results of educational researches
4. The necessity for developing the present curricula

Child Rights in Islam:
Islamic Law (Sharia) pays great attention to keeping child rights from
pregnancy to the age of maturity. Islam provides children with full rights. The
following rights are examples:
• Choosing a good mother:
Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon him) said "Marry the good and the
fruitful; I am multiplied by you." Narrated by Al-Nesaiy in Great Sunnas,
No 5342, by Al-Buhaiki in Great Sunnas No. 13253, and by Al-Tabrani
in Great Dictionary No. 508.
• Choosing a good name.
• Breastfeeding, and family care.
• Protection as Sharia urges sound bringing up.
• Breastfeeding by child's own mother: Allah The Most High said "Mothers
must breastfeed those children who want complete breastfeeding for two
full years," (Bakarah, 233)
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• Care:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Islamic Sharia induces girls' care because the are doors leading to
Paradise. Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon him) said "Who brings up
two female servants till they grow up to puberty, shall accompany me on
the Doomsday." Narrated by Muslim in his Saheeh, No. 2631. Prophet
Mohammed (Peace be upon him) also said "Who faithfully and gently,
and follows God's commandments in taking care of three girls or three
sisters or two daughters or two sisters shall enter Paradise." Narrated by
Ibn Haban in his Saheeh, No. 446.
Healthy food
Good housing
Compulsory education
Recognizing relatives
Enjoying playing games with friends
Practicing activities in and out of school
Avoiding wrong behaviors
Clean clothes
Special care of the talented
Security
Respect of values and traditions
Protection from practicing jobs before fifteen
Protection from all types of punishment
Heath services (medication and vaccination)
Living: Islamic Sharia ensures prevention of "killing girls" that considered a
great sin. Allah the Most High, said "If the killed girl is asked what sin she
has committed!" (Altakweer:8).
Calling for prayer in the ears of the new born child
Good company, as stated in the Hadeath of Prophet Mohammed (Peace be
upon him) when he was asked "Whom is the right person I must willingly
accompany?" He (Peace upon him) said "Your mother, your mother, your
mother." Narrated by Al-Bukhari in his Saheeh, No. 2726. The mother,
then, gets pregnant, , begets and breastfeeds the child.
Shaving child's hair: it is a lawful action that must be done to children.
Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon him) said "A child must have a
banquet (Akeekah). Kill a sheep for him and shave his hair." Narrated by
Al-Bukhari, No. 5154.
And when Al-Hassan was born, Prophet
Mohammed (Peace be upon him) told Fatima (May Allah bless her) to
shave his hair and pay amount of money of the weight of the hair to the
poor. Narrated by Ahmed, No. 27227.
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(Al-Akeekah) The Banquet:
Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon him) said "For every child there
must a banquet on the seventh day of his birth. On this day, the child is given
his and is shaved." Narrated by Ahmed, No. 20095, Great Sunnas by AlBuhaiki, No. 19047.

Circumcision:
Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon him) said "Instincts are five and one
of them is circumcision." Narrated by Al-Bukhari, NO. 5550 and Muslim, No.
257.
Alimony:
Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon him) said "The best Dinar man
spends is the Dinar spent on his dependants." Narrated by Muslim, No. 994.

Hugging and playing with children:
Islam considers hugging, kissing and playing with children is a must.
Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon him) kissed Al-Hassan Ibn Ali while AlAkraa Ibn Hassan Al-Tameemi was sitting. Al-Akraa said"I have ten children,
but I didn't kiss anyone." Then, Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon him)
looked at him and said "He who does not have mercy on others will never have
mercy upon himself." Narrated by Al-Bukhari, No. 5651.
Children must not be damned or cursed:
Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon him) said "Do not curse yourselves,
or your children, or your money." Narrated by Muslim, No. 3009. Prophet
Mohammed (Peace be upon him) also said "When night comes, wrap your
children because devils spread at that time." Al-Bukhari, No. 3106.

Prayer by God's words for children's protection from devils:
According to Abdullah Ibn Abbas in Al-Bukari's Saheeh (May Allah
bless them), when Prophet Mohammed (Peace be upon him) prayed for AlHassan and Al-Hussein (May Allah bless them), he prayed saying that "I pray
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by Allah's perfect words to protect you from every devil and every evil eye."
Al-Bukhari.

Efforts of The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for Children's Care:
Saudi child is the nucleus of future development and investment. Saudi
regime exerts great efforts to provide respect and dignity for Saudi children
from birth to maturity. This is achieved through families, relatives, schools and
all places a child is supposed to live in. Saudi government also cares for
providing children with opportunities to lead a good life among parents,
families or alternative families in case of parents' death. In addition, Saudi
regime enables Saudi children to have their rights in education, medical care,
housing . . . etc. Article X of the basic law. (The State shall seek to strengthen
family bonds and keep Arab and Islamic values, and take care of all its
members and to provide the appropriate conditions for the development of their
talents and abilities).
In this regard, Saudi Arabia joins several international conventions and
charters related to children including:
In 1999, the Kingdom agreed on a protocol against the smuggling of
migrants by land or sea or air. The Kingdom also agreed on another protocol to
prevent suppressing people, especially women and children. These protocols
supplement the United Nations Convention against transnational organized
crime.
The Kingdom accedes to the Convention on the Worst Forms of Child
Labor and approved by the immediate actions taken to eliminate them in 2001,
which was approved by the International Labor Conference at its session (87).
(They take the necessary procedures to prevent children from practicing sales at
road junctions and other professions in all regions of the Kingdom).
Saudi Arabia joined the International Convention for the (CRC)
emanating from the General Assembly of the United Nations in 1989 and
acceded to in February 1996. With reservation on articles that are inconsistent
with the provisions of Islamic Law. The task has been assigned to the National
Committee for Children
The Government has taken a number of procedures that prevent children
from working at an early age, including the contents of the employment law to
prevent child labor. It also sets the legal age for child labor 15 years under
Article (162) of the Labor law which stipulates that (it’s not allowed to run any
person who is not a fifteen-year-old. It’s not also allowed to let him enter the
workplace. The Minister has the right to rise this age in certain industries or
regions or for certain categories of juvenile’s decision. )
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The Government ensures the child's right in inheritance before birth. If
the father dies, the distribution of inheritance will be only after the birth of a
child. This provides psychological stability and family care for the mother until
she gives the birth of her child.
The government puts together the efforts of Saudi governmental and
private institutions for children of educational, health and social and
recreational. It also develops the skills of children and their talents, and
provides them with free education, including children with disabilities. In
addition, it makes primary education a strategic basis for all children and
employs the educational curriculum to achieve social and cultural development
appropriate for growing children and encourage them to acquire knowledge.
It confirms the responsibility of the state in the care and upbringing of
children and giving them good education in the case the child loses his parents
and relatives. It also confirms the responsibility of the government including
the provision of food, shelter, and clothing and maintaining the health of
children and their upbringing and education. The Government of the Custodian
of the Two Holy Mosques encourages alternative families and foster and
support to care for orphaned children and those with special circumstances.
In Article (161), it is not permissible to run children in hazardous work
or harmful industries or in professions and businesses that are likely to endanger
their health or safety or morals by its nature or the circumstances in which they
lead.
Article (163) banns running children during the night of no less than
twelve consecutive hours except in cases specified by the Minister decision.
Article (164) prevents running children actual functioning for more than
six hours per day for all other months of the year, except for the month of
Ramadan; it should not exceed four hours.
The government emphasizes the inadmissibility of running children in the
weekly rest days, holidays, public holidays, or annual leave.
It establishes comprehensive rehabilitation centers for disabled children
and provides subsidies and security pensions for families with disabled children
until they reach the age of work. In addition, it establishes centers for the care
of orphans and charities to care for chronically ill children and follow-up
treatment.
It also focused on the deployment of the educational and social awareness
of children's rights in a manner that gives them a good response to their need
according to the stages of their development.
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Law develops regulations to encourage and organize the establishment of
civil societies to care and rehabilitation of children, and in coordination with the
competent authorities.
The government develops the rules governing the protection of children
from abuse, and follows-up applying it, based on the general policy of the state
in this area.
Supporting research and studies relating to the care and protection of
children and encouraging it.
It also prohibits children under the age of 18 from camel ride in
competitions.
The Ministry of Labor issued a decision in 27/12/1424 in which it
identifies the careers that it is not allowed to run children and adolescents. In
these jobs children are exposed to harmful radiation, excessive heat, electrical
shock or the harmful vibrations as well as hard work demanding physically, and
dangerous work such as industry explosive materials or work in mines and
quarries and other similar professions.
Recently, they establish a national program meant to domestic violence,
especially the child. It’s the National Family Safety Program, which was issued
by royal decree. It is an independent body working and dealing with
governmental and non-governmental sectors and dealing with children and
families and touches directly representative of the health, education and
charities through the Child Protection Team.

Preparing a list of Recommended Child Rights:
The initial image of the list:
The researcher specifies a list of the most appropriate concepts of child
rights exercised by or acquired and should be incorporated in the content of the
social and national course studied by fourth grade primary students.
Arbitration of the list:
The List of rights has been proposed to professors and arbitrators
specialized in curriculum and teaching methods and measurement and
evaluation as well as Islamic and Quranic studies and sociology. All views
were taken into consideration and the following amendments were made.
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Table (1)
Table specification list concepts of child rights
Expected to include the content of social and national curriculum of
fourth primary grade
Main concepts

Sub-concepts

Rights of the Child

21

The tool contains in its final number (21) of the rights of the child.
And thus the first question of the research has been answered. It says:
What are the proposed rights of the child in Islam which should be
available in the content of social and national curriculum of fourth
primary grade?
Content analysis tool setting:
The objective of the analysis:
To study to what extent the content of social and national curriculum of
fourth primary grade incorporates the rights of children.
Analysis tool setting:
A - Authenticity tool: The analysis tool has been studies by a faculty of
arbitrators to know their views on the possibility of using the tool in the analysis
of the content social and national curriculum of fourth primary grade. In the
light of the list of child rights concepts, the proposed amendments were
conducted.
- Stability Analysis Tool: The researcher analyzes the content of social
and national curriculum of fourth primary grade twice in two months
Now the researcher calculates the agreement and disagreement between
the two analyses using the equation of Cooper to calculate the proportion of
agreement.
Agreement x 100
Agreement ratio = --------------------------------------------------------------Views agreement + number of times the lack of
agreement
Proportion of the agreement between the analyzes = 95%
18
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The final image of analysis tool:
(Mohammed Saqr, 1999 - Mohammed Saqr, 2004 - Mahmoud Ahmed, 2009,
Hussein Moussa, 2009, Ahmed Yousef, 2009).
The final image of the content of social and national curriculum of fourth
primary grade index (4)
Analysis Procedures:
The sample analysis of the content of social and national curriculum
of fourth primary grade semesters I and II is as follows:
The contents were analyzed according to the following:
a. Class Analysis: the list of the items concepts of child rights that have
been agreed on by the Court and included in the analysis tool in the form
of items standard number (21) items in the vertical list, while horizontal
list is a sliding scale consists of the extent of handling (dealing - not
dealing) - the form of communion (explicit - implicit), the level of
communion (Summary - detailed).
b. The unit of analysis: paragraph and the subject have been taken as the
unit of analysis.
c. Analysis Objectiveness: ensure authenticity and firmness analysis.
d. Analysis controls analysis: analysis is limited to the content of courses
including provisions of photos, drawings and activities without being
subjected to questions at the end of chapters and units of study.
e. Analysis Sample: Content of the social and national curriculum of fourth
primary grade school year 1432/1433 AH

The interpretation of results:
To answer the second question, which says: "To what extent included the
concepts of children's rights in Islam are proposed in the content of social and
national curriculum of fourth primary grade?
The researcher analyzes the content curriculum of social and national
education of fourth primary grade in order to identify the extent it addresses the
concepts of the rights of the child. The result of the analysis comes as follow:
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First
semester

The Rights of
the Child

Units
Unit One:
My Family
and
Community

The extent of
dealing
dealing

The form

The level

of dealing

of dealing

not
Explicit implicit detailed summary
dealing

Child's right
good name and
good mother

√

√

√

Child's right to
breast-feeding

√

√

√

Rights of the
Child in the
care, custody
(family care)

√

The right of the
child to know
his relatives

√

√

The right of the
child to become
√
acquainted with
the neighbors

√

√

The child's right
√
of education

√

√

Child's right to
play with his
friends

The right of the
child to be
protected from
wrongful
conduct

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Right of the
child to spend
√
on him until the
age of fifteen

√
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It is evident from the table that the concepts of the rights of the child have
been addressed as follow:
The first unit (my family and my community) takes the following rights:
the right to have a good name mother - the child's right to breastfeed - Rights of
the Child in care and custody (family care - child's right to identify its neighbors
- the child's right to spend on him until the age of fifteen - child's right to play
with his friends, in an explicit and concise form.
It also deals with the right of the child to recognize his relatives and to be
protected from wrongful conduct in explicit and detailed form.
But this unit neglects the rest of the proposed rights completely, as well
as the rest of the unit.
It deals with the rights in (6) pages, 9.3 % of the total number of pages.
The results suggest that the number of pages that deals with the
concepts of child rights in social and national curriculum of fourth primary
grade is little that the percentage of pages that dealt with the concepts of child
rights are (6) pages, by 9.3%, while the pages of a book are (64) pages.
The results of the analysis show the absence of most of the concepts of
children's rights contained in tool analysis.
These results are consistent with the findings of the results of studies:
Mahmoud Ahmed, 2009 - Lee, 2008 - Paulo David, 2002 -: Wafa’ Kafafy and
Amal Swedan, 2005.

Discussion and interpretation of the results:
From the results of the content analysis of social and national curriculum
of fourth primary grade, the following has been made clear:
• The weakness of addressing the content of social and national study
courses of fourth grade to the concepts of the rights of the child listed by
the analysis.
• Weak approach inevitably leads to low levels of students in getting such
concepts and neglecting the behavioral side.
• Presenting the content in a very brief and concise form, in addition to
leaving the implications of the omission of those rights.
• Concepts are addressed briefly, which doesn’t give the opportunity for
students to go deeper in the study.
• Handling these concepts randomly not in an organized manner that
achieved horizontal integration within the content of the same course, and
vertical between social and national courses for fourth grade and two
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semesters (I and II) and therefore cannot verify the continuity of viewing
the concepts of child rights and confirm the growth of the concepts.

Research Recommendations and Suggestions:
In the light of the results of the current study researcher recommends the
following:
• Reconsidering the social and national education curricula to
commensurate with addressing the rights of the child.
• Developing social and national education programs and addressing it
in depth, which gives the students positive attitudes towards those
rights.
• Linking religious teachings of the rights of the child and stating
verses and Hadiths which urges them.
• Focusing attention on activities, seminars and debates in confirming
the concepts of human rights in Islam.
• Reviewing the content of social and national study courses at the
primary level and which builds integration between them in terms of
their approach to human rights concepts.
• The importance of including preparation for the teachers of social
courses in colleges in Saudi Arabia to human rights from an Islamic
perspective.
• Specifying the appropriate area for human rights in general and child
rights in particular in various media (audio and visual).
• Integrating human rights concepts in social education curricula at all
three levels of education curricula (primary, intermediate and
secondary).
• Considering addressing the concepts of the rights of the child and in
vertical orientation with social and national education curricula in
three levels of education in order to achieve the growth of concepts
from grade to another and from educational level to another.
• Holding workshops and training courses for teachers in the field of
human rights.
• Holding competitions at the level of schools and educational
departments in the field of human rights.
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Suggested Studies: conducting studies dealing with:
• Studies on social education curriculum to evaluate social and national
intermediate and secondary levels in the light of addressing the rights
of the child.
• Studies on activating the role of the teacher toward the rights of the
child
• Studies on preparation of training programs for teachers how to teach
child's rights.
• The effectiveness of the proposed unit to include the concepts and
principles of the child’s rights for social and national curricula.
• Dealing with human rights issues from different perspectives and
various educational levels and concerned with practical aspect.
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Abstract
The paper describes how K-12 Engineering can be an important pedagogical approach in
mathematics and science courses. K-12 Engineering is examined in a STEM context with
examples provided. Building on sponsored research, a framework has been developed using
informed engineering design and results from several studies indicate positive improvement in
student content knowledge and disposition towards STEM and STEM careers.
Introduction
For the past two decades there has been a significant effort in the United States to
improve science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education. The acronym
has evolved from MST, to SMET, to STEM. Numerous reports from government agencies
(NSF, DOE, NASA) have been insistent on the importance of preparedness in the STEM fields.
For instance, a recent report to President Obama noted that it was of the upmost importance for
the education system to instill strong foundation in STEM in our students as our nation’s
students are the future innovators and leaders in the development of new discoveries and
advancements in the ever so important STEM fields, as energy, healthcare, security, and the
environmental sciences. However, many are concerned that our education system is not
producing enough thinkers to fill positions in the STEM fields. Our nation’s students need these
STEM skills to become capable workers and successful members of their community.
While a great deal of focus has been placed on mathematics and science preparedness,
little attention has been on including or incorporating engineering ideas and themes into the
schools. Nonetheless, using engineering as a teaching pedagogy is a unique and innovative way
to help teach STEM skills within K – 12 classrooms, as well as peak interest in the STEM
careers.
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K-12 Engineering
What does engineering mean when it is included in STEM?

How is it different than the

practice of engineering in the business world? One way to begin to understand engineering in
this context is to contrast the differences between math, science, engineering and social
science/humanities. These differences are displayed in Table 1 (Burghardt, 2007). For instance,
science is the study of the natural world, a discipline engaged in discovering the whys and
wherefores of natural phenomena. There is a process for this investigation, scientific inquiry, in
which a hypothesis is posed and logical investigations are undertaken to confirm or deny the
hypothesis. Mathematics has its own philosophy and patterns, often used by engineers and
scientists to model designs or to represent natural phenomena, such as Newton’s second law of
motion (F = m a). There are rules of mathematical analysis and theorems, which allow us to
manipulate such equations. A publication by the National Research Council, Helping Children
Learn Mathematics (2002), discusses the big ideas and habits of mind needed to be
mathematically successful. The social sciences and humanities provide an entirely different
view of the world, a world shaped by human perceptions and understandings. For instance, a
novel or a political or social event can by analyzed from many different perspectives. These are
thumbnail sketches, but they can highlight the differences between disciplines and help in
thinking about the overarching themes that define engineering, noun and verb.

3
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Social sciences and
humanities
Study of human mind
and perception

Engineering

Science

Mathematics

Study of the humanmade world

Study of the natural
world

Study of mathematical
constructs

Engineering design

Scientific inquiry

Iterative design process,
optimum solution

Hypothesis testing
and evaluation

Theorems, proofs,
rational constructs

Eclectic methods,
comparative values

Artifact produced

Theory confirmed

Theorem validated

Opinion rationalized

Mathematical analysis Rhetoric and criticism

Table 1 Comparison between different fields of thought

Engineering is able to uniquely connect all three disciplines. In creating the humanmade world, engineers must use knowledge from science, mathematics and social sciences and
humanities. In contrast to scientific inquiry and mathematical analysis, engineering design does
not seek a unique or correct solution, but rather seeks the best or optimum solution after a variety
of factors are weighed, such as cost, materials, aesthetics, and marketability. The design process
is iterative, creative, and nonlinear. The solutions are tempered by our societal values. Hence,
the optimal solution for one person may not be the optimum solution for another. Because we
can bring our values to our design solutions, engineering design can be a very engaging
pedagogical strategy.
Engineering becomes a way of understanding the human-made world, how it was created,
how it functions and how it might be changed. Engineers realize that what has been made can
be improved. Even if it were optimum at a moment in time for the specifications and constraints
that were imposed, new technologies, new opinions, new perspectives allow for different
solutions. This is a very empowering feature of engineering and this is in significant contrast to
scientific and mathematical understandings, where hypotheses and theorems may be refined, but
in the main they remain unalterable.
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Engineering design is not trial-and-error gadgeteering. Engineers use their knowledge of
science and engineering science to understand what is happening physically, their use of
mathematics to create models that may be analyzed, and their understanding of prior
technological solutions so they can innovate. Then they create design solutions. This is in
contrast to the process used by inventors who may gadgeteer, arriving at a workable solution that
they can patent or manufacture. The use of modeling, with its inherent predictive analysis, is
one of the significant differences between engineering and technology education, and
engineering and art.
Engineering design and the design process are inherent to engineering, as the roots of the
word engineer are linked to the design process. But what of concepts like optimism and
creativity? There are engineering habits of mind (visualization, creativity, connecting science,
mathematics, social sciences and humanities, optimism, how things work, systems thinking) and
engineering practice (engineering design including optimization, specifications and constraints,
Engineering (the verb) provides all students with problem-solving strategies for
understanding the human-made world and for applying concepts in mathematics, science and
social science and humanities. Engineering (the noun) can refine these skills for students
interested in further exploring the human-made world. In terms of K-12 education, the habits of
mind and engineering design would be part of all students’ education, K-12, the study of the
human-made world.
According to the National Academy of Engineering (Katehi, Pearson & Feder, 2009)
applying Engineering in K – 12 classrooms is still a rather new subject and its integrated into
classroom has been somewhat informal and without a widespread application as of yet. With the
advancement of the common core math standards that argue for real life examples , and in
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anticipation of the Next Generation Science Standards that include engineering specifically in the
standards, engineering is an important part of STEM learning. An important part that is much
less well developed than its math and science STEM counterparts.
Engineering as a Teaching Pedagogy
As the focus on STEM learning increases, so with it does the need to increase the use of
innovative ways to enhance STEM teaching in the classroom. Many cite using the concept of
engineering as an approach to increase STEM performance of students in grades K- 12.
Engineering is often synonymous with the word design, and it can be defined as “design under
constraint” (Wulf, 1998). According to NAE (2010), engineering design involves a process from
identifying a problem, specifying the solutions requirements, to generating and testing a solution
and then evaluating alternatives, in order to optimize a final design. Thus, using engineering as a
teaching pedagogy is can be considered a hands-on-learning experience that is ideal to provide
the context for foundational STEM concepts (Carlson & Sullivan, 2004). This in turn has the
potential to focus on reality, collaboration, and creativity of students working together to design
a project or solve a problem (Brophy et al., 2008). When working in this manner, it allows for
the potential to make science and math more relevant for students, while increasing interest and
awareness of STEM careers at the same time (Katehi, Pearson & Feder, 2009).
Accordingly, engineering is a natural way to connect STM in K – 12 classrooms to
integrate their knowledge in a contextualized manner. When the National Academy of
Engineering (Katehi, Pearson & Feder, 2009) reviewed K-12 engineering education they cited
engineering could be used as “a catalyst” to integrate STEM within the schools and note that
infusing engineering ideas, activities, projects etc into already existing STE curricula is direct
and uncomplicated way to make STEM more integrated. They also noted that this integration of
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engineering and technology has the potential to increase student motivation and achievement, as
well as provide a real-world context. Roehrig, Moore, Wang, and Park (2012) also comment that
using engineering in the K-12 curriculum aligns with the interdisciplinary problems of the 21st
century, as well as well provide the authentic learning experience to engage students in STEM.
When using engineering design, students will need to use mathematical reasoning and content
knowledge to create dynamic and effective learning environments. The thought is if students are
taught science and mathematics content as they solve engineering problems or using engineering
design, they will learn and retain the content easily because they are taught in a real-world
context that is engaging.
While there is still a paucity of research in the area, some preliminary work has been
completed to identify the benefits of infusing engineering design into the STM curricula. Koch
and Burghardt (2002) explored the use of using engineering design in elementary school math
and science units as part of a STEM, then MST, graduate program in elementary education.
Three themes emerged, which have remained consistent with further investigations. These
themes included (1) changes in teachers' own perceptions of their abilities to create student
centered classrooms where each student group has control of the direction of their learning; (2)
changes in students' attitudes towards mathematics, science and/or engineering/technology and in
their understanding of the materials relating to the design process; (3) changes in the ways in
which children with special needs engaged in group work and contributed to the final design
project.
Atkins and Burghardt (2006) investigated a connected mathematics and engineering design
curriculum (construction of a food dehydrator) in the middle and high school. When dividing the
students into quartiles and looking at pre-post test difference, all students showed growth, but the
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bottom two quartiles showed the greatest gains in performance. A study by Burghardt and
Krowles (2006) working with low performing fifth grade students in a remedial mathematics
class, indicated the use of engineering design pedagogy in a geometry unit provided dramatic
shifts in mathematics content knowledge, from pre-assessment average of 18% to a post –
assessment average of 88%. There were equally dramatic improvements in student attitude
towards mathematics.
Lachapelle and Cunningham (2007) utilized an engineering curriculum at the Museum of
Science in Boston to determine its effects of student learning of mathematical and science
concepts. Although there was no comparison group, students who participated in the curriculum
showed significant growth in both their science and engineering scores. In another design based
science curriculum Klein and Sherwood (2005) followed schools over three years to see if
mathematics and science scores rose, and found that students in the experimental group had
statistically larger increases on assessments of science knowledge and concepts.
A recent study of an middle school technology curriculum that used an engineering
design found that students’ mathematical content knowledge and attitude toward mathematics
showed significant increases after participation in the curriculum and significantly higher posttest scores than control group students, as well as a shift in student attitudes toward mathematics
(Burghardt, Hecht, Russo, Lauckhardt & Hacker, 2011). While the research base is still limited,
infusing engineering into other subjects appears to be on the forefront of STEM education.
Informed engineering design pedagogy
Informed design (Burghardt and Hacker, 2004) is a pedagogical approach that engages
students in the development of knowledge and skills relevant to the design challenge at hand.
Instead of trial-and-error problem solving, students apply their understanding to create informed
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design solutions. Thus, students are motivated to learn in a just-in-time manner through explicit
learning events called knowledge and skill builders (KSBs). KSB’s provide structured inquiry
learning about key STEM concepts that underpin the design challenge. A recent project,
WISEngineering, funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, investigated using informed
design engineering and digital fabrication in seventh grade math classes. WISEngineering built
from the informed engineering design pedagogical approach to provide an explicit design cycle
to guide students’ design projects (Figure 1):

Figure 1. Informed Design Cycle used in WISEngineering projects
The approach includes the following elements after the design challenge is set. The
challenge itself should connect to interest to the students, often framed in socially relevant ways.
For instance, in WISEngineering, one of the challenges had to do with creating a scale model of
a community center for the community they were living in. Students were interested in different
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aspects of community centers, such as temporary housing, cooking facilities, and exercise rooms.
Once the challenge is created, here are the various elements of the informed design process.

Clarifying design specifications and constraints – design challenges have particular
specifications and constraints to consider in developing a solution. Typical constraints
emphasized in projects include time or cost. Specifications can emphasize particular concepts
to be learned during the project and require students to develop and apply their understandings of
these concepts.
Develop Knowledge – A consideration of the specifications and constraints lead to
investigation or inquiry into related concepts needed to solve the problem. The use of KSBs are
included in this section.
Ideate Solutions – Ideating Solutions is not simply brainstorming, rather, ideation encourages
students to develop multiple, appropriate solutions to the task at hand.
Justify Optimum Solution—Students need to apply their knowledge to provide justification for
one model over another. The use of predictive and representational modeling is included here.
Build Prototype – Selecting from their potential solutions, students construct virtual models
or real-life prototypes.
Test and Evaluate Design – Students test designs and evaluate whether they satisfy the
project criteria.
Refine Design – Based on tests, students revise designs to optimize their solutions.
These phases are not considered to be linear, rather, students are encouraged to revisit
steps iteratively, revising design solutions with the aid of repeated research and investigation.
This explicit representation of an informed engineering process also includes key engineering
habits of mind. By using this representation to guide the student experience, the aim is to foster a
classroom environment in which students will be aware of and involved in systems thinking, use
creative thinking and problem solving skills, work to optimize and consider tradeoffs in design,
and collaborate with classmates.
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Decision Rules for Interconnecting Informed Engineering Design Pedagogy into Math and
Science Units
The design of experiments is important in the practice of science and while it is possible
for students to design science experiments, in practice the experiments are prescribed. Thus,
there needs to be a different approach to introducing design, one in which the essence of the
existing experiment remains and it is transformed into a knowledge that must be applied to the
design challenge under consideration. Of course, from a teacher perspective, using design
provides an opportunity to use design as an assessment strategy, requiring that teachers
understand specifications and constraints and multiple solutions, no one correct answer, but the
assessment of the process. Creating design challenges that allow for multiple solutions which
engages students’ creativity, accomplished with the resources in the classroom, is in itself
demanding.

Not all science topics are amenable for design solutions, but many are.

The Math Infusion in Science Project (MiSP) investigated infusing mathematics in eighth
grade science curriculum to determine if doing so would improve student understanding of math,
as demonstrated on project and standardized state exams. The project found that the
methodology is very effective as evidenced in a study of about 700 experimental and 700 control
students in the phase I analysis as evidenced by statistically significant improvement in student
performance on NY State standardized exams in math, as well as on project affective and content
assessments. The decision rules of MiSP for math infusion in science have been adapted in the
creation of math and science units using engineering design pedagogy.
As can be seen in Table 2, there are various ways to systematically use engineering
design in science and mathematics classes.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each subject (math and science) maintains its own perspective
1. Informed Engineering Design is infused into various math and science units
2. Math and Science remain the primary subjects.
Informed Engineering Design Pedagogy is introduced multiple times within different
science and math lessons to allow for transference of understanding of concepts
The sequence of science and of math topics is determined by the teacher/school.
The Math topics, the Science topics, must be challenging for students and key for later
understanding of more complex math or science concepts;
Informed Engineering Design fits naturally within the science unit or math unit;
Science units, or math units, must be taught in an inquiry based way and be of long enough
duration to allow for students to engage in hands-on activities (typically at least a week
long.)
Teachers must receive professional development in both content and pedagogy to teach
math infused science lesson
All lessons must be aligned with the Common Core Math Standards and the emerging Next
Generation State Standards to assure the lessons have district and school relevance and face
validity.

Table 2: Decision Rules for Informed Engineering Design Pedagogy into Science and Math

What Does It Look Like?
In a seventh grade science class students are studying genetics. For middle school
students learning about themselves and how they inherited traits they have can be very engaging.
A design challenge is created where student teams need to design and construct a monster family
that demonstrates how genes are passed from parent to offspring. The specifications are: one,
that each member of your monster family must have five genes; that four of the five genes must
have a dominant and recessive allele, as well as a symbol for each; that one of the five genes
must demonstrate co-dominance; that each phenotype must have a genotype symbol; that the
baby monster must have genes from both the mother and father monster; and that Punnett
squares are used in order to determine the probability of your baby monster inheriting a certain
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trait from the parent monsters. The students use recycled materials to create the monsters, e.g.
plastic containers, feathers, cotton balls, colored paper, paper clips, so the material costs are
minimal. The science teacher needs to learn how to support design activities where there can be
different solutions, but does not need to learn new science content. So there are pedagogical and
classroom management challenges, but not content challenges.
The Community Building Challenge in WISEngineering is a two-week design project
unit that focuses on Common Core Mathematics Standards for learning in mathematics including
geometry, ratios and proportions, and expressions and equations through engineering design.
The CBC challenges students to create a community center dedicated to serve the people of their
town. They design an original model that must meet certain criteria (i.e. specifications and
constraints) wherein the building must use at least three geometric solids with a volume between
volume between 150cm³ and 250cm³ and that the surface area of the model structure must be
between 170cm² and 350 cm² while addressing the challenge. Cost is also a factor, as each
geometric shape has a cost associated with it. Specific math learning goals are addressed,
including the recognition of three-dimensional shapes, volume and surface area calculations for
both two-dimensional and three-dimensional shapes, as well as calculating decimals and percents
from obtained data (objectives 7.G 1-7.G6 in the Common Core Standards for Mathematics).
Pre and post assessments were administered for the Community Center project. Each
activity emphasized different math skills. Results are presented for the overall sample as well as
for differing NJ ASK proficiency levels. Paired samples t-tests were used to determine whether
students’ showed a statistically significant improvement from pre to post assessments. All t-tests
were conducted with an α=.05 significance level.

The Community Center assessment consisted

of eleven questions measuring students’ knowledge of volume, surface area, and three-
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dimensional shapes. In the overall sample, students’ scores on this unit’s assessment increased
5.1 percentage points. This increase was statistically significant, t(81)= 2.44, p<.05. Students
classified by the 6th grade NJ ASK math test as “Proficient” improved their scores on this
assessment by nearly 7 percentage points; students classified as “Advanced Proficient” improved
their scores on this assessment by 9.6 percentage points. However, students classified as
“Partially Proficient” displayed no statistically significant growth on this assessment.
Conclusions
Several conclusions can be made: one, the informed engineering design process has been
shown to be an effective pedagogical strategy in math and science classes; two, the decision rules
for infusion have been successfully implemented and demonstrated; and three, the use of
engineering design as a pedagogical strategy is viable and promotes deeper student learning and
engages student affectively in their learning experiences.
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Abstract
According to Fishman's 8-level Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale
(GIDS), Taiwan Hakka language was diagnosed in the sixth to the seventh stage. Also,
it was the endangered language of “serious harm” degree within the UNESCO
framework. Therefore, it is very important to take an active intervention in promoting
the Hakka language revitalization and maintenance in Taiwan. This study was focused
on to teach the Hakka culture and enhance students’ reading comprehension. The aim
of this research was to enhance students’ reading comprehension and internalize the
Hakka culture into their ethnic identities by reading the Hakka works and
understanding the Hakka people origins, customs and culture as the basis of the
recognition the Hakka culture.
Five teachers and 118 students were invited to participate in the present study
from five classes at the five elementary schools in the Liudui area at Pingtung County,
Southern Taiwan. Each class had to undergo a three-unit Hakka reading activities.
Qualitative data analysis showed that the contents of Hakka reading materials mainly
include the Hakka customs, rituals, and cultural heritage, and secondly, the Hakka
values in terms of industrious, thanksgiving, respect for elders, memory of ancestors,
and so on. Beside the habits skills, the rest of the Hakka traditional customs were
scarcely mentioned.
During the instruction process, the teachers might ask some life experience
questions related to the title issue to inspire the students’ learning motivation. In order
to establish the concept of essay structure, the teachers might explain some words and
1
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vocabularies within the essay. The teachers might ask students to read the Hakka
essay in group loudly. The teachers might ask some related questions to the issue and
discuss them with the students. In order to clarify some concepts of the Hakka essay,
the teachers might employ the reciprocal teaching method, with predicting,
self-questioning, summarizing, and clarifying. The teachers might require students to
summarize their reading content in order to realize and reflect what they learn.
Regarding the instruction strategies for enhancing students reading
comprehension, the students might initiate some words and vocabularies, and if the
teachers could explain and clarify the meaning of Hakka words, then the students
could read the essay easily and fluently. Furthermore, interactive dialogue discussion
not only increases the sense of participation learning but also allows students to obtain
the verbalization practice. Reading the essay loudly could make students be familiar
with the Hakka’s pronunciation and the content of text. Repeated demonstration and
practice might increase students’ comprehension for the Hakka descriptive writing.
Regarding the instruction strategies for enhancing students’ ethnic identity and
culture comprehension, linking students’ life experience could make them understand
the Hakka cultural connotation. The process of dialogue and discussion could promote
students to understand the cultural components of reading. Moreover, if the abstract
Hakka cultural components could be demonstrated in some concrete ways, e.g.,
photography or pictures, students understood the Hakka culture the most, and they
might enhance their ethnic identities the best.
Furthermore, it showed that after learning and teaching, students could
comprehend the contents of the Hakka reading. However, it was difficult for them to
develop a high-level reading capability. There was a great variation between students’
performances in reading. Some suggestions and discussion would be provided in the
last part.

Keywords: Hakka Culture, Reading Comprehension, Reciprocal Teaching
Method
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Supporting Refugee English Language Learners during Acculturation: Understanding
Language Loss and Loss of Cultural Identity
Schumann (1986) posits that second language acquisition (SLA) is primarily a
component of acculturation, the process of adapting to a new language and culture without
abandoning the heritage language and culture (Igoa, 1995). Further, under Schumann’s
Acculturation Model for SLA, how well an ELL acculturates to the target language group will
determine the extent to which the second language will be acquired (Schumann, 1986).
According to Schumann (1975), several affective variables influence acculturation and thereby
SLA, including language shock and culture shock.
Language shock and loss
Language shock most frequently commences for school-age ELLs when they enter
school and realize that the heritage language, the language of the home, is no longer useful for
comprehending the school or societal environment, asking and answering questions, making
friends and developing a sense of belonging. Children who are refugees may feel particularly lost
if their parents are uninformed about the new culture and language and are unable to adequately
prepare their children for the language difference and cultural nuances they will encounter in
school. Loung Ung (2005) recalls her early life in Cambodia as one in which she was likable and
liked, and she knew how to be humorous. She goes on to say that as a 10 year-old survivor of the
Cambodian holocaust that took place under Pol Pot’s regime and newcomer attending a U. S.
public school, she did not know how to be funny in English. In essence, communication is
temporarily halted because the newcomer ELL has little or no native-like proficiency. When
language shock occurs, the ELL may sense a loss of status until communication skills progress
(Cowart, 2010). The initial stage of language shock among immigrant children is commonly
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known as a silent period when communication in the target language of English is virtually nonexistent. Characteristics of newcomers during this time include being shy, fearful, and emotional
(Igoa, 1995). Where children would usually join in at school and with friends, lack of proficiency
in the target language sets them apart and hinders them from the very activities that would help
them to begin to learn language and fit in with friends in the target culture.
When ELLs, particularly refugee students, have been harmed repeatedly and have
survived much extreme adversity in the home country, or while fleeing to safety, in resettlement,
or for children recruited as soldiers, educators should be cognizant that what raises the affective
filter and blocks input from the target language and culture is not necessarily school-related, but
still must be addressed for second language acquisition to occur. Warwick, Neville, and Smith
(2006) noticed that newcomers who are refugees or political asylees tend to commence their
school experience in the new host country with unsettled emotional states because of past
distressing experiences. Schumann (1986) accentuates the power of language shock and culture
shock to stifle SLA when they are allowed to persist. If a learner fails in the acculturation
process, acquisition of the target language will be limited.
Loss of the heritage language (L1) may occur during adjustment to the new culture,
language, and society. Hinton (1999) remarks that one cause of language loss is young ELLs
themselves, commenting that they encounter harsh assimilative demands at school from their
peers. When the children are treated differently by other students, and their language or accent is
ridiculed, the embarrassment that ensues leads to a sense of shame about what makes them
appear to be dissimilar. They may consistently try to hide their linguistic and cultural ties.
Initially, the result is a denial of the heritage language followed by a time when the L1 may be
considered inconsequential once a child has lived in the U.S. long enough to feel at home. Wong
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Fillmore (1991) comments that when language minority children realize their heritage languages
and cultures have no function in school, they frequently will drop or reject them. She continues:
What is lost is no less than the means by which parents socialize
their children. When parents are unable to talk to their children,
they cannot easily convey to them their values, beliefs, understandings,
or wisdom about how to cope with their experiences. They cannot teach
them about the meaning of work, or personal responsibility, or what it
means to be a moral or ethical person…What is lost are the bits of advice,
the consejos parents should be able to offer children in their everyday interactions…When
parents lose the means for socializing and influencing
their children, rifts develop and families lose the intimacy that comes from
shared beliefs and understandings. (p. 343)

Whatever the reason for language loss, the costs are generally the same, affecting the
social, linguistic, academic, and affective development of ELLs. Their family relationships do
not go untouched by the process of language loss (Wong Fillmore, 1991). As children develop
greater proficiency in and preference for English, they may find it increasingly difficult to
communicate with elders within the family or community and thus are unable to learn of and
participate meaningfully in family and cultural traditions.
Culture shock and loss of cultural identity
Culture shock occurs when a newcomer perceives that all that had previously been
functional, meaningful, familiar and comforting in the home country is lost. Refugee ELLs who
hail from countries whose cultures and languages share few similarities with U.S. American
culture experience this when their approach to life, learned in the homeland no longer serves
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them well in the new culture. What might have seemed ordinary in the home country may
become a laborious task because of linguistic and cultural differences in their new homeland.
What happens when a vulnerable sense of identity is not recognized or valued among the
students’ teachers? Students may decide that in order to succeed, they must sacrifice their
cultural identity. Young ELLs who choose to deny their linguistic and cultural heritages may
struggle to find an identity that will serve them well in school, at home, and in society (Wong
Fillmore, 1991). The same students may ultimately embark on a lifelong search for a sense of
self that includes a balance of the original heritage culture and language and the second culture
and language (Igoa, 1995). Children who perceive their cultural identity to be under attack or to
be unworthy of respectful treatment may decide the cost is too great and will retreat from
learning the target language and participating in the target culture. Ultimately, school failure will
result from a loss of cultural identity.
The purpose of this presentation is to explore language shock and loss and culture shock
and loss as they relate to second language acquisition of newcomer ELLs. Participants will gain
insights into the needs and educational desires of newcomer refugee ELLs. Session participants
will also obtain accurate information about refugee resettlement in the United States and how
classrooms may be affected. Recommendations for meeting the challenges encountered by
newcomer ELLs and their teachers will be offered.
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Creating a New Ed.D.
Conceptualizing the Doctorate in Education as a Practitioner Degree
The life of a 21st Century school leader is filled with complexity and demands a unique
blending of critical skills. Such leaders are expected to be educational visionaries, change
agents, curricular experts, budget analysts, facility managers, special program administrators,
community builders and politically savvy public servants. New expectations for educational
organizations – that they successfully teach a broad range of students with different needs,
while steadily improving achievement for all students – require that schools must be
redesigned rather than merely administered. It follows that today’s district leaders also need a
sophisticated understanding of organizations and organizational change (Darling-Hammond,
Meyerson, Lapointe & Orr, 2009).
As a new template for 21st Century leadership is rapidly evolving, a new paradigm is also
emerging for university preparation programs. According to Levine (2005), schools of
education must begin to prepare graduates who are practitioners with the ability to lead school
organizations where student learning is necessary for success. The preparation program for
these leaders must include an approach which merges the very best of theory and practice by
offering a degree which is more reflective of this emphasis. This new model for doctoral
preparation was emphasized by the Council of Graduate Schools (2007) with a call for new
programs to meet appropriate standards while also making necessary changes in academic
culture that recognizes and respects the value of a practitioner degree.
High Point University (HPU) has utilized a growing body of literature to develop a doctoral
program uniquely designed to prepare practitioner leaders to solve problems of practice.
2
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Founded in 1924 as a joint partnership between the Methodist Protestant Church and the City
of High Point, North Carolina, the University has maintained a consistent focus on the
preparation of teachers throughout the history of the school. In August, 2012, High Point
University enrolled doctoral candidates for the Doctor of Education in Leadership (Ed.D.). This
degree is specifically focused on preparing district-level practitioners to solve educational
problems of practice.
The Growing Call for a New Doctorate
The educational doctorate (Ed.D.) was originally designed in the early 1920’s and
immediately beset with an identity crisis (Perry, 2011). Universities struggled to define the
purpose of the degree with varying interpretations ranging from a researcher to a practitioner
degree. The struggle to gain a clear identity weakened the original focus on the practitioner
while universities attempted to conform to a more classical research model. This schizophrenic
approach left many universities with the dilemma of a program that was ill-designed for the
purposes of both practitioners and researchers. Due to the resulting lack of clarity, the degree
was termed “Ph.D.-Lite” by many and continues to drift back and forth between proponents on
various sides of the academic argument (Shulman, Golde, Bueschel & Garabedian, 2006).
In recent years, however, the need to better prepare practicing school leaders provided the
attention needed to rediscover anew the purpose of the degree. The Carnegie Project on the
Education Doctorate is a consortium of universities currently working to redesign the Ed.D. to
better prepare practitioner leaders (Perry & Imig, 2008). “In the history of the debate over the
purpose and goals of the Ed.D., never has any scholar or academic group attempted to take
3
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action to reclaim the Ed.D. with the goal of making it the degree of choice for professional
practice preparation in education.” (Perry, 2011,p.3) The growing momentum has caused a
groundswell of support among universities seeking to “reclaim” the professional doctorate in
education. It provided the backdrop nationally for the work done at High Point University to
conceptualize the first doctorate in school history.
Conceptual Framework
Public school districts in the early years of the 21st Century are facing monumental
challenges. The many and diverse needs of school communities are combining with the rapidly
changing demographics of a global workforce to produce a myriad of evolving expectations for
school leaders. Significant attention has been given to the need for systemic reform (DarlingHammond, Meyerson, Lapointe & Orr, 2009; Fullan, 2009; Fullan & Levin, 2009; Sharratt &
Fullan, 2009). Leadership must be evident for meaningful and sustainable improvement efforts
to be successful. The demand for significant reform requires a unique blend of cultural,
political and educational expertise if leaders are to meet these challenges (Bjork, Glass &
Brunner, 2005; Bjork & Gurley, 2005; Bjork, Kowalski & Young, 2005; Kowalski, 2005; Petersen
& Barnett, 2005).
The paradigm for 21st Century learning includes leadership that understands and values data
as the basis for making quality decisions that promote student achievement. As a result, a
growing body of literature is also focusing on the evolving perceptions of a superintendent’s
role in an age of high stakes accountability (Bredeson & Klar, 2008; Bredeson & Kose, 2007;
Glass & Franseschini, 2007; Goens, 2009). Understanding and embracing the value of data as a

4
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foundation for action, a necessary subsequent step toward action is linking theory and research
to practical application. In taking these action steps, the conceptualization and practical
implementation of an effective strategic plan is possible. However, taking these steps in a 21st
Century environment requires input from a variety of perspectives and areas of expertise. This
type of collaboration can only be created by moving people from isolation into professional
learning communities (DuFour, 2005; DuFour, Eaker, and DuFour, 2005; Hord and Sommers,
2008) which share common values and collaborate toward shared goals.
Leading a variety of constituencies toward a shared vision of excellence requires school
leaders to demonstrate the ability to build and nurture strong relationships with diverse
stakeholders in creating authentic and ethical learning cultures (Bolman & Deal, 1995; DarlingHammond, 1997; Goleman, Boyatzis & McKee, 2002; Ponder, et al., 2005; Senge, 1990;
Sergiovanni, 1992). In addition, school leaders must understand and be leaders of change in
moving a system of schools from the status quo and toward system learning goals (Bridges,
2004; Farrington, L’Esperance & Mazingo, 2005; Fullan 2002; 2001a; 2001b; Ponder & Strahan,
2005).
In 2007, the North Carolina State Board of Education approved new standards for state
superintendents and school administrators. These standards were aligned with 21st Century
learning goals and were based on the premise that “public education’s changed mission
dictates the need for a new type of leader – an executive instead of an administrator.”(North
Carolina Standards for Superintendents, 2007, p.1) These new standards reflect the full
spectrum of leadership application in seven major areas: strategic leadership, instructional
leadership, cultural leadership, human resource leadership, managerial leadership, external
5
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development leadership and micro-political leadership (North Carolina Standards for
Superintendents, 2007). As a result, leadership preparation programs must adapt to the
evolving landscape by re-visioning the curricula and processes utilized for pre-service
candidates (Creighton, 2008; Levine, 2005; Murphy, 2003). This call for reinvention comes after
some academics have questioned the process for leadership preparation as well as the
awarding of the Doctor of Education Degree (Ed.D.). With an original focus on the preparation
of field-based practitioners (Nelson & Coorough, 1994; Deering, 1998, Perry, 2011), the call
continues for preparation programs to redesign the Ed.D. program to meet the needs of 21st
Century practitioners (Murphy & Vriesenga, 2005; Osguthorpe & Wong, 1993; Shulman, Golde,
Bueschel & Garabedian, 2006).
Creative new approaches which integrate the active transition of theory into practical
application hold great promise for transforming the quality and value of pre-service preparation
and thus improving the quality and value of graduates as leaders of positive change. The goals
of the proposed Ed.D. program in Education Leadership at High Point University are as follows:
(1)To train the prospective school executive in practices which are aligned to the guiding
mission of N.C. public schools in creating Future-Ready and Globally Competitive students
who are prepared for life in the 21st century.
(2)To assist the prospective school executive to understand the role of leadership as a
collection of practices that must be embedded in all job roles and at all levels of the school
district.
(3) To provide the prospective school executive with the skills needed to engage in
transformational leadership so that large-scale sustainable improvements are consistently
part of the basic modes of thinking and doing.
(4)To equip the prospective school executive with the tools needed to create systems
and practices of distributed leadership which allows district-wide tasks to be accomplished
proficiently.
6
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(5)To assist the prospective school executive to skillfully align the various leadership
systems of local boards of education, central office, schools, classrooms, etc. so that they
are mutually supportive of each other.
(6)To assist the prospective school executive to understand the connection between the
context of school district leadership and his/her own leadership character and practices.

The Professional Doctorate in Education: High Point University Ed.D.
In North Carolina, significant educational reform has occurred since 2006 with the
adoption of a new guiding mission and a new common core, essential standards curriculum.
The North Carolina mission—“that every public school student will graduate from high school,
will be globally competitive for work and postsecondary education, and will be prepared for life
in the 21st Century” has five key goals. One of the goals—that North Carolina public schools
will be led by 21st century professionals—reinforces the need for school leaders who embrace
change, and those who anticipate, address, and solve problems of practice. It was this goal that
motivated the design of the new scholar-practitioner doctoral degree at High Point University.
Program Description
The Professional Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) in Educational Leadership at High Point
University is a 60 credit-hour, post-master’s Program. The Program is designed as a professional
practitioner degree to prepare educational leaders for the type of leadership that inspires
others to be engaged in addressing and bringing solutions to complex problems of practice.
With a focus on strategic leadership preparation, university faculty, in partnership with school
districts, seek to train and develop leaders who can apply knowledge to make a positive
difference in the lives of stakeholders in education, including students, teachers, families, and
7
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communities. The curriculum is grounded in and develops a professional knowledge base that
integrates both practical and research knowledge, linking theory with continuous renewal of
school districts.
The Ed.D. Program employs a cohort organization with working teams formed within
the cohort. As the Program is designed for working educators with a variety of backgrounds,
the Program of Study involves three years of coursework and one additional year to complete
the capstone dissertation. The three years of coursework (two courses each semester and
summer term) are delivered in a blended format, with candidates attending face-to-face
meetings one weekend a month, and then meeting online for synchronous and asynchronous
work.
The structure of the Program is built around four pillars of leadership: thinking and
acting strategically; using data and learning; building relationships; and applying theory to
practice. The candidates progress through five gateways, all of which require evidences of
performance within the four pillars. One unique feature of the professional practitioner
doctorate is that the dissertation is a rigorous study of a problem of practice. The problem
addressed by the candidate is explored in concert with others in the educational setting, which
requires the candidate’s leadership and strategic planning.
Standards-based Curriculum
In 2007, the North Carolina State Board of Education approved new standards for state
superintendents and school administrators. In High Point University’s Ed.D. Program,
performance, or learning, outcomes are framed around the 2007 North Carolina Standards for

8
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School Superintendents. Within the seven standards, there are interrelated outcomes
associated with the practices of school superintendents and other senior-level executives in
seven areas: strategic leadership; instructional leadership; cultural leadership; human resource
leadership; managerial leadership; external development leadership; and micro-political
leadership. The seven standards are:
Standard 1: Strategic Leadership
Superintendents create conditions that result in strategically re-imaging the district’s
vision, mission, and goals to ensure that every student graduates from high school, globally
competitive for work and postsecondary education and prepared for life in the 21st Century.
They create a climate of inquiry that challenges the community to continually re-purpose itself
by building on the district’s core values and beliefs about the preferred future and then
developing a pathway to reach it.
Standard 2: Instructional Leadership
Superintendents set high standards for the professional practice of 21st Century
instruction and assessment that result in an accountable environment. They create professional
learning communities resulting in highly engaging instruction and improved student learning.
They set specific achievement targets for schools and students and then ensure the consistent
use of research-based instructional strategies in all classrooms to reach the targets.
Standard 3: Cultural Leadership
Superintendents understand and act on the important role a system’s culture has in the
exemplary performance of all schools. They understand the people in the district and
community, how they came to their current state, and how to connect with their traditions in
order to move them forward to support the district’s efforts to achieve individual and collective
goals. While supporting and valuing the history, traditions, and norms of the district and
community, a superintendent must be able to “re-culture” the district, if needed, to align with
the district’s goals of improving student and adult learning and to infuse the work of the adults
and students with passion, meaning and purpose.
Standard 4: Human Resource Leadership
Superintendents ensure that the district is a professional learning community with
processes and systems in place that result in the recruitment, induction, support, evaluation,
development and retention of a high-performing, diverse staff. Superintendents use
distributed leadership to support learning and teaching, plan professional development, and
engage in district leadership succession planning.
Standard 5: Managerial Leadership
Superintendents ensure that the district has processes and systems in place for
budgeting, staffing, problem solving, communicating expectations, and scheduling that organize
the work of the district and give priority to student learning and safety. The superintendent
must solicit resources (both operating and capital), monitor their use, and assure the inclusion
9
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of all stakeholders in decisions about resources so as to meet the 21st Century needs of the
district.
Standard 6: External Development Leadership
A superintendent, in concert with the local board of education, designs structures and
processes that result in broad community engagement with, support for, and ownership of the
district vision. Acknowledging that strong schools build strong communities, the superintendent
proactively creates, with school and district staff, opportunities for parents, community
members, government leaders, and business representatives to participate with their
investments of resources, assistance, and good will.
Standard 7: Micro-political Leadership
The superintendent promotes the success of learning and teaching by understanding,
responding to, and influencing the larger political, social, economic, legal, ethical, and cultural
context. From this knowledge, the superintendent works with the board of education to define
mutual expectations, policies, and goals to ensure the academic success of all students.

Candidate Admission to Program
As a cohort-based Program solidly grounded in the professional practitioner approach,
admission criteria requires evidence of leadership potential. The first cohort of 24 candidates
was admitted in Fall 2012. Each candidate met the following requirements:
(1) an earned master’s degree in professional education (or a related field) with a
minimum GPA of 3.0;
(2) combined minimum Verbal and Quantitative combined Graduate Record
Examination (GRE) scores of 1100;
(3) current clear or renewable North Carolina Principal’s license or equivalent in a
related area of professional education;
(4) a minimum of three to five years of experience as a principal or professional
educator in a leadership or supervisory role;
(5) a current curriculum vita outlining significant leadership activities and involvement
in professional organizations, professional presentations, or district level initiatives,;
(6) written responses to four essay prompts in Strategic Leadership, Data and Learning,
Building Relationships, and Theory and Practice,
(7) three professional letters of recommendation and an evaluation of leadership
disposition by individuals who are familiar with the candidate’s work and leadership potential
10
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(8) a signed Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) by the district superintendent or
designee endorsing the candidate’s pursuit of doctoral study and subsequent internship within
that district or educational setting.
As each candidate is required in coursework and the capstone dissertation to problem
find, problem frame, and problem solve in educational settings, the MOU is a critical
component in the admission process. The work of educational leaders in 21st century settings is
not done in isolation, but rather in deployment of collaborative teams. Therefore, it is critical
that the candidate have support of the chief executives of the district (or community college or
university setting). The candidate who is admitted must demonstrate leadership potential to
solve problems of practice and have the confidence of senior executives within the
organization.
Signature Pedagogy
Signature pedagogy is the intentional set of practices used to prepare scholarly
practitioners for professional work (Shulman, 2005). Within the cohort, candidates work in a
team of six with professors as guides. Critical inquiry is the pervasive model of teaching and
learning. This type of teaching and learning leads to examining theory and practice in context of
the educational setting. Critical inquiry allows candidates to engage in self-study by generating
and acting upon a body of knowledge to solve real problems of practice in real time in real
settings. The critical inquiry pedagogy is conducive to cohort teams and professors having
opportunities to co-plan, coordinate, and co-teach, as they learn and reflect together.
With inquiry of practice as another major pedagogy, candidates in their cohort teams
use various research, theories, collective experiences, and professional wisdom, to design
innovative solutions to current problems of practice, as well as to find problems of practice.
11
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Inquiry of practice requires candidates to gather, organize, assess, and analyze situations,
educational literature, and data with a critical lens. As using data is one of HPU’s four pillars of
leadership, inquiry of practice provides rich sources of data from real settings in real time.

Capstone Dissertation
The HPU Capstone Dissertation, referred to as the capstone project, is demonstration of
significant learning that is situated in solving problems of practice in educational settings. HPU
doctoral candidates are expected to complete the capstone project as action research around a
real problem in the real setting. As a culminating product of the practitioner degree, it is a
strategic plan that influences others to practice what has been learned and shared for
continuous growth of leadership in education. It is a “dissertation of practice,” intended to
serve as a demonstration that the doctoral candidate is capable and prepared to provide
strategic leadership in an educational setting.
Each course in the curriculum, as well as performances grounded in NC Standards,
contributes to the candidate’s preparation for the capstone project. As opposed to a traditional
dissertation that seeks to allow doctoral candidates to demonstrate research skills and
contribute to a gap in the literature, HPU’s capstone project, a dissertation of practice, focuses
on the candidate’s immersion in research and collaborative experiences to articulate a problem
of educational leadership practice to design a strategic plan. It addresses a gap in practice—
rather than a gap in the literature. It is as rigorous and relevant as a traditional dissertation, as
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it also follows a tradition of research and grounding in literature, but it also adds rigor and
relevance by situating the problem in collaborative practice, i.e., real work in real time in real
settings. To accomplish the rigor of the aforementioned, the capstone project must be a
practical application of the candidate’s: (1) strategic planning skills; (2) use of data to impact
teaching and learning; (3) ability to build and use relationships toward the same end; and (4)
and ability to apply successfully theory to practice.
Glassick, Huber, and Maeroff (1997) identified six standards against which all scholarly
work should be evaluated. Scholarly work should have: (1) clear goals; (2) adequate
preparation; (3) appropriate methods; (4) significant results; (5) effective presentation; and, (6)
reflective critique. According to Shulman (2004), work that qualifies as “scholarship” meets
several conditions, two of which are that learning is shared in a form that is subject to critical
review and learning is shared in a form that allows others in the field to build on what has been
learned and shared. The capstone project will be assessed as a scholarly work, as well as a
manuscript that serves as a guide for implementing a strategic plan that addresses a problem of
practice.
The Leadership Studio
A unique feature of HPU’s Ed.D. Program is the implementation of the Educational
Leadership Studio. The Studio is a face-to-face and virtual platform that provides a venue and
network for activating leadership for building capacity in Pre-K-21 achievement. By convening
and connecting leaders for the purpose of communicating and collaborative sharing of
successes, practices, and tools, the Studio supports the co-design of new insights and solutions
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within the context of the education process, but from a boundary-less approach. Ideas can be
formulated and analyzed through the intersection of theory, practice, and collaboration.
Concluding Thoughts
With a desire to reclaim the Ed.D. and build capacity of schools to meet needs of
learners, the High Point University educational leadership faculty recognizes and respects the
value of a professional doctorate as a practitioner degree. By re-visioning traditional Ed.D.
curricula and processes to meet needs of transformational leaders, the faculty believes the
degree holds great promise for deep development of leaders prepared for leading change. By
building capacity of those enrolled in the Program in partnership with school districts, High
Point University is also contributing to the capacity of current learners in schools to be globally
competitive for citizenship in a changing world.
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2. Abstract
In an effort to protect the privacy and rights of students’ educational records, Congress
first enacted the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) i in 1974. This act,
sometimes referred to as the “Buckley Amendment,” was signed into law by President Gerald
Ford on August 21, 1974. The most recent changes to the act took effect on January 3, 2012.
Congress utilized its authority under the General Welfare Clause of the U.S. Constitution when
enacting the statute. FERPA is a spending clause statute that requires educational agencies,
institutions, and those agencies acting on the behalf of an educational entity that receive funds
administered by the Secretary of Education. Most private and parochial schools do not receive
federal funds; therefore, they are not subject to FERPA.
FERPA mandates that both local education agencies (LEA), state education agencies
(SEA), and higher education institutions give parents the right to access, amend, and consent to
the disclosure of personal identifiable information (PII) from their children’s educational record.
Once a student turns eighteen years old, or enrolls in college at any age, this right is transferred
from the parents to the student (eligible student). Although the rights are transferred to the
eligible student, the school may still disclose the student’s educational records if the student is
claimed as a dependent for income tax purposes. If the student is not a dependent, consent must
be given for the parents to access the student’s record. If the student is enrolled in both a high
school and postsecondary school, the two schools may exchange information about the student.
If a student is under eighteen years old, the high school may share any information received from
the postsecondary institution with parents because they retain their FERPA rights at the high
school. However, the parents do not have the same rights at the postsecondary institution unless
the eligible student is dependent for tax purposes or the student gives parents’ permission to
access his/her educational records. ii
The law also gives the parent or eligible student the right to file complaints against an
educational entity for disclosing education records in violation of FERPA. iii According to the
statute, the U.S. Department of Education has the authority to terminate federal financial
assistance to those who fail to comply with the act. iv Besides protecting the privacy of students
and their parents, it was a goal of the FERPA to provide guidance, clarify and answer questions,
and address new priorities. FERPA gives parents and eligible students the right to know the
purpose, content, and location of information kept as a part of their educational records.
Therefore, they can assume that their records will be kept confidential unless they give
permission to an education institution for the information to be disclosed. v
The 2012 amendments to the FERPA regulations defines the terms “authorized
representative” and “education program ((§§99.3) ;” amends the studies exceptions
((§§99.31(a)(6)(ii)-(iv); modifies requirements and definition related to “directory information”
(§§ 99.3 & 99.67); and strengthens the enforcement provisions of FERPA” (§§ 99.60-99.67).
This presentation will provide an overview of the legislation while highlighting the
specific changes to FERPA.
i

The FERPA statute is 20 U.S.C. 1232g, and the subsequent regulations are: 34 CRF Part 99.20 U.S.C. § 1232.
34 C.F.R. §§ 99.3.
iii
34 C.F.R. §§ 99.63.
iv
34 C.F.R. §§ 99.67.
v
34 C.F.R. §§ 99.3.
ii
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ABSTRACT
It has became increasingly evident that high quality early childhood education and
care (ECEC) brings long term benefits for the individual and for society. For
disadvantaged children, a high quality ECEC plays a very special role - it can make a
significant contribution in providing learning experiences necessary for child’s
development and learning. ECEC has also “the potential to give all young people a
good start in the world of tomorrow and to break the cycle which transmits
disadvantage from one generation to another” (COM(2011) 66 final). In addition,
The Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989) has led to efforts to promote
preschool programs, whose principal mission is to "seek appropriate strategy to
achieve any form of associations of children, in which they can enrich their
experiences and learning opportunities”.
The study, which is currently still going on, is based on the fact that in Slovenia the
right for ECEC is not taken by all children for different reasons. With questionnaires
for preschool teachers, consisting of combination of Likert-type scales (measuring
preschool teachers’ attitudes towards implementing preschool programs for
disadvantaged children and their families), rating scales, open and closed questions, I
am trying to find out whether Slovenian public preschools offer programs for
disadvantaged children and their families, and what are these programs, if they offer
them. In addition, I am trying to find out what is the attitude of preschool teachers
towards implementation of programs for disadvantaged children and their families.
Finally, I want to identify, which factors influence the implementation of programs
for disadvantaged children and their families. Questionnaires were distributed to
approximately 10 percent of public preschools in Slovenia.
For statistical analysis, I will use the basic descriptive statistics, bivariate statistics
(e.g. t-test, chi-square test, correlation coefficients) and multivariate statistics (e.g.
factor analysis, ANOVA, MANOVA, MANCOVA). Throughout the whole study,
principles of ethics are considered.
The results will contribute to obtain an insight into state in the field of implementing
preschool programs for disadvantaged children and their families, to explore
preschool teachers’ attitudes towards implementation of these programs, and to
identifying factors, that influence the implementation of programs for disadvantaged
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children and their families in order to ensure them an equal access to ECEC services.
I expect not many preschools to implement preschool programs for disadvantaged
children and their families. I expect also that attitudes towards implementation of
these programs are more positive among preschool teachers that already implement
these programs, compared to preschool teachers, who do not implement them. I
expect that understanding of principles of inclusive education affects the attitude
towards implementation of preschool programs for disadvantaged children and their
families. What I also expect to be confirmed in the research is that involvement into
continuous professional development plays an important role in developing personal
attitude towards implementation of preschool programs for disadvantaged children
and their families.
Keyword 1: preschool programs for disadvantaged children and their families
Keyword 2: rights of the child
Keyword 3: an equal access to ECEC services
References:
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Abstract
This paper provides a set of tools for mining oral histories – recorded first-person
accounts of life experiences gained through interviews. The data in the study was
collected, organized and examined using qualitative content analysis, an interpretive
approach to research that allows themes to emerge naturally. The techniques and
strategies of this research methodology are explained fully and set into a step-by-step
structure that can be easily implemented by researchers. This framework can be used
effectively to gain valid and reliable insights and inferences into a wide range of
materials and genres containing personal testimony.
Introduction
Oral history interviews have long served as rich repositories for the opinions,
beliefs and action stories of innumerable groups of people across diverse cultures and
communities; yet tools for mining these complex data sources are not well developed.
The purpose of this research project was to create a set of tools to delve into these oral
histories and effectively analyze their content. In this paper I develop and present in clear
terms a step-by-step framework that can be used as a model for efficiently mining
personal eyewitness testimony, so that researchers who wish to employ these techniques
and strategies in their studies will have a guide by which to do so.
Why Study Personal Narratives?
All oral histories, regardless of their subject matter – the development of jazz, the
experience of slavery, the pursuit of social justice among the indigenous Australians – all
these contain recorded first-person accounts of life experiences. These accounts or
personal narratives are preserved on paper, videotape, audiotape, or in any of the large
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variety of digital media common today, and they are usually easily accessible by
researchers who want to enter into the lives of the people who tell their stories within
them.
Oral history is one of the oldest forms of collecting, preserving and making
meaning out of the memories of individuals (Ritchie 1995). The study of personal
narratives or testimonies preserved in oral history collections has been recognized as a
mainstream technique for historical research since 1948 (Thomson 1998), in large part
because oral historians value the voices from the past that can provide a personal view
into major events and movements in history. Oral history brings to our attention the
memories of those ordinary, everyday people whose lives were inexorably changed by
the same events, but whose stories are traditionally bypassed by those who write our
history, providing a link to living memory to those of us who live in a different time and
place. Studying personal testimony joins together a very old method of gathering
historical data – the personal interview – with the newest digital technology and
communications media, and thus adds a vital and human dimension to those research
studies that utilize it.
Accessing Eyewitness Testimony Through Archived Collections
In order to make sure that testimonies are preserved for the long term, most oral
histories are preserved in archives (Hunter 2003). These can take a variety of forms and
formats, from paper documents to electronic media, but to be studied they must be fixed
in some way and not just exist as verbal stories. In the study on which I based this paper
(Burghardt 2011), I drew data from an archive called the Shoah Foundation Visual
History Archive (http://www.college.usc/vhi).
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The selection of an archive to mine for a study has to be made with careful
consideration for several factors, most notably the reputation of the quality of the material
it contains, the accessibility, the reputation of the organization that administers it and the
size and scope of its holdings. I chose this Shoah Archive for a number of reasons. For
starters, the Shoah Archive is the largest and most complex digital archive of its kind in
the world, containing over 52,000 testimonies in 32 languages from 56 countries, and
therefore is one of the most respected archives of its kind.
This archive preserves the in-depth personal recollections of survivors of the
Holocaust, the deliberate and systematic annihilation of the European Jews between 1933
and 1945 (Dwork and van Pelt 2009). It is administered by a most reputable
organization, the University of Southern California, which manages and disseminates the
first-person narratives through the Web and other media. In addition, this archive was the
right one for this study because the testimonies it preserved contained the stories that
could most directly answer my research questions.
Through the oral history process preserved in this archive, which was created by
Steven Spielberg with the profits from his 1994 movie Schindler’s List, survivors were
given the critical opportunity to bear witness; it was the hope to be able to do just this that
sustained many Holocaust survivors in their fight for life (Des Pres 1976).
Building the Model, One Block at a Time
My research using the Shoah Archives was done for a doctoral program in
Information Studies and sought to determine the relationship between information and
survival in the Holocaust. Testimonies in the Shoah Archives were accessed and
analyzed to provide data to help explore whether any such links existed and, if so, what
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they were and how they operated. Based on the procedures that were successful in
enabling me to conduct this research, I created the framework for mining oral histories
that is explicated in this paper. There are twelve building blocks or steps to this
framework, and I will go over each one in its own section, but first, here is an overview
of all of them together:
Step One
Step Two
Step Three
Step Four
Step Five
Step Six
Step Seven
Step Eight
Step Nine
Step Ten
Step Eleven
Step Twelve

Select the Best Research Methodology
Determine the Ideal Study Population
Transcribe the Testimonies
Define the Units of Analysis
Create an Organizational Framework
Develop an Efficient Data Collection Instrument
Structure the Research Spiral
Collect the Data
Order the Material
Obtain the Results and Do the Analysis
Present the Findings
Establish Validity, Reliability and Authenticity

Table 1: The Twelve-Step Model for Mining Oral History Interviews
Step One: Select the Best Research Methodology
Once the research questions have been formulated, the next most important
decision is how to answer them. This is determined largely through the choice of a
research methodology. Choosing correctly is critical, because many of the other
decisions and options that come up will flow from this selection.
For my study, I chose qualitative content analysis, and I recommend it highly for
projects that involve mining oral histories. Why? Content analysis is a tried and tested
methodology, used by generations of researchers looking for “a set of procedures to make
valid inferences from text” (Weber 1990, 9), just as I did here. Much testing of the tools
and techniques of content analysis has been done, and the analytical factors and the
various questions they are effective in answering have been written about extensively,
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both in studies about the methodology itself and in studies that apply it (Carney 1972).
Qualitative content analysis is often used in studying issues in the social sciences,
particularly sociological, educational and political issues (Krippendorff 2004), and the
methodology is particularly valuable because it gathers bits of data that, taken alone,
might be too insignificant to prove or disprove a theory, but added together most often
point toward a valid premise (Carney 1972). In addition, facts can usually be checked
easily, as documentation exists directly in the material from which they were taken.
Content analysis is defined as “[a]ny technique for making inferences by objectively and
systematically identifying specified characteristics of messages” (Holsti 1969, 14).
Content analysis is also called textual data analysis, in that it categorizes textual material
and reduces it to its essential parts, which are far more manageable than the document as
a whole (Weber 1990).
The way content analysis works is by pulling out pieces of information from
printed or spoken materials, parsing the texts or communications and providing insight
into their messages. It takes a large number of words in a text or tape and classifies them
into a much smaller number of categories (Weber 1990). This proved very useful in
studying the testimonies. Content analysis classifies textual and spoken material in a way
that makes it easier to manage and understand, pulling out its essential character and
highlighting it (Weber 1990).
Content analysis is an excellent methodology here because testimonies are
considered text and can be mined and analyzed using techniques that are proven to be
effective for documents and communications. Studying the exact words expressed by
Holocaust survivors in their own style, with their own choice of syntax, was a direct,
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rational and systematic way to understand how they gained, synthesized, evaluated and
utilized information that enabled their survival.
There is a logical progression of steps in qualitative content analysis, which
requires a set of systematic and transparent procedures for processing the data, as this
supports the creation of both valid and reliable inferences. Researchers using qualitative
content analysis strategies follow a process that consist of a spiral of steps that determine
each phase of the emergent design. Initial data gathering starts with a theory that changes
as data is added. After each step is completed, the researcher looks for patterns and
themes, interprets the data and reflects on the information before creating the next step in
the spiral. In qualitative content analysis we search for latent elements, those that are
hidden or partially obscured and are more conceptual and less concrete. In this way, both
the words and the manner in which the words were spoken could be captured, analyzed
and interpreted (Berg 2007).
Step Two: Determine the Ideal Study Population
Correctly selecting the target population can have a major effect on the quality of
the results and conclusions of the study. The population needs to be the right size and
hold the potential to contain testimonies that are rich and varied. For my study, I chose
the Jews of Vienna who survived the Holocaust by escaping to freedom during the the
years when it was still possible, 1938-39. Today Vienna is a city almost without any
Jews, but at that time Vienna had the largest Jewish community in German-speaking
Europe (Bukey 2000). It was also a city whose Jewish population had one of the highest
survival rates of any in Europe at the time.
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A search in the Shoah Archives revealed 244 testimonies of Viennese Jews who
survived through escape in these years. I determined to study 10% of them – 24 – in
depth, but which 10%?
The method I used to draw a sample from the full population for analysis was
systematic random sampling, a typical probability sampling method. This kind of
sampling method is frequently employed when a printed list of the identified population
exists (Nachmias and Nachmias 2008), as was the case in this study. Systematic random
sampling enabled a diverse sub-population to be drawn from this list (Berg 2007). This
sampling technique works by the selection of every nth person from the list; the value of
n is determined by the number of names needed for the sample (Nachmias and Nachmias
2008). For the purposes of my study, that number was 24, which comprised 10% of the
full population. This meant selecting every 10th name on the list, making 10 the interval
between names (Berg 2007). Although the study was qualitative and did not require
obtaining a sample from which I could generalize across the full population, using every
10th testimony helped me find a robust group of survivor stories that were rich in
complexity and diversity and permitted me to examine and interpret a wide range of
themes.
Nachmias and Nachmias (2008) suggest utilizing a computerized random number
generator to choose the starting point from the overall list for the sample population.
This was a straightforward task. The procedure entailed logging on to a recommended
research integer randomizer Web site (http://www.random.org/integers), which is
administered by the Social Psychology Network and utilized by researchers engaged in
scholarly work, entering the number range that is correct for this study – one to ten, in
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this case, since ten is the interval between names – instructing the program to select one
integer at random and then seeing what number is randomly generated.
When these steps were taken, the random number that came up was four. This
meant that I was to start with the fourth testimony on the list, then select the 14th, the 24th,
and so on, resulting in 24 names by the time I reached the end of the list of 244. In this
way I came up with the 24 survivors whose testimonies I would mine and analyze. This
constituted the population for study in this phase, and generated the list of sampling units
from which the data collection units, or content elements, would be drawn.
Step Three: Transcribe the Testimonies
Because the Shoah Archives’ testimonies are preserved on videotape and on the
archives’ servers but do not exist as words on paper, the selected testimonies needed to be
transformed into text before a content analysis could be performed on them. Content
analyses require fixed sets of sampling in an accessible form that can be mined
consistently and referred to easily when necessary (Berelson 1971). Only when the
sampling units are stable is it possible to see how incidents relate to each other, so that
relationships become clear and information flow can be identified. In order to
accomplish this, the 24 selected testimonies needed to be transcribed.
Deciding how much or how little of each testimony to transcribe was the first step
in this process. To do this correctly, Schilling (2006) recommends considering whether
the content should be summarized or the words transcribed literally, and suggests
weighing the amount of time it would take to do a literal transcription against the need for
a high degree of specificity. Riessman (1993) points out that attempts to turn talk into
text always involve a certain amount of reduction and choice, and recommends an initial
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or preliminary transcription to capture the broad strokes and a more detailed one for the
portions that will be analyzed directly.
Step Four: Define the Units of Analysis
I then turned to the next task of defining the units of analysis, the basic text to be
categorized, which was necessary to do so that the data could be organized. I decided to
use phrases and sentences as the linguistic units, as I was looking for the latent attributes
of the text and the themes and patterns that express them, and these were more likely to
be expressed in conceptual terms than individual ones. Two major properties of latent
content are that it is embedded in the document and made up of deeper layers of meaning
than the more surface manifest content (Holsti 1969). These two factors make latent
content more difficult to find.
Step Five: Create an Organizational Framework
With 325 single-spaced pages of testimonies to mine for data, the tasks of
identifying, collecting, assessing, culling, arranging and grouping the content elements
required an organizational structure firm enough to guide the process, as well as a data
collection instrument flexible enough to be able to encompass the changes in perspective
that naturally flow from an open-ended search for data. This began with the creation of a
set of rules outlining the goals of the data search and the manner in which it would be
conducted (see Appendix A: Organizational Framework).
No pre-set or pre-imagined groups of categories were created. As the elements
were collected and assessed, they would have the chance to fall together naturally with
others that shared similar traits, the groups thus emerging naturally from the data. The
organizational framework was tested on two testimonies to see if it functioned
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effectively, which it did, and then refined as each of three passes was made through the
material in search of expressions relating to the three primary content elements:
information, the flight to safety and survival.
Step Six: Create an Efficient Data Collection Instrument
Alongside the organizational framework, and closely aligned with it, is the form
on which data is gathered (see Appendix B: Data Collection Instrument). This was
created to utilize the techniques and strategies of qualitative research most effectively.
For example, since qualitative research is spiral-shaped and not linear, like its close
cousin quantitative research, the data collection instrument must be open and flexible
enough to accommodate several passes through the data, passes in which new material
might be discovered and added to the form. Simplicity and fluidity are key in creating
this instrument, and the one used for this study reflects those critical values.
Step Seven: Structure the Research Spiral
Because qualitative content analysis requires several passes through the data, I
began the process of mining the testimonies by creating a list of perspectives from which
I would search in each pass. I did this by defining what I was looking for – information
exchanges, events, or activities, and any mention of information that related to escape or
survival, whether referred to directly or obliquely – and then considering where and how
I might find them in the testimonies. Qualitative research, which flows from a
humanistic paradigm and not a positivist one like quantitative research, is guided by
large, open, foreshadowing questions (White and Marsh 2006) and not hypotheses, and
thus examining the material from several different points of view or different ideological
stances is most effective in revealing the many facets that are contained within it. In this
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way it is possible to look not only for specific verbal examples, but also for more deeply
buried information-related content.
For the first pass through the testimonies, I decided to search for simple mentions
of information and its processes and products. For example, I would look for phrases or
sentences that mentioned passports, papers, visas, phone calls, directories, letters,
telegrams, newspaper articles and radio broadcasts and note the activities and exchanges
that took place around these items. On the second reading through the testimony, I would
concentrate on emotional exchanges and note those that took place, looking deeply to see
if they were fueled by information – the need to get, give, enhance, broadcast, withhold,
hide, or interpret this information.
On the third pass through the material, I would concentrate on place names. This
is because the development of every testimony involves physical movement from one
geographical place to another. It seemed both logical and natural that finding, discussing,
searching for and traveling to geo-political locations would all be connected to
information events, and that they would be effective pointers to some of the more subtle,
buried material, as information about the flight to safety would often revolve around
places. In the Shoah Archives, 90% of the thesaurus is geographical; my idea was to
listen for action and activity around these place names and see if that might lead to ways
in which information was gained, gathered, or shared.
Step Eight: Collect the Data
Next I gathered the data. To do so, I went through the testimonies one by one,
looking for expressions of ideas about information and the flight to safety. I followed
latent content patterns and allowed my intuition to act as my guide. Indicators of content
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elements were brought to my attention by my looking for signs of emotion in the
testimonies. When I saw these signals, I followed them and marked the phrases and
sentences spoken by the narrators.
When I finished marking an individual testimony, I turned to the next one in line
until I read and marked each testimony once. Then I read my markings, looked for
patterns and themes, considered what I may have missed and turned to the next phase of
the research spiral. In this way I made several passes through the testimonies, refining
my choices each time I went through them. I let the categories emerge from the data and
made adjustments each time I passed through a new phase of the research spiral. Each
time, I looked for latent elements and the patterns and concepts that surrounded and
supported them.
I found them by searching for signs of emotion in the testimonies.

These were

revealed in a number of ways: by particularly expressive language; by words that connote
fear, secrecy, intimidation, or danger; by changes of speech patterns that indicate an
altered level of emotionality through word choice, syntax, or a change in grammar.
Although it would have been instructive to include body language and facial expressions,
as they are potent indicators of emotion, it was beyond the scope of this study to include
every nuanced change in the transcriptions.
When I pulled out all the targeted phrases and sentences in the testimonies, I was
then ready to put the data in order.
Step Nine: Order the Material
In order to organize the data I found, I began by allowing the data to fall into
natural groupings, and I organized the material around the emergent axes or categories
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around which they seem to cluster naturally. Because this was qualitative data, I did not
give the elements specific numerical codes through which to analyze them
mathematically, as this is not part of the naturalist paradigm that governs qualitative
inquiry. Instead, I looked at the groups into which the data were placed and ascertained
what properties the content elements have in common. I then named each of the groups
in a way that enabled me to analyze them effectively. Each of these groups reflected a
theme or pattern that became evident in the data once all the mentions of it were
aggregated together.
It is generally accepted research wisdom that it takes an inferential system to
organize textual units into conceptual categories (Wildemuth 2009). A system of
categories functions as a conceptual scheme and as such provides an overall picture when
one takes a step or two away from it, functioning much like an Impressionistic painting
does. This is a concept I kept in mind when analyzing the data, the next step in the
content analysis process.
Step Ten: Obtain the Results and Do the Analysis
Because qualitative data is analyzed based on inference, conclusions are drawn
using mechanisms that pull together disparate parts of latent content elements to create an
emergent picture that was not apparent before the data were grouped into categories
constructed through natural clustering. Since the latent content was drawn by “reading
between the lines,” so to speak, meaningful conclusions can be expected to result (Holsti
1969). Conclusions are drawn based on indicators in the text, not direct answers, and
thus inferences of the characteristics of the material are drawn. To analyze the data and
draw conclusions, I immersed myself in the data and let the themes and patterns emerge.
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Qualitative research is inductive and employs the act of reasoning from the part to
the whole, from particulars to general and from the individual to the universal. This is
distinct from quantitative research, which is deductive and relies upon conclusions that
follow logically from premises. In qualitative research, the aim is to provide a textured,
overall view of a particular topic (White and Marsh 2006), using concepts that provide
deep understanding through a mass of specific details related in a way that illuminates
connections and relationships.
Step Eleven: Present the Findings
Once I was done with the analysis, I then presented my findings. The content
elements were searched for patterns and themes and then arranged into categories based
on these commonalities. This created a conceptual scheme that showed the overall shape
of the findings, a sort of system that reflected the survivors’ interaction with the
information that helped save them. I arranged them into groups that contained both
thought and action, so that the logical steps that led to behavior would be connected to
the behavior it shaped. All in all, I used an interpretive approach that was sufficiently
strong to serve as the backbone of an organizational structure that arranged, ordered and
unified the latent coding elements. I identified six different groups, evaluated the content
elements within them and then named them to reflect their contents (See Appendix C:
Table of Information Activity Groups.) The data made sense in this arrangement, not
only because the relationships among the groups followed an inherently sound pattern,
but also because the individual elements within the groups seemed cohesive and akin to
one another.
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For example, the results of my study showed several clear links between
information and survival – through the formation of knowledge networks, patterns of
connection and webs of relationships – and demonstrated how information played a
critical role in the individual actions that enabled survival. They also revealed that
information possessed an exchange value and as such was a form of wealth, and that its
clandestine transmission along fragile, shape-shifting routes often served as the only
indicator that life and hope had arrived. In addition, the results demonstrated how forces
that impeded the flow of information also impeded survival. Overall, survival was shown
to be a process, often expressed as a series of complex, related steps, with information
acting as the critical connecting component that served to link the chain of events and
actions that made survival possible.
Conclusions were offered in narrative form, using the inferences drawn from the
data analysis as the basis of the interpretation; in other words, expository treatment in the
form of explanation. In addition, it can be helpful to employ graphical representation
useful to express specific details of the findings.
Step Twelve: Establish Validity, Reliability and Authenticity
In every serious research study, once the conclusions have been drawn, it is
valuable to go back to the original research questions and see if they have been answered
successfully. In addition, every research study needs to be grounded in as many ways as
possible in order to be considered valid and reliable. There are several perspectives from
which this can be done. First one should look at whether the findings are cross-validated
through the study itself. Do any of the results or conclusions contradict one another? If
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so, why might that be? Contradictions need to be compared and addressed and the cause
determined.
Next, in most studies using oral histories, it should be possible to corroborate data
gleaned from the testimonies with material in historical documents. Checking all sources
that relate to the material should be done. Finally, it is necessary to look at other studies
on similar topics and determine whether they support or contract the major findings.
Applying grounded theory of this type has a major impact on adding reliability and
validity to a study.
Fresh Ideas for Future Projects
Implementing these twelve steps in studies in which the mining of oral history
interviews will occur will go a long way toward helping to create a strong, positive
research project. To carry the study into the future, it is a good idea to suggest areas for
further research at the end of the project. This way scholars and students who find the
research intriguing will have ways to become involved in the research and carry it
forward. This also grounds the research in the larger conversation about the specific
topic that began with the literature review. And perhaps the original researcher will have
the opportunity to further mine the rich cache of data that has been gathered or find
another perspective on the conclusions that were reached or another way to present the
results in future studies. This is how new knowledge grows, and how to become – and
remain – a part of it.
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Appendix A: Organizational Framework
The goal of the Organizational Framework is to aid in identifying the latent content
elements in the testimonies.
These content elements, or units of analysis, will include those phrases and sentences that
mention, both directly and indirectly, information which relates to escape or survival.
Because latent content often clusters around expressions of strong emotion, these
expressions will be used as guideposts to help in finding the content elements.
There is no pre-arranged set of categories into which to place the units of analysis as they
are discovered; these will emerge from the data once it has been collected and assessed.
Twenty-four testimonies have been selected and will be transcribed into text. These are
the testimonies that will be mined for latent content.
To check that the rules in this framework are effective and complete, two of the 24
testimonies will be re-mined by a second reader and compared with the initial data
collected. Results of the comparison will be reported in the analysis of Phase II, and the
form on which they are organized will appear in the appendix.
If the rates of inter-reader agreement are not sufficiently high, the Organizational
Framework will be amended and retested.
I will make several passes through the testimonies to search for content elements from
different perspectives, each pass building on the themes and patterns discovered in the
one preceding it.
Once the content elements have been identified, they will be organized into groups or sets
of groups with other elements with which they share common traits; the groups will be
named and then entered into the Phase II Table of Information Activity Groups.
These groups or axes will be analyzed qualitatively in order to identify common themes,
patterns and concepts. No numerical codes are being applied to this data, as it will not be
quantified or analyzed mathematically.
As qualitative research is spiral-shaped and not necessarily linear, this framework will be
reinterpreted and reevaluated regularly as the research progresses.
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Appendix B: Data Collection Instrument
Name of survivor __________________________ Testimony number __________
Each information exchange, event, or activity and any mention of information that relates
to escape or survival, whether referred to directly or obliquely, will be noted below.
These constitute the content elements that will then be categorized into groups.
Testimony page # __: _____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Testimony page # __: _____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Testimony page # __: _____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Testimony page # __: _____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Testimony page # __: _____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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Appendix C: Table of Information Activity Groups
Group I: Torch Parades and Tattoos: Information Transmission through Symbolism
Encompasses information that is spread symbolically, bypassing the intellect and gaining
power by creating an emotional response.
Group II: The Dark Side of Information: Lies, Deceit and Falsification
Includes the lies and other false means used by the Jews to achieve critical goals in their
drive to escape.
Group III: Lifesaving Liaisons: Centers of Information Flow
The places and groups, both physical and metaphorical, in which information could be
passed along, shared and exchanged.
Group IV: Shouts and Whispers: Information Networks and Channels
Describes the many conduits and passages through which information flowed from one
survivor to another and between groups and individuals.
Group V: The Unseeing Eye: Information-Processing Failure
Includes examples of the inability to absorb or act on information, despite its presence
among potential survivors.
Group VI: The Power of Propaganda: When Information Is Your Enemy
Negative information used by the Nazis to oppress the Jews and to convince the populace
of the need to eradicate them.
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QuickSmart is a structured program designed for middle-school students with significant learning
difficulties in basic numeracy and literacy. The program aims to increase fluency (automaticity) in the
basic skills that underpin proficient performance in mathematics calculations and problem solving. This
presentation will report on the results from the ongoing evaluation of the QuickSmart numeracy and
literacy programs, covering the period from 2001 to 2011. The data indicate that the intervention has
improved basic academic skills performance for more than 5000 students with learning difficulties from
over 600 schools in Australia.

In addition to quantitative measures of performance on standardised and Australia-wide assessments,
the qualitative evidence obtained from interviews and surveys involving students, parents, teachers, and
principals indicate high levels of enthusiasm for QuickSmart. The strong quantitative and qualitative
evidence base to be reported indicates that QuickSmart can help to support students with diverse needs
and ‘narrow the achievement gap’ for low-achieving middle-school students.
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6. Abstract: The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), Education for All (EFA) initiatives
and UN’s objectives have emphasized that access to education should not be denied to any
individual because of shortage of financial resources. Developing countries have been receiving
assistance from international donor agencies to improve their literacy rates and to provide basic
education to all. Pakistan has received such aid from international donors to enhance access to
primary, secondary and tertiary education. However, recently, there has been a shift in
worldwide policy agendas from the “quantity” to the “quality” of education.
Despite receiving millions of dollars of official development assistance from the US, Australia
and UK in the last decade, the intended goals appear unachievable due to several barriers to
quality education. The purpose of this paper is to study results from project assessments to
identify those barriers, document the impact of continued assistance on educational quality in
Pakistan, and use existing literature and evaluations to recommend evidence-based strategies
with a potential to overcome persistent obstacles.
The research examines the degree of progress in student learning and teaching, roles of donor
agencies and the Pakistani educational system. The study presents a secondary analysis of both
theoretical and empirical data from government sources, surveys, questionnaires, and educational
policy evaluation reports. Scholars and analysts from development agencies have identified
reasons for successes and failures of certain policies in certain countries, but this research would
attempt to determine indicators of real successes and failures in Pakistan. The work will draw
inferences for improvement in quality outcomes, and investigate conditions on which a positive
and sustainable relationship between donors and governance bodies be established to enhance the
promotion of educational quality in one of the most challenged educational systems in South
Asia.
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Study of the "Six Steps" teaching model applied
in Geography Class of Secondary Schools in China

Abstract: With the advancement of quality education and the new curriculum
reform in China, people have come to realize the importance of the educational
ideology: centering on students' development. In this case, the traditional teaching
method which is “teacher-centered” using direct instruction and lectures is necessary
to be improved. In addition, creating a more efficient model in line with the new
concept and new curriculum requirements is in great need. The “six steps” teaching
model, which comprises utilizing visuals, analyzing problems, discussing methods,
composing summaries, validating facts and participating into practice, could be
considered as one of the alternatives. The main purpose of this study is to show why
this model can be a better and more practical solution compared to other models and
how this model can substantially improve student academic performance in the
geography class in Chinese secondary schools in accordance with the domestic
geographical course goals and following the students' cognitive regularity. Mixed
method of a quantitative and qualitative study will be used to analysis the teaching
process. Some “six steps” teaching implications will also be presented by showing the
cases in geography classroom teaching step by step and the results show a high
academic achievement.

Key words: Geography; classroom teaching; mode
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6. Abstract:
Perception of English vowels by Korean EFL students

In order to investigate how Korean students perceive English vowels, 49 Korean
college students participated in the perception experiment in which they identified
the vowels ([i], [ɪ], [eɪ], [ɛ], [æ], [ɑ], [ɔ], [oʊ], [u], [ʊ], [ʌ]) in the English words
(beat, bit, bait, bet, bat, pot, bought, boat, put, boot, but). The overall average
correct percentage amounted to 61.3%, although the accuracy rates were different
depending vowels. Korean students showed great difficulties perceiving vowels
such as [ɛ], [ɔ], and [u] in words bet, pot, and put, whose accuracy rates were less
than 50%. By contrast, the accuracy rates of [æ], [ɑ], and [oʊ] in words bat, pot,
and boat were more than 70%. The accuracy rates of [i], [ɪ], [eɪ], [ʊ], and [ʌ] in
words beat, bit, bait, put, and but were around 60%. Further, confusion patterns of
each vowel were analyzed. Korean students had difficulties in identifying the
contrasting pairs of tense and lax vowels. Specifically, the pairs of [i]-[ɪ] (beat-bit),
[u]-[ʊ] (boot-put), and [ɛ]-[æ] (bet-bat) were most difficult to discriminate. In
addition, Korean students showed confusion between the vowels [ɔ] and [oʊ]
(bought-boat). Based on the findings of this study, pedagogical implications were
drawn and a teaching method using the minimal pair practice was proposed in
order to improve Korean students’ perceptual difficulties of the target vowels in
class.
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6. Abstract
This study examined career maturity and career decision-making transitions of Korean youth. The
study used Korean Education & Employment Panel data(2003-2008) that tracked age 15 to age 19.
The outcomes of the study showed that age and career maturity had positive relationship; and,
career maturity had negative relationship to career indecision-making. With regard to career
decision-making transitions, students showed much indecision rates after entering into university
rather than studied at high school.
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meaning, activated higher-level goals that represent the reasons or meanings that
individuals possess of performing challenging tasks, affects the way of self-efficacy
judgments by serving as the source of bias in self-efficacy judgments, and change the
degree to which one relies on them in regulating performance. Results emphasize the
importance of performance meaning construction as a beneficial strategy for building a
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Abstract
This research examines the notion that the motivational influences of performance
meaning which provides personal significance for a novel and challenging cognitive
activity may bias self-efficacy judgments and thus change the relationship between
efficacy judgments and subsequent performance. We conducted an experiment to test
the hypothesis. Performance meaning was manipulated with the participants’ long-term
career goals which are closely bound to future self-image. After learning a novel task,
participants judged their efficacy expectation by comparing with either a high or low
assigned anchor value and then performed the task for 20 minutes. The results showed
that performance meaning situationally constructed led to the differential effects of
assigned anchor values on self-efficacy judgments, which in turn moderated the strength
of the relationship between self-efficacy judgments and subsequent performance. When
given the high anchor value, participants in the performance meaning condition, unlike
those in the neutral condition, were not bothered by their cognitive ability, indicated by
ACT scores, and accepted the anchoring bias of the high anchor value. However, when
given the low anchor value, they resisted the anchoring bias of the low anchor value by
counting on the perceived meaningfulness of task performance. The results indicate that
the difference in performance meaning may affect the way in which one judges selfefficacy by bringing different self-knowledge to efficacy judgments and interacting with
the cognitive impact of a standard of comparison or anchor value on efficacy judgments,
and in turn moderate the extent to which these judgments affect subsequent
performance.
These findings provide a valuable insight into shaping performance meaning in
achievement settings. This meaning construction process may be a beneficial strategy
for building a strong sense of efficacy while possibly preventing the effects of
potentially discouraging experiences that may randomly occur or general memories of
past unsuccessful experiences, particularly in novel task performance settings. Previous
research has found that self-efficacy belief is an important determinant of academic
learning and performance (for review, see Pajares, 1996). Given that the most reliable
way to establish self-confident beliefs is through success in the initial experience, the
present findings suggest that when students face a novel challenging complex task, if
they commit to this task in the context of the pursuit of their important future goals, they
may experience a more effective motivational process.
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Dissertation Abstract
Emerging 21st-Century Educational Challenges and Opportunities:
An Appreciative Inquiry of Public Education In The U.S. Virgin Islands
This study explored the critical challenges and opportunities in K–12 public education in
the U.S. Virgins Islands (USVI). Specifically, this study sought to understand the USVI
education leaders’ experiences in their public education system as a whole, the challenges and
opportunities they faced, their perceptions of the institution’s greatest strengths, and their
perceptions on the future of education in the territory. This research also explored which factors
influence educational-leadership success in the USVI.
The study employed appreciative inquiry as a theoretical framework. Application of the
core principles of appreciative inquiry laid the foundation for a narrative-based qualitative
inquiry into educational success in the USVI. Central questions that guided this research were (a)
What are the perceived experiences of education leaders in the USVI public education system?
(b) How do education leaders in the USVI perceive the factors that contribute to the challenges
in education in the Virgin Islands? (c) To what extent have U.S. federal mandates on education
impacted the Virgin Islands’ education system? (d) What factors have contributed to USVI
leaders’ perceptions of opportunities and implications for change?
Eight participants shared their experiences and perceptions of leadership in the USVI.
The findings of this study identified various leadership challenges in USVI public education as
well as best practices in leadership and learning. Due to their intimate connections to and in the
public education system, participants felt personally and collectively responsible for their
leadership actions They all recognized the uniqueness of leadership in an insular territory. They
understood the challenges of implementing policies of imposed macrolevel sanctions in a highly
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political and dynamic mesolevel structure. Armed with this understanding and “collective will,”
they were able to mitigate and overcome these challenges and act at the microsystem level to
positively impact academic success in the USVI.
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Abstract
Academic underachievement has been an area of interest for researchers,
educationists, parents and learners from last few decades due to its detrimental effects.
Literature has well established the significance to identify underachievement at secondary
school education to deal the long term negative consequences (i.e., McCall, Evahn, Kratzer,
1992; Patterson, 2000; Siegle, McCoach & Mann, 2005; Moore, 2006). The present study
was designed to explore academic underachievement among secondary school students in
Pakistan. The underachievers were compared to high achievers on selected factors in school
context (i.e., locality of the school as defined by Federal Board of Intermediate and
Secondary Education (Urban/Rural/cantt & garrison schools); school type (boys / girls;
residential/nonresidential); number of students in classroom; Academic underachievement
was measured through measuring discrepancy between intelligence scores on Raven’s
Standard Progressive Matrics (SPM; Raven, 1983) and achievement scores (Federal Board
result of 9th grade). The cut-off score method for measuring discrepancy between intelligence
and achievement is based on study conducted by Lau & Chan (2001). Initially, a total 1276
students (48.9 % boys; 51.1 % girls) from 20 randomly selected schools from four cities of
Pakistan were approached. Two samples of students (1) underachievers (N= 213) and (2)
high achievers (N= 138) were screened out on the bases of percentile scores on SPM. The
analyses revealed 18.7% among the participants were underachievers. Underachievement was
also high among rural (58.2 %); girls (60.1%); and non- residential schools.

Further,

ANOVA and post hoc analysis showed significant group differences with reference to school
context factors. The findings of present study have significant implications in social,
economic and cultural context of Pakistani schools.
Keywords: Underachievement, Underachiever, Achievement Difference, achievement
in school context
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Aesthetic Experience in Education:
An Exploration of Freedom, Feelings and Neuroscience
Can I tell you what the elder told me?
Certainly. I’d like to hear that.
She said Creation gives us three ways to get to the truth of things
[thought, emotion and words.]
I follow that. It sounds right.
The shame of it is, we somehow have become convinced that
thinking is the most powerful tool, followed closely by words.
I agree.
But the thing is, it’s emotion, feeling, that’s the most powerful
tool in finding the truth of things. It’s also the most difficult to
employ. You actually have to allow yourself to feel the experience,
then explore it with thought, and then express it in words to
capture it, own it, learn from it.
(R. Wagamese, Ragged Company, 2008, p. 280-81)
The quotation above is taken from a story about life, about people, about
reaching and searching, about seeing and not seeing one another, about
homelessness, about loss, about sorrow and pain, about spirit and change. It is
a story that challenges readers to think again about what they think they know
– about self, life, people, reaching, searching, seeing, homelessness, loss,
sorrow, pain, spirit, change. More than anything, it is a story that invites
readers to feel, to respond in the heart and the gut. I would also venture to say
that it is a reflection of the provocative modern common-sense truth that ‘we
learn more from life than we do from school’.
Do we learn more from life than from school? School. Education. What do
these words mean to us? What are the images and feelings and memories that
these words evoke for each of us? Each one of us is a complex story – a
potential narrative - with our untold memories and meanings wrapped in layers
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of consciousness, of psyche, of organic, chemical, neural and physical patterns
we call self. My experiences and my meaning of school and education differs
from every other person’s, yet, as Gunther Kress (2010, pp. 114-116) brings out
in his work on multimodality and social semiotics, there are enough common
features about the global institutional framing we call ‘school’ and ‘education’
(buildings, schedules, subjects, textbooks, methods of teaching and learning,
etc.) that we share common experience and common meaning when we tell our
different particular stories.
Is it part of our common experience that we learn less from school than
from ‘life’? And what might that mean? There are many features of ‘school’ –
as of society - that perhaps lend strength to the idea. As physical buildings, for
instance, schools tend to be square, contained, closed, architecturally
uninviting, and sometimes even almost prison-like. Many schools have dull
fluorescent lighting in classrooms rather than wide open, bright natural light.
Hallways are straight and controlled. Classrooms are square and contained.
Straight hard chairs, tables and desks are often in rows, with the teacher at the
front. Walls are so often beige, drab and colourless that creative teachers have
to work at adding colour and joy, texture and hope. Likewise, timetables and
schedules are controlled and rigorously enforced with bells and buzzers. In high
schools, young people move from class to class where each class is separate
and most often detached from every other class. The effects of this kind of
physical detail on students and teachers should not be underestimated:
Many signs we encounter are in three-dimensional form… In the reception
of a sign the materiality of modes intercepts with the physiology of
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bodies. We engage with the objects represented… not only through the
modes of image, writing, colour, but also in actual or imagined ‘inner’
mimesis through touch and feel, scent and smell, in action – imagined or
real (Kress, 2010, p. 76-77).
It should not be surprising, then, that our feelings, thoughts and ideas become
controlled, contained, detached, and scheduled too.
Freedom
Not surprisingly, too, we make the common observation (often a very rational
observation, rather than a feelingful regret) that as we get older we lose that
childhood sense of wonder, awe and genuine excitement of learning. In early
education, children more often than not are still wide-eyed and curious, full of
energy and enthusiasm, full of questions and wonder. But as school progresses,
we notice this spirit of inquiry less and less; this genuine openness of quest
diminishes. Maxine Greene’s essays on education (1995) emphasize again and
again the notion that education ought to be a habitual move away from what
Virginia Woolf called the “cotton wool of daily life” (1995, p. 5) and a
consistent lift into the awakening of consciousness that gives rise to questing.
“All depends upon a breaking free, a leap, and then a question. I would like to
claim that this is how learning happens and that the educative task is to create
situations in which the young [and older!] are moved to begin to ask, in all the
tones of voice there are, ‘Why?’” (Greene, 1995, p. 6).
Is the ‘cotton wool’ routine dullness of daily life something natural to
human beings? Is this how human beings develop? Is it ‘normal’ for adulthood to
be a detached, separated, controlled, dulled, rational way of being? The
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modern ‘truth’ that places ‘life learning’ over ‘school learning’ seems to
undermine this view of adulthood. It reflects - and perhaps symbolizes - our
gut-level lack of belief in the idea that loss of wonder and excitement is a
normal part of maturing.
Yet society is based so strongly on this strange norm of adulthood that we
actually are expected (and so learn to expect ourselves) to lose our wonder,
our sense of awe, of excitement and openness and quest. We are pushed in so
many different ways to ‘settle down’, to be financially responsible, to
accumulate the trappings of ‘success’ - a well-paying job, a home, a car, all
the material things that spell security in our Western world. We are told to
‘pay attention’ in school, we are pressured to achieve, to get ‘good grades’ in
order to have better opportunities in an economically driven world. The
increasingly controlled world of schooling with its schedules and classrooms and
containment only reflects the controlled world of economic survival with its job
schedules and offices and containments. Not surprisingly, despite rapidly
growing neuropsychological evidence to the contrary, “a strong everyday belief
about the brain is that its organisation will be found to be supremely logical
with its parts in place like those of a well-engineered machine” (Benson, 2001,
p. 32). ‘Life’ in this post-modern world seems not to be any more alive,
questing and open than in school.
So what do we imagine, feel, think of and recall when we hear the words
‘life experience’? What kinds of life experiences do we have that relate to the
modern day proverb that we learn more from life than from school? And what
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can we learn from them about school and education? In terms of life
experiences, I think of relationships: personal relationships, family
relationships, and especially struggles in relationships. I think of ‘tough times’,
searching for answers to experiences that leave hurt, confusion, uncertainty. I
think of the twists and turns that life throws at us: disappointments and closed
doors, unexpected opportunities and strange destinies, duties and obligations
that emerge as gems shaping and changing us in ways we could not have
imagined. I think of paths taken and not taken, choices made, ways embraced
or resented. I think of the continual striving to find ‘my place’ in the world,
and the process of reflection to continually discover and re-discover who I am,
who I have been, who I am becoming and who I might become as I move on my
journey. I think of “the story or stories of myself that I tell, that I hear others
tell of me, that I am unable or unwilling to tell” and I recognize that they “are
not independent of the self that I am: they are constitutive of me” (Benson,
2001, p. 45). All of this, to me, speaks of life: deep-rooted feeling, aliveness in
self-searching and questing, and openness to the dazzlingly unexpected paths
of Creation’s unfolding.
In a specifically cultural context, ‘life experience’ makes me think of the
kaleidoscope of communal, societal and world events and meanings of which I
am an integral part. In speaking of interest, Kress states that “my interest is
shaped by my history, by my experiences over time in a set of communities and
their cultures” (2010, p. 51). I think of the many different places I have lived in
the world, of my childhood neighbourhood, of my Canadian culture, of the
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upheaval in this technologically, politically and economically changing world in
which I have been born and am living. And I think of my personal struggle as
alongside the human struggle to find our place in this world.
We’re all explorers, really. We’re all seeking the source of something, like
Burton and Speke sought the source of the Nile River. We’re all of us
engaged in the process of finding our way. And it’s a hard go. So easy to
become lost, confused, befuddled by territories you’ve never seen before,
never expected to find, never knew existed or would become so important
to you, so much a part of the tale you’d tell (Wagamese, 2008, p. 266).
Feeling and questing our ways forward, creating our stories as we go
along… is this what school does for us? Is education about this? There is an odd
kind of freedom in this struggle of life. Freedom and struggle – they seem to be
paradoxical. But are they? Maxine Greene poses a question about curriculum
that relates to freedom: “What of curriculum itself as a search for meaning?”
(1995, p. 89). She goes on to provide an array of beautiful passages from
various genres of literature, each illustrating for us our human struggle and
search for meaning, the human longing for openness and “emancipated
thinking” (p. 91). As Greene insists, these words and ideas reveal us in our
human condition and help us reach “the ground of [our] being – reaching
beyond where one is” (p. 93). In each one of us there is this capacity of
transcendent reach, an unrestricted desire to experience, to understand, to
know, to become. Simone de Beauvoir (1983 [1952], p. 34), Hannah Arendt
(1998; 1958, p. 178), Betty Friedan (1963, p. 67), numerous psychologists and
philosophers through the years and over the centuries have noted it. But more
than that, it is something we can affirm for and in ourselves: an empirical truth
evident in the fact of our very questioning (what is it? why? is it? what to do?
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should I do it? why should I do it?). Most significantly, our questions do not have
an end. Is this questing spirit not what strikes us so forcefully about the wonder
and excitement of children? And is this not the spirit that gets dulled through
the “organized authority and power [that] shut[s] open windows” (Greene,
1995, p. 91)? Our nature is a questing nature with a reach that is infinitely
open. As Elizabeth Bishop states in her poem, ‘At the Fish-houses,’ “It is like
what we imagine knowledge to be: dark, salt, clear, moving, utterly free”
(Greene, 1995, p. 90).
Freedom is in each of us in the form of our transcendent questing spirit,
yet in the midst of pressures to ‘settle down’ in this modern industrial
economic-political world, it is so easy to overlook it. Both individually and
through society there is a pull toward the familiar, the comfortable, the
routine, and this so easily becomes the tedious, the dull, the safe, the
uninspired. Consequently, it seems always to be a struggle to respect and allow
our questing its reach, its openness. In this same line of thinking, Greene
speaks of an inner dialectic, an inner ‘tug of war’ that wages battle in each of
us, between “the factors that hold us in place, that stand in the way of our
growing, and the factors that provoke us to act on our desires, to break
through the obstacles, to become different, to be” (1995, p. 112). Literature
and all art helps us to “break through the limits of the conventional and the
taken for granted… to keep arousing ourselves to begin again” (Greene, 1995,
p. 109). Recognizing the inner dialectical struggle as our human struggle is
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recognizing the battle for freedom that goes on in our own human bodies,
hearts and minds.
Freedom and Feeling
For our freedom of transcendence is embodied and feelingful. ∗ Yet for
centuries, at least in the Western world, we have been victims of the priority
of thought over emotion, of rational being over feeling-full being, as the
quotation at the beginning of this essay points out. “One of [Antonio]
Damasio’s most surprising discoveries is that the feelings generated by the body
are an essential element of rational thought” - rather than the other way
around; that is, emotions do not ‘interfere’ with reason but quite the opposite
(Lehrer, 2007, p. 20). Through studies of brain-damaged patients who are no
longer capable of making reasonable decisions, Damasio shows how dependent
we are on our emotions for our reasoning (Damasio, 1995). Kress, speaking
about inner mimesis and meaning in a similar vein, demonstrates how we
physically move our bodies before we verbally or rationally state what we are
about to do, and how “usually the other member of the ‘pair’ is aware of this
[bodily] communication and makes complementary modal adjustments” (2010,
p. 169). It seems we do indeed feel first, think and speak second.
It seems reasonable, then, to talk about a freedom of consciousness that
is rooted in body-heart-mind-emotion. By freedom, though, I am not thinking of
the simple (or not so simple!) fact that we have the capacity to make our own
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A definition of feeling versus emotion is given in the following section of the essay, when
neuroscience enters.
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decisions, to will for ourselves. I am thinking of the fact that there is a natural
‘organic’ rhythm of being human, a natural organic subjectivity if you like, that
takes joy in, delights in, is liberated in its open reach of unrestricted
questioning wonder. Children at play exhibit this liberation and exuberance;
the exuberance is an entire ‘body-mind’ exuberance. Their games are full of
imaginings, questions, ideas, possibilities, adventure, daring – they embody all
the ‘question-types’ mentioned above in the freedom of their reaching spirit.
Freedom, Feelings and Neuroscience
Embodiment is a key feature in Ciaran Benson’s work in cultural psychology,
which includes significant references to neural psychology and neuroscience.
His book contains a chapter with the title, “Feeling Your Way: Emotions as
Self’s Pathfinders” (2001, pp. 103-117). Here, also drawing on Antonio
Damasio, he describes how feeling underpins core consciousness (p. 105). The
thrust of the chapter is to convince us of the need to re-orient our appreciation
of ourselves as ‘rational animals’ and shift to an appreciation of ourselves as an
integrated ‘felt-thinking’ being (p. 106).
This notion of integrated (felt-thinking) being is what I want to focus on in
my exploration of freedom, feeling and neuroscience. What is gradually being
revealed through the burst of study in this field is an integral perspective of
human being. That is, in contrast to the long centuries that have emphasized
reason, mind, objectivity-detached-from-feeling, and the separation of the
sciences from the humanities and arts, we are now coming to embrace a much
more integral view of who we are as human and of the worlds we occupy. In
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our integrated being, we are complexly layered: mind cannot be separated
from psyche with its complement of sense, memory, imagination, perception,
emotion and volition; psyche cannot be separated from the biological organism
with its complex organic systems supporting and integrating experience; the
systems of organs cannot be separated from the physiological neural and
chemical functioning that supports the integrating activity on organic levels;
and the neural and chemical functioning cannot be separated from the
physical, with its mystery of energy. This is not a hierarchical structure but an
integral structure, one which recognizes an increasing structural complexity
underpinning the interdependent functioning of our habitual schemes of
recurrence. ∗ It is also integrally active in the formation and creation of new
schemes of recurrence as we find our ways in new paths of living.
It may help to have some sort of image to ‘hold together’ the idea of our
integrated being. ∗ The image below is a simplified version of physicist and
philosopher Philip McShane’s second ‘meta-word’ on this very topic (1974, p.
106). The regular-size letters stand for the various interdependent layers of our
human being in their increasing complexity: physical, chemical, organic,
psychic, intellectual, spiritual - our human capacity and reach for the
transcendent. The subscript letters represent varieties of conjugate forms
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Bernard Lonergan discusses and defines schemes of recurrence in his study of emergent
probability as world view and in his notion of development in genetic method. In Insight: A
Study of Human Understanding. Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, Vol. 3. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1998; 1957, chapters 4 and 15 respectively.
∗
St. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologica, Ia. Q. 84, a. 7: Whether we need a diagram, or a
phantasm, to understand. Aquinas answers convincingly to the positive, that images are
necessary to insight and hence to understanding.
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associated with each of these sciences (a refinement beyond this present
essay).

H

(p i ; c j ; o k ; p l ; i m ; s n )

The main purpose of the image, as Kress (2010) would attest, is to provide a
visual representation or symbol of our meaning for integral human being.
Returning to the notion of our freedom of consciousness, we might begin
to get a feel for how we, as a culture, could come to an enlarged appreciation
of ourselves and the integral working of body, feeling and mind as we
“gropingly advance” through life (Benson, 2001, p. 103). As Benson brings out
so convincingly, feeling is our guide in decision-making. The adventure of life,
the opening up to and exploration of possibilities of being is thoroughly
underpinned by feeling and emotion, which in turn is underpinned by the
neuro-chemico-physical processes and functionings of our whole body-feelingmind system.
Similar to Benson, Hannah Arendt, in The Human Condition, explores the
idea of action as related to freedom. She connects the idea of action with the
quality of human freedom because we embody, through our decision-making,
‘beginning’ (1998; 1958, pp. 9, 175-247). Each new decision we make is a new
beginning, taking us into the region of the unknown. We cannot know for
certain where a decision or action will ultimately lead us, and so by nature we
are required to be open. The quality of freedom, she says, is linked to this
miracle of having to be open to the unexpected, the new, the unanticipated,
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the unpredictable. Likewise, Greene says, “I think of how much beginnings
have to do with freedom, how much disruption has to do with consciousness
and the awareness of possibility… we ourselves have to experience breaks with
what has been established in our own lives; have to keep arousing ourselves to
begin again” (1995, p. 109). And in our new beginnings, there can be a new
appreciation and understanding of our selves as integral in our openness. Not
only do we have a transcendent reach of wonder as a natural part of who we
are, spontaneously leading us in our questioning beyond ourselves to ever
larger worlds, but also we can appreciate and identify that we are integrally
embodied in our transcendent wonder.
This integral view of transcendent self is a view that has been approached
by other philosophers of aesthetics earlier in the 20th century. Susanne Langer
anticipated it in her exploration of feeling through the mid 1900s. In Mind: An
Essay on Human Feeling (1967, p. 7), she talks about the word ‘feeling’ and
how we tend to think of it as a noun, a thing, an entity. Yet feeling is a verb; it
is something that occurs or happens. It is not something we ‘have’, but
something we do. Feeling is a process, “perhaps a large complex of processes,
within the organism” (p. 7). The advancement of neuroscience confirms
Langer’s notions. As she proposed, so we are now discovering that “the entire
psychological field – including human conception, responsible action,
rationality, knowledge – is a vast and branching development of feeling”
(Langer, 1967, p. 9). John Dewey also appreciated emotion as something far
beyond any simple entity. “We are given to thinking of emotions as things as
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simple and compact as are the words by which we name them. In fact,
emotions are qualities… of a complex experience that moves and changes”
(1934, p. 43).
More recently, Damasio takes up William James’ work distinguishing
feeling and emotion and places it in the growing dynamic context of psychology
and neuroscience. Echoing Langer, he “turn[s] to emotion and feeling, central
aspects of biological regulation, to suggest that they provide the bridge
between rational and non-rational processes, between cortical and sub-cortical
structures” (Damasio, 1995, p. 128). In a gross over-simplification of his
distinction between emotion and feeling, emotions are “bodily changes” with
the emphasis on the physiological-biological body state (Damasio, 1995, p.
132), while feeling is “the realization of the nexus between [the] object [that
excited the emotion] and the emotional body state”; it is, in effect, “being
conscious of your emotions” (Damasio, 1995, p. 132-33). It is this definition
that I favour in my essay.
From Damasio’s studies and others, ∗ like Benson and Fehrer who have
furthered these findings, we are gradually discovering a mysterious complexity
of emotion and feeling as inseparably intertwined with what we have so long
been in the habit of thinking of separate ‘objective’ rational mind. This raises
questions about our questioning spirit – how does feeling lead and help us find
our way forward in our questioning? What role does it play in curiosity, in
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It is also worth mentioning Candace Pert’s work in this area, The Molecules of Emotion: Why
We Feel the Way We Feel. New York: Scribner, 1997, as well as Rita Carter’s Mapping the
Mind. London: Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1998.
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conceiving, supposing, defining, judging – all the things we tend even yet to
think of as ‘purely rational’ and emotionless? Already our view of ourselves is
changing radically; what future changes are there to come?
The challenge now is to begin, as a human group, to conceive ourselves
anew and to lift our self-understanding up to the level of these newfound
discoveries, to conceive and affirm ourselves as the integral unrestricted beings
that we are. Mystery and wonder is at the core of us, not in any abstract way
but in a concrete, integrally embodied way. As we begin to affirm this about
our humanness, we can begin to implement changes that this view implicates in
our human living, especially in our schools and in education generally. This is a
long-term cultural-societal project of changing the meaning-making we do
about ourselves. Kress pushes the boundaries of social semiotics when he notes
that “learning is not a term that belongs in semiotics. So can there be a (social
semiotic) theory of learning? And what might we mean by learning?” (2010, p.
178). Likewise, neuroscience is pushing the boundaries of how we understand
ourselves and what we might mean by learning from the vantage point of our
integral self-view. A first step is to gradually represent (such as in the
image/diagram above, as one example) our view of ourselves to ourselves in
order to move to a new understanding of ‘who we are’ - integral, questing
searchers.
A Larger Context: Aesthetic Experience
To add a further dimension to this enlarged self-appreciation, I would claim
that aesthetic experience is central to it. Why? What do I mean by aesthetic
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experience? A full explanation of aesthetic experience, one that respects the
integral character of our being, will eventually include the neuro-chemical
research that is ongoing and that will lead us to increasingly new discoveries of
who we are. But a first step towards that fuller explanation is to begin with
common human characteristics of aesthetic experiences. Taking his lead from
Susanne Langer, Bernard Lonergan (1993, pp. 208-232) considers aesthetic
experience as a ‘purely experiential pattern’, where each term is carefully
defined. In summary form, aesthetic experience allows our sensibility and the
flow of our subjective consciousness to be liberated from the demands of
practical, technological, political, scientific, intellectual, philosophical...
activity. Stopping at the red light, going at the green, for instance, imposes an
instrumental demand on our senses and consciousness to operate in that
practical pattern of experience. Problems in mathematics or in philosophy or in
social science likewise demand sensibility and consciousness to operate within
those intellectual patterns of experience. The aesthetic pattern of experience
is unique in that is a liberation of sense and consciousness from the demands of
these other patterns of experience. In aesthetic experience, then, the patterns
and rhythms of my sensibility are not instrumentalized, nor are they at the
demand of intellectual or scientific pursuit, nor of practical planning; they are
free to follow their own proper rhythms.
The word ‘purely’ relates to this freedom. This brings me directly back to
the notion of freedom of consciousness I explored earlier. Then, I linked the
word ‘freedom’ with the unrestricted reach of our questioning, of our integral
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body-mind desire to understand, to know, to be, and – most actively - to
become. Aesthetic experience also is linked to this freedom, hence the word
‘purely’ in Lonergan’s definition. Whether in nature or art, the wide open
spread of the sea or sky, the height and breadth of the mountains, the endless
array of stars; the lilt of a poem or a song, the tenderness of a smile in a
painting, the curve of a wrist in a statue; it does not matter so much what it is
that I am responding to in my aesthetic pattern of experience, what is
important is the fact that the lift of sense, of memory, of feeling is mine, and
that it follows my rhythms of being. I am responding freely, in my own rhythms
of sensing and perceiving, to the subtleties and rhythms that I see, hear, feel in
the view, the vista, the poem, the song, the painting, the sculpture… and so
on. “[The purely experiential pattern] is of the seen as seen, of the heard as
heard, of the felt as felt. It is accompanied by a retinue of associations,
affects, emotions, incipient tendencies that are part of one, that arise
spontaneously and naturally from the person” (Lonergan, 1993, p. 214). Art and
aesthetic experience liberate me in my sensing, perceiving, questing conscious
capacity.
Yet aesthetic experience is not merely individualistic; it heads toward the
universe. Art – and nature – open us to possibilities of being in the world that
we might never have imagined. This is because our innate reach for becoming
is liberated in aesthetic experience.
Just as on the intellectual level the operator is wonder, the pure desire to
know, so on the sensitive level there is a corresponding operator. With it
are associated feelings of awe, fascination, the uncanny. It is an openness
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to the world, to adventure, to greatness, to goodness, to majesty
(Lonergan, 1993, p. 214).
Art presents realities of human life from new perspectives that help us to ‘open
our eyes’ and see ourselves and the world in new ways. Bruce Springstein’s “41
Shots,” for example, opens us to new views of what it means to live amidst
racial injustice. When I say ‘opens us’ I mean that it literally creates in us - at
least in those of us who are open to the music, the lyrics, the story - new
sensibilities, new perceptions, new rhythms of feeling. As Benson says:
The ephemerality of our notions of inside and outside, and the direction
with which our preoccupations change from internal to external or from
external to internal, are most acutely in play during pain and suffering, on
the negative side, or during love and aesthetic or mystical experiences on
the positive side. To put it succinctly but crudely, pain and suffering
direct attention ‘inwards’ whereas love and art direct attention
‘outwards’. If all experience is a dynamic and variable interaction
between the constitutive powers of subjectivity (how things are for me)
and intentionality (the focus of my subjectivity), then suffering can be
characterised as an intensification of the subjective with a corresponding
diminution of the objective and the non-self. Love or aesthetic
experiences of art, on the other hand, are intensifications of the powers
of the intentional object to shape subjective experience in novel ways
(2001, p. 161).
This created, liberated sense-ability and freedom of experience carries me, us,
to new questions, new ideas, new thoughts about what it means to be human in
this multi-cultured world. But that is not all. Much more importantly, aesthetic
experience, with its ‘associated feelings of awe’, acts as an invitation to notice
within ourselves our own existential transcendent reach, to notice the wonder
in us that is the ‘spark of the divine’ at the core of our humanness.
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A Final Context: Education
This has significant implications for education. Initially, through art and
aesthetic experience, both students and teachers can be lifted into new actual
patterns and rhythms of being and into new possibilities for becoming – for
what and who she or he will be in the world. Songs and music introduce us to
cultures strange to us; poems carry us into unknown worlds and help us feel
reverence in the everyday; architecture lifts us into spaces that breathe and
shape our feeling for where we are; paintings draw us into landscapes, cities,
towns and people made startlingly fresh by being ‘framed’ in ways we had not
noticed or felt before. Art opens us to worlds of being that are new to us and
literally changes and lifts us wholly in our integral conscious experience senses, feelings, images, memories, questionings, reflections, hopes, dreams,
ambitions, desires.
But more than this, art and aesthetic experience together reveal us to
ourselves in ‘the ground of our being’ (Greene, 1995, p. 93). This is a sort of
second level reflection or self-discovery, as briefly indicated at the close of the
previous section of this paper. Not only are we spontaneously lifted,
potentially and literally, into new beginnings and new self-becomings by art
and by the aesthetic experience, but also we can become aware of ourselves as
beings that possess this transcendent reach. This shift to an enlarged selfappreciation and self-understanding of myself-as-wonderer I believe needs to
be recognized as something beyond an every-day spontaneous selfappreciation. It is, in effect, a sort of ‘second order’ realization. It is a further
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level of self-appropriation and self-identification: I am affirming my self to be
a questioner/wonderer who is transcendent by the very transcendent nature of
my questioning, wondering human capacity. This sounds ‘obvious’, yet is not.
We find our way, but also we find that we are the way. Our questions are ‘the
answer’ to who we are as humans. In each of us, there is the fact of this
transcendent reach that connects us to the world and to each other, and that
allows us to move beyond what we are now.
This is a self-discovery that restores feeling to its rightful place in the
‘core of consciousness’ and which, therefore, has profound implications for
education.
Consciousness, core and extended, is twofold in its structure. It comprises
subjectivity and intentionality. Subjectivity concerns what it is like to be
me experiencing something. Intentionality concerns the something I am
experiencing, the object of my attention. Each constitutes the other as a
unity of experience within the ongoing flow of consciousness. If during the
transient states of core consciousness the object of attention changes,
then my subjectivity – what it feels like to me at that time of attending to
that object – also changes. Core self is changeable in that sense (Benson,
2001, p. 123).
This description of core consciousness has some deep parallels with Lonergan’s
description of the freedom of consciousness and its liberated flow of sense and
feeling during aesthetic experience. Moreover, “emotions lead in the creation
of circumstances which are advantageous to the organism” (Benson, 2001, p.
111). Aesthetic experiences, which have the power to transform us positively
and, at their height, to provoke feelings of wonder, awe, and fascination, and
which locate us within our unrestricted questing reach for majesty, greatness,
goodness and daring, are surely circumstances ‘advantageous to the organism’.
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As Langer notes, “the study of feeling – its sources, its forms, its complexities –
leads one down into biological structure and processes… and upward to the
purely human sphere known as ‘culture’” (Langer, 1970, p. 32; Benson, 2001,
p. 104).
Art, likewise, leads us down to the biological and upward to culture. At
times it has the power to silence us, still us, startle us, and in so doing, to
unite us in our humanness. Further, this experience of being silenced, stilled
startled, with its associated rhythm of feeling that we variously call wonder or
awe, can be thought of (or felt as) an awakening of the soul – sometimes
accompanied by shivers or ‘goose-bumps’. It is this powerful liberation of
consciousness in its integral wholeness that fascinates and opens us to the
strange, to the new, to the unexpected, to possibilities of becoming. “Rich
experiences, such as aesthetic experiences of art, …both in their powers to coconstitute consciousness and to move conscious persons beyond the boundaries
of their own bodies into an external world shared with others, are vehicles for
self-expansion” (Benson, 2001, p. 168). Whether profoundly awesome or
merely liberating in its lift of sensibility, aesthetic experience is at the height
of human experience in that it orients us communally within the transcendent
openness that is the ground of our being. This openness – of sense, of
imagination, of memory, of feeling, of consciousness in its fullness – is at the
heart of education, of all learning. Without it, without the stirring of the soul,
however small that stirring may be, ‘learning’ is a matter of dullness, rote, a
repetition of memorizing that lacks vitality, interest, curiosity, heart. Greene,
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quoting Walker Percy, says that to be without the awareness of “the possibility
of the search” is to be “in despair” (1995, p. 92). Aesthetic experience, as that
which best evokes the possibility of the search, is the heart and beginning of all
education – science and humanities alike.
Education needs art. It desperately needs aesthetic experience. It needs it
as the beginning - the heart - of all wonder, all curiosity, all questioning and all
core self-identification. Scientist Jonah Lehrer, in his book Proust was a
Neuroscientist (2007), proposes the moral that “we are made of art and
science” (p. xii). Science needs art and art needs science:
Take the human mind. Scientists describe our brain in terms of its physical
details; they say we are nothing but a loom of electrical cells and synaptic
spaces. What science forgets is that this isn’t how we experience the
world. It is ironic but true: the one reality science cannot reduce is the
only reality we will ever know. This is why we need art. By expressing our
actual experience, the artist reminds us that our science is incomplete,
that no map of matter will ever explain the immateriality of our
consciousness (Lehrer, 2007, p. xii).
The role of mystery is radically significant here. What Lehrer is emphasizing in
this passage and in his book is the need for us in our humanness to remain open
to what lies beyond, to mystery, to the unknown. Aesthetic experience has the
power to evoke in us our openness to mystery and to the unknown. And it does
so with those powerful feelings of associated awe, fascination, wonder.
At the beginning of this essay, I spoke of children and their spontaneous
excitement about the world, their vital sense of awe and mystery that leads
them, feeling-fully, to vibrant questioning, and I asked what happens to this
orientation as we ‘grow up’. Now, I return to that question and to the most
important reason why education needs art and aesthetic experience. As Lehrer
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says, “science needs art to frame the mystery…” (2007, p. xii). Likewise,
education needs art to frame the mystery. Just as through personal narrative
we select and construct the stories of who we are, where we have been and
where we are going (Benson, 2001, chapter 3), so through an education of
feeling in art and aesthetic experience we can construct a self-understanding
of the transcendent beings that we are, reaching in awe toward the unknown,
toward mystery. From an evolutionary perspective, we, the human group, can
discover our core humanness in our feeling-full transcendent openness. With
that self-discovery can come a re-orientation of ourselves, our educational
systems, and of our societies (economic, political, cultural, technological, etc)
so that we can restore wonder, awe, openness and questing as core values at
the heart of us, of education and of all schemes of human evolution.
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Description: Scholars and children’s literature specialists have highlighted many
elements of wordless books that carry meaning. For instance, Ramos & Ramos
(2011) note in their study Ecoliteracy Through Imagery: A Close Reading of Two
Wordless Picture Books that the page divide on a double page spread in Suzy Lee’s
book Wave signifies the divide between humanity and nature. In contrast to
scholarly perspectives, this paper explores interpretations derived by children
while reading Wave by Suzy Lee.
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Deriving Meaning Through Image: Listening to Children Read Wordless Books
Summary of Project
The study aims to gain insight into how children derive meaning from wordless
books (books which tell a story using only pictures and no words). Scholars and
children’s literature specialists have highlighted many elements of wordless books
that carry meaning. For instance, Ramos & Ramos (2011) note in their study
Ecoliteracy Through Imagery: A Close Reading of Two Wordless Picture Books that the
page divide on a double page spread in Suzy Lee’s book Wave signifies the divide
between humanity and nature. Another example from the same text is that the birds
appear to mimic and therefore highlight a little girl’s actions. The use of colour in
Wave is also of interest in that as the story progresses the colour from the sea is
found in the girl’s dress.
In recent years, our society has begun to rely more and more on images to
communicate meaning and message (Kress, 2003). This study is important because
wordless books isolate image as the sole meaning carrier of a story. Students are
forced to use their understanding of visual grammar to interpret these messages. As
mentioned above, scholars have ideas about which elements are available for
interpretation. The current study, unlike work done by Ramos & Ramos (2011),
aims to listen to what children have to say in the hopes of gaining insight into the
meaning they construct when provided an opportunity to view wordless books.
Theoretical Framework and Positionality: With a focus on language and
literacy, this project will serve as a pilot study for my thesis. I read and search out
new wordless and image based children’s books regularly. In the report, prior to
conducting interviews with students, I will clearly outline the elements that I find to
be particularly meaningful along with my interpretations of the book. This will be
done in an effort to be transparent about my sense of the book and how I derive
meaning from the images. Further, I will highlight how reading literature on this
subject has influenced these interpretations. After collecting data, analysis will be
done by employing a social constructivist interpretive framework. The nature of the
shared reading that students will engage in lends itself well to this framework.
Methods: The qualitative approach that I will be using for this project is the
phenomenological study design. Specifically, to use John W. Creswell’s (2013)
outline, the focus will be on understanding the essence of the experience of reading
a wordless book. I will be studying several individuals who will share the experience
of reading the same wordless book. My analysis will be centered on identifying
significant statements made by the students and the written report will focus on
describing the essence of the experience.
This study will be using class time, therefore measures will be taken to
ensure that it is a meaningful and authentic learning opportunity for all students. I
will spend two to three days reading with small groups of three to five students. All
students will be randomly assigned to groups and will receive the same opportunity
to participate in shared reading of Wave by Suzy Lee. Audio recordings will only be
collected from students who have provided assent and whose parents have given
consent.
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Tap In Leadership Academy
Educate ▪ Equip ▪ Empower
Tap In Leadership Academy (Tap In), is a 501(c)(3) academic enrichment program.
MISSION
The mission of Tap In Leadership Academy (Tap In) is to enhance educational
achievement, leadership development, and cultural awareness. By providing children with an
equitable opportunity for intellectual, social, and emotional growth, it is Tap In’s long-term
goal that all of its scholars complete a four-year college or university program.
VISION
Tap In Leadership Academy’s vision is to educate, equip, and empower scholars to become
the next generation of leaders.
How is Tap In Leadership Academy different from other enrichment programs?
By serving scholars as early as 6th grade, Tap In Leadership Academy provide youth with
early opportunities to grow and learn in a multi-age environment. Through interactive
lessons, hands-on activities, and engaging field studies, Tap In scholars are exposed to a
holistic and culturally diverse assortment of options. Peer mentoring and one-on-one
tutoring give students the time and attention they need to achieve excellence in academics
and learn healthy ways to navigate relationships. Leaders are blossom through these
experiences, and Tap In Leadership Academy strives to maintain and sustain
communication with our scholars as they travel through these multiple levels of learning.
As scholars journey through a wide array of educational experiences, the interwoven
thread binding our activities is respect for multiculturalism. By acknowledging and
teaching about cultural differences, this approach helps to foster a strong undercurrent of
pride and dignity for students' cultural backgrounds, as well as those of others. In
addition, scholars are engaged in culturally-integrated literacy curricula (CILC), which
brings the importance of respecting differences to the forefront.
Tap In is making its mark in cultivating critical relationships with key campus
departments and community organizations. With the evolution of campus programs and
the growth of Tap In, collaboration and resources continue to fuel curriculum
development to best fit the needs and aspirations of Tap In scholars and their success. To
date, no similar campus or community program like Tap In Leadership Academy exists.
At Tap In, we continue to seek and provide holistic experiences that teach to the whole
child. Scholars' teachers and parents are consulted in order to maximize scholar success.
Tap In offers opportunities for service-learning that increase civic engagement and social
consciousness in our world.
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2013 Hawaii International Conference on Education Workshop Proposal
Title: Tap In Leadership Academy: A unique community initiated collaboration
with the University of Illinois
Topic Area: Other Areas of Education
Presentation Description:
Through collaboration with multiple departments at the University, our scholars
engage in enrichment activities according to their interests, from learning to
create a business to participating in nanotechnology labs. In this two-way
collaboration, scholars receive high quality instruction while University students
put what they have learned into practice.
Abstract: This workshop will be presented by Tap In Leadership Academy’s
founder and director, Sally Carter. She will tell you about the organizations’ work
with middle and high school youth; describe the process for gaining support from
the University of Illinois; and describe the many benefits and difficulties that go
with this type of collaboration. Participants will be given ample opportunities to
ask questions and to think about ways in which they can reach out to community
groups in meaningful ways, or ways in which they can reach out to local
institutions to create partnerships. There will be a dialogue among participants
that will further understanding of unique ways to create and utilize institutional
partners in efforts to empower and improve communities.
Presentation Format: Workshop
Technology Needs: Multimedia Projector, Projection screen
Presenter:
Sally K. Carter
Tap In Leadership Academy
Founder/Director
sally@tapinacademy.org
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Abstract
This presentation explores gesture as a pedagogical tool in relation to teachers’ identity in adult
ESL (English as a Second Language) classrooms. Teacher identity has been an important area
that is considered “as a crucial component in determining how language teaching is played out”
(Varghese, Morgan, Johnston, & Johnson, 2005, p. 22). Identity has been explored as pedagogy
through “image-text” (Morgan, 2004) in the investigation of NNS (Non-Native Speaking)
teachers’ identity negotiation in a language classroom in Toronto Downtown. Image-text is a
representation of everyday practices of institutions and interaction (between teacher-student, etc.)
based on individuals’ interpretations of the practices. The theory focuses on the “transformative
power of identity in affecting both the seer and the seen” (Varghese et al., 2005, p. 36) by
employing the method of narrative experiences of research participants. If teaching is considered
as a multimodal activity, non-verbal expressions constitute a large part of meaning-making in the
classroom, which is subject to teachers’ identity formation and negotiation. This hypothesis
corresponds to how dancers control their non-verbal expressions for meaningful interaction with
the audience. The natural expressions of a dancer that bring imaginative worlds into lives might
be instrumental for creating spaces for empathy in language classrooms. Therefore, exploring
how NNS ESL teachers handle/control/utilize their nonverbal communication skills in
classrooms might be instrumental in developing students-teacher understanding in the classroom.
Exploring the various strategies teachers employ to express/hide their identities through their
gestures will provide a valuable insight on gesture as a pedagogical tool in ESL classrooms.
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Abstract
Universities operate under the direction, leadership, and vision of their educational administrators. Throughout
planning, implementing, and evaluating daily activities, they are continuously making decisions. Individual

differences in thinking styles and information processing styles cause them to make their decisions
differently. So assessing the decision making style (DMS) is vital to make administrators aware of their own
style, evaluate the practicality of their style in the various tasks and finally adopt precautionary measures when
their own style is not suitable to handle the situation. The core objective of this study is to explore the age and
gender differences in DMS among departmental heads (Deans/ Principals, Directors, Chairpersons,
Coordinators) of universities in Lahore. For this purpose, the Rational Experiential Inventory (REI) was
administered to a sample of 440 participants (322 men and 118 women) of ages between 26-70 years. The
statistical analyses revealed no significant differences regarding gender in utilizing rational and intuitive DMS.
Post hoc (ANOVA) indicated significant mean differences among heads in the preference for rational DMS
regarding age. The study also showed no significant differences among heads in preference for intuitive DMS.
Keywords: Decision-making style, Intuitive decision making, rational decision making

Introduction
Several factors play an important role in the success of educational administration
such as talent, skill, experience, qualification, being energetic and doing right things at the
right time. The administrators’ decision styles are also vital among these factors. Individual
differences in thinking styles and information processing styles cause them to make their
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decisions differently. What one administrator considers right or a golden opportunity might
be considered wrong or a threat by someone else.
Universities operate under the direction, leadership, and vision of their educational
administrators. Throughout planning, implementing, and evaluating daily activities, they are
continuously making decisions. They need to possess general cognitive and other abilities.
Those abilities may have a conceptual relationship with decision-making style. Assessing the
decision making style is important not only to guarantee the match between an individual’s
cognitive functioning and the characteristics of the work tasks but also to make
administrators aware of their own style, so that they recognize the advantages and limitations
of their style, judge the functionality of their style in the various tasks that they must face,
and eventually adopt precautionary measures when their own style is not the best one to deal
with the situation (Rowe & Mason, 1987). So the core aim of this research is to explore the
decision making styles of universities’ heads and to investigate the differences in decisionmaking styles among educational heads’, both to extend generalizability and to explore
individual differences in educational decision-making.
Epstein (2003) explained the rational and intuitive modes of managerial cognition in
cognitive experiential self-theory (CEST). Theory argues that human information processing
is carried out by two parallel cognitive systems (Leybourne & Sadler-Smith, 2006; Alonsoa
& Fernández- Berrocalb, 2003): the rational system which is emotions-free and conscious
(Leybourne & Sadler-Smith, 2006), deliberate and inferential (Moons & Mackie, 2007),
careful and systematic examination of decision options (Nygren, 2000), relatively slow,
intentional, controlled, effortful and analytical. The experiential system which is automatic
and associated with emotions (Leybourne & Sadler-Smith, 2006), concrete, associative,
rapid, effortless, unintentional, holistic (Pretz & Totz, 2007; Certo, Connelly, & Tihanyi,
2008) and relies heavily on human intuition.
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The theory assumed that behaviour is usually affected by these two systems along a
continuum revealing their relative influence (Feldman, Tugade, & Engle, 2004). These dualprocess models bring about the importance of both processes as basic determinants of
decision making (Peters, Hess, Västfjäll, & Auman, 2007; Kahneman & Frederick, 2005;
Reyna, 2004). By definition, these two approaches of decision making are quite different.
Intuition is defined as “a capacity for attaining direct knowledge or understanding
without the apparent intrusion of rational thought or logical inference” (Sadler-smith &
Shefy, 2004). Administrators make decisions based on previously experienced patterns and
automatic reasoning process. Individuals with this DMS consider only few alternatives and
impulsively go with the first option that strikes in their mind.
Rational decision making entails a completely different type of information
processing system than the intuitive decision making. It consists of cognitive ability to
process information logically and to interpret the event accurately with conscious reasoning
and deliberative analytical thought (Sayegh, Anthony & Perrewé, 2004).
Interaction between Intuition and Analysis
A considerable literature on decision making suggests that the use of intuition is
generally substandard than rationality (Certo, et. al., 2008). In contrast, a reasonable body of
research suggests that intuition may be superior to other decision-making approaches under
certain circumstances (Sadler-smith, 2004, Sadler-smith & Shefy, 2006). Advocates of dual
process approach assume that these two systems work jointly in decision making. Effective
administrators may not have the comfort of selecting between one or another. Real expertise
and to be able to function well demands the use of both types of DMS (Epstein, Donovan &
Denes-Raj, 1999). Researchers have proposed many recommendations about using mixture
intuitive and rational decision making style. For example, Sadler-Smith & Shefy (2007)
identified the specific weightage that should be given to rationality and intuition
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correspondingly in making decisions. So both processes are vital to managerial decision
making and no one be preferred over the other. Literature shows clear evidences that
adoption of any decision making style is affected by the number of variables in which age
and gender are main source of variations.
Age and decision making
Many studies have showed age related differences in the preference for any DMS.
According to them as people become older they depend less on analytical and more on
intuitive processing while making decisions. An explanation for these differences can be that
analytical processing places heavy demands on working memory which declines with the
age.
Finucane, Slovic, Hibbard, Peters, Mertz & Macgregor (2002) considered the impact
of aging on decision making competence and found that the mean scale score was
significantly lower for older people than younger ones which indicated that older people were
less rational –vigilant in their decision styles. Morera Maydeu-Olivares, Nygren, White,
Fernandez & Skewes (2006) analyzed age difference in using rational or intuitive DMS
among US Hispanics Older individuals had higher intuitive scores which showed that older
as compared to younger individuals reported themselves to use intuitive DMS. These results
supported the findings given by Finucane, et. al. (2002).
Gender differences and decision making
Pacini and Epstein (1999) found gender difference in engagement of experiential or
rational processing involved in decision making. According to the findings women reported
greater appreciation and engagement in experiential (intuitive) processing whereas men
reported greater appreciation and tendency towards rational processing. However the mean
gender differences were very small. Morera et al. (2006) also showed gender difference in
using intuitive or rational DMS. Females had higher intuitive scores which showed that
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females mostly relied only on intuitive DMS rather than rational style. These results are
consistent with the assertion made by Pacini & Epstein (1999). Salo & Allwood (2011)
conducted a study on DMS, stress and gender among investigators and their gender analyses
showed that male investigators showed higher values on rational DMS and female
investigators higher values on the dependent DMS.
Leybourne & Sadler -Smith (2006) investigated the relationship between rationality,
intuition and gender. They failed to find any significant relationship between gender and
intuition & rational DMS.
Method and Procedure
Population and Sample
625 departmental heads’ (Deans/principals, Chairpersons/ Directors, Heads of
Departments and Coordinators) of selected 27 universities (public and private) as well as
degree awarding institutions of Lahore constituted the sample of the study. As population was
very small therefore census was taken from the whole population. Out of 625 respondents
440 responded. Thus response rate was 70%. Out of 440 respondents 273 (62.0%) heads were
from Public and 167 (38.0%) were from Private Universities. The sample was consisted of
322 (73.2 %) males and 118 (26.8%) females. Heads were divided into five categories with
regard to Age. (6.1%) heads were less than 30 years age, (13.6%) heads were between 30-39
years age group, (25.7%) heads were in 40-49 years age group, (41.1%) heads were between
50-59 years age group and 59 (13.4%) heads were above 60 years age.
Instrument
Rational Experiential Inventory (REI) developed by Pacini & Epstein (1999) was
adopted. It was 40-item questionnaire having two subscales (Rationality & Experientiality
Scale) designed to measure information processing style as well as decision making styles of
professionals. Twenty items were designed to measure each of the style: Rational and
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experiential, developed on 5-point Likert- scales. About half of the items are stated in
positive direction, while the remaining half in negative direction. Thus some items are scored
from 1-5and others are scored from 5-1. Cronbach Alpha was computed for reliability of the
instrument and its value was found to be 0.74.
Procedure
Departmental heads were required to record their opinion against each item of the scale.
Their responses were added to have total score for each scale. The maximum score against
each scale may be recorded 100 while minimum as 20, because each scale contains 20 items
constructed on five point scale. Research is descriptive in nature. The data set was analyzed
through SPSS version 16.0. The ranks (nominal) data were treated as scores ordinal data. The
data set was also normally distributed. Akindele, Nassar & Owolabi (2008) posited that
normally distributed data obtained from Likert scale could be treated as scores and analysed
using parametric methods of analysis. Mean score, t test and ANOVA were applied for data
analysis.
Results
Table 1
Distribution of Respondents on the Basis of DMS
Decision Making Style

Frequency

percentage

Intuitive decision making style

170

38.6

Rational decision making style

148

33.6

Mixed (Intuitive & Rational) style

122

27.7

Total

440

100.0
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Table 1 reveals that 38.6% respondents were utilizing intuitive DMS, 33.6% reported
that they use rational DMS and 27.7% showed their preference for mixed DMS. The table
also indicates that intuitive DMS was most frequently used by the university heads.
Table 2
Cross Tabulation of DMS Regarding Gender
Gender

Decision Making Style
Male

Female

Intuitive decision making style

115 (26.1%)

55 (12.5%)

Rational decision making style

107 (24.3%)

41 (9.3%)

Intuitive & Rational decision making style

100 (22.7%)

22 (5.0%)

Total

322 (73.2%)

118 (26.8%)

Table 2 indicates that out of 322 male respondents 26.1 percent showed their
preference for intuitive DMS, 24.3 percent preferred rational DMS and 22.7 percent males
were in the favour of mixed decision making style. Out of 118 females, 12.5 percent
showed higher preference for intuitive DMS, 9.3 percent preferred rational DMS and only
5.0 percent showed preference for mixed DMS.
Table 3
Independent Sample t-test by Gender Regarding DMS
Decision style
Experientiality (Intuition)

Rationality

Gender

M

SD

df

t

p

Male

59.56

11.84

438

0.36

0.30

Female

59.11

10.99

Male

73.93

10.80

438

1.97

0.24

Female

71.63

11.02

Table 3 shows the gender difference in using DMS. Mean score of rational DMS is
higher than intuitive DMS for both male M= 73.93 and female M= 71.63 respondents while
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the mean score of intuitive DMS is lower for both male M= 59.56 and female M= 59.11
respondents. Table reflects no significant mean difference among male and female
respondents in utilizing intuitive and rational DMS. But a slight mean difference (2.3) is seen
in utilizing rational DMS. Male heads (M=73.93, SD=10.80) have higher score on rational
DMS than female respondents (M=71.63, SD=11.02).
Table 4
Descriptive Analysis of DMS with Regard to Age
Experientiality
Age Groups in years

Rationality

M

SD

M

SD

Less than 30

62.63

6.43

69.81

9.47

30-39

59.42

9.90

72.12

10.38

40-49

59.26

12.23

75.69

10.46

50- 59

59.97

11.54

72.96

11.32

Above 60

56.69

13.66

72.64

10.97

Table 4 shows mean scores on rational DMS is highest among all the age groups of
respondents while the mean score on intuitive DMS is lowest among all age groups. Mean
score rational decision making (M=75.69, SD=10.46) of respondents in the age group of 4049 was comparatively highest among all age groups and mean score of intuitive decision
making (M= 56.69, SD = 13.66) of the respondents of above 60 years is lowest among all age
groups.
Table 5
One Way Analysis of Variance on Intuitive & Rational Decision Making Style Scale with
Regard to Age
df

SS

MS

F

p
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Between Groups
Within Groups
Between Groups
Within Groups

4

774.41

193.60

435

58371.81

134.19

4

1103.67

275.92

435

50992.67

117.23

1.44

0.22

2.35

0.05

Table 5 shows the age wise comparison of university heads in adopting any DMS.
The F- value (1.44) for intuitive DMS was not significant. It means that there was no
difference among respondents in using intuitive DMS. The F- Value (2.35) for rational DMS
was significant at ρ ≤ 0.05. It was concluded from the table that there was significant
difference among the respondents of different age groups in utilizing rational DMS. For in
depth analysis Least Significant Difference (LSD) was used as post hoc test.
Table 6
Post hoc (LSD) Test
Mean
Difference

p

Less than 30

5.88

.01

30-39

3.57

.03

50- 59

2.73

.03

Age Groups (years)

Age Groups (years)

40-49

Table 6 indicates that the mean differences (3.57 & 2.73) between respondents of 4049 years of age group and less than 30 years and 30-39 years of age groups were significant
at p ≤ 0.05, while the mean difference (5.88) between respondents of 40-49 years and less
than 30 years of age was significant at p ≤ 0.01.
Interpretation and Discussion
Decision Making is a peculiar and vital activity in all organizations. Stylistic
differences has been proved to be existed in the field of decision making (Driver, Brousseau,
& Hunsaker, 1990; Galotti, Ciner, Altenbaumer, Geerts, Ruppa, & Woulfe, 2006) so it is
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significant to know the stylistic differences of decision making among educational
administrators. The findings reveal that majority of the university heads used intuition in their
decision making. They trusted their feeling and believed that their instincts are always
correct. These findings are in congruence with the results of Finucane, et. al. (2002) and HonTat et. al. (2011). One explanation of these results could be that most of the respondents were
between the age group of 50-59 years. As empirical work suggests that deliberative processes
are declined with age and showed increased reliance on associative processes (Peters et. al.,
2007 and Queen & Hess, 2010). Older people focus less on facts and more on essence that
may lead less emphasis on analytical processing of information and increased emphasis on
experiential processing or both.
The participants of different age groups behaved in the same way when they utilize intuitive
DMS. Heads were different in utilizing rational DMS. Heads of age group 40-49 years were
high on rational DMS than younger adults of age 26-39 years and older people of 50 and
above years. These results coincide with the assertion made by Finucane et. al. (2002) that
older people were less rational in their decision styles.
The findings revealed that a reasonable number of heads use mixed style from which
they choose according to the decision situation they confront. These findings are in
congruence with the results of Spicer and Sadler-Smith, (2005) and Omotola, (2012), who
suggested that neither of these two is an absolute way of making a decision. They suggested
that individuals should ideally achieve balance between as excessive use of one approach
may not be optimal solution.
The gender difference showed the contradictory results from the previous studies. The
literature showed that male usually adopt rational choices while making decisions whereas
women mostly rely on intuitive DMS (Pacini & Epstien, 1999; Salo & Allwood, 2010;
Calder, Forster, Stiell, Carr, Brehaut, Perry, Vaillancourt, Croskerry, 2011) and less rational
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than men but perhaps this was the scenario researchers showed while studying business
organizations, military departments and medical profession. Moreover, most of the research
on decision making had been conducted on student sample and the inferences researchers
wish to draw often are not generalizable to the population who are directly involved in
official decision making. Strength of this research lies in the fact that it involves
administrators at the key posts of decision making of institutions of higher education. In this
context it was revealed that male and female heads showed no significant difference in
utilizing intuitive as well as rational DMS. However a slight mean difference in rational DMS
showed that male heads scored higher (more rational) than female heads. These results
concur with the findings of Hansson & Andersen (2007) which also showed no gender
difference in the DMS of school principals in Sweden. These results also somewhat coincide
with the results of study conducted by Hon-Tat et. al. (2011) which aimed to compare the
male and female university academic staff (non administrators) on intuitive DMS. The study
revealed no gender difference in utilizing intuitive DMS.
Although self-report scales are most commonly used method to study stylistic
differences yet this kind of constructs are actually difficult to measure with the help of
questionnaires (Gregory, 2007). The weakness of this study lies in the fact that data were
collected using self-report questionnaires that are influenced by social acceptability. Future
research is advised to use both qualitative and quantitative method. For this purpose,
behavioural decision-making measures and observational data could be useful.
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Abstract
Technology has had great influence on educational practices, especially at California State
University, Chico (CSUC), and with the growth of the online courses in the liberal studies
teacher education program. Required to live outside Chico’s sphere of influence, students in this
online program aspire to become primary school teachers by earning a BA degree in liberal
studies before entering a local credential program. The use of technology and learning systems
that provide a platform for instruction, such as Blackboard Learn at CSUC, has changed the
traditional practice of how we prepare students that intend to become teachers. Training preservice online students how to teach developmentally appropriate physical education to schoolaged children was a challenge accepted in 2006, which completed the online liberal studies
curriculum. As an instructor of both the on campus and online versions of the same course,
specific insight to designing online courses will be discussed and how to adapt traditional
approaches of instruction to the online environment. Both on campus and online approaches
have benefitted by improved information delivery, increased student engagement, and have
provided accurate and authentic assessments. Casual-comparative data found similar results
between groups regarding student achievement on exams and assignments. Higher scores from
online students related to an application of knowledge and skills learned were significant,
indicating the online experience had a positive impact on the ability to apply skills during a
teaching experience. Preliminary data and anecdotal evidence from the speaker comparing
online and on campus student learning will be presented.
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The Impact of Administrators’ Leadership Styles and Emotional
Intelligence Perceived by Early Childhood Teachers on LeaderMember Exchange (LMX)

Abstract
This study examines the impact of early childhood education administrators’
leadership styles and emotional intelligence perceived by teachers on leadermember exchange (LMX). The leadership styles are categorized with two
dimensions, relationship behavior and task behavior. According to the combination of
the two dimensions, four types are sorted out: telling, selling, participating, and
delegating. LMX theory explains the relationship between the leader and members of
an organization emphasizing their exchange behaviors rather than the leader’s
behavior or personality only. Many study findings inform that positive LMX is
positively correlated to low turnover rate, effective task performance, and positive
work ethics.
Two hundred and two early childhood education teachers in Gyeonggi Province in
Korea participated in the study with responding to the written surveys. The findings
are that: (1) The most teachers perceived their administrators’ leadership as
participating style or delegating style. Teachers’ perceptions were differentiated by
age and teaching experiences. The older or the more experienced teachers are, the
higher the administrators’ emotional intelligence was rated. (2) Second, there was
positive LMX between the administrator and teachers. The LMX between the
administrator and teachers whose age is relatively old was more positive than that
between the administrator and the other teacher. (3) The participating and delegating
leadership styles had a statistically significant positive impact on LMX. As an
administrator had better understandings of her own emotions, which indicates higher
emotional intelligence than others, the LMX between the administrator and her
teachers was more positive than others.
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As a teacher involved with Early Childhood and Primary education, I have always had
a special interest in music and children. I have been a collector or children’s chants

and singing games for many years and present Professional Development workshops
for teachers at Conferences in order to share these games.

Chapter 3, Meaning Making through musical play: cultural psychology of the

playground by Kathryn Marsh, found in A Cultural Psychology of Music Education by

Margaret S. Barrett, resonated with me. The fact that playground games are “owned,
performed, and orally transmitted by children” (Marsh, 2011) was in line with my

own thinking. Also Marsh recognized that “children’s playground games often reflect
their cultural influences from various sources.” Andy Kou’s presentation on this

chapter during class inspired me to look further into handclapping games and thus
began my personal inquiry.

I recalled playing handclapping games as a child and remembered my own children

playing them in the car. As I reflected on my current teaching situation (Grade 1s) I
began to wonder if children were still playing handclapping games. Curiously, two

days later I saw a group of Grade 6 girls playing these games as I was dismissing my
class at the end of the day. I rushed over to them and took the opportunity to film
them. The first video features a game with a song, it is difficult to hear the song,

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUUPANx1Hs0 (Grade 6 handclapping game with
song, 2012). The second video I shot involved a game with increasing amounts of

claps as the game progressed, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qb40DgPwpN4
2
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(Handclapping game with counting, 2012) I discovered another game very similar to
this later as I researched games in other countries.

The following week, four students in my own class started playing a completely

different handclapping game. Here are two girls playing Lemonade-Crunchy Ice.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rbwt42igbRE(Lemonade Crunchy Ice)

As I observed them, I saw how quickly they taught each other the game. One student

even took time to help a special needs child to learn the actions, patiently correcting
her hand positions when necessary. Here we see the video I shot of this happening

spontaneously in my classroom. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WP07h6xEamY
(Grade 1s teaching handclapping games) This spreading of games from child to child
also comes up later in my research.

These first hand experiences witnessing the survival and popularity of handclapping
games excited me. I wanted to know more about handclapping games, where they

came from, what caused them to endure, was there a developmental purpose to them
and were they played by children the world over.

This paper is an inquiry that evolved as I followed where the questions led. My first
question was:

What research has been done around handclapping games?
I found an online article describing a study by Dr. Idit Sulkin of Ben-Gurion

University’s arts faculty ((Azoulay, 2010). In her study Sulkin maintained that
3
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“children’s songs and clapping games can develop a person’s motor and cognitive
skills even long after childhood.” (Azoulay, 2010).

Sulkin had noted that there had been no previous in-depth study of the effect

handclapping games and singing games might have on children’s motor and cognitive
skills. Most previous studies had involved “music interventions . . . based on explicit

formal musical training, designed and applied by a classroom music educator within
an institutional framework.” (Sulkin, 2011, p. 1113). Her study sought to employ
childrens “natural spontaneous utterances, singing games or playground street

songs.” (Sulkin, 2011, p.1114). These types of musical experiences have long been

recognized as something that is a natural part of childhood. They are also seen as a

“platform for child development,” (Sulkin, 2011, p.1114) as there is “implicit learning
between the children, who informally teach each other.” (Sulkin, 2011, p.1114)

By studying the impact of these spontaneous types of music on children Sulkin found
that around 20% of children in Grades 1, 2, and 3 that took up these songs

demonstrated “skills absent in children who do not participate in such activities.”

(Azoulay, 2010) Also children who clap and sing “write better, with fewer spelling

errors and nicer handwriting.” (Azoulay, 2010) Their teachers also believe that their
social integration is better than that of children who don’t take part in these games.”
(Azoulay, 2010)

It was interesting to note that part of this study investigated differences in “non-music

motor and cognitive task performance among children who naturally and
4
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spontaneously perform handclapping song in the school yoard during recess.” (Sulkin,
2011, p.1130) The results showed that those who “engage in this activity

demonstrate advanced perceptual and temporal processes in synchronised bimanual

coupling ( near-transfer domain) as well as improved verbal memory and handwriting
abilities (a far-transfer domain.” (Sulkin, 2011, p.1130)

Sulkins’s original study was part of her doctoral thesis and Dr Warren Brodsky who
supervised her work said her study findings lead to the presumption that “children

who don’t participate in such games are more exposed to problems like dyslexia and
dyscalculia. There’s no doubt such activities train the brain and influence
development in other areas.” (Azoulay, 2010)

This was very exciting to discover and as suggested in this study, “singing games and
handclapping songs are universal among children of all societies.” (Sulkin, 2011,
p.1129). This led me to my next inquiry question:

What evidence is there that singing games are played in all societies and that
they persist over time and large areas independent of adults?
I began searching on youtube for evidence of handclapping games in other cultures
and found videos of children playing handclapping games in many countries and

cultures. These games often had many versions and also demonstrated many shared
movements. I found games from Africa, Japan, America and Haiti. Here are some of
the ones I discovered. It was interesting to note that not all games are played by

children under ten as Sulkin indicated was the cut off age for children engaging in
5
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handclapping games. These videos show that handclapping games are often played by
mixed ages, and shared between cultures.

Masai Children Handclapping Game
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFxw2iJWhCA
Source: (Masai children hand clapping games.)
Loisaba Kenya Masai Children Clapping Games
www.youtube.com/watch?v=x4sd6FTvPGM29
(Loisaba Kenya Masai Children Clapping Games, 2006)

Here is a collection of three Liberian clapping games performed by the children
supported by the Refugee Orphan Home at Buduburam in Ghana, West Africa. The
children are speaking traditional Liberian Pidgin-English, which they commonly refer
to as Coloqwa (KOH-loh-kwah).
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PtnTFj9xjKw&feature=related
(Three Handclapping games from Liberia)
Here are some exuberant children playing handclapping games in Nigeria.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbmNYD_YjzY&feature=related
(Nigerian Children Playing Handclapping games.)
Also there was evidence of handclapping games being played in Japan.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HnHHIEL9DUw
(Japanese Handclapping Game)

I discovered some clapping games from Haiti and here the children are teaching Aid
workers how to play.
Clapping Games in Haiti
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jmJW57uKmvs&playnext=1&list=PLE5A1F87E5
A4E4261&feature=results_main
(Handclapping games, Haiti)
In this video children in Costa Rica learn clapping games in their community centre.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VS55Lip7I-U
(clapping games)
F. Sprouls on her blog Reportage India, tells of witnessing children playing clapping
games outside of a school in Karnal India. (Sprouls)

These videos all support the notion of the universal nature of handclapping games.
The fact that “it is one of the mysteries of children’s spontaneous games that they
6
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mysteriously persist over time and over large areas quite independently of adults”

(Ehrenfeld, 1988) is one aspect of these games that fascinates me. Teachers spoken to
in field studies often admit that they are only “peripherally aware of their existence,
and certainly not aware of their structure and content.” (Merrill-Mirsky, 1986)

According to Dr Helmut Stegler:

Children know dances [sIc] which no teacher has shown them. Indeed, these
children’s dances are transmitted from child to child and because of their
independence they have a high symbolic value—comparable to fairy tales.
Until recently adults didn’t pay much attention to these children’s dances. This
not-paying-attention is an advantage because it means independence for the
children.
Dr. Helmet Stegler. (Merrill-Mirsky, 1986)

I myself feel out of the loop concerning handclapping games and how much they are

played by the children in my class. It really seems to be a part of the private world of

children and I was so happy to see them being spontaneously played by my students.

I hope to engage in research about the very notion of independence for these children.
I believe, as Merrill-Minsky does, that “this independence is critical to the practice and

perpetuation of the tradition of songs and games learned first-hand, from child to
child.” (Merrill-Mirsky, 1986)

Further research shows that the sources and transmission of these games are

constantly evolving. Bess Hawes, a researcher in the field of black folk culture said:

I have seen Los Angeles children playing this circle clap, though to different
rhythms…clapping their neighbours’ hands with right hands clapping up and
left hand donw; clapping their own hands together; clapping their neighbours’
hands left hand up and right hand down; clapping their own hands, etc.
Children can do this at enormous speed as early as the age of six. Interestingly,
A.M Jones describes just such clapping play in a child’s game from West Africa.”
(Ehrenfeld, 1988, p.588)
7
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So my next question is:

What are the sources of singing games and how are they passed on?
Children play these games the world over and there has been much research done as
to the source of the games played by children today. Carol Merrill-Mirsky looked at

the “broader trends and innovations” (Merrill-Mirsky, 1986) of five games consisting
of “both old and new games, with the old often modified in some way and the new

invented out of a contemporary urban musical environment.” (Merrill-Mirsky, 1986)

This study also looked at three schools representing three main cultural groups: AfroAmerican, Euro-American and Latino, all with a strong tradition of handclapping

games that persist and evolve.

“In the United States the game has been a kind of sponge, absorbing trickles of culture
from regions as far away as the British Isles and Africa, and from times as remote as

the eighteenth century. . . . you could say that clapsies are a whole library of oral and
manual girllore. “(Ehrenfeld, 1988) This is also demonstrated by the fact that there
are African-American musical features seen in handclapping games, (Eeny Meeny

Pepsadeeny) “that derive from African sources“ (Merrill-Mirsky, 1986, p.57) while

some games such as ‘My Sailor” are an example “of the conventions of European-

based musical tradition.” (Merrill-Mirsky, 1986). Thus we see a “co-existence between
old and new . . . where ‘old’ and ‘new’ are not static concepts, but relative measures on
a continuously changing scale.” (Merrill-Mirsky, 1986)

Merrill-Mirsky observed how newer handclapping games are influenced by

contemporary music and remarked that this was significant as “schoolyard games are
8
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a kind of traditional or folk culture, maintained through oral tradition, and might even
be called a subculture, existing by and for children without interference by adults.”
(Merrill-Mirsky, 1986)

While researching handclapping games on the internet I discovered that modern
social media is a source of sharing and learning. Many young people are

independently posting videos that actively promote and teach handclapping games.
Here is evidence of two girls who have delightful videos teaching clapping
games.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hz0dSnaTs2g
(Handclapping Game Bim Bum)

I also discovered this video posted by two African-American girls whose goal is to
keep the tradition alive.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e0KMFSj-FrQ&feature=related
(Fun Hand Games)

As times change, so to will the ways we transfer or share information change. What

stays the same is that it is still essentially a child to child sharing that takes place. This
allows the child’s magical independence to continue to assert itself. I would also like
to note that in these videos we see older girls playing these games. This once again

goes against the theory that children usually stop playing these games at ten. The fact

that both videos show girls playing these games leads me to my next inquiry question:
Why are handclapping games predominantly played by girls?

In her article A Sailor Went to Sea, Mavis Curtis states that “clapping games are an

important part of the play repertoire of primary-school-age girls. (Curtis, 2004) She

discovered that:

9
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high in popularity among the girls, in every school visited, have been a number
of handclapping games. These were played not only by girls whose first
language was English but also by children whose mother tongue was Bangla
or Punjabi. These girls know clapping games not only in English but also in
Punjabi, though none were collected in Bangla.(Curtis, 2004, p.421)
Curtis’ research shows that while girls play these games as soon as they start primary

school and that boys of the same age may know the popular rhymes, the boys are only
’co-opted’ when no suitable girl is available. Kathryn Marsh has “underlined the
importance of the friendship group in providing psychological safety for the

performance of musical games.” (Marsh, It's not all black and white, 2001, p.93)
Girls use these games to reinforce their friendship group and sometimes their
inclusivity is cruel, as they also use these groups to exclude others.

Hanclapping games provide girls with the opportunity to “hone their hand-eye co-

ordination and intellectual skills, while at the same time allowing them to define their
social position by their performance in the psychological safety of the friendship
group.” (Curtis, 2004)

These games are often a way for girls to process life and claim their power.

“Waterflower,” a game mentioned in A History of a Little Girls Games, is from a 1944
collection of Play Songs of the Deep South. It “seems to deal with many things

simultaneously: the dependency of women on men; the threat of death inherent in all
rites of passage; lovesickness; and love as an escape from death.” (Ehrenfeld, 1988)
Contemporary handclapping games still touch on sickness and mortality. However,
“clapsies today are female chauvenist, witty, cynical, rude, and wise by turns.”

(Ehrenfeld, 1988) We saw this in the video I shared previously, Fun Hand Games,
10
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where the song ‘My Mother Your Mother’ echoes a song mentioned by

Ehrenfeld,’SOS.’ This is “an example of typical boy baiting. . . .’Boys go to Jupiter, to get
more stupider/Girls go to Mars, to get more candy bars.’” (Ehrenfeld, 1988) We can

also see from these two versions how words are mixed and different versions evolve
keeping popular phrases and rhymes.

While conducting her research, Merril-Mirsky faced issues raised by those studying
the anthropology of play, issues concerning “the relationship between play and

enculturation. (Swartzman 1977), including the learning and practicing of culturally

appropriate sex roles.” (Merrill-Mirsky, 1986). Merrill-Mirsky believes that “singing
games are the province of girls, who through such games model various patterns of

adult female behaviour, including female bonding, sanctions, and creativity.” (Merrill-

Mirsky, 1986, p. 48). Like her, I find the “relationship between games and sex roles,

and what is called ‘role-modelling,’ which appear in the text and the structure of the
game (Merrill-Mirsky, 1986, p.47) to be an intrigueing one.
Ehrenfeld touches on the gender isssue when she writes:

Psychological and historical research comparing the games of the sexes do
suggest there is a “feminine” way of playing. Boys were traditionally the active,
aggressive sex. In the days when they were playing the early, violent, and now
extinct versions of modern sports like rugby, girls’ games were relatively static
and inactive… (Ehrenfeld, 1988, p.600)

Some argue that traditional girls’ games put women at a disadvantage later in life as

they are “too orderly, too, focused on skill rather than ingenuity or energy” (Ehrenfeld,
1988, p.600) Clapping games are seen as different from traditional girls’ games as

they build community and represent “real life competition much more closely than
(do the) confrontation of teams.” (Ehrenfeld, 1988. P.601)
11
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Girls benefit from playing these games because handclapping games are cooperative,
and do not need the complex organization of teams. They are strategy free and also
free of rules. Handclapping games develop coordination, concentration, and the

“ability to perform in a partnership, usually before an audience. . . it is like competition
in the arts.” (Ehrenfeld, 1988)

So, while seeing that girls benefit from playing handclapping games, I arrive at my
final inquiry question:

Do handcapping games serve a functional purpose to the children who play
them?
Apart from the socialization benefits mentioned above, there are other powerful
implications when considering handclapping games.

There is a lot of learning that occurs as children play these spontaneous and informal
games.

Harter suggests that they contribute to sensorimotor skills (such as rhythm,
precision, speed, co-ordination and lateralization, memory and intelligence,
socialbility, affectivity and creativity), while Hurl and Bustarret see them as a
model of memorization using different kinds of memory: procedural, episodic,
sensorial, lexical, visual, semantic and musical.”
(Curtis, 2004)

This is an astounding statement of support for the importance of the existence of

these games and answers my question with a resounding, “Yes, these games serve a
funtional purpose.”

12
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Sulkin adds even futher support to the uses of these games. In her research Sulkin

discovered that boys seemed to make the most dramatic growth when asked to play

these games, as their lack of participation in handclapping acitivities was reflected in

the data. Beringer, Neilsen, Abbott, Wijsman, and Raskind (2008) “replicated gender

differences in writing among typically developing children (and) found that boys were
more impaired in handwriting and composing than girls” (Sulkin, 2011) If these

finding indicate that girls are neurodevelomentally advantaged is it safe to say in light
of Sulkin’s findings, that “such gender biases are strengthened by self-regulated and
controlled neuromotor rehearsal and training? After all, those who engage in

handclapping songs activity between the ages of six and nine are predominately
female” (Sulkin, 2011, p. 1131)

Sulkin’s research and that of Monaghan, Metcalf, & Ruxton, (1998) supports looking at
“handclapping songs activity as a natural ecological and opportune format to affect
neurophysiological behaivours and congitive skills.” (Sulkin, 2011) These games
improve the impairment of fine motor skills as they involve a “variety of motor

performance components, visual-moto integration, bilateral motor integration, motor
planning proprioception and sustained attention, (Rueckreigel et al., 2008)” (Sulkin,
2011).

The information that “engagement in handclapping songs clearly appears as the most

potent time window which . . . has been seen to affect cortical changes through an

intensity of rehearsal and performance experiences.” (Sulkin, 2011) leads me to my
own personal inquiry question.

13
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What am I interested in knowing?
After inquiring into the many questions that came to me as I entered the world of
current research on handclapping games, I considered the information I had

discovered; the fact that these games are played universally; that they spread from
child to child; that they evolve over time; and finally that they bring enormous
benefits to children who participate in them, (both social and developmental).

Keeping this information in mind, my thoughts went to the way these games survive
over time. The fact that these games persist without adult involvement was an

important and interesting concept to me. The statement that “clapping games . . .

seem to be almost invisible to many adults, who are unaware of or undervalue the

musical performances which take place in the playground” (Curtis, 2004, p. 422) set
me to thinking.

I began to wonder why they persist in the lives of children, independent of adults. The
fact that they serve such powerful supports to development as mentioned above,

caused me to wonder if children innately know what actions they need to perform in
order to develop properly. After all, no adult supports a child as they learn to crawl,
or shuffle along and then walk etc. Each child instinctively grows according to an
inner drive or desire to do so. We are constantly feeling the need to nurture and

support/encourage children as they grow. We do not often consider how well they
grow despite us.

14
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It would be interesting to be able to create some research around contemplating what
wisdom a child carries within. Also it would be interesting to study what activities

they participate in naturally, as if they know what they must do to facilitate their well
being. The movie, Babies, http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1vupEpNjCuY(Babies
official trailer, 2009) illustrated this natural process of development as it tracked
babies growing up in four different countries and environments.

As a grade 1/kindergarten teacher I am constantly observing my students, year after
year, playing cats and dogs., as if they intuitively understand that “crawling is also a
cross lateral movement that strengthens both the left and right side of the brain,

allowing increased communication between the two sides of the brain and enhancing
learning.” (Haring)

Children love spinning, swinging, playing Ring around the Rosie, and otherwise

getting dizzy. This is “because it feels great to their vestibular system (which)

processes the body's relationship to the earth - it tells us if we're falling, leaning

forward, or standing perfectly still. The development of this sense results in balanced
and coordinated movement through space.” (Vestibular play.) Children naturally

perform these movements as they play not knowing that vestibular movement is
considered critical to brain development.

All these factors encourage me to learn more about how much children do naturally to
support their own development, without the intervention of adults seeking to support
their growth. This thinking is in line with my classroom philosophy around creative
15
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and inquiry based classroom environments. The more I leave the children to create
freely and serve as a facilitator who serves to support their inquiries, the more I

wonder what would happen if we stepped aside, and allowed children to play freely
and develop as they follow the lead of their curiosity and creativity.

Sulkin’s research seems to support my question as her original goal was to “figure out

why children are fascinated by singing and clapping up until the end of the third
grade, when (they) are abruptly abandoned and replaced with sport.” (Azoulay,

2010) Sulkin maintains that this is because the children are going through a natural

evolutionary process. The games “serve as a developmental tool that reflects many of
the children’s needs- emotional, sociological, physiological and cognitive. It’s a

transition stage that leads them to the next phases of growing up.” (Azoulay, 2010)
So I end my paper by asking my final questions that may lead me forward into my own
research on the subject of handclapping games.

I wonder if children innately know what actions they need to perform in order
to develop properly? Is it possible to devise a research model to investigate this
in relation to singing and clapping games?

16
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In this research we searched the difficulties that the students face about inner product space. A
group of students from Yildiz Technical University are joined this research. The study was
qualitative in nature. We asked from the participants to solve 5 inner product space questions.
The data were analyzed by researchers jointly. After the evaluation of the results we grouped
the answers of the students as right, wrong or blank. The foremost difficulty university
students’ encounter about inner product spaces is that they cannot understand inner product
spaces thoroughly and that they do not know how to choose the elements of inner product
spaces. Other than that, we saw that because the students just memorize the concept of inner
product space instead of learning them, conceptual and procedural errors were made. The
findings and result will be discussed in details.
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Abstract
The rising price of tuition and books is pricing some students out of the market for college.
While struggles for affordable tuition take place in state legislatures, universities are taking the
movement for affordable classroom materials into their own hands.
Seven out of ten students forgo required textbooks due to cost (Redden, 2011). This creates
inequality in the classroom as economic privilege determines access to necessary learning
materials. To counteract this trend, the California State University system began the Affordable
Learning Solutions initiative, designed to encourage faculty to adopt low-cost classroom
materials. San Jose State University implemented this initiative on multiple fronts:




Renew - faculty modify open educational resources to meet the needs of their classes and
teaching styles
Reuse - faculty use library resources--ebooks, articles and videos--as both required and
supplementary texts
Recycle - faculty choose older editions of textbooks and retain the same textbook for
multiple semesters so students have the option of purchasing used books

Cross-campus partnerships have proven instrumental to the success of these grassroots efforts
toward more affordable education. An unexpected alliance with the campus bookstore delivered
access to students and attractive giveaways—as well as problematic corporate requests for
compromise.
While the development of massive open online courses developed by higher learning leaders like
MIT and Carnegie Mellon transforms education, more grassroots efforts are needed to
accommodate struggling students working towards degrees in local colleges and open
universities here and abroad. Renew-Reuse-Recycle empowers teachers from inside the
classroom to equalize educational access through using more affordable learning materials.

Keywords: open educational resources, educational equity
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Introduction

Rising textbook costs have a profound effect on student learning. In a survey of 1,905
undergraduates from 13 campuses conducted by the Student Public Interest Research Groups in
the spring of 2011, 70% of the students responding reported that they did not buy at least one
required textbook due to cost. Although some reported borrowing or sharing books, 78% of the
respondents felt they would do worse in class without their own copy of the textbook (Allen,
2011).
The average student at a public four-year college spent $1,200 on textbooks and course materials
in the 2012-13 academic year, a 2% increase over the previous year, according to The College
Board, a nonprofit organization that tracks college costs (Average estimated undergraduate
budgets, 2012-13, n.d.). Compare this amount to the Cal Grant B Entitlement Award--meant to
provide an allowance for living expenses and books to low-income students in California--which
provides up to $1,473 annually (Cal Grant B, 2012). At current textbook costs, that leaves
students only $273 for expenses other than books. At San Jose State University (SJSU), the cost
estimate for books and supplies is significantly higher than the national average—$1,754—
exceeding the Cal Grant B award by more than $250 (Cost of attendance, 2012).
The California State University (CSU) system’s student population is largely made up of those
financially unable to attend the more prominent University of California campuses or those who
did not achieve the academic level necessary to qualify. Other students choose the CSU as a
local or low-cost alternative for personal reasons, such as family or work obligations. Virtually
all our students enroll in order to find jobs, advance their professional standing, and in many
cases, improve the lives of themselves and their families. And the state of California needs these
graduates. By 2025, the Public Policy Institution of California (PPIC) estimates that the state will
need 9.1 million college graduates in the workforce (Johnson & Sengupta, 2009). At current
graduation rates, the PPIC projects that there will be a deficit of one million graduates, a lack
that will have a significant economic impact for individuals and the state.
The trend of rising prices for classroom materials that make a college degree increasingly
expensive and decreases the number of potential college students shows no signs of slowing,
however. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics Consumer Price Index, over the last four
years textbook prices have increased 22%, four times the rate of inflation (Consumer Price
Index, n.d.). With more than 58% of students in the CSU system receiving financial aid, a
percentage that has remained relatively unchanged since the early 1990s, these increasing costs
are a significant burden and one that can endanger student retention (Statistical Abstract, 2011).
The CSU system awards almost half of the baccalaureate degrees earned in California and about
one-third of the master’s degrees, so it is under pressure to keep college in a price range these
potential students can afford (Higher education funding and mission in crisis, 2012). In response,
the CSU launched the Affordable Learning Solutions initiative.
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Affordable Learning Solutions
In 2010, the CSU system initiated the Affordable Learning Solutions campaign for all of its 23
campuses (Hanley, 2010). The campaign had two related purposes: to offer faculty greater access
to low-cost and free online material and, subsequently, lower the cost of classroom materials for
students. The CSU had already taken some steps in this direction by creating MERLOT
(Multimedia Educational Resource for Learning and Online Teaching), a repository of digital
learning material. Launched in 1997, MERLOT offers access to freely available textbooks,
tutorials, full courses, videos and presentations created by educators around the world.
Two additional parts of the Affordable Learning Solutions approach are the Digital Library
Services and Digital Marketplace. Digital Library Services provides several different tools that
make finding and linking to information in library databases easier and more streamlined:


SFX GetText: If a student finds an article in one database that does not offer the full text,
SFX GetText searches other library databases to find the full text elsewhere, if it is
available.



Xerxes: This search engine allows students to search across multiple databases with a
single query.



Get It Now: This service is a pay-per-view option that links to dozens of publishers and
provides articles via email within one to eight hours.



Scholarworks: This is a suite of systems that allows campuses, including SJSU, to create
their own digital repositories for the work of their faculty and students, including masters
theses, articles, data sets and more. All of these are available freely online and are
indexed by the Google search engine.

The Digital Marketplace provides faculty and students with an online authoring tool for creating
digital learning objects. It is also the platform that provides access to materials that are available
for a discount from publishers that are working in cooperation with the CSU to offer online
textbooks for less.
This collection of online tools was designed to encourage faculty to incorporate more free and
low-cost material into their courses All of the CSU campuses function independently and each is
taking its own approach to how it implements the Affordable Learning Solutions initiative. At
SJSU, the campaign was spearheaded by the library.
Cross-Campus Partnerships
The university library touches all departments on campus, providing resources for research and
expertise in scholarly communication and copyright. Because of the inclusive nature of its
mission, the library was deemed the ideal place to coordinate the campaign at SJSU. Once tasked
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with the initiative, it became immediately apparent that for Affordable Learning Solutions to be
successful it had to be a cross-campus effort and not isolated in any one academic silo.
Partnerships initially came from traditional arenas, such as the campus Center for Faculty
Development (CFD). The CFD’s instructional designers introduced the Universal Design for
Learning concept that allowed faculty participating in Affordable Learning Solutions workshops
and webinars to target digital and low-cost print material that directly contributed to student
learning outcomes and course objectives, forming completed puzzles rather than loosely related
heaps of resources. Promotion of Affordable Learning Solutions events through the CFD allowed
the library to reach faculty with emails that actually got through the white noise of overcrowded
in-boxes.
However, the CFD also competed with the library for attention on campus and for limited fiscal
resources. Respect for this partnership meant pulling back from an initial plan to offer iPads as
incentives for faculty to develop and showcase affordable solutions in their courses because such
an incentive would overshadow awards available for other CFD programs. Instructional time
within affordable learning workshops became a contentious issue as well, with competing
agendas fighting for space. But these compromises were well worth the rewards of having access
to the CFD’s expertise in curriculum planning, event programming and outreach. As a trusted
and low-pressure place to develop teaching expertise, the CFD continues to nurture the
Affordable Learning Solutions initiative and support its increasing forays into media
development.
A more surprising partnership formed almost immediately with the campus’s Spartan Bookstore,
operated by the for-profit business, Barnes & Noble. This partnership proved fruitful in a variety
of ways, including the store’s sponsorship of Affordable Learning Solutions events and its
donations of food, raffle prizes and Spartan Pride gear. The cooperative exchange that has had
the most impact, however, is the Textbooks Available as eBooks in the Library list.
Before each semester begins, the Spartan Bookstore gives the library the list of textbooks
ordered by campus faculty for the upcoming semester. The library’s Technical Services
department matches this list of textbooks from the bookstore to the library’s collection of
multiple-use ebooks, to see if any of the titles required by faculty are available in the library. In
Spring 2012, a total of 126 titles in the library matched.
A list of these titles was posted on the library website and Textbooks Available as eBooks in the
Library was promoted to students through social media and the campus newspaper. Usage of the
126 ebooks increased by 794% over the course of the semester. Classes that had a combined total
enrollment of more than 1,700 students were using the ebooks as either required or
supplementary textbooks. Using these enrollment figures and the books’ usage statistics, it was
estimated that the Textbooks Available as eBooks in the Library list saved students more than
$50,000 in a single semester.
More importantly (and surprisingly), the bookstore now has labels on its shelves to indicate if a
certain textbook is free in the library as an ebook, despite the possibility of the store losing sales.
The bookstore manager also invited librarians to present on Affordable Learning Solutions
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during the store’s part of the Freshman and Transfer Student orientations that are held throughout
the summer.
To reciprocate, the bookstore’s rental and digital textbook options are listed on the Affordable
Learning Solutions website. The store is mentioned in workshops and webinars and store
representatives were invited to present at the Affordable Learning Solutions Fair held for faculty
and administrators on campus. Ultimately, the partnership has been mutually beneficial, but
some dubious requests have come along with the support. During the summer orientation
sessions, librarians were asked to remove Chegg.com from the resources handout designed for
students. Chegg, an online company that rents and sells textbooks, is a major competitor of
Barnes & Noble in the college textbook market. Because the bookstore was hosting these
orientation sessions, the listing was removed without too much trepidation. More recently,
however, a request to remove the Chegg.com link from the Affordable Learning Solutions
website gave pause. Because the site also linked to Slugbooks.com, a textbook price-comparison
tool for students that includes Chegg.com in its results, the request was granted. It remains to be
seen what other requests will be made as the Affordable Learning Solutions initiative moves
forward on campus. However, the bookstore has stated that selling textbooks is no longer its
main retail goal; rentals, digital books and merchandise are apparently much more lucrative and
scalable.

Renew
One of the most exciting things about open educational resources is how they can be customized.
Unless they come with a No Derivatives license from Creative Commons, which means the
resource can only be used as is, open educational resources can be tailored by the instructor to fit
a specific class. A popular example of this is the “Flip This Lesson” feature from TED-Ed.
The TED-Ed website features short videos on a wide array of current, controversial topics in
technology, entertainment and design. Flip This Lesson allows instructors to customize the
educational videos available on the TED-Ed site or create lessons of their own based on a
TEDTalk, videotaped lectures by speakers who are innovators in their fields. Faculty can write
comments and quizzes than share their video lesson with students as a private link. The site even
allows instructors to see which students have completed these online lessons and to track their
individual progress.
Engineering faculty at SJSU have flipped the classroom using another popular open resource, the
massive open online course (MOOC) MITx 6.002x Circuits and Electronics. Created by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 6.002x allows students to watch lectures, take quizzes
and participate in virtual labs all online. In class, instructors are able to work one-on-one with
students on problem sets, rather than stand in front of the class lecturing. This way they can see
when students are struggling and provide help on the spot. Faculty discovered that students in the
flipped classroom scored 10 to 11 points higher on their midterm exams than students enrolled in
the traditional classroom course (Harris, 2012). Instructors can use part or all of the 6.002x
course, tailoring it to their instructional objectives.
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Some online publishers provide digital textbooks and allow them to be reshaped to the
specifications of a course. The best known of these publishers is Flat World Knowledge. Flat
World Knowledge offers digital textbooks for as little as $20 and instructors can add, delete,
change and move content to match their syllabi. Called “Make It Your Own,” this is the option
chosen by a faculty member in SJSU’s Educational Leadership department. Introduced to Flat
World Knowledge at one of the Affordable Learning Solutions workshops held for faculty on
how to use open educational resources, the instructor began with the Flat World business title,
Principles of Management. The instructor uses the "business" theories and applies them to the
educational environment. She also incorporates the supplemental materials offered by Flat
World, such as videos and PowerPoints.
This opportunity to shape the content to the class rather than have to shape a class to the structure
of a textbook frees faculty members to teach they way they want to. Open educational resources
allow instructors to exercise their creativity and gives them the tools to reach their students
through text, video or images in a way that print alone cannot match.
Reuse
Library resources represent a vast, largely untapped wealth of scholarly, well organized and
increasingly digital information that is perfectly suited for classroom use, both as core and
supplementary material. Multi-use ebooks are available at no charge to faculty and students and,
as demonstrated by the Textbooks as eBooks in the Library list, they can be easily adopted as
textbooks and accessed from almost any device.
Library databases are another source of classroom material. Faculty already assign students peerreviewed and popular articles, often as suggested readings. The currency and quality of these
articles, combined with their availability to students free of charge, makes it worth the effort to
collect them into digital readers, replacing traditional textbooks. The prevalence of course and
learning management systems on most campuses means digital readers can be delivered fully
online, no printing charges required; although, the option to print still exists for those students
who desire paper copies. At SJSU, subject specialist librarians assist faculty in locating and
disseminating these works in copyright compliant formats.
In the last decade or so, libraries have also increased their collection of multi-media resources,
taking advantage of academic media collections to provide more engaging, interactive materials
to enhance student and faculty research agendas and presentations. If the unvetted offerings of
TED, Khan Academy, and YouTube do not appeal to faculty as classroom material, library
subscriptions to Alexander Street’s Academic Video Online, which encompasses dozens of
disciplines such as anthropology, counseling and therapy, dance, education, and nursing, should.
These databases provide videos from academic observation and documentary footage. They also
include full transcripts, the ability to make clips of varying length and user-friendly ways to
present them to students online or in class.
Additionally, for many of the resources mentioned, digital access may actually increase
accessibility for differently-capable students, as delivery systems adopted by the university
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generally comply with Section 508 of the U.S. Rehabilitation Act and so work with adaptive
technologies like screen readers and text enlargers.
Demands to justify library collection budgets increase in economic downturns, such as the one
California is currently mired in. Librarians and educators know how important quality research
materials are, but administrators and legislators may not see them as imperative. Incorporating
library resources as core course materials takes advantage of money already spent, reusing funds
for the benefit of the institution and its stakeholders, while introducing students to campus
resources that will serve them their entire academic and professional careers.
Recycle
A recently discovered syllabus for a three-course series required by hundreds of science and
engineering majors at SJSU each year, discouraged students from buying used books or sharing
textbooks. The syllabus referred to purchasing anything but the newest edition as “trying to save
a few bucks.” The instructor states: “I do not recommend using earlier editions as many changes
have been made, particularly to the end-of-chapter problems.” Only the publisher’s website was
listed as a source for purchasing the book and a $50 “homework access code” was required—in
addition to the $257 textbook. For this particular course, there are more than a dozen freely
available online books that would fulfill its curricular needs. This includes a comprehensive text
from Rice University's OpenStax College, actually written by a CSU colleague from the same
discipline.
For those who still prefer assigning print texts, or in cases where no viable online alternative
exists, there are still many affordable print options that may arguably be the best solution for
campuses serving student populations with limited access to the internet and computers. This is
particularly true for basic courses in math, science, writing, and literature with content that rarely
changes. Instructors can increase affordability, and therefore equity, by recycling textbooks in
the following ways:









Assign readings by topic and chapters rather than page numbers, so small changes do not
mean having to give up used-books options for the latest edition
Develop customized end-of-chapter questions so new questions sets do not preclude
utilizing old editions
If teaching introductory, benchmark or overarching concepts, allow students to use a
book of their choice, as long as it covers the core materials. Provide more focused
materials using journal articles, lectures, OpenCourseWare, etc.
For large General Education courses, work with publishers to find a textbook that will be
maintained without changes for an agreed upon time, four to five years, for example.
Combine forces with similar institutions to make the deal worthwhile for publishers.
Ask students to donate their old book to future classmates. Provide these books to
students in need.
If all else fails, choose a print book that is reasonably priced. Instructors can compare
prices for possible texts themselves at Akedemos Textbook Adoption Tool
(http://akademos.com/textbook-adoption/)
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Conclusion
Although not all approaches from the CSU are focused on equalizing educational access and
tuition hikes continue to discourage our most challenged students from obtaining advancement
through education, Affordable Learning Solutions represents a student-centered, sustainable,
multi-faceted battle against inequity in education. Providing a myriad of possibilities from
renewing free digital media to recycling textbooks to reusing library materials in order to
maximize existing campus resources, this campaign signifies an excellent example of grassroots
work toward equal educational opportunity for all.
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Abstract
According to Price (2007) there is strong evidence for the controlled use of fire by Homo
erectus beginning over 400,000 years ago. Significant elements of human language and
culture have developed around fires. The results of over two decades of using overnight
outdoor education field trips with campfires, fire circles, or a facsimile thereof, to create
transformational educational experiences for pre-service teachers will be addressed in the
context of a simulation experience for workshop participates. Design elements of
working not only with pre-service teachers, but also middle-school students to create
outdoor overnight experiences will be presented. Optimal size of the fire circle groups
will be explored in the simulation event, based on relevant research and experience, to
enhance the probability of transformational experiences. Critical leadership styles and
elements will be defined in the context of theoretical/philosophical design elements,
including implications of Martin Buber ‘s organic communities, Teilhard de Chardin’s
concept of personality development, as well as, Jean Piaget’s hypothetical deductive
reasoning. Group dynamics and facilitation strategies from reflective listening, Ojibwa
talking circles, and closing circles will be explained in the simulation. Preliminary pre
and post field experience survey data from a ‘fire circle’ event addressing multiple
variables including social, personal, family and nature relationship patterns will be
analyzed and presented.
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The Development of an Academic Coaching Program for African-American Male Students
K. Denise Dennis, Ph.D.
CHAMPS Coaching Program
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Denise_Dennis@bloomfield.edu

First, let us deal with a depressing fact: “Black male college completion rates are lowest
among both sexes and all racial/ethnic groups in US higher education” (Harper, 2006, Strayhorn,
2010; in Harper, 2012, p. 3). While there may be many causes for this difference, it is useful to
focus attention on the characteristics that set those students who do succeed apart from those
who do not. The National Black College Achievement Study (Harper, 2012) found that
successful Black male students understand how to navigate the system of academia; they
understand what resources are available and how to use them, and they are actively engaged onand off-campus. Thus, raising awareness and utilization of resources, and increasing student
engagement is an important element in addressing the needs of those students who are not yet
achieving (Harper, 2012). Bloomfield College, a predominantly Black private liberal arts
college located in central New Jersey, is addressing these needs through the Coaching Health for
African-American Males to Promote Success (C.H.A.M.P.S.) program.
The International Coach Federation defines coaching as “partnering with clients in a
thought-provoking and creative process that inspires them to maximize their personal and
professional potential” (International Coach Federation, n.d.). In an academic setting, this
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partnering has a more focused goal. The University of South Carolina defines academic
coaching as “a one-on-one interaction with a student focusing on strengths, goals, study skills,
engagement, academic planning, and performance” (Robinson & Gahagan, 2010, p. 27).
Through the C.H.A.M.P.S. program, students work with a coach to develop a
C.H.A.M.P.S. Plan. The plan includes academic, engagement and lifestyle goals. Then, the
student and coach meet face-to-face each month throughout the year to discuss their progress,
problem solve, and outline next steps.
The C.H.A.M.P.S. program was launched in September, 2012. Ten coaches were
selected. The coaches have a minimum of a bachelor’s degree and most have at least a master’s
degree. Coaches were selected based on their experience with coaching or mentoring as well as
their understanding of the unique challenges facing Black male college students. The coaches
include Bloomfield College alumni as well as members of the community at large. The coaches
completed an initial training session followed by on-going training throughout the program.
Each coach has been assigned a maximum of ten students.
The program began with those students who were on academic probation for the first
time. Typically, students on probation are required to meet on a regular basis with an advisor in
the college’s advising office. Black male students were directed to the C.H.A.M.P.S. program
instead. In addition, as capacity allowed, the program opened to all Black male students. While
this is the target group of the program, all students are welcome, regardless of ethnicity or
gender.
Students participate formally in the program for one academic year. One goal of the
program is to help students recognize that they can create and accomplish these plans on their
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own. We want them to start to use the resources available on campus and to become engaged
with the community. We do not want them to become dependent on the C.H.A.M.P.S. coach.
The program will be assessed through several methods. At the beginning and end of each
semester, students will assess their progress on their academic, engagement and lifestyle goals.
They will also evaluate their coaches. In addition, student grade point average, probation status,
use of college resources, retention and graduation will all be tracked.
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Abstract
Living in the 21th century with rapidly changing information of science and
technology, science education play an important role in promoting the level of scientific
literacy of students. This narrative qualitative research will examine students’ science
learning experiences to consider how reading and writing activities impact their science
literacy. In the scientific and technological era, reading and writing skills are seen as
critical in accessing, communicating and producing knowledge in particular science
knowledge. Importantly, when students study in higher education level, reading and
writing skills become self-learning tools in the process of gaining knowledge. However,
in Vietnam reading and writing activities have not been integrated into science teaching
though one of the aims of curriculum reform is to prepare students to be active, creative,
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and capable of dealing with real problems. The participants will be seven international
graduate students studying in different fields at university of Hawaii at Manoa.
Instrument of data collection will be semi-interviews lasting about 20-30 minutes
concerning participants’ reading and writing experiences. The audio recordings will be
transcribed. The interview transcripts will be coded and categorized into the themes,
patterns. It will be expected that the findings of this study might contribute insights into
science instruction integrated reading and wring activities to promote students’ science
literacy.
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ABSTRACT
In the research, I analyzed the conditions enabling a successful inclusion of Romani pupils into
elementary schools in the Republic of Slovenia. I identified the key issues on inclusion of Romani
pupils, and analyzed the realization of the fundamental conditions for a successful inclusion of
Romani pupils, which I based on the opinions of professionals in six elementary schools obtained
through focus group’s interviews. I gathered opinions from elementary school teachers,
administrators and a Romani teacher assistant about their efforts to integrate Romani pupils in
elementary school, and about their efforts to cooperate with Romani parents. I was also
interested in how elementary schools try to create the conditions for the development of the
potential of each individual and to implement an inclusive curriculum.
Results are showing different kinds of ways in enabling a successful inclusion of Romani pupils in
elementary school. Schools are facing with irregular school attendance, high drop-out rate,
insufficient understanding of learning language from the Romani pupils, low motivation of Romani
parents to cooperate with elementary schools, the role of a Romani teacher assistant is very
differently understand, etc. Because of the qualitative type of a research, a common practice
cannot be identified. But on the other hand, evidently a creation of such courses that adequately
train teachers to create an inclusive environment is necessary. What I also identify is the need to
sensitize teachers as well as the majority of the population for identifying and overcoming
prejudices and stereotypes and empower Romani parents for their parental role.
Keyword 1: inclusion
Keyword 2: Romani pupils
Keyword 3: qualitative research
INTRODUCTION
Romani people are one of the oldest and largest ethnic groups in Europe. They do not have their
own country, but they live in almost all countries of Europe and Central Asia. Their roots come
from northern India, and according to the existing data they came in Europe in so called "waves of
migration" between 9th and 14th century (Crowe, in McDonald et al. 2001, p. 17). The number of
Romani people in Europe is estimated at 10-12 million. Historically, they have always been victims
of discrimination, xenophobia and exclusion, and one of the poorest people in Europe. Despite
many policy initiatives in the last two decades, living and working conditions of Romani people are
not any better, and they are still socially, economically and geographically marginalized. Above all,
Romani children create one of the most vulnerable and at risk groups (Ghent, Tankersley 2009).
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Romani across Europe are generally acknowledged as a minority that suffers disproportionately
from poverty, unemployment and discrimination. A long history of prejudice, negative
stereotypes, racism, and social rejection of Romani results in high rates of unemployment and
extremely low levels of education (Political and... 2005). Members of this minority, who have
obtained an elementary education, have more opportunities for cooperation in economic
development of a country in which they live, and have more opportunities for participation in
decision making about issues that are taking place within their communities and within society as
a whole (Kirlova, Repair 2003: 3). However, the enrollment rate of Romani children into preschool
education is in comparison with other children very low, and because of that their integration into
school system is even more difficult (Vonta 2010: 2).
In Slovenia, during the 2002 census, 3246 people identified themselves as a member of a Roma
community, and 3834 people identified their mother tongue as the Romani language. According to
data from the Centers for Social Work from year 2003, 6264 Romani people should live in
Slovenia, and according to the data from the municipalities, in which Romani historically live, 6448
people from the Romani ethnic minority lived in those municipalities in the year of 2004. Despite
the official census from 2002, the Office for National Minorities estimates that between 7,000 and
10,000 Romani live in Slovenia, mostly in regions of Prekmurje, Dolenjska, Bela krajina and Posavje
(General information on ... 2006, p. 1).
Since the education is widely recognized as a key path that leads out of poverty and as an
important means to overcome the intergenerational transmission of disadvantage, and on the
other hand, inclusive education provides a way for overcoming the social exclusion (The Right to ...
2009), the purposes of my study were to identify key issues encountered in the process of
inclusion of Romani pupils into elementary schools; to analyze the realization of the basic
conditions that enable a successful inclusion of Romani pupils, and to draw attention to the urgent
actions for the successful inclusion of Romani pupils into elementary schools in Slovenia. In doing
so, I reviewed national and international documents, initiatives, proposals and different legal basis
(laws), which aim to create equal opportunities for all, especially in the field of education.
CONDITIONS ENABLING A SUCCESSFUL INCLUSION OF
ROMANI PUPILS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
At the national level, I analyzed a model of integration of Romani children, which ensures equal
opportunities and access to high quality education, and provides the completion of three major
objectives: (1) to contribute to the desegregation of Romani children, (2) to improve the school
success of Romani pupils and (3) to influence the policy of equal opportunities for Romani children
(Vonta 2006, p. 5). It is important that we strive for the implementation of the following key
positions:
• implementation of child-centered approach, which fosters a holistic development of a child as
well as provides a cultural, individual and developmental appropriate learning environment and
approaches to learning, and creates the basis for the work in inclusive classrooms (Vonta 2006,
p. 6);
• quality education, that can be achieved through high quality educational practices; criteria for
such a practice can be found in the International Step by Step Association’s Principles of Quality
Pedagogy, which are "based on seven key educational concepts and have proven impact on the
quality of the educational process" (ibid., p . 6);
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• Romani teacher assistant, whose role was found to be important in creating a bilingual
environment and in implementing elements of multiculturalism. For Romani children, the
introduction of Romani teacher assistants into school process creates the opportunity to learn
on the principle of equal opportunities with their non-Roma peers. All indicated have a
significant affect on the quality of inclusion (Režek 2007, p. 46-47);
• sensitization for social justice, taking into account that all students perform better if their
teachers adopt and understand the principles of social justice, which means that they are able to
overcome their own prejudices and stereotypes and strive for harmony and overcoming
intolerance, develop understanding and knowledge about the Romani minority and to connect
with it, create conditions for the welfare of Romani pupils in the school and understand that the
majority culture promotes myths and stereotypes that are harmful to children's learning (Vonta
2006, p.12.);
introduction
of changes at the level of the whole school, linking schools with parents, other
•
schools and the community, as changes in classroom practice can be achieved only by changing
the culture of teaching and learning, and if supported by the entire culture of the school (Fullan
in Vonta 2006, Fullan in Vonta 2007).
In the search for basic conditions enabling a successful inclusion of Romani pupils in education
system, which are internationally recognized, I analyzed the document, which was created during
the conference "The Right to Education for Every Child: Removing Barriers and Fostering Inclusion
for Roma Children" (Belgrade, June 2009). The conference highlighted four key areas that need
special attention and focus and to which educational policy should focus particularly in terms of
efforts to promote and encourage successful inclusion of Romani pupils, and in providing quality
education for all (The Right to ... 2009). The four key areas are:
• Providing quality integrated early education: inclusion of children at risk in the educational
system before the mandatory elementary education should be actively promoted through
various forms of simple language learning, acquiring basic and specific skills, and through
promotion of self-esteem and socialization into the culture of the formal educational system.
• Ending segregation and fostering inclusion: segregation of Roma takes different forms and its
scope differs by municipality, region and country, but it must be eliminated by government
action.
• Supportive classroom and school environment: classroom and school environment shape
children’s perceptions of self and others and contribute to immediate and long-term learning
aspirations and outcomes. Romani children have lower rates of enrolment and far higher rates
of drop-out not only because of poverty, but also because of inability of education systems to
create enabling and supportive environments where children’s voices are heard, their
participation is encouraged and where the cultural differences are celebrated.
• Public financing of inclusive education: public financing, and the way it is allocated, is the key
policy lever for governments to achieve better education outcomes in terms of higher
attainment and better learning for Romani children.
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
Despite a number of initiatives for expanding and improving conditions for education for Romani
pupils, still around 50 per cent of Romani children in Europe do not complete the elementary
school; for Slovenia, this data does not even exist (Bester, Medvešek 2007; Smajlović 2010). In
some countries of Central and Eastern Europe, from 50 to 80 per cent of Romani children are
systematically enrolled in ‘special schools’ (in schools for children with special needs, although
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Romani children do not have intellectual disabilities), which were established in the 50s and 60s of
the twentieth century for children with learning difficulties, and are most likely of inferior quality.
But we know that Romani pupils are unsuccessful because they do not understand the language of
teaching, the learning environment is not encouraging enough, they are experiencing high poverty
etc., and not because of some learning difficulties or even because of mental disorders.
Despite many laws and legal provisions and recommendations in the form of national programs
and policies, Romani people in Slovenia and in Europe still face discrimination, segregation, social
exclusion, lack of education, they live in poor housing conditions, suffer from poverty and are
poorly integrated into the labor market. In overcoming these problems the school is important,
although it cannot resolve them alone. Inclusion as a pedagogical approach in contemporary
schools can reliably help in overcoming these problems, and thus represents the foundation for
the implementation of social changes.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODOLOGY
Research questions:
• What are the school's efforts to integrate Romani pupils in school and to overcome the
problems associated with the drop-out?
• What are the efforts of the school in providing and enabling participation of Romani parents?
• What is the role of Romani teacher assistant in creating an inclusive environment?
• In what ways are schools trying to create the conditions for developing the potential of every
individual child?
• How are international recommendations for ensuring successful inclusion of Romani children in
education system implemented in Slovenian context?
Research methodology
The data were collected within the National Evaluation Study on School Success of Roma Pupils in
Slovenian Elementary Schools (head of study: dr. Vonta). For data collection, a technique of focus
interviews was used, at six different schools. Selected schools operate in different places
throughout Slovenia, where members of the Romani minority are involved in elementary
education.
Principals were present at the interviews in all schools. In one school, vice principal was also
present and in another school also a Romani teacher assistant was present. The highest
representation was recorded by primary teachers (17) and subject teachers (16), counselors
(psychologist, teacher, social worker) were all together 8. In all six schools, all together 49
professionals were present at the interviews.
RESULTS WITH DISCUSSION
In this chapter, answers to the research questions, gained through the qualitative research with
focus groups interviews, are presented.
1. The school's efforts to integrate Romani pupils in school and to overcome the problems,
associated with the drop-out
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All schools are facing the irregular school attendance of Romani pupils and this varies from family
to family. My intention is not to generalize to the entire population, but obviously there are
differences among Romani parents in evaluation of the importance of education for the future
lives of their children, as one regularly send their children to school, others do not. Efforts to
encourage school attendance schools usually shift to the parents, who should be blamed for
children’s absence from school ,and also for the drop-outs in the higher grades.
In the lower grades of elementary school, more regular school attendance can be recognized.
Reasons for this could be the following: children's interest in school is higher, as something new is
happening every day; the requirements in terms of school work is not so high. Eventually, the
larger the requirements in school, the students are expected to carry out many tasks at home,
they need much more to learn at home. But at home, in most cases they do not have the
necessary space, where they can do their school assignments and learn, they often do not
understand the learning language. Schools are solving these problems rather passive - they detect
difficulties and problems that Romani pupils have, but often shift the blame on the parents.
Parents, according to the teachers, do not encourage their children enough to learn and to go to
school.
2. The schools’ efforts in providing and enabling participation of Romani parents
If I summarize, I can say that schools perceive benefits and importance of participation of Romani
parents in the educational process, but in seeking appropriate solutions they cannot find a good
answer on how to involve Romani parents into school’s life. It is certainly necessary to extend
school activities to preschools and other educational institutions, to the activities of the Romani
and the local community, in cooperation with governmental and non-governmental organizations,
institutions and individuals who are in any way connected with the issues affecting the Romani
ethnic minority (Vonta 2006 , p. 7).
Schools are aware that trust-building between Roma parents and schools is crucial for parents’
participation in school’s live, but it seems that schools do not find appropriate way in which they
could gain parents’ trust.
3. The role of Romani teacher assistant in creating an inclusive environment
Participants in focus groups defined Romani teacher assistant as a person who represents a link
between the school and the family and the Roma community. Participants perceive very
differently the role of Romani teacher assistant and the importance of his/her participation in the
efforts to create an inclusive environment. They see his/her role in translating materials for
Romani pupils, explain unknown concepts, taught in school, in informing Romani parents about
events at school. Some participants in focus groups do not perceive a Romani teacher assistan as a
person who could help them in establishing dialogue with Romani children and their families, as
professionals (especially teachers) think that Romani teacher assistants have inappropriate
pedagogical skills to work in the classroom.
In general, some schools recognize the role and importance of Romani teacher assistant in
providing an inclusive environment very similar, others very different. Schools interpret Romani
teacher assistant’s role in their very own way, despite the existence of National professional
qualification framework. Many schools value Romani teacher assistant’s role only as a ‘bridge’
between school and family, and they often forget to integrate him/her into educational process (in
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planning and evaluating the school’s work, in planning and evaluation his/her own work in
classroom, in observing children’s development, in developing appropriate learning environments,
etc.). They are often forgotten in embedding their knowledge about Romani culture into the
school process/life.
4. Creating the conditions for developing the potential of every individual child
From the perspective of every individual child, a teacher has a very difficult job in providing
conditions for developing the potential of every individual child. Teachers are faced with high
demands on following the national educational standards, but Romani pupils have often
difficulties in achieving them. In order to follow the national regulations for all children in the
classroom, teachers often forget to individualize the work for a particular child, and child-centered
approach is often not used because of a lack of time. Teachers should, together with pupils, on the
basis of systematic observations identify those areas that would really allow the development of
individual’s potentials.
5. Implementation of international recommendations for ensuring successful inclusion of Romani
children in education system
The first important key area is to provide and promote programs in the preschool period. Romani
children are generally not included in pre-schools, but professionals in schools are aware of the
importance of early childhood education for the later school success.
The next priority is about ending segregation and fostering inclusion, but in Slovenia there is no
trace of systematic monitoring and action plan - there are many national documents and
guidelines, but it seems that in practice they do not really come in action. Romani children are still
segregated, which can be seen in some examples of their enrollment in schools with special needs
- even though we know that the main obstacle on the way to achieving better learning outcomes,
is a lack of knowledge of learning language. Some preschools still have homogeneous classes with
only Romani children.
The third key area is focused on providing a supportive classroom and learning environment for
each student. In the context of this priority, it is necessary to strive for and to develop such kind of
educational programs, within which graduate students could learn in detail the Romani culture,
history, their language - they will gain knowledge and would have difficulties with their integration
in the regular teaching process. Within the third priority it is also necessary to strive for the
improvement of ties between the school and the community, to strive for participation of all
parents and to find ways in the school curriculum for taking into account the diversity of the
school population.
The last of the four priorities is promoting the public financing of inclusive education. In Slovenian
context, it will be necessary to invest in the development of a public funding model to increase the
supply of quality educational programs and tackle social disadvantage.
CONCLUSIONS
When talking about the lower quality of educational programs, that could influence the reasons
for exclusion from education and early drop-out, we can highlight the answers of focus groups’
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participants, who said that they miss different forms of training and exchange of experiences - it
can be concluded that their lack of competences affect the quality of educational programs.
Undergraduate education for the teaching profession (pre-service training) should definitely be
upgraded or redeveloped in a way that would include both multicultural education as well as
opportunities to raise awareness and overcome individual’s own prejudices and stereotypes
concerning Romani people and appropriate ways for their reconstruction. The study programs
should also offer a subject of the Romani language, culture and history - because a teacher
without knowledge of the basic characteristics of the Romani population is unable to provide a
quality, inclusive and multicultural learning environment.
During the undergraduate education, it would be useful (for students and for the Romani
community and schools) to promote various activities within Roma settlements and schools for
promoting the importance of knowledge and education and to assist schools in building trust with
Roma parents, as trust-building is recognized as a basis in planing steps to the successful inclusion
on Romani children in the education system. It is also necessary to work on establishing
partnerships with Romani parents.
It can be written that the responsibility for the successful inclusion of Romani pupils in elementary
schools ‘rests on shoulders’ of wide range of institutions, responsible for the education of Romani
children and on the shoulders of civil society - the school is only one of several factors. In this
context, I found out there are general problems faced by all schools that were included in the
study: inadequate training of professionals for creating an inclusive environment, a lack of
appropriately trained teachers and Romani teacher assistants, a lack of innovation when searching
for possible solutions to overcome the problems that are identified and encountered by schools.
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Former President of the American Management Association, Luthans (2004),
pointed out the key to an organization’s competitive advantage lied in the employees'
psychological capital. Psychological capital is an individual's positive psychological
state, including self-efficacy, hope, optimism and tenacity as the four positive
psychological elements. How to acquire, develop employees' psychological capital,
and thus enhance the competitive an edge of the organization is crucial for the
execution of corporate human resources and the improvement of management
efficiency. On the other hand, job involvement is a state of being characterized by
positivity, self-realization and work-related mindset. It features a three-fold dimension
of one’s vitality, dedication and focus. The degree of an employee’s involvement with
his/ her work significantly impacts the bottom line of an enterprise. Furthermore, job
involvement exerts a definite amount of influence on individual's work performance,
customer satisfaction, productivity, which are some common performance indicators
for organization evaluation. Therefore, to motivate employees and enhance their job
involvement, the organization has to start from the understanding of employees'
psychological capital.
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In this study, in-depth interviews will be conducted with 15 mid- or high-level
executives of the R & D division in the IC design companies around Taiwan. The
triangulation measurement test will also be employed to further ensure the reliability
and validity of this study. Researchers expect its findings to be applicable in the
implementation of matters relevant to the connection of psychological capital and job
involvement, In other words, concrete methods will be proposed to manage and
enhance psychological capital on the part of enterprises, and simultaneously boost
employees’ job involvement.
Keyword: job involvement, psychological capital
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Abstract
Learning Communities: A Pathway for Black Males

a. Learning Communities: A Pathway for Black Males
b. Higher Education
c. Panel Session
d. This presentation will discuss how implementing a learning community for an at-risk population
can help secure student success.
e. Dr. Sheldon B. Wrice

Dr. Sheldon Wrice, Department Chair &
Prof. Technical Writing & Composition
Summit College – The University of Akron
Email – swrice1@uakron.edu

Abstract
In light of the fact that most public colleges and universities are open admission institutions, there is a
unique challenge of retaining and increasing the graduation rate of students. More specifically, AfricanAmerican males graduation rate is significantly lower those of any other minority group. This workshop
will share various pathways and strategies that ensure student success for at risk populations (i.e. black
males) in college and the writing classroom.
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Abstract
This study examined the use of student learning polls as indicators of student perceptions
and influences on career exploration. The concept of students voicing their opinions is not new to
education. Yet a focus on the role of students in school decision-making largely vanished after
the mid-seventies (Levin, 2000; Mitra, 2004). The most valuable resource for educational reform
that is available to teachers and administrators could be the students they interact with every day
(Spires et al., 2008; Dermo, 2009). Using student opinion polls allows students a chance to
express their opinions freely and anonymously. The differences in perceived influence and
exploration needs of both males and females must be examined in this context. Outcomes of the
research suggested several statistically significant findings between opinions of both males and
females.
Statement of Problem
Anxiety and stress are growing amongst adolescents due partly to issues dealing with
choice of career, the amount of time needed to wait before examining these career options, and a
lack of support for student career exploration. Students reported that they received
encouragement to achieve higher degrees in education, but also they reported a lack of direction
in knowing how to attain these goals (Cizek & Burg, 2006). In order to fulfill the mission of
preparing students for life after high school, career exploration must be available to students
within schools (Michelozzi, Surrell, & Cobez, 2004; Millar & Shevlin, 2003). In order to present
students with valuable resources and information regarding career choices, one must first
understand influences on students in regard to career exploration.
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Teachers often see student lack of interest in school as an obstacle that prevents students
from being motivated to pursue academic endeavors (Baker, 2007). Academic endeavors
prepare students for life after secondary education. Student polling has been used to help
identify areas in which students feel schools can improve. Student polling can also be used to
gauge the influence on students in regard to career exploration. This type of polling has been
shown to deepen student bonds to their schools, and thus enhance academic achievement
(Kroeger, Burton, Comarata, Combs, Hamm, & Hopkins, 2004).
As students become more disconnected with school, they become more disconnected
with the purpose of their education. When adults continue to make decisions about the school
environment and the type of education that should take place without the input of students,
students become increasingly aware that teachers and administrators have little or no interest in
what they have to say or where they will go upon graduation (Gewetz, 2004). When students are
given a voice in the schools, they acquire ownership and have a voice in the construction of
knowledge (Kordalewski, 1999; Mitra, 2004; Spires et al., 2008). Using student opinions in the
creation of school improvement plans may be a way to directly measure what is needed for
overall student learning environment satisfaction. These improvement plans can help schools
reach their goal of preparing students for their working lives. Adolescents are the direct source
to express their opinions about what they value and want in schools and identify beneficial
experiences that they feel are missing (Girod, Pardales, Cavanaugh, & Wadsworth, 2005; Strom
& Strom, 2008).
Research Questions
Five research questions are presented in this study. Each question deals directly with
student perceptions reported on the Career Exploration poll based on gender. The topics included
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in the research questions were search status, sources of influence, things to aid in the search
process, knowledge about an intended career, and values or goals.
Research Methods/Design
This was a non-experimental study using an Internet survey. Questions were placed into
groups dealing with the same subject matter. Group 1 was identified as the search status group
or identity status. Responses identify a student as still searching, not searching, or decided.
Group 2 was identified as the sources of influence in helping choose a career group. Group 3
was identified as the things to aid in search process group. Group 4 was identified as the
knowledge about intended career group. Group 5 was identified as the career values for career
or conditions of career group. The group numbers coincide with the research question number
for which each group explores.
Review of Literature
Polls were popularized by George Gallup as a successful statistical method of survey
sampling for measuring public opinion in the 1930s and 1940s. Due to Gallup, this system of
polling soon became an acceptable form of inquiry. These polls gave the public a voice and
support democracy by allowing the common man to participate in dialogue regarding policy
(Strom, & Strom 2009). In 1936, his organization achieved national recognition by correctly
predicting, from the replies of only 5,000 respondents, that Franklin Roosevelt would defeat Alf
Landon in the U.S. Presidential election. This was in direct contradiction to the widely
respected Literary Digest magazine whose poll, based on over two million returned
questionnaires, predicted that Landon would be the winner. Not only did Gallup get the election
right, he correctly predicted the results of the Literary Digest poll as well. He did so using a
random sample smaller than theirs but chosen to match it. Today the Gallup, Harris, and Roper
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organization assess public opinion on numerous topics of interests that confront the nation
(Erickson, & Tedin, 2004).

In the study “The Significance of Students: Can Increasing “Student Voice” in Schools
Lead to Gains in Youth Development?”, Mitra (2004) examines the construct of using “student
voice” as a means for improving the success of school reform efforts. Student voice is defined
by Mitra as consisting of the most basic level of youth sharing their opinions of problems and
potential solutions and young people collaborating with adults to actually address the problems
in their schools. This qualitative study provides an in-depth explanation of a school that did
contain strong student voice efforts. The school studies included half English language learners
and half free or reduced priced lunch program students. The families of these students represent
a population who are rarely given a voice in American schools. Two random groups were
formed at the school to involve students more directly in reform efforts happening at the school.
The data were collected for more than 2 years. The data consisted of interviews, observations of
meetings and conversations, and written documents from both groups. The students who
participated in the groups showed evidence of marked increases in the very personal and social
assets that youth development researchers assert are necessary for students to succeed in society.
This was noted by a strong increase in agency, belonging, and competence across those
participating in student voice efforts (Mitra, 2004).
In Susan Black’s article “Listening to Students”, she references Carole Gallagher of
Indiana University as saying most school dropouts have been “systematically silenced,” not only
in curriculum but also in how their schools were run. Her qualitative case study of four Indiana
dropouts reveals that as high school students, they each felt alienated. A recurring theme in
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their complaints was that no one listened. All four students went on to become high school
drop-outs citing they had no voice in their school (Black, 2005).
The use of student polling in Strom, Strom, and Wing’s 2008 study gives reason to
consider the school environment to have the most effect on how students feel about their learning
conditions. In addition, it is suggested that students feel the most satisfied with their learning
conditions if they have a voice in the school (Mitra 2004, Kroeger et al., 2004). Students report
having a need to belong and a need to bond with their schools (Kroeger et al., 2004). Studies
suggest the repercussions of silencing the students can result in a higher drop out rate (Black,
2005). Students report personal relationships with teachers where they are able to talk freely
about their needs and wants as having positive influence on their personal and academic lives
(De La Ossa, 2005). It is also suggested that in order to voice opinions about the school
environment, students need a high level of comfort (Lodge, 2005).
Career development during the adolescent years has been a recognized stage of
development by theorists for many years (Wallace-Broscious, Serafica, & Osipow, 1994).
Career development is intimately related to self-concept (Super 1957). Erik Erickson (1959)
indicates that forming an occupational identity is critical to resolving the identity crisis during
adolescence. In 1968, Erikson proposed his psychosocial development stage theory including his
model of adolescent development. This model has proven highly relevant to current concepts of
career educational development. Erickson is quoted as characterizing adolescence as a period of
“moratorium for the integration of identity elements”. The individual must cope simultaneously
with coming to terms with societal demands, earning respect from peers, finding guidance, and
fulfilling the desire to make something work. The maturing individual seeks both a place in the
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economic structure and the governing philosophy of life. According to Erikson, the lack of
special aptitudes, makes adapting to adult society more difficult.
Many define the purpose of secondary education as that of preparing today’s students for
the world of work they will face upon graduation. The mission of high school is not to cover
content but to help students become analytical independent thinkers who can be productive with
content. Teaching a student to be able to apply what they have learned helps prepare them for
the world beyond school (Wiggins, & McTighe, 2008). Without opportunities within our high
schools this goal is more difficult to reach for the individual student (Strom, & Strom, 2009).
Unfortunately, the acquisition of content for its own sake is dominating classrooms across the
United States. For a large number of students, school is failing to achieve its original purpose
(Wiggins, & McTighe, 2008).
A hot topic in education for years has been based on gender differences in the classroom.
The debate as to whether students should be educated in single sex classrooms has generated
controversy and emotional debate (Cooper, & Weaver, 2003). Teachers and researchers alike
have proposed that separation of the sexes could, at various levels of education, result in higher
academic achievement. Single-sex education, also known as single-gender education, is the
practice of conducting education where male and female students attend separate classes or in
separate buildings or schools. The practice was predominant before the mid-twentieth century,
particularly in secondary education and higher education. Single-sex education in many cultures
is advocated on the basis of tradition, as well as religion and is practiced in many parts of the
world. In the past several decades in the United States, experimentation with single sex
education has been largely confined to private schools (Cooper, & Weaver, 2003). These ideas
have largely been based on the fact that many careers present gender bias.
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Data Collection/Participants
The study included ninth through twelfth grade students (n = 288) in a rural high school
in central Alabama in the United States. The demographic information on the poll included age,
grade level, gender, and ethnicity. The age of students ranged from 14 – 19 years. The average
age of the sample for this study was 16.17. The study was compromised of 49% males and 51%
females. The majority of students self-identified as White (55%). The remaining participants
self-identified as Black (27%) and Other (18%). Polls were completed by students on the
Internet in the computer labs within the school. Students not completing the polls in the
computer labs were given the opportunity to complete a paper copy of the poll located in the
front office of the school. The principal of the school announced the availability of the poll over
the intercom to all students.
Delimitations/Limitations
The poll was administered during one school day. Time was available for students to
discuss questions on the poll. Due to the number of computers with Internet access and the
number of students, the poll was not administered to the entire sample during the same time
period. The discussion amongst students could have led to influences other than those addressed
by the poll.
Results of this study are generalizable only to the population of the school in which the
poll was administered. Factors such as demographic differences, community, and life
experiences within the school as opposed to other schools, may play a major role in this.
Data Analysis
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An independent samples t-test was conducted on items 2, 6, 8, 11, and 12 that included a
scaled response. There were five of these items on the career poll. Each item posed four Likerttype possible responses. Table 1 shows the significance level and the t statistic for the
independent samples t-test having a significant difference using a two-sided test with a p value of
<.05. The t-test was used to evaluate the differences in means between two groups. Normality
and equality of variances were assumed.

Table 1
Differences Between Career Poll Responses and Gender (N = 288)
Item

t

p

(2) How influential will
relatives be in helping you
choose a career?

.44

.97

(8) How often do you think
about your future career?

1.87

.06

(11) How stressful is it for you
to choose a career?

1.79

.07

(12) How certain are you
2.65
.01*
about a particular career?
Source. P. Strom and R. Strom (2006). Career Exploration poll (http://www.learningpolls.org).
Copyright © 2006 P. Strom and R. Strom
*p < .05.

A Pearson chi-square test was conducted on items that included a nominal response.
Table 2 shows the significance level and the Pearson chi-square statistic. A two-sided test with
a p value of <.05 was used for significance.
Table 2
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Relationships Between Career Poll Responses and Gender (N = 288)
Question and Responses
1. Which factors will you consider in choosing your career?
A. amount of job stress
B. salary and benefits
C. reasonable hours
D. work satisfaction
3. Which of these sources do you talk to about possible careers?
A. family
B. friends
C. teachers
D. mentors
4. When you dream about a career, what kinds of things do you
imagine yourself doing?
A. helping others
B. being a manager
C. becoming wealthy
D. being my own boss
5. What steps have you taken to explore a possible career?
A. talked to people in a job I like
B. conversations with my relatives
C. web search of job requirements
D. have not taken any steps so far
6. How much education is required to enter the career that you
want? (only one response allowed)
A. a high school diploma
B. vocational or trade school
C. 4 year college degree
D. I do not know
7. What advice have relatives or friends given you about career
choice?
A. choose a high paying job
B. get a job with low stress
C. find a job that is satisfying
D. follow someone’s footsteps
9. What career exploration help would you like from your school?
A. guidance about web investigation of careers
B. orientation nights at school with speakers from different jobs
C. scheduled observations of people on the job
D. chances to interview workers online/phone

Table 2

Pearson Chisquare Statistic

p

.72
.91
.62
.12

.40
.34
.43
.73

.20
2.00
8.30
1.30

.65
.16
.00*
.25

22.35
.59
1.44
2.69

.00*
.44
.23
.10

.00
.14
10.85
.64

1.00
.71
.00*
.42

8.51

.13

.13
.07
2.73
.08

.72
.79
.10
.77

1.33
1.09
2.33
3.37
(table continues)

.25
.30
.13
.07
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Relationships Between Career Poll Responses and Gender (N = 288)
10. What experiences have influenced your career choice so far?
A. characters on television, Internet, movies
B. talking to people who work in the field
C. advice from faculty at my school
D. advice from parent and other relatives
13. What obstacles do you anticipate with your career choice?
A. the job I want does not have a high salary
B. the job I want calls for being gone a lot
C. the job I want requires higher education
D. the job I want means relocating my home
14. When I think about a possible career exploration program at
school
A. I would like to have my parents participate with me
B. I would like to attend these meetings with classmates
C. I would like to come to these meetings by myself
D. I do not have any interest in being a participant

.00
.35
.17
3.14

.97
.56
.68
.08

1.20
.17
.48
2.02

.27
.68
.49
.16

2.76
1.10
.10
16.84

.10
.29
.75
.00*

15. How do you suppose the career you choose will change over
time?
A. There will be a need for continuous education
B. Job requirements will stay much the same
C. Demand for this work will increase salaries
D. Status of people in this field is bound to grow

.83
.36
.01
.95
.08
.77
.87
.35
Source. P. Strom and R. Strom (2006). Career Exploration poll (http://www.learningpolls.org).
Copyright © 2006 P. Strom and R. Strom
*p < .05.
Results
The data for questions 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 15 show no significant
difference in all possibilities of response. Question 4 (When you dream about a career, what
kinds of things do you imagine yourself doing?) showed statistical significance for gender
response to the A (helping others) response. The Pearson Chi Square statistic was 22.4 with df
= 1, p = .00. Females were more likely to imagine themselves in a career helping others.
Question 5 (What steps have you taken to explore a possible career?) showed statistical
significance for gender response to the C (web search of job requirements) response. The
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Pearson Chi Square statistic was 10.85 with df = 1, p = .001. Females were more likely to use
the Internet to search job requirements. Question 14 (When I think about a
possible career exploration program at school) showed statistical significance for gender
response to the D (I do not have any interest in being a participant) response. The Pearson Chi
Square statistic was 16.84 with df = 1, p = .00. Males were less likely to be interested in
career exploration opportunities at school.
Poll findings reveal that parents are a powerful source of influence on career exploration.
Relatives are a source of influence on career selection for 89% of students. The extent of
student reliance on relatives for processing information about careers is reinforced by family
influence (78%) exceeding other sources (friends 65%; teachers 44%).
Although 53% report they need a college degree, only 5% view vocational or trade school as
appropriate. Students seem simply unaware of the careers that they could pursue in such areas. If
the responses of these students were to represent adult society there would not be enough
electricians, carpenters, plumbers, HVAC specialists, auto repair, electronic technicians because
too few chose education for such employment.
96% of students reported thinking about a future career often and sometimes. This
underscores the priority that they attach to this aspect of their future. Conversations are needed
with teachers at school. It seems important to recognize that doubt, anxiety, worry, and
anticipation are a combination of the emotions these students feel while thinking about their
future career.
Discussion
The research suggested that females imagine a career in helping others more often than
do males. Providing course work focusing on service related career options could benefit
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females. By examining career options in service related work, females could become more
aware of how to put their desires into action and what career path to begin to follow. Females
should be provided with options to address their desire to help others.
Females are more likely to search the web for information about possible careers than do
males. Providing Internet driven lessons such as Internet scavenger hunts and online research
driven assignments could provide males, who are more likely to have not searched the internet
for career information, with the experience of using the internet as a resource to search for career
information. Males need to become aware that information is available on the Internet about
careers and learn to utilize it as a resource.
Males are more likely to have no interest in a career exploration program at school.
Despite having no interest, these opportunities should be provided for all students. Possible
reasons for lack of male interest could be lack of opportunities that support male career interests.
Doing a survey of male career interest at the school and catering school career exploration
opportunities directly related to male interest could spark male involvement and desire for school
provided career exploration opportunities.
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“Time To Teach” – Strategies That Work!
Author – Rick Dahlgren and Judy Hyatt
Workshop Presenter – Frank Roti
Center For Teacher Effectiveness (CTE)
4381 English Point Road
Hayden Lake, ID 83835
info@timetoteach.com
Workshop Abstract
Educators on average are losing 5 – 9 hours weekly on lower-level discipline challenges. Lowlevel disruptions are stealing precious instructional time. Academics and discipline clearly go
hand in hand. With all of the demands on students performing proficient and higher on state
assessments, we cannot afford to lose instructional time. Participants will learn how to avoid
the “debate bait” – how to eliminate warnings and multiple requests. Participants will learn
how to increase academics, decrease discipline challenges at school and at home, gain parent
support, and empower all educators. Participants will be encouraged and challenged to
implement research-based learned strategies and techniques that will change the classroom
setting, school culture/ climate, and home setting immediately.
Classroom management was rated as the most important variable to building and sustaining
a high achieving classroom. Classroom management is also the number one reason why
educators are leaving the profession. Teachers deserve and need world-class classroom
management training to provide students the calm, quiet, happy, high-performing teaching
and learning environments in which they can excel. “Time To Teach”, written by Rick
Dahlgren, provides behavioral management strategies and techniques that have a positive
impact on classrooms, schools, and at home.
Participants will be engaged in a highly interactive session learning, practicing, and reflecting
upon the following research-based behavioral management strategies that can be
implemented at school and at home. – Diffusers – statements/phrases used to address
children’s misbehaviors and avoid power struggles, Teach To’s – systematic strategies
designed for setting up classroom/home expectations, designing the classroom setting
arrangement with colors, seating arrangements, and scents, and Refocus – a classroom and
home strategy of immediately addressing children’s behaviors that are negatively impacting
the classroom, school, and home.
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secondary credential courses, as part of the Ford Foundation Arts in Education Initiative (AEI), to
promote understanding of concepts by representing them and reflecting on them through art.
Examples of student work are drawn from Cognitive Development , Student Teaching Seminar and Social
Studies Methods courses.
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Title: Exploring Concepts of Learning and Development Through the Arts: Arts Integration in
Pre-service Teacher Education
Author:
Joan Skolnick
Professor, School of Education, Multiple Subject Program and Single Subject Program
Saint Mary's College of California
email: jskolnic@stmarys-ca.edu
address: 6040 Aspinwall Road, Oakland, CA 94611
How can the arts help pre-service teachers understand complex concepts about child development,
culture and pedagogy? This paper presents artful thinking strategies implemented in elementary and
secondary credential courses, as part of the Ford Foundation Arts in Education Initiative (AEI), to
promote understanding of concepts by representing them and reflecting on them through art.
Examples of student work are drawn from Cognitive Development , Student Teaching Seminar and Social
Studies Methods courses.
Arts and visual thinking strategies were infused in courses in three credential programs at Saint Mary's
College School of Education. These were intended to foster critical thinking about theory and practice in
the complex and diverse context of California schools and to model teaching through the arts. This work
draws on literature supporting the role of the arts in nurturing cognitive abilities and thinking
dispositions; developing disciplinary understanding and multicultural perspectives; and fostering
empathy. Course assignments, instructional techniques and student work are presented.
Undergraduate students in a Cognitive Development course grappled with stage theory and its
implications for teaching. Students constructed an understanding of how children develop more
complex reasoning by representing the concept of cognitive dissonance and its resolution through an art
form. In written artist statements accompanying their creations and performances students discussed
what they learned about developmental theory and about the art form.
Student teachers in graduate Multiple and Single Subject courses viewed art work selected to foster
reflection about perspective, culture, development, and learning. Artful thinking strategies paired
specific critical thinking questioning sequences with evocative arts images. Students wrote and
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discussed reactions to the art, and applied understandings evoked by the art to teaching and learning in
their student teaching classrooms.
The paper analyzes student learning about theory, about children, and about the powerful role of the
arts in promoting critical thinking and understanding. It describes how issues and themes generated by
art can frame discourse throughout student teaching and credential program course work.
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Abstract: Digital Resources: A Model for Evaluating Free Humanities Websites for Humanities Teachers
and Students
Purpose: The presentation will discuss a model developed to evaluate free Humanities web resources.
Specifically it will describe free Humanities websites since 2008 that offer accurate and reliable
information suitable for teacher and student use. Informal presentation by presenter of research to answer
two research questions:
How do student and teachers view free digital Humanities resources available on the web?
Can we identify a model to evaluate free Humanities websites of value to teachers and students and
for the librarians who serve them?
Background:
Science and humanities faculty researchers use digital resources including resources available on
Internet websites. Studies find that faculty in the sciences were more positive about the accuracy and
format of the web than faculty in the social sciences or in language and literature. Generally, "faculty
teaching in the language and literature fields tend to be the least satisfied with the Web overall and were
less satisfied with its content and accuracy." Faculty teaching in the humanities areas thought the
information on the Internet is “without a recognized selection process, carried out by accepted and
reputable organizations or publishers (Hemming 216).”
While Humanities faculty question the reliability of the web, undergraduate students report that the
Web provides them much information that they use to complete assignments. One study found that “47%
of students report that they began with online sources 90% or more of the time. Twenty five and one half
percent of students preferred the convenience of ‘“good enough”’ online journal sources and 9.8%
preferred the ‘“good enough”’ web find” (Dilevko and Lisa Gottlieb 82). High school students responded
that the information they use comes from websites 65% of the time and print resources only 10% of the
time according to one study” (Herring 11). High school students who are identified as “deep learners”
use the Internet more frequently than “surface learners,” according to one study which stressed that
“teachers are the key factor for directing students to use the Internet for educational needs (Yimaz and
Orhan 100)”
A rating system or model, therefore, is needed to provide the missing “selection process, carried
out by accepted and reliable organizations or publishers” that faculty teaching in language and literature
and the other humanities areas request. The presenter will share a model developed for this process and
free Humanities websites evaluated using the proposed model.
Methodology: Content analysis conducted of websites on multiple subjects published in Reference &
User Services Quarterly from 2008 to 2011. This study evaluates these websites to determine value to
teachers and students in the Humanities. The websites are evaluated to determine the types of material
that humanities teachers and students value: Primary sources; Secondary sources that critically analyze
primary sources; and Sources that answer questions that may arise. Recommendations are made for user
level: elementary school user; junior school user; high school user; college user.
Outcomes of presentation: 1. Sharing a model of evaluation developed for free Humanities websites that
can be adapted for other subject areas. 2. Bibliography with current free Humanities websites evaluated
using the model will be available. 3. Interaction with the attendees will be encouraged so sharing of
knowledge about the topic occurs.
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Abstract
Background: Faculty in higher education are expected to be active in teaching, discovery, and
outreach. However, doctoral programs in many disciplines have historically focused on research
and scholarly publication, while placing less emphasis on preparation for formal teaching.
Purpose: The goal of the Graduate Teaching Scholar program is to prepare doctoral students for
a rewarding career in academia that focuses not only on research, but also teaching.
Methodology: In 2012, seven doctoral students in the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
at Virginia Tech were selected for the program. In their first year, scholars are expected to
shadow and observe undergraduate courses within the college. During the second year, scholars
share instructional responsibilities (50%) with a faculty mentor for a course within their home
department. In the final year, scholars assume full responsibility for the same course from year
two. Scholars are also expected to complete dissertation research in their home department.
Results: Faculty mentors have been selected and scholars have begun shadowing various classes
within the college. Weekly meetings have been held to teach the scholars learning strategies and
classroom management/protocols utilized in higher education. Frequent meetings with faculty
mentors have provided additional guidance.
Conclusion: The Graduate Teaching Scholars program is preparing the next generation of wellrounded faculty in higher education. Frequent inquiries from other universities as well as
colleges within Virginia Tech suggest the desire for such a program. The College of Agriculture
and Life Sciences plans to continue the program by adding additional doctoral students
throughout the coming years.
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HICE Proposal 2013
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Abstracts
Musical Arts and Schools: Music and Decision Making in Public Education
J. Anthony Plenty
The purpose of this paper is to provide a framework for decision making that facilitates the
support of arts education in public schools. It considers a variety of decision making perspectives
and suggests the importance of selecting a decision making framework that looks beyond just
financial considerations. This is increasingly important as educational reform continues to
emphasize English and Math, often at the expense of other curricular areas (Common Core State
Standards Initiative, 2010; Major, 2010). Additionally, the spiraling cost of education and the
desire and demand from legislators and taxpayers to control and reduce spending levels for
educational services is a situation that has become all too familiar to school districts across the
country and those who provide arts education in public school settings (Gambler, 2003; Major,
2010). Given this, it is important that school leaders must not only consider and execute a
decision based off of one area of concern, but leaders must consider the cost and benefits of an
arts education curriculum in public schools that includes music, visual arts, theatre, and dance.
There are three areas of literature that are drawn upon for this piece—Decision Making Theory,
Arts Education, and Educational Reform. In the United States of America, the mission of the
Department of Education is to promote student achievement and preparation for global
competitiveness by fostering educational excellence and ensuring equal access (Department of
Ed., 2012). To effectively assert such mission, it is most important to give consideration to the
inclusion of the arts in public education.
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The Guide to Going Google - Deploying Google Apps at your School
Did you know that Google is much more than a search tool?
Google have developed a range of tools, similar to Microsoft office, that allow students to
collaborate in real time.
With over twenty million students worldwide now using Google in their school, there is no
shortage of evidence that points to the fact that the ability of the tools inside Google to
facilitate real time collaboration has greatly increased the motivation and engagement of
students.
Whilst this is the case, there are many schools and teachers concerned about privacy, data
storage, and student abuse of privileges.
Many teachers remain resistant to change, often with good reason. They are tired of trying
to keep up with the last shiny object to be released. They have tried to use a program only
to have it not work, or worse still, lose their work.
Add to this the conflicting research results that clearly show that there is no guaranteed
increased educational benefit at the end of our hard work and money spent.
As a teacher, Mike fully understands the tension schools and teachers face. As a Google
Certified Teacher and a Google Apps for Education Certified Trainer, Mike is able to help
walk teachers and school staff through the best practice of implementing Google in their
school. You can be confident that your data is safe and secure, your teachers embrace the
change rather than resist it and your students increase the ownership of their learning.
This transition doesn’t just happen by chance it happens by design. In this workshop Mike
will clearly outline the six questions you need to ask, issues you need to consider and give
you a timeline to successfully implement Google in your school.
This workshop is perfect for the school that has implemented Google but have questions
about the best way to set it up as well as the school that is just exploring the possibilities.
Why use Google in your school?
 It’s free. Not only are the Google tools free to educational institutions, but you can
also save money on maintaining your servers, software licences and other programs
 Your staff and students can collaborate in real time
 Your students will love it and your staff will embrace it
 The security is world class (some of the largest companies in the world are using it)
 You will have access to great support
 You can access your documents from anywhere
Ample time will be given for schools to ask questions during the workshop
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The Benefits of Using Email to Maintain Structured Instructor Accessibility in Assisting
Student-Driven Learning of Mathematics
MAJ Troy A. Bupp
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troy.a.bupp@usma.edu
Abstract: At the United States Military Academy at West Point, the Thayer Method requires that cadets
prepare their academic lessons prior to receiving the classroom instruction (Rickey and Shell-Gellasch,
2012). Typically, a cadet will prepare for each lesson the evening prior to attending class. A common
cadet misperception is that this method does not work well for math. When a cadet is unable to grasp a
mathematical concept provided in an assignment, a cadet’s ability to complete the associated homework
problems prior to the classroom instruction diminishes greatly. The opportunity for a cadet to learn math
and gain confidence in his or her abilities may be lost for that evening. With the competing demands on a
cadet’s time in the Academy’s academic, military, and physical programs, a cadet’s focus and energy to
struggle to learn new math concepts may not be the most efficient use of his or her time. Many cadets have
difficulty in attending normal office hours due to their full day’s worth of requirements. Having a
structured timeframe to email an instructor with a specific question in which a response is both timely and
reliable has proven effective in resolving the issue of cadets losing interest in math preparation and
learning. An instructor’s increased accessibility through email during the evenings prior to the classroom
instruction has shown to benefit not only the cadet in saving time and facilitating the learning of new math
concepts but also, and more importantly, shown to benefit the instructor. This paper explores both the
qualitative and quantitative outcomes during a one-year pilot study of maintaining structured instructor
accessibility in assisting student-driven learning of mathematics.

Background
During my first semester as a graduate student at the College of William & Mary, my linear
programming professor, Professor David Phillips (currently assigned as an Assistant Professor at
the United States Naval Academy), encouraged his students to email him at any time for
assistance. I leveraged this opportunity frequently, probably more so than Professor Phillips
forecasted when he made the offer. One specific instance occurred around 2 a.m. While
working on an assignment to code George Dantzig’s Simplex Method in MATLAB®, I became
stymied on a particular line of code. With a desperate email for help sent at that late hour, I
planned to retire for the evening. However, as promised, within a few moments after sending my
email and just prior to shutting down my laptop, the response I needed arrived. Professor
Phillips’s email provided insight, saved me hours of delay, and gave me the confidence to
continue to code successfully. Now, as a math instructor at West Point, I strive to provide that
same responsiveness and support to my cadets as they prepare their math lessons prior to the
classroom instruction. With significant requirements placed upon the cadets, a reliable and
timely email response from an instructor can be the difference between maintaining a cadet’s
focus to learn new mathematical concepts or losing their energy and efforts to something else.
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Premise
On the first day of each class, I draw the survivor plot shown in Figure 1 on the chalkboard.

Figure 1: Survivor plot of receiving an instructor email response based upon the time sent.
Without even explaining the concept of probability or survival plots, the cadets quickly realize
that I am available through email until 2130 each night, at which time I plan on retiring for the
evening. I use this opportunity to explain the importance of sleep in a cadet’s lifestyle and the
effects that sleep has on retention and learning (Mason and Stark, 2010). I then follow with a
discussion about cadets having a plan to prepare their academic requirements for the next day
during the Evening Study Period (ESP) 1. When I ask cadets what their plan is for ESP, the
typical response is simply “study.” However, I challenge each cadet to have a precise plan or
schedule for his or her ESP time. Then I provide for them a simple, blank timesheet as shown in
Figure 2 as a guide to formalize their plan.

Figure 2: Blank schedule for a cadet to plan lesson preparation during Evening Study Period.
In reality, the blank schedule for ESP serves as an opportunity for me to stage three important
reasons why I believe that cadets should begin ESP with their math preparation. First, both of
the primary Plebe (or freshmen) math courses—MA103 (Mathematical Modeling and
Introduction to Calculus) in the fall and MA104 (Differential Calculus) in the spring—each meet
64 out of the 80 class days during a semester. With this frequency of meetings, the regularity to
1

Evening Study Period is the designed time of study beginning at 1930 and ending at 2400 (when lights out for the
Corps of Cadets occurs). The Dean allocates and reserves this timeframe for cadets to prepare their lessons in
accordance with the Thayer Method. The Dean holds ESP the evenings prior to each academic lesson and on
certain Friday evenings.
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prepare math lessons during ESP is nearly constant. Second, MA103 and MA104 are 4.0 and 4.5
credit hours, respectively. The course with the next highest credit hours is chemistry with 3.5.
The rest of the Plebe courses are 3.0 credit hours or less. Thus, their Plebe math courses have the
greatest impact on their grade point average (GPA). If these first two reasons were not enough, I
then conclude by explaining that I will answer cadet questions sent through email with the
probability shown in Figure 1. Thus, if a cadet emails me with a question before 2130, there is a
great likelihood that he or she will receive a response from me to assist with his or her math
preparation during the same evening. With these three arguments, my desire for my cadets is for
them to begin their ESP with their math preparation.
My email accessibility serves to assist cadets with specific questions to resolve a lack of
understanding that prevents them from continuing with their math preparation. There are
numerous, competing demands for their time. Spending time attempting to figure out a math
problem without success can be frustrating given the numerous, competing requirements that the
Academy places upon the cadets. If a lack of understanding goes unresolved, any math learning
that could have occurred in the evening gets quickly absolved in favor of another focus. The
academic course load alone is approximately 18 credit hours per semester. In the physical
program area, each cadet must be involved in a competitive sport. Additionally, the cadets must
maintain the Army physical fitness standards. In the military program area, each cadet has a role
with defined duties and responsibilities within the Corps of Cadets. For Plebes especially, there
is also the adjustment to the military regiment within the academic structure. Other demands on
their time involve maintaining social connections and hobbies. Thus, cadet time is very precious
and a valuable commodity. Hosting a dedicated timeframe for a cadet to access his or her
instructor during ESP serves to assist cadets in maintaining their focus on learning math.
Implementation and Data Collection (Reference Appendix 1)
For the context of this research, I did not use every email that I received. Rather, I defined a
recordable email as a cadet initiated email which contains a specific question(s) in regards to the
lesson material or any concerns regarding the administrative requirements that corresponded to
completing an assignment. I excluded tabulation of emails that asked to schedule an additional
instruction (AI) through an office call—though important and also addressed—and any other
reason other than those previously stated. Appendix 1 contains the concept on how I collected
the data used for this one-year pilot study. Through analyzing this data, I was able to conclude
the qualitative and quantitative outcomes described in the subsequent sessions.
Qualitative Outcomes
The most basic qualitative outcome is that through email, every cadet in all of my sections has
the ability to receive math assistance if needed. Emailing the instructor is purely voluntarily.
Learning math prior to receiving the classroom instruction is new for nearly all of the entering
Plebe class. If a cadet struggles to learn the material, a cadet may realize that there is a point of
diminishing returns in continuing to attempt to understand a new math concept without success.
If a textbook, a fellow classmate, or another source is unable to resolve the struggle with learning
the material, a cadet may lose the motivation to continue with his or her math preparation. This
is the exact opportunity that an instructor should seize upon in order to provide a cadet with an
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appropriate amount of assistance to maintain the cadet’s focus on math. Maintaining a reliable
and timely email timeframe and responsiveness does just that.
An instructor increases his or her opportunities for cadets to seek assistance. Having available
and reliable email hours is similar to holding office hours. At West Point, the common trend is
not to hold routine office hours but rather to have cadets schedule an appointment with an
instructor. This method (referred to as additional instruction or “AI”) of scheduling and
attending an appointment with an instructor nests well with a cadet’s development to become an
Army officer. Scheduling and attending appointments is a regular occurrence in the Army. As I
instruct all of my classes during the morning hours, I am unavailable to conduct AI in the
morning. Some cadets have their free hours in the morning and classes in the afternoon.
Scheduling an AI session becomes a challenge. I can increase my availability to all of my cadets
outside the classroom by encouraging them to email me at anytime with a question. Having the
structured timeframe is just a means to ensure a timely response. The Premise contains my
rationale for this timeframe, and I make answering a cadet’s email a top priority.
Receiving an email from a cadet allows the instructor to see firsthand how the student
articulates, in writing, his or her problem. Communicating in writing is one of the core math
curriculum goals for our cadets. A cadet must properly articulate his or her problem through
email to the instructor. Emails related to course material provides cadets additional opportunities
to improve their ability to communicate math in writing. I have also found that cadets will
occasionally incorporate both Microsoft® Excel and Mathematica® code into their questions.
This shows yet another level of understanding. In response to a cadet’s email, I have the
flexibility to answer questions in a number of ways. Of course as I begin to know and
understand my cadets’ abilities on an individual level, my email responses range to meet their
specific needs. My response can range from providing the answer needed, providing a source for
a cadet to resolve his or her own problem, providing code in Excel or Mathematica®, or
answering a question with a question of my own.
Through cadet emails, the instructor can draw conclusions as to how cadets prepare for class.
The math courses that I taught during the past two semesters had individual lesson objectives
that corresponded to larger block outcomes for the course. A typical lesson requires that a cadet
read in their math textbook and then practice the material from the reading with related
homework problems. The Thayer Method warrants that a cadet arrives to class having prepared
his or her notes, homework problems, and has formulated any questions that he or she has of the
instructor to solidify the learning. One of the earliest assessments I made was that cadets are
more inclined to email me about the homework problems more than the reading. This should
come as no surprise because there exists a more objective train of thought that is typically
associated with math problems than there is with math readings. The reality of the Thayer
Method is that majority of cadets proceed straight to the problems and reference the reading only
when they need assistance to solve the problems. Thus, I received very few emails about the
reading. Acknowledging this, there are certain lessons where I know that I must cover the
mathematical theory in greater depth than others.
For a first year instructor, the greatest benefit that I gained from this research was in knowing
ahead of time what questions or problems I might encounter from the lesson in the classroom the
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next day. If I received a couple of emails the night before my classroom instruction regarding
the same issue(s) within a lesson, I could immediately tailor my lesson plan for the next day.
This is especially true when I receive an email from one of my better performing cadets. Our
math lessons are structured such that not every lesson objective may be covered during the
classroom instruction. With the Thayer Method, the cadets are responsible for all the lesson
objectives whether or not I address them or the cadets ask about them in class. Email questions
from cadets allow for an instructor to determine the cause of the lack of understanding. A single
email from a cadet to an instructor can develop into a dialogue useful to understand a cadet’s
perspective. This understanding can translate to improved instruction the next day.
Answering cadet email questions the night prior to the lesson reduces the amount of questions
asked in class. A minimal investment of maintaining an instructor’s email accessibility the night
prior to the classroom instruction can actually provide additional classroom time. Through
email, I have already answered questions that are normally asked at the beginning of class about
the lesson. This time savings allows for either a deeper discussion about the material or more
opportunities to practice with applications. Additionally, I have found that email availability
benefits many types of personalities. For the introverts, cadets will often email me questions the
night prior to the class instruction. In doing so, they minimize the number of questions they may
ask during class. As I got to know and understand these personalities, I realized how important
having the ability to have one’s question(s) answered outside of the classroom setting is.
An instructor’s timely response is a subtle way of displaying that the instructor cares about the
cadet’s learning of mathematics. I overheard a few of my cadets talking about my email
availability and assistance that I provided. The comment overheard was in regards to how
quickly that I responded to their question. Even if they do not like the response that I provide (as
my typical response is to offer them a different approach to resolve their own problem), my
cadets realize that my assistance is available if needed. Even with West Point’s small ratio of the
number of cadets to one instructor (no more than 18:1), developing personal rapport with each
cadet in the classroom is limited. Through email, I can create a small, additional opportunity to
engage a cadet towards learning math that I do not have during the academic day. Developing
this rapport with a cadet can serve to motivate a cadet’s math performance.
Finally, I have two suggestions to another instructor to reinforce his or her email availability to
cadets. First, I have implemented an overt method to reinforce my email availability for every
lesson in which I receive an email. Immediately after class begins, I ask each cadet who had
emailed me the night prior if my email response assisted with his or her preparation efforts.
Now, I know the answer ahead of time through the prior night’s email dialogue. However, to
hear a fellow cadet publically proclaim that I positively affected his or her preparation efforts the
night prior has, in my opinion, caused others to begin or increase their frequency of emails. A
second way to reinforce my email availability occurs during my homework problem checks.
Routinely before class begins, I individually check each cadet’s homework preparation. When I
come across a cadet who has not completed any or all of his or her homework problems, I
immediately ask the question “why?” With email availability, I have removed the cadet excuse
that he or she did not understand and could not, therefore, complete the assignment. Structure
email available places greater emphasis on a cadet to learn math as a cadet should not arrive to
class with a prior lack of understanding of the material.
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Quantitative Results
Below are the quantitative results from my one-year pilot study from academic year (AY) 2012.
(Specific terms—1 fall, 2 spring, 3 summer—are hyphenated after the academic year.) During
AY 2012-1, I instructed MA103. This is the entry level course that approximately 75% of
entering Plebe class have. During the spring semester, I instructed the Plebe follow-on math
course of MA104. Both courses met for 64 lessons, but MA103 contained eight Problem
Solving Labs (PSL) that are not credited as a lesson which reduced the number of credit hours to
4.0. MA104 is a 4.5 credit hour course. Table 1 displays some of the general quantitative data
associated with my structured email availability and responsiveness for each course.
Table 1. General Quantitative Outcomes for MA103 and MA104.
MA103 (AY 2012-1)
Total number of cadets in all my sections
51
Total number of cadets who emailed the
46
instructor at least one recordable email
(90.2% of total)
Total number of recordable emails received
252
Total number of recordable emails received
98
between 1930-2130
(38.8% of total)
Total number of recordable emails received
198
during ESP
(78.6% of total)
Average instructor email response time
20 minutes
between 1930-2130

MA104 (AY 2012-2)
51
32
(62.7% of total)
78
36
(46.2% of total)
50
(64.1% of total)
16 minutes

From Table 1, there were more cadets who emailed the instructor with at least one recordable
email and more recordable emails for MA103 than there were for MA104. For MA103, I would
receive at least one recordable email for all most every lesson as shown in Figure 3. However,
there were many lessons in MA104 from which I never received an email as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Number of recordable emails received and the number of cadets who sent a recordable
email for each MA103 lesson during AY 2012-1 prior to the classroom instruction.
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Figure 4. Number of recordable emails received and the number of cadets who sent a recordable
email for each MA104 lesson during AY 2012-2 prior to the classroom instruction.
Based on the frequency of emails I received during MA103, I was actually surprised by the
fewer amount of recordable emails that I received for MA104. From this reduced number of
emails, I realized the following about MA104 and second semester Plebes. First from an
objective standpoint, a number of cadets had previous exposure to differential calculus prior to
entering West Point. Thus, the cadets had fewer questions during ESP. Second from a more
subjective standpoint, I realized that second semester Plebes tended to accept more risk by not
preparing their lessons as thoroughly as they did as during their first semester. In both courses, I
conducted the same number of spot checks on the cadets’ homework preparation. In MA104, I
experienced a noticeable increase in the number of cadets who came to class unprepared and
were more willing to accept some loss of points for doing so than during first semester.
An increased email frequency for a particular lesson tended to indict that the material was more
difficult for the cadets to grasp. The email frequency of a particular lesson contributed to my
lesson preparation. For a lesson that generated a number of recordable emails, I allocated more
classroom time on the conceptual understanding of the lesson prior to the lesson application. I
used the same concept in reverse. For a lesson that received few to no emails, I focused on
lesson applications more than the conceptual understanding in the classroom. I also gained
greater insight into potential issues that I may see in the classroom when a higher achieving cadet
sent an email. Receiving just one email from a higher achieving cadet may indicate potential
issues that other cadets may not have realized without instruction in the classroom. In the
current AY 2013-1, I have found myself referring to Figure 3 as I prepare my MA103 lessons for
the second time. With the information gained from Figures 3 and 4, I can now implement
measures to conduct a small pre-teach of future, potentially troubling lesson in the classroom
prior to ESP. This small amount of time can make a cadet’s preparation efforts more efficient
and effective. The pre-teach can also reduce the number of emails sent to the instructor and,
ultimately, facilitate the cadets in learning math.
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Based on my average response time, there is room for improvement. As a first year instructor, I
was concerned with provided the “perfect response.” Rarely did a cadet email me with a yes or
no question. Upon receiving an email question, I attempted to reference the textbook and
attempt to focus a cadet’s attention upon a particular example or portion of the reading so he or
she can resolve the issue. Sometimes, I crafted an example. As I would go through the various
math steps working towards the solution, I interjected context to explain the various steps. Then
I proofread what I wrote and verified the steps to ensure that I did not miss any or make any
mistakes when typing. Proofreading became iterative and time consuming as I strive to provide
the perfect response. Through analysis, I realized that this took time as I had always thought that
my average response time was significantly less. But from the cadet perspective in MA103,
waiting for an average of 20 minutes lacked efficiency when other requirements were pending.
For AY 2013, I now attempt to respond more rapidly with an acknowledgement of the email’s
receipt. In this first response, I provide a hasty time estimate as to how quickly I can provide the
assistance needed. A second email response provides the assistance. This allows a cadet to
budget other requirements during the lag time and know that the email was not sent in vein.
I can infer when cadets prepare for their lessons from the time and frequency of recordable
emails sent. With my increased emphasis on sending emails, I have received recordable emails
throughout the entire day as shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5. Time and Frequency of Recordable Emails for MA103 (AY 2012-1).

Figure 6. Time and Frequency of Recordable Emails for MA104 (AY 2012-2).
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As shown in Figures 5 and 6, cadets sent nearly 20% of their emails in both courses after 2130
but before 2400. Last year, I did not inquire from my cadets why they were emailing me during
this portion of the ESP. My goal for them was to prioritize their math preparation at the
beginning of the ESP. During my second year, I will seek to identify the reasons why cadets do
not prioritize their math studies at the beginning of the year. I suspect that having graded events
in other subjects could be the reason. I have the ability to map the graded events in the other
Plebe courses against the times in which I receive recordable emails. However, I will ask this
question of my current sections in a survey later in the year.
Does a cadet who emails his or her instructor with greater frequency achieve a better grade?
Figure 7 shows that for MA103, the answer may be inconclusive. For MA104, the answer also
seems to be inconclusive, except for the extreme of those who achieved an A+.

Figure 7. Average Number of Emails based on a Cadet’s Final Letter Grade.
Aside from the small population size, the disparity between the two graphs in Figure 7 was most
likely is due to the course material. Cadets who had a preliminary understanding of differential
calculus had prior insight to ask the questions of the instructor needed to achieve an A+ level of
success. Our math curriculum uses MA103 as a bridging course to take incoming Plebes with
various mathematical backgrounds and introduce them to undergraduate mathematics through a
modeling based approach. Very few incoming Plebes had prior exposure to math modeling.
Cadet Feedback
At the end of both semesters, I surveyed my cadets to receive feedback about their ESP
preparation and to what effect my email accessibility had upon their math preparation efforts and
learning. 58% of the cadets who participated in the survey stated that my email accessibility did
influence their ESP to prioritize math first. The general theme of those who responded in this
fashion mentioned about the efficiency in time saved to resolve an issue. Combining the Thayer
Method, the regimented timeframe of ESP, and increased instructor accessibility led one cadet to
state, “there is no excuse to not take complete control over your learning when you have a
teacher available at night for Q&A.”
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I believe that my increased availability places even more emphasis on cadets to prepare their
math lessons the night before. During the next day’s classroom instruction, my email availability
removes the cadet excuses associated with a lack of understanding. If a cadet was not able to
understand his or her math lesson and was unable to find any other source of assistance, my
expectation is that the cadet will send me an email at some point prior to the classroom
instruction. Once class begins, the only excuse left from a cadet who arrives to class unprepared
is that he or she failed to prepare properly for class. When this occurs, I have the opportunity to
discuss with them the responsibilities of being a future leader which usually leads to a cadet
proclamation that he or she will never arrive to class unprepared again. For those who proclaim
this, they most likely will arrive to class unprepared again. However, there is a greater sense of
guilt associated with arriving unprepared two or more times.
My goal with my increased instructor accessibility is to assist cadets so that they can learn math.
I used the survey to understand how helpful my emails were. I had a sense of these responses
already as I would routinely follow up with an in-person confirmation with the cadets about my
email response. Figure 8 displays that for every cadet who emailed me with an issue, he or she
accessed that they achieved a “B” level or higher understanding of the material after my email
assistance. For those who did not email me, I made two assumptions. They either understood
the material without needing to send an email, or they failed to prepare properly.

Figure 8. Cadet Assessed Level of Understanding after receiving an Instructor Email Response
to His or Her Issue in Understanding a Math Lesson.
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Outcomes Summary
Table 2. Summary of Qualitative and Quantitative Outcomes Associated with Increased
Instructor Accessibility through Email.
Qualitative Outcomes
Quantitative Outcomes
For the cadet:
About the Cadet:
• Receives timely and reliable math assistance • Allows inferences about the timing when
needed for continued math learning.
cadets conduct their math preparations.
• Has increased instructor accessibility.
• Provides inconclusive grade outcome for
MA103 with the number of emails sent.
• Provides additional practice to communicate
mathematics in writing.
• Infers the possibility that a cadet will have
greater success in MA104 with increased
• Increases the emphasis on learning math.
emails.
• Realizes the instructor cares about his or her
About the Material:
math learning.
• Exposes the differences between courses.
For the instructor:
• Indicates the potential difficulty of a lesson
• Increases an instructor’s understanding in
based on the frequency of emails received
how cadets prepare for class.
(number of cadets who emailed).
• Enables an instructor to tailor the next day’s
•
Indicates
the potential difficulty of a lesson
lesson plan to meet the cadets’ needs.
based on who is sending the email (higher
• Reduces the number of questions during
achieving versus lower achieving cadets
class making class time more efficient for
provide indicators to overall understanding).
other classroom objectives.
About
the Instructor:
• Provides more opportunities to engage
• Recognizes improvements needed to the
cadets than just those in the classroom.
amount of time to response to help maintain
• Enables reinforcement techniques to
a cadet’s math focus during ESP.
encourage more cadets to seek assistance
•
Realizes the impact of assisting cadets to
through email.
learn math outside of the classroom after
reviewing the number of email responses
sent over the entire academic year.
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Conclusions
There are many qualitative and quantitative outcomes associated with an instructor increasing his
or her accessibility through email. The Thayer Method requires cadets to learn math prior to
receiving instruction in the classroom. For most plebes, this style of learning is new (especially
for a math course) and presents a challenge to understand new mathematical concepts prior to an
instructor explaining them. Through my own experiences at graduate school, I realized that
providing a timely and reliable opportunity for my cadets to resolve a lack of understanding
actually promotes more math learning. Thus, I established a framework for my cadets to
prioritize their math preparation at the beginning of their ESP. Then, should an issue arise that
prevents further math learning, a cadet has the opportunity to seek assistance from the instructor
through an email.
After a year of implementing this opportunity and maintaining a log of each recordable email
sent by my cadets, I was able to reflect on the qualitative and quantitative outcomes. Table 2
best summarizes these outcomes. For qualitative outcomes, one may think that only the cadet
would benefit from such an opportunity. However, I believe that an instructor can yield great
benefits as well. These benefits vary from understanding how cadets learn the material through
their email questions to making a small connection which builds future rapport in the classroom.
For quantitative outcomes, an instructor has advanced warning if a lesson is difficult for cadets to
understand from the number of emails received prior to the classroom instruction. Also, an
instructor can track when cadets send their emails and how long it takes for the instructor to
respond. Knowing this information can assist the instructor to realize that every minute counts
when a cadet needs math assistance. There are too many other competing demands on a cadet’s
time. Timely and reliable email responses from the instructor can help to keep the cadets
focused on learning math.
My concluding thought is best summarized by a cadet’s response from my survey:
“I knew that if I sat down and worked on math first, I could get help on very short notice
if I needed it. That would make it worthwhile to struggle through some of the homework
because I knew that the struggle would be fruitful, where it isn't always in other classes,
and is instead just frustrating.”
Future Research
In the upcoming semesters, in addition to maintaining my current approach, I want to attempt to
understand what motivates cadets to email their instructor. I would like to develop a list of these
reasons why a cadet emails the instructor. I will share this list with the cadets in an effort to have
them connect with at least one reason. I would really like to know how my availability through
email actually motivates cadets to study, practice, and learn math.
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Appendix A (Implementation and Data Collection)
Over the academic year 2012-2013, I maintained and recorded every email from the cadets in my
sections. For the context of this research, I did not use every email that I received. Rather, I
defined a recordable email as a cadet initiated email which contains a specific question(s) in
regards to the lesson material or any concerns regarding the administrative requirements that
corresponded to completing an assignment. I excluded tabulation of emails that asked to
schedule additional instruction (AI) through an office call (though important and also addressed)
and any other reason other than those previously stated.
I organized recordable emails into two matrices, one each for MA103 and MA104. I will explain
the matrix structure specifically for MA103 as the matrix structure for MA104 was identical.
Each row of the matrix represented an individual cadet by his or her name. For MA103, the
sample size of my cadets was 51. For each cadet row, I tallied the number of emails sent by each
cadet along with displaying their final grades for the course. Each column of the matrix
represented a course lesson. For MA103, there were 56 lessons with eight problem solving labs
(PSLs) spread throughout the course. I divided each course lesson column into two subcolumns. I logged the arrival time of each recordable email in the left sub-column for a
corresponding lesson. In the right sub-column, I recorded the time of my email response. In
situations where a cadet continued to respond with follow-up questions in regards to my response
to an initial question, I only logged the first two emails from that particular email change. Each
lesson column has the following statistical outcomes: (1) the total number of recordable emails
received during 1930-2130, (2) the average response time during 1930-2130, (3) the total
number of recordable emails received outside of 1930-2130, (4) the average response time
outside of 1930-2130, (5) the total number of emails per lesson, and (6) the total number of
cadets who emailed me per lesson. (NOTE: (6) is not displayed in Figure 9.) Figure 9 displays
a visual representation of the matrix structure for MA103.

Figure 9. Visual representation of the matrix of recordable emails for MA103 (AY 2012-1).
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The statistical, quantitative outcomes that I gathered from my research are obviously unique to
my sections. Instructors contemplating to implement a similar email opportunity for their
students can leverage my quantitative outcomes to shape their own desired outcomes. With all
the outcomes considered, an instructor will hopeful discover that implementing an evening email
opportunity is an effective tool not only to assist cadets, but also, and more importantly, to assist
the instructor.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Canada is well known for welcoming immigrants and refugees. However, for
many of these individuals the resettlement process presents challenges, obstacles, anxieties and
fears. They must make adjustments regarding their food behaviors as they encounter many
barriers and challenges surrounding their new food environment. Food insecurity and obesity are
two major risks. In order to design culturally appropriate nutrition interventions and promote
refugee and immigrant health, an understanding of the factors associated with dietary change is
important. The Karen Burmese refugee community was one of the largest groups of refugee
newcomers to Saskatoon, Canada. This specific population had lived in Thai refugee camps for
the majority of their lives and are in need of both education and support in order to adjust to life
in Canada. Objectives: To identify the issues, barriers and supports surrounding food that Karen
Burmese families have faced upon migration to Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada; to explore
the adjustments that this group faces regarding their food behaviors; and to explore the services
refugees receive when resettling in Saskatoon. Methods: In a qualitative design, data was
collected from in-depth interviews with the Karen Burmese refugee community and key service
providers, and from participant and onsite observations. Results: Six main themes emerged: Premigration Lifestyle, Migration and Acculturation, Post-Migration Difficulties, New Experiences
with Canadian Culture, Coping Strategies, and Life in Saskatoon. Health education, particularly
nutrition and health literacy, was a key concern of the Karen Burmese community and the
service providers. Discussion and Conclusion: A prolonged stay in a refugee camp with limited
life experiences and low literacy skills made this community particularly vulnerable in a new
country, particularly with regards to the food environment. Proper nutrition education is essential
in the resettlement and adaptation process to help refugee newcomers adapt to a different food
environment. When working with newcomer refugee communities, health professionals,
including dietetic professionals, need to better understand the possible factors which affect
refugee food choices. Best practices should involve immediate and inclusive supports followed
by integration into the wider community with a strong focus on skill building, leadership, gaining
independence, and an emphasis on empowerment and capacity building.
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Abstract
The objective of this research project is to develop a model of teacher preparation
focused upon doing teaching in K-12 classrooms rather than studying about teaching in
university classrooms. This on-going project introduces a new way of looking at teacher
education in which the University and the K-12 educational community engage in close
collaboration. This ongoing project is based upon the conceptual framework of the Circle
of Courage, a philosophical educational and community building belief of the Lakota
Sioux Native Americans. The components of courage, belonging, mastery, and
independence of the Circle of Courage are embedded in every part of the program.
The methodology of this qualitative research project includes observations of coteaching in university content courses, questionnaires that provide feedback from teacher
candidates about their experiences in co-taught content area classes, interviews of teacher
candidates’ experiences within the unique cohort experience, observations and feedback
from teacher candidates and experienced cooperating teachers on the co-teaching
experience, feedback from site principals, teachers, school site coordinators, and parents
on the perceived contributions of teacher candidates to meeting the needs of students
(training and co-teaching in RTI and differentiated instruction), questionnaires to assess
parental, site principal and teachers’ feedback on the community science project, and
teacher candidates’ perceptions of their experiences in the model. Initial responses from
teacher candidates, site principals, teachers, content area instructors, parents and school
site coordinators have been positive. Students describe their experiences thus far as
rigorous, informative, an excellent environment for learning and thoroughly enjoyable.
We have just begun to collect data and are committed to collecting additional data over
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time to develop reliability as well as validity of the research model. Teacher candidates
will also be followed as they engage in full time teaching to assess the practical
application of the training teachers received in their unique university teacher preparation
program.
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Introduction
Traditional teacher education programs take place in university classrooms where teacher
candidates sit and listen to instructors lecture to them about best practices in teaching.
Many times candidates are placed in groups for interactive activities or watch videos of
someone teaching a lesson that they critique after watching the videos. Then they go out
to schools where they are placed in classrooms perhaps at first, once a week where they
observe “master” teachers modeling best practices. It is clear that many times teacher
candidates do not witness the best practices about they have been lectured and seen
demonstrated in their university classes. This disconnect of learning and practice calls
for a more hands on, school-based daily experience in which teacher candidates can learn
and practice the craft of teaching in classrooms, with real students, co-teaching with a
mentor and learning the content of researched best practices from university instructors.
All of this should occur in elementary, middle and high schools. There is a need for
teacher candidates to become an integral part of the school community from the very
beginning. Becoming a part of the learning and living community is the objective of this
research and the efforts to develop a quality model of training teacher candidates. The
model suggested is one that is anchored in a supportive program that involves the
university, school site teachers, administrators, support teachers, K-6 students, and
parents.
Theoretical Framework
The model being developed in this research project is based on the Circle of Courage, a
philosophical and educational belief of the Lakota Sioux Native American tribe
(Bendtro, Brokenleg & Van Bokern 2001). The circle is divided into four parts: courage,
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belonging, mastery and independence. All components of this research project address
each component of the Circle of Courage and is therefore infused throughout the entire
program. The Circle of Courage is based upon the assumption that personal flaws can and
should be focused on building strengths (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). Focusing on
personal strengths can bring hope to all people in a community. It helps us to internalize
that we are resilient; that even though life confronts us with negative experiences, we can
focus on the positive, identify and appreciate our own strengths and encourage us to
move forward and not give in to hopelessness and failure. The work of Sternberg (2000)
reminds us that the concept of intelligence is one that should be focused on personal
strengths and not a predetermined set of identifiers developed by outside sources.
Resilience studies by researchers such as Werner and Smith (1992) and Rutter (1987)
revealed that resiliency is the power to bounce back from adversity. These researchers
followed students from childhood to adulthood – Rutter in Great Britain on the Isle of
Wight and Werner and Smith on the Island of Kauai in Hawaii. The results of their
research indicated that over the long term there are pathways that lead to positive
outcomes. In the words of one resilience expert (Ramphele, 2002), "[g]iven sufficient
support, humans can defy the odds and become agents of history" (p.123).
Researchers Bendtro, Brokenleg and Van Bokern (2002) studied the universal
needs of all children for belonging, mastery, independence and generosity. They note
that non-traditional societies such as Maoris who see children as gifts of God and Lakota
Sioux who view children as sacred beings. In these societies it is the elders who who
show great respect for children. They listen to their ideas, honor their thoughts, and in
return are highly respected by children. The Circle of Courage, according to Bendtro and
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Larson & Angus (2011) emphasize the wisdom of children rearing and the science of
positive youth development. Modern society has brought with it many components that
alienate children and actually break their circles of courage. That is, according to the
researchers who have been researching and observing the concepts of the circle of
courage for fifteen years, broken circles have produced alienation. Instead of belonging to
a caring supportive family, school and community, many children experience broken
homes, violent societies, schools that are too large and alienate children who are regularly
rejected by peers and bullied by many. Instead of achieving mastery based on my
strengths and ways of knowing, many students in schools experience a world of severe
competition, a world of winners and losers. Instead of learning personal responsibility,
many children are led along to do as they are told and to conform to the wishes of others.
There is always someone else to blame, and personal responsibility has gone by the
wayside in many programs where students are enabled rather than supported. Instead of
experiencing generosity, children are confronted by a world that values wealth and
equates that with worth.
It is this type of thinking, this positive approach to looking for strengths in
students first, that guided us to rethink the traditional teacher education programs in
which we found ourselves teaching. Our diverse backgrounds reminded us that things
could not remain the same in this ever-growing technological and alienating society in
which our students lived. As we shared our ideas of child rearing and learning we saw the
value in the Circle of Courage as well as the value in the research on resiliency in
children. The following comparison was examined. It is replicated here to call attention
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to the work of Bendtro and Larson (2006) and Coopersmith (1967). This research
became the guiding principles for our quality teacher education program.
Table 1 Comparison of Research in Resiliency, Circle of Courage and Self Worth
Resilient Research
Circle of Courage
Self-Worth Research
Attachment: motivation to
Belonging: Opportunity to
Significance: The
affiliate and form social
establish trusting
individual believes that he
bonds
connections
is appreciated.
Achievement: Motivation to Mastery: Opportunity to
Competence: The individual
work hard and attain
solve problems and meet
believes he can solve
excellence
goals
problems
Altruism: Motivation to
Generosity: Opportunity to Virtue: The individual
help and be of service to
show respect and concern
believes that his life has
others
purpose
Adapted from an editorial by Bentro, Brokenleg and Van Bockern, 2001.
After reading the research of Bentro and his colleagues we began the planning
phase of our research project. We saw this thinking about positive strengths of human
beings as a strong possibility for developing a model of teach education that could serve
the needs of our local clientele. As Meyen, Vergason and Whelan (1998) note, the Circle
of Courage provides the big picture of what all children need. We wanted to fuse the
qualities of the Circle of Courage and what is known about development child rearing as
the foundation of our teacher education program. Thus our teacher candidates experience
what it feels like to be in a culture of learning that is founded on the Circle of Courage.
Once experienced and internalized, then the principles of the Circle of Courage become
central to their pedagogy. Therefore, our ongoing research project – the development of a
quality student centered teacher education program based on the Circle of Courage
became the focus of our work.
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Components of the Model for Quality Beginning Teacher Education
This section of the paper describes the components of our model for quality
beginning teacher preparation. Namely, the model includes: (1) placement of teacher
candidates on a school site for university classes and daily interaction with K-5 students;
(2) co-teaching among instructors, teacher candidates and master teachers, and teacher
candidates and students in a Response to Intervention (RTI) approach to learning
interventions for school-aged students; (3) ongoing university cohort support for teacher
candidates; and (4) an evening community science project that involves parents and
children a the elementary school sites at which the candidates cohorts are located.
Placement of Teacher Candidates on a School Site
As we met and talked about ways to improve our teacher candidates’ experiences
and produce quality teachers, we came to the conclusion that the context in which our
students were being trained for the classroom was a sterile and distanced one from their
present and future learning realities. Therefore we worked with the Dean of our College
of Education who met monthly with our service area K-12 superintendents to obtain
school sites in their districts where we could work with the school community to train our
teacher candidates in real school experiences. We wanted them to do teaching and not
just study about teaching. Some superintendents and principals were enthusiastic about
the prospect of having an entire cohort of teacher candidates on their campuses for eight
to ten weeks, and others were reluctant. We began where we were invited and
enthusiasm existed.
Each cohort was assigned a University coordinator who worked collaboratively
with the site administrator, teachers, and classified staff to create guidelines for the
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cohort, all of whom would have daily contact with students in classrooms. It all began
with tutoring small groups of students. Our teacher candidates were first trained in
assessment so they could initially either assess students’ needs or work with the existing
assessments classroom teachers had already completed. It was made clear to all site
teachers that teacher candidates were to be involved in providing academic experiences
for students and that filing and paper correcting were not appropriate. Teacher
candidates’ experiences were monitored by the principal in close communication and
collaboration with the cohort coordinator.
As the tutoring experiences extended over time and RTI or Response to
Intervention became a concern of district administrators and teachers, it became clear to
us that the tutoring experience needed to be expanded to a co-teaching experience based
on ongoing assessment and differentiated instruction. Therefore, we prepared for the next
step in quality teacher education. We studied about and read the research of others
engaged in co-teaching (Conderman, Pedersen,& Bresnehan, 2008; Fatig & Taylor, 2007;
Jimenez & Graf, 2008; Thousand, Villa,& Nevin, 2008; Villa & Thousand, 2005) and
concluded that although most of the beginning work in co-teaching had been conducted
in the field of special education, we were convinced that the model would work for all
students, as Jimenez and Graf (2008) note in their research.
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Co-Teaching in Clinical Practice
NCATE’s Blue Ribbon Panel Report (2010) suggests that new models such as coteaching can benefit new teachers as well as the achievement of students. The Report
further notes that co-teaching can move traditional teacher education field experiences
from a sink or swim model based on minimal observation experiences, to one that is fully
grounded in clinical practice and interwoven with academic and professional courses.
The co-teaching in clinical practice paradigm utilizes structures of collaboration and
communication that bring participants together in ways that build courage and a sense of
belonging while developing teacher candidates’ mastery and independence. Participants
include students in classrooms, teacher candidates, cooperating or master teachers, onsite liaisons, university supervisors and a coordinator of clinical practice.
Co-teaching shifts the clinical experience paradigm from one of ”sink or swim” to
that of gradual release of responsibility. In the sink or swim model, the teacher candidate
watches a veteran teacher teach. Then the novice teacher plans lesson to teach based on
what he or she has observed and hopefully, in collaboration with the cooperating or
master teacher. Once this step has been completed, the cooperating teacher allows the
teacher candidate to take over the class while the cooperating teacher observes and
critiques the lesson of the novice teacher. After the observation, feedback is provided and
the teacher candidate either succeeds or doesn’t succeed.
In the co-teaching model, the focus is gradual release of responsibility. In this
model the cooperating teacher and the teacher candidate plan lessons together and coteach the lessons. The cooperating teacher initially takes the leading role and the teacher
candidate gradually takes on more lead roles in the planning and implementation of co-
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teaching lessons. The co-planning/teaching process fosters in teacher candidates a sense
of belonging and courage; belonging as an integral part of the teaching team and courage
to step up, share ideas and take gradually take the lead in the process. In co-teaching a
partnership develops. Both teacher candidates and cooperating teachers think in terms of
“we” & “us,” that this is a class of children that we share responsibility for, a curriculum
that we share, a teaching process that we share. A high level of communication and
interaction during planning supports the development of courage when both parties share
ideas and grow ideas as they converse together about concerns. The teacher candidate is
not “alone.” Support is always close by. (Garza & Thousand, 2012).
Mastery and independence are fostered as the teacher candidate’s confidence and
competence grows over time in the co-teaching partnership. Confidence and competence
grows effectively and efficiently because of close interaction with and immediate
feedback from master or cooperating teacher. Feedback from the cooperating teacher
helps the teacher candidate understand what differentiation of instruction looks like and
sounds like while developing collaborative and communicative skills. Co-teaching
exposes teacher candidates to the reality of teaching – the figuring out of what needs to
be done based on assessment and feedback, learning how to be flexible, how to adjust
planning and pace of delivery, how to respond immediately to student needs during
instruction, and finally how to reflect on what worked and what didn’t work in planning
and instruction. Because teacher candidates receive feedback during instruction, while
practicing teaching techniques, they learn to take on more responsibility and thus begin to
develop independence. Teacher candidates experience multiple opportunities to practice
the critical skills all teachers must possess – collaboration and effective communication.
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Training in ‘Circle of Courage’ Structures of Communication and Collaboration
All cooperating teachers and teacher candidates receive training in the processes
and structures of co-teaching. Cooperating teachers, teacher candidates, onsite liaisons
and university clinical practice supervisors attend at least two day long trainings in coteaching. Training in co-teaching approaches develops a shared understanding of each coteaching approach and the associated roles of teacher candidate and cooperating or master
teacher. Co-teaching also develops a shared language partners use to talk together about
their collaborations. The onsite liaison provides ongoing support and guidance to
cooperating teachers and meets initially and periodically over time with teacher
candidates to provide support. A “Getting the Partnership Started” (GPS) session at
beginning of semester helps partners get to know one another and start talking about
specific instructional issues and figure out how they are going to collaborate with each
other. Planning tools such as what collaborative lessons look like and sound like, how to
provide feedback to teacher candidates during instruction, how to ask for help during
instruction, the language used to develop a sense of togetherness and partnership is also
provided in the training to support partners to add and implement co-teaching in their
instructional planning.
As we reviewed the model we were developing, we considered the broader view
of the Circle of Courage. Not only would our candidates and the site classroom teachers
understand and practice co-teaching, but we knew had to include the parents as well. The
example that we decided to include and tap the resources of a colleague, was the Family
Science Night (Valadez & Moineau, 2010).
Evening Family and Community Involvement: Science Night
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Science Night has been in existence as the brainstorm of our university colleague
and implemented for nearly a decade. It was originally planned to support the advocacy
of parents of students learning English as a second language. The ESL Family Science
Night is a one-night after school program in which parents are taught how to conduct
simple science experiments at home using everyday objects. The program is comprised
of a dinner, science experiment workshops, child-care, and a raffle. The science
workshop format centers on eight experiment tables. Parents rotate to eight large tables
where they are taught how to conduct an experiment through hand-on demonstrations.
The parents are also given printed workbooks describing the experiments in English and
Spanish. As noted, before each of the four programs families enjoy a dinner. Each
science night also has a raffle for door prizes related to science education as a mean to
engender enthusiasm on the part of students and their parents. In addition to the
workshop, age appropriate child-care was provided to allow the parents the freedom to
learn and explore.
This program is a course requirement for preservice teacher candidates at CSUSM
in the first of two Teaching and Learning in the Elementary Classroom methods courses.
The project is an example of service learning popular in many college and university
campuses in the United States today. Upon reflection this project satisfies both academic
and humanistic learning goals since the preservice teachers benefit from learning how to
organize such an event which also contributes to a more well-developed sense of self. As
a consequence of this project our preservice students learn the importance of service to
the broader community or school context; they also come to understand the value of such
projects in public school teaching.
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The project fits well into the conceptual framework of the Circle of Courage in
the following ways: Generosity: The project provides our preservice teachers the
opportunity of being generous of both time and resources. Developing this project
requires our students to fund raise, gather in kind gifts, and organize time and
responsibilities between themselves to insure the success of the event. By giving of
themselves our preservice teachers learn the value of community and connection to a
community as a means to becoming an effective teacher and educational thinker. The
overt act of giving to a school, therefore, is a demonstration of commitment to a school
and its students in an authentic manner.
Independence: A central element of this project is the fact that the preservice
teachers conduct the work with little direction from the university instructor. The
preservice teachers plan, organize, and, finally, enact the Family Science Night
independent of the instructor. Every aspect of the project- publicity, fundraising,
program, raffle prizes, and other necessary activities to insure the smooth implementation
of the project is developed by our students. Although the process can be frustrating at
times, the students learn to problem solve collaboratively as well as value their
independence as they come to understand that they “own” the project and are naturally
proud of their efforts. In seven years there have been eight Family Science Nights and
each has been a tremendous success based on feedback from parents, preservice teachers,
site teachers and site administrators.
Mastery: Since the preservice teachers conduct the project on their own, mastery
of pedagogy and classroom management is enhanced. It can be argued that this project,
which is always the final project of a yearlong set of courses, demonstrates the extent to
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which our students have mastered the content of the teaching and learning course.
Students have to apply their knowledge of classroom management, fundraising,
communication with a wide array of constituents, lesson planning, and the rest. This
project almost takes on the aspect of a “rite of passage” since our students often reflect
that they come to feel like a “real teacher” after the successful completion of the project.
Belonging: This project engenders belonging in two ways. The first of these has
to do with the bonding between the preservice teachers in the course. As the project
proceeds with its stress and strains, joys and empathies the students come to understand
they belong to a group. It is remarkable to watch the process of bonding in our students
as this project evolves since the project requires that students depend on each other to do
the work. The second way that students come to experience belonging has to do with
how they come to appreciate a school community in a deep manner. Providing the school
with a Science Night helps to dissolve any preconceived notions about parents and
teachers at a given school. Many of our preservice teachers report they did not
understand the subtleties of a school community until they interacted with that
community in this very authentic manner. As a consequence, our students further accept
they are connected to and belong to a larger community of educators and families and
children. The very act of giving provides an experience of belonging to something
greater.
On-Site Liaison
The on-site liaison (OSL) works with the Multiple Subjects Clinical Practice
Program at the school site and with university supervisor(s) to facilitate the successful
completion of clinical practice each semester. Our students do two semesters (eight
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weeks each) of clinical practice. The OSL supports partnerships between cooperating
teachers and teacher candidates nurturing and supporting new teachers, providing
constructive feedback and working positively with the school site staff, as well as
university faculty, mentoring colleagues in best teaching practices and co-teaching. In
bilingual settings, the OSL is able to work in both languages. The following list
evidences the responsibilities of the OSL.
Responsibilities of the On-Site Liaison
•

Works with the School Principal to identify cooperating teachers and may
collaborate with administrators to identify appropriate placements for teacher
candidates at the school site as well as communicates these decisions to
appropriate individuals at the school, district and university.

•

Works with the University Supervisor(s) to plan and participate in meetings at the
beginning of each semester to meet candidates and provide candidates a general
orientation to the school site.

•

Provides information to cooperating teachers as needed about the clinical practice
program.

•

Communicates with cooperating teachers regularly to ensure that the partnerships
with the teacher candidates are working well.

•

Collaborates with the university supervisor to follow teacher candidate progress.

•

Meets with teacher candidates individually or as a group to check in with them
about their student teaching experience and provide helpful information.

•

Accompanies participating cooperating teachers to co-teaching trainings.
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•

Collaborates with individuals from the university to provide co-teaching training
of cooperating teachers at his/her school site.

•

Is available and accessible for co-teaching partners when they need to talk
through an experience or ask for guidance regarding co-teaching.

Ongoing University Cohort Support for Teacher Candidates
The role of the cohort advisor is one of mentoring, nurturing and problem solving
with students when necessary. One of our cohort advisors refers to herself as “Mom.”
The advisor is the lead contact for all students, whose responsibility is to maintain
constant contact with students to provide positive feedback on their progress and
corrective feedback when necessary. The cohort advisor organizes the cohort to be
supportive family in which all family members are supported when they struggle, praised
for their success and celebrate their relationships as a family. Appendix A presents
examples of norms that cohort members generated for their instructors and for
themselves, as an initial team building exercise as well as roles and responsibilities cohort
members assume. Notice also the distribution of community responsibilities in the form
of rules ranging from Historian to Disaster Drill Sergeant.
Serious study groups are developed, a teacher candidate in the cohort takes on the
responsibility of organizing necessary information such as homework assignments, when
assignments are due, telephone trees in the case of emergencies and making available to
all members contact information with the permission of all cohort members. Pleasant
surprises are also a part of a cohort’s life. One day candidates may find positive notes
stuck to the bottom of their chairs. On another day a celebratory feast may be planned to
create time for getting to know one another better. Cohort members are asked by the
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cohort advisor to be mindful of developing relationships with peers by deliberately
changing their seats in the classroom on a regular basis.
The cohort advisor plans additional evening sessions that inform students about
the tests they need to pass for licensure in the state of California. Candidates receive
support in the writing genres required for the tests and coached in test taking skills to
ensure success in the licensure assessment process. Regular and frequent contact with
field supervisors of the teacher candidates is also critical to the success of candidates. The
cohort advisor takes on this responsibility and works collaboratively with all field
supervisors assigned to the cohort of teacher candidates. The cohort advisor also builds
strong relationships with the school principal and the OSL, thus, becoming a member of
the school-wide community along with the cohort’s teacher candidates.
Research Methodology
This ongoing qualitative research project employs a mixed methods approach. Data
collection includes observations of co-teaching in university content courses,
questionnaires that provide feedback from teacher candidates about their experiences in
co-taught content area classes, interviews of teacher candidates’ experiences within the
unique cohort experience, observations and feedback from teacher candidates and
experienced cooperating teachers on the co-teaching experience, feedback from site
principals, teachers, school site coordinators, and parents on the perceived contributions
of teacher candidates to meeting the needs of students (training and co-teaching in RTI
and differentiated instruction), questionnaires to assess parental, site principal and
teachers’ feedback on the community science project, and teacher candidates’ perceptions
of their experiences in the model. We have begun to collect some data and are in the
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stages of developing reliable questionnaires to be distributed to the different members of
the school community and the teacher candidate cohort members. Teacher candidates will
also be followed when they enter “full time” student teaching, to assess the extent to
which they transfer into practical application the training received in the coursework and
experiences described above.
Initial Data Collection Results
Initial responses from teacher candidates, site principals, teachers, content area
instructors, parents and school site coordinators have been positive. Students describe
their experiences thus far as rigorous, informative, an excellent environment for learning
and thoroughly enjoyable. Results so far indicate overall satisfaction with the model we
are developing. However, some concerns have also been shared which has defined our
future path – to gather additional data over time and analyze the results. Table 1
summarizes initial anecdotal responses from teacher candidates and cooperating teachers
with regard to the co-teaching component of their program. Key points are represented in
bold and italics.

Table 2
Teacher Candidates and Cooperating Teacher Comments on Impact of Co-Teaching
Quality
Competence

Teacher Candidates (TC)
“After the 1st month of coplanning, I did more on my
own.”
“Helped me to grow in an area
where I needed a lot of help.”
“You don’t know how to say
everything perfectly. The other
teacher can jump in. That way I
learn more quickly. I felt like I
wasn’t left by myself. I was
guided.”
“My CT is really good as

Cooperating Teachers (CT)
“The co-teaching model helps the TC learn to do it
by having a coach right next to you just like when
you are learning how to drive. Co-teaching gives
TCs opportunity to “learn by doing” with
somebody who has more experience. It provides
them access to our years of experience and that
benefits the TC.”
“They are much more active and thus have more
time to grow.”
“The progress for TC is more rapid because we are
able to jump in when they are in a difficult spot.
It’s immediate feedback. The next time they are
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explaining how and why she
does things. That has been very
valuable - understanding the
‘why’.”

Confidence

“It built my confidence. I would
share my observation of a
student with my TC and he
would reinforce that I was
right… confirm my thinking as
a teacher.”
“We would plan the day
together so I knew what was
going to happen in the day. I felt
a lot more in control because I
knew what was happening.”
“In co-teaching, I felt more
confident. The kids saw us both
as teachers. When she took the
supportive role, or when I did,
they were used to that change.”
“I felt overall that I was way
more confident in my coteaching Clinical practice by the
end than in the traditional
clinical practice. While, I never
felt that I was on the same level
as my CT with regard to
teaching, I did feel that I was on
the same level with the kids in
terms of how they saw me as
teacher.”

“Without co-teaching, when I
Collaboration
was in front and in the lead, the
and
Communication CT wasn’t supporting. She
would go in the back, plan,
watch. This time when I take the
lead, my CT goes with me,
circulating the room.”
“When I taught a lesson my CT
co-teacher was able to enter in
and rephrase, give suggestions
so that students really connected
with the concept. She
complemented and added to the
lesson. I could do the same thing
when she teaches adding and
stepping in.”

up there they are doing the lesson, they reflect on
that.”
“I feel like she got so much more experience in the
co-teaching model than in the traditional model…
it is on the spot and you can learn those
techniques immediately
“The co-teaching model of CP gives them more
confidence. She found her voice a little sooner.”
“In the co-teaching model, they are less
threatened. They are not under the spotlight as
much. It is a less threatening environment.”
“With co-teaching, it was us completely. She did
not have to try and mimic me. We had two
different ways of saying something instead of her
trying to say it the way I did.”

“In the traditional model of CP [clinical practice],
we were trained not to interrupt. It was better in
co-teaching because we were used to working
together. If she was in the lead, I could step in and
say, “Did you mean this?”
“When one person isn’t as knowledgeable, the
other could jump in. The ability for the CT to step
in and vice versa.”
“In the traditional model, I felt distanced from
what was going on when the TC took over the
class. I was not a part of the process. In coteaching model, it takes more time but it is more
rewarding because we are both involved.”
I liked it. I might have it in my mind how to do it.
She would say, “how about this?” and it was two
heads. When we planned together, we combined
our ideas.”
“The TC brought a different perspective. I had
standards in mind. She had individual students and
faces in mind. The lessons were focused on kids
and standards.”
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Applying
Co-teaching
(Both TC and
CT responses)

•
•
•

•
•

•

“We could seamlessly go in and out of the models and change when needed.”
“We explore all the ways of co-teaching.”
“We purposefully plan to use the co-teaching approaches in the combo class. We
try to hit each of the roles every day according to which students need more help
and plan accordingly.”
“We plan for one approach in one lesson, but usually use all co-teaching
approaches and the lesson is richer.”
“One thing that was difficult for us was the way that each of us provided feedback
to students. We had to talk and agree about how to give feedback to students so
we didn’t confuse them.”
“We were unclear what co-teaching was about. At first, I did a lot of support as
opposed to me taking the lead. When I was going to be observed by university
supervisor, I took the lead and we discussed how she would support me. Later, we
did some parallel and finally we did more complementary [co-teaching] and
more sharing of the lead.”

Site administrators, site liaisons, and parents noted that they felt more confident
about the quality of teaching their children were receiving in co-teaching contexts.
University supervisors also commented on the noticeable improvement in the confidence
and quality of planning for lessons as well as delivery on content. Cohort teacher
candidates indicated in their informal questionnaires that they feel like part of a family in
the cohort. They felt supported, the camaraderie they experienced with their colleagues
added to the quality of their experiences as teacher candidates. Many expressed
appreciation for the collaborative model. Working in groups helped them to process
information and make the rigorous demands of the program seem easier because they had
others to think and learn with. In addition, although sometimes teacher candidates
worried about the planning and implementation of the Family Science Night, they noted
how rewarding the process was, especially when they interacted with the children and
their parents during this activity. Parents also expressed their satisfaction and
appreciation after the science night. Perhaps the highest compliment paid to teacher
candidates was the spontaneous applause they received from parents and teachers as they
arrived on campus the next morning.
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Summary and Future Efforts
The initial data of our research has given us a lot to think about. We believe that this
model of teacher education, based on the Circle of Courage is one that will more
successful than traditional models. We have planned for additional research to insure that
we are connecting all of the components of the model with the principles of the Circles of
Courage. It will take time for us to follow our teacher candidates to analyze whether the
principles upon which this model of teacher education has been built will also be
implemented in all of our candidates’ classrooms. Our model is based on components
such as co-teaching and the Circle of Courage that have been in use for many years. Our
task is to bring all of these components together to produce the very best teacher for the
21st century. We look forward to your input and feedback.
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Appendix A
Documents that Support Cohort Collaboration and Communication
Norms and Expectations
1. Instructor Qualities we desire:
- quality experience
- quantity of knowledge
- approachable
- accessible
- professional
- positive
- supportive
- understanding
- sense of humor, fun
- respectful
- enthusiastic
- encouraging
- organized
- lead by example
- open minded
- hold Candidate accountable
- cooperative
- flexible
- advance notice of changes
- relevant
- research based
- engaging
- passionate
- honest
- empathetic
- promptness
- effective
- know the Candidates
- treat students as equal adults
- purposeful assignments
- interactive
- value all learning modes/styles
- mutual respect

2. Red print indicates prioritization.
Cohort agreed that these qualities are all qualities that instructors seek from
candidates, as well.
3. Prioritization & Refinement of Brainstorm
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We want and agree ourselves to a classroom environment that demonstrates and
seeks:
Respect
Knowledge
Organization
Support
Understanding
Enthusiasm, positive passion for subject
Purposeful and effective
instruction/assignments
Approachability
Accessibility
Flexibility
Promptness
Cooperative collaboration
Frequent Communication
Accountability
 Courtesy & Professionalism
The cohort advisor and two credential candidates then co-create a classroom-sized
poster of the norms that hangs in the classroom

4. Classroom Roles
Timekeeper: Remind class and instructor of break and end-of-class time, with 2-minute
warning silent cue for each.
Historian: Take photos or each candidate, post in classroom. Make an online photo wall.
Take photos, document your progress. Consider onlinephotojournal.com/
Social Secretaries: Plan, organize promote social events during semester which include
all candidates, varying venues and types of gatherings that are cost conscious.
Technicians: Assist with classroom technology needs on an ongoing basis. Primarily for
Smart Cart and AppleTV interface; also for class at large as needed/practical.
Materials Manager: Disseminate supplies; collect and collate, manage replenishment.
Store any papers from each session; provide online material dissemination as requested.
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Environmental Engineers: Manage heat, A/C, noise, lights, and blinds as needed.
Clean whiteboards fully at end of each class session. Remind colleagues about trash and
room cleanliness.
Food/Snack Manager: Organize/remind classmates responsible for snacks. Each person
to clean up snack area at end of class sessions. Ant management.
SCTA Rep: Serve as liaison from university club organization for future teachers. Share
info, updates, etc.
Energizers: Be perceptive—note when energy level is low; ask or respond to instructor
request to step forward, be active in some way for 2-3 minutes then return to task.
Recycling Agents: Manage contacts with school site recycling plan or organize recycling
for benefit of school site or our cohort food fund.
Scribe: Send email reminders and notes for professors who think of an added resource to
post in CC after class.
Disaster Drill Sergeant: Serve as the school liaison with regard to disaster drill
procedures, including a class list for roll call.
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Proceeding Submission;

Title of the submission: How online instruction affects student teaching?
Name of the Author: Dr. Lorraine S. Leavitt
Affiliation: National University
Address of the Author: National University, 3390 Harbor Blvd, Costa Mesa, CA.
92626
Email address: lleavitt@nu.edu
Abstract: In this presentation we will explore if students taking most of their
education classes online has affected the quality of their student teaching? In
student teaching and intern programs today at National University we find a
challenge of students that have taken all their teaching preparation course work
online. Research in this area will be shared with the audience along with interaction
with participants about online instruction and student teaching effectiveness at
their school or university. The types of remediation conference and work that need
to be done with these student teachers will be shared. In summary effective online
teaching courses will be reviewed with characteristics shared.
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Abstract
There is a critical need to prepare and mentor special education teachers to meet the
current and projected teacher shortages. However, due to the quantity and various certifications
of special education teachers in schools, there is difficulty finding mentors that possess similar or
the same teaching credential or teaching assignments as mentees in the same school or
geographical region. Electronic mentoring (e-mentoring) using technology has initiated
solutions as e-mentoring can provide synchronous and asynchronous electronic mentoring
opportunities which increase collaboration time and reduce feelings of isolation and increases
efficacy among new teachers. The article presents the findings from research using a mixed
methods design investigating teacher knowledge of professional competencies and the
participant’s perceptions of effectiveness of mentoring of special education teachers through the
pilot use of an electronic mentoring program.
Keywords: electronic mentoring, teacher education, special education
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Electronic Mentoring on Novice Special Education Teachers
The field of special education continues to experience critical shortages of teachers to
serve students with disabilities (Billingsley, 2004a; COPSSE, 2004; Simpson, LaCava, &
Graner, 2004). A disconnect between teacher preparation and classroom experiences and
feelings of isolation reflect the need for increased mentoring and induction for special education
teachers to decrease teacher attrition rates (Blanton & Pugach, 2007; Davis & Higdon, 2008;
Puig & Recchai, 2008). Mentoring of beginning teachers has shown benefits to bridge this
disconnect (Davis & Higdon, 2008). The use of technology during mentoring (aka, electronic
mentoring, e-mentoring) has the potential to support novice teachers in special education with
increased benefits than mentoring alone (Brady & Schuck, 2005; Carr & Evans, 2006).
However, many unanswered questions remain related to e-mentoring and its potential impact on
teacher retention and performance (Ingersoll & Kralik, 2004). This article outlines the results of
e-mentoring on novice special education teachers perceived knowledge, skills, and satisfaction
using both quantitative and qualitative methods. First, a review of literature highlights the need
for mentoring and induction in special education preparation programs and the potential of ementoring to increase teacher efficacy, classroom performance, and retention rates. Next,
research methods are defined with respect to research questions, instrumentation, and
implementation. Finally, results and implications for practice are discussed.
The Need for Increased Mentoring and Induction
According to Shepard and Brown (2003), almost 98% of school districts in the United
States report shortages of special education teachers. Nationally, there is an 11.2% shortage of
highly qualified special education teachers that translates to approximately 45, 514 special
education teachers (U.S. Department of Education, 2008). Compounding the overall shortage,
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annually, there is a 13% attrition rate for special education teachers (COPSSE, 2004). To
address these issues, mentoring has been proposed as a means in which to increase retention and
effectiveness of special education teachers (Herrington, Herrington, Kervin, & Ferry, 2006).
The need for enhanced induction and mentorship within current teacher preparation
efforts in special education is evidenced by two significant factors. First, a lack of association
between pre-service teaching experiences and classroom realities is evident among new teachers
(Billingsley, 2004b; Blanton & Pugach, 2007; Davis & Higdon, 2008; Puig & Recchai, 2008;
Westling, Herzog, Cooper-Duffy, Prohn, & Ray, 2006). Plagued by inconsistencies between
support given during teacher education programs and support given on the job site, many new
special education teachers find it difficult to use and implement theories and practices from
preservice teacher education (Billingsley, 2004b; Westling et al., 2006). Novice teachers felt
unprepared in the knowledge of curriculum and standards and the procedures and
implementation of school accountability, including student individualized education plans
(Blanton & Pugach, 2007; Davis & Higdon, 2008; Gartin & Murdick, 2005; Puig, & Recchai,
2008; Westling et al., 2006). Moreover, many beginning special educators found it difficult to
bridge the theoretical constructs learned in coursework to the realities of teaching, finding a gap
between what they were prepared to do in college and what they were expected to do on the job
(Blanton & Pugach, 2007; Puig & Recchai, 2008). Additionally, unlike other professions in
which novices are introduced to work expectations gradually, a novice special education teacher
is expected to complete the same expectations as a veteran teacher from day one (Brownell,
Sindelar, Bishop, Langley, & Seo, 2005).
Second, feelings of isolation and disconnect from other professionals in the field are
experienced by many beginning special educators (Billingsley, 2004a; Brownell, Yeager,
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Sindelar, vanHover, & Riley, 2004; Griffin, Winn, Otis-Wilborn, Hou, & Garvan, 2009;
Westling et al., 2006).
Electronic Mentoring
Many teachers report having benefited from mentoring and induction programs
(Billingsley, 2004a). Mentoring and induction programs have been found to increase practices
learned in teacher preparation, knowledge of curriculum and student behaviors, and feelings of
professionalism among new teachers (Israel, Pattison, Moshirnia, & Newton, 2008). Moreover,
teachers involved in induction and mentoring programs were found more likely to pursue further
professional development over the course of their careers, creating lifelong learners (Carr &
Evens, 2006). Additionally, an induction program and mentoring benefited a first year teacher
by contributing to maintaining a positive attitude and a healthy emotional balance (Conderman &
Stephens, 2000). Thus, increases in mentoring could help to relieve the high teacher attrition
rates experienced in the field as well as promote increased practical and professional knowledge
for teachers (Brady & Schuck, 2005, White & Mason, 2006).The benefits from mentoring,
however, are often missed by many teachers due to several confounding factors. Among these
factors is the difficulty of finding mentors that possess similar or the same teaching credential or
teaching assignments as mentees in the same school or geographical region (Gehrke & McCoy,
2007). Additionally, due to logistical constraints, many mentees are not provided a sufficient
amount of time in collaboration and conversation with mentor teachers to perceive any true
benefit (White & Mason, 2006). Another factor is the availability for newer teachers to identify
and readily share information with others who are new to the profession. Traditional mentoring
or induction platform do not always provide for this type of interaction (Brady & Schuck, 2005;
Gutke & Albion, 2008). As a result of these barriers, e-mentoring has been suggested as an
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alternative or supplement to traditional mentoring relationships (Gareis & Nussbaum-Beach,
2008).
Researchers have suggested e-mentoring has the potential to supply an even greater
benefit to special educator mentoring and induction than mentoring alone (Gareis & NussbaumBeach, 2008). E-mentoring can provide synchronous and asynchronous electronic mentoring
opportunities which increase collaboration time and reduce feelings of isolation and increases
efficacy among new teachers (Mc Laughlin, Brady, Lee, & Russell, 2007). E-mentoring also
facilitates a medium of exchange between mentor and mentee that is less threatening and nonconfrontational, conducive to building a community of learners (Gareis & Nussbaum-Beach,
2008; Gutke & Albion, 2008).
The eMSS mentoring system originated from a grant funded by the National Science
Foundation designed for mathematics and science mentee and mentor teachers (Jaffe et al.,
2006). It is based on the rationale of effective mentoring and is focused on innovation
collaborative practices such as asynchronous virtual learning environments (Jaffe et al., 2006).
Recently, the eMSS mentoring system was enhanced to include the induction and mentoring
needs of special education teachers. Therefore, this research addressed the perceived efficacy and
satisfaction of beginning special education teachers with the eMSS mentoring and induction
system. The research questions were:
Is there a statistically significant difference in perceived basic teacher preparedness, advanced
teacher preparedness, and knowledge of professional standards and laws before and after
participation in the eMSS mentoring? What were the perceptions of the participants’ knowledge,
teaching practices and professional growth after participation in eMSS mentoring system during
the initial year of teaching in special education classrooms?
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Method
For the purpose of this study, participants were recent graduates from the Masters of Arts
program of a large, urban university in the southeast United States and in their initial year of
teaching students with disabilities in area school districts. The evaluation of the first research
question in the current study utilized a quasi-experimental pretest-posttest design. The study
examined the extent to which any differences exist in reported mentee teacher knowledge
involved in e-mentoring before and after participation in the program. The evaluation of the
second research question used qualitative methods of focus groups and interviews.
Participants
Participants in this research were novice special education teachers who participated in
pilot implementation of the e-MSS e-mentoring program. For the first research question, a total
of 22 teachers participated in the study. Selection criteria were that teachers (a) were actively
teaching in a public or private school, (b) were participating in eMSS mentoring, and (c)
completed both the pre and post questionnaires. Demographic information for the sample of 22
teachers can be found in Table 1.
INSERT TABLE 1 HERE
An a priori power analysis was utilized to compute the necessary sample size using G
Power 3 statistical software (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). A moderate effect size
of 0.50 was considered in the analysis. Thus, using an alpha level of 0.05 and noted effect sizes,
the power analysis indicated a total sample size of 22 would be sufficient to produce a power of
.95 for repeated measures MANOVA. Sampling procedures for the study define the sample as a
stratified random sample (Slavin, 2007).
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For the second research question, a purposive sampling from the 22 novice special
education teachers was implemented. Researchers developed criteria for selection to identify
participants with the “broadest breadth and depth of the phenomenon under study” (Glesne,
2006, p. 340). Therefore, participants were a sub-sample of a larger population of novice
teachers who represented multiple characteristics (e.g., gender, ethnicity, primary language,
certification, current/type of degrees, and current teaching position). Of the twenty-two
participants included in the initial sample, a purposive sample of 10 novice special education
teachers was selected to address the second research question. The participants were all
employed as special education teachers in their first year of teaching within three local school
districts, predominantly female (n=9), and certified in exceptional student education (n=10).
After consents were described and received, selected participants received overview information
of the research and responsibilities of each participant.
Instrumentation
To address the first research question, participants were administered the eMSS Special
Education Mentee Questionnaire before any e-mentoring and immediately after the completion
of mentoring (6 months total). The meaningful constructs in the eMSS questionnaire included:
Advanced Teacher Preparedness, Basic Teacher Preparedness, and Knowledge of Standards and
Laws using 25 questions measuring the constructs.
To address the second research question, focus groups were scheduled within two, onehour time frames. At the outset of each focus group session, an explanation of the research,
researcher’s role, and purposes were provided. No school district program administrators or
professional developers were in attendance during the focus groups. In order to limit the bias,
three researchers participated in the focus groups, interviews, data collection and analyses. Prior
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to focus groups, all researchers reviewed the processes of interview skills and content analysis
procedures to increase the analytic consistency among the researchers with another researcher to
assure reliability and validity within the process audit trail (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Participants
were guided by the questions on the interview protocol (See Appendix E) that assisted the
researcher/moderator in directing the focus group interviews using a semi-structured interview
format (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Member checks were completed for each question before
asking subsequent questions. Telephone interviews using the same protocol were conducted
with three of the participants that did not attend the focus group sessions by researchers.
Question One: Data Analysis
The initial research question addressed overall differences in reported basic and advanced
teacher knowledge and knowledge of standards and laws before and after participation in an
eMSS mentoring program. Responses from the eMSS Special Education Mentee Questionnaire
were used. Constructs (e.g. basic teacher knowledge, advanced teacher knowledge, and
knowledge of standards and law) were treated as separate tests administered before and after
participation in eMSS. Differences relating to time of questionnaire administration (pre or post
eMSS) were evaluated. Data were collected from 22 teachers. Correlations between pre and
post administration outcomes are given in Table 2.
INSERT TABLE 2 HERE
Paired sample t-tests. Because knowledge of standards and law improved significantly
after participation in the eMSS mentoring program, dependent t-tests were run on each question
to show whether knowledge of IDEA laws, state standards, and/or CEC standards improved as a
result of e-mentoring. Results indicated that knowledge of CEC standards, t (19) = -4.359, p =
0.000, and state standards, t (19) = -2.349, p = 0.030, improved significantly after e-mentoring.
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Teachers reported higher levels of knowledge concerning both CEC standards (Pretest M = 2.4;
SD = 7.54; Posttest M = 2.9; SD = 9.68) and state standards (Pretest M = 3.2; SD = 6.96; Posttest
M = 3.5; SD = 6.07). There was no significant difference between pre and post scores
concerning knowledge of IDEA, t (19) = -1.000, p = 0.330.
Results. We can conclude that time of questionnaire implementation was a significant
contributor to scores on the three outcome measures taken together. There are statistically
significant differences in levels of basic and advanced teacher preparedness as well as
knowledge of standards and law before and after participation in e-mentoring. Because
significant main effects for time of questionnaire implementation were found, step-down analysis
was performed to understand how years of teaching and time of questionnaire implementation
affected outcomes on each of the dependent measures examined separately. Step-down analysis
confirmed the unique contributions of the time of questionnaire implementation to higher
knowledge of standards and law. No significant contributions were made by years of teaching
experience for any of the measures. Further, no other significance was found for the effects of ementoring on basic or advanced teacher knowledge. For knowledge of standards and law,
dependent t-tests revealed teacher’s knowledge of CEC and state standards improved
significantly eMSS mentoring.
Question Two: Data Analysis
Verification strategies for assuring reliability and validity of the findings were used
(Morse et al., 2002). Data collected through each of the focus groups were checked against the
audiotapes from each of the focus groups. Using the transcription from each of the focus groups
and interviews, categories for analysis were generated and defined by the researchers who
independently examined the data. For each issue/question, the responses were reviewed for
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common ideas and themes (Strauss & Corbin, 1990), which were used to develop an initial list of
categories and analyzed using guidelines suggested by Miles & Huberman (1994) for data
analysis and reduction. An independent researcher reviewed the data from the sets of data to
analyze and define themes from the data. The researchers then met to negotiate a mutual set of
categories, with examples for each, to assure content validity of generated themes and categories.
The data were coded using coder-determined chunks of discourse from the focus groups
and interviews (transcribed and written). After coding sub-samples of data sets using the defined
categories, the researchers conferred to compare responses, further revise, and resolve
differences in coding. The second stage of analysis included the development of data
summaries. Using matrices, the researchers summarized key findings for each of the
topics/questions generated by the researchers. Lastly, conclusions from the data analyses were
developed and verified. Conclusions were drawn over time and reported as they were found to
be explicit and grounded (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Verification was conducted through the
group process, as well as was reviewed by the participants of the study who volunteered to
validate the conclusions.
Results
In this section, the results of the data analyses from the focus groups and interviews will
be reported. There are multiple constructs that were assessed using the questions from the focus
groups, and each will be reported. The data are reported by major themes that were evidenced
according to specific interview prompts. In the implications section, the data will be discussed
related to the components of effective online mentoring programs, as researched by Jaffee et al.
(2006) and used as foundational principles of the eMSS.
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From the data analyzed from the focus groups, major themes emerged related to the
perceptions of the participants’ knowledge, teaching practices and professional growth. Data and
resulting themes focused on the content of the website, the interactions of the mentors, and use of
the website. Themes about the amount, type, and organization of the content of the electronic
mentoring site emerged initially. Although the site was described as “a clearinghouse” (4.53),
concerns regarding its organization, navigation, and specificity were described as “there’s not a
lot of content but a bunch of websites” (4.53). Often, the content was almost “overwhelming”
(4.26) and “I didn’t know exactly what I was supposed to do” (1.29). Even though each
participant had attended the site overview and completed the initial survey, a theme emerged that
there was access to multiple topics and areas within the site, with postings needed in multiple
areas.
The role of the mentors provided support with content, concerns, and feedback, albeit
within all asynchronous formats. Timeliness (e.g., “they’re real responsive” 6.65) and personal
communications (e.g., “I would get private messages” 9.66) were attributes describing
interactions with their mentors. The mentors provided assistance with concerns expressed
related to the organization of the website and the expectations to be completed. “My mentor used
a lot of ideas or accommodations that were going to be helpful to me….that makes sense. She
saved me time.” (7.41). Although data supported both the amount and quality of feedback from
the mentors, another theme emerged from the data that focused on the specificity of the
information related to implementation shared by the mentor. “I mean, if they’re (mentor) out of
state, what else can they do to help the ESE teacher? (7.54). The context of their classrooms,
schools, and states was a common theme evidenced, especially when describing classroom
implementation of resources, procedures, and websites. Whether the content of individual
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educational plans (1.104), evidence-based practices (1.22), curriculum standards (4.45) or RTI
(4.83) were described as examples, a common theme was the need to have more specific models
and examples, as well as increased sharing within cohorts with similar characteristics (e.g., state,
classroom level, etc.). Comments clearly describing this theme included, “I would like to see a
video of accommodations…then interactions from those in your district or state.” (1.105). and
“Even if they would connect us by place, we might be able to talk to each other and share.”
(4.73)
Throughout the interviews, the theme of immediate use emerged. Opportunities for
increased interactions with mentors, other participants, and as grouped by state and/or specific
teacher task was suggested across interviews and questions. The comparison to virtual
communities “Like a social network” (1.84) was described. “The program has to have a group of
people together, caring and some hot topic that is going to gain somebody’s attention to go on
there and find something”. (1.77).
Discussion and Future Research
The purpose of this study was to specifically research an innovative fully online
mentoring system (E-Mentoring for Student Success-eMSS) for novice teachers in special
education developed initially as an interactive, online science and math education community.
During this pilot implementation year, research using a mixed methods design was conducted.
The current study addressed the validity of data collected from the eMSS questionnaire, as well
as to uncover the extent to which teachers reported increases in and satisfaction with their basic
and advanced preparedness and knowledge of standards after participating in e-mentoring.
Results of the current study indicate unique contributions to teachers’ knowledge of
standards and law were made through participation in eMSS mentoring. There were statistically
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significant differences in levels of basic and advanced teacher preparedness as well as
knowledge of standards and law before and after participation in e-mentoring. Knowledge of
CEC and state level standards were particularly affected. Teachers reported their knowledge in
these areas increased significantly after eMSS participation. However, e-mentoring had no
effects on teachers’ perceived basic (e.g. IEPs) or advanced (e.g. uncovering student thinking)
teacher knowledge.
Given the realities of first year teachers to bridge their theoretical knowledge into
classroom instructional practices within very diverse settings (e.g., classrooms, types and
numbers of students, district and state policies, etc.), several major themes of immediacy,
specificity, and examples clearly emerged. Despite the “clearinghouse” of available resources
contained within the online environment, these novice teachers expressed the time and
knowledge needed to make decisions about the plethora of available resources. Most described
using the resources on the website, with one participant sharing the resource with another
teacher. Their mentors assisted with some of this focused organization, but often, due to the
multiple and diverse contextual variables between the mentor and mentee, the feedback and
specificity did not always meet the novice teachers’ needs. Although acknowledging the
opportunities afforded them to access all of the resources, it appeared “overwhelming” to the
novice teacher.
Mentors provided “safe harbors” (1.25) for the mentees, often supporting through kind
comments, additional suggestions, and specific examples for classroom use form their
experiences. Mentees in this study, however, continued to question the specificity of the
information shared, especially as related to their particular students, school and district
procedures, and their state’s curriculum standards, resources, and policies. As this was the first
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year of completing important procedures in the special education process and being held
accountable for student achievement on their state’s curriculum standards, the reality of exact
and specific information, including resources, case studies, and examples, were evidenced in
various themes within this research.
This theme of examples for accurate implementation was described in several contexts of
e-Mentoring. Participants described the need for professional learning cohorts within the eMSS
system. These cohorts would have similar contexts of their first year (e.g., state, curriculum
standards, etc.) and grouped with a mentor from the New Teacher Center and a mentor from
within the state and/or school district. By using synchronous and interactive features of currently
available technology, virtual, case-based interactive discussions would enhance solutions and
learning. Through these organizational and formatting revisions to the current system and with
expanded use of technology to support synchronous and diverse interactions among cohorts of
novice teachers, electronic, issue driven professional learning communities could be supported.
Themes clearly emerged as to the possibilities of a comprehensive connections and extensions of
the current electronic mentoring system as one that is issues/task driven, interactive with
established and connected cohorts, actively, and synchronously interacting with a case study
and/or issue to apply resources and experiences to facilitate a deeper understanding and
implementation by novice special education teachers.
Conclusion
The documented induction and mentoring needs of novice special education teachers to
address retention appear to be partly addressed through an electronic mentoring system. Further
research of this e-mentoring prototype is warranted after described updates, as well as after
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multiple years by conducting longitudinal research. Given the critical needs for continued
development and retention of special education teachers, this continued focus is paramount.
Results from the research from pilot implementation of the eMSS online Special Education
mentoring program support previous research in relation to knowledge of beginning and
advanced professional standards. However, although there was a plethora of resources and
websites contained in this site and mentors were responsive and knowledgeable, the results also
continue to support the need for more specific knowledge of curriculum and special education
procedures within state and local educational contexts. From the data analyzed and results from
this study, future considerations for this electronic system of mentoring indicate a need to further
organize, enhance, and connect content with the specific contextual variables of our special
education classrooms.
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Table 1
Teacher Gender and Degree Status of Participants
Category
Gender

Degree Status

N*

Percentage

Male

2

9%

Female

20

91%

No Degree

0

0%

Associates

0

0%

Bachelor’s

12

55%

Master’s

6

27%

Master’s + 30 hrs

4

18%

*Total N = 22
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Table 2
Correlations Between Pretest Means for Experimental and Control Groups

Basic Teacher
Preparedness
Basic Teacher
Preparedness
Advanced Teacher
Preparedness
Knowledge of Standards
and Laws
*statistically significant, p < 0.01

Advanced Teacher
Preparedness

Knowledge of
Standards and
Laws

1.00

0.611**

0.487*

0.611*
0.487**

1.00
0.845**

0.845**
1.00

**statistically significant, p < 0.05
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Abstract
Experiential Learning has become increasingly popular in
schools, colleges, and universities.

Experiential learning is

an ideal pedagogical strategy to teach students about sport
management.

A well designed educational delivery method that

uses experiential learning design can be beneficial to sport
management students because it helps bring the curriculum to
life. It gives students the opportunity to enhance their
academic skills and marry theory with practice.

Through

research and active involvement, it also provides them with a
much deeper understanding and appreciation of critical local and
global issues.

More importantly, it affords them real-world

learning experiences in sport organizations, activities, and
events that help to develop critical thinking and problem
solving skills. The purpose of this article is to examine how to
bring the curriculum of sport management classes to life through
experiential learning design. This article addresses
experiential learning design that could be applied to any
academic discipline. The example used here is designing an
experiential learning opportunity engaging students in the
health professions. Specifically, this article discusses
creating and implementing as experiential learning experience
that helps solve a critical health challenge. It describes the
3
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actual process and discusses ways to empower students to become
more fully engaged in the teaching and learning process.
Keywords: experiential learning, sport management
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Bringing Curriculum to Life through Experiential Learning
Sport Management, as an academic discipline, has become
increasingly popular in colleges and universities. With the
growth of sports as a major industry, there is an increased need
and opportunity to better train students who study sport by
providing them with the kinds of learning environments necessary
to produce critical thinkers, decision makers, and problem
solvers.

A Challenge for Educators
How to go about creating the type of learning environments
that enhance student learning is a challenge faced by most
educators. While the sport management curriculum is rife with
opportunities for developing critical thinking and problem
solving skills, all-to-often, the learning environment is
tailored toward a more physically passive style of academic
learning. This more traditional style of teaching and learning
involves having students listen to lectures, read materials,
take test and quizzes, write research papers, and watch films or
video (Parkhouse, 2005). The strength of this method of teaching
and learning is that it has a strong theoretical underpinning.
The weakness of this method is that it fails to engage students
in the pedagogical value of “real world” experiences in sport
5
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organizations.
Experiential learning is method of teaching and learning
that can close the gap left by the more traditional method of
academic learning in sport management. This article examines how
to bring the curriculum of sport management classes to life
through experiential learning design. This article addresses
experiential learning design that could be applied to any
academic discipline. The example used here is designing an
experiential learning opportunity engaging students in the
health professions. Specifically, this article discusses
creating and implementing as experiential learning experience
that helps solve a critical health challenge. It describes the
actual process and discusses ways to empower students to become
more fully engaged in the teaching and learning process.

The Pedagogy of Experiential Learning
Experiential learning is a pedagogical approach that goes
beyond mere classroom instruction. Experiential learning
involves the blending of explicit classroom instruction with
targeted hands-on learning experiences while students learn
through active engagement and reflection (Geleta & Gilliam,
2003; Mumford & Kane, 2006). One benefit of experiential
learning is that it connects hands-on learning to classroom
6
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knowledge. This connection of practical application to theory
enhances the academic curriculum and also provides a structured
link for students to reflect on their experience (Prentice &
Garcia, 2000). Experiential learning provides meaningful handson experiences that enable students to “learn by doing" rather
than only reading about, talking about, or writing about them in
the classroom (Parkhouse, 2005). This pedagogical method of
instruction fosters critical thinking and problem solving skills
through experiential learning design that supplement the current
curricula and traditional classroom activities. Other benefits
of experiential learning are that it helps foster academic
learning, personal responsibility, interpersonal skills, social
development, creativity, and opportunities for career
exploration (Prentice & Garcia, 2000; Judge et al., 2011).
Experiential learning requires that students draw on their
direct experiences to reflect, test, and create new ideas.

The Opportunity for Student Engagement
Breast cancer is one of the world's most important public
health concerns. According to the World Health Organization,
breast cancer is the most common cancer among women worldwide,
claiming the lives of hundreds of thousands of women each year
and affecting countries at all levels of modernization. Each
7
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year it is estimated that over 220,000 women in the United
States will be diagnosed with breast cancer and more than 40,000
will die (“National Breast Cancer Foundation,” 2012).
Breast cancer is the second leading cause of death among
women. One in eight women will be diagnosed with breast cancer
in their lifetime (“National Breast Cancer Foundation,” 2012).
The most effective interventions against breast cancer
today are screening and detection, awareness, and treatment. In
recent years, there has been a gradual reduction in female
breast cancer incidence rates among women aged 50 and older. In
addition, death rates from breast cancer have been declining
since about 1990, in part due to better screening and detection,
increased awareness, and continually improving treatment options
(“National Breast Cancer Foundation,” 2012).
To address the growing community need to fight breast
cancer and save lives, a sport management professor can utilize
experiential learning design to transform the teaching and
learning environment into on in which students get to plan,
organize, lead, and evaluate their own learning experience.

The

learning objective would be to create a sport event that would
raise money for breast cancer education, mitigation, and
awareness. The uniqueness of the experiential learning design
lies in the focus. As one coach who was diagnosed with breast
8
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cancer recently asserted, “There are many men and woman who are
affected by cancer. There are many men and women doing research
to find a cure. But what about the children, those who are not
diagnosed with cancer, but lose a parent because of it? Those
are the ones we are overlooking. Those are the children Angel
Wings will help to fly” (Brown, 2012).

Experiential Learning Model
Based on Kolb’s Experiential Learning Theory, the
experiential learning model involves four phases: abstract
conceptualization, active experimentation, concrete experiences,
and reflective observation. The Experiential Learning Cycle, as
shown in Figure 1, helps educators conceptualize experiential
learning as learning through discovery and experience (Turesky &
Wood, 2010). It should provide the formal structure and
theoretical basis for classes developed using experiential
learning design. The following demonstrates how a teacher and
class could move through the Experiential Learning Cycle.

9
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Figure 1. The Experiential Learning Cycle

Active
Experimentation

Concrete
Experience

Abstract

Reflective
Observation

Conceptualization
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Phase I – Abstract Conceptualization
The process of abstract conceptualization involves the
introduction of teaching and learning topics along with the
theory and conceptual basis underlying each. During this phase
of experiential learning design, specific student learning
objectives are clearly identified. For students in a sport
management class, this means learning the specific course
content skills as well as learning leadership skills (see Figure
2). To address specific teaching and learning goals, the class
curriculum should be designed in a way that breathes life into
the curriculum by defining learning experiences that are real,
engaging, and will connect theory and student learning
objectives through practical application.

Figure 2. Course Content and Leadership Skill Areas
Course Content
Facility Management
Economics and Finance
Sales
Marketing
Sponsorship
Fundraising
Media Relations
Event Management
Legal & Ethical Issues
Research Methods

Leadership Skills
Planning
Organizing
Evaluating
Decision Making
Relationship Building
Teamwork
Personal Productivity
Coaching & Mentoring
Strategic Thinking
Communication
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An ideal way to help bring the curriculum to life is to
identify a community issue, need or problem and to then create a
learning experience designed to address the particular issue,
need, or problem.

One of the first issues that must be defined

is the community partner with which the sport management class
will be collaborating.

Organizations that have a history of

dealing with the issue are the first place to start.

For this

project, these organizations could include the: National Breast
Cancer Foundation, American Cancer Society, Living Beyond Breast
Cancer, Young Survival Coalition, National Breast Cancer
Coalition, or Susan G. Komen for the Cure. These organizations
have already identified a clear community problem --- reduce
breast cancer associated morbidity and mortality --- that could
be alleviated, in part, through experiential learning design.
There are several initiatives already underway that involve
sport-related breast cancer prevention and awareness campaigns.
Susan G. Komen for the Cure has been hosting walking and running
events for years; Dick’s Sporting Goods donates money to the
National Breast Cancer Foundation and sells a variety of breast
cancer-themed items; Sports Authority sells breast cancer-themed
items and provides breast cancer awareness and prevention
information; apparel companies like Nike, Wilson, Columbia,
Under Armor, North Face, and others have created breast cancer12
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related products; and professional sport teams like the National
Football League (NFL) have developed breast cancer awareness
campaigns (Sniderman, 2012). With the disease of breast cancer
being associated with sport, there is a natural fit with
students studying sport management.
While most of the decisions made about project planning and
logistics should be made by the students in the sport management
class, the professor should determine the specific community
partner and focus to be addressed.

Once decisions are made

about the scope of the project, students should contact
partnering organizations to learn more about the organization.
They should also conduct research on the issue of breast cancer.
After reading the existing literature and gathering data about
breast cancer, the class will need to determine what type of
experiential learning project would best meet the needs of the
partnering organizations and the targeted community.
and measurable goals should be set and agreed upon.

Specific
In this

example, the project should meet these needs by raising money
for a college scholarship fund designed to help children who
have lost parents due to cancer.

Phase II – Active Experimentation
Active experimentation involves hands-on application of the
13
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topics and theories covered in the abstract conceptualization
phase to solve problems and make decisions. The curriculum of
sport management is ideal for active experimentation as it
relates to creating a sporting event designed to accomplish the
aforementioned learning objectives.
Business Model: This component involves determining what
product or service will be provided.

During this phase, the

sport management class must decide “how” to use sport as a
vehicle to help solve the community partner’s need of raising
money for breast cancer education, awareness, and mitigation.
Before undertaking the experiential learning project, students
in the sport management class must undergo a certain degree of
preparation.

For example, in the active experimentation stage,

students in the sport management course might learn how to:
determine facility needs, staff and manage an event, select
promotional contests and events, plan for event entertainment,
secure guest speakers, determine equipment and supply needs,
create a budget for an event, secure volunteers, publicize an
event, secure sponsors and donations, prepare marketing
materials, determine target markets and marketing strategy, and
plan reception packages.

There should be a specific timeline

for the planning and implementation of this project to best help
simulate real-world time and pressure constraints.
14
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Leadership: Students in the class should decide who the
participants will be, and what role the participants will play
in project development and implementation.

Students in the

sport management class need to be responsible for planning and
implementing the experiential learning project.
Marketing: This component involves determining how and when
the project will be publicized.

Getting the word out and

generating “buzz” are the most important factors to the success
of the experiential learning project.

In order to get people to

participate, they need to know about the event.

To advertise

the event, students should be encouraged to use both traditional
and nontraditional methods. They should develop a press release
that can be sent to all media outlets.

An event can also be

marketed by email to a specific target market.

Information

about the project should be posted on the college or department
website.

To help generate interest and awareness for the event,

students can develop event flyers and brochures for distribution
in the local area.

In addition, a word-of-mouth marketing

strategy and/or social networking websites such as Facebook and
Twitter can be used to reach a selected target market.

Phase III – Concrete Experience
A course offered in the sport management curriculum can
15
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serve as a concrete experience in the form of a practical
laboratory to apply the concepts and topics covered in the sport
management course. Concrete experiences are experiences in which
the students are fully engaged and immersed. During concrete
experiences, the professor’s role should be more or a mentor or
facilitator, with students taking a leading role (Judge et al.,
2011).
Following the active experimentation of developing a
business plan, determining a work structure, and preparing a
marketing strategy, students should move to the next stage of
implementation. For this specific sport management class,
students implemented a 5-K run on their own. They were
completely responsible for all phases of the event including:
creating and managing the budget, developing a risk management
plan, event operations, registration, coordinating volunteers,
and event marketing.

Phase IV – Reflective Observation
The process of reflective observation involves the teacher and
students examining various teaching and learning activities both
separately and together. This phase involves both an evaluation
of the experiential learning experience and a reflection on the
experiential learning experience. Reflective observation should
16
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focus on three questions; all designed to improve the teaching
and learning process:
(1)

What worked?

(2)

What did not work well? and

(3)

What could/should be done differently the next time?

Evaluation: The evaluation component involves determining how
and when participants will be evaluated.

Students in the sport

management class should be evaluated by the professor within one
week following the conclusion of the project.

The project

evaluation should be based on specific and measurable project
goals.

These goals should be predetermined by the students in

the class in conjunction with the professor.

Sample goals for a

project could be:
(1)

to raise a specific amount of money to donate to a

partner organization,
(2)

to secure sponsors to underwrite the cost of producing

an event,
(3)

to collect a specific amount of in-kind donations to

auction off,
(4)

to have a specific amount of participants/teams in the

event, spectators at the event or, or to sell a specific
number of items (tickets, merchandise, apparel, etc.) for
the event or activity.
17
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Reflection Component: This component involves determining how,
when, and why participants will reflect on their learning.

For

a sport management class, this reflection can come at three
different stages of the event: (1) before the event as they
gather research for the project, (2) immediately after the
conclusion of the event when they can see the fruits of their
labor, and (3) a week after the event when students are asked to
give an in-class presentation to reflect on their learning
experience.

Students should be prepared to discuss the purpose

of the experiential learning project and to reflect on how each
of them has made a contribution to the class, in the community,
and in the lives of others.

Surveys can also be developed and

given to sport management students to get them to reflect on
their learning experience.

Discussion & Conclusion
A well designed educational delivery method that uses
experiential learning design can be beneficial to sport
management students because it helps bring the curriculum to
life. It gives students the opportunity to enhance their
academic skills and marry theory with practice.

Through

research and active involvement, it also provides them with a
much deeper understanding and appreciation of critical local and
18
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global issues.

More importantly, it affords them real-world

learning experiences in sport organizations, activities, and
events that help to develop critical thinking and problem
solving skills.
The sport management curriculum is rife with opportunities
to actively engage students in experiential learning design.
Experiential learning is an ideal pedagogical strategy to teach
sport management knowledge, concepts, and ideas. It provides
educational experiences that transcend the classroom. Many of
the individuals who participate in a sport management degree
program are interested in expanding their academic learning as
well as acquiring much needed career-related experience.
Sport Management professionals can use experiential
learning design as a vehicle to engage and empower students to
take a more active role in the teaching and learning process.
Students can benefit tremendously from an educational experience
that combines experiential learning and sport management.

They

can reap benefits in the areas of academic learning, personal
responsibility, interpersonal skills, social development,
creativity, and opportunities for career exploration.

19
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Abstract:
As humans, we live in a world of thoughts and view this world through multiple
lenses that more often than not, shift our thoughts to fit our changing feelings and
behaviors. Our thoughts are often biased by our agendas, interests, and values.
Many times, we don’t automatically sense what is reasonable and unreasonable or
what is true, misleading, or false. Therefore, we need to take command of our minds
in order to discern in a reasonable way of what thinking to accept and what to reject.
In working with college students, it is important to note that, according to a 2005
report by the Association of American Colleges and Universities, there is clearly a
need to promote critical thinking (quality reasoning/intellectual inquiry) in students,
as it is considered the second most important life skill after interpersonal skill.
This paper discusses the benefits and challenges of employing a Socratic pedagogy
when facilitating controversial topics with college students in a diversity consciousraising course. There are numerous issues associated with multiculturalism and
diversity in the workplace and our society. Thus, over the past several decades,
issues of diversity have moved from the peripheral positions to become central
concerns of institutions of higher education to better equipped students with the
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necessary skills and knowledge to work effectively in diverse environments. One
important skill that students need is to develop and enhance their quality of
reasoning and intellectual inquiry. Employing a Socratic pedagogy helps students
begin that journey of digging deeply into what they and others believe and why they
believe it. As a result, students are beginning to take command of their own thinking
as well as the thinking of others.
Therefore, the paper presentation reviews a well-thought out systematic
method to further sound thinking and minimize misleading thoughts and
assumptions in college students when discussing critical issues of diversity. In
addition, the presentation gives examples of emerging opportunities and best
practices.
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The road to creating a climate of opportunity on a campus for underrepresented students in
STEM is long, twisted, and bumpy. From 1984 to 2003, 155 B.S. graduates of San Francisco State
University received doctoral degrees in Biology and the Physical Sciences. Only one was issued to
a student from an underrepresented minority (URM) group. From 2004 to 2007 SFSU produced 10
URM doctorates in these fields, and there are at least another 35 URM SFSU BS graduates who will
complete PhD degree programs in the next 5 years (2008-2012) 1. Our results with master’s level
students are equally dramatic.
On the surface, it would be easy to solely contribute our successes to the support provided
by student-funding programs. Ours have primarily been awarded by the National Institutes of
Health, but we have also had programs supported by the National Science Foundation, the
Department of Defense, and the U.S. Department of Education. These are particularly aimed at
providing research experiences for underrepresented students. There is no question that they have
had a tremendous impact; our level of student success would be impossible without them. But NIH
alone funds hundreds of such programs throughout the country, and the Institutes’ own records
indicate that only a very small number of these programs achieve a success even close to SFSU’s
What then, you may ask, are we doing differently at SFSU?
The answer is not a simple one. Although on one level we attribute students’ success to
their involvement in research—the base of the NIH MORE (Minority Opportunities in Research)
and many other funding programs—there is much more behind this than just research experiences.
In fact, the changes were the result of an institutional transformation in four major areas, as outlined
on Table 1. Each of the components of this transformation, which easily merit extensive individual
discussion beyond the scope of this paper, are strongly interrelated. Had any been neglected, it is
our belief that our efforts to increase URM success could not have been successful—or at least not
at anywhere near the level we are seeing.
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Career Formation for Teachers at Middle Schools and High Schools Affiliated with
Private Universities
-- Analysis of Interviews of 75 Principals at Middle Schools and High Schools
Tied to Private universities in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area --

Yoshifumi, Furuichi

(Hosei University Graduate School of Regional Policy Design)

Introduction
In Japan, publically established schools (hereafter “public schools”) are the core institutions
responsible for public education.

Employment, personnel affairs, and training for public schools

are primarily handled by official Boards of Education. Private middle and high schools (hereafter
“private schools”) are responsible for a significant part of public education. How is teacher career
formation handled at autonomous private schools which provide a significant share of public
education? The share of public education provided by private schools in the Tokyo Metropolitan
Area1) can be described as very high.

A comparison of numbers of students at private and public

schools in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area shows national public schools accounting for 59.3%, and
private schools accounting for 40.7% of high school students. For middle schools in the same area,
public schools account for 86.0%, and private schools account for 14.0%.2) However, very little
research has been done on teacher career formation in private schools. Actually, very little research
has been done on private schools themselves. Research is truly needed given the large numbers of
pupils and teachers involved.

1. Background to the Problem
(1) Reforms in recent years and private schools
As shown in Figure 1, a steady decrease in numbers of children is continuing. Teaching personnel
at public schools manage, for the most part, to maintain their status because adjustments are made as
schools are closed. Career formation is carried on the basis of these adjustments and transfers.に
However, as Tsuchiya (2005) points out, government-managed training has greatly swelled to
become bureaucratic, and there is a need for autonomous training systems. Kurahara and Kurosawa
(2002) have pointed out that, along with compulsory transfers of teachers and short-term transfers of
principals, training led by education administrators makes it difficult to build school cohesiveness

-1-
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and organizational strength. They say that autonomous and voluntary training should be carried out.
Drastic changes that have taken place in public schools in recent years has led to vertical
relationships increasingly becoming the norm in school organizations. Private schools differ from
public schools in their funding and their form of management. Nevertheless, they have been affected
by educational reforms. The autonomy of private schools is respected, but they do fall under the
jurisdiction of prefectural governors, and the principles of educational guidelines are followed.3) In
addition, non-profit corporations face limits placed on the earnings they can seek. They also receive
public subsidies. An examination of the 2009 financial statements of the Japan Private High School
Federation shows that the percentage of their funds that comes from public support is higher than
that received by private universities.4) The percentage of attributed income is 37.6% for high schools
and 33.3% for middle schools, averaged over all Japan.5) Accordingly, private schools depend on
tuition fees in order to operate. Private schools are also faced with the need to survive amid private
market competition.6) The number of full-time teaching personnel at private schools mainly ranges
from 35 to 90 persons; the average number is approximately 55. In this sense, in terms of scale,
private schools are similar to small- and mid-size companies. With their income mainly coming from
tuition fees and subsidies, they will collapse as a business and cease to exist if they fail to attract
pupils.

Fig. 1. Trends in numbers of pupils at each type of school

Source:

Basic school survey by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
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2. Survey Research into Background to the Problem
(1) School Teachers’ Careers
There are various ideas about what constitutes a career.

In this paper the concept of a

professional career is taken to mean the development of capabilities in accordance with the design
indicated in "Professional Life," a publication issued by the Japan Institute for Labor Policy and
Training, eds. (2007). By this definition, a career is understood to be "the right of self-realization
in specialized work, namely teaching". Teachers are legally referred to as "educators."

In Japan, the

career of teaching is legally referred to as that of an "educator." The work of a teacher requires a
high level of knowledge and skills. It is an occupation where specialization and initiative are needed,
both at the individual level and at the group level.7)

Iwata (2002) has advocated that "teacher

specialization" be widely ensured to give schools the ability to appropriately deal with current and
future education issues. In regard to the specialization involved in teaching, Mituishi (2011) says
that, in addition to the traditional volume of knowledge, etc. required, today’s teachers are required
to have the ability to handle such tasks as curriculum management, creating educational activities,
and the provision of special forms of assistance. Further, as Sato (2012) points out, schools are
unable to support the level of specialization now required of teachers. These comments are indicative
of how difficult the work of a teacher has become. The difficulty of supporting the profession of
teaching is related to teacher identity.8) Studying the difficulties involved in the work of teachers,
Kudomi (2008) conjectures that teacher identity becomes tied to the idea that “The ways in which I
do things is determined by the fact that I am a teacher.” The difficulties faced in the life of a teacher,
he says, arise because the practice of teaching is unsettled. Studying life histories and rebuilding
teacher identity, Kawamura (2012) argues that teachers’ professional identity is shaken during
periods when there is a transition to management work. Yamazaki (2002) carried out research to
clarify the processes of development and capability formation in teachers, and proposed a framework
for analysis based on the multiple characteristics of their life course.9) In addition, conferences of
academic organizations have been held to discuss the concepts of teacher identity and career
formation and papers on this subject have been presented.10) Suzuki (2008) uses the term “career
formation for teaching personnel.” This academic work has been done on the careers of public
school teachers.

(2) Private schools
For the most part, teachers at private schools are not transferred from school to school. Unlike
their counterparts in public schools, their life course does not shift. It is understood that a “school
identity” exists at private schools. Oe (2008) says that graduates’ “identity as teachers at girls’ high
schools” defines the identity of the schools. Sako (2000) says the culture of the school as an
organization can be defined as "the values and assumptions (basic premises) commonly held in the

-3-
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school that guide the actions and perceptions (interpretations) of teachers, and serve as standards of
propriety.” Also, Ueno (2005) views identity as a tool based on sociological theory that has been
changed due to the efforts of extremely motivated people who saw the need to use it. In this paper
the "school identity" of a private school is considered to consist of the unique qualities and culture of
the school organization and its teachers, and its educational policy, which is guided by the
educational ideals and spirit established by the founders. According to Ueda (2000), private schools
were founded to realize educational concepts and ideals of specific individuals or groups, which
means, to that extent, they are the same as private companies. Sako (2011) reports that, in recent
years reform has been carried out in school management and that within this, school internal
organizations have become hierarchical and stratified, and that the areas of responsibility and
authority of their members have become clearly defined.

However, management in private schools

means more than this. In this paper, private school management is also understood to be an
organization formed on the basis of the philosophy of the school, and that recruiting and keeping
students are important tasks for this organization.

2. Subjects taken up in this paper
(1) A comparison of private school and public schools
The organizational cultures of private schools are quite different from those of public schools. The
process of career formation for teachers in private schools will be decidedly different from that of
public school teachers. Table 1 compares public schools and private schools. The Board of Education
forms a large internal labor market at public schools. Career formation at public schools takes place
within the processes of teacher training and transfers. In the case of private schools, each school
corporation appoints a principal. Each private school has its own internal labor market, and the
principal is in charge of personnel management. Each private school has its own training system. In
addition, as Tomono (2005) explains, the Japan Private Middle School and High School Federation,
which takes some responsibility for teacher training, holds national study conferences with specific
training sessions for new teachers and training sessions for teachers with at least 10 years of
experience. In addition, the conference directly conducts about 20 courses in each region of the
country. If we view teachers’ careers as a process of self-fulfillment for members of the teaching
profession, with areas of specialization, the question becomes to what extent and how is
consideration given to teachers’ self-fulfillment. Using interviews with private school principals,
this paper will attempt to clarify how the principals struggle to give consideration to this issue which
arises in the interaction between the process of school management and teacher career formation.
Table 1 A comparison of public and private schools
Public school
1.Owner and

Private school

Local government, Board
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School corporation, head of local
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jurisdiction

of Education

government

2.Beneficiary’s

Fully public funded

Public support 1/3, beneficiary liability

liability

2/3

3. Teacher personnel

The Board of Education

Principals are in charge of personnel

management

implements regular

management.

changes of assignments.
4. Labor markets

Boards of Education

Internal labor markets in each school

handles all employment
matters; giant internal
labor markets exist
5. Training systems

Various training systems

Each school has its own training system;

developed

the private middle school and high
school federation provides training
courses

6. Support for career

Various opportunities,

Almost no transfers; teachers end their

formation

including transfers

careers at same school

7. Evaluation system

Made compulsory

Implemented in small number of schools
(of the schools in the survey)

Figure 2 Handling of advancement to higher education at Tokyo Metropolitan Area middle
schools and high schools which are affiliated with universities

Reference materials: 2009 Rolls at Middle Schools and High Schools across the Nation (Japan Federation of All Private School
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Associations); A Guide to High School Examinations 2013 (Shobunsha)
“Precedence exists 0%” in the figure indicates that the affiliation is one in which the university system does include making
advancement to the affiliated university a priority, but no students enter the school on that basis; “No Preference 0%” indicates that
there is no system for making advancement to the affiliated university a priority.

(2) Middle schools and high schools attached to a university or middle schools and high
schools that are part of a network
The private schools that were subjects of the survey analysis were middle schools and high schools
that are part of a network or affiliated with a private university. In the Tokyo Metropolitan Area, such
schools account for nearly one-half of the total number of private schools. Private universities that
have up to 80% of the number of entrants they need account for over 20% of these schools, and
junior colleges account for about 40%.11) Figure 2 provides data on the situation in regard to
advancing to affiliated universities. Consistency seems to have fallen apart, as advancement rates
from high schools to universities are low. Ichibangase (1969) has raised the idea that advancement is
steady from affiliated girls’ schools. Wouldn’t this type of situation undermine the idea of a unique
identity of each affiliated school. Wouldn’t this have an impact on teachers’ career formation? If we
understand teachers’ careers as a process of self-fulfillment in the teaching profession, a profession
that includes specialization, we must ask how consideration is being given to teachers’
self-fulfillment at private schools.

In this paper will attempt to clarify how the principals at schools

affiliated with universities struggle to give consideration to this issue which arises somewhere
between the process of school management and teacher career formation.

3. Method and Outline of Survey
(1) Survey subjects
An interview survey was carried out with 183 private middle and high school principals in the
greater Tokyo Metropolitan Area over the 10-month period from 17 November 2009 to 19
September 2010. This number of interviews represents 43.2% of the private middle schools and high
school in the area. Three of the subjects were vice-principals representing the principal of their
school. Also, for reference comparison with public schools, I also interviewed a manager on the
Board of Education and 5 school principals. The interviews were in a semi-structured format, lasting
from one to one–and-a-half hours. In this paper, we analyze 75 of the interview subjects who are
principals of their respective schools.
(2) Analytical method
The interviews of principals were used to gather material on teacher training and career formation.
This research is on career formation for teaching personnel at private schools. We analyze the points
of view on this subject adopted by principals One of the methods of analysis adopted in this research
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was the modified grounded theory approach (modified GTA) developed by Kinoshita (1999, 2003).

4. Analysis
(1) Generation and extraction of categories and concepts
The important points for analysis are <1> those grounded on data have priority over those
generated by theory, <2> generated concepts have priority over raw data, <3> grounded theory
which is the result of analysis is only expressed by generated concepts and their related categories,
and exemplified parts. In this section, analysis is carried out using the modified GTA analysis
worksheet, and the concepts and categories are generated. The resulting categories are: I. School
management and identity, II. The positioning of the middle schools and high schools as affiliated
with a university in a network, III. The school organization, IV. Training, V. Early period of career,
VI. Mid-career, VII. Later period of career as fully proficient teacher. The numbers of concepts
generated within each of the categories are: I. 3, II. 3, III. 7, IV. 5, V. 4, VI. 2, and VII. 2. Definitions
of each of the concepts generated in the analysis are as shown in Table 2. Not all of the concepts
defined in the analysis apply to each subject. Table 3 shows the concepts extracted for each subject.
In addition, three figures were created on the basis of the concepts and categories.
Table 2. Extracted concepts and categories

Category
I. School

Concept
1. School identity

Definition
The identity is the image of the school as an educational cooperative unit based on the

management

spirit of the founder which incorporates the ideals of the organization, which has

and identity

autonomy that supports the school culture, and the school as a whole with its
individuality and diversity.
2. Teachers’ professional

The teacher’s professional identity includes a common understanding of the spirit of

identity

the school founder and of the school’s educational policy in a way that is consistent
with one’s way of living and work as a teacher.

3. Market competition

Recruitment has become difficult due to such factors as less children in society,

a

struggle for school leadership amid market competition, and deviation values being
used to determine school rankings.
II. Position of
schools as

4. Government administration

Political leaders and government recognize the autonomy of private schools, and the

and private schools

gap between private and public schools in terms of their education budgets should be
eliminated.

members of
network of as

5.

affiliated with

and cooperation between

a university

private schools

View of private schools

6. Relationship with

Strengthening cooperation between private schools would be a good idea, but each
school has different needs, which makes it difficult.

The university requests that students advance through the middle school and high
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university

school (in network). Cannot comply with all requests but cooperative relationship
exists.

III. School

7. Principals

The principal communicates the school's educational ideals and policies. He or she
provides back-up support for the school organization and teachers, and is responsible

organization

for representing the school to the society outside the school.
8. School reforms and

School reform is implemented when the school faces a recruitment crisis. This

shake-ups

situation causes uneasiness and feelings of insecurity, instability among teachers.

9. Teachers councils

These organizations are important for school operation, and their discussions provide
a basis for the principal’s decisions.

10. Management organization

The middle-level management department, with allocated responsibilities for each
school grade, etc. is regarded as a valuable, respected organization

11. Positive factors

Review of school education is carried out throughout the school, and proposals are
positively incorporated.

12. Negative factors

Middle management tends to become a group that waits for instructions without
bearing risks; management tends to be dispersed and entrusted to make independent
judgments.

IV. Training

13. Problems inherent in

With no shifts in positions or transfers, relationships between staff members are static

private schools

and fixed evaluations act as a brake on vitality.

14. Encouragement of

The school encourages and ensures training of teachers.

training
15. Overall training within the

There is an overall educational plan for the school as a whole, and training is carried

school

out by subject; includes learning from outside lecturers and joint researchers.

16. OJT

Autonomous day-to-day learning in the course of practical teaching, etc.

17. Off-JT

Training programs or sessions are conducted by organizations related to private
schools, by other bodies and training involving exchanges with other schools is
conducted.

18. Personnel development

Personnel development as private school teachers is necessary.

tasks
V. Early period of

19. Characteristics at time of

Private school teachers who seek stability are increasing; for that reason care must be

career

employment

taken in employment.

20. Problem areas with young

They work very hard in their own field, but they tend not to try to deepen

teachers

relationships, tend to become passive and resort to efforts to ingratiate themselves.
They can be weak in the area of collaboration and innovation.

21. Process of training,

After about 10 to 12 years they settle into their positions and begin providing support

developing young teachers

for those around them and giving leadership in educational areas; they also become
capable of giving direction to students, and they learn how to manage the work of an
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entire grade.
22. Dropouts

They fail to overcome difficult situations in relationships with students. They remain
in the school but they have given up in this area. Some will change jobs.

23. Problems with mid-career

They have a great deal of pride and strongly assert their positions. They want to be

teachers

guided by manuals or directives. They cannot make proposals of their own.

24. The roles of mid-career

Our task is to develop these teachers into to the point where they can assume central

teachers and issues to address

roles in school operations.

VII. Later period

25. Problems with teachers in

Some lack the strength or capability to adapt to changes.

of career as fully

the later stage of their careers

proficient teacher

26.Evaluation teachers in the

They can assume responsibility for an entire area of operation, or they can play a

later stage of their careers

supportive role.

VI. Mid-term
careers

Table 3. Results for extracted concepts
<In school category, “Middle” indicates middle school; “High” indicates high school; in school composition, “Co”
indicates co-ed, “M” indicates boys school, “F” indicates girls school> Indicates gender of principal
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Number
School category

Category

School composition
Targeted Principals

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅴ

Ⅵ
Ⅶ

Concept 1
Concept 2
Concept 3
Concept 4
Concept 5
Concept 6
Concept 7
Concept 8
Concept 9
Concept 10
Concept 11
Concept 12
Concept 13
Concept 14
Concept 15
Concept 16
Concept 17
Concept 18
Concept 19
Concept 20
Concept 21
Concept 22
Concept 23
Concept 24
Concept 25
Concept 26
Total

Number
School category

Category

School composition
Targeted Principals

Ⅰ

Ⅱ

Ⅲ

Ⅳ

Ⅴ

Ⅵ
Ⅶ

Concept 1
Concept 2
Concept 3
Concept 4
Concept 5
Concept 6
Concept 7
Concept 8
Concept 9
Concept 10
Concept 11
Concept 12
Concept 13
Concept 14
Concept 15
Concept 16
Concept 17
Concept 18
Concept 19
Concept 20
Concept 21
Concept 22
Concept 23
Concept 24
Concept 25
Concept 26
Total

1
J
F
F

2
J
C
M
○

3
J
F
M

4
J
F
M
○

○
○

○ ○
○ ○

○
○
○
○

○ ○ ○ ○
○
○

5
J
M
M
○

○

○
○
○

○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○ ○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○
8 8 11 7 12

41
J
F
F
○
○
○
○
○
○

42
J
F
M

43
J
F
M
○
○
○

44
J
M
M
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○
○
○ ○ ○
23 10 10 17

45
H
C
M
○
○

6
J
F
M

7
J
F
M
○
○ ○

15
J
C
M
○
○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○
○
○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○
○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○
○
○
11 11 11 8 10 7 6 6 13 14

16
J
F
M

46
J
C
M

56
J
M
M

47
J
F
F
○
○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○ ○
○

8
J
C
M
○

48
J
F
F
○
○
○
○

9
H
F
M

49
J
F
F
○

10
J
F
M
○

50
J
C
M
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○
○

11
J
F
M
○

51
J
F
M
○

12
J
F
F

52
J
F
F
○

13
J
F
M

53
J
C
M
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○
○
○ ○ ○ ○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○ ○
○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○
○
○
○ ○ ○ ○
○
○ ○ ○
○
○
○
○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○
6 17 17 13 17 8 16 14 11

14
J
C
M
○

54
J
C
M
○
○
○
○

55
J
M
M

○

17
J
C
M
○

○
○ ○
○

19
H
C
M
○
○

○
○ ○

20
J
C
M

23
J
M
M
○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○
○

○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

18
J
C
M
○
○

○
○
○
○
○
○
○

○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○

○
○
○
○
○
○

21
H
M
M
○

22
J
F
M
○

○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○
○
○ ○ ○

○

○ ○
○ ○

○
18 9 13 14 11 12 9 11

57
J
C
M
○
○ ○

○

○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○

○
○

○

○

○
○
○
○
○
○

61
J
C
M
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○ ○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○

○ ○
○
○ ○

○ ○ ○
○
15 13 14 12
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58
H
C
M

59
H
C
M

60
J
C
M
○

62
J
F
F

63
J
M
M
○
○

24
J
C
M
○
○
○

25
J
M
M

26
J
C
M

27
J
F
F
○
○ ○
○

28
J
F
F
○

○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○ ○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○ ○
○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○ ○
○

29
J
M
M
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

30
H
C
M
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

31
J
M
M
○
○
○
○
○
○

32
J
F
F
○
○
○
○
○

33
J
F
M
○
○
○

○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○
○
○ ○ ○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○ ○ ○ ○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
○
○ ○
○
○
○
○
○
11 15 9 17 12 19 18 15 19 18

64
H
C
M
○
○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○ ○

65
J
F
M

66
J
F
F
○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○
○
○
○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○

67
J
C
M

68
J
C
M
○
○ ○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○
○

69
J
C
M
○
○
○
○

70
J
C
M
○
○
○

○ ○
○
○

○ ○
○

○
○

○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○ ○ ○

○ ○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○
○ ○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○
○
○ ○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○
○
7 7 12 20 13 9 17 10 14 9 13

○
○

73
J
M
M
○
○

34
J
F
M

35
J
C
M
○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○

36
J
F
M
○
○
○
○

○
○
○

○

○
○ ○ ○
○
○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○
16 16 12

71
J
M
M
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○

72
J
F
M
○
○
○
○

74
J
C
M
○

○
○
○
○
○

○ ○
○ ○
○
○
○ ○
○
○

○

○

○
○

○ ○
○
○
○
○ ○
○
○

○ ○
○
○ ○ ○
○
○
13 10 17 19 10 6

75
J
F
M Total
○ 49
43
○ 47
49
○ 48
43
○ 43
○ 36
21
33
26
35
○ 46
29
30
31
○ 51
○ 38
46
38
○ 35
18
39
○ 31
23
16
10

37
J
F
M

38
J
C
M
○
○
○ ○
○ ○
○
○ ○
○
○
○
○

39
H
C
M
○
○
○
○
○

40
J
F
M
○
○
○
○
○
○
○
○ ○
○
○ ○

○
○
○ ○ ○
○

○
○ ○ ○ ○
○ ○ ○ ○
○
○

○ ○
○ ○

○ ○ ○ ○
○ ○
○
12 13 15 18
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Figure 3

Career formation of teachers at middle schools and high schools that are affiliated with a

university

School management and identity
tosition of middle schools
and
high schools affiliated
with university networks
Government
administration and
private schools

School identity

Teaching
profession identity

School
organization

School
principal

School
reform and
shaken
identities

Views on private
schools and
cooperation between
private schools

Positive
factors

Relationships with
universities

Market
competition

Teachers
meetings

Operating
organization
Negative
factors

Problems unique to
private schools

Teacher career formation

Early period in career
Training
Encouragement
of training
All training
within the school

Characteristics at time
of employment

Process of developing
younger teachers

Problem areas with
young teachers

Dropouts

OJT

aid-career

Off-JT
Issues in
personnel
development

Problem areas with
mid-career teachers
The role of mid-career
teachers and issues involved

Latter stage of careers
after full proficiency attained

Problem areas with
senior teachers
Evaluation of senior
teachers

(2) Relationship between category and concept
Category I: School management and identity
This category shows why it is hard to imagine operating a school without a school identity.
Each school was founded on the basis of an educational philosophy. The schools have their own
spirit when it comes to advancing scholarship. This guides school policies and the formation of an
educational community.
<Example 1 (School No. 41)>
“I think that the leading, mainstay teachers are really great.” In the long run, quite a few of our
female teachers are found among graduates of the school. They come back to the school to work. My
career had entirely been in public schools. This is my first experience at a private school. I think has
a positive meaning for the private school. This school provides a traditional education. Moreover the
middle and high schools gains by receiving things in return from the university, and the tradition is
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further strengthened. This is a wonderful process. . . . Under the previous principal, in the past, our
graduates went to the university we’re affiliated with. Probably one reform we have carried out is to
broaden students’ opportunities by making them feel comfortable about going to a different
university. All we had was graduates from affiliates. This shows there is a limit to how much the
entrance examination system can take care of everything. As for newly hired personnel, we have
made a fairly good effort to seek to employ grads from other schools. We now say that we have
many young teachers that came from outside the network. In a sense, teachers who have come to us
from the network are on an escalator, and they tend to rise in the organization. They haven’t really
experienced the entrance exam system. For that reason, we have increased our hiring of people from
outside our system. . . . Can we say that our core teachers are doing to much of the work? It is true
that many of them are very enthusiastic and hard-working. This type of spirit, this eagerness has
become a big part of our school’s culture. I am confident that we can say that this school is a very
strong community. The spirit of this school, in which females are told, “You must take part in this
kind of education,” has continued without change since the school was founded.
Career formation for private school teachers is related to the school identity, but it is also affected
by the realities of market competition.
<Example 2 (School No. 68)>
In this prefecture, 65% of the high schools are public and the other 35% are private. This has been
determined according to an agreement. In terms of numbers of students, in 1988 the number of
middle school graduates in the prefecture was 115,000. In 2006, there were 63,000. Nevertheless,
the numbers at high schools are much the same, which means that with a 65 to 35 ratio being
maintained, the number of students graduating from private high schools has dwindled. Faced with
too many private schools, we have had to consolidate schools, closing many, during the course of
three planning periods. To indicate the trend a different way, the number of all-day high schools in
the prefecture has decreased from 155 to about 130. Faced with this kind of situation, competition
between public schools and private schools can only be expected to intensify.
Concept No. 3, “Market competition,” means that, with deviation values determining school
rankings, private schools must strive to recruit. The trend toward less children has led to stiff
competition. During the past ten years or so, some schools are cooperating in order to recruit set
numbers, special courses have been created that promise to help students advance, and some schools
are publicizing their performance in terms of rates of students advancing in the entrance exam
process. Schools affiliated with universities are also faced with tighter competition and the need to
make significant changes in their systems.
<Example 3 (School No. 54)>
It is rather difficult to have to promise “If you only go to this school, you will be accepted by that
school.” With less children in society, and the feeling that new measures were needed to prevent the
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school’s foundation from sinking, the previous principal decided to start a middle school. Previously,
students who wanted to enter our affiliated college entered our affiliated high school. Since we are a
college rather than a university system, we felt the desire to send or advance our students to a variety
of schools, not just our affiliate. Face with a struggle to survive against competition from other
private schools, developing a system to help students advance in the entrance exam system has
become a pillar of our operations. We have become a middle school designed to achieve this. . . . We
are faced with the need to post a positive performance in terms of helping students advance in the
competitive system. This is what has been proposed for us. The teachers also feel responsible for
success in this area. With “We can get you into difficult-to-enter private universities or into national
public universities” as a catch phrase, we truly have to hustle right from the start to secure students.
Faced with all this, we have to strengthen the quality of what we teach.

Category II: Positioning of middle schools and high schools in university network
Unlike a university, the middle schools and high schools are under the jurisdiction of the pertinent
authorities in the Governor’s Office. In the following examples, we will discuss the relationship
between the government and private schools.
<Example 4 (School No. 71)>
In this prefecture, the government subsidies given for school operations are the lowest in the country.
Even though budget allocations are already low, if we do not listen to or adhere to what the
prefecture officials advise, our assessment will drop and our budget as well. For example, our
subsidy will be lowered if we conduct a self-examination or inspection rather than have a third party
conduct them. There is also the question of the courses students complete. We feel a great deal of
pressure to offer the same courses that public schools offer. So, despite all the talk about the
autonomy of private schools, we are face with the need to strictly adhere to what government
officials advise us to do.
Now a few points in regard to relationships with universities.
As a school principal I am a member of the board of directors, and I can say that, as an organization,
the board never puts pressure on schools. This was not the case in the past. For example, we would
be told not to promote students whose performance was bad. Today, if there is a problem, we work
together to do the best we can, given the conditions. Once we receive a child, we are expected to do
whatever we can to take care of him or her. . . . Those of us in the group of schools affiliated with the
university feel that changes must be made at the university level.

Category III: School organization
This category pertains to the school council Participation of the teachers means that it is certainly
not a top-down organization. However, there are problems peculiar to private schools and negative
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factors. In addition, there is Category I. In connection with school operation and identity, a private
school principal must handle management, including the effort to attract pupils, and oversee the
educational work. The principal is the key person when it comes to backing up the teachers. The
following cases are examples of what public school principals experience.
<Example 5 (School No. 72)>
In public schools, the organizations are hierarchical. This is not the case at all in private schools. . . .
It is true that personnel development takes place in the context of a top-down organizational
environment. However, in the case of private schools, transfers do not take place. This means that
orders cannot be simply issued and followed. The teachers have to learn how to stand up for their
rights and struggle a bit. . . . It may be easier for teachers to have management personnel placed in a
position in which they are subject to attack. However, what teachers seem to care the most about is
their colleagues. They will not get involved even in the slightest way in the domain or territory of a
colleague. With no transfers, career formation for private school teachers is difficult. There is no
system for it. If a system for career formation were in place, teachers could be evaluated. I think that
placing teachers in positions that they demonstrate they are qualified for is necessary. At the same
time, I realize that this type of system should be linked to a training program. The weakness of
private schools is that there are no opportunities for learning. Teachers have to use their own
initiative to grasp opportunities for professional development.
One can grasp the problems faced by private schools by contrasting them with public schools. To
mention a good aspect of private schools, one can point to the high level of loyalty. To discuss this
point a bit,
“If one had to comment, one could say that this school depends on its management personnel. It has
a tendency to pass the ball to managers. This is not a good situation because there is a limit to what
management personnel can do. I find myself tossing the ball back fairly often.” . . . Previously,
managers held organizational responsibility for all matters of importance. The principal and vice
principal have now divided up their responsibilities. . . . We are trying to bring about a reform of
attitudes. “Of course I have to be available for consultation, but I have been telling people to take
responsibility for moving in a certain direction according to what they think the best thing is for
them to be doing.” I think the situation is changing, little-by-little. . . . It is the same as when we tell
our students to take the initiative in doing things. . . . When it comes to personnel management, this
school can afford to gamble a bit. We don’t have to worry about transfers, which means, to quite an
extent, we can make our own decisions on what to do at the school. In other words, what this school
will be like 20 to 30 years from now largely depends on the men and women working here. This is
the attitude we have to foster among our personnel. If our staff feels that the future of this school
rests on their shoulders, each individual will feel that he or she is playing an important role — that
their presence here is important.
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I am trying to show that teacher participation is at the core of school operations.

Category IV: Training
This category pertains to teacher training and development This will be our teachers’ lifetime
work, which means we have to set up a system in which their professional lives are linked to career
formation and support it. We discuss and debate our annual education plan. Then we set up
workshops to discuss specific issues and practical solutions. We also bring in researchers from
outside the school for periodic training and study sessions.
<Example 6 (School No. 56)>
The first day of the week is recognized as a day of training and study. The point of this practice is to
use this day to enable teachers to leave the classroom and engage in the kind of training that will
help them bring benefits back to the children. In many situations we have to be as broadminded as
we can to help teachers continue to be aware of important issues, and we want teachers to have
opportunities to learn outside the school. Three times a year at the school, every summer, winter and
spring, we hold two-day educational sessions to help teachers gain a broader view of big issues. As
is the case with our teachers council, it is assumed that all personnel will participate. At these
sessions, we discuss the basic policies the school will adopt for the next period, changes in our
curriculum, and other important issues. The biggest task before us at that particular time is made the
central topic. Several other subjects are also on the agenda. Materials are prepared for these sessions,
and the level of training involved is quite intense.
We look for opportunities and venues outside the school where training can take place and
awareness can be heightened. In addition, Off-JT is needed to ensure that teachers understand the
school’s philosophy.
<Example 7 (School No. 1)>
Our goals do not include preparing students for university entrance exams, which means that
external training sessions are not truly useful in that regard. However, we do want to conduct
education and training that enables our staff to understand why our school is different and stands out
from others. We do this to help teachers better realize why it is a good thing that our school differs
from others and to foster a sense of pride in the school We don’t want people to think that we hold
these sessions, but they are really not such a big thing. We want these events to be opportunities for
our teachers to confirm what the school identity truly is, to learn “my school is this kind of a
school.”

Category V: Early period of teachers’ careers
This category includes the period from the time teachers are first appointed to a period 10 to 12
years later. It indicates the first stage of career formation in the first stage of teachers’ careers. Care
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is taken in employment of teaching personnel. The following case is an example of an employment
test being created.
<Example 8 (School No. 69)>
”We allow 110 applicants to take the employment test, then we narrow the group down to 40
applicants who are given documents. Then after further examination, we narrow the group down to
half that number and ask them to write an essay on a certain issue. We probably lose one or two truly
wonderful people among the 20 we eliminate at this stage. But time is limited and it cannot be
helped. We then ask the remaining 20 to participate in a debate in order to examine their
communication skills. The group is then narrowed down to six to seven applicants, who are asked to
conduct a mock lesson for students. We also conduct individual interviews.
We want to see what their general level of education and knowledge is beyond the course work
they have done. This area plus their limited experience in the world are the weak points among the
young applicants.
<Example 9 (School No. 13)>
“They were excellent students, but they are weak when it comes to discussion about what we should
study together.” We try to bring personnel of different ages together in the group discussions and
training sessions we hold at the school. The idea is to get them to participate and express their ideas,
but we almost always find that they are not able or will to do this. The number of teachers who want
to stand off to the side and merely observe things is increasing.
We have a need for teachers who can lead a classroom for any of the six grades at middle schools
and high schools. In this period, things are uncertain. Nevertheless, some teachers make it through
the process and become real educators. We have found various types of people able to do this. These
young teachers become capable of supporting those around them, providing guidance in the
classroom and handling leadership responsibilities for their school grade. This process is a very
important example.
<Example 10 (School No. 69)>
“Young teachers are also educated and developed. Teachers as well as students have incorrect
attitudes about what the school should be. When it comes to the first year of school, the teachers in
charge of instruction for that year have made this kind of remark. The students think that all they
should have to do is learn a great deal, and then when asked to recite be able to give correct answers.
The classroom is new to them and they have much to learn. Many of their ideas are incorrect. It is
the same thing when it comes to teachers. The teachers also make mistakes when it comes to
instruction. In their first year, teachers are not placed in charge of the class. They are given this kind
of responsibility in their second year. Communication with the others in the school grade helps them,
but follow-up support from colleagues is still provided.”
Nevertheless, some young teachers drop out. The same type of case occurred at an affiliated school.
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<Example 11 (School No. 69)>
“No matter what steps are taken, I don’t think I can handle teaching.” Some young teachers tell us
this and ask to be transferred to office work. They are serious, sincere people, but they cannot bring
themselves to apologize to the students. For example, when a certain teacher mistakenly got angry
and yelled at the wrong student — something like, ‘So it’s you again!’ when the student explained
that it was not him that time, the young teacher could not bring himself to offer even a simple word
of apology such as ‘sorry about that.’ Some teachers are sincere workers, and they can lead a
classroom, but they find it difficult to form meaningful relationships with students. Currently one of
them has found a position in the office of the university.”

Category VI: Teachers at the mid-career stage
This category indicates the characteristics of career formation for teachers in the middle period of
their careers. There are two levels after the initial first period is completed.
The following case is an example of a problem common to both mid-career teachers and older
veterans.
<Example 12 (School No. 43)>
Mid-career teachers and veteran teachers sometimes are unable to respond to changing times. Before
I was appointed principal, this school made a hectic effort to convert itself to a school designed to
help students advanced in the competitive entrance exam system. To do this, they took the approach
of trying to hire mainly teachers who had made it through universities that are difficult to enter.
Right now, we have a mid-career teacher who graduated from one of these elite schools and is now
experiencing difficulties. Unfortunately, people making employment decisions often jump to the
conclusion that just because a candidate made it through an elite school, they will make an excellent
teacher.
The following is an example of a mid-career teacher who was hired for that reason. This is an
example of the difficulties that can arise.
<Example 13 (School No. 32)>
“He often asks for guidance for a manual or something of the sort. Recently, when he was talking to
a teacher of a class he was responsible for he said, ‘Next year I will come up with a plan to deal with
this problem. I will ask the principal to give his opinion on the matter. We can then use the
management plan that will come out.’ In my opinion, that teacher should have been able to deal with
the problem and give guidance himself. It seems like all he has done up until now is to do what he
has been told to do.”
The following case is an example of a mid-career teacher who can accept responsibility.
<Example 14 (School No. 32)>
In my case, it was the same thing. You have a chance to make a change in your career around the
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time you are in your late thirties. If you skillfully create a chance for yourself, that is a sign of
leadership ability. I was able to advance to the position of principal because I made the most of
opportunities. I have seen this since I came to this school. In one case I had a problem to deal with
that I at first thought was impossible to deal with. I put it aside for a while and relaxed. Then I asked
a teacher in charge of one of the grades to take care of it. This teacher, while commenting on how
difficult a problem it was, went ahead and struggled with it. It was very interesting to watch how he
handled it well. My conclusion is that it is important to know how to assign personnel management
responsibilities; and this teacher truly showed his leadership ability.”

Category VII: Teachers in the latter-stage of their career
This category indicates the characteristics of career formation for teachers in the late stage of their
careers. The following is an example of how a teacher was unable to deal with changes in students
and changes in the school.
<Example 15 (School No. 35)>
In a case of home room management, first and second year of middle school home room, an older
teacher had been doing the job for 30 or 40 years. He was a somewhat troublesome teacher and was
having trouble with that task. I had thought that it would be good to have a veteran teacher handle
the home rooms. It turned out he stumbled in that assignment the same way he stumbled along in his
leadership in the regular classroom.”
This example shows how important it is for teachers in the late stage of their careers to take active
steps to solve career problems.
<Example 16 (School No. 34)>
“It is wrong to think that you should never voice a complaint to a person in a higher position, and
senior teachers can serve as excellent role models. Experience is sometime wrong. Unlike the case of
a city high school, teachers are not transferred after six or seven years. Some teachers have been at
this school for 30 to 35 years. This has lead to a strong leader-follower kind of relationship. Since
this is a private school, veteran teachers have experienced the hardship of suddenly seeing a decrease
in the number of students. They also know how difficult teaching can be when times are hard. Their
experiences have been different from ours, and we can indeed learn from them.

5. Conclusions
(1) Summary
Here we will summarize the results of our analysis.
<1>The self-awareness with which the school carries out education is based on the spirit of the
founder, and it has a certain presence.

It is necessary to consider career formation of teachers in

connection with the school identity and the teachers’ professional identity. Schools that are affiliated
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with universities are also faced with the tough competition the system presents. These schools are
faced with the dual tasks of winning sufficient numbers of students while they try to maintain the
school’s unique identity.
<2>The political system and the government recognize the need for private school autonomy, and
steps should be taken to do away with the gaps in school budgets for private and public schools. The
relationship with affiliated universities has reached a new stage of development.
<3> While new models for teacher participation in school affairs are being developed, the principals
who are responsible for school operations are still called upon to provide back-up support for the
school organization and for teachers. School education is reviewed school-wide, and proposals and
opinions are positively adopted.

Opportunities needed for career formation are provided and

environments for career development are created.
<4>However, there are problems peculiar to private schools affiliated with universities and negative
factors exist. One inherent problem in private schools is that when unfortunate personal relationships
or a bad reputation of a teacher become fixed, fixing such situation and recovering from them are
difficult tasks that have to be addressed because there are no transfers. These types of problems can
sap a school’s vitality. Until the intensity of market competition reaches a certain point, affiliation
with a university as part of a school network can help because the university provides a certain
measure of protection. After teachers spend years in a restricted space with no changes in work
responsibilities personal relationships can become clique-like, and teachers’ careers can suffer
greatly. Teachers should be encouraged to study and receive further education. Further career
development must be planned for.
<5>Career formation for teachers of each generation and at each stage of their careers has to be
given careful consideration. Private schools are giving careful attention to the employment of young
teachers, and the process needed for their professional development is being carefully considered.
Teachers in the mid-point of their careers are being given expanded responsibilities and are called on
to play important roles in their schools. This an important aspect of their career development. In
addition, teachers in the latter stage of their professional life are being encouraged to remain active.
(2) Discussion
In this paper I have attempted to analyze the difficult tasks that must be borne by principals at
private schools affiliated with a university network, particularly in the interplay between teachers’
career formation and school management. Private school all have the following three points in
common. Since the scale of the organization is relatively small, the principal functions as the key
person; he or she must find a way to link school management with teacher career formation and
skillfully move ahead in both areas.
While it is true that, due to the affiliation, the management of the attached schools and the
university are linked, almost all of the principals interviewed indicated that they have to handle their
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budgets and other responsibilities independently. Another common point is that there are almost no
transfers of teachers. In this sense, the scale of the organization is the same as that of an independent
private school established as a corporation For the most part, a firm culture of equality exists among
teachers at private schools, and there is little or no stratification, just a horizontal organizational
structure. Very little status distinction is made, even between part-time or temporary personnel and
full-time staff.

The other side of the coin is that there is almost no a career ladder for promotion.

Also, with no system based on transfers or staff changes, the career formation of teachers must
develop within the framework of an internal labor market. With almost no transfers between
categories of teaching positions, private schools closely resemble small- or medium-sized enterprises
with a single headquarters and factory, with no transfer between sites. As is the case in a
private-sector enterprise where very few transfers take place between divisions, there are almost no
transfers of teachers between schools. Teachers at private schools find themselves in a closely knit
organization characterized by equality. A high percentage of them remain where they are until they
reach retirement age. The life course of a teacher at a private school is part of a process in a small
internal labor market. Their career formation differs from that of public school teachers. It can be
seen that the fact that private schools are part of a university network means that they are protected
by the university to a large degree. However, the intensification of the market competition has meant
that even the university that heads the network has faced a crisis situation. Whether they like it or not,
private schools affiliated with a university, have to work hard to survive in the competitive system by
recruiting students. This has become a matter of survival, and these schools are being forced to find
independent management methods that will enable them to stay in business.
As the social trend toward less children continues, public school authorities have been forced to
close schools or consolidate schools. Despite these adjustments, in the context of a giant internal
labor market, public school teachers do not find themselves in a position in which a school closure
equals layoffs. There is no sense of crisis among them. Public school teachers are public workers and
their status is protected. Public school teachers are afforded opportunities for transfers, for training
and for career growth. The organizational culture is not developed school-by-school. The entire
region, which contributes to teachers’ career development, provides the organizational culture. With
regular transfers of teachers and short-term transfers of principals part of the public school system, it
is hard to sustain changes at a specific school. We can view this as a situation in which individual
teachers do not see their career development linked to the building or development of a particular
school. The board of education system is scattered and not meant to be designed for the benefit of
any particular school. As a result, the school functions are insufficient for dealing with the crisis in
education. In recent years, public schools have gone through drastic changes. The hierarchical
character of their school organizations has become stronger.
However, in the highly competitive private school system, even though the market has shrunk, it
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is not the case that there are fewer rivals. Private schools are faced with stiff competition.

The

only guarantee private schools have is the one-third of government subsidy allocations they receive.
In this micro internal market, teachers are nurtured along due to the efforts their schools are making.
Nevertheless, the private schools are very careful in their hiring. A great deal of time is spent on the
employment process. Principals make every effort to recruit teachers of the highest quality.
Principals at private schools affiliated with universities, who must give careful thought to recruiting
students, are searching for ways to proceed with school reforms. They must also plan for how best to
utilize their teachers as human resources. Schools with integrated management for middle schools
and high schools have been slower than the independent schools in carrying out reforms. The reform
process also includes finding ways to rebuild the school identity, including the school’s philosophy
as an affiliate of a university and the school’s educational policies. In addition, these schools are also
required to provide for teachers’ career formation. For this reason, the schools are creating
conditions that will allow teacher career development. They are finding ways out of difficulties by
developing teachers within the small internal labor market. Teachers must not be controlled and
crushed, and it is also necessary to take care that they are not isolated. Ensuring diversity and
freedom of educational practice for the pupils, enables schools to gain the participation of teachers in
educational development and school building, which means they can grow. This enhances the
possibility of a new direction creating joint efforts and agreement within the educational enterprise,
including agreement with the management strategy of the school. While providing teachers with
support, they are also building the type of teamwork they need to provide mutual support. In other
words, one can say that conditions are being provided to enable rebuilding teacher identity. Teacher
career formation at these network schools must be directly linked to strengthening the schools
themselves.
Currently, there are examples of teachers who cannot keep up with the pace of change and cannot
handle instruction under changing conditions. Some are leaving the profession. There are also
examples of some going to another private school or to a public school.

There are also cases in

which teachers from public schools are hired by private schools. However, these examples are
limited to cases of teachers in the very early or relatively early stages of their careers. And the cases
are relatively few in number. They are not frequently seen among teachers of any generation. Our
analysis of the survey results, has clarified what the special issues are at private university network
schools and has enable an evaluation of them. In particular, we want to examine the unique problems
these schools face and the generational career issues involved. We would like to see answers to the
following questions. What direction will be taken to provide career formation at private university
network schools? What path will they take to continue to survive? We did not see any common items
emerge in the viewpoints expressed by the principals. Private schools want to have their autonomy
recognized, but they must adhere to set academic guidelines. At the same time, universities are
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adhering more to universal models, which means private as well as public schools are increasingly
conforming to a commonly required universal content. Here we can ask, Should schools seek to
develop unique intellectual and educational services —develop unique brand identities?

Can they

become providers of unique products and intellectual services? In our analysis of the survey results,
we were unable to detect any mechanisms that would enable these schools to carry out career
formation or develop unique services.
(3) Remaining tasks
We considered unique aspects of teacher career formation at private university network schools.
Our analysis of the survey results indicated that the attitudes of school principals reflect actual
conditions. Future tasks in this research will include an examination of the following two points.
<1>We have analyzed the interviews conducted of principals at 183 private schools. We will analyze
all the interviews according to the revised GTA approach. <2> We will also do further research to
study and analyze conditions at private schools, and we will conduct interviews of more teachers.
Notes:
1) This paper surveyed conditions in Tokyo, Kanagawa prefecture, Chiba prefecture, and Saitama
prefecture.
2) Calculations were based on Ministry of Education basic surveys (as of May 1, 2011). The
middle schools and high schools studied have correspondence school programs. These were left
out in our figures.
3) In the 2006 school year an issue of students not completing courses arose. Subsequently, it is
assumed that required courses were completed.
4) In March 2012, The Japan Private School Promotion Association Assistance Department,
published a report “An Outline of Subsidies Provided for the Operation of Private Universities, etc.
in 2011.” For the 2009 school year, subsidies covered 10.7% of the operating costs.
5)

The Japan Federation of Private Middle Schools and High School Associations conducts a
survey of conditions at each school. This information came from that survey.

6) Recruitment is done in accordance with approved standards for private school enrollment. The
numbers of persons is determined in this way for public and private high schools. In the case of
Tokyo, a public-private liaison association has decided on 59.6% as the percentage for all-day
schools. The same approach is used for the three prefectures in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area.
7) The “Declaration and Recommendations regarding the Role and Position of Teachers" from the
1996 UNESCO International Conference on Education asserts that specialist ability to support
autonomy should be nurtured, and the agreement of society should be obtained.
8) Report issued by the Japan Education Conference 62nd Convention; a section covered special
issues regarding reorganization of teacher education, “Research in Teacher Education” No. 71 Vol.
1, March 2004, pp. 73-81; the report discussed the crisis in education and the crisis in teacher
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identity. Masahide Fukui reported on on-site conditions, discussing the essential points in the
crisis in teacher identity, pointing out such difficulties as “Children Can Understand Too”;
reporter Kawahara Shigeo described experiences with the crisis in teacher identity. In this paper,
“Teacher Identity” is taken to mean “My Identity as a Teacher.”
9)

Research on life courses has a history. Japan Education Academic Association Bulletin
September 1985, pp. 44-89; “Building Teacher Capacity on the Basis of Life Course Research”

10) Naomi Hasuo, “Teacher Identity and Career Formation among Middle-age Female Teachers”;
this centered on teachers at elementary and middle schools in Mie prefecture.
11) From the Japan Private School Promotion Association Assistance Department 2012 report on
trends in applications for private universities and junior colleges
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(Title)

Career Formation for Teachers at Middle Schools and High Schools Affiliated with
Private Universities
-- Analysis of Interviews of 75 Principals at Middle Schools and High Schools
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Introduction
English has a long history in China dating back to the first contacts between English and
Chinese speakers in the 17th century (Bolton, 2003). Over the last three centuries the
impact of English on Chinese society has increased as a result of the expanding economic,
political and cultural influence of the English speaking countries (first Great Britain and
then the United States) both on world affairs in general and on Chinese society in
particular, and in more recent times as a result of the increasing integration of China into
the evolving global economy and international political system (). During this period of
time English in China has been shaped by what is variously called nativization or
indigenization (Cheng, 1992; Hu, 2005; and Jiang, 2003) and what is today commonly
referred to as globalization, especially since China has now become an integral part of the
global economy and the international political system.

The concept of glocalization refers to the tempering effects of local conditions on the global
conditions associated with the contemporary effects of economic, political and cultural
globalization (Robertson and White, 2003:86‐94). Inspired by this conceptualization, my
doctoral research involves the socio‐linguistic investigation of the indigenous and external
conditions responsible for the glocalization of the teaching, learning and use of English in
Mainland China. In fact, the main objective of of my research is to determine the nature and
extent of glocalization that is taking place in the sociolinguistic ecology of what is
increasingly referred to as ‘China English’ in contemporary Mainland China. Within the
focus of my research on this question, I am particularly interested in determining how this
sociolinguistic ecology affects English language education in China. As an English language
educator in China for more than 20 years, I have seen first hand how the pedagogy of
1

English language teaching (ELT) in China has evolved in response to this socio‐linguistic
ecology.

My research seeks to contribute to the existing body of knowledge on the expanding
varieties of English in Asia and specifically the question of whether or not English in China
is becoming a new Asian variety of English. It also seeks to contribute to the ongoing debate
about the most appropriate pedagogy for teaching English in Mainland China and in other
parts of Asia where English is increasingly being taught and learned, but where it is not
used (at least at the present) either locally or officially as a second language (as opposed to,
for example, Hong Kong where it is in fact used officially as one of this region’s three official
languages – Cantonese, English and Mandarin). In terms of its demographic size, history
and global importance, Mainland China can arguably be regarded as the most important
society in the ‘expanding circle’ of World and Asian Englishes for investigating the
characteristics and effects of the glocalization of English and its effects on ELT (Mingjun Lu,
2007).
I am using primarily qualitative methods of research to collect information on the socio‐
linguistic ecology of China English in Mainland China. I am following the case study
research guidelines provided by the TESOL Quarterly (at its website). These guidelines
place less emphasis on the investigation of discrete linguistic elements and more emphasis
on determining user, learner and teacher identities, attitudes, pedagogy and the language
policies and resources in the country under investigation (TESOL Quarterly). I am
systematically collecting and synthesizing the existing information on the sociolinguistic
ecology of English in contemporary Mainland China. This process includes the collection of
relevant information on the local substrate as well as external superstrate of economic,
social, political and cultural conditions that distinguish the socio‐linguistic ecology of
English in this multilingual and culturally diverse country. Following the work of Lim on
the sociolinguistic ecology of English in Singapore (Lim 2004, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c, and
2009d), I am giving particular emphasis to collecting information on the language policies
and educational system, the previous history of English usage, the contact between English
and local mother tongues (China is a multilingual country), and other important
sociolinguistic factors in Mainland China.

At present, there are no reliable statistics on the total number of English learners and users
in China, Asia or the world (Kachru, 2005:205). However, Asia is clearly the region with the
world’s largest population of English learners and users. This large population is composed
largely of so‐called non‐native speakers of English. According to one relatively recent
estimate (Bolton, 2008a: 3), English is now used by more than 800 million ‘multi‐linguals’
in Asia (encompassing South Asia, Southeast Asia, and East Asia). In China alone the
number of people who have learned or are learning English is estimated to be between 200
to 350 million (He and Li, 2009:70; Wang, 2008:32.1;People’s Daily 2006) or about one‐
quarter of the population of 1.3 billion people. This number is likely to increase
substantially since English in 2001 became a compulsory subject at the primary level of the
educational system in Mainland China in addition to the secondary and tertiary levels
where it was already required. And in the private sector, a multibillion‐dollar industry
composed of some 30,000 organizations has emerged to provide Chinese adults and youth
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with various types of English language instruction, learning materials and English test
preparation services (Thorniley, 2010).

As one astute socio‐linguist has observed (Cole, 2007), the rationales for learning English in
China have often taken the form of a functionalist logic (Crystal, 2003:24), in which the
acquisition and use of English is assumed to offer certain, largely economic, benefits to
those who learn it. However, it does not have any official status in China as a second
language even though the government has mandated that it be taught and learned by all
students in the country at the primary, secondary and tertiary levels of the national
educational system. Moreover, its importance is further strengthened by a national
proficiency examination in English, which must be passed to gain entry into the country’s
universities.

As Edgar Schneider (2011:136‐137) has recently written: “English is spreading vigorously
everywhere” in Asia, and the motivation “to acquire some competence and fluency in it, if
only for the purpose of international interaction in the domains of business and technology,
unites many countries on the continent.” Moreover, because English is required for entry
into the universities in China, and is a prerequisite for many well paying and high status
civil service positions, the demand for it is expanding rapidly in China. As both local and
foreign observers have noticed: “the globalization of China’s economy and the role of
English as the door to improvement and wealth play major roles in the language’s
attraction.” Observations such as these by Schneider and others aptly describe an
important aspect of the socio‐linguistic ecology of English in contemporary Mainland
China.
Preliminary Findings

There appears to be consensus among most Chinese scholars that the variety of English
that exists in Mainland China should be called Zhongguo Yingyu (China English). This is
consistent with Mufwene’s suggestion (Mufwene 1994) that it is more appropriate to use a
pre‐modifying noun for a performance variety of English (e.g., ‘China English’) and a pre‐
modifying adjective for an institutionalized variety of English (e.g., ‘Indian English’). By an
institutionalized variety of English, Mufwene follows Kachru (cf.1985), who uses this term
to refer to a variety of English that has official status and is used locally as well as
internationally. On the other hand, a performance variety of English is a variety that is used
primarily for international communication purposes and not locally.

Based on my preliminary review of the literature on English in China and critical reflections
on my professional experience as an English teacher and interpreter in Mainland China
over the last twenty years, I believe the prevailing ‘variety’ of English being taught, learned
and used in Mainland China is a “performance variety” of English. It is not used as a local
language to any significant extent (in contrast to Hong Kong) and it conforms to standard
British and North American (BNA) English although it has some explicit “Chinese
characteristics” (e.g., see Li 1993, He and Li 2009; and Schneider 2011;). These
characteristics are designed to convey in English to others what is unique about Chinese
culture, politics and ways of thinking.
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The primary purposes or functions for which English is being taught in Mainland China are
associated with its status as a foreign language (as opposed to a second language). It is also
taught for special purposes (e.g. for international business, scientific, technical, medical,
tourism, aviation and maritime purposes), and the country’s leaders want English to be
used to convey China’s rich cultural heritage, values, politics, way of thinking as well as
national interests to the rest of the world. This international purpose appears to be
compatible with the use of English as an international lingua franca and/or as an
international language. However, teaching English as an international lingua franca rather
than as a foreign language does not appear to be either acknowledged or accepted by the
majority of educators, learners, and language policy makers in Mainland China.

The term ‘China English’ was first introduced by Ge in 1980, and it has been the subject of
debate in Chinese journals for the last 30 years (see Du and Jiang, 2001; Kirkpatrick and Xu,
2002; and He and Li, 2009). It has been defined by Wang (1991) as: “the English used by
the Chinese people in China, being based on standard English and having Chinese
characteristics.” This definition has been supplemented by Li (1993), who added that the
Chinese characteristics of China English were in its lexis, sentence structure, and discourse
style although it does not have any native language (Chinese) interference. According to Li
(1993:18):
China English has normative English as its core but with Chinese
characteristics in lexicon, syntax and discourse, and it is employed to express
China‐specific things through the means of transliteration, borrowing and
semantic regeneration but without interference from the Chinese language.

Li distinguished China English from ‘Chinese English’ or ‘Chinglish’, which has generally
been associated with unintelligibility, ‘bad English’, ‘beginners English’ and the undesirable
interference of the Chinese language.

Over the last two centuries, the nativized forms of English in China have been referred
either as Chinese English or Chinglish, and they have been consistently denigrated and
discouraged since the mid‐nineteenth century because of their supposed unintelligibility,
lack of prestige and their alleged corrupting influence on the teaching and use of standard
English. This situation is somewhat similar to what Lim (2009) reports in her research on
Singapore, where the government has sought to discourage the use of the nativized
Singapore dialect of English called “Singlish” and promote the use of Standard Singapore
English as well as other varieties of “good English” so that Singaporeans can retain their
competitive edge in the global economy. And in this respect, Adamson (2004:231) has
cogently observed that: “China has had a strategy to mitigate undesirable cultural transfer
in place since the mid‐nineteenth century: a policy of controlled and selective
appropriation, to use English for the purposes of state building, while maintaining cultural
integrity.”
Based on my review of the literature in Chinese and English as well as critical reflection on
my professional experience teaching English in Mainland China, I am testing the validity of
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my hypothesis that native speaker pedagogical models continue to dominate the English
curricula and pedagogy in Mainland China (see Bolton, 2002a, 2002b, 2003, 2008a, 2008b;
Kirkpatrick, 2010; Li 2007). Most of the literature on World Englishes and to some extent
the literature on second‐language acquisition suggests that native speaker pedagogical
models using native speaker standards of English are by their very nature disempowering
and inappropriate in the expanding circle of countries such as China where English is not a
second language but it is being increasingly taught, learned and used for various purposes.
It is generally argued that this approach should be replaced with pedagogical models in
which the learner’s first language identity and acquisition of English (as a lingua franca, for
a special purpose, foreign language or second language) are equally respected.

Kirkpatrick (2010:169‐190) argues for this type of reform in his recent book on the use of
English as a lingua franca in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). His
research on the use of English as a lingua franca (ELF) in the multilingual ASEAN region is
the first book length publication on ELF in Asia. With the signing of the ASEAN Charter in
2009, English was adopted as the official ‘working language’ of this intergovernmental
association. It has also been chosen as the working language of the larger grouping known
as ASEAN + 3, which includes the ten member states of ASEAN plus the People’s Republic of
China, Japan and Korea.

He argues that rather than following the traditional native speaker pedagogical model
based on the learning of English as the acquisition of native speaker proficiency, a more
contextual and multilingual perspective of language acquisition should be adopted in the
teaching of English. The major goal of this multilingual approach, Kirkpatrick says, should
be the ability to use English successfully as a lingua franca. However, this reform in
pedagogy raises the questions asked by Saraceni (2008) regarding how the people involved
relate to English, what it represents to them and their identities, their motives for
teaching/learning English, and whether the policy makers, educators and teachers of
English are predisposed to adopt or oppose these pedagogical reforms. My proposed
research seeks to at least tentatively answer these questions with regard to the situation in
contemporary Mainland China.
Next Steps in Research Project

The kind of case study research I am undertaking involves an iterative, spiraling, or cyclical
process of investigation that proceeds from the more general to more specific observations
(TESOL Quarterly). I am following this process in the collection and analysis of the
following types of data – policy documents, attitudinal surveys, interviews, observations,
teaching materials, curricula, organizational and program evaluations, corpora, media
studies, dissertations and other related sources of information. I am using a descriptive,
comparative and interpretive approach to identify and explain both common and divergent
findings in relation to the larger theoretical and applied issues that are in the literature on
World Englishes, Asian Englishes, China English, glocalization and ELT in Mainland China
and other countries with similar socio‐linguistic conditions.
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At this point in my research I concur with Cole (2007) that it is important to research the
degree to which the increasing importance given to English in China is likely to devalue
Chinese languages in both a market and non‐market sense, and whether such a devaluation
can be limited by restricting the functions for which English can be used acceptably. Since
English holds no official or institutionalized status in Mainland China beyond that of being a
required foreign language at all levels of the educational system, it is possible the gradual
nativization of the language (along with its increased use as an Asian lingua franca) may
lead to an increase in the functions for which it is used. Whether such an increase will
result in its eventual adoption as an official second language and whether this will be a
desirable development are questions I hope to address at the conclusion of my research.
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Alaska Native Engagement in Higher Education: Challenges and Issues
A Panel Discussion

This panel discussion will report various policies, strategies, and initiatives to encourage
Alaska Native engagement at the University of Alaska. Challenges are multiple and complex; the
panel will describe past and present efforts to increase the involvement of Indigenous people in
educational planning and change. Academic success and retention of students are two major
challenges to be addressed by the panel. Strategies for training Alaska Native teachers and
administrators for Alaska’s rural schools will be reported. Recent initiatives include the
development of language programs to preserve Indigenous languages, the recruitment of Alaska
Native faculty and students, and continuing efforts to support Alaska Native engineering
students. The Alaska Native Case Study Initiative is the most recent effort to improve
instruction while providing relevance for Alaska Native students. Promoting Alaska Native
engagement in higher education requires on-going commitment through multifaceted
approaches. Because the speakers for this panel represent various university departments and
programs, several perspectives will be presented.
As a preview for the panel discussion, three essays are offered here to highlight
different kinds of efforts to encourage Alaska Native engagement.
Jeane Breinig describes the creation of an Alaska Native Studies Council, a combined
effort of Native faculty from Anchorage, Fairbanks, and Juneau. The Council will host the first
Alaska Native Studies Conference, to be held in April, 2013.
A second essay by Ian van Tets describes how underserved populations are supported in
health professions through the Delta Keats Programs. These programs have a 30-year history in
providing health professionals to the state. The programs show success in helping students
transition from high school to college and continuing to college graduation.
The last essay by Susan Garton reports the success of the Rural Alaska Principal
Preparation and Support (RAPPS) project in training and placing 55 school principals for remote
Alaskan districts.
The panel discussion will address the three essays, and also additional initiatives, such as
the curriculum revision in the College of Business and Public Policy. Sheila Selkregg will report
recent efforts in building an Indigenous curriculum. Tribal management is an area being
considered.
Questions and remarks from the audience are encouraged and invited. This discussion
will be richer with the participation of those attending the session.

Alaska Native Engagement in Higher Education: Challenges and Issues
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Alaska Natives in the University Community
Jeane Breinig, College of Arts and Sciences, English Department

The recently formed Alaska Native Studies Council (ANSC) consists of Native faculty from
the three major operating units (Anchorage, Fairbanks, and Juneau) at the University of Alaska.
The Council aims to promote a deeper and more sustained commitment to integrating
Indigenous perspectives into a variety of educational settings. ANSC’s mission is to identify,
develop, and implement Native-focused curricula, and to promote and publish Alaska Nativerelated research and pedagogical strategies. The ANSC originally began as an informal ad-hoc
working group consisting of Alaska Native faculty and non-Native allies from the three campuses
who aimed to collaborate on ways to enhance Alaska Native Studies at each campus. The
University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) Native Studies program had been discontinued and merged
another program, renamed as the Department of Native Studies and Rural Development. Both
the University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA), and the University of Alaska Southeast (UAS), Juneau,
campuses offer only a minor in Alaska Native studies. The three campuses are separated by
great distance: Juneau is about 500 miles from Anchorage and accessible only by air, Fairbanks is
about an 8 hour drive from Anchorage. Therefore, the group began meeting regularly via
distance delivery methods, including SKYPE, audio and visual conference methods to strategize
ways to work together more productively and to enhance and strengthen Native presence at
each campus, with an eye towards developing curricula and creating courses based upon
regional strengths.
Since 2009, when faculty began meeting to discuss strategies, 43 Alaska Natives holding
PhDs had been identified, and of these approximately ten hold tenure track positions within UA
system, including five at UAA – about 2 percent of the overall faculty.
At UAA, Alaska Natives and American Indians make up about 9% percent of the student
population, including tribal groups from all over the state—Yup'ik, Inupiaq, Athabascan, Aleut,
Alutiiq, St. Lawrence Island Yupik, Eyak, Tlingit, Haida, Tsimshian—and the university itself is
built upon land originally owned by the Dena'ina Athabascan people. The overall Alaska Native
population in the state is approximately 17%, and in Anchorage itself about 10%. Arguably
Alaska Native faculty serve as important role models towards increasing Native student success
across the university, which unfortunately has an abysmal Native student success rate – a 90%
drop out rate.
As one potential way to elevate the stature of Alaska Native perspectives at UAA and
with the larger local and state communities, the ANSC will host the first ever Alaska Native
Studies conference to be held at UAA April 5-6, 2012. The conference will be a national and
international forum to showcase Alaska Native research and pedagogy. The conference will be
unique in that in addition to academic presentations, indigenous creative and artistic
performances will be integrated into the event, and each region will be inviting elders,
accompanied by youth of their choice, to participate in the academic/creative gathering. The
end of the conference will be devoted to strategic planning, and selected presentations will be
invited to contribute to a newly created journal: Journal of Alaska Native Studies. The ANCS
hopes this will be but a first step in a series of moves aimed at transforming the university to a
place permeated with indigenous perspectives and where Native students may succeed.
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The Della Keats Programs
Ian G van Tets, Department of Biological Sciences, College of Arts and Sciences
The University of Alaska Anchorage’s Della Keats program (named after a prominent
Inupiaq traditional healer from the Kotzebue region in NW Alaska) has been helping Alaskan
high school students from Alaska Native, rural (off-road system), and other under-served and
under-represented populations progress smoothly from High School to College and on onto the
health professions for over 30 years. Originally focused on nursing, the DK program merged
approximately 10 years ago with a closely related program, University Doctors of Color (U-DOC),
run by Alaska’s medical school (the UAA WWAMI School of Medical Education). The merged
program, still known as Della Keats, has focused on a wide range of health careers, including
both nursing and medicine, ever since.
The core program, the Della Keats Health Sciences Summer Program, DK HSSP, is a sixweek residential program that provides a pre-college and pre-career experience for high school
students who have just completed their junior or senior year. Students must meet be from an
under-served or under-represented background with the highest priority given to students from
Alaska Native or Rural (i.e. their community is not connected to the state road system)
backgrounds.
The DK HSSP provides students with supervised housing and a stipend to cover
miscellaneous expenses. It includes a mixture of pre-college course work in subjects such as
oral and written communication, microbiology & genetics, anatomy, public health and a
mannequin simulation (SIM). This exposes the students to a variety of lecture and laboratory
environments and helps to familiarize them with college expectations. They also visit relevant
academic programs and student support programs on campus, tour local medical facilities and
shadow at least four health professionals over the course of their summer.
In 2012, with the help of additional funding from the New York Life Foundation, a
second DK program, the Summer Research Program, was added. This program is open to
students who completed the DK HSSP after their junior HS and would like to return for a second
summer before continuing on to college. DK SRP students stay in residence and help to mentor
the incoming DK HSSP students. Instead of course work, however, these students work as
research interns during the week. As interns, they work alongside UAA health researchers and
are also required to formulate and complete a health-related research project of their own
under the mentorship of a UAA faculty member. The 2012 interns worked with faculty from the
UAA departments of Biological Sciences, Chemistry, and Public Health.
Since 2002, approximately 180 students have completed the DK HSSP. Of these
approximately 100 were from Alaska Native or American Indian backgrounds and the remainder
were from other under-served or under-represented communities. Over 90% of these students
continued on to college and many are working today as health professionals in Alaska. In 2012,
18 students (9 Alaska Native) completed DK HSSP and 4 (1 Alaska Native) completed the new DK
SRP. All of the High School seniors who completed Della Keats programs in summer 2012 are
now college freshmen and women.
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The Rural Alaska Principal Preparation and Support (RAPPS) Program
Susan Garton, College of Education, Department of Educational Leadership
The RAPPS project is a comprehensive leadership development program focused on
preparation of school principals for high poverty and remote Alaskan districts. The principal
preparation program at the University of Alaska Anchorage is a master’s level program offered
in the Department of Educational Leadership. Candidates who apply to the program must have
a four-year education degree, a 3.0 grade average, and teaching experience. Although Alaska
Native candidates are recruited and invited to apply, few Alaska Natives meet admission
requirements.
The RAPPS Program is a federally funded, five year program which began in October,
2008. One goal of the program is to recruit, train, and retain 55 principals during the five years
of the grant. It now appears that the university will meet or exceed the goal. Cohort #1
completed the program in 2010 with 15 graduates. Another 15 graduates finished in 2011, and
another 15 in 2012. The last cohort could finish in May, 2013 with up to 20 graduates
anticipated. Only 12% of all RAPPS students are Alaska Native, although nearly 24% of all RAPPS
students were Alaska Natives nominated by rural district superintendents. Two of the Alaska
Native candidates have graduated and serve as principals in rural areas.
The 18 RAPPS districts represent 141 schools in rural Alaska. The districts, with one
exception, are accessible by air, water, or snow machine; one district is located on the road
system. The districts are among the most isolated in the United States. The districts share a
high-poverty level and a history of educational challenges. Intertwined with educational
challenges are larger issues: climate changes; migratory changes of both people and native
animals; resultant changing ecologies; rapidly changing economic conditions; and the impact of
distance technologies upon educational practices in isolated areas. Alaska Natives represent
93% of the student population in the combined partnering districts, but the percentage of
Alaska Native teachers who could be trained as principals is less than 5%. Most Alaska Native
children complete their entire school career without the comfort and security of having an
Alaska Native teacher or principal. Currently there are fewer than ten Alaska Native principals in
the state.
The graduate level curriculum required modification because the rural districts serve
primarily indigenous people with varied languages and cultures. Culturally responsive strategies,
articulated in the Alaska Department of Education and Early Childhood Standards for Culturally
Responsive Teaching, became a regular component of courses. The RAPPS courses emphasized
Alaskan contexts wherever possible. Since Alaskan case studies are absent from published
collections of case studies designed for educational administration programs. The RAPPS
graduate students were asked to write case studies based upon village experiences. These case
studies reflect the growing use of place-based educational units or “relevant” education in the
villages. A collection of these case studies will be an enduring product from the RAPPS project
which will provide relevant topics for study in future rural cohorts.
The RAPPS program is making a difference in the number of principals available to serve
in rural districts, but the program has been less successful in supporting Alaska Natives through
the program.
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Assessment of Listening Comprehension in Public High Schools of Costa
Rica: The West and Central Pacific Case

By: Roy Gamboa Mena & Henry Sevilla Morales

Abstract: The present paper explores a number of variables that come into play in the assessment
of listening comprehension in public schools of San Ramon and Puntarenas, Costa Rica. To this
end, listening comprehension tests created and administered by MEP (Ministry of Public Education)
teachers whose language proficiency has been ranked B1 according to the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages were analyzed. The assessment beliefs of these teachers
were also studied in order to find both discrepancies and correspondence among such beliefs and
the listening tests created by them. Moreover, the MEP’s evaluation guidelines were studied and
compared against the teacher-created tests in order to verify compliance or lack of it with MEP
evaluation policies. Lastly, both the teachers’ listening tests and their assessment beliefs were
checked up against theoretical assessment principles in order to identify divergences and matches
between the two of them. As a result, this research evidences that teacher-created tests present
higher degrees of mismatch than compliance with teachers’ assessment beliefs, theoretical
principles of assessment, and MEP’s assessment policies.

Key Words: assessment, listening comprehension, MEP assessment guidelines, assessment
principles
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1.

Introduction

Of all the components to be assessed in Foreign Language Teaching, the listening
component is perhaps the most difficult challenge educators face today, and not only that
but it has also long been neglected in many EFL programs (Mendelson, 1994; Osada, 2004;
Vandergrift, 1997). In the case of Costa Rica’s public education system, the issue is
especially challenging because, on the one hand, teachers often find themselves confronting
discrepancies between what the theory says they should do in terms of assessment and what
the MEP requests. To illustrate this point, let’s look at the following example: Coombe et
al. (2007) describe a series of methods to test listening in ESL/EFL teaching, one of which
true or false; nonetheless, recently this item type has been erased from the list of
assessment techniques available to MEP teachers. Another issue affecting the evaluation of
listening has to do with the unavailability of concrete guidelines on how to test listening in
Costa Rican schools; so far, there are parameters for designing written tests in general (see
review of the literature section on this paper), but one that specifies how to design a
listening test is still not available to English teachers. Added to that, mismatches between
what the assessor believes s/he is doing and what s/he actually does undoubtedly represents
a problem to be dealt with within the constraints of assessment.

There is a vast body of literature regarding language assessment (see Brown, 2000;
Brown, 2001; Coombe et. al, 2007; Nunan, 1988; Nunan, 2002) and the best methods to
approach it. However, at the heart of this investigation is the work of Coombe et al., for it
provides clear-cut theory on what assessment is and what it should be about. According to
them, there are eight “cornerstones” that need to be considered while evaluating language.
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Some of them include usefulness, which has to do with the use a test is intended for;
validity, which deals with the extent to which an exam tests what it is supposed to test;
authenticity, which is understood as the use of texts and materials that resemble real-life
situations, and so forth (see review of the literature section for expansion). On the other
hand, the authors point out that a series of considerations must be analyzed before
conducting language assessment. For instance, the content of the listening passage; that is,
whether it is a narrative, a conversation, a speech, or any other. Equally important, the
vocabulary encountered in the scripts needs to be reflected in the items and, because of
obvious reasons, unknown vocabulary to the learner should be avoided. Other
considerations include test format, test structure, item writing, and others, which will be
addressed in more detail in the review of the literature.

At present, the MEP-CONARE (Spanish abbreviation for Consejo Nacional de
Rectores) program, in cooperation with Costa Rican public universities, work on teacher
training for in-service MEP teachers. Nevertheless, the type of training varies according to
the teachers’ proficiency level as determined by their ranking according to the Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages. That being the case, training on teaching
methodologies is offered only to those teachers ranked B2 and higher. Educators whose
proficiency level was ranked B1 and lower are currently teaching and assessing students
from public schools, and have not yet been offered the chance to receive preparation on
assessment. In light of that, the present study provides teacher-training authorities and the
Comisión Técnica Académica MEP-CONARE with insights at three fundamental levels:
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Firstly, since no previous studies regarding the assessment of the listening component in
public schools have been recorded, this paper offers a general panorama on what teachers
are doing in terms of listening assessment in public schools.
Secondly, such theoretical contributions serve as grounding for future decision making
on the part of MEP-CONARE’s authorities in regards to the type of training to be
addressed to specific teacher populations.
In light of the results obtained, the study leaves room for further research on the field of
assessment and teacher training in the Costa Rican public education system. Future
research should focus on exploring the co-relations between the type of teacher training (or
the lack of it) and the pedagogical practices evidenced in the creation of listening tests.
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2.

Review of the Literature

2.1.

General Assessment theories

All of us language teachers at one point or another of our lives have both taken and
designed assessment, and, therefore, have built some understanding of what assessment is
about. But what is really behind assessment? The answer to such a question is not a simple
one. The first difficulty in trying to comprehend assessment is the very concept of
assessment itself. Coombe C., Folse K., and Hubley N. (2007) define assessment as the
several ways in which information on a learner’s language ability or achievement is
collected. They go on to argue that “assessment is an umbrella term for all types of
measures used to evaluate student progress” (Coombe C. et al. 2007).

2.1.1

Types of tests

Arguably, a comprehensible definition of assessment includes an explanation of test
types. To begin with, placement tests measure the learner’s language ability in order to
place them in language courses or programs. Meantime, aptitude tests gauge the general
ability that an individual possesses to learn foreign languages. In contrast, diagnostic tests
provide information about areas where students need assistance. Yet another kind of tests,
proficiency tests, evaluates the general language ability of students at different levels.

Finally, progress and achievement tests intend to measure students’ progress with regard to
stated course outcomes or learning objectives of a program (Coombe C. et al. 2007). It is
with this kind of tests that classroom teachers need to be most concerned because this is the
type of evaluation most frequently designed and administered.
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2.1.2.

Assessment cornerstones / principles

Coombe C. et al. describe eight principles of assessment that they have termed the
corner stones of assessment: usefulness which refers to the use a test is intended for;
validity, the extent to which a test measures what it purports to measure; reliability, the
consistency of scores through time; practicality, whether the creation and administration of
the test is practical; washback, the effect of testing on teaching and learning; authenticity,
the use in the test of tasks and materials that reflect real-world situations and contexts;
transparency, making clear and accurate information about the test available to students;
and security, which has to do with reliability and validity.

2.1.3.

Developing assessment

The design of assessment needs to be understood as a process that includes a series of
activities. To start with, the process of building assessment needs to include a phase where
the curriculum’s learning objectives are looked at as a resource to build assessment since
they are an integral part of it (Coombe C. et al., 2007). Arguably, assessment needs to
reflect classroom instruction; what takes place in the classroom, content, teaching activities
and procedures, should also be a source for assessment. Thus, the test writer needs to make
sure that such resources are included in the assessment. A list of specifications which
allows for the integration of several elements in the language curriculum, namely,
objectives, content; teaching methods, activities and procedures needs to be prepared. This
will ensure transparency in the preparation of assessment activities and instruments.
Coombe C. et al. (2007) assert that “transparency and accountability are the hallmarks of
good assessment” (p.13).
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The second step in test preparation of assessment is the writing of the test itself. While
doing this, choices need to be made regarding the type and number of assessment methods.
Such methods need to resemble those used in class. Also, test items need to be written. It is
always advisable that colleagues examine test items to validate them. Piloting the test or
sections of it is also necessary at this stage. It is also important “… to prepare an answer
key and scoring systems for writing and speaking” (Coombe C. et al. 2007, p.9).
A third step of assessment writing involves informing and preparing students for the
test. This has to do with the principle of transparency which entails making ample
information about the assessment available to students and others involved in the process of
assessment.
A final step includes the formulation and giving of pertinent feedback to students,
administrators, the teacher and all involved in the process of assessment. This is what was
earlier referred to as washback. Thus, this is a time for reflection and decision making
based on assessment results.

2.2.

Listening comprehension assessment theories

2.1.1.

General considerations in listening assessment

The assessment of listening abilities is one of the least understood and least developed,
yet one of the most important areas of language testing and assessment (Alderson &
Bachman, 2001). In the past, educators hypothesized that listening was a passive skill
because it could not be observed. In more recent theoretical models, listening is regarded as
an active process.
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2.1.2. Models of listening
According to Nunan (2002), two models of listening have been identified. The first such
model is bottom-up processing where comprehension occurs when the listener successfully
decodes the spoken text. Sounds can range from the smallest meaningful units to complete
text. Comprehension occurs when students take in a word, decode it, and link it with other
words to form sentences—ultimately to form meaningful texts. Second, in the top-down
listening model the listener is directly involved with constructing meaning from input. The
student uses background knowledge of the context and situation to make sense of what is
heard. It is advisable that teachers teach and assess both types of listening, assert Coombe
C. et al. (2007).

2.2.3.

Approaches of listening assessment

Buck (2001) presents three approaches to the assessment of listening skills. The first
approach is the discrete-point approach which “[breaks] listening into component elements
and assesse[s] them separately” (Coombe C. et al. 2007, p.91). The second approach is the
integrative approach. It is best explained by Oller (1979), “whereas discrete items attempt
to test knowledge of language one bit at a time, integrative tests attempt to assess a
learner’s capacity to use many bits at the same time” (p.37). Common question types were
dictation and cloze. Here, whole language is better than the sum of its parts. The last
approach is the communicative approach. Its rationale poses that the listener must be able
to comprehend the message and then use it in context. I follows that question formats
should be authentic in nature.
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2.2.4.

Types of listening

Coombe C. et al. (2007) describe two types of listening: general and academic listening.
According to them, the following micro-skills are part of general listening: clustering;
recognizing redundancy; comprehending reduced forms; comprehend hesitations, pauses,
false starts, and corrections; understanding colloquial language; processing prosodic
features; and understanding and using rules of conversational interaction. Academic
listening, on the other hand, includes identifying the purpose and scope of a lecture, the
topic, and its logical development; understanding the relationship among discourse units
(main versus supporting details); recognizing lexical terms related to the topic; recognizing
markers of cohesion (first, next, in conclusion, etc) and intonation in a lecture, detecting the
speaker’s attitude toward the subject; and recognizing digressions (turning aside from the
main subject) and non-verbal cues of emphasis.

2.2.5.

Considerations in designing listening tasks

There are a number of considerations that teachers need to take into account when
designing listening tasks. Before attempting to design a listening test, teachers should
consult the course objectives and assessment specifications/guidelines. Also, tasks should
reflect those that occur in real-life situations, and the language used should be natural. In
addition, the students should be able to use background knowledge.

The following list of considerations is described by Coombe C. et al. (2007):
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2.2.5.1.

Content

Specifications will provide information regarding test content; text types (i.e., narrative,
descriptive, etc.); speech types to be used (i.e., phrases, single utterances, two-person
dialogues, multi-participant dialogue, monologues); mode of input (audio, video, live
reader), varieties of English; scripted or unscripted input; and length of input (in time or
number of exchanges).

2.2.5.2.

Background knowledge

Testers can control background knowledge by writing tasks that exploit specific course
materials by providing students with the requisite background knowledge during testing via
advanced organizers or practice prompts. In addition, the primary focus of items should
generally be on meaning rather than on form.

2.2.5.3.

Texts

Unavailability of suitable texts is the most pressing issue because creating scripts is not
an easy task. Assessment writers should make an inventory of the topics in a course and
collect appropriate material in advance. Unfortunately, teachers very often take reading
texts and transform them into listening scripts—unauthentic due to lack of redundant
features. Instead, teachers should: look for texts and infuse oral characteristics. Use an oral
marker at the beginning: “Today I am going to…”, use less complex structures; insert um,
err, ah. use and, but, or so instead of although, whereas; read it aloud to make sure it
sounds natural, make a script or recording, and include pauses, redundancy, false starts,
ungrammaticality, hesitations, etc.
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2.2.5.4.

Vocabulary

Students must know 90-95 percent of the words to understand the text/script (Nation,
1990). When writing a listening test, teachers should include vocabulary from their own
word lists into listening scripts whenever possible for lexical overlap can affect difficulty.
Teachers must be aware that words used in the passage as well as in the questions and
response options when used in the correct answer key, make the question or answer easier;
whereas when used as distractors, the questions or answers become more difficult.
Unknown words should never be used as the correct answer.

2.2.5.5.

Test structure

Tests should start with easy questions to minimize lower students’ test anxiety. They
must also test a wide range of skills. Items should be ordered as they are heard. Items
should be spaced out. No content from the first 15 to 20 seconds should be tested. And easy
as well as challenging items such as paraphrased content and differencing tasks should be
included.

2.2.5.6.

Formats

Students should never be exposed to new formats in testing situations. Formats such as
multiple choice questions and true or false are used because they are reliable and easy to
mark and analyze. Memory plays an important part in listening comprehension tests. More
options add to the memory load and affect the difficulty of the task and question.
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2.2.5.7.

Item writing

Items should be separated sufficiently in the test so that students have time to respond to
one item without missing the next. Each new section should be framed with an advanced
organizer to help develop the context and activate student’s background knowledge.

2.2.5.8.

Timing

Timing will be determined by how many times the students listen to the text. For
achievement tests test takers should be given the chance to listen to the text twice, but when
assessing the main idea the listening passage should be played once (Buck, 2001). Finally,
students need be given time to pre-read questions.

2.2.5.9.

Skill contamination

Skill contamination refers to the idea that test-takers must use other language skills to
answer listening items. Now it is viewed as skill integration.

2.3.

Listening tests methods

Assessment methods refer to the different techniques or activities used in an assessment
instrument. The following list of listening comprehension assessment techniques is
described by Coombe C. et al. (2007):

2.3.1.

Phonemic discrimination:

In this task, the student listens to one word spoken in isolation or in one-sentence
context and then tries to identify which word was said.
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2.3.2.

Paraphrase recognition

Paraphrase recognition requires students to listen to a statement and then select the
option closest in meaning to the statement.

2.3.3.

Multiple choice questions

Students answer questions by choosing the best option from a number of possible
choices based on what they hear in the listening passage.

2.3.4.

True or false

Statements are marked true or false according to a listening passage.

2.3.5.

Short answer questions

This item type can be used in listening tests provided that the question is short and
straightforward.

2.3.6.

Cloze

Students listen to a passage while referring to a written transcript of the test in which
several words have been deleted. Students are asked to fill in the blanks while listening.
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2.3.7.

Dictation

Students listen to a passage three times. During the first listening they become familiar
with the text. During the second listening they write what they hear and during the third
listening, students check and fill in any missing information.

2.3.8.

Information transfer tasks

Students are required to transfer information they hear to a visual chart.

2.3.9.

Note-taking

Students write key information they understand from the input text.

The following lines comprise the fundamentals of the Written Test, stipulated by Costa
Rica’s Ministry of Public Education (MEP), and it is based in 2011’s publication entitled
“La Prueba Escrita”.

2.4.

About MEP Test Items

The Ministry of Public Education (MEP) establishes two types of items for the written
test: on the one hand, the objective items, which include multiple choice, short answers,
matching, and identification tasks. On the other hand, production items account for the
parts of restricted answer, exercise solving (which will not be addressed in the present
study, for they correspond to mathematics tests), problem solving, and essay questions. In
the former, the student either selects one option from a number of given choices, or
provides the correct answer for a given question. In any case, all answers have been
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previewed and specified in an answer key. In the latter, the assessor attempts to measure
processes and outcomes that cannot be assessed through objective items. They usually
require essay-type answers and the learner is expected to provide organized, coherent and
logical arguments to explain methods and concepts (MEP, 2011). The theoretical principles
provided by MEP for the construction of both types of items are described below.

2.4.1.

About the Construction of Objective Items

Multiple Choice: It consists of a statement that relates to a situation, and many answer
options, of which only one is correct (Ministerio de Educación Pública, 2011). Amongst the
many requirements for the construction of the choices, the MEP establishes that these must
meet a number of requirements. For instance, only one correct answer is allowed and must
be placed randomly in the list of possible answers; grammatical agreement between the
statement and the options is mandatory, and must avoid expressions such as all of the above
or none of the above, since it induces to the automatic discarding of the item. They must all
appear on the same page; they must include no distractors for the student, and must be
written in such a way that solving all the options is not necessary. There is a great deal of
other guidelines for their design; however, for the mere purposes of this study, only the one
described above will be used.

Short Answers: This item type is intended to elicit a short, brief answer to the question
posed in the spaces provided. Some of the guidelines for their construction include:
avoiding the use of the verb “be” or any prepositions that may create ambiguity;
furthermore, MEP indicates that the statement may include a figure, a text, an outline, a
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question or an incomplete sentence, etc. When the writing the statement, words such as
“mention, define, indicate, number, solve, etc.” may be used; when it is a question,
however, key words such as “when, where, what, who, etc.” must be used.

Matching: It comprises two parallel columns with statements and answers whose content is
related to one another. The main indications for their creation include describing the
content of each column in the instructions for the student. Moreover, it must be indicated
whether each answer may be used once or more than once, and the content must be related
to a homogeneous topic. In addition, each column needs to be clearly identified, each
statement must have its corresponding parenthesis (aligned vertically between the
statements and the answers), and grammatical agreement must exist between statements
and answers. Finally, they need to appear on the same page, be given one point for each
parenthesis completed correctly, and allow for a maximum of ten points.

Identification: It consists of presenting graphs, charts, pictures, outlines, or maps for the
learner to identify the elements required in the instructions. According to the guidelines for
their elaboration, the content included in the graph, chart, etc. must be specified to the
student, as well as the procedures by which s/he will be able to recognize them. In addition,
procedures have to be similar to the ones used during the development of the class, and
must not promote rote memorization. Finally, the maximum number of elements to be
identified is ten.

2.4.2.

About the Construction of Production Items
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Restricted Answer: in this case, the student is told the exact answer that s/he is expected to
provide. It is said to be useful at the comprehension, application, and analysis levels. For
their creation, no objective items must be combined; furthermore, the number of answers
required need to be indicated and one point must be assigned to each one of them.
Additionally, questions requiring personal opinions and judgments must be avoided so as to
guarantee the reliability of the results. Finally, whenever essay questions are used, an
assessment instrument must be designed.

Problem Solving: In this item category, the learner is faced with a problem, where s/he is
expected to apply his/her knowledge to solve it, generating and transforming alreadyexisting knowledge. For their design, the statement must indicate the information needed
for its solution, and the total points assigned needs also to be included. Finally, they must
prompt students to apply different methods and strategies to come up with the solution.

Case Solving: Here, learners are assessed their learning outcomes at superior cognitive
levels, based on the information provided in each case to be solved. The cases may be
illustrated with an image, a graph, a drawing, etc., as the assessor considers it pertinent.
They must also be posed in a way that elicits coherent, logical, and congruent solutions by
the learner. Finally, an assessment instrument must be included in the test, with all
specifications of what will be evaluated from what the student solves.

Essay Questions: In this last item type, superior levels of cognition such as application,
analysis, synthesis, evaluates, etc. are evaluated; furthermore, essay questions favor both
students’ freedom of speech and their grammatical and composition abilities. As for their
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construction, they must be posed in a way that they measure only one objective, and they
must also be written in simple and unambiguous language. An instrument indicating the
evaluation criteria for the answer must be included in the same test; and finally, their
formulation must prompt learners’ high levels of cognitive reasoning.
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3.

Methodology
The present investigation is aimed at inquiring on current listening assessment practices

of MEP teachers in two areas of the country; as stated formerly in this paper, it is intended
to examine the extent to which these teachers’ beliefs on what effective listening
assessment should be are consistent with their test design practices. Likewise, their
compliance with MEP’s guidelines for listening evaluation will be studied and finally, such
guidelines are contrasted with what current theory proposes to be good assessment.

In view of that, the study was conducted with MEP teachers from the Central Pacific
(i.e., Puntarenas and Aguirre) and the West area of the country. In the case of the former,
fourteen teachers took part in the study. This accounts for 27% of the total population
ranked B1 in that area, which, in 2011 was 52 teachers (R. Calderón, personal
communication, March 13, 2012). As for the latter, eleven teachers participated making up
25% of the 43 educators ranked B1 in the West area in the same year (R. Calderón,
personal communication, March 13, 2012). Both groups of informants were trainees from
the MEP-CONARE general language skills program from the National English Plan;
however, none of them had taken any training courses on assessment because, according to
the National English Plan’s commission, they needed to reach a B2 proficiency level before
they were able to do so. This study is both comparative and quantitative in nature, due to
the fact that the populations were from different regions of the country and the data
gathered was for the most part contrasted in a numerical mode.
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Two instruments were used in this study, namely, a questionnaire to gather information
from the participants and a checklist to analyze the tests provided by the participants in the
study. On the one hand, the questionnaire was intended to collect information regarding the
procedures the participants follow when preparing listening assessment. Items in the
questionnaire were grouped in three different sections. Items in the first section sought to
gather information related to the application of assessment principles in the creation of tests
by the participants. Meantime, items in the second and third sections were aimed at
investigating the test creation procedures that the participants follow in the writing of their
tests. On the other hand, the checklist was used to assess participant-created listening tests
for their compliance with theoretical principles of assessment and MEP’s assessment
guidelines and regulations. The criteria in the checklist were grouped in 12 categories: test
heading, test format, general test objectives, general instructions, credits, balance of item
difficulty, specific instructions, listening test techniques, scoring key, face validity,
beneficial backwash, and listening passage.

Once the data was collected, the following procedure was followed in order to analyze
the information. First, for each group of participants the information gathered via the
questionnaires was tabulated and findings were arranged according to the different
categories contained in each of the three sections of the instrument. Second, the tests
created by the participants were evaluated by using the checklist, and the findings were
tabulated for each group according to the different categories in which the criteria in the
checklists were arranged. Third, comparisons were drawn between the two groups of
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participants regarding the findings shown by the data gathered via the questionnaires and
the checklists.
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4.

Data Analysis

4.1. Comparative Analysis of Questionnaires (Central Pacific and West)

This section analyses the results from the listening assessment questionnaires. The
findings will be analyzed in light of the four elements inquired throughout the
questionnaires: a) application of assessment principles, b) test creation procedures, c)
teacher listening assessment practices, and d) test design procedures (see appendix 1).

Application of assessment principles: Data shows that teachers in the West area reported to
comply to a higher extent with the assessment principles described by Coombe. et. al since
they assert to always comply with seven of the principles, except security. Arguably, they
outdid teachers in the Central Pacific area who reported to always comply with four of the
assessment principles described by the author, namely usefulness, validity, authenticity, and
transparency.

Test creation procedures: The findings regarding this section of the questionnaire show
that most teachers from both areas report to follow good test creation procedures when
writing their tests.

Teacher listening assessment practices: The information in this section allows to conclude that
most teachers in both West and Central Pacific areas report to use appropriate listening assessment
practices when testing their students’ listening skills.

Test design procedures: In both areas, teachers report to implement appropriate test design
procedures while assessing the listening component.
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4.2. Comparative Analysis of Teacher-created Tests (Central Pacific and West)

This section details the findings resulting from the comparison of the data found by
evaluating the teacher-created tests via the checklist for the Central Pacific and the West
Areas.

Test Format: Regarding format, in general, tests from the West area ranked closer to the
desired format standards; conversely, 79% of the tests from the Central Pacific partly
complied with such specifications.

Test Heading: Tests from the West area approximated the most to the requirements
established for test heading; as compared to the 57% of the tests from the Central Pacific
region.

General Test Objectives: In the case of test objectives, none of the tests from either region
meets the requirement.

General Instructions: As for general instructions, the Central Pacific area exhibits low
compliance with the requirement; meantime, the West area approximates more to the
desired standards (i.e., 62% of the tests ranked partly).

Credits: Regarding credits, both regions show low levels of compliance with such
requirement.

Balance of Difficulty: Balance of difficulty demands are not met at all in the case of the
Central Pacific tests; meanwhile, 64% of the teacher-created tests from the West area do.
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Specific Instructions: In terms of specific instructions, 100% of the tests from the Central
Pacific area partly comply with the demand; contrastingly, 62% of the tests analyzed in the
West area were found to do so.

Listening Techniques: There is an even distribution of compliance between partly and no
regarding listening techniques standards in tests from the Central Pacific area; conversely,
87% of the tests from the West area are similarly found to comply with it partly.

Scoring Key: Regarding scoring key, both regions display low levels of compliance with
such requirement.

Face Validity: In like manner, both regions show low levels of compliance in terms of face
validity standards.

Beneficial Backwash: Comparatively, both areas present limited levels of compliance
when it comes to beneficial backwash demands.

Listening Passage: Lastly, 87% of the tests from both regions exhibit a prevalence of low
compliance with the requirements for the listening passage.
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5.

Conclusions
The study herein explored current assessment practices of MEP teachers from the West

and the Central Pacific areas whose English proficiency was ranked B1 in 2011, according
to the CEF. The conclusions presented are drawn from the analysis of the data gathered
through the two instruments used: a listening assessment questionnaire and a checklist to
assess teacher-created tests.

The first such conclusion depicts a mismatch between what teachers think they do in
terms of listening assessment and what their actual practices are. That is to say, the majority
of teachers in both areas reported to adhere to the assessment principles suggested by
current theory; yet the analysis of their tests evidenced low compliance with such
principles.

While there are MEP guidelines that most teachers believe they are following, their
practices show high degrees of discrepancies. The areas where both populations ranked the
lowest were test objectives, credits, and scoring key. Specific instructions, listening
techniques, and format were contrastingly the areas were the groups ranked the highest.

Along the same lines, the teachers reported to generally apply effective test creation
practices in designing their evaluations; nonetheless, the examination of their tests shows
otherwise. In the analysis of listening assessment principles as featured in teacher-created
tests, the categories where they ranked the lowest account for balance of item difficulty,
listening test techniques, face validity, beneficial backwash, and listening passage.
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Arguably, the study yields two crucial implications from the conclusions issued above.
Firstly, further training on the application of assessment principles is needed so that the gap
is closed between the teachers’ beliefs and their current practices in terms of creation and
administration of listening assessment. Secondly, since appropriate assessment procedures
are not being conducted, students’ learning is being undermined. Thus, upon closing such
gap not only would teachers be able to create better assessment instruments but also
students’ learning would be enhanced.
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6.

Recommendations and Implications for further Research
In light of the results and conclusions for our research on assessment practices in the

West and Central Pacific areas presented in the previous sections, the following
recommendations and implications for future research will be addressed:

Further research in this field of study should be oriented onto exploring the listening
passage of the tests created by teachers. This would allow for a more complete picture of
the assessment practices currently undergone by MEP teachers in the two areas studied.
Although this investigation provides valuable insights regarding assessment practices and
beliefs of English instructors, more research on the area would definitely aid decisionmakers at the IDP (Instituto de Desarrollo Profesional) better plan future teacher training
for more positive results. Furthermore, there is a methodological variation that could be
implemented. A comparison of the results obtained by analyzing the nature of the listening
passage can be done against the instruments selected for the current study. In this way, a
broader map of the issue can be drawn.

It is paramount that the study be run with teachers ranked in different proficiency levels
as well as with those who have already received training on assessment methodology. By
so doing, conclusions regarding the co-relation between: a) teachers’ proficiency level and
b) teachers’ preparation on methodology and the quality of the tests they design can be
established.
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Likewise, further research should also look at the assessment of other language skills,
for it would provide a wider panorama of the assessment type that is being conducted
within the regions herein explored and other regions as well. Expanding the scope of the
study to other MEP regions should prove useful. This would allow for a more accurate
diagnosis of current assessment practices countrywide, providing a more representative
verdict on what is being done in terms of listening assessment in the country and
consequently, what remains to be done regarding teacher training on assessment.
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Appendices
Appendix # 1: Listening Assessment Questionnaire

Listening Assessment Questionnaire
Participant’s Name: _____________________________________________________________
General Instructions: Complete the following instrument with the information that best
corresponds.
Part I. Read the statements below. Tick (✓) the box that best describes your listening assessment
practices. You may tick more than one.
When I design or apply a listening test I…
make sure it does not evaluate content and skills that were not covered in class.
check that it measures the content and skills that it is intended to.
am careful that the test –if applied in different occasions– will generate the same results.
consider that they are practical both to create and to administer.
use the results as source for decision making in the teaching-learning process.
include tasks and materials that reflect real-world situations and contexts.
deliver the objectives to be evaluated in the exam to the students and others involved.
safeguard it so it is accessed –whether by students or anybody else– only when it has to be
applied.

Part II. Read the statements below. Tick (✓) the box that best describes your listening assessment
practices. You may tick more than one.
A. When I create my listening tests I …
consider the English variety of speakers.
think about the text type (narrative, a piece of news, etc.).
take the mode of input into consideration (whether it is audio, video, or live speaker).
choose passages that relate topics already covered in class.
usually challenge my students by including in the test other tasks that were not practiced in
class.
align the test content, and tasks to the unit content, learning objectives, methodology used in
class, my student population, and my institution.

B. Circle the option that best corresponds to your listening assessment practices.
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1. How do you arrange the level of difficulty of the questions in your tests?
a. From most difficult to the easiest
b. From easiest to the most difficult
c. Randomly
2. How many of the words in the listening passage need to be known by the student?
d. From 50 to 69% of the words
e. From 70 to 89% of the words
f. More than 90% of the words
3. How often do you contextualize items in your test?
g. Always
h. Sometimes
i. Rarely
4. How many times do you play the recording for multiple choice, completion, and restricted
answers items?
j. Once
k. Twice
l. Three times
5. How many times do you play the recording for dictation?
m. Once
n. Twice
o. Three times
Part III. Read the statements below. Tick (✓) the box that best describes your listening assessment
practices. You may tick more than one.
When designing a listening test I…
verify that all multiple choices questions appear in the same page.
never use words such as mention, define, indicate, solve, etc. when writing the statements of
short answer items.
make sure that the two columns used in matching items evaluate only one topic.
do not use maps, charts, pictures, outlines, graphs, etc. in identification items.
ask for opinions and/or students’ judgments in restricted answer items.
check that more than one objectives are evaluated in essay questions items.
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Appendix # 2: Listening Test Checklist

LISTENING TEST CHECKLIST
Participant’s name whose test was assessed: ________________________________

Objective
To assess MEP teacher-created listening tests for their compliance with theoretical principles of assessment and MEP’s assessment guidelines
and regulations.

General instructions
1. Assess the listening test by using this checklist.
2. Read the criterion on the left column and write a check mark in the right column to expresses your assessment.
3. Use the following strategies to scaffold your feedback for items marked PARTLY or NO: explanations and / or examples from the theory and
MEP’s guidelines and regulations.
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LISTENING TEST CHECKLIST
CRITERIA

TASK ACHIEVEMENT
DEGREE
YES

PART
LY

CRITERIA

NO

TASK ACHIEVEMENT
DEGREE
YES

Test Format

Test Heading

1. Has the layout of the test been well set?

Are the following elements included?

PART
LY

NO

1. the name of the educational institution
2.Is it suitably and professionally arranged?

2. the school term and year

3. Are top, bottom, left and right margins set in 2.5 cm.?

3. the type of test (midterm or final)

4. Is the typeface style and font size big enough as to

4. data of listening to be tested

enable students to read smoothly and understand
well the data included in the test?
5. Are diagrams, pictures, and other test elements well

5. the total points and percentage of the test

organized?
6. Is spacing between lines adequately set so that the test

6. the school or high school level

appears uncluttered?
7. Are all pages numbered to maintain readers well

7. a line for the rater’s name or the rater’s name

oriented on the right sequence of the test?
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8. Are the photocopies clear enough for students to be
able to do the exercises?

8. a line to write the date on which the test will be
Administered or the date is already included
9. the allotted time for the achievement test
10. spaces to set the points, grade and percentage
Obtained
11. a line for the testee to write his/her name
12. a line for parents to sign the test, if required
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LISTENING TEST CHECKLIST
CRITERIA

TASK ACHIEVEMENT
DEGREE
YES

PART
LY

NO

General Test Objective(s)
1. Is there an evaluation objective(s) to establish what the testees should be able to demonstrate in regards to their language
development?
2. Is the objective(s) stated clearly, precisely and concisely?
General Instructions
1. Is the language focus on what the test takers should do rather than on what they should not do?
2. Are instructions organized numerically or alphabetically in a proper way?
3. Are appropriate action verbs used to introduce each set of instructions?
4. Are explanations and/or examples specific, short and clear?
5. Is important information highlighted whenever required?
6. Is language adjusted appropriately to meet the students’ English level?
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LISTENING TEST CHECKLIST
TASK ACHIEVEMENT DEGREE
CRITERIA

YES

PARTLY

NO

COMMENTS
Feedback based on theory and MEP’s guidelines and regulations

Credits
Are copyright laws followed by giving
credit to the authors of intellectual
works such as stories, poems,
illustrations, maps, and others?
Balance of Item Difficulty
Is the test arranged from the easiest to
the most difficult tasks?
Specific Instructions
1. Are explanations specific, short and
clear?
2. Is there sufficient context for the
test task to be accomplished well?
3. Is the language adjusted
appropriately to meet the students’
English level?
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4. Is the total number of points and
individual value of each correct item
included?

Listening Test Techniques
1. Are there appropriate test
techniques to elicit those behaviours
that reflect more reliably the students’
specific listening abilities?
2. Is there a minimum of three
different exercises to evaluate specific
listening skills?
3. Are the questions ordered as they
are heard in the passage?
4. Are the questions spaced out in the
passage?
5. Each new section is framed with an
advanced organizer to help activate
the testee’s schemata?
6. Do the test tasks reflect real-life
situations?
7. Are the items placed sufficiently far
apart so testees have enough time to
answer one item without missing the
next?
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LISTENING TEST CHECKLIST
TASK ACHIEVEMENT DEGREE
CRITERIA

YES

PARTLY

NO

COMMENTS
Feedback based on theory and MEP’s guidelines and regulations

Scoring Key
Is there a scoring key specifying the
acceptable answers to all listening
test items?
Face Validity
Do the test content and tasks meet
the objectives intended by the test
designer?
Beneficial backwash to
1. Do the test content and
techniques correspond with
the objectives of the curriculum for
which this achievement test is
intended, so that its eventual
administration may have a
positive impact on testee?
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Listening passage
1. Is the content of the listening
passage appropriate for the
contents the listening test seeks
to assess?
2. Does the listening text exhibit the
characteristics of spoken
language?
3. Is the vocabulary appropriate for
the language level of the testees
the test is meant for according to
their grade level?
4. Is there lexical overlap in the
items?
5. Is the language in the listening
passage natural?

LISTENING TEST CHECKLIST
TASK ACHIEVEMENT DEGREE
CRITERIA

YES

PARTLY

NO

COMMENTS
Feedback based on theory and MEP’s guidelines and regulations

Scoring Key
Is there a scoring key specifying the
acceptable answers to all listening
test items?
Face Validity
Do the test content and tasks meet
the objectives intended by the test
designer?
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Beneficial backwash to
1. Do the test content and
techniques correspond with
the objectives of the curriculum for
which this achievement test is
intended, so that its eventual
administration may have a
positive impact on testee?
Listening passage
6. Is the content of the listening
passage appropriate for the
contents the listening test seeks
to assess?
7. Does the listening text exhibit the
characteristics of spoken
language?
8. Is the vocabulary appropriate for
the language level of the testees
the test is meant for according to
their grade level?
9. Is there lexical overlap in the
items?
10. Is the language in the listening
passage natural?
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ABSTRACT
The implementation of Inclusive Education (IE) in schools will require not only accepting
learners with different learning needs in mainstream classrooms, but also determining whether
those learners are provided with appropriate support. In South Africa, many in-service teachers
have not had the benefit of being trained to teach learners who experience barriers to learning in
their initial training, hence often classroom teachers find it difficult to support them. In Gauteng
Province, Learning Support Teachers (LSTs) have been employed in the Foundation Phase (FP)
to fill that gap to assist classroom teachers. If LSTs are provided with adequate financial support
it may help them overcome some of the barriers to assisting teachers so that they can better assist
learners with learning challenges. A qualitative approach was used to purposefully select seven
LSTs who on the basis of experience had been in these positions since the inception.
Phenomenological design was used in order to gather the experiences of LSTs in the
implementation of Inclusive Education. Data were collected by way of semi-structured
interviews, observations and document analysis and analyzed using a model of Creswell (2002).
The findings revealed that parental support has an impact on the successful implementation of
IE.
Key words: Implementation, Learning Support Teachers, Foundation Phase, Inclusive Education.
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Introduction
Implementation of Inclusive Education (IE) has dominated debates in education around the
world and different opinions have evolved on how best to make schools more inclusive. The
1994 Salamanca Statement reaffirmed the international trend towards IE under the slogan
“Education for all”, incorporating regular education with inclusive orientation as the most
effective means for combating discriminatory attitudes, creating welcoming attitudes and
building an inclusive society. If an effective education for the majority of children is created, it
will improve the efficiency and ultimately the cost effectiveness of the entire education system
(UNESCO, 1994). According to Ainscow (2000), different views of inclusion exist and there is
no single perspective within a single country or school. The former South African minister of
Education (Kader Asmal) emphasized that the complexity of a fast changing society means that
the formal teaching system is expected to address issues which were not previously regarded as
part of education (Values in Education Manifesto, 2001), such as supporting learners
experiencing barriers to learning and development.
A policy which acknowledges that all children can learn and need support, IE is also about
changing attitudes, behavior, teaching methods, curricular and environment to meet the needs of
all learners, enabling education structures, systems and learning methodologies accordingly
(DoE, 2001). According to the Department of Education (DoE, 2000:28), the establishment of an
IE system in schools would require appropriate district as well as institution level support
services, more than just accepting learners with different learning needs in mainstream
classrooms.
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However, although Learning Support Teachers (LSTs) are assisting classroom teachers in the
implementation of IE, learners who are experiencing barriers to learning are not receiving the
assistance hoped for. The aim of this article is to discuss the barriers to the implementation of IE
by LSTs in the FP in Gauteng, South Africa. There are many factors that can affect the
implementation, but this article focuses on the environmental factors of learners.
Inclusive education in a South African context
In keeping up with the trends in inclusive education worldwide, South Africa developed a
legislative and policy framework in which inclusion functions and is mentioned with particular
emphasis in the Education White Paper Six: Special Needs Education (DoE, 2001). Inclusive
Education is defined as a learning environment that promotes the full personal, academic and
professional development of all learners, irrespective of race, class, gender, disability, religion,
culture, sexual preference, learning styles and language (NCSNET\NCES, 1998). The term in a
South African context refers to the education policy based on the principles of inclusion, which
acknowledges that all children can learn and need support. It is also about changing attitudes,
behavior, teaching methods, curricular and environment, enabling appropriate education
structures, systems and learning methodologies (DoE, 2001).
According to le Roux (2004), IE aims to establish opportunities to ensure the development of the
full potential of all learners, whilst acknowledging that they can learn and succeed within
mainstream education but need support. Inclusion promotes equal participation and nondiscrimination against all learners in the learning process, irrespective of their abilities within a
single education and training system, and with a continuum of learning context and resources
according to the need (DoE, 2001). Wade (2000) argues that IE should represent a shift from a
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continuum of educational placements to a continuum of educational services. In the South
African context, the Education White Paper 6 (2001) indicates that inclusion is a form of support
to all learners, teachers and the system as a whole, so that the full range of learning needs can be
met.
Prior to recent developments, it was believed that assistance to learners with barriers was so
specialized that only individuals with special training were capable of providing it. This led to
learners experiencing barriers to learning being taught in special schools by specifically trained
teachers. If they encountered difficulties in the mainstream they would be referred to educational
support services where specially trained helpers had to assess the learners and assist them. Thus,
the task of the school was simply to identify the learner and refer him or her for assistance. In
contrast, the paradigm shift brought about by IE has advocated devolution to base level of
assistance to the learners experiencing barriers. It is suggested that assistance be handled by the
class and subject teachers themselves, thus giving them the responsibility for solving the
learners’ problems before further steps are taken (UNISA, 2004).
It is evident that teachers who are responsible for teaching learners who are experiencing barriers
to learning and development should have the knowledge, skills and the right attitude to teach and
guide them to their highest potential. According to Ladbrook (2009), LSTs are employed by
selected districts in Gauteng to service schools in the district with support for teachers and
learners. Learners identified as having barriers to learning are referred by the school to the LSTs
for intervention. Naidu (2007) describes a support teacher as one providing support in an IE
setting for other classroom teachers and learners experiencing barriers to learning. The
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importance of LSTs in this process lies in their assisting teachers in areas in which they lack
skills, attitudes and knowledge.
Still in infant stages, some of the strategies identified by (Vogel, 2003) for the implement IE in
South Africa include the following:
 Providing a strengthened education support service which will provide support to teacher
hence the employment of learning support teachers.
 In-service training for regular teachers so that they can deal with learners experiencing
barriers to learning.
 Retraining and reorganizing district support services towards providing support for
teachers instead of only learners.
As experienced teachers with collaborative and facilitating skills, LSTs’ task could include
consulting and working with other teachers and staff, parents and various outside agencies to
make sure that learners succeed (DoE, 2005). Their roles are to address barriers by participating
in the Institution Level Support Team (ILST) structure, providing continuous support to teachers,
and building the capacity of teachers in strategies to support learners.
There is currently an absence of specific support strategies in the policies to address the needs of
LSTs in order to ensure successful implementation of IE in South Africa, with particular
reference to Gauteng. LSTs rotate in different schools, expecting to find learners with a diverse
range of differences either extrinsic or intrinsic. Extrinsic barriers are those that are not within
the learners themselves, but rather circumstances beyond or outside them, for example their
5

environment, home, upbringing, teaching, poverty, HIV/AIDS, and socio-economic status. The
inadequacy of the factors mentioned above affects the learners’ development and learning and
ultimately compound the barriers. Meanwhile, intrinsic barriers are located within the learner;
inter alia, physical, sensory, physiological, learning and developmental mental or intellectual
impairments, single or multiple. The learner who is not identified early and given appropriate
support will experience barriers to learning.
I argue that LSTs are experiencing frustrations, difficulties and challenges in resources, budget,
recognition, powers, regulations, support and guidelines to execute their duties (my experiences
as an inclusive education specialist working with the LSTs). Furthermore, the system seems
fragmented, with little evidence of clarity on their practices and no uniformity across the
province on how LSTs system functions.
THE RESEARCH PROJECT
Since education support services are under-resourced and unable to deal with the large numbers
of learners in need, their barriers to learning are not addressed. Alternative options need to be
explored for many learners who are not receiving the support they need (Vogel, 2003). LSTs
available in mainstream schools in selected districts should be appropriately used in the system
because if learners are not receiving necessary support they suffer in their development and fail
to achieve the goals of their academic careers. There is currently an absence of specific support
strategies in the policies to address the needs of LSTs.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
According to Landsberg, Kruger and Nel (2005:9), the challenge of the education system is to
understand the complexity of the influences, interactions and interrelationships between the
individual learner and multiple other systems connected to the learner. An ecological systems
theory was used in the study; based on the work of Bronfenbrenner (1979:21), who affirms a
vision for IE. Ecology of Human Development involves the scientific study of the progressive,
mutual accommodation between an active, growing human being and the changing properties of
the immediate settings in which the developing person lives, as this process is affected by
relations between the settings, and by the larger context in which the settings are embedded.
The ecological perspective demonstrates how a micro-system, for example the home, is
interwoven with the meso-system, such as the school, as well as the wider society, in
determining the level of comfort and contentment human beings experience as they go about
their life courses. The theory also explains the differences in the individual’s knowledge, skills
and abilities and the role of support system to guide and structure the individual. The overlapping
micro-, meso-, exo- and macro- systems all contribute to form the whole that the individual will
perceive as positive or negative (Haihambo, 2010).
The system of education could be a representative of various micro-systems that form the mesosystem in this study, for instance teachers, district, school environment, provincial departments,
support, resources that might be significant in explaining the, experiences, attitudes, frustrations
and motivation for LSTs to execute their duties.
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METHODOLOGY
A qualitative approach was used and data collected through interviews, observations and
document analysis. Creswell (2002:38) argues that a qualitative study is an investigative process
whereby the researcher gradually makes sense of social phenomena through contrasting,
comparing, replicating, cataloguing and classifying the object under study. In this case the
researcher was be able to examine various factors that contribute to LSTs’ experiences of
supporting teachers in the implementation of IE in the Gauteng province. The researcher
obtained a holistic picture of the phenomenon, appropriate to understanding the LSTs views on
IE.
A phenomenological design was undertaken as LSTs’ experiences were elicited and I wished to
generate guidelines that would regulate their practice. According to Cohen and Manion
(2000:106), phenomenology is based on a theoretical point of view that advocates the study of
direct experiences taken at face-value. The sampling consisted of seven LSTs in a district
selected on the grounds that it employed LSTs to be based in the mainstream schools, to support
learners with reading, writing, and mathematics problems, but ones that could be remediated.
Most of the learners in the abovementioned areas or subjects showed an improvement and the
classroom teachers were mostly impressed by the work of the LSTs. In this study, purposeful
sampling was applied to select participants who on the basis of experience had been in these
positions from 2006. The researcher endeavored to choose only participants who would be able
to supply needed information, be prepared to participate in research and be willing to share the
information (Morse & Richards, 2002:20). I approached LSTs who were currently supporting
teachers in implementing an IE model in primary schools, especially the Foundation Phase
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(Grade R- Grade 3) in Gauteng. Only those LSTs who had a qualification in Remedial or IE, and
had been supporting teachers for the full three years in the Foundation Phase, were studied.
Classroom teachers who had been receiving support from LSTs for three years since 2006 were
also interviewed so that the data could be validated. The principals of the schools were also
interviewed because I believe that for LSTs to function effectively at schools they need to
acknowledge and support what they are doing in schools. Semi-structured interviews were used
for data collection as useful tools for providing firsthand information from the LSTs. One-to-one
interviews were conducted after working hours, not exceeding one hour. They were audio-taped
and independently transcribed. Techs' method (Creswell, 2002) was used to identify the units of
meaning relating to the experiences of LSTs. Audio-taped data was listened to several times to
gather emerging categories and themes regarding the experiences of LSTs.

Matters pertaining to IE policy
When reflecting on the findings it was evident that although LSTs are motivated and trained to
support Foundation Phase teachers in the implementation of inclusive education, there are other
factors which influence the actual implementation of IE. According to Donald, Lazarus and
Lolwana (2009), the macro system involves dominant social and economic structures as well as
values, beliefs and practices that influence all the other social systems. In the South African
context the macro system can refer to the level at which policy decisions about education are
made, that is the Department of Education. They provide the provinces with the guidelines to
implement a particular policy according to their provincial needs. At this level the study
considers lack of proper planning regarding the implementation of IE to ensure that it succeed. It
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was confirmed by the participants during study that there were no clear structures or guidelines
at this level to regulate the practices of LSTs: “We don’t have a policy running our duties, what
do we call this what do we call this, the thing that guides our working we don’t have it at the
moment, they are still drafting it”.
South Africa has very well written policies in place but their practical implementation is
problematic, as seen clearly when the Department of Education employed LSTs without
considering rules and regulations to govern their practices. From the perspectives of this LST
there has not been proper planning in the implementation of IE:
… definitely sure some of the things are good on paper but the implementation part of it , well
like whereby they inclusive education should have those resources person therapists, of which we
don’t have in our schools, we should have a school nurse but there is only one local nurse from
the local clinic, and who have to move around schools about 48 schools at a time. , so there is
never sufficient manpower with regard to that, and also the implementation part of it really,
training for the teachers to implement it.

Parental Support
What happens in the family can influence how learners respond at school. Most LSTs experience
a situation in which whatever happens in the family influences how a learner responds at school:
… some learners their parents are not there they are neglected, some of the learners they
live alone, there are no parents, the parents have died, meaning its child headed families,
they look after themselves they have no one to take care of them, other learners they
come to school hungry, other learners come from families were their families are
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dysfunctional, there is lots of fights, other learners they don’t have parents they stay with
their step parents, others are abused, others are being raped their social life is just
terrible and that results in learners having problems in class, they can’t even concentrate
it class because they are busy thinking about what happened at home yesterday or last
night.
The systems are continuously interacting with one another and that in itself can affect how the
learner responds in class. If the learner is affected by all those problems he or she might struggle
to learn in class, thus producing a learner with learning difficulties and slower development than
the peer group. It might not be easy for the LST to assist with such problems if the other
stakeholders, for example the social worker and the police, are not working together.
Role confusion
Dyson (in Symeonidou, 2002:150) points to the growing debate over the role of a support teacher
in a new context of more inclusive practice, and inconsistency in this role that could promote
segregation at the expense of more inclusive practice. LSTs are experiencing frustration as they
are defining their roles in terms of the medical model, and see themselves as specialists who will
go to the schools and solve the learners problems by assessing them and diagnosing what is
wrong, then design an individual education plan. However, this is undermining the vision of
inclusion about redressing past imbalances and doing away with the past irregularities. This still
uses the medical model as the learners are identified and segregated from class for individual
attention. This is evident in the LST’s response: “My role is to help Foundation Phase Teachers
to identify these learners who are having problems may be help them to administrate assessment
usually so after identifying these learners I help them to may be develop an individualized
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support programme for the learner”. Inclusion is about not separating learners from their peers
but supporting them within the class. Withdrawal of the learner from the mainstream classroom
on a regular basis might cause additional problems and cause isolation from peers (Nolan &
Gersch, in Symeonidou, 2002:150).

DISCUSSION
This paper indicates that although the Department of Education in Gauteng has employed LSTs
in the implementation of IE, more focus should be put on assuring that they are provided with
adequate support in terms of human and emotional resources. Since they are travelling on a daily
basis to different schools, provision needs to be made for their travelling. Implementation is still
in its early stages so provinces are still trying to find out what will and will not work. The study
indicates that although the Gauteng Department of Education has a structured plan in place for
implementation in the Foundation Phase, greater care should be taken in assuring that the needs
of the LSTs are catered for.
The elevation of the post level seems necessary, when one thinks of the effort they put in making
sure that IE is implemented. Districts should therefore relook and redesign their strategies for
supporting LSTs as well as designing guidelines to regulate the practices of LSTs and also
redefine the status and give clarity to LSTs about where they belong.
There are still some factors which affect the implementation of IE, such as policy issues on the
macro-level. Provincial departments have a responsibility to develop provincial policies, such as
employing LSTs to assist in its implementation. They also provide districts with guidance about
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how to proceed with implementation, but at the school level there could be a number of policies
related to requirements of the South African Schools Act that may not carry inclusive practices
and values, such as admission policy and language policy. These policies at school level might
hamper the implementation of a well documented policy, such as White Paper No 6, on IE.
This paper emphasizes that, if provided with necessary resources, LSTs could be a valuable
resource in the implementation of IE as they are able to reach where the Inclusive Specialist
cannot, therefore consideration of their needs are important for the successful implementation of
IE.
Lastly, it is also evident that IE is not getting the necessary attention, but rather is regarded as an
add-on to the curriculum. As such it may be difficult to achieve its purpose. Learning Support
Teachers in this study still regard it as less important than the other subjects, therefore impacting
negatively on the implementation. However, if it were to be implemented effectively the benefits
will be great, especially for learners experiencing barriers to learning.

CONCLUSION
LSTs experience the implementation of Inclusive Education being a conscious about the lack of
institutional commitment when getting to put policy into practice. Problems about matters
pertaining to policy, parental support and role confusion render effective teaching difficult but
with good attitudes something can be done.
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SYSTEMATIC OBSERVATION OF COACH FEEDBACK IN ELITE YOUTH
VOLLEYBALL
By: Mark Mann, Ph.D. Texas Woman’s University
Dean Gorman, Ph.D. University of Arkansas

ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study was to understand the relationship of coach feedback during
time-outs to the performance of 16-18 year old volleyball players in competitive match play
situations. The systematic observation of coach feedback during 89 time-outs was recorded
using the Coach Time-Out Observation Instrument (CTOOI). Out of the 879 feedback
statements that were made during the 89 time-outs, the CTOOI categorized coach feedback for
technical feedback (with an internal or an external focus), tactical feedback (referring to our team
or the opponent), and psychological feedback (as either encouraging or discouraging remarks).
Data from the Game Performance Assessment Instrument (GPAI) were collected for the
“quarterback of the volleyball team:” the setter. Data were collected to evaluate setter
performance for the four rallies before the time-out and the four rallies immediately after the
time-out. The GPAI measured setter positioning, decision making, and skill execution.
The multiple regression analysis did not show any feedback strategy to be significant for
the entire group of setters in terms of performance improvement. However, as the literature on
coach feedback had suggested, when the setters were divided into groups of higher and lower
skilled setters, significance was found for certain coach feedback types in each group of setters.
For higher skilled setters, significant improvement in setter performance (p= .03) came from
feedback that was tactically oriented towards the opponent in combination with technical internal
feedback. For lower skilled setters, setter decision-making was improved significantly (p= .05)
by time-out feedback characterized by psychologically encouraging over and above discouraging
remarks that were made during the time-out.
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INTRODUCTION
What is the most effective way to coach the game of volleyball to high school aged girls
competing in competitive club volleyball? What this study advocates is a balanced approach to
coaching the game of volleyball that will be reflected in the kind of feedback coaches give to
their players. The traditional model, which values teaching techniques over tactics, has overprioritized the amount of time spent on technique development apart from its contextual
relevance in a game situation. Rovegno (1995) and Maxwell (2003) have argued that the
coaching of technique and the coaching of tactics should be inseparable. A finely tuned motor
response as an adaptation to a decision made on the court in real time is what the coach seeks
and what athletes and spectators would define as a great play. Rovegno brilliantly frames the
essential need for more focus upon tactical decision-making skills by stating, “rather than
controlling the complexity of performing in a motor activity by controlling the complexity of the
coordination and control demands of efficiency, coaches should control complexity by
controlling the environmental demands themselves” (1995, p. 301). In this study, I have
examined the extent to which coach feedback strategies affect player performance in the game of
volleyball.
A most concise way to accomplish this is to look at the effect of coach feedback during
the time-outs in the match on the performance of the “quarterback” of the volleyball team: the
setter. The time-out is an excellent and concise period of time in which to evaluate coach
feedback. American sports that incorporate time-outs include volleyball, basketball, ice hockey,
and football. In volleyball and basketball, instructions during time-outs are sent to the team as a
whole, with the brunt of the responsibility to execute the requests of the coach falling first upon
the setter in volleyball or, to give an example from another sport, the point guard in basketball. In
volleyball, the setter is the target for every first ball that the team passes, and it is up to the setter
to make the tactical decisions and deliver the ball to the hitters with technical form and accuracy
(ball positioning) in order to give the team the best opportunity to score points. The collective
nature of the time-out is also a valuable characteristic of the time-out as the coach is given the
opportunity to tell everyone on the team his or her thoughts about the game as it is unfolding.
Together, as a collective body, the players interpret what the coach is requesting.
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The time-out also encapsulates the philosophy that the coach is putting into use, more
than at any other time of the competition. Mesquita, Sobrinho, Rosado, Pereira, and Milisteted
(2008) point out that the nature of information given by coaches during the time-out reflects the
type of approach that frames their instructional process in general. As a consequence of the type
of feedback given by the coach during the time-out, the athletes’ attention is directed towards
certain aspects of the competition and away from others. At more than any other time of the
match, the athlete is focused on the coach’s words.
The most practical way to observe the impact of coach feedback upon the setter is not to
merely look at the score of the game before and after the time-out, as was done in previous
studies such as that of Boutmans (1991) where the author investigated the influence of the timeout on the score of the team that called it and determined that the time-out had a positive
influence based upon an improvement in game score. Instead, research data in this study was
collected more specifically to measure the change in performance by the setter on technical and
tactical skills from four rallies before the time-out to four rallies after the time-out. The
researcher also calculated the setter ball placement skill score means for each setter and placed
the setters into two groups, the higher skilled and lower skilled setters, in order to determine if
there was a significant difference in effective coach feedback strategies for each of these two
groups.
Research Questions
This research study answers the following research questions with regard to the
effectiveness of coach feedback during time-outs to positively affect the performance of the
setter in volleyball competition. Specifically, the study investigated:
1. What kind of coach feedback (or combination of coach feedback types) is most
effective during a time-out in volleyball to positively affect the setter’s performance, as
measured by the Game Performance Assessment Instrument (GPAI), in a volleyball match?
2. Is there a difference in the most effective type of coach feedback during time-outs for
higher skilled setters versus for lower skilled setters, or is it similar for both groups?
3. For both of the above questions, using the coach feedback (independent) variables
under consideration: 1) technical feedback with an internal focus, 2) technical feedback with an
external focus, 3) tactical feedback with an internal focus (“us”-our team), 4) tactical feedback
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with an external focus (“them”-our opponent), and 5) the use of encouraging remarks versus
discouraging remarks, could it be determined if any particular combination of the coach feedback
independent variables yield any significant result or generalizable conclusions regarding optimal
coach feedback strategies as they relate to: the overall game performance of the setter, the skill
performance of the setter, and the decision making performance of the setter?
Scope of Study
A sample was selected from a population of coaches of over 350 club volleyball teams at
the 16-18 year old age level. With a limited travel budget to collect data, it should be noted that
the tournament that was attended to collect data was in the Midwestern United States of
America. Thus, the samples collected reflected coaching styles more indicative of volleyball
coaching styles in the Midwestern USA as opposed to, for example, coaching styles from the
west coast. Admittedly, the sample should be called, under the circumstances, a convenience
sample. Nevertheless, ten coaches of 16-18 year old girls participating in club volleyball teams
were selected for the study. All of the teams were at the club volleyball level and thus regionally
competitive. In USA Club volleyball, teams are either ranked nationally, regionally, or locally.
All ten coaches who signed their teams up for this regional ranking tournament have evaluated
and placed their teams at the regionally competitive level.
Significance of Study
The research questions have examined whether an appropriate combination of
psychological, tactical, and technical coach feedback assists the setter in volleyball to improve
her performance from what it was on average for four rallies before the time-out to what it was
on average for four rallies after the time-out. Answers to these questions adds to the research
base being established in the area of effective coach feedback during time-outs by tying the
theoretical research in this area to tangible on-the-court performance of setters in games. This
has a strong practical value as the results could assist a coach in being more confident that the
feedback strategies that he or she incorporates have proven value in actual competitive situations.
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Review of Literature
Literature on coach feedback has demonstrated that the feedback statements provided by
the coach are important influences upon athlete learning and performance (McGown, 1994).
Hoffman (1983) identified the necessary capacities of a successful coach to include the ability to
identify technical and tactical errors, and to prescribe solutions to those errors by means of
feedback provided by the coach to the players. Research in expert and exceptional performance
has found that expert coaches are better than novice coaches in evaluating, for example,
descriptive sequences of swimmers swim strokes and the motor execution of shot putters
(Ericsson & Lehman, 1996).
Teaching Games for Understanding (TGfU)
In the Teaching Games for Understanding (TGFU) literature, game situations are the
motivational impetus for all technical learning. The TGFU model originated in the United
Kingdom at Loughborough University by two former practitioners turned researchers, Bunker
and Thorpe, (1982) who became tired of watching teachers teach techniques only for them to
break down in game play. Bunker and Thorpe sought teaching methods in motor skill
development that would transfer into game situations. For Bunker and Thorpe, meaningful
instruction should include cognitive outcomes such as “what to do” and “when to do it” as well
as the actual “how to do it” that was previously associated with motor performance instruction.
The TGFU coaching theoreticians also insist that tactical feedback should refer to
specific and relevant events occurring in the competition. Ker (1996) elaborates on this theme by
stating that contextualization of tactical information is important when the volleyball coach is
giving verbal feedback during competition. That is, the coach must avoid making references
only to his or her own team. When the coach also makes reference to the actions of the opposing
team, the following advantages occur. First, and most importantly, a minimization of
inappropriate responses to the opponent’s style of play will occur among team members, and
complementarily, a maximizing of his or her own team’s strong points will emerge. Thus, the
type of feedback the coach provides during competition (Isberg, 1993) influences the attentional
focus of the athlete as well as the performance of the athlete in competition.
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The TGFU model emphasizes the fact that tactical skill works in tandem with technical
skill. The proposition is not an “all technical feedback” or “all tactical feedback” proposition. As
Hopper (2002) has stated, the either/or debate has missed the essential point that the most
effective coaching feedback is student centered: “To combine skills and tactics a teacher needs
to understand the developmental needs of the learner. In other words, what tactical awareness
can learners comprehend and what level of skillfulness can they achieve. Skill progression
implies a back and forth marriage with tactical awareness, where skill performance is realized”
(p, 46).
Coaching Feedback Strategies
In order to achieve the goal of improving coach feedback in game situations during timeouts, coaches should become more self aware of their feedback strategies. Rowing coaches, for
example, (Millar, Oldham, & Donovan, 2011) were observed giving coaching instructions, and it
was found that they could not accurately identify the type, nature, or timing of the feedback that
they were giving. During training, coach communication was coded, and afterwards, by means of
questionnaires, the coaches demonstrated that their recall of what was stated during training was
quite inaccurate. When the coaches thought they had provided a great deal of tactical
information, they, in fact, had primarily offered information of a technical nature. Pereira et al.
(2010) conducted a study in volleyball that demonstrated the same phenomenon. In this study,
the coaches perceived that their time-out coaching feedback was more tactically oriented than it
actually was. Instead, their feedback was predominantly technically oriented.
Besides mistakes by coaches regarding what is being said to athletes during time-outs,
another factor may be that coaches underestimate the mental capabilities of their players. A study
by Leslie-Toogood and Martin (2003) demonstrated that, although volleyball coaches showed a
high degree of confidence in their ability to evaluate the mental skill strengths and weaknesses of
their athletes, there was little agreement between the coaches’ perception of the athletes’ mental
capacities and the actual mental skill capacities of the athletes they coached. Each of the above
studies demonstrates that when the traditional approach to motor skill teaching in sport has been
“technique dominated,” where “structured lessons that sequentially teach a list of movement
skills to a group of learners” occurs (Werner, Thorpe, & Bunker, 1996, p. 31), it is not surprising
that mental skills of athletes have been underestimated and underdeveloped.
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The Value of Tactical Feedback to Improve Technical Sport Skills
Isolating tactical information about opponent movement and connecting the information
to an appropriate and strategic counter movement provides the probability of an immediate and
appropriate physiological response, connecting tactical feedback with technical performance. In
the literature on expert performance, the ability to pick out relevant visual cues in this tactical
sense is a key to performance expertise. To illustrate this point, in a study by Piras, Lobietti, and
Squatrito (2010), the tactically oriented visual search strategy in sports was demonstrated to
influence performance. The differences in fixations and saccadic eye movements between expert
volleyball players and novice subjects was studied by carrying out an analysis of eye shifting
during the observation of a game situation. Fifteen novices and fifteen experts were asked to
observe a setter set the ball forward or backward. From the video that measured eye shifting, the
number and length of time the eye fixations occurred was tabulated. The results showed the
experts had fewer long gazes, and shifted eye movement to key aspects of the ball flight, looking
at initial pass trajectory, and then quickly shifting attention to the setters’ hands, disregarding the
entire trajectory of the ball. The novices followed the whole course of the ball to the setter and to
the hitter, missing out on essential tactical information along the way. The experts extracted
more task-relevant information from each fixation than did the novice athletes. The strategy used
in the gathering of visual information was correlated to player skill proficiency.
Blomqvist, Vanttinen, and Luhtanen (2005), in research on soccer play, statistically
supported the argument that tactical knowledge of the sport translated to game performance.
They found that players who responded better in problem representation situations also
performed more efficiently in game play situations, thus relating game understanding to game
performance. Blomqvist et al. also found through systematic observation that in competitive
game situations players’ decision-making events occur more often than skill executions at a ratio
of 7:1. From a practical teaching perspective, this means training in off-the-ball movements in
game play should be prioritized in games teaching if game performance improvement is the goal.
The Evaluation Instruments: GPAI and CTOOI
The final area of the literature review deals with the literature that supports the
instruments to be used in this study to measure coach feedback and player performance. The
Coach Time-Out Observation Instrument (CTOOI) was used to measure several types of coach
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feedback (the independent variables). Since 1975, there has been research done in the area of
systematic observation of coaches in sport. Most of these studies had focused on coach feedback
in practice settings. The Arizona State University Observation Instrument (ASUOI) was
developed in the 1980s to measure coaching behavior and coaching feedback in a variety of team
sports and in a number of team practice settings. Other observational tools have been developed
to better understand the content of verbal information provided by a coach during practice and in
competition. The Coaching Behavior Assessment System (CBAS) has been widely used in the
field in practice settings. The CBAS captured coach feedback that was categorized as either
positive or negative reinforcement of skill, corrective feedback, general encouragement, general
criticism, and strategy. (Hastie, 1999) Studies that provide quantitative examination and
beneficial categories of analysis of the time-out in games include the System of Analysis of
Information during Competition (SAIC) developed by Piña and Rodrigues (1993), and The
Coach Time-Out Observation Instrument (CTOOI) developed by Hastie (1999).
A main purpose of the development of CTOOI was to assist in the correlating of “timeout information with post time-out action” (Hastie, 1999, p. 477). With such correlations, a
researcher could identify patterns of communication that result in positive post time-out play.
Thus, assisting the researcher to identify the type of coach feedback during a time-out that could
improve performance following the time-out. The CTOOI consists of three primary categories
that comprise the communication statements made by coaches to their players during time-outs.
These statements are either technical statements, tactical statements, or psychological statements.
The technical statements are those statements made that are related to skill performance. They
are statements made to the players about their performance of skills in the game. The statements
are generally corrective in nature. The tactical statements are those statements made that relate to
strategic game matters. These statements are regarding past or future tactical actions or
decisions made by players. These include statements made by the coach about future strategic
plans. The psychological statements are those statements that are related to the
emotional/cognitive aspects of play. These statements include remarks about concentration,
arousal, self-esteem, and confidence (Hastie, 1999).
Regarding the measurement of game performance, the Game Performance Assessment
Instrument (GPAI) was used to measure the dependent variable: volleyball setter game
performance. Several studies have used the GPAI to assess player performance. Some of these
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settings have been in K-12 physical education environments and others have been in sport
environments. This section gives a brief overview of the use of GPAI in K-12 physical education
settings, but it focuses mainly on the use of GPAI in sport settings. The GPAI is a valuable tool
that can be used to measure not only an athlete’s on-the-ball skills, but also, most importantly,
the players’ movement away from the ball. Movement away from the ball is a result of the
athlete’s decision-making strategies. The developers of the GPAI prioritized off the ball
movement because their study of team sports indicated that 70% of movement in a team sport
occurs away from the ball. Thus, in order to accurately evaluate the overall performance of the
athlete, off the ball movement should also be taken into account. In addition to off the ball
movement, the authors of the GPAI also wanted to record decisions made with the ball that did
not necessarily get counted in a typical stats sheet. Thus, categories for “putting teammates in a
better position” were also included in the GPAI. For the setter position in volleyball, the GPAI
could account for aspects of performance that typical statistics could not do. Harvey (2006)
successfully used the GPAI to measure soccer skill improvement and decision-making
improvement in game settings among middle school physical education students.

Method
The participants in this study consisted of a convenience sample of ten coaches selected
from youth volleyball coaches from ten United States Volleyball (USAV) club teams of girls
from the ages of 16-18 years old. Coaches’ age (M=39.5, SD=10.6) and experience (M=11.4,
SD=6.9) showed a strong amount of experience and maturity. There were five male and five
female coaches in the sample. The two-day tournament where the data were collected was
located in the Midwestern United States of America where volleyball has been competitive for
25 years. The teams from the top to the bottom of the two six team pools were equally matched.
During the first day and a half of the tournament, match play was conducted in a round robin
tournament format, where each team played the other team a total of two games. In 20 of the 30
matches observed, the results were split, with one win and one loss for both teams. The
tournament was classified as a regional ranking tournament. This is the second highest type of
USAV tournament, with the highest type being a national qualifier where three of the winning
teams get automatic bids to the USAV national tournament in the summer. The coaches at the
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tournament have all received a level of training that the USAV has deemed essential for effective
coaching. In fact, the USAV has a minimum level coach education requirement for all of the club
coaches in the organization. The certification comes from the curriculum known as The
Increased Mastery and Professional Application of Coaching Theory (IMPACT). IMPACT
certification is completed after attendance and participation in a five-hour course that each coach
must complete before being allowed to coach. There is also an accompanying on-site or online
test that each coach must pass after completing the IMPACT training. Informed consent was
obtained from each coach participating in the research study. The consent form was approved by
the university’s institutional research review board. Included in the consent form were the
purpose of the study and a detailed description of the mechanics of the study (see Appendix B).
The mechanics of the study were systematically laid out so that the coaches would know that the
study would not interfere with their coaching of the game or be a distraction to their players.
With regard to maintaining confidentiality, the consent form indicated that all references to team
and individual names in the transcriptions of the audio recordings would be made generic and
unidentifiable. Provisions in the coach consent form also indicated that all digital audio
recordings of the time-outs would be destroyed once the time-outs were transcribed. At the
tournament where research was conducted, twelve coaches were asked to participate. Two of the
coaches approached declined to participate in the study; the other ten coaches were willing
participants and signed off on the consent form. Because a sample of convenience was used and
coaches, for example, from the west coast were not a part of this study, the generalizability of the
results to the population at large should be made with some caution. This is not to say that
coaching on the west coast is much different than it is in the Midwest, particularly since all
coaches undergo the same IMPACT training nationwide, but, it is simply to suggest that if the
sample was taken from coaches nationwide, the results may have been different.
Other participants in the study include the setters from each of the 10 teams from which
coach time-out feedback data were collected. It was determined that consent was not needed
from the setters in the study because they did not knowingly participate in the study, and did not,
in this sense, participate. Neither was there any videotaping or other recording of actual
volleyball setter performance during the data collection process. That is to say, all coders
entered their game performance assessment data using the GPAI on paper in real time during the
competition itself.
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Procedure
In this section the instruments used in the study are described in detail. The instruments
that were selected were the GPAI to measure setter performance and the CTOOI to measure
coach time-out feedback (CTOOI). This section highlights the procedure by which the coach
time-out feedback was categorized and the setter performance was recorded. The validity and
reliability of the GPAI and the CTOOI are also reported. The third aspect of the procedure
section is to explain the method of rater training that was conducted and validated for the GPAI,
and how coder training was conducted and validated for the CTOOI in this study.
Categorizing the coach feedback statements using the CTOOI was done based upon the
category definitions, examples, and rules listed in Appendix A. (see Appendix A for a complete
listing of how to classify and properly code any coach feedback statements) By design, the
categories of technical, tactical, and psychological feedback covers the gamut of must any type
of feedback that could be given by a coach during a time-out. Of the 879 coach feedback
statements made in this study, there were less than .06% of coach comments that could not fit in
Hastie’s general categories for types of coach feedback (5 of 879). For Hastie, The CTOOI
instrument itself needed to be comprehensive and have a category for any type of coach feedback
that could be given. A brief study of the Coach Time‐Out Observation Instrument (CTOOI)
Categories (Appendix A) also demonstrates the ease at which 99.4% of coach feedback

statements can be coded. For example, a Technical Internal (TECI) coach feedback is coded
when the following conditions are met. First, there is a fit from the statement made by the coach
with the definition of a particular kind of feedback that tells the coder what key aspects of the
coach feedback comment to look for. In the case of TECI, the definition states that the coach
gives the player corrective information about skill performance and makes reference to bodily
movement as the focus of the corrective information. Then, the coder is given specific examples
that assist in the process of coding the coach feedback statement. For example, in TECI one of
the examples is: “You need to try to bend your knees” (Hastie, 1999, p. 474). Thirdly, each type
of coach feedback is given rules that help the coder with the process of coding statements that
might be more difficult to categorize. For example, the rules for TECI are that, “the statement
must include information about skill corrections or improvement, and be stated in a
nonthreatening manner” (p. 474). Beyond the technical and tactically classified coach time-out
feedback comments, the CTOOI also helps the coder of coach time-outs categorize comments
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that are more psychological in nature. The Encouraging Remarks (ER) Definition is quite
concise, “the coach makes positive reference to players with the purposes of rewarding,
increasing confidence, or self esteem” (p. 475). Examples of ER are also included in CTOOI.
Statements such as: “Good job, Beth, way to go.” “That’s it girls, top stuff,” (p. 475) help the
coder feel more confident in the coding process. The guidelines for the coding of Discouraging
Remarks (DR) was also helpful, “the coach makes negative reference to players which might
reduce confidence. Examples of DR: “That was rubbish.” “What do you think you’re doing?
How can you play like that?” (p. 475) also add a bit of humor to the entire coding process.
To collect the data for the CTOOI in this research study, two Sony® digital voice
recorders with dynamic audio capabilities were used. One recommended feature of these
recording devices is that they reduce ambient sound and background noise. This feature was
important for the gym setting where the recordings were done. Other important features were the
750 hours of recording time on each device and digital stamping of each coach time-out that was
recorded, which could later be associated with time-outs as they were listed on the GPAI.
During the tournament the coders, who were collecting data for the GPAI as well, would go into
the huddle of both teams when the time-out was called by either coach to make the audio
recording of the time-out to be transcribed and coded by using the CTOOI. The coaches put
their players at ease about the coders recording the time-out events, and the recording coder
stood on the fringe of the huddle with their arm extended to where the microphone of the
recorder could pick up the coaches feedback. (There had been two previous digital audio trial
recording sessions at a previous tournament to verify sound quality of the coach talking in the
team huddle with the microphone placed in this particular position.) After all of the recording of
time-outs was completed, all 89 time-out recordings were manually transcribed into Microsoft®
Word, where the coding of the CTOOI took place. Coding of the CTOOI took place according
to the categories found in Appendix A that have been described above. For this study, two of the
four raters were given copies of the CTOOI transcribed data, and they were asked to code the
CTOOI time-out data into the six categories of the CTOOI. In this research study, the CTOOI
inter-rater reliability was 96% accurate, as during the 89 time-outs recorded, there were only 36
statements out of the 859 coach time-out statements (V=859) where the CTOOI coders had some
disagreement regarding the coding of a particular statement. In each case, the coders discussed
the matter and made a uniform coding decision regarding the classification of the particular
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statement in question. (See Appendix B for a sample of a transcribed and coded coach time-out
feedback statement.)
The Coach Time-Out Observation Instrument (CTOOI) has been field tested as a valid
and reliable instrument (Hastie, 1999). Firstly, the CTOOI has been field tested for both
discriminate and predictive validity. For discriminate validity, 10 varsity collegiate coaches
classified 30 coach time-out comments in the three main categories of the CTOOI
(tactical/technical/psychological) with kappa statistic for the placement of the coach comments
into the four categories at .958. For predictive validity, two researchers trained with the
instrument independently, and the level of agreement between two researchers reached 98
percent for all 30 time-out comments. For reliability testing of the CTOOI, 20 students were
trained in the allocation of coaching statements to correct categories. Each was given 25
statements to code, then the test was re-administered one week later. Stability was calculated
using the Wilcoxon matched signed pairs rank test (t=6, p < .025.) (Hastie, 1999).
The other instrument employed in this study, the Game Performance Assessment
Instrument (GPAI), was designed to be a flexible observation instrument that could be used
either with video or in real time to observe the performance of any invasion, net/wall,
field/run/score, or target game. Outside of the GPAI, there have been more detailed volleyball
setter decision-making rubrics (Mesquita et al., 2008); however, for the purpose of this study,
capturing the basic quality of the decisions made and the skills performed by the setter was
accomplished by means of the GPAI volleyball coder guide. (see appendix C). Once all data
from a game was collected, the GPAI tally sheet was designed for simplicity in adding up the
technical and tactical volleyball setter performance at the end of each match, and recording them
on the tally sheet. (see appendix D) The GPAI allowed the research coders to classify volleyball
setter performance in real time at the court where the observations occurred. Both tactical and
technical data was collected using a two person team of coders on each side of the net. The first
person would call out the score for the type of action to be evaluated, and the other person would
record the result. This occurred on both sides of the net, meaning that four coders were working
together at once during a volleyball match.
The two primary categories of the GPAI have been field tested in volleyball for validity
(the extent to which the instrument measures what it is designed to measure) and reliability (the
consistency of results). Rater training on the GPAI was used for the four primary coders for this
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study. The raters went through two sessions where selected rallies from previously video taped
volleyball matches were played back in real time, and in slow motion. The raters coded setter
technical skill and tactical decision making performance on the GPAI tally sheets, and scored
over 95% Inter Observer Agreement (IOA) by the end of the training sessions.
For volleyball, in terms of validity, previous independent t tests showed the ability of the
GPAI to distinguish high from low performers in volleyball. (Statistically significant at .01
level, with Effect Size at 1.58 for Volleyball Skill Execution, and 1.50 for Volleyball Game
Decisions Made.) (Oslin, Mitchell, & Griffin, 1998). In the past, for the reliability of the GPAI,
the test-retest method was used to obtain the stability-reliability coefficient. Retesting was
completed on more than 30% of the volleyball studies using videotapes of player performance.
The volleyball correlations for the test-retest method were .94 (decisions made and support) and
.85 (skill execution) (Memmert, 2008). These findings were similar to the IOA after the coder
training sessions in this study.
Experimental Design
The data collected from the CTOOI gave the proportions of the types of feedback given
during the timeout and its correlation to athlete performance as measured by the GPAI. The
design of this study has been stated as the measurement of the change in performance by the
setter on technical and tactical skills from four rallies before the time-out to four rallies after the
time-out on the same technical and tactical skills. The setters’ performance as it relates to the
types of coach feedback given during a time-out (N=89) was measured during all of the timeouts, and also, after dividing the time-outs (N=42) with setters that demonstrated higher technical
ball placement skills, and time-outs (N=47) with those setters who have lower technical ball
placement skills. This particular division of the setters into two groups was done in order to
determine if coach feedback strategies were, or should be, different for higher or lower skilled
setters.
The method by which the higher skilled and lower skilled setters were divided into two
groups was a simple procedure. Based upon this procedure, there were five setters at the
tournament who were classified as higher skilled setters, and five setters who were classified as
lower skilled setters. In the procedure, the variable used to distinguish one group from the other
was the ball placement variable (TEC-P) from the GPAI instrument. Ball placement was a scale
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of 0-3 on the GPAI with three being the highest score and zero being the lowest score (see
appendix C for TEC-P scale details). The overall number of setting attempts recorded in this
study (N=506) was used to determine the mean ball placement score for all setters (M=2.3). If
the ball placement mean was above 2.3, it was determined that the coach was working with a
higher skilled setter. If the ball placement score from the GPAI TEC-P variable was 2.3 or
below, then it was determined that the coach was working with a lower skilled setter. Thus,
Coach 1 (N=52 ,M=2.4), Coach 2 (N=64 ,M=2.5), Coach 7 (N=56 ,M=2.4), Coach 8 (N=32
,M=2.4 ), and Coach 10 (N=32 ,M=2.6 ) were giving coach feedback to setters whose ball
placement scores were above 2.3 and were thus categorized as higher skilled setters. Coach 3
(N=62 ,M=2.3), Coach 4 (N=52 ,M=2.3), Coach 5 (N=64 ,M=2.2),Coach 6 (N=60 ,M=2.3), and
Coach 9 (N=32 ,M=2.0) were giving feedback to setters whose ball placement skills that were
2.3 or below, and were thus classified as lower skilled setters. In the study, each coach only had
one setter for whom data was collected. If someone other than setter set the ball, that particular
line of data were not included in this study. Because each coach called a different number of
time-outs throughout the course of the two day tournament, the number of time-outs where coach
feedback was given to the higher skilled setters (N=42) and the number of time-outs where coach
feedback was given to the lower skilled setters (N=47) was not equal, even though five setters
were in each category of higher skilled and lower skilled setters.
The design of setter performance evaluation using the GPAI, as seen in the coder guide
took into account the flow of setter movement during a rally in a match. Because coding began
in the volleyball GPAI at the base defensive position, data collection began either when the
setter’s team served the ball or when the setter’s team first established base position after hitting
the ball over the net after receiving the serve. The collection of a complete row of data during a
rally could also be interrupted by a teammate blocking a ball to the floor for a point, or when the
setter dug the ball on the first contact while in her defensive position. Whenever either of these
events occurred, the coder began a new line of data entry, and that particular rally was not
counted in the GPAI as it was incomplete. There was also one of the original 90 time-outs that
could not be counted for this study. This time-out occurred at the conclusion of a match, prior to
the final point, and there were not four post event rallies to tally on the GPAI. This CTOOI data
for this particular time-out was, thus, unusable for the purposes of this research study.
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Statistical Analysis
Using multiple regression analysis, the researcher compared the main categories of coach
feedback: tactical (our team or opponent focused), technical (internal or external focus), and
psychological (encouraging minus discouraging remarks), and looked for the significant (P
0.05) categories of effective coach feedback in relation to GPAI data and the setters’ overall
performance as well as improvement in their decision making and technical skill execution from
four rallies before to four rallies after the time-out. Data from the CTOOI was converted into a
proportion (see third row and fourth rows of appendix B) by dividing the number of the
particular type of coded feedback statements by the volume of feedback statements made during
the time-out. Combined raw data from the CTOOI and the GPAI was then entered into SPSS, the
results of which are discussed in Chapter Four of this research study. (For an example of
combined raw data from CTOOI and GPAI that demonstrates the two instruments being
integrated prior to entry into SPSS, see Appendix E).

Results
The results section included three sets of data that have been collected. First, , coach
time-out feedback to higher skilled setters (N=42) are listed in Tables 1-4, and second, coach
feedback to lower skilled setters (N=47) are listed in Tables 5-8. For each set of data, the
relevant descriptive statistics given were the number of time-outs, correlations, means, and
standard deviations. In addition to the descriptive statistics for each of the setter groups, there
were also analyses run on the effects of the coach time-outs to each setter group. Each multiple
regression was a backward selection where SPSS entered all of the independent (predictor)
variables into the model and the weakest predictor model was then removed and the regression
recalculated. The procedure was repeated until only the useful predictor variables remained in
the model.
When the setters were divided into two distinct groups based on their ball placement
setting skills throughout the rallies tabulated in the study (higher skilled setters, M>2.30, and
lower skilled setters, M≤ 2.30), certain coach feedback strategies did emerge as being
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statistically significant. As presented in Tables 1-4, for the higher skilled setters, coach time-out
feedback that was focused on both technical internal (TECI) and on tactical information
regarding the opponent (TACO) was significant (P= .03) and increased the overall performance
scores of the higher skilled setters. For the lower skilled setters, as presented in Tables 5-8,
coach time-out feedback that was focused on encouraging remarks more than discouraging
remarks, significantly improved (p= .05) the lower skilled setters’ decision-making scores on the
court.
Tables 1-4: Higher Skilled Setters
From Table 1, the means for all of the different types of coach feedback to higher skilled
setters were reported. Since these numbers are proportions, I have reported the total proportion
of coach feedback types given to the higher skilled setters during time-outs. To the higher skilled
setters, the overall proportion of tactical feedback (TACO (.11) + TACU (.34)) was 45%. The
total proportion of technical feedback (TECE (.07) + TECI (.09)) was 16%. The overall
proportion of encouraging remarks (PER (.32)) was 32%, and the overall proportion of
discouraging remarks (PDR .07) was 7%. In Table 1, PERminusPDR (M=.25) represents the
overall positive influence of non tactical or non technical remarks made by the coach. From
Table 1, among coaches of higher skilled setters that the primary type of coach feedback during
time-outs was Tactical-Us (TACU) (M=.34) Regarding tactical feedback, the proportion of
tactical feedback regarding the opponent (TACO, M=.11) was 11% and the proportion of
technical feedback regarding internal focus (TECI, M=.09) was 9%. TACO and TECI combined
for 20% of total coach feedback during the time-outs to higher skilled setters.
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Table 1: Correlations (Higher Skilled Setters)

PTECI

PTACU

(SKD)

Dif (DMD)

(TD)

0.19

0.29

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.08

0.24

0.06

42.00

42.00

42.00

Pearson Correlation

0.15

0.08

0.15

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.33

0.61

0.34

42.00

42.00

42.00

Pearson Correlation

0.27

0.23

0.30

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.09

0.15

0.05

N

42.00

42.00

42.00

Pearson Correlation

-0.07

-0.15

-0.13

0.64

0.34

0.41

N

42.00

42.00

42.00

Pearson Correlation

-0.22

-0.04

-0.18

Sig. (2-tailed)

PERminusPDR

Total Dif

0.27

N
PTACO

Dec. Mak.

Pearson Correlation

N
PTECE

Skill Dif

Standard
Mean

Deviation

0.09

0.12

0.07

0.11

0.11

0.12

0.34

0.21

0.25
PER= .32
PDR= .07

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

0.16

0.79

0.26

42.00

42.00

42.00

0.33

Tables 2-4: Higher Skilled Setters: Total Performance Difference (TD)
Multiple regression analysis was used to test how the different types of coach time-out
feedback predicted higher skilled setters’ total performance difference (TD) scores from before
to after the coach feedback was given during the time-out. From the Model Summary Table
(Table 2), the results of the refined regression model indicate the refined regression model was,
in terms of effectiveness, an inadequate fit as a whole, describing 12% (R2 adj = .12) of the
variance in total performance difference (TD) score. From the ANOVA Table (Table 3),
however, in terms of efficiency, it is reported that from the group of independent variables a
statistically significant model was found that could reliably predict the dependent variable, high
skilled setters total performance difference scores. (F (2,39)= 3.88, p= .03). The proportion of
tactical opponent feedback (TACO) and technical internal feedback (TACI) combined to create
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the statistically significant model. The Coefficient Table (Table 4) displays that, although there
is significance for the model to predict the dependent variable, not a single independent variable
of coach time-out feedback had any statistically significant effects on higher skilled setter total
performance difference (TD) from before to after the time-out. When for higher skilled setters,
setter total performance difference was related to the independent coach feedback variables, the
two independent variables TACO (Beta= 0.29, p=.06) and TECI (Beta = 0.27, p=.07) were the
highest predictors of higher skilled setter total performance difference.

Table 2: Model Summary (Higher Skilled Setters: TD: Total Performance Difference)
Change Statistics

Std.

Model
Full
2
3
Refined

R

Adjusted

Error of

R

R

R

the

Square

F

Square

Square

Estimate

Change

Change

df1

df2

Change

a

0.18

0.07

4.03

0.18

1.62

5.00

36.00

0.18

b

0.18

0.10

3.97

0.00

0.01

1.00

36.00

0.92

c

0.18

0.11

3.94

-0.01

0.33

1.00

37.00

0.57

d

0.17

0.12

3.91

-0.01

0.47

1.00

38.00

0.50

.43
.43

Sig. F

.42
.41

a. Predictors: (Constant), PERminusPDR, PTECE, PTECI, PTACO, PTACU
b. Predictors: (Constant), PERminusPDR, PTECE, PTECI, PTACO
c. Predictors: (Constant), PTECE, PTECI, PTACO
d. Predictors: (Constant), PTECI, PTACO
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Table 3: ANOVA (Higher Skilled Setters: TD: Total Performance Difference)
Sum of
Model

Squares

Full

3

Refined

Mean
df

Square

Regression

131.50

5.00

26.30

Residual

584.12

36.00

16.23

Total

715.62

41.00

Regression

126.10

3.00

42.03

Residual

589.52

38.00

15.51

Total

715.62

41.00

Regression

118.78

2.00

59.39

Residual

596.84

39.00

15.30

Total

715.62

41.00

F

Sig.
1.62

.18a

2.71

.06c

3.88

* .03d

Table 4: Coefficients (Higher Skilled Setters: TD: Total Performance Difference)
Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model
Full

3

Refined

B
(Constant)

Std. Error
-0.75

2.20

PTECI

9.02

5.80

PTECE

3.56

PTACO

Coefficients
Beta

t

Sig.
-0.34

0.74

0.26

1.55

0.13

5.98

0.10

0.60

0.55

8.39

5.41

0.25

1.55

0.13

PTACU

-0.35

3.57

-0.02

-0.10

0.92

PERminusPDR

-1.23

2.20

-0.10

-0.56

0.58

(Constant)

-1.31

0.95

-1.37

0.18

PTECI

9.91

5.23

0.28

1.90

0.07

PTECE

3.87

5.63

0.10

0.69

0.50

PTACO

8.76

5.11

0.26

1.71

0.09

-1.13

0.91

-1.24

0.22

PTECI

9.58

5.17

0.27

1.85

0.07

PTACO

9.65

4.90

0.29

1.97

0.06

(Constant)

Tables 5-8: Lower Skilled Setters
From Table 5, the means for all of the different types of coach feedback to lower skilled
setters are reported. Since these numbers are proportions, I have reported the total proportion of
coach feedback types given to the lower skilled setters during time-outs. To the lower skilled
setters, the overall proportion of tactical feedback (TACO (.09) + TACU (.30)) was 39%. The
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total proportion of technical feedback (TECE (.08) + TECI (.10)) was 18%. The overall
proportion of encouraging remarks (PER (.30)) was 30%, and the overall proportion of
discouraging remarks (PDR .10) was 10%. In Table 21, PERminusPDR (M=.20) represents the
overall positive influence of non tactical or non technical remarks made by the coach. From
Table 5, among the coaches of lower skilled setters, the primary type of coach feedback during
time-outs was Tactical-Us (TACU) (M=.30), and Encouraging Remarks (M=.30). The
proportion of encouraging remarks minus the proportion of discouraging remarks to lower
skilled setters was .20. The ratio of encouraging remarks to discouraging remarks was 3:1, for
the coach feedback during the time-outs for lower skilled setters.
Table 5: Correlations (a) (Lower Skilled Setters)

PTECI

Pearson Correlation

Dif (DMD)

(TD)

0.79

0.86

0.94

N

47.00

47.00

47.00

Pearson Correlation

-0.08

-0.23

-0.18

0.61

0.13

0.24

47.00

47.00

47.00

Pearson Correlation

0.05

-0.11

-0.03

Sig. (2-tailed)

0.72

0.45

0.86

N

47.00

47.00

47.00

Pearson Correlation

-0.09

-0.04

-0.08

0.54

0.79

0.59

47.00

47.00

47.00

0.01

0.28

0.16

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
PERminusPDR

(SKD)

-0.01

N

PTACU

Total Dif

0.03

Sig. (2-tailed)
PTACO

Dec. Mak.

-0.04

Sig. (2-tailed)
PTECE

Skill Dif

Pearson Correlation

Standard
Mean
0.10

0.16

0.08

0.10

0.09

0.14

0.30

0.21

0.20

0.26

PER = .30
PDR = .10
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

0.93

0.05

0.27

47.00

47.00

47.00

Deviation
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Tables 6-8: Lower Skilled Setters: Decision Making Difference (DMD)
Multiple regression analysis was used to test how the different types of coach time-out
feedback predicted lower skilled setters’ decision-making difference (DMD) scores from before
to after the coach feedback was given during the time-out. From the Model Summary Table
(Table 6), the results of the refined regression model indicate the refined regression model was,
in terms of effectiveness, an inadequate fit as a whole, describing 6% (R2 adj = .06) of the
variance in decision-making difference (DMD) score. From the ANOVA Table (Table 7),
however, in terms of efficiency, it is reported that from the group of independent variables a
statistically significant model was found that could reliably predict the dependent variable, lower
skilled setters’decision-making difference scores. (F (1,45)= 3.92, p= .05). The proportion of
encouraging remarks minus the proportion of discouraging remarks (PERminusPDR) was the
only predictor in the statistically significant model. The Coefficient Table (Table 8) displays that
the independent variable of encouraging remarks minus the proportion of discouraging remarks
(PERminusPDR) has statistically significant (Beta = 0.28, p= .05) effects on lower skilled
setters’ decision-making difference (DMD) from before to after the time-out. It should also be
noted that all of the other independent variables in the full model have a Beta that is negative
(PTECI= -.06, PTACU= -.10, PTECE= -.18, & PTACO= -.20).

Table 6: Model Summary (Lower Skilled Setters: DMDL: Decision Making)
Change Statistics

Std.
Adjusted
Model

R

R

Error of

R

R

the

Square

F

Square

Square

Estimate

Change

Change

Sig. F
df1

df2

Change

.37a

0.14

0.03

2.95

0.14

1.28

5.00

41.00

0.29

2

.37

b

0.13

0.05

2.91

0.00

0.11

1.00

41.00

0.74

3

.36c

0.13

0.07

2.89

-0.01

0.30

1.00

42.00

0.58

4

d

0.10

0.06

2.90

-0.02

1.22

1.00

43.00

0.28

e

0.08

0.06

2.90

-0.02

1.07

1.00

44.00

0.31

Full

Refined

.32

.28

a. Predictors: (Constant), PERminusPDR, PTECI, PTACO, PTECE, PTACU
b. Predictors: (Constant), PERminusPDR, PTACO, PTECE, PTACU
c. Predictors: (Constant), PERminusPDR, PTACO, PTECE
d. Predictors: (Constant), PERminusPDR, PTECE
e. Predictors: (Constant), PERminusPDR
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Table 7: ANOVA (Lower Skilled Setters: DMD: Decision Making)
Sum of
Model
Full

4

Refined

Squares
Regression

Mean
df

Square

55.69

5.00

11.14

Residual

355.63

41.00

8.67

Total

411.32

46.00

41.96

2.00

20.98

Residual

369.36

44.00

8.39

Total

411.32

46.00

32.95

1.00

32.95

Residual

378.37

45.00

8.41

Total

411.32

46.00

Regression

Regression

F

Sig.
1.28

.29a

2.50

.09d

3.92

* .05e

Table 8: Coefficients (Lower Skilled Setters: DMD: Decision Making)
Standardized
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model
Full

2

3

4

B
(Constant)

1.25

1.31

PTECI

-1.04

3.11

PTECE

-5.59

PTACO
PTACU

Beta

T

Sig.
0.95

0.35

-0.06

-0.33

0.74

4.78

-0.18

-1.17

0.25

-4.36

3.55

-0.20

-1.23

0.23

-1.48

2.34

-0.10

-0.63

0.53

PERminusPDR

2.86

1.78

0.25

1.60

0.12

(Constant)

1.02

1.10

0.93

0.36

PTECE

-5.60

4.73

-0.18

-1.18

0.24

PTACO

-3.94

3.28

-0.18

-1.20

0.24

PTACU

-1.16

2.11

-0.08

-0.55

0.58

PERminusPDR

2.82

1.76

0.24

1.60

0.12

(Constant)

0.60

0.79

0.76

0.45

PTECE

-5.39

4.67

-0.17

-1.15

0.25

PTACO

-3.47

3.15

-0.16

-1.10

0.28

PERminusPDR

2.86

1.74

0.25

1.64

0.11

(Constant)

0.25

0.72

0.34

0.73

-4.82

4.66

-0.16

-1.04

0.31

2.75

1.75

0.24

1.57

0.12

-0.25

0.54

-0.47

0.64

3.30

1.66

1.98

*0.05

PTECE
PERminusPDR
Refined

Std. Error

Coefficients

(Constant)
PERminusPDR

* significant= PERminusPDR

0.28
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Discussion
To summarize the purpose of this research study, the intent was to determine the type of
coach feedback (or combination of coach feedback types) that was most effective during a timeout in volleyball to positively affect the setter’s performance as measured by the game
performance assessment instrument (GPAI) in a volleyball match. When considering all of the
coach feedback independent variables: 1) technical feedback with an internal focus (TECI), 2)
technical feedback with an external focus (TECE), 3) tactical feedback with an internal focus
(“us”-our team) (TACU), 4) tactical feedback with an external focus (our opponent) (TACO), or
5) the proportion of encouraging remarks more than discouraging remarks (PERminusPDR).
The R2 scores were low for both of the multiple regression models that showed
significant statistical results as far as coach feedback influencing setter performance is
concerned. The issue raised here is related to the debate between the effectiveness and efficiency
of the model to predict the performance of the setter. For higher skilled setters, the TACO/TECI
model (see Tables 2-4) is efficient (F (2,39)= 3.88, p= .03), but not effective (R2 adj = .12) in
predicting the overall variance in higher skilled setter overall performance. TACO (Beta= 0.29,
p= .06) and TECI (Beta = 0.27, p= .07), though not statistically significant on their own, also
demonstrate through the Beta standardized coefficient an efficient demonstration of increased
overall performance by ten percent (1/3 of a standard deviation) for the higher skilled setter in
overall performance when the TACO/TECI coach time-out feedback model is followed.
However, with a model that does not predict the entire variance in higher skilled setter
performance (R2 adj= .12), other aspects of setter performance will need to be added to the
model where (R2 adj > .50). Similarly, for lower skilled setters, the PERminusPDR model
showed statistical significance (F (1,45)= 3.92, p= .05) when predicting setter decision making
scores (see Tables 6-8), and with a standardized coefficient (Beta = 0.28, p= .05) also near .28,
an improvement in lower skilled setters’ decision making can be expected when coach feedback
during time-outs is more encouraging than discouraging. Once again, however, with the
PERminusPDR model having such a low ability to predict the variance in lower skilled setters’
decision making (R2 adj = .06), in future research, other independent variables will need to be
identified that can contribute to improving performance. These variables can, of course, occur in
contexts other than during the giving of feedback by the coach during a time-out.
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With regard to how the models that were statistically significant (PTACO/PTECI) for the
higher skilled setters and (PERminusPDR) for the lower skilled setters, it is appropriate to
consider how these results line up with the literature reviewed in this study. For the higher
skilled setters, Hopper’s (2002) summation that, “skill progression implies a back and forth
marriage with tactical awareness, where skill performance is realized” (p. 46), is clearly evident
in the PTACO/PTECI model. In the model, the tactical (TACO) and technical (PTECI) models
are significant together (p= .03), and not significant apart (p= .06, p=.07). The TGFU theories
that emphasize the interweaving of tactical and technical instruction are supported by these
findings. Chow et al. (2007), in their description of a non-linear pedagogy that “allows game
players to become better at detecting key information variables that specify certain movements
from a myriad of noncritical variables” (p. 260), was creating a theoretical link between the
tactical focus on the opponent and the freedom it gives the athlete to internally anticipate her
own movements and the information-movement couplings as elaborated upon by Newell (1994).
The studies pertaining to the effect of eye movement on volleyball skill (Piras et al., 2010) and
focusing on relevant cues through selective attention processes (Castaneda & Gray, 2007) also
contributed to the interactive contribution that a tactical focus on an opponent can have with
technical motor skills.
The next point of the study is to state that although the tactical opponent/technical
internal feedback has significant value with higher skilled setters, the TACO/TECI model did not
successfully predict performance improvement for the lower skilled setters. This is where the
literature dealing with the independent variable PERminusPDR can help to understand the results
regarding the significance of the PERminusPDR variable. As the literature review indicated,
there are different task constraints that have their impact on motor performance. Although
technical and tactical coaching feedback can minimize task constraints in a competitive situation,
there are other constraints that can negatively influence lower skilled setters. While reviewing
Newell’s (1986) constraints-led approach to motor skill acquisition, the environmental
constraints such as negative coaching coupled with performer constraints such as feelings of
inadequacy and perceived lack of competence contribute to the coaches’ inability to help their
setters with technical or tactical feedback alone. As Jokela (1999) demonstrated, coaches need to
be aware of athletes’ needs for affirmation, particularly if they perceive that the opponent is
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“better” than they are. This study has demonstrated that modifications of coach feedback
strategies should be made when working with lower skilled setters in a competitive environment.
At the same time, this study has also demonstrated that the more in-tune the setter is to tactical
cues when she is performing at a higher level, the greater her overall performance is going to be.
In developing a coaching feedback strategy that is efficient and effective, Newell’s
(1991) classification of the athlete as being at one of three stages of learning, the coordination
stage, the control stage, or the skill stage, is important to remember. It is important to be aware of
the stage of learning that the athlete is in and to understand the type of constraints that are most
detrimental or beneficial to the learner at any given point in time. Coach feedback to volleyball
setters during time-outs in a competitive match should take into account when a performance is
not going well and should be modified as demonstrated by the PERminusPDR model to be more
encouraging and less technical or tactical at that point in time when performance is subpar. In
the game, a coach becoming frustrated over the disparity in skill between his/her own players
and the opponents and expressing that verbally to one’s players has a negative effect. In the same
instance, the infusion of tactical strategies or technical detail is just as detrimental, if not more
so, as evidenced by the lower skilled setters’ decision making model where all technical and
tactical independent variables in the full model (Table 28-30) had a Beta that was negative
(PTECI= -.06, PTACU= -.10, PTECE= -.18, & PTACO= -.20).
Conclusions
Conclusions from this study reveal that coach feedback during time-outs that focus
tactically on the opponent and technically on internally controlled movements can positively
improve (F (2,39)= 3.88, p= .03) overall setter performance from before to after the time-out.
The proportion of tactical opponent feedback (TACO) and technical internal feedback (TACI)
combined to create the statistically significant model. When feedback is solely tactical regarding
the opponent TACO (Beta= 0.29, p= .06) or solely technical internal TECI (Beta = 0.27, p=
.07), the feedback message is not as affective on the performance of the setter. For the lower
skilled setter, most, if not all feedback, should be directed towards encouragement (F (1,45)=
3.92, p= .05) and a lessening of technical or tactical advice that is most likely have a negative
result. All of the other independent variables in the full model for the lower skilled setters
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decision making after the time-out have a Beta that is negative (PTECI= -.06, PTACU= -.10,
PTECE= -.18, & PTACO= -.20), while PERminusPDR (Beta= .28) remained positive. Although
R2 for each statistically significant model was relatively low (for higher skilled setters:
PTACO/PTECI=.12, and for lower skilled setters: PERminusPDR=.06), the lack of the
effectiveness of the model to predict overall performance of the setter should not discount the
evidence of a statistically significant and efficient model for both higher skilled and lower skilled
setters. Analysis of the standardized coefficients (Beta values) of these statistically significant
variables in their refined models for higher skilled and lower skilled setters reveals that these
Beta values, (TACO=.29, TECI=.27) for higher skilled setters and PERminusPDR=.28 for lower
skilled setters, can predictably increase setter overall performance (higher skilled) and decision
making (lower skilled) by nearly .30 standard deviations. In this study, data on coach time-outs
revealed that for the higher skilled setters, coaches spend only 20% of their time outs giving
feedback in the area of most significance (coaches of higher skilled setters TACO/TECI time=
20%). Thus, coaches of higher skilled setters should focus time-out feedback away from TACU
where (TACO (.11) + TACU (.34)) time is 45% of the coach time-out. A decrease in TACU will
occur if more tactical time is consciously focused on the opponent (TACO). Because the total
proportion of technical feedback time given to higher skilled setters, (TECE (.07) + TECI (.09))
was 16%, coaches of higher skilled setters could also make a conscious effort to reduce technical
external feedback and make the feedback more related to internal body movement.
For the coaches of lower skilled setters, coach feedback should be geared more towards
encouraging remarks. In this study, the overall proportion of tactical feedback (TACO (.09) +
TACU (.30)) was 39% and the total proportion of technical feedback (TECE (.08) + TECI (.10))
was 18%. Encouraging remarks were made 30% of the time and discouraging remarks were
made 10% of the time. Coaches should take from the other 70% of feedback they are giving and
allow more time to offer encouragement. More encouraging feedback could be given by
decreasing the amount of technical and tactical feedback, and limiting the number of
discouraging remarks made to the setter. The time to teach technical and tactical skill to a lower
skilled setter is in practice, and not during a game.
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Recommendations
From a practical standpoint as a coaching recommendation, as Blomqvist et al. (2005)
has reported, the practice environment is the place to work with an athlete who is behind other
more advanced players in terms of skill development and tactical awareness. The teaching of
tactical skills in the practice setting allows skill execution and self-confidence to improve
(Fenoglio, 2003). It is thus recommended to fully implement a coach feedback strategy in
practice and in games that embraces a TACO/TECI coach feedback model that will deploy
game-like tactical concepts into as many technical drills as possible in practice. In games,
however, when the setter is under-performing or if the setter is still not proficient in skills, a
feedback strategy that maintains encouragement is most important.
From this researcher’s standpoint it is recommended that there be further studies to add
predictor variables to the model that attempts to predict setter performance in volleyball. The R2
for coach feedback was .12 in the PTACO/PTECI model, and that simply does not account for
enough of the variance that is seen in overall performance for higher skilled setters in
competitive volleyball. Implementing the PTACO/PTECI model in time-outs will not alone
predict successful performance. Nevertheless, the PTACO/PTECI model (p= .03) is an
encouraging beginning to the creation of such a model. It lends strong support to the TGFU
coaching framework and focuses on the minimizing of task constraints through the prioritization
of tactical goals in practice with the beneficial consequence of improving motor performance in
the process. Future directions along these lines will be to explore and test other predictors that
could contribute to potential models (in-season resistance training protocols, player attitude
assessment, nutrition, rest, muscular endurance, etc…) that could assist in the task of improving
coaching practice and predicting the improved performance of players.
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Appendix A: Coach Time‐Out Observation Instrument (CTOOI) Categories

Coach time-out feedback statements are classified into one of the following categories.
Variable Categories

Definition

Example

Rules

technical feedback with

coach gives the player

“You need to try to bend your

the statement must include

internal focus of attention.

corrective information about

knees.” “Get your feet to the

information about skill

(TECI)

skill performance and makes

line.” “lift your arms during

corrections or improvement,

reference to bodily movement

your approach jump to give

and be stated in a

as the focus of the corrective

yourself more lift.”

nonthreatening manner.

information.
technical feedback with

the coach gives the player

“you need to put more

the statement must include

external focus of attention.

corrective information about

topspin on the ball.”

information about skill

(TECE)

skill performance and makes

corrections in reference to the

reference to the external

“make the ball dance on your

ball, and be stated in a

object (the ball) as the focus

float serve.”

nonthreatening manner.

of the feedback information
the player should attend to.
tactical feedback- referring to

the coach gives direction

“If we can play tough

Statements are made about

opponent. (TACO)

about future strategic options

defense, they will start to

tactics or strategies and

or the Coach makes a

make errors.”

places a value on certain

comment about some

“we want to serve to their

actions that will cause

decision the players have just

hitters who aren’t passing

opponent to make their own

made. The reference is to the

very well.”

tactical adjustments or else

opponent. This category

“they are hitting down the

perform at a lower level.

includes consequence

line in this rotation, so we

statements.

need to move our block out.”

tactical feedback- referring to

the coach gives direction

“we’re going to play the

Statements are made about

our team, us. (TACU)

about future strategic options

green defense.”

tactics or strategies, rather

or the Coach makes a

than skill performance. There

comment about some

“I told you not to commit

needs to be a reference to

decision the players have just

block, stay down.”

player decisions.

Coach makes positive

“Good job, Beth, way to go.”

: Statements are general in

reference to players with the

“That’s it girls, top stuff.”

nature. Do not refer to skill

made. The reference is to our
own team (us).
Encouraging Remarks (ER)

purposes of rewarding,

execution.

increasing confidence, or self
esteem.
Discouraging Remarks (DR)

Coach makes negative

“That was rubbish.” “What

Statements are general and do

reference to players that

do you think you’re doing?

not include specific reference

might reduce confidence.

How can you play like that?”

to specific skill performance.
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Appendix B: Sample of a Transcribed and Coded Coach Time‐Out using the CTOOI.
RECORDINGMD46: They are hitting line over there so in defense, Jane3, you and Jane4
both, lets go more towards the line.(TACO) If they set a four, you just go all the way to the
line. (TACO) Stay about the same depth you are. Don’t go too deep.(TACU) Lets get our
right foot closer to the center line (TECI) and lets be facing the target when we are
there.(TECI) Ok. Ok. Otherwise, offensively, lets stay aggressive! Lets stay
aggressive.(TACU) keep believing in each other, and lets keep working like we were.(ER)
Ok. Lets do it right now! You are doing good. Lets just work. (ER)

TECI

TECE

TACO

TACU

ER

DR

2

0

2

2

2

0

TO #

VOL

PTECI

PTECE

PTACO

PTACU

PER

PDR

79

8

.250

.000

.250

.250

.250

.000
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Appendix C: The Game Performance Assessment Instrument (GPAI) Coder Guide
The GPAI will measure Game Performance by the Setter:
Coding/Scoring
The setter can earn up to 12 points for each rally:
6 tactical decision making points and 6 technical skill points.
The first three points coded are tactical points:
0-1 point= Tactical= In Base Defensive Position. No or yes. (TAC:B)
0-1 point= Tactical= Release to Defensive Position No or yes. (TAC:R)
0-1 point= Tactical= Arrive on time to target area. No or yes. (TAC:C).
The next six points coded are technical skill points: (TEC:F) and (TEC:P).
0-3 points= Technical Execution: Form (TEC:F)
1 point= Proper Body Alignment (ball on forehead, shoulders facing target)
1 point= Joint Flexion at elbows and knees.
1 point= Extension (follow through)
0-3 points= Technical Execution: Ball Placement (TEC:P)
0 points= setter ball handling error
1 points= 1 hitter option (hitter has to hit free/down ball over net),
2 points= 2 hitter options (hitter lost an area of court to hit to, but can attack ball),
3 points= 3 hitter options (hitter could, tip, roll, or hit to all areas of the court).
The last three points coded are tactical decision making points (2 TAC:D and 1 TAC:V):
0-2 points= Tactical= Setting Decision (TAC:D) (to which hitter did she set)
0 points (poor decision: hitter was not at attack line ready to approach and hit).
1 point (decent decision: double block was formed against hitter.)
2 points (excellent decision, single block or no block was formed against hitter.)
0-1 point= Tactical= (TAC:V) Coverage of Hitter: Did setter cover? No or yes.
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Appendix D: GPAI Tally Spreadsheet
Each line on the GPAI tabulated tally spreadsheet represents the sum score of four rallies either
prior to (line 37) or after the time-out (line 38).
In the example below from the GPAI data collected during match game 12.1, line 37 represents
the sum of the data collected from the four rallies immediately prior to the time-out. Line 38
represents the four rallies immediately after the time-out (time-out #23.) Also on line 38, the
total difference, skill difference, and tactical decision making score differences are calculated on
the setters technical and tactical performances from before to after the time-out. The time-out
number represents the CTOOI coded time-out data recorded separately using the digital audio
recorders.
1

Match/gm

Coach

37

12.1

10

38

12.1 TO#1

10

TO#

23

B

R

C

F

P

D

V

TOT

TEC

TAC

Tot

TEC

TAC

Tot

Tot

Diff

Diff

Diff

2

3

-1

4

4

4

9

11

8

0

40

20

20

4

4

4

12

11

7

0

42

23

19

GPAI Legend as listed on GPAI Tally Spreadsheet
Match/gm: Match and Game Number
Coach #: The number assigned to the coach
TO #= Time-Out Number on CTOOI
Setter Performance Measures:
B= Base Position (Tactical TAC:B)
R= Released to defensive position (Tactical TAC:R)
C= Got to setting position (Tactical TAC:C)
F= Technical Form (TEC:F)
P= Ball Placement/Location (TEC:P)
D= Decision on who was set (TAC:D)
V= Covered the Hitter (TAC:V)
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Appendiix E: Examp
ple of Combiined Raw Daata from CT
TOOI and GP
PAI.

In this
t step of the
t data colleection process, CTOOI ddata are alignned with GP
PAI data.
All Coacch Feedback Variables arre listed as proportions
p
oof the coach feedback tyype given durring
the time--out.. Thus: PTECI,
P
PTE
ECE, PTACO
O, PTACU, P
PER, and PD
DR. VOL reppresents the total
number of
o feedback statements made
m
during the time-outt.
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Abstract
The purpose of this qualitative study was to explore the meaningful experiences of chief
diversity officers in their effort to enhance admission of minority students in their respective
universities. The six participants in the study who were engaged in building and overseeing
diversity infrastructure in their campuses were individually interviewed and audio-recorded. The
audio-recordings were then transcribed verbatim to facilitate the analysis of the data. Analysis
involved uncovering a thematic structure that was relevant to the participants’ experiences in
enhancing admission of underrepresented students during the era when universities were
cautious of using affirmative action admission policies, especially the use of race as a factor of
admission. Analysis revealed some similar as well as divergent views about the changes that
have occurred in admission such as avoiding the use of affirmative action term, use of
universities resources to prepare underrepresented students for higher education at middle and
high school level, wording differently admission policies, changing some of the guarantees, and
ensuring that the term race was not used in the policies.

Introduction and Literature Review
The purpose of this study was to explore meaningful experiences of six chief diversity
officers (CDO) in enhancing admission of underrepresented students during the era when
universities were cautious of using affirmative action admission policies, especially in using race
as a factor in admission. To enhance admission of underrepresented students, and enhance
diversity, higher education institutions established CDO position and were required to mainly
“focus on educational benefits of diversity flowing from the University of Michigan Supreme
Court admission decisions in 2003” (Williams & Wade-Golden, 2007, p. 2). Other driving forces
for diversity included changing characteristics of the universities population, an economy that
depended on a diverse knowledge base, educational advantages derived from a diverse student
body, unending inequalities in the society, and the business world’s demand for graduates who
can compete globally. The CDOs, unlike their predecessors, had a centralized role in ensuring
that diversity was engrained into the campus life and strived to establish an inclusive
environment that was beneficial to everyone (Williams & Wade-Golden). William and WadeGolden noted that if CDOs are to enhance a diverse student body, then they “must oversee and
align all of the diversity capabilities of the institution – affirmative action and equity,
multiculturalism, and diversity and learning” (p. 8).
Williams (2006) stressed that diversity concerns must be incorporated in the central
governance of an institution in order to influence policy and leadership changes. Williams, the
Vice Provost of multicultural and international affairs at the University of Connecticut, discussed
the progress made by the university in becoming one of the leading institutes in retention and
graduation of minority students. These successes were mainly attributed to the establishment of

a high ranking CDO position that enabled integrating diversity within campus programs and
financial systems, rewarded personnel involved in the diversity efforts, and held the officers
accountable in their undertakings (Williams).
Despite the evidence of advancing diversity efforts in higher education, a 2007 annual status
report stated that Africa-American and Hispanic students still lagged behind their White
counterparts in terms of the percentage of enrollment of 18-24 year old high school graduates in
higher education, even though there was evidence of a high percentage increase of enrollment of
minority students (Cook & Córdova, 2007). To address the concern, universities have
implemented affirmative action policies in admission initiatives (Bowen & Bok, 1998) but with
legal ramifications. The higher education institutions can evidence affirmative action legal
challenges in different cases such as Hopwood v. State of Texas in 1996, University of Michigan
case Grutter V. Bollinger in 2003 with the court upholding the use of affirmative action policies
in restricted ways. Additionally, as recent as this year 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court accepted to
review the race-conscious admission policies in Fisher v. University of Texas case (Garces,
2012).
Even though universities are facing challenges in implementing affirmative action in
admission, many higher education leaders remain focused on diversifying higher education
(Hebel, 2000; O’Neil, 2008). More than 70 institutions of higher learning emulated the corporate
world and engaged chief diversity officers to support the process of diversifying the student
population (Mellott, 2006). According to history, higher education was the first to apply diversity
rationale for affirmative action decades before the corporate world, but the corporate world was
the impetus in establishing the CDOs’ administrative position (Mellot). In higher education, the
CDOs were involved in diversifying the student body, staff, and faculty by integrating diversity

programs across the universities’ departments (Sylvester, 2008). According to Sylvester, higher
education leaders emphasized the need to appoint CDOs to develop a curriculum and cocurriculum content that prepared students to value, interact, and lead a diverse workforce. In
addition, the CDOs were to be engaged in recruitment and retention of diverse students, staff,
and faculty, in order to build an inclusive environment in their universities (Sylvester).
Method
Use of qualitative methodology was appropriate for this study in order to explore and
understand how CDOs were addressing the problem of underrepresented students’ admissions in
higher education. The study gathered information about the CDOs’ experiences as diversity
officers in the period when banning affirmative action legislation was eminent in some states and
when affirmative action litigation against universities had become an issue in higher education.
Consequently, collecting data required sampling the participants by intentionally
selecting a few participants who would articulate their experiences through extensive and
extended engagement. This study used purposeful sampling or criterion-based selection of
participants who had experienced the phenomenon (Creswell, 2007; Maxwell, 1996). Six chief
diversity officers who worked in large public universities were individually interviewed. The
participants were from different universities located in different geographical regions of United
States of America, namely the Northwest, Eastern, Western, Central, and Southern states. The
CDOs selected were homogenous in terms of holding high ranked administrative positions,
involved in policy decision making, members of National Association of Diversity Officers in
Higher Education( NADOHE), and all belonged to minority groups. In spite of being
homogeneous, the participants had differences based on their gender, age, the period they held

the CDO positions, the states their institutions were located, and their professional and
educational backgrounds prior to holding the administrative positions.
The research questions asked during the interview were open-ended and had no imposed
time limit. The interviews were audio-recorded and involved interviewing the chief diversity
officers with five general questions, but more sub-questions emerged based on the responses
received from each participant (Creswell, 2007). The approximate length of the interview ranged
from fifty minutes to two hours based on how the interview progressed. The following openended questions were included in the interviews: (1) What is your experience as a CDO in
enhancing admission of minority students? (2) How do you define post-affirmative action era?
(3) What is your experience in enhancing admission of minority students in the post-affirmative
action era? (4) How has the post-affirmative action era affected what you do and what you don’t
do in admission decisions regarding minority students in the post-affirmative era? (5) What is
difficult or easy about your position in the post-affirmative era? (6) How do you perceive the
future of diversity efforts in the institution you serve?
To avoid researcher predisposition in data analysis, it was important to understand the
researcher’s inherent reflexivity because of being an underrepresented student. The researcher’s
reflexivity projected the truthfulness of the study and served as an added asset to the study.
Phenomenological interviews elicited detailed descriptions of the experiences of the
phenomenon, hence necessitating a lengthy and unstructured interview with each participant
(Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2003). Finally, the interview data were transcribed verbatim, without
grammatical correction or editing to ensure the authenticity of the participants’ narrated stories
was maintained.

Data Analysis
In analyzing data, the researcher followed the procedure that included coding experiential
knowledge, significant statements, meaning units, textural and structural descriptions, and the
composite description of all the participants. The researcher read the transcripts of each interview
several times in order to understand the information, recognized phrases or sentences linked to
the experience, and drew meanings and put together common information obtained from the
transcripts by coding into categories that developed into themes in the textural, structural, and
textural/structural descriptions. The researcher used different colored highlighters to code all
statements that had similar meanings or were unique to provide a more in-depth and thorough
description of the phenomenon under study in the composite textural and structural descriptions.
Finally, the participants validated their findings and their comments were included in the
concluding description (Creswell, 2007; Moustakas, 1994). Analysis of the description of the
meanings and essence of their experiences revealed some related as well as different perceptions
and themes.
Results
The findings of the study revealed some similar as well as divergent views from Chief
Diversity Officers (CDO), the participants in the study. Some of the changes that have occurred
in admission policies included avoiding the use of affirmative action term, use of universities
resources to prepare underrepresented students for higher education at middle and high school
level, wording differently admission policies by ensuring that the term race was not used in the
policies and changing some of the guarantees.

Changes in Admission Policies
Avoiding the Use of Affirmative Action in Admission Policies
All participants discussed changes that have occurred in admission of minority students
in the universities. One university had stopped using the affirmative action term, hence changing
admission policies wording to eliminate the negative impression related to the term. The
university’s concern is contrary to the University of Michigan affirmative action court ruling in
2003 of Grutter v. Bollinger case. The Supreme Court ruling upheld and expanded the rationale
for diversity-based affirmative action in higher education. The rationale emphasized the benefits
derived by society from racially diverse institutions of higher education and embraced the
narrowly tailored policies that produced educational benefits (Graces, 2012).
Even though one participant was a proponent to the use of affirmative action in
admission, he was concerned about the changes and pointed out, “well for the chief diversity
officer, that is just a term and our work has been going on despite that term.” He maintained his
stance of being affirmative even though there were stumbling blocks linked to the misuse of the
affirmative action term caused by the court cases rulings against the use of affirmative action
admission policies. He explained that the court case rulings had categorically stated that race
alone could not be used as a factor for admission but it was one of the factors to be considered in
admission. He stated:
Now I think your question is directed at that, what affirmative road have we taken
because it is true that some of the affirmative roads have been closed and some of the
Court cases roughly says that race alone cannot be a factor in admissions. But it can be
one of the factors and so in light of that we haven’t changed any goals because of
affirmative action.
The CDOs were apprehensive of facing lawsuits against use of affirmative action in
admission policies. Because they knew what they were doing was right and understood the
importance of the diversity in higher education, they maintained their beliefs of enhancing

diversity even though they noted that other institutional leaders may have changed their thinking
because of fear. One participant strongly stated, “Perhaps the director of admissions, some of
their thoughts perhaps have changed a little bit the chief diversity officers, they, the threat of
lawsuits it just has not overly affected us in terms of our thinking.”
Use of Universities Resources to Prepare Underrepresented Student in Schools
Use of innovative race-neutral strategies, an approach used by the University of
California, was one way that counteracted decline of enrollment of minority students caused by
the ban of race-conscious affirmative action policies. The new race-neutral strategies ranged
from “admission-based” to “development-based” approaches (Wang, 2008, p.163). Wang
claimed that admission-based approaches dealt with evaluating students based on factors apart
from academic performance, such as aptitude in a specific field, leadership skills, and
socioeconomic status. Alternatively, the development-based approaches aimed at outreach to K12 schools. The approach focused on “…academic advising, accelerated academic programs,
college entrance exam preparation, financial aid workshops, and arranging student visits…” (p.
163).
One initiative that aligned with the development-based approach was discussed by one
CDO. The CDO discussed how institutions of higher education helped in outreach by using
resources to prepare minority students at middle and high school level for higher education. The
participant stated, “…we might meet some of these goals … into encouraging students to get
ready before they come to college….” The participant observed, “So it has changed the nature of
the landscape but it has not changed the intent.” In his effort to support minority students in
academic performance before enrollment, the participant explained:
We have shifted our directions on how we might meet some of these goals and so
some of our resources might very well have gone into getting students into

encouraging students to get ready before they come to college so their scores can
kind of compare to some other scores.
Changes in Wording Admission Policies
The CDOs’ efforts were aimed at achieving success in the structural change of the
campus by first envisioning the future of diversity and also in guiding the design, execution,
evaluation, and advancement of significant events over time (Williams & Wade Golden, 2006).
One way they guided events was having changes in the wording of admission policies. One CDO
observed that the post-affirmative action era has consequently made top ranked administrators
initiate changes in the institutional operations to circumvent legal entanglements. In regard to
concern of law suit one participant asserted that:
Well, we know we are doing the right thing and that right is eventually going to prevail.
So in light of that, our thoughts pre any lawsuits and post any lawsuits are another thing,
remain unchanged. But it is true that some of our actions, because had changed as a
result of the lawsuits and coming down from the top of our, you know, top administrators
in our wanting to protect them.
One participant worked towards adhering to the law and mentioned some specifics in the
operational changes that have occurred during the post-affirmative action era. Some of the
changes he mentioned involved the wording of admission policies, changes in the some of
guarantees, and ensuring there is no race entitlement programs in admission policies in order to
adhere to the legislation policies. On the same line, he observed: “…our policies are pretty much
aligned with the legislation that had passed so whatever, you know, the legislation says do not do
then we do not do and those are a few of the things that we do not do.” Additionally, one
participant noted that some universities changed the language in scholarships and used the term
“preferred,” and made sure there were no race-entitlement programs.
Implications
The participants expressed their focus on enhancing access to higher education to all
underrepresented groups without considering the race factor alone. According to some

participants, the issue of race was not a concern some years ago, but the Michigan cases that
ruled against affirmative action policies led to universities being more cautious in the use of the
race term. Even if they defended the institutions’ diversity interests, their work was made more
challenging after the Michigan rulings. Despite the challenges, many institutions selected more
innovative admission initiatives with support from both the university and community.
Because of the court cases against the use of affirmative action in admissions, some
participants pointed out that they had not changed their diversity goals, but had changed their
ways of recruiting. Universities were giving resources to high school students in order to support
minority students to improve their scores in order to compete well with other students.
Maulveaux (2006) advocated for funding for minority students in high school, especially for
inner-high schools, to improve their academic standing and shrink the admissions gap. Wang
(2008) noted that supporting students to be better prepared for high school was a race-neutral
initiative that was part of the development-based approach.
One participant noted that other leaders may have changed their minds in enhancing
admission of minority students for fear of facing lawsuits, but he had not. He underscored the
need to enhance admission of underrepresented students by executing some operational changes.
The changes included differently wording of the admission policies, changing some of the
guarantees, and ensuring that race was not used in the policies.
The changes that occurred during the post-affirmative action era led to educating
admission officers about considering race as one of the factors in awarding scholarships. This is
because many colleges did not use race in scholarships, which implied wrong application of the
legal mandates. In one university, the CDO noted that race was not used in admission because
there was evidence of increased admission of minority students at his university. Notably, this

participant was from a state that had already abolished affirmative action legislation. He
believed that access to higher education had increased tremendously and that is why he viewed
the researcher’s focus on race as narrow.
Most of the participants explained that universities have become more cautious in their
admission policies, especially in the provision of scholarships. In addition, they underscored that
using race and ethnicity as two of the factors to be considered in scholarship awards was legal,
although one participant stressed that the point system should not be used in admission. They
noted that strategic plans for admissions targeted minority groups based on race, low social
economic status, and scholarships must be for all underserved students.
One U.S. Department of Education report (2004) stated that one reason why minority
students were unable to access higher education was because families were not receiving
information about college opportunities. The participants noted that their universities were
engaged in providing information to prospective students and their families to prepare for
successful completion of higher education. The information given by the universities prior to
admission included admission requirements, courses required, and advanced placement courses
that could help them prepare for university education.
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Abstract
A review of the literature reveals broadness in the conceptual and operational definition of the
construct, Distributed Leadership (DL) (refer to discussions by Spillane, Gronn, Harris, Bennett,
and Leithwood), making it elusive. The elusive nature of DL is due in part to the term

‘leadership’ which is contested among educational theorists; while the other, is due to the lack of
attempts at trying to unpack and measure this construct. The purpose of this study is to unpack

and discuss key dimensions of the construct of DL based on a nation‐wide survey of school
leadership in Singapore. Special care was taken in critically determining these dimensions and

not areas or aspects where DL may be applied. In other words, we are more interested in the

essence of DL rather than categories of distributed leadership practices, which most leadership
researchers employ. This study is especially timely in view of the rising trend in school‐based

curriculum development and innovation towards growing expansion of student learning

outcomes beyond the academic subjects such as the 21st century skills. The growing importance

of school‐based development and innovation calls for leadership practices that not only improve

classroom teaching and learning, but also greater devolvement of decision‐making power at the

school and classroom levels. In the process of better understanding the DL construct, it is an

imperative aim of much multivariate analysis is to reduce the dimensionality of the data

collected. This is essentially desirable in the investigative stages of a research to provide a lucid

interpretation of the data and theoretical measurement model building. This requires the use of
a proper metric. As such, Exploratory Factor Analysis was performed on the Rasch (linearized)

standardized residuals (see Linacre, 1998, 2006; Wright, 1994, 1996). The DL instrument
consists of 25 items, and the sample involved schools leaders from Singapore (i.e., 224

Principals, 322 Vice‐Principals and 686 middle‐level school managers). The findings provided

evidence that the Rasch residual‐based factor analysis yielded 4 possible factors of DL. The
discussion on these factors will be presented.

1

Introduction
Although the term ‘distributed leadership’ (DL) has been around for a long time, it has only

recently gained currency in the educational discourse (Gronn, 2000; Harris, 2004; Gronn,
2006; Harris & Spillane, 2008). Hartley (2007, 2009) observed that the rise to prominence

in DL can be attributed to contemporary reform of the public service that demand greater

joined‐up or network regime of governance, a societal culture wherein all categories and
classifications are weakened and rendered increasingly permeable (a flexible ‘liquid
modern’ view of space and time) and the new work order consistent with the knowledge

economy, where individuals work and learn beyond bureaucratic enclosures using their

loose spatial and temporal codes. Specifically, DLs’ attraction in education lies in its
potential to bring about school improvement (Harris, 2007). Claims have also been made

on DL’s potential impact on instructional aspects of leadership (Elmore, 2000; Smylie,

Conley & Marks, 2002; Spillane & Louis, 2002), and leveraging on instructional
improvement (Murphy & Datnow, 2003; Timperley, 2005; McBeth, 2008). DL, along with

transformational leadership, has also been claimed to supersede transactional leadership
in influencing school climate and environment, and enhancing the instructional capacities

of teachers (Spillane, Halverson, & Diamond, 2003). And although the literature remains
agnostic about its impact on the effectiveness on student achievement due to insufficient

empirical data (Bennett et al., 2003), its potential to do so remains intuitively attractive and

compelling (Leithwood et al., 2006), and as such, it is officially endorsed as good practice
(Hopkins, 2001).

However, the understanding of DL in the educational leadership discourse is mainly

broad, and to a lesser extent, contested. Ironically, the elasticity of its meaning has
contributed to its appeal (Spillane & Diamond, 2007, p.1). The term has been equated to
shared leadership, delegated leadership and democratic leadership, even though these are

not synonymous to the distributed perspective of leadership that Spillane (2005) offers.

Indeed, there are few clear definitions of DL (Bennett et al., 2003). The lack of clarity in the

definition of DL has also been contributed to the elasticity that educational leadership
researchers bestow on the term ‘leadership’.

2

While the broadness of DL’s definition is accepted among educational leadership

researchers, some had attempted to make it more understandable by providing aspects of
its principles. As an example, Harris (2008) identified the following common principles of
distributed leadership:

• is broad‐based leadership

• requires multiple levels of involvement in decision‐making

• focuses primarily on improving classroom practice or instruction

• encompasses both formal and informal leaders
• links vertical and lateral leadership structures

• extends to students and encourages student voice

• is flexible and versatile (non‐permanent groupings)
• is fluid and interchangeable

• is ultimately concerned with improving leadership practice
While such attempts are laudable, its substantive conceptual construct remains elusive.
This elusiveness potentially weakens the methodological explanatory force of its effects on

a range of school improvement outcomes, which some educational leadership researchers
had tried to establish thus far (e.g., Silins & Mulford, 2002; Leithwood et al., 2004;
Leithwood et al., 2007; Leithwood & Mascall, 2008; Hallinger & Heck, 2009; Heck &

Hallinger, 2009; Camburn & Han, 2009; Louis et al., 2009, Mayrowetz et al., 2009;
Timperley, 2009).

Furthermore, although DL has been said to be in its adolescence stage (Leithwood,

Mascall & Strauss, 2009), its empirical methodological rigor is still in its infancy. In their

conclusion of their book Distributed Leadership According to Evidence, Leithwood et al.
(2009) stressed the importance of gaining a more nuanced appreciation of the anatomy of

DL in regard to its potentially wide array of different leadership patterns and functions

which arise as a response to many different challenges. Without this, they claimed that “it is
not at all clear how one would have conceptualized and measured distributed leadership in
order to assess its effects, whatever they might have been” (p. 281). They also stressed in
3

the same text that the dilemma is the “independent variable” in impact studies of DL. This

implies the necessity to go back to research basics – “What is the essence of DL?” or “What
is the construct of DL?”

With the current call for further impact study of DL on a range of school

improvement outcomes including student learning outcomes (Harris, 2009; Leithwood,
Mascall & Strauss, 2009), the inevitability of relying on quantitative research method and
its methodological principles become more apparent. One aspect of quantitative

methodological rigor has to do with measurement of constructs. As constructs are basically

human abstractions containing the essence of observed phenomena, they are derived by

the merging of theoretical and operational analyses. And although much has been written
on the theoretical analysis of DL, what is still lacking is the rigor of the operational analysis
of DL, which requires the construction of DL measures. Even though this proposition

predominantly relies on the quantitative methodology, it is justified on two grounds. First,
the pursuit to attain rigor in large scale impact studies of DL requires appropriate

statistical models belonging to quantitative research methods. The use of qualitative
research methods such as ethnographic data collection to investigate the impact of DL are

nevertheless possible but is highly resource demanding, and suffers from the inability to
make tight comparisons of the constituents in the phenomenon being observed from the

wide diverse range of contexts. Second, quantitative methodology employs the notion of

reductionism at the methodological, ontological and theoretical levels. Correspondingly,
they seek to reduce an explanation, reality and theory to the smallest possible entity. This

is useful for DL field of study, as well as educational leadership in general, insofar as it

compels education leadership researchers to agree on the constituents of the DL construct,

rather than accepting the broadness of it or adding on more to it. The process of
reductionism essentially ensures the derivation of the DL construct that is tight, coherent

and distinguishable from other leadership models or types. The reliance on reductionism to
generate the DL construct does not necessarily lead to an over‐simplification of the

phenomenon, which is consistent with the critique on positivist understanding of social

phenomena. Rather, we rely on a post‐positivist approach to the generation of a social

science construct – that is, a construct can have multiple distinct but related dimensions
4

which in combination produce the construct (Law, Wong & Mobley, 1998). Without a tight,
coherent and distinguishable construct of DL, the veracity of any statistical model will be
severely undermined.

However, research examining the effective measurement of DL is still scarce (Hulpia,

Devos & Rosseel, 2009). The task now is for educational leadership researchers to seriously
consider generating robust measures for the DL construct. The current broadness or
looseness of DL construct potentially undermines the rigor of any quantitative or

qualitative research studies in DL. And although it has been critiqued that most empirical
studies on DL employs qualitative research method (e.g., Timperley, 2005; Firestone &

Martinez, 2007), we maintain that construct validity is not absent in qualitative studies of
DL even though it may be couched in different terms such as ‘essence’, ‘concept’ or

‘phenomenon’, and should be vigorously and persistently pursued. Both quantitative and

qualitative research methodologies cannot escape the necessity for the iterative dialectical
analysis between the theoretical and observational terms of the DL construct. While the

former relies on conceptual construction based on existing theories, the latter relies on
practical construction based on existing observations. The latter is consistent with the

operational analyses mentioned earlier. Spillane (2004) is therefore correct to focus on

practice – asserting that “distributed leadership is first and foremost about leadership
practice rather than leaders, leadership roles, or leadership functions” (p. 1). The

theorization of DL practices would enable us to operationalize its concept, and in doing so,
arrive at its conceptual construct. The importance of understanding leadership through

practice has also been emphasised by Leithwood et al. (2007) proposing that DL essentially
“assumes a set of direction‐setting and influence practices” (p. 20) which are “potentially

enacted by people at all levels rather than a set of personal characteristics and attributes
located in people at the top” (Fletcher & Kaufer, 2003, p. 22). The focus on practice/s or

patterns of practices proposed by Leithwood et al. (2007, 2009) only strengthened our

stand in the necessity to clarify the operations of DL in order to clarify the construct of DL
and its potential multiple dimensions in either quantitative or qualitative research
paradigm so as to attain rigor in future impact studies of DL.
5

Another principle of measurement which we recommend is the concept of linearity

of data to enhance validity of construct measures. The impact studies of DL mentioned

above had predominantly rely on raw scores, which are non‐linear. Concerns over the use of
ordinal (raw score) variables are not new and have been the subject of considerable discussion in

the methodological literature (see Clogg & Shihadeh, 1994; Harwell & Gatti, 2001). Ordinal data
are categorical data with certain kind of order structures or logical ordering to the categories. As
such, not all numbers represent equal interval scales, no matter how equally spaced their values
may appear. Rank order numbers do not specify whether the distance between 1 and 2 is equal,
greater or less than the distance between 2 and 3 in the ‘amount’ of the variable that it is
measuring. A good example is raw scores obtained from respondents responding to Likert scales.
Sadly, raw scores do not necessarily satisfy the assumption of normality necessary in many
statistical procedures and statistical results may be biased or spurious which threatens the
validity of inferences (Harwell & Gatti, 2001; Zumbo & Zimmerman, 1993). This is because
uncontrolled or inadequately assessed random measurement error can weaken the research
conclusions in relation to the fit between a model and the data (Blalock, 1965). The bigger
contribution to errors in statistical inferences and correlations, however, is the fact that raw
scores are non-linear (see for example, Wright, 1992, 1993a, 1993b).
Finally, we propose that the understanding of the DL construct be understood

beyond western cultural lenses. Many researchers remain cautious in embracing such ‘universal’

management concepts and principles cross‐culturally (e.g., Collard 2007; Dimmock & Walker 2000a,

2000b, 2000c, 2004; Hallinger & Kantamara 2000, 2001; Hallinger & Leithwood 1996a, 1996b).

Purpose of Study
It is evident from the review of the existing literature that there is much dissension and
lack of agreement on the conceptualization and operationalization of DL. As such,
researchers are often faced with several major obstacles in their quest to unpack this
elusive DL construct: (1) they may not understand fully the dimensions of the DL construct

in the education context, (2) they do not have reliable and valid instruments for measuring
perceptions of DL practices, and (3) they continue to overlook cultural variations,
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preferences and sensitivities of educators who possess distinct cultural identities. In the

absence of a sound empirical based theory and more robust methodology in measuring DL

perceptions, researchers and educators alike can never be sure what factors provide
appropriate explanation of leadership in schools. Acknowledging these concerns, the aim of

this study is to address the above problems by combining existing rich perspectives (albeit

varied) on DL with a robust measurement approach in the hope of unraveling DL in a
Singapore context. This study has three main research objectives – (1) To develop a scale

and sub‐scales for measuring the DL construct, (2) to validate the instrument through
Rasch Analysis (i.e., removal of misfitting items and /or persons), and (3) to determine the
factor structure of the DL construct.
Methodology
A total of 1,232 Singapore school leaders participated in this study, comprising 224
Principals, 322 Vice‐Principals and 686 middle‐level school managers. The key variables
under investigation are school principals’ perceptions of their own DL practices and (ii)
vice‐principals and key personnel’s perceptions of their principals’ DL practices along

corresponding items from the Principals’ instrument. The instrument was developed for

this study based on our analyses of the facets of DL from existing literature. From our initial

analyses of the literature, there seems to be three possible dimensions of DL and they are –
(i) degree of empowerment, (ii) degree of interaction for shared leadership and (iii) degree

of development for leadership. The instrument consists of 25 statements relating to DL
practices based on the three dimensions (See Appendix 1). The respondents were asked to
check one of the following responses in surveys: ‘1=Strongly disagree’; ‘2=Disagree’;
‘3=Neutral’; ‘4=Agree’; or ‘5=Strongly agree’.
Analysis
(a)

Data cleaning and constructing a common scale

Rasch Model is a probabilistic model for which the raw scores are sufficient statistics for
the determination of measures, and it does extremely well at “constructing linearity out of

ordinality and at aiding the identification of the core construct inside a fog of collinearity”
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(Schumacker & Linacre, 1996, p.470). Rasch analysis converts raw rating scale responses
into linear units of measurement called ‘Logits’ or ‘Log‐Odds Unit’. For polytomously scored

items, such as the level of agreement on a five‐point scale on our instrument, there are five
categories of responses. The probability for any person n responding in category k to item i,

according to Wright and Masters (1982), is given by:

Wright (1993) went further to argue that “by observing that when data fit the theory, the
specification that a one logit positive difference between any person and any item

anywhere on the scale always has the same stochastic consequence” (p.288). When data fit,
the interval specification of the theory is established in the data. This puts “ability” (in this

case, “the strength of a perception”) and “difficulty” (in this case, “the difficulty in agreeing
to an item”) on a common interval scale. Most importantly, non‐linear raw scores results in

spurious correlations while clearly, linear measures result in correlations that are closer to
their “true” values.

In order that the items are properly calibrated, respondents who did not take the

rating scales seriously and are misfitting in their responses (sometimes referred to as

misbehaving on the rating scale), need to be removed. Rasch analysis was then run on the
data for the measurement of respondents’ perceptions of DL. From the analysis, the fit of

the items and persons were analyzed. As a guide to what may be considered large infit and
outfit mean squares, it is noted that Wright & Stone (1979, p.168) stated that in their

practical experience, rejecting persons with a normal deviate (fit statistic) of about 2 is
‘unnecessarily conservative’ which implies that values slightly above 2 may be tolerated. As

such, respondents and items with large z‐standardized infit and outfit mean squares of
more than 3, as well as large residuals, are considered misfitting and were removed. In the
first run, 4 persons (i.e., 1 Principal, 1 Vice‐Principal and 2 Key Personnel) were deemed

misfitting and removed from the next run. A final Rasch analysis was then run for the
cleaned data set (i.e., 1,228 persons) and using all 25 valid items in the instrument. With
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this final analysis, we obtained the final person measures in logits of their perceptions of
the DL.
(b)

Exploratory factor analysis on Rasch standardized residuals

Once the interval scale is established, it is important to note that a given variable may be a

hybrid of small existing factors that a single measure will represent (Linacre, 1998).
Linacre further added that if factor analysis still needs to be done it should be done using

the standardized residuals (i.e., of observed responses minus their expectations) of the

item calibrations as these residuals are linear. A residual is defined as “the difference in

what is predicted by a model and what is actually observed” (Ludlow, 2002, p.1). According
to Ludlow (2002), while some researchers may have dismissed the residual as a nuisance

and a distraction he considers residuals as key in the development of theories and models.
Evidently, the purpose of the factor analysis of Rasch standardized residuals is an attempt
to:

“extract the common factor that explains the most residual variance

under the hypothesis that there is such a factor. If this factor is
discovered to merely ‘explain’ random noise, then there is no meaningful
structure in the residuals.” (Linacre, 1998, p.636)

Providing further support to the use of factor analysis on standardized residuals

rather than observed scores, Smith (1996) concluded that when the data are dominated by
a small number of highly correlated factors, or one factor, the use of Rasch analysis is

recommended. Once a factor has emerged, the advice was to separate its items out of the
instrument and use Rasch analysis to analyze them further in order to make sense of the
variable (see Goekoop & Zwinderman, 1994). Factor analyses using raw scores and Rasch

standardized residuals can result in different factor structure (Green, 1996). However,
factor analyses of Rasch measures were simpler to interpret, more stable and informative

than those of raw scores (Chang, 1996). Essentially, Rasch analysis provides item and

person location on the variable, facilitating the development of a construct theory. This is
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not possible with factor analysis using raw scores as it only identifies relationships to the
underlying variable, and not the location on it.
Results
(a)

Person and Item Separation Reliabilities

Table 1 shows that the person separation reliability is 0.95. The large value indicates a
large spread in persons’ measures on the perceptions of DL practices and that the

instrument can reliably tell the persons apart. At the same time, Table 1 also depicts the
instrument’s (items) separation reliability as 0.98. This means that the items are well
targeted and provide a good spread of the different aspects of perceptions of DL practices
in order to sufficiently and hence reliably measure the respondents on this measure.
Table 1: Summary of Persons and Items Separation Reliabilities
INPUT: 1232 PERSONS, 25 ITEMS MEASURED: 1228 PERSONS, 25 ITEMS
SUMMARY OF 1111 Measured (NON‐EXTREME) PERSONS

MEAN
S.D.
MAX.
MIN.

RAW
SCORE
102.6
14.4
124
26

COUNT

25
0
25
25

REAL RMSE
0.53
ADJ.SD
MODEL RMSE
0.48
ADJ.SD
S.E. OF PERSON MEAN = .07

MEASURE

2.34
2.35

3.46
2.4
8.38
‐6.95

MODEL
ERROR
0.46
0.13
1.02
0.29

SEPARATION
SEPARATION

MAXIMUM EXTREME SCORE: 115 PERSONS
MINIMUM EXTREME SCORE: 2 PERSONS
DELETED: 4 PERSONS
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MNSQ
0.97
0.75
5.28
0.04

4.43
4.88

INFIT
ZSTD
‐0.4
2.5
9.9
‐5.9

MNSQ
0.96
0.78
5.47
0.04

PERSON RELIABILITY
PERSON RELIABILITY

OUTFIT
ZSTD
‐0.4
2.5
9.9
‐5.9
0.95
0.96

SUMMARY OF 25 Measured (NON‐EXTREME) ITEMS

MEAN
S.D.
MAX.
MIN.

RAW
SCORE
4558.8
118.4
4758
4347

REAL RMSE
0.07
MODEL RMSE
0.06
S.E. OF ITEM MEAN = .10

COUNT

1111
0
1111
1111

ADJ.SD
ADJ.SD

MEASURE

0.49
0.49

0
0.49
0.85
‐0.86

MODEL
ERROR
0.06
0
0.07
0.06

SEPARATION
SEPARATION

MNSQ
0.99
0.29
2.13
0.66
7.26
7.58

INFIT
ZSTD
‐1
4.3
9.9
‐7.8

MNSQ
0.96
0.35
2.34
0.62

ITEM RELIABILITY
ITEM RELIABILITY

OUTFIT
ZSTD
‐1.3
4.3
9.9
‐7.2
0.98
0.98

UMEAN=.000 USCALE=1.000
ITEM RAW SCORE‐TO‐MEASURE CORRELATION = ‐1.0

(b)

Factor analysis

The decision on the number of factors extracted from the Exploratory Factor Analysis of
Rasch standardized residuals was based on the following predetermined criteria:
(i)

The latent root criterion. That is, in accordance with the Kaiser (1960) rule,

eigenvalues greater than 1 are considered significant. The eigenvalue is the sum of
the squared correlations between a factor variate and the p original variables;

(ii) The percentage of variance criterion (aims to achieve a specified cumulative
percentage of total variance extracted by the successive factors); and

(iii) The Scree test (Cattell, 1966) criterion. The Scree test is used to identify an
optimum number of factors that can be extracted before the amount of unique

variance starts to dominate the common variance structure.

The total variance explained (shown in Table 2) and a Scree test (shown in Figure 1)

indicated the presence of four factors, in the matrix accounting for 13.3%, 8.8%, 7.1%, and
6.4% of the matrix variance respectively. From the scree plot, the eigenvalue for the first
factor is 3.3, followed by 2.2, 1.8 and 1.6 for the second, third and fourth factor respectively.
The total variance explained by the four factors was 35.7%.
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Table 2: Total Variance Explained from Principal Components Factor Analysis of
Standardized Residuals
Compone
nt

Initial Eigenvalues

Total

% of
Cumulativ
Variance
e%

Extraction Sums of
Squared Loadings
% of
Cumulativ
Total Varianc
e%
e
3.335 13.341
13.341
2.208 8.830
22.171
1.782 7.128
29.299
1.603 6.414
35.713
1.530 6.121
41.834
1.210 4.840
46.674
1.123 4.493
51.167

1
3.335
13.341
13.341
2
2.208
8.830
22.171
3
1.782
7.128
29.299
4
1.603
6.414
35.713
5
1.530
6.121
41.834
6
1.210
4.840
46.674
7
1.123
4.493
51.167
8
.987
3.946
55.113
……..
NB: Eigenvalues greater than 1 were considered.
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Rotation Sums of
Squared Loadings

Total

2.521
2.055
1.888
1.741
1.611
1.608
1.368

% of
Cumulativ
Variance
e%
10.085
8.221
7.553
6.963
6.443
6.430
5.471

10.085
18.306
25.859
32.822
39.266
45.696
51.167

Figure 1: Scree Plot on Rasch Residuals

Four factors
extracted from the
solution

Latent root
(eigenvalue)
criterion

The four factors were rotated to orthogonal structure using varimax procedures with

eigenvalues greater than one. Items loading >.30 are listed under their tentative factor
labels in Table 3. The four factors from the standardized residuals solution were:


Factor I. There were 5 items in this factor. The loadings reflected a general

emphasis on a ‘bounded’ model of empowerment, albeit with predominantly
negative loadings for the Singapore context. The ‘bounded‐ness’ is indicated

by the following terms: ‘some key operational decisions’, and ‘make decisions
within their work scope’. Also, opportunities for distributed decisions are to

be made within a bounded purpose of attaining the school agenda and
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informal positions. On the whole, the analysis indicates that empowerment
is understood within a set boundary. This factor is labeled ‘Bounded
Empowerment’.


Factor II. There were 5 items in this factor. The loadings indicated a broad
emphasis on developing leadership – seeking opportunities for staff to gain

leadership developmental experiences. However, it must be noted that
Singapore schools leaders do not feel that they need to ‘accept ultimate

accountability for any outcome of shared decisions’ or ‘build trusting
relationships with and among staff’. This factor is labeled ‘Developing


Leadership’.

Factor III. There were 6 items that loaded on this factor. The loaded items

reflected a broad belief about shared decisions. The items related to

promoting shared responsibility and the benefits of shared decisions.

However, it must be noted that Singapore school leaders feel that they
should not be expected to (i) build rapport or trusting relationships with
staff, or (ii) provide them with constructive feedback. This factor is labeled


‘Shared Decisions’.

Factor IV. There were 3 items that loaded on this factor. The items all
reflected the notion of a collective sense of engagement, such as

‘encouraging staff engagement’, ‘providing platforms for team work’ and
‘involving staff in shared school decision‐making’. This factor is labeled
‘Collective Engagement’.
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Table 3: Items loading >.30 on the factor analysis on standardized residuals of the DL
practices instrument (NB: Items depicted below are phrased for Principals’ instruments)
FACTORS
Factor 1: Bounded Empowerment
Q11 I coordinate to ensure alignment of decisions made by
different staff.
Q1
I relinquish control of some key operational decisions to
my staff.
Q4
I encourage staff to make decisions within their work
scope.
Q3
I create opportunities for my staff to take initiatives to
improve school processes and outcomes.
Q2
I give my staff opportunities to assume informal
leadership responsibilities.

Factor 2: Developing Leadership
Q22 I exploit every opportunity for my staff to gain
experience in developing their leadership competencies.
Q21 I am continuously looking to develop staff at all levels in
my school with leadership potential.
Q23 I ensure that the competencies of shared leadership are
incorporated in our staff development programs.
Q10 I proactively build trusting working relationships with
and among my staff.
Q6 I assure staff that as their leader I accept ultimate
accountability for the outcome of any shared decisions
they make.

Factor 3: Shared Decisions
Q15 I constantly affirm the importance of shared
responsibility for decision‐making
Q14 I encourage my staff to consider all relevant
stakeholders’ viewpoints (teachers and leaders) when
making shared decisions
Q5
I go out of my way to demonstrate the benefits of shared
decision‐making
Q10 I proactively build trusting working relationships with
and among my staff
Q19 I provide regular guidance to staff after giving them
leadership responsibilities.
Q18 I provide constructive feedback to staff to help develop
their leadership competencies.
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I

II

III

.375

‐.499
‐.709
‐.712
‐.732

.757
.683
.616

‐.320
‐.424

.498

.432
.383

‐.301
‐.615
‐.671

IV

Collective Engagement
Q9
I make the best use of staff talent by involving them in
shared school decision‐making.
Q8
I provide platforms for teachers to work in teams to
improve school processes.
Q7
I encourage staff engagement in all key school‐wide
decisions
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization (Rotation converged in 12
iterations).

.720
.651
.593

Discussion

The Exploratory Factor Analysis on the Rasch standardized residuals generated four
factors or dimensions on DL. The analysis not only concurs with the major literature on DL,

but also further sharpens the construct on DL and its multi‐dimensionality. The analysis
also sheds light on the perceived practices of DL in the context of Asian Singapore schools.
Bounded Empowerment
Empowerment can be defined as investing in subordinates the power to make decisions. It
stands in exact diametrical opposition to the conventional notion of of the single ‘heroic’

leader standing atop a hierarchy (Camburn, Rowan & Taylor, 2003). Within conventional

organisational structures, distributing leadership implies distributing decisions to other
members in the organization, especially those who are in the subordinate positions. The
intent of distributing leadership inevitably translates in the practice of letting go of
decision‐making power to others. In our view, empowerment is a necessary prerequisite

for the principles of broad‐based leadership where there are multiple levels of involvement
in decision‐making as proposed by Harris (2008). Further, empowerment has been

identified by Muijs and Harris (2003) as a dimension of DL, albeit in the discourse of
teacher leadership. Empowerment has also been identified by Heck and Hallinger (2009) as
part of the dimension of “Emphasize school governance that empowers staff and students,

encourage commitment, broad participation, and shared accountability for student learning”
(p. 670). In simplicity, without empowerment the notion of leadership practices

distributing over leaders, followers and their situation and incorporates the activities of
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multiple groups of individuals (Gronn, 2000; Spillane et al., 2001, 2003, 2004) cannot

materialize.

However, the analysis of the loadings of the five items within the empowerment

factor shows a restrictive or bounded nature of empowerment – hence, the identification of
the dimension on ‘Bounded Empowerment’. In other words, the act of giving subordinates

authority to make decisions does not necessarily translate to relinquishing all control of

decisions to subordinates. First, empowerment is bounded insofar as there is clear scope in
which decisions can be made. In other words, there are certain areas of decisions that
cannot simply be given to others. Woods et al. (2004) is accurate to highlight that non‐

negotiable values and aims are not inappropriate even when distributed leadership favours

autonomy. Second, empowerment is bounded insofar as the person giving the power to
make decision to subordinates is kept informed of the decisions made by the subordinates.

In other words, teachers’ autonomous decisions are not without the superiors’ knowledge

and approval, even if it may be silent in nature. The act of relinquishing decisions to others
does not equate to relinquishing responsibility and accountability. Woods et al. (2004) see

the importance of accountability in the goals and values set by formally constituted leaders
who are accountable for the performance of the organisation, especially if these goals and
values are seen as non‐negotiable. Third, empowerment is bounded insofar as decisions
made by the subordinates are aligned to school goals and in harmony with decisions made

by others within the organisation towards the school goals. Decisions made by empowered
subordinates need to be coordinated in ways that achieve alignment with the school goals

and with other departmental goals. This is precisely consistent with Gronn’s notion of

‘concertive action’ (or holistic) – and what Spillane terms ‘person plus’ synergistic
relationship (Spillane, 2006), as opposed to ‘additive action’. While the latter is the

aggregated effect of a number of individuals contributing their initiative and expertise in
different ways to a group of organization, the former is about the additional dynamic which
is the product of conjoint activity and where the outcome is greater than the sum of

individual actions (Bennett et al., 2003; Gronn, 2002). Silins and Mulford (2002) alluded to
the notion of bounded empowerment in terms of coordinated decisions when they stated

that governance regimes are perceived as legitimate by teachers only when they are being
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actively involved in decision‐making, and when teachers believed they are empowered in

areas of importance to them, they are very positive in the way the school is organized and
run. In other words, teachers co‐decide with their school leaders and not make decision on
their own. In summary, it can be said that empowerment simply does not and cannot

translate to individual subordinates having unfettered power to make limitless decisions
without being accountable to superiors and peers. This truism holds true in both Western
egalitarian and Eastern hierarchical organisations.
Developing Leadership
The second factor or dimension that was identified is ‘Developing Leadership’. Bennett et al.

(2003) has surfaced this necessity in DL even though this is not situated within the

discourse of a dimensionality of the DL construct. The dimension of ‘Developing
Leadership’ is closely tied to the first dimension on ‘Bounded Empowerment’ insofar as they

mutually reinforce each other. The degree to which a leader relinquishes power to the
follower is dependent on the degree of leaders’ confidence or trust in the competence of the

subordinate to perform the task. An aspect of leadership is decision‐making as influence to
reach a shared goal among members in the group. The competence‐confidence‐
empowerment triplex applies in all horizontal and vertical relationships in the structure of

organizations and systems – among teachers, heads of department, between teachers and

heads of department, between heads of department and school leaders (principals/vice‐

principals), between school leaders and district superintendents and MOE headquarters.
The degree of empowerment is thus contingent on the degree of confidence in the
competence of organizational members to make the right decisions for the organization as

a source of influence to reach shared goal group members. Finally, the relationship
between trust or confidence and competence is inextricably linked to accountability. The

act of developing leadership capacities and competencies in the context of empowerment
of subordinates is synonymous to the act of being accountable. Herein lies the significance
of leadership development.

To promote leadership practices that empower teachers, the development of the

following examples of leadership competencies are necessary: taking initiative, rallying
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others towards common group goals, considering individual needs of group members in
decision‐making in consideration of others, making decisions based on micro and macro

contextual knowledge (e.g., situational and organizational analysis), and promoting shared
ownership and accountability. DL thus requires the building of leadership capacity of staff
members. In this regard, DL does not equate to superficial delegation (Harris, 2008), where

a task is passed down from the supervisor to the supervisee absent of capacity and
authority. Using Critical Theory lenses, empowerment is thus rightly defined as building

people’s capacities such as knowledge, energy and authority to act successfully within an

existing system and structures of power – working within the system, on their own behalf

(Inglis, 1997; Maynard, 2004). Besides building leadership capacities and competencies of

staff members, it is also necessary to consider extending the reach of opportunities for
leadership development – both for formal and informal leadership roles (Bennett et al.,
2003; Harris, 2008).

Although the term ‘Developing Leadership’ can cover a multiple range of ideas, we

choose to adopt a more parsimonious substantive conception or essence of leadership –
that is, influencing others to do what they might not otherwise have done towards a shared

goal. Our preoccupation on the conception or essence of leadership is to minimize possible
slippages to understanding leadership according to aspects of its practices, instead to the

substance or essence of its practices. For example, an aspect of leadership practices is
culture building, but a set of transformational leadership practices in culture building is

and should be more or less different to a set of DL practices in culture building. The focus
on developing knowledge, skills and attitudes of a more parsimonious conception of

leadership – influencing others towards a shared goal – would therefore minimize the

blurring of leadership concepts taken from the wide range of adjectival leadership types.
Besides developing knowledge, skills and attitudes on influencing others towards a shared
goal, the leadership development should also include knowledge, skills and attitudes

specific to DL. Although research work on this area is still new (e.g., Murphy et al., 2009),
some have established areas or aspects for DL development. For example, Murphy (2006)

identified the following categories: building strong relationships with teachers, rethinking
conceptions of power, and fashioning organizational structures.
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Shared Decisions
The third factor or dimension that was identified is ‘Shared Decisions’. In their construction

of DL Inventory, Hulpia, Devos and van Keer (2010) identified one dimension which they

termed ‘Participative decision making of all school members’. Heck and Hallinger (2009) had

also identified the notion of shared decisions as one dimension of DL, which they termed
‘Make collaborative decisions on educational improvement’. The notion of shared decisions

can be vertical or horizontal in nature. In this regard, Harris (2008) was right to say that DL

is broad based leadership and links vertical and lateral leadership structure. In order for
the conjoint action and activity to take place (Gronn, 2002; Bennett et al., 2003), a

substantial degree of coordination in decision‐making must take place. For DL to
successfully take effect, empowerment and leadership development must be followed by
the actual outcome of shared decision.

The degree to which organizational members reach shared decisions through

collective engagement depends on the degree to which goals and values of individual
members of the organization coalesce. However, the degree to which these goals and

values coalesce is dependent on the nature of power relation among members in the

organization. In fact, the notion of power has yet to be developed by the proponents of
activity theory (Daniels, 2006), which had influenced Gronn’s conceptualization of DL. We

postulate that for shared decision to be reached in the collective engagement among
organization members, greater symmetrical and lesser asymmetrical power must take

place, or rather, a moving towards this end of the symmetrical power spectrum. This notion
of symmetrical power, where every member in the organization has equal opportunity to
assert influence over another regardless of hierarchy, is related to the empowerment,

which is the first dimension of DL mentioned earlier. Empowerment has the potential to
weaken the asymmetrical power relations. The notion of symmetrical power relations is
also contemporaneous to the notion of ‘consensual power’ (Haugaard, 2002) where

decisions among organizational members are reached through consensus as opposed to

conflict. Although some commenters (e.g., Achinstein, 2002; Kelchtermans, 2004) claimed
that conflict is central to community as it provides the context for learning to take place, we
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propose that in order for organizations to remain sustainable communities, conflicts are

can and should be a means to reach consensus. Finally, we also recognize that there are
certain deontological values that underpin symmetrical or consensual power relations such
as respect, trust, care and shared responsibility and accountability.
Collective Engagement
The third factor or dimension that was identified is ‘Collective Engagement’. Collective

engagement is the social material base for shared decisions to happen, and fits perfectly

with the idea that DL is an emergent property of a group or network of interacting
individuals, which is derived from Gronn’s notion of ‘emergent work‐related influence’
(cited in Bennett et al., 2003, p. 15). And this is consistent with Spillane’s (2004) assertion
that “a distributed perspective on leadership argues that school leadership practice is
distributed in the interactions of school leaders, followers, and their situation” (p. 2). The

first common sense behind Spillane’s (2004) argument is that DL is first and foremost

about practice rather than leaders, roles and functions, and is therefore situated in the

interactions between leaders and followers. The second common sense is that leadership
practice takes place in the interactive web of leaders, followers, and their situation. Hence,

leadership does not reside in the leader or follower, rather in the interactive actions and

interactions between leaders and followers. In other words, leadership is a relationship
between leaders and followers. And within these interactive relations, influence resulting
to decisions takes place. These interactions are what we termed ‘Collective Engagement’

where leadership practices are distributed over leaders, followers and their situation and

incorporates the activities of multiple groups of individuals (Gronn, 2000; Spillane et al.,
2001, 2003, 2004).

To illustrate this dimension on collective engagement and using Spillane’s

distributed perspective of leadership, the subordinate could either respond to the

superior’s initiation by engaging an action back to the superior, or initiates or engages an
action or influence first towards the superior from which the superior follows. In other

words, the initiation of an act of engagement or influence could start from anyone – the
superior or subordinate, or between subordinate and another subordinate. Proponents of
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DL thus allude to interactions that are not single directional but dual directional in the
leader/superior‐subordinate relationship. What is primordial is the interaction in the

relationship. In the conventional hierarchical relationship, this direction is one directional
as the leader/superior initiates or engages an action from which the follower/subordinate
follows. This is also synonymous to the notion of openness to boundaries of leadership in

the definition of DL (Bennett et al., 2003). The conception of leadership residing in

relationship therefore transcends notions of formal or informal distinction of leadership
roles. Collective engagement can thus be characterized by interactivity, flexibility and
permeability, which are consistent two of Harris’ (2008) DL principles, namely flexibility

and versatility (non‐permanent groupings), and fluidity and inter‐changeability. This
interactivity, flexibility and permeability further points to the presence of conjoint activity
in DL.

The dimension on ‘Collective Engagement’ also involves division of labor of expertise

among group members, which is consistent to the notion of conjoint activity. In other

words, the distribution of labor according to expertise enhances conjoint activity. When

staff members are brought together, it is possible to forge a concertive dynamic which

represents more than sum of the individual contributors (Bennett et al., 2003). In fact,

Bennett el al. (2003) proposed that initiatives may be inaugurated by those with relevant
skills or expertise. However, the presence of expertise alone does not guarantee collective

engagement. In our view, it enhances or aids in collective engagement. The onus is on
school leaders to promote collective engagement through various utilizations of rules and
resources. Nevertheless, what remains convincing is that DL has the potential to develop

expertise, and thus maximizing the human capacity, through team work (Harris, 2004), but
whether collective capacity building leads to leadership development as proposed by

Mayrowetz (2008) remains questionable. Our stand is that a good degree of intentionality
on developing leadership capacity and competencies must become part and parcel of DL

practices. The idea of collective engagement also resonates well with the notion of patterns

of distribution in DL – spontaneous collaboration, intuitive working relations, and

institutionalized practice (Gronn, 2002). Leithwood et al. (2007) extended this taxonomy to
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include planful alignment, spontaneous alignment, spontaneous misalignment, and
anarchic misalignment.

Singapore School Principals’ DL Practices
In addition to sharpening the construct of DL and its dimensionality, the Exploratory Factor

Analysis also sheds light on the perception of DL practices in Singapore schools. Firstly, the

analysis indicated that Singapore school principals were perceived to be not empowering
their staff members in terms of relinquishing some key operational decision, providing

opportunities for decisions through informal leadership actions, taking initiatives to
improve school processes and outcomes, and making decisions within their work scope.
Even when decisions are somehow made by different staff members, there is need for

coordination and alignment as positive loading on the phrase ‘I coordinate to ensure

alignment of decisions made by different staff’. Not surprisingly, this fits perfectly with the

Asian cultural value for hierarchy, and the Singapore pragmatic value for efficiency and the
need for control in order to attain efficiency as observed by both local and foreign

commentators – strategic pragmatism (Schein, 1996), and economic pragmatism (Hairon,

2006). Secondly, although school principals were perceived to be developing leadership

capacities and competencies across all levels of the school organization, they do so in a
cautious manner as evidenced in the negative loadings on two phrases: ‘I assure staff that
as their leader I accept ultimate accountability for the outcome of any shared decisions they

make’ and ‘I proactively build trusting working relationships with and among my staff’. Again,
the pragmatic value for efficiency and control, and the Asian cultural value for hierarchy

surfaced. The need for control is ubiquitous in all public institutions. In his study of
governance in Singapore, Worthington (2003) describes the Singaporean state as a neo‐

Gramscian hegemonic state – as being corporatist, authoritarian, oligarthic and elitist, and

‘depends for its reproduction and continuity on strong, balanced forces of both coercion
and consent’ (p. 248). Thirdly, it was perceived that school principals do make attempts to

promote shared decisions and responsibility among staff members. However, once more,

shared decisions have to be done cautiously and have to serve efficiency rather than
developmental needs. Although Asian cultures are well known in preserving the value for
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collectivism, the preservation of hierarchy must be equally maintained. For the case of
Singapore, the Asian cultural value for hierarchy is enhanced by the pragmatic value for

efficiency and control. Finally, it was perceived that school principals do promote collective

engagement. The key driving force underlying collective engagement is one of pragmatic
efficiency in school improvement processes evidenced by the following phrases: ‘in all
school‐wide decisions’, ‘to improve school processes’, and ‘make the best use of staff talent’.

Conclusion
In this paper, we have unpacked the construct of DL and its multi‐dimensionality according

to four dimensions using Exploratory Factor Analysis on the Rasch (linearized)
standardized residuals. These four dimensions are: ‘Bounded Empowerment’, ‘Developing

Leadership’, ‘Shared Decisions’, and ‘Collective Engagement’. We have also showed how the
school principals in Singapore were perceived in regard to their DL practices, and how
societal culture plays a huge part in shaping how DL practices played out in schools.
Specifically, social agents draw upon the Asian Confucius cultural values for collectivism

and hierarchy in the DL actions. The role of societal cultural value for collectivism,

hierarchy and pragmatism significantly alters the way DL is theorised and practised in

Singapore schools. This is consistent with the notion that leadership practices are very
much influence by context – in this case, the interplay between respect for hierarchy,
collectivism and pragmatic efficiency and control in the Singaporean societal. The

motivation behind this study is premised on the belief that DL does have the potential to

contribute to the overarching theory on school leadership, and on school improvement
processes and outcomes. And this requires a clearer and sharper understanding of the
essence or construct of DL using more robust methodology in measuring DL. Adopting a

psychometric approach in understanding DL will potentially eliminate the stigma of DL

being called as broad, loose or elusive. This study has at best contributed to the further

sharpening of the DL construct. Is the beast finally consumed? We believe more work needs

to be done – not so much in trying to add on to the DL theory, but to sharpen it down to
what its essence is really about.
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Appendix 1: Perception of Distributed Leadership Practices
Empowerment
Your Rating

No.

Items

1.

I relinquish control of some key operational decisions to my staff.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Strongly
disagree

1

I give my staff opportunities to assume informal leadership
responsibilities.
I create opportunities for my staff to take initiatives to improve
school processes and outcomes.
I encourage staff to make decisions within their work scope.

2

4

5

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

2

1

3

2

1

I provide platforms for teachers to work in teams to improve
school processes.
I make the best use of staff talent by involving them in shared
school decision‐making.

3

1

1

I go out of my way to demonstrate the benefits of shared
decision‐making.
I assure staff that as their leader I accept ultimate accountability
for the outcome of any shared decisions they make.
I encourage staff engagement in all key school‐wide decisions.

Strongly
agree

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

5

4

3

2

1

4

5

4

3

5

4

5

Interactive relationships for shared decisions

Your Rating
No.

Items

10.

I proactively build trusting working relationships with and
among my staff.
I coordinate to ensure alignment of decisions made by different
staff.
I always take the competence of my staff into account when
deciding whether to involve them in shared decision‐making.
I provide platforms for staff to build networks among
colleagues to work collaboratively.
I encourage my staff to consider all relevant stakeholders’
viewpoints (teachers and leaders) when making shared
decisions.
I constantly affirm the importance of shared responsibility for
decision‐making.
I constantly encourage staff to express their viewpoints about
work to me.
I invest significant time and energy to build rapport with my
staff.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
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Strongly
disagree
1
2
1

2

1

2

1
1

2
2

3

4

3

4

3
3
3

4
4
4

Strongly
agree
5
5

5
5
5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Developing Leadership
Your Rating
No.

Items

18.

I provide constructive feedback to staff to help develop their
leadership competencies.
I provide regular guidance to staff after giving them leadership
responsibilities.
I constantly develop leadership talents across all levels of my
staff.
I am continuously looking to develop staff at all levels in my
school with leadership potential.
I exploit every opportunity for my staff to gain experience in
developing their leadership competencies.
I ensure that the competencies of shared leadership are
incorporated in our staff development programmes.
I provide opportunities for staff to work in teams as a means of
developing their decision making skills.
I often discuss school leadership problems and possible
solutions with my staff as a way of developing their leadership
skills.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

29

Strongly
disagree
1
2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Strongly
agree
5
5
5

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5
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Abstract:

The researcher conducted a national survey of higher‐education faculty in a variety
of disciplines regarding their approaches to teaching higher‐order thinking skills
among their students. The result showed an intriguing pattern among faculty in art,
architecture, and design. The studio model of teaching in these fields appears to
have inherent advantages toward developing the highest levels of thinking among
college and university students because they are more likely to emphasize the
creation of new products, a key indicator for higher‐order thinking and academic
success among students.

Attendees will be able to see new research on the strengths of the studio model and
see how other architecture and design faculty have constructed their curricula to
take enhance higher‐order thinking as described by educational psychologist
Benjamin Bloom in his Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Faculty in all
disciplines will be able to take back to their classrooms specific ideas for developing
higher‐order thinking in their course design.
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intelligence model. After completing these activities for one month the students were posttested. The scores on pre and post tests were compared using paired sample t-test. The results
showed that there is a moderate increase in students’ emotional intelligence after going through
these activities. The results of the above study suggest that the emotional intelligence can be
improved by providing the students with appropriate learning experiences. Effect size r = 0.30
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Abstract
The main purposes of this study are to explore the relationship between career awareness
and career readiness of university PE-related undergraduates of Taiwan, and to afford the
helpful suggestions for government policymaking and future research.
First of all, this research commits itself into literature review in order to develop the
rationale, then, to develop the survey tool entitled as Questionnaire of the Relationship
between Career Awareness and Career Readiness of University PE-related
undergraduates. The samples are randomly selected from the undergraduates of the PE
related department of the university. There are 1003 copies of the Questionnaire mailed
to the objects and 966 copies of valid questionnaire were sent back. After the analysis,
the findings are shown as followings:
I. The Career Awareness of the university PE-related undergraduates of Taiwan
After the analysis of the data, this study finds that: (1) the score of career awareness of
PE-related undergraduates is higher than average, and the male student’s score is higher
than that of the female student; (2)the score of career awareness of the PE-related
undergraduate of normal/educational university is of higher level; (3) the score of career
awareness of the PE-related undergraduate is of higher level; (4) the score of the PErelated undergraduate with the second majority is of higher level; (5) the score of the PErelated undergraduates with running sport-business friends is of higher level; and (6) the
vocational-orientation of the PE-related undergraduates is PE teacher and sports-leisure
entrepreneurship.
II. The Career Readiness of the PE-Related undergraduates of Taiwan
According to the data analysis, the findings are shown as followings: (1) the readiness of
career of the PE-related undergraduates is of average level but their capacity of English
and ICT is of lower level; (2) the score of career-readiness of male PE-related
undergraduates is higher than that of female PE-related undergraduates; (3) the careerreadiness score of the PE-related undergraduates of vocational-oriented higher education
institutions is higher than that of university PE-related undergraduates; (4) there is no
significant difference of the career-readiness score amongst the PE-related
undergraduates with different backgrounds, such as department, school year, admission
system, sport performance and the jobs of family members and friends.

III. The Relationship between Career Awareness and Career Readiness of PErelated Undergraduates
In fact, there is no significant correlation between career awareness and career readiness
of the PE-related undergraduates of Taiwan.
Key words: career awareness, career readiness, PE-related undergraduates, Physical
Education, Taiwan
According to the above conclusions, we proposed the following suggestions:
1.
Curriculum planning:
We should strengthen the student’s workplace basic skills training. We want lifting of the
expertise training students in single movement restrictions, so that they can contact more
learning or inauguration opportunities. In addition, the design of the course, you should
consider the employment force into instructional design, in order to enhance students'
competitiveness in the job market in the future. The campus need to create a learning
environment, willingness to improve student learning. And help students grow in
learning, and to improve the competitiveness of the relevant employment.
2.
. Employment counseling:
The school agencies need the school to assist the students to explore the inner self and the
external world of work. So that students to fully understand the relationship between their
ability and workplace. It is to find out the lack of a place to establish the direction of
efforts. For students analysis of the job market for the social construct complete
employment information system. They will reference-service career planning to find jobs,
groundwater flow. During his studies, counseling to enterprises for technical and
vocational training. We will have taken for graduate alumni career development tracking
system, so that students can pursue the basis.
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Abstract
The current study was conducted to develop story books for life skills training of first
and second grade public school children. The objectives of the study were to identify
age appropriate life skills of first and second grade children of public schools, to
develop story books for life skills training of first and second grade children of public
schools and to evaluate their effectiveness. The research was conducted at Nose Gay
Kids Care School, Upper Mall, Lahore. A sample of one hundred and thirty students
was selected, sixty students of first and second grade each. Four groups were made,
each comprising of thirty students. Two groups served as control groups and two
groups served as experimental groups. For the implementation phase, for the teaching
of one life skill two groups were used, one of which served as control group and the
other served as experimental group. Pre test was taken of control and experimental
group before the implementation of story books. Experiment group was taught life
skills through story books for two weeks for each skill while control group was not
given any treatment. Post test was taken at the end of implementation phase. The data
obtained through research instrument was analyzed by frequency and percentage
tables and paired t test. The experiment group outperformed the control group in the
post tests of life skills, namely communication skills and self awareness (self help)
skills. Findings demonstrated that story telling is an effective teaching strategy for life
skills training of six to eight years old children. On the basis of significant findings
and in the light of existing literature post test results were discussed.

Keywords: Life skills training, story books, first and second grade children.
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Developing Story Books for Life Skills Knowledge of First and
Second Grade Children
Childhood is a continuous journey to the road of independence. A young child
is like a machine constantly updating itself with new information. He forms concepts
about material and non-material things around him through interaction with his
environment and later applies these concepts as needs and opportunities arise. Pride
in achievement and craving for a personal identity motivates him to master life skills.
Life skills are the abilities for adaptive and positive behaviour that enable individuals
to deal effectively with the demands and challenges of everyday life (World Health
Organization, WHO, 1997) including but not limited to skills in dressing, eating,
hygiene, communication and safety. Mastery in developmentally appropriate life
skills represents practical intelligence, mental well being and personal competence.
These help the child become more self-assured, accountable, and responsible as he
forges towards adulthood (More, 2008).
Around the world, Life Skills-Based Education is being adopted as a means to
empower young people in challenging situations. The Convention on the Rights of
the Child 1989 linked life skills to education by stating that education should be
directed towards the development of the child’s fullest potential (WHO, 2001). The
1990 Jomtien Declaration on Education for All took this vision further and included
life skills among essential learning tools for survival, capacity development and
quality of life (United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
1990).
All over the world a strong need is being felt to make life skills training an
integral part of education and for this purpose text books have been altered to include
this missing aspect. Unfortunately education in Pakistan, whether public or private,
lacks the personality grooming and development aspect at all levels. There is a dire
need to address this issue at all levels of education from pre-nursery to post graduate.
Attempting to address the issue, the current study aims to develop story books for life
skills training of first and second grade children.
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The hypotheses of the study were:
1. Use of story books significantly improves life skill knowledge of first and
second grade children regarding communication skills.
2. Use of story books significantly improves life skill knowledge of first and
second grade children regarding self awareness (self help) skills.

Theoretical Framework
Various theorists have attempted to develop concepts on how individuals learn
within the social order. The social learning theory proposed by Bandura (2001) has
become perhaps the most influential theory of learning and development. Social
learning theorists believe that personality is learned and that new behaviors can be
acquired by simply watching a model. Bandura (2001) states that children learn from
both live and symbolic models, these models can be real or fictional characters
portrayed in picture books. This explanation based on the beliefs of social learning
theorists provided the theoretical basis for the current study and support the idea of
using story books to inculcate life skills in young children through imitation,
observation and identification. Bandura (2001) identifies three basic models of
observational learning: a live model, a verbal instructional model, or (3) a symbolic
model, which involves real or fictional characters displaying behaviors in books,
films, television programs, or online media. In the current research, the third model
was used to teach children life skills through picture story books.

Literature Review
Many researchers have investigated the use of pictures to guide behaviour.
Children tend to be strong visual learners (Quill, 1995). Many researchers are of the
view that image is often celebrated for its potential to interest and motivate learners
(Zambo, 2006; Kress, et al; 2005). Barkley (2002) states that performance is
enhanced when colorful or highly stimulating intervention materials are employed
and instructions are simplified and repeated numerous times. Benamou, Lutzker and
Taubman (2002) also demonstrate the efficacy of an instructional video modeling
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technique in promoting functional living skill acquisition in children. Crozier and
Sileo (2005) highlight the role of social stories in encouraging positive behaviour for
children. Various researchers have proposed successful implementation of social
stories interventions for improving social and academic skills (Gut & Safran, 2002;
Moore, 2004).
Research shows that picture story books are much more effective than story
books containing text only in teaching various concepts to children. A picture book is
defined as a book in which the story depends on the interaction between written text
and image and where both have been created with a conscious aesthetic intention
(Arizpe & Styles, 2003). Using both text and illustration to create meaning, a picture
story book relies on the power of both assisting one another to create meanings.
Cognitive theorists support the use of mental models as language
comprehension tools. Mental models seem to have a close relationship with images.
Pictorial competence i.e. the ability to perceive, interpret, understand and use pictures
develops gradually over the first few years of life (Deloache, Pierroutsakos & Uttal,
2003). Keeping in view this concept, Sharp et al (1995) conducted a research on
learning in young, at-risk children with and without the use of visual aids and
discovered that using visual aids displayed through multimedia can prove beneficial
in accelerating the development of literacy in young children who are at risk of school
failures. However, it is essential the students be able to relate to the characters in the
story to learn from them, the author emphasizes.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that life skills are the tools
children need for achieving their personal goals as well as for perceiving and
responding to dynamic life situations. Life skills development contributes
significantly to development of a healthy personality who is ready to fight life
effectively.

Research Design
The current study employed an experimental approach with pre-test post-test
research design of control and experiment group. The universe for the current study
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out of which a sample was drawn included first and second grade children of public
schools of Lahore. The subjects had an age group ranging from six to eight years,
enrolled in first and second grades in public schools. Choosing the above mentioned
group as the target population was due to the fact that the parents in this community
lack education, awareness and represent a class where the main question in daily
living is that of survival. Mannerism, life skills and grooming are concepts least
bothered, in fact unheard of in this community.
Multi-stage sampling technique was used. In the first phase, the researcher
purposively selected primary schools from public sector in Lahore, Pakistan.
Purposive sampling technique provided the researcher with the convenience of
selecting those schools that would willingly agree to become part of the study. Five
public schools of Lahore were approached to conduct this research on the
convenience of the researcher. Only one of these schools allowed the researcher to
conduct this study.
A sample of one hundred and twenty students was selected. Sixty students of
first grade and sixty students of second grade were selected. Four groups were made
comprising of thirty students each. Two groups served as control groups and two
groups served as experiment groups. For the implementation phase, for the teaching
of one life skill two groups were used, one of which served as control group and the
other served as experiment group. Consent was obtained from parents of all the
children selected as sample. Life skills training was an independent variable in this
study and post-test results were a dependent variable in this study. The scores of
students in post-test were used as an indicator of difference of like skills knowledge
in control and experiment group.
The research was carried out in three phases (fig. 1). The first phase was need
assessment and story books development phase. The second phase was
implementation phase of story books and third phase was evaluation of effectiveness
of story books.
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Research phase I: Need assessment and development of storybooks.
To identify target life skills which should be taught first to the first and second
grade children, researcher asked fifteen teachers of each first and second grade
chosen from five public schools of Lahore (six teachers per school) to identify two
most important life skills which should be taught first from the following list of core
skills as identified by United Nations (UN) (fig. 2).
On the basis of responses of teachers, communication skills and self
awareness skills were shortlisted. Both skills was then thoroughly studied and
analyzed. Each of the skill was found to encompass a broad canvas comprising of
many skills. Thus after reviewing literature, objectives were developed for each skill
which can be easily addressed in the stories.

Figure 2. Core life skills
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Following objectives were developed for the story addressing communication
skills:
1. Difference between good communication and poor communication
2. Verbal and non verbal communication
3. Active listening
4. Expressing feelings
5. Conflict management
6. Accepting and fulfilling responsibilities effectively
Following objectives were developed for the story addressing self awareness (self
help) skills:
1. Washing hands before eating, after using toilet and playing outside
2. Washing face every morning
3. Taking bath daily
4. Use of grooming supplies such as tooth brush (brushing teeth for at least
two minutes two times per day) and combing hair
5. Dressing skills
6. Shoe tying
7. Storage of washed and dirty clothes
8. Cover mouth when coughing or sneezing with tissue or napkin
Two picture story books were developed for research purpose. Developing
easily comprehensible picture story books for young children is a task that not only
requires intelligent planning but also efficient handling and inclusive graphical
representation of story in the form of illustrations. Backes (2009) has given some
suggestions for developing picture story books which include page limit of thirty two
to sixty four pages comprising of 200-1500 words with ideally one illustration on
each page. Grammatically made up of simple sentences of language and should
present one idea per sentence. However, to manage a reasonable price of picture story
book, publishers suggest sixteen pages picture story book with eight illustrations at
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each alternate page (personal communication, M. Salman, Feroz Sons, September 14,
2010). These guideline was followed while developing story books for the research.

Figure 3. Steps involved in development of story books for the research.
Stories were exclusively written for training of target life skills. It was
especially kept in mind to make the stories easily comprehensible by the target
children. Illustrations were carefully designed to serve as role model in learning life
skills .
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Each storybook was given to child psychologists, teachers and parents to
verify their validity as a tool for the experiment. Five child psychologists, fifteen
teachers (teaching first or second grade) and thirty parents were consulted in this
regard. For this purpose, the researcher developed questionnaires for each story book
based on the UN guidelines for Life Skills Program’s Evaluation. This questionnaire
included responses about whether the story books teach the target life skills. It also
enquired about content understandability, concept understandability, user friendliness
and fitness of material according to the social and cultural climate of target
population (first and second grade children).
Table 1. Responses of child psychologists about validity of story books
developed for the research

Story book

State-

Knowledge

User

Content

Concept

Coher-

Coher-

ments

of target life

friend-

under-

Under-

ence

ence

skill

liness

stand-

stand-

with

with

ability

ability

Social

cultural

climate

climate

N

n

n

n

n

n

Sacdi ki

Satisfied

3

0

4

2

1

2

Sālgira

Highly

2

5

5

3

4

3

(Commmu

Satisfied

nication
Skills)
Gā’ūn ki

Satisfied

1

1

1

2

2

1

Sair

Highly

4

4

4

3

3

4

(Self

Satisfied

Awareness)

Table 1 shows the responses of child psychologists regarding evaluation of
story books developed for the current research. All the child psychologists are either
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satisfied or highly satisfied with all the story books regarding knowledge of target life
skill, user friendliness, content and concept understandability, and coherence with
social and cultural climate. None of the child psychologists chose the option
dissatisfied or highly dissatisfied for any of the above mentioned criteria. Similar
responses were given by teachers and parents regarding validity of story books.

Research phase II: Life skills training through storybooks.
Semi structured interviews were conducted to measure knowledge of two
target life skills of children of control and experiment group in pre-test and post-test.
For each story book a separate interview guide based on the objectives of each skill
was developed.
Before starting with the training of life-skills, the subjects of the study that is first
and second grade children were pre-tested to measure the existing knowledge of
children about each target life skill.
After the pre-test the researcher conducted the training sessions to the children
selected as a sample of the study, using the story books that were developed in Phase
I of the study. The schedule of the training sessions for teaching of life skills was as
follows.
Sessions per story book

6

Duration of One Session

30-40 Minutes

Sessions Conducted for One Life Skill

6

Total Number of Sessions for five Life Skills

30

In the first three story telling sessions of each target life skill, researcher gave
an introduction of story book including the title of story and a description of the life
skill it aims to teach. Story book was read aloud and pictures were shown. To
introduce the illustrations present in the book, researcher used visual aids. Important
characters in the story were pointed out on the visual aid. Life skill mastery steps
were emphasized through the story.
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As life skills training works best when reinforced (WHO, 1997), so the same
story was repeated in fourth session. In fifth and sixth session, children were divided
into six groups of five children each. Storybook was handed over to children, one
book to each group. They were given time to read it on their own and to relate the
words with illustrations. They were encouraged to engage in group discussion about
the story. Children were encouraged to share experiences from their daily lives.
Clapping by fellow students, smiley stickers and praise by the researcher were used as
re-enforcers for these children. All the six training sessions for both stories were
conducted in the same way.

Research phase III: Evaluation of effectiveness of storybooks
After all the training sessions were conducted, the researcher judged the
effectiveness of the story books developed earlier in imparting knowledge about the
life skills targeted through the story books. Children in control and experiment group
were post-tested to measure their knowledge about each target life skill.
To measure the effectiveness of storybooks, Frequency and percentage tables were
made for each question of each skill in which responses of children of control and experiment
group about each question were compared. The responses of interview schedules with
children from pre and post-test were also compared using paired t test.

Results
Descriptive analysis of data regarding knowledge of communication skills of
control group and experiment group revealed that knowledge of communication skills
of experiment group children regarding answering the call of elders, manners of
meeting someone and interacting with other children, and conflict resolution
increased after the experiment. Experiment group children also possessed an
increased knowledge of communication skills regarding accepting gifts from others,
expressing their feelings if something irritates them, sharing their happiness, nonverbal communication and active listening after the experiment.
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Table 2
Responses of children about what should they do when some one calls them.

Statements

Pre-test

Post-test

Pre-test

Post-test

control

control

Exp

Exp

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Do not pay any attention

7

23.3

6

20.0

8

26.7

0

0.0

Reply him at once

9

30.0

8

26.7

8

26.7

26

86.7

Reply him after finishing

10

33.3

11

36.7

9

30.0

4

13.3

4

13.3

5

16.7

5

16.7

0

0.0

your work
Leave the house

Table 3
Responses of children about what should they do when a child fights with them.
Pre-test

Post-test

Pre-test

Post-test

control

control

Exp

Exp

Statements
n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

To council him gently

4

13.3

3

10.0

5

16.7

24

80.0

To complain his

6

20.0

8

26.7

5

16.7

6

20.0

To fight with him

14

46.7

12

40.0

13

43.3

0

0.0

To scold him

6

20.0

7

23.3

7

23.3

0

0.0

mother

Descriptive analysis of data regarding knowledge of self awareness skills
(Self-help) of control group and experiment group shows that life skills knowledge of
experiment group regarding when they should wash hands, comb their hair, and take
a bath increased after the experiment. Experiment group children also possessed an
increased knowledge of regarding importance of being neat and clean, storage of
washed and dirty clothes, and handling of dirty shoes and clothes, manners of
cleaning their runny nose, coughing and sneezing, importance of brushing their teeth
after the experiment.
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Table 4
Responses of children about when should they take bath.
Pre-test

Post-test

Pre-test

Post-test

control

control

Exp

Exp

Statements
n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Daily

5

16.7

4

13.3

7

23.3

28

93.3

On holiday

7

23.3

5

16.7

9

30.0

0

0.0

Before visiting someone’s

2

6.7

4

13.3

4

13.3

2

6.7

5

16.7

6

20.0

2

6.7

0

0.0

11

36.7

11

36.7

8

26.7

0

0.0

house
Before going on someone’s
marriage ceremony
I do not know

Table 5
Responses of children about what should they do if they have a runny nose.
Pre-test

Post-test

Pre-test

Post-test

control

control

Exp

Exp

Statements
n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

To wipe it with their hands

9

30.0

8

26.7

8

26.7

2

6.7

To wipe it with a tissue or

3

10.0

4

13.3

5

16.7

28

93.3

To wipe it with their clothes

11

36.7

12

40.0

9

30.0

0

0.0

To go in their room while

7

23.3

6

20.0

8

26.7

0

0.0

handkerchief

hiding themselves
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Table 6
Comparison of knowledge of communication skills of control group children in pretest and post-test.

Control Group

n

Mean

SD

Pre-test

30

1.70

1.42

Post-test

30

1.63

1.27

t-value

p-value

0.284

0.78

Paired t test was conducted to test the statistically significant difference
between pre-test of control group and post-test of control group. Table 63 shows that
the value of t(29)=0.284, p=0.78 which is greater than α=0.05 shows that there no
significant difference between pre-test and post-test of control group.

Table 7
Comparison of knowledge of communication skills of experiment group children in
pre-test and post-test.
Experiment group

n

Mean

SD

Pre-test

30

2.00

1.34

Post-test

30

8.53

1.68

t-value

p-value

16.42

0.000

Paired t test was conducted to test the statistically significant difference
between pre-test of experiment group and post-test of experiment group. Table 64
shows that the value of t(29)=16.42, p=0.000 which is less than α=0.05 shows that
there is a significant difference between pre-test and post-test of experiment group.
The mean score of post-test of experiment group (M=8.53, SD=1.68) is greater than
the mean score of pre-test of experiment group (M=2.00, SD=1.34). Knowledge of
the children regarding communication increased after the implementation of story
book developed for the research.
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Table 8
Comparison of self-awareness knowledge of control group children in pre-test and
post-test.

Control Group

n

Mean

SD

t-value

p-value

Pre-test

30

2.90

1.52

1.75

0.095

Post-test

30

3.20

1.63

Paired t test was conducted to test the statistically significant difference
between pre-test of control group and post-test of control group. Table 69 indicates
that the value of t(29)=1.75, p=0.095 which is greater than α=0.05 shows that there
no significant difference between pre-test and post-test of control group.

Table 9
Comparison of self-awareness knowledge of experiment group children in pre-test
and post-test.

Experiment group

n

Mean

SD

t-value

p-value

Pre-test

30

3.17

1.53

25.0

0.000

Post-test

30

14.03

1.75

Paired t test was conducted to test the statistically significant difference
between pre-test of experiment group and post-test of experiment group. Table 70
indicates that the value of t(29)=25.0, p=0.000 which is less than α=0.05 shows that
there is a significant difference between pre-test and post-test of experiment group.
The mean score of post-test of experiment group (M=14.03, SD=1.75) is greater than
the mean score of pre-test of experiment group (M=3.17, SD=1.53). Knowledge of
the children regarding self awareness increased after the implementation of story
book developed for the research.
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Conclusions
1. Use of story books significantly improves life skills knowledge of first and
second grade children of public schools regarding communication skills.
2. Use of story books significantly improves life skills knowledge of first and
second grade children of public schools regarding self awareness (self help)
skills.

Discussion and Implications
The current study was carried out to develop picture story books for life skills
training of first and second grade children enrolled in public schools. The design was
experimental in nature so as to investigate the effectiveness of developed storybooks as
well. Effectiveness of story books and children’s knowledge of life skills was measured
with self designed interview guides, developed with the help of UN guidelines. Before
carrying out the experiment sessions, the story books were also given to teachers and
child psychologists for review purposes. Neuman (1999) has argued in his researches
that access to story books make significant contribution in learning patterns and
potentials of young children. Similarly Kass, Burke, Blevis, & Williamson (1994)
explain that exposing students to real life experiences through storytelling is the best
approach for teaching ill defined social skills and concepts. However most
researchers have casted their votes in favor of picture story books as compared to
those containing texts only. The reason they argue is that the text and illustration
works together in a picture story book to make the concept more easily
comprehensible as well as interesting for children (Arizpe and Styles, 2003; Sharp et
al, 1995; Wolfenbarger and Sipe 2007). Although life skills’ training is a very
important aspect in the development of a healthy human personality but unfortunately,
there have been no formal reports of its application in any government educational
institute of Pakistan. In fact, it has been a neglected area in our country both in the
fields of education and research.
Although different studies supported the use of story books for life skills
training in many countries (Gut & Safran, 2002; Moore, 2004, WHO, 1994),
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researcher did not know how students of this study would react to a different teaching
method for our culture, inherent in use of story books. Moreover, storytelling as a
teaching strategy is not a well recognized idea in the public schools as was revealed by
the teachers. Juma (2004) argued that children taught in the traditional manner, i.e.
with the teacher positioned at the blackboard encourages rote memorization and
diminishes the learning and development of concepts. Unfortunately, educational
system in Pakistan mostly follows this. Thus, schools are only the place to learn and
not to groom. Though teachers in certain well reputed private school use certain
teaching strategies, the number is too meager to make any difference. Another study
conducted by Sindh Educational Foundation (n.d.) revealed that the most widely used
teaching methodologies in junior classes in public schools include lecture method,
individual work and takhti/copy work. Few teachers promote class discussion while role
plays and cooperative learning are the least bothered methods used in the classrooms.
Keeping in view the above described scenario, the researcher was very apprehensive
about implementing this program. Students were divided into control and experiment
group for pre-test and post-test of control and experiment group design study.
Experiment group’s evaluation on post-test indicated that storytelling is a
viable alternative to teach life skills to public school children for the findings of the
study revealed that the performance of students in the experiment group on life skills
knowledge was significantly improved in post-tests. Indeed, informal discussions with
students both during and after the study showed that they felt they had to keep up with
the material on a regular basis, in contrast to the more usual mode of cramming in the
life. Attendance throughout the training sessions was near perfect: students came
prepared; they were alert and engaged during story telling sessions, and with
researcher as well, who also played the role of instructor for the experiment group
during storytelling sessions.
In conclusion, researcher's first experience of teaching life skills through story
books was very positive and encouraging. Children enjoyed the story telling sessions
a lot as this was a very unusual teaching method for them. Significant difference in
mean academic performance score of experiment and control group showed positive
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and encouraging outcomes of story books as life skills training material. However,
the experimental study should be carried out on larger samples and with other age
groups as well so as to validate the effectiveness of picture storybooks and the story
telling sessions in imparting knowledge of life skills.
Active participation of students in their own learning is very crucial in today's
world. Teaching through story telling is a strategy that demands active participation
and full concentration of students. The current study has helped to reveal that using
stories, even in a casual way can produce benefits that cannot be achieved with
students in a passive role. Some of these benefits include higher interest level of
students in learning of content, better attention span, reinforcement of learnt material
and curiosity to learn about more and more. The findings of the current study are
significant in helping us to understand the need of new teaching strategies that are
interesting and different from traditional teaching. The story telling method can be of
great interest to students, parents and educators due to its benefits.

Note
This article is a part of writer’s M. Phil. Thesis: Iftikhar, I., 2011, “Developing Story
Books for Life Skills Training of First and Second Grade Public School Children”,
Govt. College of Home Economics, Department of Human Development and Family
Studies, Lahore, Pakistan.
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Abstract:
Early years are extremely critical for overall development of an individual as this is the
period of rapid physical and mental growth wherein the foundation for the child’s
development is laid. Given the critical significance of these early childhood years, it is
imperative for every child to get the opportunity to develop in a stimulating environment. The
early childhood programs provide this stimulating environment to the children. Extensive
research evidence indicates towards the positive impact of early intervention and both shortterm and long-term gains of an early childhood program. However, mere participation in an
early childhood program is not sufficient. The quality of the program attended by the children
at this stage is also crucial. The various provisions provided by the program to the children
determine the quality of an early childhood program. Curriculum seems to be the basic
variable that influences the provisions provided to children in an ECCE program and in turn
determines the quality of the programs for children. The present paper is an attempt to study
the variability of provisions provided and curriculum implemented in different early
childhood programs.

Introduction:
There are a number of benefits of attending an early childhood program. However, the quality
of an early childhood program is an important underlying factor which determines the
programs’ positive impact on children. Unless a program is of good quality, children may
demonstrate the positive impact intended to be promoted through preschool education.
Keeping this in mind, many countries around the world have created a statuary commitment
to provide quality services to the children by providing play based developmentally
appropriate care and education for children between birth and five years of age. Provisions
provided, curriculum implemented and the teacher’s role are a few indicators of quality in
early childhood programs. Despite their importance, not many studies have been conducted to
understand the role of these indicators in the Indian scenario. Those that do, focus mainly on
the structural component of quality. Very few studies, if any, focus on the process component
of quality. The present paper provides a description of the provisions provided and the
curriculum being implemented in the early childhood educational programs in Delhi, India. It
aims to determine the quality of the programs.
Sample:
In order to study the early childhood educational programs available to the children in Delhi,
five different categories of ECCE programs were selected (Table 1) on the basis of
Convenient Sampling technique. The five categories of early childhood programs are: 1.
ICDS- Integrated Child Development Scheme- Anganwadi centres under the Integrated
Child Development Scheme, Ministry of Human Resource Development, 2. PNS- Private
Nursery School- small schools run privately by individuals or private groups, have no
recognition/ accreditation, enroll children only for the preschool years or till 5th grade, 3.
BRS- Nurseries attached to ‘Big Recognized Schools’- are schools run by educational
organizations, enroll children from nursery to 12th grade and are recognized, 4. ExpExperimental Preschools- are preschools managed and run on an experimental basis by
Child Development or Education

departments of different universities and 5.

MCD-

Nursery classes of schools run by Municipal Corporation of Delhi. Elaborate observations
were conducted in forty-four different preschools of Delhi.
Table 1: Number of ECCE centres selected for the study
Categories of ECCE programs

Number of Centres

1. ICDS

10

2. PNS

10

3. BRS

10

4. Exp

4

5. MCD

10

Total Centres

44

Measures:
Five different tools were used in the study. These are as follows;
1. Tamil Nadu Early Childhood Environment Rating Scale (TECERS) – The quality
of the early childhood program was investigated with the help of TECERS, which
refers to the version of Early Childhood Environment Rating Scale (ECERS) adapted
and contextualized for use in Tamil Nadu, India. The tool consists of seven sub-scales
or components; Infrastructure, Personal Care and Routine, Physical Learning Aids,
Language and Reasoning Experiences, Fine and Gross Motor Activities, Creative
Activities, and Social Development. Two thirds of the TECERS items included items
related to child participation. Therefore, a higher score on such items indicated more
active participation of the children.
2. Interview schedule for Principals and Teachers - Teacher’s and principal’s
interview schedule included items related to the understanding the objectives of the
program, curriculum design, methodology followed, planning of curriculum, the
participants and the criteria for planning the activities. Questions were also framed
related to method and purpose of assessing the children and interactions with families.
A. Profile of the early childhood centres
No early childhood program observed in the study was recognized by any regulatory body for
early childhood education. Medium of instruction was observed to be Hindi in majority of the
programs observed, except programs in BRS (Fig 1). In these schools the emphasis was on
teaching the child to converse in English, even if the children found it difficult to understand
the same.
Figure 1: Medium of instruction in early childhood programs observed
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The admission procedure adopted and the age of the child at the time of admission is
represented in figure 2 and figure 3.
Figure 2: Admission procedure in different programs
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Figure 3: Age of the child at the time of admission
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Profile of the teacher
In only BRS and Exp preschools, majority of the teachers had a recognized training in ECCE
(Fig. 4). In the other categories of programs, the teachers either had no training or an
unrecognized training. In ICDS program, anganwadi workers had no formal ECCE training
but only in-service training.
Figure 4: ECCE training of teachers
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B. Provisions at ECCE Centres
By looking at the mean TECERS scores of the five categories of programs (Figure 5), it can
be concluded that the best provisions were provided to children under the Exp preschools.
The BRS also provided good provisions to the children. However, there was a huge
difference between the quality of provisions provided by Exp preschools and BRS as there
was a large difference between their mean TECERS scores. MCD and PNS programs
provided average provisions to the children while ICDS program provided poor provisions to
the children.

Figure 5. Components of TECERS in ECCE programs
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The data obtained related to TECERS was further analyzed by taking the aggregate on seven
components by employing analysis of variance. Table 2 below shows the summary of
ANOVA. As can be observed from the table, the value of ‘F’ is significant at .01 level of
significance. This implies that there is significant difference in the provisions provided by the
different early childhood programs to children.
TABLE 2: Summary of ANOVA for TECERS
Source of

SS

df

MS

14830

4

3707

5194

30

173.1

F ratio

F critical

SED

Variance
Between the
Groups
Within the
Groups

2.68 p< .05
21.41

2.4

4.02 p< .01
Total

20024

34

To further investigate the differences between the mean scores of different categories of early
childhood programs, t-test was employed. The differences between all the categories of early
childhood programs were calculated and are represented in Table 3. This implies that the
provisions provided under the five categories of early childhood programs are different from
each other.
TABLE 3: Significance of Difference Between the Means
Pairs of programs

Mean/S.D.

D

BRS (A) & PNS schools (B)

A: 59.79/65.22

23.49*

B: 36.31/19.56
BRS (A) & MCD (C)

A: 59.79/65.22

9.87*

C: 49.93/7.69
BRS (A) & ICDS (D)

A: 59.79/65.22

35.37*

D: 24.43/ 10.51
BRS

(A)

&

Experimental

A: 59.79/65.22

preschools (E)

E: 84.44/36.65

PNS (B)& MCD (C)

B: 36.31/19.56

29.64*

13.62*

C: 49.93/7.69
PNS (B)& ICDS (D)

B: 36.31/19.56

11.88*

D: 24.43/ 10.51
PNS

(B)

&

Experimental

B: 36.31/19.56

preschools (E)

E: 84.44/36.65

MCD (C) & ICDS (D)

C: 49.93/7.69

48.13*

25.5*

D: 24.43/ 10.51
MCD

(C)

&

Experimental

preschools (E)
ICDS

(D)

preschools (E)

C: 49.93/7.69

34.51*

E: 84.44/36.65
&

Experimental

D: 24.43/ 10.51
E: 84.44/36.65

* Significant at .01 level of significance

60.01*

In addition, there was a significant difference observed within the mean scores of the
programs under the two categories of BRS and PNS programs. Thus, there was a huge
variation in the provisions provided within these two categories of early childhood programs
and indicates towards a lack of consensus on the kind of provisions provided to children in
these two categories of programs. The other three categories of early childhood programs had
no significant variations within the category, implying that all the schools within these three
categories provided similar provisions to children.
Ratings on 7 components of TECERS:


All Exp preschools and a majority of the BRS and MCD schools had good score on
the Infrastructure component. However, infrastructure facilities were poor in the
categories of PNS and ICDS program.



Exp preschools and BRS schools also provided good personal care and routine
provisions to children. MCD schools provided average provisions related to this
component while ICDS program provided very poor provisions to children related to
personal care and routine of the children.



Programs under the two categories of Exp preschools and BRS also had good
provisions for the children related to development of language and reasoning skills.
The other three categories of MCD, PNS and ICDS programs had average provisions
for the development for the language and reasoning skills.



Exp preschools and BRS also provided good provisions for the development of the
children’s social skills. PNS, MCD schools and ICDS program, all provided average
provisions to children for the development of social skills in children.



Only the programs in the category of Exp preschools had good provisions related to
physical learning aids. The programs under BRS and MCD schools had average
provisions related to this component. Both PNS and ICDS programs provided very
poor provisions to children related to physical learning aids. This implies that only a
few programs are using physical learning aids appropriately or the conditions of these
physical learning aids is not good.



Only Exp preschools had good provisions for children related to the development of
fine and gross motor abilities. BRS and MCD schools had average provisions, while
PNS and ICDS program had very poor provisions related to this component.



In the creative abilities component also, only Exp preschools provided good
provisions to children. BRS, MCD schools and ICDS program provided average

provisions while the PNS provided poor provisions to children for the development of
creative abilities.
Thus, within the categories of the five early childhood programs, the quality of provisions can
be summed up in the following manner:
1. In BRS, provisions provided under the component of ‘Infrastructure’ were the
best, while provisions related to physical learning aids and creative activities
were very poor.
2. In PNS, very poor provisions were provided to children in almost all the
components of the TECERS tool. However, a number of variations were
evident in the quality of provisions provided, probably because of lack of an
apex body.
3. In MCD schools, good provisions were provided to children under the
component of Infrastructure. Provisions related language and reasoning and
creative abilities were average, while provisions related to fine motor abilities
and physical learning aids were very poor.
4. None of the centre in ICDS program had a TECERS score of more than 40,
indicating poor provisions related to all the seven components of the tool.
Provisions related to fine motor abilities and physical learning aids were
almost neglected in the ICDS program, as the scores were very low on these
two components. However, average scores observed on language and
reasoning components, as AWW seemed to use language that the children
understood.
5. All the components received a very high score in the category of Exp
preschools.
Curriculum:
Curricular goals of the ECCE programs and the emphasis of the program on learning of 3 R’s
was investigated and is represented in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Emphasis on 3 R’s
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Information was also sought on Curriculum organization and how children learn in the
different categories of early childhood programs. This is represented in figure 9 and Table 4
respectively.
Figure 9: Curriculum organization
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Table 4: How children learn
BRS & PNS

MCD & ICDS







Passive learning



Active learning

Rote memorization



No rote learning

Teacher-initiated



Teacher-initiated



Play activities as the

Limited play activities



Children engaged in play

main way of learning

activities but as a drill
Use of textbooks &
H.W.



Exp

Formal assessment



No textbooks or H.W.



No tests



No textbooks or
H.W.



No tests

Conclusion:

The present study provides evidence towards the differences in quality of provisions provided
to the children enrolled in early childhood programs in the five different categories. Best
provisions were observed to be provided by the Exp preschools as they had a ‘developmental
approach’ to early childhood education. BRS programs also tend to provide good provisions
to the children; however, a large number of the programs in this category had an academic
approach to early childhood education, as also the programs under the category of PNS. In
addition, these programs had an academic approach and emphasized the learning of 3 R’s in
the curriculum. The programs under this category also provided poor provisions to the
children. In contrast, curriculum in the MCD schools and ICDS programs were childoriented. However, the overall quality of the provisions provided to the children under these
two categories of early childhood programs was poor.
Variations were also observed within the programs of BRS and PNS programs. However,
very few variations were observed in the provisions provided in MCD schools, Exp
Preschools and ICDS programs. One reason explaining the variations in quality of the

program under BRS and PNS programs could be because there is no apex body for these two
categories of early childhood programs.
On the basis of the quality of the provision provided to the children and the curricular
approach adopted by the program, they could be categorized into ‘good’ and ‘poor’
programs. The ‘poor’ programs were academically oriented and emphasized the learning of 3
R’s and the curriculum was a downward extension of the primary classes. It included no or
very limited child-oriented activities in the curriculum. Many programs that obtained a low
quality score were the programs that did not consider ‘play’ as important for the development
of the children and thus did not include it in their curriculum.
The present study presents strong evidence for providing a regulatory body that ensures
implementation of high quality early childhood programs.
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The Managerial Functions of Three School Administrators
In Three Educational Systems of Pakistan
Abstract: This case study, which focuses on the private, community, and government schools situated in
the Gilgit-Baltistan region of Northern Pakistan, investigates how three secondary school administrators
(one from each of the three systems) attempt to integrate the culture of school vision and participative
decision-making into their practices. The study maintains that an updated knowledge about the concepts
of leadership and management gave the private and community school leaders a better understanding of
the value of these concepts. However, the leader of the private school had more success than his colleague
in the community school in applying these concepts to the development of an educational process rooted
in quality. Due to limited knowledge, specifically in terms of school vision and participative decisionmaking, the administrator in the government school did not significantly contribute to his school’s quality
of education.
Key words: School administrators, Vision, Decision making processes, Government school, Private
school,
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Introduction:
The transformation of individuals is important for any kind of change to occur (Negroni, 2000); however,
such a transformation in terms of school leadership and its development, particularly in the public
(government) school system, has not received a significant level of attention in Pakistan. Moreover, due
to the paucity of literature and empirical research, several aspects of school leadership and management in
the context of Pakistani schools have not yet been explored. This study, in addition to a limited number of
other studies, recognizes the weaknesses in the Pakistani school leadership and, therefore, explores the
role of administrators in Pakistani schools. The findings of these studies suggest that school leaders across
the country have little understanding about making the following educational themes part of their daily
practices: setting goals, making shared decisions, delegating responsibilities, and participating in
instructional practices. Consequently, school administrators, especially those in public schools, have made
minimal contributions to the quality of education in Pakistan (Memon, 2000; Warwick & Reimers, 1995).
These results motivated the researcher to conduct this study with the intentions of identifying and
discussing those core skills and competencies that could lead the school administrators in Pakistan to
perform their job in a more positive, beneficial manner.
Objectives of the Study:
Since both developed and developing countries recognize the importance of school leadership in
improving schools (Memon & Bana, 2005), the objective of this study is to examine whether or not the
administrators in three different educational systems (private, community, and government) incorporated
vision development and participative decision-making into their managerial practices. The study also
examines how the absence or presence of these practices impacts the quality of education in the schools.
The literature review sheds insight onto the circumstances that have shaped the administrators in Pakistani
schools.
Literature Review:
During the nineteen century, both Europe and North America expanded their educational systems in order
to enhance economic development and to establish “political democracy and justice” (Dove, 1980, p. 67).
This economic and political growth provided a strong foundation that allowed other domains within these
nations to flourish. Unfortunately, modern Pakistan lacks a robust education system that could lead to
such an economic and political development which is witnessed in the Western countries. Burgeoning
radicalism has led the country into a very precarious situation; this reign of terror, which has diminished
the pace of economic development, has also slowed down the process of education in Pakistan. The
bombing of schools for girls and the closure of other schools due to the fear of suicide attacks illustrate
the deteriorating educational situation within Pakistan. These circumstances have added new challenges to
the obstacles that already plague the school leaders in Pakistan and elsewhere (Goddard, 2004).
The Pakistani government is the largest provider of educational services in the country; twentyfour million students attend one of the public schools (Saleem, 2005). Yet, the educational managers of
these government institutions lack the proper training needed to effectively fulfill their responsibilities
(Kandasamay & Blaton, 2004). Because government school administrators do not have strong managerial
3

competencies, they are unable to bring about change in their institutions of learning (Memon, 2000).
Warwick and Reimers (1995) describe the following characteristics of a Pakistani government school
administrator: “With no clear definition of who they are and what they are supposed to do, schools heads
are adrift in the educational system […] they were not trained to be leaders, did not see themselves as
leaders, and did not act like leaders” (p.101). Not only does Pakistan deprive its school leaders of proper
training, but it also fails to provide these leaders with any kind of job description regarding their
managerial, educational, and social responsibilities (Khan, 2004). Because government school
administrators are vague about their responsibilities, they tend to focus on the more obvious
administrative tasks rather than engage in such complex instructional practices as curriculum enrichment
(Memon, 2000). Furthermore, by functioning under a highly centralized educational system, school
leaders do not have any role in the selection and firing of their staff and teachers. Similarly, the
appointment of school administrators does not take place through a systematic procedure; instead, “most
educational administrators are senior teachers turned administrators … they find themselves handicapped
in managing the routine office business of an administrative position” (UNESCO, 1984, p.8). The criteria
used to select and promote school administrators consist of the quantity of years as a teacher, not the
quality of human management skills (Kandasamay & Blaton, 2004). Generally, an educational official
writes an Annual Confidential Report (ACR) which serves as the primary determinant of the selection of a
school administrator. However, concerns about the authenticity of these ACRs exist because “the concept
of the ACR is based on ‘fear and subordination’ rather than performance and objectivity. Within this
backdrop, it is very difficult to expect any improvement in the quality of educational management in the
country” (Khan, 2004, p. 99). Ironically, the educational officials who lack knowledge about educational
processes (Khan, 2004; Warwick &Reimers, 1992; UNESCO, 1984) write these ACRs. Rather than
providing information about various dimensions of the administrators and their educational
responsibilities, the ACR instead offers information about the general behavior of the officers.
Harber and Davies (1997) attribute the authoritative tendencies among school leaders to the
centralized educational system of developing countries. School administrators in less developing
countries are not instrumental in nurturing democratic norms and collegial practices in their schools;
instead, they are “likely to refrain from involving teachers and parents in decision-making, participative
leadership, delegation of responsibilities, or major school change initiations” (Oplatka, 2004, p.440).
Likewise, Simkin et al. (1998) noted that the educational system of Pakistan, which is managed by a
multifaceted bureaucracy, is less instrumental in providing opportunities to school leaders to demonstrate
efficiency. In most instances, school administrators expect change initiatives to come from individuals
and groups outside the school.
Because the subjects of this study come from three different educational systems, this section
briefly describes the structure and organization of government, private and community schools.
Government, Private and Community Schools:
The government schools operate under a highly centralized system in Pakistan. More than 70 percent of
school going children attend government schools. Education is free in government schools, but students
purchase their books and other supplies from local markets. The government is responsible for the
allocation of budget, recruitment of staff, and the development of curriculum for their schools. Although
the country’s constitution recognizes education as a fundamental human right, education is not
compulsory in Pakistan. Since Pakistani society is conservative, most of the government schools are
gender specific schools.
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Like government schools, private and community schools cater to the educational needs of
students in Pakistan. These schools, which are located in cities, urban slums, backward areas, and farflung rural areas, share a limited number of similarities. They all must follow the national curriculum as
defined by the government. Furthermore, the administrators of these two schools, like the headmasters of
the government school, have few opportunities for professional development. Unlike the government
schools, however, the private and community schools depend upon independent entities, communities,
religio-political organizations, non-governmental organizations, and international donor agencies to
manage, finance, and support them. They also charge tuition fees, with the private schools varying the
rates and the community schools offering a more moderate tuition fee. The private schools have their own
policies of hiring and firing of staff and their own accountability mechanism for evaluating the
performance of administrators and teachers and determining the renewal of contracts. In comparison with
the government school leaders, the administrators in the private and community schools enjoy a greater
level of autonomy in terms of evaluation of teachers, hiring and firing of teachers, and other internal
affairs.
Context and Sample of the Study:
This study (part of a larger study) was conducted in the Gilgit-Baltistan region of Northern Pakistan. Due
to the non-development of an industrial infrastructure, about 1.5 million inhabitants of this region earn
their livelihood from tourism, agriculture, small businesses, or government/private jobs. Although the
region has experienced a mushroom growth of private sector institutions during the past several years, the
majority of the students still attend the public schools. Through a convenience sampling method, I
selected a public (government), private, and community school for this study. The private and community
schools are affiliated with an International Non-Governmental Organization (INGO). The subjects of this
study were three secondary school administrators (all male), and six teachers (two females), representing
public, private, and community sectors. In order to maintain a level of confidentiality, I used fictitious
names for both the individuals and institutions referred to in this study.
Methodology:
Since qualitative methods offer the researchers a wide range of tools for the data collection, such as
interviews, direct observations, and document reviews, (Mertens, 2005), I used the case study approach as
one of the qualitative methods for this study.Stake (1995)advocates the compatibility of the case study
method with the purpose of researching a contemporary topic: “A case study is an empirical inquiry that
investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context” (p.13).The topic of school
leadership has recently received some attention in the educational landscape of Pakistan.Therefore, the
case study method seemed the most reasonable approach for this research. In addition to informal
interviews, I conducted a total of thirteen formal interviews of school administrators, teachers, and
educational officials. I recorded and transcribed all formal interviews. The interviews, done in the national
language, lasted from 45-80 minutes. In direct observation, the second method of my data collection, I
functioned as a passive observer who shadowed the three school administrators as they interacted with
staff, students, parents, and educational officials. I reviewed the following documents for data collection:
vision and mission statements of schools; job description of school administrators; annual results of the
Board examination for secondary school certificates;minutes of staff meetings; evaluation reports of
administrators; administrative feedback about teachers and teaching methodologies; student feedback
about teachers; and written notes of appreciation from administrators. I conducted this study from August
to November 2009.
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Data Analysis:
Themes were generated as a way to better analyze the data. As suggested by Constas (1992), I used three
ways of developing these themes: 1) a priori, that is before the data collection; 2) posteriori, that is, after
the data collection; and 3) iterative, that is where “categories may be created at various points in time
during the research process” (p.261). I applied the Constant Comparative Strategy (Stainback &
Stainback, 1988) for the analysis of data collected from different sources; I categorized the data and then
looked for patterns of similarity and difference. The analysis of data was a continuous process which
started from the outset of the data collection (Lincoln and Guba,1981).

Profile of Schools:
The Government High School (GHS), which has no tuition fee for educating its 415 middle and lower
middle class students, grades six through ten, is considered a low performing school according to the
Board examination scores. GHS’s administrator has a BSc/Bed degree and years of experience (entered
teaching profession in 1981) as a science teacher; he joined GHS as an assistant administrator in 2003,
and then he advanced to the position of administrator in 2008.
The Private High School (PHS), established by an International Non-Governmental Organization
(INGO), offers an education to 658 middle class students from grades eight to twelve. Students need to
pay a tuition fee in order to attend this school. According to the Board examination results, PHS is a high
performing school. The principal, who began his teaching career as a chemistry teacher in 1999 at PHS,
has both an MSc degree in chemistry and an MEd in Leadership and Management. Before formally
assuming the position of principal in 2006, he briefly served as an acting principal in the same school.
The Community High School (CHS), which was established by a middle class neighborhood, is a
co-educational school that educates 475 middle and lower middle class students from head start through
tenth grade. Students pay a nominal tuition fee to attend CHS. CHS students have an average performance
on the Board exam. The headmaster of CHS, who earned a BEd degree and attended various training
programs related to school management, assumed the responsibility of CHS headship in 2005. After
beginning his teaching career in 1979, he taught at various schools before coming to CHS.
Findings and Discussion:
The contemporary discourse about school improvement places great importance on the role of school
leadership. This growing awareness of the value of school leadership has led to the development of
various leadership models, including the instructional leader (Hallinger & Murphy, 1985), the
transformational leader (Leithwood, 1994), and the pedagogical leader (Sergiovanni, 1998) in educational
settings. Two of this study’s themes – vision/mission goals and participative decision-making – are
considered fundamental elements of these leadership models. Since change initiative comes from the
administrators (Senge et al., 2000), these leaders need to create consensus-based vision/mission
statements for their schools (Lashway, 2006), and they need to endorse participative decision-making
within their schools (Gamage & Pang, 2003). A clear vision/mission enables the school leaders and
others to reach their final goals and achieve their overall objectives(Lashway, 2006) and to make better
decisions (Leithwood, Begley, & Cousins, 1992). Furthermore, when the school leaders work together
with other stakeholders, they enhance their commitment to achieving the broader goals of their schools
(Youngs &King, 2002).
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Significant differences were noticed regarding the administrators’ approach to integrate a school
vision and the ethos of participative decision-making into their leadership practices. Despite their
differences, the three administrators agreed that they had the responsibility of developing an environment
that could ensure the delivery of quality education. They also shared a strong understanding that the
purpose of education is to prepare children to become responsible citizens who contribute to their
country’s development. However, the three administrators chose different ways to approach the concepts
of school vision and participative decision-making in their schools.
The administrator of the Private High School (PHS) recognized the value of developing a school
vision and involving the other stakeholders in the process of achieving school goals. Although he did not
play any role in the development of his school vision and objectives, he was familiar with his school’s
history and the vision and objectives written at the time of the establishment of the school. The principal
consistently conveyed the vision and objectives to his staff. He used faculty meetings to remind the
teachers and other staff members that their actions should be guided by the overall objectives of the
institution. The PHS administrator also made sure that every new staff member received a copy of the
school vision and understood the school’s goals at the time of hiring. To further emphasize his
commitment to the quality of education in his school, the administrator displayed the vision/mission and
objectives in classrooms, hallways, and the staff room to remind the teachers and students about their
responsibilities and roles.
Using the vision statement with its objectives, the administrator of PHS was better able to select
the approaches and strategies that would achieve the school’s educational goals. For instance, the private
school vision states a commitment to the “intellectual growth” of the students in order to better prepare
the students for admission into exemplary higher institutions of learning and forroles of national
leadership. In order to make this objective a reality, the administrator used a variety of strategies to
provide his students with a positive learning atmosphere. The administrator’s involvement in the
development of different educational components showed uniformity between the practices of this school
leader and the goals/objectives of his school. For example, the administrator of PHS often acted as a
substitute teacher and frequently made classroom visits. Through an impartial method, he gained student
feedback about teachers; he also ensured that the school had a functional library with thousands of books
on diverse topics and a computer laboratory with internet access. His active participation in instructional
practices and his positive work ethic motivated his teachers to follow his example. One of the teachers
commented, “We had issues about taking substitute classes in our school…teachers were also reluctant to
take substitute classes. In order to motivate the teachers, our headmaster started taking substitute classes;
this inspired us to do the same.” The administrator of PHS was a source of inspiration and motivation for
his teachers. Another teacher explained the role and impact of the principal as follows:
If the school does not reach its objectives, the principal definitely takes certain actions. For
instance, the results in some of the subjects on the Board examination were not good. In order to
find the cause of this low performance, the principal held discussions to determine whether the
teachers or students were responsible for this state of affairs. He then implemented measures to
correct the problem.
The private school administrator’s involvement in the process of participative decision-making
and delegation of responsibilities with his staff greatly contributed to the success and productivity of PHS.
By limiting his role to one of supervision, support, and follow-up, the administrator allowed different
committees (Examination Committee, Admissions Committee, English and Urdu Literary Society, etc.) to
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play a more active role in enacting change. As a facilitator and supervisor, the principal delegated
responsibilities, but he also made himself available should his teachers require his guidance. He never
tried to influence, interrupt, or bypass the decisions made by a particular school committee. One of the
teachers of PHS pointed out that his principal not only delegated responsibilities but also gave an open
hand to the staff: “Our principal does not demonstrate a possessive attitude. For example, if he assigns
someone the responsibility of preparing a time table, he will give that teacher a free hand. He will not tell
him that he has to assign a particular class to a particular teacher.” In addition to delegating
responsibilities, the private school administrator frequently engaged with his staff to plan different
activities, such as preparing the annual school calendar, creating a schedule for examinations, organizing
the celebration of national events, and designing the curriculum.
Because leaders and teachers facilitated one another, a spirit of collegiality defined the private
school. The school leader’s enjoyment of the support of his staff motivatedhim to exhibit the same level
of respect and care to his subordinates. Two factors guided the strategies that the school administrator of
PHS adopted: 1) his educational qualifications in school leadership and management and 2) his clear job
description provided to him at the time of his appointment. In fact, private school administrator initiated
the idea of developing job descriptions; the International Non-Governmental Organization (INGO) to
which this school belongs not only appreciated the effort, but also used the job descriptions to improve
the quality of school leaders. The private school administrator acknowledged that his involvement in
capacity building activities, particularly in the field of educational management, provided by the INGO
enabled him to better understand various dimensions of his managerial and educational role. Using the job
description as a comprehensive guideline, the administrator could justify his role as an administrator and
instructional leader. The following quotation illustrates the principal’s understanding of his instructional
and managerial roles: “The administrator plays a supportive role in the school, so the end product is an
efficient academic output which cannot be achieved if the administrative aspect is weak.” Ultimately, the
efforts of the private school principal to improve the educational standards of PHS went beyond the
parameters of his job descriptions.
The administrator of the Community High School (CHS) defined his primary responsibilities as
ones that involve developing vision and identifying the resources to achieve those goals (Novotney,1973).
Like the PHS administrator, the CHS principal was well-acquainted with his managerial and educational
responsibilities due to job-related trainings and detailed job descriptions. The school administrator
insisted that the process of building a vision and setting goals should be the product of various
stakeholders, including the teachers, parents, and local communities. In addition, the educational official
of the INGO to which CHS belongs played a central role in developing the vision and in identifying the
objectives for this school. The educational officials ensured that the availability of different resources
would allow the school to fulfill its vision and objectives.
Research suggests that the school leaders in a decentralized system are very instrumental in school
improvement programs (DJeaghere, Williams, & Kyeyune, 2008). Unfortunately, the administrator of
CHS failed to maintain a high performance level, even though he, unlike most Pakistani school leaders,
received support from educational officials, parents, and local communities. Instead of rooting his
behaviors in the belief that goals help leaders reach their destination, the leader of CHS demonstrated a
lack of consistency between his practices and the school’s overall objectives.
He ignored the explicit school objectives by excluding himself from instructional development
programs and, except for teaching two regular classes each day, he did not engage in such other
instructional processes such as providing feedback or visiting classrooms. The school administrator of
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CHS preferred to remain in his office and focus on his administrative responsibilities which, ironically,
were minimal.
When I sought the perspectives of school teachers about their school administrator’s efforts to
achieve the goals of CHS, they expressed their reservations by noting the gaps between the
administrators’ practices and the goals of the school. One of the teachers commented that her headmaster
belongs to an older generation of principals because he had not embraced a more modern approach to
school management. Another teacher noted the difficulty in achieving the objective of developing the
students’ learning habits when the school library remained closed most of the time. Although the
administrator attributed the closure of the library to the non-availability of trained librarians, he could
have compensated for this situation by finding volunteers within the supportive parental and local
communities.
The administrator of CHS believed that an effective administrator needed the support of his staff.
This conviction led him to involve the teachers, students, and other stakeholders in the decision-making
process. To give teachers an active role in the educational and managerial functions of CHS, the
administrator involved the teachers in such committees as the Examination Committee, the Sports
Committee, and the Assembly Committee. Although the headmaster sought the opinion of teachers,
included the teachers in the decision-making processes, and shared power with his staff, the educators still
had reservations about the decision-making processes of their school. They pointed out that their
administrator endorsed democratic values, but did not make these values an integral part of his practices.
They added that their headmaster sought their opinions about different matters of the school, but he then
did whatever he likes. Despite the headmaster’s perception that an agreement between the principal and
teachers was essential for fulfilling the mission of the school, the reality showed a great deal of
compromise from the teachers.
The absence of any kind of follow-up on the part of the administrator of CHS made the processes
of participative decision-making and delegation of responsibilities less effective. The administrator
incorrectly assumed that everything was going well. For instance, the administrator organized an
Assembly Committee whose purpose was to arrange the daily assembly and manage different activities.
However, during the research period, I only noticed the administrator attending one morning assembly; as
a result, he had little understanding of the events at his school. One of the teachers stated, “He needs to
spare some time for assembly. He needs to know the problems of assembly - whether the microphone
works, whether the school has electricity, etc.” Another teacher also commented about this situation: “As
headmaster, he needs to come to assembly every day. He should see which teachers come on time and
which do not, and how students arrange the assembly session. He occasionally comes out of his office,
but he needs to come out every day.” As these episodes suggest, the administrator was cognizant of the
process of delegating authority, but he did not adopt a productive approach to ensure that others acted in
an effective manner. Furthermore, the administrator had some success in dealing with administrative
issues, but his lack of consistent monitoring negatively affected the process of educating children. Even
though the CHS headmaster had all the basic human and physical resources, he followed practices that did
not utilize these resources to achieve the broader objectives of the school. The administrator claimed that
his administrative jobs prevented him from focusing on his instructional responsibilities; however, I
noticed that he had ample time to invest his energies into the instructional processes. I also heard him
complain on many occasions that the salary package offered to him and his staff was not adequate: “The
volume of our responsibilities is equal to that of the administrators of other government and private
schools, but they earn three times more than we do.” Many factors, therefore, prevented the administrator
of CHS from reaching the high quality of education as witnessed in the private school.
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Although the administrator of the Government High School (GHS) was aware of the purpose of
education, he had only a vague understanding about the concept of school vision and the impact of a
vision upon the quality and development of education. He explained his role in the development of vision
and the setting of goals as follows: “I did not develop the vision of this school; instead, all the government
schools have a similar vision that is the provision of education…school teachers know about this
vision…and I remind them about the vision time and again.” Because the administrator believed that the
mere presence of teachers in the classroom would fulfill the vision and objectives of the school, he chose
to only focus on his administrative responsibilities. Moreover, the administrator of GHS claimed that he
based each of his actions on deliberate planning, but I did not see any evidence of that planning. For
instance, I did not see an annual activities calendar in the school, and I never heard the administrator use
the terms vision, mission, or objectives when speaking to his staff. The administrator had limited
understanding that “Planning begins with clear identification of goals or a vision to work toward, as well
as to induce commitment and enthusiasm” (Jenkins, 2009, p.37). Because the organizational culture of
GHS did not have a shared purpose, both the administrator and the teachers showed less commitment to
their responsibilities. Mannel (2008) recognizes that leadership starts with the identification of goals and a
clear vision/mission not only unites the people, but it also changes the behavior of people. In the absence
of clear goals, both the teachers and administrator in government were directionless.
In the absence of a shared vision, the headmaster and teachers worked in isolation, demonstrating
little knowledge and little interest in each other’s activities. When I once asked the teachers and
supporting staff about the whereabouts of their administrator, they did not know that he was in a
classroom serving as a substitute teacher. Not only did the headmaster rarely substitute for an absent
teacher, but he also spent little time visiting classrooms and providing feedback to the teachers. On
another occasion, the administrator did not show any concern when a non-teaching staff member
informed him that some teachers had not shown up for work; instead, he said he could not do anything
about the absences. The lackadaisical behavior of the headmaster caused the teachers to question the
authority of their principal. The learning process of the students at GHS suffered from the poor leadership
skills of the headmaster, even though the school was well-equipped with human and physical resources,
such as teachers, science laboratories, a library, and a computer laboratory.
Without a clear vision statement and objectives, both the administrator and teachers of GHS did
not understand their actual responsibilities and the direction they should be taking. Even more than the
staff, the administrator showed little inclination to deviate from those rules and regulations set by the
government. This behavior, along with the absence of a proper job orientation, prevented the
administrator of GHS to pursue a holistic school development plan. When I asked him how he had
learned his administrative responsibilities, he replied, “I started learning through my own experience. I
was not told what I had to do.” Since the headmaster of GHS never received a detailed job description, he
neither understood the importance of the above mentioned activities nor considered these activities as part
of his educational responsibilities.
School level change requires the active participation of all the stakeholders, but teachers in the
government school were less eloquent about the level of their participation in the decision-making
processes of their school than their private and community school colleagues. Because of the top-down
model of school management within developing countries, the government school administrator had
difficulty incorporating democratic norms into his school culture. School administrators in this situation
are “likely to refrain from involving teachers and parents in decision-making, participative leadership,
delegation of responsibilities, or major school change initiations” (Oplatka, 2004, p.440). The
administrator of GHS believed in the process of democratic norms, but he lacked the expertise to get the
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maximum benefits from these processes. Although he sought the opinion of his staff and shared his
responsibilities with other teachers through such committees as the Admissions Committee and Discipline
Committee, he did not take a stand when these committees made a decisions or recommendations for
change. For example, I noticed that the administrator of GHS offered admission to a student without
consulting the members of the Admissions Committee. One of the teachers who served on the Admissions
Committee conveyed the concerns of all the committee members when he said the following:
I used to be a member of the Admissions Committee, but I quit. If you are a member of a
committee and you give some suggestions, these suggestions should be considered. You offer
admission to 10 students on the basis of their test scores. If the headmaster accommodates 10 more
students who did not take the test, then he undermines the value of the test and of the Admissions
Committee…We have students at the secondary level who do not understand anything because
they were admitted without fulfilling the standard procedures.
Many arenas in GHS required the proper attention of the school administrator. However, a lack of
trust in the administrator by the teachers caused the staff to disengage from any change-producing
processes. The administrator and staff of GHS did not comprehend that change cannot take place in
isolation(Spillane, 1999).With the government school administrator uncertain about the potential of his
teachers and with the teachers lacking confidence in their administrator, creating democratic norms
became almost impossible. Both the administrator and the teachers were unwilling to understand each
other’s point of view or to work together as a team. For example, during a staff meeting, teachers
complained in the presence of their administrator that he [administrator] was not successful in
implementing a decision that could help the teachers prepare better lesson plans. Because the process of
participative decision-making in the government school lacked the core principle of teamwork, it did not
have a positive impact on the quality of education in GHS.
Conclusion and Recommendations:
All three administrators engaged in practicing participative decision-making and making efforts to
achieve the broader objectives of their schools, but the impact of these processes varied from school to
school. As compared to his counterparts at the public and community schools, the administrator of the
private school had little teaching and management experience, but his updated knowledge in the field of
educational management played an important role in shaping his practices as a manager and instructional
leader. His understanding of leadership and the responsibilities it entails contributed to the high level of
education in his school. Unlike the administrator of the private school, the administrator of the
government school did not have any exposure to such kinds of interventions. Therefore, his managerial
practices were more administrative-oriented and less instruction-oriented. The behavior of the principal of
the private school proves that managerial practices have a significant influence on the productivity of
schools (Hannaway, 1991). An important implication drawn from this study is that in order to improve the
quality of education, the government in Pakistan needs to place a special focus on the capacity building of
its school administrators.
Mannel (2008) asserts that “Leaders help clarify the vision and then guide the team in defining the
mission and goals” (p.113). Likewise, McEwan (2003) points out that effective school leaders “delegate
authority and share responsibility in order to maximize their efficiency” (p. 13). Therefore, it is imperative
that school administrators master these themes. In this regard, it might be beneficial to conduct a study of
leadership development needs of school administrators for the sole purpose of introducing an indigenous
leadership development model. School leaders cognizant of the importance of participative decision11

making, school vision, and other instructional processes would play an active role in creating an
organizational culture in which the learning of teachers and students could take place in a systematic way.
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